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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A. Addressees of this Decision

1.1. This Decision of the Competition and Markets Authority (the 'CMA') is 
addressed to the following legal entities: 

a. Accord-UK Limited (formerly known as Actavis UK Limited, company
number 00079585) (‘Accord-UK’);1

b. Auden Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited (company number
03835531) (‘AM Pharma’);

c. Allergan plc (formerly known as Actavis plc, registered in Ireland with
company number 527629) (‘Allergan’);

d. Accord Healthcare Limited (company number 04596349) (‘Accord’);

e. Intas Pharmaceuticals Limited (registered in India with company
number FC024249) (‘Intas’);

f. Waymade plc (formerly known as Waymade Healthcare plc, company
number 08156320);

g. The ‘Amdipharm Companies’:

i. Amdipharm UK Limited (company number 04606340);

ii. Amdipharm Limited (registered in Ireland with company number
364596); and

iii. Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited (formerly known as
Amdipharm Mercury Company Limited, company number
04678629);

h. The ‘Cinven Entities’:

i. Cinven Capital Management (V) General Partner Limited (a non-
cellular company limited by shares organised under the laws of
Guernsey) (‘Cinven MGP’);

ii. Cinven (Luxco 1) S.A. (a société anonyme organised under the
laws of Luxembourg) (‘Luxco 1’); and

1 This Decision may refer to a legal entity by the appropriate defined term or by its legal name at the time of the 
evidence or conduct being discussed. For example, Accord-UK Limited (formerly Actavis UK Limited) may be 
referred to as ‘Accord-UK’ or ‘Actavis UK Limited’. 
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iii. Cinven Partners LLP (a limited liability partnership registered
under number OC366256) (‘Cinven Partners’); and

i. Advanz Pharma Corp. Limited (formerly known as Advanz Pharma
Corp. and Concordia International Corporation, incorporated in Jersey)
(‘Advanz’).

1.2. This Decision is issued to the persons listed in paragraph 1.1 above under 
section 31 of the Competition Act 1998 (the 'Act') and in accordance with 
rule 10(1) of the CMA’s Rules under the Act.2

1.3. By this Decision, the CMA finds that: 

a. The following legal entities form or formed part of an undertaking,
referred to for the purposes of this Decision as ‘Auden’ or ‘Actavis’ (or
‘Auden/Actavis’) as appropriate in context:3

i. from 1 October 2008 to 28 May 2015: AM Pharma;

ii. from 29 May 2015 to 1 August 2016: AM Pharma, Accord-UK and
Allergan;

iii. from 2 August 2016 to 8 January 2017: Accord-UK; and

iv. From 9 January 2017 to 31 July 2018: Accord-UK, Accord and
Intas.

b. The following legal entities form or formed part of an undertaking,
referred to for the purposes of this Decision as ‘Waymade’:

i. from 11 July 2011 to 30 October 2012: Waymade plc and
Amdipharm UK Limited; and

ii. from 31 October 2012 to 30 April 2015: Waymade plc.

c. The following legal entities form or formed part of an undertaking,
referred to for the purposes of this Decision as ‘AMCo’:

2 SI 2014/458 The Competition Act 1998 (Competition and Markets Authority's Rules) Order 2014 (the 'CMA's 
Rules'). 
3 Since (as explained in this Decision) AM Pharma sold hydrocortisone tablets until 31 August 2015, and Accord-
UK (then known as Actavis UK Limited) took over its business from 1 September 2015, the CMA will refer to 
‘Auden’ when discussing the undertaking until 31 August 2015, and to ‘Actavis’ when discussing the undertaking 
after that date. The CMA will refer to ‘Auden/Actavis’ when discussing the undertaking throughout the period 
covered by this Decision. 
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i. from 31 October 2012 to 20 October 2015: the Amdipharm
Companies and the Cinven Entities; and

ii. from 21 October 2015 to 24 June 2016: the Amdipharm
Companies and Advanz.

1.4. By this Decision, the CMA gives notice to the persons listed at paragraph 1.1 
above that it has decided that: 

a. From 1 October 2008 to 31 July 2018, Auden/Actavis abused its
dominant position by imposing excessive and unfair prices for 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets, thereby infringing the prohibition in section 18 of
the Act (the 'Chapter II prohibition') (the ‘10mg Unfair Pricing
Abuse’).

b. From 1 October 2008 to 8 January 2017, Auden/Actavis abused its
dominant position by imposing excessive and unfair prices for 20mg
hydrocortisone tablets, thereby infringing the Chapter II prohibition (the
‘20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse’).

c. From 11 July 2011 to 30 April 2015, Auden and Waymade entered into
an agreement that had as its object the prevention, restriction or
distortion of competition, thereby infringing the prohibition in section
2(1) of the Act (the ‘Chapter I prohibition’). In that agreement, Auden
agreed to make substantial monthly payments to Waymade in
exchange for Waymade agreeing not to enter the market independently
with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (the ‘20mg Agreement’).

d. From 23 October 2012 to 24 June 2016 Auden/Actavis entered into
another agreement that had as its object the prevention, restriction or
distortion of competition, thereby infringing the Chapter I prohibition,
first with Waymade and then with AMCo. In that agreement,
Auden/Actavis agreed to make substantial monthly payments to
Waymade and AMCo in exchange for each of Waymade and AMCo
agreeing not to enter the market independently with its own 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets (the ‘10mg Agreement’). Specifically:

i. From 23 October 2012 to 30 October 2012, Waymade was party
to the 10mg Agreement.

ii. On 31 October 2012, AMCo replaced Waymade as party to the
10mg Agreement and the agreement continued between
Auden/Actavis and AMCo until 24 June 2016.
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1.5. In this Decision, the CMA refers to the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse and the 
20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse together as the ‘Unfair Pricing Abuses’; the 
CMA refers to the 20mg Agreement and the 10mg Agreement together as 
the ‘Agreements’; and the CMA refers to the Unfair Pricing Abuses and the 
Agreements together as the ‘Infringements’. 

1.6. European Union (‘EU’) law no longer applies in the UK. This Decision does 
not therefore consider whether Articles 101 or 102 of the Treaty on the 
Functioning of the European Union (‘TFEU’) have been infringed. However, 
under section 60A of the Act, unless it considers it appropriate to act 
otherwise in light of specified factors, in reaching its findings in this Decision 
the CMA is required to act with a view to securing that there is no 
inconsistency between the principles that it has applied, and the decision it 
has reached, and the principles of EU law and judgments of the EU courts 
on corresponding issues that were made before 31 December 2020. The 
CMA must also have regard to relevant decisions or statements of the 
European Commission made before that date and not withdrawn. 

1.7. The CMA has decided to impose financial penalties under section 36 of the 
Act on all the persons listed in paragraph 1.1 above (with the exception of 
AM Pharma4) in relation to the Infringements in which they participated. 

4 As explained in section 9 below, the CMA has held Accord-UK liable for the conduct of AM Pharma prior to 1 
September 2015 by application of the principle of economic continuity. 
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B. Summary of the Infringements

1.8. Hydrocortisone tablets are an essential, lifesaving medicine on which tens of 
thousands of patients depend for the treatment of adrenal insufficiency, 
which includes conditions such as the life-threatening Addison's disease. 
Prescriptions for these drugs are funded by the NHS, and ultimately the 
taxpayer. They are sold in two strengths: 10mg and 20mg. 10mg tablets 
make up 96% of all hydrocortisone tablets dispensed.5

1.9. This Decision relates to the prices charged by Auden/Actavis as the 
incumbent supplier of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK from 1 October 2008 
to 31 July 2018, and the anti-competitive agreements it entered into with 
Waymade and AMCo, two potential competitors, during that period. 

1.10. Between 2008 and 2016 Auden/Actavis increased prices by over 10,000%: 
from less than £1 per pack (the price charged under the drug’s previous 
owner, which had sold the drug since 1955) to £72 per pack. As a result, 
NHS spending on hydrocortisone tablets rose from around £500,000 per 
year in 2007 to over £80 million per year in 2016. 

1.11. Until 2015, Auden/Actavis was the sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets. 
When two other suppliers prepared to enter and threatened its position, 
Auden/Actavis entered into market exclusion agreements with them. Under 
these agreements, Auden/Actavis made monthly payments to its potential 
competitors. Auden/Actavis paid: 

a. Waymade a total of £1.8 million in return for which Waymade agreed
to stay out of the market with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets from
11 July 2011 to 30 April 2015; and £70,000 in return for which
Waymade agreed to stay out of the market with its own 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets during October 2012; and

b. AMCo a total of £21 million in return for which AMCo agreed to stay
out of the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (which it
acquired from Waymade at the end of October 2012) from 31 October
2012 to 24 June 2016.

1.12. These agreements aimed to prevent or delay the arrival of competition, and 
the consequent likely price falls, and to preserve Auden/Actavis’s monopoly 
position and associated ability to charge very high prices. A portion of the 
resulting profits was shared with Waymade and AMCo. 

5 Based on volumes of packs. NHS BSA data. 
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1.13. After other suppliers eventually entered the market and Auden/Actavis’s 
prices started to fall, it continued profitably to charge prices significantly 
above those of its competitors, as a result of a quirk in the regulatory regime 
which afforded it the benefit of a protection given to a different drug supplied 
by a different firm, which had the unforeseen and unintended consequence 
of also protecting Auden/Actavis’s drugs. This gave Auden/Actavis an 
assured base of customers it could continue to exploit. 

1.14. As a result, Auden/Actavis overcharged the NHS over ten years. 

1.15. The CMA has decided to fine: 

a. Auden/Actavis £155.2 million for the Unfair Pricing Abuses and £66.0
million for its participation in the Agreements;

b. Waymade £2.5 million for its participation in the Agreements; and

c. AMCo £42.8 million for its participation in the 10mg Agreement.

I. The context of the Infringements

1.16. The fact that hydrocortisone tablets are an essential medicine does not entail 
that they should be expensive. They were first sold in the UK in 1955, under 
the brand name Hydrocortone. Any patents granted to reward innovation by 
their originator expired at the latest during the 1970s. Being long off-patent, 
hydrocortisone tablets were in the third stage of the drug lifecycle,6 when the 
price of even essential drugs is expected to be kept low by the potential for 
competitive entry and competition. In 2007, over 50 years after they were 
first sold, the price of hydrocortisone tablets was less than 70 pence per 
pack of 10mg tablets and £1 per pack of 20mg tablets.7 Prices had remained 
at that level for years. The NHS spent around £500,000 per year on the 
drug. At its peak during the Infringements, NHS spending on the drug was 
over £80 million per year. In 2020, after competition eventually brought 
prices down, the NHS still spent £9.6 million on the drug. 

1.17. In April 2008, Auden bought the licences for hydrocortisone tablets from the 
company that had brought them to market in 1955 and had sold them since, 
for £200,000. Within days Auden discontinued the brand and launched 
generic versions under those licences.   

6 The first stage of the drug lifecycle concerns the invention of new drugs while the second stage concerns patent 
protection and recovery of research and development associated with the invention of a new drug: see section 
3.B below.
7 These are reimbursement prices (the prices paid by the NHS to pharmacies for fulfilling prescriptions). The
actual selling prices were lower.
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1.18. This ‘de-branding’ removed the drugs from the price regulation provisions 
within the PPRS scheme. As a result of these steps hydrocortisone tablets 
became fully genericised and Auden had the freedom to set whatever prices 
it chose (subject to competition). 

1.19. During the period covered by this Decision, the prices of generic drugs were 
unregulated in the UK. Whereas the profits made from branded drugs are 
often constrained by regulation, the historical assumption is that once a drug 
moves to the third stage of the drug lifecycle (when patents have expired 
and competitors are free to enter with generic versions of a drug), its 
suppliers should no longer be able to charge high prices. By this point, the 
cost of the drug’s invention should long since have been recouped and any 
innovation rewarded. The public interest in lowering the price of medicines 
subsequently eclipses the public interest in incentivising innovation, which 
has been achieved by the patent regime. At this point competition between 
suppliers may normally be expected to keep prices low, even for essential 
drugs. 

1.20. Relying on competition may normally be expected to be an effective means 
of securing value for money for the NHS. However, the assumption that the 
market will regulate generic drug prices only holds good where competition 
works, and is neither ineffective nor artificially prevented, restricted or 
distorted. For some generic drugs, competition is impeded or delayed. This 
could be because of market features (such as barriers to entry or expansion 
or where the market is too small to attract entry) or because of artificial or 
deliberate acts such as anti-competitive collusion. 

1.21. Hydrocortisone tablets proved to be such generic drugs, with competition not 
working properly, as a result of the agreements and regulatory 
circumstances described in this Decision. Specifically, the CMA has found 
that when Auden/Actavis's price increases made the market more attractive 
to entrants the drugs were shielded from effective entry by anti-competitive 
collusion (see section 6 below); and that after entry eventually took place 
Auden/Actavis's market power was sustained by a regulatory windfall that 
gave it an assured customer base that it could continue to exploit with 
appreciable freedom from constraint (see section 4.C.II.c below). 

II. Auden/Actavis charged excessive and unfair prices

1.22. Over the eight years following its April 2008 decision to de-brand 
hydrocortisone tablets (for the majority of which it was the sole supplier), 
Auden/Actavis increased the prices by over 10,000% relative to the prices 
charged before it acquired the licences. At their highest (March 2016 for 
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10mg, October 2015 for 20mg), Auden/Actavis’s selling prices reached £72 
per pack. In March 2016, the NHS paid £88 per pack for 10mg tablets and 
£103 per pack for 20mg tablets.8

1.23. Auden/Actavis’s price increases are illustrated in figures 1.1 and 1.2 below. 

Figure 1.1: 10mg hydrocortisone tablet prices between January 2006 and March 2016 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by Auden/Actavis and NHS BSA data. 

8 These are reimbursement prices, which peaked in March 2016. 
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Figure 1.2: 20mg hydrocortisone tablet prices between January 2006 and October 2015 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by Auden/Actavis and NHS BSA data. 

1.24. The price increases did not reflect any increase in Auden/Actavis’s costs.  
Moreover, Auden/Actavis did not make any investment or produce any 
innovation in relation to hydrocortisone tablets that might justify these price 
increases. Auden/Actavis did not invent, improve or even manufacture the 
drug. It simply exploited the absence of effective constraints to increase 
prices. 

1.25. The CMA has found that Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive and unfair. 
The CMA has exercised its discretion to determine its administrative 
priorities and has not prioritised investigating Auden/Actavis’s prices where 
they were below £20 per pack.9 The CMA has made no finding as to 
whether prices below that level were excessive or unfair. It has found that, in 
context, prices for this drug above that level were clearly excessive and 
unfair.  

III. Auden/Actavis entered into anti-competitive agreements with Waymade
and AMCo

1.26. Auden's increasing prices made hydrocortisone tablets more attractive to 
other suppliers, which could see that there were now significant profits to be 
made. Others therefore began to prepare to launch their own generic 
versions, with the intention of competing with Auden’s generic versions. This 

9 This decision determined the start date of both Unfair Pricing Abuses and the end date of the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse. The end date of the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse (8 January 2017) reflects the fact that the CMA 
has not prioritised investigating whether Actavis held a dominant position for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets after 
that date. 
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competition would normally be expected to result in price decreases to the 
benefit of the NHS. 

1.27. However, such competition was deliberately prevented. Auden/Actavis 
bought off the first two of its potential competitors: Waymade and AMCo. It 
paid them, and in exchange they agreed not to enter the market. 
Auden/Actavis's high prices were therefore sustained and extended by anti-
competitive agreements that enabled it to continue exploiting its market 
power. 

1.28. The first agreement related to 20mg tablets and was reached with Waymade 
in July 2011. In response to the competitive threat posed by Waymade’s 
licence for 20mg tablets, Auden gave Waymade a monthly cash payment 
initially of £24,000 (increasing over time) and supplied Waymade with 200 
packs of 20mg tablets per month at an 87% discount compared to Auden’s 
other customers. The cash payment was masked by an arrangement in 
which Auden ‘sold’ 800 packs to Waymade (at the same 87% discount), 
which it then immediately ‘bought back’ at prevailing market prices, without 
the product ever leaving Auden’s warehouse. In total, from 11 July 2011 to 
30 April 2015 Auden paid Waymade £1.8 million. In exchange, Waymade 
agreed to stay out of the market with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

1.29. From July 2011 onwards, while Waymade worked to obtain a 10mg licence, 
it bought 10mg tablets from Auden at market rate: more than £30 per pack. 
On 27 September 2012, Waymade obtained its 10mg licence. In October 
2012 (at the latest by 23 October), in response to the competitive threat 
posed by that licence, Auden again agreed to supply Waymade with a fixed 
volume of 10mg tablets each month at a 97% discount compared to 
Auden’s other customers. The discounted volume of packs Waymade was 
given in October 2012 was worth £70,000 at market rate. In exchange, 
Waymade agreed to stay out of the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

1.30. On 31 October 2012, Waymade sold its Amdipharm group to the Cinven 
private equity house. Cinven combined Amdipharm with another group, 
Mercury, to create Amdipharm Mercury or AMCo. From 31 October 2012 
onwards Auden supplied AMCo with a heavily discounted fixed volume of 
10mg tablets each month. Over the next three and a half years 
Auden/Actavis continued to give AMCo a 97% discount compared to its 
other customers, enabling AMCo to make significant profits selling its 
volumes in the market. The supply deal was renegotiated at certain points, 
each time resulting in an increase in AMCo’s monthly volumes. In total, 
between November 2012 and June 2016 Auden/Actavis paid AMCo £21 
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million in relation to 10mg tablets. In exchange, AMCo agreed to stay out of 
the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

1.31. None of the parties or individuals involved has explained why Auden/Actavis 
was willing to supply Waymade and AMCo at a discount of 87% and 97% 
(respectively) to its prices to other customers, or to make cash payments to 
Waymade, if not to buy off their entry. It is not credible that Auden/Actavis 
expected nothing in return, or that Waymade and AMCo did not understand 
what was expected. Businesses do not pay their competitors considerable 
sums each month for nothing. 

1.32. These market exclusion agreements were aimed at preserving 
Auden/Actavis’s monopoly position and associated ability to charge very 
high prices. A portion of the resulting proceeds was shared with Waymade 
and AMCo through the profits they made on the heavily discounted volumes 
given to them (and, in Waymade’s case, through cash payments). Waymade 
and AMCo were therefore able to share in Auden/Actavis's high and 
increasing prices while agreeing to delay the process of competition for 
hydrocortisone tablets and the savings for the NHS that this should have 
created. 

1.33. The CMA has found that these agreements had the object of preventing, 
restricting or distorting competition. 

IV. Auden/Actavis continued to charge excessive and unfair prices after
entry occurred

1.34. Auden/Actavis was unable to delay competitive entry indefinitely. Other 
suppliers eventually began to enter the market from July 2015 (and 
especially March 2016) onwards. Prices began to fall as the process of 
competition began. 

1.35. However, Auden/Actavis’s market power did not vanish overnight. Despite 
entry, Auden/Actavis continued profitably to charge prices significantly in 
excess of those charged by its competitors while maintaining significant 
market shares. 

1.36. Auden/Actavis’s ability to sustain its market power following entry derived 
primarily from a quirk of the regulatory system: legal protection given to a 
different drug to reward innovation by a different firm. 

1.37. In 2011 a licence was granted for a drug called Plenadren, a different form of 
hydrocortisone sold by Shire Pharmaceuticals. Plenadren benefits from an 
‘orphan designation’, which is designed to incentivise research into serious 
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conditions affecting very small numbers of patients that otherwise might not 
attract investment by providing legal protection for a ‘therapeutic indication’ 
(ie for a specified use of a drug). 

1.38. This orphan designation of Plenadren meant that, for ten years from 
November 2011, any new licences granted for drugs containing the active 
substance hydrocortisone could not specify that they were for treating 
adrenal insufficiency ‘in adults’. These licences are known as ‘reduced 
indication’ or ‘skinny label’. 

1.39. The by-product of this was that Auden gained a windfall regulatory benefit. 
Because Auden already had licences for hydrocortisone tablets in November 
2011 (ie before the grant of the licence to Plenadren), it could continue 
marketing its drugs for adrenal insufficiency in adults. Its licences were ‘full 
indication’ or ‘full label’. In contrast, any suppliers who obtained a new 
licence for hydrocortisone tablets after November 2011 were legally 
prevented from marketing their drug for the protected indication: they could 
only have a skinny label licence (such that they could not specify that they 
were for treating adrenal insufficiency in adults). 

1.40. This was an unforeseen and unintended consequence of the regulatory 
regime that had no basis in innovation by Auden. The orphan designation 
granted to Plenadren reflected the difference between Plenadren and 
hydrocortisone tablets (Plenadren releases hydrocortisone into the body 
gradually, in contrast to hydrocortisone tablets, which release it instantly). It 
was meant to protect Plenadren and to recognise the innovation that led to 
that difference, which is a genuine clinical difference. 

1.41. The orphan designation was not, however, intended to prevent suppliers of 
hydrocortisone tablets from competing with one another for all volumes, or to 
give a competitive advantage to Auden/Actavis simply because it happened 
to hold licences when Plenadren received protection. When applied to 
competing suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets, the orphan designation does 
not reflect any pharmaceutical or qualitative difference between products – 
only the date on which the supplier obtained its licence. 

1.42. All entrants into the market were nonetheless affected by the orphan 
designation, except for Waymade in relation to 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
for which through circumstance it already held a licence. 

1.43. Because prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets specify the drug only (and 
not the supplier or the therapeutic indication), pharmacists are free to 
dispense any licensed hydrocortisone tablets to fulfil the prescription. This 
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means that pharmacists can dispense skinny label hydrocortisone tablets to 
an adult, although they are not indicated for the treatment of adrenal 
insufficiency in adults. This is known as dispensing ‘off-label’ (and should 
not be confused with ‘unlicensed’ dispensing: all skinny label tablets had a 
licence and were therefore licensed for sale in the UK). 

1.44. Although off-label dispensing is subject to guidance, in the case of 
hydrocortisone tablets all suppliers’ tablets contain the same amount of the 
same active substance, meet the same standards and have essentially the 
same efficacy and safety (known as ‘bioequivalence’). They are 
homogeneous, fungible commodities. Pharmacists are incentivised to 
dispense the cheapest product available (as they then make more profit 
when they are reimbursed by the NHS). 

1.45. This has led to widespread off-label dispensing of hydrocortisone tablets and 
the NHS has benefited from the resulting price falls. Wholesalers and 
pharmacies accounting for around 50% of total volumes of hydrocortisone 
tablets have switched their business to suppliers of skinny label tablets. 

1.46. The regulatory windfall from the orphan designation nonetheless gave 
Auden/Actavis an assured base of customers it could continue to exploit 
after entry. Pharmacies accounting for around 50% of total volumes of 
hydrocortisone tablets did not switch to skinny label tablets based mainly on 
their assessment of a potential regulatory risk to dispensers from off-label 
dispensing, rendering those volumes incontestable to skinny label suppliers 
and captive to Auden/Actavis as the only supplier of full label hydrocortisone 
tablets on the 10mg strength (which accounts for 96% of all hydrocortisone 
tablets dispensed) and one of only two suppliers of full label hydrocortisone 
tablets on the 20mg strength. 

1.47. The effects of Auden/Actavis’s market power persisted beyond entry in other 
ways (in addition to the regulatory windfall described above). When 
competitors eventually entered the market, they charged prices inflated by 
Auden/Actavis’s price increases over the previous eight years. Competition 
took time to erode prices. Deficiencies in the way the reimbursement price of 
hydrocortisone tablets was calculated meant that Actavis’s prices were 
further shielded from the impact of competition. This, combined with the 
regulatory windfall of the orphan designation, enabled Auden/Actavis to 
continue to impose prices which were significantly above those of its 
competitors. However, the process of competition over the next five to six 
years (together with a change in how the reimbursement price was 
calculated) resulted in the prices charged for competing hydrocortisone 
tablets returning in 2021 to levels similar to the price of Hydrocortone back in 
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2008 and Auden/Actavis’s own prices returning to levels significantly below 
the prices Auden first set when launching its generic versions in April 2008. 

1.48. This is set out in table 1.3 below. 

Table 1.3: prices of hydrocortisone tablets over time 

10mg 20mg 

Price of Hydrocortone from 2006 to 2008* <£0.70 <[£1-£4] 

Price charged by Auden when launching generic 
hydrocortisone tablets in April 2008 

£4.54 £5.14

Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses 

£20 - £72.14 £20 - £72.19 

Average price of skinny label tablets (Feb to April 
2021) 

£1.34 £1.85

Average price of Waymade’s full label tablets (May 
to July 2020**) 

N/A [£1-£4]

Actavis’s prices (Feb to April 2021) [£1-£4] [£1-£4]*** 

* As explained above, these are NHS reimbursement prices. The originator’s selling prices were lower.
** Waymade made no sales after July 2020.
*** For 20mg tablets competition was more effective owing to the presence of another supplier (Waymade) that also
benefited fortuitously from the orphan designation and could therefore market to all patients.

1.49. Table 1.3 demonstrates that, notwithstanding their status as an essential 
medicine (ie their therapeutic value to patients), the economic value of 
hydrocortisone tablets – what they are ‘worth’, whether determined by their 
price prior to de-branding, on generic launch or following a process of 
competition – provided no justification for the prices charged during the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses. 

1.50. The process of competition ultimately restored the price of hydrocortisone 
tablets to a level that closely approximates their cost of production – as is to 
be expected with a generic drug first sold in 1955. It is only now, more than 
thirteen years after Auden took over sales of the drug and after more than 
five years of competition, that prices are back down to the low levels that 
would be expected from well-established and long off-patent generic drugs. 

1.51. This is illustrated in figure 1.4 below. 
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1.52. During the period covered by this Decision (shaded in figure 1.4 above) 
Auden/Actavis made profits of at least £145 million from the drug, at the 
ultimate expense of the NHS.10 The increased costs that the NHS incurred 
as a result of the price increases have not been recouped as a result of the 
price falls that followed entry: those price falls simply mean the NHS is only 
now paying what it should always have been paying for the drug. 

1.53. This is illustrated in figure 1.5 below. 

Figure 1.5: NHS annual UK expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets (£m) 

Source: NHS BSA data 

V. The parties' representations on the case

1.54. The parties’ representations on the CMA’s provisional findings in this case 
are addressed in the relevant sections of this Decision and in Annexes B to 
E. 

1.55. Many of the parties’ representations (summarised in paragraphs 1.57 to 1.72 
below) ultimately centred on a single issue: the extent of competitive 
interaction between full label and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets. This 

10 This figure gives Auden/Actavis’s profit compared to the £20 threshold at which the CMA has not prioritised 
investigating Auden/Actavis’s prices. If Auden/Actavis’s profits are assessed against the costs of hydrocortisone 
tablets plus a reasonable rate of return (Cost Plus), the true figure is closer to £270 million 
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issue is equally central to the CMA’s findings, and the CMA has analysed it 
in detail. The CMA has found that: 

a. Full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are in the same relevant
product market, as demonstrated in particular by the widespread off-
label dispensing following entry which resulted in customers accounting
for around 50% of volumes switching their business to suppliers of
skinny label tablets and consequent falls in both full and skinny label
tablet prices prompted by skinny label entry. See section 4.B (Market
definition).

b. Waymade and AMCo were potential competitors of Auden/Actavis
with their skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. Although the
extent of demand for skinny label tablets was uncertain before
suppliers entered the market, there was never any doubt that there
would be some demand, as demonstrated in particular by the
consistent projections of skinny label sales by each of Waymade,
AMCo and Auden/Actavis and by the investment Waymade and AMCo
(and others) made in developing their products. See sections 3.E.IV
(Demand for hydrocortisone tablets) and 6.C.II.b (Potential competition)
and Annex D.

c. Auden/Actavis and each of Waymade and AMCo opted to substitute
the certainty of cooperation for the uncertainty of competition between
full and skinny label tablets by entering into the 10mg Agreement:
the parties reached a common understanding that it was better to
cooperate than to take the risks of genuine competition and the
resulting price falls. See section 6.D.II (Agreements).

d. After competitors entered the market, a significant proportion of
pharmacies, especially the larger pharmacy chains (accounting for
around 50% of total volumes) reached the view that they could not
switch to skinny label tablets because of a perceived regulatory risk
from off-label dispensing. This gave Auden/Actavis an assured
customer base that was the key factor in its continued dominance
post-entry. See sections 4.B.II (Market definition) and 4.C.II.c
(Dominance in the Post-Entry Period).

e. Full label hydrocortisone tablets have no greater economic value than
skinny label tablets: the products are in all material respects the same.
The only relevant difference between them is the indications specified
on the packaging, which is solely a function of whether the supplier’s
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licence was granted pre- or post-November 2011. See section 5.D.IV 
(Economic value). 

1.56. Given that the issue of the extent of competitive interaction between full and 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets is pervasive across a number of areas of 
this Decision, the CMA summarises here its responses to the parties’ 
representations on this issue. 

a. Consistency between the CMA's findings on market definition and
dominance

1.57. The parties submitted that the CMA’s approach to market definition – which 
recognises that skinny label hydrocortisone tablets posed a sufficient 
competitive constraint on full label tablets to be included in the same relevant 
market – was inconsistent with its provisional finding that Auden/Actavis held 
a dominant position during the Unfair Pricing Abuses.11

1.58. As explained in sections 4.B.II (Market definition) and 4.C.II (Dominance), 
the CMA’s findings on market definition are not inconsistent with its findings 
on dominance: 

a. The test for market definition is that a product imposes a sufficient
constraint on the focal product to be considered part of the same
relevant market. Skinny label tablets imposed such a constraint on full
label tablets. Following independent entry, around 50% of the market
by volume switched to skinny label tablets and prices fell across the
market.

b. The test for dominance is that an undertaking is able to act to an
appreciable extent independently of its competitors, customers and
ultimately consumers. Auden/Actavis met that test throughout the
Unfair Pricing Abuses. In particular, Auden/Actavis was able to
maintain a significant price premium relative to skinny label tablets12

because of its assured base of customers (around 50% of the market
by volume that had no choice but to purchase Auden/Actavis’s tablets
and were not able to switch to skinny label tablets), thereby sustaining
Auden/Actavis’s market power.

1.59. These tests are not mutually exclusive. An entrant’s product may sufficiently 
compete with an incumbent’s to be included within the same relevant 

11 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.62, 4.72 and 4.86. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 5.14-5.16 and 5.46-5.48. Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.128. Document 
205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 31-33. 
12 And relative to competitor’s prices (including Waymade’s full label tablets) on 20mg tablets. 
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market, but not to the extent that it deprives the incumbent of the ability to 
behave to an appreciable extent independently. If this were not the case, 
dominance would only be possible in single-product markets. That is clearly 
wrong. 

1.60. It is uncontroversial to have differentiated products in the same relevant 
market as one another: there is a distinction between identifying 
substitutability between products that are differentiated and finding the ability 
to hold market power over those differentiated products. What matters is the 
degree of the competitive constraint and whether the degree of constraint is 
sufficient to prevent an undertaking acting appreciably independently of its 
competitors, customers and consumers. 

b. Whether skinny label hydrocortisone tablets compete with full label
hydrocortisone tablets

1.61. The counterparties to the 10mg Agreement – Waymade and AMCo – 
submitted that skinny label hydrocortisone tablets do not compete with full 
label hydrocortisone tablets and that the two are therefore in separate 
markets. They argued that this entailed that they could not have been 
potential competitors of Auden/Actavis with their skinny label product.13

1.62. In contrast, Auden/Actavis agreed with the CMA that skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets compete with full label tablets.14

1.63. However, as explained in sections 4.B.II (Market definition), 4.C.II 
(Dominance), 6.C.II.b (Potential competition) and 6.D.II (The 10mg 
Agreement), the argument that skinny and full label hydrocortisone tablets 
do not compete is unsustainable given that, following entry, suppliers of 
skinny label tablets have taken around 50% of total volumes from 
Auden/Actavis’s full label tablets. Dispensing of skinny label tablets is 
widespread. In any event, whether or not full and skinny label tablets were in 
the same relevant market there was clearly a competitive interaction 
between them for the purposes of the 10mg Agreement, as demonstrated in 
particular by AMCo’s use of the competitive threat posed by its skinny label 
product as leverage to secure increased payments from Auden/Actavis. 

13 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.4(d) and 8.118-8.129. Document 204922, AMCo’s 
RSSO, section 4 (in particular paragraphs 4.93-4.97) and paragraph 6.52.
14 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.12 and 3.20-3.38. 
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c. Demand for skinny label tablets prior to entry

1.64. AMCo and Cinven submitted that there was no demand for skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets until April 2016.15 They submitted that this meant 
AMCo could not have been a potential competitor to Auden/Actavis because 
no one in the market place was prepared to purchase its skinny label product 
until that date and that this was why AMCo renewed the 10mg supply deal in 
June 2014. AMCo and Cinven submitted that there was a change in market 
conditions in April 2016, when customers indicated for the first time that they 
would be willing to buy skinny label tablets. They submitted that this – and 
not the 10mg Agreement – was the reason AMCo did not launch its product 
until May 2016, even after receiving market-ready stock.16

1.65. However, as explained in sections 3.E.IV (Demand for hydrocortisone 
tablets), 4.B.II (Market definition), 6.C.II.b.iii and 6.C.II.b.iv (10mg potential 
competition) and 6.D.II (The 10mg Agreement) and in particular in Annex D: 

a. There is no contemporaneous documentary evidence suggesting that
any of the parties believed skinny label hydrocortisone tablets could not
successfully enter the market or that there was no demand for the
product.

b. In contrast, there is a substantial amount of consistent
contemporaneous evidence showing that throughout the period prior to
the first entry of skinny label tablets in October 2015, there was an
expectation in the market that there would be demand for skinny label
tablets once they were launched – and that all the parties understood
this during the 10mg Agreement. For example:

i. AMCo invested in bringing its own product to launch-readiness
over several years (as well as investigating other possibilities for
entry with skinny label tablets). AMCo consistently projected that it
could sell at least between 10,000 and 12,000 packs of its skinny
label product a month: between 13% and 16% of total volumes.

ii. In the first half of 2014 Auden launched a project designed to
influence stakeholders not to purchase or dispense skinny label
tablets. This was expressly stated to be a response to its
perception that AMCo’s launch was imminent and an attempt to
protect Auden’s market share from erosion as a result of AMCo’s

15 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.14(f) and 3.2(c)-(d). Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 3.245 and 3.681. See further Annex D to this Decision.
16 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, section 3.L. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.14(i), 
3.2(a), 3.54, 3.70(d), 3.95-3.96 and 10.7(b). See further Annex D to this Decision. 
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skinny label tablets being dispensed off-label in place of Auden’s 
full label tablets. However, its project received lukewarm 
reception, with NHS England’s Chief Pharmaceutical Officer 
responding that he saw no reason for action given that the 
products were bioequivalent. 

iii. AMCo then used the competitive threat its skinny label product
posed to Auden/Actavis as leverage to secure better terms under
the 10mg Agreement in June 2014. This strategy could only have
succeeded if the parties shared a belief that AMCo’s skinny label
tablets could win market share from Auden/Actavis.

iv. When the first entrant (Alissa Healthcare) entered the market with
its own skinny label product in October 2015 it immediately found
that there was substantial demand for its product. Alissa’s
success demonstrates that there was demand for skinny label
tablets prior to April 2016 but that this could only materialise once
skinny label tablets became available.

c. Following the parties’ representations, the CMA approached market
participants to clarify their previous responses to questions in the
course of the investigations and contemporaneous documents. They
confirmed that the market would have reacted in the same way had
skinny label tablets been launched earlier than October 2015. This ex
post evidence corroborates the contemporaneous evidence.

d. There is also a substantial amount of contemporaneous evidence
stating expressly that the reason AMCo decided not to launch its 10mg
product in June 2014 (when it believed that it was launch-ready) was
not a belief that there was no demand for it (AMCo continued to project
selling 10,000 packs of its own product per month), but the fact that it
had renewed the 10mg Agreement with increased volumes. For
example, a summary of a meeting of AMCo’s most senior management
on 25 June 2014 stated: ‘Why [original emphasis] New supply agreement
signed with Auden. Will not be able to sell our own product (produced
at Aesica) in the UK’.17 AMCo’s June 2014 monthly report stated:
‘Hydrocortisone 10mg batches manufactured and ready for sale …
however, these won’t be sold due to a deal extension being signed with
Auden McKenzie’.18

17 Document 200124, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to AMCo management dated 25 June 2014. 
18 Document 200192, AMCo strategic development report for June 2014. 
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1.66. The weight of evidence therefore overwhelmingly supports the CMA’s 
findings rather than AMCo’s and Cinven’s alternative version of events. In 
fact, what led AMCo ultimately to launch its product in May 2016 was that 
the scale of independent entry to the market undermined the 10mg 
Agreement and left AMCo with no other option. This was the explanation 
[AMCo Senior Employee 3] gave to staff in contemporaneous documents: in 
light of further entry he reached the view in March 2016 that ‘we may need to 
act April-June with volumes’.19 He described these market developments in 
negative, not positive terms: as an ‘imperfect storm’ that left AMCo with no 
other option but to launch: ‘We cannot delay any longer’.20

1.67. In any event, the fact that the extent of demand for skinny label tablets was 
uncertain until suppliers entered the market and started to make sales 
cannot provide any justification for substituting the certainty of cooperation 
for the uncertainty inherent in genuine competition. There was never any 
doubt that there would be some demand for skinny label tablets, as the 
number of suppliers that invested in their own products in order to enter the 
market (including AMCo) attests. In the circumstances it was not open to 
AMCo to opt for cooperation with Auden/Actavis over the uncertainty of 
competition. 

d. Demand for skinny label tablets following entry

1.68. Auden/Actavis and Intas/Accord-UK submitted that widespread entry, 
including from skinny label tablets, resulted in Auden/Actavis’s prices 
inexorably declining on an irreversible and rapid trajectory. The 
reimbursement (or ‘Drug Tariff’) price mechanism (which uses market prices 
to determine the level at which pharmacies are reimbursed for prescriptions, 
with the intention of reflecting competition) also exerted downward pressure 
on Auden/Actavis’s prices. As a result, Auden/Actavis and Intas/Accord-UK 
submitted that following entry Auden/Actavis was not dominant.21

1.69. However, as explained in sections 4.B.II (Market definition) and 4.C.II 
(Dominance), although many customers switched to skinny label tablets, that 
switching stalled because of the barrier created by the orphan designation. A 
significant proportion of customers, especially the larger pharmacy chains 
(accounting for around 50% of total volumes), determined that they could not 
or should not switch to skinny label tablets because of their assessment of a 
potential regulatory risk from off-label dispensing. This gave Auden/Actavis 

19 Document 202845, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 
5] dated 1 March 2016.
20 Document 202765, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 March 2016.
21 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.6.3 and 3.75-3.78; Document 205212, Intas/Accord-
UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 9-11, 13, 41-56, 93-98 and 112-121.
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an assured customer base that enabled it to maintain prices significantly in 
excess of those charged by its competitors while maintaining significant 
market shares. 

1.70. The constraint on Auden/Actavis’s prices from the Drug Tariff price was also 
limited because it did not take into account all suppliers' prices; a fact that 
Actavis itself drew to the Department of Health and Social Care's ('DHSC') 
attention in December 2017 when it suggested that the DHSC request 
information on supply prices from all suppliers to use in formulating the Drug 
Tariff price for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, which ‘would quickly lower the 
latter and reinforce the competitive process’.22

e. Whether customers were readily willing to pay a premium for full label
tablets following entry

1.71. Auden/Actavis and Intas/Accord-UK argued that, following entry to the 
market, those customers that continued to purchase full label hydrocortisone 
tablets did so out of free choice, and that this reflected their ready 
willingness to pay a premium for full label tablets.23

1.72. However, as explained in sections 4.C.II (Dominance) and 5.D.IV (Economic 
value), Auden/Actavis’s full label hydrocortisone tablets have no greater 
economic value than its competitors’ skinny label tablets. The premium at 
which Auden/Actavis’s full label tablets were sold reflected Auden/Actavis’s 
market power and the assured customer base it benefited from because of 
the orphan designation, rather than customers readily and ‘willingly’ paying 
Auden/Actavis’s higher prices. This is demonstrated by the facts that, 
following a prolonged period of competition: 

a. The prices charged by Waymade, Auden/Actavis’s only full label
competitor (on 20mg tablets), fell to levels below the average of
competing skinny label tablets.

b. Auden/Actavis’s higher prices have belatedly proven not to be durable.
If (some) customers valued full label tablets more highly than skinny
label tablets, Auden/Actavis’s premium would be expected to endure.

22 Document 02194, Intas letter to the DHSC dated 7 December 2017. 
23 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.74; Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 19, 156 and 158-166. 
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C. The penalties the CMA is imposing

1.73. The CMA has decided to impose the following penalties on the undertakings 
subject to this Decision: 

a. Auden/Actavis is fined £155.2 million for the Unfair Pricing Abuses.

b. Auden/Actavis is fined £66.0 million for the Agreements.

c. Waymade is fined £2.5 million for the Agreements.

d. AMCo is fined £42.8 million for the 10mg Agreement.

1.74. The legal entities liable for these fines and the amounts they must pay are 
set out in sections 9 and 10. 

1.75. In setting the fines at these levels the CMA has in particular taken into 
account that: 

a. Auden/Actavis made a profit of at least £145 million from the Unfair
Pricing Abuses;24

b. Waymade made a profit of around £2 million from the Agreements;
and

c. AMCo made a profit of around £22 million from the 10mg Agreement.

1.76. In order effectively to penalise and deter, the CMA considers that the fines 
imposed for the Infringements should exceed these profits by a material 
amount. It is not enough simply to eliminate the parties’ gains from the 
Infringements. The CMA has also borne in mind that these were serious 
infringements of competition law and that these profits were ultimately made 
at the expense of the NHS, which should have benefited from competition. 

24 This figure gives Auden/Actavis’s profit compared to the £20 threshold at which the CMA has not prioritised 
investigating Auden/Actavis’s prices. If Auden/Actavis’s profits are assessed against the costs of hydrocortisone 
tablets plus a reasonable rate of return (Cost Plus), the true figure is closer to £270 million. 
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2. THE INVESTIGATIONS

2.1. This Decision is the culmination of over five years' investigation. It is 
important to consider this in context. It reflects in particular: the manner and 
time in which relevant information came to light; changes to relevant law 
resulting from judgments of the Competition Appeal Tribunal (‘CAT’) and 
Court of Appeal; and procedural challenges (including in the High Court) 
from the parties. 

2.2. This section summarises the key events in the CMA's investigations of the 
Infringements (the 'Investigations'). The detailed procedural steps are set 
out in Annex A to this Decision. 

2.3. In March 2016 the CMA opened an investigation into a suspected abuse of 
dominance by Auden/Actavis by charging excessive and unfair prices for 
hydrocortisone tablets (Case 50277-1). 

2.4. In April 2016 the CMA opened an investigation into a suspected anti-
competitive agreement involving AMCo and Auden/Actavis relating to 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets (Case 50277-2). 

2.5. These investigations were opened ex officio: there was no complainant, 
leniency applicant or informant. 

2.6. In October 2016 the CMA received an anonymous submission, accompanied 
by contemporaneous documentary evidence. The submission stated: 

'HYDROCORTISONE TABLETS 

[Auden Senior Employee 1], and [Auden Senior Employee 5], [] for 
Auden Mckenzie, had surpressed [sic] the entry on 
Waymade/Soveriegn's [sic] Generic Hydrocortisone tabs 20mg by 
paying them a monthly 'marketing' fee. This was to ensure that whilst 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Waymade Employee] of 
Waymade/Sovereign got their share of the profits, prices for 
Hydrocrtisone [sic] tablets remained high at the expense of the NHS 
and Tax Payer. 

[Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 5], [] for 
Auden Mckenzie also had a similar arrangement with 
Waymade/Soveriegn [sic] AND then AMCO regarding the 
Hydrocortisone tabs 10mg. By supplying a limited amount of stock to 
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AMCO, prices were kept very high at the expense of the NHS and Tax 
Payer.'25

2.7. The CMA issued a Statement of Objections ('SO') in Case 50277-1 on 16 
December 2016, provisionally finding that Auden/Actavis had abused its 
dominant position by imposing excessive and unfair prices for 
hydrocortisone tablets.26

2.8. The CMA issued an SO in Case 50277-2 on 3 March 2017 (the 'March 2017 
SO'). 

2.9. In the March 2017 SO the CMA provisionally found that the supply 
agreements for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets entered into between 
Auden/Actavis and AMCo between January 2013 and June 2016 in 
themselves had an object restrictive of competition. In so doing the CMA 
adopted the framework used by the European Commission in its Fentanyl 
‘pay for delay’ decision.27 In that decision the Commission found that a 
supply agreement had an object restrictive of competition, having regard in 
particular to its findings that the agreement involved payments from the 
incumbent to a potential competitor; and that due to the agreement, the 
potential entrant limited, for the duration of the agreement, its independent 
efforts to enter the market with its own product.28

2.10. The CMA also provisionally found that in making payments to its potential 
competitor AMCo in order to prevent or delay its entry to the market, 
Auden/Actavis engaged in an exclusionary abuse of its dominant position. 

2.11. Notwithstanding its provisional findings in the March 2017 SO, the CMA 
continued to have reasonable grounds to suspect that Auden/Actavis and 
AMCo had been party to a traditional market exclusion agreement, in which 
Auden/Actavis had paid AMCo and in exchange AMCo had agreed not to 
enter the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

2.12. After issuing the March 2017 SO, the CMA received further information of 
relevance to the Investigations.29 As a result of this information, the CMA 
had reasonable grounds to suspect that certain evidence had not been 
submitted by AMCo in response to formal information requests and that if the 
CMA were to request such evidence again, AMCo would conceal or destroy 

25 Document 201140, anonymous submission received in October 2016. 
26 This SO was subsequently reissued on 5 April 2017 and 9 August 2017 to include additional addressees. 
27 Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl. 
28 Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl, paragraph 219. 
29 This information is protected by public interest immunity, as confirmed by Marcus Smith J in his 12 December 
2018 judgment in The Competition and Markets Authority v Concordia International Rx (UK) Ltd, [2018] EWHC 
3448 (Ch). 
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it. The CMA also had reasonable grounds to suspect that further evidence 
may be held by certain individuals and that, if the CMA were to request such 
evidence from them, they would conceal or destroy it. On 6 October 2017 
the CMA obtained warrants from the High Court under sections 28 and 28A 
of the Act to inspect the premises of: 

a. AMCo (then named Concordia);

b. [Auden Senior Employee 1]; and

c. [AMCo Senior Employee 1].

2.13. These warrants were executed between 10 and 13 October 2017. In October 
2017 the CMA also opened an investigation into suspected anti-competitive 
agreements between Waymade and Auden/Actavis relating to 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets (Case 50277-3). 

2.14. On 10 October 2017 Concordia applied to have the warrant in respect of its 
premises set aside. Pending determination of that challenge, the CMA 
refrained from reviewing the evidence obtained under that warrant. In the 
meantime the CMA continued to progress its investigation in Case 50277-3. 

2.15. On 7 June 2018, the CAT issued its judgment in the Phenytoin appeal.30 The 
CAT disagreed with the CMA's application of the legal test for excessive and 
unfair pricing in that case and remitted the case to the CMA. The CMA 
appealed to the Court of Appeal. 

2.16. Following a series of hearings in the High Court and the Court of Appeal, the 
CMA's warrant relating to AMCo's premises was ultimately upheld by the 
High Court on 16 January 2019. In his judgment, Marcus Smith J held that 
'there were certainly reasonable grounds for suspecting that' AMCo's 
methodology for replying to previous formal information requests issued by 
the CMA was 'framed with a view to ensuring that certain types of document 
and certain custodians were excluded from the search' and that there were 
reasonable grounds for the CMA to suspect that those personnel at AMCo 
who managed the responses to the CMA's requests ought to have known 
that those responses were incomplete. Marcus Smith J therefore upheld the 
warrant, finding that there were reasonable grounds to suspect that if the 
CMA were to require the missing documents under its formal powers, they 

30 Flynn Pharma Limited and Flynn Pharma (Holdings Limited) and Pfizer Inc and Pfizer Limited v Competition 
and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 11. 
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would not be produced but would be concealed, removed, tampered with or 
destroyed.31

2.17. The CMA issued an SO in Case 50277-3 on 28 February 2019 (the 
'February 2019 SO'). In that SO the CMA provisionally found that 
Auden/Actavis and Waymade had been party to anticompetitive agreements 
relating to 20mg and 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. The CMA provisionally 
found that Auden/Actavis and Waymade were party to traditional market 
exclusion agreements, in which Auden/Actavis had paid Waymade and in 
exchange Waymade had agreed not to enter the market with its own 
hydrocortisone tablets. In the alternative, the CMA provisionally found that if 
no such common understanding could be established, the supply 
agreements between Auden/Actavis and Waymade would in themselves 
amount to restrictions of competition by object, applying the Fentanyl 
framework. The CMA also provisionally found that in making payments to its 
potential competitor Waymade to prevent or delay its entry Auden/Actavis 
engaged in an exclusionary abuse of its dominant position. 

2.18. Following the conclusion of AMCo's unsuccessful challenge to the warrant 
relating to its premises, the filtering of the evidence obtained under that 
warrant and correspondence with AMCo's legal advisers, the CMA began 
reviewing the evidence obtained under the warrant in April 2019. 

2.19. Between 3 April and 17 May 2019 the CMA reviewed a significant volume of 
emails and hard copy documents obtained under the warrant in the presence 
of AMCo's legal advisers. The CMA's review produced new evidence 
relevant to the Investigations. 

2.20. On 1 May 2019 Waymade wrote to the CMA expressing concerns about the 
membership of the Case Decision Group. The CMA responded to these 
concerns on 8 May and 20 June 2019 and took the precautionary step of 
replacing a member of the Case Decision Group []. 

2.21. In June 2019 the CMA reviewed the mobile devices it had obtained under 
the warrant relating to AMCo's premises. However, the CMA was unable to 
obtain mobile device material from the periods of AMCo's involvement in the 
Infringements as older devices had not been retained and the devices of 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] could not be 
unencrypted and/or were password protected, with the individuals unable to 
recall the passwords. It is clear from other evidence the CMA obtained that 

31 The Competition And Markets Authority v Concordia International Rx (UK) Ltd,  [2019] WLR(D) 20, [2019] Bus 
LR 1000, [2019] EWHC 47 (Ch) (16 January 2019) (see www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/Ch/2019/47.html) (see 
paragraphs 33 and 34). 
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representatives of Auden and AMCo communicated with each other via text 
messages during those periods.32 Those text messages, while an important 
target of the 2017 warrants, were therefore ultimately not unearthed. 

2.22. On 29 May 2019 Waymade wrote to the CMA expressing concerns that the 
CMA had failed to provide Waymade with all documents relevant to the 
allegations against it (in particular since it considered that, owing to the 
procedural history, such documents may have been placed on the case file 
for Case 50277-2 but not transferred to the file for Case 50277-3) and that 
the case was creating a disproportionate burden for 'a relatively small 
company' such as Waymade plc. 

2.23. On 20 June 2019 the CMA informed all parties that it would progress all 
three cases on a joint basis. The further evidence that the CMA had obtained 
since issuing its SOs confirmed that the Infringements were closely 
connected: for example, that the collusion between Auden and its potential 
competitors began with the 20mg Agreement and then extended to the 10mg 
Agreement; and that the 10mg Agreement itself began with Waymade and 
passed to AMCo with the sale of the Amdipharm group. Given the close 
relationship between the facts and allegations in the existing SOs, the CMA 
began to prepare a supplementary statement of objections (‘SSO’) with the 
aim of setting out in a single document a comprehensive statement of the 
CMA's provisional findings in relation to hydrocortisone tablets and providing 
all case parties with an opportunity to respond to that single document both 
in written and in oral representations. 

2.24. AMCo claimed that the CMA had no power to combine the three cases or 
issue an SSO in a series of six letters between 1 July and 7 November 2019. 
The CMA responded to each letter explaining its reasons. AMCo did not 
identify any respect in which its rights of defence might be prejudiced by the 
issue of an SSO and did not refer the matter to the Procedural Officer. 

2.25. AMCo claimed legal professional privilege over the email and hard copy 
materials relating to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] obtained under the warrant. 
This meant that a separate review was conducted by Independent Counsel 
to determine issues of legal professional privilege. The CMA's review of 
materials determined not to be privileged began in July 2019 and finished on 
10 February 2020.  

2.26. On 12 February 2020 the CMA issued the SSO to the parties, bringing 
together all three cases and developing the CMA's allegations of excessive 

32 For example, Document 00149, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 
May 2014: ‘Many thanks for your text over the weekend’. 
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and unfair pricing, anti-competitive agreements and exclusionary abuses. In 
the cover letter accompanying the SSO, the CMA responded to Waymade's 
concerns expressed in its letter of 29 May 2019, noting that the combination 
and disclosure of the three case files with the SSO neutralised any concern 
about insufficient disclosure, and that the case against Waymade had not 
significantly changed in the SSO when compared to the SO in Case 50277-
3, such that responding to the SSO would not impose a disproportionate 
additional burden on Waymade. 

2.27. The SSO reflected material changes in the nature of the CMA's provisional 
findings in the SOs. These included, for example: 

a. Explaining how the 20mg Agreement formed a template for the 10mg
Agreement.

b. Extending AMCo's liability for the 10mg Agreement to begin with the
purchase of the Amdipharm group.

c. Adjusting the legal characterisation of the Agreements. The CMA no
longer provisionally found that the supply agreements between
Auden/Actavis and its potential competitors Waymade and AMCo in
themselves amounted to restrictions of competition by object, applying
the Fentanyl framework. The CMA provisionally found that the evidence
set out in the SSO amounted to a clear, traditional market exclusion
agreement between potential competitors: Auden/Actavis agreed to
make substantial payments to Waymade and AMCo and in exchange,
Waymade and AMCo agreed not to enter the market with their own
hydrocortisone tablets. In doing so, the CMA characterised the supply
agreements between the parties as a sham, meaning that their true
purpose was for Auden/Actavis to pay Waymade and AMCo, rather
than simply to give them product to sell as in a genuine bona fide
distribution deal.33

d. Altering the relevant periods of the Unfair Pricing Abuses as a result of
the CMA's prioritisation decisions. The CMA made a decision not to
prioritise investigating whether Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive
and unfair below £20 per pack or whether Actavis continued to hold a
dominant position in relation to 20mg tablets after January 2017.

e. Updating the CMA's analysis of the Unfair Pricing Abuses in light of the
CAT's Phenytoin judgment, the CMA's SSO in case 50395 (excessive

33 Compare GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraphs 179 to 180, and GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, 
paragraph 47. 
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and unfair pricing of liothyronine tablets by AMCo) and factual 
developments since the December 2016 SO was issued. 

f. Updating the case on the liability of Cinven to reflect additional
evidence gathered and developments in case 50395 (in which Cinven
was also provisionally held liable as former parent of AMCo).

2.28. On 10 March 2020 the Court of Appeal handed down its judgment on the 
CMA's and Flynn's appeal in the Phenytoin case.34 The Court of Appeal 
clarified the legal test for excessive and unfair pricing and agreed with the 
CMA that it was not necessary to establish a hypothetical benchmark price 
or range that would have existed in conditions of normal and sufficiently 
effective competition. 

2.29. Following the Court of Appeal's judgment, the CMA issued a revised version 
of section 5 (The Unfair Pricing Abuses) of the SSO on 16 June 2020.35

2.30. On 6 July 2020 Waymade wrote to the CMA stating that it had decided not to 
exercise its right to an oral hearing on the SSO, because of its 'confidence in 
the strength of its written submissions, which address the CMA’s allegations 
in full';36 its limited resources; and its loss of confidence in the CMA's 
process. Waymade cited in this regard what it portrayed as the CMA's failure 
to disclose contemporaneous manuscript notes of meetings relating to the 
20mg Agreement,37 which it stated were 'ultimately disclosed only at 
Waymade's insistence' after the SO in Case 50277-3 was issued. Waymade 
suggested that the inclusion of these manuscript notes in the SSO, without a 
resulting material change to the CMA's provisional findings, indicated that 
the CMA was determined to reach an infringement finding irrespective of the 
strength of Waymade's submissions. Waymade also suggested that the 
presence of the CMA's Chief Executive and Senior Legal Director, Cartels 
and Consumer, on the Case Decision Group gave rise to confirmation bias.  

34 Flynn Pharma v CMA [2020] EWCA Civ 339. 
35 Following Intas/Accord-UK’s hearing on the SSO on 21 September 2020 and a letter from Intas/Accord-UK 
dated 30 October 2020 (Document 205689), the CMA clarified its use of the phrases ‘skinny label market’ and 
‘effectively competitive market’ at places in the SSO in a letter dated 20 November 2020 (Document 206685). As 
the CMA explained, when read in context these phrases did not imply that the CMA had found a separate 
relevant product market for skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, or that the market as a whole (including 
Auden/Actavis’s prices) was effectively competitive in 2019 (the latest data available at the time of the SSO). The 
CMA provided Intas/Accord-UK with two further opportunities to make representations in light of this clarification, 
but Intas/Accord-UK declined to do so. The CMA clarified these points to the other parties to the excessive and 
unfair pricing case (Auden/Actavis and Allergan) in its letter of facts dated 7 May 2021, providing them (and 
Intas/Accord-UK a further time) with an opportunity to make representations on the point.
36 Notwithstanding this statement Waymade made no attempt in its written representations to explain: why Auden 
gave it an 87% and 97% discount for 20mg and 10mg hydrocortisone tablets respectively, the highly unusual 
Buyback arrangement in the 20mg Agreement, or the ‘RAMA clause’ in the 20mg Agreement.
37 Documents 00752 and 00751, [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s handwritten notes of telephone call on 21 June 
2011 and meeting on 4 July 2011. 
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2.31. The CMA responded to Waymade's letter on 25 September 2020, noting that 
the CMA had already taken steps on a precautionary basis to address points 
Waymade previously raised about the composition of the Case Decision 
Group; that the burden on Waymade from the CMA's investigations was not 
disproportionate compared either to the burden placed on other parties to 
the investigations or to the gravity of the allegations against it; that Waymade 
plc remained a substantial undertaking with a turnover of £21 million despite 
its owners’ decision to transfer many of its activities and resources out of 
Waymade plc intra-group; and that the manuscript notes Waymade referred 
to were not deliberately withheld from Waymade but overlooked as a result 
of human error when the February 2019 SO was prepared and immediately 
disclosed to Waymade when this error was pointed out.38,

2.32. The CMA subsequently made a decision not to prioritise investigating the 
alleged exclusionary abuses by Auden/Actavis and informed the parties of 
this on 6 May 2021. 

38 As explained in section 6.D.II.c.i below, that the content of the contemporaneous manuscript notes did not 
change the CMA’s findings reflects the fact that they contain little positive evidence – not any determination to fit 
evidence to a predetermined narrative. 
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3. FACTS

3.1. This section sets out the facts relevant to the Infringements and is structured 
in the following way. 

a. First, it sets out and describes the key companies and individuals
associated with each of the undertakings for the purposes of this
Decision (section 3.A).

b. Second, it describes the drug lifecycle, how drug prices are regulated,
‘niche’ generics and hydrocortisone tablets’ status as niche generic
drugs (section 3.B);

c. Third, it describes adrenal insufficiency and the drugs that treat it,
including hydrocortisone tablets (section 3.C).

d. Fourth, it explains the notion of bioequivalence, and the role of
marketing authorisations and orphan medicinal products (section 3.D).

e. Fifth, it describes supply and demand of hydrocortisone tablets (section
3.E), including in particular the supply chain (section 3.E.II), how
hydrocortisone tablets are prescribed and dispensed (section 3.E.III),
and demand for hydrocortisone tablets (section 3.E.IV).

f. Sixth, it describes facts relevant to the Infringements (section 3.F).

A. Key companies and individuals

3.2. This section sets out a description of the key companies and individuals 
associated with Auden/Actavis, Waymade and AMCo. 

I. Key companies

a. Auden/Actavis

i. AM Pharma

3.3. AM Pharma focused on the development, licensing and marketing of niche 
generic medicines and proprietary brands in the UK and across Europe. It 
was engaged in the sale of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK from April 2008 
until 31 August 2015. 

3.4. Until 29 May 2015 AM Pharma was wholly owned and managed by [].39

39 Directly until 31 October 2012; through a holding company, Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited, from 1 
November 2012 until 29 May 2015. 
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3.5. [].40 [].41

ii. Allergan (formerly Actavis)

3.6. On 29 May 2015, the global pharmaceutical company Actavis plc indirectly 
acquired the entire issued share capital of AM Pharma.42

3.7. In June 2015 Actavis plc changed its name to Allergan plc.43

3.8. [].44 [].45 [].46

3.9. On 8 May 2020 Allergan was acquired by AbbVie.47

iii. Accord-UK (formerly Actavis UK Limited)

3.10. After Allergan acquired AM Pharma, AM Pharma’s trading activities, 
including the business of selling hydrocortisone tablets, were transferred 
intra-group to an existing wholly-owned subsidiary of Allergan, Actavis UK 
Limited.48

3.11. From 1 September 2015 onwards, Actavis UK Limited took over the 
business of supplying hydrocortisone tablets in the UK.49

3.12. Actavis UK Limited was renamed Accord-UK Limited on 5 March 2018.50

40 []. 
41 []. 
42 Document 00686, response to question 11, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 24 
August 2016. See also the Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited accounts for the year ended 31 March 2015, as 
filed at Companies House on 10 January 2016.   
43 www.allergan.com/news/news/thomson-reuters/actavis-plc-is-now-allergan-plc. 
44 []. 
45 []. 
46 []. 
47 https://news.abbvie.com/news/press-releases/abbvie-completes-transformative-acquisition-allergan.htm 
48 Document 00686, response to question 12, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 24 
August 2016.
49 Document 00686, response to question 12, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 24 
August 2016. See also Document 00639, response to questions 1 and 8, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 18 March 2016. See, for example, AM Pharma’s accounts for the year ending 31 
December 2015, page 2: ‘With effect from 1 September 2015, the company transferred its activities to Actavis UK 
Limited [now Accord-UK], a fellow group company’. Accord-UK took over the purchasing of hydrocortisone tablets 
from Tiofarma: Document 00412, minutes of a meeting with Tiofarma dated 11 August 2015, refer to purchase 
orders for hydrocortisone tablets being raised by Accord-UK from 13 August 2015. Accord-UK purchased closing 
stocks of hydrocortisone tablets from AM Pharma around the time sales transitioned across to Accord-UK 
(Document 00639, response to question 8, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 
March 2016).
50 Companies House filings. 
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iv. Teva

3.13. In July 2015, Teva, a pharmaceutical company based in Israel, announced 
its intention to acquire Allergan’s generics division (then still known as 
Actavis Generics).51

3.14. The sale to Teva completed on 2 August 2016 and Teva became the indirect 
owner of 100% of the shares of Accord-UK and AM Pharma.52 However, in 
order to secure merger control clearance for the purchase of Actavis 
Generics from the European Commission, Teva was required to divest the 
UK generics business.53

3.15. As a result, from 10 March 2016 until 1 August 2016 (under Allergan’s 
ownership) and from 2 August 2016 onwards (under Teva’s ownership) 
Accord-UK was held separate under commitments given to the European 
Commission, pending divestment to a third-party purchaser.54

3.16. In January 2018, Teva and Allergan entered into a settlement agreement 
and mutual releases for which Allergan made a one-time payment of $703 
million to Teva to settle the working capital adjustments under a Master 
Purchase Agreement dated 26 July 2015. In the context of this settlement 
agreement Teva indemnified Allergan against losses arising from the CMA’s 
investigation into hydrocortisone tablets.55 []. 

3.17. As of the date of this Decision, Teva remains the 100% owner of AM 
Pharma. AM Pharma no longer trades and has no market-facing activities 
that generate income and no employees.56

v. Intas/Accord

3.18. Intas is a privately-owned pharmaceutical company based in Ahmedabad, 
India. 

51 www.tevapharm.com/news/teva_to_acquire_allergan_generics_for_40_5_billion_creating_a_transformati 
ve_generics_and_specialty_company_well_positioned_to_win_in_global_healthcare_07_15.aspx.  
52 Document 00686, response to questions 11 and 13, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 24 August 2016.   
53 http://pharmaphorum.com/news/tevas-allergan-acquisition-goes-ahead/. 
54 Document 00686, response to question 14, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 24 
August 2016. Separately, Teva has run its own hydrocortisone tablets business. Teva sourced hydrocortisone 
tablets from Resolution Chemicals from 24 May 2016 until 14 February 2017 and launched hydrocortisone tablets 
under its own licence on 7 February 2017. Document 01646, Teva’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 19 May 2016.   
55 See for example Teva’s quarterly report to the US Securities and Exchange Committee for the quarterly period 
ending 30 September 2019, Notes 3 and 16 (see in particular page 35).  
56 AM Pharma’s accounts for the year ending 31 December 2015, page 2; and its latest available accounts (for 
the year ended 31 December 2019). 
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3.19. On 9 January 2017 Intas (through its 100% subsidiary Accord) became the 
indirect owner of 100% of the shares of Actavis UK Limited, which it later 
renamed Accord-UK.57

3.20. Since 9 January 2017 Accord-UK has continued the business of selling 
hydrocortisone tablets in the UK under Intas’s indirect ownership.58

3.21. The corporate history of Auden/Actavis is summarised in the following 
diagram. 

57 The shares in AM Pharma remained with Teva. 
58 Document 01568, responses to questions 1 and 2, Intas’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 3 May 
2017. 
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Figure 3.1: corporate history of Auden/Actavis
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b. Waymade

3.22. Waymade was founded in 1984 by [], as a pharmaceutical wholesaler and 
distributor.  

i. Waymade plc

3.23. Waymade plc was named Waymade Healthcare plc until 12 October 2012.59

It was originally a pharmaceutical importer and wholesaler, though it also 
sold generic drugs through its ‘Sovereign Generics’ trading name.60

3.24. On 25 November 2013, another generic pharmaceutical company called 
Atnahs Pharma UK Limited (‘Atnahs’) was incorporated under the control of 
[].  

3.25. On 31 December 2014, Waymade plc sold a significant proportion of its 
business – ‘circa 90% of its operations which included parallel exports, third 
party generics and specials’61 – to a third party for proceeds of over £15 
million.62 Since that date Waymade plc has focused on its Sovereign 
Generics business.63

3.26. In December 2014 Waymade plc also divested a property subsidiary, 
Sovereign House Properties Limited (formerly Waymade UK plc) for 
proceeds of £1.4 million,64 at which point control was transferred from 
Waymade plc to [].  

3.27. Waymade plc and Sovereign House Properties Limited remain part of a 
larger group controlled by [] and run by the []. Waymade plc describes 
itself as ‘the pharmaceutical division of Waymade Capital, the Family Office 
of []. Waymade Capital encompasses the four pillars of Pharma, Property, 
Private Equity and Philanthropy.’65

3.28. On 8 August 2019 Atnahs was sold to the private equity firm Triton, prior to 
which it was also part of Waymade Capital.66

59 Companies House filings. 
60 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016, paragraph 16. 
61 Waymade plc financial statements for the financial year ending 31 March 2015. 
62 £15 million purchase price plus deferred consideration of up to £2.3 million. Laxmico Limited Annual Accounts 
for the financial year ending 31 March 2015.
63 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016, paragraph 18. 
64 Waymade plc Annual Report and Financial Statements for the financial year ending 31 December 2018. 
65 https://www.waymade.co.uk/ 
66 https://www.atnahs.com/triton-completes-acquisition-of-a-majority-stake-in-atnahs/ 
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ii. Amdipharm UK Limited and Amdipharm Limited

3.29. Until 30 October 2012, Waymade included a generic drugs business called 
the Amdipharm group. The Amdipharm group included Amdipharm UK 
Limited and Amdipharm Limited. On 31 October 2012, Waymade sold the 
Amdipharm group to the private equity house Cinven.  

c. AMCo

i. The AMCo group

3.30. On 31 August 2012, Cinven completed its acquisition of the Mercury Pharma 
group, a pharmaceutical group focused on niche generic medicines [], 
from the private equity house HgCapital. The Mercury Pharma group 
included Mercury Pharma Management Services Limited. 

3.31. On 31 October 2012, Cinven completed its acquisition of the Amdipharm 
group from [].  

3.32. Cinven combined the Amdipharm group with the Mercury Pharma group to 
create Amdipharm Mercury Companies, or the AMCo group, []. Mercury 
Pharma Management Services Limited was later renamed Amdipharm 
Mercury Company Limited. 

ii. Concordia/Advanz

3.33. On 21 October 2015, Cinven sold its stake in the AMCo group to the 
Canadian pharmaceutical company Concordia Healthcare Corp. Concordia 
Healthcare Corp. subsequently changed its name to Concordia International 
Corp.; and in 2018, to Advanz Pharma Corp Ltd.67 Amdipharm Mercury 
Company Limited was renamed Concordia International Rx (UK) Limited and 
later Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited. 

3.34. Since 21 October 2015, the Amdipharm Companies have been wholly 
owned by Advanz. Advanz is a global pharmaceutical company focused on 
niche established medicines.68

67 Document PAD068, Concordia: 'Completes AMCo acquisition'. Concordia Healthcare Corp. announced its 
name change to Concordia International Corp. on 28 June 2016: Document PAD069, Prnewswire: 'Concordia 
Healthcare Corp. Announces Name Change to Concordia International Corp. and Comments on Brexit's Impact 
on the Company's Business'. Concordia International Corp. announced its name change to Advanz Pharma 
Corp. on 29 November 2018: www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/concordia-international-corp-announces-
name-change-to-advanz-pharma-corp-300757781.html.  
68 www.advanzpharma.com/. 
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3.35. On 1 June 2021, Advanz was acquired by the private equity firm Nordic 
Capital.69

3.36. The corporate history of Waymade and AMCo is summarised in figure 3.2. 

69 www.advanzpharma.com/news/2021/nordic-capital-acquires-specialty-pharmaceutical-company-advanz-
pharma-in-deal-worth-846-million 
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Figure 3.2: corporate history of Waymade and AMCo



 

 

 

II. Key individuals

3.37. As explained above, each of the undertakings involved in the Infringements 
has a complex corporate history involving successive parent entities, 
restructurings and name changes. These are explained in most detail in the 
section of this Decision attributing liability for the Infringements to specific 
legal entities (section 9). 

3.38. However, this Decision is fundamentally about the conduct of a few key 
individuals, who retained relationships with one another despite the 
corporate changes of the undertakings they worked for. 

3.39. For example: 

a. Auden was from its creation in 1999 until its sale to Allergan in May
2015 [].70 Auden’s commercial decisions relating to hydrocortisone
tablets – in particular, prices charged – ultimately fell to [Auden Senior
Employee 1] for seven of the ten years covered by this Decision. After
AM Pharma was sold to Allergan and its business transferred to Actavis
UK Limited, Actavis UK Limited (now Accord-UK) continued the
strategy set by [Auden Senior Employee 1] of price increases and
anticompetitive agreements.

b. Since its creation in 1984, Waymade has been [].71 Until 31 October
2012, the Amdipharm group (which included Amdipharm UK and
Amdipharm Limited) was also []. [].

c. The 20mg Agreement was negotiated in June and July 2011 by
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] (among others) for Waymade, under
[Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s supervision, and by [Auden Senior
Employee 2] for Auden, under [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s
supervision.

d. The 10mg Agreement was negotiated in October 2012, again by
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] for Waymade, under [Waymade Senior
Employee 1]’s supervision, and by [Auden Senior Employee 1] for
Auden.

e. On 31 October 2012, the Amdipharm group was sold to Cinven.
[Amdipharm Senior Employee], as well as other key staff, went with it.
Cinven, led by its ‘[]’ [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior
Employee 2], proceeded to combine the Amdipharm group with the

70 []. 
71 []. 
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Mercury Pharma group (which included Advanz Pharma Services (UK) 
Limited) to create the AMCo group.  

f. [] of the Mercury Pharma group prior to Cinven’s ownership was
[AMCo Senior Employee 1]. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] became [] of
the combined AMCo group under Cinven’s ownership. [] held a
minority stake in the AMCo group and sat on the board of its holding
company until the end of July 2014.

g. From January 2013 onwards, the volumes given by Auden to AMCo
under the 10mg Agreement tripled. This increase was negotiated by
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] for AMCo, under the supervision of
[AMCo Senior Employee 1], and by [Auden Senior Employee 1] for
Auden. The negotiation was set up by [Waymade Senior Employee 1].
Although the Amdipharm Companies had become part of a broader
group under new ownership, the core individuals who had been dealing
with one another on hydrocortisone tablets since mid-2011 were the
same.

h. In early 2014, AMCo and Auden negotiated a formal, written supply
contract for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. The negotiations were led by
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] for AMCo, under the supervision of
[AMCo Senior Employee 1], and by [Auden Senior Employee 1] for
Auden. They resulted only in a largely retrospective contract
documenting the arrangement that had been in place since January
2013.

i. In mid-2014, AMCo and Auden negotiated a further, forward-looking
two-year supply agreement for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, under
which the volumes given to AMCo doubled. The negotiations were led
by [AMCo Senior Employee 1] for AMCo ([Amdipharm Senior
Employee] having left AMCo’s employment) and [Auden Senior
Employee 1] for Auden.

3.40. Despite the complex corporate history of the parties, therefore, the conduct 
and agreements in this case were driven by a handful of individuals who 
dealt with one another on a consistent basis. This should be borne in mind 
when reading the legal analysis of the Infringements in this Decision, which 
necessarily refers to undertakings and legal entities. 

B. The drug lifecycle and the place of hydrocortisone tablets in it

3.41. The drug lifecycle is a central feature of the pharmaceutical sector and 
important context for understanding the pricing of drugs and the nature of 
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competition between suppliers of drugs in the UK. In order to assess the 
legality of drug pricing under competition law, it is important to understand 
the broader context in which prices were charged and in which any price 
increase was imposed. It is also important to understand the context when 
assessing whether anti-competitive collusion has taken place. The position 
of hydrocortisone tablets within the drug lifecycle is therefore one of a 
number of important factual elements relevant to the CMA’s assessment of 
the Infringements. 

3.42. Most drugs follow a common, relatively long, lifecycle that has three distinct 
stages. In summary, and as explained further below, this comprises:72

a. The pre-launch period. This covers the development of new and
innovative drugs to launch by an ‘originator’ (a company that carries out
research into new pharmaceuticals) and is characterised by substantial
investments in research and development ('R&D'), with no guarantee of
commercial success.

b. The market exclusivity period. This covers the initial launch and sale of
new and innovative drugs, which typically benefit from patent
protection. The public interest in incentivising ongoing innovation in
pharmaceuticals allows for the originator to obtain time-limited
exclusivity in order to allow it to recoup the cost of R&D. A patent
generally lasts for up to 20 years (with scope for limited extensions),
though the patent is typically obtained prior to launch, so that the
market exclusivity period is shorter. The drug is typically sold under a
brand name during this period.

c. The post-exclusivity period. Products sold by originator companies
are largely patent protected during the first two stages of the drug
lifecycle. The third stage of the lifecycle commences when, following
patent expiry and loss of exclusivity, other pharmaceutical companies
can enter the market with generic versions of an originator drug.73 This
is when price competition is typically expected to take place.
Competition at this stage is primarily focused on price because both the
originator drug and generic versions of that drug are effectively identical
and interchangeable with each other and with the originator drug,

72 See European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009 (available at 
Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry (europa.eu)), paragraphs 91, 128 to 168, and 169 to 247. See also Commission 
Communication, Executive Summary of the Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Report 2009 (available at EN 
(europa.eu)), pages 7 to 9, section 2.1. See also The Milbank Quarterly, Comparing Generic Drug Markets in 
Europe and the United States: Prices, Volumes, and Spending, 2017 (available at 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5594322/). 
73 Generic drugs are bioequivalent replicas of originator drugs. See section 3.D.V (Bioequivalent medicines) 
below. 
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making price the key differentiating factor. Generic drugs are typically 
sold at a substantially lower price than the originator drug was sold at 
during the second stage of the drug life cycle. This is possible for two 
key reasons:74

i. it is relatively cheap to bring a generic drug to the market as R&D
costs are lower;75 and

ii. the market for the drug and brand value already exists which
reduces marketing expenses.

3.43. These three stages are summarised in figure 3.3. 

Figure 3.3: pharmaceutical product lifecycle 

Source: European Commission, Competition enforcement in the pharmaceutical sector (2009-2017), 28 January 2019 
(available at kd0718081enn.pdf (europa.eu)), page 16 

74 The Milbank Quarterly, Comparing Generic Drug Markets in Europe and the United States: Prices, Volumes, 
and Spending, 2017. 
75 Most of the required testing for a drug is not necessary for a generic version because it can rely on the 
originator test results and needs to only show bioequivalence to the originator drug. 
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I. The pre-launch period: stage 1

3.44. During the pre-launch period, innovation in pharmaceuticals typically 
requires significant investment in R&D with no guarantee of commercial 
success. Some of these drugs will be developed successfully and so will be 
granted a marketing authorisation ('MA') (following the necessary testing) 
and sold on the market. The development of other drugs will be 
unsuccessful, despite originator companies sometimes having incurred 
heavy expenditure on research, development and testing. 

3.45. Competition between originators to develop a new drug and win a patent 
award may occur during the pre-launch period. There are several stages in 
this period.76 At the final stage, medicines must pass the MA process in 
order to prove that they have a positive benefit-risk ratio as regards safety 
and efficacy, and are of good quality, before they can be placed on the 
market.77

3.46. The costs to the originator company of bringing a new medicine to the 
market will vary between drugs. The European Commission’s 
Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry report in 2009 found that the cost of 
developing a new medicine from basic research to launch ranged between 
$450 million and $1 billion.78 Irrespective of the exact cost, it is widely 
accepted that producing new pharmaceuticals requires a significant amount 
of investment with no guarantee of success. 

3.47. To recoup the significant costs involved in bringing the product to market, an 
originator company will typically obtain a patent during or following extensive 
R&D. Patents effectively grant the originator freedom from direct competition 
on the same molecule for a certain period of time. The patent does not 
automatically equate to a monopoly because there may be some degree of 
competition between the molecule invented and other drugs. However, it is 
likely to result in limited price competition in the second stage of the drug life 
cycle.  

3.48. A primary (or compound) patent is one that is used for new molecules which 
have a therapeutic use. The molecule will have never been disclosed 
previously, and so the primary patent will be the first ever patent to cover a 

76 These stages include identification of molecular targets that are associated with the disease, testing to find the 
molecules which have the greatest potential to be developed into a safe and effective medicine and assessment 
of the safety and efficacy of the drug. 
77 European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009, paragraphs 134 to 138. In the 
UK the MHRA is responsible for considering and approving marketing authorisations.
78 European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009, paragraph 149. 
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particular active pharmaceutical ingredient ('API').79 A primary patent in the 
EU and in the UK usually lasts for 20 years from the patent application.80,81 

However, given that the patent is usually applied for at this initial stage, the 
20-year period generally starts a long time before an MA for the drug is 
obtained and the drug enters the market. In addition, a manufacturing patent 
can be acquired that protects the manufacturing process used to create the 
drug.

3.49. The granting of patent protection is essential to ensure that originator 
companies are willing to invest the significant amounts of money and time 
required to develop new drugs. Without the patent, and the consequent 
ability to charge prices above competitive levels for a period of time, there 
would be little incentive to invest heavily in R&D. This is particularly true 
because, once a new drug has been developed, it is relatively easy (and less 
costly) for rival companies to copy it.82

II. The market exclusivity period: stage 2

3.50. During the second stage of the drug lifecycle the originator begins to 
commercialise its drug. This is the first time that potential generic entrants 
will be able to begin to assess the success of a drug to determine whether to 
enter the market. However, in addition to any patent it may have obtained, 
the originator has: 

a. eight years of ‘data exclusivity’ during which a generic entrant cannot
refer to the information the originator submitted to obtain the original
MA to support its own MA application;83 and

b. ten years of ‘market exclusivity’ from the date the original MA was
granted, during which generic medicines typically cannot enter the
market and compete with the originator medicine.84

79 European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry - Annexes, Annexes to Chapter B – Part III (available at 
https://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/pharmaceuticals/inquiry/staff_working_paper_part2.pdf ), paragraphs 
133 and 134.  
80 The time between filing an application for the first compound patent to the launch of the product varies 
significantly. It can take between two to ten years for a potential medicine to go through the three clinical trial 
phases, with an average of five years. European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 
2009, paragraph 142.
81 Supplementary Protection Certificates provide additional patent-related protection by extending the period of 
patent protection by up to 5 years. These are used to compensate for the period of exclusivity lost by the 
originator due to the time required to obtain the MA. 
82 European Commission, Competition enforcement in the pharmaceutical sector (2009-2017), 28 January 2019, 
page 20.
83 European Commission, Competition enforcement in the pharmaceutical sector (2009-2017), 28 January 2019, 
page 16. See also European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009, page 6.  
84 Competition between generic and originator companies may begin before patent expiry if the generic company 
finds a way of entering the market without infringing the patent protecting the originator product, or if the patent 
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3.51. Further, ‘orphan’ drugs (those developed for rare diseases: see section 
3.D.VI below) benefit from a period of ten years of market exclusivity in
which no similar medicine to treat the same disease (whether generic or
originator) can be marketed.85

3.52. The process of developing a generic drug can begin several years prior to 
patent expiry, starting with an ongoing ‘horizon-scanning’ exercise to monitor 
which products will come off patent up to ten years in the future.86 This 
means that while the originator is in the commercialisation phase and 
benefitting from market exclusivity, potential generic entrants will be 
assessing the success of the drug and determining whether, and when, they 
want to enter the market.  

3.53. Upon deciding to develop a generic version of a drug, generic entrants will 
begin to develop a bioequivalent medicine (see section 3.D.V below) to an 
economically successful originator product. While generic medicines are 
subject to the same requirements of quality, safety and efficacy, generic 
suppliers do not need to run pre-clinical tests and clinical trials as they can 
rely (once the data exclusivity period has expired) on the clinical data from 
the originator drug.87

III. The post-exclusivity period: stage 3

3.54. Once the patent and period of market exclusivity have expired, generic 
suppliers can, in principle, produce and sell medicines containing the 
molecule in question. The original patent application covering the molecule 
must indicate how the invention can be reproduced. This allows others to 
freely reproduce the invention after patent expiry and acts as a return for 
guaranteeing the inventor an initial period of exclusive use.88

3.55. The final stage of the drug lifecycle occurs when generic entry can begin. 
During this stage, competition initially takes place between the originator and 
the first generic entrant(s), and subsequently between these companies and 
any further generic entrants. This process and, in particular, the 
development of competition in the market, is expected to lead to drug prices 
which are significantly below the historic originator price. Competition 

relied upon by the originator company is not valid. European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final 
Report, 8 April 2009, paragraph 464. 
85 European Commission, Competition enforcement in the pharmaceutical sector (2009-2017), 28 January 2019, 
page 16.
86 Oxera, The supply of generic medicines in the UK, 26 June 2019 (available at The operation of the generic 
medicines market in the UK (oxera.com)), paragraph 3.8. 
87 European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009, paragraph 91. 
88 CMA, Paroxetine decision, case CE-9531/11, 12 February 2016, paragraph 3.68.  
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between generic suppliers is then expected to ensure that generic prices 
remain low. 

3.56. Usually, generic entry into the market is phased.89 Initially, there may be 
competition between generic entrants to be the first to enter.90 It is expected 
that the first generic entrant will obtain the highest profits as it only needs to 
price slightly below the incumbent, assuming that the incumbent does not 
compete on price straight away. Other generic entrants might enter the 
market at a later stage, and it is typically with subsequent entry, and the 
initiation of price competition in a market with multiple generic entrants, that 
price competition becomes fiercer.  

3.57. Generic companies have different cost structures from originators given that 
they typically do not have to research as heavily (although the cost of 
research will depend on the complexity of the product) and therefore incur 
lower R&D costs.91 Generic companies also do not have to incur the high 
levels of marketing expenditure incurred by the originator in order to build 
brand value or the market for the drug. 

3.58. The primary focus of competition for suppliers of generic medicines is the 
price offered to wholesalers and pharmacies. This competition causes the 
average drug price to gradually fall towards the cost level. Research in the 
sector indicates that competition from generic drugs typically results in 
significant price falls. For example: 

a. the European Commission’s pharmaceutical sector inquiry found that,
in the EU, the price at which generic companies entered the market
was on average 25% lower than the price of the originator medicines
prior to the loss of exclusivity. Two years after entry, prices of generic
medicines were on average 40% below the former originator price;92

b. the UK trade association for generic manufacturers, the British
Generics Manufacturers Association (‘BGMA’), states that competition
between generic manufacturers ‘drives down prices, often leading to a
reduction of 90% or more within a few weeks’;93 and

89 European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009, Figure 17. 
90 Some generic companies will have begun to develop the drug prior to the expiration of patents with the aim of 
being able to launch the product as soon as the patent on the originator’s product expires, as can be seen in 
Figure 3.3 above. 
91 Oxera, The supply of generic medicines in the UK, 26 June 2019, paragraph 3.5; and European Commission, 
Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009, paragraph 103. 
92  European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009, paragraph 1560. 
93 British Generic Manufacturers Association, About generics (available at: www.britishgenerics.co.uk/about-
generics.html). 
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c. a study by the economics consultancy Oxera for the BGMA found that
prices charged by generic suppliers of a sample of products within
Scheme M (see section 3.D.IV.h below) in the six months after loss of
exclusivity were on average 70% lower than the originator’s branded
price before the loss of exclusivity, falling to 80-90% lower four years
after generic entry.94

3.59. Following the entry of generic suppliers, the originator typically has three 
strategies it can employ to continue making profits:95

a. Option one: compete on price to protect its sales. The originator is likely
to maintain larger sales volumes when generics enter if it lowers its
price and competes with the generic manufacturers;

b. Option two: choose not to compete on price and instead maintain a
higher price for its branded product. The originator would continue to
receive a higher price for any patients who are dispensed its product
while accepting that it is likely to lose other patients to generic
competitors charging a lower price;96 or

c. Option three: choose not to compete on price and instead maintain a
higher price for its branded product and introduce a generic version of
the drug at a lower price. This would allow the originator to receive a
higher price for any patients who are dispensed the branded drug but
also allow it to protect some of its sales via the lower priced generic
version. Some originators decide to introduce a ‘branded’ generic97 (a
generic drug that still carries the manufacturer’s name rather than
simply the chemical name) if they wish to differentiate their generic
product offering on the value and recognition of the company.

3.60. The strategy adopted by the originator may vary over time depending on the 
pace and strength of generic entry. However, each of these strategies 
involves retaining the brand as there may be some value in it due, for 
example, to patient or prescriber preference built up during the market 
exclusivity period.  

94 Oxera, The supply of generic medicines in the UK, 26 June 2019, paragraph 1.13. 
95 Compare Eelco Kappe, Pharmaceutical lifecycle extension strategies (available at Literature Combination 
Drugs (psu.edu)), pages 17-25. 
96 Originators can also enter into brand equalisation deals where they provide a discounted, blended price on the 
condition that the customer purchases all its requirements, generic and branded, from the same supplier. 
97 Branded generics are known as off-patent branded medicines (ie branded drugs which are no longer covered 
by patent protection due to, for instance, the expiry of the patent). See, for example, Branded generics : PSNC 
Main site.  
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3.61. However, if several suppliers enter the market, generic medicines usually 
become ‘commoditised’, meaning that suppliers of generic medicines are not 
able to use brand value or product quality to differentiate themselves. The 
products are homogenous.98 This is the case even for essential medicines. 
For example, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] noted in a published paper that:  

‘generic products with the same active ingredient have to be identical 
and as such can be considered "commodities” … The demand for long-
established pharmaceutical products where patients have been 
stabilised on a particular drug is mostly price inelastic. As a result, 
micro-economic theory explains that in countries where generic prices 
are set by market forces, for example in the UK, as the volume of 
supply increases, the price falls by a greater percentage.’99

IV. Prescribing, dispensing and funding

3.62. The clinical decision to prescribe a patient a medicine is typically taken by 
that patient's GP or a specialist healthcare professional. 

3.63. A prescriber can choose how prescriptive they are when writing a 
prescription, which in turn has implications for the degree of choice that a 
dispenser (typically a pharmacy) has when fulfilling a prescription. A 
prescriber may choose to write: 

a. a 'generic' or 'open' prescription for a medicine which only specifies the
active ingredient,100 or specifies the active ingredient together with one
or more of the medicine's forms,101 its strength,102 and dose;103 or

b. a 'closed' prescription for a medicine which specifies the particular
brand, manufacturer or supplier.104

3.64. Prescribers are generally encouraged to write open prescriptions using a 
medicine's generic name, eg 'hydrocortisone tablets', regardless of whether 
a generic product is actually available, unless there are specific clinical 
reasons not to do so.105 For example, in cases where products are not 

98 Oxera, The supply of generic medicines in the UK, 26 June 2019, paragraph 3.21. 
99 []. 
100 For example, ‘hydrocortisone’. 
101 For example, ‘tablets’. 
102 For example, ‘10mg’ or ‘20mg’. 
103 For example, ‘to be taken twice daily’. 
104 For example, in the past, this may have been ‘Hydrocortone’. A closed prescription may, as with an open 
prescription, typically also specify the medicine's form, strength and dose. 
105 The NHSEI explained to the CMA that it has ‘been encouraging GPs to prescribe generically for many years. 
If the GP prescribes generically then community pharmacists can dispense either a branded or a generic drug, 
but will only be reimbursed for the generic. If the GP prescribes a branded drug then community pharmacists  
should dispense that brand’. See Document 206557, note of call between the NHSEI and the CMA of 22 March 
2021, paragraph 5.2. 
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interchangeable from a patient safety perspective, the Medicines and 
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (the 'MHRA') would generally 
require the use of a brand name (even for a generic product) so that product 
can be more easily distinguished.106

3.65. During the second stage of the drug lifecycle (the market exclusivity period), 
even where prescriptions are open, in practice pharmacies have only one 
choice of product to dispense because there will be only one supplier of the 
drug. 

3.66. However, during the third stage of the drug lifecycle, open prescriptions give 
pharmacies the option of dispensing any supplier’s product because there 
can be multiple suppliers of the same drug. 

3.67. Pharmacies purchase medicines from wholesalers and manufacturers (in 
some cases, they are vertically integrated with their own wholesaling arm, 
see section 3.E.V below). They then fulfil prescriptions by dispensing the 
medicines they have purchased. 

3.68. Pharmacies are then reimbursed for the prescriptions they fulfil by the 
patient’s local NHS clinical commissioning group (‘CCG’).107

3.69. A pharmacy’s profit margin is the difference between the price it paid to 
purchase the product and the amount it is reimbursed: 

a. The amount pharmacies are paid for the drugs they dispense is set by
the price of the product listed in what is called the Drug Tariff: a list of
reimbursement prices for specific drugs compiled by the DHSC (less
any discount) (see section 3.E.I below).

b. The same reimbursement price is paid to the pharmacy irrespective of
which supplier's product they dispensed or the price that the pharmacy
paid for the drug (eg the reimbursement price for a pack of 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets is the same regardless of which supplier's
product the pharmacy dispenses and regardless of the price that the
pharmacy bought the product for).

3.70. Pharmacies therefore have an incentive to purchase the cheapest medicine 
available, in order to maximise their profit margin.108 This system is designed 

106 Document 206640, note of call between the MHRA and the CMA of 31 March 2021, paragraph 4.4.  
107 CCGs are the relevant purchaser in England. The purchasing entities differ in Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland, but the CMA considers that this does not materially impact on the findings in this Decision. 
108 Subject to the clawback which regulates a pharmacy’s overall profit. 
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to encourage price competition, as suppliers are then incentivised to offer 
lower prices than their competitors in order to win business. 

3.71. Once the prescribing decision is taken by the GP or specialist healthcare 
professional, the NHS – in the form of the patient’s local CCG – has no 
option but to fund the product. 

3.72. The NHS is principally funded by UK taxpayers.109 Within the NHS’s overall 
budget, there are budgets allocated to certain activities, such as prescribing 
medicines. Each year, NHS England sets each CCG a prescribing budget 
and GP practices are expected to prescribe within this budget.110 Increases 
in the price of any drug invariably result in a consequent decrease in the 
financial resources available to fund other healthcare services.111

Notwithstanding the significant scale of the NHS budget, legitimate demands 
for healthcare will always exceed its levels and resources have to be 
prioritised.112

V. Price regulation

a. Branded drugs

3.73. The prices of branded drugs are typically (directly or indirectly through profit 
caps) subject to regulation. 

3.74. In the UK, this purpose was served during the Infringements by the 
Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (the ‘PPRS’). 

3.75. The PPRS was a voluntary agreement between the DHSC and the 
Association of the British Pharmaceutical Industry ('ABPI') which applied to 
manufacturers and suppliers of branded medicines to the NHS.113 The PPRS 
aimed to ensure 'safe and effective medicines are available on reasonable 
terms to the National Health Service' and 'a strong, efficient and profitable 

109 See www.nhs.uk/NHSEngland/thenhs/about/Pages/overview.aspx. The NHS also derives some revenue from 
user charges – for example prescription payments. 
110 See www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/PrescriptionServices/3996.aspx and bma-focus-on-excessive-prescribing-feb-
2018.pdf. 
111 See, for example, Document 01604, response to question 6, Coastal West Sussex CCG’s response to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2017. 
112 In recent years, the NHS has also been required to find significant efficiency savings. In the period from 2010 
to 2015, for example, the NHS Efficiency Policy (also known as the Quality, Innovation, Productivity and 
Prevention Plan) tasked the NHS to make up to £20 billion of efficiency savings by 2015 in order to make more 
funds available to treat patients. See www.gov.uk/government/publications/2010-to-2015-government-policy-nhs-
efficiency/2010-to-2015-government-policy-nhs-efficiency. While the NHS’s overall funding is being increased, 
the need to continue to find efficiencies and savings continues to be important. The NHS expected there to be a 
potential unmitigated gap of around £30 billion in its total funding by 2020/21. See www.england.nhs.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2014/10/5yfv-web.pdf. To help address this funding gap, the NHS was to receive approximately 
£8 billion in extra funding, but was expected to make up the remaining £22 billion in efficiency savings. See, for 
example, www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/fyfv-tech-note-090516.pdf.  
113 Section 261(2) of the NHS Act 2006; see also the 2014 PPRS, paragraph 3.14.  
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pharmaceutical industry'.114 The PPRS did this by regulating 'the profits that 
companies can earn on sales of branded products to the NHS, rather than 
regulating prices directly'.115

3.76. The PPRS applied to branded drugs, whether patented or ‘branded 
generics’. 

3.77. A company was able to choose not to become a member of the PPRS, and 
could be excluded by the Secretary of State. In such circumstances, a 
statutory pricing scheme would have applied to the company’s branded 
products (but not to its non-branded generic drugs). See section 3.D.I.d 
below. 

3.78. The 2014 PPRS expired on 31 December 2018 and was replaced by the 
2019 Voluntary Scheme for Branded Medicines Pricing and Access, which 
operates broadly in the same way as the 2014 PPRS – a profit control 
scheme capping income from sales of drugs at an agreed level of growth – 
and also applies to branded drugs, whether patented or ‘branded 
generics’.116 Companies that choose not to join the voluntary scheme remain 
subject to the statutory pricing scheme.117

b. Generic drugs

3.79. Once a drug becomes generic, the expectation is that the cost of the R&D 
that led to its creation has been recouped and the price should fall, as 
explained in section 3.B above.  

3.80. The prices of generic drugs are therefore generally unregulated in the UK on 
the assumption that competition between suppliers in the third stage of the 
drug lifecycle will keep prices low. Typically, if the price of a given drug was 
significantly above the competitive price during the third stage then it would 
be expected that the high price would act as a signal and incentivise new 
entrants to the market.118 The market price should then correct as the 
introduction of more competitors supplying generic medicines will inevitably 
lead to more intense price competition. This should be true both for a price 
that is already high and a price that starts to increase. The DHSC’s policy 

114 See the 2014 PPRS, page 9, paragraph 1.2. 
115 ABPI’s ‘Understanding the 2014 Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme 2014’, 
(www.abpi.org.uk/media/1561/understanding_pprs2014.pdf), page 1. 
116 See 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/761834/volunt 
ary-scheme-for-branded-medicines-pricing-and-access-chapters-and-glossary.pdf.  
117 Now established under the Branded Health Service Medicines (Costs) Regulations 2018, as amended from 
time to time. 
118 Oxera, The supply of generic medicines in the UK, 26 June 2019, paragraph 5.22 entry barriers and long-term 
dynamics. 
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during the Infringements was therefore to rely on competition to control 
generic drug selling prices.119

3.81. In the majority of cases, this is believed to be an effective means of securing 
value for money for the NHS. For example, the BGMA states that: 

‘Generic medicines make the drugs bill affordable and promote 
innovation. When an original branded drug loses its patent protection, 
generic equivalents are launched, typically by many manufacturers. 
The competition between these manufacturers drives down prices 

… 

Generic medicines cost 20% to 90% less than the original price of their 
brand-name equivalents. In addition, competition from rival generic 
products forces originators to reduce their own prices after – or 
sometimes before – patent expiry … When we use generic medicines, 
our national healthcare systems save considerable sums of money’.120

c. De-branding

3.82. In addition to the three options described at paragraph 3.59 above, 
originators also have the option of ‘de-branding’ their drug. This means that 
the brand name is discontinued. The originator may then choose to sell its 
drug solely under a generic name (eg hydrocortisone tablets). As a result, all 
prescriptions will be open (ie using the generic drug name rather than a 
brand).  

3.83. De-branding removes the drug from the framework of price regulation. As 
explained above, in most cases competition is expected to prevent 
significant or sustained price increases as a result.  

3.84. However, this assumption does not apply to all drugs. As AMCo’s 
management explained to investors in 2012: 

‘Products not covered by the PPRS which are essentially non-branded 
have free pricing due to NHS’s approach to allow competition to check 
prices, which is indeed the best approach to optimise pricing across the 
overall £11bn drug budget 

119 See www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-service-medical-supplies-costs/health-service-medical-
supplies-costs-bill-factsheet.  
120 www.britishgenerics.co.uk/about-generics.html. 
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- Management actively identifies branded products where the Company
has exclusive or semi-exclusive positions, and deliberately ‘de-brands’
them, thus freeing the product from the PPRS pricing regime

- Because the Company has exclusive or semi-exclusive positions,
there is no / limited competition for its products’121

3.85. In such cases de-branding creates an opportunity for exploitative pricing.122

VI. ‘Niche’ generics

3.86. While the majority of drugs follow each stage of the drug lifecycle set out in 
sections 3.B.I to III above, there are some drugs for which the generic 
competition that typically occurs during the third stage is impeded or 
delayed. This could be because of market features (such as barriers to entry 
or expansion or where the market is too small to attract entry) or because of 
anti-competitive collusion. The suppliers of such drugs could find themselves 
in a position of holding significant market power in relation to very old 
medicines which, although essential to patients, have not been subject to 
any recent innovation or investment and are shielded from competition. For 
these drugs, commonly referred to as ‘niche’ generics, the assumption that 
competition between suppliers will keep prices low in the third stage of the 
drug lifecycle breaks down. The freedom of pricing that arises due to a lack 
of regulation of generic drug pricing in the UK can then be exploited by 
suppliers to increase prices. 

3.87. Identifying markets for particular drugs which other manufacturers will be 
less likely to enter allows a firm to enter a market where it has both the 
capacity to produce enough of a drug to meet market demand and the power 
to dictate the drug’s price.123

3.88. Some suppliers have used this market power and the window before 
effective competition materialises to increase prices, with negative 
consequences for the NHS, which has no option but to continue funding 
prescriptions for the drugs. For example, the former Secretary of State for 
Health has stated in Parliament: 

121 Document LIO0242, AMCo rating agency presentation dated November 2012, slide 27. 
122 Compare Document 202327, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 12 
October 2012: ‘If there is anything you want him [[Waymade Senior Employee 1] to do with Amdi’s [Amdipharm’s] 
portfolio post-signing (eg de-brand XYZ so we have a few months before you start raising prices) you should feel 
free to ask him direct of course’. See also Document 202506, final due diligence report prepared for Cinven on 
the Amdipharm business dated 23 October 2012, slide 31: ‘One aspect of Management’s strategy is to debrand 
products, thus taking them out of PPRS, and increasing prices. This strategy has been successfully deployed by 
other players in the market … e.g. Mercury Pharma’. 
123 OECD, Excessive Prices in Pharmaceutical Markets, 3 October 2018 (available at 
https://one.oecd.org/document/DAF/COMP(2018)12/en/pdf), paragraph 109. 
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‘We rely on competition in the market to keep the prices of these drugs 
down. That generally works well and has, in combination with high 
levels of generic prescribing, led to significant savings. However, we 
are aware of some instances where there is no competition to keep 
prices down, and companies have raised their prices to what looks like 
an unreasonable and unjustifiable level … there are companies that 
appear to have made it their business model to purchase off-patent 
medicines for which there are no competitor products. They then exploit 
a monopoly position to raise prices. 

… 

a handful of companies appear to be exploiting our freedom of pricing 
for unbranded generic medicines where there is no competition in the 
market, leaving the NHS with no choice but to purchase the medicine at 
grossly inflated prices’.124

3.89. The DHSC introduced legislation partly in order to address the problem 
identified by the Secretary of State. On 7 August 2017, the Health Service 
Medical Supplies (Costs) Act 2017 entered into force (see section 3.E.I.d 
below).125 In introducing the legislation, the Secretary of State stated that 
there was a need to: 

‘close the loophole of de-branding medicines. Although the 
Government’s existing powers allow us to control the price of any 
health service medicine, they do not allow controls to be placed on 
unbranded generic medicines where companies are members of the 
voluntary PPRS scheme.’126

3.90. This category of generic drugs – niche generics – is widely recognised in the 
pharmaceutical industry. Certain drug suppliers (and their investors) have 
identified the opportunities that niche generics provide to generate revenue 
that would not normally be expected of a drug in the third stage of its 
lifecycle. 

3.91. For example, Auden described itself as 'focused on the development, 
licensing and marketing of niche generic medicines and proprietary brands in 

124 See https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-10-
24/debates/16102429000001/HealthServiceMedicalSupplies(Costs)Bill. 
125 By virtue of the Health Service Medical Supplies (Costs) Act 2017 (Commencement No. 1 and Saving 
Provision) Regulations 2017.
126 See https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2016-10-
24/debates/16102429000001/HealthServiceMedicalSupplies(Costs)Bill. 
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the UK and across Europe'.127 Due diligence materials prepared for the sale 
of AM Pharma’s business in 2015 described it as: 

a. ‘highly cash generative selling niche, high margin drugs’;

b. and noted that its ‘niche portfolio of products reduces the ability of
customers to source alternative suppliers’.

c. They also noted that Auden’s ‘business model is relatively
straightforward and “virtual” with manufacturing and distribution
outsourced and sales channels through large distributors’.128

3.92. Auden’s prospective buyer identified that ‘Auden’s competency is in 
identifying semi-exclusive products for the UK market and then optimizing 
the price / volume mix to maximize revenue/profits’.129

3.93. In 2012, Cinven acquired the Amdipharm group (originally part of Waymade) 
and the Mercury Pharma group, and combined them to create Amdipharm 
Mercury, or AMCo. Cinven described the groups as ‘two complementary 
niche pharmaceutical companies’ and noted that: ‘Our Healthcare sector 
team identified off-patent, niche pharmaceuticals as a particularly attractive 
sub-sector.’ Cinven therefore combined the two groups to create in AMCo ‘a 
global force in niche pharmaceuticals’ and ‘a real global leader in the niche 
pharmaceutical space’.130

3.94. The investment recommendation for Cinven’s acquisition of the Mercury 
Pharma group stated: 

'Approximately 40% of the generics market in the UK is unbranded 

- The pricing of these unbranded products is not regulated because
competition suppresses pricing across the market as a whole

- However, for smaller, niche formulations, the competitive forces
may not work to suppress prices as efficiently as for larger volume
products and create room for price growth

127 See Auden Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Ltd (archive.org), (http://audenmckenzie.com.about as archived on 28 
October 2018).
128 Document 00681, Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, pages 7, 10 and 19. The due 
diligence report also noted that ‘The Company operates from a relatively low cost base, and the main expense is 
R&D’; but the compilers of the report had not been provided with supporting information for R&D costs; and that 
although AM Pharma had claimed R&D tax relief, ‘the company lacks detailed reports to support recent claims’ 
(pages 23 and 55). []. 
129 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 11. See also document 00706, 
Project Apple presentation dated January 2015, slide 5. 
130 Document LIO7766, Cinven 2012 annual review, case study on AMCo, pages 8 and 9. 
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… 

Mercury therefore operates below the radar and capitalises on 
opportunities to achieve volume and pricing growth even in such a 
heavily regulated market’131

3.95. It also stated: 

‘The primary growth levers for Amdipharm are very similar to Mercury: 
capitalise on the relatively favourable UK drug pricing regime for niche 
branded / unbranded generic portfolios of this nature to drive price 
increases’132

3.96. AMCo explained how niche generics could be exploited to investors with the 
following diagram. 

131 Document LIO6490.3, 'Annex 2.1 - Minutes of a meeting of IC dated 2 July 2012', pages 6 and 8. 
132 Document LIO6490.4, 'Annex 2.2 - memorandum to the IC titled 'Amdipharm - initial investment 
recommendation' dated 9 July 2012', page 4. 
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Figure 3.4: AMCo diagram presented to lenders in October 2014 

Source: Document LIO0458, AMCo lenders presentation dated 15 October 2014, slide 9. 

3.97. As this diagram shows, the strategy involves identifying products in the third 
stage of the drug lifecycle that are ‘Long post-patent expiry’ and subject to 
‘Strong barriers to entry’. The niche status of such drugs ‘ensures pricing 
power’, contrary to the conventional assumption that the prices of drugs in 
this stage will be kept low by competition. This allows the supplier to 
increase prices without constraint. The strategy requires no R&D (‘No 
research spend’), this having long since been recouped by the originator 
during the first two stages of the drug lifecycle. Like Auden (see paragraph 
3.91.c above), AMCo was described by Cinven as having ‘a purely virtual 
business model’, with no in-house manufacturing or distribution.133

133 Document LIO6492.6, AMCo Q3 Portfolio Review Committee paper dated September 2013, page 4. Compare 
Document LIO0231, Mercury Pharma lenders’ presentation dated September 2012, notes to slide 12: AMCo has 
‘No R&D spend or patent cliff’. See also Document LIO6490.4, investment recommendation for Cinven’s 
acquisition of the Amdipharm group, page 3: ‘Like Mercury, Amdipharm is a virtual company, i.e. it outsources its 
manufacturing to third parties’. 
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3.98. At the Jefferies Healthcare Conference in November 2012, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] delivered a presentation.134

The presentation listed ‘key strategic elements’ of the merger between 
Amdipharm and Mercury, two of which were as follows: 

‘Limited and stable competitive dynamics around key products:  

 Strong barriers to entry due to relatively small size of individual
product markets by country, combined with geographic and SKU
diversity and requirement for separate marketing authorisations
by country.

 Provides recurring revenues

Favourable position in UK regulatory framework: 

 Portfolio comprises low-cost, off-patent products which are not
the main focus of healthcare cost reduction initiatives

 UK is an attractive market owing to unrestricted pricing on
unbranded products’135

3.99. These contemporaneous documents demonstrate that for niche generics, 
the ability to generate a higher than average gross margin is not due to the 
importance of the drug or its essential features, but rather the underlying 
market features that limit the likelihood and strength of generic entry: the 
combination of ‘Limited and stable competitive dynamics’ and a ‘Favourable 
position in the UK regulatory framework’. 

VII. Hydrocortisone tablets as niche generics

3.100. During the Infringements, hydrocortisone tablets were niche generic drugs.  

3.101. Hydrocortisone tablets are very old drugs. They were first sold in the UK in 
1955 and have been long off-patent. Accordingly, hydrocortisone tablets 
have been in the third stage of the drug lifecycle for a long time. At this 
stage, prices are expected to remain low due either to generic competition or 
the threat of such competition if prices start to increase (and therefore make 
entry more attractive), as explained above. 

134 Document 202401, AMCo conference presentation dated 13 November 2012. 
135 Document 202401, AMCo conference presentation dated 13 November 2012, slide 11. 
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3.102. For 53 years, hydrocortisone tablets were sold by their originator, Merck 
Sharp & Dohme (‘MSD’), under the brand name ‘Hydrocortone’.136 As 
branded drugs, the profits MSD made from hydrocortisone tablets were 
regulated. By April 2008 MSD was selling at prices of £0.70 per pack of 
10mg tablets and [£1-£4] per pack of 20mg tablets.137

3.103. On 21 April 2008,138 MSD sold the brand and MAs to Auden. Auden 
immediately de-branded the drug: it discontinued the Hydrocortone brand, 
removing the drug from the profit regulation of the PPRS,139 and launched its 
own generic versions at initial prices of £4.54 per pack of 10mg tablets and 
£5.14 per pack of 20mg tablets. Auden then exploited the absence of price 
regulation for generic drugs and its status as sole supplier until July 2015 to 
increase prices, reaching as high as £72 per pack for each strength.140

3.104. As a result of the price increases, hydrocortisone tablets became the key 
drug in Auden’s portfolio. When the business was sold to Allergan in 2015, 
due diligence materials noted that: 

a. ‘The hydrocortisone product has been the foundation of the business
and supported the development and acquisition of other niche products
… it remains the key product contributing 46% of total LTM15 gross
profit’.141

b. ‘Hydrocortisone is the key product line, upon which the Company is
heavily reliant in order to sustain current sales and profitability. We also
understand that this has Orphan drug status in the UK and minimal
competition’.142

c. Hydrocortisone tablets generated the highest absolute gross margin of
any product in the business’s portfolio.143

3.105. The due diligence materials explained that these price increases were 
possible because of Auden's position as sole supplier of the drug and the 
regulatory circumstance of the orphan designation from which it benefited: 

136 The ‘Hydrocortone’ trademark was registered (730276) in the UK on 17 May 1954 (Document 00561, 
response to question 1, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 22 June 2016).   
137 Document 00561, response to questions 1, 3 and 4, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 22 
June 2016. 
138 Document 00558, ‘Divestment of Hydrocortone 10mg and 20mg tablets (hydrocortisone)’. 
139 Document 00618, Department of Health’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 August 2016, 
response to question 2.
140 Auden’s 20mg price reached £72.19 in October 2015 and its 10mg price reached £72.14 in March 2016. 
141 Document 00681, Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, page 7. 
142 Document 00681, Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, page 16. 
143 Document 00681, Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, page 22. 
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'significant price increases have been achieved in Hydrocortisone 
largely due to the orphan status that it holds in the UK and the current 
lack of competition'.144

3.106. The materials also stated that: ‘Price increases across the Hydrocortisone 
and other SKUs … are within the maximum price dictated by the 
Government’s drug tariff and have to be negotiated with their customers’.145

However, this failed to recognise that since Auden was the sole supplier: 

a. Auden’s price increases were driving the Drug Tariff up, rather than the
Drug Tariff constraining Auden’s prices. See section 3.D.IV.d below.

b. Its customers had no countervailing buyer power to exert in such
‘negotiations’. See section 4.C.d below.

a. Anti-competitive agreements

3.107. The ‘current lack of competition’ identified in the 2015 due diligence 
materials is attributable to the anti-competitive agreements Auden/Actavis 
entered into with its potential competitors Waymade and AMCo. 

3.108. Auden’s conduct in de-branding hydrocortisone tablets and dramatically 
increasing their prices made the market more attractive to potential entrants. 
Less than six months after Auden de-branded hydrocortisone tablets, 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] noted, ‘hydrocortisone tabs 20mg we have a 
license and I want to launch. the brand by MSD has been discontinued’.146

[Waymade Senior Employee 3] explained in interview: 

‘The holy grail within the generic sector is to find these little nuggets, as 
the commercial guys would see it, where there is limited competition 
and therefore the price is high.’147

3.109. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] went on to say: ‘with a product like 
hydrocortisone where the margins were, would appear to be quite generous 
… this was going to be one of those nuggets that I referred to.’148 [Waymade 

144 Document 00681, Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, pages 7, 16, 17 and 22. 
145 Document 00681, Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, page 17. 
146 Document 300705, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 3] dated 2 
September 2008.
147 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 
18, lines 1 to 4. 
148 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 3, page 
3, lines 15 to 21. 
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Senior Employee 2], [], also described hydrocortisone tablets as ‘a 
gold nugget’.149

3.110. Waymade therefore prepared to enter the market with its own hydrocortisone 
tablets. However, the CMA has found that: 

a. between 11 July 2011 and 30 April 2015, Auden bought off Waymade’s
entry with 20mg tablets; and

b. in October 2012, shortly after Waymade obtained an MA for 10mg
tablets, Auden bought off Waymade’s entry. Waymade’s 10mg MA was
then transferred to AMCo and between 31 October 2012 and 24 June
2016 Auden/Actavis bought off AMCo’s entry with 10mg tablets.

3.111. See section 6 (The Agreements) below. 

3.112. These market exclusion agreements allowed Auden/Actavis to retain its 
pricing power. During the terms of the Agreements: 

a. Auden increased its price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets by 92%, from
£32.56 in July 2011 to £62.45 in April 2015, when the 20mg Agreement
ended. Auden/Actavis's price peaked at £72.19 a pack in October
2015.

b. Auden/Actavis increased its price for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets by
99%, from £31.55 in October 2012 to £62.63 in June 2016, when the
10mg Agreement ended. Auden/Actavis's price peaked at £72.14 a
pack in March 2016.

b. The orphan designation

3.113. In January 2015, Actavis labelled hydrocortisone tablets a ‘Near term cash 
cow’.150 This status was ‘Near term’ because Actavis and its analysts 
expected competitors to enter the market soon and erode its margins 
through the process of price competition.151

3.114. In fact, competitors began to enter the market from July 2015 onwards. 
However, prices remained high, inflated by Auden’s price increases over the 
previous seven years. Having taken over sales of hydrocortisone tablets 

149 Document 301312, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 2] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 2, page 
7, line 9. 
150 Document 00706, Project Apple Presentation January 2015, Executive Summary and Hydrocortisone 
Background.  
151 In January 2015 Actavis anticipated market share erosion of 60% and price erosion of 90% over a three-year 
period with the expectation that competitors would enter in 2015 ‘without indication for adrenal insufficiency and 
being launched and dispensed off label’. Document 00706, Project Apple Presentation January 2015, 
Hydrocortisone Background. 
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from Auden, Actavis was also able to maintain a premium over its 
competitors’ prices. 

3.115. This resulted from the orphan designation granted to Plenadren, which from 
November 2011 meant that no new licences (or extensions of existing 
licences) for hydrocortisone tablets could specify that they were for the 
treatment of ‘adrenal insufficiency in adults’ (see section 3.D.III below). This 
unforeseen and unintended consequence of the regulatory regime, which 
had no basis in innovation by Auden, created a barrier to expansion once 
competitors began to enter the market and gave Actavis an assured base of 
customers who reached the view that they could not switch away from its 
hydrocortisone tablets. See sections 3.D.IV.c and 4.C.II (Dominance) below. 

C. Adrenal insufficiency and the drugs that treat it

3.116. This section explains what adrenal insufficiency is and which medicines are 
used to treat it. In summary: 

a. Adrenal insufficiency is a lifelong and serious condition. It is treated in
almost all cases with hydrocortisone tablets, which are considered to
be the most appropriate steroid to replace the missing hormone in the
body.

b. Other treatments are only used in exceptional circumstances or for
marginal numbers of patients with specific needs.

c. Almost all prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets are repeat
prescriptions, creating a stable though steadily increasing customer
base.

I. Adrenal insufficiency and hydrocortisone

3.117. Adrenal insufficiency152 is a chronic, rare condition that occurs when the 
adrenal glands fail to produce any or enough of the hormones the body 
needs. If untreated, it is life-threatening.153  In almost all cases, it is a lifelong 
condition:154,155

152 Adrenal insufficiency can also be referred to as Addison’s disease or hypoadrenalism. However, as explained 
below, Addison’s disease is only one of many causes of adrenal insufficiency. 
153 Document 00524, Boots guidance on hydrocortisone tablets. 
154 Only when the adrenal suppression is caused by exogenous glucocorticoid use for non-endocrine diseases, 
such as asthma or rheumatoid arthritis, can the treatment be discontinued once the patient is confirmed as no 
longer adrenal insufficient. Document 00603 and Document 00599, responses to questions 4 and 5, Society for 
Endocrinology’s and the Royal College of Physicians’ responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 June 
2016. 
155 Document 00435, Auden Mckenzie guide to adrenal insufficiency for patients; Document 00436, Auden 
Mckenzie guide to adrenal insufficiency for pharmacists; and the Society for Endocrinology’s Adrenal 
Insufficiency Patient Booklet.  
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a. Primary adrenal insufficiency occurs when the adrenal cortex, which
produces cortisol, has been destroyed. In around 70% to 90% of all
cases, this is caused by an autoimmune disorder. Primary adrenal
insufficiency may also occur as a result of an infection, adrenal cancer,
haemorrhage or rare hereditary diseases, such as congenital adrenal
hyperplasia.156

b. Secondary adrenal insufficiency describes the situation when the
adrenal glands are affected by a condition or disease in another part of
the body, most often a pituitary tumour. Damage to the pituitary gland
affects its ability to produce another hormone, called
adrenocorticotropic hormone, which acts as a signal for adrenal glands
to produce more cortisol. This disruption means cortisol production by
the adrenal glands is no longer controlled properly.157

3.118. Adrenal insufficiency is treated with steroids to replace the missing cortisol in 
the body.  

3.119. Hydrocortisone is the first-line treatment for the replacement of cortisol in 
patients with primary or secondary adrenal insufficiency.158 Hydrocortisone is 
considered to be the most appropriate steroid for the treatment of adrenal 
insufficiency as it is:  

a. the closest imitation of what the body normally produces;

b. absorbed into the body quicker than other steroids; and

c. easily measured in the bloodstream, making monitoring easier.159

II. Hydrocortisone tablets

3.120. Hydrocortisone tablets are a prescription-only medicine used in primary and 
secondary care mainly to treat adrenal insufficiency.160

156 Document 00435, Auden Mckenzie guide to adrenal insufficiency for patients; Document 00436, Auden 
Mckenzie guide to adrenal insufficiency for pharmacists; and the Society for Endocrinology’s Adrenal 
Insufficiency Patient Booklet.
157 Document 00436, Auden Mckenzie guide to adrenal insufficiency for pharmacists; and the Society for 
Endocrinology’s Adrenal Insufficiency Patient Booklet. 
158 Document 00603, response to question 1, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016.  
159 Document 00436, Auden Mckenzie guide to adrenal insufficiency for pharmacists; Document 00603 and 
Document 00599, responses to questions 1 and 3, Society for Endocrinology’s and the Royal College of 
Physicians’ responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016. 
160 Both the Royal College of Physicians and the Society for Endocrinology informed the CMA that hydrocortisone 
tablets are primarily used to treat adrenal insufficiency. Document 00603 and Document 00599, response to 
question 1, Society for Endocrinology’s and the Royal College of Physicians’ responses to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016; Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] 
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3.121. The Society for Endocrinology estimates that around 95% of all adult 
patients with adrenal insufficiency are treated with hydrocortisone 
tablets.161

3.122. Hydrocortisone tablets are available in 10mg and 20mg strengths and are 
sold in packets of 30 tablets.  

3.123. Hydrocortisone tablets are ‘immediate release’ drugs. This means that the 
hydrocortisone is rapidly absorbed into the bloodstream to deliver peak 
cortisol values in the blood approximately half an hour after administration.162

3.124. For those taking hydrocortisone tablets as a replacement therapy, the 
standard adult daily dose ranges between 15mg to 25mg; however, higher 
doses might be needed when the patient is acutely unwell.163 Hydrocortisone 
tablets often need to be taken two or three times a day in order to secure 
sufficient blood cortisol levels throughout the day (for example, 10mg on 
waking, 5mg at lunchtime, and 5mg in the late afternoon: the dosing regime 
aims to reflect the body’s natural rhythm, with cortisol levels highest in the 
morning).164 Patients often achieve this by halving or quartering tablets.165

Due to the frequent need to split the tablets into small doses (for example, 
5mg or 2.5mg), 20mg hydrocortisone tablets are not commonly used in 
practice,166 other than in specific cases when higher doses of hydrocortisone 
are required, usually on a short term basis.167

dated 17 November 2017, response to question 7, page 5. Hydrocortisone tablets are also used in emergency 
situations for treatment of severe bronchial asthma, drug hypersensitivity reactions, serum sickness, 
angioneurotic oedema and anaphylaxis in adults and children: Document 00656, paragraph 1.2, AM Pharma’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 May 2016. 
161 Document 00603, response to question 2, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016.  
162 Document 00436, Auden Mckenzie guide to adrenal insufficiency for pharmacists. 
163 Document 00603, responses to questions 2 and 3, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 
26 notice dated 20 June 2016. 
164 Document 00603, response to question 2, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016; Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] 
dated 17 November 2017, response to question 1, page 2.
165 Document 00437, page 2, Auden Mckenzie guide to the role of hydrocortisone in the treatment of primary and 
secondary disease; Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 
November 2017, response to question 1, page 2.
166 Although the Society for Endocrinology reports that pharmacies sometimes dispense 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets and advise patients to divide the tablets, 10mg hydrocortisone tablets are more practical for this purpose 
(Document 00603, responses to questions 2, 3, 6 and 10, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016; Document 00893B, response to question 2, Society for Endocrinology’s 
supplementary response to the CMA dated 20 July 2016). See also Document 02046.B, note of call between the 
CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 2017, response to questions 1 and 2, page 2. 
167 See document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 
2017, response to question 1, page 2. 
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3.125. As a result, 10mg hydrocortisone tablets are the most common strength of 
hydrocortisone tablets dispensed, accounting for around 96% of all packs 
of hydrocortisone tablets dispensed between 2012 and 2017.168

3.126. Most hydrocortisone tablets prescriptions are repeat prescriptions. Between 
2013 and 2015, approximately 98% of prescriptions were repeat and 2% 
of prescriptions were for new patients, with only a marginal number (less 
than 0.1%) issued for patients who switched to hydrocortisone tablets from 
another product.169 This means that the overall customer base is steadily 
increasing over time, with a rate of annual growth in monthly packs 
dispensed of around 4% for 10mg tablets and being broadly stable for 20mg 
tablets.170

3.127. The precise breakdown of the age range of patients on hydrocortisone 
tablets is unclear, as opinions vary: 

a. The Royal College of Physicians estimates that the proportion of
patients taking hydrocortisone tablets that are children is approximately
5% for 10mg tablets; and 10% for 20mg tablets.171

b. Other estimates of the proportion of patients that are children by market
participants include: 2% (Auden),172 5% (Boots),173 8% (Wells
Pharmacy),174 10% (Alissa),175 and 20% (Resolution Chemicals).176

III. Plenadren

3.128. Unlike hydrocortisone tablets, Plenadren is a branded product. It is a form of 
hydrocortisone available in 5mg and 20mg strengths and sold in bottles of 50 
tablets by a single supplier, Shire Services BVBA and its UK subsidiary Shire 
Pharmaceuticals Limited ('Shire').177 Plenadren is only approved for the 
treatment of adrenal insufficiency in adults.178

168 NHS BSA data. 
169 CMA analysis based on IMS data.  
170 CMA analysis based on NHS BSA data. 
171 Document 00599, response to question 2, Royal College of Physicians’ response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016.  
172 Document 00129, letter from Auden to [] (MHRA) dated 14 April 2014. 
173 Document 02188, internal Boots email dated 11 January 2016. 
174 Document 03590, internal Wells email dated 16 December 2016. 
175 Document 206413, note of call between the CMA and [] of 22 February 2021, paragraph 2.4. 
176 Document 206344, note of call between the CMA and Resolution Chemicals of 4 March 2021, paragraph 3.4. 
177 All medicines for Takeda UK Ltd - (emc). Plenadren was originally a DuoCort AB product. See section 3.C.III 
below for an account of the transfers in ownership that this product has undergone.
178 It is not approved for any other indication, including adrenal insufficiency in children, as compared to all 
immediate-release hydrocortisone tablets which are licensed to treat adrenal insufficiency in children (Document 
200320, response to question 4, Shire’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016). 
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3.129. Plenadren is a modified-release tablet formulation of hydrocortisone: a 
novel form of hydrocortisone that is designed to mimic closely the body's 
normal steroid production and its natural daily steroid profile. It releases 
hydrocortisone over a longer period of time than the conventional immediate-
release method provided by other hydrocortisone tablets and is therefore 
administered only once daily. In recognition of this innovation, Plenadren 
was given ‘orphan’ drug status in 2011 (see section 3.D.VI below). 

3.130. This modified-release innovation means Plenadren is potentially more 
beneficial for a particular subset of patients in terms of convenience and 
patient compliance than hydrocortisone tablets, which (as explained in 
paragraph 3.124 above) are usually taken two to three times a day.179

Specifically, Plenadren is an option for patients experiencing 'severe 
compliance problems' (and some CCGs) have made this a prerequisite for 
recommending prescribing Plenadren).180

3.131. Plenadren is only given to a very small number of adrenal insufficiency 
patients. It is also not recommended or endorsed for use in Scotland or 
Wales.181

3.132. The largest number of Plenadren packs were dispensed in 2019, with 628 
packs (including both 5mg and 20mg) dispensed on average per month, 
compared to 91,746 and 2,908 packs of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets respectively. Since its introduction in 2012 Plenadren has always 
accounted for less than 1% of all hydrocortisone tablets (both immediate and 
modified-release) dispensed, as tables 3.1 and 3.2 show.182

179 Document 00603, responses to questions 2, 3 and 7, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016; and ‘Hydrocortisone modified-release: Concise evaluated information to 
support the managed entry of new medicines in the NHS’.   
180 NHS Calderdale Commissioning Statement here at www.calderdaleccg.nhs.uk; NHS East Surrey CCG, NHS 
Guildford & Waverley CCG, NHS North West Surrey CCG, NHS Surrey Downs CCG & NHS Surrey Heath CCG, 
NHS North East Hampshire & Farnham CCG and NHS Crawley, Horsham & Mid-Sussex CCG Prescribing 
Clinical Network here at https://surreyccg.res-systems.net; Dorset Medicines Advisory Group Commissioning 
Statement here at www.dorsetccg.nhs.uk; East and NHS North Hertfordshire CCG here at 
www.enhertsccg.nhs.uk; and NHS Greater Huddersfield CCG Commissioning Statement here at 
www.greaterhuddersfieldccg.nhs.uk. 
181 Document 01604, response to question 8, Coastal West Sussex CCG’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 16 May 2017. See also Scottish medicines 2016 press release and advice (here and here) and All 
Wales Medicines Strategy Group Statement of Advice (here).  
182 Similarly, the Society for Endocrinology stated that Plenadren accounts for less than 1% of all hydrocortisone 
tablets and Plenadren volumes dispensed; Document 00603, response to question 2, response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016 from the Society for Endocrinology.  
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Table 3.1: Average monthly number of packs of hydrocortisone tablets and Plenadren 
dispensed by tablet strength (2012 to 2020) 

Packs dispensed (average 
per month) 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Plenadren 
5mg 8 117 307 381 441 481 508 510 474 

20g 2 15 49 71 84 101 115 118 103

Hydrocortisone 
tablets 

10mg 71,037 73,560 76,626 79,410 81,744 84,165 88,334 91,746 91,952 

20mg 3,357 3,384 3,409 3,426 3,543 3,515 3,197 2,908 2,851 

Source: NHS BSA data 

Note: Plenadren is dispensed in packs of 50 tablets, whereas hydrocortisone tablets are dispensed in packs of 30.  

Table 3.2: Proportions of hydrocortisone tablets and Plenadren dispensed adjusted for tablet 
strength and pack size (2012 to 2020) 

Overall proportion of all 
hydrocortisone tablets (%) 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Plenadren 0.02% 0.18% 0.50% 0.64% 0.72% 0.80% 0.84% 0.83% 0.75% 

Hydrocortisone tablets 99.98% 99.82% 99.50% 99.36% 99.28% 99.20% 99.16% 99.17% 99.25% 

Source: NHS BSA data 

3.133. Low volumes of Plenadren are due to the following reasons: 

a. Notwithstanding the orphan designation recognising the innovation of
Plenadren’s modified release formulation (see section 3.D.III below),
there are in practice few clinical advantages associated with taking
Plenadren instead of hydrocortisone tablets other than for those
patients that Plenadren is targeted at (ie those who have severe
compliance problems) as the biological rhythm can be obtained by
taking immediate-release hydrocortisone tablets two to three times a
day.183 Patients switching from hydrocortisone tablets to Plenadren also
require closer monitoring as the amount of hydrocortisone absorbed
systematically from Plenadren is about 20% less than from immediate-
release hydrocortisone tablets, potentially leading to under-
substitution.184

183 Document 00599, response to question 7, Royal College of Physicians’ response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016.  
184 Document 02365, Bedfordshire and Luton CCGs’ New Medicine Review for Plenadren, April 2013; Document 
02385, Calderdale CCG’s Commissioning Statement on Plenadren, October 2016; Document 02419, Dorset 
Medicines Advisory Group’s Commissioning Statement on Plenadren, April 2014; Document 02442, Greater 
Huddersfield CCG’s Commissioning Statement on Plenadren, November 2016; Document 02428, Lancashire 
Medicines Management Group’s New Medicine Recommendation for Plenadren, June 2013. 
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b. Plenadren is not recommended by either the National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence ('NICE') or the specialist clinical reference
group ('CRG') for endocrinology;185 and

c. Prescribing restrictions are imposed on GPs by CCGs which materially
limit the use of Plenadren: Plenadren is not generally included in CCG
formularies.186 By way of illustration, Plenadren was not included in
prescribing formularies of South Devon and Torbay CCG,187

Gloucestershire CCG188 and Coastal West Sussex CCG.189 Coastal
West Sussex informed the CMA that it, along with several other groups
representing 21 CCGs in England, does not include Plenadren  and
was also not aware of other CCGs that did include it.190 These three
CCGs also noted that the limited potential benefits of Plenadren are not
significant enough to justify the considerable extra cost associated with
prescribing Plenadren.191

d. Having failed to achieve formulary status in primary and secondary
care formularies,192 Shire changed its sales and marketing strategy
'from seeking to expand sales to only serving customers when they
proactive seek orders'.193

IV. Other forms of hydrocortisone medicine

3.134. Other forms of hydrocortisone medicine are not used routinely as cortisol 
replacement therapy.  

3.135. Injections are only used  as cortisol replacement therapy in exceptional 
circumstances where oral medication is not tolerated, for example when a 
patient is going through an adrenal crisis, in cases of severe illness, pre- and 

185 Document 00603, responses to questions 3 and 7, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 
26 notice dated 20 June 2016. 
186 The Society for Endocrinology estimates that nearly 90% of GPs are not allowed to prescribe Plenadren. In 
some instances, Plenadren is recommended for hospital use only in patients who meet the following criteria: (i) 
have primary adrenal insufficiency; and (ii) have experienced at least two hospital admissions in the last 12 
months due to unstable primary adrenal insufficiency (Document 00603, responses to questions 3 and 7, Society 
for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016). 
187 Document 01638A, response to question 8, Torbay CCG’s and South Devon CCG’s responses to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 16 May 2017. 
188 Document 01612, Gloucestershire CCG’s responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2017. 
189 Document 01604, response to question 8, Coastal West Sussex CCG’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 16 May 2017
190 Document 01604 response to question 8, Coastal West Sussex CCG’s responses to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 16 May 2017. 
191 See Document 01604 and Document 01612, response to question 8, Coastal West Sussex CCG’s and 
Gloucestershire CCG’s responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2017. 
192 Document 200320, response to question 6, Shire’s response to CMA’s s.26 notice dated 20 June 2016. Shire 
'approached Leeds Area Prescribing Committee in 2017 as a pilot project' but '[t]he committee declined to 
proceed with the proposal, due to it not being attractive enough for them'; Document 206381, response to 
question 1, Shire’s response to CMA’s s.26 notice dated 9 March 2021.
193 Document 206381, response to question 1, Shire’s response to CMA’s s.26 notice dated 9 March 2021. 
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post-major procedures, or where the patient is 'Nil by Mouth'.194 One such 
injection is ‘Hydrocortistab’, which is used primarily for certain arthritic 
conditions.195 Injections are not used to treat long-term adrenal insufficiency.  

3.136. Soluble hydrocortisone tablets, which are dissolved in water before being 
taken by a patient,196 were launched in the UK in March 2019.197 Like 
Plenadren, they are sold by a single supplier, Zentiva,198 and are targeted at 
a particular subset of patients: those who have a preference or need for a 
liquid form of hydrocortisone. This includes patients suffering from dysphagia 
(difficulty swallowing) or very young children.199

Table 3.3: Average monthly number of packs of hydrocortisone tablets and soluble 
hydrocortisone tablets dispensed by tablet strength (2019 and 2020) 

Packs dispensed (average per month) 2019 2020 

Soluble tablets 10mg 79 199 

Hydrocortisone tablets 

10mg 91,746 91,952

20mg 2,908 2,851

Source: NHS BSA data 

V. Other steroids

3.137. There are other synthetic steroids, such as prednisolone and 
dexamethasone, which may also be used for the treatment of adrenal 
insufficiency.200 However, these drugs are only prescribed in exceptional 

194 Document 00603, response to question 8, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016. 
195 The SPC states that Hydrocortistab is indicated for ‘the local treatment, by intra-articular or periarticular 
injection, of arthritic conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis when few joints are involved. It is 
also suitable for symptomatic treatment, by local injection, of certain non-articular inflammatory conditions such 
as inflamed tendon sheaths and bursae. Hydrocortistab Injection is not suitable for the production of systemic 
effects’. See SPC for Hydrocortistab Injection 25mg/ml: 
www.medicines.org.uk/EMC/medicine/10796/SPC/Hydrocortistab+Injection+25+mg+ml/. 
196 Document 206315B, response to question 4.a, Colonis Pharma's response to the CMA's section 26 notice 
dated 9 March 2021. 
197 Document 206315B, response to question 4.c Colonis Pharma's response to the CMA's section 26 notice 
dated 9 March 2021 and Document 206279, response to question 1.b, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 
26 notice dated 10 March 2021. 
198 Document 206279, responses to question 8, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 10 
March 2021. 
199 Document 206279, responses to question 1, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 10 
March 2021. 
200 Some sources (for example, the Addison's Self-help Group) also state that cortisone acetate may sometimes 
be used for the treatment of adrenal insufficiency. However, cortisone acetate is an older version of 
hydrocortisone and has largely been replaced by the latter, which is more readily absorbed by the body. Neither 
the Society for Endocrinology, nor the Royal College of Physicians, mentioned cortisol acetate as a potential 
substitute for Hydrocortisone Tablets (Document 00603, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016; Document 00599, Royal College of Physicians’ response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016). In any case, the volumes of cortisone acetate dispensed during the 
Infringements were very small and continued to decrease. Since 2012 only marginal volumes of cortisone acetate 
were dispensed.  
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circumstances, for example when a patient is intolerant or allergic to 
hydrocortisone or an alternative treatment is required due to patient non-
compliance with multiple dosing. This is because: 

a. it is not possible to monitor drug levels in a patient's blood and
therefore determine if the correct dose has been administered; and

b. their longer half-life increases the likelihood of adverse metabolic and
overtreatment-related side effects.201

3.138. Further, other steroids such as prednisolone and dexamethasone may be 
unsuitable for young patients with adrenal insufficiency as they may cause 
growth retardation. Due to its limited effects on growth, hydrocortisone is the 
'drug of choice' for treating children.202

3.139. The Society for Endocrinology estimates that no more than 5% of all 
patients with adrenal insufficiency are treated with other steroids.203

D. Bioequivalence and full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets

I. Bioequivalent medicines

3.140. There are different degrees of ‘equivalence’ between generic medicines. 

3.141. Medicinal products are pharmaceutical alternatives if they contain the 
'same active substance' but 'differ in chemical form' of that substance or in 
the 'dosage form or strength'.204

3.142. Medicinal products are pharmaceutically equivalent if they: 

a. contain the 'same amount of the same active substance';

b. in the 'same dosage forms';

c. that meet the 'same or comparable standards'.205

201 Document 00603 and Document 00599, responses to questions 2, 3 and 9, Society for Endocrinology’s and 
the Royal College of Physicians’ responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016; Document 
02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 2017, responses to 
questions 5 and 7, pages 3 to 5. 
202 See, for example, http://patient.info/health/congenital-adrenal-hyperplasia-leaflet. 
203 Document 00603, response to question 2, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016. 
204 European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products – Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products, 
Note for guidance on the investigation of bioavailability and bioequivalence (July 2001), paragraph 2.2. Available 
at: www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/scientific-guideline/note-guidance-investigation-bioavailability-
bioequivalence_en.pdf
205 European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products – Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products, 
Note for guidance on the investigation of bioavailability and bioequivalence (July 2001), paragraph 2.1. Available 
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3.143. A medicinal product is therapeutically equivalent with another product if it 
contains 'the same active substance' and, clinically, shows 'the same 
efficacy and safety' as that product, whose efficacy and safety has been 
established.206

3.144. Medicinal products can be therapeutically equivalent where they show 
similar 'extent' of absorption but different 'rates' of absorption. However, 
medicinal products are bioequivalent if they are: 

a. 'pharmaceutically equivalent or pharmaceutical alternatives'; and

b. their bioavailability (the 'rate and extent' at which the active substance
is absorbed and becomes available in the body) after administration in
the same dose are ‘similar to such degree that their effects, with
respect to both efficacy and safety, will be essentially the same’.207

3.145. In practice, demonstration of bioequivalence is generally the most 
appropriate method of substantiating therapeutic equivalence between 
medicinal products, where they contain excipients (stabilising or bulking 
agents used alongside the active ingredient) generally recognised as not 
having an influence on safety and efficacy and comply with labelling 
requirements with respect to excipients.208

3.146. In summary: 

at: www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/scientific-guideline/note-guidance-investigation-bioavailability-
bioequivalence_en.pdf
206 European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products – Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products, 
Note for guidance on the investigation of bioavailability and bioequivalence (July 2001), paragraph 2.6. Available 
at: www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/scientific-guideline/note-guidance-investigation-bioavailability-
bioequivalence_en.pdf
207 European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products – Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products, 
Note for guidance on the investigation of bioavailability and bioequivalence (July 2001), page 4. Available at: 
www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/scientific-guideline/note-guidance-investigation-bioavailability-
bioequivalence_en.pdf. 
According to the World Health Organisation, the bioavailability of bioequivalent products, in terms of both rate 
and extent of absorption, is ‘similar to such a degree that their effects can be expected to be essentially the 
same’. See definition from WHO Expert Committee on Specifications for Pharmaceutical Preparations, 51st 

report. Annex 6: Multisource (generic) pharmaceutical products: guidelines on registration requirements to 
establish interchangeability (2017), page 186. Available at: 
www.who.int/medicines/areas/quality_safety/quality_assurance/trs1003_annex6.pdf?ua=1 
See also EMA Committee for Medicinal Products in Human Use (CHMP), Guideline on the investigation of 
bioequivalence (2010), page 4. Available at: www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/scientific-guideline/guideline-
investigation-bioequivalence-rev1_en.pdf 
208 European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products – Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products, 
Note for guidance on the investigation of bioavailability and bioequivalence (July 2001), page 4. Available at: 
www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/scientific-guideline/note-guidance-investigation-bioavailability-
bioequivalence_en.pdf 
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a. Pharmaceutically equivalent products may not necessarily be
bioequivalent: differences in the excipients and/or manufacturing
process can lead to faster or slower dissolution and/or absorption.

b. Therapeutically equivalent products may not necessarily be
bioequivalent: they may have different rates of absorption.

c. Bioequivalent products have the same rate and extent of absorption.
While bioequivalent products may contain different excipients and/or
use different methods of manufacture, where bioequivalence can be
demonstrated this is ‘the widely accepted means of demonstrating that
these differences have no impact on the performance of the formulation
with respect to rate and extent of absorption’.209

3.147. Bioequivalent medicines are therefore considered to be equivalent in terms 
of safety and efficacy when treating the same conditions. 

3.148. Once the bioequivalence of a generic medicine to a ‘reference’ (or branded) 
originator product has been established through bioavailability studies, 
generic medicinal products can rely on data relating to the safety and 
efficacy of the reference product in their application for an MA.210, 211

3.149. All immediate-release hydrocortisone tablets sold in the UK during the period 
covered by this Decision were bioequivalent regardless of which treatments 
were included in their MAs, which meant that they were all shown to be 
equivalent in terms of safety and efficacy when treating the same conditions, 
were to all intents and purposes the same product, and could be used 
interchangeably from a clinical perspective.212

209 European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products – Committee for Proprietary Medicinal Products, 
Note for guidance on the investigation of bioavailability and bioequivalence (July 2001), paragraphs 2.1, 2.5 and 
2.6. Available at: www.ema.europa.eu/en/documents/scientific-guideline/note-guidance-investigation-
bioavailability-bioequivalence_en.pdf 
210 This also means that generics do not need to submit the same level of clinical data as the branded product. 
The EMA notes that: ‘Since information on the safety and efficacy of the active substance(s) is already available 
from the reference medicine, companies producing generic medicines usually only need to: provide information 
on the quality of the medicine; demonstrate that the generic medicine produces the same levels of the active 
substance in the human body as the reference medicine.’ See European Medicines Agency, definition of ‘ 
‘Generic and hybrid medicines’, available at: www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-regulatory/marketing-
authorisation/generic-hybrid-medicines (emphasis in original). 
211 There are also biosimilar products. The WHO has defined a biosimilar product (also known as a ‘similar 
biotherapeutic product’ or ‘SBP’) as ‘a biotherapeutic product which is similar in terms of quality, safety and 
efficacy to an already licensed reference biotherapeutic product’. See: WHO Expert Committee on Biological 
Standardization, Guidelines on evaluation of similar biotherapeutic products (SBPs), 2009, p.4 (available at 
who.int). Whereas bioequivalent products are chemically identical, the natural variability of biological medicines 
means that biosimilar products are not regarded as generics of biological medicines. See definition from WHO 
Expert Committee on Specifications for Pharmaceutical Preparations: 51st report. Annex 6: Multisource (generic) 
pharmaceutical products: guidelines on registration requirements to establish interchangeability (2017), page 186 
(available at who.int)  
212 Instead, immediate release hydrocortisone tablets would not be bioequivalent to modified-release 
hydrocortisone (e.g. Plenadren) as they have different absorption rates. 
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II. Marketing authorisations

3.150. To market and sell a pharmaceutical product, a company must obtain an MA 
from the national competent authority, which in the UK is the MHRA.213 An 
MA will only be granted if the pharmaceutical product meets satisfactory 
standards of safety, quality and efficacy in treating the condition for which it 
is intended. 

3.151. An MA sets out the terms under which the marketing of a medicinal product 
is authorised within the UK. An MA must contain a summary of the product 
characteristics (‘SmPC’) and the labelling and package leaflet.214 The SmPC 
is a document describing the properties and the officially approved 
conditions of use of a medicine. SmPCs form the basis of information for 
healthcare professionals on how to use the medicine safely and 
effectively.215 Amongst other clinical particulars, an SmPC includes a list of 
therapeutic indications which define the target disease(s) or condition(s) for 
the medicine. The SmPC also states the age groups for which the product is 
indicated.216

III. Orphan medicinal products and full and skinny label hydrocortisone
tablets

a. The exclusivity given by an ‘orphan designation’

3.152. Regulation 141/2000217 of the European Parliament and of the Council (the 
'Orphan Medicinal Products Regulation') outlines the European Union 

213 A company may also obtain a parallel import licence from the MHRA, which allows a medicine authorised in 
another EU Member State to be marketed in the UK, as long as the imported product has no therapeutic 
difference to the same UK product.  
214 European Commission Health and Food Safety Directorate-General, Notice to Applicants Volume 2A 
Procedures for marketing authorisation (July 2015), section 2.1. Available at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/default/files/files/eudralex/vol-2/a/vol2a_chap1_201507.pdf 
The MHRA’s Drug Safety Update of April 2009 ‘defines a medicine’s terms of use: its Summary of Product 
Characteristics outlines, among other things, the indications(s), recommended dose(s), contraindications, and 
special warnings and precautions for use on which the license is based, and it is in line with such use that the 
benefits of the medicine have been judged to outweigh the potential risks’. See ‘Off-label or unlicensed use of 
medicines: prescribers’ responsibilities’ in Drug Safety Update Vol.2 issue 9 (April 2009), pages 6-7. Available at: 
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20141206163936/http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/pl-
p/documents/publication/con043810.pdf
215 European Medicines Agency definition of ‘summary of product characteristics’, available at: 
www.ema.europa.eu/en/glossary/summary-product-characteristics
216 European Commission, A Guideline on Summary of Product Characteristics (SmPC) (September 2009), 
section 4.1. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/default/files/files/eudralex/vol-
2/c/smpc_guideline_rev2_en.pdf
217 Regulation (EC) No 141/2000 of the European Parliament and of the Council (adopted on 16 December 1999 
and entered into force on 28 April 2000). See also Community Regulation (EC) No 847/2000 of 27 April 2000, 
which entered into force on 28 April 2000, which laid down implementing rules and established definitions for 
Regulation (EC) No 141/2000. Further clarification was provided in the Communication from the Commission on 
Regulation (EC) No 141/2000 of the European Parliament and of the Council on orphan medicinal products 
(2003/C 178/02), adopted on 29 July 2003. 
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('EU') procedure for the designation of products as orphan medicinal 
products and provides incentives for their research, development and sale. 

3.153. A medicinal product may obtain an ‘orphan designation’ where its supplier or 
manufacturer can demonstrate that it is intended for the diagnosis, 
prevention or treatment of life-threatening or very serious conditions, where: 

a. those conditions affect no more than 5 in 10,000 people in the EU; or

b. it would be unlikely that the product would generate returns justifying
the required investment without incentives.218

3.154. In either case, the supplier or manufacturer must also demonstrate either 
that: 

a. there is no pre-existing treatment for the condition; or

b. where a pre-existing treatment exists, the new product ‘will be of
significant benefit’ to those affected by the condition.219

3.155. A ‘significant benefit’ is defined in an implementing regulation, Regulation 
847/2000, as ‘a clinically relevant advantage or a major contribution to 
patient care’.220

3.156. Where an MA is granted to a medicinal product with an orphan designation, 
the EU and the EU Member States shall not, for a period of ten years,221

accept another application for an MA, or accept an application to extend an 
existing MA:  

a. for ‘the same therapeutic indication’;222

b. in respect of ‘a similar medicinal product’.223

218 Article 3 of the Orphan Medicinal Products Regulation. Recitals 1, 2 and 8 explain that orphan designations 
are intended to provide incentives for industry to invest in the development of drugs to treat conditions that occur 
so infrequently the cost would otherwise not be recouped. 
219 Article 3 of the Orphan Medicinal Products Regulation. 
220 Article 3(2) of Regulation 847/2000. 
221 This period can be reduced to six years, if at the end of the fifth year, it is established that the medicinal 
product no longer meets the orphan designation criteria.
222 Article 8(3) of the Orphan Medicinal Products Regulation specifies exceptions when an MA may be granted for 
the same therapeutic indication, including when the holder of the MA for the original orphan medicinal product 
has given consent to the applicant. 
223 ‘Similar medicinal product’ is defined in the implementing regulation 847/2000, Article 3(b), as ‘a medicinal 
product containing a similar active substance of [sic: or] substances as contained in a currently authorised orphan 
medicinal product, and which is intended for the same therapeutic indication’. ‘Similar active substance’ in turn 
means, according to Article 3(c), ‘an identical active substance, or an active substance with the same principal 
molecular structural features … and which acts via the same mechanism.’ 
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3.157. An orphan designation therefore affords different protection from a patent. 
Whereas a patent usually protects the drug (the molecule and its 
formulation) itself, the orphan designation protects the relevant therapeutic 
indication of a drug: ie its use.  

b. The orphan designation and MA granted to Plenadren

3.158. On 22 May 2006, the European Commission granted an orphan designation 
to DuoCort AB for modified release hydrocortisone tablets (5mg and 20mg), 
in respect of the therapeutic indication 'for the treatment of adrenal 
insufficiency'.224 Since a pre-existing treatment for the condition (immediate 
release hydrocortisone tablets) existed, DuoCort was required to 
demonstrate that Plenadren would be ‘of significant benefit’ to patients 
suffering from adrenal insufficiency – ie that it offered ‘a clinically relevant 
advantage or a major contribution to patient care’ as compared to immediate 
release hydrocortisone tablets.225 This ‘clinically relevant advantage’ was the 
modified release formulation, which mimics more closely the natural level of 
cortisol in the body over the course of a day than immediate release 
tablets.226

3.159. The orphan designation was subsequently transferred to DuoCort Pharma 
AB in November 2008 and to Viropharma SPRL in February 2012.227 In 
November 2013, Shire plc acquired ViroPharma Inc. and its group of 
companies, including the Plenadren portfolio. In February 2016, ViroPharma 
SPRL changed its name to Shire Services BVBA. In January 2019, Takeda 
Pharmaceutical Company Limited acquired Shire plc (including 
Plenadren).228

224 EU/3/06/372. 
225 See also Article 3 of Regulation 847/2000, which requires those applying for orphan designation to submit 
detailed justifications showing how their product meets the conditions.
226 The European Medicines Agency (EMA) noted: ‘The sponsor has provided sufficient information to show that 
hydrocortisone (modified release tablet) might be of potential significant benefit for the treatment of adrenal 
insufficiency, because it is designed to mimic more closely the natural level of cortisol in the body, which has a 
variable profile over the day. In particular, it may improve the early morning fatigues and the patient’s compliance 
of the treatment since it would be a single administration per day. This assumption will have to be confirmed at 
the time of marketing authorisation, in order to maintain the orphan status.’ EMA public summary of opinion on 
orphan designation, EMA/COMP/137594/2006 Rev. 4, page 2. As the EMA stipulated, this assumption was 
confirmed at the time Plenadren obtained its MA, when the Committee for Orphan Medical Products (COMP) 
concluded that Plenadren continued to offer significant benefit over existing treatments. EMA recommendation for 
maintenance of orphan designation at the time of marketing authorisation, EMA/729720/2011. In March 2016, the 
COMP again concluded that Plenadren continued to provide ‘Significant benefit over existing treatments … 
because based on clinical data its once-daily modified release formulation produces benefits in terms of body fat, 
control of blood sugar, and aspects of patients’ quality of life compared with existing treatments. This was 
considered a major contribution to patient care’. ‘COMP assesses whether Plenadren still meets orphan 
designation criteria’, EMA/COMP/263073/2016, dated 28 April 2016. 
227 EMA ‘Public summary of opinion on orphan designation’, EMA/COMP/137594/2006 Rev.4,page 1. 
228 Takeda Completes Acquisition of Shire, Becoming a Global, Values-based, R&D-Driven Biopharmaceutical 
Leader. See also Plenadren listed as Takeda’s product here.  
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3.160. On 3 November 2011, the EMA granted a centralised European MA for 
Plenadren (5mg and 20mg) in respect of the therapeutic indication 'for 
treatment of adrenal insufficiency in adults'.229

3.161. The grant of Plenadren’s MA and the orphan designation granted to modified 
release hydrocortisone tablets triggered a 10-year period within which no 
new MAs would be granted and no extensions of existing MAs would be 
accepted for the therapeutic indication 'adrenal insufficiency in adults' in 
respect of a ‘similar medicinal product’.230,231

c. The impact of the orphan designation on hydrocortisone tablets: full
and skinny label MAs

3.162. The orphan designation granted to Plenadren and subsequent granting of 
MAs for Plenadren (in November 2011) had an impact on MAs granted for 
immediate release hydrocortisone tablets, which are ‘similar medicinal 
products’ to Plenadren.232 It meant that only those MAs granted before 
Plenadren obtained its MAs could include the indication ‘adrenal 
insufficiency in adults’. 

3.163. There were just three hydrocortisone tablets MAs granted before Plenadren 
obtained its MAs: 

a. the 10mg and 20mg MAs held by Auden; and

b. the 20mg MA held by Waymade.

3.164. Because they include the full range of indications, these MAs (and the 
products they cover) are referred to as ‘full label’. 

3.165. All other MAs for hydrocortisone tablets postdate the Plenadren MAs and 
therefore do not include the indication 'adrenal insufficiency in adults'. These 
MAs (and the products they cover) are referred to as ‘skinny label’. 

229 EU/1/11/715. Plenadren is authorised in the EU for the treatment of adrenal insufficiency in adults.  
230 Orphan market exclusivity for the treatment of adrenal insufficiency, based on EU/3/06/372, started on 14 
November 2011 and will expire on 14 November 2021, see community register of medical products for human 
use. 
231 The transition period implementing the UK’s departure from the EU ended on 31 December 2020 and the 
Orphan Medicinal Products Regulation is therefore no longer directly applicable in the UK. From 1 January 2021, 
a holder of an MA for an EU orphan drug can submit a GB-wide MA application (but not a UK-wide one) to the 
MHRA. As far as the CMA is aware, no GB orphan MA was granted between January 2021 and the date of this 
Decision. No supplier of hydrocortisone tablets has been granted a full label MA between January 2021 and the 
date of this Decision. These post-transition period facts do not have any impact on the market and regulatory 
context during the duration of the Infringements, which all took place while the Orphan Medicinal Products 
Regulation was applicable in the UK.  
232 Document 00625, response to question 3, the MHRA’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 7 July 
2016.  
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3.166. This was an unintended consequence of the orphan designation regime 
when applied to hydrocortisone tablets. The recitals to the Orphan Medicinal 
Products Regulation state that ‘in the interest of patients, the market 
exclusivity granted to an orphan medicinal product should not prevent the 
marketing of a similar medicinal product which could be of significant benefit 
to those affected by the condition’.233 In practice, however, this was the 
result of the orphan designation granted to Plenadren when applied between 
competing suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets. 

3.167. As explained above, the orphan designation granted to Plenadren 
recognised its ‘clinically relevant advantage’ over hydrocortisone tablets – 
namely its modified release formulation, compared to hydrocortisone tablets’ 
immediate release formulation. This is a genuine clinical difference between 
Plenadren and hydrocortisone tablets, and this was the innovation rewarded 
by the exclusivity period. 

3.168. However, there is no clinical difference between full label and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets. All immediate-release hydrocortisone tablets, 
whether full or skinny label, are bioequivalent and therefore therapeutically 
equivalent. It is important to distinguish between skinny label tablets and 
unlicensed medicines: unlicensed medicines do not have an MA (ie they 
have not been through the same regulatory approval process) and can only 
be used in exceptional circumstances, while skinny label tablets do have an 
MA and have been carefully assessed and subject to regulatory approval by 
the MHRA.234

3.169. When applied between competing suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets, the 
orphan designation granted to Plenadren therefore created a labelling 
distinction between suppliers’ products that was entirely an arbitrary function 
of when the licence was granted. This is demonstrated by the fact that while 
Waymade by chance held a full label 20mg MA, when it obtained a 10mg 
MA from the MHRA in 2012 it was only granted a skinny label MA. This was 
despite the fact that Waymade’s 10mg MA was a ‘line extension’ from its 
20mg MA, meaning it was intended simply to be a different strength of the 
same product.235

233 Recital 8 of the Orphan Medicinal Products Regulation. 
234 For instance, a ‘special’ is a medicine without an MA which is manufactured and supplied to meet a patient’s 
special clinical need. Specials are a category of unlicensed medicines which are subject to their own separate 
guidance.  
235 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] of Waymade stated in interview with the CMA: ‘We argued that it [the MHRA’s 
refusal to grant Waymade a full label 10mg MA] was a nonsense in any event because the 20mg tablet, the 
authorisation for which pre-dated the orphan indication, that had the full indications. The 10mg was just a line 
extension, same product, just half the strength, but with different indications; we said this is a nonsense and it 
was and I think it still is. But they [the MHRA] were adamant that their hands were tied.’ Document 200348, 
transcript of interview with [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 4 August 2016, page 14, lines 9-14. 
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3.170. The arbitrariness of the distinction between full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets is further illustrated by the fact that following the entry 
of competing suppliers from 2015 onwards, pharmacies accounting for 
around 50% of total volumes of hydrocortisone tablets dispensed switched 
their business to skinny label tablets. See section 3.E.IV.c below. 

3.171. However, the unintended consequences of the orphan designation when 
applied to hydrocortisone tablets are illustrated by the fact that pharmacies 
accounting for around the remaining 50% of total volumes did not switch to 
skinny label tablets. This left Auden/Actavis as their only potential supplier of 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets. See section 3.E.IV.c below.  

E. Supply and demand for hydrocortisone tablets

I. Pricing framework for hydrocortisone tablets

a. The PPRS

3.172. Until April 2008, hydrocortisone tablets were sold in the UK under the brand 
name 'Hydrocortone' by the originator, MSD, and fell under the PPRS. 

3.173. AM Pharma was not a member of the PPRS, although Accord-UK (which 
took over sales of hydrocortisone tablets from 1 September 2015) was a 
member. However, since the PPRS only applied to branded products, it did 
not apply to hydrocortisone tablets as Auden de-branded these in April 2008 
(as explained in section 3.B.V above). 

b. The Drug Tariff

3.174. The Drug Tariff is the primary mechanism for determining how dispensers 
are reimbursed. It is produced on a monthly basis by NHS Prescription 
Services236 and governs the reimbursement price that pharmacies can claim 
from the NHS when fulfilling prescriptions (the ‘Drug Tariff price’). The 
reimbursement that pharmacies can claim is the Drug Tariff price subject to 

236 See www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/prescriptionservices.aspx. The DHSC's responsibilities in relation to Part IX of the 
Drug Tariff extend only to England. The National Assembly for Wales operates a common policy with the DHSC 
and therefore the Drug Tariff currently covers both England and Wales. Arrangements regarding Scotland and 
Northern Ireland are unchanged and both countries continue to maintain and publish separate Drug Tariffs. Part 
VII of the Scottish Drug Tariff is based on that used by the DHSC for Category M of the English Drug Tariff. This 
means that the English Category M price list is used in Scotland. See Cost of relevant comparators' in the 
Detailed Advice from the Scottish Medicines Consortium (available at: 
www.scottishmedicines.org.uk/Submission_Process/Submission_guidance_and_forms/Templates-Guidance-for-
Submission/Templates-Guidance-for-Submission). 
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any price concessions agreed between the DHSC and the Pharmaceutical 
Services Negotiating Committee237 (the 'NHS Reimbursement Price').238

3.175. The Drug Tariff provides that a dispenser is reimbursed for medicines 
dispensed at a 'basic price' (less any clawback discount).239

3.176. From 21 April 2008, hydrocortisone tablets fell under Part VIIIA of the Drug 
Tariff.240

3.177. Medicines listed in Part VIIIA of the Drug Tariff fell into one of three different 
categories which determined how the Drug Tariff price was calculated:241

a. Category A: Prices were based on the list price (that is, the supplier's
price before customer-specific discounts) of commonly used generics
that are typically readily available from several sources. The price of a
drug within Category A was set using a weighted average of prices
from a basket of two wholesalers and up to three generic
manufacturers. There was a minimum requirement that products in
Category A were listed by either:

i. two wholesalers; or

ii. one wholesaler and two manufacturers.

b. Category C: This typically applied when a product was only available
as a branded product or as a generic product from one or two sources.
The price of a drug within Category C was based on a list price for a
particular proprietary product, manufacturer or supplier.

c. Category M: This typically applied to commonly used generics that
were available from several sources. A drug was eligible for inclusion in
Category M if it was a generic drug which was readily available in the
given presentation (ie made by more than one Scheme M
manufacturer) and met one of the following conditions:

237 Document 00869, NHS BSA’s supplementary response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 28 June 2016. 
238 For the purposes of the CMA’s assessment, the NHS Reimbursement Price also includes the PPRS list price 
of Hydrocortone, prior to generic Hydrocortisone Tablets falling under the Drug Tariff.  
239 Pharmacies can buy some medicines cheaper than the Drug Tariff price. As such, the NHS applies a discount 
to pharmacies' payments. This discount is often referred to as ‘clawback’ and was designed to share with the 
NHS the profits pharmacies can make by purchasing medicines at below the price at which they are reimbursed. 
240 On 21 April 2008, Auden introduced a generic version of hydrocortisone tablets and discontinued the 
Hydrocortone brand. Document 00618, responses to questions 2 and 3, DHSC’s response to the CMA’s section 
26 notice dated 6 July 2016.
241 See DHSC, Guidance Notes with regards to the Drug Tariff. 
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i. its annual net ingredient cost was at least £1,000,000 and its
annual (dispensed) volume was at least 50,000 items; or

ii. its annual dispensed volume was at least 200,000 prescription
items.242

3.178. The price of a drug within Category M was set using a weighted average 
from retrospective sales values (net of customer-specific discounts) and 
volume data supplied to the DHSC by manufacturers (during the 
Infringements, under Scheme M (see further below)). These prices were 
then adjusted by a formula to ensure that pharmacy contractors retained the 
profit margin agreed as part of the funding of the community pharmacy 
contractual framework. With respect to hydrocortisone tablets, the 
reimbursement price of Category M drugs was calculated by the DHSC and 
during the Infringements was based on a weighted average of data provided 
by Scheme M members.  

3.179. Until June 2014, 10mg hydrocortisone tablets fell under Category A of the 
Drug Tariff. The Drug Tariff price for 10mg tablets was therefore determined 
by AM Pharma’s, AAH and Alliance’s list prices. 

3.180. From July 2014, 10mg hydrocortisone tablets moved to Category M. AM 
Pharma was not a Scheme M member.243 The Drug Tariff price was set 
using data supplied by Scheme M members.244 Accord-UK – which took over 
sales of hydrocortisone tablets from AM Pharma from 1 September 2015 
onwards – was a Scheme M member since its inception, effective from April 
2005.245 Accordingly, from October 2015 Actavis’s sales entered the Drug 
Tariff calculations for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.246 Although competing 
suppliers began to enter from October 2015 onwards, during the 
Infringements their sales were only included in the Drug Tariff calculations 
for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets if they were Scheme M members: 

a. Although independent entry with 10mg tablets first occurred with Alissa
in October 2015, followed by Bristol Laboratories and Resolution
Chemicals in March 2016, it was only when AMCo (a Scheme M
member) entered in May 2016 that another supplier’s prices were
included in the Category M price calculations. Until February 2017, only

242 Document 01987.B, slide 5, DHSC’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 September 2017. 
243 Document 00733, paragraph 2.2, AM Pharma/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 
October 2016.  
244 Document 02195, data provided by the DHSC: ‘Scheme M&W data for CMA case 50277-1’. 
245 Document 00733, paragraph 2.1, AM Pharma/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 
October 2016. 
246 Document 02664.E, response to question 1, DHSC’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 
January 2018. 
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Actavis’s and AMCo’s prices were included in the Category M price 
calculations. 

b. In February 2017, Teva (also a Scheme M member) started selling
10mg tablets and its prices were also included in the Category M price
calculations.

c. In November 2017, Genesis Pharmaceuticals (also a Scheme M
member) started selling 10mg tablets and its prices were included in
the Category M price calculations.

3.181. As a result, in December 2017, the Category M Drug Tariff price was based 
on the sales of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets by the following Scheme M 
members: Actavis, AMCo,247 Teva and Genesis Pharmaceuticals Limited.248

The sales of other competitors were not included in the Drug Tariff price 
calculations for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets because they were not Scheme 
M members. 

3.182. 20mg hydrocortisone tablets were in Category A of the Drug Tariff from the 
time they were de-branded by Auden in April 2008 and throughout the 
Infringements. The Drug Tariff for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets was until 
June 2019 based on the list prices of AAH, Alliance, and Actavis, with AAH 
and Alliance given a double weight. Since the Category A reimbursement 
price was based on list prices, it did not take into account customer-specific 
discounts such as rebates (in contrast to Category M).249 The Drug Tariff 
price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets therefore was determined ultimately by 
Auden’s, and later Actavis’s, list price. 

3.183. In June 2019, after the Infringements ended, 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
were moved to Category M of the Drug Tariff. Following the termination of 
Scheme M on 30 June 2019 (see the following section), all suppliers’ prices 
are now taken into account in the Category M price calculations. 

c. Scheme M

3.184. During the Infringements, Scheme M was a voluntary scheme between the 
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care and the BGMA, as the 
representative body for the generics industry. It applied to those 

247 With both Aesica and Focus products. 
248 Mylan, which supplied Resolution Chemicals’ Hydrocortisone Tablets (see Document 02836.B, response to 
question 3, Mylan’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 February 2018), was excluded from the 
average price calculations for Category M Drug Tariff: Document 02664.E, response to question 1, DHSC’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 January 2018.  
249 List prices are the starting point for price negotiations and may not represent the actual price paid by 
customers. 
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manufacturers and suppliers of generic medicines for use in the NHS who 
chose to join it.250

3.185. As explained above, the DHSC used the retrospective sales and volume 
data supplied to it by Scheme M members to set the reimbursement prices 
for drugs in Category M, taking into account the agreed retained margin for 
community pharmacists. 

3.186. Scheme M allowed its members to alter the price at which a medicine was 
sold to wholesalers or dispensing contractors without any requirement to 
discuss such changes with the DHSC in advance. The intention was that 
competition would restrain suppliers' pricing, consistently with the DHSC’s 
policy that competition is the most effective ‘regulator’ of generic drug 
prices.251

3.187. The Scheme M arrangements did, however, include a paragraph which 
stated that the DHSC 'may intervene to ensure that the NHS pays a 
reasonable price for the medicine(s) concerned' if it identified 'any significant 
events or trends in expenditure that indicate the normal market mechanisms 
have failed to protect the NHS from significant increases in expenditure'.252

They also provided that a Scheme M member may be required to provide on 
reasonable request information regarding costs and/or profit margins.253 In 
the DHSC's examination of the reasonableness of the member's costs and 
prices, Scheme M also provided that the DHSC would have regard to a 
number of relevant factors which were listed in the arrangements.254

3.188. Since Scheme M was voluntary, a Scheme M member was free to withdraw 
from the Scheme M arrangements at any time.255

3.189. In June 2018, the DHSC gave notice of its intention to end Scheme M and 
replace it with new information regulations.256 Scheme M expired on 30 June 

250 Sections 261(2) and 266(6) NHS Act 2006; and DHSC publication: ‘Revised long-term arrangements for 
reimbursement of generic medicines’ (March 2010), paragraph 4. 
251 See report ‘The Community Pharmacy Contractual Framework and the retained medicine margin’ dated 30 
March 2010, paragraph 12.  
252 DHSC – Revised long-term arrangements for reimbursement of generic medicines. Scheme M. March 2010, 
paragraph 30.
253 DHSC – Revised long-term arrangements for reimbursement of generic medicines. Scheme M. March 2010, 
paragraph 31.   
254 DHSC – Revised long-term arrangements for reimbursement of generic medicines. Scheme M. March 2010, 
paragraph 32. These included trends in the member’s and other companies’ prices for the product; any special 
features of the member’s operation; any ratios inferred from the member’s non-generics business; each 
member’s reported costs and profit margins and the average of other similar companies; and information from 
external sources relating to the generics industry. 
255 DHSC – Revised long-term arrangements for reimbursement of generic medicines. Scheme M. March 2010, 
paragraph 44. It would do so by withdrawing consent for the voluntary Scheme to be treated as applying to it. 
256 See DHSC, Legal requirements to provide information about health service products: consultation response, 
June 2018, paragraphs 1.1 to 1.5 (available at: 
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2019 and pricing information is now collected from all suppliers under the 
Health Service Products (Provision and Disclosure of Information) 
Regulations 2018, which also provide for quarterly submissions of 
information to the DHSC. 

d. The Secretary of State's powers to intervene in prices

3.190. The Secretary of State also has certain powers to monitor and intervene in 
drug pricing in specific circumstances. These powers are set out in sections 
261 to 266 of the NHS Act 2006 (as amended) (the ‘NHS Act’). The 
Secretary of State’s role is discharged through the DHSC, and so this 
section will refer to the DHSC. 

3.191. Section 261 of the NHS Act grants the DHSC the power to enter into 
voluntary schemes with industry members (such as the PPRS) for the 
purpose of controlling the cost of pharmaceutical medicines. 

3.192. In addition, sections 262 and 263 of the NHS Act grant the Secretary of 
State the power – after consulting the relevant industry body – to: 

a. limit the price charged by a manufacturer or supplier for the supply of a
health service medicine (section 262(1)) (the 'Reserve Power'); and

b. introduce an industry-wide statutory scheme to control the price of
medicines not covered by a voluntary scheme (section 263(1)) (the
'Statutory Scheme').

3.193. The Statutory Scheme that was in force during the Infringements only 
applied to branded medicines.257 As hydrocortisone tablets have been de-
branded since April 2008, the Statutory Scheme is not relevant. 

3.194. Many generic medicines were supplied by licence holders who were also 
members of a voluntary scheme (for example, during the Infringements, the 
PPRS). Until 7 August 2017, these medicines were exempt from statutory 
price controls under section 262 of the NHS Act.258 Until that date, only if the 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/714355/Inform 
ation_regulations_consultation_response.pdf). 
257 The Statutory Scheme consisted of the Health Service Branded Medicines (Control of Prices and Supply of 
Information) (No. 2) Regulations 2008 and the Health Service Medicines (Information Relating to Sales of 
Branded Medicines etc) Regulations 2007, as amended (together the ‘Health Service Medicines Regulations’). 
The Health Service Medicines Regulations imposed price controls on and reporting obligations relating to 
‘presentations’, defined as particular forms of medicines that are both prescription-only and traded under a 
specific name. They were superseded on 1 April 2018 by the Branded Health Service Medicines (Costs) 
Regulations 2018.
258 Section 262(2) NHS Act provided that the Reserve Power was ‘not exercisable at any time in relation to a 
manufacturer or supplier to whom at that time a voluntary scheme applies’.  
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licence holder was not a member of any voluntary scheme could the generic 
medicines it sold potentially be subject to the Reserve Power. 

3.195. This regulatory framework meant that: 

a. The Reserve Power was available to the DHSC in relation to Auden’s
hydrocortisone tablets until 31 August 2015. AM Pharma was not a
member of any voluntary scheme.

b. From 1 September 2015 until 6 August 2017, Actavis’s hydrocortisone
tablets were exempt from the Reserve Power as Accord-UK was a
member of the PPRS.

3.196. The regulatory framework was amended from 7 August 2017. 

3.197. On 7 August 2017, the Health Service Medical Suppliers (Costs) Act 2017 
(the 'Costs Act') entered into force.259

3.198. The Costs Act changed the UK's pharmaceutical price regulation framework 
in several respects. These included: 

a. making drugs outside a voluntary scheme subject to the potential for
intervention under the Reserve Power, even if the licence holder is a
member of a voluntary scheme;260 and

b. allowing for regulations requiring licence holders to provide cost and
other financial information to the DHSC upon request.261

3.199. During the passage through Parliament of the Costs Act, the Secretary of 
State for Health stated that the key reasons for introducing it were to:  

a. remedy the fact that the Government's existing powers did not allow it
to place price controls on unbranded generic medicines where a
company was a member of the PPRS; and

b. prevent such firms from being able to exploit such freedom of pricing
for unbranded generic medicines where there is no competition in the
market.262

259 By virtue of the Health Service Medical Supplies (Costs) Act 2017 (Commencement No. 1 and Saving 
Provision) Regulations 2017.
260 Section 4 of the Costs Act amended section 262(2) to state that ‘If at any time a health service medicine is 
covered by a voluntary scheme applying to its manufacturer or supplier, the powers conferred by this section may 
not be exercised at that time in relation to that manufacturer or supplier as regards that medicine’ (emphasis 
added).
261 Section 8 of the Act inserted a new section 264A into the NHS Act, allowing for such regulations for purposes 
including ‘the exercise by the Secretary of State of any powers under section 260 to 264 and 265’.  
262 See Health Service Medical Supplies (Costs) Bill - Monday 24 October 2016 - Hansard - UK Parliament 
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3.200. The Secretary of State also set out that another element of the Costs Act 
was to strengthen the Government's powers to gather information for 
determining value for money and controlling prices by enabling: 

'the Government to put the current voluntary arrangements for data 
provision with manufacturers and wholesalers of unbranded generic 
medicines and manufactured specials on a statutory footing. As the 
arrangements are currently voluntary, they do not cover all products 
and companies, which limits the robustness of the reimbursement price 
setting mechanism'.263

3.201. As a result of the Costs Act, the Reserve Power was from 7 August 2017 
available once more to the DHSC in relation to Actavis’s hydrocortisone 
tablets.264

3.202. Further regulations came into force in 2018, giving the DHSC supporting 
powers.265

II. The supply chain for hydrocortisone tablets in the UK

a. Suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets

3.203. As explained in section 3.D.II above, generally, to market and sell a 
pharmaceutical product, a company must obtain an MA.  

3.204. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 below list the companies that have been granted or have 
acquired MAs to supply 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK, 
when they obtained their MAs and when they started supplying in the UK. 

263 See Health Service Medical Supplies (Costs) Bill - Monday 24 October 2016 - Hansard - UK Parliament 
264 On 7 August 2017, the Health Act 1999 (Commencement No 17) Order 2017 also brought into force an 
additional power, under section 261(8) NHS Act. This allows for the Secretary of State to prohibit any 
manufacturer or supplier to whom a voluntary scheme applies from increasing any price charged by him for the 
supply of any health service medicine covered by the scheme. 
265 On 11 April 2018, under Regulation 2 and the Schedule to the Health Service Medicines (Price Control 
Penalties and Price Control Appeals Amendment) Regulations 2018, the DHSC was given the power to impose 
daily financial penalties (up to £10,000 per day) for non-compliance with its directions to limit prices. On 1 July 
2018, under the Health Service Products (Provision and Disclosure of Information) Regulations 2018 and the new 
section 264A of the NHS Act, the DHSC was given supporting information-gathering powers, allowing it to require 
producers to provide information on manufacturing, supply and distribution costs (Regulations 25 and 26); and 
impose daily financial penalties for non-compliance with these requirements (Regulation 32). 
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Table 3.4: Companies that have been granted 10mg MAs to supply hydrocortisone tablets in 
the UK and dates they started supply266 

Name of company Type of tablet Date MAs granted Date supply started 

Auden/Actavis Full 23 February 1989 April 2008 

Alissa Healthcare Skinny 25 November 2014 October 2015 

Bristol Laboratories Skinny 12 January 2016 March 2016 

Resolution Chemicals Skinny 1 March 2016 March 2016 

AMCo (Aesica) Skinny 27 September 2012 May 2016 

Teva Skinny 29 November 2016 February 2017 

AMCo (Focus) Skinny 10 October 2016 October 2017 

Genesis Pharmaceuticals Skinny 1 June 2017 November 2017 

Renata Skinny 14 August 2017 February 2019 

Table 3.5: Companies that have been granted 20mg MAs to supply hydrocortisone tablets in 
the UK and dates they started supply267 

Name of company Type of tablet Date MAs granted Date supply started 

Auden/Actavis Full 23 February 1989 April 2008 

Waymade Full 11 May 1987 July 2015 

Bristol Laboratories Skinny 12 January 2016 March 2016 

Resolution Chemicals Skinny 1 March 2016 March 2016 

Teva Skinny 29 November 2016 February 2017 

AMCo (Focus) Skinny 10 October 2016 August 2017 

Genesis Pharmaceuticals Skinny 1 June 2017 November 2017 

Renata Skinny 14 August 2017 February 2019 

266 See Document 00623, Document 01625, Document 01626 and Document 02703.E, lists of hydrocortisone 
manufacturers, suppliers and distributors provided by the MHRA on 22 February 2016, 25 August 2016, 1 June 
2017 and 22 February 2018. See also Document 00639, Auden’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
18 March 2016; Document 01646, Teva’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 1 June 2017; 
Document 03893, Renata’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 June 2019; Document 00618, 
DHSC’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 July 2016; Document 02249, Genesis 
Pharmaceutical’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 January 2018 and Document 206657, Focus 
and Amdipharm’s Hydrocortisone Tablet Sales data.
267 See Document 00623, Document 01625, Document 01626 and Document 02703.E, lists of hydrocortisone 
manufacturers, suppliers and distributors provided by the MHRA on 22 February 2016, 25 August 2016, 1 June 
2017 and 22 February 2018. See also Document 00639, Auden’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
18 March 2016; Document 01646, Teva’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 1 June 2017; 
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3.205. A company which holds an MA may either manufacture the pharmaceutical 
product itself or contract with a third-party contract manufacturing 
organisation ('CMO') to manufacture the pharmaceutical product on its 
behalf. The company which holds an MA is primarily responsible for ensuring 
the drug complies with its licence and other applicable legislation, rather than 
a third-party manufacturer. However, a third-party manufacturer may, for 
example, have contractual liabilities to the holder of an MA. 

3.206. In the case of hydrocortisone tablets, Aesica was both Waymade’s and 
AMCo’s CMO while Tiofarma was Auden’s CMO. They explained their role 
as follows: 

a. Aesica explained that as a CMO it serves ‘pharmaceutical firms with
active pharmaceutical ingredient (“API”) and finished dose formulation
development and manufacturing services’. It further explained that
‘[p]harmaceutical firms outsource their requirements to Aesica; Aesica
does not act like an originator firm with its own research and
development programmes, launching new products on to the
marketplace, nor like a generic firm seeking to market patent-expired
originator products and/or challenging the validity of existing originator
patent products’ (such as Auden, AMCo or Waymade). Also, as a
CMO, Aesica ‘does not actively seek new customers for individual
products, including Hydrocortisone Tablets. Instead Aesica markets
itself to pharmaceutical firms as competent in developing and
manufacturing API and finished dosages in general’.268

b. Tiofarma explained that as a CMO, it ‘can manufacture Hydrocortisone
Tablets for holders of Marketing Authorization (“MA”) for
Hydrocortisone Tablets. […] Tiofarma’s business model is simple: it
offers formulation and manufacturing services to the holders of MAs. It
manufactures their products in a manner that is consistent with their
MA (Product License)’ and is required to ‘hold a GMP [Good
Manufacturing Practice] license’ for such purposes. Tiofarma
emphasised that it ‘can only contract manufacture for MA holders.
Tiofarma can only start supplying commercial batches of
Hydrocortisone tablets to an MA holder if Tiofarma is named as a CMO
in that particular MA’. In relation to supplying Auden, Tiofarma

Document 03893, Renata’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 June 2019; Document 00618, 
DHSC’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 July 2016; Document 02249, Genesis 
Pharmaceutical’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 January 2018 and Document 206657, Focus 
and Amdipharm’s Hydrocortisone Tablet Sales data.
268 Document 200292, Consort Medical’s (Aesica) response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016, 
replies to questions 1 and 2. 
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explained that it ‘manufactures Hydrocortisone Tablets using the 
formulation in Auden McKenzie’s dossier (and its underlying IP and 
exclusive data). Tiofarma does not have the right to develop a new 
formulation of Hydrocortisone Tablets for the UK market that is 
based on the formulation owned by Auden Mckenzie’.269 The 
manufacturing agreement between Auden and Tiofarma set out that 
Tiofarma’s role under the agreement was that of ‘[]’.270

b. Distribution of pharmaceutical products: the different routes to market

3.207. There are different routes through which pharmaceuticals from 
manufacturers (or MA holders) reach downstream customers and patients. 
For example, a manufacturer (or MA holder) can sell its products directly to 
pharmacies, sometimes using a third-party logistics provider, or can sell to a 
wholesaler which contracts with pharmacies directly. In the UK, most 
pharmaceutical products are distributed through wholesalers to 
pharmacies.271

3.208. Depending on the route to market, different types of intermediaries may be 
involved:272

a. Pre-wholesalers: These offer logistical services to pharmaceutical
manufacturers (mainly storage and transportation of pharmaceutical
products from the manufacturer to wholesalers, hospitals and, in some
instances, to pharmacies). Pre-wholesaling services differ from
wholesaling in that they are services provided to the manufacturers and
do not concern the purchase and sale of pharmaceuticals.273 Examples
of pre-wholesalers are Alloga or Unidrug (UDG):274 both companies
provided pre-wholesaling services to AMCo (as did Waymade for 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets, up until 31 October 2014) (Waymade also

269 Document 00452, Tiofarma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 April 2016, replies to questions 
1. 3, 4, 12a and 14.
270 Document 00416, Manufacturing Agreement between Tiofarma and Auden signed on 14 November 2014.
See clause 20.
271 A report on the anticipated acquisition by Celesio AG of Sainsbury’s Pharmacy Business, 29 July 2016,
paragraph 13. See A report on the anticipated acquisition by Celesio AG of Sainsbury's Pharmacy Business
(publishing.service.gov.uk).
272 Completed acquisition by AAH Pharmaceuticals Limited of Medical Advisory Services for Travellers Abroad
Limited and Sangers (Northern Ireland) Limited, 29 June 2016, paragraph 27. See Full text of the decision -
AAH/Sangers (publishing.service.gov.uk.
273 See also Document 300236, European Pharmaceutical Distribution: Key Players, Challenges and Future
Strategies by Scrip Reports. Page 12: ‘Prewholesaling is logistics outsourcing, encompassing activities
undertaken after the main manufacturing processes before the company sells the stock. At its most basic it
covers the provision of product storage, in place of a manufacturer’s own finished goods store, and distribution
services to wholesalers’ warehouses’.
274 See Document 300236, ‘European Pharmaceutical Distribution: Key Players, Challenges and Future
Strategies’ by Scrip Reports. Page 33. See also Document 00656, Auden’s response to the CMA’s section 26
notice dated 23 May 2016, paragraph 13.3. Auden defined pre-wholesalers as logistics providers and gave DHL
as an example.
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provided pre-wholesaling services to AMCo for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, until 31 October 2014).275

b. Pharmaceutical wholesalers, which include:

i. full-line wholesalers: these offer a full range of pharmaceutical
product lines (over 12,000 product lines) and offer twice daily
delivery to the majority of customers for products that are not
typically kept in stock by pharmacies. Examples of full-line
wholesalers are AAH, Alliance and Phoenix, who are vertically
integrated with their own multiple pharmacy chain (Lloyds, Boots
and Well Pharmacy, respectively); and

ii. short-line wholesalers: these offer a smaller range of
pharmaceutical product lines (around 3,000 lines) and typically
operate on a next-day courier delivery basis. Typically, these are
fast moving product lines and generics that sell in large quantities
that do not necessarily require frequent deliveries to pharmacies.
Examples of short-line wholesalers are DE Pharmaceuticals ('DE
Pharma'), Mawdsley-Brooks ('Mawdsleys') and Sigma
Pharmaceuticals ('Sigma').

c. Parallel importers: this involves the purchase of pharmaceuticals
(typically, branded) from abroad which may need re-packaging for sale
in the UK because of language differences.

d. Direct supply from manufacturers (or MA holders): this involves the
direct distribution of pharmaceutical products by manufacturers to
pharmacies (with delivery typically through an agency agreement).

3.209. AMCo, Auden and Waymade, in their capacity as MA holders, explained 
their business models and routes to market as follows: 

a. AMCo explained to the CMA in April 2016 that it had ‘a streamlined
distribution model in the UK in which products are shipped from the
relevant contract manufacturer directly to a pre-wholesale distributor.
The products are then ordered from this prewholesale distributor by a
number of chosen wholesalers.276 Similarly, AMCo explained that its
subsidiary, Focus, ‘has an asset light business with outsourced product
development and manufacturing (much like many UK generics
companies, as well as Concordia itself). Focus therefore identifies

275 See Document 00444, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 March 2016, reply to 
question 8.
276 Document 00444, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 March 2016, reply to question 7. 
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products of interest and, after research and negotiation, partners with 
third parties who assist Focus with product development and 
manufacturing’.277

b. Auden explained that, generally, ‘[t]he product is made according to a
particular formulation described in the marketing authorisation and
must be made at sites approved in the marketing authorisation. These
sites could be the site of the marketing authorisation holder or a
manufacturer. If the latter, i.e. the manufacturer is not the marketing
authorisation holder (as is the case for Hydrocortisone Tablets with
Tiofarma being the manufacturer), […] the product is shipped from the
manufacturer’s site to the marketing authorisation holder’s
depot/warehouse or a nominated depot/warehouse (e.g. the pre-
wholesale storage site). Accordingly, Auden Mckenzie obtains
Hydrocortisone Tablets (in packaged form) from its contract
manufacturer, Tiofarma and the tablets are delivered by Tiofarma to
Auden Mckenzie’s nominated warehouses’. In terms of road to market,
Auden explained that ‘[g]eneric manufacturers/distributors receive
orders from customers, who are typically wholesalers (including both
full-line and short-line wholesalers) but will also include certain larger
pharmacies and hospitals. Logistics suppliers (or pre-wholesalers) are
then used to supply the product to the customer (whether wholesaler,
pharmacy or hospital). Auden uses a pre-wholesaler (such as DHL or
another logistics provider) to deliver the product to the wholesaler’s
depots or direct to the pharmacy/hospital. Wholesalers then fulfil orders
from their customers, which may include vertically integrated
pharmacies/retail chains, hospitals, dispensing doctors or independent
pharmacies’.278

c. Waymade’s business model was somewhat different from AMCo and
Auden’s insofar it operated as both an MA holder and a short-line
wholesaler up until 1 January 2015, when it disposed of its distribution
and parallel import business. Waymade explained that ‘during the
period from 1 January 2010 to 1 January 2015’ its primary function ‘was
carrying on a parallel imports business and acting as what is known as
a “short-line” wholesaler in supplying pharmaceutical products. It would
acquire pharmaceutical products from manufacturers and sell them to a
customer base of several thousand entities, most of which were retail
pharmacists. Waymade also held MAs to various drugs as part of its
Sovereign Generics business’ which included ‘the manufacture,

277 Document 02662, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 January 2018, reply to question 
5.b.
278 Document 00656, Auden’s response to the CMA’s section 26 dated 23 May 2016, reply to question 13.
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marketing and distribution internationally of a substantial portfolio of off-
patent, branded, pharmaceuticals’. Waymade specified that, in its 
position as a MA holder, it ‘supplies its own 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets in the UK to wholesalers’ through its Sovereign Generics 
business and that ‘[t]he tablets are produced by Aesica for 
Waymade’.279

3.210. Figure 3.6 summarises AMCo, Auden and Waymade’s road-to-market in 
their position as MA holders for hydrocortisone tablets: 

Figure 3.6: AMCo, Auden and Waymade’s road to market as MA holders for hydrocortisone 
tablets 

3.211. In essence, with respect to hydrocortisone tablets, AMCo, Auden and 
Waymade’s business model consisted of outsourcing the main elements of 
the supply chain (ie the manufacture, distribution and commercialisation of 
their hydrocortisone tablets) and setting the price of their product for sale to 
final customers; a business model which is described as ‘virtual’ by both 
Auden and Cinven.280

279 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 5 May 2016, paragraphs 8, 16 
and 3.2. 
280 Auden’s ‘business model is relatively straightforward and “virtual” with manufacturing and distribution 
outsourced and sales channels through large distributors’. Like Auden, AMCo was described by Cinven as 
having ‘a purely virtual business model’, with no in-house manufacturing or distribution. See Document 00681, 
Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, pages 7, 10 and 19; and Document LIO6492.6, 
AMCo Q3 Portfolio Review Committee paper dated September 2013, page 4. 
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c. Customers

3.212. At the end of the supply chain are retail pharmacies, dispensing doctors and 
hospitals which source hydrocortisone tablets either directly from a supplier 
or through a wholesaler.281 Retail pharmacies make up the largest customer 
group.282

3.213. The purchase price paid by a pharmacy for hydrocortisone tablets is 
determined following negotiation between the pharmacy and the relevant 
supplier or wholesaler. Pharmacies then receive a payment for the 
prescriptions they fulfil from CCGs. As explained in section 3.E.I.b above, 
the amount that pharmacies receive is specified in the Drug Tariff.283

3.214. In 2016/2017 there were 11,699 community pharmacies, of which 4,434 
were independent, in the UK.284 The largest pharmacy groups were: Boots (a 
subsidiary of Alliance), Lloyds (a subsidiary of AAH) , Rowlands, Superdrug 
and Well Pharmacy (a subsidiary of Bestway). In 2015, these pharmacy 
groups together held around 44% of the retail pharmacy market.285 Boots 
was the largest single chain, with the highest market share.286

III. Prescribing and dispensing of hydrocortisone tablets

3.215. Hydrocortisone tablets are not available for purchase over the counter. They 
need to be prescribed to patients by a GP or other qualified healthcare 
professional, once they have first been assessed by a specialist. 

3.216. Prescription-only medicines such as hydrocortisone tablets are characterised 
by certain features that impact upon the prescribing and dispensing 
decisions of healthcare professionals and pharmacies: 

281 European Commission decision in Case M.7818 - MCKESSON / UDG HEALTHCARE (Pharmaceutical 
Wholesale and Associated Businesses) of 3 March 2016, paragraph 15.
282 See Document 300236, European Pharmaceutical Distribution: Key Players, Challenges and Future 
Strategies by Scrip Reports. Page 16. Community pharmacies accounted for 82% of all sales of medicines in the 
UK in 2006. See also the European Healthcare Distribution Association’s annual report for 2016/17, slide 10. 
Access: girp_annual_report_2016-2017.pdf. 
283 The NHS Reimbursement Price is produced on a monthly basis by NHS Prescription Services. See NHS 
Prescription Services | NHSBSA. These prices relate to England. NHS Reimbursement Price data is not available 
on a monthly basis for the whole of the UK.
284 Data for England only. General Pharmaceutical Services in England 2007/2008 to 2016/2017. General 
Pharmaceutical Services in England 2007/2008 to 2016/2017 - NHS Digital. Community pharmacies were known 
as chemists in the past. They are pharmacies that deal directly with people in their local area. Community 
pharmacy contractors who own five or less pharmacies are known as ‘independents’. 
285 Based on number of pharmacy licences – see A report on the anticipated acquisition by Celesio AG of 
Sainsbury’s Pharmacy Business, 29 July 2016, paragraph 2.8. 
286 A report on the anticipated acquisition by Celesio AG of Sainsbury’s Pharmacy Business, 29 July 2016, 
paragraph 2.8. See A report on the anticipated acquisition by Celesio AG of Sainsbury's Pharmacy Business 
(publishing.service.gov.uk. In 2013, Auden’s market share estimates were: Boots (20%), Lloyds (13%), Coop 
(Well Pharmacy) (7%), Drs (7%), Rowlands (4%), Tesco (2%), other multiple groups (8%) and independents 
(39%). See Document 00036, Auden’s ‘Independent Seven scheme’ attached to Document 00035, email from 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 27 August 2013.   
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a. Healthcare professionals select the most therapeutically appropriate
and effective medicine to prescribe to a patient. Neither the patient nor
the healthcare professional is particularly price-sensitive since they do
not pay for the product. The NHS typically pays for the medicine.

b. Once a patient is established on a particular treatment, there are often
significant medical reasons why it is disadvantageous to alter their
medication. There is, for example, an increased likelihood of adverse
metabolic side effects for patients who are established on
hydrocortisone tablets who then transfer to another drug, such as
prednisolone.287 There may be additional costs associated with altering
a patient's medication, including further healthcare professionals’
(usually a specialist’s) time in effecting a switch, associated patient
confusion and/or unwillingness to change, as well as potential
increased costs for the NHS if therapeutic failure occurs. Accordingly, a
decision to switch a patient with adrenal insufficiency away from
hydrocortisone tablets (or commence treatment with a medicine other
than hydrocortisone tablets) would need to be made by an
endocrinologist and would only be done in rare instances when a
patient is not able to tolerate hydrocortisone tablets.288

c. The ability of the dispenser (typically a pharmacy) to decide which
medicine to dispense is limited by the prescriber's decision (see
paragraphs 3.63 to 3.64 above). Within the parameters of the
prescription, the dispenser would typically be expected to choose the
cheapest version of the medicine since it pays for the drug and will be
reimbursed by the NHS at a fixed level. This means dispensing the
cheapest version of the drug maximises the pharmacy’s profit margin
(see paragraphs 3.69 to 3.70 above).

a. Prescribing

3.217. The overwhelming majority of prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets are 
open, specifying only the generic name and strength289 without reference to 
supplier or manufacturer. The particular condition of the patient is also 

287 Document 00603, response to question 9, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016. 
288 Document 02046.B, note of call between CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 2017, 
response to question 7.b, page 5.  
289 Although some prescriptions may contain the total daily dosage instead of tablet strength as a direction, the 
number of prescriptions written this way was very small, accounting for 1-5% of all prescriptions and mainly 
limited to handwritten hospital prescriptions; see Document 00601, Document 00542, Document 00522 and 
Document 00612, responses to questions 3 and 4, Sainsbury’s Pharmacy’s, Day Lewis’, Boots’ and Well 
Pharmacy’s responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 June 2016). 
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typically not specified on the prescription.290 Prescription Cost Analysis 
('PCA') data for England shows that only around 1% of the number of packs 
of hydrocortisone tablets dispensed between 2014 and 2015 were 
prescribed by reference to a supplier or the former brand name 
'Hydrocortone'.291 Entry by other suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets from late 
2015 and early 2016 did not have any material effect on the proportion of 
open prescription hydrocortisone tablets.292

3.218. GPs typically use prescribing software to inform their prescribing decisions. 
This software provides GPs with national and locally authored patient safety 
information messages, recommendations and other prescribing 
information.293 To facilitate generic prescribing, GP prescribing software is 
usually able to identify if a generic name is available so that where a 
prescriber types in a brand name, they can use a function key to prompt 
them with the generic name. With respect to hydrocortisone tablets, GP 
software does not 'flag' that a particular supplier or manufacturer must be 
used.294

3.219. Moreover, most software allows prescribers to specify the brand name or the 
manufacturer or marketing authorisation holder on the prescription by 
clicking on the proper selection in the software’s interface or by using the 
appropriate search criteria.295 Instead, some GP prescribing software does 
not enable the prescriber to specify the manufacturer or marketing 
authorisation holder on the prescription, meaning that only open 
prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets are generated as a result.296

290 Document 00608, Document 00601, Document 00552, Document 00542, Document 00597, Document 00522, 
Document 00548, Document 00606 and Document 00612, responses to question 3, Tesco Pharmacy’s, 
Sainsbury’s Pharmacy’s, Morrisons Pharmacy’s, Day Lewis’, Rowlands Pharmacy’s, Boots’, Lloyds Pharmacy’s, 
Superdrug’s and Well Pharmacy’s responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 June 2016). See also 
Document 00603, response to question 11, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 20 June 2016. 
291 Comprehensive data not available before 2014. Using data over a longer period, ie from January 2014 to April 
2017, does not materially change the results.
292 CMA analysis based on NHS BSA data for England (Document 00588, response to question 3 to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 28 June 2016; and Document 01804, response to question 2 of the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 21 June 2017) combined with PCA data for England. 
293 BMA (2003), Prescribing in General Practice. 
294 Document 00544, Document 00610, Document 00550 and Document 00537, responses to questions 5 and 6, 
Emis Health’s, TPP’s, Microtest’s and CSC’s responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 29 June 2016; 
Document 00546, response to question 6, INPS’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 30 June 2016; 
Document 01755, Document 01747, Document 01745, and Document 01782, response to question 1, Emis 
Health’s, TPP’s, Microtest’s and INPS’s responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 June 2017.  
295 Document 00550, Microtest Limited’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 29 June 2016; Document 
00546, In Practice System’s response to the CMA’s section 26 response of 30 June 2016; EMIS Health’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 response of 29 June 2016; and The Phoenix Partnership’s response to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice of 29 June 2016. 
296 Document 00537, CSC Computer Sciences Limited’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 29 June 
2016. 
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3.220. The MHRA explained to the CMA that in cases where products are not 
interchangeable from a patient safety perspective, the MHRA would 
generally require them to have a brand name (even if they are a generic 
product) so that products can be more easily distinguished. These brand 
names would be reflected in GP prescribing software in order to help GPs to 
prescribe the right product and close a prescription. For hydrocortisone 
tablets, the MHRA did not request that a brand name (eg ‘Hydrocortone’) be 
used to distinguish full from skinny label tablets as it was not concerned 
about patients switching from full to skinny label tablets (see section 
3.E.III.c.ii below).297

b. Dispensing

3.221. As the overwhelming majority of prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets are 
open, the choice of which drug to dispense against a prescription for 
hydrocortisone tablets in most cases falls to the pharmacist. 

3.222. Pharmacy dispensing is a specialised and regulated profession. In England 
and Wales, the activities of pharmacies are governed by various regulations, 
particularly the National Health Service (Pharmaceutical and Local 
Pharmaceutical Services) Regulations.298 Similar regulations apply in 
Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

3.223. The ability of a pharmacist to decide which medicine to dispense can be 
limited by the prescriber's decision. This essentially concerns whether a 
prescription is open or closed, and, if open, to what degree. 

3.224. Where the prescription is closed (ie where the prescriber specifies the brand 
name or a particular supplier of a drug that should be dispensed), 
pharmacists are required to dispense that particular medicine.299

3.225. By contrast, where a prescription is open (ie where it specifies only the 
generic name of a drug (as in the case of hydrocortisone tablets)), 
pharmacists are able to dispense any version of the relevant drug that has 
been authorised to be sold in the UK (ie that has been granted an MA), 
subject to any relevant guidance.300

297 Document 206640, note of call between the MHRA and the CMA of 31 March 2021, paragraph 4.4. 
298 For instance, SI 2013/349 The National Health Service (Pharmaceutical and Local Pharmaceutical Services) 
Regulations 2013 (applicable in 2013). 
299 SI 2013/349 The National Health Service (Pharmaceutical and Local Pharmaceutical Services) Regulations 
2013, Schedule 4, paragraph 5(2), provides that where a person presents to a pharmacist ‘an order for drugs’, 
the pharmacist must ‘provide the drugs so ordered”. 
300 The NHSEI explained to the CMA that ‘[c]ommunity pharmacists are required by law to dispense exactly what 
is written on a prescription. Where a prescription is open, pharmacists will meet their legal obligations by 
dispensing any licensed product that matches that description’. See Document 206557, note of call between the 
NHSEI and the CMA of 22 March 2021, paragraph 5.5. 
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c. ‘Off-label’ use of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets

3.226. Healthcare professionals may prescribe and/or dispense drugs to treat a 
condition that is not included in the therapeutic indications listed in the 
SmPC of the supplier's MA. Situations where a licensed medicine is used 
outside the terms of its licensed indications are referred to as 'off-label' use 
of medicines.301

i. Regulatory framework applicable to off-label use of medicines

3.227. During the Infringements, there were no regulations or guidance specifically 
on prescribing or dispensing skinny label hydrocortisone tablets for off-label 
use. 

3.228. Off-label use of medicines in the UK was not regulated by EU or UK law. 
Instead, some general non-binding guidance from professional bodies 
existed at the time,302 notably from the General Medical Council (‘GMC’) and 
the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (‘MHRA’).303

301 In Annex I to its Guideline on good pharmacovigilance practices, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) 
specifies that off-label use ‘relates to situations where the medicinal product is intentionally used for a medical 
purpose not in accordance with the authorised product information’ (page 13, EMA/876333/2011 Rev. 1 of 12 
December 2012). The term ‘unlicensed use of medicines’ is used variously in professional guidance either (i) to 
cover any use of a medicine outside of its licensed indications (including both the off-label use of medicines with 
an MA outside of their licensed indications and the use of medicines with no MA) or (ii) specifically to denote the 
use of a medicine with no MA (as opposed to a licensed medicine used off-label). This second type of unlicensed 
use does not apply to hydrocortisone tablets and is subject to stronger regulation and guidance (for example, the 
legal and regulatory framework which applies to the use of ‘specials’). This is because medicines with no MA 
have not generally demonstrated their clinical safety and efficacy to the same standard as those with an MA. 
302 The non-binding nature of guidance on the off-label use of medicines was highlighted by the High Court in 
[2018] EWHC 2465 Bayer v NHS Darlington CCG, paragraphs 56, 151 and 153. This position was endorsed by 
the Court of Appeal in [2020] EWCA Civ 449 Bayer v NHS Darlington CCG, paragraphs 186 to 192.  In the same 
case, the High Court confirmed that the off-label use of medicines was neither subject to nor regulated by EU law 
([2018] EWHC 2465 Bayer v NHS Darlington CCG, paragraphs 153 and 215). In T-452/14 Laboratoires CTRS v 
Commission, the European Court of Justice also confirmed that ‘off-label prescribing is not prohibited, or even 
regulated, by EU law’, and that ‘There is no provision which prevents doctors from prescribing a medicinal 
product for therapeutic indications other than those for which a marketing authorisation has been granted’ 
(paragraph 79). On the legal and regulatory framework for the off-label use of medicines, see the European 
Commission’s Study on off-label use of medicinal products in the EU (2017), pages 8 to 9 (available at: 
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/files/documents/2017_02_28_final_study_report_on_off-
label_use_.pdf). 
303 The Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain (‘RPSGB’) also issued the ‘RPSGB Legal and Ethical 
Advisory Service Fact Sheet 5: The Use of Unlicensed Medicines in Pharmacy’ in 2007 which it referred to as 
‘common sense guidance’ which was not ‘intended to interpret the law, the Code of ethics or Council policy’ 
(Document 00215, Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, Legal and Ethical Advisory Service, ‘Fact 
Sheet Five: The use of unlicensed medicines in pharmacy’ (September 2007)). On off-label use of medicines the 
factsheet advises that dispensing pharmacists should take ‘reasonable steps’ to ensure the prescriber 
understands that the product they have prescribed will be used off-label and the ‘possible consequences of this’. 
It also noted that in case of an adverse reaction from off-label use ‘the supplying pharmacist may assume some 
liability with the doctor who prescribed it’. In 2010, the RPSGB was split into the Royal Pharmaceutical Society 
(‘RPS’), which maintained the professional leadership role, and the General Pharmaceutical Council (‘GPhC’), 
which received the regulatory powers of the society. No equivalent advice about dispensing off-label was issued 
by the RPS or GPhC. However, in 2014 the RPS issued the ‘Professional Standards for Hospital Pharmacy 
Services’ in which it recommended that, wherever possible, medicines are dispensed in accordance with their 
MAs. The RPS advised that ‘[s]election between different licensed options for individual patients is guided by 
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3.229. While the guidance at the time generally recommended that licensed 
medicines be prescribed and dispensed in accordance with the terms of their 
licence wherever possible, healthcare professionals had discretion to 
prescribe and dispense medicines as they saw appropriate and in 
accordance with their professional judgement. For instance: 

a. The GMC issued non-binding guidance in 2013 (‘Good practice in
prescribing medicines and managing devices’) which recommended
that healthcare professionals ‘should usually’ prescribe medicines in
accordance with the terms of their licence but acknowledged that
healthcare professionals could prescribe and dispense medicines for
off-label use (or even prescribe and dispense unlicensed medicines)
‘where, on the basis of assessment of the individual patient, you
conclude, for medical reasons, that it is necessary to do so to meet the
specific needs of the patient’.304 The GMC’s guidance recognised that
‘[s]ome medicines are routinely used outside the terms of their license’
and where prescribing medicines for off-label use ‘is supported by
authoritative clinical guidance, it may be sufficient to describe in
general terms why the medicine is not licensed for the proposed use or
patient population’.305

b. The MHRA issued updated non-binding guidance in 2014 ('Off-label or
unlicensed use of medicines: prescribers’ responsibilities’) which also
recognised that ‘there are clinical situations when the use of unlicensed
medicines or use of medicines outside the terms of the licence (ie, ‘off-
label’) may be judged by the prescriber to be in the best interest of the
patient on the basis of the available evidence’. The MHRA drew
attention to the fact that ‘[t]he responsibility that falls on healthcare
professionals when prescribing an unlicensed medicine or a medicine
off-label may be greater than when prescribing a licensed medicine
within the terms of its licence. Prescribers should pay particular
attention to the risks associated with using unlicensed medicines or
using a licensed medicine off-label.’ While the examples were non-
exhaustive, the MHRA noted that the ‘risks may include: adverse
reactions; product quality; or discrepant product information or
labelling’306

considerations of safe use, effectiveness, tolerability and value’. See Royal Pharmaceutical Society Professional 
standards for hospital pharmacy services (July 2014), page 13.   
304 GMC, Good practice in prescribing and managing medicines and devices (2013), paragraph 68. Available at: 
https://www.gmc-uk.org/-/media/documents/prescribing-guidance_pdf-59055247.pdf.  
305 GMC, Good practice in prescribing and managing medicines and devices (2013), paragraph 72. 
306 MHRA, Off-label or unlicensed use of medicines: prescribers’ responsibilities, published December 2014 
(available at Off-label or unlicensed use of medicines: prescribers’ responsibilities - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)). 
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c. NHS Scotland explained the negligible risk of using bioequivalent
generics off-label in a 2014 consensus statement on the use of off-label
or unlicensed medicines where appropriately licensed alternatives were
available: ‘in some cases, the generic versions of a medicine may not
have exactly the same indications as those within the marketing
authorisation of the original branded medicine, due to patent protection
issues […]. However, with the exception of biosimilars, bioequivalence
to the branded medicine must have been demonstrated as part of the
generic market authorisation process and therefore, any additional risks
of prescribing and dispensing the medicine generically are considered
negligible. In addition, for many generic or long established medicines it
is common practice to use them for well recognised off label
indications’.307

3.230. This non-binding guidance had to be considered together with more general 
guidance on properly managing and protecting resources, which encouraged 
healthcare professionals to prescribe and dispense generically.308,309

3.231. Judgments from the High Court and the Court of Appeal of 2018 and 2020, 
respectively, and a GMC statement of January 2018, considered the non-
binding guidance and confirmed that healthcare professionals had discretion 
to prescribe and dispense medicines for off-label use in accordance with 
their own professional judgement. 

3.232. The High Court found that the MHRA’s guidance is ‘general guidance, of a 
fairly informal nature (noting that in the healthcare field, a great deal of 
guidance is published by a number of different agencies and official bodies, 
not all of which is of mandatory effect)’.310 It found that the guidance on off-
label prescribing did ‘not prohibit a clinician from prescribing an unlicensed 
drug simply because there are licensed alternatives.’ Instead it ‘contains 
guidance indicating in general terms what a doctor “should usually” do. But 

307 NHS Scotland consensus statement by NHS Scotland Directors of Pharmacy and Scottish Association of 
Medical Directors, Use of unlicensed medicines and off-label medicines where a licensed medicine is available, , 
paragraph 1.2. Emphasis added. Available at:  www.fifeadtc.scot.nhs.uk/media/12009/consensus-statement-on-
the-use-of-unlicensed-and-off-label-medicines.pdf. 
308 The GMC’s Good Medical Practice Guidance (2013) set out the overriding duty of principle that HCPs ‘must 
make good use of the resources available’. See Good medical practice-english (gmc-uk.org). The British National 
Formulary, which is a joint publication of the British Medical Association and the Royal Pharmaceutical Society, 
contains ‘Guidance on Prescribing’ which recommends that generic (‘non-proprietary’) titles should be used in 
prescribing where they are listed as ‘[t]his will enable any suitable product to be dispensed, thereby saving delay 
to the patient and sometimes expense to the health service’. See: Guidance on prescribing | Medicines guidance 
| BNF content published by NICE.  
309 Illustrative of this principle is NHS Scotland’s position that an ‘NHS board should consider the use of an 
unlicensed or off-label medicine only on grounds of cost if using the licensed medicine would have a substantial 
impact on other health services and where there is an acceptable evidence base and a robust risk-benefit 
assessment indicates that the use of the unlicensed medicine would be as effective as the licensed alternative 
and result in no additional risk to patients’. See NHS Scotland consensus statement, paragraph 2.3.2. 
310 [2018] EWHC 2465 Bayer v NHS Darlington CCG, paragraph 56.   
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the guidance, on its face, admits of exceptions’.311 The Court of Appeal 
endorsed the High Court’s assessment that the GMC’s guidance in the 
round ‘positively requires treating clinicians to take cost into account as an 
element of good medical practice. That obligation does not stop simply 
because an unlicensed drug is under consideration’.312

3.233. The GMC issued a statement in line with the High Court’s judgment: ‘[w]e 
expect doctors to make good use of the resources available to them and 
sympathise with the concerns of healthcare professionals making decisions 
between using a cheaper product outside the terms of its license or a more 
expensive licensed alternative’, stating that ‘where doctors are working in 
partnership with patients, following clinical guidance and making prescribing 
decisions in good faith on the basis of evidence and experience’ such use 
‘would not cause us any concerns’.313

3.234. In a section of this statement the GMC recognised that its prescribing 
guidance: 

‘states that doctors should usually prescribe licensed medicines in 
accordance with the terms of their licence. The use of the words 
“should” and “usually” are significant and indicate that we expect 
doctors to use their judgment to apply the principles in the guidance to 
the specific situations they face. We say that when prescribing an 
unlicensed medicine or using a product “off-label” (beyond the terms of 
its license) doctors must be satisfied that there is sufficient evidence or 
experience of using the medicine to demonstrate its safety and efficacy. 
We are also clear that doctors “must give patients (or their parents or 
carers) sufficient information about the medicines you propose to 
prescribe to allow them to make an informed decision”’.314

ii. Impact of the regulatory framework on prescribing and dispensing of
skinny label tablets for off-label use

3.235. As explained above, the professional guidance did not specifically address 
instances where a bioequivalent drug (of proven safety and efficacy) was 
used off-label to treat ‘carved out’ indications covered by an orphan 
designation. As such, the decision whether to prescribe and dispense skinny 

311 [2018] EWHC 2465 Bayer v NHS Darlington CCG, paragraph 151. 
312 [2020] EWCA Civ 449 Bayer v NHS Darlington CCG, paragraphs 186 to 192.  
313 See: GMC responds to new NICE guidance - GMC (gmc-uk.org). This statement is discussed in [2018] EWHC 
2465 Bayer v NHS Darlington CCG, paragraphs 61 to 63 and 151 to 152. 
314 See: GMC responds to new NICE guidance - GMC (gmc-uk.org). 
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label tablets for off-label use would fall within the remit of the healthcare 
professional’s discretion. 

3.236. As explained in section 3.D.III.c above, it is purely a result of regulatory 
circumstance that skinny label hydrocortisone tablets could not include the 
indication ‘adrenal insufficiency in adults’ on their MAs. Save for an accident 
of timing (whether the licences were obtained before or after MAs were 
granted for Plenadren), no supplier's MA would have excluded the treatment 
of ‘adrenal insufficiency in adults’ given all hydrocortisone tablets were 
bioequivalent: they were all equally safe and effective for treating the same 
conditions from a clinical perspective.315 As such, many healthcare 
professionals could have reasonably taken the view that there were no or 
negligible additional risks to patient safety from using skinny rather than full 
label hydrocortisone tablets. 

3.237. During the Infringements, prescribers overwhelmingly issued open 
prescriptions which did not distinguish between on-label and off-label use of 
hydrocortisone tablets.316 This prescribing behaviour did not change after 
skinny label tablets entered: prescribers still overwhelmingly issued open 
prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets (see section 3.D.III.a above). 

3.238. Since the overwhelming majority of prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets 
were open and typically did not specify the condition of the patient, 
pharmacies were able to dispense any licensed hydrocortisone tablets that 
were available. Pharmacies could either dispense full label tablets or skinny 
label tablets when filling a prescription for ‘hydrocortisone tablets’, as both 
types of tablets were licensed medicines.317

3.239. As explained in paragraphs 3.69 to 3.70 above, a pharmacy is paid the same 
amount irrespective of the price that it pays for the drug or which drug it 
dispenses (as long as the drug dispensed falls within the parameters of the 
prescription). For hydrocortisone tablets, this meant that a pharmacy was 
paid the same amount regardless of whether a full or a skinny label product 
was dispensed. Given that skinny label tablets were generally cheaper than 
full label tablets, pharmacies had an incentive to dispense a skinny label 

315 For example, in the case of Auden’s 10mg and 20mg tablets, and Waymade’s 10mg tablets, bioequivalence 
was established to 20mg hydrocortisone tablets manufactured by Merck Sharp & Dohme. Auden established 
bioequivalence to the branded Hydrocortone tablet, then still licensed in the UK. Waymade established 
bioequivalence with a Portuguese MSD tablet according to the same guidelines. See: PL17507/0054-5, Public 
assessment report for Auden/Actavis’s 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (2007), and PL 20072/0238, 
Public assessment report for Waymade’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (2012). 
316 Compare Document 00656, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 May 2016, 
paragraph 12.4: ‘a prescription written as “Hydrocortisone Tablets” would not be regarded as an off-label 
prescription.’ 
317 Document 206557, note of call between the CMA and NHSEI of 22 March 2021, paragraph 5.3. 
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tablet to fill an open prescription as that would have allowed them to 
maximise the profit they made. 

3.240. Contemporaneously, and before skinny label tablets were launched, the 
MHRA and the Chief Pharmaceutical Officers for NHS England, NHS 
Scotland and NHS Wales did not consider that the off-label use of skinny 
label hydrocortisone tablets created any risks to patient safety that would 
justify taking any action to limit or prevent off-label use. 

3.241. The MHRA’s lack of concern for off-label use of skinny label tablets from the 
perspective of patient safety is evidenced by its contemporaneous 
correspondence with Auden and the actions (or lack of action) it took as a 
result. For instance: 

a. Further to receiving correspondence from Auden concerning the
difference in indications between full and skinny label tablets, the
MHRA replied in December 2014 and April 2015 that ‘[f]rom the public
health perspective, there are no material differences between the
available generic immediate release hydrocortisone tablets; these are
all bioequivalent to the brand leader’. The MHRA disagreed with Auden
that there was any need for the MHRA to formally require skinny label
tablet suppliers to alter their labelling and packaging to further
differentiate their products from Auden’s full label tablets. 318

b. Instead, the MHRA explored with MA holders of skinny label tablets
whether they might voluntarily include some text that reflected the
CMDh’s guidance on usage patents319 which explicitly acknowledges
that the product can be used for other indications than those listed on
the SmPC.320

c. The MHRA also suggested that MA holders of skinny label tablets write
to the MA holder of Plenadren ‘to explore whether consent can be
obtained for marketing […] for the orphan protected indication’,

318 Document 00288, letter from [] to [] dated 19 December 2014 and Document 00628, letter from [] to  
[] dated 21 April 2015. 
319 CMDh stands for ‘Co-ordination Group for Mutual Recognition and Decentralised Procedures – Human’. The 
CMDh’s guidance can be found at CMDh_279_2012_Rev_1_05_2019_clean_-_Q_A_on_Usage_patents.pdf 
(hma.eu). 
320 The MHRA explained to Auden: ‘[o]n the inadvertent prescribing or dispensing of a hydrocortisone tablet 
product that excluded the orphan-protected indication a parallel can be drawn with ‘usage patents’ where some 
parts of the SmPC of the reference product are under patent protection. In that case, a generic medicinal product 
can still be authorised if the product information (SmPC, package leaflet and labelling) exclude the indications still 
covered by patent law. CMDh guidance is available and provides agreed standard text for the package leaflet in 
this situation that explains why some therapeutic indication(s) or dosage form(s) may be missing.: ‘(Active 
substance) which is contained in (product) (may also be/is also)* authorised to treat other conditions which are 
not mentioned in this leaflet. Ask your doctor or pharmacist if you have further questions’. See Document 00288, 
letter from [] to [] dated 19 December 2014. 
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recognising that, had it not been for the orphan designation, skinny 
label products could have been licensed for adrenal insufficiency in 
adults.321

d. The MHRA decided not to issue any guidance on dispensing
hydrocortisone tablets as there were no public health concerns. The
MHRA explained to the CMA that it would only have intervened in
dispensing decisions where there was a public health concern, which
was not the case for hydrocortisone since skinny and full label tablets
were bioequivalent.322

e. The MHRA decided not to require Auden to reintroduce the brand
name ‘Hydrocortone’ to allow GPs and pharmacists to distinguish full
label from skinny label tablets as it was not concerned about patients
switching.323

f. The MHRA advised [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England],
that there was no patient safety issue arising from skinny label
hydrocortisone tablets dispensed off-label (ie to treat adult adrenal
insufficiency) because they were bioequivalent to full label tablets.324

This communication arose as a result of Auden contacting NHS
England in addition to [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England].

3.242. In parallel, and further to receiving the advice from the MHRA, [Chief 
Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] relayed to Auden that ‘there are no 
material differences between the available generic immediate release 
hydrocortisone tablets and they are all bioequivalent to the brand leader’ and 
that ‘[b]ased on the advice I have received so far, I do not see that there are 
any risks to patient safety that would warrant any communication to senior 
pharmacists’ (as Auden had requested).325 NHSEI explained to the CMA that 
it did not consider it necessary to issue any guidance as ‘pharmacists would 
have understood that Auden Mckenzie's full label hydrocortisone tablets are 
bioequivalent to skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, meaning that they are 

321 Document 202786, letter from [] to AMCo dated 21 April 2015 and Document 00700, letter from [] to [] 
(Medfiles) dated 21 April 2015. 
322 Document 206640, note of call between the CMA and the MHRA of 31 March 2021, paragraphs 4.1 and 4.3. 
323 Document 206640, note of call between the CMA and the MHRA of 31 March 2021, paragraph 4.4. 
324 Document 206640, note of call between the CMA and the MHRA of 31 March 2021, paragraph 3.1. 
325 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to [Auden’s External 
Consultant], [] and [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 20 May 2014 and received by Auden on 22 May 2014. 
This view was shared by the MHRA, which advised [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] and assisted 
him in responding to Auden’s correspondence; see Document 206640, note of call between the CMA and the 
MHRA on 31 March 2021, paragraph 2.1 and Document 206557, note of call between the CMA and NHS 
England and NHS Improvement on 22 March 2021, paragraph 2.1. 
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pharmaceutically equivalent and therefore dispensing them did not present 
any threat to patient safety’.326

3.243. The Chief Pharmaceutical Officers for NHS Scotland and NHS Wales took a 
similar position – that they would also ‘not take action’ in relation to off-label 
use of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets.327

3.244. Similarly, medical practitioners and pharmacists contacted by the CMA also 
agreed that there was no risk to patient safety associated with dispensing 
skinny label tablets for adult patients with adrenal insufficiency. For instance: 

a. [Professor of Endocrinology] explained that he was not familiar with the
distinction between ‘full’ and ‘skinny’ label tablets, and did not see the
rationale for making such a distinction if both drugs were bioequivalent.
In his view, as long as the products are bioequivalent there would be no
risk associated with prescribing skinny label tablets. He also noted that
prescribers write open prescriptions for ‘hydrocortisone tablets’, so as
long as hydrocortisone tablets are dispensed (regardless of full or
skinny label), this would be ‘perfectly safe’.328

b. Day Lewis’ [] explained that in his view as a pharmacist, the fact that
full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets were bioequivalent meant
that Day Lewis pharmacists had a level of discretion as to which
hydrocortisone tablets they dispensed. He also explained that
pharmacies would have understood that skinny and full label
hydrocortisone tablets were bioequivalent in any case and the
difference in indications was the result of a licensing quirk caused by
the orphan status.329

c. Sigma’s [] explained that in his experience as a pharmacist,
hydrocortisone tablet prescriptions were open which meant that
pharmacists are at liberty to dispense a skinny or full label product
against the prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets. In his view, as long

326 Document 206557, note of call between the NHSEI and the CMA of 22 March 2021, paragraphs 4.2 and 5.6. 
327 Document 00158, email from [Auden's External Consultant] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] and [] dated 9 
June 2014. 
328 Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 
2017, response to question 3, page 3.
329 Document 206418, note of call between Day Lewis and the CMA of 8 February 2021. Paragraphs 2.3 and 
2.11 [] also explained that he understood the rigour involved in proving bioequivalence. The processes and 
tests that skinny label tablet suppliers had to go through (including the assay, release and dissolution 
requirements) meant that there was no pharmaceutically differentiating features between full and skinny label 
tablets and that the products were not pharmaceutically distinguishable. He was very confident that there would 
have been no risk of patient harm from using skinny label tablets. He considered it to be a matter of licensing and 
regulation, not a patient safety issue. See Document 206416, note of call between Day Lewis and the CMA of 16 
March 2021. Paragraph 3.1.  
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as the pharmacist fills the prescription with hydrocortisone tablets ‘it is 
fine’.330

3.245. Ultimately, and as explained in section 3.E.V.b.v below, after skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets were launched in October 2015, they accounted for 
just over 50% of all hydrocortisone tablets dispensed in 2017, an amount 
exceeding the proportion of the market not covered by the orphan 
designation. The CMA is not aware of any cases of a patient suffering an 
adverse reaction as a result of off-label use of skinny label tablets or of any 
cases where a dispenser has been found to have breached its professional 
responsibilities as a result. 

IV. Demand for hydrocortisone tablets

3.246. This section describes demand for hydrocortisone tablets prior to and after 
skinny label tablets were first launched in October 2015. 

3.247. In summary: 

a. Before being launched in October 2015, there was uncertainty over
how much demand there would be for skinny label hydrocortisone
tablets. However, the clear expectation of the incumbent (Auden) and
potential entrants was that customers would buy skinny label tablets
and entrants would be able sell their skinny label tablets in part
because they anticipated that skinny label tablets would be prescribed
and dispensed for off-label use. The only uncertainty that existed
was what the scale of demand would be. It would have come as no
surprise to market participants that skinny label tablet suppliers would
enter and go on to take sales from full label tablets.

b. From October 2015 onwards, skinny label tablets suppliers entered the
market and took significant market share from Auden/Actavis's sales of
full label tablets. Alissa was the first skinny label supplier to come to
market with 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and its market experience
confirmed previously held expectation: there was demand for skinny
label tablets. Bristol Laboratories’ and Resolution Chemicals’ market
entry with their own skinny label tablets in March 2016
increased competition in the market, which caused prices to fall. The
fact that AMCo was finding it ‘a little tougher to sell’ the fixed allocation
of Actavis’s full label tablets at high prices coupled with the progressive
loss of value of AMCo’s stockholding of its own skinny label tablets due
to declining prices led to AMCo entering the market with its own skinny

330 Document 206582, note of call between Sigma and the CMA of 4 March 2021. Paragraph 2.4. 
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label tablets in May 2016. Skinny label tablets accounted for 
approximately 50% of total market demand within two years of the first 
entry in October 2015 with off-label dispensing of skinny label tablets 
becoming widespread. 

a. Expectations of demand prior to market entry of skinny label tablets

3.248. Between October 2008 and October 2015 10mg hydrocortisone tablet prices 
increased from £22.28 to £67.74, with a rate of annual growth in monthly 
packs dispensed of around 4%. Auden’s price increases and the resulting 
profits to be made from supplying 10mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK 
sparked the interest of a number of other suppliers, who decided to initiate 
their own development of hydrocortisone tablets with a view to launching. 
For example: 

a. Alissa, which started its development in 2011, explained that it had
‘witnessed a situation where the market was being massaged, as there
was insufficient supply into the market, which was the reason why the
price over a period of time was increasing’.331

b. Bristol Laboratories, which started its development in 2011, explained
that it was interested in developing a low volume / high value product
and that hydrocortisone tablets fitted that profile.332

c. Resolution Chemicals, which started its development in August 2012,
explained that it saw a gap in the hydrocortisone tablets market
because there was only one generic present (supplied by Auden) and
no reference product. Resolution wanted to be second to market and
saw this as a good business opportunity.333

d. Genesis Pharmaceuticals, which started its development in October
2012, gave the fact that hydrocortisone tablets ‘were being sold at an
extremely high price’ as one of the reasons for developing its own
product.334

e. Teva, which started its development in March 2014, referred to the size
of the market (in both revenue and volume terms) as one of the
reasons for developing its own skinny label tablets.335 A

331 Document 00699, [Alissa Senior Employee]’s witness statement dated 30 September 2016. 
332 Document 00527, Bristol Laboratories’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 1 April 2016, answer to 
question 2.
333 Document 206344, Note of call between the CMA and [] (Resolution Chemicals) dated 4 March 2021. 
334 Document 02249, Genesis Pharmaceuticals’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 January 2018, 
response to question 3.
335 Document 01646, Teva’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 1 June 2017. 
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contemporaneous internal presentation prepared for Teva also shows 
that it saw upside potential for hydrocortisone tablets as ‘low 
competition environment allows higher prices’.336

3.249. Despite the limitations in the labelling of the hydrocortisone tablets MAs they 
would be able to obtain as a result of the orphan designation, each of the 
suppliers listed above pursued its development of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets and commercialising its tablets in the UK. Each worked towards 
launching under a skinny label MA and did eventually launch, taking market 
share. 

3.250. In itself, the fact that these suppliers decided to continue investing resources 
in these developments and commercialising their products shows that they 
expected that there would be demand for skinny label tablets in the market. 

3.251. Waymade and AMCo also worked towards developing and commercialising 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets. Their efforts and investments in 
themselves also demonstrate that they expected that there would be 
demand for skinny label tablets in the market. 

3.252. Waymade was the first company to obtain a skinny label MA: on 27 
September 2012 it was granted a 10mg MA without the indication for adult 
adrenal insufficiency. That MA was acquired by AMCo on 31 October 2012. 
AMCo eventually entered with its own 10mg skinny label tablets in May 
2016. 

3.253. In this Decision, the CMA has found that first Waymade, and then (after the 
10mg MA was transferred) AMCo, agreed not to enter independently with 
their own skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets in exchange for 
payments from Auden/Actavis. 

3.254. A significant body of evidence demonstrates that, throughout the period from 
March 2012 (when Waymade was informed by the MHRA that its 10mg MA 
would be skinny label) to October 2015 (when the first skinny label supplier 
entered the market) inclusive, it was understood by each of Waymade, 
AMCo and Auden/Actavis that there would be demand for skinny label 
tablets and that off-label dispensing could occur if they were launched. 
Contemporaneous documentary evidence demonstrates that each of 
Waymade, AMCo and Auden/Actavis consistently believed that skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets would not only successfully enter the market but 

336 Document 01657, Teva - Hydrocortisone Tablets presentation dated 1 April 2014. 
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achieve a material level of sales. This belief is reflected in their commercial 
behaviour. 

3.255. The parties’ contemporaneous estimates of the extent of demand pre-entry 
must be placed in context. They fall into five key periods: 

a. March to October 2012.

b. October 2013 to January 2014.

c. April to June 2014.

d. September 2014 to January 2015.

e. March to October 2015.

3.256. Between March and October 2012, Waymade was informed that its 10mg 
MA would be skinny label337 and negotiated the sale of its Amdipharm group 
to Cinven. That sale included the 10mg skinny label MA Waymade obtained 
on 27 September 2012. During the negotiations both Waymade and Cinven 
prepared estimates of the market share skinny label 10mg tablets could win 
from Auden’s full label tablets.338 These ranged between 17% of total 
volumes (Waymade) and 6% of total volumes (Cinven). Cinven’s greater 
caution did not reflect a lack of belief in demand for skinny label tablets, but 
a concern that other companies would also enter and take market share.339

In October 2012 Waymade also entered into an agreement with Auden, 
under which Auden supplied Waymade with heavily discounted 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets which Waymade was able to sell for a significant 
profit. The individuals who negotiated that supply agreement on both sides 
stated that it was agreed in order to preserve the volumes Auden obtained 

337 Document 300223, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 15 March 2012. Document 300227, MHRA 
RFI dated 5 April 2012. Document 300274, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 July 2012. 
Document 300271, emails between [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 13 July 
2012. Document 300267, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 July 
2012. Document 300274, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] copied to 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 13 July 2012. 
338 Document 202512, slide pack entitled ‘PROJECT AMPULE Information memorandum’ dated 6 July 2012, 
slides 39 and 82. Document 202511, external review of Amdipharm key products dated 25 July 2012, slide 10. 
Document 300290, spreadsheet titled ‘Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets sales data Jul12’ attached to an email from 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 25 September 2012 (document 300289). 
Document 202320, spreadsheet titled ‘Ampule – UK products’ attached to an email from [AMCo Senior Employee 
4] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 October 2012 (document 202319). Document 202506, final due
diligence report prepared for Cinven dated 23 October 2012, slides 9 and 32.
339 Document 202506, final due diligence report prepared for Cinven dated 23 July 2012, slides 12 and 32.
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from its CMO Tiofarma:340 demonstrating that skinny label tablets were 
considered to form a real threat to Auden’s position as sole supplier. 

3.257. Waymade sold the Amdipharm group, and with it the 10mg MA and supply 
agreement with Auden, to Cinven on 31 October 2012. AMCo received 
monthly supplies of heavily discounted full label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
from Auden which it was able to sell for a significant profit. [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] explained in interview that Auden supplied AMCo on these 
terms in order to preserve its CMO volumes:341 demonstrating once again 
that skinny label tablets were considered to form a real threat to Auden’s 
position as sole supplier. 

3.258. Between November 2013 and February 2014, AMCo attempted to 
negotiate a new, forward-looking supply arrangement for heavily discounted 
full label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets with Auden. AMCo initially predicted 
that it could sell around 18,000 packs per month of its own skinny label 
tablets (equating to 24% of total volumes)342 and sought to obtain the same 
volume from Auden.343

3.259. During the same period, AMCo negotiated the potential acquisition of 
Auden’s hydrocortisone tablets business. However, AMCo ultimately decided 
that this acquisition was not worth pursuing given the risk to Auden’s position 
from skinny label entry.344

340 [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that ‘as long as we, we gave them supply, which would again maintain our 
volumes … that was acceptable’ (Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 
May 2018, page 68). [Amdipharm Senior Employee] of Waymade stated: ‘maybe the inference from me is that, 
you know, he [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] can supply me or I’ll get someone else to supply me, and if he wants 
to retain the manufacturing volumes, then he might agree to supply me’ (Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, pages 14-15). 
341 [Auden Senior Employee 1] explained that after the transition from Waymade, Auden continued to supply 
AMCo on these terms in order to preserve its CMO volumes: ‘after the move from Waymade to Amdipharm … In 
2012, we supplied Amdipharm at a price of £1 per pack’. This was because AMCo ceased to be a ‘pure 
wholesaler’ when it acquired the 10mg MA from Waymade; and ‘[w]e [Auden] wanted to protect and maintain our 
volumes ordered through Tiofarma for 10mg tablets as well [as for 20mg tablets]’. Document 00725, Witness 
Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 1.19 to 1.20.  
342 Document 202660, spreadsheet titled ‘model (2)’ attached to document 202659, email from [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 23 May 2014. See ‘Product X’ figures in the ‘assume generics 
launched’ and ‘Sheet 1’ tabs. Although the spreadsheet was attached to an email in May 2014, it is likely that it 
was prepared in late 2013: it modelled all potential scenarios, including competitive entry, from January 2014 
onwards and assumed (subject ‘to check’) an Auden ASP of £40 (Auden’s ASP in May 2014 reached £53.65). 
The ‘Proposed’ tab shows that AMCo proposed to increase its supply volumes from Auden to 17,000 packs per 
month in January 2014. The information in the ‘current’ tab matches the numbers AMCo used for its internal 
forecasts in December 2013 – see for instance, Document 202597, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 20 December 2013. The number of packs, ASP and 
total sales in the email are identical to those listed in the ‘current’ tab of the spreadsheet (Document 202660).
343 Document 202552, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 15 
November 2013. Document 202553, draft “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone) by and 
between Auden Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, page 20, Schedule A. See also 
Document 202557, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [] dated 15 November 2013. 
344 Document 200031, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo staff dated 2 December 2013. Document 
200163, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 2 January 2014. Document 
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3.260. Auden resisted AMCo’s demands to increase its volumes and from 
December 2013 onwards took a robust position in the negotiations, arguing 
that the orphan designation meant AMCo’s skinny label 10mg tablets could 
only gain a lower market share.345 In January 2014, it appeared that AMCo’s 
supply arrangement with Auden was at risk of breaking down. Each of the 
parties took precautionary measures: 

a. AMCo prioritised its 10mg product development and estimated that
there would be significant demand for its skinny label tablets.346 In
particular, it estimated that it could sell around 12,000 packs per month
of its own skinny label tablets (equating to 16% of total volumes).347

b. Auden launched ‘Project Guardian’, an initiative designed to influence
healthcare professionals and stakeholders against off-label dispensing,
in anticipation of AMCo’s launch (demonstrating that it perceived a real
risk to its position from skinny label entry).348

3.261. During the same period AMCo negotiated the potential acquisition of 
Waymade’s full label 20mg MA. However, AMCo again reached the view 
that this acquisition was not worth pursuing given the risk from skinny label 
entry.349

3.262. Project Guardian received a lukewarm reception from stakeholders.350 It 
became clear to Auden that skinny label tablets would win a significant 
market share from full label tablets if they were launched. Auden offered to 
continue supplying AMCo with its full label tablets, and the parties returned 

200071, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to AMCo staff dated 7 January 2014. Document 202629, AMCo 
strategic development monthly report for January 2014, page 3. 
345 Document 202596, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 18 
December 2013 and email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 19 
December 2013. Document 200160, minutes of Mercury Pharma Group Limited management meeting on 19 
December 2013. 
346 Document 202597, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
and [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 20 December 2013. Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 2 January 2014. Document 
200164, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 2 January 2014. 
347 Document 200090, PPRM slides on 10mg hydrocortisone tablets dated 22 January 2014, slide 10. Document 
202613, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to AMCo staff dated 22 January 2014. Document 200103, 
January 2014 BD & L Report EPRM approvals, page 3. Document 200498, minutes of AMCo board meeting 
dated 29 January 2014. Document 203632, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 17 February 2014. 
348 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo management dated 14 January 2014. 
Document 00062F, Professional Advice (Hydrocortisone) Proposal Prepared for Auden Mckenzie (Pharma 
Division) Ltd by [Auden’s External Consultant] dated 6 February 2014, 2 Client Requirements. Document 00135, 
Project Guardian presentation dated February 2014, pages 9, 11, 16 and 33. See also Document 00064, untitled 
report containing analysis on hydrocortisone attached to Document 00063, email from [] (H2 Pharma) to 
[Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 18 February 2014. Document 00139, Project Guardian communications 
proposal dated 16 April 2014, slide 3. See further section 3.F.III.h below.
349 Document 200109, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo staff dated 11 April 2014. Document 
200116, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 2 May 2014. Document 200116 email from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 15 May 2014. 
350 See, for example, Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to [Auden 
Senior Employee 1], [Auden Senior Employee 4] and [Auden’s External Consultant] dated 20 May 2014. 
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to negotiations from April 2014 onwards.351 During the period from April to 
June 2014: 

a. AMCo consistently projected that it could sell 10,000 packs per month
of its skinny label 10mg tablets (equating to 13% of total volumes) if it
launched;352

b. AMCo informed Auden that it was projecting selling 12,000 packs per
month of its skinny label 10mg tablets;353 and

c. AMCo ultimately succeeded in convincing Auden to double its supply
volumes to 12,000 packs per month on the basis that if Auden did not,
AMCo would launch.354 On the same day as the parties renewed their
supply deal, AMCo suspended the development of its skinny label
tablets, noting that it had otherwise been planning to launch.355

3.263. Between September 2014 and January 2015, Allergan negotiated the 
acquisition of AM Pharma. In response to the grant of a skinny label MA to 
Orion/Alissa (which prompted Auden to revisit Project Guardian, noting the 
risk of off-label use of Alissa’s product356), Allergan predicted widespread off-
label dispensing of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, leading to a loss of 
60% of Auden’s volume market share within three years.357 Allergan was 
sufficiently concerned about the risk to Auden’s position as sole supplier 
from skinny label hydrocortisone tablets that it reduced the price it was 
willing to pay for AM Pharma by £220 million in order to ‘de-risk’ the 
position.358

351 Document 200108, AMCo Monthly Management Pack, March 2014, page 6. The pack was likely drafted in 
April and the reference to Auden’s offer to continue to supply AMCo may have been inserted on the basis of 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] approaching [AMCo Senior Employee 1] in April 2014.
352 Document 200106, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 22 April 2014. 
Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others dated 15 
June 2014. See also Document 200108, AMCo Monthly Management Pack for March 2014, page 54, and 
Document 202645, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 17 April 2014; Document 200107, email 
from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 23 April 2014.
353 Document 00149, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 May 2014. 
See also Document 202666, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 27 May 
2014 and document 202667, presentation titled ‘Strategic Projects – Cinven 27.05.14’, page 2.
354 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others dated 15 
June 2014. 
355 Document 200126, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to AMCo staff dated 28 June 2014. 
356 Document 00235, email from [] (Auden Mckenzie) to [] (MHRA) dated 28 November 2014. Document 
00239, letter from [] to [], dated 1 December 2014. See also Document 00243, letter from [] to [], dated 
1 December 2014. Document 00282, email from  [] (Auden Mckenzie) to [] (MHRA) dated 4 December 
2014. Document 00254, email from [Auden’s External Consultant] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 9 January 
2015. However, the MHRA again rebuffed Auden: Document 00288, letter from to [] to [] dated 19 
December 2014. 
357 Document 00706, Project Apple Presentation January 2015, Hydrocortisone Background. 
358 Document 00263, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015. 
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3.264. Between March 2015 and October 2015, AMCo observed the increasing 
likelihood of Alissa entering the market with its skinny label tablets.359 AMCo 
believed that this entry would be successful and was concerned that it would 
lead to price falls.360 The expectation of successful skinny label entry 
prompted AMCo to re-engage with its Aesica product and order further raw 
material, predicting that it would sell 12,000 packs a month of its skinny label 
tablets if they were launched.361 In the meantime, AMCo also considered 
selling skinny label tablets under the MA it expected to obtain through its 
newly acquired subsidiary Focus Pharmaceuticals.362 AMCo also considered 
that this launch, if pursued, would be successful: in August 2015 AMCo 
projected selling 10,000 packs per month of the Focus product, the same 
level as its prediction for its own product in mid-2014.363 AMCo separately 
considered selling skinny label hydrocortisone tablets through its 
development with the German CMO MIBE – an historic project begun by the 
Mercury Pharma group prior to Cinven’s acquisition of Amdipharm. In June 
2015 and September 2015 AMCo estimated that it would achieve 20% 
market share if it launched its MIBE product in 2016.364

3.265. In summary, the parties’ assessments of the extent of likely demand for 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets varied over time. However, there was 
never any doubt that there would be some demand. Indeed, the parties were 
sufficiently concerned that skinny label tablets would be very successful in 
taking market share from full label that they walked away from two 
negotiations to acquire full label MAs (in the case of AMCo) and very 
significantly reduced the price they were prepared to pay for full label MAs 
(in the case of Allergan). 

3.266. Table 3.7 below records the projections the parties made of the expected 
level of 10mg skinny label sales at various points during these periods. 
These projections are drawn from contemporaneous internal documents. 

359 AMCo became aware that Alissa’s product would be skinny label on 2 December 2014. See document 
202952, email from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [AMCo Senior Employee 
7] dated 2 December 2014.
360 Document 202792, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 17 March 2015.
Document 202780, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 18 March 2015.
Document 202826, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 19 October 2015.
361 Document 201070, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4],
[AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior Employee 7] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 18 February
2015.
362 Document 202954, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] and [AMCo Senior
Employee 6] dated 20 May 2015. AMCo acquired Focus Pharmaceuticals Ltd, a speciality pharmaceuticals
business, on 1 October 2014.
363 Document 200144, email from [Focus Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior
Employee 2] dated 5 August 2015; and document 200145, Hydrocortisone 10mg and 20mg tablet proposal.
364 Document 202932, spreadsheet titled ‘Hydrocortisone TABLETS 10MG X 30 – JANILA’, see ‘NPV#10
June15’ and ‘Sept-2015’ tabs.
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b. Demand after skinny label entry

3.267. As explained in section 3.E.III above: 

a. There was no specific guidance on off-label dispensing during the
period under investigation in this case.

b. The overwhelming majority of prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets
are open, meaning they specify only ‘hydrocortisone tablets’ and
potentially a strength and not the indication or condition of the patient.
The MHRA does not require the use of a brand name, as it generally
does in cases where products are not interchangeable from a patient
safety perspective.365

c. This means that pharmacies are able to dispense any hydrocortisone
tablets (whether full or skinny label) to fulfil a prescription. They are
incentivised to dispense the cheapest product available since they will
be reimbursed the same amount under the Drug Tariff and maximise
their profit margin.

3.268. As explained in sections 3.D.III and 3.E.III above: 

a. Off-label dispensing is not illegal or in breach of regulations. It is left to
pharmacies’ discretion subject to general, non-binding guidance.

b. Full and skinny label tablets are bioequivalent: equally safe and
effective for treating the same conditions from a clinical perspective.
The difference between the indications on their MAs is an accident of
timing (reflecting whether the MAs were obtained before or after
Plenadren’s MA in 2011).

c. During the period under investigation in this case, both the Chief
Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England and the MHRA informed
Auden that they did not consider off-label use of skinny label
hydrocortisone tablets to create any risks to patient safety that would
justify taking any action to prevent it. When contacted by the CMA
during this investigation they confirmed that off-label dispensing ‘did not
present any threat to patient safety’366 and that ‘there were no public
health issues’367 as a result.

365 Document 206640, note of call between the MHRA and the CMA of 31 March 2021, paragraph 4.4.  
366 Document 206557, note of call between the NHSEI and the CMA of 22 March 2021, paragraph 5.6. 
367 Document 206640, note of call between the MHRA and the CMA of 31 March 2021, paragraph 4.1.  
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d. Medical practitioners and some pharmacists contacted by the CMA
during this investigation took the same view. In particular, [Professor of
Endocrinology] considered off-label dispensing of hydrocortisone
tablets ‘perfectly safe’.368

e. Notwithstanding the orphan designation, GP prescribing software does
not generally prompt prescribers to specify a particular supplier or
manufacturer, as it would in cases where the MHRA insists on use of a
brand name to distinguish products that are not interchangeable from a
patient safety perspective.

f. The CMA is not aware of any cases of a patient suffering an adverse
reaction as a result of off-label use of skinny label tablets, or of any
cases where a dispenser has been found to have breached its
professional responsibilities as a result.

3.269. As explained in section 3.E.V.b.i below, skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 
were first launched in October 2015 (by Alissa with 10mg tablets). The 
paragraphs below describe the impact that the entry of skinny label tablets 
had on the market and the purchasing and dispensing decisions of 
pharmacies and wholesalers. The reaction of customers and suppliers to the 
availability of skinny label tablets confirmed what had been expected – that 
customers would switch to using skinny label tablets (as explained in section 
3.E.IV.a above). In particular:

a. The first skinny label tablet entrant (Alissa) quickly won sales (in the
same month that it entered (October 2015) and saw its sales increase
each month (see section 3.E.V.b.v below).

b. The switch to skinny label tablets continued following entry by more
skinny label tablet suppliers, including Bristol Laboratories and
Resolution Chemicals (both entering in March 2016) and AMCo
(entering in May 2016) (see section 3.E.V.b.v below).

c. A significant proportion of pharmacies, accounting for just over 50% of
all hydrocortisone tablets dispensed switched to using skinny label
tablets. The majority of those who switched were independent
pharmacies, who tended to be the most price-sensitive customers (see
section 3.E.IV.c.i below).

d. There were, however, also a significant proportion of pharmacies,
accounting for just under 50% of all hydrocortisone tablets dispensed

368 Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 
2017, response to question 3, page 3. 
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who continued to use full label tablets. The majority of those 
pharmacies were larger retail chains, who formed an assured base of 
customers for Auden/Actavis (see section 3.E.IV.c.i below). 

i. Competitor entry with skinny label tablets

3.270. In early October 2015, Alissa was preparing for the launch of its skinny label 
tablets: ‘We have 79,500 packs in stock. Target 10k packs per month, 
although initially it would be good to see 15k into the market in 
October’.369370

3.271. On 20 October 2015, Alissa announced the official launch of its skinny label 
tablets to select wholesalers and pharmacies and explained that ‘[w]e will 
only sell 10,000 packs a month into the market’ and offered to ‘ring fence a 
quantity each month’ for its customers, suggesting that customers list 
Alissa’s tablets as ‘Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets (Alissa)’.371 Alissa provided 
a promotional flyer it was said to ‘have sent to 16,320 pharmacy addressees 
in the UK’.372

3.272. Alissa’s launch, offering its skinny label tablets at a small discount over the 
full label product’s price, was successful.373 By 31 October 2015, just 11 
days after launch, Alissa had already processed sales orders for a total of 
5,530 packs.374 Alissa obtained sales orders amounting to 7,310 packs375

and 12,150376 packs in November and December 2015, respectively. This 
growing trend continued through early 2016, with sales amounting to 13,060 
packs in January and 18,615 packs in February 2016.  

3.273. On 8 and 9 March 2016 respectively, Bristol Laboratories and Resolution 
Chemicals launched their own skinny label tablets.377 Bristol Laboratories 
and Resolution Chemicals’ sales of their skinny label tablets for March 2016 
were 11,690 and 3,270 packs,378 respectively, with skinny label tablets 

369 Document 206116, email from [Alissa Senior Employee] to [] dated 9 October 2015. 
370 [] explained to the CMA that Alissa would generally target 10-20% of the market with any new launches 
given Alissa’s relatively small size. See document 206413, note of call between the CMA and []. 
371 Document 206108, email from [Alissa Senior Employee] to [] ([wholesaler]) dated 20 October 2015. See 
also document 03412, email from [Alissa Senior Employee] to [] ([wholesaler]) dated 20 October 2015. 
372 Document 03412, email from [Alissa Senior Employee] to [] ([wholesaler]) dated 20 October 2015. See also 
document 206109, flyer sent to [] ([wholesaler]) on 21 October 2015. 
373 See, for instance, document 206108, email from [Alissa Senior Employee] to [] ([wholesaler]) dated 20 
October 2015. 
374 Document 206017, Alissa's sales data for skinny 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from October 2015 to April 
2016. Alissa secured sales from short-line wholesalers []. 
375 Alissa secured new orders from [wholesalers and pharmacies] []. 
376 Alissa secured new orders from [wholesalers] []. 
377 Document 00527, Bristol Laboratories’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 17 March 2016, and 
document 00592, Resolution Chemical’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 28 June 2016.
378 Document 00529, Bristol Laboratories’ sales data for March 2016, and document 00593, Resolution 
Chemical’s sales data for March 2016. 
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achieving total sales for that month of 31,162 packs (a 17% share of all 
10mg tablet sales in March 2016).379

3.274. The speed at which skinny label tablets generated sales confirmed the 
expectation that there would be demand for skinny label tablets once they 
were made available to the market (see section 3.E.IV.b.v below). 

3.275. AMCo closely monitored these market entries and decided to enter in May 
2016 with its own skinny label tablets as a result of the declining prices for 
hydrocortisone tablets that came as a result of competition: 

a. On 8 March 2016 [AMCo Employee] told [AMCo Senior Employee 3]
that given further independent entry, ‘buyers are likely to be buying
hand to mouth from now on’ and asked for help ensuring that AMCo’s
allocation of stock from Auden was released promptly so as to be
available for sale: ‘With the market as fluid as it is at the moment I
would like to avoid any unnecessary delay in placing our stock’. [AMCo
Employee] followed up on the following day, noting that two of AMCo’s
customers ‘have both declined to buy any stock from me this month as
they are very nervous about the price dropping quickly’. [AMCo Senior
Employee 3] forwarded her email to [AMCo Senior Employee 1],
stating: ‘Further power to the bow of launching in my view. I am thinking
we go ahead and launch Asicca [sic] (or however you spell it) product
asap’.380

b. AMCo entered the market in May 2016 via an active sale to short-line
wholesaler DE Pharma381 given that it was finding it ‘a little tougher to
sell’ Actavis’s full label product382 This entry came following a meeting
between DE Pharma and AMCo in which DE Pharma reported ‘on the
increasing level of sales of skinny tablets (at the expense of full label
counterparts)’ which was ‘as a result of an increase in the number of
suppliers which had reduced prices and also increased the
supply/availability of skinny label tablets’.383384

379 Total 10mg hydrocortisone tablet sales in March 2016 were 87,218 packs. 
380 Document 202857, emails between [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 3] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] dated 8-10 March 2016. 
381 Document 202892, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 22 April 2016. On the basis of the 
contemporaneous evidence on the CMA’s case file, this was the first time that AMCo actively approached a 
short-line wholesaler with regards to skinny label hydrocortisone tablets. As a result of the meeting, AMCo 
managed to secure sales of its skinny label tablets. Sales were made in May 2016 – see Document 201045, 
Sales by Customer – Aesica Queenborough Ltd livery tab.
382 Document 202856, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 March 2016. 
383 Document 206580, note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma of 17 March 2021. 
384 DE Pharma explained to the CMA that at this moment in time there was a risk to suppliers as ‘they could lose 
a lot of potential margin because prices were falling quickly and significantly. As a result, all skinny label tablet 
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c. On 17 May 2016, [AMCo Employee] reported how part of the market
had switched to purchasing skinny label tablets: ‘I am struggling to sell
the allocation of Auden stock now that our mainline wholesaler
customers are tied into retro schemes. The shortliners have switched
their demand to the skinny products […] The market for the full fat
product is now limited to national retail chains’.385

ii. Customers’ initial reactions to skinny label entry

3.276. Once skinny label tablets were made available in the market, it was mainly 
short-line wholesalers that purchased the product in the first instance, 
consistent with [AMCo Employee]’s reports on market experience as 
explained at paragraph 3.275.a above. Contemporaneous documents and 
the explanations provided by suppliers and short-line wholesalers point to 
two reasons for this: 

a. Independent pharmacies, which are short-line wholesalers’ main
customer base and make up a substantial amount of the marketplace
(circa 40% of the market – see section 3.E.II.c above), are the most
price conscious. Since skinny label tablets were offered at a discount to
full-label tablets, independent pharmacies showed a willingness to
switch to skinny label tablets, albeit dispensing most of this stock for
off-label use.386

b. A portion of short-line wholesale was excluded from direct supply of
full-label tablets from Auden or was offered unfavourable terms as
compated to retail pharmacy, affecting its ability to compete on a level-
playing field with other wholesalers in the market.387

3.277. In contrast, suppliers of skinny label tablets explained that, initially, there was 
a degree of reticence from full-line wholesalers to stock and list skinny label 

suppliers were very keen to sell their product as quickly as possible before prices (and the margins they could 
achieve) fell further because of competition’. See Document 206580, note of call between the CMA and DE 
Pharma of 17 March 2021. 
385 Document 202905, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 17 May 2016. 
386 See, for instance, Document 206579, note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma of 23 February 2021; 
Document 206612, note of call between the CMA and Mawdsleys of 3 March 2021 and Document 206344, note 
of call between the CMA and Sigma of 4 March 2021. 
387 Document 206124, note of call between the CMA and [Alissa Senior Employee] of 23 December 2020. Alissa 
explained to the CMA that ‘[m]ost wholesalers do purchase as they have not had access to supply prior to our 
launch in 2015. The introduction of Alissa product provided an opportunity that had previously not been available 
to wholesalers’. See document 01553, Alissa’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 May 2017. 
Contemporaneous Auden email correspondence confirms this. See for instance, Document 00156, email from 
[Auden Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] and other Auden staff dated 2 June 2014; Document 
00179, email from [] to DE Pharma staff dated 8 July 2014; Document 00189, email from [Auden Senior 
Employee 3] to [] dated 11 September 2014; Document 00190, email from [] to [] (Durbin) dated 22 
September 2014; Document 00198, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] and 
other Auden staff dated 13 October 2014; and Document 00249, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] and other Auden staff dated 12 December 2014. 
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tablets and that they refused to purchase skinny label tablets for their own 
multiple retail pharmacy chains (eg Boots and Lloyds), given the decision by 
their pharmacy chains’ Superintendent Pharmacist not to stock the skinny 
label product.388

3.278. Illustrative of this dichotomy are Alliance and Boots’s internal conversations 
on the matter in December 2015:‘There has been a new entrant to the 
Hydrocortisone Tabs market, but due to the orphan status of the drug no 
new entrants will ever be able to have all of the indications. This has meant 
that there is now a two tier market for the product, pharmacists that are not 
concerned by this are using the new product, others (usually with a PSO) are 
not’.389

3.279. Section 3.E.IV.c below describes in detail the decisions taken by pharmacies 
and wholesalers towards purchasing and dispensing full and skinny-label 
hydrocortisone tablets since these were made available in the market. 

388 Document 00512, Alissa’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016; Document 206413, 
note of call between the CMA and [] (Alissa) dated 22 February 2021; Document 01553, Alissa’s email to the 
CMA dated 15 May 2017; Document 206124, note of call between the CMA and [Alissa Senior Employee] of 23 
December 2020; Document 00527, Bristol Laboratories’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 17 March 
2016; Document 01566, Bristol Laboratories’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 May 2017; and 
Document 01648, email from Resolution Chemicals to the CMA dated 13 June 2017. 
389 Document 03528, email from [] (Alliance) to [] (Boots) dated 10 December 2015. 
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c. Pharmacy and wholesaler purchasing and dispensing decisions after
skinny label entry

i. Pharmacy purchasing and dispensing decisions

3.280. As explained in section 3.E.III.a above, the overwhelming majority of 
prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets were (and continue to be) open 
prescriptions. Full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are also 
bioequivalent (see section 3.D.III.c above). Consequently, pharmacies had a 
discretion as to whether to dispense full or skinny label tablets regardless of 
what condition they had been prescribed for, which has led to widespread 
off-label use of skinny label tablets.  

3.281. The evidence collected from the ten largest pharmacy chains390 shows that 
the proportion of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets purchased, and 
therefore dispensed, varied across customers, as set out in table 3.8 below. 

390 The ten largest pharmacies account for around 57% of the UK pharmacy market (see Table 2 of the CMA’s 
report on the anticipated acquisition by Celesio AG of Sainsbury’s Pharmacy Business).  
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Table 3.8: Pharmacies' purchases of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets (March 2016 to 
November 2017) 

Hydrocortisone tablet purchase 
volumes (packs) 

Skinny label purchases (packs) 
Skinny label purchases as a 

proportion of all hydrocortisone 
tablet purchases 

2016 2017 2016 2017 2016 2017

Asda 24,956 18,409 2,453 1,852 9.8% 10.1%

Boots 151,092 161,853 1,182 2,057 0.8% 1.3%

Day Lewis 25,086 29,407 20,591 26,597 82.1% 90.4%

Lloyds 138,947 153,767 584 6,247 0.4% 4.1%

Morrisons 6,505 7,342 767 877 11.8% 11.9%

Rowlands 36,340 40,360 205 295 0.6% 0.7%

Sainsbury's 3,478 - - - 0% 0%

Superdrug 5,596 6,474 896 150 16% 2.3%

Tesco 16,718 18,677 14,895 18,289 89.1% 97.9%

Well 44,126 50,549 - 50 0% 0.1%

Other (independent) 271,654 265,529 233,290 288,071 85.9% 108.5%

Source: CMA analysis of pharmacy responses to section 26 notices and data submitted by relevant parties.  

Notes: (1) purchase volumes include packs of both 10mg and 20mgs tablets. (2) ‘Other (independent)’ volumes are calculated 
as: total sales volumes of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK – total volumes sold by AAH, Alliance, DE and Sigma – total 
volumes purchased by Day Lewis, Rowlands, Tesco and Well. (3) Day Lewis has informed the CMA that it has a wholesale 
function as well as purchasing hydrocortisone tablets for its own pharmacy dispensing.391 This means that Day Lewis’s 
purchase volumes shown in this table are higher than the volumes it dispensed as a pharmacy, and ‘Other (independent)’ 
pharmacy volumes are slightly understated. These discrepancies are not material to the CMA’s conclusions. 

3.282. Despite skinny label tablets being bioequivalent to full label tablets, readily 
dispensed off-label by many pharmacies and sold at significantly lower 
prices than Auden/Actavis's full label tablets, there were some pharmacies 
that determined that they could not or should not dispense skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets because of their assessment of a potential regulatory 
risk from dispensing off-label. In those instances, only full label tablets were 
able to meet these pharmacies' needs. Given that only Auden/Actavis was 
able to sell 10mg full label hydrocortisone tablets (with 10mg accounting for 
96% of all hydrocortisone tablets dispensed), these customers had no choice 
but to purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets and were not able to switch to 
skinny label tablets. Accordingly, these pharmacies formed an assured base 
for Auden/Actavis and accounted for slightly less than 50% of total demand 

391 Document 206416, Note of call between the CMA and Day Lewis on 16 March 2021, paragraph 2.2. 
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for hydrocortisone tablets in 2017, as shown in table 3.2 above. The 
pharmacies that had no choice but to purchase Auden/Actavis’s full label 
tablets were: 

a. Asda (approximately 10% of all purchases being skinny label tablets);

b. Boots (around 1% of all purchases being skinny label tablets);

c. Lloyds (approximately 4% of all purchases being skinny label tablets);

d. Morrisons (approximately 12% of all purchases being skinny label
tablets);

e. Rowlands (less than 1% of all purchases being skinny label tablets);

f. Sainsbury's (no purchases of skinny label tablets);

g. Superdrug (approximately 2% of all purchases being skinny label
tablets); and

h. Well Pharmacy (virtually no purchases being skinny label tablets).

3.283. These pharmacies' reasons for their purchasing decisions demonstrate that 
they had no choice but to purchase full label hydrocortisone tablets, were 
unable to switch to cheaper skinny label tablets, and would purchase and 
use skinny label tablets only in certain specific scenarios:392

a. Asda delegated the decision as to which of skinny or full label would be
purchased to AAH or Alliance.393 Given AAH's and Alliance's approach
to full and skinny label tablets at the time (see section 3.E.IV.c.ii below),
this meant that Asda purchased and used mostly full label
hydrocortisone tablets.

b. Boots determined which product to purchase based on whether the
product was fully indicated. Although price was a factor that Boots
generally considered,394 for hydrocortisone tablets, 'price was not a
factor because licensing indications determined which hydrocortisone
tablets Boots needed to use'395 and patient safety was 'the most

392 In particular, if a prescription specified a skinny label tablet or if a patient expressed a preference to receive a 
particular supplier's tablets.
393 Document 00519, responses to questions 1 and 2, Asda’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 
June 2016.   
394 Document 206577A, Note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, paragraph 2.1. 
395 Document 206577A, Note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, paragraph 2.2. Boots 
pharmacists are 'expected to give a patient the product that is licensed for their condition' (paragraph 2.2). Boots 
also 'considers the indications covered by the product before looking at price', see paragraph 2.3. This was the 
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important factor'.396 Boots 'needed a product that was licensed for 
[adrenal insufficiency in adults], which was the fully-indicated 
product'.397 Boots considered and discounted also using skinny label 
tablets because it was 'very important' for Boots that 'the decision on 
which products to purchase is simple and easy for Boots pharmacists 
to administer'398 and the financial benefit from using skinny label tablets 
was 'small and would have been lost quickly'.399 As a result, Boots 
continued to require full label tablets.400 Although Boots purchased 
some skinny label tablets, it would only dispense skinny label products 
'to meet the specific requirements of the prescriber or to ensure patient 
suitability and safety'401 or where a patient requested a specific 
suppliers' tablets.402,403

c. Lloyds Pharmacy's purchasing decision was determined by whether the
product was fully indicated. It considered the 'use of a skinny label
product outside of its therapeutic indications, and licence, when a
licensed product is available … contrary to the principles of the UK
medicines licensing system'.404 Similar to Boots, Lloyds would not use
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 'if the carved out indications are
likely to involve a significant proportion of prescribed indications,

case for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. The situation was different for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets because 'two 
fully-indicated products were available. In that case, price was a relevant factor for Boots in deciding which 
hydrocortisone tablets to use' (Document 206577A, note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, 
paragraph 2.7). 
396 Document 206577A, Note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, paragraph 2.1. Although 
Boots previously expressed full label tablets as being its 'preferred product' (Document 02175, responses to 
questions 1, 2 and 4(b), Boots’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 December 2017), its decision 
on which hydrocortisone tablets to purchase was not it expressing a 'preference' for full label tablets but rather it 
needing to purchase Auden's tablets because those were the only full label tablets available. 
397 Document 206577A, Note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, paragraph 2.4. Boots 
'discounted alternative 10mg hydrocortisone tablets because they were not licensed for adrenal insufficiency in 
adults' (paragraph 2.4). See also See also Document 02188, internal Boots email dated 11 January 2016: ‘Full 
preferred product switch – not possible as alternative product does not have all licensed indications and would 
only be acceptable clinically and ethically for 5%’. 
398 Document 206577A, Note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, paragraph 2.1. 
399 Document 206577A, Note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, paragraph 2.5.  
400 Document 02175, responses to questions 1, 2 and 4(b), Boots’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
19 December 2017: 'the decision was made to keep the Almus product as the preferred product as it covered all 
indications (i.e. full label)'; and Document 02188, internal Boots email dated 11 January 2016: ‘Full preferred 
product switch – not possible as alternative product does not have all licensed indications and would only be 
acceptable clinically and ethically for 5%’. 
401 Document 01787, responses to questions 1 and 5, Boots’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 
June 2017 and Document 206577A, note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, paragraph 
3.3. 
402 Document 206577A, note of call between Boots and the CMA dated 14 April 2021, paragraph 3.3. 
403 In an internal email chain of January 2016, Boots staff considered that Boots stores could not fully switch from 
dispensing full label tablets to skinny label tablets as it was ‘not possible as alternative product does not have all 
licensed indications and would only be acceptable clinically and ethically for 5% (650/13000 packs) dispensing’. 
See Document 02188, internal Boots email chain dated 11 January 2016.
404 Document 02198, response to question 4, Lloyds Pharmacy’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
17 January 2018. 
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involving many patients and that pharmacists will have difficulty 
defining the exact indication for which the medicine is to be used for'.405

d. Morrisons' purchasing decision was driven by whether the product was
fully indicated. Morrisons instructed its wholesaler (Alliance) to 'only
supply full label Hydrocortisone tablets to avoid complexity in store (eg
separation of skinny and full label products in the drawers) and the
possibility of inadvertent errors (eg the supply of skinny versus a full
label generic prescription)'.406 This position ensured that Morrisons'
pharmacy teams could ‘dispense without having to check/research
which licensed indications are covered by the Skinny Label, thus
making the dispensing process easier and safer for stores and
customers'.407

e. Rowlands determined its purchasing decisions based on whether the
product was fully indicated. Rowlands 'instructed' its pharmacies to
'purchase the full label product to fulfil its Hydrocortisone 10mg & 20mg
Tablets prescriptions'408 and used only full label tablets ''[b]ecause of
the complexity and legal risk involved with dispensing products outside
of their licensed indications'.409

f. Similar to Asda, Sainsbury's delegated the decision as to which of
skinny or full label would be purchased to its wholesalers (AAH and
Alliance).410 Given AAH's and Alliance's approach to full and skinny
label tablets at the time (see section 3.E.IV.c.ii below), this meant that
Sainsbury's purchased and used mostly full label hydrocortisone
tablets.

405 Document 01810, response to question 2(a), Lloyds Pharmacy’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 19 June 2017. 
406 Document 01930, email from Morrisons to the CMA dated 20 July 2017. Initially (from December 2016 to 
March 2017), more than 50% of Morrisons's purchases were skinny label tablets when Morrisons was 'reliant on 
the wholesaler' to fulfil Morrisons's 'generic order' 'in the most cost effective manner'. Its position changed from 
April 217 once its Superintendent Pharmacist 'was fully aware of the situation', (Document 01930, email from 
Morrisons to the CMA dated 24 July 2017).
407 Document 01930, email from Morrisons to the CMA dated 20 July 2017and Document 02168, response to 
question 3, Morrisons’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 January 2018. See also document 
02202, response to question 7, Alliance's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 19 December 2017: 
'Our understanding of the request [to update Alliance's ordering system to ensure that Morrisons got its preferred 
version of a product] was that Morrison's wished to ensure compliance to dispensing a fully indicated product for 
prescriptions'.  
408 Document 01836, response to question 1, Rowlands’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 June 
2017. Rowlands also explained that 'we have always advised Rowlands pharmacies to purchase the Actavis 
product as it can [be] used to treat patients of all ages. We do this by restricting our PMR systems to purchase 
the Actavis product when ordering Hydrocortisone 10mg & 20mg tablets, response to questions 1 and 6. 
409 Document 00597, response to question 5, Rowlands’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 June 
2016. 
410 Document 00601, response to question 2, Sainsbury’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 
June 2016.  
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g. Superdrug determined its purchasing decisions based on whether the
product was fully indicated. Superdrug purchased full label products 'in
preference to a Skinny label product in accordance with MHRA
guidance relating to the use of licensed products'.411 It would only
purchase skinny label tablets in certain circumstances, namely if: full
label tablets were out of stock; there was a specific patient request for a
skinny label product; the pharmacist identified a patient need for a
skinny label product; or a specific skinny label product was
prescribed.412

h. Well Pharmacy determined its purchasing decisions based on whether
the product was fully indicated. Well Pharmacy purchased only full label
tablets because ' the Auden product is the only product to carry all
indications and therefore we can dispense this product against 100% of
generic Hydrocortisone scripts'413 and to 'simplify the process for our
teams'.414

3.284. In contrast, other pharmacies, accounting for just over 50% of total demand 
for hydrocortisone tablets, considered that they could dispense off-label and 
switch to cheaper skinny label tablets. The majority of those pharmacies 
were independent pharmacies, as shown in table 3.8 above, but also 
included Day Lewis (dispensed virtually only skinny label tablets)415 and 
Tesco (virtually all purchases being skinny label tablets), with both of those 
pharmacies having switched almost entirely to using skinny label tablets. 

3.285. DE Pharma, Mawdsleys and Sigma (short-line wholesalers) explained how 
and why their customers, predominantly independent pharmacies, switched 
to skinny label tablets: 

a. DE Pharma listed (ie offered for sale) both full and skinny label tablets
because its customers wanted choice,416 taking the decision to list

411 Document 01887, responses to questions2 (a), Superdrug’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
19 June 2017. 
412 Document 01887, responses to questions 1 and 2, Superdrug’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 19 June 2017.  
413 Document 00612, response to question 2, Well Pharmacy’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 
June 2016. See also, Document 01813, response to question 6, Well Pharmacy’s response to the CMA’s section 
26 notice dated 30 June 2017. 
414 Document 00612, response to question 5, Well Pharmacy’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 
June 2016.   
415 Based on dispensing data (see Document 01885) because Day Lewis has a wholesale function as well as 
purchasing hydrocortisone tablets for its own pharmacy dispensing (see Document 206416, Note of call between 
the CMA and Day Lewis on 16 March 2021, paragraph 2.2), meaning that Day Lewis's' purchase volumes are 
higher than the volumes it dispensed as a pharmacy.
416 Document 01779, response to question 4, DE Pharma's' responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 
June 2017. 
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skinny label tablets from January 2016.417 DE Pharma 'dual listed 
skinny and full label tablets and let its customers choose which to 
purchase'.418 Independent pharmacies, who are 'very price sensitive',419 

switched to skinny label tablets because 'the skinny label tablet was 
cheaper'. Switching to skinny label tablets was 'facilitated by open 
prescriptions'420 and increased over time as the price gap between full 
and skinny label tablets increased.421

b. Mawdsleys explained that it 'became aware that customers were
interested in skinny label tablets' from seeing sales increasing.422

Independent pharmacies, 'who are more price sensitive',423 'would
purchase skinny label tablets if the price was lower than the price of full
label tablets'.424

c. Sigma started selling skinny label tablets because its customers,
independent pharmacies, who are 'very price-sensitive',425 demanded
'the cheapest product which is the Skinny label'.426 Pharmacists were
able to choose between full and skinny label tablets because
prescriptions were open.427

417 Document 01779, response to question 2, DE Pharma's responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 
June 2017. 
418 Document 206579, Note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma dated 23 February 2021, paragraph 2.7. 
419 Document 206579, Note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma dated 23 February 2021, paragraph 2.2. 
See also paragraph 2.3: 'a price difference of only a few pence might be enough for an independent pharmacy to 
switch'; and paragraph 5.1 'Independent pharmacies' purchasing decisions are all about price and stock 
availability. A lot of wholesalers and pharmacies buy on the penny'. 
420 Document 206579, Note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma dated 23 February 2021, paragraph 2.9. 
421 Document 206579, Note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma dated 23 February 2021, paragraph 2.10. 
422 Document 206612, Note of call between the CMA and Mawdsleys dated 3 March 2021, paragraph 2.7. 
423 Document 206612, note of call between the CMA and Mawdsleys dated 3 March 2021, paragraph 2.5. 
424 Document 206612, Note of call between the CMA and Mawdsleys dated 3 March 2021, paragraph 2.5. See 
also paragraph 2.4: 'if skinny was below the price of the full labels, a lot of independents would by skinny'. 
425 Document 206582, note of call with Sigma dated 4 March 2021, paragraph 2.3. See also paragraph 2.5: 
independent pharmacies are 'sensitive to price', as a result of which the 'short-line wholesale segment of the 
market buys based on price'. Independent multiple pharmacies (those with around 50 to 100 shops) are 'even 
more price sensitive' than independent pharmacies, paragraph 2.5. 
426 Document 01855, response to question 4.a, Sigma's response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 June 
2017. Sigma also 'has to compete with other wholesalers who offer both labels and therefore, we stock both 
labels', response to question 4.c. 
427 Document 01855, response to question 4.b, Sigma's response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 June 
2017: 'The independent retail pharmacists in my opinion do not get a prescription specifically for Skinny or Full 
label product. The prescriptions are almost always generic not specifying the brand'. See also Document 206582, 
note of call with Sigma dated 4 March 2021, paragraph 2.2: 'To fill such an open prescription, it does not matter if 
the product is full or skinny label, so long as the pharmacist fills the prescription with hydrocortisone tablets it is 
fine'. 
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ii. Wholesaler purchasing decisions

3.286. Pharmacies either purchase hydrocortisone tablets directly from a supplier or 
through a wholesaler. Where they purchase through a wholesaler, pharmacy 
demand therefore determines wholesaler demand.428

3.287. The evidence collected from wholesalers shows that the proportion of skinny 
label hydrocortisone tablets purchased, and therefore sold, also varied 
across customers. 

3.288. The principle difference in sales between full-line and short-line wholesalers 
was due to short-line wholesalers (eg DE Pharma, Mawdsleys and Sigma) 
selling predominantly to independent pharmacies, in contrast to full-line 
wholesalers (AAH and Alliance) selling predominantly to large pharmacy 
chains. As seen from table 3.9 below: 

a. The two largest full-line wholesalers (AAH and Alliance) mainly sold full
label hydrocortisone tablets.429 This is consistent with many of their
customers being large pharmacy chains who, as explained in section
3.E.IV.c.i above, had no choice but to purchase full label
hydrocortisone tablets. However, their sales of skinny label tablets to
customers other than their respective integrated pharmacy chains
(Lloyds and Boots) increased substantially in 2017.

b. In contrast, DE Pharma and Sigma430 predominantly sold skinny label
hydrocortisone tablets. This is consistent with their customers being
predominantly independent pharmacies who, as explained in section
3.E.IV.c. above, were the primary customers who switched to skinny
label hydrocortisone tablets.

428 Document 02197, responses to questions 6 and 7, AAH's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 19 
December 2017; Document 02202, responses to questions 6 and 7, Alliance’s responses to the CMA’s section 
26 notice dated 19 December 2017; Document 01779, response to question 4, DE Pharma's response to the 
CMA's section 26 notice dated 21 June 2017; Document 01855, response to question 4, Sigma’s responses to 
the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 June 2017; and Document 206612, note of call between the CMA and 
Mawdsleys dated 3 March 2021, paragraph 3.3. 
429 Document 02202, response to question 6, Alliance’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 
December 2017; and Document 02197, response to question 7, AAH’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 19 December 2017.  
430 The CMA did not obtain sales data from Mawdsleys. 
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Table 3.9: Wholesalers' purchases of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets (March 2016 to 
November 2017) 

Hydrocortisone tablet 
purchase volumes (packs) 

Skinny label purchase 
volumes (packs) 

Skinny label purchases as a 
proportion of all 

hydrocortisone tablet 
purchases 

2016 2017 2016 2017 2016 2017

AAH and Alliance 483,845 520,249 46,409 107,020 10% 21% 

AAH 272,788 257,843 24,29 45,827 9% 18%

AAH: to customers 
other than Lloyds 

133,841 104,076 23,708 39,580 18% 38%

Alliance 211,057 262,406 22,117 61,193 10% 23%

Alliance: to customers 
other than Boots 

61,308 98,416 21,264 59,359 35% 60%

DE Pharma and 
Sigma 

78,283 98,509 50,445 86,187 64% 87%

DE Pharma 49,411 62,869 30,025 52,827 61% 84% 

Sigma 28,872 35,640 20,420 33,360 71% 94%

Source: CMA analysis of wholesaler responses to section 26 notices. 

Note: purchase volumes include packs of both 10mg and 20mgs tablets. 

3.289. The evidence indicates that short-line wholesalers' customers 
(predominantly independent pharmacies) are more price sensitive (and 
therefore more likely to buy skinny label hydrocortisone tablets) than full-line 
wholesalers. Full-line wholesalers made their decision on which 
hydrocortisone tablets to stock based on a broad range of factors, whereas 
short-line wholesalers prioritised price, leading them to sell more skinny label 
tablets. 

3.290. The two largest full-line wholesalers AAH and Alliance explained that, when 
deciding which hydrocortisone tablets to stock, they considered factors 
including: customer demand; customer preferences; cost price and market 
selling price; product characteristics and suitability (including what 
indications the product was licensed for); product interchangeability; supplier 
service levels/reliability; and availability of product. Customer demand and 
preferences, and product characteristics and suitability were the most 
important factors considered by AAH and Alliance, followed by product 
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interchangeability and 'commercials' (including but not limited to purchase 
price) for AAH and pricing and service level considerations for Alliance.431

3.291. AAH and Alliance explained that they offer both full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets and the decision on which product to purchase is 
ultimately made by customers (ie pharmacies).432,433 Although customers 
can request Alliance to update its ordering system to ensure that a customer 
gets a particular product, only Boots434 and Morrisons435 expressly requested 
a full label product. AAH also confirmed that only Lloyds expressly requested 
a full label product.436

3.292. AAH identified 'product characteristics/customer preference', 'licensed 
indications' and 'product interchangeability' as factors that limit or reduce 
AAH's ability or willingness to switch between different suppliers of 
hydrocortisone tablets.437

3.293. Alliance further explained that: 

'only the Actavis UK Hydrocortisone Tablets had the indication for 
adrenal insufficiency in adults. Without the same indications it would 
not be appropriate for Alliance to switch to purchasing Hydrocortisone 
Tablets from other suppliers that did not have this indication, for supply 
to customers as a substitute for the Actavis UK Hydrocortisone tablets. 
In addition, information received from both Actavis, other manufacturers 
on the market and from Boots indicated that the skinny label product 
could not be used for 95% of prescriptions, therefore Actavis UK knew 
that Alliance were not able to switch the majority of its purchases to the 
Skinny label product […] Alliance did list versions of the skinny label 

431 Document 01586 and Document 01581, response to question 5, AAH’s and Alliance’s responses to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 4 May 2017. 
432 Document 02197 and Document 02202, responses to questions 6 and 7, AAH’s and Alliance’s responses to 
the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 December 2017. 
433 However, some customers, such as Asda explained that ‘the decision as to which of skinny or full label will be 
purchased from AAH and Alliance is taken by the wholesaler’, therefore delegating this to the wholesalers; see 
Document 00519, responses to questions 1 and 2, Asda’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 
June 2016.   
434 Document 01581, response to question 3, Alliance's response to the CMA's section 26 notice of 4 May 2017: 
'it was indicated to Alliance Healthcare by Boots that they would not be able to utilise the new versions as they 
lacked this indication and so they would need to continue to purchase the Actavis version'. 
435 Document 02202, response to question 7, Alliance’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 
December 2017. 
436 Document 02197, response to question 7, AAH’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 December 
2017.  
437 Document 01586, response to question 5(c), AAH's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 4 May 
2017. 
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product for customers that wished to purchase it however the majority 
of demand was still for the Full label version'.438

3.294. Short-line wholesalers DE Pharma and Sigma, on the other hand, sold 
almost entirely skinny label hydrocortisone tablets. They explained that this 
was driven by customer demand,439 which, in their case were independent 
pharmacies, who were price sensitive440 and did not dual stock.441 Sigma 
further clarified that the 'drug tariff lists only one product and therefore the 
demand for our customers who are independent retail pharmacists is for the 
cheapest product which is Skinny label'.442

V. Developments in the supply of hydrocortisone tablets

3.295. This section explains how prices (per pack)443 and volumes changed for 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets prior to, during and after the 
Infringements. This section includes a description of the independent entry 
that took place from 2015, and the effect of Auden/Actavis’s price rises on 
NHS Reimbursement Prices. 

3.296. In summary: 

a. Following the acquisition of the hydrocortisone tablets MAs, Auden
started selling hydrocortisone tablets from April 2008 at a prices that
were 549% (10mg) and 380% (20mg) higher444 than MSD and
proceeded to consistently increase its prices over a prolonged period of
time (from April 2008 to June 2015). Once Allergan acquired AM
Pharma, Actavis continued to increase its prices for hydrocortisone
tablets. Hydrocortisone tablet prices peaked at £72.14 in April 2016
(10mg tablets) and £72.19 in December 2015 (20mg tablets).

b. Following independent entry by a number of competing suppliers,
Actavis's prices started to fall. However, Actavis's price decreases were

438 Document 02202, response to question 3, Alliance’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 
December 2017. See also Document 01581, response to question 3, Alliance's response to the CMA's section 26 
notice dated 4 May 2017. 
439 Document 01779 and Document 01855, response to question 4, DE Pharma’s and Sigma’s responses to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 June 2017. 
440 Document 206579, Note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma dated 23 February 2021, paragraph 2.2 
and 2.3 and Document 01855, response to question 4, Sigma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
21 June 2017. 
441 Document 206580, Note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma dated 17 March 2021, paragraph 2.1.b. 
442 Document 01855, response to question 4, Sigma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 June 
2017. 
443 In this section and throughout the Decision (unless where stated), prices are Average Selling Prices. Average 
selling price (ASP) is defined as the gross price per pack for each of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, net 
of rebates, and is usually presented monthly. Average prices have been computed by dividing sales values by 
the corresponding sales volumes. 
444 A price of £4.54 per pack compared to MSD’s price of £0.70 per pack (10mg) and a price of £5.14 per pack 
compared to MSD’s price of [£1-£4] per pack (20mg). 
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steady over a prolonged period of time. In contrast, other suppliers' 
prices, including both skinny label 10mg and 20mg tablet prices and 
Waymade's 20mg full label tablet prices, fell quickly and significantly as 
competition intensified between those suppliers. 

c. Following independent entry, there were significant and persistent price
differences between Actavis's prices and the prices charged by its
competitors. The price difference narrowed more quickly for 20mg
tablets due to the presence of a second full label tablet supplier
(Waymade), with Actavis's prices and the prices charged by its
competitors converging around early 2018. In contrast, the price
difference between Actavis’s prices and the prices charged by its
competitors for 10mg tablets persisted [].

d. Until 2015 when independent entry occurred, that is, for nearly eight
years, Auden/Actavis was the sole supplier of 10mg and 20mg
hydrocortisone tablets, with a share of supply of 100% (by either value
or volume).445 Following independent entry, competition eroded
Auden/Actavis’s share of supply to some degree, but shares then
flattened out at around 50% by volumes (and higher in value terms), a
feature which persisted throughout the Infringements.

a. Pre-entry period

i. Changes in Auden/Actavis’s prices of hydrocortisone tablets

3.297. Auden/Actavis increased its prices446 significantly from the point at which it 
first commenced sales of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK, in April 2008, and 

445 See section 4.C.II.c.i below on the relevance of Auden/Actavis’s supply arrangements with Waymade and 
AMCo to its market shares. 
446 For Auden/Actavis, the gross price is calculated by excluding the sales to AMCo, Waymade, and 
intercompany sales as these sales do not reflect prices to wholesalers or pharmacies and were distorted by the 
Agreements. Although the CMA sought to use data on prices net of rebates, this was not possible for Actavis 
prior to September 2015, and so rebates have been apportioned as follows: 
AM Pharma's rebate policy was to link rebates to the overall revenue from the sale of products covered by a 
rebate agreement (Document 00670, paragraph 3.2(a), AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 23 June 2016). However, Accord-UK was unable to attribute the rebates balance to specific customers or 
products (including hydrocortisone tablets) prior to June 2015, when Allergan acquired AM Pharma (Document 
00639, paragraph 1.2, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 March 2016). Given that 
revenue is likely to have been the key driver behind AM Pharma’s rebates policy, the CMA considers that 
revenue is the most appropriate basis on which to allocate rebates to hydrocortisone tablets before June 2015 
and that it should be presented as a percentage discount on gross prices. Accord-UK also submitted that it has 
'significant concerns as to the accuracy of some of this [rebate] information for the period prior to 2012' 
(Document 00649, email from King & Wood Mallesons to the CMA dated 19 May 2016). The CMA, therefore, 
considers that it cannot place reliance on any rebates figures before 2012 and subsequently has estimated the 
appropriate discount during this period by extrapolating the 2012 rebates discount backwards. (If 2011 rebate 
information were used, the discount would have amounted to 18% for hydrocortisone tablets. However, the CMA 
notes this is significantly larger than the average 5% rebate applied during 2012-2015, and is therefore not an 
appropriate basis to calculate rebates.) Accord-UK submitted AM Pharma’s rebates data up to May 2015. This 
data was extrapolated forwards until September 2015, when the sales of hydrocortisone tablets were transferred 
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continued increasing prices until they reached their peak (of £72.14 in April 
2016 (10mg tablets) and £72.19 in December 2015 (20mg tablets)). Overall, 
from 2008 to their peak, Auden/Actavis’s prices increased by 1,489% (10mg) 
and 1,304% (20mg).447

3.298. The evolution of Auden/Actavis's monthly prices, together with NHS 
Reimbursement prices, is shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11 below. 

to Accord-UK. The CMA notes that there are some inconsistencies between the monthly revenue figures used to 
calculate Accord-UK’s rebates and the monthly revenue figures submitted by Accord-UK. Accord-UK explained 
that this is due to the information on rebates coming from a different source than the original information on 
revenues submitted by Accord-UK. However, the CMA notes that the differences in revenues are very small (less 
than 1%) and therefore would not have a material impact on the calculation of Accord-UK’s prices.  
Given that Actavis UK is unable to identify the level of rebates which are attributable to individual customers, the 
total rebates balance (of which a portion is allocated to hydrocortisone tablets) includes rebates issued to AMCo 
and Waymade. This is a conservative approach as the rebates balances are likely to be overstated and therefore 
prices will be reduced below their actual levels. 
447 An increase from £4.54 to £72.14 per pack (10mg) and from £5.14 to £72.19 per pack (20mg). 
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3.299. Prices began to increase significantly soon after Auden launched its generic 
versions of hydrocortisone tablets (see paragraph 3.341) and by June 2010 
Auden's monthly prices had increased to: 

a. £29.60 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, an increase of £25.06,
representing a 552% increase; and

b. £35.34 for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, an increase of £30.20,
representing a 588% increase.

3.300. On 18 July 2010, the Daily Mail published an article titled '"NHS doesn't care 
about cost of medicine": Drugs firms accused of profiteering by raising prices 
by ONE THOUSAND per cent',449 which alleged that Auden was 'profiteering 
after imposing huge price rises for commonly prescribed drugs', including 
hydrocortisone tablets, in relation to which it was described as implementing 
'huge unexplained price increase[s]'. 

3.301. Shortly afterwards, the Daily Mail published a follow-up article titled 'Drug 
firm slashes prices after MoS [Mail on Sunday] investigation – saving 
taxpayer £500k',450 which reported that Auden had 'slashed the price of its 
hydrocortisone tablets, used to treat kidney patients, by £7.40 – saving the 
NHS almost £500,000 on its monthly drugs bill'. 

3.302. This price drop was reflected in Auden's prices: in June 2010, its price for 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets was £29.60 but this fell to £16.42 in August 
2010. However, by September 2010, the price had again increased to 
£30.20. 

3.303. Following publication of the Daily Mail articles, prices were relatively stable 
for a time. Auden’s prices for both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
remained around £30 throughout 2011. They then began to increase once 
more. Between June 2010 and December 2013, Auden's monthly price 
increased from: 

a. £29.60 to £36.03 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, an increase of £6.43,
representing a 22% increase; and

b. £35.34 to £41.39 for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, an increase of £6.05,
representing a 17% increase.

449 ‘‘NHS doesn’t are about cost of medicine’: Drugs firms accused of profiteering by raising prices by ONE 
THOUSAND per cent’, Daily Mail, 18 July 2010. 
450 ‘Drug firm slashes prices after MoS investigation – saving taxpayer £500k’, Daily Mail, 25 July 2010. 
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3.304. From December 2013 until Allergan's acquisition of AM Pharma in May 
2015, Auden’s monthly price increased at a quicker rate, from: 

a. £36.03 to £54.99 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, an increase of
£18.96, representing a 53% increase; and

b. £41.39 to £64.03 for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, an increase of
£22.64, representing a 55% increase.

3.305. Prices continued to increase after Allergan acquired AM Pharma in May 
2015 and transferred its business to Accord-UK from September 2015 
onwards. Actavis’s monthly prices reached a peak of: 

a. £72.14 in March 2016 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, an increase of
£17.15 relative to May 2015, representing a 31% increase; and

b. £72.19 in October 2015 for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, an increase of
£8.16 relative to May 2015, representing a 13% increase.

ii. Volume and share of supply

3.306. From 2008 until 2015, that is for seven years during the pre-entry period, 
Auden was the sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK with a share 
of supply of 100% (by both value and volume).451

3.307. Figure 3.12 below shows volumes of hydrocortisone tablets dispensed in 
each year from 2003 to 2020. It illustrates that: 

a. Total volumes of 10mg tablets grew at a constant rate (of around 4%
each year on average), consistent with 2% being new prescriptions
each year (see paragraph 3.126).

b. Total volumes of 20mg tablets were broadly stable.

451 See section 4.C.II.b.i below on the relevance of Auden/Actavis’s supply arrangements with Waymade and 
AMCo to its market shares. 
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Figure 3.12: 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets total volumes, 2003-2020 

Source: CMA analysis based on NHS BSA data 

b. Post-entry period

i. Entry in UK supply of hydrocortisone tablets

3.308. 2015 marked the start of independent entry by suppliers of hydrocortisone 
tablets other than Auden/Actavis: 

a. In July 2015 Waymade was the first independent entrant for 20mg
tablets, entering the market with full label 20mg hydrocortisone tablets
manufactured by Aesica.452

b. In October 2015, Alissa was the first independent entrant for 10mg
tablets, entering the market with skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone
tablets manufactured by Orion.453

3.309. Following those initial launches, further independent entry took place as 
follows: 

452 Document 200003, paragraph 1.3, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016.  
453 Document 00512, paragraph 1, Alissa’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016.  
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a. In March 2016, Resolution Chemicals entered the market with skinny
label Hydrocortisone Tablets manufactured by Eirgen Pharma
Limited.454

b. Between March and April 2016, Bristol Laboratories entered the market
with skinny label 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, a product that
it manufactured itself.455

c. In May 2016, AMCo entered the market with skinny label 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets manufactured by Aesica.456

d. In February 2017, Teva entered the market with skinny label 10mg and
20mg hydrocortisone tablets, a product that it manufactured itself.457

e. AMCo’s subsidiary, Focus, commenced supplying 20mg and 10mg
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets manufactured by Lamda in August
and September 2017, respectively.458

f. In November 2017, Genesis Pharmaceuticals entered with skinny label
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets [].459

g. In February 2019, Renata UK Limited entered with skinny label 10mg
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Renata manufactures the product
and distributes through its partnership with Flynn Pharma.460 As of May
2019 Renata has only sold 10mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK
market.

3.310. Entry dates and product supplied are shown in table 3.13 below. 

454 Document 00592, paragraph 1, Resolution Chemicals’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 28 
June 2016. 
455 Document 00527, paragraph 5, Bristol Laboratories’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 17 March 
2016. 
456 Document 201353, Notes of oral hearing with Concordia dated 20 July 2017.  
457 Document 01646, Teva’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 May 2017. 
458 Document 02662, AMCo’s response to question 1 of the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 January 2018.  
459 Document 02249, Genesis Pharmaceuticals’ response to questions 7 – 8 of the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 15 January 2018. 
460 Document 03893, Renata’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 June 2019, response to 
question 1. 
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Table 3.13: Dates of independent entry by hydrocortisone tablet suppliers 

Date of entry Supplier Full label Skinny label 10mg 20mg 

July 2015 Waymade X X

October 2015 Alissa X X

March 2016 Resolution Chemicals461 X X X

March 2016 Bristol Laboratories X X X

May 2016 AMCo (Aesica)462 X X

February 2017 Teva X X X

November 2017 Genesis Pharmaceuticals X X X

February 2019 Renata X X X

3.311. From table 3.13 above it is evident that: 

a. With the exception of Waymade’s 20mg tablets, all entrants supplied
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, which means that for 10mg tablets
Auden/Actavis was the only full label supplier, and for 20mg tablets
Auden/Actavis was one of only two full label suppliers.

b. While there was a delay of a few months between the first entrants and
subsequent entrants for both 10mg and 20mg tablets, by March 2016,
with the entry of Resolution Chemicals and Bristol Laboratories, there
were three independent suppliers of both tablet strengths.

3.312. Since entry, some suppliers have subsequently exited the market or ceased 
supplying temporarily: 

a. Advanz stopped supplying from February 2021;463

b. Alissa stopped supplying from around December 2020;464

461 Mylan commenced distributing 10mg hydrocortisone tablets in June 2017 and 20mg tablets in July 2017, 
supplied by Resolution Chemicals (see Document 02836.B, response to questions 3 and 4, Mylan’s response to 
the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 February 2018). Mylan is therefore not separately considered in this 
section as its sales are captured within Resolution Chemicals’ sales data.  
462 AMCo also started selling skinny label 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets through its subsidiary, Focus, in 
August 2017 (for 20mg tablets) and October 2017 (for 10mg tablets). See Document 206657, Focus and 
Amdipharm’s Hydrocortisone Tablet Sales.
463 Document 206694, letter from Morgan Lewis to the CMA dated 15 June 2021.   
464 Document 03850, email from Alissa to the CMA dated 26 June 2019; Document 205859, Alissa Healthcare 
Hydrocortisone UK sales Date in response to CMA s.26 on sales rolling data; and Document 205936, email from 
Alissa to the CMA dated 16 December 2020. 
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c. Bristol Laboratories temporarily stopped supplying between May and
November 2018;465

d. Renata temporarily stopped supplying from February 2020;466 and

e. [].467

ii. Changes to Auden/Actavis's prices

3.313. Independent entry prompted Auden/Actavis’s prices468 to fall, and prices fell 
steadily from the point of entry throughout the post-entry Infringement period 
and subsequently. 

3.314. However, Auden/Actavis’s prices fell more slowly than those of its 
competitors (see section 3.E.V.b.iv below). 

3.315. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 below show how prices of 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets (both those of Auden/Actavis and competitors, and 
the Drug Tariff price) evolved following independent entry by a number of 
competing suppliers. 

465 Document 03173, email from Bristol Laboratories to the CMA dated 5 June 2018. See also, Document 03774, 
Bristol’s Laboratories in response to CMA s.26 on sales rolling data.
466 Document 205284, emails from Diamond Pharma Services (on behalf of Renata) to the CMA dated 10 and 12 
August 2020. See also, Document 204964, Renata’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 June 
2019. 
467 Document 206689, Waymade’s response to question 4 of the CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 June 2021.  
468 The issues with rebates data (described in footnote 446 above) were not present from September 2015 
onwards: from September 2015 until 9 January 2017, Accord-UK provided monthly rebates data, for both 10mg 
and 20mg tablets. Since Intas' acquisition of Accord-UK on 9 January 2017 onwards, Accord-UK has provided 
average monthly sales price data, net of all discounts and rebates. 
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3.316. From March 2016, prices began to decrease as new independent suppliers 
of hydrocortisone tablets entered the market. By December 2016, Actavis's 
monthly prices had decreased from: 

a. £72.14 to £57.57 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, a decrease of
£14.57, representing a 20% decrease; and

b. £62.43 to £40.76 for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, a decrease of
£21.67, representing a 35% decrease.

3.317. Prices for 10mg tablets continued to decrease at a broadly consistent rate 
following Intas' acquisition of Accord-UK in January 2017. By the end of the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, Actavis's monthly prices had decreased from 
£57.57 to £20.23 in July 2018 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, a decrease of 
£37.34, representing a 65% decrease. 

3.318. Since the end of the Infringements, prices have continued to fall further still 
though at a declining rate, and by April 2021, Actavis’s monthly prices had 
decreased from: 

a. £20.23 in July 2018 to [£1-£4] for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, [];
and

b. £40.76 in December 2016469 to [£1-£4] for 20mg hydrocortisone
tablets, [].

3.319. Auden/Actavis's prices for 20mg fell more quickly than its 10mg prices. For 
example, by the end of 2017, around 18 months after independent entry 
began, 10mg prices had reached £29.33 whereas 20mg prices were £15.66 
(price falls of 56% and 72% respectively from the pre-entry prices of £66.76 
(in October 2015) and £55.06 (in June 2015) respectively). In mid-2018, 
when 20mg prices between Auden/Actavis and competitors’ had converged 
(see paragraph 3.325 below), prices had reached £20.23 for 10mg tablets 
and £7.78 for 20mg tablets, further falls of 31% and 50% respectively. 

iii. Changes to competing prices

3.320. As explained above, independent entry of hydrocortisone tablet suppliers 
commenced in 2015, and, with the exception of Waymade’s 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, all entrants supplied a skinny label product. 

469 The last full month before the end of the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, and this month has been used on a 
cautious basis because prices increased in January 2017, so comparing to that month could overstate the extent 
of the price decrease. 
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3.321. The following trends are evident from figures 3.14 and 3.15: 

a. It was independent entry of competing suppliers that reversed the
previous upwards trajectory in Auden/Actavis’s prices and led to
Auden/Actavis’s prices falling.

b. The prices of both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets sold by
competing suppliers fell following independent entry from early 2016.
The rate of decline was rapid between 2016 and the end of 2017 (for
example, 10mg prices fell by 89% and 20mg prices fell by 88% in that
period), and then continued at a slower rate to present (10mg prices fell
by []% and 20mg prices fell by []% during that period). Prices of
10mg tablets continue to decline to date (based on data up to April
2021), whereas 20mg tablet prices appear to be flattening. For
example, between October 2020 and April 2021, [].

c. Prices of competing tablets have been fairly consistent with one
another, whereas there has been a continual price difference
Auden/Actavis’s prices and those of between competing suppliers (see
below).

3.322. In relation to the impact on prices of independent entry by individual 
competitors: 

a. In the months immediately following entry by both Alissa (supplying
10mg skinny label tablets in October 2015) and Waymade (supplying
20mg full label tablets in July 2015), Actavis's and the entrant’s prices
tracked one another closely, and peaked or started to fall gradually.

b. Bristol and Resolution entered in March 2016, followed by AMCo in
May 2016. At this point competitors’ prices began to fall more sharply,
and to diverge from Actavis’s prices.

iv. Changes to price differences (relative and absolute)

3.323. Figures 3.16 and 3.17 below show Auden/Actavis’s full label prices, and 
those of competitors, that is, average skinny label prices and Waymade’s full 
label prices (20mg only). Figures 3.18 and 3.19 below show the absolute 
and relative price differences between Auden/Actavis’s prices and those of 
competitors. 
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Figure 3.16: 10mg full and skinny label tablet prices

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.

Figure 3.17: 20mg full (Auden/Actavis and Waymade) and skinny label tablet prices

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.
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Figure 3.18: 10mg absolute and relative price differences between full and skinny label tablet 
prices

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.

Figure 3.19: 20mg absolute and relative price differences between Auden/Actavis prices and 
competitors’ tablet prices

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.

3.324. Following independent entry, Auden/Actavis was able to maintain a 
significant price differential as compared to its competitors' prices for both 



 

 

10mg and 20mg tablets throughout the Infringements. Figures 3.16 to 3.19 
show: 

a. There was a large gap (ie absolute price difference) between full and
skinny label hydrocortisone tablet prices, that is between
Auden/Actavis’s prices and competitors’ prices for 10mg tablets during
the Infringement period (that is, until July 2018). While this gap has
narrowed over time, [].

b. There was a large gap between Auden/Actavis’s prices and 20mg
competitors’ prices (that is both skinny label hydrocortisone tablets and
Waymade’s prices, which largely moved together) during the
Infringement period (that is, until January 2017). Since the Infringement
period ended however, prices have converged such that, since early
2018, full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablet prices (and
Auden/Actavis’s and competitors’ prices) have been indistinguishable.

c. The relative gap between Auden/Actavis’s prices and its competitors’
prices grew throughout the Infringement periods, such that at the end of
the Infringement period Auden/Actavis’s prices were five times higher
than competitors’ prices for 10mg tablets and twice competitors’ prices
for 20mg tablets. Since the end of those Infringement periods those
relative price gaps have declined. However, whereas latest data (as of
April 2021) shows [].

3.325. Figures 3.16 to 3.19 also illustrate differences between the evolution of 
prices for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, namely that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices fell more quickly and then converged with the prices 
charged by competing suppliers more quickly for 20mg tablets. For 20mg 
tablets, prices had converged by around early 2018, whereas for 10mg 
tablets, although the absolute gap between Auden/Actavis’s prices and 
competitors prices has been steadily narrowing, []. 

3.326. While the number of entrants and entry dates are broadly similar between 
10mg and 20mg tablets, a key difference is the presence of a second full 
label supplier of 20mg tablets, that is, Waymade. The price trends indicate 
that the presence of a competing full label supplier has resulted in a faster 
decrease in Auden/Actavis’s prices and a faster convergence of prices 
between Auden/Actavis and its competitors’ prices, when compared to the 
evolution of 10mg prices where there was no competing full label tablet 
supplier.  
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v. Changes to shares of supply

3.327. The shares of supply of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets by value and 
volume are shown in figures 3.20 to 3.23 below.

Figure 3.20: 10mg hydrocortisone tablets shares of supply by volume

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.
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Figure 3.21: 10mg hydrocortisone tablets shares of supply by value

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.

Figure 3.22: 20mg hydrocortisone tablets shares of supply by volume

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.
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Figure 3.23: 20mg hydrocortisone tablets shares of supply by value

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.

3.328. As illustrated in figures 3.20 to 3.23, following independent entry, 
Auden/Actavis lost share to competing suppliers, with changes as follows:

a. Although competitors made sales immediately upon entry and won
market share from Auden/Actavis, the overall uptake of skinny label
tablets was gradual. For example, skinny label tablets represented 18%
for 10mg and 35% for 20mg of all hydrocortisone tablets sold by three
months after entry, 28% for 10mg and 23% for 20mg by six months
after entry, and took 18 months for 10mg and 15 months for 20mg to
reach a 50% share of supply by volume.

b. During the Infringement period, competing suppliers' shares were
usually between 10-20% (by either value or volume), and rarely
exceeded this level.

c. 10mg skinny label tablet volumes stabilised around 50%. For example,
the average share for skinny label suppliers is 43% across the post-
entry Infringement period, and [ ]% during the post-Infringement
period.

d. Whereas Actavis’s shares of supply by volume declined gradually and
then stabilised around 50%, the shares of supply of competitors have



 

 

 

 

not been stable and instead have fluctuated with different suppliers 
winning larger shares at different times. 

e. Shares of supply by value follow a similar pattern to shares of supply by
volume, though 10mg value shares, and 20mg value shares during the
Infringement period, were higher than volume shares reflecting the fact
that Auden/Actavis’s prices of its full label tablets were higher than
those of its competitors (that is, 10mg and 20mg skinny label tablets
and Waymade’s 20mg full label tablets). Since 2018, 20mg
hydrocortisone tablet value and volume shares have been similar to
one another, reflecting that Auden/Actavis and competitors have been
charging, and continue to charge, similar prices.

3.329. These shares of supply trends are consistent with the price patterns 
explained above in that they show: 

a. The steepest and most significant falls in prices (both Auden/Actavis’s
and its competitors’) occurred in the period immediately following
independent entry of several suppliers, that is around March 2016
onwards, when there was switching from full to skinny label tablets.

b. After the initial period of switching to skinny label tablets, the continued
rivalry between competing suppliers (as seen through the volatile
shares) has resulted in prices continuing to fall after the initial phase of
entry and prices between those competing suppliers converging with
one another over time. By contrast, the gap between Auden/Actavis’s
prices and its competitors’ prices narrowed more slowly over time (and
even increased in relative terms) during the Infringement period.

c. Changes in the NHS Reimbursement Prices for hydrocortisone tablets
in the UK

3.330. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 above show Auden/Actavis’s prices and the average 
NHS Reimbursement Price for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
separately over the period January 2007 to April 2021. 

3.331. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 above demonstrate that the monthly average NHS 
Reimbursement Prices for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets largely 
followed the same trend as Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets prices, 
with the exception of 20mg tablets following entry when NHS 
Reimbursement prices were substantially higher than Auden/Actavis’s prices 
(and also average selling prices) until the switch to category M: 
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a. NHS reimbursement prices for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets
increased from £0.70 and [£1-£4] in April 2008 when the medicine was
sold as a branded product by MSD, to £87.90 and £102.75 in March
2016 as a result of Auden/Actavis’s regular price increases over the
period, representing price increases of 12,457% and 9,503%,
respectively.470

b. Following independent entry by competing suppliers of 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets, the monthly NHS Reimbursement Prices fell
broadly on the same trend as Auden/Actavis’s prices, falling from
£87.90 in March 2016 to [].

c. For 20mg tablets, there was little downward trend in NHS
Reimbursement Prices (ie it did not follow 20mg prices) due to the
calculation of the Reimbursement Price based on 20mg tablets being in
category A (see section 3.E.I.b above). Belatedly, 20mg tablets
switched to category M in June 2019, resulting in a significantly lower
reimbursement price (falling by [] from £102.75 in March 2016 to
[]).

d. The effects of Auden/Actavis' price increases on the NHS

3.332. During the Unfair Pricing Abuses NHS expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets 
rose dramatically and remained extremely high. 

3.333. In 2007, the NHS's annual UK expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets was 
approximately £500,000. NHS expenditure increased significantly as a result 
of Auden/Actavis's price increases, reaching a peak of almost £84 million in 
2016 (that is, 161 times higher than in 2007).471

3.334. The effects of Auden/Actavis’s price increases persisted for years following 
entry. This is illustrated in table 3.24 and figure 3.25 below. The total NHS 
expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets during the Unfair Pricing Abuses was 
£465m on 10mg hydrocortisone tablets472 and £19.6m on 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets.473

470 NHS Reimbursement Price for Hydrocortisone Tablets peaked in March 2016. The absolute price increase 
over this period for 10mg and 20mg tablets was £87.20 and £101.68, respectively. 
471 CMA calculations using the number of hydrocortisone tablets (including ‘Hydrocortone’ tablets) dispensed and 
the NHS Reimbursement Price data contained within the PCA data for England, Wales, Scotland and Northern 
Ireland. 
472 CMA calculations, from 1 October 2008 to 31 July 2018. 
473 CMA calculations, from 1 October 2008 to 8 January 2017. 
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Table 3.24: NHS annual UK expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets  

(£m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

10mg 0.5 7.4 26.2 33.4 35.1 39.3 44.0 55.8 70.3 79.6 58.2 36.3 24.5 9.3 

20mg 0.04 0.4 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.9 3.7 4.2 3.9 3.3 1.8 0.4 

Total 0.5 7.8 27.5 35.1 36.8 41.1 46.1 58.7 74.1 83.8 62.1 39.6 26.3 9.6 

Source: NHS BSA data based on PCA data 

Figure 3.25: NHS annual UK expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets (£m) 

Source: NHS BSA data based on PCA data 

F. Conduct under investigation

3.335. This section sets out facts relevant to the conduct that is the subject of this 
Decision. In doing so, the CMA sets out below a broadly chronological 
narrative of the facts of each Infringement.  

I. Facts relevant to the Unfair Pricing Abuses

3.336. As explained above, hydrocortisone tablets were first brought to the UK 
market in December 1955 when MSD sold the drug under the brand name 
'Hydrocortone'.474 The MHRA granted UK MAs for 10mg475 and 20mg476

474 The ‘Hydrocortone’ trademark was registered (730276) in the UK on 17 May 1954 (Document 00561, 
response to question 1, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 22 June 2016).   
475 PL 00025/5053R. 
476 PL 00025/5054R. 
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hydrocortisone tablets to MSD on 23 February 1989477 which were approved 
for a number of indications, including for adrenal insufficiency in adults. 

3.337. As a branded product, MSD's hydrocortisone tablets were regulated under 
the PPRS. MSD remained the sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets until it 
sold its hydrocortisone business to Auden in April 2008. According to MSD, 
any patents relevant to the sale of Hydrocortone would have expired at the 
latest during the 1970s. As a branded product, however, Hydrocortone 
remained under the PPRS after loss of exclusivity, and its regulated price 
remained low. Between 2006 and 2008, pharmacies purchased 
Hydrocortone for an average price of £0.70 per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, and [£1-£4] per pack of 20mg tablets.478 Although it no longer held 
information relating to its cost of manufacture, MSD 'would assume that this 
was below the selling price of Hydrocortisone Tablets'.479

3.338. In April 2008, Auden acquired the MAs480 and Hydrocortone trademark from 
MSD.481 This transaction included the following payments by Auden:482

a. £20,800, plus VAT, for hydrocortisone Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient
('API') to be supplied from MSD to Auden;483

b. £10,000, plus VAT, for the assignment of the 1989 Auden MAs;484 and

c. £190,000 for the assignment of the Hydrocortone trademark.485

477 Document 00623, Annex A: Hydrocortisone Tablets with Additional Data for CMA, MHRA’s response to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 February 2016.  
478 Document 00561, response to questions 1, 3 and 4, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 22 
June 2016. 
479 Document 00561, response to question 7, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 22 June 
2016.  
480 The MHRA approved the transfer on 3 June 2008, with authorisation number 17507/0097 and 17507/0098 for 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets respectively (Document 00623, Annex A: Hydrocortisone Tablets with 
Additional Tablets with Additional Data for CMA, MHRA’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 
February 2016).  
481 Merck & Co., INC, a New Jersey, U.S. Corporation, was the original proprietor of the trademark and 
transferred it to Auden as part of the transaction to acquire the MAs for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
Document 00556, Trademark Assignment Agreement executed on 7 April 2008. (See also Document 00639, 
response to question 4, paragraph 4.1, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 March 
2016; and Document 00561, response to question 1, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 22 
June 2016). 
482 Document 00561, response to question 5, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 22 June 
2016. 
483 All unused stock of Hydrocortisone API owned by MSD’s affiliate Merck Sharp & Dohme International 
Services B.V. and held by MSD at its Cramlington facility. This amounted to approximately 40 kilograms 
(Document 00557, clause 7.1 and Schedule D, Agreement for the Assignment of Marketing Authorisation (U.K) 
executed on 7 April 2008). 
484 Document 00557, clause 6.1 Schedules A and B, Agreement for the Assignment of Marketing Authorisation 
(UK) executed on 7 April 2008. 
485 Document 00556, clause 2, Trademark Assignment Agreement executed on 7 April 2008. 
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3.339. The value of the Hydrocortone brand therefore made up 95% of the price 
Auden paid for the right to sell hydrocortisone tablets. 

3.340. MSD stopped accepting orders for wholesale hydrocortisone tablets under 
the Hydrocortone brand from 18 April 2008.486

3.341. Auden introduced a generic version of hydrocortisone tablets on its own 
licence487 which was available from 21 April 2008.488 The branded version 
was discontinued.489 These tablets were small and round and could not 
easily be halved, which led certain patients to raise this issue with the 
DHSC.490 Auden subsequently reintroduced the oval, ex-MSD-type tablets 
under the MAs granted to MSD and continued to market and sell 
hydrocortisone tablets under the generic name,491 sourced from a third-party 
CMO, Tiofarma, based in the Netherlands.492

3.342. Once Auden had genericised the drug, hydrocortisone tablets were no 
longer controlled by the PPRS and fell under Category A of the Drug Tariff. 
Although, as explained above, this category is calculated by reference to a 
range of wholesalers' and/or manufacturers' prices,493 Auden – as the sole 
supplier in the UK – supplied all of these wholesalers with hydrocortisone 
tablets. Consequently, Auden was able to set (and increase) its prices 
without any constraint from the NHS Reimbursement Price. 

3.343. Having de-branded the drug, Auden entered the UK market in April 2008 
with a monthly average selling price (‘ASP’) of: 

a. £4.54 per pack of 10mg tablets; and

b. £5.14 per pack of 20mg tablets.

486 Document 00561, responses to questions 1 and 3, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 response dated 
22 June 2016.  
487 PL 17507/0054 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and PL 17507/0055 for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
488 Document 00618, response to question 2, DHSC’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 July 
2016.  
489 Document 00618, response to question 2, DHSC’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 July 
2016. 
490 Document 00618, response to question 2, DHSC’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 July 
2016.   
491 Document 00020, Pharmaceutical Services Negotiating Committee, Drug Tariff News – Hydrocortisone tablets 
10mg and 20mg dated 19 May 2008. 
492 Document 00452, response to question 4, Tiofarma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 April 
2016. See also Document 00639, paragraph 4.2, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
18 March 2016. 
493 See section 3.C.V.d above. 
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II. Facts relevant to the 20mg Agreement

a. Waymade develops its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

3.344. In summary: 

a. Waymade launched a project to develop its own hydrocortisone tablets
in late 2008.

b. Waymade’s CMO Aesica manufactured four batches of 20mg tablets
between June 2009 and November 2010. Three of these batches
passed all required testing although the fourth batch failed dissolution
testing.

c. In November 2010, Waymade expected to launch its 20mg tablets in
2011 and forecast that it would have sufficient stock to meet demand
throughout 2011.

d. By 28 March 2011 Waymade had satisfied all regulatory conditions to
launch its 20mg tablets from the first three batches.

e. Waymade received commercial stock on 9 May 2011. While selling this
stock, Waymade planned to adjust the formulation of its product
(changing the inactive ingredient) to make future batches more stable
in response to the dissolution failure of the fourth batch.

f. However, Waymade did not launch its product in 2011 and had no
further communication with Aesica on 20mg tablets until August 2013.

3.345. Waymade acquired an MA for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in 1998 as part 
of a basket of assets.494 The MA was ‘full label’  – it included the indication 
‘adrenal insufficiency in adults’ in its SmPC – as it predated Plenadren’s 
orphan designation and subsequent MA (see section 3.D.III above).495

3.346. On 2 September 2008, [Waymade Senior Employee 1] noted that Auden had 
de-branded hydrocortisone tablets and informed Waymade’s Head of 
Generics: ‘hydrocortisone tabs 20mg we have a license [sic] and I want to 
launch. the brand by MSD has been discontinued.’496

494 PL 06464/0701. The MHRA approved transfer of the MA from Knoll Limited to Waymade on 11 January 1999. 
The price paid for the basket of assets, including trademark and other IP rights, stock and goodwill, was 
£255,000. Document 200003, paragraphs 1.1 and 4.2, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 5 May 2016.
495 Document 200003, response to question 18, paragraph 18.1, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 5 May 2016. 
496 Document 300705, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 3] dated 2 
September 2008. 
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3.347. In or around October 2008, Waymade therefore commenced discussions 
with a CMO, Aesica, to develop its own hydrocortisone tablets.497

3.348. In June and July 2009, Aesica manufactured two validation batches of 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets for Waymade. A ‘validation batch’ refers to a batch of 
tablets produced for ‘process validation’, a mandatory step in drug 
development in which the manufacturer must provide ‘scientific evidence that 
the manufacturing process is capable of producing consistently good product 
at the intended commercial scale’. Typically, three batches produced at the 
intended commercial scale must pass process validation. Unlike 
‘development’, ‘engineering’ or ‘placebo’ batches, successful validation 
batches can be subsequently sold.498

3.349. The two validation batches were manufactured using an unmodified starch 
maize formula and totalled 237,960 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (the ‘First 
and Second Batches’499). 

3.350. Aesica identified no material issues with the First and Second Batches, 
which passed quality testing (part of ‘process validation’)500 on 5 August 
2009 and 12 February 2010 respectively, and commenced stability testing. 
Stability testing assesses pharmaceutical products’ viability for patient 
consumption over designated periods of time and is used to establish the 
products’ shelf life in specified packaging and climatic conditions.501

497 Document 200292, paragraph 3.1, paragraphs 3.5 to 3.7, and Annexes 1 to 4, Aesica’s response to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. Waymade initially gave Aesica to understand that it would require 
455,000 tablets (around 15,166 packs) of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets per year, and 136,000 tablets (around 
2,266 packs) of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets per year. At this stage, the tablets were to be packaged in blister 
packs. However, before any supply took place, Waymade changed the packaging format, stipulating that the 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets were to be placed in glass bottles.
498 See Document 301329, note of call with Aesica dated 20 March 2018, paragraphs 21 to 24 and 29 to 32; 
Document 302483, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 31 October 2018, page 61, line 3 to page 62, 
line 8; Document 302539, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 30 October 2018, page 19, lines 449 to 
454. 
499 Batches 6002398 and 6002893. See Document 301886, 20mg hydrocortisone tablet comparative dissolution 
profiles, 7 December 2010 and Document 302554, paragraphs 1.1 and 2.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 12 February 2019.  
500 See Document 302483, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 31 October 2018, page 61; lines 3 to 
25. 
501 Stability testing can be ‘real time’ (testing conditions and duration set an exactly corresponding shelf life, eg 
six months in an ambient climate) or ‘accelerated’ (more extreme testing conditions over a shorter duration set a 
longer shelf life in milder conditions, eg three months testing in a hot, humid climate sets a six month shelf life in 
ambient climate). Accelerated stability testing must be subsequently supported by real time stability testing. See 
Document 301329, note of call with Aesica dated 20 March 2018, paragraphs 47 to 54; Document 302539, 
transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 30 October 2018, page 34, line 816 to page 36, line 867; 
Document 302483, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 31 October 2018, page 53, line 2 to page 54, 
line 2. 
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3.351. The First and Second Batches had expiry dates of June 2012 and July 2012 
respectively.502

3.352. In November 2010,503 Aesica manufactured two further batches of 115,117 
and 144,714 20mg hydrocortisone tablets respectively, using an unmodified 
starch maize formula: the first one in order to complete the three-batch 
validation process (the ‘Third Batch’504) and the second one for 
commercialisation (the ‘Fourth Batch’505). The Third Batch passed quality 
testing on 17 November 2010 and had an expiry date of 30 November 
2013.506

3.353. In early November 2010, Waymade completed its commercial volume 
forecast for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Waymade concluded that it would 
have ‘sufficient stock from the validation batches for 2011’ due to the ‘low 
market volume for the 20mg strength’ and, consequently, that Aesica would 
‘not be required to manufacture the 20mg strength during the remainder of 
[…] 2011.’507 Waymade therefore expected in November 2010 that its 
existing validation batches of 20mg tablets would suffice to meet demand for 
its product throughout 2011. 

3.354. The three validation batches all passed ‘dissolution testing’ (part of ‘process 
validation’ for solid oral dosage forms such as tablets which analyses how 

502 Document 200292, paragraph 6.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016; 
Document 300039, email from [] to [], [Aesica Employee], [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Senior 
Employee 3], [] and [] dated 8 April 2010; and Document 302554, paragraphs 1.1, 3.1 and 3.2, Aesica’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 12 February 2019 and attachments Document 302555, 
transaction history for batch 6002398 and Document 302556, transaction history for batch 6002893.  
503 See Document 302554, paragraph 1.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 12 February 
2019.  
504 Batch 6013365. See Document 301886, 20mg hydrocortisone tablet comparative dissolution profiles, 7 
December 2010.  
505 Batch 6013367. See Document 301708, Aesica investigation report dated 16 December 2010 attached to 
Document 301707, email from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 10 March 2014. 
506 Document 302554, paragraphs 1.1 and 2.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 12 
February 2019 and attachment Document 302557, transaction history for batch 601335; See also Document 
300119, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Employee], 
[], [Waymade Employee], [], [], [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Employee] and others dated 3 
November 2010; Document 300120, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee], [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Employee], [], [Waymade Employee], [], [] 
[Waymade Employee] and others dated 8 November 2010; Document 300125, email from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [], [], [], [Waymade Employee], [], [Waymade 
Employee], [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Employee] and others dated 29 November 2010; 
Document 301708, Aesica investigation report dated 16 December 2010 attached to Document 301707, email 
from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 10 March 2014; Document 301695, email from [Aesica 
Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 3 March 2014; and Document 300544, email from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] to [], [] and []dated 13 May 2016. 
507 Document 300120, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2], []and others dated 8 November 2010.  
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the product has dissolved).508 However, on 13 December 2010 Aesica 
notified Waymade that the Fourth Batch had failed dissolution testing.509

3.355. Aesica believed that the reason the Fourth Batch had failed dissolution 
testing was its formulation, specifically the use of unmodified starch. It 
recommended that it reformulate the product to replace the unmodified 
starch with partially pregelatinized starch. This would improve the tablets’ 
dissolution.510

3.356. Waymade noted internally that a ‘decision to reformulate the 20mg tablet 
might need to be considered at some point in the future.’511 In the meantime, 
it projected launching its 20mg tablets in May or June 2011. In December 
2010, January 2011 and February 2011, Waymade consistently reported 
internally that the ‘Launch of 20mg tablet is still on track for May or June 
2011.’512

3.357. In preparation for launch, in December 2010 Waymade instructed Aesica to 
pack the Third Batch as it had the longest shelf life of the first three 
batches.513

3.358. On 22 February 2011, process validation of Waymade’s 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets was completed and approved.514

508 Document 301329, note of call with Aesica dated 20 March 2018, paragraphs 27 and 28. 
509 Document 301708, Aesica investigation report dated 16 December 2010 attached to Document 301707, email 
from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 10 March 2014. See also Document 302554, paragraphs 
3.1 and 3.2, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 12 February 2019 and attachments 
Document 302555, transaction history for batch 6002398, Document 302556, transaction history for batch 
6000289 and Document 302557, transaction history for batch 6013365, which confirm that the First and Second 
Batches and the Third Batch passed quality testing on 5 August 2009, 12 February 2010 and 17 November 2010.
510 Document 301708, Aesica investigation report dated 16 December 2010 attached to Document 301707, email 
from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 10 March 2014. See also Document 302554, paragraphs 
3.1 and 3.2, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 12 February 2019 and attachments 
Document 302555, transaction history for batch 6002398, Document 302556, transaction history for batch 
6000289 and Document 302557, transaction history for batch 6013365, which confirm that the First and Second 
Batches and the Third Batch passed quality testing on 5 August 2009, 12 February 2010 and 17 November 2010.
511 Document 300125, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [], [], 
[Waymade Employee] and others dated 29 November 2010.  
512 Document 300136, Monthly Report Sovereign Generics December 2010, page 2. The same was reported in 
Document 300149, Monthly Report Sovereign Generics January 2011, page 2; and in Document 300158, 
Monthly Report Sovereign Generics February 2011, page 2. See also Document 300138 email from [Waymade 
Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Employee] dated 18 January 2011, which said, ‘The timings all look positive in 
comparison to the original plan’. 
513 Document 300127, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Employee], [] and others 
dated 13 December 2010 and Document 300177, Minutes update of joint Aesica Sovereign review 31/3/11, page 
1. See also Document 301708, Aesica investigation report dated 16 December 2010 attached to Document
301707, email from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 10 March 2014.
514 Document 200292, paragraph 6.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016.
See also 206002, Validation Summary Report for Hydrocortisone 20mg Tablets (TSR/513).
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3.359. By 28 March 2011, the MHRA had approved ‘[a]ll outstanding variations’ to 
Waymade’s 20mg MA and, consequently, the launch of Waymade’s 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets.515

3.360. Waymade was now ready to launch its 20mg product. Its [] [Waymade 
Employee] internally reported on 25 March 2011 that the 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets ‘manufactured by Aesica (30 tablets in glass bottles) 
can now be released for sale’ with the ‘original 36 month shelf life […] 
retained’.516 [Waymade Senior Employee 3] noted on 28 March 2011 that 
Waymade was ‘now free to launch the 20mg [hydrocortisone tablet] strength 
in glass bottles’.517

3.361. Waymade’s plan was to launch with its Third Batch (the validation batch with 
the longest shelf-life) and to reformulate to address the dissolution issue in 
the meantime. It believed that this batch would provide it with enough stock 
to last until the end of 2011, and that subsequent batches would then use 
the revised formulation. Work on reformulating the 20mg tablet was planned 
to take place ‘ca mid-year’. 518 In preparation for this, in April 2011 Waymade 
sent Aesica a request for proposal (‘RFP’) for the development of three 
reformulated batches of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets with pre-gelatinised 
rather than maize starch.519

515 Document 200003, paragraph 10.4, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016; 
and Document 300736, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Employee], [], [], [Waymade Employee] and others dated 28 March 2011. 
See also Document 301469, email from [Waymade Employee] to Regulatory Dept, Medical, Sovereign Group, 
Artwork Mailbox and Technical dated 23 March 2011; and Document 301478, []’s Projects April 2011, slide 2, 
attachment to Document 301477, email from [] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [] and others dated 5 
April 2011.
516 Document 301471, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] and others dated 25 March 2011. See also Document 301475, email from [Waymade Employee] to 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and others dated 25 March 2011: ‘Product 
manufactured at Aesica with this batch size can be released’.  
517 Document 300736, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2], [] , [Waymade Employee], [Waymade Employee], [], [], [], [Waymade Employee], 
[], [] and [] dated 28 March 2011. See also Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] 
interview dated 12 November 2018, page 24, lines 6 to 9.
518 Waymade met with Aesica on 31 March 2011. The minutes of that meeting confirmed that: regulatory 
approval for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets was obtained and that Waymade could ‘now start selling in 30 [tablet] 
bottles’; the 20mg hydrocortisone tablet ‘validation batches’518 were to be ‘used until stock expires (end 2011)’; 
forecasted sales of 150,000 hydrocortisone tablets per annum would commence from May 2011; and 
reformulation of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets replacing maize starch with pre-gelatinised starch was planned 
‘following agreement, ca mid-year’. Document 300166, Minutes of joint Aesica Sovereign review 31/3/11, pages 1 
to 2. See also Document 300736, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], 
[Waymade Senior Employee 2] and others dated 28 March 2011: It is proposed that the next manufacture of 
20mg will be with a revised formulation’; and Document 300176, email from [Aesica Employee] to [] , [], [] 
and others dated 27 April 2011; and attached Document 300177, Minutes update of joint Aesica Sovereign 
review 31/3/11, confirming that the ‘shipping plan for [the] beginning [of] May [was] on track’ and that the 
reformulation was planned ‘following urgent RFP [request for proposal] agreement’. 
519 Document 200292, paragraph 6.1, Aesica’s response to section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. See also 
Document 301478, []’s Projects April 2011, slide 2, attachment to Document 301477, email from [] to [], 
[Waymade Senior Employee 2], [] and others dated 5 April 2011. 
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3.362. Waymade expected to launch its 20mg tablets after Aesica delivered them in 
May 2011. Internal meeting minutes from April 2011 noted that ‘[l]aunch 
activities’, such as ‘establishment of PIP code’520 and ‘pricing and 
communication to sales colleagues’, were ‘underway’ and that the ‘[l]aunch 
will occur immediately after release into stock.’521

3.363. On 9 May 2011, Aesica supplied Waymade with 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets from the Third Batch packed in glass bottles ‘for 
commercialisation’.522 This supply consisted of 106,800 tablets packed in 
3,560 bottles of 30 tablets which had an expiry date of 30 November 
2013.523 According to Waymade’s forecasts, this should have been sufficient 
stock to last at least for the rest of 2011.524

3.364. On 11 May 2011, Aesica submitted a proposal for the 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablet ‘starch replacement project’ set out in Waymade’s RFP of 19 April 
2011.525

3.365. However, there was no further communication between Aesica and 
Waymade regarding 20mg hydrocortisone tablets for over two years: until 
August 2013.526

b. Waymade enters into a supply agreement with Auden for 20mg
hydrocortisone tablets and ‘freezes’ its 20mg product

3.366. In summary: 

a. In the first half of 2011 Waymade approached Auden to negotiate a
supply deal for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. It chose not to release its

520 The PIP code is a unique seven-digit coding system used to ensure traceability and accurate product 
information when ordering pharmaceutical products. It is provided by Chemist Druggist (C+D) and allows for 
generic products to be more easily ordered, dispensed and tracked. See: UK Sees PIP Codes Expand To Cover 
Hospital Drugs | Pharma Intelligence (informa.com).
521 Document 300167, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [], 
[Waymade Employee] and others dated 4 April 2011; Document 300171, email from [Waymade Employee] to 
[], [Waymade Employee], [Waymade Employee] and others dated 26 April 2011. See also Document 300170, 
Monthly Report Sovereign Medical March 2011, page 2.
522 Document 200292, paragraphs 1.3 and 6.1, Aesica’s response to section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. See 
also Document 300544, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] and [Waymade Senior Employee 2] 
dated 13 May 2016; and Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 
2018, page 54, lines 4 to 6: ‘in May, we had the product […], we’d received the packed product from Aesica and it 
was in a condition ready to be released’. 
523 Document 200292, paragraph 3.6, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016; and 
Document 300544, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] and [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 
13 May 2016.
524 Waymade’s initial order for 2009 envisaged supply of 136,000 tablets per year. Document 200292, paragraph 
3.5, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. 
525 Document 200017, email from [] (Aesica) to [Waymade Senior Employee 3] dated 11 May 2011. 
526 Document 200292, paragraph 6.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. 
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20mg tablets for sale or progress reformulating until those negotiations 
reached a conclusion. 

b. On 11 July 2011 Waymade and Auden reached an agreement for
Auden to supply Waymade with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.

c. After concluding this agreement, Waymade held its commercial stock
and explored selling it outside the UK.

3.367. In anticipation of bringing its 20mg hydrocortisone tablets to launch-
readiness in mid-2011, Waymade approached Auden in the first half of 2011 
to negotiate a supply deal for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.527 Waymade’s 
plan was to pursue the two workstreams in parallel. On 23 December 2010  
[Waymade Senior Employee 3] informed [Waymade Senior Employee 1] that 
'[…] the earliest launch of our Hydrocortisone product in glass bottles is May 
or June 2011. This is tracking with the project plan. […] With regards to a 
negotiation with Auden Mckenzie, I suggest that opening a discussion in 
January would be about right. IMS suggests that the UK market for 
Hydrocortisone 20mg tablets x 30 is valued at 38,000 packs and £1.6m a 
year'.528

3.368. Waymade’s internal documents stated that it would not release its own 20mg 
product for sale, or press ahead with reformulation, until its negotiations with 
Auden had reached a conclusion. For example: 

a. An internal Waymade report for April 2011 recorded that '[d]elivery of
the 20mg strength tablets […] will […] be delivered week commencing
09 May. The product will be released into stock and then frozen529

pending the outcome of the negotiations with Auden McKenzie'. The
report concluded that the 'Hydrocortisone project continues to progress
smoothly and in a timely fashion'.530

527 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraph 
1.16; and Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 
11, lines 20 to 23. 
528 Document 300138, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
December 2010, page 2 (emphasis added).
529 [Waymade Senior Employee 3] explained to the CMA that ‘the product would be released into stock, it means 
it passes the quality aspect, such as its approved by the quality community and released into stock from a quality 
perspective, but then it’s frozen on the system so that orders can’t be inadvertently taken and product 
despatched. It’s disabled if you like’. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] further explained the ‘explicit meaning’ of the 
April 2011 report was that the ‘product could be launched but it was decided that […] the product would not be 
launched’, adding that the ‘reference to ‘frozen’ means that orders couldn’t be inadvertently taken and product 
despatched’. See Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 
2018, part 2, page 32, line 15 to page 33, line 7. [Waymade Employee] confirmed that ‘frozen’ mean that ‘nobody 
could actually put a sales order on and process’ the product. See Document 302405, transcript of [Waymade 
Employee] interview dated 23 November 2018, page 66, lines 25 to 27.
530 Document 300180, Monthly Report Sovereign Generics April 2011, page 2 (underlined emphasis added). 
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b. Hydrocortisone tablets meeting minutes circulated by [Waymade Senior
Employee 3] on 9 May 2011 reported that Aesica would deliver
'[f]inished packs of 20mg tablets in glass' to Waymade that week but
the '[s]tock [would] not be released for sale pending the outcome of
commercial negotiations with a third party'.531 The 'outcome of these
discussions' would 'inform the decision as to whether the 20mg tablet is
reformulated in line with the 10mg tablet'.532 On 6 June 2011, having
held regular weekly meetings to discuss the progress of the project
since its inception, Waymade decided that ‘no further regular Monday
meetings are necessary’.533

c. After Waymade received the tablets packed from the Third Batch,
[Waymade Senior Employee 3] confirmed on 16 May 2011 that the
'[d]elivery of 20mg strength tablets [had been] received from Aesica,
released into stock and 'frozen' pending commercial negotiations with a
third party'.534

3.369. As the negotiations with Auden progressed towards a conclusion, Waymade 
considered that it might not need to pursue reformulating its 20mg product. 
[Waymade Senior Employee 3] suggested that if Waymade was 'confident 
that the Auden McKenzie trading relationship is going to stick', then 
Waymade would 'not need to reformulate at the current time'.535

3.370. Waymade and Auden reached an agreement for Auden to supply Waymade 
with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets on 11 July 2011. The agreed terms of 
supply were: 

a. Auden would supply 1,000 packs of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets per
month to Waymade from July 2011 at £4.50 per pack.

b. Of the 1,000 packs per month:

531 [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Senior Employee 3], [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade 
Employee] told the CMA that the ‘third party’ was or was likely to be Auden Mckenzie. See Document 301312, 
transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 2] interview dated 28 March 2018 page 28 lines 1 to 8; Document 
301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018 page 29 lines 6 to 10; 
Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 37 line 26 to 
page 38 line 8; page 47 lines 6 to 14; page 53 lines 14 to 19; and Document 302405, transcript of [Waymade 
Employee] interview dated 23 November 2018, page 64, lines 11 to 19.
532 Document 300178, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2] and others dated 9 May 2011 (emphasis added).  
533 Document 300184, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and 
others dated 6 June 2011. 
534 Document 300182, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2] and others dated 16 May 2011.
535 Document 200017, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 23 
June 2011 (emphasis added). 
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i. 200 packs would be supplied to Waymade for sale to its own
customers; and

ii. the remaining 800 packs would be bought back immediately by
Auden at a market rate of £34.50 (the ‘Buyback’).536

3.371. As explained in section 6.D.II.c.i below, the CMA has found that in return, 
Waymade agreed not to enter the market with its 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

3.372. After concluding the 20mg supply deal, Waymade continued to hold the 
tablets packed from the Third Batch.537 An internal Waymade report for the 
year 2011 stated that ‘[d]espite hitting [its] margin target’ it had ‘48 products 
that were below the forecasted figure’ predominately ‘due to delayed 
launches’.538 This included 20mg hydrocortisone tablets which had budgeted 
sales of £25,440 and actual sales of £0. Waymade’s internal record of its 
MAs listed the Aesica-manufactured 20mg hydrocortisone tablets as ‘Not 
marketed’, meaning ‘No plans to market’ (as opposed to ‘Not currently 
marketed’, meaning ‘Plans to launch/re-launch following resolution of 
issues’).539

3.373. Though Waymade did not launch the tablets packed from the Third Batch in 
the UK, it explored the possibility of selling them overseas. On 30 January 
2012, Waymade was contacted by the pharmaceutical wholesaler Ambe 
Limited which requested to purchase 1,500 packs of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets for a customer in Yemen. Waymade offered ‘3,550 packs of 20mg’ 
with an ‘11/2013 expiry at a good price’ stipulating that ‘they MUST be 
exported and guarantee they do not end up back in UK’.540 The number of 
packs and expiry date corresponds with the quantity and expiry date of the 
tablets packed from the Third Batch.  

3.374. Junior Waymade staff later queried why it was not selling the tablets packed 
from the Third Batch. On 13 March 2013, [Waymade Employee] emailed 

536 Document 300619, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 11 July 
2011.  
537 Internal Waymade product manufacturing reports recorded: ‘[p]acked stock of 20mg [hydrocortisone] tablets 
on site at Waymade’, see Document 300209, Product Manufacturing Monthly Report August 2011, page 4; and 
Document 301521, Product Manufacturing Monthly Report September 2011, page 4.
538 Document 300220, 2011 Report Sovereign Medical, page 4, attachment to Document 300219, email from [] 
to [Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 10 February 
2012.  
539 For example, Document 300345, Excel file dated March 2018 attached to Document 300344, email from 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 22 March 2013. See also Document 300277, email from [Waymade 
Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 4 September 2012: ‘You asked last week about the 
Hydrocortisone 20mg that we currently have but are not marketing’. 
540 Document 300216, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 31 January 2012. 
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[Waymade Employee]541 indicating that he had ‘just come across the product 
above [subject line reads ‘hydrocortisone 20mg 30 sov’] pip code 116-1108 
and the description line has a dot before the description therefore no one 
can see this for selling’. Noting that the ‘expiry date on this [was] 11/2013’ he 
asked, ‘do you know if you want to sell?’ [Waymade Employee] responded 
that Waymade would be ‘holding the stock and not selling it’, adding that he 
would confirm with [Waymade Senior Employee 4] on how to proceed. 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] subsequently instructed [Waymade 
Employee] to ‘leave the stock where it is’, explaining that ‘we area ware [sic] 
it is going out of date but need it available just in case’.542 [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] explained to the CMA that the inclusion of ‘sov’ (for ‘Sovereign 
Generics’) in the product description indicated that this was Waymade’s 
Aesica-manufactured stock (ie the tablets packed from the Third Batch) 
rather than product supplied by Auden.543

c. Waymade returns to its 20mg project at times during the 20mg supply
deal, which ends in April 2015

3.375. In summary: 

a. The supply deal remained in place, with variations to its terms, until 30
April 2015.

b. During that time, Waymade periodically re-engaged with its 20mg
hydrocortisone tablets project – in particular after it began negotiations
in February 2014 to sell its 20mg MA to AMCo, when AMCo’s
scepticism about its launch-readiness prompted Waymade to order
fresh batches from Aesica in April 2014.

c. From at least March 2014 onwards, Waymade had to chase Auden to
obtain payment under the Buyback. Auden ceased paying Waymade
under the Buyback on 30 April 2015.

d. Between April 2014 and July 2015 Waymade experienced some delays
to production and delivery of the batches it had ordered from Aesica.
However, by July 2015 it was once more ready to launch its 20mg
tablets.

541 Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 2, page 
7, lines 18 to 21. 
542 Document 300790, emails (i) from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 March 2013; (ii) 
from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 March 2013; and (iii) from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] to [Waymade Employee] dated 8 April 2013 (emphasis added). 
543 Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 2, page 
5, line 9 to page 6, line 9; and page 9, lines 3 to 19. 
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3.376. The supply terms agreed between Auden and Waymade in July 2011 
remained in place throughout 2011 and 2012544 with some variations to the 
terms introduced from April 2013.545

3.377. On 27 March 2013, [Waymade Senior Employee 2] emailed [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] a proposal which set out under the title 'Current 
Scenario (Annualised)' the annual value of Auden's cash transfer to 
Waymade for the Buyback packs (£288,000 or 12 x £24,000) (labelled as 
'Marketing Fee')546 as well as a 'Proposed Scenario' which increased this 
'Marketing Fee' to £400,000 (or £33,333 per month). The proposal 
concluded with the 'Share' which was listed as '33%'.547 On the following 
day, 28 March 2013, [Waymade Senior Employee 1] emailed [Waymade 
Senior Employee 4]: ‘before we order Hydrocort 20mg ,plase [sic] wait for 
me to speak to [Auden Senior Employee 1]’.548 From April 2013, the monthly 
cash transfer from Auden to Waymade increased to £34,800 (see Table 3.26 
below). 

544 See, for example, Document 300336, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] dated 27 December 2012: ‘We have also ordered the normal 200 x 20mg’; Document 300761, email 
from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 28 March 2012: ‘We will have another 200 next week, need to 
shift the 300 we have collected’; and Document 300202, Waymade purchase order to Auden dated 10 August 
2011.  
545 Document 200003, paragraphs 11.7 to 11.10, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 
May 2016; and Document 200010, Annex 12 of Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 
May 2016. 
546 The Buyback was also referred to within Waymade as ‘Fee re Hydrocortisone’ and ‘Promotional Fee’ – see 
Document 300760, spreadsheet attached to Document 300758, email from [Waymade Employee] to [] dated 
16 December 2011; and Document 300275, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 24 July 
2012. The Buyback was attributed to ‘PROMO. SERVICES IN RES. OF HYDTA 20MG’ and was recorded as 
pure profit – see, for example, 300826, file attached to Document 300825, email from 
<notification.message@waymade.co.uk> to <sales-3@waymade.co.uk> dated 1 March 2014; Document 
300852, file attached to Document 300851, email from <notification.message@waymade.co.uk> to <sales-
3@waymade.co.uk> dated 1 August 2014.
547 Document 300785, spreadsheet titled ‘Proposal’ in ‘Copy of Hydrocortisone 20mg 30 sales data’ attached to 
Document 300784, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 27 March 
2013. 
548 Document 300352, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 28 
March 2013. 
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3.378. The 20mg supply deal remained in place, with the variations described 
above, until 30 April 2015. During that time – especially at moments when 
the 20mg supply deal did not run smoothly, or another external event 
provided a stimulus – Waymade periodically re-engaged with its 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets project. 

3.379. In August 2013 Waymade began to query the amount Auden invoiced it for 
the 200 packs supplied for resale to its own customers. On 30 August 2013, 
Auden informed Waymade that the 'price for Hydrocortisone 20mg tabs have 
been increase [sic] to £37.50'. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] forwarded the 
email to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] the same day, explaining Waymade 
had 'placed order for September at £34.50' and asking 'Do you want to 
pursue with [Auden Senior Employee 2] or shall I?'. [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2] indicated he would 'follow up with [Auden Senior Employee 
2]'.556

3.380. In August 2013 Waymade also had its first contact with Aesica on 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets since 11 May 2011. On 13 August 2013, [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2]557 emailed []558 [] following a meeting the preceding 
week, indicating that Waymade ‘may require a batch of hydrocortisone 20mg 
tabs to be made’.559

3.381. In February 2014 Waymade began negotiations to sell its 20mg MA to 
AMCo.560

556 Document 300404, emails from [] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 4] and others and between 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] and [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 30 August 2013. See also Document 
300400, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 30 August 2013. Similar exchanges occurred in 
October 2013 (Document 300407, email from [] to [] and others dated 2 October 2013; and Document 
300407, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 2 October 2013); 
January 2014 (Document 301667, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] 
dated 22 January 2014); April 2014 (Document 300447, email from [] to [] dated 4 April 2014; Document 
300448, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 7 April 2014); September 2014 (Document 
300477, email from [] to [] dated 17 September 2014); October 2014 (Document 300479, email from [] to 
[] dated 1 October 2014); and January 2015 (Document 300516, emails between [] and [] dated January 
and February 2015). In some instances (e.g. in January and April 2014) Auden’s amended invoice price 
corresponded to the net amount per pack Auden paid Waymade for the packs subject to the Buyback (Document 
200010, Annex 12 of Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016). See table 3.26 
above. 
557 [Waymade Senior Employee 2] []. See paragraph 3.3.d and Document 301312, transcript of [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2] interview dated 28 March 2018, page 7, lines 2 to 10.
558 Document 301344, CMA correspondence regarding note of call with Aesica on 20 March 2018. 
559 Document 200006, emails from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 13 August 2013, 21 August 2013 
and 3 September 2013 attached as Annex 10(A) to Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 
May 2016, pages 12 to 13. See also Document 301672, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 
24 February 2014.
560 Document 200107, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 11 February 2014. See also Document 200099, email from 
[AMCo Senior Employee 6] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] dated 11 February 2014; Document 203631, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 11 February 2014. 
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3.382. In February 2014, Waymade also returned to its 20mg development project. 
Because of the length of time for which the project had been inactive its staff 
had to research its history. In February and March 2014,561 Waymade and 
Aesica internally reviewed the status of the 20mg hydrocortisone tablet 
development and established that: 

a. three ‘commercial scale batches’ had been ‘successfully manufactured
by Aesica for validation’ (the First and Second Batches and the Third
Batch),562 with one batch ‘hand packed in 30 tablet bottles for
commercial supply’ (the tablets packed from the Third Batch);563

b. a formulation change had been proposed after the Fourth Batch had
failed dissolution testing, with maize starch to be replaced with pre-
gelatinised starch to avoid potential failure of ‘future batches’;564

c. there were ‘no regulatory issues preventing [Waymade] from producing
packs of 30 tablets in amber glass bottles’.565 However, ‘[a]ny other
pack size or type would require prior approval of variations by the
MHRA’566 and a formulation change would require ‘3 months stability
data on 2 batches (pilot or commercial567)’;568

d. Waymade had decided not to ‘proceed with the […] re-formulation due
to the commercial arrangement [it had] entered into which prevented us
from marketing our product’;569 ‘[r]eformulation was not completed on

561 Document 300512, email from [Waymade Employee] to [] dated 11 February 2015: ‘The project discussions 
were initiated in Feb 2014’. 
562 Document 300438, Hydrocortisone 20 mg Tablets – Regulatory Status February 2014 attached to Document 
300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 2014. 
563 Document 301695, email from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 3 March 2014. 
564 Document 300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 
2014 and attachment Document 300438, Hydrocortisone 20 mg Tablets – Regulatory Status February 2014, 
Document 301693, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 28 February 2014, 
Document 301695, emails from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 28 February 2014 and 3 
March 2014. See also Document 301676, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 25 
February 2014.  
565 Document 300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], dated 25 February 
2014 (emphasis added). 
566 Document 300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], dated 25 February 
2014.  
567 [Aesica Employee] explained to the CMA that there are two possible approaches to reformulation: (i) the 
reformulated tablets are produced and tested at ‘small scale’ prior to producing demonstration then validation 
batches, and (ii) the reformulated batches are produced as commercial scale validation batches without initial 
small scale testing. The first approach would involve less risk and would take three to six months to implement, 
while the second would involve more risk and would take one to three months to implement. See Document 
302483, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 31 October 2018, page 63, line 4 to page 64, line 10; 
and page 65, lines 11 to 26. 
568 Document 300438, Hydrocortisone 20 mg Tablets – Regulatory Status February 2014 attached to Document 
300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 2014. 
569 Document 300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], dated 25 February 
2014. See also Document 300438, Hydrocortisone 20 mg Tablets – Regulatory Status February 2014 attached to 
Document 300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 2014, 
‘Formulation change […] not progressed as 20mg tablets were not marketed due to agreement with 3rd party’. 
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the 20mg product as there was no subsequent demand for commercial 
supply until now’;570 and ‘no further batches’ were made as Waymade 
was ‘no longer going to market the tablets’;571 and 

e. going forwards, it ‘may not be feasible to produce further batches with
the existing formulation’ and ‘may be necessary to initiate the
reformulation activities as a first step’.572

3.383. From at least March 2014 onwards, Waymade frequently had to chase 
Auden to obtain payment for the Buyback. For example, on 7 March 2014 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] emailed [Auden Senior Employee 1] with the 
subject 'Payment for waymade', explaining that Waymade had 'definitely 
NOT received the payment' despite [Auden Senior Employee 1]'s 
reassurances he had 'sent it on Friday last week'. [Auden Senior Employee 
3] responded later that day that a 'cheque [had] been sent out today by
special delivery' and would be 'with [Waymade] on Monday'. [Waymade
Senior Employee 1] forwarded the message to [] [Waymade Senior
Employee 2].573

3.384. On 10 April 2014, AMCo met with Waymade’s [] (representing [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1]).574 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] internally reported that 
the ‘difficulty’ with the potential purchase of Waymade’s 20mg MA was that 
Waymade had ‘never made’ its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets and 
‘despite []’s claims that they are developing it ready for launch, he didn’t 
want to be drawn into getting the product to market before a sale.’575

3.385. On the following day, 11 April 2014, Waymade issued a purchase order to 
Aesica for 14,400 30 tablet packs of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. The packs 

570 Document 301709, email from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 28 February 2014. 
571 Document 301693, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 28 February 2014. 
572 Document 301695, email from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 28 February 2014. See also 
Document 300438, Hydrocortisone 20 mg Tablets – Regulatory Status February 2014 attached to Document 
300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 2014: ‘[] 
advised that there is a risk that future batches will fail if not re-formulated’; and Document 301675 and Document 
302310, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 2014: ‘An issue 
with the formulation […] could cause failure of future batches’. 
573 Document 301697, emails between [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and 
[Auden Senior Employee 3] dated 7 March 2014. In his email, [Auden Senior Employee 3] told [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] that he ‘had informed [Auden Senior Employee 1] that a payment had been made but did not 
mention that it was for the Amco account’, indicating that the payment [Auden Senior Employee 1] had previously 
confirmed related to Waymade’s activities as distribution agent for AMCo, rather than the payment to Waymade 
as agreed under the 20mg supply arrangement. 
574 Document 202639, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Cinven Senior Employee 1] dated 7 April 2014. 
575 Document 200107, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 11 April 2014. 
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were divided into three validation batches using the modified formulation of 
pre-gelatinised starch.576

3.386. Ultimately, Waymade and AMCo could not agree on the sale of Waymade’s 
20mg MA and the proposed transaction was abandoned by 30 May 2014.577

3.387. Aesica manufactured the three validation batches on 6 August 2014 and 
anticipated completing process validation by early October 2014.578

3.388. On 9 February 2015, the MHRA confirmed that Waymade’s reformulation of 
its 20mg hydrocortisone tablets had been approved as a variation on its 
MA.579 [Waymade Senior Employee 2], forwarded the approval to [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1], commenting ‘[s]tock will now be packed off’.580

3.389. In March 2015 Waymade once again had to chase Auden for payment. 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] emailed [Waymade Senior Employee 2] on 
17 March 2015, 'Did we get payment Frm Auden Mckenzie plse check 
[]'.581 Following enquiries, [] informed [Waymade Senior Employee 2] 
that Waymade had not received payment from Auden, noting that '[t]he 
problem is that we aren't billing them for stock so I can't even put the 
account on stop'. [Waymade Senior Employee 2] forwarded the email to 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1], asking ‘Shall i ask [Auden Senior Employee 
1]?'. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] confirmed 'Call [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] plse' and asked 'a dis [sic: 'and is'] our product ready or not'.582

3.390. Auden ceased paying Waymade under the Buyback on 30 April 2015 (see 
table 3.26 above). 

576 Document 300641, purchase order for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets dated 11 April 2014 attached to Document 
301742, email from [] to [Aesica Employee], [], [] and [] dated 11 April 2014. See also Document 
200292, paragraph 6.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016; Document 
301731, Aesica proposal for the supply of hydrocortisone 20mg tablets in x30 bottles dated 2 April 2014; and 
Document 301735, email chain between [Waymade Employee] and [Aesica Employee] between 25 March 2014 
and 7 April 2014. See also Document 300482, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 
4] and [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 27 October 2014: ‘The batches that were manufacture[d] by Aesica
on our behalf are commercial batches’.
577 Document 00444, paragraphs 1.17 and 5.2, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 March
2016. See also Document 201094, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] and [] dated 30 May 2014:
‘AMCo has been trying to buy the 20mg […] but Waymade will not sell it’.
578 Document 301911, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [Aesica Employee] dated 11 February 2015.
See also Document 301839, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 20 August 2014; and Document
301843, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 17 September 2014.
579 Document 301899, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade Senior
Employee 2] dated 9 February 2015. See also Document 300899, email from [Waymade Employee] to
[Waymade Employee] dated 6 February 2015.
580 Document 301900, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 9
February 2015.
581 Document 301928, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 17
March 2015.
582 Document 301929, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 17 March 2015 and emails
between [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 17 March 2015.
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3.391. On 1 June 2015, Aesica confirmed to Waymade that it had ‘initiated the 
packing’ of the August 2014 validation batches into ‘30 tablet bottle 
packs’.583

3.392. By 6 July 2015, Waymade had received all of the packed August 2014 
validation batches from Aesica.584

3.393. Between April 2014 and July 2015, Waymade had experienced various 
delays to the production and delivery of the August 2014 validation batches 
from Aesica due to:  

a. the unavailability of a manufacturing slot in Aesica’s production
schedule;585

b. difficulties in obtaining the API in July 2014;586

c. Aesica’s delayed purchase of a new tablet counter in July 2014;587

d. Aesica’s delay in initiating and completing process validation, as well as
producing the subsequent Certificate of Analysis588 required for
Waymade’s MA variation application589 between August 2014 and
November 2014;590

e. Aesica’s failure to obtain the bottles and leaflets required to package
the August 2014 validation batches once process validation had
completed in November 2014;591 and

583 Document 300526, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 1 June 2015. See also Document 301975, 
email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 15 May 2015; Document 301976, email from [] to [] dated 15 
May 2015; Document 301980, minutes of Waymade Product Quality Management Meeting on 26 May 2015; and 
Document 301982, minutes of Aesica and Waymade call on 28 May 2015.
584 Document 302014, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 6 July 2015. See also Document 300532, 
email from [] to [] dated 1 July 2015; and Document 301999, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2], [] and [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 22 June 2015. See also Document 302008, 
Aesica invoice to Waymade dated 1 July 2015. 
585 Document 301751, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] and others dated 15 April 2014. 
586 Document 301819, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 16 July 2014; and Document 301823, 
emails between [] and [Waymade Employee] dated 29 July 2014. 
587 Document 301821, email from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 29 July 2014; and 
Document 200292, paragraph 6.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. 
588 A CoA states whether a batch has passed or failed process validation and provides a summary of results from 
the process. See Document 302539, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 30 October 2018, page 50, 
lines 1230 to 1238. 
589 Document 301843, email chain between [] and [Waymade Employee] dated 17 September 2014. 
590 Document 301843, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 17 September 2014; Document 300484, 
emails from [] to [Waymade Employee] and from [Waymade Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 28 
October 2014; and Document 301879, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 25 
November 2014. 
591 Document 300513, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 11 February 2015. 
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f. a non-compliance issue raised with the hydrocortisone API used in the
August 2014 validation batches in March 2015.592

3.394. However, by 6 July 2015 Waymade was once more ready to launch its 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, now with the revised modified pre-gelatinised starch 
formulation. 

d. Waymade enters the market in July 2015

3.395. In July 2015, Waymade entered the market with the packed August 2014 
validation batches.593, 594

3.396. In its first month of sales, Waymade sold 1,293 bottles of Aesica-
manufactured 20mg hydrocortisone tablets – 26% of all UK 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablet sales that month. For the period from market entry until 
the end of 2015, Waymade obtained a 30% volume share of the UK’s 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablet sales.595

3.397. After Waymade entered with its own 20mg product it attempted to continue 
extracting payments from Auden under the Buyback. On 25 May 2015 and 
on 22 June 2015, Waymade sent Auden two further invoices for the Buyback 
packs, both totalling £65,794.00 for 982 packs at £67.00 per pack.596

However, Auden did not comply. Waymade did not receive payment for 
these invoices.597

3.398. [Waymade Senior Employee 4]’s note from a 9 October 2015 board meeting 
recorded that sales of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets had been the ‘main 

592 Document 300521, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 25 March 2015 and its attachments 
Document 300522 and Document 300523, Sanofi information letters dated 4 and 16 March 2015. Aesica found 
that the August 2014 validation batches were not affected by the issue raised in Sanofi’s information letters dated 
4 and 16 March 2015, see Document 301975, email from [] to [], [Waymade Employee] and [] dated 11 
May 2015. 
593 Document 200003, paragraph 1.3, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016. 
See also Document 300907, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 20 July 2015; Document 
200292, paragraph 6.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016; Document 
300909, Minutes of Waymade Product Quality Management Meeting, 20 July 2015, page 3: ‘Hydrocortisone 
20mg Tablets to be released ready for sale before 1st August’; Document 300917, email from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] to [] (DE Pharma) dated 16 August 2015: ‘The Hydrocortisone 20mg 30's are new Sovereign 
livery this month’.  
594 In light of this, Auden considered that it ‘may need to reconsider our current £78 pricing before we loose [sic] 
business to Sovereign’ – see Document 02306, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [Actavis Senior 
Employee 3] and [] dated 22 July 2015. 
595 CMA analysis based on data submitted by Actavis (Document 00676) and by Waymade (Document 200345). 
596 Document 300583, Waymade invoice to Auden dated 25 May 2015 and Document 300563, Waymade invoice 
to Auden dated 22 June 2015. 
597 See Document 200345, Waymade’s hydrocortisone tablet sales data provided to the CMA. 
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contributor’ to Waymade’s Sovereign Generics business, adding that ‘that 
could change if and when a 3rd supplier comes to the market.’598

3.399. On 12 January 2016, [Waymade Senior Employee 4] informed [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] that the full-line wholesaler ‘Alliance would be willing to 
list our 20mg [hydrocortisone tablets].’599

III. Facts relevant to the 10mg Agreement

a. Waymade develops its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets

3.400. In summary: 

a. From 2008 onwards Waymade developed its own 10mg hydrocortisone
tablets alongside its 20mg tablets. It planned to obtain a 10mg MA as a
line extension from its existing 20mg MA.

b. Aesica manufactured batches of 10mg tablets for Waymade in June
2009 and July 2010. By October 2010 Aesica had completed process
validation allowing it to produce future batches on a routine basis.

c. However, Waymade did not order any further 10mg tablets for it to be
in a position where it was ready to launch. Instead, Waymade focused
on obtaining its 10mg MA.

3.401. In 2008, in addition to developing its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
Waymade also decided to obtain an MA for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets as 
a result of the larger demand for this strength over 20mg and because it 
considered it advantageous to be able to offer both strengths.600 Waymade 
planned to develop its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets as a line extension of its 
existing 20mg MA.601

598 Document 300923, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 9 
October 2015, page 2. See also Document 300926, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 14 
October 2015: ‘we cannot rely on Hydrocortisone 20mg to carry the whole range.’ 
599 Document 300935, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 12 
January 2016.
600 Document 200003, responses to questions 1 and 10, paragraphs 1.5 and 10.3, Waymade’s response to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016.  
601 Document 300094, Project brief dated 17 August 2010, page 1. See also Document 300685, email from 
[Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Employee], [] and others dated 
17 May 2010; Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 
61, lines 20 to 23; Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 
2018, part 2, page 9, lines 25 to 27; and Document 200026, email from [] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
dated 29 October 2008, ‘No significant manufacturing or quality issues are foreseen for the suggested change in 
the formulation of the Hyrocotistab 20mg Tablet to a 10mg Tablet formulation’.  
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3.402. Waymade regarded its development of both strengths of hydrocortisone 
tablets as a high priority.602 However, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] noted 
that ‘while the 20mg is important, obtaining a licence for a 10mg strength is 
the major objective.’603

3.403. In June 2009, Aesica manufactured development batches of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets.604 A ‘development batch’ (also known as an 
‘engineering batch’ or, when not containing any active agreement, a ‘placebo 
batch’) refers to a batch of tablets produced as ‘proof of concept’ for a 
manufacturing process. Unlike a validation batch, development batches 
cannot be sold.605

3.404. Aesica identified dissolution and disintegration issues with the June 2009 
10mg development batches.606 In early April 2010, Waymade commissioned 
the pharmaceutical research firm R5607 via Aesica to find a solution.608 By 
late April 2010, Aesica and R5 found that the most immediate and reliable 
solution was to amend the formulation by replacing maize with pre-
gelatinised starch.609

3.405. In July 2010, Aesica manufactured further batches of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets for process validation (the ‘July 2010 10mg Validation Batches’).610

As explained above, a ‘validation batch’ refers to a batch of tablets produced 
for process validation, a mandatory step in drug development in which the 
manufacturer must provide ‘scientific evidence that the manufacturing 
process is capable of producing consistently good product at the intended 

602 See, for example, Document 300124, Sovereign Generics Key Technical Transfer and Support Projects, 
attachment to Document 300123, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and [] dated 24 November 
2010; Document 300038, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [] dated 9 April 2010; Document 
300152, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Employee] dated 24 February 2011; Document 
300039, email from [] to [] and [] dated 9 April 2010; Document 302483, transcript of [Aesica Employee] 
interview dated 31 October 2018, page 21, line 25 to page 22, line 1; page 27, lines 3 to 23; page 28, lines 1 to 4. 
603 Document 300038, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [] dated 8 April 2010.  
604 Batch 6002397 (406,061 tablets), batch 6002616 (490,512 tablets) and batch 6005537 (482,124 tablets). 
These batches were destroyed in October 2012 at the request of Waymade because the shelf life had long 
expired: Document 200302, paragraphs 2.1 to 2.11, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 
September 2016; Document 200300, transaction history of June 2009 10mg development batches attached as 
Annex 8 to Document 200302, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 September 2016.
605 Document 301329, note of call with Aesica dated 20 March 2018, paragraphs 23 to 24. 
606 Document 200292, paragraph 5.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. 
607 R5 had a small-scale manufacturing facility for new product development. See Document 302483, transcript of 
[Aesica Employee] interview dated 31 October 2018, page 10, lines 21 to 25; page 11, lines 4 to 11; page 19, 
lines 4 to 23. 
608 Document 300039, emails from [] to [], [Aesica Employee] and others dated 8 April 2010; and emails 
from [] to [], [Aesica Employee], [] and others dated 9 April 2010. 
609 Document 300686, emails from [Aesica Employee] to [], [] and others dated 29 April 2010; and emails 
from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 3], [] and [] dated 4 May 2010. 
610 Batch 6010448 (478,307 tablets), batch 6010449 (459,648 tablets) and batch 6010450 (486,085 tablets). 
These batches were destroyed in February 2015 at the request of Waymade because the shelf life had long 
expired. Document 200302, paragraphs 2.1 to 2.11, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 
September 2016; Document 300291, email from [Waymade Employee] to [] dated 25 September 2012; and 
Document 200309, transaction history of July 2010 10mg Validation Batches attached as Annex 9 to 200302, 
Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 September 2016. 
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commercial scale’. Unlike development batches, successful validation 
batches can be subsequently sold.611

3.406. The June 2009 10mg development batches and the July 2010 10mg 
Validation Batches were the only batches of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
that Aesica manufactured for Waymade.612

3.407. By 28 October 2010, Aesica successfully completed process validation for 
Waymade’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets,613 allowing it to ‘produce and 
release future hydrocortisone 10mg tablets […] on a routine basis’ and 
generating the relevant data for Waymade’s MA application to the MHRA.614

3.408. Aesica told the CMA that it ‘would likely not have needed to take further 
steps before it could supply to Waymade, but for the fact Waymade had not 
yet been granted a MA for the product. Before Aesica could start supply, it 
therefore had to work with Waymade to complete a successful application to 
the MHRA for the grant of a MA’.615 Aesica has confirmed that the July 2010 
10mg Validation Batches were the same in terms of ‘drug substance, 
composition, specification (including quality) and stability’ as the subsequent 
batches with which AMCo eventually entered the market in 2016.616

3.409. Aesica did not, however, receive a purchase order from Waymade 
requesting to be supplied with any product from the July 2010 10mg 
Validation Batches.617 Aesica never supplied Waymade with any 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets.618 More than two years later, Waymade’s internal 
record of its MAs from 2012/13619 listed its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets as 
‘Not marketed’, meaning ‘No plans to market’ (as opposed to ‘Not currently 

611 See Document 301329, note of call with Aesica dated 20 March 2018, paragraphs 21 to 24 and 29 to 32; 
Document 302483, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 31 October 2018, page 61, line 3 to page 62, 
line 8; Document 302539, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 30 October 2018, page 19, lines 449 to 
454. 
612 Document 200302, paragraph 2.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 September 
2016. 
613 Document 200302, paragraphs 2.1 to 2.11, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 
September 2016.  
614 Document 200292, paragraph 5.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016; 
Document 200297, 10mg validation summary report dated 28 October 2010 attached as Annex 5 to Document 
200292, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016; and Document 200302, 
paragraph 1.2, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 September 2016.
615 Document 200302, paragraph 1.3, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 September 
2016. 
616 Document 200302, paragraph 5.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 September 
2016. See also Document 300121, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 3], [], [] and others dated 
11 November 2010: ‘I have just received the comparative dissolution results from Aesica for the 10mg tablets […] 
All the Aesica 10mg batches give the fastest dissolution compared to MSD and Auden Mckenzie’. 
617 Document 200292, paragraphs 5.1 to 5.2, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 
2016. 
618 Document 200292, paragraph 4.2, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. 
619 According to metadata, the spreadsheet was first created in 2012 and last edited on 18 March 2013. 
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marketed’, meaning ‘Plans to launch/re-launch following resolution of 
issues’).620

3.410. At Waymade’s request, Aesica destroyed the June 2009 10mg development 
batches and the July 2010 10mg Validation Batches on 16 October 2012 
and 14 February 2015, respectively, because their shelf life (12 months for 
those stored in bulk, and 18 months for those stored in blister packaging) 
had expired by December 2010 and January 2012, respectively.621

3.411. Instead of obtaining market-ready 10mg tablets, Waymade focused on 
obtaining its 10mg MA. 

b. Waymade becomes aware of the orphan designation granted to
Plenadren

3.412. In summary: 

a. Waymade became aware of the orphan designation granted to
Plenadren in March 2012, during correspondence with the MHRA to
obtain its 10mg MA. The MHRA informed Waymade that this meant it
could not be granted a full label MA.

b. After some initial internal discussion, at the direction of [Waymade
Senior Employee 1], Waymade chose not to challenge the MHRA’s
decision. This was consistent with its approach to the MA application
process, during which Waymade opted not to challenge the MHRA on
its proposals to narrow the specifications on the MA.

3.413. On 9 June 2011, Waymade submitted its 10mg MA application to the 
MHRA.622 In contrast to its approach to obtaining market-ready 10mg tablets, 
Waymade pursued its MA application with urgency, at the most senior 
levels.623

620 Document 300340, 120111 Licence Master – Sovereign. 
621 Document 200302, paragraphs 2.2 and 2.5 to 2.11, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 
September 2016; and Document 200292, paragraph 5.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
15 June 2016. Aesica was unable to explain why the July 2010 10mg Validation Batches were not destroyed until 
February 2015, see Document 200302, paragraph 2.11, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
5 September 2016.
622 Document 300185, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee], [Waymade Senior Employee 3] and others dated 9 June 2011. See also Document 300184, Email 
from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Employee], [Waymade 
Employee], [], [], [], [], []and [Waymade Employee], dated 6 June 2011 and Document 300180, 
Monthly Report Sovereign Medical April 2011, attached to Document 300179, email from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and others dated 11 May 2011, page 2.
623 In June 2012, [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade Employee] emphasised to the MHRA that Waymade’s 
10mg hydrocortisone tablet development was an ‘important project’, a ‘commercially sensitive product’ and, 
highlighting that Waymade’s ‘senior management [were] anxious to finalise [Waymade’s] application’, requested 
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3.414. On 15 March 2012, as part of correspondence relating to its 10mg MA 
application, Waymade was informed by the MHRA that ‘hydrocortisone [had] 
recently been designated as an Orphan medicinal product’.624

3.415. In April 2012 the MHRA informed Waymade that the ‘hydrocortisone tablet 
subject of this application is considered to be similar to the orphan product 
Plenadren’ and therefore ‘cannot claim the indication of Plenadren (adrenal 
insufficiency)’, concluding that ‘for the assessment of this application to 
continue, the marketing exclusivity indication of adrenal insufficiency should 
be deleted’.625

3.416. Waymade considered the option to simply ‘delete the indication for “adrenal 
deficiency”’ to remove the ‘orphan drug issue’ and ‘fast-track’ the application 
with the MHRA,626 but instead initially opted to challenge the MHRA’s 
assessment of the orphan designation.627

3.417. Waymade submitted to the MHRA that the indication for adrenal insufficiency 
should not be deleted from its 10mg MA application, with the caveat that it 
would remove the indication from its application should the Commission on 
Human Medicines (‘CHM’) disagree with its challenge at a hearing Waymade 
understood would be held to arbitrate the issue on 14 June 2012.628

3.418. The MHRA did not present Waymade’s submission to the CHM.629 On 13 
July 2012, the MHRA explained that a CHM consultation would be 
‘inappropriate’ as there were no ‘clinical/scientific objections outstanding’ for 
Waymade’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablet MA application. The MHRA again 
informed Waymade its ‘proposed hydrocortisone tablet products are 

the MHRA to assist by ‘expediting’ Waymade’s MA application. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] provided 
instructions to ‘rush the license through’ to [Waymade Employee], who kept [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
closely updated on the status of the MA application. See Document 300253, email from [Waymade Employee] to 
[] dated 11 June 2012; Document 300243, email from [] to [] dated 18 June 2012; Document 300285, 
email from [Waymade Employee] to [] dated 20 September 2012; Document 300276, email from [Waymade 
Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 14 August 2012; Document 300278, email from [Waymade 
Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 4 September 2012; Document 300282, email from 
[Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 14 September 2012; Document 300284, email 
from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] copied to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 18 
September 2012; and Document 300288, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 24 September 2012. 
624 Document 300223, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 15 March 2012. 
625 Document 300227, the MHRA RFI dated 5 April 2012. 
626 Document 300226, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 10 April 2012.  
627 Document 300248, Waymade’s response to MHRA RFI dated 24 April 2012. 
628 Document 300248, Waymade’s response to MHRA RFI dated 24 April 2012. See also Document 301565, 
May 2012 Monthly Report Regulatory Affairs Department, page 7. 
629 Document 300243, emails [] to [] dated 29 June 2012 confirming that the decision on the implication of 
the orphan designation would ‘not […] be made at the CHM’ but at the MHRA. 
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considered to be similar to the orphan product Plenadren’ and therefore 
‘cannot claim the indication for adrenal insufficiency’.630

3.419. Waymade decided not to challenge this decision. Although on 13 July 2012 
Waymade’s regulatory team prepared correspondence challenging the 
MHRA’s decision, they were directed by [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to 
‘not […] write anything re envisaging legally at this stage’ as Waymade could 
accept the ‘license as it is now’ without ‘giving up any rights to go back’ and 
challenge the MHRA’s decision at a later date.631 [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] warned that ‘any legal threats and they will shy away and put it 
[Waymade’s 10mg MA application] in a SPIN FOR YEARS IS THAT 
CLEAR’.632 [Waymade Employee] confirmed to [Waymade Senior Employee 
1] that Waymade’s regulatory team would ‘send […] a polite email’ to the
MHRA ‘accept[ing] the MA without the indication and fight this on another
day’.633

3.420. This direction not to challenge the orphan designation, despite Waymade’s 
internal reservations about its validity, was consistent with Waymade’s 
approach to the MA application process, which prioritised obtaining the MA 
over improving details such as the shelf life and ‘assay limits’ the MHRA 
would authorise.634 For example: 

a. In response to an internal Waymade discussion over the shelf life the
MHRA proposed to grant to the packaging types included on the MA
(bottles and blister packs), [Waymade Senior Employee 1] instructed
[Waymade Employee] on 11 April 2012, ‘…at the moment do no delay

630 Document 300274, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 July 2012. See also Document 300253, 
email from [Waymade Employee] to [] dated 11 June 2012: [Waymade Employee] requested the MHRA to 
communicate the outcome of 12 June 2012 CHM hearing as early as possible. See also Document 300243, 
emails between [] and [] dated 18, 20, 28 and 29 June 2012 in which Waymade and the MHRA 
communicate over how a decision on the inclusion or exclusion of the indication would be reached. 
631 Document 300271, emails between [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 13 July 
2012. 
632 Document 300267, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 July 2012 
(emphasis in the original). 
633 Document 300274, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] copied to [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] dated 13 July 2012.
634 An assay is a qualitative or quantitative analysis of a pharmaceutical product to determine the strength or 
quality of its components. The assay limits establish the maximum acceptable deviation in the active substance 
content of the finished product. These are set by the marketing authorisation applicant such that the 
specifications proposed at the end of shelf life are guaranteed. Under Module 3 of Part 1 of Annex 1 to Directive 
2001/83/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 November 2001 on the Community code relating 
to medicinal products for human use, the maximum acceptable deviation in the active substance content of the 
finished product shall not exceed ± 5 % at the time of manufacture, unless there is appropriate justification (see 
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02001L0083-20190726). 
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anything With changes just accept what they say just rush the license 
through [sic]’.635

b. While Waymade initially proposed an assay limit range of 90 to 105%,
the MHRA proposed a narrower range of 95-105%. On 20 April 2012,
[Aesica Employee] highlighted a ‘significant risk of batch failure either
on production or during stability testing’ with this narrower range.
[Waymade Employee] indicated that Waymade was prepared to accept
this risk in order to obtain the MHRA’s approval and would re-visit the
issue ‘post approval’.636

c. On 16 July 2012, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade
Employee] discussed whether Waymade would ‘need to vary the MA
when granted to facilitate marketing’.637 [Waymade Employee]
commented that ‘the assay limits are tight for shelf-life. Release is not a
problem. When we tried to extend them, twice the assessor rejected it.
We decided at the time not to argue it without having more data but to
get the MA instead’. Ultimately, [Waymade Employee] considered that,
after being granted the MA, Waymade could ‘launch the product at risk
and variation the MA limits for shelf-life but the QP [Qualified Person]
probably won’t release it. This is the only issue I can see at the moment
preventing us from launch’.638

3.421. Ultimately, Waymade realised that the assay method had to be optimised to 
improve the testing method’s accuracy in producing stability data (‘[t]he 
problem is the assay method not the product’).639 By the end of July 2012, 
Waymade commissioned DSG Biotec GmbH (‘DSG’) to ‘develop a method 
for the assay of Hydrocortisone, validate it and transfer it to Aesica 
Queensborough in the UK’ since the ‘assay used gives assay results that are 
typically 4% low’.640

635 Document 300228, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Employee] dated 11 April 2012 
(emphasis added). See also Document 300242, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade 
Employee] dated 26 June 2012, subject line reads ‘hav e [sic] you heard from MHRA re Hydrocortisone tabs 
license’. 
636 Document 300232, emails between [Aesica Employee], [] and [Waymade Employee] dated 20 April 2012. 
See also Document 300288, email from [Waymade Employee] to [], [], [], [], [Waymade Employee], [] 
and [] dated 10 April 2012. 
637 Document 202227, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 16 July 2012. 
638 Document 202227, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 16 July 2012 
(emphasis added). 
639 Document 202227, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 16 July 2012. 
640 Document 202238, email from [] to [] dated 27 July 2012. See also Document 301612, Amdipharm’s 
Product Manufacturing Monthly Report for September 2012, page 4. It reported that ‘DSG have been 
commissioned to improve the Hydrocortisone assay method to eliminate the low assay results that are causing 
the assay on stability being borderline above 95%. Aesica are to supply samples to DSG to complete 
Hydrocortisone assay improvement process […] Amdipharm and Aesica QPs need to agree shelf life / release 
conditions’. 
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c. Waymade obtains its 10mg MA

3.422. On 24 September 2012, the MHRA informed Waymade that its 10mg MA 
application was ‘satisfactory’ and there were ‘no outstanding issues’ 
precluding the grant of the MA expected that week.641

3.423. On 27 September 2012, the MHRA granted an MA for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets to Waymade plc which did not include the indication ‘adrenal 
insufficiency in adults’.642 Waymade plc was granted a ‘skinny label’ 10mg 
MA (despite that MA being a line extension of its existing full label 20mg 
MA). [Waymade Employee] reported internally: ‘new Marketing Authorisation 
has been approved […] New products can be implemented at our own 
discretion […] Quality: - Product manufactured at Aesica according to 
registered details can now be released […] Sovereign: - Product 
manufactured at Aesica according to registered details can now be released 
for sale’.643

d. Waymade enters into a supply agreement with Auden for 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets

3.424. The supply deal that Waymade had entered into with Auden in July 2011 
included 10mg hydrocortisone tablets as well as 20mg. However, while 
Waymade secured an 87% discount to market rate for 20mg tablets, Auden 
charged Waymade market rate for 10mg tablets. 

3.425. From July 2011 until 30 September 2012, Auden supplied Waymade with 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets at roughly the prevailing market price range of 
between £31.50 to £34.50 per pack.644 The quantities available under this 
supply arrangement were approximately 1,500 packs per month, with a one-
off delivery of 3,120 packs in July 2011.645

641 Document 300288, email from [] to [Waymade Employee] dated 24 September 2012. 
642 PL 06464/2876. Waymade had applied to MHRA for the MA on 13 June 2011 (Document 00444, paragraph 
1.6, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 April 2016). Aesica submitted to the CMA that 
‘Aesica was therefore only in the position to supply Waymade 10mg hydrocortisone tablets for sale in the UK 
from this date.’ Document 200302, paragraph 1.7, Aesica’s response to CMA’s section 26 Notice dated 25 
August 2016. See also Document 301607, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], 
[Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Waymade Employee] and others dated 27 
September 2012.
643 Document 202298, email from [Waymade Employee] to Waymade staff dated 27 September 2012. 
644 Document 200003, paragraph 11.6, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016. 
645 Document 200010, Annex 12 to Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016. See 
also Document 300189, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] and 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 5 July 2011: ‘[] thought the 10mg volume was a little on the high side but 
I have persuaded him to honour the initial order and well discuss next month once you’ve had a chance to assess 
the market from your side’; Document 300749, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 25 
August 2011: ‘We have had our order for 3100 packs restricted to 900 as they say they are short of stock. Not 
sure if this is just being applied to us or its in general […]’; and Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior 
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3.426. Having obtained its 10mg MA on 27 September 2012, Waymade entered 
into discussions with Auden with a view to agreeing a new 10mg supply deal 
on the same basis as the 20mg supply deal: 

a. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] explained to the CMA that:

‘Once Waymade was granted the reduced indication 10mg licence in
September 2012, Waymade looked to get a better supply price from
Auden Mckenzie … I was involved in representing Waymade in these
negotiations in late 2012’.646

b. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] further explained that the supply deal
between Auden and Waymade ‘started with the 20mg, then became
the 10mg. We added the 10mg to that:’

‘we approached Auden Mckenzie and asked them if they would be
willing to supply us … and we did that first with the 20mg and then later
when we had the 10mg licence with that also … that started with the
20mg, then became the 10mg. We added the 10mg to that ... That was
around the time that Amdipharm was being sold to Cinven.647

[Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated that Waymade’s goal was to ‘do
the same deal with Auden Mckenzie on the 10mg that we had with the
20mg’.648

3.427. In October 2012 Auden and Waymade entered into a further agreement, 
relating to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. From October 2012, Auden reduced 
its supply price to Waymade for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets to £1 per 
pack,649 while its monthly ASP to all of its other customers remained at 
£31.55 per pack in October 2012. The £1 price applied to a maximum 
volume of 2,000 packs of 10mg tablets (Waymade obtained additional 
tablets at market rate).650

Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 3, page 2, line 27; page 3, lines 1 to 4, 8, and 12 to 13: 
‘…history will show us that we had a one-off delivery in the very beginning […] it was three thousand and 
something. And then [Auden Senior Employee 2] was going to set the limit because he thought that was a bit 
high […] and he was going to set the limit in the future, which transpired to be 1,500 […] that they would allow us 
to have’; ‘It was only the first lot that ever came in that was 3,000. From there onwards it was determined that our 
allowance would be 1,500. […] I could have sold 3,000’. 
646 Document 200354, Witness statement of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 24 October 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 and 1.22. 
647 Document 200348, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 11 lines 20-
24 and page 12 lines 1-4.
648 Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 15 lines 
7-12.
649 Effective price following the grant of rebates. See Document 200003, paragraph 11.6, Waymade’s response
to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016.
650 Document 200010, data supplied by Waymade on its purchases of hydrocortisone tablets from Auden.
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3.428. The first order for these new 10mg supplies was placed on 23 October 
2012.651

3.429. The price listed for the 2,000 packs on the order was £34.50 per pack – the 
price Waymade had paid Auden to date. However, the CMA concludes that 
by 23 October 2012 Auden and Waymade had agreed that the supply price 
for the 2,000 monthly packs of 10mg tablets would be heavily discounted. 
On the corresponding invoice issued by Auden, the price was circled and a 
handwritten note added: ‘Await credit note [Waymade Senior Employee 
4]’.652 This indicates that Auden would issue a rebate to reduce the net price. 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated in interview with CMA officials:  

‘At the start of the process Auden Mckenzie had been invoicing – it 
would have been Waymade at the time before the licence came across 
[to Amdipharm: see next section]. Auden Mckenzie had been invoicing 
at a high price and then rebating back to the agreed net price. We had 
agreed a price of a cost of goods of £1’653

‘My recollection is that that was a request from Auden that they invoice 
at that price and then rebate it back to us. I think my assumption at the 
time would have been that Auden wanted to maximise their sales 
revenue. By invoicing to us at the high price, that gave them a bigger 
top-line sales figure.’654

3.430. The rebate applied to orders beginning with the order on 23 October: 

a. The evidence shows that a new deal was struck between Waymade
and Auden in October 2012. As explained above, the data provided to
the CMA by Waymade shows that between July 2011 and September
2012, Waymade obtained an average of 1,500 packs of 10mg
hydrocortisone tablets per month from Auden, at market rate. In
October 2012, Waymade bought its usual 1,500 packs at market rate –
plus this additional order for 2,000 packs.655 Data provided by Auden
confirms that it began supplying 2,000 packs per month in October
2012.656 The data Waymade provided shows that in October 2012
Waymade obtained 3,500 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from

651 Document 300321, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
October 2012; document 300322, purchase order attached to document 300321.
652 Document 300645, invoice dated 23 October 2012. 
653 Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 18 lines 
22-27 and page 19 line 1 (emphasis added).
654 Document 200349, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 12 lines
1-5.
655 Document 200010, data supplied by Waymade on its purchases of hydrocortisone tablets from Auden.
656 Document 00674, data provided by Auden on its sales of hydrocortisone tablets to Waymade and AMCo.
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Auden at a total cost of £53,750:657 indicating that it obtained its usual 
1,500 packs at £34.50, and the additional 2,000 packs were therefore 
supplied at £1 per pack. 

b. The negotiations leading to that deal were premised on Waymade
using its 10mg MA to extract a heavily discounted supply price, roughly
equivalent to its cost of goods from Aesica: approximately [£1-£4] per
pack. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated in interview: ‘To get the
price that we got, of £1 … I would have been looking to get a price that
approximated to what my cost of goods would be had I purchased the
product from Aesica’.658 This had also been Waymade’s strategy when
negotiating the 20mg supply deal, when it asked Auden to supply it ‘at
cogs’.659 The 10mg cost of goods from Aesica was approximately [£1-
£4] per pack.660

c. Waymade informed the CMA that ‘For a short period prior to its sale in
October 2012, Amdipharm [UK Limited] acquired 10mg hydrocortisone
tablets from Auden Mckenzie at an effective price of £1, following the
grant of rebates’; and that ‘from the period just prior to Waymade’s sale
of Amdipharm to [Cinven] until the end of 2012, Amdipharm acquired
10mg hydrocortisone tablets for an effective price of £1. Under this
arrangement, Auden Mckenzie would supply products to Amdipharm at
£38 per pack and then Auden Mckenzie would issue a rebate to
Amdipharm for £37 per pack.’ 661

d. A hard-copy document recovered by the CMA during its inspection at
Waymade’s premises lists Waymade’s orders of 10mg hydrocortisone
tablets from Auden between October 2010 and January 2013. It shows
that Waymade began ordering 2,000 packs per month on 26 October
2012, the date of this first order, which is given a ‘Stock value’ of
£69,000. A handwritten asterisk has been added next to each order
from 26 October 2012 onwards.662 Read in conjunction with [Waymade
Senior Employee 4]’s handwritten annotation to the 23 October invoice
for the 2,000 packs supplied to Waymade on 26 October discussed
above, this indicates that the rebate applied from this date onwards.

657 Document 200010, data supplied by Waymade on its purchases of hydrocortisone tablets from Auden. 
658 Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 12 line 27 
and page 13 lines 1-6.
659 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
660 Document 300303, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 1 October 2012: ‘We have a 
COGs for Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets 1 x 30 blister pack of [£1-£4]. This is from early 2009.’ 
661 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 27 May 2016, paragraphs 
11.6 and 13.2 (emphasis added). 
662 Document 300646, hand-annotated list of Waymade’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets orders from Auden. 
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3.431. It is therefore clear that by 23 October 2012 the parties had agreed on a 
heavily discounted price for 2,000 packs per month. 

3.432. As explained in section 6.C.II.c.ii below, the CMA has found that in 
exchange, Waymade agreed not to enter the market with its 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

i. The roles of Amdipharm UK Limited and Waymade plc within the 
Waymade undertaking 

3.433. Two legal entities within the Waymade undertaking – the sister companies 
Amdipharm UK Limited and Waymade plc, [] (see figure 3.2 above) – 
were involved in concluding and implementing this new 10mg supply deal: 

a. As explained above, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated in interview: 
‘I was involved in representing Waymade in these negotiations in late 
2012’.663 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] was an employee of 
Amdipharm UK Limited [].664 

b. The first order under the new 10mg deal was placed by Waymade 
plc.665 The order was sent by [Waymade Senior Employee 4], on the 
instructions of [Waymade Senior Employee 1]. [].666 [Waymade 
Senior Employee 4] specified that the order was ‘required on URGENT 
delivery as per [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s [sic] request’ 
(indicating that [Waymade Senior Employee 1] had spoken to [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] about the order).667 Auden fulfilled that order by 
supplying the first quantity of 2,000 packs to Waymade plc on 26 
October 2012 and [Waymade Senior Employee 4] immediately 
instructed [] to sell the packs: ‘Extra 2000 available now’.668 

663 Document 200354, Witness statement of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 24 October 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 and 1.22. 
664 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated in interview that ‘At one time or another most of the individual 
departments within the company [Amdipharm] would have reported through me’ (document 200348, [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 8 lines 16-18.
665 Document 300321, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
October 2012; document 300322, purchase order attached to document 300321. The purchase order was on 
‘Waymade Healthcare plc’ headed paper. Waymade Healthcare plc changed its name to Waymade plc on 12 
October (Companies House filings). The header on its purchase orders had yet to be adjusted (there was no 
other entity named Waymade Healthcare plc at the time). 
666 Document 302242, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018, response to 
question 3. Document 302243, structure chart of the Waymade group. Companies House filings. 
667 Document 300321, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
October 2012. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] instructed [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to place the order an 
hour earlier, enclosing [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s email address: Document 300320, email from [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 23 October 2012. 
668 Document 300329, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 26 
October 2012. Document 300328, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 26 October 2012. [] 
was []: Document 300302, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 28 September 2012 (as 
explained above, Waymade plc was named Waymade Healthcare plc until 12 October 2012).  
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ii. The sale of the Amdipharm group 

3.434. By the time the negotiations that led to the 10mg supply deal began, the 
negotiations for the sale of Waymade’s Amdipharm group to Cinven were 
close to complete. As explained above, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
stated that he had approached Auden to negotiate the 10mg deal ‘around 
the time that Amdipharm was being sold to Cinven.’669 The 10mg MA was to 
be included in that sale: 

a. Waymade had begun negotiations to sell its Amdipharm group to 
Cinven in mid-2012, when the process of obtaining its 10mg MA was 
still ongoing. Waymade issued an information memorandum on the 
Amdipharm group to Cinven in July 2012. The memorandum identified 
the prospective 10mg MA as a potential generator of significant 
revenue for the Amdipharm group. It stated, as part of the ‘Organic 
Growth Case’ for the UK: ‘Line extensions offer significant upside. In 
particular, the development of a Hydrocortisone tablets 10mg x30 SKU 
provides the opportunity to tap into a market now worth over £30m’. 
The relevant slide included a graph showing the volumes of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and the dramatic increases in the value of sales 
over the previous four years, following the price increases implemented 
by Auden.670 

b. Once these statements had been made Cinven ‘was very insistent on 
acquiring’ the 10mg MA.671 Waymade stated: ‘That the 10mg MA would 
be included with the sale of the Amdipharm business was an important 
point of negotiation during the transaction.’672 

3.435. The agreement for the sale of the Amdipharm group was signed on 13 
October 2012.673 On the same day, the beneficial interest in the newly-
obtained 10mg MA was transferred intra-group within the Waymade 
undertaking – from Waymade plc to Amdipharm UK Limited – to ensure that 
it would be within the Amdipharm group when the sale completed. The legal 
transfer was to be effected as soon as reasonably practicable (Waymade plc 
having delivered to Amdipharm UK Limited the required forms duly 
executed). All associated product knowhow and intellectual property, raw 

669 Document 200348, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 11 lines 20-
24 and page 12 lines 1-4.
670 Document 202512, slide pack entitled ‘PROJECT AMPULE Information memorandum’ dated 6 July 2012, 
slide 39. 
671 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016, paragraph 6.1. 
672 Document 302242, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018, paragraph 
5.5. 
673 Document 200476, Amdipharm group sale and purchase agreement. 
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material and finished or partly finished product was also transferred.674 The 
agreement that effected the intra-group transfer (signed for Amdipharm UK 
Limited by [Waymade Senior Employee 1]) provided that Amdipharm UK 
Limited would have the exclusive right to sell 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
and that Waymade plc would sell 10mg hydrocortisone tablets only as agent 
of Amdipharm UK Limited.675 

3.436. From 13 October 2012, therefore, Amdipharm UK Limited held the beneficial 
interest in Waymade’s 10mg MA and sales of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
Amdipharm UK Limited remained within the Waymade undertaking, [], 
until the sale of the Amdipharm group completed on 31 October 2012. 

3.437. The sale of the Amdipharm group was publicly announced on 15 October 
2012.676 In interview, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated: 

‘during the sale process, of course, I didn’t say anything to Auden 
Mckenzie that the company was being sold up until it was in the 
public domain, but once it became public domain I then had to speak 
to Auden to say that I was actually going as part of the Amdipharm 

674 The relevant transfer agreement (document 302245, Annex 4.1(a) to Waymade’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018 – see clauses 1.1, 2.1, 5.1 and 5.2.2) was between Waymade UK plc 
(then known as Waymade plc, company number 03677276, a subsidiary of the company now known as 
Waymade plc) and Amdipharm UK Limited (then known as Amdipharm plc). The agreement did not explicitly 
include the 10mg MA in the list of assets to be transferred in Schedule 2. However, Waymade informed the CMA 
that this omission ‘was a simple error, possibly related to the fact that the MA had been granted on 27 September 
2012’, only shortly before the agreement was signed (document 302242, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018, paragraph 5.5). Waymade stated that ‘the 10mg MA was treated as 
having been beneficially transferred to Amdipharm [UK Limited] as if it had been listed within Schedule 2 of the 
[agreement] from 13 October 2012’ (document 302242, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 8 October 2018, paragraph 5.6). No other party disputed this account. These statements are consistent 
with the contemporaneous evidence. On 18 October 2012 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] sent an email to 
Waymade and Amdipharm staff attaching ‘the list of MAs which will transfer (timetable to be agreed) from 
Waymade to Amdipharm’. Attached was a table identical to Schedule 2 to the transfer agreement, with the 
addition of Waymade’s MA for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. Document 302253 and Document 302254, Annexes 
5.4(a) and 5.4(b) to Document 302242, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 18 October 2012 and 
attachment. The CMA therefore concludes that the 10mg MA was treated as included in Schedule 2 to the 
transfer agreement executed on 13 October 2012. This was clearly the intention, as the recitals to the agreement 
illustrate. 
675 Document 302245, Annex 4.1(a), asset transfer agreement dated 13 October 2012, clause 5.4. As explained 
above, the transfer agreement was with Waymade UK plc rather than Waymade plc, but was intended to 
encompass the 10mg MA previously owned by Waymade plc. Waymade informed the CMA that ‘From 13 
October 2012 onwards transferring products, including 10mg hydrocortisone, were sold by Waymade [plc] 
entirely for the benefit of Amdipharm [UK Limited]. In accordance with clause 5.4 of the [intra-group transfer 
agreement], from 13 October 2012 Waymade [plc] would have purchased and sold 10mg hydrocortisone, 
including the 10mg Supplies [under the 10mg Agreement], only as agent for, and at the direction of, Amdipharm 
[UK Limited].’ From 13 October 2012, therefore, ‘while the mechanics of the purchase and distribution of 10mg 
hydrocortisone may have been similar, Waymade [plc] acted as agent for Amdipharm [UK Limited] until the 10mg 
MA could be formally transferred into Amdipharm [UK Limited]’s name.’ Document 302242, paragraphs 5.7 and 
5.9, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018.
676 www.cinven.com/media/news/121015-cinven-invests-in-amdipharm/. 
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business, that I would continue to be in that business and that I was 
keen for the supply [of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets] to continue’677 

3.438. Once the sale became public, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] therefore 
informed Auden that going forwards it would continue to deal with 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee], whose company would have a new owner. 

3.439. On 31 October 2012 Waymade completed the sale of its Amdipharm group 
to Cinven. Cinven went on to combine the Amdipharm group with the 
Mercury Pharma group to create the AMCo group. 

3.440. Amdipharm UK Limited became part of the AMCo undertaking. [],678 and 
Waymade plc acted as agent for Amdipharm UK Limited in relation to the 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets it obtained from Auden. [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] explained in interviews: 

‘while the 10mg [MA] became beneficially owned by Amdipharm and 
then Cinven it was still in the legal ownership of Waymade … So the 
licence finally came over into Amdipharm’s name [legally] around May 
2013, something like that. But from the period of completion through 
until then, Waymade was selling the product on behalf of Amdipharm, 
so Waymade would sell the product and then the benefits, the sale 
proceeds would come across to Amdipharm’679 

‘the stock still came into Waymade and Waymade sold it on 
Amdipharm’s behalf, but the value went to Amdipharm.’680 

3.441. In addition to its obligations under the intra-group transfer agreement, from 
31 October 2012 onwards Waymade plc also distributed 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets for Amdipharm UK Limited, including pricing orders 
and invoicing customers in Amdipharm UK Limited’s name and on terms 
supplied by Amdipharm UK Limited and transferring the proceeds into an 
Amdipharm UK Limited bank account, pursuant to a supply chain services 

677 Document 200348, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 16 lines 2-
8. 
678 See section 9.B.III.d (Liability of the Cinven Entities) below. 
679 Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 17 lines 
15-27. See also Document 302140, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 7 June 2018, pages 
66 line 5 to page 67 line 20. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] explained that after the sale of the Amdipharm group 
to Cinven, ‘we used to procure everything for them as per their instructions and distribute for them’ (Document 
302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 151, lines 21 to 22). 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] stated, ‘anything that we were doing on hydrocortisone 10 got transferred in, into 
them’ (Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 3, 
page 29, lines 5 to 6).
680 Document 302140, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 7 June 2018, pages 66 line 5 to 
page 67 lines 13-20. 
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agreement. This agreement provided for Waymade plc to provide these 
services to Amdipharm UK Limited for a period of two years.681 

3.442. As part of Cinven’s acquisition of the Amdipharm group, on 31 October 2012 
AMCo therefore acquired Waymade’s 10mg MA, product development and 
relevant staff,682 and the benefit of the 10mg Agreement.683 

e. AMCo succeeds Waymade as counterparty to the 10mg Agreement and 
negotiates to triple its volumes from Auden 

3.443. From 31 October 2012 onwards, Auden continued to supply AMCo with 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets at £1 per pack (a 97% discount to market rate). 

3.444. As explained in section 6.D.II.c.ii, the CMA has found that in return AMCo 
agreed not to enter the market with its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

3.445. In each of November and December 2012, Auden supplied AMCo (through 
Waymade) with 2,000 packs of 10mg tablets at £1 per pack.684 [Auden 

681 Document 302242, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018, paragraph 
5.8. Document 302251, Annex 4.1(g), supply chain services agreement dated 31 October 2012, Schedule 2, part 
1, paragraph 2. The term of the agreement was specified in clause 21.1.2.
682 The key staff involved in Waymade’s 10mg product development who transferred with the Amdipharm group 
were specified in the SPA (Document 200476, schedule 7 Part B). They included: [Waymade Senior Employee 
2]; [Amdipharm Senior Employee]; [Waymade Employee]; []. 
683 Amdipharm Limited also transferred to Cinven’s ownership as part of the Amdipharm group on 31 October 
2012. Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited, the other Amdipharm Company, was originally part of the Mercury 
Pharma group that Cinven had separately acquired in July 2012. It was renamed Amdipharm Mercury Company 
Limited in March 2013. The Mercury Pharma group had a pre-existing 10mg hydrocortisone tablets development 
project with a German CMO called MIBE GmbH Arzneimittel (‘MIBE’). See Document 202185, Dossier Licence 
Agreement between MIBE and Mercury dated 12 June 2012; Document 202186, Supply Agreement between 
MIBE and Mercury dated 14 June 2012. Mercury and the MIBE development became part of AMCo as a result of 
Cinven merging the Mercury and Amdipharm groups between 31 October and 31 December 2013. AMCo 
progressed the MIBE development at points over the following years, but the Aesica project took priority: MIBE 
was described as ‘a back-up project strategy to the Amdipharm product’ (Document 200085, email from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and 
others dated 14 January 2014). In January 2014, in parallel with difficulties encountered during negotiations for a 
formal supply agreement with Auden, as described in section 3.f.iii.f below (see for example, Document 200085, 
email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and others dated 14 January 2014), AMCo submitted an MA application for MIBE-manufactured 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets (Document 201761, email from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and other AMCo 
staff dated 15 January 2014), noting a few days later in its [] Report that the MIBE Development was ‘being 
vigorously pursued’ (Document 202621, []Report – December 2013 dated 22 January 2014, page 2). 
However, the MHRA invalidated the application on 17 February 2014 (Document 201823, email from [] 
(MHRA) to [] dated 17 February 2014). AMCo continued to correspond with the MHRA until July 2015, when 
its hydrocortisone development projects were reported to be ‘on hold’ ‘as management are deciding how to 
proceed with the different hydro opportunities (Aesica development, Mibe and Focus)’ (Document 202810, email 
from [] to [], [AMCo Senior Employee 3] and other AMCo staff dated 7 July 2015). However, in early May 
2016 AMCo became concerned over the increasing competition in the market, as explained in section 3.F.III.q 
below. This prompted AMCo to review its strategy with respect to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and as a result, 
AMCo decided to ‘not commercialise’ the MIBE development (Document 202910, email from [AMCo Employee] 
to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 24 May 2016. See also 
Document 202905, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 17 May 2016). 
684 Document 200010, data supplied by Waymade on its purchases of hydrocortisone tablets from Auden. 
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Senior Employee 1] stated that ‘after the move from Waymade to 
Amdipharm … In 2012, we supplied Amdipharm at a price of £1 per pack’.685 

3.446. Having acquired the 10mg MA and the benefit of the 10mg Agreement on 31 
October 2012, in November 2012 AMCo made contact with Auden to 
negotiate an increase in the volumes available to it at the £1 supply price: 

a. On 13 November 2012 [Waymade Senior Employee 1] emailed 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee]: ‘I one [spoke] to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1]. I told him that you are handling hydrocortisone 10mg with 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] at Auden mac Menzies [sic] He was vey 
[sic] happy about that I told him that we will be looking to receive 15000 
packs per month on a supply agreement’.686 

b. In interview, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] explained that by [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1]’s reference to ‘we’ he ‘doesn’t mean Waymade, he 
means AMCo’.687 

3.447. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] had therefore agreed with AMCo’s Chief 
Executive that [Amdipharm Senior Employee] – now employed by AMCo, the 
new holder of Waymade’s 10mg MA – would be in charge of the 10mg 
supply deal AMCo had acquired from Waymade, and of negotiating an 
increase in the monthly volume of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets available 
from Auden at the £1 supply price on behalf of AMCo. [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] confirmed in interview that he had told [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee], ‘[y]ou are handling it [10mg hydrocortisone tablets] so sort 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] out’.688 

3.448. By the end of November 2012, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] arranged a 
meeting with [Auden Senior Employee 1]. On 29 November 2012, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] emailed [Auden Senior Employee 1], copying 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee], with the subject ‘Meeting up’: ‘[g]ood to 
speak to you. As discussed let's you [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and me 
meet up asap.’689 The meeting between [AMCo Senior Employee 1], 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Auden Senior Employee 1] was 

685 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 to 1.20. 
686 Document 300331, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 13 
November 2012. 
687 Document 201997, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 41, lines 17 to 
18. 
688 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 153, line 
4. 
689 Document 202378, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 29 November 
2012. 
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arranged for 20 December 2012,690 but [Auden Senior Employee 1] ‘called in 
sick’ and the meeting was rescheduled for the ‘first week of Jan’.691 

[Waymade Senior Employee 1] noted: ‘[k]now this guy [Auden Senior 
Employee 1], it is his style. He will do his utmost to delay, but the thing is 
handle him correctly and [Amdipharm Senior Employee] knows him very well 
and he will handle him going forward.’692 

3.449. In January 2013, the volumes of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets given to AMCo 
under the 10mg Agreement tripled to 6,000 packs per month. From this 
moment on until June 2014, AMCo received 6,000 packs per month at £1 
per pack.693 

3.450. The new volumes are reflected in the data provided by Auden694 and in 
contemporaneous documentary evidence. For example: on 1 August 2013, 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] explained that AMCo ‘have been receiving 
6,000 packs per month since January’.695 

3.451. Prior to or during January 2013, therefore, AMCo negotiated an increase in 
its volumes under the 10mg Agreement with Auden. In context, the meetings 
between [Auden Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] that were scheduled in December 2012 and 
January 2013 related to these negotiations. 

f. AMCo moves to formalise the 10mg supply arrangement and once 
more triple its volumes, and explores buying Auden’s hydrocortisone 
business 

3.452. In summary: 

a. From March 2013 onwards, AMCo targeted obtaining a formal 10mg 
supply agreement with Auden. AMCo entered into negotiations in late 
2013 and aimed once more to triple its monthly volumes to 18,000 
packs. 

b. These negotiations coincided with negotiations for AMCo to buy 
Auden’s hydrocortisone tablets business. AMCo quickly reached the 

690 Document 202386, calendar invite ‘Accepted: Meeting with [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] & [Auden Senior Employee 1]’ for 20 December 2012. See also Document 202383, calendar invite 
‘Please keep free - Possible meeting with [Auden Senior Employee 1] + [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’ for 20 
December 2012. 
691 Document 202425, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 21 
December 2012.  
692 Document 202425, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 21 
December 2012. 
693 In January 2013, AMCo received 7,000 packs; thereafter, 6,000 packs per month. 
694 Document 00674, Annex 4 to AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016.  
695 Document 202526, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [] dated 1 August 2013.  
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view that it should not proceed with this acquisition as Auden’s 
business was vulnerable to competition; however AMCo continued the 
negotiations in order to facilitate obtaining this new supply deal. 

c. During the negotiations, AMCo investigated the orphan designation and 
formed the view that it would not preclude its skinny label 10mg tablets 
from competing with Auden’s full label tablets. It therefore continued to 
negotiate for a new supply deal with increased volumes. 

d. However, in January 2014 Auden refused to increase AMCo’s volumes 
and it appeared that the relationship between Auden and AMCo had 
broken down. 

3.453. Until 25 February 2014, Auden supplied AMCo with 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets without any signed supply agreement. Initially, Auden charged AMCo 
e.g. £38 per pack and then issued a rebate of £37 per pack back to 
AMCo.696 The rebate arrangement was brought to an end in September 
2013, after which Auden continued to supply AMCo at a price of £1 per 
pack.697 

3.454. By the beginning of March 2013, AMCo began to target obtaining a formal 
supply agreement with Auden to address the issue that it was receiving 
supplies under an informal arrangement that would be vulnerable to sudden 
termination and with it the loss of a substantial portion of the Amdipharm 
group’s value.698 

696 Document 200003, paragraph 13.2, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016.  
697 See, for example, Document 202537, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 3 
October 2013; and Document 201100, AMCo Competition Audit Report by Pinsent Masons dated 27 January 
2014, paragraph 8.1.3. See also Document 202503, email from [] to [] and others dated 12 June 2013; and 
Document 00051C, Excel spreadsheet entitled ‘Hydrocortisone 10mg@10.01.2014’: the selling price to 
Amdipharm as of 10 January 2014 was recorded as £1.  
698 Document 200059, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 3 March 2013, 
where [AMCo Senior Employee 1] recognised that good February 2013 results were not only dependent on ‘price 
increases’, but also on ‘getting hydrocortisone from Auden Mac!’ In this regard, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
stated: ‘[l]et’s hope [Amdipharm Senior Employee] keeps at them. I will suggest we get a signed supply 
agreement from them’. See also Document 202473, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] dated 18 February 2013: [Waymade Senior Employee 2] responded to a request from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] to ‘jot down few bullet points […] of some key events in Amdipharm during January or early 
Feb. […] For example […] your attempts to persuade them [Auden Mckenzie] to supply us with Hydrocortisone’. 
[] set out: ‘Hydrocortisone 10mg tabs MA starts to generate revenue: Following conclusion of a supply 
agreement with Auden McKenzie; Hydrocortisone 10mg 30s were sold for the first time in January. Sales were 
£272,102 on 7,887 units.’ This was reflected in the January 2013 []’s Report – see Document 202478, January 
2013 []’s Report, page 2. 
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3.455. The negotiations to formalise the terms of supply with Auden were primarily 
led by [Amdipharm Senior Employee],699 with [AMCo Senior Employee 1]700 

and [AMCo Senior Employee 8]701 also involved on AMCo’s side. [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] led for Auden.702 

3.456. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] met on 12 
November 2013. The agenda included ‘Hydrocortisone’.703 Following this 
meeting, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] sent the first draft supply agreement 
to [Auden Senior Employee 1] on 15 November 2013.704 It proposed a three-
year supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets to AMCo for a price of £1 per 
pack and specified an ‘Estimated Order Quantity’ of 18,000 packs per 
month.705 AMCo was therefore targeting a further threefold volume increase: 
from 6,000 to 18,000 packs per month, for a new three-year term. The 
18,000 packs a month was equivalent to what AMCo expected it could sell if 
it entered independently with its own product.706 

699 AMCo’s February 2013 []’s Report dated 21 March 2013 stated: ‘[h]ydrocortisone is performing well as a 
result of supply from Auden Mackenzie [sic]. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] is trying to formalise this 
arrangement in a […] supply agreement. In the meantime we are attempting to manufacture our own product via 
Cenexi. Development of the Mercury [MIBE] product is also progressing well though this is two years away from 
launch’ – see Document 200060, []’s Report – Feb 2013 dated 21 March 2013, page 3 (the reference to 
Cenexi appears to have been an error: Aesica was intended). [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s objective [] was 
to ‘[s]et up contracts with Audon McKenzie [sic] for […] Hydrocortisone’ and to get ‘[c]ontracts agreed and signed 
by the end of November 2013’ – see Document 203648, AMCo’s [] Objectives 2013, slide 15. Document 
202530, email from [] to [] dated 16 September 2013 stating that ‘the only issue as far as I am aware is still 
getting the contract price agreed by [Amdipharm Senior Employee].’ Document 202532, email from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 18 September 2013, describing [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] as ‘the main contact for Auden Mckenzie’. Document 202545, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] 
dated 8 November 2013, stating that ‘[i]f there is any written agreement only [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
would have it’. Document 202554, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [] dated 18 November 2013, 
where [AMCo Senior Employee 1] noted that he would like [Amdipharm Senior Employee] ‘to sort out the Auden 
Mackenzie [sic] contracts. Apart from that it's really just having him for a bit of corporate memory.’ Document 
201563, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview dated 20 October 2017, CD 1, Track 2, page 10, lines 
1 to 5. Document 201591, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview dated 12 October 2017, CD 1, page 
21, line 14 to page 22, line 3. 
700 See, for example, Document 200059, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
dated 3 March 2013; Document 201563, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview dated 20 October 
2017, CD 1, Track 2, page 10, lines 1 to 5; and Document 201591, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] 
interview dated 12 October 2017, CD 1, page 21, line 14 to page 22, line 3.
701 See, for example, Document 202937, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] dated 12 July 2013; and Document 201563, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview dated 
20 October 2017, CD 1, Track 2, page 10, lines 1 to 5. 
702 Document 201563, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview dated 20 October 2017, CD 1, Track 2, 
page 11, lines 10 to 12. See also Document 201591, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview dated 12 
October 2017, CD 1, page 21, line 14 to page 22, line 3.
703 Document 202547, calendar invite ‘Update: Amdipharm Senior Employee] & [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’ for 
12 November 2013.   
704 Document 202552, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 15 
November 2013 
705 Document 202553, draft “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone) by and between Auden 
Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, page 20, Schedule A. See also Document 202557, 
email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [] dated 15 November 2013. 
706 See ‘Product X’ figures in the ‘assume generics launched’ and ‘Sheet 1’ tabs of Document 202660, 
spreadsheet attached to Document 202659, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 6] to [AMCo Senior Employee 
4] dated 23 May 2014. Although the spreadsheet was attached to an email in May 2014, it is likely that it was 
prepared in late 2013: it modelled all potential scenarios, including competitive entry, from January 2014 onwards 
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3.457. The negotiations to formalise the 10mg supply arrangement coincided with 
negotiations for AMCo to acquire Auden’s hydrocortisone tablets business, 
which began in earnest in November 2013.707 

3.458. Having been approached by [Auden Senior Employee 1] about this potential 
acquisition, AMCo’s management and owners quickly reached the view that 
they should not pursue it because the value of the hydrocortisone tablets 
business was likely to fall following the entry of competitors. On 2 December 
2013 [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [], stated: ‘There’s too much risk around 
the value of the assets, and his [[Auden Senior Employee 1]’s] expectations 
would be pretty high. I suspect he’s keen to sell because he knows generics 
may be around the corner.’ [AMCo Senior Employee 1] agreed: ‘[AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] is right. Cinven scoffed at me when I suggested 
acquiring them (or indeed the product)’.708 

3.459. However, AMCo continued to engage in the negotiations with Auden in order 
to increase its chance of securing a new formal 10mg supply agreement. 
AMCo’s view was that [Auden Senior Employee 1] was seeking to position a 
formal supply agreement as conditional on AMCo’s continued interest in the 
acquisition.709 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] responded to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2]’s and [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s observations: ‘We need to 
show interest to get the supply agreements signed and keep our supply of 
hydrocortisone in place for as long as possible’.710 

3.460. AMCo therefore carried out some preliminary due diligence in December 
2013711 and internally obtained prescribing information about hydrocortisone 

and assumed (subject ‘to check’) an Auden ASP of £40 (Auden’s ASP in May 2014 reached £53.65). The 
‘Proposed’ tab shows that AMCo proposed to increase its supply volumes from Auden to 17,000 packs per month 
in January 2014. The ‘current’ tab shows the volume of hydrocortisone tablets (‘Product X’) Auden was supplying 
AMCo in 2013: 6.000 packs a month.
707 See Document 202555, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 18 
November 2013 and its attachment Document 202556; Document 00041, email from [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 18 November 2013; and Document 00042, Confidentiality 
agreement between Amdipharm Limited and Auden Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited). See also Document 
200068, []’s Report – November 2013, page 2; and Document 200101, AMCo Group December 2013 
Management Accounts FY2013, page 25.
708 Document 200018, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 and 4 
December 2013. 
709 See, e.g., Document 201100, AMCo competition audit, paragraph 8.6.1: ‘various comments in early January 
2014 by Auden have suggested that Auden would only formalise the supply contracts in return for an agreed sale 
of the hydrocortisone MA’; and Document 200452, note of State of Play meeting between the CMA and AMCo 
dated 18 May 2016, paragraph 22, where [AMCo Senior Employee 8] explained that ‘Auden’s response to 
AMCo’s request for a written contract had been to push for AMCo to buy Auden’s whole business or its 
hydrocortisone business.’ 
710 Document 200018, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to AMCo management dated 4 December 
2013. 
711 Document 200071, email from [] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 11 December 2013. 
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tablets (which was later used to inform the assessment of the importance of 
the orphan designation to the skinny label product).712 

3.461. While both sets of negotiations were ongoing, AMCo internally reported that: 
‘Auden are still supplying hydrocortisone but are being increasingly 
aggressive and threatening that the orphan drug status of their product 
means that our product … is not comparable to theirs’.713 

3.462. The extent of the market that was contestable to suppliers of skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets was relevant to both sets of negotiations: to the 
proposed acquisition of Auden’s hydrocortisone business because it would 
determine the true value of that business in the face of competition; and to 
the formalising of the 10mg supply arrangement because the terms of that 
arrangement, in particular the quantities Auden was to supply AMCo, 
depended on both parties’ assessment of the volume Auden stood to lose to 
AMCo if it entered with its own product. This connection was expressed in 
two emails sent by [AMCo Senior Employee 2] on 2 January 2014: 

a. In the first, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] told [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee]: ‘According to the data on IMS, only 22% of prescriptions 
are specifically identified as Adrenal, with a long list of others. That 
gives us a bit more strength to say to [Auden Senior Employee 1] that 
we don’t mind having limited labelling. Pharmacists will dispense it 
anyway, regardless of labelling. Therefore, we should still be arguing 
using 100% of the market as our negotiating position for supply 

volumes! ’714 

b. In the second, sent five minutes later, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] told 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1]: ‘I have just received the prescribing data 
for Hydrocortisone 10mg … It shows that only 22% of Rx’s are 
specified as Adrenal, and there are multiple other indications widely in 
use, not the 90+% for adrenal insufficiency that [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] was once referring to. That means labelling shouldn’t be 

that important, hopefully  
regardless of label, and [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s claim that we 
have an inferior product is irrelevant anyway, when it can be shown to 
be bioequivalent. It just doesn’t have the labelling for one protected 

712 Document 202580, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 11 December 2013.  
713 Document 200510, Minutes of MPGL Management meeting on 19 December 2013, page 3. 
714 Document 200164, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 2 January 
2014. 
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indication. Therefore I think we can push back a bit harder! I’ve sent an 
email to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] suggesting the same.’715 

3.463. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s emails arose out of discussions between 
AMCo’s management about the due diligence materials provided by Auden 
as part of the prospective sale of its hydrocortisone business. In that context, 
the bioequivalence of AMCo’s product and the openness of prescriptions 
meant AMCo could argue for a lower price to reflect the value of Auden’s full 
label product. 

3.464. However, the primary context for [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s emails was 
the negotiations being conducted by [Amdipharm Senior Employee] for a 
formal supply arrangement. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s email to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] followed an exchange in which [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] informed him ‘We aren’t thinking of buying it [Auden’s hydrocortisone 
business]’ and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] responded: ‘[Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] was wanting us to look and behave really interested to facilitate 
signing the deal … having just spoken to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], he 
says that he still needs us to look interested to close the deal.’ 716 [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] suggested using the latest prescription data to argue for 
‘100% of the market as our negotiating position for supply volumes’ on the 
basis that all volumes were contestable notwithstanding the orphan 
designation and ‘[Auden Senior Employee 1]’s claim that we have an inferior 
product is irrelevant’. 

3.465. Following this exchange, on 8 January 2014 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
sent [Auden Senior Employee 1] a signed supply agreement asking him to 
‘countersign’ it.717 The attached draft hydrocortisone supply agreement set 
out the supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets to AMCo for a price of £1 per 
pack and specified an ‘Estimated Order Quantity’ of 7,000 packs per 
month.718 

3.466. At this stage, in anticipation of Auden signing the supply contract, AMCo 
understood that it would get an increase to 7,000 packs per month (down 
from its initial goal of 18,000 packs) and receive a one-off order of 10,000 
packs: 

715 Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 January 
2014. 
716 Document 200165, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 
January 2014.
717 Document 200072, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 8 January 
2014.  
718 Document 200029, draft “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone) by and between Auden 
Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, page 21, Schedule A. 
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a. On 10 January 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 4] forwarded the draft 
supply agreement to [AMCo Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo Employee] 
explaining: ‘the agreement is that on Hydrocortisone we will now get 
7000 to sell instead of 6000 with an additional 9-10k packs in the next 3 
months our selling price for this will be £42.50.’719 

b. On 13 January 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 4] informed [AMCo 
Employee] ‘the monthly volume will be 7000 packs instead of 6000, 
please can you ensure this months [sic] PO is for 7000 packs? Also 
they have agreed to supply an additional 10,000 packs as a one off, 
please can you also get a purchase order raised for this separately?’720 

3.467. AMCo sent these purchase orders to Auden on 13 January 2014.721 

3.468. However, Auden refused these orders. [Auden Senior Employee 1] called 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2] asking: 

‘Why was an order sent for the higher amount? I said that I believed it 
was in anticipation of the newly-agreed volumes. He said that he had 
explained to [] that agreement on these volumes was contingent on 
our interest in acquiring the product and giving him an offer.’ 722 

3.469. [Auden Senior Employee 1]: 

‘then went onto [sic] say that if we don’t make an offer to buy the 
product, and thus that he implied that he therefore wouldn’t sign the 
supply agreement, he would then take action to protect his product by 
advising all parties (mentioning DoH and MHRA amongst others, 
including major multiples) that our product should not be dispensed 
against generic prescriptions.’ 723 

3.470. Following this threat, on 14 January 2014 AMCo withdrew its offer to 
contract in the signed supply agreement it had sent on 8 January.724 On 29 
January 2014 the minutes of AMCo’s top company board reported that it 

719 Document 200077, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo 
Employee] dated 10 January 2014. See Document 200082, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6] dated 14 January 2014: ‘[t]his is a supply contract for £1 – for 7000 packs’. See also the ‘proposed 
1’ tab of Document 202660, spreadsheet attached to Document 202659, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 6] 
to [AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 23 May 2014. 
720 Document 200080, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [AMCo Employee] dated 13 January 2014. [] 
asked [AMCo Employee] to contact [] and ‘communicate our requirements and get their confirmation that they 
will proceed to execute our requirements’ on the same day (see the same document, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 13 January 2014).  
721 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 13 January 2014. 
722 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo management dated 14 January 2014. 
723 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo management dated 14 January 2014. 
724 Document 00052A, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 14 
January 2014. 
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would not be proceeding with the acquisition of Auden’s hydrocortisone 
business ‘due to the vendor’s price expectations and the threat of generic 
competition to many of its products.’725 

3.471. This was the nadir of relations between AMCo and Auden. It appeared that 
both strands of negotiation had failed and that the relationship would break 
down. 

i. AMCo’s Aesica product between November 2012 and January 2014 

3.472. In summary, after acquiring the 10mg hydrocortisone tablet development 
and the 10mg MA from Waymade on 31 October 2012, AMCo engaged only 
sporadically with Aesica in the 14 months prior to the January 2014 crisis in 
relations with Auden. Its senior management had limited involvement in the 
project, which had yet to be submitted to the AMCo board for approval: 

a. Shortly after acquiring the 10mg MA, AMCo’s project development 
team recorded that it needed to address the ‘assay method issue’ 
causing low stability results in early 2013.  

b. Rather than dealing with the assay issue, AMCo decided to order a 
single batch of tablets from Aesica, which were manufactured in early 
October 2013. AMCo did not relay any instructions on how to package 
the batch, which was stored in bulk as a result. 

c. By December 2013, AMCo became aware that the July 2010 10mg 
Validation Batches that Aesica had produced for Waymade were failing 
stability testing by yielding low results, an issue that Waymade had 
predicted could happen unless the assay method was optimised. As a 
result, the single batch of product manufactured in October 2013 was 
blocked subject to an investigation to resolve the matter. 

d. This investigation was to inform AMCo’s decision on whether to pursue 
commercialising the product, which it characterised as a ‘Protective 
project to ensure continuity of supply’.726 AMCo predicted that it would 
likely need to apply to the MHRA to vary the terms of the 10mg MA. 
AMCo anticipated being able to launch by June 2014, but whether it 
would in fact launch was still an open question. 

725 Document 200498, Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Directors of Amdipharm Mercury Limited on 29 
January 2014, page 15. See also Document 200102, Strategic Development, Monthly Report, Product 
Acquisitions, January 2014, page 3
726 Document 202593, Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, slide 1, attached to Document 202592, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013. 
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3.473. As explained in section 3.F.III. a to b above, before being granted the MA, 
Waymade had established that it needed to optimise the assay method to 
improve the testing method’s accuracy in producing stability data and 
commissioned DSG to come up with a new assay method. Waymade staff 
had described the assay method as ‘the only issue I can see at the moment 
preventing us from launch’ in late July 2012.727 

3.474. Prior to the sale of Amdipharm to Cinven, Amdipharm’s internal reports 
recorded that Aesica ‘supplied samples to DSG to complete Hydrocortisone 
assay improvement process’728 and that ‘Amdipharm and Aesica QPs need 
to agree shelf life / release conditions’.729 In October 2012, Waymade’s 
product development team recorded that it needed to ‘get Aesica’s QPs to 
agree [shelf life / release conditions], as some individual [stability] results are 
below the limits but the trend is above and we may end up rejecting the odd 
batch due to low assay that really was good’’.730 

3.475. An internal Amdipharm project list from mid-December 2012 laid out the 
main actions and the amount of resource that were required for the 
hydrocortisone development with Aesica. AMCo predicted that it would only 
need ‘0.2 FTEs’ (full-time employees) to resolve the ‘assay issue’ in ‘Q1 
2013’ and to ‘extend shelf life’ registered in the MA in ‘Q4 2013’.731 

3.476. Instead of following up and addressing the assay issue, on 20 December 
2012 AMCo asked Aesica to schedule the production of a batch of 10mg 
tablets in bottles.732 However, Aesica immediately responded that it could 
not do so until AMCo provided a forecast.733 

3.477. AMCo met with Aesica in early February 2013. AMCo asked Aesica to 
confirm the earliest production date for the batch of 10mg tablets. Aesica 
informed AMCo that given the time elapsed since it had purchased raw 
materials for the project (Waymade’s only batches having been produced in 
June and July 2010), Aesica would need to purchase new stock, entailing a 
significant lead time.734 Aesica indicated that it should be able to 
manufacture the tablets in bulk in June 2013 and supply them to AMCo in 
late July or early August, but would need AMCo to submit purchase orders 

727 Document 202227, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 16 July 2012. 
728 Document 202380, Amdipharm’s Product Manufacturing Monthly Report for November 2012, page 4. 
729 Document 301612, Amdipharm’s Product Manufacturing Monthly Report for September 2012, page 4. 
730 Document 300319, email from [] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and others dated 19 October 2012. 
731 Document 202412, Amdipharm Product Manufacturing Project List of December 2012. 
732 Document 202418, email from [] to [Aesica Employee] dated 20 December 2012. See also Document 
202422, Aesica project steering group meeting minutes dated 13 December 2012, page 3. 
733 Document 202418, email from [Aesica Employee] to [] dated 20 December 2012. 
734 Document 202459, email from [AMCo Employee] to [], [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2] dated 13 February 2013.  
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‘in order for us to formally start the ball rolling and procure the necessary 
materials’.735 

3.478. However, AMCo did not submit a purchase order. On 10 April 2013, Aesica 
chased AMCo for the order, explaining that it was needed ‘asap now, as we 
are at purchase leadtime now for some materials, so additional delay will 
compromise bulk production date we have scheduled for you.’736 No 
purchase order was submitted by AMCo. 

3.479. On 10 May 2013, AMCo and Aesica staff met. The meeting’s minutes 
recorded that ‘Aesica not sure if we [AMCo] are to run the Hydrocortisone 
10mg product – can we confirm?’ Nonetheless, it was agreed that ‘Aesica 
will issue a quote for Hydrocortisone.’737 

3.480. Aesica sent its proposal ‘for the manufacture and bottle packaging of 1 batch 
of 10mg Hydrocortisone tablets’ to AMCo on 13 August 2013.738 The 
proposal amounted to ‘455,000 tablets packed as 30 tablets per bottle (total 
of around 15,000 bottles)’ for a price of [£1-£4] per bottle739 and noted that 
‘[o]nly 1 batch will be required in this order.’740 

3.481. [AMCo Employee], [], forwarded Aesica’s proposal to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] on 20 August 2013, adding: ‘[Amdipharm Senior Employee], I 
need to know the future strategy for this as Aesica are pushing us to provide 
a production forecast.’741 

3.482. Over a month later, on 24 September 2013 Aesica emailed AMCo to follow 
up on its proposal, noting that Aesica needed an updated order from AMCo 
in order to progress and that ‘It had been mentioned that this was being 
circulated for AMCo approval’ though none had yet been given.742 

3.483. However, during further correspondence between AMCo and Aesica in late 
September it emerged that Aesica’s proposal, which had been prepared 
following AMCo’s instructions,743 was based on a packaging format that was 

735 Document 202481, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 25 February 2013. 
736 Document 201719, emails between [Aesica Employee] and [] dated 10-11 April 2013. 
737 Document 202501, Draft Minutes of Meeting 10/05/2013, page 3. 
738 Document 202577, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 13 August 2013. See also 
Document 200292, paragraph 11.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. 
739 The cost of API was not included in this price as it was to be ‘handled under a separate agreement between 
Amdipharm Mercury Company Ltd and Aesica. The estimated cost is [£0-£1] per bottle’ – see Document 202578, 
letter from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 13 August 2013.
740 Document 202578, letter from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 13 August 2013. 
741 Document 201720, email from [AMCo Employee] to [], [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [] and [] dated 
20 August 2013. 
742 Document 201721, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 24 September 2013. 
743 See Document 200027, Aesica’s proposal for commercial supply – hydrocortisone 10mg tablets in bottles of 
13 August 2013. 
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not authorised on AMCo’s 10mg MA: 30 tablet bottles.744 Notwithstanding, 
Aesica emailed AMCo to inform it that ‘[t]he bulk manufacture is going ahead 
as scheduled. We will require approval of the new proposal [for the 
packaging format] urgently in order to setup and prepare the packaging for 
this batch, for supply in November’.745 

3.484. Aesica manufactured the first batch of bulk 10mg hydrocortisone tablets on 2 
October 2013, consisting of 455,000 tablets.746 At this stage, however, 
AMCo had not given Aesica instructions on how to pack them, and at AMCo 
there was uncertainty as to whether or not it should submit a request to the 
MHRA to add bottles of 30 tablets to its licence.747 

3.485. On 7 November 2013, [Aesica Employee] (Aesica) asked [AMCo Employee] 
for an ‘update regarding a decision on the packaging format’.748 [AMCo 
Employee] raised this internally on the same day and asked for [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee]’s steer on this matter: 

‘Aesica are chasing for a forecast which to my knowledge does not 
exists [sic] as we currently have no plan to market Aesica 
manufactured material. […] Aesica have all the starting materials ready 
to commence manufacture once all the approval issues are resolved. 
Would very much appreciate you providing your guidance on if we are 
to continue with requested manufacture, if so do you approve the 
stability studies to be put in place. Are we to market the Aesica product, 
if so what is the strategy to switch from Auden and what would the 
marketing strategy be?’749 

3.486. As of November 2013, a year after taking over the Aesica 10mg 
development from Waymade, AMCo therefore had ‘no plan to market’ the 
product and had yet to resolve whether and how to pack the bulk stock. 

3.487. In early December 2013, while in negotiations with Auden, AMCo became 
aware of the issue that had remained outstanding since it had acquired the 

744 The MA AMCo had acquired from Waymade provided for 30 tablet blister packs or 100 tablet bottles, but not 
30 tablet bottles, which had been removed from the application during Waymade’s ownership. [Aesica Employee] 
explained: ‘only 30 tablet blisters and 100 tablet bottles were placed on stability … where we have all gotten 
confused is that we have forgotten, in the long gap between filing, approval and commercialisation, that the 30 
tablet bottle was removed from the dossier, so when it was decided to launch with bottles rather than blisters we 
have all assumed direct replacement from 30 tablet blisters to 30 tablet bottles, not realising this was not possible 
according to the filed pack types.’ See Document 202535, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] 
dated 27 September 2013. See also Document 202560, email from [Waymade Employee] to [] dated 18 
October 2013 which confirms [Aesica Employee]’s explanation.
745 Document 202535, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] Dated 26 September 2013. 
746 Document 202601, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 17 December 2013; and 
Document 200090, Product Development: Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets, 22nd Jan 2014, PPRM, slide 3. 
747 Document 202539, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] and [] dated 9 October 2013. 
748 Document 200066, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 7 November 2013. 
749 Document 200066, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 7 November 2013. 
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10mg MA: the July 2010 10mg Validation Batches that Aesica had produced 
for Waymade were failing stability testing ‘at various time points (18 months 
onwards)’.750 

3.488. AMCo initially believed that this was due to the tight assay limits registered 
on its licence. As explained in sections 3.F.III.a to b above, during the 
application process Waymade had opted not to challenge the MHRA’s 
decision to reduce the assay limit for the licence from 90-110% to 95-
105%751 and to re-visit the issue ‘post approval’.752 Waymade was also 
prepared to accept the fact that ‘the assay limits are tight for shelf-life … We 
decided at the time not to argue it without having more data but to get the 
MA instead’. Yet, ultimately, Waymade established that ‘[t]he problem is the 
assay method not the product’.753 While acknowledging that this was 
outstanding in December 2012, AMCo had not revisited the issue. 

3.489. On 10 December 2013 AMCo decided that the batch Aesica had 
manufactured ‘is not likely to pass the current Assay limit … this batch needs 
to be blocked at Aesica until Assay specifications are resolved’.754 [AMCo 
Employee] responded: ‘At the moment I don’t believe the blocking of this 
batch at Aesica is a major concern but I will consult my colleagues and 
confirm.’755,756 

3.490. AMCo researched the history of Waymade’s 10mg MA application and 
corresponded with [Waymade Employee] who informed AMCo that 
Waymade had looked into the ‘[d]evelopment of a new assay method’ and 
suggested that AMCo follow up with Aesica.757 AMCo further ascertained 
that although the MHRA had asked for a narrower shelf life limit than 
Waymade had applied for (90-105% rather than 90-110% as requested), in 
fact no shelf life limit was ultimately included on the 10mg MA.758 

750 Document 202591, email from [] to [AMCo Employee], the Deviations team and others dated 3 December 
2013. 
751 Document 202591, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 3 December 2013. 
752 Document 300232, emails between [Aesica Employee], [] and [Waymade Employee] dated 20 April 2012. 
See also Document 300288, email from [Waymade Employee] to [], [], [], [], [Waymade Employee], [] 
and [] dated 10 April 2012. 
753 Document 202227, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 16 July 2012. 
754 Document 202591, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 10 December 2013. 
755 Document 202591, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 10 December 2013. 
756 By 11 December 2013, AMCo had still not decided whether to pursue the Aeisca development. [AMCo 
Employee] reported that ‘[w]e have an outstanding invoice for bulk tablets but as far as I am aware, no 
agreement to cover the development work and subsequent finished product supply (if we indeed decide to go 
ahead)?’. See Document 202963, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 11 
December 2013. 
757 Document 202599, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 11 December 2013. 
758 Document 202599, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 11 December 2013. 
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3.491. AMCo explored submitting an application for a ‘variation’ to the terms of its 
10mg MA to ‘add a shelf-life specification for the product’.759 

3.492. A variation is defined as a change to an MA. Variations can be: 

a. an administrative change such as a change of company name and/or 
address; 

b. a change to the characteristics of a product that can affect its quality, 
such as a change to its composition; or 

c. a change to the safety, efficacy or pharmacovigilance of the product.  

3.493. Changes are classed as minor (Type 1A or 1B) or major (Type II). A major 
(Type II) variation is ‘a variation that is not an extension of the marketing 
authorisation (line extension) and that may have a significant impact on the 
quality, safety or efficacy of a medicinal product’.760 

3.494. A batch-specific variation (‘BSV’) is a variation application to request 
agreement for a single or small number of batches of product to be released 
outside of the usual conditions of the MA – ie a variation that allows specific 
batches to be sold without requiring a change to the MA itself.761 

3.495. Notwithstanding the issues it had uncovered with the terms of the MA, on 13 
December 2013 AMCo still considered that ‘we may be instructing Aesica to 
pack next week’.762 

3.496. The Aesica project was discussed at AMCo’s Pipeline Project Review 
Meeting (‘PPRM’) on 18 December 2013. The slides for that meeting 
described the development as a ‘Protective project to ensure continuity of 
supply’. They noted that Aesica had manufactured a batch in bulk but that it 
was ‘waiting on packing instructions and payment from AMCo’ and set out 
AMCo’s options for packing the bulk tablets in pursuit of a ‘Clear route 
forward’:763 

a. Pack the tablets in blister packs of 30. In this scenario the tablets were 
‘Ready to pack’ and would have a shelf life of 18 months (ie the amount 

759 Document 202591, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 13 December 2013. 
760 Commission Regulation (EC) No 1234/2008 (the Variations Regulation) (see www.ema.europa.eu/en/human-
regulatory/post-authorisation/variations/type-ii-variations-questions-answers).
761 See www.gov.uk/guidance/medicines-apply-for-a-variation-to-your-marketing-authorisation#minor-variations 
and https://medregs.blog.gov.uk/2017/02/09/when-the-unexpected-happens-batch-specific-variations/.
762 Document 202584, emails between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 13 December 2013. 
763 Document 202593, Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, slide 1, attached to Document 202592, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013. 
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of time for which the stability results had been satisfactory, see 
paragraph 3.487 above). 

b. Pack the tablets in bottles of 30. In this scenario AMCo would need to 
obtain stability data in order to secure a variation to the terms of its MA 
and determine the shelf life. In this scenario the tablets would be ready 
to pack in three months’ time. 

c. Pack the tablets in bottles of 100. In this scenario the tablets would 
have a shelf life of 24 months and would also be ready to pack in three 
months’ time.764 

3.497. The slides noted that since the July 2010 10mg Validation Batches were 
failing stability tests on the narrow assay limit accepted by Waymade in mid-
2012 – ‘Stability problems – failing shelf-life spec 95% - 105%’ – a Type II 
variation to the terms of the 10mg MA ‘to reduce lower limit to 90%’ may be 
necessary (‘tbc’), which was anticipated to take three to six months.765 

Taking this into account, AMCo anticipated being ready to launch its 10mg 
product, whether in blister packs of 30 or bottles of 100, in June 2014.766 

3.498. The recommendation of the PPRM was to pack the bulk tablets in 30-tablet 
blister packs and use a portion of the tablets to generate stability data for 30-
tablet bottles. The questions for discussion included whether to ‘Manufacture 
further batches?’ and ‘Would we launch?’767 

3.499. Following the PPRM, AMCo’s Regulatory Affairs team explained that in order 
to support an application to vary the terms of AMCo’s MA to widen the assay 
limit, it would need ‘Batch analysis data on two production batches of FP 
[finished product]’ and that an application for a Type II variation ‘can take up 
to 90 days for approval depending on the nature of the RFIs issued.’768 

[AMCo Senior Employee 7] noted that ‘The fact we need data from two 
batches means we will need to manufacture another batch whether we 
commercialise or not.’769 

3.500. In summary, at the end of 2013 AMCo believed that whatever format it chose 
to pack its 10mg tablets in, it would likely need to vary the terms of its MA to 

764 Document 202593, Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, slide 2, attached to Document 202592, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013.
765 Document 202593, Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, slide 3, attached to Document 202592, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013.
766 Document 202593, Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, slide 4, attached to Document 202592, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013.
767 Document 202593, Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, slide 6, attached to Document 202592, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013.
768 Document 202599, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013. 
769 Document 201745, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Employee] 
and [AMCo Employee] dated 19 December 2013. 
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widen the assay limit to 90–105% and specify a shelf life, and that this would 
require the production of a further batch and entail some lead time (between 
three to six months) to generate the necessary stability data. This belief was 
later proven to be incorrect (see paragraphs 3.515 and 3.528.c below) as 
AMCo soon became aware that the issue affecting the stability data was the 
assay method which Waymade had already taken steps to optimise in July 
2012 and which had been left unattended since the acquisition of 
Amdipharm by Cinven. In any event, AMCo anticipated being ready to 
launch by June 2014, though it had not decided whether it would in fact 
launch. 

ii. The January 2014 breakdown in relations with Auden prompts AMCo to 
engage with the Aesica project in earnest and at senior level 

3.501. In summary: 

a. The apparent breakdown in negotiations between AMCo and Auden in 
January 2014 prompted AMCo’s senior management to engage with its 
Aesica project. The prospect that the 10mg supply deal would end 
sooner than anticipated meant the Aesica project became a priority and 
was submitted to the AMCo board for approval at the end of the month. 

b. As a result of the prioritisation of the Aesica project, AMCo confirmed 
that the assay method used for testing the stability of the July 2010 
10mg Validation Batches was the reason behind the low stability 
results, a fact Waymade had already established in July 2012 and 
AMCo’s development team had identified as an outstanding issue in 
December 2012. AMCo instructed Aesica to conduct an expedited 
investigation into the assay method to determine whether registering a 
new assay method would resolve the low stability results. 

c. The Aesica project was approved by the AMCo board on 22 January 
2014. Two days later AMCo ordered three further batches from Aesica. 

3.502. As explained in section 3.F.III.e above, between November 2012 and 
January 2014 AMCo continued to receive monthly supplies of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets from Auden at £1 per pack. While AMCo’s technical 
and product development staff engaged in developing the product which had 
only been dealt with seriously since December 2013,  its management team 
focused on negotiating with Auden to agree a new, forward-looking 10mg 
supply arrangement with increased monthly volumes. In order to facilitate 
this AMCo also allowed Auden to believe that it was interested in acquiring 
its hydrocortisone business. 
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3.503. Throughout this period, AMCo’s staff assumed that if it did ultimately launch 
its Aesica product, this would mean the end of the supply deal with Auden. 
For example: 

a. On 17 October 2013, [AMCo Senior Employee 4] asked [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee]: ‘Where are we up to with the agreements with 
Auden McKenzie? I believe we may be getting our own stock from 
Aesica in February 14 so would then terminate the agreement with 
Auden.’770 

b. As explained above, when in November 2013 [AMCo Employee] asked 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] ‘Are we to market the Aesica 
product[?]’, he went on to ask: ‘if so what is the strategy to switch from 
Auden[?]’771 

3.504. The apparent breakdown in negotiations between AMCo and Auden in 
January 2014 prompted AMCo’s senior management to engage with its 
Aesica project. The prospect that the 10mg supply deal would end sooner 
than anticipated meant AMCo might need its ‘Protective project to ensure 
continuity of supply’.772 It was therefore submitted to the AMCo board for 
approval at the end of the month. 

3.505. On 2 January 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] explained to its business 
development and technical staff: 

‘We need to be in place to be able to supply the market ASAP in the 
event that other supply sources fail us, for whatever reason.  

… It’s a very important product to protect in our 2014 budget plan, and 
there’s real risk around continuity of supply from the current source 
(Auden McKenzie), so we need to be able to supply the market as 
quickly as we can.’ 773 

3.506. On the same day, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] explained to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] that he was concerned that AMCo would not succeed in 
agreeing its new supply deal with Auden (‘My worry is that it won’t now get 
signed’), and went on to report that [Amdipharm Senior Employee]: 

770 Document 202959, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 17 October 
2013. 
771 Document 200066, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 7 November 2013. 
772 Document 202593, Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, slide 1, attached to Document 202592, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013.
773 Document 202599, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Employee], [], [AMCo Employee] and 
[] dated 2 January 2014. 
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‘said that we need to get our back-up option moving, which has been a 
bit of a ham-fisted effort to date, and I’ve just asked [AMCo Employee] 
to chase up. She’s got a TC booked with Quality to see if we can 
release current batch (unlikely) but is still waiting for information from 
[] about regulatory strategy. I’ve asked her to set [] a deadline, to 
make sure that it gets priority. We need to get working on it ASAP.’ 774 

3.507. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] therefore anticipated that AMCo might fail to 
secure a new supply deal with Auden, and that Auden might terminate the 
existing supply deal. This would leave AMCo with no option but to launch its 
Aesica product. He (and/or [Amdipharm Senior Employee], whose words he 
reported) described the Aesica project as ‘our back-up option’ and 
recognised that it had ‘been a bit of a ham-fisted effort to date’). He therefore 
asked AMCo’s staff to establish a strategy to get the Aesica product ‘on the 
market (but compliant) at the earliest opportunity’ and to ‘make sure we 
submit to PPRM this month’.775 

3.508. By 6 January 2014, AMCo decided to proceed with packing of the bulk 
tablets in blisters ‘as soon as possible’776 and [AMCo Employee] informed 
Aesica about this: ‘I know this project has been rumbling on for some time 
(our fault), but we’d actually like to push this ahead quite urgently now.’ After 
Aesica informed AMCo of the cost, AMCo agreed to raise a purchase order 
to pack the batch held in bulk (15,166 packs).777 

3.509. On 7 January 2014, [AMCo Employee] emailed different teams within AMCo 
to lay out the following ‘[a]ctions from Hydrocortisone cross-functional 
meeting’ that had been held the day before: 

a. ‘inititate a BSV [batch specific variation: see paragraph 3.494 above] (to 
add a shelf life specification of 90-105%) for the batch that Aesica have 
already manufactured to allow release of the product. Timelines for 
completion are 60-90 days’; 

b. ‘[i]nitiate a change control request for type II variation’; 

774 Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 January 
2014. 
775 Document 202599, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Employee], [], [AMCo Employee] and 
[] dated 2 January 2014. 
776 Document 201748, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee], [] and [] dated 6 
January 2014.
777 Document 202601, emails between [AMCo Employee] and [] on 6 and 7 January 2014. 
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c. ‘initiate a type II variation to include […] a shelf life specification of 90-
105%. This is a type II variation and will require batch analysis data 
from 2 batches. Timelines for completion are 60-90 days’; and 

d. ‘Contact Aesica and arrange for the current batch to be packed asap. 
Also discuss lead-times for a 2nd batch to be manufactured as required 
for the type II variation and COGs quote for the finished product.’778 

3.510. At this point AMCo anticipated that it could launch its bulk October 2013 
batch in three months’ time, after obtaining the BSV: on 8 January 2014 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2] reported to AMCo management, ‘Good news 
from [AMCo Employee]’s multi-functional meeting is that it seems we can be 
on the market in around 3 months.’779 AMCo expected that the bulk October 
2013 batch would ‘cover approx. 2 months supply. Current consumption is 
~8,000 packs per month and our batch is 15,000 packs.’780 

3.511. On 14 January 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] reported to AMCo’s 
management that [Auden Senior Employee 1] had refused AMCo’s order for 
the new higher monthly volume AMCo believed had been agreed. [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] also reported that [Auden Senior Employee 1] had 
threatened to ‘take action to protect his product’ by warning stakeholders 
against dispensing AMCo’s skinny label product. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] 
continued: 

‘This supply deal is not going to happen (in my opinion), and I’m not 
sure we want it to happen from what I hear from [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8]. I think we need to now get a really clear plan in place how 
to launch our product, and to prepare for next batch, and also to 
counter-lobby the relevant stakeholders and point out that our product 
is in no way “inferior” from a quality perspective, and to clearly establish 
whether the adrenal insufficiency claim is a red herring or not. Is it 
really 95% of prescriptions that [Auden Senior Employee 1] claims, or 
nearer the 22% of prescriptions that was apparent from [AMCo 
Employee]’s IMS MDI data.’ 

3.512. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] also asked AMCo’s business development and 
technical staff to ‘keep the pace up on the launch of the Amdipharm 
hydrocortisone ASAP, as a matter of urgency.’781 

778 Document 201759, email from [AMCo Employee] to AMCo staff dated 7 January 2014. 
779 Document 200071, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 8 January 2014.
780 Document 201759, email from [AMCo Employee] to RegAffairs dated 13 January 2014. 
781 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others dated 14 January 2014. 
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3.513. The crisis in relations between Auden and AMCo therefore prompted AMCo 
to consider getting ‘a really clear plan in place’ for launching its Aesica 
product and taking protective action to ‘counter-lobby’ stakeholders to 
explain that its skinny label product was in no way inferior to Auden’s full 
label product. It also made the question of the extent of the contestable 
market, already subject to considerable discussion within AMCo (see 
paragraph 3.462 above) acute: AMCo anticipated that the 10mg supply deal 
would end and it would have no option but to launch its Aesica product and 
compete with Auden. 

3.514. AMCo’s staff continued to emphasise this point in the run-up to the PPRM: 

a. On 14 January 2014, [AMCo Employee] suggested to discuss 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and ‘map out a clear timeline when to 
pack/launch/manufacture another batch. This is becoming more and 
more urgent’.782 

b. On 15 January 2014, [AMCo Employee] emailed internally: ‘the 
situation regarding Hydrocortisone is becoming rather urgent and it is 
imperative that we are able to release and launch our Aesica product 
as soon (and as safely) as possible’.783 

c. On 17 January 2014, [AMCo Employee] referred to the Aesica 10mg 
Development as ‘an unusual project and really urgent, its [sic] going 
straight to PPRM.’784 

3.515. By 20 January 2014, AMCo was made aware that an investigation into the 
assay method could resolve the issue,785 as Waymade had already identified 
in July 2012 (see paragraph 3.421 above). Aesica was tasked with an 
investigation that consisted of analysing the batches with low assay results 
through the newly developed assay method in order to secure batch 
release.786 AMCo communicated to Aesica that ‘this project has become a 
priority within AMCo right now and therefore the board are keen to know how 
we can expedite things in terms of the investigation. This would allow us to 
move to releasing the current batch and schedule in further batch 
manufacture as soon as possible’.787 Aesica confirmed in response that ‘the 

782 Document 202606, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 14 January 2014. 
783 Document 202607, email from [AMCo Employee] to RegAffairs, [], [] and others dated 15 January 2014.  
784 Document 202609, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 17 January 2014. 
785 Document 200302, Consort Medical’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 August 2016, 
response to question 4. Aesica told the CMA that ‘[t]he change of assay sample preparation was instigated by 
Aesica’s quality control department following issues with extraction of the active pharmaceutical ingredient and 
low assay results using the sample preparation registered under the MA. […] Approval therefore had to be sought 
to vary it, before the product could be released’. 
786 Document 202636, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] and [Aesica Employee] dated 30 January 2014. 
787 Document 202610, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 20 January 2014. 
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assay method may be the focus here’.788 On 21 January 2014 [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] reported internally that ‘we’ll have to w ait 2 weeks to find out if 
we can do anything, until we assess if it’s an analytical method issue first’.789 

3.516. AMCo’s PPRM was held on 22 January 2014. The slides for the meeting 
forecast revenue for AMCo’s Aesica product on the assumption that it would 
win 12,000 packs per month and that ‘Indication limitations do not restrict 
sales.’790 The slides also showed the course of action AMCo would follow if 
Aesica’s ‘investigation and trials (whole tablets)’ revealed that the low 
stability results were due to the assay method: AMCo would submit a 
variation to the MHRA to register the new assay method, obtain approval by 
mid-April and pack and release the batch held in bulk by mid-April / early 
May.791 The PPRM agreed to recommend the project to the AMCo board.792 

3.517. The recommendation to the AMCo board stated that the ‘Rationale’ for the 
project was: 

‘Back-up product to ensure continuity of supply in case our existing 
distribution agreement with Auden McKenzie for Hydrocortisone is not 
renewed. Also more beneficial to be the IP owner vs. rely on a 
distribution agreement’793 

3.518. The project was approved by the AMCo board on 22 January 2014. Another 
PPRM was held that day, with respect to which it was recorded that ‘the 
technical investigation is still ongoing but due to the high strategic 
importance of this project to us, it was decided that we’d like to manufacture 
further batches at risk.’794 

3.519. On 24 January 2014, AMCo requested a purchase order to be raised for the 
manufacture of three batches of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets with a ‘Launch 
volume’ of 45,000 packs.795 

788 Document 202636, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 21 January 2014. 
789 Document 200091, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 21 January 2014. 
790 Document 200090, Product Development: Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets, 22nd Jan 2014, PPRM, slide 10. 
791 Document 200090, Product Development: Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets, 22nd Jan 2014, PPRM, slide 6. 
792 Document 200102, Strategic Development – Monthly Report dated January 2014, page 4. See also Document 
202633, Excel spreadsheet ‘PPRM Approved Projects – Monthly Report (Jan-14)’.
793 Document 202632, January 2014 Business Development & Licensing Report PPRM Recommendations for 
Board Approval, page 3. See also Document 202630, January 2014 Business Development & Licensing Report 
EPRM approvals, slide 3.
794 Document 202616, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 22 January 2014. 
795 Document 202618, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 24 January 2014. In response, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 7] requested to ‘treat this as urgent’ (see the same document).  
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g. The First Written Agreement and AMCo’s plans to launch its Aesica 
product 

3.520. The apparent breakdown in negotiations between Auden and AMCo meant 
that in addition to approving its Aesica project at board level, AMCo 
abandoned its plans for a new forward-looking supply deal and instead 
sought to agree a written document that would formalise the supply 
arrangement as it had existed since January 2013 and bring it to a close. 
Ten days after AMCo withdrew the revised supply agreement, on 24 January 
2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 8] told colleagues: ‘[Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] tells me that he has agreed with Auden that we will document the 
agreement to date, and will bring it to a close.’ [AMCo Senior Employee 8] 
went on to explain that this would mean ‘we end the arrangement as we get 
ready to launch our own hydrocortisone from Aesica’.796 

3.521. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] also stated: ‘This mean [sic] that we achieve the 
clarity that Pinsents have advised’.797 This referred to AMCo’s engagement 
of the external law firm Pinsent Masons LLP: 

a. In July 2013, AMCo instructed Pinsent Masons ‘to perform a 
competition / anti-trust review and audit’.798 

b. In an audit report first issued on 28 August 2013, Pinsent Masons 
advised AMCo that the undocumented supply arrangement with Auden 
posed a ‘medium’ competition law compliance risk for AMCo and 
should be formalised; and in an updated report issued on 27 January 
2014, that the risk could be reduced to ‘low’ provided the arrangement 
was brought to an end.799 

3.522. On 27 January 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 8] sent the ‘revised 
agreements to end March’ to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], explaining that 
he had ‘inserted Friday’s date as the signing date, with 1 January 2013 as 
the start date, so that these reflect the agreement that has been in place 

796 Document 200166, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to AMCo staff dated 24 January 2014. 
797 Document 200166, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to AMCo staff dated 24 January 2014. 
798 Document 201089, Minutes of a meeting of the Board of Directors of Amdipharm Mercury Limited dated 29 
January 2014, item 10. In December 2013, AMCo separately instructed Pinsent Masons to advise on the 
MHRA’s refusal to grant a full label 10mg MA to AMCo as a result of the orphan designation for Plenadren. On 20 
December 2013, Pinsent Masons confirmed that the orphan status granted to Plenadren ‘preclude[s] the MHRA 
from permitting AMCo’s 10mg form such an indication.’ Document 201088, pages 3, 5 and 7, Advice in relation to 
Orphan Status Protection for Plenadren; and Document 200018, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 4 December 2013. However, on 2 January 2014 both [AMCo Senior Employee 
2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] were sceptical about Pinsent Masons’ advice, with [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
stating: ‘I wonder if we believe Pinsents know what they are talking about?’ (Document 200165 email from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 2 January 2014).
799 Document 201100, external law firm competition law compliance audit report dated 27 January 2014, 
paragraphs 8.5.1 and 8.6.2. 
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during the past 12 months.’800 On the same day, [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] forwarded these to [Auden Senior Employee 1].801 The attached 
revised draft hydrocortisone supply agreement set out the supply of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets to AMCo for a price of £1 per pack and specified an 
‘Estimated Order Quantity’ of 6,000 packs per month.802 

3.523. The formal supply agreement between AMCo and Auden was finally signed 
by [Auden Senior Employee 1] on 25 February 2014.803 It is hereafter 
referred to as the ‘First Written Agreement’.804 

3.524. The First Written Agreement was backdated – it had an effective date of 1 
January 2013 and a duration of 15 months (ie until the end of March 
2014).805 Therefore, at the time of signing the First Written Agreement, there 
was only a month remaining until its expiry. 

3.525. Under the First Written Agreement, AMCo agreed to ‘order and acquire the 
estimated monthly volumes’ of 6,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
per month for a price of £1.00 per pack.806 The First Written Agreement set 
out that ‘Amdipharm’s estimated monthly order quantities are [6,000 packs 
per month] and Auden agrees to use all reasonable commercial efforts […] 
to accept those levels.’807 

3.526. AMCo also agreed to ‘procure all its requirements for the Product [10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets] in the Territory [the UK] from Auden on an exclusive 
basis’ and to ‘not, directly or indirectly, distribute, supply or sell in the 
Territory any third party product which competes’ with Auden’s 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets.808 

800 Document 200092, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 27 January 
2014. 
801 Document 00058, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 27 January 
2014.  
802 Document 00059, draft “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone) by and between Auden 
Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, page 21, Schedule A. 
803 Document 202634, emails from [] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 25 February 2014. [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] would provide hard copies of the contract to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] the following day when 
they were due to meet. 
804 Document 00445, “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone) by and between Auden 
Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, effective date 1 January 2013 (Annex 1 to 
Document 00444, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 March 2016). 
805 First Written Agreement, page 4, clause 1.9; page 5, clause 1.28. 
806 First Written Agreement, page 7, clause 5.1; and page 21, Schedule A. 
807 First Written Agreement, page 8, clause 6.1. 
808 First Written Agreement, page 6, clause 3.2. 
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3.527. AMCo now anticipated that the 10mg supply deal would expire at the end of 
March 2014 (and not be renewed), at which point AMCo would enter the 
market with its own Aesica-manufactured 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.809 

3.528. In preparation for this, AMCo: 

a. Instructed Aesica on 29 January 2014 to pack its October 2013 bulk 
batch in 30 tablet blister packs and agreed to pay for an automated 
blister feeder to facilitate this.810 

b. Submitted its order for the three further batches of 10mg tablets from 
Aesica on 30 January 2014, to be packed in 30 tablet blister packs. 
This would amount to 45,000 packs, with an expected delivery date of 7 
May 2014.811 

c. In the meantime, conducted testing to confirm whether the low assay 
results on the July 2010 10mg Validation Batches were due to the 
analytical method.812 On 17 February 2014 the tests confirmed that this 
was the case and that the issue could be addressed by applying for a 
Type 1B variation to AMCo’s MA (a minor variation with a shorter lead 
time than a more significant ‘Type II’ variation: see paragraph 3.493).813 

AMCo expected that this Type 1B variation would be obtained in time to 
release the first batch at the end of April 2014.814 

809 On 11 February 2014, AMCo expected that Auden’s supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets ‘is coming to an 
end in the next month or so’ with last shipment in March 2014. Document 202627, email from [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4] to [], [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 11 February 2014; and email from [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo Employee] dated 14 February 2014.  
810 On 10 February 2014, Aesica provided AMCo with a proposed quotation for the ‘automated feeder equipment 
required to pack commercial scale batches of Hydrocortisone tablets’ and informed that ‘[i]t is expected that 
procurement and installation of this equipment will not impact lead-time on planned batches’ – see Document 
201814, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 10 February 2014. The purchase order for the 
blister feeder was sent to Aesica on 21 February 2014 – see Document 201828, email from [AMCo Employee] to 
[Aesica Employee] dated 21 February 2014. 
811 Document 202624, emails between from [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 30 January 
2014; and Document 201770, Purchase Order dated 27 January 2014, attached to Document 201790, email 
from [AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee] and [Aesica Employee] dated 30 January 2014. 
812 On 7 February 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] became aware of positive preliminary results of the 
investigation: ‘results are looking like 100% (which would allow release of product). Therefore, if that’s correct, 
the hypothesis that it’s an analytical method issue is correct, the product is OK, and we should have a product 
that can be sustainably manufactured and supplied to the market!!!’. See Document 202962, email from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4] and others dated 7 February 2014.
813 Document 201829, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
[AMCo Employee] and others dated 21 February 2014. See also Document 203633, email from [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 19 February 2014; Document 202966, email from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Employee] and others 
dated 17 February 2014; Document 202947, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Employee] and others dated 7 February 2014. 
814 Document 201829, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
[AMCo Employee] and others dated 21 February 2014. See also Document 202783, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [] dated 14 April 2015. [AMCo Employee] explained what the change in the assay involved: ‘[t]he 
old assay method asked for the tablets to be ground and this courses losses [sic]. The current method uses 
whole tablets to overcome this’. 
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3.529. AMCo therefore expected to be in a position to launch its Aesica product in 
April/May 2014: 

a. When [AMCo Senior Employee 8] asked ‘when we will have product to 
sell in the market’, [AMCo Employee] responded: ‘[i]f we stay on 
schedule (which it seems we will be able to), 1st batch will be available 
End-April and the following 3 early May.’815 

b. On 25 February 2014, the day the parties entered into the First Written 
Agreement, AMCo expected that its own 10mg product ‘will hopefully 
be available in April or May’.816 

c. AMCo’s February 2014 Strategic Development Report recorded: 
‘Hydrocortisone tablets […] launch strategy complete … […] a plan 
is underway to register a variation (Mar-14) to potentially be ready for 
launch by end-April 14'.817 

3.530. On 21 March 2014, AMCo reported that ‘Auden contracts in place and 
ending on 31 March 2014. We are about to place our last orders of 
hydrocortisone and will look to get about 2 months stock to cover the period 
until our Aesica-sourced product is launched. […] Aesica-sourced product 
due for our planned launch in May.’818 

3.531. AMCo did indeed acquire two months’ worth of ‘bridging stock’ (ie 12,000 
packs in total) on 16 and 28 April 2014, at the same price as under the First 
Written Agreement (£1 per pack). These orders covered April and May. It 
made no orders during the month of May.819 

i. Volumes supplied to AMCo between January 2013 and June 2014 

3.532. As explained above, the First Written Agreement stated that AMCo’s 
‘estimated monthly volumes’ would be 6,000 packs. Auden was only obliged 
to use all reasonable commercial efforts to supply those volumes. 

3.533. As also explained above, the First Written Agreement was almost entirely 
retrospective, documenting the arrangement that had been in place since 

815 Document 202947, emails between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 7 February 
2014. See also Document 201805, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 5 February 2014, 
and Document 201829, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
[AMCo Employee] and others dated 21 February 2014. 
816 Document 200511, minutes of MPGL Management meeting on 18 February 2014, page 2. 
817 Document 200183, Strategic Development – Monthly Report, February 2014, page 7 (emphasis in original). 
818 Document 200104, minutes of MPGL Management meeting on 21 March 2014, page 3. 
819 Document 200258, response to question 15, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 
August 2016; Document 200288, Chronology of ‘Amdipharm’s Development of Reduced Indication 10mg 
Hydrocortisone’, submitted by AMCo on a voluntary basis on 14 October 2016; Document 202642, emails 
between [], [AMCo Senior Employee 4] and [] dated 26 March 2014, 1 April 2014 and 11 April 2014; and 
Document 202640, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 4] and [] dated 9 April 2014. 
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January 2013. Between January 2013 and June 2014, the maximum volume 
of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets available to AMCo at the £1 price was 6,000 
packs per month. This is demonstrated by data provided by the parties and 
by contemporaneous documentary evidence, set out in table 3.27 below. 

Table 3.27: volumes supplied to AMCo between January 2013 and June 2014 

Document Evidence 

00674, data supplied by Auden supplied AMCo with 7,000 packs in January 2013 and an average of 6,000 packs per 
Auden on its sales of month between February 2013 and May 2014 at the £1 price 
hydrocortisone tablets to 
Waymade and AMCo 

If in any month AMCo failed to order or Auden failed to supply this allocation, quantities 
were adjusted in the subsequent month to correct this: in two months (May 2013 and 
September 2013) AMCo did not receive any 10mg tablets – however, AMCo’s allowance 
was adjusted in June and October 2013 to 12,000 packs to ensure a consistent average of 
6,000 per month throughout this period. 

202008, purchase Purchase orders and invoices and AMCo’s data confirm the data in 00674 above 
orders and invoices 
relating to 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets 
supplied by AMCo 

The only exceptions are discussed in 00052 and 200085 below: AMCo attempted to order 
10,000 packs and to increase its monthly volumes to 7,000 in January 2014. Auden refused 
both requests 

00448, data supplied by 
AMCo on its purchases 
of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets 

202526, email from ‘We should be receiving credits which will net the price per pack down to £1. We have been 
[Amdipharm Senior receiving 6,000 packs per month since January although initially this was via Waymade’ 
Employee] to AMCo 
staff dated 1 August 
2013 

202597, email from ‘The reason we only sell 6000 packs per month is that is all the stock we currently get’ 
[AMCo Senior Employee 
4] to AMCo staff dated 
20 December 2013 

00052, emails between AMCo: ‘We have planned to raise a new order with quantity of 10000 packs for 
AMCo and Auden dated Hydrocortisone tab 10mg and to revise the order quantity for PO7108 from 6000 to 7000 
13 and 14 January 2014 packs.’ 

[Auden Senior Employee 1]: ‘I have said no’ 

200085, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 4]: ‘Auden have refused our order of the new volume of 7000 
[AMCo Senior Employee packs and said we can only have 6000.’ 
4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] and [AMCo 

[AMCo Senior Employee 1]: ‘Do we normally receive 6000?’ 

Senior Employee 2] [AMCo Senior Employee 4]: ‘Yes its always been 6000 but the new agreement is 7000 from 
dated 14 January 2014 this month.’ 

[AMCo Senior Employee 2]: ‘I received a call from [Auden Senior Employee 1] today, who 
was not happy with the higher order being sent … He said that he had explained to 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] that agreement on these volumes was contingent on our 
interest in acquiring the product’ 
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Document Evidence 

200452, note of state of 
play meeting with AMCo 
dated 18 May 2016, 
paragraph 22 

[AMCo Senior Employee 8]: ‘AMCo had been pushing for more than the 6000 packs in the 
negotiations for a written contract which had started around September/October 2013, but 
Auden were not prepared to supply more’ 

201100, Pinsent Masons 
competition law 
compliance report dated 
27 January 2014, 
paragraph 6.1.3 

‘Amdipharm has an undocumented arrangement with Auden, under which Auden supplies a 
limited volume of its 10mg hydrocortisone’ 

200106, emails between 
[AMCo Senior Employee 
1] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 5] dated 17 
and 22 April 2014 

[AMCo Senior Employee 1]: ‘do you know the volumes that we currently get from Auden?’ 

[AMCo Senior Employee 5]: ‘Monthly volumes from Auden is 6000 packs per month typically 
Price is £1.00’ 

h. Auden devises ‘Project Guardian’ in anticipation of AMCo entering the 
market 

3.534. Like AMCo, Auden’s awareness of the orphan designation and 
understanding of its implications evolved over time. In or around June 2012, 
Auden first became aware that because of Plenadren's orphan designation, 
the MHRA would not grant any new MAs for hydrocortisone tablets for the 
same therapeutic indication.820 In September 2013 Auden clarified with the 
MHRA its understanding that this meant ‘a license will not be granted for any 
dosage form or strength for hydrocortisone for the treatment of adrenal 
insufficiency in adults over 10 years orphan exclusivity period.’ 821 As 
explained in paragraph 3.461 above, in December 2013 AMCo recorded that 
Auden ‘are being increasingly aggressive and threatening that the orphan 
drug status of their product means that our product (which does not have 
adrenal insufficiency as an indication) is not comparable to theirs.’822 

3.535. The January 2014 breakdown in negotiations between Auden and AMCo 
and the resulting agreement simply to document the existing supply 
arrangement and bring it to an end meant Auden became concerned that 
AMCo would soon enter the market with its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

820 Document 00032E, email from [] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 20 June 2012. In relation to this 
email, [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that ‘I cannot recall precisely when I first became aware of the orphan 
designation and its implications. However, I would have been aware of the orphan designation as early as June 
2012 which is when I received an email from [] from YJB Port. I would have read this email from [], but I do 
not have specific recall as to when I was fully aware of the implications of the orphan designation status on 
Auden Mckenzie’s hydrocortisone tablets.’ (Document 00725, paragraph 1.15, Witness Statement of [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016). 
821 Document 00632, email from [] on behalf of [] to [] dated 24 September 2013. See also Document 
00038A, email from [] to [] dated 2 September 2013, and Auden’s June 2014 description of the position in 
Document 00157, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 5 June 2014. 
822 Document 200160, minutes of MPGL Management Meeting on 19 December 2013, item 2.2. 
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3.536. As explained in paragraph 3.511 above, when rejecting AMCo’s purchase 
orders for higher volumes on 14 January 2014 [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
threatened to ‘take action to protect his product’ by informing stakeholders 
that AMCo’s skinny label tablets ‘should not be dispensed against generic 
prescriptions.’ 823 

3.537. Auden’s concern about the competitive threat AMCo’s 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets posed (despite their skinny label) led it to devise a plan it called 
'Project Guardian' to protect Auden’s position as the incumbent sole supplier 
of hydrocortisone tablets. 

3.538. Project proposal documents stated that the aim of Project Guardian was to 
preserve Auden’s market position specifically in response to the threat posed 
by AMCo’s anticipated imminent entry: 

a. Auden met [Auden’s External Consultant], on 3 February 2014 and 
subsequently engaged him to ‘develop and deliver a strategy designed 
to ensure that its current market share for the supply of hydrocortisone 
tablets (10mg and 20mg respectively) is maintained or strengthened at 
a time when a competitors [sic] product (namely Amdipharm Mercury 
Company Limited [AMCo] hydrocortisone tablets 10mg and 20mg) 
threatens to weaken Auden McKenzie’s market share.’824 

b. Auden separately engaged with another consultancy, MAP Biopharma, 
to explore reintroducing the ‘Hydrocortone’ brand in an attempt to 
preserve its high prices. On 12 February 2014 [Auden Senior Employee 
4], explained to MAP: ‘The other MA for the generic is held by 
Amdipharm, who will launch their product in Q2/3 2014’.825 

3.539. The details of the Project Guardian strategy were set out in a February 2014 
presentation by [Auden’s External Consultant]. The presentation concluded 
that despite Auden’s ‘strong position’, ‘new competitor entry remains a real 
threat and action is necessary to avoid unnecessary decline in share (driven 
by prescriber ignorance or dispensers chasing margin on reimbursement)’: 

‘It is therefore essential to be proactive ahead of Amdipharm’s 
[AMCo’s] product entry into the UK market in an attempt to hold Auden 

823 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo management dated 14 January 2014. 
824 Document 00062F, Professional Advice (Hydrocortisone) Proposal Prepared for Auden Mckenzie (Pharma 
Division) Ltd by [Auden’s External Consultant], page 2, dated 6 February 2014; sent to [Auden Senior Employee 
4] (Auden Mckenzie) see Document 00062E, email from [] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 10 February 
2014. 
825 Document 00164, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to MAP BioPharma dated 12 February 2014.  
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Mckenzie share above 50% and as close to the existing position as 
possible’.826 

3.540. The presentation recommended contacting specialists, patient groups, 
regulators, GPs and pharmacists, customers and health departments, 
specialist endocrinologists and superintendent pharmacists to warn against 
off-label dispensing.827 In this way Auden hoped ‘to raise the profile of the 
issues concerning liability and risk’ of off-label dispensing and preserve its 
position as the only full label supplier.828 

3.541. Between February and April 2014 Auden and its consultants developed 
letters to be sent to the Chief Pharmaceutical Officer, the MHRA, patient 
groups, specialists, superintendent pharmacists and pharmacy bodies in 
pursuit of this strategy.829 Auden sought to highlight the purported risk profile 
to pharmacists, and the template letters to the Chief Pharmaceutical Officer 
and superintendent pharmacists asked whether they would find it 
appropriate to issue guidance to senior pharmacists on off-label 
dispensing.830 

3.542. Separately, Auden also explored re-introducing the brand ‘Hydrocortone’ to 
distinguish its product from the product belonging to ‘Amdipharm, who will 
launch their product in Q2/3 2014’.831 

3.543. Throughout this period Auden continued to perceive an acute competitive 
threat from the launch of AMCo’s skinny label tablets, which it believed to be 
imminent. On 4 April 2014 [Auden Senior Employee 4] told [Auden’s External 

826 Document 00135, Project Guardian presentation dated February 2014, page 9. 
827 Document 00135, Project Guardian presentation dated February 2014, pages 3, 11, 21-29 and 33. 
828 Document 00135, Project Guardian presentation dated February 2014, page 16 (emphasis in the original). 
See also Document 00064, untitled report containing analysis on hydrocortisone attached to Document 00063, 
email from [] (H2 Pharma) to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 18 February 2014: ‘Strategy: make physicians 
aware that Auden’s product is licenced [sic] for the broader adrenal insufficiency indication and the Amdipharm 
product is ONLY licenced [sic] only [sic] for congenital adrenal hyperplasia in children Make it clear that treatment 
of adrenal insufficiency in patients with primary (Addison’s) and secondary (hypo-pituitarism) diseases will NOT 
be covered under the Amdipharm product licence.’ 
829 Document 00082, email from [Auden’s External Consultant] to [] dated 31 March 2014. Document 00093, 
titled Key Contact First Engagement Email / Letter (Draft Text) attached to Document 00082, email from [Auden’s 
External Consultant] to [] dated 31 March 2013. ‘Final’ template letters were circulated on 7 April 2014 
following feedback from Auden: Document 00117, email and attachments from [Auden’s External Consultant] to 
[] copying [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 7 April 2014. See, for example, attached Document 00119. 
830 Document 00121, template letter to Chief Pharmaceutical Officers dated 14 April 2014; Document 00126, 
template letter to Superintendent Pharmacists dated 14 April 2014.  
831 Document 00164, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to MAP BioPharma dated 12 February 2014. See 
also Document 00076E, ‘20140316 – PPRS Report Summary Based on Discussion with PPRS Team’ prepared 
by MAP BioPharma. Ultimately, and despite having a meeting with the Department of Health’s PPRS team, 
Auden decided to cease in its efforts to reintroduce the brand two days before entering into the Second Written 
Agreement with AMCo. See Document 00164, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to MAP BioPharma dated 
23 June 2014. 
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Consultant]: ‘The competitor product will launch mid-May/beginning 
June…so we should get these letters out asap.’832 

3.544. Auden also pursued engagement with other key stakeholders in pursuit of its 
objective of discouraging off-label dispensing and therefore preserving its 
own position. Auden: 

a. Wrote to the MHRA seeking to understand whether differences 
between the indications for full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 
could be highlighted on the packaging and patient information leaflets. 
Auden alleged that the unintentional supply of an ‘unlicensed’ medicine 
raised issues of liability for the prescriber and the pharmacist.833 

b. Engaged a public relations consultancy, Salix Consulting, to devise a 
plan for handling media ‘prior to and during deployment of Project 
Guardian’. Salix noted that: 

‘Auden Mckenzie is reacting to a potential threat to its market share of 
hydrocortisone 10mg tablets 

The threat comes from new arrival, Amdipharm [AMCo], whose product 
may be adopted as a cheaper alternative to the current market leader. 

Auden Mckenzie’s [sic] has developed a reactive sales and marketing 
programme, Project Guardian.’834 

c. Sought feedback from [Professor of Endocrinology] on its materials and 
general strategy relating to Project Guardian, and in particular draft 
pharmacist materials and a handout for patients that had been 
prepared by the National Pharmacy Association.835 

d. Through [Auden’s External Consultant], approached pharmacy chains, 
pharmaceutical officers and professional bodies and arranged 
meetings.836 

832 Document 00110A, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [Auden’s External Consultant] dated 4 April 
2014.  
833 Document 00129, letter from [] to [] (MHRA) dated 14 April 2014. This followed an email to the Patient 
Information Quality Unit at the MHRA on 8 April 2014 where Auden highlighted similar issues and requested that 
the text ‘To treat adrenal insufficiency in adults and children’ be inserted on to the label of its product (Document 
00629, email from [] to [] dated 8 April 2014). 
834 Document 00139, A communications proposal to support Project Guardian, Salix Consulting, slide 3, dated 16 
April 2014. 
835 Document 00140, email exchange between [Professor of Endocrinology] and [Auden’s External Consultant] 
copying [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 22-29 April 2014. 
836 Document 00142, “Project Guardian Phase 2 & 3: Actions, Meetings and Selling the Proposition: Work in 
Progress Summary” attached to Document 00141, email from [Auden’s External Consultant] to [Auden Senior 
Employee 4] dated 8 May 2014. 
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i. Stakeholder responses to Project Guardian 

3.545. In May 2014, Auden received a clear response from the Chief 
Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England that full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets were bioequivalent, and therefore that there were no 
risks to patient safety from off-label dispensing as Auden had suggested. 

3.546. On 20 May 2014, [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] wrote to 
Auden in response to a Project Guardian letter Auden had sent him on 23 
April. Auden received [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England]’s 
letter on 22 May 2014. [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] 
wrote: 

‘Colleagues at the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory 
Agency (MHRA) have informed me that there are no material 
differences between the available generic immediate release 
hydrocortisone tablets and they are all bioequivalent to the brand 
leader.’ 

3.547. [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] observed that the difference 
between full and skinny label MAs was a consequence of the timing of the 
orphan designation for Plenadren and concluded: 

‘I note that you are in contact with clinicians and patient support groups. 
Based on the advice I have received so far, I do not see that there are 
any risks to patient safety that would warrant any communication to 
senior pharmacists.’837 

3.548. [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England]’s feedback echoed that of 
[Professor of Endocrinology], who had observed in response to a draft 
Auden letter he reviewed that ‘[m]y main concern is that it looks as if you are 
worried about the competition rather than more altruistic reasons’.838 

3.549. Having received this negative response from senior individuals, Auden 
continued to pursue Project Guardian with other stakeholders until mid-June 
2014: 

837 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to [Auden Senior Employee 1], 
[Auden Senior Employee 4] and [Auden’s External Consultant], dated 20 May 2014.  
838 Document 00140, email from [Professor of Endocrinology] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden’s 
External Consultant], dated 22 April 2014. See also Document 02046.B, note of call on 17 November 2017 
between [Professor of Endocrinology] and the CMA where [Professor of Endocrinology]  said that he ‘was not 
familiar with the distinction between ‘full’ and ‘skinny’ label HTs, and did not see the rationale for making such a 
distinction if both drugs were bioequivalent. As long as the products are HT, and so bioequivalent, there would be 
no risk associated with prescribing skinny label HTs’ (paragraph 3(a)). 
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a. Having written to the Royal Pharmaceutical Society to request a 
meeting on 30 April 2014 (before receiving [Chief Pharmaceutical 
Officer for NHS England]’s feedback), [Auden Senior Employee 4] and 
[Auden’s External Consultant] attended that meeting on 12 June 2014 
and expressed Auden’s concern about off-label dispensing, which it 
characterised as ‘a patient safety issue’. The note of the meeting 
indicates that a ‘training pack’ Auden had developed with the National 
Pharmaceutical Association to raise awareness of adrenal insufficiency 
would be sent to all independent pharmacies later in June; and that 
‘Auden Mckenzie product has MHRA approval for quartering, other 
products may not be suitable for use in this way. Auden Mckenzie 
discussing with MHRA adding indication to packaging.’839 In May 2014 
Auden issued a ‘guide for patients’ on adrenal insufficiency, advising 
patients to ‘check with your pharmacist to ensure that the product you 
are receiving is licensed for this indication.’840 In April and May 2014 
Auden also prepared a document comparing the indications of licensed 
products and warning against ‘unlicensed’ (off-label) use.841 

b. In June 2014 Auden issued a ‘guide for pharmacists and their teams’ 
on adrenal insufficiency, stating: ‘Not all hydrocortisone preparations 
are indicated for use by patients with adrenal insufficiency – 
pharmacists should check product literature to ensure the product they 
are supplying is indicated’.842 

3.550. Project Guardian appeared to have some success in influencing 
communications to patients from support groups – not in relation to off-label 
dispensing but in relation to the alleged difficulties of dividing AMCo’s tablet 
into quarters. The ‘Addison’s Disease Self Help Group Newsletter’ was 
published in June 2014. The newsletter stated that: ‘A rival manufacturer of 
generic 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, Amdipharm, has been licensed by the 
UK regulator, the MHRA, for distribution in the UK. Amdipharm’s new tablets 
are round, convex tablets that will not be easy to split down to 2.5mg dose 
sizes. Anyone who regularly quarters their hydrocortisone tablets will need to 
inform their pharmacist and insist on getting the current oval, Auden 
Mckenzie product. Both drugs have the same price… inexplicably, the 
Amdipharm generic 10mg tablet is approved for adrenal replacement in 

839 Document 00160, email exchange between [] (Royal Pharmaceutical Society) and [Auden’s External 
Consultant], forwarded internally from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 3], [] and 
[Auden Senior Employee 1], dated 12 June 2014.
840 Document 00435, AM Pharma patient guide to adrenal insufficiency dated May 2014. 
841 Document 00437, AM Pharma guide to adrenal insufficiency dated May 2014. 
842 Document 00436, AM Pharma pharmacist guide to adrenal insufficiency dated June 2014. 
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children with Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia – but not for adults for 
Addison’s’.843 

j. Auden and AMCo resume negotiations for a forward-looking 10mg 
supply arrangement, culminating in the Second Written Agreement 

3.551. In summary: 

a. By April 2014 negotiations for a new forward-looking supply deal had 
restarted between Auden and AMCo. 

b. On 25 June 2014 the parties agreed a new two-year supply deal, under 
which Auden agreed to double AMCo’s monthly volumes at a 97% 
discount to market rate. 

c. As part of that supply deal, AMCo was required to give Auden three 
months’ notice if it intended to supply its own hydrocortisone tablets, 
which triggered a right for Auden to terminate the supply arrangement 
on the same notice period. 

d. Two days prior to entering into that supply deal, AMCo expected its 
Aesica product to be available for launch the following month, July 
2014. AMCo forecast selling 10,000 packs of its own product per month 
(approximately 13% of total volumes). 

3.552. On 4 April 2014, [Auden Senior Employee 1] called [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] and got through to his assistant, who reported to [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] that [Auden Senior Employee 1] said ‘you wanted to meet (lunch) soon?’ 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] confirmed that it ‘[w]ould be good to meet him 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] for lunch’.844 

3.553. That lunch took place in May 2014 (see paragraph 3.557 below). However, it 
is clear that [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
spoke between 4 and 19 April 2014: on 19 April [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
told colleagues, ‘[Auden Senior Employee 1] offered to continue to supply 
us’.845 AMCo’s April management pack reporting on its March 2014 results 
recorded that AMCo was considering Auden’s ‘offer to continue supplying 
AMCo with Hydrocortisone on an ongoing basis. We would need to have a 
long term supply agreement with agreed price and volume for the period but 
if the economics are ok this would have the advantage to AMCo of selling a 

843 Document 00171, Addison’s Disease Self Help Group Newsletter, June 2014 attached to Document 00166, 
email from [] (Addison’s Group) to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 7 July 2014. 
844 Document 202637, email exchange between [] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 4 April 2014. 
845 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 2014: 
‘No email record of the communication of Auden Mckenzie’s offer has been found. 
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product with the full range of indications.’846 It was also noted that launch of 
the Aesica 10mg product was ‘assumed end of May/Early June’.847 

3.554. Therefore, by April 2014, negotiations between AMCo and Auden with 
respect to a forward-looking written supply agreement had restarted. [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] was the principal negotiator on the AMCo side, and 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] was the principal negotiator on the Auden side. 

3.555. Between 17 and 22 April 2014, AMCo considered the merits and the price 
and volume of a possible new formal supply agreement with Auden against 
bringing its own Aesica-manufactured 10mg hydrocortisone tablets to the 
market: 

a. On 19 April 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] emailed [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2]: 

'Yes this is an interesting one 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] offered to continue to supply us […] I think 
that he is not keen to get into a battle over the orphan drug status and 
its validity and so probably would do a better deal on better term. 
I have asked [AMCo Senior Employee 5] what our Aesica cost and 
volume expectations are and I would say if [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
could get close to them it would be worth having a long term supply 
agreement with him. 
I am also not keen on having a fight over the status or indeed having 
customers that see our product as somehow risky.'848 

b. [AMCo Senior Employee 5] supplied this information to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] between 17 and 22 April 2014: 

i. On 17 April 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 5] told [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] that the cost of goods for a pack of Aesica-
manufactured 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was [£1-£4].849 

ii. On 22 April 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 5] explained in 
response to a follow-up request that ‘[m]onthly volumes from 
Auden is 6000 packs per month typically Price is £1.00. Forecast 
slightly higher 10000 from Aesica’. [AMCo Senior Employee 4] 
subsequently told [AMCo Senior Employee 1] that the size of the 

846 Document 200108, AMCo Monthly Management Pack, March 2014, slide 6. The Pack is undated, but it is 
likely that it was drafted after March 2014, as it records actual sales made in that month. 
847 Document 200108, AMCo Monthly Management Pack, March 2014, slide 54. The likelihood was described as 
‘Medium’ (ie between 25-50%). 
848 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 2014. 
849 Document 200106, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 17 April 2014. 
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market ‘[l]ast year […] was 923k packs for the year so 77,000 
packs per month.’850 

3.556. By 15 May 2014, AMCo had sold all 12,000 packs of the ‘bridging stock’ (see 
paragraph 3.531) supplied by Auden and was out of stock.851 

3.557. On 16 May 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 
1] met for lunch at the Mint Leaf Lounge (City of London), the lunch 
described in the email exchange of 4 April 2014 (see paragraph 3.553 
above).852 

3.558. In late May 2014, AMCo and Auden held further discussions with respect to 
the new formal supply agreement. On 24 or 25 May 2014 – the weekend 
after Auden received [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England]’s letter 
rebuffing Project Guardian (see paragraph 3.546 above), [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] sent a text message to [AMCo Senior Employee 1].853 [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] responded by email on 28 May 2014, setting out 
AMCo’s requirements with respect to a new written supply agreement: 

‘Many thanks for your text over the weekend. Looking forward to talking 
to you later this week. I thought it would help if I wrote down what we 
are looking for on Hydrocortisone. We are looking for Auden Mackenzie 
[sic] to supply Hydrocortisone 10mg to AMCo for a new 3 year term at a 
supply price of £1.00 per pack. I suggest we use the previous contract 
[the First Written Agreement] as the basis for this new agreement. We 
are currently forecasting 12k packs per month. We obviously would 
prefer our own livery though we would be happy to work towards this 
over the coming months.’854 

3.559. As is clear from later evidence (see paragraph 3.569 below), [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1]’s forecast of ‘12k packs per month’ was a negotiating tactic. He 
had based the number on the 10,000 packs per month that AMCo had 
forecast it would sell if it entered with the Aesica-manufactured product,855 

850 Document 200106, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 22 April 2014 
and email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] of the same date. See also Document 
202646, email exchange between [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [AMCo Employee] dated 17-22 April 2014. 
851 Document 200288, Chronology of ‘Amdipharm’s Development of Reduced Indication 10mg Hydrocortisone’, 
submitted on a voluntary basis by AMCo’s external lawyers on 14 October 2016. 
852 Document 202953, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] expenses claim, which included for this date: ‘Lunch: [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] + [Auden Senior Employee 1]’. 
853 The CMA has not obtained a copy of this text from [], see section 2.B.IX.b.i above. 
854 Document 00149, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 May 2014. 
An earlier draft of this email proposed a ‘long supply agreement (3? 5? Years)’ and ‘a supply price of below 
£1.16’ – see Document 200198, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 27 
May 2014.  
855 Document 200106, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 22 April 2014. 
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assuming that by starting negotiations with 12,000 packs AMCo might end 
up with the forecast 10,000 packs.  

3.560. [Auden Senior Employee 1] forwarded [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s email to 
[Auden Senior Employee 4] of Auden on the same day noting that ‘[w]e need 
to respond fairly quickly’.856 

3.561. Between 28 May and 5 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 8] discussed 
the prospective supply arrangement between AMCo and Auden with Pinsent 
Masons over email and telephone.857 

3.562. [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s calendar indicates that he spoke to [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] on 29 May 2014.858 This was followed by an email 
exchange to find a time for a discussion between [AMCo Senior Employee 
1], [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [Auden Senior Employee 1] and their 
respective lawyers to talk about ‘a supply agreement’. This took place on 6 
June 2014.859,860 

3.563. Following this discussion, Pinsent Masons circulated a summary of the terms 
agreed in principle: 

‘AmCo could not be stopped from developing its own 10mg 
hydrocortisone, however, if AmcO were to launch its own product it 
would provide Auden with at least three months notice of its intention to 
do so. At which point Auden would have the opportunity to serve notice 
of contract termination on AmCo. A reciprocal period of 3 months notice 
was discussed but was not agreed. 

[…] 

856 Document 00149A, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 28 May 2014. 
857 Document 201092, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] and [] dated 28 May 2014; Document 
201094, email from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [] dated 30 May 2014; Document 201970, email 
from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] dated 30 May 2014; Document 201093, email from [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] to [] dated 30 May 2014; and Document 201095, emails between [] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] dated 5 June 2014.
858 Document 202668, [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s calendar entry ‘Call with [Auden Senior Employee 1] for 29 
May 2014. 
859 Document 202955, email exchange between [] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 30 May 2014. See 
also Document 201970, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 30 May 
2014. See also Document 203489, [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s calendar for 31 May 2014, which included an 
entry: ‘Tentative – slot to speak to [Auden Senior Employee 1]. 
860 Document 202975, [AMCo Senior Employee 8]’s acceptance of [] calendar invitation for 6 June 2014: 
‘Accepted: CONFIRMED APPT – Speak to [Auden Senior Employee 1]’. Document 201097, email from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 8] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 5 June 2014.  
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A mechanism for AmcO (upon notice to Auden), to be able to supply its 
own product within the Territory should Auden fail to fulfil AmCo’s 
monthly order was also discussed’861 

3.564. The terms agreed in principle were therefore that AMCo would have to give 
Auden three months’ prior notice of its intention to launch, triggering a 
reciprocal right for Auden to terminate supply on the same time frame; and 
that AMCo would only have the right to supply its own product if (and for as 
long as) Auden failed to fulfil its obligation to supply AMCo (the email 
continued: ‘this feels like it will need some thought as to how it will be 
practically managed. Should there be a % volume which if Auden fail to 
make that you can supply? … Also will it be practical for you to remove your 
product from the market should Auden fulfil the following month’s 
requirements[?]’). 

3.565. Pinsent Masons also stated: 

‘Prior to the call I discussed with you the extent to which AmCo would 
be considered a competitor of Auden in relation to the 10mg product 
(which AmCo has a pipeline source). As a result of the orphan 
designation for 10mg hydrocortisone, AmCo cannot supply its 10mg 
hydrocortisone into the market in respect of the main therapeutic use, 
i.e. the treatment of adrenal insufficiency. The orphan designation is 
akin to an IP right and as such, from a competition law perspective in 
respect of this product and the orphan indication AmCo and Auden 
would not be considered competitors whilst the orphan designation was 
in place’862 

3.566. On 11 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] sent a revised draft of the 
supply agreement to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], stating that [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] had agreed to the revised version and to supply AMCo for the 
month of June.863 

861 Document 201971, email from Pinsent Masons to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 6 June 2014. 
862 Document 201971, email from Pinsent Masons to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 6 June 2014. 
863 Document 201097, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 11 June 2014. 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] said that [Auden Senior Employee 1] wanted to charge AMCo a higher price of ‘say 
£3 per pack’ and rebate AMCo back. However, on 12 June 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 8] indicated that he 
wanted to ‘discuss the rebate’ as he did not ‘understand/like this concept.’ 
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3.567. On 13 June 2014, AMCo sent a purchase order to Auden for 12,000 packs 
of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets for delivery on 18 June 2014.864,865 

3.568. On the same day, [AMCo Senior Employee 8] forwarded the draft supply 
agreement to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4] and 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2]. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] explained his 
understanding of the ‘non-compete that is set out in clause 2.2’ as follows: ‘It 
basically means that we cannot sell any other products during the 2 year 
term of this Agreement which compete with Auden's hydrocortisone product, 
unless we first given [sic] Auden 3 months notice (and Auden can terminate 
supply to us on 3 months notice if we say we are going to do so).’ [AMCo 
Senior Employee 8] further stated with respect to volumes that Auden ‘are 
now suggesting that they would satisfy their obligations if they deliver at least 
85% of the 12,000’ and asked: ‘Shall I insist upon 12,000 packs per month?’ 
Finally, [AMCo Senior Employee 8] confirmed that the price was still £1 per 
pack.866 

3.569. With respect to supply volumes, [AMCo Senior Employee 4] suggested that 
‘[p]referably it should just be at 12k per month or worst case made up in the 
following month.’867 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] agreed with [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4]’s suggestion and added: ‘If they fall short they should make up 
the following month. Having said that I went in with 12k per month when I 
knew that [AMCo Senior Employee 4] had forecast 10k per month with the 
view that we would have to negotiate – I suppose at that stage I thought I 
would settle for 10k’.868 

864 Document 302393, purchase order dated 13 June 2014. [AMCo Senior Employee 4] had urged the sending of 
the purchase order during the previous days – see Document 202677, emails from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to 
[AMCo Employee] and [] dated 11 and 12 June 2014. [AMCo Senior Employee 4] indicated that Auden had 
been ‘chasing [AMCo Senior Employee 1] for it’, indicating there had been further contact between [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 1] on 12 June 2014. 
865 The stock was to be delivered to Waymade (see section 10.B.II.a.ii). The purchase order reflected the new 
volumes under the not yet finalised Second Written Agreement, but the old price of £1 per pack (as per the First 
Written Agreement). [Auden Senior Employee 3] of Auden later clarified that it was ‘[i]nvoiced originally at £1.00 – 
this was credited and re-invoiced at £1.78’ – see Document 00178A, email from [Auden Senior Employee 3] to 
[Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 8 July 2014. 
866 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 13 June 2014. 
867 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8], [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 13 June 2014, after [AMCo 
Senior Employee 6] had queried: ‘would we be fine with “monthly volume needs to be at least 10,200 and any 
shortfall needs to be made up in the following month”.’ 
868 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 15 June 2014. See also 
Document 202647, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4] dated 17-22 April 2014.  
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3.570. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] then discussed the start date, saying that it 
should be June. Referring to a conversation he had with [Auden Senior 
Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 1] said: 

‘I told him [Auden Senior Employee 1] that if not we will launch our 
own.’869 

3.571. On 16 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] wrote to [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] stating that AMCo was ‘trying to finalise a longer term formal 
supply agreement on this (or indeed launch our own product) I’ll get back to 
you this week with some news (hopefully good news!)’.870 

3.572. On the same day, [AMCo Senior Employee 8] sent a ‘further draft’ of the 
supply agreement to Auden’s lawyer.871 In the draft supply agreement, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 8] commented that ‘the agreement is that AMCo 
will not sell a product which competes with the Auden product’ and that 
‘Auden is […] protected by the restriction on selling competing product’.872 

3.573. The supply deal was subject to further negotiation during the days that 
followed.873 On 18 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 8] outlined two 
outstanding points to [AMCo Senior Employee 1]: 

a. The first point concerned the supply price: ‘[t]hey are suggesting that 
the price be a fixed £1.78 per pack. This is a lot simpler than a rebate 
system, so are you happy to agree that? I believe that is around the 
Aesica cost of goods?’ 

b. The second point concerned the ‘non-compete’ clause:‘[t]hey are trying 
to be very cute around the non-compete and, I suspect, trying to tie up 
our ability to compete, to acquire other competing products or to give 3 
months’ notice and sell our own Aesica version (albeit with the OD 
issues). I really don’t like this, nor trust them.’ Instead of the ‘overly-
complicated (and therefore risky to us) wording’ suggested by Auden, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 8] suggested to ‘go with a simple clear 
English summary of what the non-compete should say’. His proposal 

869 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 15 June 2014. 
870 Document 202680, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 16 June 
2014. 
871 Document 00161, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] dated 16 June 2014. The outstanding points 
included the start date of June, a proposal for how to deal with shortfalls in supplies, and the definition of 
‘Product’ in the agreement.  
872 Document 00162, draft “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone) by and between Auden 
McKenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, pages 5 and 6. 
873 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 1] spoke on the phone on 17 June 2014. Document 
202681, [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s calendar entry for 17 June 2014: ‘Call with [Auden Senior Employee 1]’. 
Document 200123, email from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 17 June 2014. 
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replaced reference in the provision to ‘the Product’, which had been 
broadly defined in Auden’s proposal,874 with ‘any hydrocortisone 
product(s) in tablet formulation’.875 

3.574. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] agreed with [AMCo Senior Employee 8]’s 
proposed wording of the clause. With respect to the supply price, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] noted that ‘[t]he CoGs [cost of goods] are higher than 
Aesica ([£1-£4] per pack) though to be honest it is hardly worth fussing over 
especially as the price is going up in the market and it is over £50 now’.876 

3.575. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] therefore proposed his revised version of the 
clause to Auden’s lawyer later that day. He proposed that the clause was 
‘changed to a simple clear English summary of the agreed position, which is 
that AMCo shall not sell other hydrocortisone tablets without giving 3 months 
[sic] notice (which would allow Auden to terminate on 3 months [sic] 
notice).’’877 Auden’s lawyer agreed.878 

3.576. On 25 June 2014 the agreed terms of supply were formalised in an 
agreement for the supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. It is hereafter 
referred to as the ‘Second Written Agreement’.879 

i. Terms of the Second Written Agreement 

3.577. The Second Written Agreement had an effective date of 25 June 2014 and a 
duration of two years. 

3.578. AMCo agreed to: 

‘procure all its requirements in the Territory [the UK] for hydrocortisone 
product(s) in tablet and capsule formulation from Auden on an 
exclusive basis and shall not, directly or indirectly, distribute, supply or 
sell, in the Territory any other hydrocortisone product(s) in tablet or 

874 Which Auden had sought to define as ‘any medicinal product containing hydrocortisone as the active 
ingredient or one or more Similar Active Substance as those contained in the Auden Mckenzie hydrocortisone 
Tablet formulation’ – see Document 200242, draft “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone) 
by and between Auden Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, clause 1. 
875 Document 200123, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 18 June 2014. 
876 Document 200123, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 19 June 2014. 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s ‘main concern at the moment is that we get the first order this month’. 
877 Document 200252, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] dated 19 June 2014.   
878 Document 200252, emails between [] and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 19 June 2014.   
879 Document 00446, “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone10mg tablets) by and between 
Auden Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, effective date 25 June 2014. [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] sent Pinsent Masons the draft supply agreement which had been agreed ‘in principle’ by [] and 
[AMCo Senior Employee 8] on 25 June 2014. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] asked [] to check and confirm that 
she was ‘fine with this being the final version’ (Document 201099, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] 
dated 25 June 2014), and chased her on 28 June 2014 to confirm as ‘[w]e urgently need to sign’ (Document 
201099, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] dated 28 June 2014). Pinsent Masons confirmed: ‘Good to 
go’ (Document 201099, email from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 28 June 2014). 
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capsule formulation. However, for the avoidance of doubt, nothing in 
this Agreement prevents Amdipharm and/or its Affiliates from applying 
at any time for a marketing authorisation from the MHRA in relation to a 
hydrocortisone product (whether in tablet, capsule or other formulation) 
and/or manufacturing (either itself or through a contract manufacturer) 
and supplying in the Territory hydrocortisone product(s) under a licence 
granted to it or any of its Affiliates provided that Amdipharm shall not 
and shall procure that none of its Affiliates shall do so directly or 
indirectly without giving give [sic] Auden at least three (3) months’ 
written notice of its intention to do so.’880 

3.579. If AMCo notified Auden ‘of its intention to commence supply of its own 
version of the Product in the Territory, Auden shall have the option to 
terminate this Agreement on three (3) months’ written notice’ to AMCo.881 

3.580. The meaning of these two clauses together was therefore that if AMCo 
intended to supply its own hydrocortisone tablets in the market it was 
required to give Auden three months’ written notice, which triggered a right 
for Auden to terminate the supply arrangement on the same notice period. 

3.581. The Second Written Agreement could also be terminated immediately in 
case of a breach of any of its terms and failure to remedy that breach within 
30 days; and by either party ‘without cause on four (4) months written notice 
to the other.’882 

3.582. Under the Second Written Agreement, Auden agreed to supply AMCo with a 
‘Minimum Volume’ of 12,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets per 
month (ie double the volume that Auden had been supplying AMCo under 
the First Written Agreement) for the price of £1.78 per pack.883 Auden’s 
average price to the rest of the market at the time was £55 per pack. AMCo 
therefore continued to obtain a 97% discount to Auden’s other customers. 

3.583. AMCo and Auden agreed that Auden would supply a fixed volume of 12,000 
packs per month for the first three months of the Second Written Agreement. 
For any subsequent orders, it was agreed that ‘Auden shall use reasonable 
endeavours to accept all orders but is only obliged to accept orders 
representing the Minimum Volume [ie 12,000 packs] for each calendar 
month.’884 

880 Second Written Agreement, page 5, clause 2.2. 
881 Second Written Agreement, page 18, clause 17.2. 
882 Second Written Agreement, page 18, clauses 17.1.(a) and 17.4. 
883 Second Written Agreement, page 22, Schedule A. 
884 Second Written Agreement, page 8, clauses 5.1 and 5.2. 
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3.584. Auden was therefore only obliged to accept orders for up to 12,000 packs 
per month. In fact, although the Second Written Agreement stated that 
AMCo’s ‘Minimum Volume’ would be 12,000 packs, this was the maximum 
volume of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets available to AMCo at the £1.78 price 
during the term of the Second Written Agreement. This is demonstrated by 
data provided by the parties885 and by contemporaneous documentary 
evidence, set out in table 3.28 below. 

Table 3.28: volumes supplied to AMCo under the Second Written Agreement 

Document Evidence 

202758, emails between 
AMCo staff dated 16 
January 2015 

‘As far as I am aware monthly we are getting 12000 packs of Hydrocortisone tabs and the 
total of all these orders are coming up to 13500 packs.’ 

‘Please take 750 packs off each of the biggest orders.’ 

200141, email from ‘Very stable market with set supply quantities each month of 12k units. Timing issues can 
[AMCo Senior Employee see small monthly fluctuations but annual quantity is concrete’ 
3] to AMCo staff dated 
24 July 2015 

02331, email from ‘Amco … Product supplied Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets: max 12,000 packs per month’ 
[Auden Senior 
Employee 4] to [Actavis 
Senior Employee 2] of 
Accord-UK dated 6 
August 2015 

200201, email from ‘the 12K packs that we get from Auden are sold to specific customers every month and we 
[AMCo Senior Employee do not have any spare – I am sure we would struggle to get more’ 
1] to AMCo staff dated 7 
August 2015 

202817, 202818 and [AMCo Employee]: ‘Can we procure additional order (16667 packs) from Auden over and 
202827, emails between above the monthly ordering of 12000 packs?’ 
[AMCo Employee] and 
[AMCo Employee] dated 
7, 10 and 11 August 
2015 

[AMCo Employee]:‘I have had to send an enquiry to our supplier for additional volumes as 
per this enquiry, we have an agreement for a regular volume per month so I will have to get 
their approval before I respond’ 

The following day, [] asked: ‘When will we have the product from aesica delivered?’ and 
suggested fulfilling the order ‘on our own ma’, indicating that AMCo would not use Auden 
product 

200151, draft responses Question: ‘Could you comment on the factor limiting supply to AMCo of 10mg tablets? For 
to questions relating to example, is it limited availability of the API, or limited supply by Auden McKenzie of the 
Cinven’s sale of the finished product?’ 
AMCo group prepared 
by [AMCo Senior 

Answer: ‘Limited supply to AMCo of the finished product’ 

Employee 3] dated 18 
August 2015 

885 Document 00674, data supplied by Auden on its sales of hydrocortisone tablets to Waymade and AMCo. 
AMCo received 12,200 packs in December 2014; however, only the 12,000 packs were supplied at the £1.78 
price. See also Document 00448, data supplied by AMCo on its purchases of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
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Document Evidence 

202884, LEK Consulting ‘AMCo’s current supply of hydrocortisone tablets is sourced from Auden, and it has been 
presentation dated 21 limited in its ability to meet demand by lack of supply.’ 
August 2015, slides 83 
and 86 

200034 and 200153, ‘Very stable market share c 15% as fixed monthly supply volume of 12k (market is 80k/mth) 
AMCo commercial … Some small monthly discrepancies due to month end ordering but yrly [sic] volumes 
reports dated August fixed.’ 
2015 

‘Fixed supply volumes at ~15% of market’ 

02311, emails between 
[Actavis Senior 
Employee 2] and 
[Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] of Accord-
UK dated 4 September 
2015 

‘AmCo pay £1.78 for Hydrocortisone – you OK to continue selling at this price?’ 

‘This is the contracted price so OK. NB 12,000 packs per month is the contracted quantity.’ 

02329, emails between ‘I see that AMCo pay £1.78 for the Hydrocortisone Tabs, this seems very low. Are we happy 
[] and [Actavis Senior with this?’ 
Employee 2] of Accord-
UK dated 4 and 7 

‘Price is fine as it is contracted – vols should be 12k per month (one to keep an eye on)’ 

September 2015 

200203, email from ‘AMCo currently sells hydrocortisone in the UK which is sources [sic] from Auden McKenzie 
[AMCo Senior Employee … There is a volume cap in this OLS agreement.’ 
8] to AMCo staff dated 
23 September 2015 

02312, email from 
[Actavis Senior 
Employee 4] of Accord-
UK to Accord-UK staff 
dated 28 September 
2015 

‘the AMCO supply we have a contract to supply Uk pack on the 10mg at a certain price … 
it’s a set volume at a set price’ 

02335, email from [] 
to [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] of Accord-
UK dated 24 February 
2016 

‘Please see Amdipharm forecast as requested 

I make sure that they have just the 1 order a month for 12,000 packs’ 

200452, note of state of ‘AMCo had pushed for – and had wanted – more volume but as far as he [AMCo Senior 
play meeting with AMCo Employee 8] was aware AMCo had only ever got a volume of 12,000 packs, and AMCo at 
dated 18 May 2016, times had to push hard to even get supply at that volume. The reference to a “minimum” 
paragraph 29 volume was at AMCo’s request because AMCo wanted to make sure that it would definitely 

get at least 12,000 packs per month and that Auden would be in breach of the agreement if 
they did not supply this minimum amount.’ 

202960, email from [] 
to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 5] dated 21 
June 2016 

‘On Hydrocortisone with Auden, we generally release order for the forward 3months, each 
month 12000packs’ 
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ii. The status of AMCo’s Aesica product by the time of the Second Written 
Agreement 

3.585. As explained in paragraph 3.529.b, on the day the parties entered into the 
First Written Agreement (25 February 2014), AMCo expected that its own 
10mg product ‘will hopefully be available in April or May’.886 

3.586. During the subsequent negotiations that led to the Second Written 
Agreement, AMCo experienced some delays that caused it to adjust its 
expectations for the timeframe of launching its product. These delays did 
not, however, lead AMCo to question the viability of its product or to 
anticipate a materially longer lead time for its launch: by 23 June 2014, two 
days before entering into the Second Written Agreement, AMCo expected its 
product to be available for launch during the following month, July 2014.887 

3.587. The delays AMCo experienced to the development of its Aesica product 
during this period were: 

a. Minor delays in March 2014 to the order of the API and sign-off on the 
foil and artwork for the batches it had ordered from Aesica. This meant 
that these items were approved in March instead of February as 
planned.888 

b. Aesica’s insistence in April 2014 that its packaging process using the 
new automated blister feeder be validated on three consecutive 
batches (rather than its original plan to validate initially using only the 
October 2013 bulk batch). This meant that ‘the supply of 
Hydrocortisone from Aesica is now expected at the end of May’.889 

c. Aesica’s uncertainty in late April 2014 as to whether it would require 
further API to complete manufacture of the third of the batches ordered 
on 30 January 2014. This did not affect the timeline for supply of the 

886 Document 200511, minutes of MPGL Management meeting on 18 February 2014, page 2. 
887 Document 202686, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 June 2014. See also 
Document 202684, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 June 2014. 
888 AMCo approved the order for ‘15kg API’ to be used for the manufacture of three additional batches on 19 
March 2014, instead of the initially planned ‘End February’ (Document 202987, email from [AMCo Employee] to 
[] and [] dated 19 March 2014; compare with Document 201829, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Employee] and others dated 21 February 2014). AMCo 
signed off on the foil artwork on 20 March 2014 and on the Carton & PIL artwork on 21 March 2014, instead of 
the second week of February (see Document 201853, email from [] to [] dated 20 March 2014; and 
Document 201856, email from [] to [] dated 21 March 2014; compare with Document 202947, email from 
[AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Employee] and others 
dated 7 February 2014).
889 Document 201862, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
[AMCo Employee] and others dated 10 April 2014. See also Document 201860, email from [AMCo Employee] to 
[Aesica Employee] dated 4 April 2014; Document 201865, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] 
dated 1 May 2014. 
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other batches.890 Aesica ultimately asked AMCo on 22 May 2014 to 
order an additional 1kg of API for this batch.891 AMCo agreed to 
purchase 11kg of API instead to cover the needs of the third batch and 
‘the next few batches’.892 

d. The unsuccessful commissioning of the blister feeder at Aesica in May 
2014, which meant the feeder was returned to the manufacturer ‘for 
modification’. Aesica and AMCo agreed to use expired stock for further 
testing to avoid delays.893 This meant that the launch batches could not 
be supplied at the end of May after all. AMCo considered the possibility 
of manually packing the tablets while the blister feeder was unavailable 
and whether this would be ‘acceptable for commercial use’. It was 
noted that AMCo needed the ‘batches available for End May but […] it 
looks like its [sic] not feasible.’894 (Aesica ultimately confirmed that the 
issues with the blister feeder were resolved on 2 July 2014.895) 

3.588. Notwithstanding these delays, AMCo’s product development continued to 
progress towards launch: 

a. In April 2014 AMCo confirmed that instead of a Type 1B variation, it 
would be able to address its high assay results through a simpler Type 
1A variation (known as ‘do and tell’), where the MA holder should 
implement the change before notifying the MHRA.896 This variation was 
submitted on 3 April.897 It was approved by the MHRA on 1 May 
2014.898 The new licensed assay method had no impact on the quality 

890 Document 201865, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 1 May 2014. 
891 Document 202686, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 22 May 2014. 
892 Document 201891, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee]s dated 22 May 2014. See also 
Document 202702, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 8 July 2014. 
893 Document 201876, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 7 May 2014; and email from 
[AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 8 May 2014. See also Document 200189, Strategic Development 
– Monthly Report, May 2014, page 8. 
894 Document 201868, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [AMCo 
Employee] dated 7 May 2014. 
895 Document 202705, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 2 July 2014. 
896 Type 1A changes have little or no impact on the quality, safety or efficacy of the product, for example 
administrative modifications such as the manufacturer’s name, a minor change to a control method or details of 
where the product is packaged. In Type 1A procedures, classed as ‘do-and-tell’, the MA holder should implement 
the change before notifying the MHRA, ensuring that where relevant (non-immediate notification) it submits the 
application within 12 months. The MHRA takes up to 30 days to process a type 1A application. Instead, if the 
change is more significant than a 1A change but is not a type II change or an extension, it is considered a type 
1B change. MHRA must approve type 1B changes before they are made to the product. See Medicines: apply for 
a variation to your marketing authorisation - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk).
897 Document 201862, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
[AMCo Employee] and others dated 10 April 2014.  
898 Document 201871, letter from the MHRA to AMCo dated 1 May 2014. See also Document 200189, Strategic 
Development – Monthly Report, May 2014, page 8; Document 202944, email from [] to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 5], [] and [] dated 28 September 2016. 
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or stability of the product, other than to ensure accurate results for 
assay were reported.899 

b. On 16 April 2014, AMCo held an internal meeting where it agreed that 
‘[a]ll activities must be placed on priority to ensure we have product 
release at the end of May.’900 At this stage, AMCo expected to ‘have 
increased volume once we have our own product in June and the price 
has gone up.’901 

c. A strategic development report for May 2014, presented to Cinven and 
prepared on 27 May, stated in relation to ‘Hydrocortisone Tablets’: ‘UK 
Launch in June 2014’.902 

d. An AMCo management meeting on 29 May 2014 noted: ‘we are having 
further problems with our own product […]. It is now due in July.’903 

e. Between 30 May and 10 June 2014, Aesica and AMCo further 
discussed the status of the blister feeder. Ultimately no modifications to 
the equipment/tooling were needed.904 

f. On 10 June 2014 Aesica informed AMCo that the October 2013 bulk 
batch had passed testing and was ‘ready for packaging’, and that the 
other batches were now being tested.905 

3.589. On 23 June 2014, two days before entering into the Second Written 
Agreement with Auden, AMCo was preparing to pick up the 10mg stock from 
Aesica in early July 2014.906 

3.590. On the same day, Aesica confirmed to AMCo that it was ‘targeting first 
shipment during the week commencing 14 Jul 2014’ (though it emphasised 
that this was ‘a very aggressive timeline’) and that the third of the batches 
ordered in January 2014 (referred to as ‘Batch 4’ as the first of AMCo’s 

899 Document 200302, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s notice of 25 August 2016, response to question 4. 
900 Document 202654, Meeting minutes: Hydrocortisone Aesica 10mg tab dated 16 April 2014. See also 
Document 202644, calendar invite from [AMCo Employee] to [], [], [AMCo Employee] and others for 16 April 
2014, where [AMCo Employee] set out that ‘I will have an update on launch batch manufacturing and packaging 
plans and we can start coordinating launch activities (May / June).’ 
901 Document 202645, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 17 April 2014 commenting on email 
from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4] and [] dated 16 April 2014.   
902 Document 202667, AMCo strategic development strategic projects PPRM presentation May 2014, slide 3, 
attached to document 202666, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to AMCo staff including [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2], who noted ‘I am pulling together a presentation for Cinven next week of the Strategic Development 
group’. 
903 Document 200161, minutes of MPGL Management meeting on 29 May 2014, page 3. 
904 Document 202686, emails between [Aesica Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 30 May – 10 June 2014. 
905 Document 202686, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 10 June 2014. 
906 Document 202684, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 June 2014. 
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commercial batches derived from its October 2013 bulk stock) was 
scheduled to be manufactured in August 2014.907 

k. AMCo suspends its Aesica development on the same day as entering 
into the Second Written Agreement 

3.591. In summary: 

a. On the day it entered into the Second Written Agreement, AMCo 
resolved to suspend its Aesica development and cancel outstanding 
orders and any future orders of its own product. 

b. Once it was delivered from Aesica on 8 August 2014, AMCo kept its 
product in ‘quarantine’ and explored selling it overseas. 

3.592. On the day AMCo and Auden entered into the Second Written Agreement, 
25 June 2014, AMCo held a meeting. A summary of what was agreed at that 
meeting was circulated by [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to AMCo’s most 
senior management and to the technical and product development staff 
involved in AMCo’s Aesica project. The summary read: 

‘Summary of agreement from today’s PPRM meeting 

Why [original emphasis] 

New supply agreement signed with Auden 

Will not be able to sell our own product (produced at Aesica) in the UK 

Aesica [original emphasis] 

We will advise Aesica that the project is now parked due to delays but 
may be restarted in the future (we do not mention the Auden 
agreement) [original emphasis] 

We will continue with the packing of the three available batches at 
Aesica to complete this phase of the project 

We will cancel the order for the 4th batch and any other subsequent 
orders that have been placed with Aesica 

907 Document 202686, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 June 2014. 
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We would like to ensure Aesica are fully compensated for their costs 
that are over and above supply of the three batches (e.g. surplus 
materials, people costs etc) 

Request Aesica to advise these costs and include in invoice upon 
delivery of stock 

Stock [original emphasis] 

The packed product will be held in store as a contingency against 
failure to supply from Auden 

We wish to hold this stock at UDG (not Waymade) in quarantine, 
probably on a different sku. 

(there is, should we wish not to hold this in reserve, possibilities to sell 
in a to be identified export market) 

I suggest that I will write to Aesica detailing these points (plus 
expressing apologies and regret…blah blah blah at the cancellation of 
the project) 

I will write to Aesica on Friday so if you have any additional comments, 
please let me know before midday Friday. 

I will also request that supply chain ([]) raises this, in due course, 
with UDG.'908 

3.593. The summary records that AMCo would not be able to sell its Aesica product 
in the UK; and that AMCo had therefore decided that: 

a. It would suspend its Aesica development, cancelling the outstanding 
order for its fourth batch (the third of the batches ordered in January 
2014) and any subsequent orders and offering to compensate Aesica 
for its costs; and 

b. It would complete the packing of the other three batches and hold them 
as a contingency against a breakdown in the supply arrangement, or 
alternatively to sell overseas. 

3.594. On the same day, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] emailed [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] to raise concerns about the morale of AMCo’s development 

908 Document 200124, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 7] and [AMCo Employee], copied to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 6], [AMCo 
Employee], [] and [AMCo Employee], dated 25 June 2014. 
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team and asked [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to recognise and thank them for 
their efforts: 

'… we're a little concerned that the Strategic Projects team may be very 
demotivated after hearing today at PPRM that all their efforts to get 
Hydrocortisone ready for launch have been "wasted" because we're 
now not planning to sell the product. Also, this has a real adverse 
impact on the "new product revenues" which the whole Strat Dev team 
is targeted on, and I think we need to somehow recognise that: 

(a) all their hard work facilitated the AM deal, and the main commercial 
benefit is that we now have long-term supply secured of a product with 
the full range of indications. This wouldn't have been possible without 
being launch-ready with our own product (or words to that effect); and 

(b) the Aesica product gives us an excellent back-up for a very valuable 
and important project, in line with our Ops Excellence BAP, in the event 
that our new supply agreement partner defaults on supply (hence we're 
going to pack our 3 batches and leave in quarantine); and 

to somehow think about a compensatory element for their New Product 
Revenues target, which has been massively impacted in 2014 by not 
launching this product which they worked so hard to secure.’ 909 

3.595. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] sent an email to this effect on 28 June 2014: 

‘I just wanted to drop you a note to thank you for all the effort that you 
put into bringing the Aesica Hydrocortisone product to a position where 
we were able to launch. 

As you know we have subsequently signed a deal with Auden 
Mackenzie [sic] to source product from them and therefore our own 
product will not be launched in UK. The rationale for this arrangement 
is that their product has an indication, Adrenal Insufficiency, that our 
product does not and hence selling their product removes a competitive 
disadvantage. 

What I would like to stress though is that the work that you did to 
provide certainty of launch of our product gave those of us who were 
negotiating with Auden Mackenzie confidence to achieve the best deal 

909 Document 200125, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], copied to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5], dated 25 June 2014. On the same day, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] replied 'Yes you are right…and I agree with everything you say'. 
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possible for AMCo and I am sure that, as a result, Auden Mackenzie 
felt that they should agree to our terms. 

We are certainly in a much better position as a result of your work so 
again may I reiterate my thanks to you.’910 

3.596. AMCo’s June 2014 monthly report stated: ‘Hydrocortisone 10mg batches 
manufactured and ready for sale … however, these won’t be sold due to a 
deal extension being signed with Auden McKenzie’.911 AMCo staff described 
the project as: ‘virtually complete. Currently no intention to launch.’912 

3.597. On 27 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 5] wrote to Aesica to inform it 
that AMCo’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets project would ‘be suspended for 
the UK territory’ and asking, ‘Please cancel your plans for the manufacture of 
further batches’.913 In a later email to Aesica on 14 July 2014 [AMCo Senior 
Employee 5] described this message as ‘the notification of the cancellation 
of the UK project’.914 

3.598. Further to notifying Aesica of the cancellation of the project for the UK, 
AMCo asked Aesica to provide a quotation to explore ‘opportunities for this 
product [10mg hydrocortisone tablets] in Germany’ and specified that ‘the 
formulation and packaging materials are the same as those for the UK 
product that you have recently produced for us.’915 

3.599. AMCo considered exporting its Aesica product to Serbia. However, after 
discussion AMCo concluded that this was not worthwhile because of the risk 
of parallel importation back into the UK. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] stated: 
‘Their target price is very close to Aesica CoGs and we also would be in 
danger of the product coming back into the UK – which is bad enough in 
itself but could also put us in breach of the contract that we have here with 
AM.’916 

3.600. AMCo proceeded with the packing and shipping of the three already 
manufactured batches at Aesica. On 2 July 2014, Aesica confirmed that the 

910 Document 200126, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to AMCo staff dated 28 June 2014. 
911 Document 200192, AMCo strategic development report for June 2014. 
912 Document 202696, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 1 July 2014. See also Document 202737, 
email from [] to [] and [] dated 21 October 2014. 
913 Document 200275, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [Aesica Employee] dated 27 June 2014. 
914 Document 202717, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [Aesica Employee] dated 14 July 2014. See also 
Document 202992, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Employee] dated 30 June 2014.  
915 Document 202717, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [Aesica Employee] dated 27 June 2014. Aesica 
provided AMCo with a ‘proposal covering the 3 pack formats of Hydrocortisone for Germany on 11 August 2014: 
see Document 202717, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 11 August 2014.
916 Document 203640, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 9], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and others dated 30 June 2014. 
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issues with the blister feeder had been resolved and expected to ‘still be 
okay for W/C 14 Jul for first shipment.’917 

3.601. On 8 July 2014, Aesica suggested that it ‘may be in a position to purchase’ 
the API which it assumed ‘was to be used to fulfil the original commercial 
demand’ and which it believed ‘will no longer be required for commercial 
use.’ AMCo sold the excess stock of hydrocortisone API to Aesica in 
December 2014.918 

3.602. On 9 July 2014, Aesica informed AMCo that it was ‘still on track for batch 
release and shipping next week. I think we are nearly there! Champagne is 
ready to go on ice!’,919 and indicated the ‘pick-up date of July 15th.’920 [AMCo 
Senior Employee 7] congratulated [AMCo Employee]: ‘[g]reat news if pick up 
is on the 15th! Regardless of the strategy you have made the batches 
available for sale as promised!’921 

3.603. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] discussed the 
implications of not launching the Aesica product for the team’s financial 
targets and queried if they could consider it as a ‘launch’.922 [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] suggested: ‘[i]f we could get to somehow launch a few boxes 
into a segment that AM [Auden Mckenzie] won’t notice, it would count as a 
launch … any chance? It seems a bit harsh to deny the team a “launch” 
having done all this work, especially as it has also dropped the New Product 
Revenues forecast.’923 [AMCo Senior Employee 4] confirmed that this was 
not possible: ‘[w]e can’t legally due to the exclusive agreement we have.’924 

3.604. On 29-30 July 2014, AMCo considered this further.925 [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] suggested that AMCo needed to have ‘some creative finance 
thinking on this’.926 However, although [AMCo Senior Employee 6] ([]) 
agreed that AMCo staff should be recognised and ‘get the credit’, he 
explained that ‘externally […] classifying this as a new product launch will 

917 Document 202705, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 2 July 2014. 
918 Document 202702, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 8 July 2014; and 
Document 200386, email from [] to [] and [] dated 23 April 2015. 
919 Document 202705, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 9 July 2014. 
920 Document 202705, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] and [Aesica Employee] dated 
10 July 2014. 
921 Document 202705, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 10 July 2014. 
922 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] wondered ‘whether we could call it a launch as it really is the start of a new deal?’ 
– see Document 202704, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo 
Senior Employee 6] dated 10 July 2014.
923 Document 203642, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4] dated 10 July 2014.  
924 Document 203642, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] dated 10 July 2014.
925 Document 202712, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] dated 29 July 2014.
926 Document 202712, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 30 July 2014. 
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undermine our credibility and risk that potential buyers will see our story as 
‘fabricated’.’927 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] responded that he would get 
Cinven’s ideas as ‘they are good at this stuff’.928 

3.605. Between 11 and 16 July 2014, Aesica informed AMCo that ‘due to the delays 
encountered at the start of the packaging run’ the dispatch date for the three 
batches was now set for 31 July 2014.929 The expiration date of batch 1 
(taken from the bulk stock manufactured in October 2013) was 31 March 
2015. The expiration date of batches 2 and 3 (from the orders placed in 
January 2014) was 31 October 2015.930 

3.606. On 23 July 2014, in anticipation of receiving the Aesica product, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] emailed AMCo colleagues: ‘[w]e have some UK packs 
of Hydrocortisone 10mg sitting in a warehouse, which won’t be sold in the 
UK any time soon. Is there anywhere else that we could sell it (outside the 
EU)?’931 

3.607. On 1 August 2014, AMCo commented internally that ‘[t]he shipment would 
be collected on 4th Aug from Aesica’ to be ‘delivered at UDG’.932 

3.608. On 7 August 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 7] instructed [AMCo Employee] 
to ‘make sure the stock is kept under quarantine storage once released as 
we are not selling these batches for now.’ [AMCo Senior Employee 7] also 
requested to ‘advise when the batches are ‘‘released’ by the Quality dept 
even though we are keeping them in quarantine for now.’933 

3.609. During August 2014, AMCo began corresponding with Aesica to update the 
dossier for its 10mg tablets in order to sell them overseas.934 

927 Document 202712, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 6] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] dated 30 July 2014.
928 Document 202712, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 30 July 2014. 
929 Document 201898, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 11 July 2014; Document 201903, email from 
[] to [AMCo Employee] dated 15 July 2014; and Document 201904, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 
16 July 2014. See also Document 202712, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 29 July 2014; and Document 201911, email from []to [AMCo Employee] 
dated 31 July 2014.
930 Document 202743, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 9] to AMCo staff dated 12 November 2014. See also 
Document 201912, Invoice issued by Aesica dated 31 July 2014. 
931 Document 202709, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 9] and [] dated 23 
July 2014. See also Document 202965, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 28 July 2014; and 
Document 202713, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 31 July 2014; and 
Document 202724, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] and others dated 18 August 
2014; and Document 202725, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 20 August 
2014. 
932 Document 201913, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 1 August 2014. 
933 Document 201914, emails from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 
7 and 8 August 2014.
934 Document 202727, emails between [] and [AMCo Employee] dated 29 August 2014. 
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3.610. On 8 August 2014, AMCo received the three packed batches of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets from Aesica (the ‘August 2014 Batches’). [AMCo 
Employee] confirmed that the August 2014 Batches were ‘booked in at UDG’ 
(AMCo’s third party warehouse supplier).935 

3.611. The August 2014 Batches remained in ‘quarantine’ in AMCo’s warehouse. A 
quarantine measure means ‘the warehouse would not be able to book it out 
of the system’ and sell the product.936 When AMCo staff queried the status of 
the Aesica product, they were informed: 

‘The batch manufactured at the end of last year is now packed but 
there is no intention to release it to the market due to contractual 
reasons. 

Two further batches have been manufactured since the above, but 
again these will not be marketed.’937 

3.612. During August and September 2014, AMCo considered ‘releasing’ the 
August 2014 Batches from quarantine in order to make them available for 
sale – not in the UK but overseas. This required approval from AMCo’s ‘[]’, 
[AMCo Employee]. [AMCo Employee] did not immediately understand why 
AMCo wished to release product developed and approved for sale in the UK 
for sale overseas. Other AMCo staff explained to her that this was because 
AMCo could not sell the product in the UK ‘for contractual reasons’: 

a. On 14 August 2014 [AMCo Employee] explained that she had been 
asked to release the three batches for quality purposes (meaning that 
they could be sold if AMCo wished) but that she had been told ‘that 
they are not going to sell this product. I wanted to make sure all checks 
are performed before I release the product from our system so 
requested PV [Process Validation] data. I have not been instructed that 
these batches are going to be rejected. So I hope the batches which we 
have received are oaky [sic] and can be approved.’938 [AMCo 
Employee] replied: ‘The batches won’t ne [sic] sold because of 
contractual reasons (commercial). They are not rejected.’939 

935 Document 201914, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] and [AMCo Employee] dated 
8 August 2014.
936 Document 201541, transcript of interview with [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 13 October 2017, track 2 
page 6 lines 1-11. 
937 Document 202723, email from [AMCo Employee]s to [] dated 14 August 2014. 
938 Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [], [AMCo Employee], [] and others dated 14 August 
2014. 
939 Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Employee], [], []and 
others dated 14 August 2014. 
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b. On 18 August 2014, [AMCo Employee] chased [AMCo Employee] 
requesting her to ‘confirm that the batches are released / kept under 
quarantine at UDG’.940 [AMCo Senior Employee 7] explained that ‘Just 
for the record we won’t be selling these batches in the UK but may do 
so somewhere else. If they are released and ready to be sold it would 
be very helpful.’941 [AMCo Employee] further explained: ‘The original 
plan was to sell this product in the UK (UK MA, UK packaging). 
However, for contractual reasons, we cannot sell this product in the 
UK.’942 [AMCo Senior Employee 7] added: ‘In summary we just need to 
know that the batches are released and ready to sell if we decide we 
have a customer. Please can you confirm this?’943 

c. [AMCo Employee] responded that ‘these batches are packed for UK 
market and will not get released to any other market without proper 
deviation in place. I do not understand why you want to release the 
product if you don’t want to sell in UK? If you wish to sell this in any 
other market please raised [sic] it as a planned deviation.’944 

d. [AMCo Senior Employee 7] explained: ‘At present we do not know 
where we can sell these batches. However, we MAY want to. In this 
case a planned deviation will be raised.’945 

e. In early September 2014, [AMCo Employee] chased [AMCo Employee] 
again: ‘Can you confirm if these batches are ready to be released for 
sale should we be able to identify a market (not the UK) where they can 
be sold? If not, please explain what is required.’946 

3.613. In order to approve the release of the August 2014 Batches for overseas 
sale, [AMCo Employee] and other AMCo staff followed up internally with a 
series of questions relating to stability issues discussed in December 2013 

940 Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 18 
August 2014.
941 Document 202725, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] [AMCo Employee] and 
[AMCo Employee] dated 18 August 2014. See also Document 202732, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 
7], [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 20 August 2014: for example, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 7] explained: ‘[i]n summary we just need to know that the batches are released and ready to 
sell if we decide we have a customer. Please can you confirm this?’ 
942 Document 202765, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 20 August 2014 (emphasis 
added).
943 Document 202765, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 20 August 2014. 
944 Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 20 August 2014. 
945 Document 202732, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 26 August 2014. See 
also: Document 202724, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 26 August 201, in 
which [AMCo Senior Employee 7] explained: ‘I would just like confirmation that these batches are OK to be sold 
elsewhere from a quality point of view if we would like to’. 
946 Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] and [AMCo Employee] dated 
5 September 2014. 
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(see section 3.F.II.b.ii above),947 apparently unaware that these issues had 
already been resolved and that the MHRA had approved the variation for the 
new assay analytical method on 1 May 2014. 

l. Aesica identifies an issue affecting the packaging of the August 2014 
Batches 

3.614. In summary: 

a. On 5 September 2014 Aesica notified AMCo that it had packed the 
August 2014 Batches in foil that was thinner than specified on AMCo’s 
MA. The batches were already being held in quarantine. 

b. Over the following four months AMCo continued to explore selling its 
August 2014 Batches overseas. AMCo also explored applying to the 
MHRA to vary the terms of its MA to allow for the thinner foil. It did not, 
however, treat this as an operational priority. 

3.615. On 4 September 2014, Aesica discovered that the August 2014 Batches had 
been packed in foil with the wrong thickness: whereas AMCo’s 10mg MA 
provided for foil of 25 µm (microns), Aesica had used 20 µm. This meant that 
the blister packs used for the August 2014 Batches were 5 µm thinner than 
specified on the licence. 

3.616. Aesica notified AMCo the following day. Aesica asked AMCo to confirm if the 
packs had been distributed as the issue ‘could have potential to lead to a 
Recall’ although explained: ‘[i]nitial review has been completed and we 
believe it is a compliance issue rather then [sic] a product safety issue. we 
are generating an impact assessment which will support our initial 
conclusion.’948 

3.617. [AMCo Employee] ordered the August 2014 Batches to be put ‘on hold 
immediately’.949 [AMCo Employee] confirmed that the August 2014 Batches 
had already been put on hold prior to Aesica notifying AMCo of the foil issue, 
because of the ‘contractual reasons’ that prevented AMCo from selling them 
in the UK: ‘Batches will not get released for sale as we are not going to 
market our product in UK as per our agreement with Auden Mckenzie. It’s a 

947 Document 202725, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 20 August 2014; 
Document 202722, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 20 August 2014; 
Document 202723, emails between [] and [AMCo Employee] dated 21 August 2014; Document 201915, email 
from [AMCo Employee] to [] and [Aesica Employee] dated 2 September 2014; and Document 202732, email 
from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 5 September 2014. 
948 Document 201067, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 5 September 2014. See also Document 
202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] and [AMCo Employee] dated 8 September 2014. 
949 Document 201067, email from [AMCo Employee] to [], [], [], [] and [AMCo Employee] dated 5 
September 2014. See also Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to []and [AMCo Employee] dated 
8 September 2014. 
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management decision. But SBDG team wish to market this product in some 
other territories which they have not yet finaliesed [sic]’.950 Much later, on 5 
May 2017, [AMCo Employee] explained: ‘I can recollect there was OOS in 
assay test for hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, but that was not the only reason 
for putting batches on hold. Mainly batches were on hold for Uk [sic] due to 
contractual agreement with Auden Mackenzie [sic] and when we asked to 
release the batches for other markets that time we were informed about the 
OOS and thickness issue which turn lead to reject the batches.’951 

3.618. On 8 September 2014, Aesica shared the draft investigation report with 
AMCo ahead of a meeting the following day.952 The meeting notes recorded: 
‘[b]ased on the review AMCo and Aesica confirmed that they would conclude 
that there is no impact on product quality as a result of the event.’ In 
addition, ‘AMCo have confirmed that all 3 batches are in quarantine and no 
product has been supplied to the market.’953 

3.619. Between September and December 2014, AMCo continued to explore 
whether the August 2014 Batches could be released for sale outside of the 
UK (or, if necessary, in the UK ‘[i]f there are problems with the current 
supply’):954 

a. Despite issues with the foil, on 30 September 2014 [AMCo Employee] 
requested an update ‘to understand if these batches can be sold 
outside the UK.’ [AMCo Senior Employee 7] added: ‘we may even sell 
these batches in the UK. If there are problems with the current supply 
we must be in a position to sell these batches at short notice’.955 

b. On 22 October 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] asked colleagues: ‘We 
have 3 batches of UK packs for this product, which is sitting in UDG but 
unlikely ever to be sold. Is there anywhere we think we could sell this 
product?’ 956 

950 Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 8 September 2014.  
951 Document 202929, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 5 May 2017. 
952 Document 201068, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee], [], [] and others dated 8 
September 2014.
953 Document 202734, Compliance Event Meeting (Hydrocortisone 10 mg Tablets) dated 9 September 2014. On 
13 March 2014, Aesica had requested AMCo to sign off on the bill of materials and the specifications for the 
blister foil and blister film ahead of the packaging process and obtained sign-off on 20 March 2014 (see 
Document 201848, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 7] dated 13 March 2014; and Document 201853, email from [] to [] dated 20 March 2014). 
954 Document 201067, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 
30 September 2014. 
955 Document 201067, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 
30 September 2014. 
956 Document 202738, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 9], [] dated 22 
October 2014. See also Document 202740, emails between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 27 
and 28 October 2014. 
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c. On 12 November 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 9] emailed AMCo 
staff indicating that ‘[t]he UK has surplus stock of the attached with the 
below expiry dates which they will most likely not be able to sell. Where 
applicable (mkts that can take stock based on a UK license) can you 
please check with our partners if there is any interest in taking this’.957 

During November 2014 AMCo considered opportunities to submit to a 
tender in Serbia,958 and to export its Aesica-manufactured 10mg 
hydrocortisone stock to the ‘Nordic region’, specifically noting that the 
product ‘won’t find it’s [sic] way back to the UK’.959 

d. In December 2014, AMCo also considered exporting its product to an 
African market.960 (It finally decided against selling its August 2014 
Batches in Sudan in August 2015.961) On 18 December 2014, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] explained: ‘[t]he packs have been produced for UK 
< but we can’t now sell them because we have tied ourselves up with 
another supplier. Therefore the packs are available for export sale. We 
might as well make some money out of it.’962 

3.620. Between September and December 2014, AMCo also explored whether it 
should apply to vary its 10mg MA to add 20 micron foil: 

a. On 16 September 2014, [AMCo Employee] emailed Aesica to ask 
whether it would be worth ‘submitting a variation to add 20 micron to 
the license.’963 

b. On 30 September 2014, [AMCo Employee] stated that a variation to 
add the new foil thickness would require justification by comparing the 
two foil thicknesses, but added: ‘It’s not something that we can fix 
immediately and are not currently working on it due to other 
Operational priorities but if it is that significant we will have to re-
prioritise.’964 

957 Document 202743, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 9] to AMCo staff dated 12 November 2014.  
958 Document 202744, email from [] to [] dated 13 November 2014. In response, [AMCo Employee] noted 
again on 14 November 2014 that ‘[t]he stock received from Aesica is under quality hold. These batches have 
been packed using Foil that has a thickness specification outside of the registered specification […] Currently 
there are no plans of future procurement’ (see the same document).  
959 Document 202745, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 20 November 2014. On 9 
December 2014, [AMCo Employee] sent a project appraisal for hydrocortisone 10mg tablets, see Document 
202751, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 9 December 2014. 
960 Document 202755, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [] and [] dated 18 December 2014, and 
email from [] to [] and [] dated 18 December 2014 (same document). 
961 Document 202819, email from [] to [] dated 10 August 2015. See also Document 200201, emails 
between [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [] dated 7 August 2015. 
962 Document 202755, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [] and [] dated 18 December 2014.  
963 Document 201068, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee], [], [] and others dated 16 
September 2014.
964 Document 201067, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7], [AMCo Employee] and 
[AMCo Employee] dated 30 September 2014. 
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c. On 16 October 2014, [Aesica Employee], confirmed that Aesica ‘would 
be happy to support a strategy to submit a variation to the 
Hydrocortisone 10 mg Tablet dossier to add 20 micron foil. […] I think 
we can put together a suitable justification to support why existing 
stability data is acceptable plus we have 2 batches on stability in 20 
micron foil – so initial data points will be available from these studies to 
submit with.’965 

d. At the PPRM on 22 October 2014, AMCo discussed ‘the release of the 
Hydrocortisone batches manufactured by Aesica and how quickly/ 
easily this could be done’.966 [AMCo Senior Employee 5] relayed 
internally: ‘[w]hile we do not currently intend to sell the stock, we would 
like to arrange to have it “released” so that we could sell if the need 
arises immediately’ and requested to ‘take the necessary actions to 
have these batches released (but with UDG blocked from issuing is 
[sic])’.967 [AMCo Employee] replied that Aesica would support the 
application to register the new foil thickness.968 

e. On 23 October 2014, Aesica confirmed that ‘[s]amples [of the August 
2014 Batches] have been placed on stability’ to support the application 
to vary the foil thickness.969 

f. On 28 November 2014, AMCo requested Aesica to provide ‘documents 
to support the change request for foil thickness’,970 and later chased, 
explaining that ‘we would like to be able to sell them rather than write 
them off and we do need your support in order to be able to do this 
(especially for the first batch which was manufactured more than a year 
ago)’.971 Aesica provided the requested documentation on 8 December 
2014.972 

g. On 2 December 2014, AMCo signed a deviation report form which set 
out that ‘[t]he decision to register the 20µm foil for the product has been 
taken and Change Control […] has been raised to document the 

965 Document 201068, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 16 October 2014. 
966 Document 200383, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 22 October 2014. See 
also Document 201068, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 22 October 2014. 
967 Document 202739, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [] and [AMCo Employee] dated 22 October 
2014. 
968 Document 202739, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [] dated 22 October 
2014. 
969 Document 201923, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 16 December 2014. 
970 Document 201069, email from [] to [Aesica Employee] dated 28 November 2014. 
971 Document 200278, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 3 December 2012. See also 
Document 201069, email from [] to [Aesica Employee] dated 1 December 2014. 
972 Document 201069, email from [Aesica Employee] to [] dated 8 December 2014. 
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change and identify all […] tasks required. The future release of the 
batches will depend upon the outcome of the change control.’973 

3.621. Other than the potential variation to add 20 micron thickness foil, AMCo did 
not consider that there was any further work for Aesica to complete with 
regards to its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. On 21 October 2014, AMCo 
commented that there was ‘very little going on with this product at Aesica. 
There is nothing for project team to do that’s for sure.’974 

3.622. By January 2015 AMCo had begun to consider whether instead of applying 
to vary the foil thickness on its MA, it should simply apply for batch specific 
variations to cover the 20 micron foil on the August 2014 Batches, allowing 
them to be sold, and have Aesica pack any future batches in 25 micron 
foil.975 

m. Auden resumes Project Guardian in response to a new threat from 
Orion and Allergan’s concerns about the security of its position 

3.623. In summary: 

a. From September 2014 onwards Auden entered into negotiations with 
Allergan (then known as Actavis) for the sale of AM Pharma. 

b. In the course of those negotiations, both parties became aware that a 
new potential competitor had been granted a skinny label 10mg MA. 

c. In response to this development, Auden resumed Project Guardian. 
However, its approaches were once again rebuffed by authorities. 

d. It therefore became clear that Auden was unlikely to succeed in 
preventing off-label dispensing of competing skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets. This resulted in Allergan agreeing a £220 million 
reduction in the purchase price of Auden, combined with an earn-out on 
sales of hydrocortisone tablets. 

3.624. As explained in section 3.F.III.h above, Project Guardian was conceived in 
early 2014 as Auden’s response to the threat posed specifically by AMCo’s 

973 The report set out that ‘the thicker foil was unlikely to be required for product protection’ and that ‘[t]he 
deviation is not believed to represent a significant risk to the patient; however, due to the compliance aspect the 
deviation is considered major’. The report concluded that ‘[t]he deviation had the potential to result in product not 
meeting registered specification being available in the market although the potential patient impact is considered 
to be negligible. […] Batches associated with the deviation are quarantined and may only be considered for 
release if the packaging material (20 µm Foil) is registered for the product (or if a BSV is raised and approved)’. 
Document 202886, signed ‘Deviation Report Form’ dated 27 November 2014.
974 Document 202737, email from [] to [] and [] dated 21 October 2014. 
975 Document 201924, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee] and [] dated 5 January 2015. See 
also Document 201926, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 5 January 2015. 
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skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, which Auden believed at that time to be 
on the verge of launching. After the parties entered into the Second Written 
Agreement on 25 June 2014, Auden took no further material steps on 
Project Guardian until a new potential competitor emerged in November 
2014.976 

3.625. In September 2014, Allergan (then known as Actavis: see paragraph 3.7 
above) considered the possibility of acquiring AM Pharma through its 
subsidiary Actavis Holdings UK Limited. Due diligence materials noted that 
hydrocortisone tablets were a key product for Auden and the orphan 
designation for Plenadren effectively granted exclusivity to Auden until 
2022.977,978 

3.626. Accord-UK commissioned a financial due diligence report from PwC on the 
proposed acquisition of AM Pharma. PwC concluded that AM Pharma was 
‘highly cash generative selling niche, high margin drugs’ and its ‘product 
portfolio has historically been based on the hydrocortisone range’.979 Further, 
it found that hydrocortisone tablets contributed 46% of the company’s gross 
profit and ‘generates the highest absolute gross margin’.980 PwC also noted 
that ‘[w]e understand that significant price increases have been achieved in 
Hydrocortisone largely due to the orphan status that it holds in the UK and 
the current lack of competition’.981 

976 The only correspondence from Auden on Project Guardian between July and November 2014 on the CMA’s 
file consists of: an email to the MHRA dated 8 July 2014, requesting a response to Auden’s letter dated 14 April 
2014 discussed at paragraph 3.544.a above (Document 00284, email from []to [] dated 8 July 2014); and 
an exchange of emails with Rowlands Pharmacy between 18 and 21 July 2014 following Rowlands’ request to 
see Auden’s SmPC (Document 00179B, emails between [] and []between 18 and 21 July 2014). These 
communications represent the tail end of Auden’s approaches to stakeholders in February to June 2014. 
977 Document 00705, Project Apple Presentation September 2014. 
978 Allergan (at the time called Actavis) had itself previously considered entering the market with hydrocortisone 
tablets. In February 2014, Allergan approached ViroPharma SPRL (the owner of Plenadren at the time, which it 
had previously approached in 2013 for consent), to seek consent under the orphan designation rules for the grant 
of a MA for hydrocortisone tablets to include the adrenal insufficiency in adults indication. Allergan alleged that a 
refusal of consent would constitute breaches of Articles 101(1) and/or 102 TFEU (Document 200321, letter from 
Actavis Group to ViroPharma SPRL dated 26 February 2014). ViroPharma SPRL refused consent (Document 
200323, letter from ViroPharma SPRL to Actavis Group dated 7 April 2014). Allergan took the first steps in 
seeking to develop hydrocortisone tablets in May 2014 (Document 00701, Merger Notification of anticipated 
acquisition of Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited dated 18 March 2015, footnote 44; Document 00702, 
Hydrocortisone Tablet UK 10mg, 20mg – New Development Project Kick Off Meeting dated 20 August 2014) and 
anticipated a launch in 2016 and forecasted sales in the range of €7.5 million (market share: 40%) for 2016 and 
€5.9 million (market share: 35%) for 2017 with price erosion in the market between 60-70% for this period (See 
Document 00703, ‘Actavis Global Business Case: Hydrocortisone tablets’). Ultimately it took no further steps to 
launch its own product independently in the UK (Document 00704, paragraph 3.1, Response to CMA information 
request in the anticipated acquisition of Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited by Actavis Holdings UK Limited dated 
21 April 2015).
979 Document 00681, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016, Annex 11, 
page 7: Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014.   
980 Document 00681, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016, Annex 11, 
pages 7 and 22: Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014.   
981 Document 00681, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016, Annex 11, 
page 17: Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014. 
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3.627. Materials for the acquisition noted that ‘Hydrocortisone tablets comprise 40% 
of sales today…due a unique orphan drug exclusivity - expected to erode in 
the near term’ and ‘[n]ear term cash cow with the remainder of the business 
growing with a significant pipeline’.982 

3.628. However, on 20 November 2014, Allergan raised concerns with Auden about 
the protection the orphan designation gave to its hydrocortisone tablets. 
According to an email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] summarising the 
November discussions, Allergan’s IP specialist noted the fact that an orphan 
designation holder can give consent to any other company to develop 
products with the same indication, and therefore ‘established the point to all 
present in the meeting that Auden’s product did actually not have complete 
protection’.983 

3.629. On 25 November 2014, the MHRA granted an MA for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets to Orion Corporation (‘Orion’).984 As a result of the orphan 
designation, this MA did not include the indication for adrenal insufficiency in 
adults. 

3.630. According to [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s email, ‘[t]he grant of this [Orion] 
license was of concern to Actavis…[t]he new Hydrocortisone license [sic] 
grant resulted in the Executive board of Actavis raising concerns over the 
proposed deal to acquire Auden and negotiations stopped around mid-
December. [] went as far as to say that Actavis were no longer excited 
about the deal and we should find a new acquirer, as Actavis were seriously 
concerned about the new Orion license [sic] been [sic] used ‘Off label’ and 
the impact this would have on their investment if they acquired Auden’.985 

3.631. In response to these developments, Auden resumed Project Guardian. 

3.632. On 28 November 2014 Auden approached the MHRA again to highlight the 
differences between its MAs and Orion’s MA. Auden’s letter expressed 
concerns about the possibility of the prescription and dispensing of Orion’s 
hydrocortisone tablets off-label, specifically saying that it felt the SmPC and 
Product Information Leaflet (‘PIL’) to be ‘misleading’ or could be 
‘misinterpreted’. It stated: ‘We feel this will have a material effect both on our 
product and healthcare professional’s [sic] liability in terms of dispensing the 
product to patients with an unlicensed indication.’ Auden requested that the 

982 Document 00706, Project Apple Presentation January 2015, Executive Summary and Hydrocortisone 
Background.  
983 Document 00263, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015. 
984 PL 27925/0078.  
985 Document 00263, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015. 
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MHRA require Orion to make amendments to its SPC and PIL ‘to ensure that 
healthcare professionals do not dispense the product with the unlicensed 
indication’.986 

3.633. On 1 December 2014, Auden complained to the [] and the [] at Orion. In 
its letters, Auden alleged that Orion’s SmPC and labelling ‘is misleading and 
will cause confusion to patients and healthcare professionals when 
prescribing and dispensing the product’ and stated that ‘steps need to be put 
in place to amend the packaging […] to ensure that healthcare professionals 
do not dispense the product with the unlicensed indication.’ The letters said 
that Auden had ‘notified the MHRA of this issue and will be monitoring the 
dispensing of your product to determine if it is being dispensed for an 
unlicensed indication and will inform the authorities and professional 
associations representing dispensing pharmacists accordingly’.987 

3.634. Auden wrote to the MHRA again on 4 December 2014, reiterating its 
concerns. In this email it noted that the MHRA had not responded to its 
approaches in April 2014 (in the first phase of Project Guardian). Auden 
noted that its ‘Initial query was based on the Amdipharm product, however 
recently the MHRA have approved a marketing authorisation to Orion’, and 
that it was therefore raising its concerns about off-label dispensing again and 
requesting a response to its original enquiries..988 

3.635. However, Auden’s approaches were once again rebuffed. 

3.636. On 17 December 2014 Orion responded to Auden, disputing the allegations 
and explaining that it did not see any grounds for Auden or the MHRA 
objecting to its approved packaging, PIL and SmPC. Orion’s letter stated that 
‘[h]ealthcare professionals in the UK have a wide discretion when prescribing 
medicinal products, a discretion that pharmaceutical companies should not 
interfere with unless specific safety issues have arisen’.989 

3.637. On 19 December 2014, the MHRA responded to Auden’s letter and email of 
April 2014. 

3.638. In relation to Auden’s proposal for the labelling of hydrocortisone tablets to 
indicate whether they were full or skinny label, the MHRA noted that ‘current 
labelling legislation […] does not require the outer packaging for prescription 
only medicines to include the indicated use(s) of the medicine’. 

986 Document 00235, email from [] (Auden Mckenzie) to [] (MHRA) dated 28 November 2014. 
987 Document 00239, letter from [] to [], dated 1 December 2014. See also Document 00243, letter from 
[]to [], dated 1 December 2014. 
988 Document 00282, email from [] (Auden Mckenzie) to [] (MHRA) dated 4 December 2014. 
989 Document 00265, letter from [] (Orion) to [], copying MHRA dated 17 December 2014.  
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3.639. In relation to Auden’s arguments about ‘Liability for prescribing and 
dispensing’ off label, the MHRA wrote: 

‘As you are aware Auden McKenzie raised this matter previously in a 
letter dated 14 April to [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England], 
to which you received a reply. From the public health perspective, there 
are no material differences between the available generic immediate 
release hydrocortisone tablets; these are all bioequivalent to the brand 
leader. The indications stated in the Summary of Product 
Characteristics (SmPC) and the patient information leaflet of the more 
recently authorised products differ from the older products due to the 
orphan legislation990 

3.640. The MHRA suggested exploring with ‘the MAHs [MA holders] of the recently 
granted hydrocortisone tablet products’ the possibility of including a 
voluntary statement in their product information to the effect that 
hydrocortisone may also be authorised to treat other conditions not 
mentioned in their SmPCs.991 

3.641. On 23 December 2014, Auden emailed [] at the MHRA reiterating Auden’s 
concerns and requesting that the labels on Orion’s and AMCo’s products be 
amended to specify the ‘age range that the product can be prescribed for’. 
The email stated: ‘we are still very concerned that any other products 
launched which do not have the indication of adrenal insufficiency in adults 
would still cause confusion amongst health care professional[s]. […] We 
believe this to be a legal and ethical issue’. The email went on to say: ‘by 
unknowingly prescribing or dispensing the unlicensed indicated product the 
prescriber and dispensing pharmacist are open for litigation.’992 

3.642. On 23 February 2015, and again on 30 March 2015, Auden wrote to the 
MHRA requesting a response to Auden’s emails of 28 November and 23 
December 2014. These emails noted that Auden had also raised concerns 
relating to the Orion product literature to the equivalent Swedish Authority.993 

3.643. However, the MHRA responded to Auden on 21 April 2015 that ‘we do not 
intend to formally require a change to the SmPC, outer packaging, inner 
packaging or patient information leaflet of the other hydrocortisone products’ 
of Orion or AMCo.994 

990 Document 00288, letter from to [] to [] dated 19 December 2014. 
991 Document 00288, letter from to [] to [] dated 19 December 2014. 
992 Document 00278, email from [] to [] dated 23 December 2014. 
993 Document 00277, email from [] to [] dated 30 March 2015. 
994 Document 00628, letter from the [] to [] dated 21 April 2015.  
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3.644. On 9 January 2015, [Auden’s External Consultant] advised Auden that 
‘[i]nadvertent off-label use is […] as likely with this [Orion] product as with 
any product that does not carry the extensive indications as the originator 
product’ and that ‘[t]his is becoming increasingly an issue as more products 
come to market with limited indications.’ [Auden’s External Consultant] 
recommended that Auden continue to attempt to differentiate its product 
from any competitor product, noting, however, that ‘Superintendents would 
be unlikely to be too exercised about the introduction of the Orion product on 
to the market. This may change if there is a bioavailability issue that surfaces 
or if an adverse event arises’.995 

3.645. It therefore became clear that Auden was unlikely to succeed in preventing 
off-label dispensing of competing skinny label hydrocortisone tablets. 

3.646. In a January 2015 presentation, Allergan anticipated that Auden’s market 
share would erode by 60% and that prices would erode by 90% over a three-
year period, on the expectation that competitors would enter in 2015 ‘without 
indication for adrenal insufficiency and being launched and dispensed off 
label’.996 

3.647. Allergan and AM Pharma discussed various options to address these 
concerns in December 2014 and January 2015, with a view to ‘de risking the 
Hydrocortisone product element for Actavis to continue its interest in Auden’. 
The parties ultimately agreed a deal where the purchase price was 
substantially reduced from £520 million to £300 million plus an earn-out for 
hydrocortisone tablets. It was noted that the deal ‘represents a total and 
complete de risking of Hydrocortisone for Actavis and only an earnout 
depending on their success to market Hydrocortisone tablets’.997 

3.648. On 5 March 2015, Auden sent another letter to the PSNC noting that it 
remained ‘concerned that this issue continues to cause confusion amongst 
all stakeholders and perhaps most importantly amongst patients’ and 
seeking support in communicating with the DHSC and the NHS to issue 
guidance about off-label supply of medicines. Auden argued that the 
differences in indications between full and skinny label hydrocortisone 
tablets were analogous to the recent case of Pregabalin, in which a High 

995 Document 00254, email from [Auden’s External Consultant] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 9 January 
2015. 
996 Document 00706, Project Apple Presentation January 2015, Hydrocortisone Background. 
997 Document 00263, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015. 
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Court judgment prompted NHS England and the PSNC to issue guidance to 
practitioners on prescribing for patented indications.998 

3.649. The PSNC also rebuffed Auden’s approach. It responded that: 

‘The status of hydrocortisone is not comparable to the situation with 
Lyrica / pregabalin. The guidance from NHS England, issued following 
a Judgment of the High Court, and the guidance we have given was 
issued in order to alert contractors of the risk of litigation for breach of 
patent law. 

As per our letter in April 2014, we raised the issues relating to 
differences in licensed indications between manufacturers in the past, 
and the Department of Health was not willing to intervene. We note 
your intention to approach the Department of Health and NHS England 
on this matter. PSNC does not believe that the patent case will provide 
the justification to make a further approach to the Department, and so 
we are unable to offer support.’999 

n. Allergan’s acquisition of AM Pharma prompts AMCo to resume its 
Aesica 10mg development for the UK market 

3.650. In summary: 

a. The news that AM Pharma was to be acquired by Allergan made AMCo 
concerned that the new owners would terminate the 10mg supply 
arrangement. This prompted AMCo once more to re-engage with its 
Aesica development, submitting its application to vary its MA for the 
thinner foil and ordering further batches. 

b. AMCo ultimately withdrew its application to vary its MA and instead 
instructed Aesica to continue packing in 25 micron foil. The August 
2014 Batches were destroyed. 

3.651. On 26 January 2015 Allergan announced its acquisition of AM Pharma. That 
day, [Auden Senior Employee 1] tried to call [AMCo Senior Employee 1].1000 

3.652. As a result of the sale of AM Pharma, AMCo again became concerned about 
the continuity of its supply from Auden. AMCo’s concern that Auden’s new 
owners might terminate the 10mg supply arrangement prompted AMCo to 

998 Document 00432, letter from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [] (PSNC) dated 5 March 2015. 
999 Document 00433, letter from [] (PSNC) to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 6 March 2015. 
1000 Document 200136, emails between [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 26 
January 2015. 
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re-engage in earnest with its Aesica product and intensify its efforts to make 
the August 2014 Batches available for sale in the UK: 

a. On 27 January 2015, the day after the Allergan acquisition was 
announced, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] asked AMCo staff to check 
whether Auden had ‘amended their labelling re: indication?’. [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] replied: ‘Given the Auden Mck news please could 
we have a session on our Hydrocortisone products – either at PPRM or 
some other time soon?’1001 

b. On the same day, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] wrote to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1]: ‘Main issue now is whether Actavis will continue to 
supply. We should get ready to sell our own product, just in case’. 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] replied ‘Agreed! If I remember thought [sic] 
there is still some work to do to get it ready’, to which [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] responded: ‘[n]ot a lot though’.1002 

c. AMCo’s PPRM to discuss hydrocortisone was scheduled for 28 
January 2015. That day, internal AMCo instructions were to ensure that 
the Aesica manufactured 10mg hydrocortisone tablets could be sold in 
the UK if required. [AMCo Senior Employee 5] explained to a 
colleague: ‘We may … may … bring back our own Hydrocortisone 
manufactured at Aesica as we are concerned that Actavis may pull the 
Auden product from us. We are to push forward with getting the 
variation done to sort out the current batches packed with the wrong 
thickness foil as well’.1003 

d. On 29 January 2015, [AMCo Employee] explained to AMCo staff: 
‘Following the acquisition of Orden [sic] (our source of Hydrocortisone), 
there is now an urgent request from the management that we do 
everything possible to make sure these batches can be released 
ASAP.’1004 

3.653. AMCo therefore increased its efforts to get the August 2014 Batches 
released by making a variation application to the MHRA – which, as 
explained in paragraph 3.620.b above, had not previously been considered 

1001 Document 202761, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 27 
January 2015.
1002 Document 202762, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 27 
January 2015. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] also noted that Auden Mckenzie’s MA was ‘still alive and kicking’. See 
more generally on the issue of Allergan acquiring Auden Mckenzie: Document 202761, emails between [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2], [] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 27 January 2015; and Document 200136, emails 
between [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 26 January 2015. 
1003 Document 202763, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Employee] dated 28 January 2015 
(emphasis in original).
1004 Document 202764, email from [AMCo Employee] to AMCo staff dated 29 January 2015. 
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an operational priority1005 – and subsequently ordered new batches from 
Aesica packed in the originally registered 25 micron thickness foil. 

3.654. On 3 February 2015, [AMCo Employee] emailed [AMCo Employee]: 
‘Regulatory Affairs is now preparing to submit a variation to add the Foil 
thickness of 20microns to the License.’ On 5 February, she asked: ‘Please 
can you let me know if the Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets manufactured at 
Aesica will be releasable once the variation is approved?’1006 

3.655. [AMCo Employee] responded on 6 February 2015 confirming that the August 
2014 Batches would be released ‘once approval is received.’ She noted, 
however: ‘I understand we are not going to market this product in to [sic] UK 
market’.1007 [AMCo Employee] replied ‘[t]here is now a chance that we may 
need to sell these batches in the UK.’1008 

3.656. On the same day, AMCo asked Aesica again to confirm whether ‘the 
packaging line for Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets could still accommodate 25 
micron blister foil without modification.’1009 Aesica confirmed that this was 
possible ‘[i]n principal [sic]’ but suggested running a trial.1010 

3.657. On 12 February 2015, AMCo held an internal meeting to discuss ‘how we 
decide to source Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets (which we currently source 
from Auden McKenzie, who are in the process of being bought by Actavis) 
for the UK in the long-term, and any decisions we might need to make now 
to support that plan’. The meeting considered the remaining shelf life on the 
current batches and possible opportunities to sell these, the variation 
application and possible future orders from Aesica. In relation to the variation 
application, [AMCo Employee] explained that ‘[t]he batches will be available 
for sale once the variation to add their foil thickness to the license has been 
approved. The variation is being submitted this week and will be approved in 
30 days if we do not receive any RFI.’1011 

3.658. According to notes circulated by [AMCo Senior Employee 7], at the 12 
February meeting AMCo decided to: 

1005 Document 201067, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7], [AMCo Employee] and 
[AMCo Employee] dated 30 September 2014. 
1006 Document 202765, emails from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 3 and 5 
February 2015. 
1007 Document 202765, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 6 
February 2015.  
1008 Document 202765, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 6 
February 2015. 
1009 Document 201929, email from [] to [] dated 6 February 2015. 
1010 Document 201929, email from [Aesica Employee] to [] and [] dated 10 February 2015.  
1011 Document 202948, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 1], 
[] and others dated 3 February 2015. 
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a. Destroy its first batch of 10mg tablets (‘Batch Number 6045100’1012) 
‘due to the limited shelf life and the fact the batch will not be released 
until Mid – End March 15;’ 

b. Release its second and third batches (‘Batches 6046079 and 6080’1013) 
as soon as possible, while following up with International Health 
Partners to confirm . ‘if they would like to take the 2 batches’; 

c. Submit its application for a Type 1B variation to change the foil 
thickness on the 10mg MA. This would take place on 13 February; and 

d. Discuss the manufacture of additional new batches with Aesica: ‘we will 
discuss manufacturing an additional 2 batches for availability 
ASAP.’1014 

3.659. [AMCo Employee] replied to [AMCo Senior Employee 7], asking: ‘So are we 
definitely going to sell hydrocortisone ex Aesica?’ [AMCo Senior Employee 
7] replied: 

‘It is all still in the air! The additional batches are an insurance policy 
and I can elaborate tomorrow when we meet. We will only use them if 
required.’1015 

3.660. In light of its concerns about continuity of supply from Auden following its 
acquisition by Allergan, AMCo had therefore resolved to take steps to make 
its existing stock of Aesica hydrocortisone tablets available for sale (where 
this was not precluded by their shelf life) and to manufacture further batches. 
However, this was only ‘an insurance policy’, to be actioned if required. 
([AMCo Employee] later informed a colleague in relation to these new 
batches: ‘The deal with Auden McKenzie has fallen through and we now 
wish to resurrect our original plan and market our product in the UK.’1016 

[AMCo Senior Employee 7] later wrote that the launch of Aesica-
manufactured 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was still uncertain: ‘As of April’s 

1012 Batch 6045100 (15,867 packs) was one of the three batches manufactured and packed by Aesica. Its expiry 
date was 31 March 2015. See Document 202970, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1], [], [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Employee], [], [AMCo Senior Employee 
5], [AMCo Senior Employee 7] and [AMCo Employee] dated 3 February 2015; and Document 202770, email from 
[] to [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 16 February 2015. 
1013 Batches 6046079 (12,816 packs) and 6046080 (15,891 packs) were two of the three batches manufactured 
and packed by Aesica. Their expiry date was 31 October 2015. See Document 202970, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [], [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo 
Employee], [], [AMCo Senior Employee 5], [AMCo Senior Employee 7] and [AMCo Employee] dated 3 
February 2015; and Document 202770, email from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 16 February 2015. 
1014 Document 202948, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] and others dated 12 February 2015 (emphasis in the original). 
1015 Document 202948, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 12 February 2015. 
1016 Document 202783, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 14 April 2015. 
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PPRM the launches for 2015 were: […] Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets 
(Aesica; only if we have to launch this)’.1017) 

3.661. On 18 February 2015, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] approved the purchase of 
‘2 year’s worth’ of hydrocortisone API.1018 On the same day, AMCo issued a 
purchase order to Aesica for 30,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
to be delivered on 10 June 2015.1019 

3.662. AMCo ultimately withdrew its application to vary its MA to allow for the 20 
micron foil in May 2015, having concluded that it was unnecessary and that it 
would instead simply continue to order further batches from Aesica in 25 
micron foil: 

a. On 9 March 2015, AMCo received an RFI from the MHRA in relation to 
its application, which required AMCo to provide, amongst other things, 
‘[s]tability data using the proposed packaging material’.1020 

b. However, on 7 April 2015 AMCo concluded that it did not have ‘the 
required data to answer the RFI.’1021 In addition, on 10 April 2015, 
AMCo became aware that there was potentially an issue affecting the 
API that had been used in the manufacture of the August 2014 Batches 
that had been packed in the wrong foil.1022 AMCo therefore considered 
that it will ‘potentially not have to bother [with the Type 1B variation] as 
the batches may need to be scrapped.’1023 

c. On 15 April 2015, AMCo informed Aesica that it had ‘taken the decision 
to proceed with packing the next order of hydrocortisone tablets using 
the 25gsm [micron] material instead of 20gsm [micron] as previously 
advised [..]please pack with the 25 micron foil on this product until 
further notice.’1024 

1017 Document 202793, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo 
Employee] dated 27 April 2015. 
1018 Document 201070, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 18 February 
2015.  
1019 Document 201932, purchase order 4500009470 issued by AMCo to Aesica on 18 February 2015. 
1020 Document 201933, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 9 March 2015. In late March 2015, AMCo 
sought Aesica’s assistance in preparing a response to the MHRA’s RFI: Document 201935, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 25 March 2015; email from [AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 
26 March 2015; email from [AMCo Employee] to [Aesica Employee] dated 31 March 2015.
1021 Document 201936, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee], [], [] and others dated 7 April 
2015. 
1022 Document 201937, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 10 April 2015. 
1023 Document 202783, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 13 April 2015. 
1024 Document 201938, email from [] to [Aesica Employee] and [] dated 15 April 2015. 
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3.663. On 5 May 2015, AMCo held an internal meeting. [AMCo Senior Employee 
7]’s notes of that meeting recorded that: 

a. AMCo had withdrawn its application to change the foil thickness and 
would not be pursuing the option of adding 20 micron foil to the licence. 
‘All were in agreement that this is not required as Aesica can supply us 
FP [final product] packed using 25µm foil with no issues. We would 
also prefer not to commence an additional stability study which is non 
critical (both in terms of time and cost).’ 

b. The two additional ‘FP’ (finished product) batches would be packed 
using 25 micron foil. They were scheduled for manufacture in July 
2015.1025 

3.664. On 19 May 2015, AMCo and Aesica entered into a manufacturing and 
supply agreement for the manufacture of ‘a minimum of three batches of 
15,000 packs (i.e. 45,000 packs) [of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets] per year 
(1 August 2015 – 31 July 2016)’ at a price of [£1-£4] per pack, packed in 
blisters.1026 

3.665. On 22 May 2015, AMCo confirmed to Aesica that it would not be varying its 
licence and that ‘we will be only using 25 micron foil for this product’.1027 

3.666. On 27 May 2015, AMCo ordered the August 2014 Batches to be destroyed, 
on the basis that ‘there is no realistic way in which they might be used’ given 
they had been packed in the wrong foil. 1028 

3.667. On 5 June 2015, AMCo and Aesica discussed a delay in the delivery of the 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets ordered in February 2015 (see paragraph 6.755 
above) from June 2015 to September 2015 due to an ‘issue with Calcium 
Stearate’ (an excipient material required for the production of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets) which meant Aesica required ‘a new delivery’ of this 
material.1029 On 28 July 2015, Aesica informed AMCo that it had received the 
material and that ‘current delivery date for this will be Oct 13th’.1030 

1025 Document 201941, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee], [], [] and others dated 5 
May 2015. See also Document 202016, [AMCo Senior Employee 7]’s handwritten notes dated 5 May 2015. 
1026 Document 200292, paragraph 11.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. 
1027 Document 202802, email from [] to [Aesica Employee], [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Employee] and others 
dated 22 May 2015. 
1028 Document 202802, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 27 May 2015; and email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [], [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 27 May 2015; and Document 202802, email from [] to 
[] dated 22 May 2015.  
1029 Document 201991, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 5 June 2015, referring to purchase order 
4500009470, which is the order of February 2015.
1030 Document 201991, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 28 July 2015. 
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3.668. On 21 August 2015, AMCo issued a further purchase order to Aesica for 
30,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets to be delivered on 7 December 
2015.1031 

o. AMCo acquires another hydrocortisone tablets portfolio and makes 
plans to use it to negotiate further volumes from Auden/Actavis 

3.669. On 1 October 2014, AMCo acquired Focus Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (‘Focus’), a 
speciality pharmaceuticals business.1032 Focus’ business included a pipeline 
project for hydrocortisone tablets developed with the assistance of a Greek 
CMO and developer called Lamda.1033 

3.670. On 5 August 2015, [Focus Senior Employee 2] circulated an outline 
proposal, explaining how the return from Focus’ hydrocortisone tablets could 
be maximised. According to the proposal, the rights and licence for Focus’ 
hydrocortisone tablets would be moved to a new company run by [Focus 
Senior Employee 2] and [Focus Senior Employee 1] that would pay a royalty 
to AMCo based on profit generated from sales of the product. AMCo would 
have the right to recall the licence. The new company was referred to as 
‘Roma’.1034 The proposal considered two scenarios: 

a. ‘Scenario 1: NEWCo agree a supply deal with Auden/Actavis to avoid 
the issue of the orphan indication. AMCo to be paid on a quarterly basis 
75% of Gross Profit generated from the product’ (for this scenario the 
proposal forecasted a volume of 8,000 packs per month and AMCo’s 
annual return of £2,671,200); or 

b. ‘Scenario 2: NEWCo manufacture and supply from their own license. 
AMCo to be paid on a quarterly basis 70% of Gross Profit generated 
from the product’ (for this scenario the proposal forecasted a volume of 
10,000 packs per month, and annual return of £2,310,000).1035 

3.671. In Scenario 1, AMCo intended for its Focus product to be used as leverage 
to obtain further supplies of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from 
Auden/Actavis, as contemporaneous documents show. For example: 

1031 Document 201958, Purchase Order issued by AMCo on 21 August 2015. 
1032 Document 200170, Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Directors of Amdipharm Mercury Limited on 5 
November 2014, page 3. 
1033 Document 00444, paragraphs 1.21(b) and 3.3(a), AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 
March 2016. 
1034 See, for example, Document 202856, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
dated 9 March 2016. 
1035 Document 200144, email from [Focus Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] dated 5 August 2015; and Document 200145, Hydrocortisone 10mg & 20mg tablet proposal. 
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a. On 18 August 2015, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] stated: ‘The new MA 
will give us the ability to negotiate a greater volume supply. Our 
expectations are a total supply of 24k units a month’.1036 

b. AMCo’s strategy consultants explained that ‘AMCO indicate that its 
current supply is sourced from Auden, and it has been limited in its 
ability to meet demand due to lack of supply. the Focus acquisition (of 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone) is anticipated to provide them a more 
competitive position to seek increasing supplies from Auden 
Mckenzie’.1037 The consultants described AMCo’s ‘management’s 
strategy’ as ‘to regain supply leveraging its new competitive 
position.’1038 

c. On 1 September 2015, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] explained that: ‘The 
most important job they [Focus management] have to do for us is 
negotiated [sic] with Actavis/Auden and get the highest level of monthly 
volume (and keep it there ongoing).’1039 

d. On 23 November 2015, [AMCo Employee] proposed with respect to a 
‘Pipeline discussion with Concordia’ that [AMCo Senior Employee 3] 
‘explain the strategy to leverage our MA’.1040 

3.672. On 27 November 2015, it was ‘yet to be decided’ whether AMCo would 
pursue Scenario 1 or Scenario 2: ‘We may sell this product ourselves directly 
(although it too does not have the orphan indication) or we may approach 
Auden for further stocks of their 10 and 20 mg. This is yet to be decided’.1041 

3.673. By December 2015, however, Scenario 1 was the favoured option: 

a. On 3 December, in response to a request to provide updated 
information on the potential launch date of ‘Hydrocortisone (Focus)’, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 3] stated: 

‘Hydro for May 16 is fine. We just need the MA so [AMCo Senior 
Employee 7] needs to check when this will be. This is the date 

1036 Document 200151, L.E.K. Questions for Management 17th August 2015, attachment to Document 200150, 
email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and others dated 18 August 2015. 
1037 Document 202884, ‘Project Harmony: AMCo opportunity assessment’ presentation prepared by LEK 
Consulting dated 21 August 2015, slides 82 and 85. 
1038 Document 202793, ‘Project Harmony’ presentation prepared by LEK Consulting dated 21 August 2015, slide 
85. 
1039 Document 202821, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 1 September 
2015.  
1040 Document 202828, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 20 November 2015. 
1041 Document 202829, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [] dated 27 November 2015. 
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confirmed last time we spoke. We will develop some product in case 
but we just need the MA to secure a supply deal elsewhere.’1042 

b. On 10 December [Focus Senior Employee 2] set out in an email to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 3]: ‘As you are aware the only manufacturer 
with a product with the full list of indications is Actavis. Therefore our 
first choice would be to negotiate a supply agreement from them which 
would then allow us to sell the product to the entire market’.1043 

3.674. On 12 January 2016, AMCo sent [Focus Senior Employee 2] and [Focus 
Senior Employee 1] a ‘draft contract for the hydrocortisone product’.1044 

[Focus Senior Employee 2] then communicated AMCo’s proposed course of 
action to Lamda on 18 January 2016, setting out that: ‘we have been 
discussing with some of the key customers and at present all of the National 
chains have the policy that they can only use a product with the full range of 
indications. Therefore to give us the largest market possible we are going to 
open negotiations with Actavis to see if they will supply a product to us with 
the full range of indications’.1045 

3.675. However, in early March 2016 further market entry by other suppliers (as set 
out in section 3.E.V.b.i above) led AMCo to reconsider the prospective 
agreement with respect to the Focus product.1046 

3.676. On 10 March 2016, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] recommended to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 8]: ‘In light of some major changes to the market that have 
come through from the sales team this week I think we need to … not 
proceed with any agreement with Roma.’1047 

3.677. On 14 March 2016, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] implemented his 
recommended approach and emailed [Focus Senior Employee 1] and 
[Focus Senior Employee 2] of Focus explaining: ‘In short we are not in a 
position to move ahead. There have been some major movements in the 

1042 Document 202830, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [] dated 3 December 2015. 
1043 Document 202835, email from [Focus Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 10 December 
2015. [Focus Senior Employee 2] also noted that if Actavis UK was unwilling to supply, Focus would launch its 
own Lamda-produced product, but this would limit supply, as ‘less than 30% of the market’ was willing to buy a 
skinny-label product, and ‘[t]here is already a product being sold into this limited market’. 
1044 Document 202949, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [Focus Senior Employee 2] and [Focus Senior 
Employee 1] dated 12 January 2016. On 25 January 2016, [Focus Senior Employee 2] and [Focus Senior 
Employee 1] provided AMCo with their comments on ‘ROMA FPL – License and Supply Agreement’ and agreed 
that it ‘covers the key points we have previously agreed’, see Document 202949, email from [Focus Senior 
Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3], and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 25 January 2016.  
1045 Document 202836, email from [Focus Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 18 January 2016.  
1046 Document 202856, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 March 
2016.  
1047 Document 200156, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 10 March 
2016. 
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market with Bristol, Lucis, Alissa etc launching as well as some other 
unforeseen complications’.1048 

3.678. Instead of pursuing the Roma proposal, AMCo ultimately opted to launch its 
Focus hydrocortisone tablets, in light of its observation that ‘[t]he market has 
changed considerably’.1049 

3.679. Similarly, AMCo also considered whether to use its skinny label tablet 
development with German CMO MIBE (an historic project begun by the 
Mercury Pharma group prior to Cinven’s acquisition of Amdipharm) to obtain 
further supplies of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from Auden/Actavis. On 6 
November 2015 AMCo considered the ‘project as incremental considering 
that we would get aprox. 4,000 boxes more a month from Auden’ once it 
obtained its MA in 2016. AMCo assumed that it could secure supply of 4,000 
additional packs of the Auden product on the assumption that ‘we don’t have 
sales generated from MIBE’.1050 Ultimately, AMCo decided not to pursue the 
MIBE development in May 2016 since ‘the number of entrants reduces the 
need to utilise all our developments’.1051 

p. Alissa’s entry prompts Actavis to revisit Project Guardian and offer 
Alissa a 10mg supply deal using the Second Written Agreement as a 
template 

3.680. In summary: 

a. Orion’s 10mg MA was transferred to another competitor, Alissa. Alissa 
entered with skinny label 10mg tablets in October 2015. 

b. Accord-UK took over sales of hydrocortisone tablets from AM Pharma 
in September 2015. In December 2015 Accord-UK made an offer to 
supply Aesica using the Second Written Agreement as a template: a 
specified volume of 10mg tablets per month at £1.78 per pack. 

c. Alissa rejected Accord-UK’s offer and further independent entry took 
place in early 2016. This prompted Accord-UK to initiate a 

1048 Document 202858, emails from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [Focus Senior Employee 1] and [Focus Senior 
Employee 2] dated 14 March 2016. See also Document 202994, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to 
[AMCo Employee] dated 14 March 2016, reporting internally: ‘I have also told them it is a no on a hydro deal.’ 
1049 Document 202879, Launch Meeting Minutes dated 4 April 2016. 
1050 Document 202932, spreadsheet titled ‘Hydrocortisone TABLETS 10MG X 30 – JANILA’, see ‘Cover’ and 
‘Incremental Auden #11’ tabs. 
1051 Document 202910, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and 
[AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 24 May 2016. See also Document 202905, email from [AMCo Employee] to 
[AMCo Employee] dated 17 May 2016. 
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‘communications plan’ drawing on Auden’s Project Guardian materials, 
seeking to preserve its market position. 

3.681. On 5 December 2014, [Auden Senior Employee 1] forwarded to [Actavis 
Senior Employee 2] of Accord-UK (then Actavis UK Limited) Auden’s 
correspondence with the MHRA and Orion discussed in paragraphs 3.632 to 
3.634 above. This included Auden’s email to the MHRA of the previous day, 
4 December 2014. [Auden Senior Employee 1] wrote: ‘As discussed’.1052 

[Auden Senior Employee 1] had therefore discussed Auden’s concerns 
about the Orion product and its efforts to lobby the MHRA and Orion about 
its indications with Accord-UK while those efforts were ongoing. 

3.682. On 30 April 2015, Orion’s 10mg MA was transferred to Alissa Healthcare 
(‘Alissa’).1053 

3.683. In May 2015, Allergan completed its acquisition of AM Pharma. On 20 May 
2015 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] of AMCo 
discussed the implications of the orphan designation. [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] asked: ‘Will Actavis be as smart at pursuing this as [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] was?’ [AMCo Senior Employee 1] replied: 

‘According to [Auden Senior Employee 1] Actavis will continue his 
strategy’.1054 

3.684. Between 29 May 2015, when the acquisition of AM Pharma completed, and 
31 August 2015, AM Pharma’s trading activities, including the business of 
selling hydrocortisone tablets, were transferred intra-group to Accord-UK, an 
existing wholly-owned subsidiary of Allergan.1055 

3.685. From 1 September 2015 onwards, Accord-UK took over from AM Pharma 
the economic activity of selling hydrocortisone tablets, including supplying 
AMCo under the Second Written Agreement. From September 2015 AMCo 
issued its purchase orders for the 12,000 monthly packs of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets supplied under the Second Written Agreement to 
Accord-UK. A purchase order issued in September 2015 stated: ‘Actavis has 
taken over Auden & all the future orders would be supplied by Actavis’.1056 

1052 Document 00230, email from [] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 5 December 2014; and email from 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Actavis Senior Employee 2] dated 5 December 2014. 
1053 Document 00623, MHRA’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 February 2016, Annex A: 
Hydrocortisone Tablets with Additional Data for CMA. 
1054 Document 202954, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 20 May 2015. 
1055 Document 00686, response to question 12, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 24 
August 2016. See also AM Pharma’s accounts for the year ending 31 December 2015. 
1056 See, for example, purchase order numbers 4500010691 4500010692, and 4500010693 dated 3 September 
2015; 4500010775 dated 11 September 2015; and 450001108 dated 4 November 2015. 
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3.686. In September 2015, Accord-UK’s commercial staff investigated the Second 
Written Agreement that they had acquired from AM Pharma and, while 
noting the unusually low supply price, resolved to continue that agreement 
on the existing terms.1057 

3.687. Actavis continued to supply AMCo with 12,000 packs per month at £1.78 per 
pack while continuing to increase its ASPs to its other customers. Actavis 
also continued to increase monthly ASPs for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
from £66.76 in September 2015, peaking at £72.14 in March 2016. 

3.688. On 15 October 2015, Alissa entered the market with skinny label 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets manufactured by Orion.1058 

3.689. On the same day that Alissa entered the market, [Auden Senior Employee 4] 
of AM Pharma asked Auden staff to obtain the SPCs and PILs for the Orion 
and AMCo products ‘as a matter of urgency’. He then sent [Actavis Senior 
Employee 3] of Accord-UK some of Auden’s Project Guardian materials, 
including its March 2015 correspondence with the PSNC on Orion discussed 
in section 3.F.III.m above and materials from the first phase of the project 
discussed in section 3.F.III.h above.1059 [Actavis Senior Employee 3] replied: 
‘Excellent thanks. I’m briefing all the field teams today on the SPC and tablet 
differences so this is great to have.’1060 

3.690. Actavis was therefore conscious that Alissa posed a threat to its position as 
sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets. 

3.691. On 11 November 2015, [Alissa Senior Employee] of Alissa approached 
[Actavis Senior Employee 1] of Actavis for a 10mg supply deal. [Alissa 
Senior Employee] stated that he was looking to ‘source 40k packs of 30 
tablets three times a year, maximum 120k packs for sale in the UK market. 
My current supply price is <[£1-£4] per pack.’1061 

3.692. [Actavis Senior Employee 1] forwarded [Alissa Senior Employee]’s email 
internally, attaching the Second Written Agreement with AMCo and noting: 

1057 See, for example, document 02311, emails between [Actavis Senior Employee 2] and [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] dated 4 September 2015 (‘AmCo pay £1.78 for Hydrocortisone – you OK to continue selling at this 
price?’ ‘This is the contracted price so OK’); document 02329, emails between [Actavis Senior Employee 2] and 
[] dated 4 and 7 September 2015. 
1058 Document 00512, paragraph 1, Alissa’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016. See 
also document 00438, email from [] to [Actavis Senior Employee 3] dated 15 October 2015: ‘Just to let you 
know Alissa have launched their Hydr 10mg today!!’ 
1059 Document 00431, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [Actavis Senior Employee 3] dated 15 October 
2015. See also document 00438, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] to Accord-UK staff dated 15 October 
2015: ‘Alissa launch. [] says this is the Orion product and not the full indications.’ 
1060 Document 00439, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 16 October 
2015.  
1061 Document 00696, email from [Alissa Senior Employee] to [Actavis Senior Employee 1] dated 11 November 
2015. 
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‘attached is the current supply agreement we have with Amco. From a 
commercial perspective we would like to proceed with discussion with Allisa 
[sic]’.1062 

3.693. [Actavis Senior Employee 1] responded to [Alissa Senior Employee] on 22 
December 2015, offering a ‘[s]upply of up to 8,000 packs per month over a 
two year period. Supply price of £1.78 per pack. This would be fixed for the 
initial 12 month supply period. Supply would be in Actavis/Auden Mckenzie 
livery.’1063 

3.694. Actavis therefore made an offer to supply Alissa using the Second Written 
Agreement as a template: a specified volume of 10mg tablets per month at 
£1.78 per pack. 

3.695. Ultimately, the supply deal did not go ahead and the offer was rejected by 
Alissa as being, amongst other things, ‘vague’.1064 

3.696. Actavis continued to monitor further entry by competitors in early 2016.1065 

3.697. On 13 January 2016, the minutes of Accord-UK’s generics commercial 
meeting noted that: 

‘Bristol now have an MA. 

Be sensitised to it and review when they launch. 

Alissa and Bristol under 18s only indication 

… 

Amco in market as well (our product).’ 1066 

3.698. The minutes noted that Accord-UK had ‘Decided’: 

‘Can pull Amco supply now there are more players in the market’. 

1062 Document 00696, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 1] to [] dated 25 November 2015. 
1063 See Document 00508, email from [Alissa Senior Employee] to [Actavis Senior Employee 1] dated 11 
November 2015; and email from [Actavis Senior Employee 1] to [Alissa Senior Employee] dated 22 December 
2015. 
1064 Document 00699, Signed witness statement of [Alissa Senior Employee] from Alissa dated 30 September 
2016, paragraph 1.18.
1065 See, for example, Document 02341, Key Product Summaries dated February 2016, page 3; Document 
02342, Key Product Summaries dated May 2016, page 3.   
1066 Document 02811, GCM minutes dated 13 January 2016, page 5. 
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3.699. Despite this statement, Accord-UK in fact continued to supply AMCo with 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets until the expiry of the Second Written 
Agreement.1067 

3.700. The minutes of the meeting also noted, however, that Accord-UK was 
‘planning a campaign’ in relation to hydrocortisone tablets.1068 

3.701. In March and April 2016, Actavis prepared models seeking to predict market 
conditions after the expiry of the Second Written Agreement in June 2016, 
both of which predicted price erosion as a result of entry.1069 

3.702. In anticipation of further entry, Actavis initiated a ‘communications plan’.1070 

This involved sending materials drawing on Auden’s Project Guardian to 
industry stakeholders to promote its hydrocortisone tablets on the basis that 
they: (i) were ‘[t]he only immediate release hydrocortisone tablet to be 
licensed for use in adults with primary, secondary or acute adrenal 
insufficiency’; (ii) were ‘[l]icensed for use in children in chronic adrenocortical 
insufficiency’; and (iii) ‘can be halved and quartered for ease of dose 
adjustment’.1071 

3.703. Accord-UK’s ‘Key Product Summaries’ for February 2016 recorded the 
action planned in light of competitive entry (among other items): 

‘Highlights 

[…] Pituitary Foundation sent out comms to all members highlighting 
licence differences between Auden and Alissa products, comms urged 
patients to request Auden product […] 

GRC approved 2016 sponsorship requests for two key patient groups – 
Pituitary Foundation and Addison’s Disease Self Help Group […] 

Strategies/Goals 

[…] Review penetration from Alissa and Amco in >18 market sector 

1067 Document 00674, Annex 4 to AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016. 
1068 Document 02811, GCM minutes dated 13 January 2016, page 5. 
1069 Document 02327, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] to [] and others dated 18 March 2016; and 
Document 02332, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] to [] dated 1 April 2016. 
1070 Document 00656, paragraph 14.10, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 May 
2016.  
1071 Document 00659, draft marketing letter for industry stakeholders (emphasis in original). See also Document 
03474. See also Document 00665, Hydrocortisone Tablets, April 2016, Key Messages for Actavis Hydrocortisone 
Tablets, slide 16; see also slide 17 setting out the ‘multi pronged approach’ with a ‘leave piece, wholesaler 
support, trade media advertising, telemarketing script/Q&A, mailing’. 
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Continue communication to pharmacy decision makers on dispensing 
guidance due to different licence indications […] 

Wholesale support for defence campaign agreed with AAH, Alliance, 
Phoenix, Mawdsleys & DE […] 

Priorities/Next steps 

Review other own label as defence strategy 

[…] core messaging being trained into teams end of March’.1072 

3.704. By May 2016, Accord-UK’s ‘Key Product Summaries’ recorded that the full 
campaign was now in use and that it was ‘seeing some early wins’ as well as 
receiving campaign support from a number of wholesalers. As one of its 
goals, the document recorded ‘[c]ontinue to use campaign to reinforce 
benefits of Actavis/Auden Hydrocortisone’. Actavis UK would also ‘review 
defence strategy options in light of Alissa and Bristol launch’.1073 

q. Independent entry prompts AMCo to launch its Aesica product 

3.705. In summary: 

a. Having monitored other potential competitors preparing to enter the 
market from November 2014 onwards, AMCo received further stock 
from Aesica in November 2015. 

b. AMCo continued to monitor the market. In March 2016 its management 
reached the view that the scale of independent entry and the erosion of 
prices it was creating made it unavoidable that it would have to launch 
its own product rather than continue to sell the Auden/Actavis product it 
obtained under the Second Written Agreement. 

c. In May 2016, AMCo entered the market with its Aesica product. 

3.706. From November 2014 onwards, AMCo also started to observe a number of 
new suppliers being granted MAs for skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets1074 and entering the market. This prompted AMCo to reconsider its 

1072 Document 02341, Key Product Summaries dated February 2016, page 3. 
1073 Document 02342, Key Product Summaries dated May 2016, page 3.   
1074 AMCo was monitoring the market and on 13 November 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 4] requested an 
‘urgent RAMA check’ with respect to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, having found out that ‘Dexcel are selling this 
product in the market to groups.’ AMCo wanted to find out whether Dexcel had a MA, whether their product was 
full or skinny label, whether they could be taking supply from Auden and whether there were any termination and 
volume reduction provisions in the Second Written Agreement in the event of competitive entry (see Document 
200133, email exchange between [AMCo Senior Employee 6], [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 13-15 November 2014). 
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own strategy with respect to its Aesica-manufactured 10mg product and 
ultimately enter the market in May 2016. 

3.707. AMCo became aware of Orion’s MA on 25 November 2014. [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] emphasised that it was ‘important’ to ‘look into the Orion […] 
licence’ ‘because there are rumours of competition on this’1075 and that this 
would ‘very likely […] have an impact on next year’s performance’.1076 On 2 
December 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 4] confirmed that Orion chose to 
distribute their product through Alissa.1077 

3.708. On 27 January 2015, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] reported to Cinven that 
‘[t]here are three MAs granted for hydrocortisone: *our product (the old 
Amdipharm MA that we chose not to commercialise), *the Orion product – 
we have no evidence of them launching (yet) *the Auden McKenzie 
product’.1078 

3.709. In anticipation of Alissa’s launch, AMCo started experiencing difficulties in 
implementing price increases for the Auden/Actavis product it was selling. 
On 17 March 2015, [AMCo Employee] noted: 

‘we do need to bear in mind that Alissa will be launching the Orion 
product very soon (possibly next month). […] Implementing a price rise 
is difficult when everyone knows that competition is around the corner, 
and Auden are continuing to supply at the old costs. For the sake of a 
few quid per pack I think we should be looking to develop customer 
relations rather than push ahead with a price rise that is likely to be 
short-lived.’1079 

3.710. On 20 March 2015, [AMCo Employee] updated [AMCo Senior Employee 1]: 
‘I have heard that Alissa Healthcare are likely to negotiate a supply deal with 
Auden/Actavis rather than launch the Orion stock due to the licence 
indication issue.’ [AMCo Senior Employee 1] commented: ‘[g]ood news that 

1075 Document 202747, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 2 December 2014; and Document 202749, email from [] to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and others dated 2 
December 2014. 
1076 Document 202952, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4], [] and others dated 2 December 2014. 
1077 Document 200135, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [Focus Senior Employee 1] and [Focus Senior 
Employee 2] dated 2 December 2014. See also Document 202748, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [] 
dated 2 December 2014.  
1078 Document 200138, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Cinven Senior Employee 1] dated 27 January 
2015.   
1079 Document 202792, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 17 March 2015. See 
also Document 202780, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 18 March 
2015, where [AMCo Senior Employee 1] referred to Orion’s anticipated launch as one of the ‘potential threats to 
us’ and requested to hold off with implementing price increases to customers ‘just in case we are faced with 
competition’. 
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Alissa are doing this. It makes sense as their product also doesn’t have the 
full indications that the Auden product has. In which case I hope that we will 
see Cat M [ie the drug tariff] increase in due course’.1080 AMCo therefore 
anticipated that rather than launching its own product, Alissa would strike a 
supply arrangement with Auden similar to its own, and that this would give 
Auden the opportunity to continue to increase its prices. 

3.711. On 22 April 2015, AMCo confirmed that its ‘patience has paid off’ as prices 
were moving upwards on hydrocortisone tablets again.1081 [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] was pleased and hoped that the upward trend ‘continues’.1082 

3.712. AMCo continued to monitor the developments around Alissa’s entry,1083 and 
by May 2015, Alissa had still not launched its 10mg product. [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] stated: ‘he [Alissa Senior Employee] has either done a deal to 
get supply from AM [Auden] for the product with the complete indication and 
is just supplying it to a handful of small customers, or he is selling his own 
product to those same small customers, but not competing in the high 
volume market, or he has done a deal with AM to stay off the market, which 
would be unadvisable given recent legislation re: Servier and Lundbeck.’1084 

As described in section 3.F.III.p above, Alissa approached Accord-UK in 
November 2015 in relation to a potential supply deal. 

3.713. By 19 October 2015, AMCo understood that Alissa had not entered into a 
supply arrangement with Accord-UK and would therefore enter the market, 
anticipating an impact on price. [AMCo Employee] reported: ‘Actavis are 
informing customers that Alissa are launching their hydrocortisone i.e. they 
have not done a deal. […] The only way Alissa can sell is by dropping the 
price.’1085 

3.714. Having been asked to ‘do some digging’ by [AMCo Senior Employee 3], 
[Focus Senior Employee 1] clarified: 

1080 Document 202781, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 20 March 2015 and 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s email response dated 22 March 2015. 
1081 Document 202792, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 22 April 2015. 
1082 Document 202792, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 April 2015. 
1083 On 23 April 2015, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] looked for an update ‘on the rumour about Alissa sourcing 
product from Auden instead of launching the Orion product’. [AMCo Employee] responded that there were no 
further news, but noted: ‘I would imagine that negotiations have become far more complicated with Actavis in the 
mix’ – see Document 202792, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 3], [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] dated 23 April 2015.
1084 Document 202952, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 3], [] and [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 26 May 2015. 
1085 Document 202826, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 19 October 2015. 
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‘Yes Alissa are planning to launch their own product, ie they as yet 
have not done a deal’.1086 

3.715. In response, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] informed [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] that ‘the Hydro market is going to change a little.’1087 

3.716. On 2 November 2015, Aesica delivered the 31,036 packs of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets that AMCo had ordered on 18 February 2015 (see 
paragraph 3.661 above).1088 

3.717. In light of the changing market conditions, AMCo started considering 
entering the market with its own Aesica-manufactured 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

3.718. On 29 February 2016 [AMCo Employee] emailed [AMCo Senior Employee 
3]: ‘Bristol are apparently due to launch in a couple of weeks … At the 
moment this brings the price down to around £63-65. Sandoz will apparently 
also be launching this year, although their timeframe is less imminent’. 
[AMCo Senior Employee 3] forwarded her email to [AMCo Employee], 
commenting: ‘It looks like my suspicions on where this market might go are 
coming true and we may need to act April-June with volumes.’1089 [AMCo 
Senior Employee 3] separately forwarded [AMCo Employee]’s email to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1], noting: ‘[s]ome decisions are imminent’.1090 

3.719. On 1 March 2016, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] asked for an update on the 
status of AMCo’s own Aesica-manufactured 10mg stock and how quickly it 
could be obtained. [AMCo Senior Employee 3] commented:  

‘I think we have 30k packs and another 30k packs arriving this month. 
Is that right? Could we get more soon after? I think we have another 
30k packs in June but I am thinking something like 60k packs in April. It 
looks like my suspicions on where this market might go are coming true 
and we may need to act April-June with volumes’.1091 

1086 Document 202826, email from [Focus Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 20 October 
2015. 
1087 Document 202826, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 20 October 
2015. 
1088 Aesica’s invoice records that delivery was on 29 October 2015. AMCo’s internal records record 2 November 
2015. Document 201959, Invoice issued by Aesica on 29 October 2015. See also Document 202827, email from 
[AMCo Employee] to [], [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 4 November 2015. 
1089 Document 202846, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 3], [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] 
dated 1 March 2016. 
1090 Document 202844, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] dated 29 February 2016. 
1091 Document 202845, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 
5] dated 1 March 2016. 
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3.720. On the same day, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] emailed [AMCo Employee] 
and [AMCo Employee]: 

‘we may see a huge change in the market stability. We do not know 
how important or key the orphan indication will be if Bristol, Alissa and 
Sandos launch but I have now got 60k packs ready by the end of this 
month to react with. I am also trying to get a further 60k packs in by 
May/June. It could be an opportunity for us to severe [sic] the deal with 
Actavis and go to market.’1092 

3.721. [AMCo Senior Employee 3] therefore anticipated that in light of further 
market entry, AMCo might need to launch its product in the coming months 
and end the Second Written Agreement. 

3.722. Later that day, AMCo confirmed internally that ‘[t]he order planned for 
delivery in March is now ready for collection’.1093 It was ‘released for sale’ on 
17 February 20161094 and was kept ‘separate from the Actavis stock’.1095 

3.723. The order referred to was placed by AMCo on 21 August 2015 (see above) 
and ‘released for sale’ on 17 February 2016, two months after its planned 
delivery date. 

3.724. On the following day, 2 March 2016, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] emailed 
[AMCo Employee]: ‘[t]he market is changing day by day so can we ensure 
we release this product [10mg hydrocortisone tablets] in March and April as 
fast as possible please.’ [AMCo Employee] responded that ‘[AMCo Senior 
Employee 5] has suggested that maybe we should review everything but not 
release until you tell us to do so while we are still selling Auden product.’1096 

3.725. There followed further internal AMCo discussions as to whether it was still 
selling the Auden tablets or if it could sell its own Aesica product. On 3 
March 2016, in a conversation with [AMCo Senior Employee 5], [AMCo 
Employee] queried whether AMCo was selling Auden’s or its own Aesica-
manufactured 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, noting that [AMCo Senior 
Employee 3] had asked him to ‘fast track future release’. Further to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 5]’s confirmation that it was ‘[s]till Auden’, [AMCo 

1092 Document 202847, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 
1 March 2016. 
1093 Document 202845, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 1 March 2016. See also 
Document 201961, Invoice issued by Aesica on 29 February 2016 for 31,898 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 
1094 Document 202861, email from [] to Alloga UK dated 17 March 2016. 
1095 Document 202893, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 26 April 2016. It was confirmed that ‘the 
deliveries in No 15 and Mar 16 were packed with the correct 25 micron foil’ and had been released, see 
Document 202868, online conversation between [] and [] dated 21 March 2016. 
1096 Document 202851, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Employee] dated 2 March 2016; and 
email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 3 March 2016. 
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Employee] asked whether there was ‘any restriction or deal agreed […] 
thought we may have said not to release ours while still selling Auden 
stock??? something from the past’. [AMCo Senior Employee 5] confirmed 
that this was correct and explained that: 

‘Ours has always been merely a back up until now. […] It may change if 
Auden do not renew the agreement which seems likely and is why we 
are stocking up on our own MA. Think we need to be careful that ours 
does not go out to patients without [AMCo Senior Employee 3]’s, say 
so.…maybe that means not releasing it but making sure we can at a 
moments [sic] notice’.1097 

3.726. On the same day, in a further conversation with [AMCo Employee], [AMCo 
Employee] asked if AMCo could be in a position to release its Aesica product 
quickly. [AMCo Employee] noted: ‘we have received Licence product but not 
sure if we can release this now. I understand there was some agreement 
with Auden Mckenzi [sic]. That we will not release licence product’.1098 

3.727. Having checked with [AMCo Senior Employee 5], [AMCo Employee] later 
confirmed that ‘we need to have reviewed everything so we can release but 
not actually releas e [sic] […] we just need to be ready to release at a 
moments [sic] notice in case we have issues with Aude n [sic]’.1099 

3.728. On 8 March 2016, following the market entry by Resolution Chemicals, 
[AMCo Employee] reported internally: ‘[w]ith the market as fluid as it is at the 
moment I would like to avoid any unnecessary delay in placing our stock.’1100 

3.729. On 9 March 2016 [AMCo Employee] forwarded to [AMCo Senior Employee 
3] further information on competitors entering the market (‘Bristol are now on 
the market … There are rumours that Milpharm will also be launching in the 
next couple of months’. [AMCo Employee] stated that AMCo’s customers 
‘have both declined to buy any stock from me this month as they are very 
nervous about the price dropping quickly … I do think we need to have a 
backup strategy re: pricing for next month.’ [AMCo Senior Employee 3] 
forwarded this to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], noting: ‘Further power to the 
bow of launching in my view’; and to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], noting: ‘In 
light of some major changes to the market that have come through from the 

1097 Document 202850, conversation between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 3 March 
2016. 
1098 Document 202849, conversation between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] on 3 March 2016. 
1099 Document 202852, conversation between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Employee] dated 3 March 2016.  
1100 Document 202856, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 8 March 2016. 
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sales team this week I think we need to … explore launching our own 
product onto the market.’1101 

3.730. On the same day, [AMCo Senior Employee 3] separately emailed [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1], stating: 

‘The imperfect storm is brewing and the digging I have done with 
various industry types and through [AMCo Employee]  and [AMCo 
Employee] this week is strengthening my views and recommended 
approach. 

We cannot delay any longer as we […] have more arrivals entering the 
market, have our own agreement up for renewal in the summer, are 
starting to find it a little tougher to sell […].’1102 

3.731. By March 2016 AMCo had therefore reached the view that it could delay the 
launch of its Aesica product no longer, because of factors including: the 
arrival of further genuine competition to the market (‘more arrivals entering 
the market’); the erosion of the very high prices AMCo had been able to 
charge for the 10mg tablets it obtained from Accord-UK as a result (‘starting 
to find it a little tougher to sell’); and the uncertainty as to whether the 10mg 
supply deal would be renewed (‘our own agreement up for renewal in the 
summer’). 

3.732. On 6 April 2016, [AMCo Employee] suggested to ‘look again at whether to 
launch ours’ and queried whether there was ‘a clause in the Actavis 
agreement which precludes us from marketing ours whilst we have supply 
from them’, noting that she ‘would be surprised if there wasn’t.’1103 

3.733. On 26 April 2016, AMCo noted that ‘[w]e have 60k packs released and 30k 
packs expected in July16’, and wanted to order an additional 60,000 packs 
for delivery in August 2016.1104 Due to the ‘unforecasted’ nature of the order, 
Aesica informed AMCo that it could deliver 45,000 packs and 15,000 packs 
in November and December 2016, respectively.1105 

3.734. In May 2016, AMCo entered the market1106 with its skinny label 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets manufactured by Aesica, which it sold to a 

1101 Document 200156, emails between [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 3], [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 9-10 March 2016.
1102 Document 202856, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 March 
2016. 
1103 Document 202877, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 6 April 2016. 
1104 Document 202894, emails between [] and [AMCo Employee] dated 26 April 2016. 
1105 Document 202897, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 28 April 2016. 
1106 The sales were first recorded in the month of May 2016 in the data submitted to the CMA (Document 201045, 
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wholesaler, Depharma,1107 recognising that ‘[c]ompetition has arrived on 
Hydrocortisone and the skinny label product is unexpectedly taking volume 
share’.1108 

3.735. From mid-May 2016, AMCo observed erosion in prices and market shares 
as a result of competition. For example: 

a. On 17 May 2016, [AMCo Employee] reported that the price was ‘now 
down to £51 due to Bristol, Resolution, Alissa and us chasing market 
share. […] The buyers are very nervous of taking any quantity of stock 
as the prices are falling so quickly.’1109 

b. On 21 July 2016, [AMCo Employee] further reported: ‘Alissa pricing 
confirmed at £40. The only way is down….’1110 

3.736. The July 2016 Concordia Commercial UK and Ireland report set out that 
‘July month missed forecast due to Hydrocortisone competition effects’, 
noting that the forecast had been prepared on the assumption that AMCo 
would continue selling the Accord-UK product throughout 2016 (‘12k units at 
an ASP £68’) and ASPs would have remained stable ‘throughout the whole 
year given no additional competition’.1111 

3.737. The report further set out the following factors contributing to ‘The Perfect 
Storm’ in relation to the hydrocortisone market, which meant the July 
forecast had been missed: 

a. ‘In January 2016 Actavis served notice1112 that they would terminate 
supply to CRx [Concordia] of the Full Label product and the agreement 
came to an end in June 2016.’ 

b. ‘Delays in the Lamda SKU launch resulted in CRx taking the decision to 
launch the Skinny label SKU [Aesica-manufactured 10mg 

Sales by Customer – Aesica Queenborough Ltd livery tab). At a meeting on 26 April 2016, AMCo confirmed it 
would supply a customer with its Aesica 10mg product, and subsequently in May 2016, it accepted orders and 
supplied various customers (Document 200451 and Document 200452, note of State of Play meeting between 
the CMA and AMCo dated 18 May 2016, paragraphs 35 and 45, Document 200453, paragraph 4.8, Follow up to 
the State of Play meeting between the CMA and AMCo on 18 May 2016, Document 200288, Chronology of 
‘Amdipharm’s Development of Reduced Indication 10mg Hydrocortisone’, submitted on a voluntary basis by 
AMCo on 14 October 2016).
1107 Document 201353, Notes of oral hearing with Concordia dated 20 July 2017.  
1108 Document 200208, UK Commercial Monthly Report – March 2016, page 2. 
1109 Document 202905, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 17 May 2016. 
1110 Document 202915, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 21 July 2016. 
1111 Document 202917, ‘Concordia Commercial UK and Ireland Jul 2016’ slide pack, slides 3, 13. 
1112 This may have been the understanding of certain AMCo staff but does not appear to have been the case. 
Accord-UK did not in fact write to AMCo to state that the Second Written Agreement had terminated until 30 June 
2016: Document 02787, letter from [Actavis Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 30 June 
2016. As explained below, [AMCo Senior Employee 8] replied to Accord-UK to emphasise that ‘The Agreement 
has not been terminated, it has expired’. 
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hydrocortisone tablets] to ensure continuity of presence in the 
market.’1113 

c. ‘By Q2 ‘16 it was clear there was going to be additional competition 
entering the market from Bristol, Resolution, Teva, Alissa. Price and 
market share has therefore been impacted.’1114 

3.738. The report further noted that ‘Hydrocortisone 10mg is moving towards a 
commodity market with many players, particularly in the Skinny label 
market.’1115 

r. The 10mg supply deal between Auden/Actavis and AMCo ends 

3.739. AMCo entered the market without notifying Actavis that it was intending to 
enter (and seemingly, therefore, unbeknown to Actavis), contrary to the 
requirement to do so under the terms of the Second Written Agreement, and 
anticipated that Actavis would stop supplying it shortly.1116 

3.740. AMCo continued to place orders for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets with 
Actavis on the terms of the Second Written Agreement, including for delivery 
after the Second Written Agreement expired.1117 

3.741. However, the Second Written Agreement expired on 24 June 2016. On 30 
1118 ItJune 2016, Actavis sent a letter to AMCo confirming its termination. 

was not renewed and Actavis did not fulfil orders after this date. AMCo 

1113 On 10 October 2016, the MHRA granted skinny label MAs for both the 10mg and 20mg Lamda-manufactured 
hydrocortisone tablets (see the MHRA’s approved SmPC for Focus’ Hydrocortisone Tablets at Microsoft Word -
2958052151657664792_spc-doc.doc (windows.net) and Microsoft Word - 2515053291655195867_spc-doc.doc 
(windows.net). Focus entered the market with 20mg and 10mg hydrocortisone tablets manufactured by Lamda 
on 11 August and 18 September 2017, respectively (Document 02662, response to question 1, AMCo’s response 
to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 January 2018).
1114 Document 202917, ‘Concordia Commercial UK and Ireland Jul 2016’ slide pack, slide 14. 
1115 Document 202917, ‘Concordia Commercial UK and Ireland Jul 2016’ slide pack, slide 15. 
1116 See Document 202898, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 28 April 2016; and 
Document 202900, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [] and others dated 6 May 2016. 
1117 See, for example, Document 202943, letter from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [Actavis Senior Employee 2] 
dated 6 July 2016: ‘you are refusing to honor two of our purchase orders which, as you say, are currently 
outstanding and have been for some time … which are due for delivery on July 16 and August 16 respectively … 
The Agreement has not been terminated, it has expired. Accordingly, we consider that you are under a 
contractual obligation to fulfil orders that are outstanding at the date of expiration of the Agreement.’ See also 
Document 202960, email from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 21 June 2016; Document 02783, email 
from [] to [] dated 22 July 2016; Document 02785, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 1] to [] dated 22 
July 2016; Document 202995, conversation between [] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 2 August 2016; 
Document 02790, email from [] to [Actavis Senior Employee 2] dated 15 August 2016; and Document 202942, 
email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [Actavis Senior Employee 2] dated 16 August 2016. 
1118 Document 02787, letter from [Actavis Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], dated 30 June 
2016; Document 02816, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 29 June 2016. Also see Document 
02786, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 2] to [], in which [Actavis Senior Employee 2] shared the letter 
with [], and Document 02789, email exchange between [] and [] dated 13 July 2016. 
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received no further supplies of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from Actavis 
after the expiry of the Second Written Agreement.1119 

1119 Document 200258, paragraph 9, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 August 2016.  
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4. MARKET DEFINITION AND DOMINANCE 

4.1. This section sets out: 

a. an overview of the CMA’s key market definition and dominance findings 
(section 4.A); 

b. the CMA's assessment of the relevant market(s) for the purposes of 
this Decision (section 4.B); and 

c. the CMA’s assessment of whether Auden/Actavis held a dominant 
position in the relevant market(s) (section 4.C). 

A. Overview of key market definition and dominance findings 

I. The CMA's findings 

4.2. This section considers the definition of the relevant market(s) for the 
purposes of the Infringements and whether Auden/Actavis held a dominant 
position in those relevant market(s). 

4.3. Market definition is a tool to identify and define the boundaries of competition 
between firms, the main purpose of which is to identify in a systematic way 
the competitive constraints that the undertakings involved face. It is a key 
step in identifying whether an undertaking is dominant but is not an end in 
itself. 

4.4. Dominance is defined as the ability to behave to an appreciable extent 
independently of competitors, customers and ultimately of consumers1120 

and can be thought of as the ability profitably to sustain prices above 
competitive levels or restrict output or quality below competitive levels.1121 

4.5. The CMA has concluded that the relevant markets are the supply of 
hydrocortisone tablets (including both full and skinny label tablets) in the UK. 
The evidence demonstrates that there were separate 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablet markets following the entry of competing suppliers and 
also suggests that there was a combined market for 10mg and 20mg 
strengths prior to the entry of competing suppliers.1122 The CMA has 
concluded that Auden/Actavis was dominant in those markets throughout the 

1120 United Brands v Commission C-27/76, EU:C:1978:22 ('United Brands'), paragraph 65. 
1121 OFT415 Assessment of market power (December 2005), adopted by the CMA, paragraph 1.4 and 
Communication from the Commission: Guidance on the Commission's enforcement priorities in applying Article 
82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings, OJ C 45/7, 24.2.2009, 
(‘Enforcement Priorities Guidance’), paragraph 11. 
1122 See section 4.B.II.c.iii for the CMA’s analysis of whether 10mg and 20mg tablets formed part of the same or 
separate relevant markets. 
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Unfair Pricing Abuses.1123 However, the CMA's conclusion that 
Auden/Actavis was dominant prior to the entry of competing suppliers holds 
regardless of whether there was a single combined market for both tablet 
strengths or separate markets for each tablet strength.  

4.6. The CMA sets out its formal assessment of the relevant markets and 
dominance below, which includes a detailed discussion of the points 
included in this overview. While simultaneously holding very high market 
shares and profitably maintaining very high prices for a prolonged period of 
time together constitute proof that Auden/Actavis held a dominant position, 
the CMA has also considered the competitive conditions for the supply and 
demand of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in drawing its conclusions 
on market definition and dominance in this case. 

4.7. That full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets form the relevant 
markets1124 and that Auden/Actavis was dominant in those relevant markets 
is, in particular, demonstrated by the facts that: 

a. For around seven years (from 2008 until 2015), Auden/Actavis was a 
monopolist supplier,1125 profitably imposing significant price increases 
for hydrocortisone tablets. Other potential treatments did not sufficiently 
constrain hydrocortisone tablets to warrant inclusion in the relevant 
product market.1126 

b. Subsequently, Auden/Actavis did face competition, following 
independent entry by skinny label tablet suppliers. This led to falls in 
both Auden/Actavis’s prices and volumes and also skinny label tablet 
prices, demonstrating that skinny label tablets form part of the relevant 
market. 

c. For 10mg tablets (which account for 96% of the total volumes of 
hydrocortisone tablets dispensed), however, Auden/Actavis retained an 
assured base of full label customers (amounting to approximately 50% 
of total volumes of hydrocortisone tablets), which enabled it to charge a 

1123 The Unfair Pricing Abuse is from 1 October 2008 until 31 July 2018 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, and 
from 1 October 2008 until 8 January 2017 for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. The CMA has made no finding in 
relation to whether Auden/Actavis held a dominant position for 10mg or 20mg hydrocortisone tablets outside of 
those periods.  
1124 Combined 10mg and 20mg market pre-entry and 10mg and 20mg separate markets post-entry. 
1125 Between 2011 and 2016 Auden/Actavis supplied Waymade and AMCo with limited volumes of its 
hydrocortisone tablets at a substantial discount to the price it supplied other customers at (87% and 97% 
respectively). Waymade and AMCo then sold those volumes in the market for a profit. The CMA has found that 
these supply arrangements were payment in return for AMCo’s and Waymade’s agreement not to enter the 
market independently. See section 6 below.
1126 This is supported by prescribing evidence that 95% of patients with adrenal insufficiency take hydrocortisone 
tablets as they are the best option therapeutically.  
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substantial premium given its position as the only supplier of 10mg full 
label tablets. 

d. For 20mg tablets, Auden/Actavis faced competition from one 20mg full
label tablets supplier (Waymade) and from skinny label tablet suppliers.
Despite this, Auden/Actavis retained a market share by value in excess
of 60% of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets and the ability to charge a
substantial premium above prices of competing 20mg tablet suppliers.

4.8. These points are demonstrated in figures 4.1 and 4.2 below, which show 
that: 

a. Prior to independent entry, Auden/Actavis repeatedly and substantially
raised prices (an overall increase of 200% and 171% for 10mg and
20mg tablets respectively),1127 without any discernible impact on
hydrocortisone tablet volume trends, which were steadily growing
throughout.1128

b. Following independent entry, there was substantial switching from full
to skinny label tablets1129 and accompanying falls in both full and skinny
label tablet prices.

c. Following independent entry, Auden/Actavis continued to charge prices
significantly in excess of those charged by its competitors while
maintaining significant market shares.

1127 For 10mg tablets: an increase from £22.28 in October 2008 (the month the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 
started) to £66.76 in September 2015 (the month before independent entry commenced for 10mg tablets). For 
20mg tablets: an increase from £23.74 in October 2008 (the month the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse started) to 
£64.26 in June 2015 (the month before independent entry commenced for 20mg tablets). 
1128 That the volume trend remained unchanged following independent entry when prices were declining further 
demonstrates the lack of substitutability between hydrocortisone tablets and other medicines in the treatment 
area. 
1129 Consistently with this, the evidence demonstrates that there was expected to be demand for skinny label 
tablets prior to independent entry taking place from October 2015 (see section 3.E.IV.a above), though the level 
of that demand was uncertain. 
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4.9. Being able to observe the impact of skinny label tablet entry on 
Auden/Actavis’s prices and volumes provides a natural event to assess the 
constraints that Auden/Actavis was facing both before and after that entry. 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 provide a clear picture that: (i) despite significant 
changes in hydrocortisone tablet prices, total volumes trends were 
unchanged, (ii) it was entry of skinny label tablet suppliers that precipitated 
the falls in prices of both full and skinny label tablets, and (iii) Auden/Actavis 
retained a large share of supply and the ability to price at a premium to 
competitors following independent entry during the Unfair Pricing Abuses. 
This demonstrates that the relevant markets include both full and skinny 
label hydrocortisone tablets but are no wider (ie the relevant markets do not 
include any other treatments). It also demonstrates that Auden/Actavis 
retained the ability to behave to an appreciable extent independently of its 
competitors, customers and ultimately of end consumers such that it retained 
a dominant position within those markets throughout the period of the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses. 

4.10. Hydrocortisone tablets were in the third stage of the drug life cycle, during 
which entry by suppliers of the same generic medicine would usually be 
expected to erode prices and volumes of the incumbent supplier and keep 
prices low, providing a significant competitive constraint because they are 
supplying homogenous products (see section 3.B.III above). Entry did not 
take place for a long time during which Auden/Actavis continued raising 
prices as a sole supplier,1131 and when entry belatedly happened, the 
constraint from entry did not materialise to the same degree for 
hydrocortisone tablets and Auden/Actavis. 

4.11. This was a result of the barrier to expansion created by the orphan 
designation, which created differentiated versions of hydrocortisone tablets - 
full and skinny label versions. Despite being bioequivalent and therefore 
interchangeable from a therapeutic perspective and with off-label dispensing 
expected prior to skinny label entry, full and skinny label tablets were not 
substitutes for all customers (as some customers had no choice but to 
purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets and were not able to switch to skinny label 
tablets, see section 3.E.IV.c.i above). As a result, this differentiation provided 
Auden/Actavis with an assured base, which gave rise to substantial market 
power as it enabled Auden/Actavis to charge its captive customers a 
significant price premium compared to its competitors' prices. 

1131 See also section 4.C.II.b.iii for an explanation of how Auden’s Agreements with AMCo and Waymade 
enabled it to prolong its dominant position. 



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

4.12. Taken together, the evidence demonstrates that Auden/Actavis clearly faced 
competitive constraints from skinny label suppliers, with the entry of skinny 
label tablet suppliers precipitating falls in prices, effectively halting and then 
starting to reverse the unchecked price rises of the previous seven years 
when Auden/Actavis was a monopolist and resulting in substantial switching 
away from Auden/Actavis’s tablets. While those competitive constraints from 
skinny label tablets were sufficiently strong to warrant including skinny label 
tablets in the same relevant market as full label tablets, they were not 
significant enough to prevent Auden/Actavis from retaining substantial 
market power arising from its assured base of customers that had no choice 
but to purchase its tablets and as such, to prevent Auden/Actavis from being 
dominant. 

II. Representations on consistency between market definition and 
dominance 

4.13. AMCo, Cinven, Intas/Accord-UK and Waymade submitted that the CMA’s 
approach to market definition – which recognises that skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets posed a sufficient competitive constraint on full label 
tablets to be included in the same relevant market – was inconsistent with its 
provisional finding that Auden/Actavis held a dominant position during the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses.1132 

4.14. As explained above and in this section, the CMA’s findings on market 
definition are not inconsistent with its findings on dominance: 

a. The test for market definition is whether a product imposes a sufficient 
constraint on the focal product to be considered part of the same 
relevant market.1133 Skinny label tablets imposed such a constraint on 
full label tablets. Following independent entry, around 50% of the 
market by volume switched to skinny label tablets and prices fell across 
the market. 

b. The test for dominance is that an undertaking is able to act to an 
appreciable extent independently of its competitors, customers and 
ultimately consumers.1134 Auden/Actavis met that test throughout the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses. In particular, Auden/Actavis was able to 

1132 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO paragraphs 4.62, 4.72 and 4.86, Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO 
paragraphs 5.14-5.16 and 5.46-5.48, Document 204969, Cinven’s CRA analysis, paragraph 53, Document 
205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 31-33, Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.128.
1133 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 97 (emphasis added). See 
also GlaxoSmithKline plc and others v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 4, paragraph 401: ‘[t]he 
critical question, as stated in Aberdeen Journals, is to identify what other products provided a competitive 
constraint to the conduct of the potentially dominant firm’. 
1134 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 65 (emphasis added). 
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maintain a significant price premium relative to skinny label tablets1135 

because of its assured base of customers (around 50% of the market 
by volume that had no choice but to purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets 
and were not able to switch to skinny label tablets), thereby sustaining 
Auden/Actavis’s market power. 

4.15. These tests are not mutually exclusive. An entrant’s product may sufficiently 
compete with an incumbent’s to be included within the same relevant 
market, but not to the extent that it deprives the incumbent of the ability to 
behave to an appreciable extent independently. If this were not the case, 
dominance would only be possible in single-product markets.1136 That is 
clearly wrong. 

4.16. It is uncontroversial to have differentiated products in the same relevant 
market as one another: there is a distinction between identifying 
substitutability between products that are differentiated and finding the ability 
to hold market power over those differentiated products. What matters is the 
degree of the competitive constraint and whether the degree of constraint is 
sufficient to prevent an undertaking acting appreciably independently of its 
competitors, customers and consumers. 

4.17. The evidence demonstrates that skinny label tablet suppliers imposed a 
sufficient competitive constraint on full label tablets such that full and skinny 
label tablets were part of the same product market, most clearly shown by 
the entry of skinny label tablets being the event that caused Auden/Actavis 
to start to lose market share (both value and volume shares) and halt and 
start to reverse Auden/Actavis's continual price increases. However, the 
constraint exerted by skinny label tablets was not significant enough to 
prevent Auden/Actavis from being able to act independently of competitors, 
customers and consumers to an appreciable extent during the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses, most clearly shown by Auden/Actavis being able to charge a 
premium as compared to its competitors while retaining significant market 
shares (by both value and volume). Accordingly, Auden/Actavis continued to 
be dominant in the relevant markets during the post-entry period. 

B. Market definition 

I. Legal framework for market definition 

4.18. In order to determine whether an undertaking holds a dominant position, and 
to assess the potential harm to competition from agreements between 

1135 And relative to competitor’s prices (including Waymade’s full label tablets) on 20mg tablets. 
1136 It is well-established that an undertaking does not need to be a monopolist in order to be dominant. See, for 
example, Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 113 to 121 and 196.  
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undertakings, it is first necessary to define the relevant market in which the 
relevant undertakings operate.1137 

4.19. Market definition is a key step in identifying the constraints acting on a 
supplier of a given product and in identifying whether an undertaking is 
dominant. Market definition is a tool to identify and define the boundaries of 
competition between undertakings. It is not an end in itself.1138 The purpose 
of defining the relevant market is ‘to determine the competitive constraints on 
the product on the basis of which the market is defined’.1139 

4.20. The definition of the relevant market should therefore not be an abstract 
exercise detached from the question of whether there has been an 
infringement of the competition rules.1140 Definition of the relevant market is 
carried out, in the context of the Chapter II prohibition, ‘in order to define the 
boundaries within which it must be assessed whether a given undertaking is 
able to behave, to an appreciable extent, independently of its competitors, its 
customers and, ultimately, consumers’.1141 In the context of the Chapter I 
prohibition, definition of the relevant market is carried out ‘to determine 
whether the agreement in question is capable of affecting trade … and has 
the object or effect of preventing, restricting or distorting competition’.1142 

4.21. There are normally two dimensions to the definition of the relevant market: (i) 
a product dimension; and (ii) a geographic dimension. A further possible 
dimension to market definition is time.1143 A firm may find itself exposed to 
competitive constraints at one point in time but may be free from them at 
another.1144 

4.22. According to the European General Court: 

1137 C-6/72 Europemballage Corporation and Continental Can Company v Commission, EU:C:1973:22, 
paragraph 32. See also C-27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 10; C-85/76 Hoffman-
La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 21; and Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair 
Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 88. 
1138 See, for example, Albion Water and Another v Water Services Regulation Authority and Others [2006] CAT 
36, paragraph 90; and European Commission Notice on the definition of the relevant market for the purposes of 
Community competition law, OJ C 372, 9.12.1997, p. 5 to 13. See also OFT403 Market definition, paragraph 2.1; 
GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4, paragraph 397. 
1139 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 174.  
1140 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 101. 
1141 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 30, citing C-322/81 Michelin I, paragraph 
37. 
1142 C-179/16 Hoffmann-La Roche v AGCM, paragraph 49 and the caselaw cited. 
1143 See OFT403 Market definition, paragraph 5.1. 
1144 For example, in GlaxoSmithKline plc and others v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 4, 
paragraph 402, the CAT recognised that ‘it is not illogical to find that as a pharmaceutical product approaches the 
stage when generic entry becomes a realistic possibility, the generic product is then taken into account in … 
market definition, although years beforehand when there was no realistic prospect of a challenge to the patent on 
the active pharmaceutical ingredient, generic companies would not be regarded as relevant to market definition’. 
This was endorsed by the Court of Justice: see GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraphs 86-87. 
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‘the relevant product market includes products or services which are 
substitutable or sufficiently interchangeable with the product or service 
in question, not only in terms of their objective characteristics, by virtue 
of which they are particularly suitable for satisfying the constant needs 
of consumers, but also in terms of the conditions of competition and/or 
the structure of supply and demand on the market in question’.1145 

4.23. The relevant product market ‘is to be defined by reference to the facts in any 
given case, taking into account the whole economic context'. The economic 
context may include, but is not limited to: (i) the objective characteristics of 
the products; (ii) the degree of substitutability or interchangeability between 
the products, having regard to their relative prices and intended use; (iii) the 
competitive conditions; (iv) the structure of supply and demand; and (v) the 
attitudes of consumers and users.1146 

4.24. These factors are not, however, fixed or exhaustive. The factors to be taken 
into account will depend on the individual facts of each case. The products 
concerned must be 'close enough' substitutes to be regarded as being in the 
same market.1147 The concept of the relevant market ‘presupposes that there 
is a sufficient degree of interchangeability between all the products forming 
part of the same market in so far as a specific use of such products is 
concerned’.1148 

4.25. In C-179/16 Hoffmann-La Roche, the European Court of Justice held that the 
fact that a medicine is only interchangeable with the focal product by virtue 
of being used ‘off-label’ to treat the same conditions is no bar to finding that 
they are in the same relevant product market. Such off-label use in fact 
‘reveals the existence of a specific relationship of substitutability’ between 
the two products.1149 

4.26. However, functional interchangeability or similarity of characteristics will not, 
in themselves, provide sufficient criteria to determine whether two products 
are demand substitutes because the responsiveness of customers to relative 
changes in price may be determined by other considerations as well.1150 For 
example, in AstraZeneca, the European Commission noted that: 

‘In determining the functional substitutability of medicines it is not 
enough, for the purposes of product market definition, to state that 

1145 T-504/93 Tiercé Ladbroke v Commission EU:T:1997:84, paragraph 81.  
1146 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 96. 
1147 OFT403 Market definition, paragraph 2.5. See also Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading 
[2002] CAT 4, paragraph 97.
1148 C-85/76 Hoffman-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 28.  
1149 C-179/16 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, paragraphs 61 and 64-67. 
1150 Commission Notice on Market Definition, paragraph 36. 
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different medicines are prescribed for the same general illness or 
disease’.1151 

4.27. The General Court and Court of Justice upheld the Commission’s 
approach.1152 

4.28. The key consideration is the extent to which different product types are 
capable of constraining an undertaking’s conduct in practice. As the CAT 
has explained, the question is whether the products ‘sufficiently compete 
with each other to be sensibly regarded as being in the same market’: 

‘Each case will depend on its own facts, and it is necessary to examine 
the particular circumstances in order to answer what, at the end of the 
day, are relatively straightforward questions: do the products concerned 
sufficiently compete with each other to be sensibly regarded as being in 
the same market? The key idea is that of a competitive constraint: do 
the other products alleged to form part of the same market act as a 
competitive constraint on the conduct of the allegedly dominant 
firm?’1153 

4.29. There is no set ‘hierarchy’ of evidence in EU or UK law on issues such as 
market definition1154 and it is a matter for the authority to determine what 
evidence it chooses to rely on to establish a relevant market.1155 

4.30. Where available, evidence of actual substitution arising from past events or 
shocks will normally be ‘fundamental for market definition’, including 
reactions to changes in relative prices and to the launch of new products.1156 

In a number of cases in the pharmaceutical sector, market definition has 
therefore been approached on the basis of assessing the effects of price 
increases and the impact of entry on substitution patterns.1157 For example, 
in AstraZeneca,1158 the European Commission used price data and price 
developments to assess whether other products constrained the price of a 
pharmaceutical product. The General Court, on appeal, rejected an 
argument that ‘price-related indicators are inappropriate for competition 

1151 Commission decision of 15 June 2005 in Case 37507, AstraZeneca, paragraph 381. 
1152 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, paragraph 71, upheld in C-457/10 P AstraZeneca v Commission. 
1153 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 97 (emphasis added). See 
also GlaxoSmithKline plc and others v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 4, paragraph 401: ‘[t]he 
critical question, as stated in Aberdeen Journals, is to identify what other products provided a competitive 
constraint to the conduct of the potentially dominant firm’. 
1154 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 127. 
1155 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 128. 
1156 Commission Notice on Market Definition, paragraph 38. 
1157 See, for example, Decision No. CA98/02/2011, Reckitt Benckiser, 12 April 2011; Commission Decision of 9 
July 2014, Perindopril (Servier), Case AT.39612; Case CE/9742-13, Phenytoin (CMA Decision dated 7 
December 2016); Case CE-9531/11 Paroxetine (CMA Decision dated 12 February 2016). 
1158 COMP/A 37.507/F3, AstraZeneca: see, for example, paragraphs 423 and 428-431. 
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analysis purposes where competition on the market is not based on 
price’,1159 holding that ‘... the specific features which characterise competitive 
mechanisms in the pharmaceutical sector do not negate the relevance of 
price-related factors in the assessment of competitive constraints, although 
those factors must be assessed in their specific context’.1160 The General 
Court adopted the same approach in Servier, in which it emphasised that 
price and volume analysis does have a role to play in the assessment of 
competitive constraints and market definition in the pharmaceutical sector. 
Those constraints must however be assessed in their full context.1161 

4.31. The CAT has also held that evidence of how the undertakings in question 
see the market is likely to be ‘particularly significant’, and that evidence as to 
how the allegedly dominant undertaking views its competitors, and vice 
versa, may, depending on the particular circumstances, be of ‘decisive 
importance’.1162 

II. The CMA's assessment of market definition 

a. Summary of the relevant market(s) 

4.32. The CMA has defined the relevant market in this Decision by reference to 
the specific facts of this case. In accordance with the legal framework set out 
in section 4.B.I above, the CMA has assessed a range of qualitative 
evidence on non-price and price parameters of competition as well as 
quantitative evidence on actual consumption patterns in response to price 
changes and the entry of other hydrocortisone tablet suppliers.1163 

4.33. Consistent with the case law and guidance set out in section 4.B.I above, the 
CMA has reviewed evidence on the effects of Auden/Actavis’s actual price 
increases over the relevant period and the impact of the entry of other 
hydrocortisone tablet suppliers to assess whether other products competed 

1159 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 112.  
1160 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 183. 
1161 T-691/14 Servier v Commission, paragraphs 1385 and 1571. 
1162 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraphs 103-104. 
1163 AMCo submitted that the CMA took an inconsistent approach as compared to market definition in Phenytoin, 
as upheld by the CAT, stating that ‘The CMA has misapplied Phenytoin which involved substantially similar 
factual circumstances and market characteristics.’ Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 4.7.1. Cinven 
also stated the CMA’s approach to market definition and dominance contrasted with the position adopted in 
Phenytoin where the CMA had explicitly relied on Pfizer/Flynn’s ability to charge inflated prices as a reason to 
define a narrow product market (Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.47-5.48), and that its reliance 
on bioequivalence was in stark contrast to the CMA’s approach in other cases, including Phenytoin (Document 
206665, Cinven’s RLOF, paragraph 3.18). The CMA rejects these submissions on the basis that market definition 
is fact-specific and each case will depend on its own fact pattern (Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair 
Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 97). There is no obligation to follow any particular analytical approach when 
defining the relevant market. 
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sufficiently with full label hydrocortisone tablets to warrant inclusion within 
the relevant product market. 

4.34. The CMA has also considered the representations it received from the 
parties on the SSO. In this respect, it has taken account of the submissions 
made by each of AMCo, Cinven and Waymade that full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets do not form part of the same product market1164 and 
the contrasting submissions of Auden/Actavis and Intas/Accord-UK which 
submitted that skinny label hydrocortisone tablets compete with full label 
tablets.1165 

4.35. Following a thorough assessment of all the relevant evidence and 
representations, the CMA has concluded that the relevant product market for 
the purposes of this Decision is the supply of 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets (including both full label and skinny label 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets) in the UK,1166 with a combined market for 
10mg and 20mg strengths prior to the entry of competing suppliers, and 
separate 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablet markets following the entry 
of competing suppliers: 

a. There are few alternatives therapeutically so almost all patients for 
adrenal insufficiency are treated with hydrocortisone tablets as the first 
line treatment of choice. Consistent with this, there is little evidence of 
switching away from hydrocortisone tablets despite significant price 
rises, or switching to hydrocortisone tablets when prices were falling, 

1164 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.93-4.97, Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 
5.60, Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.4(d) and 8.118-8.129. See also Document 206665, 
Cinven’s RLOF, paragraphs 3.2-3.32 and Document 206670, AMCo’s RLOF, paragraphs 4.6-4.13.
1165 Auden/Actavis considered that it was apparent only on an ex post basis that skinny label tablets compete 
with full label tablets, Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 3.19. See also Document 205212, 
Intas/Accord-UK's RSSO, paragraphs 26 to 30 and Document 206676, Intas/Accord-UK’s RLOF, paragraph 5 
and page 5. 
1166 For the avoidance of doubt, even if skinny label tablets did not exert a sufficient constraint on full label tablets 
to form part of the relevant market, that would not change the CMA's conclusions in this Decision. As the sole 
supplier of 10mg full label tablets (ie 100% market share of full label tablets) and one of only two suppliers of 
20mg full label tablets (with market shares by value around 80% of full label tablets), Auden/Actavis would still be 
dominant on a market definition separating skinny and full label tablets. Changing the market definition such that 
skinny label tablets were not in the same relevant market as full label tablets would also not change the CMA's 
conclusions that AMCo and Waymade were potential competitors to Auden/Actavis when they entered into the 
10mg Agreement (see sections 6.C.II.b.iii and 6.C.II.b.iv below) (Waymade had a full-label 20mg product so the 
distinction is not relevant to the 20mg Agreement) and that the 10mg Agreement had as its object the prevention, 
restriction or distortion of competition (see section 6.D.III below). Significant volumes switched from full to skinny 
label tablets (see section 4.B.II.c.ii below) and skinny-label suppliers therefore competed for a significant part of 
the volumes that were first supplied exclusively by Auden, regardless of the market definition which is adopted. It 
is not necessary for an undertaking to be in the same relevant market in order for it to be a potential competitor, 
and nor can it be said with certainty whether they will be at the time a market exclusion agreement is concluded. 
By definition a potential competitor has not yet entered the market and therefore the competitive process that 
would follow that entry has not yet taken place. In the present case it has been possible to observe what 
happened after skinny-label entry did occur, and it is clear that this led to Auden/Actavis losing significant 
volumes to those entrants and to prices falling. That process was delayed by the 10mg Agreement.   
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indicating that the constraints from other medicines were not sufficient 
to warrant their inclusion in the same relevant market. 

b. Full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are bioequivalent products, 
both dispensed against prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets (see 
section 3.D.I above). Once skinny label hydrocortisone tablets became 
available, there was significant switching to them away from full label 
hydrocortisone tablets, and prices of full label tablets fell steadily. 
Consistent with this, the evidence shows that prior to entry it was 
expected that skinny label hydrocortisone tablets would be 
interchangeable with full label hydrocortisone tablets and that skinny 
label tablets would be dispensed off-label (see section 3.E.IV.a above). 

4.36. Although the evidence shows that there were separate 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets markets following the independent entry of competing 
suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets,1167 the evidence also suggests that there 
was a combined market for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets prior to 
independent entry. Accordingly, the CMA has concluded that there was a 
combined market for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets prior to 
independent entry. However, whether 10mg and 20mg tablets were in the 
same or separate markets does not make a difference to the CMA's analysis 
of and conclusion on whether Auden/Actavis held a dominant position prior 
to independent entry given that Auden/Actavis’s market share was 100%1168 

even when the market is given its widest possible definition. 

4.37. The following sections are set out as follows: 

a. First, the CMA identifies the focal product (section 4.B.II.b). 

b. Next, the CMA defines the relevant product market (section 4.B.II.c). In 
doing so, the CMA considers: 

i. Qualitative and quantitative evidence relating to hydrocortisone 
tablets and other potential substitutes and concludes that the 
market is no wider than 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
(section 4.B.II.c.i). 

ii. Qualitative and quantitative evidence relating to full and skinny 
label hydrocortisone tablets and concludes that 10mg and 20mg 

1167 From July 2015 (for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets) and October 2015 (for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets). 
1168 Although Waymade and AMCo supplied Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets pursuant to their supply 
agreements with Auden/Actavis, this did not represent independent competition to Auden/Actavis. 
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skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are within the relevant product 
market (section 4.B.II.c.ii). 

iii. Whether 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets are within the 
same or separate product markets (section 4.B.II.c.iii) and 
concludes that although the evidence suggests initially the 
different strengths of hydrocortisone tablets may have been in the 
same product market, there were separate markets for each tablet 
strength following independent entry. 

c. Finally, the CMA assesses the relevant geographic market (section 
4.A.III.d) and concludes that it is no wider than the UK. 

4.38. In the following sections, references to the relevant market(s) therefore refer 
to: 

a. a combined product market including both 10mg and 20mg full and 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets during the period before 
independent entry (1 October 2008 to 30 June 2015); and 

b. separate product markets for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
(both full and skinny label) during the period after independent entry 
(from 1 July 2015 until 31 July 2018 for 10mg tablets and from 1 July 
2015 to 8 January 2017 for 20mg tablets). 

b. The focal product 

4.39. The focal products for the purposes of this Decision are 10mg and 20mg full 
label hydrocortisone tablets.1169 This is because Auden/Actavis supplied only 
full label hydrocortisone tablets throughout the Infringements. 

4.40. The CMA has identified the following products as the most likely substitutes 
for the focal product, beginning with the closest potential substitutes, and 
has assessed the extent to which substitution from the focal product to any 
(or all) of these products would be sufficient to warrant widening the relevant 
product market beyond the focal product in the sections that follow: 

a. skinny label hydrocortisone tablets – for the period after 3 November 
2011;1170 

1169 Consistent with past decisions (Case CE-9531/11 Paroxetine (CMA Decision dated 12 February 2016)); the 
CMA has treated the focal product as including hydrocortisone tablets distributed by parallel importers (‘Parallel 
Imports’) as these products are identical and there are no clinical issues with switching patients between different 
sources of hydrocortisone tablets. 
1170 That is, the date Plenadren was granted its MA and the orphan designation status commenced. 
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b. Plenadren – for the period after 3 November 2011; 

c. other forms of hydrocortisone medicine – throughout the Infringements; 
and 

d. other corticosteroids – throughout the Infringements. 

c. The relevant product market 

i. Whether other medicines in the relevant treatment area form part of the 
relevant product market 

Qualitative evidence 

4.41. The CMA has reviewed a range of qualitative evidence on non-price and 
price parameters of competition to inform its assessment of whether other 
medicines in the relevant treatment area1171 form part of the relevant product 
market. This includes examining whether other products were perceived by 
prescribers to be substitutable with full label hydrocortisone tablets from a 
therapeutic perspective. 

4.42. The review of qualitative evidence below is structured as follows: 

a. the ATC classification; and 

b. prescribing: product characteristics and medical recommendations. 

ATC classification 

4.43. The Commission,1172 the General Court1173 and the CMA1174 have noted in 
previous cases that a starting point for defining the relevant product market 
in the case of pharmaceutical products is the Anatomical Therapeutic 
Chemical ('ATC') classification system. The purpose of the ATC 

1171 In this section, the CMA uses the term ‘medicines in the relevant treatment area’ to refer to medicines that 
can be used to treat adrenal insufficiency. 
1172 Commission Decision of 28 February 1995, Glaxo/Wellcome, Case IV/M.555; Commission Decision of 10 
March 1995, Behringwerke AG/Armour Pharmaceutical Co, Case IV/M.495; Commission Decision of 10 January 
1996, Adalat, Case IV/34.279/F3; Commission Decision of 29 July 1997, Ciba-Geigy/Sandoz, Case IV/M.737; 
Commission Decision of 4 February 1998, Hoffmann-La Roche/Boehringer Mannheim, Case IV/M.950; 
Commission Decision of 26 February 1999, Astra/Zeneca, Case IV/M.1403; Commission Decision of 22 May 
2000, Case IV/M.1878 Pfizer/Warner-Lambert; Commission Decision of 28 February 2001, Abbott/Basf, Case 
IV/M2312.
1173 Judgment of 1 July 2010, AstraZeneca v Commission, T-321/05, ECR, EU:T:2010:266, paragraphs 154–156, 
upheld by the CJEU in Judgment in AstraZeneca v Commission, C-457/10 P, EU:C:2012:770. 
1174 Decision No. CA98/02/2011, Reckitt Benckiser, 12 April 2011; Decision No. CA98/2/2001, Napp 
Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited, 30 March 2001; and Decision No. CA98/3/2003, Genzyme Limited, 27 March 
2003.  
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classification system is to serve as a tool for drug utilisation monitoring and 
research in order to improve the quality of drug use.1175 

4.44. The ATC classification system groups active substances in a hierarchy of 
five different levels. At the first level, the system divides drugs into 14 main 
groups based on the physiological organ or system on which they act. At the 
second level, the system groups active substances according to either 
pharmacological or therapeutic groups. The third and fourth levels identify 
further sub-categories according to chemical, pharmacological or therapeutic 
subgroups and the fifth level is the chemical substance (hydrocortisone in 
this case). 

4.45. As the ATC classification system groups substances according to their 
therapeutic use (as well as other factors), it can be used as a starting point 
for market definition. However, which particular level of the ATC 
classification system is an appropriate starting point will depend on whether 
medicines in a certain class have the same therapeutic indications such that 
using level three or level four as a starting point may be appropriate in 
different circumstances. In this case, the classification system indicates that 
hydrocortisone tablets belong to the third level category ‘Corticosteroids for 
systemic use, plain’. The fourth-level class ‘Glucocorticoids’ includes a set of 
16 medicines including Hydrocortisone, Prednisolone, Dexamethasone and 
various other corticosteroids.1176 

4.46. Other forms of hydrocortisone, Plenadren, and other corticosteroids1177 are 
considered in further detail below to determine whether any of the 
alternatives determined by the ATC classification system have the potential 
to be competitive constraints on full label hydrocortisone tablets.  

1175 The ATC classification system is recognised and used by the European Pharmaceutical Market Research 
Association, and the corresponding system maintained by the World Health Organization. See WHO 
Collaborating Centre for Drug Statistics Methodology ATC/DDD Index: ‘Purpose of the ATC/DDD system’.  
1176 WHO Collaborating Centre for Drug Statistics Methodology ATC/DDD Index: ‘Systemic hormonal 
preparations, excl. sex hormones and insulins’. https://www.whocc.no/atc_ddd_index/
1177 Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA should place weight on ATC classifications as a starting point and 
analyse differences (such as side effects and effectiveness) between hydrocortisone and other products at ATC 
level 4 (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO paragraphs 3.8 to 3.9). The CMA has considered ATC 
classifications as a starting point. However, each market definition will depend on its own facts, and there is no 
obligation to follow any particular analytical approach (Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading 
[2002] CAT 4, paragraph 97). The CMA’s quantitative analysis implicitly takes account of all other medicines in 
the treatment area because to the extent that there was switching away from hydrocortisone tablets in response 
to Auden/Actavis’s price increases, this would be evident in the volume data (see paragraphs 4.57 to 4.73). 
Moreover, as set out at paragraphs 4.53 to 4.55, other medicines are not recommended as a first line treatment 
for adrenal insufficiency in adults, and as such, are unlikely to be therapeutic substitutes for hydrocortisone 
tablets. 
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Prescribing considerations 

4.47. Any decision to substitute between hydrocortisone tablets and other potential 
medicines in the treatment area (such as Plenadren or other corticosteroids) 
would be made by prescribers (this would typically be a specialist, with 
follow-up prescriptions being written by GPs). Before taking such a decision, 
the prescriber will take account of a range of factors including therapeutic 
substitutability and individual patient response to treatments. 

4.48. This section discusses the product characteristics and medical 
recommendations for when the following medicines might be appropriate for 
use: 

a. hydrocortisone tablets; 

b. Plenadren; 

c. other forms of hydrocortisone; and 

d. other corticosteroids. 

4.49. Reviewing the product characteristics including chemical composition and 
mode of action of different medicines may inform market definition as 
differences can suggest that the medicines are not readily substitutable. 
Similarly, clinical practice guidelines and recommendations provide advice 
on the prescribing of the focal product and alternative products and are 
therefore useful in informing product market definition. 

4.50. As set out in section 3.C.II above, hydrocortisone tablets are an immediate-
release preparation of hydrocortisone, for oral use, available in two tablet 
strengths: 10mg and 20mg. As explained in section 3.C.I above, 
hydrocortisone tablets are considered the first line treatment of choice for 
patients with primary or secondary adrenal insufficiency.1178, 1179 A decision 
to switch a patient with adrenal insufficiency away from hydrocortisone 
tablets (or commence treatment with a medicine other than hydrocortisone 
tablets) would need to be made by an endocrinologist and would only be 
done in rare instances when a patient is not able to tolerate hydrocortisone 
tablets.1180 

1178 Document 00603, response to question 1, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016. 
1179 As the vast majority of use of hydrocortisone tablets is for treating adrenal insufficiency, and hydrocortisone 
tablets are rarely used for treating other conditions, the CMA has only considered substitute treatments for 
adrenal insufficiency in this analysis. 
1180 Document 02046.B, note of call between CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 2017, 
response to question 7.b, page 5. 
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4.51. Unlike hydrocortisone tablets which are immediate-release drugs, Plenadren 
is a modified-release version of hydrocortisone. This means that rather than 
having to take multiple doses in a day, a patient only needs to remember to 
take the medicine once and it will be slowly released, which can help 
improve patient compliance. Plenadren, like full label hydrocortisone tablets, 
can be used to treat adrenal insufficiency in adults.1181 

4.52. Plenadren is not routinely or commonly prescribed as it is not NICE 
recommended or recommended by the specialist CRG for endocrinology.1182 

Instead, prescribing restrictions are imposed locally by individual CCGs. 
Plenadren is much more expensive than hydrocortisone tablets (see section 
3.C.III above). The combination of high prices for Plenadren1183 and the lack 
of data on its efficacy1184 has led many CCGs not to recommend Plenadren 
for the treatment of adults with adrenal insufficiency,1185 which explains the 
very low volumes of Plenadren being prescribed and dispensed in the UK 
(see section 3.C.IV above). This indicates that CCGs do not consider 
hydrocortisone tablets and Plenadren to be interchangeable and, by not 
including it in their formularies, they are limiting further interchangeability 
between the two products for prescribers using those formularies.1186 

4.53. Other forms of hydrocortisone medicine,1187 such as injections, are not 
generally used as routine cortisol replacement therapy. These differ in that 
although the underlying chemical is the same, the method of ingestion is 
different. Such medicines are recommended for use in only very limited 
circumstances and in different settings: medical groups informed the CMA 

1181 Auden/Actavis submitted that Plenadren and hydrocortisone tablets have an identical ATC drug classification, 
suggesting that they fall in the same relevant market (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO paragraph 
3.11). As set out at paragraph 4.43 above, an ATC classification is a starting point for identifying medicines that 
may be substitutes, but is not, in itself, determinative. 
1182 The specialist clinical reference group for endocrinology. Document 00603, response to question 7, Society 
for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016. 
1183 Shire also explained to the CMA that ‘Given that Plenadren was a relatively low priority product, a decision 
was taken at Shire not to develop other active pricing or promotion strategies. We serve orders that are made but 
we do not proactively market or promote Plenadren.’ (Document 206381, Shire's response to question 2 of the 
CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 March 2021). 
1184 Document 02046.B, Note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 
2017, response to questions 4.a and 4.b, page 4. 
1185 See section 3.C.III above. Shire also explained to the CMA that 'Plenadren faces severe market access 
restrictions, primarily due to not (yet) being included in primary and secondary care formularies' (see Document 
200320, Shire's response to question 6 of the CMA's section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016). More recently, Shire 
explained that 'Shire has made no further efforts to obtain formulary status and as a result it [Plenadren] is not to 
our knowledge included in any formularies' (Document 206381, Shire's response to question 2 of the CMA's 
section 26 notice dated 9 March 2021). 
1186 The CMA therefore rejects Auden/Actavis’s submission that ‘The CMA’s rationale for excluding the drug 
Plenadren from the relevant product market, is solely the price differential’ (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s 
RSSO, paragraph 3.12). The price differential is a factor contributing to the limited switching between 
hydrocortisone tablets and Plenadren. 
1187 Soluble hydrocortisone tablets are not considered in this section because they were not available during the 
Infringements (see Section 3.C.IV above). 
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that these forms of hydrocortisone medicine are only used rarely, for 
example, in emergency situations (see section 3.C.IV above).1188 

4.54. Other corticosteroids such as prednisolone and dexamethasone are not 
generally viewed as clinical substitutes for hydrocortisone tablets as they are 
more potent than hydrocortisone and can remain active in the bodily system 
over a much longer time. The usage of synthetic corticosteroids cannot be 
monitored accurately and may also increase the likelihood of adverse 
metabolic side effects.1189 

4.55. Unlike hydrocortisone tablets, other corticosteroids are only recommended 
as a second line treatment for adrenal insufficiency in exceptional 
circumstances when hydrocortisone tablets are not well tolerated by patients 
(see section 3.C.V above).1190 The Society for Endocrinology estimates that 
only a small proportion of patients with adrenal insufficiency use other 
corticosteroids, compared with an estimated 95% of adult patients using 
hydrocortisone tablets.1191 This shows that other corticosteroids are not 
substitutes for hydrocortisone tablets, but are instead prescribed sequentially 
and only in limited circumstances.1192 

4.56. Taken together, the analysis of the prescribing considerations indicates that 
other medicines in the treatment area are unlikely to exert a sufficient 
constraint on hydrocortisone tablets. This is because they differ substantially 
in either characteristics or prescribed uses, with hydrocortisone tablets being 
the clearly preferred first-line treatment for adrenal insufficiency. 

Quantitative evidence 

4.57. As explained in section 4.B.I above, when assessing whether different 
products are in the same product market, it is not sufficient to state that 

1188 Document 00603 and Document 00599, response to question 8, responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 20 June 2016 from the Society for Endocrinology and Royal College of Physicians and Document 00893B, 
response to question 1, supplementary response from the Society for Endocrinology to the CMA dated 20 July 
2016. 
1189 See section 3.C above. 
1190 For example, when a patient is intolerant or allergic to hydrocortisone or when, due to medical reasons, an 
alternative glucocorticoid regime is required. Document 00603 and Document 00599, responses to questions 2, 3 
and 9, Society for Endocrinology and the Royal College of Physicians responses to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 20 June 2016; and Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] 
dated 17 November 2017, response to questions 5 and 7, pages 3–5.
1191 Document 00603, response to question 2, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016. 
1192 Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA should look not only at the proportions of patients using certain drugs 
at the current time, but also at what proportion of patients requiring cortisol replacement therapy are not able to 
use any product other than hydrocortisone tablets. (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 3.10). 
As hydrocortisone tablets are recommended as a first-line treatment for adrenal insufficiency, whereas other 
medicines such as corticosteroids are only used in exceptional circumstances, such as when hydrocortisone 
tablets are not well tolerated, the CMA is satisfied that there are no other options but hydrocortisone tablets for 
many patients 
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products have similar characteristics and are generally prescribed to treat 
the same conditions. This is because prescribers may value different 
characteristics differently or pharmacies may differentiate between products 
that appear to have similar characteristics. 

4.58. The purpose of market definition is to identify the products that are capable 
of exerting a sufficient competitive constraint on the focal product such that 
they should be included in the relevant market. 

4.59. Accordingly, the key consideration when determining whether to include a 
product in a relevant market is not whether the products have similar 
characteristics and are functional substitutes in theory. Instead, it is 
necessary to consider whether customers view a product as closely 
substitutable with the focal product by reason of the different products' 
characteristics, their prices and their intended use,1193 so that, in practice, 
they would substitute between products to an extent that would prevent a 
monopolist supplier of hydrocortisone tablets from sustaining a small but 
significant and non-transitory increase in price (‘SSNIP’). 

4.60. This sub-section considers the quantitative evidence relevant to full label 
hydrocortisone tablets, and the extent to which other medicines used to treat 
adrenal insufficiency (Plenadren, other forms of hydrocortisone and other 
corticosteroids) were in practice regarded as demand-side substitutes. 

4.61. Alongside a detailed review of qualitative evidence on non-price and price 
parameters of competition, the CMA has considered actual consumption 
patterns1194 to determine whether other products in the treatment area were 
capable of exerting a sufficient competitive constraint on full label 
hydrocortisone tablets.1195 

4.62. The SSNIP test provides a methodology for carrying out a quantitative 
analysis. The test asks whether it would be profitable for a hypothetical 
monopolist of the focal product, which operates in the geographic area under 
investigation where the focal product is sold, to increase the price of the 
focal product by a small but significant amount (for example, 5 to 10%) 
above competitive levels for a sustained period of time.1196 If such an 
increase in the price of the focal product would be profitable, the test is 

1193 Case T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 31. See also C-85/76 Hoffmann-La 
Roche v Commission EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 28.  
1194 The European Commission’s Notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of Community 
competition law (97/C 372/03) (the ‘Commission Notice on Market Definition’), paragraph 38, explains that 
evidence of actual substitution would be fundamental to defining markets where this evidence is available. 
1195 This section does not discuss competition through other parameters such as marketing spending. As 
hydrocortisone tablets are a generic medicine and the patent expired at the latest in the 1970s, competition 
through marketing spending is not relevant. 
1196 This increase is usually referred to as a small but significant non-transitory increase in price or SSNIP. 
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complete and the focal product sold by the hypothetical monopolist is 
(usually) the relevant market.1197 

4.63. In this case, the CMA does not need to hypothesise that there is a single 
supplier (monopolist) of the focal product as Auden/Actavis was the only 
supplier of full label hydrocortisone tablets in the UK during the 
Infringements up until the independent entry of other hydrocortisone tablet 
suppliers from July 2015. In addition, given the repeated and significant price 
rises for Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets during the Infringements, the 
CMA has not needed to conduct a hypothetical SSNIP test as it can observe 
as an empirical matter how much switching has actually occurred in practice 
in response to actual price increases. 

4.64. The quantitative evidence shows that the market should not be widened 
beyond hydrocortisone tablets. The quantitative evidence clearly 
demonstrates that Auden/Actavis profitably implemented numerous 
significant price increases without experiencing a discernible impact on its 
volumes. Auden/Actavis’s price increased by 200% and 171% for 10mg and 
20mg tablets respectively1198 between 2008 and independent entry (in 2015). 
The lack of adverse impact on Auden/Actavis’s volumes and profitability is 
clearly indicative of the fact that hydrocortisone tablets did not face any form 
of effective competitive constraint prior to the advent of independent 
competition from other hydrocortisone tablet suppliers. This is consistent 
with the qualitative evidence which showed that hydrocortisone tablets were 
the clearly preferred first-line treatment for adrenal insufficiency with other 
medicines in the treatment area unlikely to exert a sufficient constraint based 
on prescribing guidelines. 

4.65. When assessing the effect of Auden/Actavis’s price increases, caution is 
required. This is because in cases such as this one, where an undertaking 
appears to have exercised its market power by raising prices above 
competitive levels, one may observe consumers switching to other products. 
However, it may be incorrect in those circumstances to conclude that the 
dominant undertaking lacks market power and to include those other 

1197 If the price increase would not be profitable (for example, because a sufficiently large number of customers 
would switch some of their purchases to other substitute products), the test continues by assuming that the 
hypothetical monopolist controls both the focal product and its closest substitute. If necessary the process is 
repeated, including other substitute products until the smallest collection of products for which the hypothetical 
monopolist can profitably impose a price increase is found. This collection of the focal product and its closest 
substitutes is then the relevant product market. See OFT403, paragraphs 2.5-2.13, and Commission Notice on 
Market Definition, paragraphs 15-19.
1198 For 10mg tablets: an increase from £22.28 in October 2008 (the month the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 
started) to £66.76 in September 2015 (the month before independent entry commenced for 10mg tablets). For 
20mg tablets: an increase from £23.74 in October 2008 (the month the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse started) to 
£64.26 in June 2015 (the month before independent entry commenced for 20mg tablets). 
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products in the relevant market.1199 The CMA has been mindful of this when 
assessing observed substitution patterns in this case, but considers that the 
risk of over-inclusion is low given that little discernible switching is observed 
from hydrocortisone tablets to other medicines in the treatment area). 
Instead, the fact that there is little evidence of switching to alternative 
products, even when prices were so significantly above competitive levels, 
strongly demonstrates that the relevant product market is no wider than 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

4.66. The CMA's conclusion that other potential medicines are not part of the 
relevant product market is further supported by the fact that it was 
independent entry by other suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets (all of which 
supplied skinny label hydrocortisone tablets apart from Waymade's 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets) that led to the prices of hydrocortisone tablets 
starting to decrease (after nearly seven years of unchecked price rises). 
When set in the context of the scale of the price and volume declines 
observed following independent entry of other hydrocortisone tablet 
suppliers, it is clear that no other potential substitutes, prior to independent 
entry, exerted a sufficient competitive constraint on the focal product (full 
label hydrocortisone tablets) during the Infringements to be included in the 
relevant product market.1200 

4.67. Figure 4.3 below shows price and volumes trends for hydrocortisone tablets 
(that is including both full and skinny label tablets from the entry of skinny 
label tablets onwards) from 2003 to 2020.1201 

1199 This is commonly known as the 'Cellophane fallacy' following the US v EI Du Pont de Nemours & Co [1956] 
351 US 377 case. See also OFT403, paragraph 5.5.
1200 The CMA therefore rejects Auden/Accord-UK’s submission that it has arbitrarily excluded other medicines 
from its market definition analysis ‘without any proper analysis of actual substitutability from a clinical perspective’ 
(Document 205217, Auden/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.3 and 3.9). The CMA’s analysis demonstrates that 
in practice, despite the price increases for hydrocortisone tablets, customers did not substitute other medicines 
for them. Their exclusion from the relevant product market is therefore not arbitrary but based on empirical 
evidence of demand. 
1201 The CMA has included a period both before the price rise and following independent entry after the end of 
the Infringements to show the stability of the volume trends despite the price rises and falls throughout the period 
depicted. 
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Figure 4.3: Yearly average NHS Reimbursement Prices1202 and average monthly number of 
packs dispensed1203 of hydrocortisone tablets 

Source: CMA analysis based on PCA data for England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. 

Notes: (1) Based on items dispensed by pharmacies, appliance contractors and dispensing doctors; (2) Includes sales of 
Hydrocortone tablets; (3) CMA has used average monthly sales data to enable comparison between years when less than 12 
months data is available. 

4.68. Figure 4.3 shows that the price trends were that: 

a. From the start of the Infringements to when independent entry of 
hydrocortisone tablets commenced, that is between 2008 and 2015, the 
yearly average NHS Reimbursement Price1204 for both 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets increased significantly (from a level of £10.95 
and £11.35 per pack to £73.82 and £90.42, increases of 574% and 
696% for 10mg and 20mg respectively).1205 

1202 The CMA has used reimbursement price data in this analysis as that is more readily available than Average 
Selling Prices over the period being considered, but notes that Average Selling Prices follow a similar overall 
trend to reimbursement prices. The CMA further notes that (to the extent prices are taken into account by 
prescribers) it is prices to the NHS (that is, the Drug Tariff price or reimbursement prices) which will inform 
prescriber switching between alternative medicines (either directly, or by influencing listing in CCG formularies for 
example).
1203 The CMA uses PCA data for England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland for market definition as this 
includes data on all hydrocortisone tablets dispensed, regardless of supplier, and assists the assessment of 
whether other drugs constrained the price of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. 
1204 The average NHS Reimbursement Price is the price paid by the NHS to pharmacies for dispensing the 
medicine. The NHS Reimbursement Price will be equal to the Drug Tariff price unless a concession price has 
been applied.
1205 CMA calculations based on NHS BSA data. 
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b. Following independent entry by other suppliers of hydrocortisone 
tablets, yearly average NHS Reimbursement prices fell significantly 
(from a level of £73.92 and £90.42 per pack in 2015 to £8.41 and 
£10.74 in 2020, decreases of 89% and 88% for 10mg and 20mg 
respectively).1206 

4.69. Figure 4.3 also shows the following volume trends during the relevant period: 

a. average monthly number of packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
dispensed increased steadily (an increase of approximately 4%1207 

annually). 

b. average monthly number of packs of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
dispensed remained broadly stable. 

4.70. Further, these price increases were very profitable for Auden/Actavis, as set 
out at section 5.C.IV. Auden/Actavis earned gross profits of around £190 
million for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, compared with the supply costs paid 
to Tiofarma of £7 million, and gross profits of over £10 million for 20mg 
compared with the supply costs paid to Tiofarma of £0.5 million prior to 
independent entry taking place.1208 

4.71. Despite the changes in prices, the volume trends remained constant. The 
CMA has no reason to believe that absent Auden/Actavis's price changes, 
volumes of hydrocortisone tablets would have been materially different (for 
example, increased or increased at a materially faster rate) and no party has 
provided evidence to suggest that would have been the case. Nor is there 
any evidence to suggest that hydrocortisone tablets were being used in a 
different treatment area. Therefore, increases in patient numbers reflect the 
number of new patients requiring treatment for adrenal insufficiency1209 and 
not patient switching (since less than 0.1% of prescriptions were for patients 
switching).1210 As explained in section 3.C.IV above and 6.B.II.b.ii below, 
there is a finite demand that suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets can compete 
for, with demand being stable and growing slowly.1211 

1206 CMA calculations based on NHS BSA data. 
1207 CMA calculations based on NHS BSA data. 
1208 Auden/Actavis earned profits in excess of cost-plus of around £170 million for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
and around £10 million for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets prior to independent entry taking place. The direct costs 
from the CMO remained below [] per pack for both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets throughout the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses.
1209 The volume of prescriptions for new patients (at around 2% - see section 3.C.II) is consistent with there being 
steady growth in patient numbers, particularly in the context that 95% of patients requiring treatment for adrenal 
insufficiency receive hydrocortisone tablets. 
1210 See section 3.C.II. 
1211 With 10mg tablets increasing steadily, and 20mg volumes broadly stable. 
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4.72. Had other medicines in the relevant treatment area been substitutes for full 
label hydrocortisone tablets, it would be expected that hydrocortisone tablet 
volume trends would change after prices changed. Therefore, taken 
together, these price and volume trends show that there was little or no 
substitution between hydrocortisone tablets and the other potential 
medicines in the treatment area:1212 

a. The fact that the series of significant price increases of hydrocortisone 
tablets set out in figure 4.3 did not result in a change in volume trends 
or a reduction in profitability (and to the contrary, profits increased 
significantly) shows that other medicines in the treatment area, whether 
individually or taken together, did not act as a sufficient competitive 
constraint on the focal product to be included in the relevant product 
market.1213 

b. Despite the price falls following independent entry of other 
hydrocortisone tablet suppliers, there was no change to existing volume 
trends in dispensing of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (ie there 
was not a discernible increase in demand for hydrocortisone tablets). If 
hydrocortisone tablets were competing sufficiently closely with other 
medicines in the treatment area for them to form part of the same 
relevant market, it would be expected that such a fall in prices would be 
accompanied by switching to the product that had become relatively 
cheaper (hydrocortisone tablets). The fact that no such switching is 
evident demonstrates that other medicines in the treatment area are 
not in the same relevant product market. 

4.73. Further, the CMA considers that Plenadren cannot be regarded as an 
effective competitive constraint on hydrocortisone tablets, for the same 
reasons as other medicines explained above, and because: 

a. Plenadren is used by less than 1% of all patients with adrenal 
insufficiency (see section 3.C.III above) and its usage has remained 
stable at this low level since its launch in the UK in September 2012. 

b. The introduction of Plenadren in September 2012 did not prevent 
further increases in NHS Reimbursement Prices or change the trend in 
volumes of hydrocortisone tablets dispensed so as to be regarded as 

1212 Excluding skinny label hydrocortisone tablets which were not available until October 2015, see section 
4.B.II.c.iii below for the CMA’s analysis which finds that skinny label tablets form part of the relevant market. 
1213 The European Commission has previously held that low levels of substitution and inelastic own-price 
elasticity of demand can be evidence that a specific product constitutes a separate relevant product market (see, 
for example, Case M.1313 Danish Crown/Vestjyske Slagterier, Commission decision of 9 March 1999, 
paragraphs 27–29; and Case M.619 Gencor/Lonrho, Commission decision of 24 April 1996, paragraphs 41 to 
43). 
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an effective competitive constraint.1214 In fact, soon after the 
introduction of Plenadren, the rate of price increases for hydrocortisone 
tablets intensified significantly (with increases to the yearly average 
NHS reimbursement price of 62% (from £49.88 to £81.11) for 10mg 
tablets and 94% (from £51.43 to £99.96) for 20mg tablets between 
2013 and 2016) with no evidence that this resulted in switching to 
Plenadren.1215 

Representations on whether other medicines in the treatment area form part of the 
same relevant market 

‘The CMA should consider a range of clinically substitutable products’ 

4.74. Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA placed ‘too much weight on price 
differentials’ and ‘should consider a range of clinically substitutable 
products.’ In particular, Auden/Actavis submitted that ‘the CMA has entirely 
ignored recent jurisprudence from the General Court in Servier’ and should 
consider the ‘entire economic context, in particular factors other than 
price’.1216 

4.75. In its judgment in Servier (currently on appeal to the Court of Justice) the 
General Court found that the Commission had not sufficiently considered 
whether perindopril was subject to competitive constraints from other 
products, deriving not only from price but also from non-price factors. The 
General Court emphasised that price and volume analysis does have a role 
to play in the assessment of competitive constraints in the pharmaceutical 
sector. Those constraints must however be assessed in their full context.1217 

4.76. The CMA has, in its analysis, taken account of the entire economic context, 
having considered both qualitative and quantitative evidence in the round 
before forming a judgement as to the relevant market. The CMA does not 
agree that clinical substitutability is of decisive importance when defining the 
relevant market. Rather, it is substitutability in practice (ie how prescribers 
actually chose between and prescribed different medicines and how 
pharmacies dispensed different medicines, consistent with the CAT’s finding 
in Phenytoin that ‘What matters, for this competition analysis, is what 
pharmacists actually did’),1218 that shows the degree of competitive 

1214 See figure 4.3, which shows average NHS Reimbursement Prices and the number of packs of hydrocortisone 
tablets dispensed continuing to increase, notwithstanding entry of Plenadren in the UK. This is consistent with 
Auden/Actavis's sales data and IMS Health data. 
1215 This is consistent with Auden/Actavis's sales data. 
1216 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis RSSO, paragraphs 3.3-3.18, and 3.28-3.29. 
1217 T-691/14 Servier v Commission, paragraphs 1385 and 1571. 
1218 Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 132. 
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constraint from potential substitutes. While clinical substitutability plays a 
role, it is not sufficient for including a product within the relevant market.  

‘The CMA’s market definition is too narrow’ 

4.77. Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA's market definition is too narrow, and 
that ‘there are clearly other effective treatments of adrenal insufficiency 
including, for example, other hydrocortisone based products such as 
Plenadren, and prednisolone.’1219 

4.78. Regarding widening the market to include Plenadren, Auden/Actavis 
submitted that:1220 

a. Plenadren was excluded from the market ‘exclusively on the price 
differential between Plenadren and Hydrocortisone Tablets and the 
limited prescriptions for Plenadren’, but the reason Plenadren is not 
prescribed more widely is ‘its very similarity to Hydrocortisone Tablets’, 
which implies it should be in the relevant market.1221 

b. It is flawed to suggest that because Plenadren is not widely included in 
CCGs’ formularies, it cannot be in the same product market as 
hydrocortisone tablets. The clinical evidence ‘supports the proposition 
that Plenadren and Hydrocortisone Tablets are directly comparable and 
functionally substitutable and should be in the same market.’ 

c. The granting of the orphan designation in itself recognises that 
Plenadren is a ‘similar medicinal product’ to hydrocortisone tablets, and 
therefore, since an orphan designation is intended to provide the 
manufacturer ‘market exclusivity’ and the MHRA cannot issues MAs for 
‘similar competitor medicines’, hydrocortisone tablets must fall within 
the same market as Plenadren.1222 

4.79. Auden/Actavis submitted that prednisolone can be used to treat adrenal 
insufficiency and ‘the lower prescription levels compared to hydrocortisone 
tablets alone is not a sufficient justification to exclude this product from the 
relevant product market.’1223 

4.80. Auden/Actavis also submitted that hydrocortisone muco-adhesive buccal 
tablets contain the same active pharmaceutical ingredient as hydrocortisone 
tablets, and, although not indicated for adrenal insufficiency, ‘it is clear that 

1219 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 3.1. 
1220 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.12 and 3.20-3.32. 
1221 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 3.22. 
1222 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 3.30 
1223 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO paragraphs 3.33-3.34. 
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there has been substantial off-label use of this product for the treatment of 
adrenal insufficiency.’ It submitted that excluding hydrocortisone muco-
adhesive buccal tablets from the relevant product market on the basis of not 
being indicated during the relevant period ‘runs contrary to CMA’s entire 
case that skinny label Hydrocortisone Tablets form part of the relevant 
product market notwithstanding that they were not licenced for the primary 

1224indication’. 

4.81. As set out at section 4.B.II.c.ii, the evidence demonstrates that the relevant 
market is no wider than hydrocortisone tablets. Other medicines are not 
routinely prescribed to treat the same conditions as hydrocortisone tablets: 
95% of adrenal insufficiency patients receive hydrocortisone tablets. Despite 
substantial and repeated price rises for hydrocortisone tablets, totalling over 
200% (therefore substantially in excess of the 10% levels usually associated 
with a hypothetical monopolist test), there was no loss of hydrocortisone 
tablet volumes to alternative treatments. This shows there was extremely 
limited (if any) switching between hydrocortisone tablets and other potential 
treatments (including Plenadren), and gives a strong indication that other 
medicines, whether individually or in combination, do not form part of the 
same relevant market. 

4.82. As to the further specific points made by Auden/Actavis, neither Plenadren 
nor prednisolone was excluded from the relevant product market solely on 
the basis of the price differential, or on the basis of limited prescription 
volumes, but on the basis of a lack of switching between hydrocortisone 
tablets and those medicines as described above. The CMA’s analysis of why 
the relevant product market is no wider than hydrocortisone tablets applies 
equally to hydrocortisone muco-adhesive buccal tablets as well. It is for 
these reasons, and not their off-label use, that they are not considered to 
form part of the relevant product market. 

4.83. As explained in section 3.D.III above, Plenadren was granted an orphan 
designation because it was considered to offer a clinical benefit over and 
above that provided by hydrocortisone tablets. Its supplier was able to satisfy 
the authorities that its modified-release formulation offered ‘a clinically 
relevant advantage or a major contribution to patient care’ as compared to 
immediate-release hydrocortisone tablets.1225 There is therefore a genuine 

1224 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO paragraphs 3.35-3.38. 
1225 Article 3(2) of Regulation 847/2000. See also EMA recommendation for maintenance of orphan designation 
at the time of marketing authorisation, EMA/729720/2011; and COMP assesses whether Plenadren still meets 
orphan designation criteria Recommendation to maintain the period of market exclusivity at 10 years (europa.eu). 
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clinical difference between Plenadren and hydrocortisone tablets and it was 
this difference that was recognised by the regime. 

4.84. While hydrocortisone tablets and Plenadren are ‘similar medicinal products’ 
for the purposes of the orphan designation regime, this does not mean that 
they belong in the same relevant product market for competition law 
purposes. While clinical substitutability is an important factor in identifying 
potential substitutes, it is not sufficient in itself to determine that a medicine 
warrants inclusion in the relevant product market (see paragraph 4.76).  

4.85. As explained in section 4.B.I, the test requires that products ‘sufficiently 
compete with each other to be sensibly regarded as being in the same 
market’.1226 As explained in section 4.B.II.c.ii, both qualitative and 
quantitative evidence demonstrates that this is not the case for Plenadren 
and hydrocortisone tablets. Notwithstanding the orphan designation, 
prescribers (informed by CCGs’ formularies) have concluded that 
Plenadren’s clinical advantages are for most patients outweighed by its cost 
and as a result it is prescribed in minimal volumes and does not compete 
sufficiently with hydrocortisone tablets to be included in the relevant market. 

ii. Whether skinny label hydrocortisone tablets form part of the relevant 
product market 

Qualitative evidence 

4.86. The CMA has reviewed a range of qualitative evidence on non-price and 
price parameters of competition to inform its assessment of whether skinny 
label tablets form part of the same relevant product market as the focal 
product (full label hydrocortisone tablets). This includes examining 
dispensing considerations, views of wholesalers and pharmacies on the 
decision to stock and dispense full or skinny label tablets, as well as views 
and internal documents of suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets to determine 
how they viewed competitive constraints. 

4.87. The review of qualitative evidence below is structured as follows:   

a. product characteristics; 

b. dispensing considerations; and 

c. views on substitution by market participants: 

1226 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 97. 
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i. views of pharmacy purchasers of hydrocortisone tablets; 

ii. Auden/Actavis’s internal documents and submissions; and 

iii. views of third-party suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets. 

Product characteristics 

4.88. In terms of characteristics, full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are 
bioequivalent (sees section 3.D.I above). This means that they have identical 
effects in the body and are used to treat the same conditions.1227 They are 
the same product. The only difference is the indications listed on the patient 
information leaflet as a result of the granting of orphan designation status to 
Plenadren. MAs granted after orphan designation status was awarded to 
Plenadren are not indicated for adrenal insufficiency in adults (see section 
3.D.III.c above). This means that whereas full label hydrocortisone tablets 
are indicated for treating adrenal insufficiency in adults and adolescents, 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are only indicated for treating adrenal 
insufficiency in adolescents. A skinny label MA therefore does not represent 
a genuine 'clinical' distinction, but rather arises as a result of regulatory 
circumstance. 

4.89. Moreover, the evidence demonstrates that prescribers do not generally draw 
a distinction between full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets. In fact, as 
explained below, almost all prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets were 
open, without specifying a supplier or indication. For example: 

a. [Professor of Endocrinology] was not aware of the difference between 
full and skinny label tablets.1228 

b. None of the GP software providers contacted by the CMA had flags or 
warnings relating to hydrocortisone tablets in their software which 
would prevent or caution against a GP writing an open prescription.1229 

4.90. On the basis of characteristics from a prescribing perspective, no material 
distinction can be drawn between full and skinny label hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

1227 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] ([]) to Auden Mckenzie 
dated 20 May 2014 (This view was shared by the MHRA, which advised [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS 
England] and assisted him in responding to Auden's correspondence. Document 206640, note of call between 
the CMA and the MHRA on 31 March 2021, paragraph 2.1 and Document 206557, note of call between the CMA 
and NHS England and NHS Improvement on 22 March 2021, paragraph 2.1.); and Document 00288, letter from 
[] (MHRA) to [] (Auden Mckenzie) dated 19 December 2014.  
1228 Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 
2017, response to question 3, page 3.
1229 See section 3.C.III.a above. 
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Dispensing considerations 

4.91. For the purposes of assessing whether skinny label tablets form part of the 
relevant market, the substitution decision between full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets is taken at the point of dispensing a medicine by 
pharmacies.1230 

4.92. As explained in section 3.E.III.a above, nearly all prescriptions for 
hydrocortisone tablets are open. This means that the prescription tends to 
specify only the generic drug name but not the specific supplier or brand, or 
specify whether the hydrocortisone tablets should be full or skinny label. 
Pharmacies also informed the CMA that the particular condition of the 
patient is also rarely specified on the prescription. The prescription simply 
states ‘hydrocortisone tablets’. 

4.93. Upon receipt of an open prescription specifying hydrocortisone tablets,1231 

pharmacies are unable to substitute a medicine other than hydrocortisone 
tablets, such as another form of hydrocortisone or another medicine (such as 
prednisolone or Plenadren). However, pharmacies can choose between 
different suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets (if more than one supplier sells 
the same drug). 

4.94. This means that, upon receipt of an open prescription specifying 
hydrocortisone tablets, the decision of whether to dispense a full or a skinny 
label product, and to choose which manufacturer's or supplier's 
hydrocortisone tablets to dispense, falls to the pharmacy. As set out in 
3.E.III.c above, pharmacies can and do dispense off-label (as well as off-
label use being expected prior to skinny label tablets becoming available, 
see section 3.E.IV.a above), and in the case of full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets, there would not be expected to be any clinical impact 
in doing so given that they are bioequivalent. 

1230 Consistent with this, AMCo, Cinven and Waymade all noted in their representations that decisions between 
full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets take place at the pharmacy level and therefore the analysis should 
focus on pharmacy and wholesaler stocking and dispensing behaviour (Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 4.36-4.40, Document 206670, AMCo’s RLOF, paragraph 4.10, Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO 
paragraphs 5.23-5.29, Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.121-8.127). AMCo and Cinven 
further submitted that the relevance of the evidence presented by the CMA on the views of prescribers, patients, 
the DHSC/NHS and the drug tariff was unclear (Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.36-4.40 and 
4.61-4.64. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.24-5.29). As explained in this section, the role of 
prescribers is important – they leave prescriptions open which is the reason dispensers have a choice between 
full and skinny label products. Moreover, the views of prescribers, patients and the DHSC/NHS are important in 
establishing how decisions over which medicine is used take place, to understand the full context of pharmacy 
substitution. 
1231 Where a prescription is closed (ie specifies the particular brand or supplier to be used), a pharmacy cannot 
decide to dispense a different drug (unless the pharmacy contacts the prescriber to agree for a new prescription 
to be provided), see section 3.E.III.a above. 
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4.95. During the Infringements, commercial considerations over the price 
difference between full and skinny label tablets were a factor in pharmacies’ 
decisions on which to dispense: 

a. As explained in section 3.B.IV above, the Drug Tariff does not 
distinguish between full and skinny label tablets, meaning that 
pharmacies were reimbursed at the same price per pack of 
hydrocortisone tablets1232 regardless of whether they dispensed a full 
or skinny label product. This indicates that both full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets were treated as the same medicine by the 
DHSC. 

b. As set out in 3.B.IV above, pharmacies face incentives to dispense the 
cheapest available product because the reimbursement system is 
designed to promote strong (generic) competition. In particular, a 
pharmacy is reimbursed at the Drug Tariff price for a medicine that is 
dispensed, so the cheaper the pharmacy can source the medicine, the 
greater the margin it is able to earn. 

Views on substitution by market participants 

4.96. Evidence as to how the undertakings in question themselves see the market 
can be of decisive importance for the purposes of market definition.1233 This 
section sets out evidence, including both views and internal documents, from 
the following market participants: 

a. pharmacy customers; 

b. Auden/Actavis; and 

c. third-party suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets. 

4.97. In assessing these contemporaneous documents and views, the CMA 
observes that the evidence of most significance to an analysis of market 
definition is objective evidence that relates to the parameters of competition. 
This may include considerations such as how Auden/Actavis responded to 
competitor behaviour (including the threat of potential entry), potential 

1232 There are different drug tariff prices for 10mg and 20mg tablets. The tablet strength will be specified on the 
prescription. During the Infringements, the NHS Reimbursement Price for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was set 
pursuant to the mechanism set out by Scheme M and by reference to applicable sales prices and volumes of 
10mg tablets sold by Scheme M members. During the Infringements, the NHS Reimbursement Price for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets was based on the list prices of wholesalers and manufacturers, according to Category A of 
the Drug Tariff.
1233 Aberdeen Journals v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 103. 
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entrants’ expectations and forecasts, and decisions made by pharmacies 
and wholesalers as customers. 

Pharmacy views 

4.98. Pharmacy dispensing behaviour is important to assessing whether full and 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are sufficiently interchangeable to form 
part of the same relevant product market. As set out at paragraph 4.92, 
given that the overwhelming majority of prescriptions for hydrocortisone 
tablets are open (demonstrating the interchangeability of full and skinny label 
tablets from the prescribers’ perspective), any decision whether to stock and 
dispense full or skinny label hydrocortisone tablets will fall to the pharmacist. 

4.99. [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] considered (on the advice of 
the MHRA)1234 that full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are 
bioequivalent and that it was not necessary to issue guidance regarding their 
use in order to protect patient safety: 

a. When made aware of the distinction between Auden's full label 
hydrocortisone tablets and AMCo's skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] responded that 
‘there are no material differences between the available generic 
immediate release hydrocortisone tablets and they are all bioequivalent 
to the brand leader’.1235 

b. [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] concluded that ‘[b]ased 
on the advice I have received so far, I do not see that there are any 
risks to patient safety that would warrant any communication to senior 
pharmacists’.1236 

4.100. Consistently with this, short-line wholesalers explained that their customers, 
predominantly independent pharmacies, switched to purchasing skinny label 
tablets as they became aware of their availability, based on their decision to 
purchase the cheapest product that is able to fulfil a hydrocortisone tablets 
prescription (see section 3.E.IV.c.i above).  

4.101. However, as set out in section 3.E,IV.c.i above, the views and actions of 
some of the pharmacies contacted by the CMA demonstrate that a number 

1234 This view was shared by the MHRA, which advised [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] and 
assisted him in responding to Auden's correspondence. Document 206640, note of call between the CMA and 
the MHRA on 31 March 2021, paragraph 2.1 and Document 206557, note of call between the CMA and NHS 
England and NHS Improvement on 22 March 2021, paragraph 2.1.
1235 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to [] dated 20 May 2014. 
1236 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to [] dated 20 May 2014. 
See also Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 
November 2017, response to question 3, page 3. 
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of large pharmacies had no choice but to purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets, 
with eight of the ten largest pharmacy chains (Asda, Boots, Lloyds, 
Morrisons, Rowlands, Sainsbury’s, Superdrug and Well) indicating a 
requirement for full label hydrocortisone tablets.  

4.102. Pharmacies have explained that their reasons for dispensing only or mostly 
full label hydrocortisone tablets, regardless of full and skinny label tablets 
being bioequivalent, are related to non-price factors such as the following: 

a. believing they could not dispense off-label for regulatory reasons; and 

b. not wishing to dual stock full and skinny label tablets, in particular, for 
administrative ease and to reduce the risk of errors in dispensing (eg 
dispensing a skinny label tablet in place of a full label tablet). This 
meant that those pharmacies who had no choice but to purchase 
Auden/Actavis's tablets would not dual-stock with skinny label tablets. 

4.103. These views show that full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets were 
perceived by some pharmacies to be interchangeable and by some other 
pharmacies to be differentiated products where they had no choice but to 
purchase full label hydrocortisone tablets.  

Auden/Actavis's views 

4.104. Evidence in relation to Auden/Actavis's contemporaneous views of the threat 
from skinny label tablets and impact on its market position shows that it 
expected full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets to be substitutes. 

4.105. First, as set out in section 3.E.IV.a above, Auden/Actavis’s internal 
documents demonstrate that it expected that there would be demand for 
skinny label tablets. In particular, Auden/Actavis was concerned about the 
risk that skinny label tablets posed to its position as the sole supplier of 
hydrocortisone tablets and took steps to try to protect its market position 
against the threat that skinny label tablets posed. This is shown by:  

a. Auden both devising a plan (called 'Project Guardian') to limit the 
competitive threat posed by skinny label tablets and launching Project 
Guardian (with its aim being to 'develop and deliver a strategy designed 
to ensure that its current market share for the supply of hydrocortisone 
tablets (10mg and 20mg respectively) is maintained or strengthened at 
a time when a competitors [sic] product (namely Amdipharm Mercury 
Company Limited [AMCo] hydrocortisone tablets 10mg and 20mg) 
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threatens to weaken Auden McKenzie’s market share',1237 see section 
3.F.III.h above); and 

b. Auden/Actavis entering into the 10mg Agreement (whereby 
Auden/Actavis's potential competitors (Waymade, then AMCo) agreed 
not to enter independently in return for payments from Auden/Actavis, 
see section 6.D.II.c.ii). 

4.106. Second, as set out in section 3.E.IV.a above, the expectation that skinny 
label tablets would be successful in competing with and winning sales from 
Auden's full label tablets had a significant impact on the valuation of various 
transactions. In particular, Allergan anticipated market share erosion of 60% 
and price erosion of 90% over a three year period once skinny label tablet 
suppliers entered. That view was fully cognisant of the distinction between 
full and skinny label tablets but recognised that off-label dispensing would 
occur, with Allergan expecting that competitors would enter 'without 
indication for adrenal insufficiency and being launched and dispensed off 
label’.1238 That assessment resulted in a significant change in the deal 
structure to achieve ‘a total and complete de-risking of Hydrocortisone for 
Actavis and only an earnout depending on their success to market 
Hydrocortisone tablets’,1239 with Allergan reducing its offer for AM Pharma by 
£220 million and agreeing an earn-out to address the risk of skinny label 
entry. 

Views of third-party suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets 

4.107. As set out in section 3.E.IV.a above, Waymade and AMCo, 
contemporaneously and prior to market entry, expected that there would be 
demand for skinny label tablets. This view was shared by other suppliers of 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets who considered that skinny label tablets 
would compete with full label tablets (ie that skinny label tablets would win 
sales from full label tablets), and in particular, they viewed Auden as their 
competitor and did not consider that the market was restricted to indications 
other than adrenal insufficiency in adults (that is, that skinny label products 
would only fulfil a narrow subset of prescriptions): 

1237 Document 00062F, Professional Advice (Hydrocortisone) Proposal Prepared for Auden Mckenzie (Pharma 
Division) Ltd by [Auden’s External Consultant] dated 6 February 2014, 2 Client Requirements. 
1238 Document 00706, Project Apple Presentation January 2015, Hydrocortisone Background. Similarly, 
Waymade, which has the full range of indications with respect to its 20mg MA, downplayed the significance of 
having a full label product and considered that short-line wholesalers are more driven by price than range of 
indications, see Document 01563, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 May 2017.
1239 Document 00263, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015 
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a. Waymade and AMCo both consistently forecast that they would be 
successful in winning sales if they entered with skinny label tablets. 

b. Other suppliers continued developing their own skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets notwithstanding the limited indications. This 
demonstrates that they thought they would be able to win sales for 
such products through competing with full label hydrocortisone tablets, 
and their internal sales forecasts were consistent with this. 

c. Alissa and Resolution Chemicals (suppliers), DE Pharma, Mawdsleys 
and Sigma Pharmaceuticals (short-line wholesalers) and multiple retail 
pharmacy Day Lewis all expected that the market would have reacted 
in the same way had skinny label tablets been launched earlier. 

Conclusion on views of market participants 

4.108. Overall, the views from pharmacies indicate that while, taken as a whole, full 
and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets were viewed as interchangeable and 
there were no risks to patient safety that necessitated issuing guidance on 
switching between them, some larger pharmacies nonetheless had no 
choice but to purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets (see section 3.E.IV.c.i 
above). In addition, the views of both Auden/Actavis and other suppliers of 
hydrocortisone tablets show that full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 
were expected to be interchangeable. This is evident from their common 
expectation that entry of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets would lead to 
skinny label tablets winning sales from full label tablets resulting in price and 
profit decreases for full label hydrocortisone tablets. 

Quantitative evidence 

4.109. This sub-section presents a quantitative analysis of the extent of the 
competitive constraint imposed on full label hydrocortisone tablets by skinny 
label tablets. This is examined by reviewing relevant price and sales trends 
for hydrocortisone tablets following independent entry by skinny label tablet 
suppliers, which commenced in October 2015 for 10mg tablets and March 
2016 for 20mg tablets.1240 Although sales and price trends are presented 
sequentially, these should be read hand-in-hand in this analysis. 

4.110. Being able to observe directly the impact on full label sales volumes and 
prices from the independent entry of skinny label tablet suppliers provides 
powerful information on the degree of competitive constraint from skinny 

1240 Although the first independent 20mg entrant was Waymade in July 2015, Waymade supplied full label 
tablets. First 20mg skinny label entry commenced in March 2016 with entry by Bristol Laboratories and 
Resolution Chemicals. 
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label tablets to inform market definition.1241 This is particularly so given that 
there were no other changes or events during that time that could have 
driven these trends (having found that the market was no wider than 
hydrocortisone tablets only). 

4.111. In principle, if two products are substitutes, then it is generally expected that 
a price change in one product will be reflected by sales and/or price variation 
in the other. For example, it might be expected that if two medicines are 
competitors then a price decrease in one medicine would be expected to 
result in a price and/or sales decrease on the part of a competing medicine. 
Therefore, if full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are substitutes, the 
entry of skinny label tablets at a price below full label tablets ought to lead to 
switching to skinny label tablets and/or price falls in full label tablets.1242 

4.112. The quantitative evidence shows that skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 
exerted a sufficient competitive constraint on the focal product (full label 
hydrocortisone tablets) to be included in the relevant product market after 3 
November 2011.1243 Following the entry of skinny label hydrocortisone 
tablets suppliers, full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablet prices have 
fallen on a similar trajectory, and customers have switched substantial 
volumes of their purchases to skinny label tablet suppliers. This shows that, 
notwithstanding the differentiation between full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets,1244 skinny label tablet suppliers exerted a sufficient 
constraint on the focal product to warrant inclusion in the relevant product 
market. 

4.113. It was only when independent competition emerged, in the form of skinny 
label tablet entry (and also one full label tablet entrant (Waymade’s 20mg 
tablets)) that Auden/Actavis’s prices and profits stopped increasing, as they 

1241 When available, actual examples of substitution between two products will normally be fundamental for 
market definition: see Commission Notice on Market Definition, paragraph 38. 
1242 As explained in paragraph 4.65 above, when assessing the relevant market, caution is required. This is 
because in cases such as this one, where an undertaking appears to have exercised its market power by raising 
prices above competitive levels, one may observe consumers switching to other products. However, it may be 
incorrect in those circumstances to conclude that the dominant undertaking lacks market power and to include 
those other products in the relevant market. This is commonly known as the 'Cellophane fallacy' following the US 
v EI Du Pont de Nemours & Co [1956] 351 US 377 case. See also OFT403, paragraph 5.5. The CMA has been 
mindful of this when assessing observed substitution patterns in this case and, in particular, observes that the 
pattern of switching to skinny label tablets is maintained even when price levels are eroded to levels that are less 
influenced by the market power of Auden/Actavis.  
1243 That is, the date on which the MA for Plenadren was granted, which triggered the orphan designation status 
and created the distinction between full and skinny label tablets. 
1244 Product differentiation does not necessarily imply separate markets, although it can affect the competitive 
conditions which are relevant to the existence of market power. The key question when defining the relevant 
market is that of a competitive constraint. The price trends set out in this section, when considered together with 
switching behaviour, demonstrate a sufficient competitive constraint to include skinny label tablets in the relevant 
product market. However, the CMA considers that the competitive constraint from skinny label tablets has not 
been sufficiently strong such that it has constrained Auden/Actavis's conduct. These factors are considered in 
section 4.C.II below. 
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had done for the previous seven years, and began to fall (see section 
4.C.II.c below for the CMA’s assessment of Auden/Actavis’s dominance 
following entry). 

4.114. This section is structured as follows: 

a. Substitution patterns: 

i. By pharmacies; 

ii. By wholesalers; and 

iii. By hospitals; and 

b. Pricing trends. 

Substitution patterns 

4.115. Figures 4.4 and 4.51245 below show the proportion of full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablet volumes for 10mg and 20mg packs respectively, from 
October 2015 onwards (that is following entry by independent suppliers of 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, as well as Waymade’s 20mg full label 
tablets). 

1245 As set out at 3.E.V.b.v above, volumes are growing steadily for 10mg and are fairly flat for 20mg. Therefore, 
the volume trends in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 would be very similar had quantities rather than proportions been 
presented. 
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Figure 4.4: 10mg hydrocortisone tablets full and skinny label proportions

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.

Figure 4.5: 20mg hydrocortisone tablets full and skinny label proportions

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.116. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that following independent entry by skinny label 
tablet suppliers, there was substantial switching away from full label 
hydrocortisone tablets to skinny label hydrocortisone tablets: 

a. Switching occurred fairly rapidly for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. By 
October 2016 (that is around 12 months after entry had taken place), 
approximately half of all 10mg hydrocortisone tablets purchased were 
skinny label. 

b. The rate of switching to skinny label tablets was more gradual for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. This can be accounted for by the fact that the 
first independent entrant (Waymade) supplied a full label product, ie 
that a portion of switching was between the two available full label 
tablets rather than from full to skinny label tablets. Nonetheless, by 
June 2018, around 50% by volume had switched to skinny label tablets. 

c. Following the initial switching from full to skinny label hydrocortisone 
tablets, proportions of full and skinny label tablets have broadly 
stabilised for both tablet strengths (albeit with some monthly 
fluctuation). In 2017, skinny label hydrocortisone tablets accounted for 
52% of all sales volumes of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
combined, with skinny label tablets accounting for 52% of all sales 
volumes of 10mg tablets and 34% of all sales volumes of 20mg tablets. 

4.117. The fact that skinny label tablet suppliers have been able to win a significant 
proportion (around 50%) of the total sales volumes of hydrocortisone tablets 
shows that, despite not being indicated for adults, skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets were being dispensed for adult adrenal insufficiency 
patients during the Infringements, ie being dispensed off-label (consistent 
with the expectation prior to skinny label tablet entry that pharmacies would 
use skinny label tablets off-label, see section 3.E.IV.a above). This indicates 
that for a significant number of pharmacies, full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets were interchangeable despite differences in their 
licensed indications.1246 

4.118. The next sub-sections consider pharmacy, wholesaler and NHS substitution 
patterns which corroborate the evidence above that for a significant number 

1246 AMCo submitted that the ‘[orphan designation] market exclusivity constituted an actual and effective barrier 
to entry’ and that the ‘CMA is wrong to dismiss the orphan designation issue as a relevant supply factor’, stating 
that the existence of regulatory barriers is highly relevant for the delineation of the relevant product market 
(Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.50-4.55). The CMA has not dismissed the role of the orphan 
designation in its analysis. To the contrary, the CMA has carefully considered evidence on demand for skinny 
label tablets and suppliers’ ability to supply hydrocortisone tablets despite the orphan designation (see section 
3.E.IV.a). Given the substitution between full and skinny label tablets (with 50% switching to skinny label tablets), 
the orphan designation did not act as a barrier to entry for supplying hydrocortisone tablets. 
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of purchasers, full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets were 
interchangeable. 

Pharmacy substitution 

4.119. This sub-section presents evidence on hydrocortisone tablet dispensing1247 

by all pharmacies, including both large chains and smaller and independent 
pharmacies, to assess whether full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 
were interchangeable in practice. This evidence of actual behaviour by 
pharmacies is important for assessing market definition, consistent with the 
CAT's view in Phenytoin that ‘What matters, for this competition analysis, is 
what pharmacists actually did’.1248 

4.120. The views of pharmacies set out above showed that while some pharmacies 
viewed full and skinny label tablets as interchangeable, some pharmacies 
dispensed only full label hydrocortisone tablets. Consistently with these 
views and with overall substitution patterns, pharmacy purchasing data 
shows that, since entry by suppliers of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, a 
significant number of pharmacies substituted between full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets to meet their demand for hydrocortisone tablets.  

4.121. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 below show the proportion of pharmacies’ 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablet purchases which were full and skinny label, from 
March 2016 to November 2017. 

1247 The data presented is pharmacy purchasing volumes which is a good proxy for pharmacy dispensing 
behaviour. 
1248 Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 132. See also 
paragraph 143.  
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Figure 4.6: Pharmacies’ purchases of 10mg full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets in the 
UK March 2016 – November 2017 

Source: CMA analysis based on data supplied by relevant parties. 

Notes: (1) ‘Other (independent)’ volumes are calculated as: total sales volumes of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK – total 
volumes sold by AAH, Alliance, DE and Sigma – total volumes purchased by Day Lewis, Rowlands, Tesco and Well. (2) Day 
Lewis informed the CMA that it has a wholesale function as well as purchasing hydrocortisone tablets for its own pharmacy 
dispensing.1249 This means that Day Lewis’s purchase volumes shown in this figure are higher than the volumes it dispensed as 
a pharmacy, and ‘Other (independent)’ pharmacy volumes are slightly understated. These discrepancies are not material to the 
CMA’s conclusions.  

1249 Document 206416, Note of call between the CMA and Day Lewis on 16 March 2021, paragraph 2.2. 
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Figure 4.7: Pharmacies’ purchases of 20mg full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets in the 
UK March 2016 – November 2017 

Source: CMA analysis based on data supplied by relevant parties. 

Notes: (1) ‘Other (independent)’ volumes are calculated as: total sales volumes of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK – total 
volumes sold by AAH, Alliance, DE and Sigma – total volumes purchased by Day Lewis, Rowlands, Tesco and Well. (2) Day 
Lewis has informed the CMA that it also has a wholesale function as well as purchasing hydrocortisone tablets for its own 
pharmacy dispensing.1250 This means that Day Lewis’s purchase volumes shown in this figure are higher than the volumes it 
dispensed as a pharmacy, and ‘Other (independent)’ pharmacy volumes are slightly understated. These discrepancies are 
not material to the CMA’s conclusions. 

4.122. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show that between March 2016 and November 2017: 

a. certain pharmacies switched significant proportions of their purchases 
of hydrocortisone tablets to skinny label tablet suppliers. This is 
consistent with certain pharmacies dispensing skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets for adult patients with adrenal insufficiency (ie 
dispensing off-label). 

b. The proportion of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets purchased varied 
across customers: 

i. Two of the ten largest pharmacy chains1251 (Tesco and Day 
Lewis), and the overwhelming majority of independent 

1250 Document 206416, Note of call between the CMA and Day Lewis on 16 March 2021, paragraph 2.2. 
1251 The ten largest pharmacies account for around 57% of the UK pharmacy market (see Table 2 of the CMA’s 
report on the anticipated acquisition by Celesio AG of Sainsbury’s Pharmacy Business). 
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pharmacies,1252 switched the majority of their dispensing of 
hydrocortisone tablets to skinny label tablets. 

ii. Eight of the ten largest pharmacy chains (Asda, Boots, Lloyds, 
Morrisons, Rowlands, Sainsbury’s, Superdrug and Well) 
dispensed primarily full label hydrocortisone tablets. 

4.123. The pharmacy data also shows that pharmacies tended to mostly dispense 
either full or skinny label tablets, rather than dispensing a mix of both full and 
skinny label tablets (ie pharmacies would not tend to dual-stock). This shows 
that full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are differentiated products 
from the perspective of certain large customers. As pharmacies tend not to 
dual-stock full and skinny label tablets (see paragraph 4.95 above), this 
means that pharmacies were not stocking full and skinny label tablets 
according to the patients being treated (that is, with skinny label tablets 
reserved for adolescent adrenal insufficiency patients only). Instead, a 
pharmacy decision on whether to use skinny label tablets was likely to have 
been applicable to all tablets dispensed (except in limited circumstances 
where, for example, the prescription specified a particular supplier or the 
patient expressed a preference for a particular supplier's tablets).  

4.124. This, together with the views presented by pharmacies on their dispensing 
choices (see paragraphs 4.98 to 4.103), also shows that there was and 
continues to be a significant proportion of total demand that can only be met 
through full label hydrocortisone tablets, principally due to the two largest 
customers (Boots and Lloyds) dispensing full label hydrocortisone tablets 
despite full label tablets being consistently more expensive that skinny label 
tablets (see paragraph 4.130 below). 

Wholesaler purchasing behaviour 

4.125. Pharmacies' dispensing behaviour also drives wholesalers' purchasing 
behaviour given that in most instances, wholesaler demand is a function of 
pharmacy demand,1253 and the act of listing a product is not a time-
consuming or costly task for the wholesaler.1254 Evidence on wholesalers' 

1252 CMA calculations show that skinny label tablets accounted for 97% of independent pharmacies’ purchases of 
hydrocortisone tablets. Independent pharmacies accounted for 27% of hydrocortisone tablet sales in the UK.  
1253 Except in some limited scenarios where the pharmacy delegates the purchasing decision to the wholesaler. 
1254 For example, DE Pharma explained to the CMA that to list a product it only requires manufacturers to provide 
a new product form with the details of the product (PIP code, pack size, strength, trade price, etc.). If DE Pharma 
decides to sell a product, it will add the product to its system and place an order from the supplier. See Document 
206579, note of call between the CMA and DE Pharma of 23 February 2021, paragraphs 3.2 and 3.5. An 
example of the information a wholesaler would need from a supplier to list the product in its Patient Medical 
Record (PMR) system can be found in document 206024, spreadsheet titled ‘BAPW New Line Form’ attached to 
Document 206023, email from [] (Mawdsleys) to [Alissa Senior Employee] dated 23 October 2015. A PMR 
system allows pharamcies to (i) check which wholesalers are listing the product to dispense and (ii) place their 
orders accordingly. For a list of PMR providers, see System suppliers list and info: PSNC Main site. 
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purchasing patterns is therefore also relevant when assessing the relevant 
market in this case. 

4.126. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 below show the proportion of wholesalers’ 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablet purchases which are full and skinny label, from 
March 2016 to November 2017. 

Figure 4.8: Wholesalers’ purchases of 10mg full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets in the 
UK March 2016 – November 2017 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

Figure 4.9: Wholesalers’ purchases of 20mg full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets in the 
UK March 2016 – November 2017 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

4.127. Figures 4.8 and 4.9, together with the evidence from wholesalers, show that: 

a. The two largest full-line wholesalers, AAH and Alliance, together 
accounting for 51% of all sales of hydrocortisone tablets, mainly sold 
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full label hydrocortisone tablets.1255 However, their sales volumes of 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, in particular those sold to their 
customers other than Boots and Lloyds, increased since March 
2016.1256 During the period from March 2016 to November 2017,1257 

sales of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets accounted for 13% and 
18% of all AAH and Alliance sales of hydrocortisone tablets, 
respectively. 

b. Other wholesalers (such as DE Pharma and Sigma)1258 purchased the 
majority of their hydrocortisone tablets from skinny label suppliers. DE 
Pharma and Sigma are both short-line wholesalers who sell primarily to 
small and independent pharmacies. This purchasing evidence is 
consistent with the views on pharmacy purchasing behaviour set out at 
paragraphs 4.98 to 4.103 above, showing that skinny label tablet 
demand came predominantly from small and independent pharmacies. 

Hospital purchasing 

4.128. That full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets were treated as the same 
generic medicine is further confirmed by the fact that the NHS did not 
distinguish between full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets in its hospital 
tenders in England, Scotland and Wales,1259 which included hydrocortisone 
tablets amongst a range of other drugs. Indeed, these tenders were awarded 
to suppliers of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets, which is consistent with 
full and skinny label tablets being considered as interchangeable.1260 

1255 See section 3.E.IV.c.ii for AAH and Alliance’s views on purchasing full and skinny label tablets. 
1256 In 2017, 38% of AAH’s sales to customers other than Lloyds and 60% of Alliance’s sales to customer other 
than Boots were skinny label tablets, see table 3.9 above. See also Document 02267 and Document 02201, 
responses by AAH and Alliance to question 11 the CMA’s section 26 notices dated 19 December 2017. See also 
Document 02202, response by Alliance to question 6 of the same section 26 notice.   
1257 The period over which the CMA gathered data from pharmacies on their skinny label purchases. 
1258 During the period from March 2017 to November 2017, skinny label hydrocortisone tablets accounted for 
74% and 83% of all DE Pharma's and Sigma's sales of hydrocortisone tablets, respectively. In 2017, 84% of DE 
Pharma's and 94% of Sigma's sales of hydrocortisone tablets were skinny label. CMA analysis based on DE 
Pharma's and Sigma's purchases of hydrocortisone tablets between March 2016 and June 2017 (Document 
01780 and Document 01856, DE Pharma and Sigma responses to the CMA’s section 26 notices dated 21 June 
2017). 
1259 Document 02238, Intas, Accord and Accord-UK Limited’s response to CMA’s section 26 notice of 20 
December 2017. These tenders covered a number of drugs, including hydrocortisone tablets. Each product line is 
considered and awarded separately. 
1260 With regard to the NHS tender in England, Actavis lost on price to AMCo for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and 
to Bristol Laboratories for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. With respect to the NHS tender in Scotland, Actavis lost 
on price to Teva for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, but was awarded the supply of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
With respect to the NHS tender in Wales, Actavis lost the supply of both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
to Teva (see Document 02238, Intas, Accord and Accord-UK’s response to question 3 of the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 December 2017). 
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Price trends

4.129. Price trends1261 following independent entry by skinny label tablet suppliers 
further demonstrate the competitive relationship between full and skinny 
label tablets. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 below show the evolution of full and 
skinny label tablet prices and the Drug Tariff price for 10mg and 20mg tablet 
strengths respectively.

Figure 4.10: Average price of full and skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties and the Drug Tariff price for England.

1261 Consistently with the General Court’s judgments in AstraZeneca and Servier, price-related factors are 
relevant to the CMA’s assessment of the relevant market when assessed in their own context (see Servier v 
Commission, EU:T:2018:922, paragraph 1411, and T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, 
paragraph 183). In a case such as this where the substitution decision is being made by pharmacies which are 
price sensitive, price trends are clearly relevant.
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Figure 4.11: Average price of Auden/Actavis’s full label 20mg tablets, Waymade’s full label 
20mg tablets and skinny label 20mg hydrocortisone tablets

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties and the Drug Tariff price for England.

4.130. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show that:

a. Both full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablet prices declined
following independent entry by other suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets
(during the time when switching from full to skinny label tablets was
taking place, see paragraph 4.116 above).

b. The price declines followed similar trajectories for both full and skinny
label tablets (though skinny label tablet prices declined at a faster rate,
particularly for 10mg tablets).

c. There was a price premium for Auden/Actavis’s1262 full label tablets
over skinny label tablets during the Infringements: skinny label tablet
prices were below full label tablet prices throughout the period following
independent entry. However, the absolute gap between full and skinny
label tablet prices has become narrower over time, with the price
difference being fully eroded for 20mg during early 2018.

4.131. Consistently with this, since entry by skinny label tablets suppliers, 
Auden/Actavis's prices have fallen (see section 3.E.V.b.ii above). In the 
period from March 2016 to December 2017, Auden/Actavis's average 

1262 As shown in figure 4.11, Waymade, as the other 20mg full label supplier, was unable to maintain a premium 
as compared to competing skinny label tablet suppliers. See further section 4.C.II.c.ii.



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

monthly prices for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets fell by 59% and 
75%, respectively.1263 

4.132. Figure 4.10 also shows that the falls in prices have also led to a reduction in 
the monthly 10mg Drug Tariff price of 53% during this period.1264 This is 
because, as explained in section 3.E.I.b above, the 10mg Drug Tariff price 
(being in Category M) is calculated based on average selling prices from 
certain suppliers together with an adjustment factor for pharmacy profits. The 
20mg Drug Tariff Price, being in Category A and based on certain suppliers’ 
list prices, fell to a lesser extent (15% during this period, as shown in figure 
4.11). 

4.133. The facts that it was skinny label tablet entry that led to full label tablet prices 
falling (reversing the upwards trend up until that point) and that following 
skinny label tablet entry both full and skinny label tablet prices have followed 
a similar trend support the CMA's conclusion that skinny label tablets have 
acted as a competitive constraint on full label tablets. These falls in price can 
be attributed to two factors, though the size of each effect is not clear (nor is 
it necessary to determine the size of each effect): 

a. direct price competition between full and skinny label tablets; and 

b. for 10mg tablets1265 the indirect price constraint arising from the Drug 
Tariff mechanism whereby (lower) skinny label tablet prices 
progressively reduced the level of the Drug Tariff price. 

4.134. As explained in section 3.E.I.b, the Drug Tariff price is calculated based on 
average selling prices, and suppliers then set their own selling prices taking 
account of the Drug Tariff price and the need for a discount to allow for 
wholesaler margins. This means that lower average selling prices will, by 
reducing the Drug Tariff price, indirectly constrain future selling prices. Such 
an indirect price constraint is directly attributable to the entry of skinny label 
tablet suppliers because the DHSC did not differentiate between full and 
skinny label tablets and therefore took into account both full and skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablet prices in setting the Drug Tariff price. 

1263 The absolute price decreases over the period for 10mg and 20mg tablets were £42.81 and £46.76, 
respectively.
1264 The absolute price decreases over the period for 10mg and 20mg Drug Tariff prices were £46.63 and £14.58, 
for 10mg and 20mg tablets respectively (from March 2016 to December 2017).
1265 As explained in section 3.E.I.b, since 20mg hydrocortisone tablets were in category A of the Drug Tariff, the 
Drug Tariff price was set based on list prices so the indirect constraint on 20mg prices did not arise. This is 
shown in figure 4.11 where 20mg Drug Tariff prices remained high and did not follow the downwards trajectory of 
20mg average selling prices (until 20mg tablets moved to category M of the Drug Tariff in June 2019). 
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4.135. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 also show that following independent entry of 
hydrocortisone tablet suppliers, the segments for 10mg and 20mg strengths 
have evolved differently. In particular, there has been a quicker convergence 
in prices between Auden/Actavis and competing suppliers for 20mg tablets, 
whereas the convergence has been slower for 10mg tablets with a price 
differential between full and skinny label tablets persisting throughout the 
Infringements and beyond. This can be attributed to there being an 
alternative full label tablet supplier present for 20mg but not for 10mg tablets. 

4.136. For 10mg hydrocortisone tablets independent entry first occurred in October 
2015. Although Actavis lost around half of its volumes and reduced its price 
over time, that was in response to skinny label tablets only, given that no 
supplier has been able to obtain a full label MA (see section 3.D.III.c 
above).1266 This meant there was no alternative supplier for those customers 
who had no choice but to purchase full label tablets. Since there was only 
one supplier of full label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (Actavis), that supplier 
was therefore able to charge a premium over skinny label tablets. In fact, 
10mg full and skinny label tablet prices [], see section 3.E.V.b.iv 
above).1267 

4.137. For 20mg hydrocortisone tablets independent entry first occurred in July 
2015, by Waymade. That entry meant that Actavis faced competition from 
another full label tablet supplier.1268 During the period following independent 
entry, Actavis's price converged with the prices of other suppliers' 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, although that was not until early 2018, with Actavis 
maintaining a premium over its competitors' prices until at least the end of 
the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. Where a second full label tablet supplier was 
present, it was able to act as a more effective competitive constraint on 
Actavis – customers who required full label 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
faced a choice of suppliers and were able to switch their supply to Waymade 
or use the threat to switch as leverage to obtain lower supply prices from 
Actavis (see section 4.C.II.d.ii). 

4.138. This comparison shows that, while it is clear that skinny label tablets were a 
constraint on full label tablets, that constraint was asymmetric with skinny 
label tablets imposing a weaker constraint than full label tablets as a result of 
the products being differentiated and pharmacies’ dispensing decisions. That 

1266 That will remain the case until Plenadren's orphan designation status expires in November 2021. 
1267 The fact that Auden/Actavis's price for 10mg tablets remained significantly above those charged by skinny 
label tablet suppliers does not contradict the CMA's conclusion that both full and skinny label hydrocortisone 
tablets are part of the same relevant product market as these are differentiated products; see OFT403 Market 
definition, paragraph 3.5 and section 4.C.II for the CMA’s assessment of dominance. 
1268 See section 4.C.II.c for the CMA’s assessment of Actavis’s dominance in the post-entry period in the 20mg 
tablets market. 
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asymmetric constraint is evident from the fact that there has been a faster 
convergence in full and skinny label tablet prices for 20mg tablets where 
there is a second full label tablet supplier for customers to choose from.  

4.139. Overall, price trends support the evidence on substitution patterns (with 50% 
by volume switching to skinny label tablets) in showing that full and skinny 
label hydrocortisone tablets were sufficiently interchangeable to form part of 
the same relevant product market. Following independent entry by skinny 
label tablet suppliers (from October 2015 for 10mg tablets and from March 
2016 for 20mg tablets), the prices of hydrocortisone tablets (including 
Auden/Actavis's prices) fell over time and full and skinny label tablets fell on 
a similar trajectory to one another (albeit with Auden/Actavis retaining a price 
premium above competitors’), showing that skinny label hydrocortisone 
tablets imposed a sufficient competitive constraint on full label 
hydrocortisone tablets, such that they should be included in the same 
relevant product market. 

Representations on whether full and skinny label tablets form part of the relevant 
product market 

‘Full and skinny label tablets are not substitutes’ 

4.140. AMCo, Cinven and Waymade submitted that the orphan designation meant 
that, despite bioequivalence, full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 
were not substitutes from the demand-side perspective of pharmacies. The 
evidence relied on by the parties which they claimed supports this 
submission included:1269 

a. Documents in which pharmacies selected which product to stock based 
on the indication;1270 

b. Evidence on the file showing pharmacists were aware of the 
differences between full and skinny label products and were not 
prepared to purchase skinny label product due to the associated 
compliance risks;1271 

1269 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.7.2, 4.41-4.49, Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 5.23, 5.30-5.35, Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.121-8.127. Waymade also 
submitted in this context that AAH and Alliance, major wholesale customers, would not substitute full for skinny 
label product (Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.126). However, as figure 4.9 shows, both AAH 
and Alliance did purchase skinny label tablets. Cinven further submitted that the fact of bioequivalence does not 
alter the unambiguous evidence that a full range of indications is considered essential to a large number of large 
pharmacies (Document 206665, Cinven’s RLOF, paragraph 3.19).  
1270 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.123. 
1271 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 4.44. 
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c. Evidence on the file showing an absence of demand from major 
wholesalers and large pharmacies for skinny label tablets and that 
customers viewed full and skinny label differently, which informed their 
decisions over whether to stock and dispense skinny label tablets.1272 

d. Evidence that eight out of 10 large pharmacies purchase either no or 
only small quantities of skinny label tablets.1273 

e. Evidence that a ‘significant proportion of the market’ purchase the full 
indication product is materially inconsistent with the assertion that a 
significant number of pharmacies substitute between full and skinny 
label product.1274 

4.141. AMCo, Cinven and Waymade further submitted that there was no possibility 
for supply-side substitution between full and skinny label products (despite 
full and skinny label tablets being bioequivalent) due to the orphan 
designation which created a barrier for skinny label suppliers to expand their 
sales, citing:1275 

a. Evidence from suppliers of skinny label tablet suppliers: 

i. that the orphan designation created a significant barrier to entry 
and that they are unable to supply mainline wholesalers and 
major pharmacy groups who are unwilling to stock skinny label 
products;1276 

ii. that ‘manufacturers were concerned about the willingness of 
customers to stock reduced indication products’;1277 and 

iii. skinny label suppliers’ experience of entering the market.1278 

1272 In this context Cinven submitted that It is not correct to say that pharmacies do not distinguish between full 
and skinny label tablets. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.23, 5.30-5.35. See also Document 
206665, Cinven’s RLOF, paragraph 3.17, in which Cinven submitted that the large part of the market remaining 
with full label product highlights ‘the error in the CMA's theoretical assessment as to whether pharmacists could 
dispense a reduced indication product, as opposed to the practical reality of whether pharmacists would stock 
and dispense a reduced indication product.’ 
1273 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 5.31, Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 4.44. 
Waymade submitted that five of the ten largest pharmacy chains purchased very low volumes of skinny label 
tablets or none at all. Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.124. 
1274 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.46. See also Document 206670, AMCO’s RLOF, 
paragraph 4.11. 
1275 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.65-4.73, Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 
5.51-5.59. 
1276 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 4.67. See also Document 206670, AMCo’s RLOF, paragraphs 
4.8-4.9. 
1277 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 5.58. 
1278 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.125. 
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b. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s email to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
dated 2 January 20141279 identifying a low number of prescriptions 
identified as ‘Adrenal insufficiency in adults’ which AMCo claimed was 
reflective of an internal discussion concerning commercial negotiations 
between Auden and AMCo, and furthermore, the interpretation of that 
IMS dataset was later corrected.1280 

c. Project Guardian material which AMCo submitted shows ‘Auden only 
feared a competitive constraint arising if pharmacies dispensed medical 
products “off-label” against regulatory guidance’ and that Auden/Actavis 
successfully sought to emphasise the lack of substitutability between 
full and skinny label products.1281 

4.142. The CMA rejects these submissions for the following reasons. First, the 
parties have focused only on demand from the largest pharmacies and 
wholesalers. This is a highly partial view of hydrocortisone tablet demand 
and ignores demand from other customers, particularly from independent 
pharmacies. It was also primarily this section of the market which switched to 
skinny label tablets and made up a significant proportion of the roughly 50% 
of the market that switched to skinny label tablets (as set out in figures 4.6 
and 4.7 above). 

4.143. Much of the analysis submitted by AMCo, Cinven and Waymade in support 
of their representations relied on responses from pharmacies seeking to 
explain full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets purchasing behaviour. 
However, it is how full and skinny label tablets were substituted for one 
another in practice (ie what pharmacies and wholesalers actually did)1282 that 
demonstrates whether the degree of the constraint was sufficient for them to 
be placed in the same relevant product market.  

4.144. Purchasing patterns when skinny label tablets entered the market 
demonstrate that around half of customers, by volume, switched their 
purchases from full to skinny label. Further, the introduction of skinny label 
tablets resulted in declines in the price of both full and skinny label tablets 
(reversing the trend of increases in hydrocortisone tablets that had prevailed 
in the seven years prior to skinny label tablet entry). As set out above, this 
evidence demonstrates that skinny label tablets exerted a sufficient 

1279 Document 200164, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 2 January 
2014. 
1280 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.70-71. 
1281 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 4.72. 
1282 As the CAT said in Phenytoin, ‘What matters, for this competition analysis, is what pharmacists actually did’, 
Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 132. See also 
paragraph 143.  
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constraint on full label tablets to be included in the same relevant product 
market. 

4.145. Accordingly, the CMA does not accept that the sources of evidence relied 
upon by the parties demonstrate a lack of substitution between full and 
skinny label tablets overall, rather they demonstrate a lack of substitution 
between full and skinny label tablets by some customers. As set out at 
section 3.E.IV.c.i above, certain pharmacies had no choice but to purchase 
full label tablets (ie those supplied by Auden/Actavis).1283 However, the 
presence of some customers that are unable to switch products does not 
necessarily imply separate markets for those products. Instead, it is the 
switching and price trends overall that are important in determining whether 
the level of competitive constraints are sufficient to place both products in 
the same market. In this case, evidence shows that around 50% of 
customers (by volume) switched to skinny label tablets, and it was the entry 
of skinny label tablet suppliers that resulted in falls in both full and skinny 
label tablet prices (whether through direct price competition or an indirect 
pricing constraint arising from the Drug Tariff mechanism), based on which 
the CMA has concluded that full and skinny label tablets are in the same 
relevant product market. See also section 3.E.IV.a above and Annex D for a 
detailed discussion of the demand for skinny label tablets. 

‘Market definition should be based on contemporaneous evidence’ 

4.146. AMCo, Auden/Actavis, Cinven and Waymade submitted that market 
definition should be based on views of how products were likely to interact at 
the time the parties entered into the relevant Agreements, and should not be 
made retrospectively by relying on later evidence to draw conclusions about 
the relevant period, particularly in the context that market definition can 
change over time.1284 

4.147. The implication of the parties’ submissions is that the quantitative evidence 
presented above is not relevant to the question of market definition and 
should not be relied on. The CMA disagrees. It was not until entry occurred 
that the level of demand for skinny label tablets and the extent of competitive 
interaction between full and skinny label tablets could be observed. For this 
reason, data and evidence on how substitution occurred is highly relevant for 
market definition.1285 In this case, the evidence demonstrates substantial 

1283 See section 4.C.II.c.iii for an analysis of how those customers formed an assured based which enabled 
Auden to charge a price premium. 
1284 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 4.77, Document 205217, Auden/Accord’s RSSO paragraph 
3.19, Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO paragraphs 5.3, 5.23 and 5.33, Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, 
paragraph 8.119 and 8.121. See also Document 206665, Cinven’s RLOF, paragraph 3.2. 
1285 When available, actual examples of substitution between two products will normally be fundamental for 
market definition: see Commission Notice on Market Definition, paragraph 38. 
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switching to skinny label tablets (with approximately 50% by volume 
purchasing skinny label tablets).1286 

4.148. In any event, the CMA considers that evidence on how full and skinny label 
tablets were likely to interact prior to entry by skinny label tablets is 
consistent with the evidence on how the market subsequently evolved. As 
explained in section 3.E.IV.a above, the evidence prior to entry does not 
show an absence of demand (as the parties submitted), but instead reveals 
uncertainty over the level of expected demand. At the point at which skinny 
label tablet suppliers had not yet entered the market, the degree of 
substitutability between full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets was 
untested, and there was uncertainty over the extent to which pharmacies 
would be willing to stock skinny label products.  

4.149. As regards Cinven’s submission that the relevant market changed over time, 
there is no evidence to suggest that the market changed in this case. The 
only change in ‘market conditions’ was independent entry taking place, 
which could have taken place earlier absent the Agreements, and indeed 
market participants have confirmed they would have purchased skinny label 
tablets earlier had they been available (see Annex D.IV). There is no 
suggestion that had that entry taken place earlier, or by a different company, 
the same substitution would not have taken place (see market demand 
section). 

‘The price difference between full and skinny label tablets is larger than a SSNIP’ 

4.150. Cinven and Waymade submitted that the price differential between full and 
skinny label tablets is larger than a SSNIP in the price of full label 
hydrocortisone tablets which implies that full and skinny label tablets are in 
separate markets.1287 AMCo made the related submission that full label 
tablets traded at a significant premium with an ongoing price differential, 
which suggests Auden’s pricing was not constrained by the availability of the 
cheaper skinny label tablets.1288 In support of its position, Cinven made the 
following submissions: 

1286 In any event, it is well-established that evidence outside the period in which impugned conduct occurred may 
be used to inform the assessment of whether an infringement occurred during that period. For example, see (by 
analogy) Streetmap v Google [2016] EWHC 253 (Ch), paragraph 90: ‘it is for [a claimant or, here, the competition 
authority] to establish that the conduct was reasonably likely to harm competition. In determining that question, 
the court will take into account, as a very relevant consideration, evidence as to what the actual effect of the 
conduct has been.’ 
1287 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.129, Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 
5.3, 5.17, and 5.41-5.45. See also Document 206665, Cinven’s RLOF, paragraph 3.32. 
1288 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.83-4.85.  
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a. The continued difference in prices between full and reduced indication 
products is a significant factor pointing to the existence of a separate 
market for full indication product.1289 

b. [] ‘even though reduced indication products had taken some volumes 
from full indication products, the fact that Auden Mckenzie's prices 
following entry had not fallen below pre-entry levels indicated that sales 
of reduced indication products would not be able to constrain a SSNIP 
on full indication products, i.e. that even after market entry, demand 
substitutability remained limited’ 

c. Auden’s current prices for 10mg tablets [] are more than a 10% 
SSNIP above two proxies for the competitive price level: prevailing 
20mg full label prices [] and the CMA’s cost-plus estimate for 10mg 
full label hydrocortisone tablets (of £4.20 per pack).1290 

d. Further, Cinven submitted a critical loss analysis, which sought to 
demonstrate that the relevant market is no wider than 10mg full label 
tablets. Cinven submitted that its ‘analysis shows that the volumes 
which would need to switch to reduced indication products in response 
to a 5-10% price differential in order to make a SSNIP on the full 
indication product unprofitable (i.e. the critical loss) is greater than the 
actual losses that would be expected to occur’.1291 

4.151. The purpose of market definition is to understand competitive constraints 
acting on full label tablets, and in turn to assess dominance of the supplier of 
those tablets, Auden/Actavis. In this case, it is clear that a competitive 
relationship between full and skinny label tablets exists: skinny label tablet 
entry led to substantial switching from full to skinny label tablets (of around 
50% by volume), and substantial price falls (reversing the previous seven 
years of unchecked price rises for full label tablets). Being able to clearly 
observe the impact of entry taking place, with direct evidence of the changes 
this brought about and knowing that there are no other changes in the 
meantime to explain those trends (nor competitive constraints from other 
medicines given that the CMA has concluded that the market was no wider 

1289 Cinven submitted that pharmacies considered skinny label hydrocortisone tablets to be differentiated from full 
label tablets and that a large portion of customers do not purchase skinny label tablets despite the significant 
price difference. (Document 206665, Cinven’s RLOF, paragraphs 3.24-3.32). However, the CMA disagrees that 
these facts points to separate markets for full and skinny label tablets, as Cinven suggested, and instead 
considers that these facts, together with the trends in prices and volumes following skinny label entry, support the 
CMA’s findings that full and skinny label tablets formed part of the same relevant product market, and that 
Auden/Actavis was dominant in that market in the post-entry period with full label customers providing an assured 
base (see section 4.C.II.c below).
1290 Document 204969, Cinven’s CRA analysis, paragraphs 4, 12 and 46-53. 
1291 Document 204967, Cinven RSSO, paragraphs 5.49-5.50, Document 204969, Cinven’s CRA analysis, 
paragraphs 4 and 19-45. 
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than hydrocortisone tablets), provides strong evidence of full and skinny 
label tablets being in the same relevant product market. In the face of such 
clear evidence that skinny label tablets imposed a competitive constraint on 
full label tablets, exercises such as a SSNIP test or critical loss analysis, 
both hypothetical exercises reliant on the data and assumptions being used, 
are unnecessary. 

4.152. Further, the existence of an ongoing price differential between full and skinny 
label tablet prices is not inconsistent with this market definition finding. As 
set out above, full label tablet prices were clearly constrained (whether 
directly or indirectly through the Drug Tariff mechanism) by skinny label 
tablets following their entry by virtue of the obvious and observable fact that 
it was skinny label tablet entry that led to full label tablets losing sales (to 
skinny label tablets) and the beginning of a series of price falls (in total 
contrast to the price trend prior to skinny label tablet entry). Rather than 
implying a lack of competitive constraint, the ongoing price differential arises 
due to the degree of the constraint given that full and skinny label tablets are 
differentiated products. The degree of the competitive constraint is assessed 
in section 4.C.II.c. 

4.153. In any event, the critical loss analysis provided by Cinven (which it said was 
based on conservative assumptions biased towards finding a wider product 
market) is not informative for market definition due to the way it has been 
carried out. Cinven’s analysis focuses on observations when the ratio of full 
to skinny prices was close to 1.1292 The period in which that price ratio 
occurred was immediately following entry, a time of transition when skinny 
label tablet prices were close to full label tablet prices and uptake of skinny 
label tablets was only just commencing. In other words, rather than seeking 
to assess substitutability during a competitive period, the analysis focusses 
on a period when competition was only just becoming established. 
Moreover, there are very few data points to show the impact when prices 
were around that level (since prices of full and skinny label tablets were not 
close to each other for more than a matter of months). In addition to being 
unnecessary, Cinven’s critical loss analysis is therefore also uninformative 
as it is conducted with limited data for a period that is not representative of 
competition between full and skinny label tablets. 

1292 Cinven’s analysis focussed on the time when relative prices of full and skinny label tablets were similar in 
order to be able to estimate the volume impact on a 5% increase in full label tablet prices, based on the trendline 
between prices and volumes which it had calculated. Document 204969, Cinven’s CRA analysis, paragraph 35 
and Figure 3. 
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‘The CMA’s quantitative analysis does not demonstrate a competitive relationship 
between full and skinny label tablets’ 

4.154. Cinven submitted that it was entirely unclear ‘why the CMA considers the 
proportion of customers that switched to be significant enough to define a 
single market or what it assess to be the relevant threshold for substitution to 
be significant enough’.1293 Cinven submitted that the CMA had not 
undertaken any quantitative analysis of the hypothetical monopolist test, and 
had not taken into account the cellophane fallacy, which was, it stated, 
contrary to the approach in Phenytoin.1294 

4.155. Although the substitution to skinny label tablets has formed an important part 
of the market definition assessment, it has not been this assessment in 
isolation or based on any specific threshold that has been determinative for 
the market definition reached. It is also not necessary for the CMA to 
determine and apply a 'threshold' for whether substitution is 'significant 
enough'. Taking such an approach (which is not required in law) would 
reduce the determination of the relevant market to the application of a 
mathematical calculation, which would ignore the relevant context, including 
the qualitative evidence relating to substitution and interchangeability. 
Instead, the CMA has considered both qualitative and quantitative evidence 
in context and in the round, bearing in mind also that market definition is a 
step in the process of determining whether an undertaking is dominant, not 
an end in itself. In particular, the CMA has considered the impact of skinny 
label tablet entry through both price and volume trends, and has concluded 
that those impacts of falling prices and switching volumes can only have 
come about because of the competitive constraint from skinny label tablets. 
With this evidence being available and being able to observe the impacts of 
entry directly, it has not been necessary to conduct a hypothetical 
monopolist test. However, in conducting this analysis, the CMA has been 
mindful of the cellophane fallacy, as explained at footnote 1242 above. 

4.156. AMCo submitted that the CMA’s quantitative analysis of prices and volumes 
did not demonstrate a competitive relationship between full and skinny label 
suppliers, in particular, stating that:1295 

a. The erosion of Auden’s volumes by April 2017 does not constitute 
evidence of a competitive relationship between full and skinny label 

1293 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 5.13.  
1294 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 5.13 and 5.36-5.40. 
1295 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.76-4.92. ‘Contrary to the CMA’s claims, an analysis of the 
interaction between full and reduced indication product in terms of volumes and prices shows that reduced 
indication product did not exercise a sufficient competitive constraint on the full indication product to be included 
in the same market as it.’ Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 4.7.3 
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tablets during the relevant period, and some volume interaction 
between two products is not conclusive evidence of there being a 
single product market encompassing those two products. 

b. The CMA has not shown there is any price/volume interaction in 
respect of the supply of product to different sets of customers, and the 
dominance analysis was clear in saying full label product was the only 
option for many customers (citing evidence that Alliance and Sigma 
were unsuccessful in price negotiations with Auden), suggesting a 
complete lack of interchangeability between full and skinny product 
from a demand perspective.1296 

4.157. The CMA rejects AMCo’s submission. First, AMCo’s characterisation of 
there being ‘some’ volume interaction considerably understates the position 
where around 50% of volumes were switched to skinny label tablets. 
Secondly, the CMA’s analysis is not premised solely on the volume impact, 
but has considered both the price and volume trends following entry by 
skinny label tablet suppliers, and concluded that these trends demonstrate 
that skinny label tablets imposed a sufficient constraint on full label tablets to 
warrant inclusion in the same product market. Third, the CMA recognises 
that certain customers had no choice but to purchase full label tablets (which 
is assessed in section 4.C.II.c.iii), but the presence of some customers 
purchasing only full label tablets does not, as AMCo suggests, amount to a 
‘complete lack of interchangeability’. Across all customers, there were a 
substantial portion of customers that switched to skinny label tablets, 
including some customers, such as AAH and Alliance, that purchased both 
full and skinny label tablets. 

iii. Different tablet strengths 

4.158. In determining the relevant market for the purposes of this Decision, the 
CMA has also considered whether 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
are differentiated products within the same product market or whether they 
are in different product markets. 

4.159. The evidence shows there was a lack of interchangeability between 10mg 
and 20mg strengths on the demand side: 

a. First, both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets contain the same 
active ingredient (albeit in different quantities) and are used to treat the 
same conditions. However, 10mg hydrocortisone tablets are used 

1296 See also Document 206670, AMCO’s RLOF, paragraph 4.12 and Document 206694, AMCo’s letter to the 
CMA dated 15 June 2021. 
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considerably more frequently (accounting for 96% of sales by 
volume)1297 because 20mg hydrocortisone tablets are used normally 
only on a short-term basis for patients who temporarily need higher 
doses,1298 accounting for around 4% of all hydrocortisone tablets 
dispensed (see paragraph 3.125).  

b. Secondly, the evidence shows that while both tablet strengths can be 
used to treat the same conditions, substitution on the demand side 
between 10mg and 20mg tablets is likely to be limited. Patients often 
need to spread doses of hydrocortisone tablets throughout the day in 
10mg or 5mg doses (see paragraph 3.124 above). Although a 10mg 
tablet can be replaced with (half) a 20mg tablet, 10mg tablets are often 
further subdivided by being split into two or even four to make 5mg or 
2.5mg doses. However, it is difficult to divide a 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablet into 5mg or 2.5mg.1299 

c. The lower demand and reduced substitutability on the demand side for 
20mg tablets might be a factor that is reflected in their prices, which, 
per pack of 30 tablets, were not significantly above those of 10mg 
tablets throughout the majority of the Infringements, despite containing 
twice as much of the active ingredient. Alternatively, this may simply 
reflect that on the supply side all other costs associated with making 
and selling the tablets are similar for both 10mg and 20mg tablets.1300 

d. Prescriptions tend to specify the tablet strength,1301 so pharmacies are 
not able to make switching decisions between the different strengths. 
Pharmacies are reimbursed at a different price depending on which 
tablet strength they dispense, because there are separate 
reimbursement prices for each tablet strength, and the different 
strengths have moved to different categories of the Drug Tariff at 
different times.1302 

1297 See section 3.C.II above. 
1298 Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 
2017, page 2. 
1299 Although breaking a 20mg tablet into two 10mg doses is also a possibility (see Document 02046.B, note of 
call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 2017, response to questions 1 and 
2, page 2). 
1300 This similarity in costs means that, while in principle one 20mg tablet could be substituted by two 10mg 
tablets, this is likely to be uneconomic in practice given the additional costs of manufacturing and distributing two 
tablets instead of one. 
1301 Document 00603, response to question 10, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016. 
1302 10mg tablets moved from Category A to Category M in June 2014. 20mg tablets moved from Category A to 
Category M in June 2019.See section 3.E.I.b above. 
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4.160. The evidence on competitive conditions on the supply-side changed during 
the Infringements, following the entry of independent competing suppliers of 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

4.161. Prior to entry by competing suppliers of hydrocortisone tablets, 
Auden/Actavis adopted similar prices per pack for both 10mg and 20mg 
tablets. This is shown in figure 4.12 below, which illustrates that, aside from 
some fluctuations in Auden/Actavis’s 20mg hydrocortisone tablet prices 
during 2008 and early 2009, the price ratio of 10mg and 20mg tablets was 
reasonably constant, at just under 1, throughout the period prior to the entry 
of competing suppliers. 

Figure 4.12: Auden/Actavis’s 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablet prices, and ratio of those 
prices 

Source: CMA analysis of data submitted by Auden/Actavis 

4.162. The broadly consistent ratio of 10mg to 20mg prices means that 20mg 
tablets were relatively cheaper for a given dose. Despite this, their usage 
remained around only 4% of total hydrocortisone tablet volumes. These price 
and volume trends therefore do not suggest that there were different 
competitive constraints as between 10mg and 20mg tablets during that time. 
This is to be expected given the lack of competitive constraints 
Auden/Actavis was facing and is consistent with a monopolist supplier 
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setting optimal prices based on market conditions for each tablet 
strength.1303 

4.163. However, given during that period there were no other suppliers of either 
strength of hydrocortisone tablets, it makes no difference whether 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets are considered separately or as a combined 
product market for the dominance assessment.1304 This is because 
Auden/Actavis's market share was 100% even when the market is given its 
widest possible definition. 

4.164. Therefore, the CMA has adopted the widest possible market definition prior 
to independent entry and treated 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets as 
being part of the same relevant product market. This is despite some of the 
evidence (particularly from the demand side) suggesting that there may have 
always been separate markets for 10mg and 20mg tablets. However, that 
distinction was only properly observable as a result of independent entry, 
following which it has been possible to see that 10mg and 20mg tablet prices 
have evolved differently in response to the introduction of competition. Given 
that the primary role of market definition in this case is to determine whether 
Auden/Actavis held a dominant position, adopting the widest possible market 
definition errs in Auden/Actavis's favour – if it was dominant in a wider 
market then it will also have been dominant if the market is defined more 
narrowly. 

4.165. Following independent entry by competing hydrocortisone tablet suppliers 
(from July 2015), the 10mg and 20mg market segments evolved differently 
(as set out at paragraphs 4.135 to 4.137 above):  

a. The degree of competition in those segments differed primarily due to 
the granting of the orphan designation status to Plenadren, because 
Auden/Actavis's 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets along with 
Waymade's 20mg hydrocortisone tablets benefitted from the orphan 
designation. As explained in section 3.D.III.C above, the orphan 
designation prevented any other supplier from being able to obtain a 
full label MA and resulted in there being an alternative full label supplier 

1303 During the period prior to independent entry Auden/Actavis did face a competitive constraint in the form of 
potential entry from full and skinny label tablet suppliers, but this potential entry did not constrain its behaviour to 
an appreciable extent in the market at that time, not least because Auden/Actavis's response to the threat of 
competitive entry (from Waymade and AMCo) was to buy that threat off, see section 6.D.II below. 
1304 The CMA also notes that, contrary to Cinven’s suggestions (Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 
5.19) it makes no difference for the agreements assessment whether 10mg and 20mg strengths are considered 
separately or as a combined product market because AMCo, as a potential supplier of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, would be competing in the same market as Auden/Actavis under either scenario (see section 6.C.II.b.iv). 
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for 20mg tablets whereas Auden/Actavis was the only full label supplier 
for 10mg tablets. 

b. These differences show that 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
were in separate product markets following independent entry because 
Actavis faced different competitive constraints as between 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the period following independent entry. 

4.166. The CMA has therefore concluded, based on a lack of demand-side 
substitutability and different competitive conditions between 10mg and 20mg 
tablets, that 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets were in separate 
relevant markets following independent entry. While 10mg and 20mg tablets 
may have been in separate markets prior to independent entry as well, the 
CMA has erred in Auden/Actavis's favour and given the relevant market its 
widest possible definition, concluding that 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets were part of the same relevant market prior to independent entry.1305 

Representations on the CMA’s assessment of different tablet strengths 

4.167. AMCo and Cinven submitted that there is an inconsistency or internal 
incoherence in finding that the orphan designation led the market to segment 
into separate markets for 10mg and 20mg tablet strengths, but the orphan 
designation did not have a sufficient impact on interchangeability between 
full and skinny label tablets to define separate full and skinny label 
markets.1306 Cinven further submitted that skinny label tablets pose a weaker 
constraint than full label tablets and this had led to different price trends and 
competitive dynamics in the 10mg and 20mg markets due to the presence of 
a second full label supplier in 20mg market: this same reasoning means full 
and skinny label 10mg tablets are not part of same relevant market.1307 

4.168. The CMA does not consider that its analysis is inconsistent. To the contrary, 
it is consistent that where a market contains two differentiated products, with 
asymmetric constraints where one is a stronger constraint on the other than 
vice versa (as with full and skinny label tablets), that competition will be more 
intense and prices will erode faster when there are a greater number of 
competitors supplying the full label product. That does not, however, mean 
that the two differentiated products are not in the same market.  

1305 As set out at paragraph 4.5 above, whether 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets were in separate 
markets, or the point at which they became separate, does not affect the outcome of the CMA's dominance 
analysis.
1306 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.56-4.60, Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO paragraphs 
5.4 and 5.7-5.13. 
1307 Document 204969, Cinven’s CRA analysis, paragraphs 4 and 13-18. 
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4.169. The expectation in theory is borne out by the facts in this case. The 10mg 
and 20mg markets evolved differently following entry (because the presence 
of a second full label supplier in the 20mg market increased the constraint on 
Auden/Actavis when compared to 10mg market where all entrants were 
skinny label suppliers). This led to different competitive dynamics for each of 
the tablet strengths and the divergence of 10mg and 20mg prices, 
highlighting that 10mg and 20mg tablet strengths were in separate markets. 
This reflects the asymmetric constraint between full and skinny label tablets 
(ie that a full label competitor imposed a greater constraint than facing only 
skinny label competitors) rather than the absence of constraint from skinny 
label tablets as the parties suggested. The orphan designation conferred 
market power to Auden/Actavis as supplier of full label tablets (see section 
4.C.II.c.iii below), which is not inconsistent with the constraint from skinny 
label tablets being sufficient to place them in the same market (see 
paragraphs 4.13 to 4.17 above). 

d. The relevant geographic market 

4.170. Consistently with previous cases in the pharmaceutical sector,1308 the CMA 
has concluded that the relevant geographic market is national in scope.1309 

In previous cases, differences were noted in the regulatory schemes for 
authorising and reimbursing medicines across countries, marketing 
strategies used by pharmaceutical companies, doctors’ prescribing practices 
and prices. 

4.171. The CMA considers that it is appropriate to define the relevant geographic 
market in this case as UK-wide, in particular because: 

a. In order for suppliers to sell hydrocortisone tablets in the UK, it is 
necessary to obtain a MA from the MHRA, where the MA covers the 
whole of the UK.1310 

b. The pricing framework which determines how pharmacies are 
reimbursed for the dispensing of hydrocortisone tablets (see section 
3.C.V above) is specific to the UK, and not shared by other countries. 

1308 See, for example, Case 37507 AstraZeneca, Commission decision of 15 June 2005, paragraph 503 and 
Case CA98/02/2011 Reckitt Benckiser, OFT decision of 12 April 2011, paragraphs 4.170 to 4.171.  
1309 The CMA notes that none of the parties have submitted that the CMA was wrong to conclude that the 
relevant geographic market was UK-wide and that Cinven supported the CMA’s geographic market definition 
(see Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, footnote 434.  
1310 The existence of Parallel Imports is not inconsistent with the market being national in scope since parallel 
importers need to obtain a parallel import product licence from the MHRA to sell in the UK. 
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C. Dominance 

I. Legal framework for dominance 

4.172. The Chapter II prohibition requires that an undertaking holds a dominant 
position within the United Kingdom. 

4.173. Dominance is ‘a position of economic strength enjoyed by an undertaking, 
which enables it to prevent effective competition being maintained on the 
relevant market by affording it the power to behave to an appreciable extent 
independently of its competitors, its customers and ultimately of 
consumers’.1311 While a dominant position is characterised as the ability to 
act independently, the existence of some degree of competition does not 
preclude a finding that an undertaking holds a dominant position.1312 

4.174. The existence of a dominant position derives from a combination of several 
factors. Taken separately, these may not necessarily be determinative.1313 

a. Market shares 

4.175. Market shares are a ‘highly important’ factor.1314 Market shares are to be 
interpreted in the light of the relevant market conditions, and in particular of 
the dynamics of the market and of the extent to which products are 
differentiated.1315 

i. The undertaking's market share 

4.176. Save in exceptional circumstances, the retention of very large market shares 
over a long period proves dominance. The importance of a ‘generally very 
large market share’ held throughout the entire relevant period cannot be 
disregarded.1316 For these purposes, ‘very large’ means 50% or above: 

‘the possession, over a long period, of a very large market share 
constitutes in itself, save in exceptional circumstances, proof of the 
existence of a dominant position […] market shares of more than 50% 
constitute very large market shares’.1317 

1311 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 65. 
1312 C-85/76 Hoffman-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 39.  
1313 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 66; Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v 
Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 39. 
1314 Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 39.
1315 Commission Guidelines on its enforcement priorities in applying Article 102 to abusive exclusionary conduct, 
paragraph 13.
1316 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 245. 
1317 C-457/10 P AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:C:2012:770, paragraph 176. Compare T-340/03 France 
Telecom v Commission, EU:T:2007:22, paragraph 103: ‘During the period at issue, WIN … had a very high 
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4.177. The European Courts have explained: 

‘An undertaking which has a very large market share and holds it for 
some time, by means of the volume of production and the scale of the 
supply which it stands for – without holders of much smaller market 
shares being able to meet rapidly the demand from those who would 
like to break away from the undertaking which has the largest market 
share – is by virtue of that share in a position of strength which makes it 
an unavoidable trading partner and which, because of this alone, 
secures for it, at the very least during relatively long periods, that 
freedom of action which is the special feature of a dominant 
position’.1318 

4.178. This means that ‘A dominant position may be [rebuttably] presumed from 
market shares above 50%’.1319 

4.179. The higher the market share, the stronger the presumption: a market share 
of 70-80% or above by value or volume is, absent exceptional 
circumstances, ‘in itself, a clear indication of the existence of a dominant 
position’.1320 For example: 

a. In Aberdeen Journals, the CAT found that Aberdeen Journals had a 
market share of 78% by value and 67% by volume from January to 
March 2000 (or 73% by value and 63% by volume excluding a title 
partially distributed outside the geographic market). The CAT held that 

market share [between 50% and 72%] which, save in exceptional circumstances, proves that it had a dominant 
position’ (emphasis added). Compare the Commission’s decision in COMP/38.233 Wanadoo Interactive, 
paragraph 212 (upheld in T-340/03): ‘Very large market shares, in excess of 50%, must be regarded as serious, 
and indeed sufficient, evidence of the existence of a dominant position, save in exceptional circumstances’ 
(emphasis added). See also C-62/86 Akzo v Commission, EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 60; Aberdeen Journals v 
OFT [2003] CAT 11: ‘market shares of this order [78% by value / 67% by volume; or 73% by value / 63% by 
volume] suffice to establish that Aberdeen Journals was dominant unless exceptional circumstances are shown’ 
(paragraph 310); and T-66/01 Imperial Chemical Industries v Commission, EU:T:2010:255, paragraph 256. 
Compare also Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 41: very large market 
shares are in themselves evidence of the existence of a dominant position; and C-62/86 Akzo v Commission, 
EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 60: ‘With regard to market shares the Court has held that very large shares are in 
themselves, and save in exceptional circumstances, evidence of the existence of a dominant position … That is 
the situation where there is a market share of 50%’. 
1318 T-65/98 Van den Bergh Foods v Commission, EU:T:2003:281, paragraph 154; C-395/96 P and C-396/96 P 
Compagnie Maritime Belge Transports v Commission, EU:C:2000:132, paragraph 132 (‘an undertaking which 
has a very large market share and has held it for some time is in a position of strength which makes it an 
unavoidable trading partner’); C-23/14 Post Danmark A/S v Konkurrenceradet, EU:C:2015:651, paragraph 40. 
See also Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 41. 
1319 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 288; C-62/86 Akzo v Commission, 
EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 60. The European Courts have frequently affirmed the use of this presumption. See 
eg T-30/89 Hilti v Commission [1991] ECR II-1439, paragraph 92; T-340/03 France Télécom v Commission 
[2007] ECR II-107, paragraphs 99–101; T-57/01 Solvay v Commission [2009] ECR II-4621, paragraphs 275–305. 
1320 T-30/89 Hilti v Commission, EU:T:1991:70, paragraph 92; T-340/03 France Telecom v Commission, 
EU:T:2007:22, paragraph 103; Aberdeen Journals v OFT [2003] CAT 11, paragraph 310. See also T-191/98 
Atlantic Container Line v Commission, EU:T:2003:245, paragraphs 906-907. 
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‘market shares of this order suffice to establish that Aberdeen Journals 
was dominant unless exceptional circumstances are shown’.1321 

b. In Albion Water Limited v Ofwat, the CAT – noting that ‘market share is, 
generally speaking, an important indicator of market power’ and ‘plays 
a central role in the assessment of dominance’ – found that Dŵr 
Cymru’s possession of a market share of 100% over many years gave 
rise to ‘a very strong presumption that Dŵr Cymru is in a dominant 
position’.1322 

Competition and declining markets 

4.180. The concept of dominance does not equate to that of monopoly or of an 
‘unassailable position’:1323 the test assumes the existence of some 
competition, and even allows for periods of ‘very lively competition’.1324 Thus, 
‘price reductions and the loss of a certain amount of market share’ do not in 
themselves indicate the absence of dominance.1325 A dominant undertaking 
is able to act to an appreciable extent – not necessarily absolutely – 
independently of such competition:1326 it is able ‘if not to determine, at least 
to have an appreciable influence on the conditions under which that 
competition will develop, and in any case to act largely in disregard of it so 
long as such conduct does not operate to its detriment’.1327 

4.181. Where market shares change over time, this should be taken into account. 
However, a decline in market shares which are still very large (ie over 50% 
by value or volume) cannot in itself constitute proof of the absence of a 
dominant position.1328 As explained above, the importance of a ‘generally 
very large market share’ held throughout the entire relevant period cannot be 
disregarded.1329 

4.182. A declining trend in market shares has been considered in a number of 
cases and Commission decisions. The focus of these cases has been on the 

1321 Aberdeen Journals v OFT [2003] CAT 11, paragraphs 309-310. 
1322 Albion Water Limited v Ofwat [2006] CAT 36, paragraphs 118 to 123. 
1323 T-24/94 Compagnie Maritime Belge Transports v Commission, paragraph 72. The phrase was the 
Commission’s but was consistent with the General Court’s judgment. 
1324 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 113 to 121 and 196. 
1325 T-24/94 Compagnie Maritime Belge Transports v Commission, paragraph 72 – as above, the phrase was the 
Commission’s but was supported in the General Court’s judgment. Compare the OFT’s decision in Case 
CE/5281/04 Cardiff Bus: ‘It is not necessary for a finding of dominance that an undertaking has eliminated all 
opportunity for competition in the market’ (paragraph 5.7). 
1326 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 108 to 129; Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La 
Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraphs 39 and 70 to 71. 
1327 Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 39.
1328 T-340/03 France Telecom v Commission, EU:T:2007:22, paragraphs 103 and 104. See also T-219/99 British 
Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraphs 223 to 224; T-24/93 Compagnie Maritime Belge Transports v 
Commission, paragraph 77. 
1329 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 245. 
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size of the retained market share and the speed of the decline, rather than 
the scale of loss: 

a. In Compagnie Maritime Belge, the Commission found that Cewal was 
(collectively) dominant during 1988-1989, with a market share of over 
90% by volume.1330 According to Cewal, its market share had declined 
substantially in the subsequent years: to 64% in 1992.1331 The General 
Court nonetheless found that Cewal remained dominant, since its 
‘market shares remained high, despite their steady erosion … whilst 
retention of market share may show that a dominant position has been 
retained, a decline in market shares which are still very large cannot in 
itself constitute proof of the absence of a dominant position’.1332 

b. In AstraZeneca, AstraZeneca’s market share by value declined to 
varying degrees in all the relevant markets.1333 Despite the decline in 
AstraZeneca’s value market shares, the General Court upheld the 
Commission’s finding that AstraZeneca was dominant in each of these 
markets throughout the relevant periods.1334 Though AstraZeneca’s 
sales volumes had declined during the relevant periods, the Court 
noted that ‘the fact that AZ was able to maintain a much higher market 
share than those of its competitors while charging prices higher than 
those charged for other PPIs is a relevant factor showing that AZ’s 
behaviour was not, to an appreciable extent, subject to competitive 
constraints’; ‘the ability of AZ to maintain higher prices than those of its 
competitors, while retaining a much higher market share, shows that it 
was able to exercise market power in respect of price’.1335 In Germany, 
where AstraZeneca’s competitive position was comparatively weakest, 
the Court observed that although the data showed ‘an uninterrupted 
downward trend in AZ’s market share, it was still very significant in 
1997 (53.99%). A dominant position may be presumed from market 
shares above 50%’. Therefore, in circumstances where market shares 
remain above 50%, the presumption of dominance continues to apply 
in spite of a downward trend affecting the undertaking’s market share. 
The Court emphasised that only in 1999 – ‘two years after the last year 
selected for the purpose of assessing the dominant position’ – did 
AstraZeneca’s market share in Germany fall below 50%, and in light of 

1330 The Commission used market shares by tonnage transported: Commission Decision IV/32.448 Cewal, 
paragraph 57.
1331 Cewal’s market share after 1989 was relevant, because the Commission found ongoing dominance and 
imposed directions to bring the abusive conduct to an end. See recitals 61 and 97, and Article 3, of the decision.
1332 T-24/93 Compagnie Maritime Belge Transports v Commission, paragraph 77.  
1333 COMP/A.37.507/F3 AstraZeneca, Annex, tables 24 to 30; T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, 
EU:T:2010:266, paragraphs 246-252.
1334 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 294. 
1335 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraphs 261 and 266. 
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this fact upheld the Commission’s finding of dominance until the end of 
1997.1336 

c. In British Airways, British Airways’ market share by volume declined 
from 46.2% in 1992 to 39.7% in 1998.1337 The Court nonetheless found 
that British Airways remained dominant, since it maintained its ‘very 
largely preponderant’ position on the market.1338 Where market shares 
have declined to a level below the threshold at which the presumption 
of dominance applies, therefore, dominance can still be established 
based on market share and additional relevant factors. For example, 
the Court took into account British Airways’ ‘particularly powerful 
position in relation to its nearest rivals and the largest travel agents’, its 
hub network and its range of transport services.1339 The Court also 
rejected BA’s argument that the increase in its competitors’ market 
shares demonstrated that its conduct could not have been abusive, 
finding that ‘the growth in the market shares of some of BA’s airline 
competitors, which was modest in absolute value having regard to the 
small size of their original market shares, does not mean that BA’s 
practices had no effect’.1340 

ii. Relative market shares 

4.183. In addition to the market share of the putative dominant undertaking, the 
relationship between its share and those of its competitors (especially the 
next largest) is also an important factor.1341 

4.184. An undertaking’s possession of ‘a particularly high market share and, in any 
event, a share which [is] much higher than those of its competitors’ is ‘an 
entirely relevant indicator of its market power’, which may be ‘out of all 
comparison to those of other market players’.1342 The existence of ‘a 
substantial gap’ between the undertaking’s market share on the one hand, 
and the share of its closest rival and/or cumulative shares of its main 
competitors on the other, is evidence of dominance.1343 

1336 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 288.  
1337 T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraph 211. The Court used the number of 
tickets capable of being sold through travel agents in the UK as ‘the appropriate criterion for measuring the 
economic strength which BA is capable of exercising in relation to those agents and the other companies which 
purchase the distribution services in question’ (paragraph 192). 
1338 T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraphs 223 to 224. 
1339 T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraphs 212 and 217. 
1340 T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraph 298. 
1341 Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 48; T-219/99 British Airways v 
Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraph 210. 
1342 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 253. 
1343 T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraphs 224-225. 
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iii. The appropriate metric 

4.185. Market shares may be measured by volume and/or by value. The European 
Commission states that ‘both volume sales and value sales provide useful 
information. In cases of differentiated products, sales in value and their 
associated market share will usually be considered to better reflect the 
relative position and strength of each supplier’.1344 

4.186. The meaning of ‘differentiated’ products in pharmaceutical markets has been 
considered by the Commission in AstraZeneca: 

‘When products such as pharmaceutical products can be broadly used 
for the same purpose, but differ in terms of price, quality, consumer 
preferences or other significant attributes, the products are considered 
to be differentiated’.1345 

4.187. The Commission went on to state: 

‘AZ asserts that volume (in particular measured in terms of the number 
of prescriptions) is a better reflection of competition in the 
pharmaceutical market than sales measured by value. AZ’s contention 
cannot be accepted. The products at stake in this case are 
differentiated in nature (eg in terms of dosage forms, pack sizes and 
strength). For such products sales in value and their associated market 
share will – according to the Notice on market definition – usually better 
reflect the relative position and strength of each supplier. This guidance 
is also relevant to the pharmaceutical sector’.1346 

4.188. The General Court and Court of Justice used the market share figures 
determined by the Commission in their judgments. 

4.189. This approach has been followed in both antitrust and merger cases. For 
example: 

a. In Warner-Lambert/Gillette (a decision finding infringements of Articles 
101(1) and 102), the Commission noted that ‘The market shares based 
on value are a more reliable indicator of the strength of the various 
suppliers on this market in view of the heterogeneous nature of the 
product and the range of product prices’.1347 

1344 European Commission Notice on market definition, paragraph 55. 
1345 Commission decision COMP/A.37.507/F3 AstraZeneca, recital 370. 
1346 Commission decision COMP/A.37.507/F3 AstraZeneca, recital 394. Compare OFT decision in Case 
CE/8931/08 Reckitt Benckiser, paragraph 5.8. 
1347 Commission Decision IV/33.440 Warner-Lambert / Gillette, paragraph 22. 
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b. In IBM/Telelogic, a merger decision, the Commission held that ‘value-
based market shares … better reflect market power than volume-based 
shares. In cases of differentiated products it is generally accepted that 
market shares in value reflect better the relative position and strength 
of each competitor’.1348 

4.190. The Commission has also considered the implications of a discrepancy 
between volume and value market shares in the pharmaceutical sector in the 
context of a merger decision. In Glaxo Wellcome / Smithkline Beecham, the 
Commission noted in relation to Glaxo’s ‘Zovirax’ product: 

‘In volume terms, the decline of “Zovirax” market share has been more 
marked than when assessed in value terms. However, the fact that 
“Zovirax” has been able to maintain its market position in value terms at 
a relatively high level despite generic competition is more relevant for 
the assessment of this case than the fact that the sales volumes have 
declined. Indeed, this demonstrates that, despite generic acyclovir 
taking sales volumes, “Zovirax” has been able to generate revenue for 
GW at far higher levels than competing generic products’.1349 

b. Pricing behaviour and financial performance 

i. Pricing behaviour 

4.191. The European Commission has found dominance on the basis of an 
undertaking’s conduct in a number of decisions.1350 The European Courts 
have confirmed that an undertaking’s conduct can establish its dominance: 
in assessing dominance, ‘it may be advisable to take account if need be of 
the facts put forward as acts amounting to abuses without necessarily having 
to acknowledge that they are abuses’.1351 Conduct can reinforce market 
power, and certain conduct may only be possible where an undertaking 
possesses substantial market power. For example, the CAT has held that an 
undertaking that is in a position to price without reference to the costs of 
supplying its customers is ‘plainly under no competitive constraint as to the 
prices it charges’.1352 

1348 Commission Decision COMP/M.4747 IBM/Telelogic, paragraph 135. 
1349 Decision in COMP/M.1846 Glaxo Wellcome / Smithkline Beecham, paragraph 106. 
1350 See, for example, Case No. IV/30.698 ECS/AKZO, paragraph 56 and Case E-2/36.041 PO-Michelin, 
paragraphs 197 to 199.
1351 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 67-68. See also T-321/05 AstraZeneca 
v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraphs 261 to 269; upheld in C-457/10 P AstraZeneca v Commission, 
EU:C:2012:770, paragraph 181.
1352 Albion Water and Another v Water Services Regulation Authority and Others [2006] CAT 36, paragraph 180. 
Compare the CAT’s judgment in Genzyme v OFT [2004] CAT 4, paragraph 257: ‘the very state of affairs which 
forms the subject matter of the present case itself indicates the ability of Genzyme to disregard the wishes of its 
customers and consumers’. 
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4.192. An undertaking’s pricing behaviour can therefore form an important part of 
dominance analysis.1353 

4.193. The CMA’s guidance on the assessment of market power states that: 
‘Market power can be thought of as the ability profitably to sustain prices 
above competitive levels’.1354 

4.194. The Commission’s guidance on Article 102 enforcement priorities similarly 
states, ‘an undertaking which is capable of profitably increasing prices 
above the competitive level for a significant period of time does not face 
sufficiently effective competitive constraints and can thus generally be 
regarded as dominant.’ For these purposes, ‘the expression ‘increase prices’ 
incudes the power to maintain prices above the competitive level’, while 
the meaning of a ‘significant period of time’ depends on the product and 
market characteristics, though ‘normally a period of two years will be 
sufficient’.1355 

4.195. An undertaking’s ability profitably to sustain prices above competitive levels 
can therefore be a strong indication of dominance. 

4.196. The CMA’s guidance goes on to state that: 

‘An undertaking’s conduct in a market or its financial performance may 
provide evidence that it possesses market power. Depending on other 
available evidence, it might, for example, be reasonable to infer that an 
undertaking possesses market power from evidence that it has: 

 set prices consistently above an appropriate measure of its 
costs, or 

 persistently earned an excessive rate of profit’.1356 

4.197. The ability of an undertaking to maintain a price premium over its 
competitors can also be indicative of dominance. In the context of 
pharmaceutical markets, the General Court has held that an undertaking’s 
ability ‘to maintain higher prices than those of its competitors, while retaining 
a much higher market share, shows that it [is] able to exercise market power 
in respect of price, since neither competing producers, nor social security 

1353 See, for example, T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraphs 284 to 286 ; Case 
IV.30.787 Eurofix-Bauco v Hilti, paragraph 71, upheld in-30/89 Hilti AG v Commission, EU:T:1991:70, paragraph 
93; Commission Decision in Case IV/30.178 Napier Brown – British Sugar, paragraph 55. 
1354 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 3.1. 
1355 European Commission Guidance on enforcement priorities in applying Article 102 TFEU, paragraph 11 
(emphasis added).
1356 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 6.5 (emphasis added). See also Abuse of a 
dominant position (OFT405), paragraph 4.13. 
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systems, which [bear] the cost of the medicines, nor indeed patients, [are] 
able to force [it] to bring its prices into line with those of competing products’. 
This shows that its behaviour is ‘not, to an appreciable extent, subject to 
competitive constraints from its competitors, its customers and, ultimately, 
consumers’.1357 

4.198. By contrast, ‘the fact that an undertaking is compelled by the pressure of its 
competitors’ price reductions to lower its own prices is in general 
incompatible with that independent conduct which is the hallmark of a 
dominant position’.1358 However, as in relation to market shares, declining 
prices are not in themselves incompatible with dominance – the question is 
whether the undertaking can still be said to be ‘to an appreciable extent’ free 
of constraint, since dominance does not imply the absence of any 
competitive constraint: ‘an undertaking does not have to have eliminated all 
opportunity for competition in order to be in a dominant position’.1359 The 
CAT has emphasised that ‘Dominance does not require a power to behave 
in all respects independently of customers or competitors’; an ability to set 
prices ‘to an appreciable extent independently’ of customers ‘would ordinarily 
be sufficient to find that there were not such competitive constraints … as to 
preclude a finding of dominance’.1360 

ii. Financial performance 

4.199. An undertaking’s financial performance can also be a relevant factor in 
assessing its market power.1361 

4.200. Persistent significantly high returns, relative to those which would prevail in a 
competitive market of similar risk and rate of innovation, are particularly 
strongly indicative of substantial market power (and therefore 
dominance).1362 

4.201. The ability to sustain an overall profit margin is consistent with dominance; 
but ‘a reduced profit margin or even losses for a time are not incompatible 
with a dominant position’. In particular, where ‘customers continue to buy 

1357 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraphs 261 and 266. 
1358 Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 71.
1359 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 113. See also Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La 
Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 39; and C-322/81 Michelin NV v Commission, paragraph 52: the 
question is whether the undertaking retains ‘preponderant strength in relation to its competitors, even when 
allowance is made for some competition’. 
1360 Socrates Training Limited v Law Society of England and Wales [2017] CAT 10, paragraph 134 (emphasis in 
original). 
1361 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraphs 284 to 286. 
1362 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 6.6. See, for example, Commission Decision 
in Case AT.39612 Perindopril (Servier), recitals 2579-2580, 2595 and 2598. The General Court annulled this 
aspect of the decision on the basis of the Commission’s market definition rather than its dominance analysis: T-
691/14 Servier v Commission, EU:T:2018:922, paragraphs 1595-1608. 
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more goods from [the undertaking] which is the dearest vendor’, this is ‘a 
particular feature of the dominant position’ which is more significant than its 
overall profit margin and may, in context, be ‘determinative’ of the question 
of market power.1363 

c. Market context 

4.202. In assessing the existence and degree of market power, relevant evidence 
from all indicators should be considered in the round.1364 In addition to 
market shares, pricing behaviour and financial performance, factors that 
contribute to and provide further indicators of an undertaking’s substantial 
market power such as barriers to entry and expansion, other market features 
and (the absence of) countervailing buyer power should also be considered. 

i. Barriers to entry and expansion 

4.203. It is important to consider whether actual and/or potential competition (from 
existing competitors and from new entrants who are not currently active in 
the relevant market) is inhibited by market features such as barriers to entry 
and expansion.1365 

4.204. Such barriers may allow an undertaking profitably to sustain prices above 
the competitive level; an undertaking with a large market share in a market 
protected by significant entry barriers is likely to have market power.1366 

Such barriers include not only factors that prevent new entry entirely, but 
also those that impede new entry and expansion.1367 

4.205. Such barriers arise when an undertaking has an advantage (not solely 
deriving from superior efficiency) over potential or actual entrants as a result 
of, for example: 

a. Special rights: An undertaking’s possession of special rights may 
contribute to barriers to entry and expansion. For example, intellectual 
property rights may impede competition (without necessarily being 
‘such as to exclude all competition on the market’).1368 

b. An assured customer base: Where an undertaking ‘enjoys a 
particularly powerful position in relation to … the largest [distributors of 
its product]’, neither the ‘possibly modest size’ of its sales to other large 

1363 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 126 to 128. 
1364 Assessment of market power guidelines, OFT415, paragraph 3.6. 
1365 Assessment of market power guidelines, OFT415, paragraph 3.3 and section 5. 
1366 Assessment of market power guidelines, OFT415, paragraphs 5.3 to 5.7. 
1367 Assessment of market power guidelines, OFT415, paragraphs 5.5-5.6. 
1368 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 274. 
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customers, nor ‘fluctuations of [its] share of the total [market]’, call into 
question a finding of dominance.1369 

c. Exclusionary behaviour: The undertaking’s behaviour may also 
contribute to barriers to entry and expansion. Exclusionary behaviour 
includes conduct that raises entry barriers, and practices that make it 
harder for existing competitors to become more forceful 
competitors.1370 In particular, in pharmaceutical markets, the ‘holder of 
the first marketing authorisations’ is ‘alone in being able to apply an 
exclusionary strategy against competing generic products … and to do 
so even though it [is] in the interest of national health systems for prices 
of pharmaceutical products to come down’.1371 

ii. Other market features 

4.206. Other market features may reinforce the market power of undertakings. In 
particular, in pharmaceutical markets, the fact that pharmacies are 
reimbursed by public bodies for the drugs they dispense reinforces the 
market power of suppliers: 

‘[T]he health systems which characterise markets for pharmaceutical 
products tend to reinforce the market power of pharmaceutical 
companies, since costs of medicines are fully or largely covered by 
social security systems, which to a significant extent makes demand 
inelastic’.1372 

iii. The absence of countervailing buyer power 

4.207. The retention of very large market shares and the consistent profitable 
setting of prices above the competitive level each in themselves provide 
strong indications that an undertaking is able to act to an appreciable extent 
independently of its competitors and customers and is therefore dominant. 
Barriers to entry and expansion, and exclusionary conduct, may also provide 
strong evidence. 

1369 T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraphs 217 to 219. 
1370 Assessment of market power guidelines, OFT415, paragraph 5.6. 
1371 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 268. 
1372 T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 262. 
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4.208. It is also important to consider, however, whether that body of evidence is 
rebutted by evidence that the undertaking’s market power was in fact 
effectively constrained, in practice, by countervailing buyer power.1373 

4.209. In this context, it is not enough that a buyer has some market power – the 
question is ‘not just the presence or absence of [buyer power] … but the 
degree of such [buyer power] and the extent to which it operated as a 
constraint on [the undertaking]’s ability to exert market power’.1374 

4.210. The assessment of countervailing buyer power is ‘an assessment of how the 
market actually operates (or is likely to operate) on the true facts, not on 
artificial “facts” or partial facts’. Any potential constraint ‘must be viewed 
realistically and for what it is’; it turns on ‘the actual relationship’ between 
buyer and supplier in practice.1375 

4.211. In the context of pharmaceutical markets, generally the NHS ultimately bears 
the cost of drugs dispensed. The DHSC, which is responsible for the NHS, 
holds certain powers to intervene in drug pricing. The CAT has held that 
‘[t]his aspect of countervailing buyer power is better described as a form of 
regulatory power.’1376 However, the potential for economic regulation is not a 
competitive constraint in itself.1377 The CAT, Court of Appeal, European 
Commission and European Courts have consistently held, in the 
pharmaceutical sector and in other sectors, that the prospect of ‘regulatory’ 
intervention does not negate the possibility of dominance.1378 

1373 Assessment of market power guidelines, OFT415, paragraphs 6.1 to 6.4. See also Genzyme Limited v Office 
of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 32, paragraph 243. Compare C-457/10 P AstraZeneca v Commission, 
EU:C:2012:770, in which the intervener’s arguments that the State’s monopsonist power and framework of price 
regulation constrained AstraZeneca’s market power were dismissed in light of the strong presumption of 
dominance that its market shares and pricing established: paragraphs 177 and 181.
1374 National Grid v GEMA [2009] CAT 14, paragraph 60 (emphasis in original). 
1375 Hutchison 3G (UK) v Office of Communications [2005] CAT 39, paragraphs 105(i), 110(c) and 126. 
1376 Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 205. 
1377 Assessment of market power guidelines, OFT415, paragraph 3.4. 
1378 In Hutchison 3G (UK) v Office of Communications [2005] CAT 39, the CAT agreed with Ofcom that ‘a 
potentially regulated person cannot claim that it does not have [significant market power] because regulation has 
procured a situation in which it no longer has it’ and went on to hold that ‘the possibility of regulation being 
brought to bear on H3G is a factor that cannot be prayed in aid by H3G as militating against its having [significant 
market power]’. As ‘a form of regulation’, potential intervention by Ofcom was ‘to be disregarded as a matter of 
principle’ in the assessment of Hutchison’s market power (paragraphs 98-99 and 138(b)). See also Hutchison 3G 
UK Limited v Office of Communications [2008] CAT 11, paragraph 122: ‘The fact that a company with a large 
market share is constrained in its pricing decisions by the threat of ex post regulation of one sort or other does 
not mean that the company is not dominant.’ Upheld in Hutchison 3G (UK) Limited v Ofcom [2009] EWCA Civ 
683, paragraphs 60-61 and 66: ‘The possibility or probability of ex post regulation (such as fixing a reasonable 
price by dispute resolution) may in fact operate as a constraint on the freedom of an undertaking which has a 
large market share, but it is not relevant to a decision as to whether that undertaking has SMP [significant market 
power] … A regulatory provision which, if used, would have an effect on the freedom of an operator to act 
independently of its customers cannot be allowed to provide an a priori answer to the question whether that 
operator does or does not have SMP’. See also National Grid v Ofgem [2009] CAT 14, paragraph 80; Napp 
Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited v Director General of Fair Trading (Case No. 1001/1/1/01), paragraphs 153-155 
and 165-168. Similarly, in C-280/08 P Deutsche Telekom AG v Commission, EU:C:2010:603, Deutsche Telekom 
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4.212. Further, in the specific context of the DHSC’s powers to intervene in drug 
pricing, the CAT has confirmed that when assessing buyer power it is not 
necessary to decide the precise extent of those powers as a question of 
statutory interpretation or otherwise. Consistently with the case law, the 
question is whether the DHSC was, as a matter of fact (in the particular 
case), able to exercise buyer power in the form of regulatory power 
materially to influence pricing.1379 The CAT has noted that: 

‘to be an effective constraint on behaviour the buyer in question must 
not only have the theoretical capability of exercising countervailing 
pressure on suppliers but there has to be a real possibility that this 
pressure will be exercised in practice and to a sufficient extent.’1380 

4.213. In its judgment on the appeal on the issue of abuse, the Court of Appeal 
noted that ‘It is important to start by noting two fundamentals of the [CAT] 
judgment’ (market definition and dominance), and went on to note that 
(notwithstanding the DHSC’s powers): ‘the CAT accepted that Flynn and 
Pfizer were essentially able to set and sustain high prices for phenytoin 
capsules and that they did not face sufficient competitive pressure, whether 
from within or from outside the relevant market, to constrain their behaviour, 
because they each held dominant positions’.1381 

4.214. In its order refusing permission for Pfizer to appeal the CAT’s findings on 
dominance, the Court of Appeal confirmed that: 

‘the CAT was clearly entitled to conclude that it did not need to decide 
the precise extent of the Department of Health’s powers and to find that 
the Department had no effective means to limiting the appellants’ 
prices. Both the case law and common sense show that the focus 
should be on whether there is an effective constraint rather than the 
theoretical position, and Case C-280/08 Deutsche Telekom v 
Commission confirms that the failure of the Department to exercise any 
powers it may have had could not have absolved the appellants from 
their “special responsibility not to allow their conduct to impair genuine 
undistorted competition”.’1382 [emphasis in original] 

argued that because of the framework of price regulation in which it operated, it could not have abused its 
dominant position (it did not dispute dominance). The General Court and Court of Justice rejected its argument, 
the Court of Justice finding that ‘regulation did not in any way deny [Deutsche Telekom] the possibility of 
adjusting its retail prices … or, therefore, of engaging in autonomous conduct that is subject to Article [102]’ 
(paragraph 92). 
1379 Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 207. 
1380 Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v Competition and Markets Authority [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 203. 
1381 CMA v Flynn Pharma and Pfizer Inc. [2020] EWCA Civ 339, paragraphs 192 and 217. 
1382 Flynn Pharma Limited & Ors v Competition and Markets Authority, Order made by the Rt. Hon. Lord Justice 
Newey, dated 17 December 2018. 
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4.215. In Deutsche Telekom v Commission the Court of Justice had stated: 

‘the mere fact that the appellant was encouraged by the intervention of 
a national regulatory authority such as RegTP [the regulator] to 
maintain the pricing practices which led to the margin squeeze of 
competitors who are at least as efficient as the appellant cannot, as 
such, in any way absolve the appellant from responsibility under Article 
82 EC.'1383 

d. Representations on the legal test for dominance 

4.216. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that there was a separate legal test for 
dominance in excessive and unfair pricing cases: an undertaking could only 
be found to have a dominant position in such cases where there was no 
market entry, nor likelihood of entry within a reasonable time, such that the 
undertaking was an ‘unavoidable trading partner’ subject to no material 
competitive constraints and not lowering prices.1384 Intas/Accord-UK 
effectively submitted that only a monopolist could engage in excessive and 
unfair pricing. 

4.217. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that the CMA should apply this alternative legal 
test only to the period in which it owned Accord-UK without taking into 
account any continuity in facts with the preceding nine years.1385 By focusing 
on this period alone it submitted that the CMA had found ‘an unconventional 
kind of short-lived, temporary dominance, which is alien to the Chapter II 
prohibition.’1386 

4.218. Intas/Accord-UK also submitted that the CMA was not entitled to rely on 
factors relating to abuse at the stage of establishing dominance because this 
gave rise to circularity.1387 

4.219. The CMA rejects these submissions for the following reasons. 

4.220. First, there is no separate legal test for dominance in excessive and unfair 
pricing cases. The legal test for dominance is set out in section 4.C.I above. 
It is that the undertaking has the power to behave, to an appreciable extent, 
independently of its competitors, customers and ultimately of consumers. 

1383 C-280/08 Deutsche Telekom AG v Commission, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 84. 
1384 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 9, 37-52, 56-76; 87-92 and 98-100; Document 
205566, Intas/Accord-UK hearing slides, slides 13-19. 
1385 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 4, 34-36. 
1386 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraph 99. 
1387 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 77-86; Document 205566, Intas/Accord-UK 
hearing slides, slide 22. 
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This was the test applied in the seminal excessive and unfair pricing case, 
1388United Brands. 

4.221. As United Brands recognised, this test allows for, and even assumes the 
existence of, some competition. Dominance is not the same as monopoly: 
the Court of Justice recognised that ‘an undertaking does not have to have 
eliminated all opportunity for competition in order to be in a dominant 
position’, and found United Brands to be dominant with a market share of 
between 40% and 45%.1389 

4.222. As explained in section 4.C.I.a above, dominance therefore does not require 
that the undertaking is free from any competitive constraint and is not 
incompatible with falling prices. 

4.223. Nor does dominance require that the undertaking is an ‘unavoidable trading 
partner’ in the sense of customers having no choice of supplier whatsoever. 
An ‘unavoidable trading partner’ need not be a monopolist: ‘an undertaking 
which has a very large market share [as explained above, this means a 
share above 50%] and has held it for some time is in a position of strength 
which makes it an unavoidable trading partner’.1390 That description applies 
to Auden/Actavis throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses. 

4.224. Secondly, it is artificial to apply the legal test for dominance to the 
Intas/Accord ownership period in isolation, without considering the continuity 
with the previous nine years. The CMA is not required to conduct a ‘bottom 
up’ dominance analysis every time the directly infringing entity is acquired by 
a new parent company. The CMA has not found short-lived or temporary 
dominance in the ‘Intas period’ (ie the period beginning with Intas’ acquisition 
of Accord-UK on 9 January 2017) in itself, but a dominant position held by 
Auden/Actavis throughout the periods of the Unfair Pricing Abuses. 

4.225. Thirdly, as explained in section 4.C.I.b above, having regard to an 
undertaking’s pricing behaviour and financial performance is a legitimate 
component of dominance analysis. Market power can itself ‘be thought of as 
the ability profitably to sustain prices above competitive levels’.1391 This 
approach has been followed in numerous cases at European and UK level. It 
does not amount to circularity: the European courts have confirmed that in 
assessing dominance, ‘it may be advisable to take account if need be of the 

1388 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 66. 
1389 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 108-119 and 129. 
1390 C-395/96 P and C-396/96 P Compagnie Maritime Belge Transports v Commission, EU:C:2000:132, 
paragraph 132. 
1391 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraphs 3.1 and 6.5. 
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facts put forward as acts amounting to abuses without necessarily having to 
acknowledge that they are abuses’.1392 

II. The CMA's assessment of dominance 

a. Summary of dominance findings 

4.226. For the reasons set out in this section, the CMA has concluded that 
Auden/Actavis held a dominant position in the relevant market(s) for at least 
the period from 1 October 2008 until 31 July 2018 for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets and for at least the period from 1 October 2008 until 8 January 2017 
for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

4.227. The CMA has assessed whether Auden/Actavis held a dominant position by 
reference to two periods: 

a. from the beginning of the Unfair Pricing Abuses on 1 October 2008 until 
the end of June 2015, when Auden was the only supplier of 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK (the ‘Pre-Entry Period’); and 

b. from the first independent competitor’s entry in July 2015 until the end 
of the Unfair Pricing Abuses (the ‘Post-Entry Period’): 

i. in relation to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, on 31 July 2018; and 

ii. in relation to 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, on 8 January 2017. 

4.228. The CMA has made no finding in relation to whether Auden/Actavis held a 
dominant position for 10mg or 20mg hydrocortisone tablets outside of those 
periods. This is because the CMA has exercised its discretion to determine 
its administrative priorities and has not prioritised the periods before 1 
October 2008 and after 31 July 2018 as part of the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse and before 1 October 2008 and after 8 January 2017 as part of the 
20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse.1393 

4.229. As explained in section 4.B.II.a above, the CMA has defined the relevant 
market as the supply of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK, that is including 
both 10mg and 20mg tablets, before entry, but concluded that the market 
segmented into separate markets for 10mg and 20mg tablets after 

1392 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 67-68. See also T-321/05 AstraZeneca 
v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraphs 261 to 269; upheld in C-457/10 P AstraZeneca v Commission, 
EU:C:2012:770, paragraph 181.
1393 In relation to the start date of both Unfair Pricing Abuses and the end date of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, 
the CMA has not prioritised investigating whether Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive and unfair below £20 
per pack. In relation to the end date of the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, the CMA has not prioritised investigating 
whether Actavis held a dominant position for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets after that date. 
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independent entry. In accordance with this finding, the CMA analyses 10mg 
and 20mg tablets together for the Pre-Entry Period, but analyses 10mg and 
20mg tablets separately for the Post-Entry Period, where there are relevant 
differences. 

4.230. The CMA has concluded that throughout the Infringements, Auden/Actavis 
held a dominant position in the relevant market(s). The CMA bases its 
conclusions on: 

a. Auden/Actavis’s market shares. Prior to independent entry, for over 
seven years of the Infringements, Auden/Actavis was the sole 
supplier1394 of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK (with a 
market share of 100%). Following independent entry, Auden/Actavis 
retained very large market shares (exceeding 60% by value). Such very 
large market shares are strong evidence of dominance and constitute 
in themselves, save in exceptional circumstances, proof of the 
existence of a dominant position;1395 

b. Auden/Actavis’s pricing behaviour and financial performance, as 
reflected in its price-setting decisions to raise prices repeatedly and 
significantly (by 147% and 171% for 10mg and 20mg tablets 
respectively)1396 in the Pre-Entry Period and price above competitors 
(charging prices of on average 145% and 23% above competitors for 
10mg and 20mg tablets respectively) in the Post-Entry Period, and the 
profitability of its pricing conduct, which show that it was able to 
exercise significant market power; and 

c. The market context within which Auden/Actavis operated throughout 
the Infringements, which indicates that no exceptional circumstances 
existed that would rebut the presumption of dominance that 
Auden/Actavis's very large market shares create.1397 The CMA has 
concluded that the market context provides a further indication of 

1394 Although Waymade and AMCo supplied limited volumes of Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets pursuant 
to supply arrangements, the CMA has found that this was payment in return for their non-entry and did not 
represent genuine competitive entry. 
1395 C-457/10 P AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:C:2012:770, paragraph 176. See also T-340/03 France Telecom 
v Commission, EU:T:2007:22, paragraph 103. Compare the Commission’s decision in COMP/38.233 Wanadoo 
Interactive, paragraph 212 (upheld in T-340/03); C-62/86 Akzo v Commission, EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 60; 
Aberdeen Journals v OFT [2003] CAT 11, paragraph 310. Compare also T-66/01 Imperial Chemical Industries v 
Commission, EU:T:2010:255, paragraph 256; Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, 
paragraph 41; and Commission Decision in Case AT.39612 Perindopril (Servier), recital 2561. 
1396 For 10mg tablets: an increase of £32.78 from £22.28 in October 2008 (the month the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse started) to £55.06 in June 2015 (the end of the Pre-Entry Period). For 20mg tablets: an increase of £40.52 
from £23.74 in October 2008 (the month the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse started) to £64.26 in June 2015 (the end 
of the Pre-Entry Period).
1397 Compare Commission Guidelines on its enforcement priorities in applying Article 102 to abusive exclusionary 
conduct, paragraph 13: market shares should be interpreted in light of the relevant market conditions, and in 
particular of the dynamics of the market and of the extent to which products are differentiated. 
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Auden/Actavis’s dominance, corroborating the evidential significance of 
its very large market shares, pricing behaviour and financial 
performance. The market context considered includes: 

i. Auden/Actavis's agreements with AMCo and Waymade; 

ii. the orphan designation granted to Plenadren, which from 
November 2011 created a barrier to expansion and provided 
Auden/Actavis with an assured customer base for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and thereby preserved its ability to behave 
to an appreciable extent independently of its competitors, its 
customers and ultimately of consumers; and 

iii. the absence of countervailing buyer power. 

4.231. The CMA has considered the representations it received from the parties on 
the SSO. In this respect, it has taken account of the submissions made by 
Auden/Actavis and Intas/Accord-UK that Auden/Actavis did not hold a 
dominant position.1398 Following a thorough assessment of all the relevant 
evidence and representations, the CMA has concluded that Auden/Actavis 
held a dominant position in the relevant market(s) for at least the period from 
1 October 2008 until 31 July 2018 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and for at 
least the period from 1 October 2008 until 8 January 2017 for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. The CMA further addresses the representations at 
sections 4.C.I.d, 4.C.II.c.iv and 4.C.II.d.ii. 

b. The Pre-Entry Period 

4.232. For around seven years (from 2008 until 2015), Auden/Actavis was the sole 
supplier of hydrocortisone tablets,1399 imposing significant price increases in 
the relevant market (increasing prices by 147% for 10mg tablets and 171% 
for 20mg tablets1400 during the period). Such price increases were very 
profitable, and without loss of volumes (in fact, hydrocortisone tablet 
volumes were growing steadily). As set out in this section, this demonstrates 
that Auden/Actavis was able to act independently of its competitors, 

1398 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO chapter 3, Document 205217, Auden/Actavis RSSO, chapter 3. 
See also Document 206676, Intas/Accord-UK’s RLOF, paragraph 6 and pages 5-8. 
1399 See section 4.C.II.b.i below on the relevance of Auden/Actavis’s supply arrangements with Waymade and 
AMCo to its market shares. 
1400 These are increases from £22.28 per pack of 10mg tablets and £23.74 per pack of 20mg tablets in October 
2008 (that is, the start of the Infringements), to £55.06 per pack for 10mg tablets and £64.26 per pack for 20mg 
tablets in June 2015. As explained in section 3.E.V.b.ii above, Actavis’s prices continued to increase after the 
Pre-Entry Period: at their peak its prices for both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets reached around £72 per 
pack. 
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customers and end-consumers to an appreciable extent during the Pre-Entry 
Period. 

i. Retention of very large market shares 

4.233. From 1 October 2008 until July 2015 – nearly seven years – Auden was the 
sole supplier of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK1401 with a 
market share by volume and value of 100%.1402 As explained in section 
4.B.I.a above, this provides a clear indication that Auden held a dominant 
position.1403 Indeed, a market share of 100% over many years creates ‘a 
very strong presumption’ of dominance.1404 No exceptional circumstances 
existed which rebut this presumption (see section 4.B.II.c below).  

4.234. During the Pre-Entry Period Auden entered into supply arrangements with 
Waymade and AMCo under which it supplied each with limited volumes of its 
hydrocortisone tablets at a substantial discount to its other customers (87% 
and 97% respectively). Waymade and AMCo then sold those volumes in the 
market for a profit. This did not affect Auden’s position as monopolist: 
Waymade and AMCo continued to sell Auden’s hydrocortisone tablets. The 
CMA has found that these supply arrangements were payments in return for 
AMCo’s and Waymade’s agreement not to enter the market (see section 6 
below). The supply arrangements therefore bought off, rather than 
increased, the competitive constraints Auden faced.1405 

4.235. The possession, over a long period, of a very large market share ‘constitutes 
in itself, save in exceptional circumstances, proof of the existence of a 
dominant position’.1406 Moreover, as explained in the sections that follow, 

1401 Although there are some parallel imports of hydrocortisone tablets supplied into the United Kingdom, 
volumes are very low. The CMA’s analysis based on IMS Health data shows that, on average, parallel imports 
accounted for 1% or significantly less of all wholesalers’, pharmacies’ and hospitals’ volumes of hydrocortisone 
tablets throughout the Infringements. As a result, the CMA has not considered them further in its assessment of 
dominance (including in its calculation of market shares), as they do not materially impact the CMA’s findings. 
1402 The relevant market is taken to include 10mg and 20mg tablet strengths as set out in paragraph 4.229 above. 
However, the same conclusion that Auden was the sole supplier with a 100% market share would be reached 
were the tablet strengths considered as separate markets because Auden was the sole supplier of both of those 
tablet strengths. 
1403 See, eg, T-30/89 Hilti v Commission, EU:T:1991:70, paragraph 92.  
1404 Albion Water Limited v Ofwat [2006] CAT 38, paragraph 123. See also C-62/86 Akzo v Commission, 
EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 60; T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 288; T-30/89 
Hilti v Commission [1991] ECR II-1439, paragraph 92; T-340/03 France Télécom v Commission [2007] ECR II-
107, paragraphs 99 to 101; T-57/01 Solvay v Commission [2009] ECR II-4621, paragraphs 275 to 305. 
1405 Compare C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 133 and 137; C-586/16 P Sun Pharmaceutical 
Industries and Ranbaxy (UK) v Commission, paragraphs 82-84. See also GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), 
paragraphs 297-298 and 308, C-307/18 GSK v Commission, paragraphs 103-110, and GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 
9, paragraphs 54, 57 and 103-106. See also Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v 
Commission, paragraph 142. 
1406 C-457/10 P AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:C:2012:770, paragraph 176. See also T-340/03 France Telecom 
v Commission, EU:T:2007:22, paragraph 103. Compare the Commission’s decision in COMP/38.233 Wanadoo 
Interactive, paragraph 212 (upheld in T-340/03); C-62/86 Akzo v Commission, EU:C:1991:286, paragraph 60; 
Aberdeen Journals v OFT [2003] CAT 11, paragraph 310. Compare also T-66/01 Imperial Chemical Industries v 
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other evidence corroborates the conclusion that Auden held a dominant 
position throughout the Pre-Entry Period. 

ii. Pricing behaviour and financial performance 

4.236. Auden’s pricing behaviour and financial performance throughout the Pre-
Entry Period in themselves demonstrate its ability to exert substantial market 
power, and therefore its dominance, corroborating the strong evidential 
weight of its very large market shares.1407 

4.237. During the Pre-Entry Period, Auden was able profitably to increase and 
sustain supra-competitive prices for hydrocortisone tablets, as demonstrated 
by: 

a. Very significant price increases without loss of volumes. As shown in 
section 3.E.V.a.ii above, Auden implemented frequent and very 
significant price increases for hydrocortisone tablets during the Pre-
Entry Period.  By the end of the Pre-Entry Period in June 2015, Auden’s 
prices had increased by 147% for 10mg tablets and 171% for 20mg 
tablets.1408 As explained in section 4.B.II.c.i above, Auden did not lose 
any volumes as a result of these price increases, which is strong 
evidence of its substantial market power. 

b. Pricing significantly above costs. Throughout the Pre-Entry Period, 
Auden was able consistently to set prices at a level which significantly 
exceeded its costs. The direct costs from the CMO remained below 
[£1-£4] for both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets throughout the 
Pre-Entry Period and Cost-Plus was less than £5 per pack for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, and £6 per pack for 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets (see section 5.C.III below). An undertaking that is in a position 
to price without reference to its costs is plainly under no competitive 
constraint as to the prices it charges.1409 

Commission, EU:T:2010:255, paragraph 256; Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, 
paragraph 41; and Commission Decision in Case AT.39612 Perindopril (Servier), recital 2561. 
1407 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 6.5. Compare Case IV.30.787 Eurofix-Bauco v 
Hilti, paragraph 71; T-30/89 Hilti AG v Commission, EU:T:1991:70, paragraph 93. See also Commission Decision 
in Case IV/30.178 Napier Brown – British Sugar, paragraph 55.  
1408 These are increases from £22.28 per pack of 10mg tablets and £23.74 per pack of 20mg tablets in October 
2008 (that is, the start of the Infringements), to £55.06 per pack for 10mg tablets and £64.26 per pack for 20mg 
tablets in June 2015. As explained in section 3.E.V.b.ii above, Actavis’s prices continued to increase after the 
Pre-Entry Period: at their peak its prices for both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets reached around £72 per 
pack.
1409 See paragraph 4.191. 
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c. Excessive profits. Throughout the Pre-Entry Period, Auden’s exercise 
of pricing power enabled it persistently to earn supernormal profits,1410 

returns that were significantly above those which would be expected to 
prevail in a competitive market characterised by similar levels of risk 
(as demonstrated by a comparison between Auden/Actavis's prices 
and the current average price of Actavis's competitors (see section 
5.D.III.a below)), and that did not represent a return on previous 
innovation (since Auden acquired the hydrocortisone tablets MAs rather 
than invented the drug and did not make any investments in 
hydrocortisone tablets, see section 5.D.II.b.ii below):1411 

i. As a result of the price increases it imposed, Auden earned profits 
over the Pre-Entry Period significantly above an appropriate 
measure of its costs, plus a reasonable rate of return (that is, Cost 
Plus) in percentage terms of at least 450%, for 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, with prices reaching over 1,100% above 
this level by July 2015 (Differentials reached over £45 per pack for 
both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets).1412, 1413 

ii. This resulted in profits in excess of Cost Plus during the Pre-Entry 
Period in real terms of around £170 million for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, and around £10 million for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

iii. Auden’s gross margins were around []% (and as high as []% 
during the latter part of the Pre-Entry Period).1414 

4.238. The fact that Auden was able to repeatedly increase its prices to such an 
extent and to profitably sustain such increases demonstrates that any 
competitive constraints exerted on Auden were insufficient to prevent it from 
holding a dominant position in the market for hydrocortisone tablets in the 
UK during the Pre-Entry Period. 

1410 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 6.6; Case IV.30.787 Eurofix-Bauco v Hilti, 
paragraph 71. Compare Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 249; and Case 
AT.39612 Perindopril (Servier), recitals 2579 to 2580, 2595 and 2598. 
1411 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 6.5. 
1412 See section 5.C. 
1413 Compare Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 126 to 128. 
1414 Source: CMA calculations based on data submitted by Auden in relation to the Pre-Entry Period. 
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iii. Market context – Auden’s Agreements with AMCo and Waymade 

4.239. The CMA has concluded that entry into the Agreements with Waymade and 
AMCo was a key factor in enabling Auden to prolong its dominant position 
during the Pre-Entry Period.1415 

4.240. During the Pre-Entry Period, both Waymade and AMCo developed their own 
hydrocortisone tablets and posed a competitive threat to Auden (see section 
6.C.II below). 

4.241. When faced with this threat, Auden entered into the Agreements with 
Waymade and AMCo under which it agreed to supply them with specified 
quantities of hydrocortisone tablets at a heavily discounted supply price. As 
a result, Auden made significant payments to its potential competitors which 
the CMA has concluded were made in return for their agreement not to enter 
the market independently with their own products (see section 6.D.II below). 
These Agreements prevented, or at least considerably delayed, the entry of 
new competitors. 

4.242. In this way, Auden’s arrangements with its potential competitors Waymade 
and AMCo acted to prolong its dominance (see section 6.C.II below). Auden 
continued (and even accelerated) its price increases during the Agreements: 
see figures 4.1 and 4.2 above. Auden/Actavis’s prices increased by 99% and 
92% for 10mg and 20mg tablets respectively during the Agreements.1416 

c. The Post-Entry Period 

4.243. From July 2015 onwards, competitors began to enter the market (see 
section 3.E above). Following this independent entry, Actavis’s1417 market 
shares and prices declined (see figures 4.13 to 4.19 below). However, 
notwithstanding these declines, the CMA has concluded on the basis of the 
analysis in this section that Actavis retained its dominant position throughout 
the Post-Entry Period. 

1415 The 10mg Agreement continued into the Post-Entry Period – until 24 June 2016. 
1416 For 10mg tablets: an increase in Auden/Actavis’s price from £31.55 per pack in October 2012 (the month the 
10mg Agreement commenced) to £62.63 per pack in June 2016 (the month the 10mg Agreement terminated). As 
the Agreement terminated due to the independent competition present in the market which had already begun to 
reduce Auden/Actavis’s prices, this figure represents an underestimate of the price increase during the 10mg 
Agreement. For 20mg tablets: an increase in Auden/Actavis’s price from £32.56 per pack in July 2011 (the month 
the 20mg Agreement commenced) to £62.45 in April 2015 (the month the 20mg Agreement terminated).
1417 For ease, the CMA refers in the remainder of this section covering the Post-Entry Period to ‘Actavis’ only. 
This must be read as referring to AM Pharma during July and August 2015, ie the last two months in which AM 
Pharma sold hydrocortisone tablets in the UK before this business was transferred intra-group to Actavis UK 
Limited, which continued the sale of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK from September 2015 onwards. Actavis UK 
Limited underwent a name change to Accord-UK Limited in March 2018, some time after Intas and Accord 
acquired it. However, this did not mean the entity selling hydrocortisone tablets in the UK changed.  
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4.244. As explained in section 4.C.I above, price reductions and the loss of a 
certain amount of market share do not in themselves indicate the absence or 
loss of dominance. In this case, the evidence shows that notwithstanding a 
decline in its market shares and prices (from very high levels), Actavis 
retained the ability to act to an appreciable extent independently of its 
competitors, customers and ultimately of consumers. This is demonstrated 
by Actavis’s retention of significant market shares despite the entry of 
competitors and its ability to charge a premium for its product, at a time 
when competitors’ prices were falling at a faster rate.  

4.245. Actavis was able to retain this position of economic strength despite the 
emergence of competition due to the barrier to expansion created by the 
orphan designation. As the only full label supplier of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, Actavis had an assured base of customers that had no choice but to 
purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets (see section 3.E.IV.c.i.a)  that allowed 
Actavis to profitably charge a significant premium above its competitors’ 
prices. 

4.246. Although Actavis was not the only full label supplier of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, so that it did not benefit from an assured base arising from being the 
only full label supplier in the same way as it did for 10mg tablets, it continued 
to retain a position of dominance during the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. This 
is shown by the fact that Waymade itself did not achieve a substantial 
market share and Auden/Actavis was able to profitably retain a significant 
price premium over all competitors, including Waymade, in the 20mg tablets 
market. 

i. Market shares 

4.247. The CMA has concluded that Actavis continued to hold substantial market 
power with respect to both tablet strengths during the Post-Entry Period. 
Whether assessed by value or by volume, Actavis’s market shares in the 
Post-Entry Period indicate continued dominance: although Actavis’s market 
shares declined during the Post-Entry Period,1418 they remained very large, 
whether in value or volume terms, both in themselves, and relative to 
competitors either individually or cumulatively. 

4.248. The CMA’s conclusions on dominance apply whether 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets are (i) part of the same relevant product market; or (ii) 

1418 These market shares should also be considered in the context of steadily growing 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablet volumes, and relatively flat 20mg tablet volumes (see section 3.E.V.a.ii above). 
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in separate markets.1419 The market shares of the suppliers of 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-Entry Period, by value and 
volume, are shown in figures 4.13 to 4.16 below. 

Figure 4.13: Market shares for the supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-
Entry Period (based on monthly sales value) 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

Notes: (1) Market shares are based on monthly sales revenues, net of all rebates/discounts; (2) Actavis’s average monthly 
sales revenues exclude intercompany sales but include sales to Waymade and AMCo. As Actavis was supplying Waymade 
and AMCo at considerably reduced prices, this will understate its market share. Waymade and AMCo’s sales that were 
supplied by Actavis are excluded because supply volumes to Waymade and AMCo were controlled by Actavis (see section 
6.D.II below). 

1419 As explained at paragraph 3.125, since 10mg hydrocortisone tablets account for 96% of all hydrocortisone 
tablets dispensed, market shares for the supply of hydrocortisone tablets as a whole are in any event in all 
material respects the same as those presented in this section for the 10mg strength. 
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Figure 4.14: Market shares for the supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-
Entry Period (based on monthly sales volumes) 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

Note: AMCo’s and Waymade’s sales volumes exclude their sales of Actavis’s product and Actavis’s sales volumes include 
product sold to AMCo and Waymade pursuant to the Agreements. 
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Figure 4.15: Market shares for the supply of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-
Entry Period (based on monthly sales value) 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

Notes: (1) Market shares are based on monthly sales revenues, net of all rebates/discounts; (2) Actavis’s average monthly 
sales revenues exclude intercompany sales but include sales to Waymade and AMCo. As Actavis was supplying Waymade 
and AMCo at considerably reduced prices, this will understate its market share. Waymade and AMCo’s sales that were 
supplied by Actavis are excluded because supply volumes to Waymade and AMCo were controlled by Actavis (see section 
6.D.II below). 
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Figure 4.16: Market shares for the supply of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-
Entry Period (based on monthly sales volumes) 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

Note: AMCo’s and Waymade’s sales volumes exclude their sales of Actavis’s product and Actavis’s sales volumes include 
product sold to AMCo and Waymade pursuant to the Agreements. 

Retention of very large market shares 

4.249. Figures 4.13 and 4.15 show that at every point during the Post-Entry Period, 
Actavis’s value market share for both tablet strengths remained above the 
50% level at which dominance can be presumed:1420 

a. Actavis’s value share of the supply of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets remained around 60% or above (for much of the Post-Entry 
Period, substantially above) despite independent entry. 

b. For 10mg tablets: after declining until March-May 2016, Actavis’s value 
share stabilised above 70%. In July 2018 (the last month of the 10mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse), Actavis’s value share was 86%. 

c. For 20mg tablets: after declining until August 2015, Actavis’s value 
share remained around 70% or above. At the end of December 2016 

1420 See section 4.C.I.a.i above. Compare in particular the CAT’s judgment in Aberdeen Journals v OFT [2003] 
CAT 11: ‘In our view the Director is correct to conclude that market shares of this order [78% by value / 67% by 
volume; and 73% by value / 63% by volume] suffice to establish that Aberdeen Journals was dominant unless 
exceptional circumstances are shown’ (paragraph 310). 
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(the last month before the end of the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse), 
Actavis’s value share was 78%. 

4.250. Similarly, figures 4.14 and 4.16 show that Actavis’s volume share of the 
supply of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets declined but remained 
above 50% for most of the Post-Entry Period:1421 

a. For 10mg tablets: Actavis’s volume share declined until mid-2017, at 
which time it stabilised at around 50%. For seven months in 2017 (April 
to September, and December), Actavis's volume share fell below 50% 
(though for most of that period, it remained between 40 and 50%). 
During 2018 it recovered to around 50%, fluctuating slightly above and 
below that level and reaching 53% in July 2018 (the last month of the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse). 

b. For 20mg tablets: Actavis’s volume share declined during the Post-
Entry Period, reaching 67% at the end of the Post-Entry Period. 
Actavis’s volume share only dipped below 50% in one month 
(November 2016, to 49%, from above 60% in each of the previous six 
months) and recovered to 67% in the following month (the last month 
before the end of the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse). 

4.251. Actavis’s retention of a very large value market share demonstrates its 
continued ability to act to an appreciable extent independently of its 
competitors, customers and ultimately of consumers throughout the Post-
Entry Period. In particular, its market share by value remained above 50%, 
the threshold at which the presumption of dominance applies. In these 
circumstances even a downward trend in these shares does not prevent the 
CMA from relying on this presumption.1422 

4.252. As figures 4.13 to 4.16 show, Actavis’s market shares, both value and 
volume, declined during the Post-Entry Period, although value market shares 
increased again after an initial decline. However, as explained in section 
4.B.I.a.i above, a decline in market shares cannot, without more evidence, 

1421 The monthly market shares of Actavis and other suppliers in the Post-Entry Period were subject to 
fluctuations, often driven by customers’ order patterns and stocking decisions (see for example Document 01613, 
email from Accord-UK to CMA dated 31 May 2017). This means that individual monthly market shares should not 
be accorded disproportionate weight when assessing market power. The overall trend during the Post-Entry 
Period is more significant. This indicates that, despite these monthly fluctuations, Actavis retained the ability to 
maintain very high market shares by value and volume. Its volumes, though declining overall, remained the 
highest of any market player. The combination of its continued pricing freedom and enduring volume share 
resulted in its maintenance of a very large value share throughout the Post-Entry Period.
1422 Compare T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 288: the Court considered that 
AstraZeneca remained dominant in Germany, observing that although the data in Germany showed ‘an 
uninterrupted downward trend in AZ’s market share, it was still very significant in 1997 (53.99%). A dominant 
position may be presumed from market shares above 50%’. In this case the downward trend in Actavis’s market 
share was not uninterrupted. 
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prove that an undertaking is not dominant – especially where, as here, 
market shares remain high at the end of the relevant period.1423 In fact, the 
decline in Actavis’s market shares was not uninterrupted or inexorable, as 
demonstrated by figures 4.13 to 4.16.  

4.253. In particular, the decline of Actavis’s market share was more significant in 
volume than in value terms. Although value and volume market shares are 
both relevant measurements for assessing market power, the differentiated 
nature of full and skinny label tablets means that value market shares better 
reflect the relative position and strength of each supplier in the Post-Entry 
Period.1424 As explained in paragraph 4.249, Actavis’s value shares were 
very high throughout the Post-Entry Period, and usually above 60%. Even in 
volume terms, Actavis’s share of supply of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets respectively were usually above 50% throughout. 

4.254. Therefore, although in volume terms the decline of Actavis’s market share 
was more extensive than in value terms, it was able to maintain its market 
position in volume and especially in value terms at a very high level. Despite 
competitors taking sales volumes, Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets were able 
to generate revenue for Actavis at far higher levels than competitors were 
able to achieve from their sales (as a result of the price premium it was able 
to charge over competitors’ prices) and is more relevant for the assessment 
of its market power than the fact that its sales volumes declined.1425 

4.255. Given that Actavis’s shares remained at high levels throughout the Post-
Entry Periods, and in the light of the factors explained in the following 
sections, the decline in Actavis’s market shares does not indicate that it lost 
the appreciable independence which is the hallmark of dominance. 

Relative market shares 

4.256. Figures 4.13 to 4.16 show not only that Actavis retained a particularly high 
market share but also that it retained its preponderant market position as its 

1423 T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraphs 223 to 224: though British Airways’ 
market share fell below 40%, ‘the reduction in BA’s market share cannot, in itself, constitute proof that there is no 
dominant position’ given BA’s continued preponderance on the market and the gap to its rivals’ shares. See also 
T-340/03 France Telecom v Commission, EU:T:2007:22, paragraphs 103 and 104; T-24/93 Compagnie Maritime 
Belge Transports v Commission, paragraph 77. See also Case AT.39612 Perindopril (Servier), recitals 2107, 
2329-2330, 2566-2568, 2593, where Servier retained its dominant position in France despite its volume share 
‘diminishing continuously from the first generic entry’. 
1424 European Commission Notice on market definition, paragraph 55: ‘In cases of differentiated products, sales 
in value and their associated market share will usually be considered to better reflect the relative position and 
strength of each supplier’. See also Commission decision COMP/A.37.507/F3 AstraZeneca, recitals 370 and 394. 
Compare OFT decision in Case CE/8931/08 Reckitt Benckiser, paragraph 5.8. See also Commission Decision 
IV/33.440 Warner-Lambert / Gillette, paragraph 22; and Commission Decision COMP/M.4747 IBM/Telelogic, 
paragraph 135. 
1425 Compare the European Commission’s Decision in COMP/M.1846 Glaxo Wellcome / Smithkline Beecham, 
paragraph 106. 
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market shares were much higher than those of its competitors. Actavis 
maintained a substantial gap by value and by volume to its nearest 
competitor.1426 This is an indicator of its continued substantial market power, 
which was out of all comparison to that of other market players.1427 

4.257. The evidence demonstrates that Actavis’s competitors had unstable market 
shares, where new entrants initially obtained a higher market share before 
dropping following entry of other suppliers. This is indicative of a high degree 
of rivalry amongst new entrants. However, the fact that these market share 
fluctuations were primarily among new entrants but had less impact on 
Actavis’s more stable market shares confirms that, as the market developed, 
skinny label tablet suppliers competed more meaningfully with one another 
for the contestable portion of the market (sales to customers who were 
prepared to purchase skinny label product, see section 4.C.II.c.iii below) 
rather than with Actavis.1428 

4.258. The shares attained by Actavis's competitors were unstable throughout the 
Post-Entry Period, and there was greater volatility in those shares as 
compared with Actavis’s more stable shares. 

4.259. No individual competitor succeeded in increasing its market share over a 
sustained period, indicating that no competitor gained sufficient market 
power to constrain Actavis to an appreciable extent. Competitors’ shares (by 
either value or volume) were usually in the range of 10-20% and rarely 
above 30% and therefore remained substantially lower than Actavis’s shares 
of above 60% (by value). There was also considerable month-to-month 
variation in competitors’ shares. 

4.260. For 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, the highest value share attained by an 
individual competitor during the Post-Entry Period was 30% by Alissa in 
February 2016. However, after entry by Bristol Laboratories and Resolution 
Chemicals, Alissa’s value share dropped to 7% in May 2016 and remained 
below or around 10% for the rest of the Post-Entry Period. In volume terms, 
Resolution Chemicals achieved the highest volume share of a competitor at 

1426 Compare T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraphs 224-225. 
1427 Compare T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 253. 
1428 As figures 3.14 and 3.15 show, skinny label tablet suppliers competed more closely with each other on price 
than with Actavis. For example, Alissa stated that it considered Teva and Bristol Laboratories to be its main 
competitors and added that it did not think that it and Actavis was ‘operating on a level playing field’. See 
Document 01553, Alissa’s response to question 8 of the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 May 2016. Consistently 
with this, DE Pharma told the CMA that Actavis did not compete on price with skinny label tablet entrants and that 
price competition between skinny label tablet suppliers increased as more skinny label tablet suppliers entered. 
See Document 206579, note of call with DE Pharma on 23 February 2021, paragraphs 2.6 and 2.10.    
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28% in May 2016, but this fell to 2-3% several months later when it changed 
its pricing strategy.1429 

4.261. For 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, Waymade achieved the highest value and 
volume share of any individual competitor. Its average value share over the 
period in which it was the only other supplier of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
(August 2015 to February 2016) was 31% but Waymade did not retain this 
high share: its value share declined to 5% in June 2016, following entry by 
skinny label suppliers in March 2016.1430 

ii. Pricing behaviour and financial performance 

4.262. Actavis’s pricing behaviour and financial performance throughout the Post-
Entry Period in themselves demonstrate that Actavis continued to hold 
substantial market power, and therefore a dominant position,1431 

corroborating the strong evidential weight of its very large market shares. 

4.263. As explained in section 3.F above, following entry, Actavis’s prices followed 
a steady downward trend. 

4.264. The decline in Actavis's prices must, however, be seen in the context of the 
extremely high levels from which they began. As explained above, by the 
point that independent entry began, Auden/Actavis had been regularly and 
significantly increasing its prices for nearly seven years. At their peak,1432 

Auden/Actavis’s price for both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
reached around £72 per pack (compared with £22.08 per pack of 10mg 
tablets and £23.74 per pack of 20mg tablets in October 2008):1433 an 
increase of 224% for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and 204% for 20mg. 
Costs remained low, and in March 2016, when the downward trend began, 
Actavis’s 10mg price exceeded costs, including a reasonable return, by over 
3,000% (£70 per pack) (see section 5.C.IV). At the end of the Post-Entry 
Period, in July 2018, Actavis was still charging £20.23 for 10mg tablets, and, 
in December 2016, £40.76 for 20mg tablets. 

4.265. As explained in the sections that follow, Actavis retained the ability to set its 
prices significantly above those of its competitors. These price patterns 

1429 Resolution Chemicals reduced its price from £52.19 in April 2016 to £31.17, less than half Actavis’s May 
2016 price (£68.13). In the following months, however, it increased its prices to levels approaching the average 
competitor price. 
1430 Similarly, Waymade’s average volume share over the period in which it was the only other supplier of 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets was also 31%. However, like its value share, Waymade’s volume share subsequently 
declined following entry by skinny label suppliers and remained significantly lower than its highest level for the 
rest of the Post-Entry Period.
1431 Compare Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 68. See also Case No. 
IV/30.698 ECS/AKZO, paragraph 56 and Case E-2/36.041 PO-Michelin, paragraphs 197 to 199. 
1432 In March 2016 for 10mg tablets, October 2015 for 20mg tablets. 
1433 That is, the start of the Unfair Pricing Abuses. 
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persisted despite the indirect constraint from the Drug Tariff mechanism on 
Actavis’s pricing of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-Entry 
Period. This pricing led to persistent and excessive rates of profit which 
demonstrates that Actavis continued to hold a dominant position in the 
relevant market(s) throughout the Post-Entry Period. 

4.266. These measures of Actavis’s pricing behaviour and financial performance 
provide mutually reinforcing indicia of its continued dominance throughout 
the Post-Entry Period. 

Pricing behaviour 

4.267. Throughout the Post-Entry Period, Actavis retained the ability to price 
significantly above its competitors, as demonstrated by significant absolute 
and relative price differentials. That Actavis maintained significantly higher 
prices than its competitors whilst retaining much higher market shares 
(especially during a period where competition following entry was causing 
prices to fall as entrants competed to win sales) demonstrates Actavis's 
ability to exercise substantial market power. This therefore demonstrates 
that its behaviour remained appreciably independent of competitive 
constraint. 

4.268. Figures 4.17 and 4.181434 below show the development of Auden/Actavis’s 
prices and competitors’ average selling prices of 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets respectively during the Post-Entry Period. 

1434 Figure 4.17 shows the same prices for Auden/Actavis and average competitors as figure 4.1, but for the Post-
Entry Period only. 
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Figure 4.17: Prices and Drug Tariff prices of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-
Entry Period 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties and the Drug Tariff price for England. 

Note: The average competitors’ price is weighted by volumes sold. 
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Figure 4.18: Prices and Drug Tariff Prices of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-
Entry Period 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties and the Drug Tariff price for England. 

Note: The average competitors’ price is weighted by volumes sold. 

4.269. The differences between Actavis’s prices and those of its competitors in both 
absolute and relative terms1435 during the Post-Entry Period for 10mg and 
20mg tablet strengths are shown in figures 4.19 and 4.20 respectively below. 

1435 The CMA has calculated the price differential relative to the weighted average of competitors’ selling prices 
(weighted by volumes sold). However, the result does not change materially were the calculation based on the 
price differential relative to Actavis’s closest competitor on price, because competitors’ average prices were all 
similar without a large spread. 
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Figure 4.19: Difference between Actavis’s and average competitors’ prices for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-Entry Period 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

Figure 4.20: Difference between Actavis’s and average competitors’ prices for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-Entry Period 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

4.270. The downward trend in prices shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 shows that 
Actavis experienced some degree of constraint on its pricing ability. This 
constraint is consistent with the finding that full and skinny label 
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hydrocortisone tablets are in the same relevant market (see section 4.B.II.c.ii 
above). Actavis’s declining prices are not, however, incompatible with it 
holding a dominant position. As explained in section 4.C.I above, dominance 
does not imply the absence of any competitive constraint, or that the 
undertaking has ‘eliminated all opportunity for competition’.1436 The question 
is whether the undertaking retains ‘preponderant strength in relation to its 
competitors, even when allowance is made for some competition’.1437 

Despite independent entry, Actavis’s pricing behaviour continued to be 
consistent with the appreciable independence which is the hallmark of 
dominance. 

4.271. Figures 4.14 to 4.17 show that, despite declining prices throughout the Post-
Entry Period (with declines starting from April 2016), Actavis consistently 
maintained a substantial premium above the prices of its competitors 
(because competitors’ prices declined at a faster rate). Moreover, this 
premium increased in relative terms throughout the Post-Entry Period. The 
ability to maintain a premium is particularly significant in the relevant 
markets. As explained in section 3.D.I above, hydrocortisone tablets are 
generic, bioequivalent products, such that this continued premium reflects 
Actavis’s continued significant market power rather than intrinsically greater 
value in its products (see section 5.D.IV below). 

4.272. Figures 4.17 and 4.19 show the following price trends for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets: 

a. Although Actavis's price started to decrease following entry by further 
suppliers in March 2016,1438 its competitors’ prices decreased at a 
faster rate. 

b. As a result, the premium Actavis charged over its competitors’ prices 
increased substantially, peaking at £34.75 in December 2016 and 
remaining very large (£16.60) even at the end of the Post-Entry Period 
in July 2018. 

c. These significant absolute differences between Actavis’s prices and its 
competitors’ prices, particularly in the context of declining prices 
overall, meant that the relative price difference was growing throughout 
the period. Actavis charged a premium of, on average, 145% of its 
competitors’ average prices during the Post-Entry Period, and its price 

1436 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 113. See also Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La 
Roche v Commission, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 39. 
1437 C-322/81 Michelin NV v Commission, paragraph 52. 
1438 In addition to Alissa’s entry in October 2015, see table 3.13 in facts for entry details. 
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had reached a level of over five times its competitors’ average price 
by July 2018. 

4.273. Figures 4.18 and 4.20 show the following price trends for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets: 

a. The first competitive entrant (Waymade, a full label tablet supplier) 
initially set its prices around the same level as Auden. However, from 
April 2016 onwards Actavis was able to maintain a substantial premium 
over its competitors – including Waymade (whereas competition among 
Actavis's competitors led to their prices falling, Actavis’s prices did not 
fall as fast, demonstrating that Actavis was able to act appreciably 
independently). 

b. Actavis's premium remained significant during the Post-Entry Period, 
peaking at £43.03 in November 2016. In fact, the premium to its 
competitors’ average prices increased in the second half of 2016, to 
around £21 on average over that period. 

c. These absolute price differences meant that the relative price 
difference grew throughout the period, such that by December 2016, at 
the end of the Post-Entry Period for 20mg tablets, Actavis was still 
charging £40.76 for 20mg tablets: nearly twice its competitors’ 
average prices and 1.5 times the price of its nearest competitor.1439 

Actavis charged a premium of, on average, 23% of its competitors’ 
average prices during the Post-Entry Period. 

4.274. It is also important to consider these price trends in the context of the 
changes in market shares as set out in section 4.C.II.c.i above. Actavis’s 
market share declined initially at a time when the absolute and relative 
premium between its price and that of its competitors was growing 
(particularly for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets). However, Actavis’s market 
shares then stabilised, at a time when its competitors’ prices continued 
falling faster than its own prices. This is direct evidence that Actavis was not 
losing any market share despite its competitors’ tablets becoming relatively 
cheaper in relation to its own, and provides a strong demonstration that 
Actavis retained an ability to price above competitive levels, thereby 
demonstrating its market power. 

4.275. As the number of entrants increased and competition intensified within both 
the 10mg and the 20mg hydrocortisone tablets markets, Actavis’s price 
premium increased relative to its competitors. This is not the pattern that 

1439 Resolution Chemicals, with an average selling price of £26.71. 
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would be expected if competitors were able to appreciably constrain 
Actavis’s conduct: instead, it would be expected that as more competitors 
entered, competition would become more intense between all suppliers and 
erode Actavis’s ability to charge a premium over its competitors’ prices. The 
increasing premium in the face of entry therefore demonstrates Actavis’s 
ability to act appreciably independently of its competitors. 

Financial performance 

4.276. Throughout the Post-Entry Period, Actavis also retained the ability 
consistently to persistently earn an excessive rate of profit, notwithstanding 
entry.1440 This, together with Actavis’s ability to retain a price premium above 
competitors, shows the durability of Actavis’s substantial market power. 

4.277. As explained below, throughout the Post-Entry Period, notwithstanding the 
decline in prices, Actavis’s exercise of pricing power enabled it persistently 
to earn supernormal profits.1441 These were returns that did not represent a 
return on previous innovation, since Auden acquired the hydrocortisone 
tablet MAs rather than invented the drug, nor did it make any investments in 
hydrocortisone tablets, (see section 5.D.II.b.ii below):1442 

a. As a result of the price it charged, Actavis earned profits in excess of 
costs, including a reasonable rate of return, in percentage terms of 
between approximately 1,000% and 3,000%1443 for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, and between approximately 1,250% and 
2,500%1444 for 20mg throughout the Post-Entry Period.1445 

b. This resulted in profits in excess of costs, including a reasonable rate of 
return, in real terms of around [] for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, and 
around £3 million for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Though profits 
declined as a result of the price falls since entry, they remained very 
high. 

c. Actavis’s gross margins remained over []% for both 10mg and 20mg 
tablet strengths, despite entry.1446 

1440 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 6.5. 
1441 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 6.6; Case IV.30.787 Eurofix-Bauco v Hilti, 
paragraph 71. Compare Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 249; and Case 
AT.39612 Perindopril (Servier), recitals 2579 to 2580, 2595 and 2598. 
1442 Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 6.5. 
1443 Peaking at around 3,150% in December 2015 
1444 Peaking at around 2,500% in October 2015 
1445 See section 5.C. 
1446 For example, in the period from May 2016 to January 2018 during which several competitors entered, its 
gross margin for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was stable at []-[]% (leading to average gross profits of £[] 
per month in the second half of 2016; approximately £[] per month thereafter). 
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The limitations of the Drug Tariff mechanism 

4.278. In the UK, the Drug Tariff can, in principle, provide a constraint on the pricing 
of suppliers, since it caps the price that pharmacies can recoup for 
dispensing.1447 Although the Drug Tariff provided some constraint on 
Actavis’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablet pricing during the Post-Entry 
Period,1448 that constraint was not sufficient to prevent Actavis’s 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets prices from profitably remaining at levels much higher 
than its competitors throughout the Post-Entry Period, as set out above. 

4.279. Throughout the Post-Entry Period, 10mg hydrocortisone tablets were in 
Category M of the Drug Tariff.1449 As explained in section 3.E.I.b above, 
Category M reimbursement prices were set using a weighted average of 
retrospective sales and volume data, that is, retrospective net prices 
(average selling prices)1450 supplied by members of Scheme M1451 (that is, a 
subset of suppliers in the market).1452 This inclusion of other suppliers’ prices 
in the Drug Tariff calculations created an indirect constraint on Actavis’s 
prices for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

4.280. This indirect constraint – over time – acted to reduce Actavis’s prices even 
within its assured base. This is because where the Drug Tariff price (which 
acts as a ceiling on the prices that suppliers can charge1453 (see section 
3.B.IV above)) is set by reference to suppliers' selling prices, direct price 
competition between suppliers will result in lower prices feeding into the 
Drug Tariff price calculation. This inclusion of other suppliers’ prices in the 

1447 Both suppliers and wholesalers set their prices at a discount to the Drug Tariff. Accord-UK explained that its 
‘net selling prices for Hydrocortisone Tablets will always be below the Drug Tariff’ (Document 02238, Intas, 
Accord and Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 December 2017, response to 
question 1). Wholesalers such as Alliance ‘will try to sell the product at a discount to Drug Tariff (because that is 
the price at which customers are reimbursed and they are therefore looking to achieve a discount to this price)’. 
Document 02202, Alliance’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 December 2017, responses to 
questions 1, 4, 7 and 10.  
1448 During the Pre-Entry Period, the Drug Tariff did not impose any constraint on Auden. That is because the 
Drug Tariff price was based only on the prices of Auden’s hydrocortisone tablets (via those set by its customers), 
since it was the only supplier in the market. That remained the case for 20mg tablets during the Post-Entry Period 
because 20mg tablets remained within Category A, which meant that the Drug Tariff price was set based on 
wholesalers’ and manufacturers’ list prices (that is, the price before customer-specific discounts or rebates). This 
is illustrated in figure 4.18 where the Drug Tariff price of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets remained high and 
unaffected by other suppliers’ selling prices, despite the downward price trend in the market. 
1449 10mg hydrocortisone tablets moved into Category M in July 2014 – a year before the entry of competing 
independent products into the market – and remained in Category M until the end of the Infringements.  
1450 Retrospective sales and volume data will be net of any discounts or rebates from list prices given by 
suppliers.  
1451 Actavis, which took over sales of hydrocortisone tablets from Auden in September 2015, was a Scheme M 
member. Of its competitors only AMCo, Teva and Genesis Pharmaceuticals were also Scheme M members 
during the Post-Entry Period.
1452 See, for example, Document 01987.B, DHSC presentation ‘Category M method’ dated September 2016, 
slide 4; Document 02664.E, spreadsheet with data, calculation and explanation of Category M Drug Tariff price 
for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
1453 As explained at footnote 1448 above, when there were no other suppliers the Drug Tariff price did not act as 
a ceiling on Auden’s prices as it increased in line with those prices (without there being other suppliers to 
influence the Drug Tariff Price). 
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Drug Tariff price calculation meant that the Drug Tariff price entered a 
downward trajectory reflecting the more rapidly falling prices of the other 
suppliers (see paragraph 4.271 above), together with Actavis’s own falling 
prices. 

4.281. Therefore, during the Post-Entry Period, suppliers of skinny label 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets posed both a direct and an indirect competitive 
constraint on Actavis: 

a. a direct constraint, from suppliers of skinny label tablets competing 
directly with Actavis for sales;1454 and 

b. an indirect constraint, from suppliers' selling prices contributing to the 
calculation of the Drug Tariff price of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
which in turn acted as a ceiling on the prices of suppliers in the market. 
This is illustrated in figure 4.17 which shows that Actavis’s prices 
declined on a similar trajectory to the Drug Tariff price of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-Entry Period. 

4.282. However, the way the Drug Tariff price was calculated limited the extent of 
this constraint, which reinforced Actavis’s ability to sustain prices above its 
competitors during the Post-Entry Period. In particular, the extent of this 
indirect constraint was limited by the fact that most skinny label tablet 
suppliers were not members of the voluntary Scheme M. That meant that 
their price and sales data did not contribute to the calculation of the Drug 
Tariff price for 10mg tablets.1455 

4.283. This limited the indirect constraint on Actavis’s pricing because the 
reimbursement price did not decrease as quickly as it would have, had all of 
Actavis’s competitors been Scheme M members (since competitors were 
pricing at lower levels than Actavis so the average price data informing 
reimbursement prices would have been lower).  

4.284. Intas/Accord-UK acknowledged that the way the Drug Tariff price for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets was calculated limited the extent of this constraint in a 
letter to the DHSC dated 7 December 2017. Intas/Accord-UK wrote to the 
DHSC suggesting that it request information on supply prices from non-
Scheme M members on a voluntary basis, to use in formulating the Drug 

1454 However, the direct constraint was limited by the orphan designation, which provided Actavis with an assured 
customer base, as explained in section 4.C.II.c.iii below.
1455 The DHSC has since revised the method it uses to calculate the Drug Tariff, and now takes all suppliers’ 
prices into account.  
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Tariff price for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, which ‘would quickly lower the 
latter and reinforce the competitive process’.1456 

4.285. By making this suggestion, Intas/Accord-UK acknowledged the limitations of 
Scheme M to reflect competition for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and that 
the extent of the constraint on Actavis from the Drug Tariff price was limited. 

4.286. Intas/Accord-UK's suggestion to the DHSC further shows that Actavis's 
conduct was not, at the time, sufficiently constrained by its competitors. If 
competition from competing suppliers of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was 
effective in constraining Actavis's price it would not have been necessary for 
Intas/Accord-UK to suggest that the DHSC take action to 'reinforce' the 
'competitive process' to make the constraint from the Drug Tariff price more 
effective. 

4.287. It was also the case that Actavis did not need to rely on the Drug Tariff price 
to lower its price – it could have simply decided to lower its price, which 
would have acted to lower the Drug Tariff price (given that Actavis was a 
Scheme M member and its selling price fed into the Drug Tariff price 
calculations, and in fact, would have had a significant impact since its price 
had a large weight due to its volume market share). Actavis not taking 
unilateral action and instead suggesting that the DHSC take action reflected 
the fact that Actavis was even at that stage able to act appreciably 
independently of its customers and the end consumer and that the extent of 
the constraint coming from the Drug Tariff price was limited. 

iii. Market context – the barrier created by the orphan designation and 
Actavis’s assured customer base 

4.288. As set out in section 3.B.III above, when a drug is in the third stage of the 
drug lifecycle, independent entry can usually be expected to lead to 
significant erosion of an incumbent’s market power.1457 However, as 
explained in sections 4.C.II.c.i and 4.C.II.c.ii above, following independent 
entry in the markets for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, Actavis 
retained its preponderant market position, holding substantial market shares 
and charging prices significantly above its costs and its competitors’ prices. 
The CMA has concluded that the orphan designation granted in respect of 

1456 Document 02194, Intas letter to the DHSC dated 7 December 2017. 
1457 In fact, the erosion of Actavis’s premium (and market share) is not, however, analogous to the process of 
competition following the loss of exclusivity of a patented product: in the hydrocortisone tablets markets, all 
suppliers are generic, which would suggest that a faster erosion of prices and market shares could be expected 
than where a branded product is competing with generic equivalents. 
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Plenadren was a key factor contributing to this ability because it formed a 
barrier to expansion and provided Actavis with an assured customer base. 

4.289. As explained in section 3.D.III.c above, the orphan designation for Plenadren 
meant that: 

a. For 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, only Auden/Actavis had a full label 
MA and was, therefore, the only option for those customers who 
purchased only (or only material quantities of) full label tablets.  

b. For 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, only Auden/Actavis and Waymade 
had full label MAs. 

4.290. Despite full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets being bioequivalent (see 
section 3.D.I above) and the vast majority of prescriptions being open (see 
section 3.E.III.a above), the effect of the orphan designation was to create 
two differentiated versions of hydrocortisone tablets: full and skinny label 
tablets. 

4.291. While many customers viewed full label and skinny label tablets as 
substitutes,1458 the regulatory circumstance of the orphan designation 
granted to Plenadren meant that a significant proportion of the market had 
no choice but to purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets and were not able to 
switch to skinny label tablets (see section 3.E.IV.c.i.). This meant that, as a 
result of regulatory circumstance and the decisions of pharmacies and 
wholesalers, Actavis had an assured customer base accounting for a 
significant proportion of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets sales in the UK.1459 

4.292. As explained in section 4.B.II.c.ii above, a significant number of 
customers,1460 accounting for a substantial portion of demand (around 50% 
of total purchases by volume), continued to purchase Actavis’s product. 
Eight of the ten largest pharmacy groups – Asda, Boots, Lloyds, Morrisons, 
Rowlands, Sainsbury’s, Superdrug and Well – all purchased only, or to a 
material extent only, full label hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-Entry 
Period. These customers continued to purchase Actavis’s product despite its 
much higher price (a price difference of 145% on average above skinny label 
prices during the Post-Entry Period) and in doing so, those customers were 
foregoing a significant amount of profit.   

1458 See section 4.A.III above. 
1459 See figure 4.4 above. 
1460 Intas/Accord-UK submitted that Accord-UK’s position was [] (Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO 
paragraphs 74). Intas/Accord-UK’s assertion that Accord-UK’s share would be [] amounts to a hypothetical 
scenario and which is not supported by evidence. On the evidence, these customers did not switch. 
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4.293. Therefore, the orphan designation’s key impact on the 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets market in the Post-Entry Period was as a barrier to expansion 
because competitors could only compete for and supply customers that were 
prepared to purchase skinny label tablets, but not those who had no choice 
but to purchase full label tablets. The orphan designation therefore rendered 
a significant portion of the 10mg hydrocortisone tablets market de facto  
incontestable for skinny label tablet suppliers during the Post-Entry Period 
and provided Actavis with an assured customer base.  

4.294. The assured customer base that Actavis enjoyed as a result of regulatory 
circumstance effectively provided a floor to the erosion of its sales volumes. 
This resulted in a significant market impact: as the only supplier of full label 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets (with 10mg tablets accounting for 96% of the 
total volumes of hydrocortisone tablets dispensed) and one of only two 
suppliers of full label 20mg tablets (the other being Waymade), Actavis was 
able to retain [] significant price premium above its competitors’.  

4.295. The fact that customers continued to purchase full label tablets from Actavis 
despite its substantial price premium (see figure 4.19 above) is a strong 
demonstration that Actavis retained dominance in the Post-Entry Period. As 
explained in section 4.B.I.b.ii above, where ‘customers continue to buy more 
goods from [the undertaking] which is the dearest vendor’, this is ‘a particular 
feature of the dominant position’ which is more significant than its overall 
profit margin and may, in context, be ‘determinative’ of the question of 
dominance.1461 In this case, customers’ continued purchasing of the dearest 
product by quite some margin is cogent evidence of Actavis’s dominance.1462  

4.296. The fact that Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets were full label was therefore a 
critical factor in its ability to maintain a substantial price premium over 
competitors during the Post-Entry Period. This advantage resulted not from 
any innovation by Auden/Actavis (see section 5.D.II.b.ii), but as a result of 
regulatory circumstance. Auden/Actavis derived a competitive advantage 
simply because it happened to have existing MAs when Plenadren was 
granted MAs. 

4.297. The size or existence of Auden/Actavis’s assured base may have been 
strengthened by Project Guardian – in which it sought to ensure customers 
would purchase only full label tablets (see section 3.F.III.h above). This 

1461 Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 126 to 128. 
1462 Compare T-219/99 British Airways v Commission, EU:T:2003:343, paragraphs 217 to 219: this means that 
neither the possibility that Actavis may sell lower volumes to other large customers, nor fluctuations in its total 
market share, call into question a finding of dominance, since it had an assured base of demand. 
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project had some limited success with certain customers, but was 
unsuccessful with others (see section 3.F.III.i above). 

4.298. In relation to 20mg tablets, although Waymade also supplied a full label 
product and therefore provided customers with an alternative full label 
supplier, Actavis retained a substantial premium over competitors, including 
Waymade, during the Post-Entry Period. The evidence shows that while 
some customers, notably AAH and Alliance (see paragraph 4.346), were 
able to use the threat to switch to Waymade to negotiate a lower supply 
price from Actavis, and on one occasion did switch purchases to 
Waymade,1463 this did not provide enough competitive constraint to 
undermine Actavis’s position of dominance in the Post-Entry Period. 
Moreover, Waymade itself never obtained a sufficient market share in the 
20mg tablets market to materially challenge Actavis’s market power (its 
share by volume did not exceed 31% during the Post-Entry Period and was 
often substantially below this level). 

iv. Representations on dominance in the Post-Entry Period 

'There was widespread market entry' 

4.299. Intas/Accord-UK1464 submitted that widespread market entry of skinny label 
suppliers during the Post-Entry Period shows there were no effective barriers 
to entry1465 in the supply of hydrocortisone tablets, and new entrants took a 
market share which prevented Actavis from maintaining its prices.1466 

Intas/Accord-UK further submitted that market shares do not establish 
dominance, and in particular, submitted that:1467 

a. Recent market entry should rebut any presumption of dominance as it 
provides evidence of the competitive process that occurred with new 
entry and sharp falls in prices. 

b. Although Actavis’s share by volume remained constant, its share by 
value fell as revenues were in constant decline. 

1463 For example, from October 2016 to January 2017, AAH switched its supply of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets to 
Waymade, after Actavis refused to match Waymade’s price. Document 02707, AAH response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice of 7 February 2018, response to question 2. 
1464 All of Intas/Accord-UK’s representations focussed on the 10mg hydrocortisone tablet market (as the 20mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse ended prior to Intas/Accord-UK’s ownership period). 
1465 Auden/Accord similarly submitted that ‘a high market share cannot be indicative of dominance in the absence 
of insurmountable barriers to entry’. Document 205217, Auden/Accord’s RSSO, paragraph 3.75. 
1466 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 42-46. Auden/Accord also submitted that ‘Auden, 
and later Accord-UK, has lost significant market share in the face of entry from multiple participants’, Document 
205217, Auden/Accord’s RSSO, paragraph 3.75. See also Document 206676, Intas/Accord-UK’s RLOF, 
paragraph 7 and pages 5-6.
1467 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 60-67. 
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4.300. Despite the market entry of skinny label suppliers, the CMA finds that 
Auden/Actavis’s 10mg shares remained high, reasonably stable, and much 
higher than competitors’ (see section 4.C.II.c.i above). The presumption of 
dominance continues to apply even in circumstances where market shares 
are decreasing (as explained in section 4.C.I.a.i above). 

4.301. In any event, that presumption is corroborated by additional evidence. 
Though overall values declined, Actavis was still able to maintain a price 
premium above competitors. As set out at section 3.E.IV.c.i, a significant 
proportion of the larger pharmacy chains (accounting for around 50% of total 
volumes) had no choice but to purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets and were 
not able to switch to skinny label tablets. This acted as a barrier to expansion 
for skinny label tablet suppliers and gave Auden/Actavis an assured 
customer base that enabled it to maintain prices significantly in excess of 
those charged by its competitors (a substantial premium of five times 
competitors’ prices at the end of the Post-Entry Period) while 
maintaining significant market shares. 

‘Falling prices demonstrate Auden/Actavis was not dominant’ 

4.302. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that prices fell by almost 65% during the ‘Intas 
Period’ (ie the period from 9 January 2017, when Accord-UK was owned by 
Intas) which, it submitted, is contrary to the fundamental hallmark of 
dominance which is the ability to maintain prices for a sustained period of 
time. Intas/Accord-UK further stated that this pricing trend is consistent with 
a normal competitive process in pharmaceutical markets where prices and 
volumes of the incumbent fall following generic entry, and that prices were 
on an irreversible trajectory of constant and significant decline, with market 
forces self-correcting.1468 Similarly, Auden/Actavis submitted that the 
persistent reductions in Actavis’s prices during the period following entry are 
indicative that Actavis was not in a position to act independently of its 
competitors and customers (beyond March 2016).1469 

4.303. However, one indication of dominance is the ability to profitably sustain 
prices above competitive levels: Actavis’s ability to do so was demonstrated 
by its price premium above competitors. The legal test requires appreciable 
freedom from constraint and does not require monopoly or the absence of 
any competition or complete pricing freedom to raise prices entirely 
unconstrained. 

1468 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 47-52 and 87–92, and 100. See also Document 
206676, Intas/Accord-UK’s RLOF, paragraph 7 and page 7.
1469 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.74-3.78. See also Document 206667, 
Auden/Actavis’s RLOF, paragraphs 3.42-3.46. 
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4.304. Despite falling prices and volumes, Actavis retained the ability to price at a 
substantial premium above competitors and at a profit, demonstrating market 
power. Although both prices and the absolute premium above skinny label 
prices were falling during the Post-Entry Period, this erosion did not prevent 
Actavis from charging five times its competitors’ prices by the end of that 
period. 

4.305. Further, the CMA does not consider that the development of the relevant 
markets is consistent with normal generic entry (as set out in section 3.B 
above). This is because the orphan designation granted to Plenadren gave 
rise to differentiation between full and skinny label tablets, thereby providing 
Auden/Actavis with an assured base and the ability to exercise market power 
(as set out at in section 4.C.II.c.iii above).  

4.306. Moreover, the question of whether the market was self-correcting and would 
eventually have reached equilibrium after the Unfair Pricing Abuses ended is 
not relevant for establishing, or disproving, dominance during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses. The evidence demonstrates that Auden/Actavis’s market 
shares remained high and stable and it retained a substantial price premium 
above its competitors throughout the Post-Entry Period. The persistence of 
these features throughout the relevant period provides compelling evidence 
of Auden/Actavis’s ability to behave to an appreciable extent independently 
of its competitors, its customers and ultimately of consumers.   

‘The Drug Tariff mechanism was a further constraint on prices’ 

4.307. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that the Drug Tariff ratchet provided an additional 
constraint, on top of competition from its competitors, on Actavis’s freedom 
to set prices. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that the drug tariff ratchet ‘worked’ 
and produced significant declines in prices, by January 2019 at the latest.1470 

4.308. Whilst the CMA agrees, as set out at paragraphs 4.278 to 4.287 above, that 
there was an indirect constraint on pricing arising from the Drug Tariff to 
some extent, the presence of this indirect constraint was not sufficient to 
remove the market power which Actavis enjoyed. In particular, a sizeable 
price premium to competitors’ prices remained (during the period in which 
the CMA finds Auden/Actavis to be dominant): Actavis’s prices were still five 
times those of its skinny label competitors by the end of the Post-Entry 
Period. 

1470 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 53-55, 66 and 93-98. 
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4.309. Moreover, one reason that the indirect constraint from the Drug Tariff did not 
undermine Auden/Actavis’s dominance during the Post-Entry Period1471 is 
because the Scheme M calculation meant that Actavis faced a more limited 
constraint than had the Drug Tariff price taken whole market prices into 
account1472 (as explained in paragraphs 4.278 to 4.287 above). Indeed, 
Intas/Accord-UK acknowledged this when it wrote a letter to the DHSC which 
highlighted that the Drug Tariff did not provide a sufficient constraint on its 
pricing (it suggested that the DHSC request information on supply prices 
from all suppliers to use in formulating the Drug Tariff price for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, which ‘would quickly lower the latter and reinforce the 
competitive process’).1473 

4.310. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that the ‘free choice’ of customers to continue to 
purchase from Actavis and to pay a (declining) premium for full label product 
does not establish dominance. Intas/Accord-UK noted that the same 
regulatory regime applied to all customers, and that ‘a choice made “at 
discretion” does not give rise to dominance, either in fact or in law’.1474 

4.311. As set out in section 3.E.IV.c.i above, the CMA considers that full label 
tablets are a differentiated product for which some customers had no choice 
but to purchase. Those customers were not able to switch to skinny label 
tablets, and so for those customers there were no alternatives. That 
sustained Auden/Actavis's market power because it was the only supplier of 
10mg full label tablets. Further, the facts that the same regulatory regime 
applies to all customers or that dispensing is at the ‘discretion’ of pharmacies 
does not undermine this position: it is evident that pharmacies reached 
differing positions on whether to dispense full or skinny label tablets, but both 
are reasonable positions to take and, once taken, do not imply an element of 
choice where there is only one supplier of the type of product in question (as 
was the case for full label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, which only 
Auden/Actavis was able to supply due to the orphan designation granted to 
Plenadren). 

1471 Further, the Drug Tariff mechanism itself will have disincentivised Actavis from making aggressive price 
reductions. This is because reductions in Actavis’s own prices would lead to lower future Drug Tariff prices 
(especially since its prices had a substantial weight in the Drug Tariff price calculation given its overall share of 
volumes, and even greater share of the volumes being taken into account by the Scheme M calculation). 
Therefore, to avoid having to price too low in the future, it was in Actavis’s interests to not reduce prices more 
than necessary in any given month.    
1472 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO states that Intas/Accord-UK assumes that Waymade and Bristol 
Laboratories (as BGMA members) were supplying prices to the DHSC (Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s 
RSSO, footnote 59). However, Waymade and Bristol Laboratories were not members of Scheme M at the 
relevant time so did not supply prices to the DHSC.
1473 Document 02194, Intas letter to the DHSC dated 7 December 2017. 
1474 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO paragraphs 68-76. See also paragraphs 107-111. See also 
Document 206676, Intas/Accord-UK’s RLOF, paragraph 8 and page 6. 
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d. The absence of countervailing buyer power 

4.312. The CMA has concluded that throughout the Infringements, Auden/Actavis 
was not effectively constrained by countervailing buyer power. 

4.313. As explained in paragraphs 4.212 to 4.214 above, the Court of Appeal when 
refusing permission for Pfizer to appeal the CAT’s Phenytoin judgment 
confirmed that when considering countervailing buyer power and specifically 
the issue of whether the DHSC had such power, as a matter of ‘[b]oth the 
case law and common sense’ the focus should be on whether there is ‘an 
effective constraint rather than the theoretical position’ (emphasis in 
original).1475 

4.314. The absence of an effective constraint – whether from the DHSC/NHS or 
from Auden/Actavis’s intermediate customers – is clear from Auden/Actavis’s 
pricing behaviour.1476 

4.315. As explained above: 

a. Auden/Actavis was able to increase its prices for hydrocortisone tablets 
by over 200%1477 during the Infringements, despite low and stable 
costs and without losing volumes during the Pre-Entry Period. 

b. Actavis was also able to maintain its prices significantly in excess of its 
competitors’ during the Post-Entry Period (an average of 145% (for 
10mg tablets) and 23% (for 20mg tablets) above competitors) and 
retain significant volume shares. This is not consistent with it facing a 
sufficient or effective countervailing constraint from the prospect of its 
customers switching supplier.1478 

1475 Document PAD172, Flynn Pharma Limited & Ors v Competition and Markets Authority, Order made by the 
Rt. Hon. Lord Justice Newey, dated 12 December 2018. See also National Grid v GEMA [2009] CAT 14, 
paragraph 60; Hutchison 3G v Ofcom [2005] CAT 39, paragraphs 105(i), 100(c) and 126. 
1476 Compare Case IV.30.787 Eurofix-Bauco v Hilti, paragraph 71. See also Commission Decision in Case 
IV/30.178 Napier Brown – British Sugar, paragraph 55: British Sugar’s ability to maintain price rises indicated its 
ability to behave to an appreciable extent independently of its competitors and customers. Compare the CAT’s 
observation in Genzyme that: ‘the very state of affairs which forms the subject matter of the present case itself 
indicates the ability of Genzyme to disregard the wishes of its customers and consumers’: Genzyme v OFT 
[2004] CAT 4, paragraph 257. 
1477 For 10mg tablets: an increase of 224% (or £49.86) from £22.28 in October 2008 (the month the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse started) to a peak of £72.14 in March 2016. For 20mg tablets: an increase of 204% (or £48.45) 
from £23.74 in October 2008 (the month the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse started) to a peak of £72.19 in October 
2015. 
1478 Compare Case T-321/05 AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 266: ‘the ability of AZ to 
maintain higher prices than those of its competitors, while retaining a much higher market share, shows that it 
was able to exercise market power in respect of price, since neither competing producers, nor social security 
systems, which bore the cost of the medicines, nor indeed patients, were able to force AZ to bring its prices into 
line with those of competing products.’ In this case the fact that Auden/Actavis’s customers did not exert a 
sufficient degree of buyer power to countervail Auden/Actavis’s market power in the supply of hydrocortisone 
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4.316. In the remainder of this section, the CMA further examines the factors that 
explain the absence of countervailing buyer power during the Infringements, 
considering (i) the NHS and the DHSC, and (ii) Auden/Actavis’s intermediate 
customers. 

i. The NHS and the DHSC 

4.317. The end customer of Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets is generally the 
NHS – specifically CCGs, which must pay for the medicines prescribed to 
patients via the reimbursement price. The DHSC, which is responsible for 
the NHS, has certain reserve powers to intervene in generic drug pricing. 

4.318. The CMA has concluded that Auden/Actavis’s market power was not 
effectively constrained by the NHS or the DHSC during the Infringements. 
This is explained by the following factors: 

a. the fragmented composition of the NHS; 

b. the inability of the NHS to exercise choice; and 

c. the absence of an effective constraint from the powers available to the 
DHSC. 

The fragmented composition of the NHS 

4.319. The CAT pointed out in Genzyme v OFT that: 

‘The “NHS” does not, however, exist as a corporate entity. In practice, 
the operation of the NHS is devolved to numerous executive or 
advisory bodies or agencies.’1479 

4.320. The CAT went on to note that ‘the largely decentralised structure of the NHS’ 
was a relevant factor in its conclusion that Genzyme held a dominant 
position.1480 

tablets is demonstrated by Auden/Actavis’s ability to maintain prices significantly above costs and those of its 
competitors, while retaining a high market share. Compare the OFT’s decision in Reckitt Benckiser, in which the 
fact that the undertaking’s value market share remained above 70-80%, despite a competitor product being 
available at a significantly cheaper price, demonstrated that ‘in reality the NHS has failed to exert countervailing 
buyer power’. OFT decision in Reckitt Benckiser (CE/8931/08), paragraph 5.52. 
1479 Genzyme v OFT [2004] CAT 4, paragraphs 246-247. Compare the OFT decision in Reckitt Benckiser 
(Decision No. CA98/02/2011): ‘the NHS is not in fact a single, large corporate entity’ (paragraph 5.51, noting that 
the CAT’s observations in Genzyme apply more generally). Compare also the Competition Commission decision 
in the Bournemouth/Poole merger, in which the CC observed (in relation to hospital services) that in light of the 
‘split between those exercising choice and the commissioners that pay’, no party exercised a sufficient constraint 
to offset market power (Final report on the anticipated merger of The Royal Bournemouth and Christchurch 
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and Poole Hospital HS Foundation Trust, paragraphs 7.2-7.5). 
1480 Genzyme v OFT [2004] CAT 4, paragraph 251. 
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4.321. The NHS comprises multiple different entities, which together form a 
fragmented and diffuse system that significantly limits the NHS’s ability to 
exercise buyer power. For example: 

a. decisions as to the selection (prescribers) and dispensing 
(pharmacists) of drugs are not made by the entities responsible for 
paying for the drugs (CCGs); 

b. the entities responsible for paying (CCGs) have no choice over whether 
to purchase or pay for drugs; and 

c. the price payable by CCGs is not determined or agreed by CCGs, even 
though they are responsible for paying. 

4.322. It is therefore overly simplistic to refer to ‘the NHS’ as a ‘customer’: it is a 
collection of many individual customers and organisations, particularly 
CCGs, each of which has its own budget and priorities. Indeed, NHS Clinical 
Commissioners (‘NHSCC’), the membership organisation of CCGs, informed 
the CMA that: 

a. while there is a great deal of information on drug pricing available to 
CCGs, it is practically very difficult for them to collate and use it, 
meaning CCGs generally do not track when individual drug prices 
change; 

b. because of the incremental nature of the price increases for 
hydrocortisone tablets, individual CCGs were unaware of them 
(notwithstanding that press coverage may have brought them to the 
attention of other individuals within the NHS); and 

c. NHSCC has separate bilateral relationships with NICE, the DHSC and 
NHS England, but none of these relates to drug pricing.1481 

The inability of the NHS to exercise choice 

4.323. Even in circumstances where a buyer is a single, large corporate entity 
(which, as explained above, the NHS is not), this is not usually in itself 
sufficient for a purchaser to have buyer power. In order effectively to 
constrain an undertaking from exercising its market power, the buyer also 
typically has to have a choice as to whether to continue buying from the 
seller.1482 

1481 Document 01936, Note of call between CMA and NHSCC, 3 May 2017, paragraphs 10, 11, 13, and 37. 
1482 OFT415 Assessment of market power, paragraph 6.1. 
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4.324. Neither the NHS, nor any of its constituent parts, was able to exercise such a 
choice during the Infringements. For the majority of the Infringements 
(around seven years), Auden was the sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets. 
Although a number of other suppliers entered from July 2015 onwards, the 
introduction of competition did not give the NHS a choice: CCGs continued 
to have no option but to fund the hydrocortisone tablets dispensed, 
regardless of which supplier's product was dispensed. 

4.325. In addition to its fragmented and diffuse structure, the NHS does not operate 
on a purely commercial basis. It has a duty to continue the promotion of a 
comprehensive health service designed to treat physical and mental 
illness.1483 The scope of this role serves further to reduce the extent of any 
buyer power the NHS might otherwise possess if its priorities were 
commercial. 

4.326. In Genzyme v OFT, the CAT observed that: 

‘in practice, once the prescribing decision is taken by the clinician, the 
NHS – in the form of the patient’s local PCT [now CCG] – has little 
option but to fund the product. 

In those circumstances, in our view, even though the NHS is the only 
purchaser of Cerezyme, its bargaining position is relatively weak in the 
face of Genzyme’s monopoly in the supply of that drug. If the NHS 
wishes to treat the highly vulnerable patients concerned, it has no 
alternative but to deal with Genzyme.’1484 

4.327. In this case, CCGs are responsible for funding prescriptions for 
hydrocortisone tablets out of their prescribing budgets. However, CCGs have 
no choice as to which hydrocortisone tablets are dispensed or funded. 

4.328. Once a particular medicine has been prescribed, pharmacies are bound to 
dispense it. Though pharmacies have discretion over which product to 
dispense against an open prescription, CCGs are bound to compensate 
pharmacies for whatever product they dispense, provided that the product 
dispensed is within the parameters of the prescription. CCGs do not 
negotiate the prices of hydrocortisone tablets with pharmaceutical suppliers 
or purchase the medicines directly from them.1485 Moreover, CCGs have no 
formal powers enabling them to limit the price they pay for pharmaceutical 

1483 See section 1 of the National Health Service Act 2006. 
1484 Genzyme v OFT [2004] CAT 4, paragraphs 249-250. 
1485 Moreover, as the Drug Tariff does not distinguish between different hydrocortisone tablets of the same 
strength, both full and skinny label tablets are reimbursed at the same price.  
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products, nor are they able to influence the Drug Tariff price (ie the price 
they have to pay). 

4.329. Given its legal duty, and the importance of hydrocortisone tablets as the first-
line treatment for adrenal insufficiency, the NHS could not stop purchasing 
hydrocortisone tablets in favour of an alternative drug. In any event, there 
was no feasible alternative to hydrocortisone tablets during the 
Infringements.1486 

4.330. CCGs (and hence the NHS) therefore had no choice but to pay for 
Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets where they were dispensed.1487 

The absence of an effective constraint from the powers available to the DHSC 

4.331. As explained in section 3.E.I.d above, the Secretary of State has certain 
powers to monitor and intervene in drug pricing in specific circumstances, in 
sections 261 to 266 of the NHS Act and arrangements entered into with 
industry pursuant to the NHS Act. These powers are discussed in this 
section on countervailing buyer power, because if he were to exercise these 
powers, the Secretary of State would be acting on behalf of the NHS as the 
organisation that ultimately pays for hydrocortisone tablets. 

4.332. For the reasons set out below, the CMA has concluded that these powers – 
or the prospect of the DHSC using them, whether ‘formally’ or ‘informally’ – 
did not confer countervailing buyer power on the DHSC. 

4.333. First, as explained in section 4.C.I.c.iii above, the CAT, the Court of Appeal, 
the European Commission and the European Courts have consistently held, 
in the pharmaceutical sector and in other sectors, that the prospect of 
‘regulatory’ intervention does not negate the possibility of dominance.1488 

1486 As explained in section 4.B.II.C.i above, Plenadren was not routinely prescribed as an alternative to 
hydrocortisone tablets due to its cost. Moreover, prescribers do not consider either prednisolone or other 
corticosteroids to be feasible alternatives to hydrocortisone tablets either. Instead, they are prescribed only in 
exceptional circumstances, usually when the patient is not able to tolerate hydrocortisone tablets.
1487 This was confirmed by the CCGs from whom the CMA requested information (Coastal West Sussex, 
Gloucestershire and South Devon and Torbay, see Document 01604, Document 01612 and Document 01638A). 
Spending on prescribed medicines is not discretionary, such that increases in the price of prescribed medicines 
led to decreases in discretionary spending. For example, Coastal West Sussex CCG and Gloucestershire CCG 
incurred very substantial additional costs as a result of the increasing price of hydrocortisone tablets, despite 
receiving no additional funding to cover these costs. 
1488 See, for example, Hutchison 3G (UK) v Office of Communications [2005] CAT 39, paragraphs 98 to 99 and 
138(b); Hutchison 3G UK Limited v Office of Communications [2008] CAT 11, paragraph 122, upheld in 
Hutchison 3G (UK) Limited v Ofcom [2009] EWCA Civ 683, paragraphs 60-61 and 66. See also National Grid v 
Ofgem [2009] CAT 14, paragraph 80; Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited v Director General of Fair Trading 
(Case No. 1001/1/1/01), paragraphs 153 to 155 and 165 to 168. Compare Case AT.39612 Perindopril (Servier), 
footnote 3356 and the case cited. See also C-280/08 P Deutsche Telekom AG v Commission, EU:C:2010:603, 
paragraphs 84 and 92. 
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4.334. As a matter of principle, therefore, an argument that Auden/Actavis would 
behave in a way that would comply with ‘regulatory’ controls that could in 
theory have been imposed on it cannot call into question the evidence of its 
dominance from its market shares, pricing behaviour and financial 
performance. The Court of Appeal has confirmed, in the context of 
dominance, that ‘the failure of the Department to exercise any powers it may 
have had could not have absolved the appellants from their “special 
responsibility not to allow their conduct to impair genuine undistorted 
competition”.’1489 

4.335. Secondly, as explained in section 4.C.I.c.iii above, the assessment of buyer 
power is one of degree; the relevant question is to what extent any such 
power ‘operated as a constraint on [the undertaking]’s ability to exert market 
power’,1490 in the context of ‘the actual relationship’ between supplier and 
buyer in practice, taking into account ‘how the market actually operates (or is 
likely to operate) on the true facts, not on artificial “facts” or partial facts’. Any 
potential constraint ‘must be viewed realistically and for what it is’.1491 

4.336. For example, as explained above, in refusing Pfizer permission to appeal the 
CAT’s findings on dominance in Phenytoin the Court of Appeal found that 
the CAT, and by extension the CMA,1492 ‘was clearly entitled to conclude that 
it did not need to decide the precise extent of the Department of Health’s 
powers and to find that the Department had no effective means to limiting 
the appellants’ prices’. The Court of Appeal found the argument that the 
DHSC’s powers gave it countervailing buyer power, in the absence of 
evidence of an effective constraint in reality, to have no reasonable prospect 
of success.1493 

4.337. The DHSC did not exercise its powers in relation to hydrocortisone tablets 
during the Infringements.1494 A hypothetical exercise of the DHSC’s powers 

1489 Flynn Pharma Limited & Ors v Competition and Markets Authority, Order made by the Rt. Hon. Lord Justice 
Newey, dated 17 December 2018. 
1490 National Grid v GEMA [2009] CAT 14, paragraph 60. 
1491 Hutchison 3G (UK) v Office of Communications [2005] CAT 39, paragraphs 105(i), 110(c) and 126. 
1492 The CAT expressly held that ‘We agree with the CMA’ in relation to the relevance of the DHSC’s powers: 
Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v CMA [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 207. 
1493 Flynn Pharma Limited & Ors v Competition and Markets Authority, Order made by the Rt. Hon. Lord Justice 
Newey dated 17 December 2018. See also CMA v Flynn Pharma and Pfizer Inc. [2020] EWCA Civ 339, 
paragraphs 192 and 217; and Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v CMA [2018] CAT 11, paragraphs 203 and 207. 
1494 Indeed, it appears that the DHSC did not begin to monitor the prices of hydrocortisone tablets in any detail 
until the CMA commenced its investigation, by which point prices had begun to decrease. Document 02664.B, 
DHSC response to Intas’ letter of 8 December 2017: ‘The Department has been monitoring the reimbursement 
price of hydrocortisone 10mg tablets since the Competition and Markets Authority launched its investigation in 
April 2016’. 
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would therefore only be relevant if it could be shown that Auden/Actavis was 
effectively constrained in practice by this prospect.1495 

4.338. Auden/Actavis’s pricing behaviour in itself demonstrates that the prospect of 
the DHSC exercising its powers did not effectively constrain its market power 
during the Infringements. The CMA is also not aware of any 
contemporaneous evidence that Auden/Actavis was effectively constrained 
by the prospect of DHSC intervention. It is clear that the DHSC was not, as a 
matter of fact in this case, able to exercise buyer power in the form of 
regulatory power materially to influence Auden/Actavis’s pricing.1496 

4.339. Auden/Actavis’s representations on the DHSC/NHS powers are addressed 
in Annex B to this Decision. 

ii. Auden/Actavis’s intermediate customers (wholesalers and pharmacies) 

4.340. The CMA has concluded in relation to both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets that Actavis was not effectively constrained by countervailing buyer 
power at the level of its intermediate customers during the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses. 

4.341. During the Pre-Entry Period, which accounts for the majority of the 
Infringements, as the sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets, Auden was the 
only choice for all of its intermediate customers. Pharmacies did not have a 
choice but to dispense hydrocortisone tablets upon receipt of a prescription 
for hydrocortisone tablets, and therefore had to stock Auden’s products. 

4.342. During the Post-Entry Period, because of the additional choice that existed 
on the 20mg strength – where Waymade provided an alternative full label 
product – Actavis may have faced a different degree of demand-side 
constraint in relation to 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.1497 The CMA has 
therefore assessed the position of Actavis’s intermediate customers during 
the Post-Entry Period separately for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

4.343. During the Post-Entry Period, Actavis was able to profitably maintain its 
prices significantly in excess of its competitors' prices (see paragraphs 4.267 
to 4.275 above). This is not consistent with Actavis facing a countervailing 
constraint from the prospect of its customers switching supplier. 

4.344. This can be explained in part by the fact that certain customers had no 
choice but to purchase Auden/Actavis's tablets and were not able to switch 

1495 Compare the Court of Justice’s finding in C-280/08 P Deutsche Telekom AG v Commission, EU:C:2010:603, 
paragraphs 80 to 85. 
1496 Compare Flynn Pharma and Pfizer v CMA [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 207. 
1497 The CMA notes that some pharmacies do not negotiate individual drug prices directly. For example, [].  
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to skinny label tablets (see section 3.E.IV.c.i above).  As explained in section 
4.C.II.c.iii above, Actavis benefited from an assured customer base 
accounting for a substantial proportion of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets sales 
in the UK. This made Actavis their only possible supplier and therefore those 
customers could not exercise buyer power by threatening to switch. 

4.345. Consistent with the existence of its assured base, it is clear that Actavis was 
not effectively constrained by countervailing buyer power in the context of 
the actual relationship between Actavis and its customers for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets: 

a. The limited evidence of attempts to negotiate with Actavis shows these 
were not successful for 10mg tablets. In particular, Alliance referred to 
a number of price increases by Actavis, which it considered it had no 
option but to accept.1498 Though Alliance attempted on occasion to 
secure a greater discount than that offered by Actavis, it was 
unsuccessful. Alliance explained that, during the Post-Entry Period, in 
relation to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets it was ‘not aware of any 
alternative suppliers of the full label product’, so that ‘the only leverage 
to be used in price negotiations was the margin available against the 
Drug Tariff’.1499  

b. The evidence shows that Actavis did not face realistic threats from 
customers to switch purchases to an alternative supplier if it did not 
reduce its price: Intas stated that it was [].1500 Consistent with this, 
Boots and AAH (on behalf of Lloyds) confirmed that they did not 
threaten to switch their business away from Actavis’s hydrocortisone 
tablets.1501  

c. There is also evidence that Actavis did not negotiate on price with its 
customers. For example, DE Pharma (one of Auden/Actavis’s 
customers, a short-line wholesaler) told the CMA that ‘Actavis/Accord 
refused to compete on price with skinny label tablet entrants’.1502  

1498 Alliance considered that Actavis was ‘able to take this stance as they too were aware that there were no 
alternative suppliers of the full label product.’ Document 02202, Alliance’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 19 December 2017, response to question 2. 
1499 Document 02202, Alliance’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 19 December 2017, response to 
question 2.
1500 Document 02238, Intas’ response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 December 2017, response to 
question 2.
1501 Document 02175, Boots response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 19 December 2017, response to 
questions 2 and 4(c). Document 00522, Boots response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 16 June 2016, 
response to question 2. Document 02267, AAH response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 19 December 2017, 
response to question 3. Document 02198, Lloyds response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 19 December 2017, 
response to question 4. 
1502 Document 206579, note of call with DE Pharma on 23 February 2021. 
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4.346. There is limited evidence suggesting that some of Actavis’s customers used 
the threat to switch to Waymade as an alternative supplier of full label 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets to exert comparatively greater leverage in discrete 
price negotiations than on 10mg tablets. For example: 

a. AAH used comparative market prices, or Waymade’s prices directly, as 
leverage to renegotiate prices with Actavis during the Post-Entry 
Period: 

i. In June 2016, AAH challenged Actavis to match a competitor’s 
price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. The new price was £41, 
compared to the existing price of £44. Actavis agreed to match 
the price in July.1503  

ii. From October 2016 to January 2017, AAH switched its supply of 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets to Waymade, after Actavis refused to 
lower its price to match Waymade’s price.1504   

iii.  Actavis matched (or nearly matched) Waymade’s prices on two 
further occasions when prompted by AAH: in February 2017 and 
May 2017.1505  

b. During the first few months of the Post-Entry Period, Alliance was 
notified of a price increase by Actavis. Alliance explained that ‘As 
Alliance were not aware of any alternative suppliers of the full label 
product that could be used as leverage in price negotiations, the 
increase was accepted’.1506 However, Alliance later succeeded in 
negotiating a lower price from Actavis on one occasion during the Post-
Entry Period: in July 2016.1507  

4.347. This limited evidence of customer switching and price negotiations shows 
that the presence of an alternative supplier of full label 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets during the Post-Entry Period increased the competitive constraint that 
Actavis faced. It does not, however, indicate that Actavis was subject to 
countervailing buyer power in relation to 20mg hydrocortisone tablets during 
the Post-Entry Period because it had only limited success. 

1503 Document 02712, email from [] to [] dated 1 July 2016 and Document 02714, attachment. AAH also 
stated in this context that Actavis had offered a significantly reduced price for its 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in 
March 2016, though did not provide documentary evidence of associated negotiations (Document 02267, AAH’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 19 December 2017, response to question 2). 
1504 Document 02707, AAH response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 7 February 2018, response to question 2. 
1505 Document 02707, AAH response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 7 February 2018, response to question 2. 
1506 Document 02202, Alliance response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 19 December 2017, response to 
question 2.
1507 See Document 02202, Alliance response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 19 December 2017, response to 
question 2. 
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4.348. As explained above, buyer power is not a binary question. The important 
question is what degree of power the buyer may have, and whether it 
operates to a sufficient extent so as to mean that there is no significant 
market power.1508 Despite the negotiations that took place at specific points 
between AAH, Alliance and Actavis in relation to the 20mg strength, Actavis 
retained the ability to behave appreciably independently from its competitors, 
customers and ultimately consumers during the Post-Entry Period, as its 
pricing behaviour and financial performance demonstrate.1509 As explained in 
paragraphs 4.267 to 4.275 above, Actavis retained the ability to maintain 
significantly higher prices than its competitors (including, from April 2016, 
Waymade) throughout the Post-Entry Period. 

4.349. The CMA has therefore concluded that, notwithstanding the limited evidence 
of (to some extent) successful price negotiations on 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets that took place at the intermediate customer level, Actavis was not 
subject to countervailing buyer power for either 10mg or 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets during the Post-Entry Period. 

1508 Hutchison 3G (UK) v Office of Communications [2005] CAT 39, para. 110(c); National Grid v GEMA [2009] 
CAT 14, paragraph 60. 
1509 Compare the CAT’s treatment of buyer power in National Grid v Ofgem [2009] CAT 14: despite considerable 
evidence of active negotiations between National Grid and British Gas, with significant concessions made to 
British Gas (which even at one point walked away from negotiations, prompting a revised offer from National 
Grid), the CAT found that the evidence ‘falls far short of demonstrating that British Gas had sufficient CBP to 
negate National Grid’s market power to a significant extent’ (paragraphs 66-67). 
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5. THE UNFAIR PRICING ABUSES 

A. Conclusions 

5.1. The CMA finds that Auden/Actavis abused its dominant position in the 
market(s) for the supply of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK 
by imposing unfair selling prices and in so doing infringed the Chapter II 
prohibition. The relevant periods for these infringements are: 

a. In relation to the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, from 1 October 2008 until 
31 July 2018. 

b. In relation to the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, from 1 October 2008 until 
8 January 2017. 

5.2. The 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse and the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse are 
together referred to as the Unfair Pricing Abuses. 

5.3. The CMA finds that Auden/Actavis's prices for 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses were excessive 
and unfair. 

5.4. The CMA finds, first, that Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive (see 
section 5.C below). This is because when Auden/Actavis's prices are 
compared to its costs plus a reasonable rate of return (‘Cost Plus’), the 
resulting differences are material, ie sufficiently large to be deemed 
excessive,1510 particularly at the peak of Auden/Actavis's prices (around £72 
per pack for both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets). 

5.5. The CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus for hydrocortisone tablets is: 

a. For 10mg tablets, between £2.17 and £4.45 per pack. 

b. For 20mg tablets, between £2.91 and £5.20 per pack. 

5.6. In calculating Cost Plus the CMA has made a number of assumptions which 
are favourable to Auden/Actavis in terms of an excessive pricing analysis; 
these assumptions have increased the levels of Cost Plus and therefore 
reduced the level of any excesses identified.   

5.7. The CMA then finds that Auden/Actavis's prices were also unfair (see 
section 5.D below), both in themselves (see section 5.D.II) and when 

1510 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 199. 
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compared to competing products (see section 5.D.III). Either would be a 
sufficient basis for a finding of unfairness in law.1511 

5.8. The CMA then finds that the economic value of both 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets is no greater than the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus. 
This is because there are no non-cost related factors associated with 
hydrocortisone tablets that increase their economic value beyond that 
already reflected in the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus (see section 5.D.IV 
below). 

5.9. The CMA therefore finds that Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses bore no reasonable relation to the economic value of 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.10. In reaching its conclusions, the CMA has had regard to a substantial volume 
of evidence, the mutually corroborative nature of which assures confidence 
in the CMA’s findings. 

5.11. In April 2008, when Auden entered the market with generic hydrocortisone 
tablets after buying the MAs from MSD and de-branding the product, its 
initial prices were £4.54 for 10mg tablets and £5.14 for 20mg: prices 
consistent with the CMA's calculation of Cost Plus (see sections 5.C.IV.a.i 
and 5.D.II.c.i). 

5.12. In January 2015, after nearly seven years of increasing prices as a 
monopolist, Auden’s prices were £51.79 (10mg) and £60.64 (20mg). In that 
month, as part of its due diligence on the business of AM Pharma, Allergan 
modelled what would happen if competitors entered the market in 2015 and 
projected that Auden would experience ‘price erosion of 90% over 3 yrs’,1512 

leading it to agree a £220 million reduction in the price it was prepared to 
pay for AM Pharma and an earn-out on the product in order to provide a 
‘total and complete de risking of hydrocortisone tablets for Actavis'.1513 

Allergan’s projections would have left Auden/Actavis’s prices at levels only 
slightly above Cost Plus (see section 5.C.IV.a.iv).  

5.13. In fact, competitors entered from July 2015 onwards. After more than five 
years of competition in the market(s): 

1511 C-159/08 P Isabella Scippacercola and Ioannis Terezakis v Commission, EU:C:2009:188, paragraph 47; 
Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 255; Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 366; and Phenytoin CoA, 
paragraphs 97(vii), 257 and 259.  
1512 Document 00706, Project Apple presentation dated January 2015, slide 6. 
1513 Document 302324, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015. 
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a. the current prices charged by the numerous suppliers of competing 
skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are £1.34 for 10mg and £1.85 for 
20mg (see sections 5.C.IV.a.ii and 5.D.III.a);1514  

b. the current price charged by Waymade, Auden/Actavis’s only 
competing supplier of full label tablets, for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
is [£1-£4] (see sections 5.C.IV.a.ii and 5.D.III.a);1515 and 

c. the current prices charged by Auden/Actavis are [£1-£4] for 10mg and 
[£1-£4] for 20mg (see section 5.C.IV.a.iii and 5.D.II.c.ii).1516  

5.14. This evidence is set out in the figures and table below. 

1514 Weighted average over the period February to April 2021. 
1515 Weighted average over the period May to July 2020. [], see Document 206689, Waymade’s response to 
question 4 of the CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 June 2021.
1516 Weighted averages over the period February to April 2021. 
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Figure 5.1: evidence relied on by the CMA in reaching its conclusions that Auden/Actavis’s 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets prices were excessive and unfair

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.

Figure 5.2: evidence relied on by the CMA in reaching its conclusions that Auden/Actavis’s 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets prices were excessive and unfair

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties.



 

 

 
 

  

 
  

  

  

   

  

  

  

 
 

Table 5.3: evidence relied on by the CMA in reaching its conclusions that Auden/Actavis’s prices were 
excessive and unfair 

10mg 20mg 

Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses 

£20 - £72.14 £20 - £72.19 

Cost Plus £2.17 - £4.45 £2.91 - £5.20 

Current average price of skinny label tablets* £1.34 £1.85 

Current price of Waymade's full label tablets** [£1-£4] [£1-£4] 

Actavis's current prices* [£1-£4] [£1-£4] 

Auden's entry price £4.54 £5.14 

Allergan's projected prices following competitive entry £5.20 £6.10 

* Weighted average from February to April 2021  
** Weighted average from May to July 2020 because [], see Document 206689, Waymade’s response to question 4 of the 
CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 June 2021.  

5.15. Each of these measures falls within a relatively narrow range: between £1.34 
and £5.20 for 10mg tablets and between [£1-£4] and £6.10 for 20mg tablets. 
This demonstrates: 

a. First, that the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus is an appropriate measure 
against which to assess whether Auden/Actavis’s prices were 
excessive.  

b. Second, that the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus is in fact a measure 
that is likely to understate how excessive Auden/Actavis's prices were 
and overstate the economic value of hydrocortisone tablets. This is 
because the average prices of all of Auden/Actavis’s competitors 
(including its only full label competitor, Waymade) are now substantially 
[]. Further, Actavis’s 20mg tablet price has itself fallen [], while its 
10mg tablet price has fallen [] and has continued to fall. 

5.16. The evidence the CMA has relied on is not a hypothetical ‘benchmark 
range’. The appropriateness of the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus as a 
measure of excessiveness and economic value is demonstrated by mutually 
corroborative, real-world measures.1517  

5.17. These measures show that after a prolonged period of competition prices 
tended towards Cost Plus and that prior to that point Auden/Actavis’s prices 
were in excess of Cost Plus by up to: 

1517 Compare Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 254; see also paragraphs 120-125 and 249-250. 
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a. 3,100% (£70 per pack) for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets; and 

b. 2,400% (£69 per pack) for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (see section 
5.C.IV). 

5.18. Cost Plus already includes a reasonable rate of return. However, 
notwithstanding that the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus is a generous 
measure, the CMA has prioritised its enforcement activity in this case at 
levels which are substantially above Cost Plus. In this respect, the CMA has 
not reached a conclusion regarding at what level above Cost Plus but below 
£20 per pack Auden/Actavis’s prices became excessive or unfair as a 
matter of law. Therefore, although it is possible that prices somewhere 
above Cost Plus but below £20 per pack could be excessive and unfair, the 
CMA has limited itself in this case to finding only that Auden/Actavis's prices 
were excessive and unfair when they were at least £20 per pack. This 
means that the lowest price at which the CMA has made a finding that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive and unfair (ie £20 per pack) itself 
exceeds the upper bound of Cost Plus by 285%.1518 

5.19. This prioritisation decision determined the start dates of both Unfair Pricing 
Abuses and the end date of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse.1519 For the 
avoidance of doubt, the CMA makes no findings in relation to whether 
Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive and unfair prior to, or after, these 
dates. 

5.20. The CMA does not stipulate what a ‘fair’ price for hydrocortisone tablets 
would be. It finds that the economic value of hydrocortisone tablets is no 
greater than Cost Plus. Given the nature of hydrocortisone tablets and the 
context in which their prices were set during the period covered by this 
Decision, any price exceeding £20 per pack is clearly excessive and unfair. 

B. Legal framework 

I. Overview 

5.21. Section 18(1) of the Act prohibits any conduct on the part of one or more 
undertakings which amounts to an abuse of a dominant position in a market 
if it may affect trade within the UK. Article 102 TFEU prohibits the same 

1518 Although Auden's prices fell below £20 in a few individual months during the Unfair Pricing Abuses (its 10mg 
price in a single month, August 2010, and its 20mg price in November 2008 and January, April and July 2009), 
these were single-month fluctuations in the context of sustained price increases over the period from 2008 to 
2015; see figure 5.6 below. 
1519 In relation to the end date of the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, as explained in section 4.B above, the CMA has 
deprioritised investigating whether Actavis continued to hold a dominant position after 8 January 2017, and 
therefore has made no finding as to whether the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse continued after that date. 
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conduct within the internal market or in a substantial part thereof in so far as 
it may affect trade between EU Member States.1520 

5.22. The concept of abuse is an objective one relating to the behaviour of an 
undertaking in a dominant position. The existence of an anti-competitive 
intent on the part of the dominant undertaking is not a requirement for a 
finding of abuse.1521 However, evidence of such an intent, while it cannot be 
sufficient in itself, constitutes a fact that may be taken into account in order 
to determine that a dominant position has been abused.1522 

5.23. Section 18(2)(a) of the Act and Article 102(a) state that, directly or indirectly, 
imposing unfair selling prices constitutes an abuse.1523 

5.24. It is well established that the ‘seminal’1524 judgment on unfair pricing is 
United Brands v Commission1525 which provides that: 

‘248 The imposition by an undertaking in a dominant position directly 
or indirectly of unfair purchase or selling prices is an abuse to which 
exception can be taken under Article [102] of the Treaty. 

249 It is advisable therefore to ascertain whether the dominant 
undertaking has made use of the opportunities arising out of its 
dominant position in such a way as to reap trading benefits which it 
would not have reaped if there had been normal and sufficiently 
effective competition. 

250 In this case charging a price which is excessive because it has 
no reasonable relation to the economic value of the product supplied 
would be such an abuse. 

251 This excess could, inter alia, be determined objectively if it were 
possible for it to be calculated by making a comparison between the 

1520 Section 60 of the Act aims to ensure that, so far as possible, the provisions of the Chapter II prohibition are 
interpreted and applied consistently with the EU Courts’ jurisprudence on the application of Article 102 TFEU. 
Under the European Union (Withdrawal Agreement) Act 2020, section 2(1) of the European Communities Act 
1972 (under which EU law has effect in the UK’s national law) is preserved until the end of the Transition Period 
(section 1A, Withdrawal Act (as introduced by section 1, Withdrawal Agreement Act)). This means that directly 
applicable EU law, including Article 101(1) and Article 102 and Council Regulation (EC) No 1/2003, will continue 
to apply in the UK during the Transition Period. Section 60 of the Competition Act 1998 also remains in force 
during the Transition Period.   
1521 C-549/10 P Tomra v European Commission, EU:C:2012:221, paragraph 21. See also Hoffmann-La Roche, 
EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 91.
1522 C-307/18 Generics (UK) Ltd and others v Competition and Markets Authority, EU:C:2020:52, paragraph 162. 
See also C-549/10 P Tomra v European Commission, EU:C:2012:221, paragraphs 20, 21 and 24. 
1523 Section 18(2) of the Act; Article 102(a) TFEU; and United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 248. 
1524 See CMA v Flynn Pharma and Pfizer Inc. [2020] EWCA Civ 339 (‘Phenytoin CoA’), paragraphs 56 and 219. 
See also Albion Water and Another v Water Services Regulation Authority and Others (‘Albion Water II’) [2008] 
CAT 31, paragraph 14; Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 285. 
1525 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22. 
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selling price of the product in question and its cost of production, which 
would disclose the amount of the profit margin; however the 
Commission has not done this since it has not analysed [United 
Brands’] costs structure. 

252 The questions therefore to be determined are whether the 
difference between the costs actually incurred and the price actually 
charged is excessive, and, if the answer to this question is in the 
affirmative, whether a price has been imposed which is either unfair in 
itself or when compared to competing products.  

253 Other ways may be devised – and economic theorists have not 
failed to think up several – of selecting the rules for determining 
whether the price of a product is unfair’. 

5.25. As is clear from paragraph 253 of United Brands, there is no single method 
or ‘way’ in which an unfair pricing abuse can be established.1526 Competition 
authorities have a ‘margin of manoeuvre’ or ‘discretion’ in deciding which 
methodology to use. 1527 

5.26. One possible method for determining whether or not a price is unfair is set 
out in paragraphs 251 and 252 of United Brands, and is commonly referred 
to as the ‘United Brands Test’. The United Brands Test involves comparing 
the selling price of the relevant product and its cost of production, which 
discloses the amount of the profit margin.1528 Under this method a price will 
be abusively high where the following cumulative, two limb test is met:  

a. ‘the difference between the costs actually incurred and the price 
actually charged is excessive’ (Excessive Limb); and, if yes 

b. ‘a price has been imposed which is either unfair in itself or when 
compared to competing products’ (Unfair Limb).1529 

5.27. This two-limb test has been consistently reiterated by the European 
Commission,1530 competition authorities of Member States of the EU,1531 the 

1526 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 84–86, 97(iii)-(iv) and 251. 
1527 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 97(iii), 107, 120, 121, 246 and 251. 
1528 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 251. 
1529 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 252. See also Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 7; 
Attheraces Limited v the British Horseracing Board Limited (‘Attheraces High Court’) [2005] EWHC 3015 (Ch), 
paragraph 294; and 36568 Scandlines Sverige AB v Port of Helsingborg, Commission decision of 23 July 2004, 
(‘Scandlines’) paragraphs 102, 149, 150 and 215. 
1530 Scandlines, paragraphs 98-103 and 145-152. 
1531 See e.g. Aspen Italian NCA (Case A480, Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato) decision of 29 
September 2016; and CD Pharma Danish NCA (Konkurrence- og Forbrugerstyrelsen) decision of 31 January 
2018.  
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EU Court of Justice,1532 the High Court,1533 the CAT,1534 and the Court of 
Appeal1535 (most recently in its Phenytoin judgment dated 10 March 
2020).1536 

5.28. Whilst the authority bears the legal burden of proof and must take a rigorous 
reasoned approach to the legal and factual questions,1537 it is not required to 
apply an approach or methodology that is so complex and time-consuming 
that the relevant authority has neither the time nor the resources to deal with 
cases of alleged unfair pricing.1538 

II. The Excessive Limb of the United Brands Test: is the price 
‘excessive’? 

5.29. The first limb of the United Brands Test is to establish ‘whether the 
difference between the costs actually incurred and the price actually charged 
is excessive’.1539 This has been confirmed by the Court of Appeal which 
made clear that, under the Excessive Limb, the competition authority may 
compare the cost of production with the selling price in order to disclose the 
profit margin.1540 Then the authority should determine whether the margin is 
‘excessive’.1541 This can be done by comparing the selling price to the cost of 
production plus a reasonable rate of return (usually referred to as ‘Cost 
Plus’).1542 

5.30. There is no need to establish a benchmark price or a range of prices, 
beyond a Cost Plus calculation, in order to determine whether the prices 
charged are excessive.1543 

5.31. In each of Ineos Vinyls v Huntsman Petrochemicals,1544 Attheraces v British 
Horseracing Board,1545 Albion Water I1546 and Albion Water II1547 a price/cost 

1532 For the most recent example see Latvian Copyright, EU:C:2017:689, paragraph 36. 
1533 Ineos Vinyls Ltd v Huntsman Petrochemicals (UK) Ltd [2006] EWHC 1241 (Ch), paragraphs 217-218. 
1534 Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraphs 308 and 314; Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 14-15 
and 20-21; Napp [2002] CAT 1, paragraph 387. In Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11 the CAT summarised the two limb 
United Brands test at paragraphs 285 and 288 but, when applying it, it set out at paragraph 443 an eight-pronged 
test for cases where the only alleged infringement is one of excessive pricing. 
1535 Attheraces Limited v British Horse Racing Board Limited (‘Attheraces Court of Appeal’) [2007] EWCA Civ 
38, paragraphs 114-119.
1536 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 97(v)-(viii). 
1537 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 243 and 246. 
1538 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 244. 
1539 United Brands EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 252; Latvian Copyright, EU:C:2017:689, paragraph 36 Phenytoin 
CoA, paragraphs 97(v) and 249. 
1540 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 97(v). 
1541 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 97(v). 
1542 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 97(v) and 252. 
1543 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 254; see also ibid paragraphs 120-125, 185 and 249-250. 
1544 [2006] EWHC 1241 (Ch), paragraphs 217. 
1545 [2007] EWCA Civ 38, paragraphs 116 and 209. 
1546 [2006] CAT 23, paragraph 314. 
1547 [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 20 and 194. 
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comparison was considered to be sufficient to satisfy the Excessive Limb 
and it was not considered necessary to apply more than one method. 

a. Cost Plus 

i. Costs 

5.32. The measurement of ‘the costs actually incurred’1548 in, or ‘reasonably 
attributable’1549 to, supplying the product in question will include: 

a. The costs directly incurred in supplying the product or service;1550 and 

b. An appropriate apportionment of the indirect costs that are reasonably 
attributable to the product or service.1551 

5.33. The excessive pricing case law does not prescribe a particular methodology 
for measuring cost. In Albion Water II, the CAT stated that, rather, ‘it is a 
matter of fact, accounting technique and economic assessment’1552 and went 
on to state that: 

‘Because there may be times when a competition authority or court 
needs the flexibility to examine more than one measure of cost in order 
to evaluate an allegedly excessive price, we do not prescribe a cost 
measure that would apply in all cases. The use of more than one 
credible methodology, even if only as a cross-check, helps to minimise 
the risk of false positives and to assure confidence in the results 
obtained.’1553 

5.34. The EU Court of Justice in United Brands recognised the need for flexibility 
in the methods used for calculating costs because of ‘the considerable and 
at times very great difficulties in working out production costs which may 
sometimes include a discretionary apportionment of indirect costs and 
general expenditure and which may vary significantly according to the size of 
the undertaking, its object, the complex nature of its set up, its territorial area 
of operations, whether it manufactures one or several products, the number 
of subsidiaries and their relationship with each other’.1554 

1548 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 252. See also Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 20.  
1549 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 198. 
1550 Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraph 314; Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 89. 
1551 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 254. 
1552 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 88. 
1553 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 93. 
1554 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 254. See also Scandlines, paragraph 117. 
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5.35. Further, it is well-established that any costs must be reasonably and 
efficiently incurred.1555 As the CAT explained in Albion Water II: ‘Community 
jurisprudence only permits the inclusion of efficiently incurred costs’.1556 

ii. Reasonable rate of return 

5.36. The judgment in United Brands only refers to the costs of production, without 
1557further definition.

5.37. As the European Commission recognised in Scandlines1558 it is legitimate 
that a company may want to cover its cost of capital. Similarly, the CAT 
recognised in Albion Water II1559 that the relevant components of costs 
should ordinarily include a return on capital. Therefore, when establishing 
the ‘costs actually incurred’ it will normally be necessary to allocate a 
reasonable rate of return to cover the cost of capital.  

5.38. It is not necessary to adopt any particular approach to the determination of 
the 'plus' part of the Cost Plus calculation.1560 The identification of a 
reasonable rate of return is not a matter of ‘precise mathematics’.1561 It a 
question of judgement and appreciation on which experts may well take 
differing views.1562 In exercising that judgement, regard may be had to the 
interests of patients and the NHS.1563 

b. Differential 

5.39. Having established the ‘costs actually incurred’ plus a reasonable rate of 
return, it is then necessary to compare it with the selling price and determine 
whether the margin is excessive.1564 

5.40. In Albion Water II, the CAT stated that:  

‘The term “excessive” is an ordinary English word, which may be 
applied in accordance with its ordinary meaning, having regard to the 
overall purpose of the Chapter II prohibition. We note that the Authority 
submitted that a price may not be “excessive” within the meaning of the 
first United Brands question where the price exceeds costs but not by a 

1555 C-395/87  Ministère Public v Tournier, EU:C:1989:319, paragraph 42.  
1556  Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 88. 
1557  United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraphs 251 and 254. See also  Albion Water II  [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 
89.  
1558  Scandlines, paragraph 224.  
1559  Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 89. 
1560 See Phenytoin CoA, para 253.  
1561  Genzyme Limited v Office of Fair Trading (‘Genzyme Remedy’) [2005] CAT 32, paragraph 279.  
1562  Genzyme Remedy [2005] CAT 32, paragraph 255. 
1563  Genzyme Remedy [2005] CAT 32, paragraph 256. 
1564  Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 97(v). 
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material extent (see paragraph 11.3 of the Report). While we are 
prepared to accept that a material difference between price and cost 
must be shown, we see no need to specify, in this case, when a 
particular difference is sufficiently large to be deemed excessive’.1565 

5.41. The assessment of whether the differential is excessive requires the 
exercise of judgement as it ‘involves a proper degree of discretionary 
judgment by the decision-maker.’1566 

III. The Unfair Limb of the United Brands Test: is the price unfair? 

5.42. An excessive price may be unfair either:  

a. ‘in itself’; or 

b. ‘when compared to competing products’.1567 

5.43. This is an alternative rather than a cumulative test.1568 Accordingly, it is 
sufficient to demonstrate that one of the unfairness limbs is satisfied to 
establish an infringement.1569 

5.44. It is therefore possible to use either alternative 1 (unfair in itself) or 
alternative 2 (unfair when compared to competing products) to determine 
unfairness.1570 If the relevant undertaking does not adduce other methods or 
evidence, competition authorities may proceed to a conclusion upon the 
basis of that method and evidence alone.1571 There is no fixed list of 
categories of evidence relevant to unfairness. 1572 

5.45. However, irrespective of which alternative is chosen, ‘…the competition 
authority will always need, at least as part of its duty of good administration, 
to give some consideration to prima facie valid comparators advanced 
evidentially1573 by the undertakings.’1574 As to that duty: 

1565 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 199. 
1566 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 193 to 194. 
1567 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 252. See confirmation of this test in Latvian Copyright, 
EU:C:2017:689, paragraph 36. 
1568 C-159/08 P Isabella Scippacercola and Ioannis Terezakis v Commission, EU:C:2009:188, paragraph 47; 
Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 255, where the CAT also held that the test was alternative in nature; 
and Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 259. 
1569 Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 366. 
1570 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 259 and 269. 
1571 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 97(vii). 
1572 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 97(vi). 
1573 See Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 114 and 116: ‘There is an important evidential burden upon an undertaking 
being investigated.’ 
1574 See Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 259 and 260. See also ibid paragraph 97(viii): ‘If an undertaking relies, in its 
defence, upon other methods or types of evidence to that relied upon by the competition authority then the 
authority must fairly evaluate it.’ 
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a. The law does not predetermine how intensive any particular evaluation 
by the authority will be. The extent of the duty on an authority to 
evaluate evidence adduced by an undertaking will be fact and context 
specific and is affected by the nature, extent and quality of that 
evidence. There is an important evidential burden upon an undertaking 
being investigated.1575  

b. The authority has a margin of manoeuvre or discretion as to how it 
performs that duty of fair evaluation, including with regard to the depth 
and intensity of the inquiry, and there is no general duty to perform a 
‘full’ investigation in all cases.1576 The competition authority ‘…does not 
have any duty actively to investigate in every case, in the sense of 
obtaining evidence about, any comparators put forward by the 
undertakings’. It may be prudent for the competition authority to make 
its own investigations, but it is not under a legal duty to do so.1577  
Rather, the authority is obliged to evaluate the arguments and evidence 
advanced by undertakings fairly and impartially. It may reject 
comparators so advanced, but should give reasons for doing so.1578  

a. Assessing whether a price is unfair in itself 

5.46. The authority has a considerable margin of appreciation when assessing 
whether an excessive price is also unfair.1579 

5.47. A price which ‘significantly exceeds’ the economic value of the product 
supplied ‘will be prima facie excessive and unfair’.1580 However, other factors 
are relevant to that determination.   

5.48. The CAT held in Albion Water II that, when assessing the potential 
unfairness of a price, it is necessary to ‘take into account the competitive 
conditions and any related abusive conduct that may enable the undertaking 
concerned to fulfil its pricing ambitions’.1581 

5.49. In this respect, the CAT found that factors establishing a dominant position 
may be relevant to assessing whether an excessive price is unfair: 

1575 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 112, 114 and 116. 
1576 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 113, 116 and 270. 
1577 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 270 and 273. 
1578 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 270. 
1579 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 135 and Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 216, 261 and 263. 
1580 Attheraces CoA, paragraph 204. See also Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 265. 
1581 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 266. See also the following judgments on the importance of taking 
into account the competitive conditions prevailing in the market when assessing whether an abuse of a dominant 
position has been committed: Napp [2002] CAT 1, paragraph 400; and C-23/14 Post Danmark, EU:C:2015:651, 
paragraph 30. 
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‘factors that establish a dominant position, notably barriers to entry, 
may well be relevant to determining whether a price is so high as to 
amount to an abuse by an undertaking of its dominant position. This is 
particularly true in excessive pricing cases, in which it is important to 
distinguish excessive prices shielded from effective competitive 
pressure from temporarily high prices that are the subject of normal 
market forces in a competitive market.’1582 

5.50. Such factors are naturally case-specific and the CAT found that, where 
present, they ‘suggest that the Tribunal should review with care the 
lawfulness of a price which was unconstrained by any competitive 
considerations whatsoever’.1583 For instance, in Albion Water II, the CAT 
looked at ‘whether the relevant market is capable of functioning in a manner 
that is likely to produce a reasonable relationship of price to economic value 
of the services to be supplied’.1584 

5.51. In Albion Water II, the CAT recognised the importance of taking end 
customers’ interests into account and looking beyond the immediate 
interests of competitors,1585 on the basis that ‘the primary interest to be 
protected under the Chapter II prohibition is that of the consumer, rather than 
the private interest of a particular competitor’.1586 

5.52. The value added by a firm and the risks and activities it undertakes may also 
be relevant for assessing whether a price is unfair in itself.1587  For example, 
a dominant undertaking may have taken risks, made investments, improved 
a product or innovated in a way that could render high profits, partially or 
entirely, a legitimate reward for pro-competitive efforts.1588 

5.53. All other factors taken into account by the CMA in the 2016 Infringement 
Decision in Phenytoin could be relevant for the assessment of ‘unfair in 
itself’: 

‘…such factors as: the increase in price; the selective change of prices 
in the UK but not elsewhere; the impact on the buyer; the lack of any 
independent or objective justification; the commercial purpose of the 

1582 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 213. 
1583 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 268. See also Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs in C-395/87 
Ministère Public v Tournier, EU:C:1989:215, paragraph 43. 
1584 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 268. 
1585 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 271. 
1586 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 218. See also Attheraces Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, 
paragraph 215. 
1587 See, to that effect, Attheraces Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, paragraph 215 and Phenytoin [2018] 
CAT 11, paragraphs 404 and 346. See also AT.40394 Aspen, Commission decision of 10 February 2021, 
paragraph 163.
1588 AT.40394 Aspen, Commission decision of 10 February 2021, paragraph 163. 
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arrangements and the approach of the parties to them; could all be 
factors which it was relevant for [the CMA] to weigh when considering 
the application of the “unfair in itself” test…’1589 

b. Assessing whether a price is unfair when compared to competing 
products 

5.54. Alternatively, an excessive price can be unfair when compared to competing 
products.1590 

5.55. Any comparison must be 'made on a consistent basis' and comparators must 
be 'selected in accordance with objective, appropriate and verifiable criteria' 
according to the circumstances of the case, allowing for the differing 
economic conditions in which the prices of comparators may have been 
set.1591 

5.56. Comparators do not have to be identical1592 or on the same relevant market 
as the product at issue.1593 However, it is necessary to ensure in every case 
that the comparator is sufficiently similar to the product concerned to allow 
for a 'meaningful' comparison.1594 Comparisons must be made on a 
consistent basis and the figures that are compared must be comparable.1595 

5.57.  A comparator cannot be considered meaningful simply on the basis that the 
customer is paying the price imposed.1596 Comparisons should not be drawn 
with other products the price of which may also have been inflated by the 
exercise of substantial market power.1597 

5.58. As the CAT has noted: 

'If the [price under consideration] is not cost-justified, and since the 
evidence strongly suggests that that price was excessive, it does not in 

1589 Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 369. 
1590 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 252. 
1591 Latvian Copyright, EU:C:2017:689, paragraphs 38, 41, 44-46 and 51. See also Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, 
paragraphs 392 and 444.
1592 C-372-19 SABAM v Weareone.World, Wecandance, EU:C:2020:959, paragraph 32 and Albion Water II 
[2008] CAT 31, paragraph 252. 
1593 C-372-19 SABAM v Weareone.World, Wecandance, EU:C:2020:959, paragraph 32 and Phenytoin [2018] 
CAT 11, paragraph 373.
1594 See for example Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 252 and 253; Scandlines, paragraphs 169 and 
175; and Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 373. 
1595 See for example Latvian Copyright, EU:C:2017:689, paragraphs 38, 44-46 and 51; Albion Water II [2008] 
CAT 31, paragraphs 252 and 253; Scandlines, paragraphs 169 and 175; and Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, 
paragraph 373.  
1596 See for example Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraphs 754 to 756. 
1597 This is consistent with the CAT’s findings in Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraph 757; and Albion Water 
II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 257. It is also consistent with the submission from the European Union to the 
Roundtable on Excessive Prices held by the OECD Competition Committee (Working Party No. 2 on Competition 
and Regulation) in October 2011, paragraphs 49 and 50. 
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our view assist that that price is based on a comparison with other 
prices which are not cost justified either.'1598 

5.59. These concerns are similarly reflected in the CAT's conclusion that even 
where a number of other companies providing the same service engage in 
similar pricing practices, this will 'not, in itself, show that the [price in 
question] is not unfair'.1599 

c. Economic value 

5.60. In Phenytoin the Court of Appeal held that economic value ‘is an economic 
concept which describes what it is that users and customers value and will 
reasonably pay for and it arose in the United Brands judgment as an 
economic description of the abuse of unfair pricing’.1600 

5.61. The Court of Appeal set out that ‘the reference in United Brands to 
‘economic value’ is as part of the overall descriptor of the abuse; it is not the 
test itself.’1601 Rather ‘economic value needs to be factored in and fairly 
evaluated, somewhere, but it is properly a matter which falls to the judgment 
of the competition authority as to where in the analysis this should occur.’1602 

Competition authorities are not required to adopt any particular approach to 
the determination of economic value.1603 

5.62. Determining the ‘economic value’ of a product involves a considerable 
margin of appreciation1604 with appropriate weight being given to factors on 
both the supply and demand side.1605 

5.63. The economic value of a product may exceed Cost Plus as a result of non-
cost related factors including,1606 where applicable, ‘additional benefits not 
reflected in the costs of supply’1607 or any ‘particular enhanced value from 
the customer's perspective’.1608 

1598 Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraph 757. 
1599 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 257. 
1600 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 171. 
1601 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 172. 
1602 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 172 (emphasis in original). 
1603 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 253 
1604 Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraph 310 and Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 216 and 263. 
See also Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraphs 407 and 425. 
1605 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 225. See also Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 411. 
1606 See Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 222; and Scandlines, paragraph 226. See also Attheraces 
Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, paragraph 218. 
1607 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 7. 
1608 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 222. 
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5.64. This was, for instance, the case in Scandlines1609 and Attheraces1610 where 
the European Commission and the Court of Appeal found, respectively, that 
the ‘unique location close to Elsinore’ of the port of Helsingborg and ‘the 
relevance of the value of the pre-race data to ATR’ increased the economic 
value of the product and services concerned beyond their costs of 
production. 

5.65. This is consistent with the CAT’s analysis of Attheraces in Albion Water II, 
where the CAT concluded that in that case, the economic value was greater 
than the cost of production because the customer was ‘readily willing to pay 
a premium’ for the product.1611 

5.66. The existence and scale of any ‘non-cost related factors’ vary on a case by 
case basis. Some products may have ‘non-cost related factors’ which 
increase the economic value above production costs. Others may have no, 
or few, ‘non-cost- related factors’ meaning the economic value of the product 
or service in question is either ‘not more, or not significantly more, than’ the 
production costs.1612 

5.67. For example, in Albion Water II, the CAT found that there was no additional 
economic value beyond the cost of providing the service in question.1613 The 
European Commission reached the same conclusion in Deutsche Post.1614 

In those circumstances, the CAT has held in Albion Water II that neither 
Scandlines nor Attheraces ‘excludes the possibility that, in the absence of 
relevant non-cost-related factors, the very excessiveness of a price could be 
sufficient to establish that the price bears no reasonable relation to the 
economic value of the product/service being provided..’1615 

5.68. Economic value is not simply whatever price a product or service will fetch or 
‘the market will reasonably bear’.1616 That was confirmed by the Court of 
Appeal in Attheraces1617 and Phenytoin: 

1609 Scandlines, paragraph 241. 
1610 Attheraces Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, paragraph 218. 
1611 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 226. 
1612 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 225 and 249. 
1613 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 249. 
1614 Deutsche Post, paragraph 162. 
1615 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 225. See also paragraph 264. 
1616 Attheraces Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, paragraphs 210 to 211. The Court of Appeal rejected this 
argument even when 'reasonably' was added to the proposition (see paragraph 211). See also Albion Water II 
[2008] CAT 31, paragraph 226, where the CAT distinguished between cases where the customer was 'readily 
willing to pay a premium' and ones where the customer was not. The CAT found that while Albion was paying the 
price charged, it was only doing so under protest. Consequently, the CAT held that Albion was 'not a willing 
purchaser' for the purposes of assessing economic value. 
1617 Attheraces Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, paragraph 205. 
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‘But [what the customer is willing to pay] cannot serve as an adequate 
definition in an abuse case since otherwise true value would be defined 
as anything that an exploitative and abusive dominant undertaking 
could get away with. It would equate proper value with an unfair price. 
This is a well-known conundrum in international competition law… 

‘The simple fact that a consumer will or must pay the price that a 
dominant undertaking demands is not therefore an indication it reflects 
a reasonable relationship with economic value.’1618 

5.69. The Advocate General in SABAM also noted that: 

‘…it is not always the case that there is a maximum price that the 
consumer is willing to pay for a product, with a result that, in those 
situations, there are no obstacles to the introduction of excessive 
prices. In the case of a life-saving medicine, for example, the only 
spending limit is the financial capacity of the purchaser (whether the 
patient or the national health service).’1619 

5.70. This is particularly relevant where the customer has no real choice when 
purchasing the product in question. In Hoffmann-La Roche the Court of 
Justice recognised that being an ‘unavoidable trading partner’ necessarily 
gives a dominant undertaking ‘freedom of action’ as to how it prices.1620 The 
potential for abuse in such situations was also recognised by Advocate 
General Jacobs in his Opinion in Ministère Public v Tournier. When 
assessing the fairness of a product’s price, the Advocate General stated that 
it could be ‘superficially attractive’ to do so by reference to the product’s 
importance to the customer, but that ‘the usefulness of the criterion breaks 
down where a given category of users is completely dependent for its 
functioning on the supply of [the product] and where because of the absence 
of competition [those users] must, in effect, pay whatever price is 
required’.1621 

5.71. However, the Court of Appeal has set out that: 

‘… dependency and the inferences to be drawn from its existence are 
indeed matters of fact and degree. Even if there is dependency there 

1618 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 154-155. 
1619 Opinion of Advocate General Pitruzzella in C-372/19 SABAM v Weareone.World, EU:C:2020:598,  paragraph 
25. 
1620 Hoffmann-La Roche, EU:C:1979:36, paragraph 41. 
1621 Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs in C-395/87 Ministère Public v Tournier, EU:C:1989:215, paragraph 65. 
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might still be some economic value but not necessarily reflecting the full 
price demanded.’1622 

5.72. In circumstances where it is possible to ascertain what consumers are 
prepared to pay for the relevant good or service in an effectively competitive 
market, this may provide a proxy for the economic value of the product or 
service concerned.1623 

IV. Other methodologies 

5.73. Methods other than the United Brands Test that have been used by EU and 
domestic courts for determining whether a price is unfair1624 include for 
example comparisons with prices charged by: (i) the dominant firm at a 
different point in time;1625 (ii) non-dominant firms;1626 and (iii) the dominant 
firm or other firms in different geographical markets.1627 

5.74. For instance, in cases involving IP rights a comparison across different 
geographic markets has been the method most often used. In such cases, 
when an undertaking holding a dominant position imposes fees for its 
services which are appreciably higher than those charged in other Member 
States, and where a comparison of the fee levels has been made on a 
consistent basis, that difference must be regarded as indicative of an abuse 
of a dominant position. In those circumstances it is for the undertaking in 
question to justify the difference by reference to objective dissimilarities 
between the situation in the Member State concerned and the situation 
prevailing in all other Member States.1628 

5.75. There is, however, no rule of law requiring competition authorities to use 
more than one test or method to assess an unfair pricing abuse.1629 

1622 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 167. 
1623 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 155 and 172. 
1624 United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 253, and C-177/16 Autortiesību un komunicēšanās konsultāciju 
aģentūra / Latvijas Autoru apvienība v Konkurences padome (‘Latvian Copyright’), EU:C:2017:689, paragraph 
37. See also Napp [2002] CAT 1, paragraph 391. 
1625 C-226/84 British Leyland v Commission, EU:C:1986:421, paragraphs 27–30. 
1626 C-30/87 Bodson v SA Pompes funèbres des régions libérées, EU:C:1988:225, paragraph 31; Napp [2002] 
CAT 1, paragraph 392.
1627 C-395/87 Ministère Public v Tournier, EU:C:1989:319, paragraph 38; cases 110/88, 241/88 and 242/88 
Lucazeau, EU:C:1989:326, paragraph 25; Latvian Copyright, EU:C:2017:689, paragraph 38. 
1628 C-395/87 Ministère Public v Tournier, EU:C:1989:319, paragraph 38; cases 110/88, 241/88 and 242/88 
Lucazeau, EU:C:1989:326, paragraph 25; Latvian Copyright, EU:C:2017:689, paragraphs 38 and 57. 
1629 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 97(iv). 
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C. Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive 

I. Conclusion 

5.76. The CMA finds that throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses, Auden/Actavis's 
prices for hydrocortisone tablets were excessive by reference to the United 
Brands Test. This is because when Auden/Actavis's prices are compared to 
Cost Plus, the resulting differences are material and hence excessive. In 
fact, the resulting differences are substantial, particularly at the peak of 
Auden/Actavis's prices. 

5.77. The CMA compared Auden/Actavis’s prices with Cost Plus because 
Auden/Actavis’s costs actually incurred in relation to hydrocortisone tablets, 
and a reasonable rate of return for the product, can be ascertained.1630 

5.78. When required to make assumptions in calculating Cost Plus the CMA has 
erred in favour of Auden/Actavis at a number of points. For example: 

a. The CMA’s approach to allocating Auden’s tangible assets assigns 
hydrocortisone tablets a weight of 10% and includes a portion of 
manufacturing assets, notwithstanding that hydrocortisone tablets 
represented two out of over 80 products supplied by Auden and it did 
not manufacture them. See paragraphs 5.174 to 5.175 below. 

b. The CMA’s approach to calculating Auden’s working capital prior to 
2015 overestimates Auden’s asset base (because it necessarily relies 
on less accurate data). See paragraphs 5.195 to 5.196 below. 

5.79. Table 5.4 below summarises the amount by which Auden/Actavis's prices 
exceeded Cost Plus during the Unfair Pricing Abuses, showing the 
Differentials per pack as an average during the Unfair Pricing Abuses and 
the Differentials by revenue as totals throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses. 

Table 5.4: Amount by which Auden/Actavis's prices exceeded Cost Plus during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses 

10mg tablets 20mg tablets 

Excess per pack (£) £34.00 £33.78 

Excess per pack (%) 879% 702% 

Excess by revenue (£) £262.6m £13.1m 

1630 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 252. 
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5.80. Costs remained low during the period of the CMA’s analysis, reducing from 
approximately £5 per pack at the beginning of the Unfair Pricing Abuses to 
less than [] per pack following AM Pharma’s, and later Accord-UK’s, 
acquisition by larger scale pharmaceutical businesses.1631 

5.81. A Cost Plus of £2-£5 per pack for 10mg and £3-£6 per pack for 20mg 
compares with prices which increased to as much as approximately £72 per 
pack at their height, before beginning to fall from 2015 onwards following 
independent entry. 

II. Auden/Actavis's prices 

5.82. The prices used in this section are based on Auden/Actavis's average selling 
prices. These are calculated using actual sales data and therefore provide 
an accurate representation of the revenue that Auden/Actavis made from its 
sales of hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.83. As explained in section 3.E.V above, Auden/Actavis imposed frequent price 
increases. Accordingly, it would not be representative to present one price 
throughout the whole period for the Unfair Pricing Abuses. Instead, the CMA 
has presented prices over four time periods: 

a. 1 October 2008 to 31 December 2013. The CMA selected 31 
December 2013 as the end date of this period because of the very 
significant price increases implemented by Auden after that date. 
Between October 2008 and December 2013, Auden's price of 10mg 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets rose by 62% (by £13.75, from £22.28 
in October 2008 to £36.03 in December 2013) and 74% (by £17.65, 
from £23.74 in October 2008 to £41.39 in December 2013) 
respectively. 

b. 1 January 2014 to 31 August 2015. Although AM Pharma became 
part of the Allergan group on 29 May 2015, it continued to supply 10mg 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK until 31 August 2015.1632 

Therefore, all costs relating to those supply activities were incurred by 
Auden until 31 August 2015, after which Actavis (Accord-UK) began 
supplying 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. Between 
January 2014 and August 2015, Auden's price of 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets rose by 76% (by £28.30, from £37.20 in January 

1631 The decline in common costs per pack appears to be the result of two factors: first, the acquisition of 
hydrocortisone tablets by larger businesses resulted in significant economies of scale, with dramatic reductions in 
the level of common costs per pack allocated to hydrocortisone; second, it seems likely that part of this decline in 
costs resulted from the availability and use of more accurate/reliable information, which is available for the later 
part of the period but not for the earlier part of the Unfair Pricing Abuses.
1632 Document 00670, Auden/Actavis’s response to question 3 of section 26 notice of 23 June 2016. 
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2014 to £65.50 in August 2015) and 80% (by £31.14, from £39.13 in 
January 2014 to £70.27 in August 2015) respectively compared with 31 
December 2013. 

c. 1 September 2015 to 8 January 2017. This period represents the 
point at which Actavis (Accord-UK) replaced Auden (AM Pharma) as 
the supplier of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK 
following the acquisition of AM Pharma by Allergan, when Actavis 
began incurring costs relating to those activities. Actavis's prices 
fluctuated frequently over this period. From 1 September 2015, 
Actavis's prices of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets continued to 
grow, reaching their peaks in March 2016 (£72.14) and October 2015 
(£72.19) respectively. However, by December 2016, Actavis's prices of 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets were 12% and 42% lower than 
their respective prices at 31 August 2015, that is £57.57 in December 
2016 as compared to £65.50 in August 2015 for 10mg tablets and 
£40.76 in December 2016 as compared to £70.27 in August 2015 for 
20mg tablets. The end of this period coincides with the end of the 20mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse. 

d. 9 January 2017 to 31 July 2018. This period begins with the 
acquisition of Accord-UK by Intas. The end date for this period is 31 
July 2018, which is the date at which the CMA deprioritised further 
enforcement action in relation to the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse (see 
paragraph 5.19 above). Actavis's price of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
fell by almost 65% during this period (£37.34, from £57.57 in December 
2016 to £20.23 in July 2018), although its price remained only 
marginally lower in December 2017 (£29.33) than its average price 
from October 2008 to December 2013 (£29.53). 

5.84. The CMA considers that breaking its assessment into these four periods 
allows for a meaningful assessment of Auden/Actavis's pricing conduct over 
the period covered by this Decision. In particular, shorter periods might give 
a misleading picture given the short-term price fluctuations, especially in the 
early part of Unfair Pricing Abuses. 

5.85. Breaking down the CMA’s assessment into these periods, some of which 
reflect changes in Auden/Actavis’s ownership structure, is also helpful in 
understanding how the costs incurred in the supply of hydrocortisone tablets 
may have changed over time.   

5.86. Auden/Actavis's prices are outlined in table 5.5 and figure 5.6 below. 
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Table 5.5: Auden/Actavis's prices for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008-December 
2013 

January 2014-August 
2015 

September 2015-January 
2017 

January 2017-July 2018 

10mg £29.53 £49.57 £65.31 £35.26 

20mg £29.81 £56.81 £60.77 N/A 

Figure 5.6: Auden/Actavis's prices for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

III. Costs plus a reasonable rate of return (Cost Plus) 

5.87. The CMA has concluded that Auden/Actavis's Cost Plus was between £2.17 
and £4.45 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and between £2.91 and £5.20 for 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets.1633 

5.88. In this case, the CMA has found that Cost Plus is the most appropriate 
measure by which to determine whether Auden/Actavis's prices were 
excessive under the Excessive Limb. As explained in section 5.B.II.a above, 
the calculation of Cost Plus requires the identification of: 

a. the costs that Auden/Actavis actually incurred in supplying 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets, including: 

i. direct costs (see section 5.C.III.a.i below); and 

1633 These figures show the range of the average Cost Plus in each of the four periods, as shown in figures 5.14 
and 5.15 below. Taking the average annual Cost Plus in figures 5.22 and 5.23, the corresponding ranges would 
be between £1.98 - £4.88 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and £2.66 - £5.62 for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.  
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ii. an appropriate apportionment of indirect costs (see section 
5.C.II.a.ii below); and 

b. a reasonable rate of return for Auden/Actavis in respect of 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets (see section 5.C.III.b below). 

5.89. Figure 5.7 shows the three key components of Cost Plus. 

Figure 5.7: Components of Cost Plus 

Direct costs incurred in 
supplying product 

Product's share of 
total indirect costs 

Reasonable rate of 
return or "profit" 

C
o
st P

lu
s 

5.90. A substantial volume of real-world evidence corroborates the CMA’s finding 
that Cost Plus is an appropriate measure by which to assess whether 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive (see section 5.C.IV.a below). 

5.91. In measuring Cost Plus in this case, the CMA has also applied a number of 
sensitivities as a cross-check to assure confidence in the results (see section 
5.C.IV.b below).1634 

5.92. The CMA's calculations of Cost Plus and the data underlying those 
calculations are being provided to Auden/Actavis alongside this Decision. 

a. Costs 

5.93. The CMA has calculated the costs for Auden/Actavis's 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets by considering: 

a. direct costs (section 5.C.III.a.i below); and 

1634 Compare Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 93. 
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b. indirect costs, including joint and common costs attributable to the 
relevant product (section 5.C.III.a.ii below). 

5.94. This approach to cost identification makes allowance for direct and indirect 
costs, both variable and fixed (including administrative overheads), 
attributable to hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.95. The CMA's assessment is from 1 October 2008 (the date on which the CMA 
has decided, based on its administrative priorities, that the 10mg and 20mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuses began, see paragraph 5.19 above) and is based on 
costs incurred by Auden until 31 August 2015, and incurred by Actavis from 
1 September 2015 (when Actavis took over Auden's supply of 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK). 

5.96. Consequently, the CMA has based its analysis on the costs incurred by 
Actavis from 1 September 2015 until January 2017 in respect of 20mg 
tablets (the date on which the CMA has decided, based on its administrative 
priorities, not to continue investigating the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, see 
paragraph 4.228 above) and until July 2018 in respect of 10mg tablets (the 
date on which the CMA has decided, based on its administrative priorities, 
not to continue investigating the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, see paragraph 
5.19 above). 

i. Direct costs 

5.97. Direct costs are those costs that can be directly attributed to the purchase, 
distribution and sale of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. Auden/Actavis's 
direct costs for hydrocortisone tablets are those costs that it directly incurred 
from supplying hydrocortisone tablets to its customers. Direct costs 
comprise: 

a. cost of goods (that is, purchasing hydrocortisone tablets); and 

b. warehousing and distribution costs. 

5.98. Auden/Actavis sourced both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets from its 
CMO, Tiofarma, throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses. Initially, the prices 
Auden/Actavis paid to Tiofarma were [€1-€4] and [€1-€4] per pack of 10mg 
and 20mg tablets respectively. This increased to [€1-€4] for 10mg tablets 
and [€1-€4] for 20mg tablets per pack in September 2008 and to [€1-€4] for 
10mg tablets and [€1-€4] for 20mg tablets in February 2018.1635 Given that 

1635 Document 00452, response to question 5, Tiofarma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 April 
2016. See also Document 02669 and Document 03954, Intas/Accord-UK's responses to the CMA’s section 26 
notices dated 2 February 2018 and 27 August 2019. 
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Auden/Actavis recorded its expenses in pounds sterling, the first component 
of direct costs – cost of goods – fluctuated due to changes in exchange 
rates.1636 

5.99. Once delivered to Auden/Actavis, hydrocortisone tablets were then stored by 
Auden/Actavis until they were delivered to customers by third-party couriers. 
Auden/Actavis submitted that the delivered consignments comprised several 
products, including 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, such that only 
total warehousing and distribution costs could be provided.1637 Given that 
this expense was likely to be driven by volumes, the CMA considers that 
sales volumes are the most appropriate method for allocating warehousing 
and distribution costs to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.1638,1639 

5.100. Table 5.8 sets out Auden/Actavis's direct costs for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets from October 2008 to July 2018 and table 5.9 sets out those costs for 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets from October 2008 to January 2017. 
Auden/Actavis's direct costs remained below [] per pack for both 10mg 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses. 

Table 5.8: Auden/Actavis's direct costs per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008 – January 2014 – September 2015 – January 2017 – July 
December 2013 August 2015 January 2017 2018 

Cost of Goods  [] [] [] [] 

Storage and distribution costs [] [] [] [] 

Total direct costs [] [] [] [] 

Source: CMA calculation based on Document 00452, Tiofarma's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 4 April 2016; 
Document 00639 and Document 00733, AM Pharma’s and Accord-UK's responses to the CMA's section 26 notices dated 18 
March 2016 and 18 October 2016; and Document 03954 Intas/Accord-UK's responses to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 27 
August 2019. 

Table 5.9: Auden/Actavis's direct costs per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

September 2015 – January October 2008 – December January 2014 – August 
20172013 2015 

[]Cost of Goods  [] [] 

[]Storage and distribution costs [] [] 

[]Total direct costs [] [] 

Source: CMA calculation based on Document 00452, Tiofarma's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 4 April 2016; 
Document 00639 and Document 00733, AM Pharma’s and Accord-UK's responses to the CMA's section 26 notices dated 18 

1636 The Bank of England’s average monthly exchange rates were applied to the euro denominated purchase 
prices to convert these costs into pounds sterling.   
1637 Document 00639, response to question 11, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
18 March 2016. 
1638 Although these costs are shared across a portfolio of products and will need to be allocated to 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets, the CMA treats these expenses as direct costs. 
1639 The oldest reliable warehousing and distribution costs data cover the year ending 31 December 2011. 
Therefore, the CMA has treated this data as representative of the pre-January 2011 period.  
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March 2016 and 18 October 2016; and Document 03954 Intas/Accord-UK's responses to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 27 
August 2019. 

ii. Indirect costs 

Approach 

5.101. In addition to direct costs, businesses incur costs that are not directly related 
to the supply of individual products or product groups. These costs are 
'indirect costs' and a proportion of these costs needs to be allocated to 
hydrocortisone tablets to reflect fully the total costs actually incurred by 
Auden/Actavis. 

5.102. Indirect costs may include: 

a. joint costs that arise when two or more products are necessarily 
purchased or produced together; and 

b. costs which are common across a number of products.  

5.103. Auden/Actavis did not have any joint costs in relation to either 10mg or 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets because no costs attributable to other products were 
incurred as a direct result of the procurement of 10mg or 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. Accordingly, only common costs are relevant. 

5.104. Common costs are those costs that are incurred in the supply of more than 
one product.1640 Typically, they include costs related to matters such as 
administrative employees (eg finance and legal departments) and head 
office overheads (eg utilities, rent and rates). In order to determine the 
relevant common costs for a particular product, a portion of the total 
attributable common costs should be allocated to each of the products that a 
company supplies. 

5.105. In this case, the CMA identified the common costs partly attributable to the 
supply of hydrocortisone tablets. It then used an allocation methodology to 
allocate part of these costs to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. The 
same approach was used when allocating common costs to both 10mg and 
20mg tablets for Auden/Actavis as the CMA has not identified any reasons 
for adopting different approaches for either of these products. 

5.106. The CAT has recognised that there are a number of different methodologies 
that can be used to allocate common costs and has also stated that 
‘[e]stimates and allocations of costs will always have a degree of 

1640 In this case, Auden/Actavis incurred costs related to the supply of all medicines that it sold into the UK. This 
included, but was not limited to, hydrocortisone tablets. 
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arbitrariness’.1641 In this context, the CMA has identified a preferred, primary 
approach to (indirect) cost allocation and has cross-checked this with two 
alternative approaches to ensure that the Cost Plus estimates are robust to a 
range of cost allocation approaches. 

5.107. The OFT’s report, Assessing profitability in competition policy analysis (the 
‘Profitability Assessment Report’), also notes that there is no single 
correct method for cost allocation but various different methods that depend 
on the circumstances,1642 and that there are essentially three types of cost 
drivers that can be used separately or in combination: 

a. output-based cost drivers, where indirect costs are allocated using 
output indicators, such as production or sales volumes; 

b. input-based cost drivers, where indirect costs are allocated to a 
particular line of business based on other known inputs employed in the 
production of that line of business, such as labour employed, raw 
material, or costs of floor space used; and 

c. value-based cost drivers, where indirect costs are allocated based on 
demand factors, such as prices, revenues or consumers' willingness to 
pay.1643 

5.108. The Inter-Regulatory Working Group1644 identified four principles upon which 
cost allocation approaches should be based.1645 Of these, the following 
principles are most relevant in the context of this case and have therefore 
been taken into account when identifying an appropriate cost allocation 
methodology:1646 

a. Cost Causality: costs should be allocated in accordance with the 
activities that caused them; 

b. Objectivity: costs should be allocated on an objective basis, not unduly 
benefiting any particular party; 

1641 Genzyme Remedy [2005] CAT 32, paragraph 277. 
1642 OFT657 Assessing profitability in competition policy analysis, Economic discussion paper 6, July 2003, 
prepared by OXERA, paragraph 6.15.
1643 Profitability Assessment Report, paragraph 6.16. 
1644 The Inter-Regulatory Working Group was established to identify and develop areas of consistency within 
published regulatory accounts. 
1645 These principles are described in a pare from the Inter-Regulatory Working Group (2001), ‘The Role of 
Regulatory Accounts in Regulated Industries: A Final Proposals Paper’ by the Chief Executive of Ofgem, Director 
General of Telecommunications, Director General of Water Services, Director General of Electricity and Gas 
Supply (Northern Ireland), Rail Regulator, Civil Aviation Authority, and Postal Services Commission
1646 The other criterion identified by the inter-regulatory working group, in the Profitability Assessment Report, is 
‘consistency’. This is less relevant in the context of this case as it relates more specifically to its application in 
regulatory accounts where it is important to ensure the same method is used from year to year. 
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c. Transparency: the method should be clear to all interested parties with 
the underlying data (costs, revenues, asset values etc) all being clearly 
identifiable. 

5.109. The CMA has considered the use of each of the different types of cost driver 
by reference to these principles. 

5.110. For the reasons set out below, the CMA allocated common costs according 
to sales volumes and performed a sensitivity analysis on the resulting 
common cost allocations, using both the equal allocation and the equi-
proportional mark-up approaches. 

Output-based cost drivers 

5.111. With respect to output-based measures, allocation by sales volumes (which 
allocates common costs proportionally to individual products according to 
their volumes) and equal allocation (which allocates common costs equally 
to each individual product) are two potential methods. 

5.112. The sales volumes approach is objective and transparent, and given the 
difficulty Actavis has encountered in obtaining other sources of historical 
data, this method is the most practical and reliable since data on the number 
of packs sold is readily available. Further, the number of packs sold is likely 
to be linked to activities from procurement to invoicing, all of which require 
support activities which result in common costs, such as employee costs and 
office expenses. Therefore, there is likely to be some link between the 
number of packs sold and common costs incurred and, as such, the CMA 
considers that this is the most appropriate measure for allocating common 
costs. 

5.113. The CMA therefore used the sales volumes approach as its primary 
methodology for common cost allocation. 

5.114. The equal allocation method is also a reasonable method for allocating 
common costs. Although it is unlikely that each product requires the same 
level of administrative support, which drives common costs (and therefore 
this approach is likely to be less robust than allocation by sales volumes), 
this approach is objective, practical and transparent. Therefore, the CMA has 
adopted it as part of its sensitivity analysis of common costs (see section 
5.C.IV.b below). 
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Input-based cost drivers 

5.115. Activity-based costing is an input-based driver which aims to trace a 
company's indirect expenses by identifying how costs arise and attributing 
them to the relevant products or services.1647,1648 This approach is consistent 
with the principle of cost causality and reflects the underlying business 
reality. Therefore, the CMA considers that this would, in principle, be the 
most appropriate allocation method, if suitable data were available. 

5.116. However, Auden/Actavis did not record the necessary data to allocate 
indirect costs to particular products.1649 Therefore, activity-based costing is 
not possible in this case. 

5.117. Given that cost causation cannot be established, no allocation method will 
be uniquely correct. Accordingly, to improve the robustness of its findings, 
the CMA has performed a sensitivity analysis on its common cost allocation 
results from the sales volumes approach to ensure that its findings are 
reasonable. This approach is consistent with the CAT's view that the use of 
more than one credible methodology as a cross-check helps to assure 
confidence in the results.1650 

5.118. The input-based sensitivity that the CMA has used is the equi-proportional 
mark-up ('EPMU') method, which allocates common costs in proportion to 
the directly attributable costs of the product(s) (direct costs) (see section  
5.C.IV.b.i below). Although there is no necessary link between the size of 
direct costs and common costs, this method fulfils a number of common 
costs principles,1651 namely, it is practical, transparent and objective. 

Value-based cost drivers 

5.119. Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA should use value-based cost drivers, 
specifically allocation by sales revenues.1652 Auden/Actavis submitted that 

1647 Institute of Management Accountants (2006) Implementing activity-based costing, page 1. 
1648 For example, if electricity charges vary according to the length of time machines operate, then equipment 
hours per product will be an appropriate basis for apportioning these costs. 
1649 Document 00639, response to question 10, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
18 March 2016. 
1650 Compare Albion Water II, [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 93. 
1651 This allocation method does not fulfil the principle of cost causality. However, as noted above, it is not 
possible to select an input-based measure which is consistent with cost causality in this case. With regards to 
consistency, this principle is less relevant in this context than other, regulatory or accounting, settings. 
Auden/Actavis’s direct costs have remained broadly stable in euros since September 2008. 
1652 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.27. See also Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s 
RSO1, section 5. 
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this approach would be consistent with industry standard practice as 
demonstrated by the PPRS.1653 

5.120. Value-based cost drivers are usually considered inadequate for the 
assessment of pricing abuses in competition law. Although the sales value 
method is practical and transparent, it is inconsistent with the principle of 
cost causality and is likely to give rise to a circularity problem as indirect 
costs would be weighted towards the allegedly excessively priced product. 

5.121. As explained in the Profitability Assessment Report,1654 where some of the 
underlying prices are potentially excessive, there is a high probability that 
costs will be misallocated, possibly materially. This could lead to inaccurate 
profit margins across products by reducing the margin on the highest price 
products and inflating on the lowest price products, which is not a 
reasonable outcome. 

5.122. This problem was recognised by the CAT in Genzyme Remedy where it 
confirmed that the OFT was right to reject 'Healthcare at Home's submission 
that certain costs should be allocated solely according to turnover: such an 
approach would allocate an unduly high proportion of overheads to 
Cerezyme, because of the high cost of the drug'.1655 The CAT also rejected 
this approach in Socrates Training on the basis that it was 'an unreliable 
basis for any fair assessment of the profitability of the scheme'.1656 In 
Phenytoin the CAT upheld the CMA’s use of a volume based approach to 
allocate costs to individual products, noting that it ‘was necessary … for the 
purpose of the CMA’s analysis to ascertain the profitability of individual 
products’; and rejected the argument that the CMA was bound to follow 
PPRS cost allocation methodology.1657 

5.123. Under the PPRS, the prices of branded drugs were constrained at an overall 
level, which could mitigate the risk of circularity. A value-based approach, 
such as allocation by revenue, could therefore be reasonable when 
considering products subject to the PPRS. However, this is irrelevant to this 
case. As generic drugs, hydrocortisone tablets were never subject to the 

1653 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.27. See also Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s 
RSO1, section 5. 
1654 Profitability Assessment Report, paragraph 6.18. 
1655 Genzyme Remedy [2005] CAT 32, paragraph 268. 
1656 Socrates Training Limited v The Law Society of England and Wales [2017] CAT 10, paragraph 83. 
1657 Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraphs 351-352. 
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PPRS when under Auden/Actavis's ownership.1658, 1659 Further, a revenue-
based allocation is effectively a volume-based allocation multiplied by prices, 
and Auden/Actavis has not sufficiently explained why the inclusion of price 
data would be likely to generate a more reasonable allocation than a 
volume-based allocation. 

5.124. Indeed, given that Auden/Actavis's prices of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets were several times greater than the average price of its other 
products, value-based approaches contain a clear risk that this circularity 
problem could over-allocate costs to hydrocortisone tablets: attributing costs 
in this way assumes that prices are cost-justified despite evidence that they 
may not be and would allow Auden/Actavis to attribute high costs to 
hydrocortisone tablets purely because it charged high prices for them. 

5.125. For these reasons, value-based cost allocation is not a credible methodology 
to measure Auden/Actavis's costs in relation to 10mg or 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and the CMA has therefore not applied this 
methodology. 

Conclusion on method of allocating common costs 

5.126. In the light of the above analysis, the CMA has decided to use sales volumes 
as its primary allocation method and to use the equal allocation and EPMU 
methods as part of its sensitivity analysis (see section 5.C.IV.b.ii below). 

Auden/Actavis's common costs data 

5.127. Auden/Actavis's business changed significantly over the course of the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses meaning that there are four discrete periods where the 
methodology for calculating common costs differs. These are: 

a. October 2008 to June 2010; 

b. July 2010 to 31 August 2015; 

c. 1 September 2015 to 8 January 2017; and 

1658 Auden/Actavis’s submission that the PPRS set out 'an agreed basis for cost allocation in the branded 
pharmaceuticals sector' (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis RSSO, paragraph 4.27) is therefore irrelevant. In any 
event, the PPRS simply stated that common costs 'must be reasonably apportioned' (The Pharmaceutical Price 
Regulation Scheme 2014, paragraph 8.8).
1659 Auden/Actavis also submitted that the CMA should have adopted a method consistent with its own 
methodology for allocating common costs (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis RSSO, paragraph 4.27 and 
Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s RSO1, section 5. However, Auden/Actavis did not explain the nature or 
identity of its internal approach. If Auden/Actavis adopted a sales revenue approach under the PPRS, this would 
be for the purposes of complying with its financial reporting obligations, rather than being used by management 
to assess the profitability of individual products. 
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d. from 9 January 2017. 

October 2008 to June 2010 

5.128. In the period up to June 2010, Auden recorded its data by means of 
accounting software which was subsequently archived. The information 
stored in this way cannot be checked for accuracy as the software has not 
been in use since June 2010.1660 In addition, the data provided is incomplete 
because certain costs – such as staff costs – were not recorded.1661 Further, 
Auden/Actavis informed the CMA that in the period up to June 2010, AM 
Pharma failed a financial audit, which is believed to have been due to the 
absence of adequate financial records.1662 Consequently, the CMA cannot 
place sufficient reliance on this data in order to estimate Auden's common 
costs prior to June 2010. 

July 2010 to 31 August 2015 

5.129. From July 2010 up to 31 August 2015, financial data was recorded in new 
accounting software and greater reliance can therefore be placed on the 
data provided. This information also appears to be a more complete record 
of Auden's costs, as all expected categories of costs are accounted for.  

5.130. Although it is likely to be more robust, this dataset may also contain 
inaccuracies because Auden/Actavis has not verified the cost data extracted 
from this system or linked it to the statutory accounts.1663 However, to the 
extent this cost data is incomplete, this will favour Auden in terms of 
assessing whether it engaged in excessive and unfair pricing. A high-level 
cross check between the cost data extracted from Auden's accounting 
system for the period 2010-2014 against AM Pharma’s audited financial 
statements for the corresponding period1664 indicates that Auden's indirect 
costs extracted from its accounting system are likely to be overstated. This 
means that the CMA’s analysis is likely to have allocated a higher cost base 
to Auden than it actually incurred during this period, with the consequence 
that its differentials (the difference between its ASPs and its costs) will be 

1660 Document 00639, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 March 2016. 
Auden/Actavis advised the CMA that data for the period to June 2010 had been extracted from an archived 
accounting software system, used by Auden up to and including June 2010, and that it is not possible to validate 
the accuracy or completeness of the information as the systems had not been in use since that time. 
1661 Document 00639, paragraph 6(a) of the Introduction and response to question 10, Auden/Actavis’s response 
to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 March 2016. 
1662 Document 00639, paragraph 6(a) of the introduction, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 18 March 2016. 
1663 Document 00639, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 March 2016. 
1664 Review of published statutory financial statements for AM Pharma for the financial years ending 30 
September 2010 to 30 March 2015 (Source: Companies House) 
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lower than was actually the case. This means that Auden’s differentials are 
likely to be even higher than those calculated in section 5.C.IV below. 

5.131. The financial year ended 31 December 2011 was the first full year that 
Auden used this new accounting system. The CMA extrapolated Auden’s 
common costs in that financial year backwards1665 to provide a figure it 
considers to be broadly representative of Auden's common costs before 
January 2011.1666 

5.132. Under its new accounting system, Auden recorded costs within 
approximately 50 types of expenses that fit into three general categories:  

a. ‘General and Administrative’ expenses;  

b. ‘Sales and Marketing’ expenses; and 

c. ‘Other’ costs (including ‘research and development’ expenses).1667 

5.133. Each of these costs is recorded for the business as a whole and across the 
entire portfolio of Auden's products. 

1 September 2015 to 8 January 2017 

5.134. From 1 September 2015, financial information relating to the sales of 
hydrocortisone tablets was recorded under Actavis's main accounting 
system. Accordingly, the CMA used data from this system from 1 September 
2015 for the purposes of allocating Actavis's common costs. 

5.135. In order to understand how much of each expense line was attributable to 
hydrocortisone tablets, Actavis estimated the proportion of certain expenses 
lines that: 

a. relate specifically to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets; 

b. relate to products other than hydrocortisone tablets; and 

c. apply across its entire business, including hydrocortisone tablets.1668 

1665 This has been extrapolated backwards by applying the level of common cost allocated to each pack of 
hydrocortisone tablets in 2011 to each pack sold prior to then, between October 2008 and December 2010.  
1666 This differs from the rebate data on which reliance cannot be placed until 2012. 
1667 Auden did not incur any research and development costs which were specifically attributable to 
hydrocortisone tablets. However, where ‘research and development’ costs were general costs that applied across 
the entire business, a portion of these were allocated to hydrocortisone tablets, following the methodology 
outlined above. This approach also favours Auden, since some of these entries may not in fact reflect costs 
actually incurred: see [].
1668 Document 00670, response to question 1, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 
June 2016. 
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5.136. Where costs related specifically to 10mg or 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
these were allocated in full to 10mg or 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Where 
indirect costs were attributable to 10mg or 20mg hydrocortisone tablets but 
were applicable across Actavis's entire business, those costs were allocated 
to 10mg or 20mg hydrocortisone tablets with the use of sales volumes. On 
this basis, using the information submitted by Actavis,1669 the CMA was able 
to perform a detailed allocation exercise of indirect costs to 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets.1670 

From 9 January 2017 

5.137. On 9 January 2017 Accord-UK was acquired by Intas/Accord. Since that 
date, Accord-UK’s UK-based regional office has incurred additional indirect 
costs.1671 These are common costs which are not specifically attributable to 
the sale of individual products which have been applied across its regional 
business, rather than costs which are specific to the sale of hydrocortisone 
tablets in the UK.1672 

5.138. Table 5.10 outlines Auden/Actavis's total common costs from January 2011 
to July 2018.1673 As explained above, the financial year ended 31 December 
2011 was the first full year that Auden used the new accounting system that 
the CMA has used to extrapolate common costs before January 2011. The 
table therefore begins with the year ending 31 December 2011. It also 
outlines the total amount allocated to hydrocortisone tablets in total and per 
pack. 

1669 Document 00670, response to question 1, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 
June 2016. 
1670 This exercise enabled the CMA to exclude costs which were directly attributable to products other than 
hydrocortisone tablets. 
1671 None of the regional indirect costs that Intas/Accord-UK has identified as being relevant were specific to the 
manufacture and sale of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK, but were common costs which are not specifically 
attributable to the sale of individual products.   
1672 Documents 206267 and 206265, Intas/Accord-UK’s response to CMA’s section 26 notice dated 17 February 
2021. Intas’s data submission also included certain finance costs. However, these have been excluded from the 
CMA’s common costs allocation. The CMA has allocated these costs on a sales volumes basis consistent with its 
approach to other indirect costs. 
1673 The CMA does not have common cost data for the three months between 1 June 2015 and 31 August 2015, 
after which Accord-UK took over AM Pharma’s supply of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. The CMA has applied 
the higher allocation of common costs to hydrocortisone tablets over this period, which favours Auden/Actavis. 
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Table 5.10: Auden/Actavis's common costs allocated to hydrocortisone tablets from 1 January 
2011 up to July 2018 

Total Auden/Actavis Common costs Common costs allocated 
Period costs to be allocated allocated to to each pack of 

across products1 hydrocortisone tablets hydrocortisone tablets 

Year ending 31 December 20112  [] [] [] 

Year ending 31 December 20123  [] [] [] 

Year ending 31 December 2013 [] [] [] 

Year ending 31 December 2014 [] [] [] 

Eight months up to 31 August 20153  [] [] [] 

September 2015 to 8 January 20174  [] [] [] 

9 January 2017 to 31 July 20185  [] [] [] 

1 This excludes Warehousing and Distribution costs, which are included in direct costs, and rebates which are included in 
prices. 

2 This balance includes particularly high ‘research and development’ costs of [], a proportion of which relates to payments 
which may have been incorrectly invoiced as research and development costs,1674 the impact of which would have been to 
overstate the common costs allocated to hydrocortisone tablets for 2011. 

3 Following its acquisition of AM Pharma in May 2015, Allergan began to move indirect costs out of AM Pharma into Accord-
UK during the second half of 2015 and moved sales of hydrocortisone tablets out of AM Pharma from September 2015. The 
CMA took a conservative approach and allocated Auden/Actavis’s common costs on the basis of hydrocortisone tablets 
sales in the first half of 2015. However, as sales of hydrocortisone tablets were transferred from Auden to Actavis only from 
September 2015, this approach is likely to be favourable to Auden/Actavis. 

4 From September 2015, Auden's hydrocortisone tablets' business was integrated into Actavis's wider UK business (which is 
a much larger business), therefore explaining the increase in total common costs. 

5  Comprises £[]of UK common costs and regional overheads of £[] 

5.139. As is shown in table 5.10 above, the level of common costs fluctuated over 
the period from January 2011 to July 2018 and experienced a notable drop 
following Allergan's acquisition of AM Pharma. 

5.140. The analysis set out in table 5.10 above shows a decline in the level of 
common costs per pack that Auden/Actavis incurred following the transfer of 
Auden’s hydrocortisone tablets business to Accord-UK. Efficiently incurred 
costs will, by definition, exploit economies of scale. Actavis was of greater 
scale than Auden. To the extent that greater scale reduced indirect costs, 
the lower level of common costs observed for Auden/Actavis following 
Allergan’s acquisition than for earlier periods is more likely to represent 
efficiently incurred costs.1675 The CMA considers that the lower common 

1674 [].
1675 Allergan’s due diligence report from the time anticipated 60% operating cost synergies for the acquired 
business following acquisition, consistent with the expectation that greater scale would reduce costs associated 
with supply of hydrocortisone tablets. Document 00706: Project Apple presentation dated January 2015, slide 4. 
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costs per pack which prevailed following Allergan’s acquisition of AM 
Pharma of less than [] per pack are more representative of efficiently 
incurred costs than the higher costs earlier in the Unfair Pricing Abuses. Not 
only are the costs incurred by AM Pharma as a standalone business less 
likely to reflect efficiently incurred costs due to its significantly lower scale, 
but the CMA has also erred significantly on the side of caution in its cost 
allocation for that period due to lack of reliable data. 

5.141. The CMA has taken a conservative approach of using the costs actually 
incurred by each firm in supplying hydrocortisone tablets, during its 
respective period of supplying hydrocortisone tablets. This approach means 
that there is no risk of the Cost Plus calculation being based on a level of 
common costs that was not available to an owner of the business of 
supplying hydrocortisone tablets in an earlier period. 

5.142. However, it also results in common costs changing according to the actual 
cost base under different periods of ownership, even though some of those 
costs may not reflect efficiently incurred costs.1676 

5.143. In order to assure confidence in the results obtained from the CMA’s primary 
allocation method (the sales volume method),1677 the CMA assessed 
whether adopting either the EPMU or the equal allocation method would 
affect the level of common costs allocated to hydrocortisone tablets (see 
section 5.C.IV.b.ii below). 

5.144. As compared to the sales volume method, the EPMU method led to a similar 
level of common costs being allocated to both 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, which assures confidence in the CMA's preferred 
method. 

5.145. As compared to the sales volume method, the equal allocation method led 
to: 

a. a significantly lower level of common costs being allocated to 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets; and 

b. a higher level of common costs being allocated to 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

1676 Intas/Accord-UK submitted that a change in ownership should not change the CMA’s allocation of costs or its 
Cost Plus assessment; see Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK's RSSO, paragraph 137(i) (compare Document 
205217, Auden/Actavis's RSSO, paragraphs 4.82-4.84). However, as already explained above, the significant 
changes in cost relate to actual costs incurred by each party during each period of ownership, which may not 
necessarily represent efficiently incurred costs. 
1677 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 93. 
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5.146. As explained in paragraph 5.114 above, the CMA considers equal allocation 
method to be less reliable than the sales volume method. Nonetheless, the 
CMA has considered the results of the equal allocation method within its 
sensitivity analysis in section 5.C.IV.b.ii below. 

b. Auden/Actavis's reasonable rate of return 

5.147. In addition to calculating the total costs incurred by Auden/Actavis in selling 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, it is necessary to also establish a 
reasonable return for it to make in respect of its sales of those tablets.1678 

5.148. The purpose of a reasonable rate of return is to acknowledge that a firm 
should receive a sufficient financial incentive for engaging in the activity of 
supplying a good or service. This return serves as compensation for 
investing capital and for taking on any risks associated with these activities. 

5.149. In order to establish a reasonable return for Auden/Actavis, it is necessary to 
determine: 

a. the appropriate measure of return to use (see section 5.C.III.b.i below); 
and 

b. what would be a reasonable rate using that measure (see section 
5.C.III.b.ii below). 

i. The appropriate measure of the rate of return 

5.150. In this case, the CMA has used return on capital employed (‘ROCE’) as the 
primary basis for assessing Auden/Actavis’s rate of return. ROCE is 
measured by assessing profits against the level of capital employed.1679 

5.151. The CMA has used ROCE in this case because it is a well-known profitability 
metric, based on the risk and capital employed by a business, and its use is 
accepted within the pharmaceutical industry.1680 

5.152. In order to calculate ROCE, the CMA has calculated capital employed and 
determined what it considers to be an appropriate return on that capital. 
Auden/Actavis's capital employed with regards to hydrocortisone tablets was 
composed of both working capital and fixed assets. Auden/Actavis provided 

1678 The need to take into account, in appropriate circumstances, not only the costs of production but also a 
reasonable rate of return was acknowledged by the CAT in Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 89. The 
same general point was made by Attheraces Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, paragraph 209. 
1679 ROCE is measured by dividing total profits by capital employed, defined as total assets less current liabilities 
or fixed assets plus working capital. 
1680 For instance, return on capital was a profitability measure used in the PPRS: see section 8 of the 
Pharmaceutical Price Regulatory Scheme 2014. 
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the CMA with specific figures regarding its working capital requirements for 
hydrocortisone tablets and the CMA obtained fixed asset information from 
Auden/Actavis's financial statements. 

5.153. As a result, the CMA has been able to estimate the level of capital 
Auden/Actavis employed in the supply of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets in the UK and has used ROCE in order to calculate a reasonable 
return for the purposes of calculating Auden/Actavis's Cost Plus.  

Capital employed 

5.154. Auden/Actavis's capital employed with regards to hydrocortisone tablets was 
composed of both working capital and fixed assets, and the CMA has 
considered each of these in turn. 

The CMA's approach to working capital 

5.155. Working capital is the capital used by a business to fund its day to day 
activities and to finance its short-term debts. To the extent that it is efficiently 
employed, Auden/Actavis should be allowed a return on this capital when 
calculating Auden/Actavis's Cost Plus. 

5.156. Prior to May 2015, the most reliable source of Auden's working capital 
balances is the due diligence report1681 which was completed prior to 
Allergan's acquisition of AM Pharma. 

5.157. This report provided an independent estimate of the business's total working 
capital requirements, namely debtors, creditors and stock. Given that the 
components of working capital which relate directly to this product are driven 
by sales and purchases, the CMA has concluded that these metrics provide 
reasonable bases on which these assets and liabilities should be allocated to 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.1682 

5.158. From September 2015, sales of hydrocortisone tablets were managed by 
Actavis. Accordingly, in order to determine a reasonable rate of return for 
Auden/Actavis in the period from September 2015 it is necessary to 
determine the level of capital employed by Actavis. 

5.159. Actavis recorded specific inventory, debtors and creditors data with respect 
to hydrocortisone tablets meaning that from September 2015 onwards it is 

1681 This due diligence report was prepared by independent advisers (PwC) to inform Allergan and Accord-UK 
about AM Pharma’s financial position (Document 00681, Annex 11, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 
26 notice dated 23 June 2016: Project Apple Financial and Tax Due Diligence – Key Issues Report, 11 
December 2014). 
1682 For example, the CMA has applied a revenue-based, rather than volume-based allocation for debtors, as 
debtors represent the amount of sales which have not yet been paid for by customers. 
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only necessary to conduct a limited allocation exercise in order to establish 
Actavis’s working capital.1683 

5.160. A comparison of Auden’s working capital balances before and after 
Allergan’s acquisition of AM Pharma indicates that the figure for earlier 
periods may be inflated. Total working capital requirements are likely to 
change in line with revenues. This can be seen in historical data showing 
that Auden's working capital balance in 2015 was significantly greater than in 
prior years. However, as shown in tables 5.11 and 5.12 below, the working 
capital balance allocated in the period from January to September 2015 is 
almost double the [] balance allocated from September 2015 onwards, 
using more accurate data. Given that there is no reason for Auden/Actavis's 
working capital balance, which is specific to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, to have fallen so significantly since Allergan's acquisition of AM 
Pharma, this indicates that the pre-September figure used by the CMA is 
very likely to be a highly inflated one when considering what Auden’s 
working capital is likely to have been. Accordingly, by using this figure the 
CMA has taken an approach which is favourable to Auden/Actavis when 
assessing whether its prices were excessively high. This is because by using 
this figure, the CMA will establish a higher reasonable rate of return figure for 
Auden/Actavis than would have been the case with more accurate data 
thereby reducing the level of any differentials (the gap between 
Auden/Actavis’s ASPs and its Cost Plus). In other words, taking this 
approach will reduce the chances of establishing that Auden/Actavis’s prices 
were excessive under the United Brands Test. 

Table 5.11: Working capital employed by Auden (January-September 2015) 

Attributable to 10mg hydrocortisone Attributable to 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets tablets 

£’000 £’000 

Working capital 

Trade debtors [] [] 

Trade creditors [] [] 

Stock [] [] 

Total Working capital [] [] 

1683 Creditor balances are only recorded for hydrocortisone tablets as a whole and therefore the CMA has 
allocated this balance using the average sales volumes ratio of 10mg to 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, and 
adjusted for the difference in purchase price Accord-UK faces for each product.  
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Table 5.12: Working capital employed by Actavis (September 2015-December 2016) 

Attributable to 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets 

Attributable to 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets 

£’000 £’000 

Working capital 

Trade debtors [] [] 

Trade creditors [] [] 

Stock [] [] 

Total Working capital [] [] 

5.161. In addition, the approach the CMA has adopted of using Auden/Actavis's 
actual receivables balance also errs significantly in Auden/Actavis's favour 
when determining whether its prices were excessive. This is because the 
debtors balance resulting from a product being sold at an excessive price 
does not represent an efficient level of capital employed by the business, 
since the high price distorts and inflates the trade debtor balance 
proportionately.1684 

5.162. In effect, the high prices charged increase the capital employed and 
therefore the reasonable return on capital, increasing Cost Plus and 
reducing the scale of the measured differentials. In other words, in using 
these inflated figures in the CMA’s analysis will reduce the chances of 
establishing that Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive under the United 
Brands Test. 

5.163. Although the CMA considers that the working capital balance should, in 
theory, be reduced, it has decided not to do so in this case. This is because 
despite clearly inflating the reasonable rate of return figure attributed to 
Auden/Actavis for the sale of hydrocortisone tablets during the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses, the impact of using the inflated working capital figure is not 
determinative in this case. In other words, if the CMA was to use a lower 
figure which would be more reflective of Auden/Actavis’s working capital 
costs, this would not materially affect the scale of the differentials, such was 
the scale of Auden/Actavis’s prices. 

5.164. Given that the use of Auden/Actavis's actual working capital leads to an 
overestimate of capital employed, the CMA has used the resultant figure as 
the upper bound for the level of capital employed in the CMA's assessment 

1684 Were the product not sold at an excessive price, the debtors balance would represent the total of costs 
(including cost of capital) which the business has incurred. Until such time as the debtor is received, capital is 
required to fund the timing difference.  
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and decided that a range of capital employed balances is not necessary in 
this case.1685 

The CMA's approach to fixed assets 

5.165. Auden/Actavis’s capital base also includes fixed assets. To the extent that 
they are efficiently employed in the supply of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, Auden/Actavis should be allowed a return on these assets when 
calculating Auden/Actavis's Cost Plus.  

5.166. For the period to September 2015 the CMA has relied on Auden's fixed 
asset balances in its financial statements for the financial year ending 31 
March. From September 2015 onwards, it has relied on data submissions 
from the parties. 

5.167. For the purpose of its accounts,1686 Auden broke down its fixed assets into 
the following three categories, and the CMA has applied the same 
categories for the purpose of its analysis: 

a. tangible; 

b. intangible; and 

c. investments. 

Tangible assets 

5.168. Tangible assets include land and buildings, plant and machinery, fixtures 
and fittings and motor vehicles. The CMA has included these categories of 
tangible assets in its assessment of Auden/Actavis’s fixed asset base, 
because Auden/Actavis will have used each of them to supply 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. 

5.169. In determining the value of capital employed, the CMA considers the 
relevant benchmark to be the ‘value to the business’ (‘VTB’) of the assets. 
The VTB is given by the lower of the assets’ (depreciated) replacement cost 
and their net realisable value.1687 Where assets are being actively used by a 
business, the VTB will usually be the (depreciated) replacement cost of the 

1685 The effect of including a higher working capital asset value is to increase the capital base used by 
Auden/Actavis in selling hydrocortisone tablets, meaning it will be provided with a higher reasonable return for the 
supply of the tablets than would otherwise have been granted. This higher return means that the difference 
between Auden/Actavis’s prices and its Cost Plus allocation will be lower than would have genuinely been the 
case meaning its prices are also less likely to be excessive. 
1686 For subsequent periods, the breakdown of those assets would have reflected the reporting structure of its 
subsequent owners. 
1687 The net realisable value of an asset is the higher of its value in use and the value that could have been 
achieved by selling the asset. 
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asset. In this case, the CMA has used the net book value ('NBV') of these 
tangible assets as the best estimate of the (depreciated) replacement cost.  
This value is readily available, reflects the cost incurred by the business to 
acquire the relevant assets, and the extent to which the business considers 
their value to have depreciated since acquisition.  

5.170. The NBV of land and buildings were revalued in the year ending 31 March 
2015. As this approximates to the period of the data which the CMA has 
relied upon, the CMA has reached its conclusions based on the NBV of 
these assets being likely to be a fair reflection of their (depreciated) 
replacement cost.1688 

5.171. Therefore, the CMA has relied on the NBV of land and buildings as at 31 
March 2015 for the period to September 2015. From September 2015 
onwards, it has relied on data submissions from the parties. 

5.172. As the tangible asset data Auden/Actavis has provided to the CMA relates to 
Auden/Actavis’s business as a whole and was not allocated to specific 
products, the CMA has used an allocation method to allocate them to 
individual products. The CMA has allocated a proportion of the NBV of these 
assets to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets on the basis of sales 
volumes data, on a per pack basis. This is consistent with the approach that 
was taken in respect of the allocation of common costs. As outlined above, a 
sales volumes approach is objective and transparent, and the CMA 
considers this method to be practical and reliable in the context of cost 
allocation for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.173. Depreciation is a cost associated with spreading the costs of capital assets 
over the lifetime of the assets, and is already included as an expense within 
the CMA’s common cost assessment. As a result, the CMA has allocated 
depreciation according to sales volumes, consistent with its approach to 
fixed asset allocation for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.174. In considering whether its asset allocation method is appropriate, the CMA 
has considered whether it produces a reasonable outcome. Under the 
CMA's chosen method, 10% of Auden's tangible assets in 2015 were 
allocated to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Given that 10mg and 

1688 Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA should have recognised that accounting depreciation may not be 
equivalent to economic depreciation (Document 01454, paragraph 5.32 Auden/Actavis’s RSO1), and 
Intas/Accord-UK submitted that there is no reason to assume no value beyond book value at historical cost 
(Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraph 137(iv)). Whilst there is potential for the NBV of land 
and buildings to diverge from their replacement value, these assets were revalued in the year ending 31 March 
2015 which is approximate to the period of the data on which the CMA has relied. Directors also have a 
responsibility to choose an appropriate depreciation schedule for assets and the CMA considers that it is 
appropriate to rely on the schedules they have chosen in the absence of clear evidence that these are 
inappropriate. Therefore, the NBV of these assets is likely to be a fair reflection of their market value. 
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20mg hydrocortisone tablets represented just two of over 80 products 
supplied by Auden with the support of these assets, the CMA considers that 
this is a reasonable approach. 

5.175. Further, the CMA has allocated a portion of all of Auden/Actavis's tangible 
assets to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, even though 
manufacturing assets are not applicable to those products as Auden/Actavis 
purchased hydrocortisone tablets from a CMO.1689 This is favourable to 
Auden/Actavis in the context of considering whether or not its prices for 10 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets were excessive.1690 

Intangible assets 

5.176. Auden/Actavis's intangible assets were composed of product licences and 
goodwill. The CMA has included product rights relating to hydrocortisone 
tablets in its estimate of capital employed, but excluded goodwill and other 
intangible assets for reasons explained below. 

5.177. In order to manufacture 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
Auden/Actavis required intangible product rights1691 in the form of MAs. 

5.178. Auden purchased the trademarks and MAs for 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in 2008 for a total of £200,000.1692,1693 As this 
transaction took place at a time where there was no concern that the prices 
charged for these products were excessive and unfair, the CMA considers 
the figure reflects the reasonable value of the intellectual property itself 
(unaffected by potential capitalisation of future profits. 

5.179. Auden's accounting policy was to fully amortise any purchased licence costs 
over an estimated useful life of five years from the date of purchase,1694 and 
Actavis amortised its MAs over a 10-year period. 

5.180. However, as there is no evidence that the value of these product rights 
follows such accounting treatment (ie their value does not decline over time 

1689 Document 02050.A, Intas/Accord-UK's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 10 November 2017, 
response to question 2. This point is equally relevant to earlier ownership periods. 
1690 The effect of including additional assets is to increase the capital base used by Auden/Actavis in selling 
hydrocortisone tablets, meaning it will be provided with a higher reasonable return for the supply of the tablets 
than would otherwise have been granted.
1691 A product right is a term used to describe an intangible asset relating specifically to the regulatory approval 
(in this case an MA) and the technical know-how required for the supply of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 
1692 See section 3.F.I above. 
1693 Auden/Actavis submitted that the product licences of all its pharmaceutical products should have been 
incorporated into the CMA's assessment (Document 11454, Auden/Actavis’s RS01, paragraph 5.50. However, 
these assets are fully attributable to products other than hydrocortisone tablets. Therefore, it would be 
inappropriate to include these assets in the CMA's assessment. 
1694 Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited Consolidated Report and Accounts 31 March 2015, page 11.   
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in the same way as physical assets such as plant and machinery), the CMA 
has used the unamortised value of the acquired product rights (ie a constant 
asset value of £200,000 throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses). The CMA 
considers this a conservative approach, which is more favourable to the 
parties than using the amortised book value. 

5.181. Goodwill is a further category of intangible asset. Goodwill materialises when 
a firm acquires another business and is calculated by deducting the fair 
market value of the acquired, identifiable net assets from the purchase price. 
As such, it does not represent an asset that is required to produce or supply 
specific goods or services, hence cannot be considered a cost that is 
efficiently incurred in supplying such goods or services. Moreover, given that 
the purchase price of a business is likely to reflect the value of the expected 
future profits of the business, goodwill balances will capitalise any excessive 
returns where they are present. 

5.182. In this case, given that Auden acquired the MAs for 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets directly from MSD rather than through a corporate 
acquisition there is no goodwill to consider for Auden’s period of ownership. 
Allergan’s valuation of Auden1695 was determined through the net present 
value of future expected profits on the various products sold by Auden, 
including 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Consequently, the 
inclusion of any such balances in capital employed would serve to mask the 
excessiveness of prices. 

5.183. The CMA has therefore not included a value for goodwill in its assessment of 
fixed assets. 

Investments 

5.184. Auden's investments balance related to the acquisition of companies which 
were not involved in its supply of 10mg or 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. The 
financial statements of Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited defined this class 
of assets as ‘Investments in subsidiary undertakings’ or ‘unlisted 
investments’.1696 Accordingly, the CMA has not included this type of 
investment balance in its estimate of capital employed in the supply of 10mg 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets for Auden/Actavis. 

1695 Document 00670, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016, response to 
question 14; and Document 00682, Annex 12. 
1696 Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited Consolidated Report and Accounts 31 March 2015, page 16.  
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Capital employed by Auden to 2015 

5.185. Table 5.13 outlines the level of capital employed by Auden in 2015 which the 
CMA has attributed to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, and that the 
CMA has adopted as being representative for the period between October 
2008 and August 2015, due to the lack of reliable data before then. 

Table 5.13: Capital employed by Auden in 20151697 

Allocated to 10mg
Auden 

hydrocortisone tablets 

£’000 £’000 

Working capital 

[] []
Trade debtors 1 

[] []
Trade creditors 2 

[] []
Stock 2 

[] []
Tax and Social Security 1 

[] []
Other assets 1 

[] []
Other liabilities 2 

Total Net Working Capital [] [] 

Fixed Assets 3 [] 

[] [] 

Total Capital Employed [] 

Allocated to 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets 

£’000 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

1 Allocated based on the ratio of hydrocortisone tablets revenue sales against total revenue. 

2 Allocated based on the ratio of cost of hydrocortisone tablets against the total cost of goods sold. 
3 Allocated based on sales volume of hydrocortisone tablets against total sales volumes. 

1697 Document 00681, Annex 11, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016. 
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5.186. The CMA allocated Auden's working capital balances using its sales revenue 
and purchasing data and allocated fixed assets using sales volumes data. 

5.187. With regard to fixed asset allocation, Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA 
should adopt a 'stand-alone' approach, in which Auden/Actavis is assumed 
to sell only hydrocortisone tablets and hence all fixed assets are allocated to 
hydrocortisone tablets. Auden/Actavis submitted that this approach would 
reflect the costs faced by a new entrant and therefore represent the 'free 
entry price'.1698 

5.188. Such a ‘stand-alone’ approach is not appropriate in this case for two 
reasons. 

5.189. First, such an approach would be completely divorced from reality. The lack 
of single product suppliers in the pharmaceuticals sector indicates that 
entering without any pre-existing assets or infrastructure is not realistic or 
efficient. This is illustrated by looking at the current prices of hydrocortisone 
tablets which, have declined to levels at or below the CMA’s estimate of Cost 
Plus. This demonstrates that the efficient costs of production are not those of 
a stand-alone, single product firm. 

5.190. Secondly and in any event, it would not produce reliable results when 
applied to Auden/Actavis. A single product company would operate on a 
smaller scale than Auden/Actavis and so its asset base would have to be 
adjusted downwards. 

5.191. Auden/Actavis also submitted that the CMA’s approach of using capital 
employed as of 2015 as being representative of the 2008 to 2015 period led 
to 'at least one material error'.1699 Auden/Actavis considered that, ‘because 
over this period, the relative importance of Hydrocortisone Tablets in terms 
of both volume and value has sharply decreased’, allocation based on asset 
values would be likely to underestimate the average level of capital 
employed that should be allocated to hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.192. The CMA considered whether its approach could distort the calculation of 
Cost Plus in this case. In this respect, the CMA noted that since the 
proportion of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets sales volumes as a 
proportion of total sales volumes declined over this period, it could be 
appropriate to allocate a higher proportion of total capital employed to 10mg 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in earlier years. 

1698 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.27. See also Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s 
RSO1, section 5, paragraph 5.36.
1699 Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s RSO1, paragraph 5.29. 
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5.193. However, if the CMA took this approach, it would also need to take into 
account Auden’s lower asset base during that same period (Auden's fixed 
tangible assets grew from [] in 2008 to [] in 2015). 

5.194. The net effect of applying the historically higher sales volume share of 10mg 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets of [] to the lower asset base of [], and 
the fixed asset allocation, would be an allocation approximately [] lower 
than under the CMA's chosen approach. The current approach is therefore 
slightly favourable to Auden/Actavis in determining whether or not its prices 
were excessive. 

5.195. Further, as explained in paragraph 5.78 above the CMA’s approach is 
generous to Auden/Actavis in other ways. Auden's working capital balance in 
2015 was significantly greater than in prior years. The working capital 
balance allocated in 2015 was almost double the [] balance allocated from 
September 2015 onwards, using more accurate data. Given that there is no 
reason for Auden/Actavis’s working capital balance, which is specific to 
hydrocortisone tablets, to have fallen so significantly since Allergan’s 
acquisition of AM Pharma, this is a further indication that the pre-September 
figure used by the CMA is inflated and favourable to Auden/Actavis. 

5.196. The CMA therefore considers that any errors in its approach would favour 
Auden/Actavis. 

Capital employed by Actavis from September 2015 onwards 

5.197. For the period from September 2015 onwards, the CMA has allocated 
Actavis's working capital balances based on working capital balances 
recorded for hydrocortisone tablets as a whole,1700 and allocated fixed assets 
using sales volumes data. 

5.198. Table 5.14 below outlines the level of capital employed by Actavis between 
September 2015 and December 2016 and table 5.15 below outlines the level 
of capital employed by Actavis between January 2017 and July 2018 that the 
CMA has attributed to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

1700 As credit balances are only recorded for hydrocortisone tablets as a whole, the CMA has allocated this 
balance using the average sales volumes ratio of 10mg to 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, and adjusted the 
difference in purchase price Actavis faces for each product 
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Table 5.14: Capital employed by Actavis between September 2015 and December 2016 

Attributable to 10mg Attributable to 20mg hydrocortisone 
hydrocortisone tablets tablets 

£’000 £’000 

Working capital 

Trade debtors [] [] 

Trade creditors [] [] 

Inventory [] [] 

Total Working capital [] [] 

[] [] 

Fixed Assets [] [] 

Total capital employed [] [] 

Table 5.15: Capital employed by Actavis between January 2017 and July 2018 

Attributable to 10mg hydrocortisone Attributable to 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets tablets 

£’000 £’000 

Working capital 

Trade debtors [] [] 

Trade creditors [] [] 

Inventory [] [] 

Total Working capital [] [] 

[] [] 

Fixed Assets [] [] 

Total capital employed [] [] 

5.199. Auden/Actavis submitted that the discrepancy between the CMA's estimates 
of the level of capital employed before and after the change in ownership in 
January 2017, which fell by over [], highlights 'obvious errors' in the CMA's 
analysis.1701 However, it is right that Auden/Actavis is assessed on the basis 
of the capital which it actually employed efficiently. As the tables above 
show, the fall was driven by working capital, which is due to more accurate 
working capital data specific to hydrocortisone tablets being available to the 
CMA after the change in ownership. 

5.200. This fall is therefore a further indication of the ways in which the CMA’s 
approach to calculating Cost Plus favours Auden/Actavis. The unavoidable 
use of less accurate data in the earlier period is favourable to Auden/Actavis: 

1701 Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s RSO1, paragraph 5.38. 
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the implication of more accurate data from the later period is once again that 
the level of capital employed in the earlier period is overstated. 

ii. The reasonable rate of return  

5.201. The CMA has concluded that a return of [5%-15%] is reasonable for 
Auden/Actavis's 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. This return 
represents the reasonable level of profit that the firms may expect to earn 
from undertaking the relevant activity: in this case the supply of 
hydrocortisone tablets. In particular, the CMA considers that the reasonable 
rate of return in this case is most appropriately informed by the rate used by 
Actavis when valuing Auden's business. That valuation included 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets, which were collectively Auden's most 
significant products in terms of revenue at the time. 

5.202. Actavis provided the CMA with the valuation model used in connection with 
Allergan's acquisition of AM Pharma.1702 That model included projections of 
profitability and discounted future revenues and profits using a weighted 
average cost of capital ('WACC') of [5%-15%]. According to Allergan, that 
figure was 'based on Actavis's experience and knowledge concerning the 
generic pharmaceutical sector generally and also based on a review of the 
information that Auden McKenzie provided to Actavis during the diligence 
process, including the fact that Auden McKenzie was an established and 
ongoing business and that it would be combined with Actavis' existing UK 

1703business'. 

5.203. Actavis itself applied this figure on an individual product basis, including 
against sales of hydrocortisone tablets, in order to discount its expected 
future profits of Auden's products for the purposes of valuing that business. 
Given that it represents Actavis's contemporaneous assessment of Auden's 
risk profile, the CMA considers that the [5%-15%] WACC used by Actavis 
provides an appropriate level of ROCE to use in the CMA's assessment of 
what is a reasonable rate of return in this case in relation to both 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.204. Auden/Actavis submitted that the [5%-15%] WACC figure used was likely to 
have reflected a 'cautious' approach focusing on the minimum required 
return on Allergan’s acquisition of AM Pharma.1704 

1702 Document 00670, Auden/Actavis’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016, response to 
question 14; and Document 00682, Annex 12. 
1703 Document 02045.A, Allergan’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 10 November 2017, email to 
the CMA dated 24 November 2017. 
1704 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO paragraph 4.32. 
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5.205. However, given that adopting a higher WACC would have led to a lower 
valuation of AM Pharma, a 'cautious' approach would actually have been to 
adopt a higher than ordinary WACC, in order to minimise the risk that 
Allergan was placing too high a value on the business. This suggests that 
[5%-15%] may already be a generous rate of return for Auden/Actavis.1705 

5.206. It is important to note that WACC represents a reasonable return for 
investors rather than a minimum required return, because it represents the 
weighted average cost of debt and equity to the firm.1706 The cost of debt will 
be based on three key elements: a risk-free rate, a total market return and a 
beta value. All of these elements are estimated from actual market values, 
with the total market return reflecting the average actual returns earned by 
investors in the market in the past. While, ex ante, investors will not provide 
funds unless they expect to earn a return at least equivalent to the WACC, 
they do so in the knowledge that (ex post) actual returns may be above or 
below this level. As explained in paragraph 5.148 above, the purpose of 
allowing a reasonable rate of return in this assessment is to ensure that 
Auden/Actavis is sufficiently compensated for the risk and investment 
undertaken when entering and participating in this market. The CMA 
considers that the use of WACC achieves this aim in this case. 

5.207. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that an appropriate pre-tax nominal WACC for 
Accord-UK under Intas’s ownership would be around [5%-15%].1707 A later 
submission updated this figure to [5%-15%], based on Intas itself.1708 

However, a change in ownership should not in itself affect the rate of return 
reasonably required by Auden/Actavis in relation to 10mg and 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, particularly where there has been no material change 
to Actavis’s role or activities in the market as a result of its acquisition. 
Following Intas’s acquisition of Accord-UK, hydrocortisone tablets remained 
a low risk product and the CMA finds that a rate of return of [5%-15%] for 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets remained appropriate. In addition, 
the [5%-15%] figure for Intas relies on parameters which are not meaningful 

1705 Auden/Actavis also submitted that AM Pharma should be entitled to a ‘small company premium’ (Document 
205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.27. See also Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s RSO1, section 5, 
paragraph 5.52). In accounting a small company premium is only applicable to companies that face higher 
trading costs or higher costs of debt or capital than larger businesses. However, Auden/Actavis submitted no 
evidence that it faced these barriers or higher costs, and there is no reason to suspect that this may have been 
the case. 
1706 The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is comprised of two components: the cost of debt and the cost 
of equity. The cost of debt reflects the return required to compensate debt investors for lending into a business 
and the cost of equity reflects the return required to compensate equity investors for providing capital to a 
business. 
1707 Document 01568, Intas/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 3 May 2017, response 
to question 7. 
1708 Document 01614B, Intas/Accord-UK’s submission to the CMA dated 2 June 2017. 
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in the context of the supply of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK.1709 However, 
the CMA has also applied an illustrative sensitivity of a [5%-15%] WACC in 
its sensitivity analysis (see section 5.C.IV.b below). 

5.208. As outlined in section 5.C.III.b.i above, the CMA's approach is to apply the 
ROCE framework to estimate a reasonable return. Under this framework, the 
allowed return for producing 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets is 
calculated by multiplying the capital employed by the WACC: 

a. The capital employed is the estimate of how much capital investors 
need to provide, in order to obtain the assets needed to supply 10mg 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

b. The WACC is the average return investors expect on the capital 
provided. 

5.209. Table 5.16 below outlines the CMA's estimate of Auden's reasonable return 
with respect to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets for the period to 31 
August 2015. Using a WACC of [5%-15%] the CMA estimates the 
reasonable return for 10mg and 20mg tablets to be [] and [] per pack 
respectively. 

Table 5.16: Reasonable return on capital employed for Auden to 31 August 2015 

10mg hydrocortisone tablets 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

Using NBV Using NBV 

Capital Employed [] [] 

WACC of [5%-15%] 

Total reasonable return [] [] 

Reasonable return by pack [] [] 

5.210. Using a WACC of [5%-15%] on Actavis's capital employed estimates, table 
5.17 outlines the CMA's es timate of Actavis's reasonable return with respect 
to 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets between September 2015 and 8 
January 2017. Using the NBV measurement of fixed assets,1710 the CMA 

1709 For example, the cost of equity component of WACC relies on a risk free rate of [5%-15%] which is based on 
average India government bond yields. Document 01614B, Intas/Accord-UK’s submission to the CMA dated 2 
June 2017. 
1710 Document 00690, Annex 4 to AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 24 August 2016. 
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estimates the reasonable return for 10mg and 20mg tablets to be [] and 
[] per pack respectively. 

Table 5.17: Reasonable return on capital employed for Actavis between September 2015 and 
January 2017 

10mg hydrocortisone tablets 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

Capital Employed [] [] 

WACC of [5%-15%] 

Total reasonable return [] [] 

Reasonable return by pack [] [] 

5.211. Using a WACC of [5%-15%]on Actavis's capital employed from 9 January 
2017, table 5.18 below outlines the CMA's estimate of Actavis's reasonable 
return with respect to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets until 31 July 2018. Using 
the NBV measurement of fixed assets, the CMA estimates the reasonable 
return for 10mg tablets to be [] per pack. 

Table 5.18: Reasonable return on capital employed for Actavis between 9 January 2017 and 31 
July 2018 

10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

Capital Employed [] 

WACC of [5%-15%] 

Total reasonable return [] 

Reasonable return by pack [] 

5.212. A WACC of [5%-15%] would have led to the reasonable returns per pack of 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets increasing by up to []. This would not have a 
material impact on the CMA’s finding of excessiveness (see section 
5.C.IV.b.iii below). 

5.213. Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA should have considered other 
appropriate measure of profitability as well as ROCE, including return on 
sales ('ROS').1711 Auden/Actavis provided an overview of operating profit 
margins (as a percentage of earnings before interest and tax) for the period 
2013-2015 for seven other pharmaceutical companies in the market at that 
time, ‘in order to have a better sense of what would be an appropriate level 
of operating profit’.1712 The CMA does not consider it necessary to further 

1711 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.35. Return on Sales is a measure of the return on 
sales after the deduction of both direct and indirect costs. 
1712 Document 01454, Auden/Actavis's RSO1, paragraphs 5.66-5.68. 
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cross-check its findings against ROS, which it considers to be a less 
appropriate basis than return on capital employed in order to determine a 
reasonable rate of return for this particular case, or other profit measures. 
However, the CMA notes that, due to the large working capital employed 
balance, explained in paragraph 5.163, the return by pack included in its 
Cost Plus analysis translates into a ROS of approximately [] during the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses. 

5.214. The CMA considers that the size of this return, which is five times the size of 
the target ROS figure under the PPRS, demonstrates that the CMA has 
adopted an approach which is favourable to Auden/Actavis in determining a 
reasonable return per pack of hydrocortisone tablets sold by Auden/Actavis 
in the UK.1713 This ROS is also broadly consistent with Auden/Actavis’s own 
analysis of operating profit margins,1714 which showed its operating profits 
margins to be between [] and [], which is significantly lower than the 
margins Auden/Actavis was achieving on its sales of hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.215. The CMA has also compared the reasonable return in its Cost Plus analysis 
with the current average prices for competing skinny label tablets and with 
Accord’s own average price for generics in the UK. Even in a hypothetical 
scenario where cost of supply was zero and revenues represented pure 
profit, this would equate to average returns of no more £1.34 per pack for 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets. In reality, the expected return would be 
significantly lower than this after accounting for costs, and the CMA 
considers the return included in its Cost Plus analysis to be reasonable, if 
not generous. 

1713 The CMA notes that this ROS is itself broadly consistent with Auden/Actavis’s own analysis of operating profit 
margins in its RSO1 (Document 01454). Auden provided an overview of operating profit margins (as a 
percentage of earnings before interest and tax) for the period 2013-2015 for seven other pharmaceutical 
companies in the market at that time, ‘in order to have a better sense of what would be an appropriate level of 
operating profit’ (paragraphs 5.66-5.68), which showed their operating profits margins to be between a range of 
between 10% and 30%, which is significantly lower than the margins Auden/Actavis was achieving on its sale of 
hydrocortisone tablets. 
1714 As set out in Document 01454, Auden/Actavis's RSO1, paragraph 5.66 to 5.68. 
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Table 5.19: Comparison of reasonable return with real-world comparators 

10mg 20mg 

Cost Plus £2.17-£4.45 £2.90-£5.20 

Reasonable return included in Cost Plus [] [] 

Current average price of skinny label tablets £1.34 £1.85 

Actavis' current prices [£1-£4] [£1-£4] 

Accord average UK generic price in 2018 (all products) £1.19 

c. Summary of results 

5.216. The CMA's method for calculating Cost Plus in this case, as set out in 
sections 5.C.III.a to 5.C.III.b above, results in the following Cost Plus ranges 
for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets throughout each of the periods 
considered on a per pack basis and for the whole period (ie Auden/Actavis's 
revenue and costs throughout the whole of the Unfair Pricing abuses).  

Table 5.20: Auden/Actavis's Cost Plus per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets during the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse based on a ROCE of [5%-15%] 

October 2008 – 
December 2013 

January 2014 – 
August 2015 

September 2015 – 
January 2017 

January 2017 – 
July 2018 

Whole period 

Price / Revenue £29.53 £49.57 £65.31 £35.26 £292,447,709 

Direct costs [] [] [] [] [] 

Common cost [] [] [] [] [] 

Reasonable return [] [] [] [] [] 

Cost Plus £4.45 £3.90 £2.29 £2.17 £29,877,231 

Table 5.21: Auden/Actavis's Cost Plus per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets during the 
20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse based on a ROCE of [5%-15%] 

October 2008 – 
December 2013 

January 2014 – 
August 2015 

September 2015 – 
January 2017 

Whole period 

Price / Revenue £29.81 £56.81 £60.77 £14,957,392 

Direct costs [] [] [] [] 

Common cost [] [] [] [] 

Reasonable return [] [] [] [] 

Cost Plus £5.20 £4.61 £2.91 £1,865,777 
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5.217. Cost Plus falls within a range of around £2 to £4.50 per pack for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and around £3 to £5.50 per pack for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, declining over the duration of the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses. As explained in paragraphs 5.140 to 5.141, this is primarily because 
the CMA has conservatively relied on actual common costs which fell 
significantly following AM Pharma’s and subsequently Accord-UK’s 
acquisition by larger companies, rather than just efficiently incurred costs. 
The CMA considers that the costs from September 2015 onwards reflect 
efficiently incurred costs, and the Cost Plus results for this later period are 
therefore more representative of the efficient level of Cost Plus. 

Figure 5.22:  Auden/Actavis’s annual average Cost Plus per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets during the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

[] 

Figure 5.23:  Auden/Actavis’s annual average Cost plus per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets during the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

[] 

IV. Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive 

5.218. The CMA has concluded that Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive 
because the differences between its prices and Cost Plus were material, ie 
sufficiently large to be deemed excessive:1715 

a. For 10mg tablets, Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive from 1 
October 2008 to 31 July 2018. 

b. For 20mg tablets, Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive from 1 
October 2008 to 8 January 2017. 

5.219. Throughout this section, the CMA refers to the difference between 
Auden/Actavis's prices and its Cost Plus as the Differential.1716 The 
Differential represents additional profit margin in excess of Cost Plus, which 
already includes a reasonable return. 

5.220. Tables 5.24 and 5.27 and figures 5.25. 5.26, 5.28 and 5.29 below set out the 
Differential per pack in pounds (referred to as the absolute Differential, 
calculated by subtracting Cost Plus from the price) and percentages 

1715 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 199. 
1716 In determining the Differentials in this case, the CMA has followed the approach taken in both Deutsche Post 
(see, for example, paragraph 166 of the decision); and Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31 (see, for example, 
paragraph 198 of the judgment). 
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(referred to as the relative Differential, calculated by subtracting Cost Plus 
from the price then dividing the result by Cost Plus).  Figures 5.24 and 5.29 
present the Differential per pack on an annualised basis. The tables also set 
out the Differential in terms of total revenue.1717 These comparisons are 
done for each of the four representative periods and in total throughout the 
whole of the 10mg and 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuses. The revenue 
differentials of £263 million for 10mg hydrocortisone and £11 million for 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets are profits earned by Auden/Actavis in excess 
of Cost Plus. 

Table 5.24: Differentials per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008-
December 2013 

January 2014-
August 2015 

September 
2015- January 

2017 

January 2017-
July 2018 

Whole 
period 

Hydrocortisone 10mg - price £ 29.53 49.57 65.31 35.26 37.87 

Cost Plus £ £4.45 £3.90 £2.29 £2.17 £3.87 

Differential - £ £25.08 £45.66 £63.02 £33.09 £34.00 

Differential % 563% 1,172% 2,752% 1,524% 879% 

Revenue differential (£m) £115.1 £67.2 £53.2 £27.0 £262.6 

Figure 5.25: Differentials per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
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1717 In millions of pounds, calculated by multiplying the Differentials per pack by the number of packs sold. 
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Figure 5.26: Annualised Differentials per pack for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

[] 

Table 5.27: Differentials per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008-
December 2013 

January 2014-
August 2015 

September 2015- 
January 2017 

Whole 
period 

Hydrocortisone 20mg - price £ £29.81 £56.81 £60.77 £38.59 

Cost Plus £ 

Differential - £ 

Differential % 

Revenue differential (£m) 

£5.20 

£24.61

474% 

£6.6 

£4.61 

£52.20

1,133% 

£3.8 

£2.91 

£57.87 

1,990% 

£2.6 

4.81 

33.78 

702% 

£13.1 

Figure 5.28: Differentials per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

Figure 5.29: Annualised Differential per pack for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

[] 

5.221. The CMA has concluded, applying a 'proper degree of discretionary 
judgment',1718 that these Differentials were 'material' and 'sufficiently large to 
be deemed excessive'1719 by any reasonable measure. That is sufficient for a 

1718 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 193 to 194. 
1719 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 199. 
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finding of excessiveness under the Excessive Limb of the United Brands 
Test. 

5.222. Two points should be borne in mind when considering the Differentials. 

5.223. First, Cost Plus in itself already includes a reasonable rate of return. 
However, the CMA has not made a finding that any price above Cost Plus 
was excessive. Instead, the CMA has exercised its discretion to determine 
its administrative priorities in this case and not reached a conclusion 
regarding at what level above Cost Plus but below £20 per pack 
Auden/Actavis’s prices became excessive as a matter of law. This means 
that the lowest price at which the CMA has made a finding that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive exceeds the upper bound of Cost 
Plus by 285%.1720 This is set out in tables 5.30 and 5.31 below. 

Table 5.30: amounts by which the CMA’s prioritisation threshold of £20 per pack exceeds Cost 
Plus for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008 – 
December 2013 

January 2014 – 
August 2015 

September 2015 – 
8 January 2017 

9 January 2017 – 
July 2018 

Whole 
period 

Cost Plus (£ per 
pack) 

£4.45 £3.90 £2.29 £2.17 £3.87 

Amount by which 
£20 per pack 

exceeds Cost Plus 
(£ per pack) 

£15.55 £16.10 £17.71 £17.83 £16.13 

% by which £20 per 
pack exceeds Cost 

Plus 
349% 413% 773% 821% 417% 

1720 Although Auden's prices fell below £20 in a few individual months during the Unfair Pricing Abuses (its 10mg 
price in a single month, August 2010, and its 20mg price in November 2008 and January, April and July 2009), 
these were single-month fluctuations in the context of sustained price increases over the period from 2008 to 
2015. See figure 5.6 above.  
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Table 5.31: amounts by which the CMA’s prioritisation threshold of £20 per pack exceeds Cost 
Plus for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008 – December 
2013 

January 2014 – August 
2015 

September 2015 – 8 
January 2017 

Whole 
period 

Cost Plus (£ per pack) £5.20 £4.61 £2.91 £4.81 

Amount by which £20 
per pack exceeds 

Cost Plus (£ per pack) 
£14.80 £15.39 £17.09 £15.19 

% by which £20 per 
pack exceeds Cost 

Plus 
285% 334% 588% 315% 

5.224. Secondly, when considering whether the Differentials were material, 
consideration should also be given to the fact that, at various stages of the 
Cost Plus calculation, some aspects of the CMA’s approach were beneficial 
to Auden/Actavis in establishing whether or not it priced excessively, such as 
its decision not to re-state working capital at the efficient level, and the use of 
available data on common cost in early periods which our later analysis 
suggests is not an efficient level.1721 These allocations increased the level of 
Auden/Actavis’s Cost Plus meaning that the true scale of the Differentials 
was reduced. Notwithstanding this, the Differentials were clearly excessive. 

5.225. Auden/Actavis's prices exceeded Cost Plus to a material extent both in each 
period considered and throughout the whole of the Unfair Pricing Abuses. 
That was the case regardless of whether the Differential is considered in 
absolute or relative terms, for both 10mg and 20mg tablets and for each 
representative period as well as across the whole of the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses: 

a. For 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, across the whole of the period for the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, Auden/Actavis had: 

i. an absolute Differential of £263 million; and 

ii. a relative Differential of 879% (£34 per pack). 

b. For 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, across the whole of the period for the 
20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, Auden/Actavis had: 

1721 See paragraph 5.78 and section 5.C.I above. 
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i. an absolute Differential of £13 million;1722 and 

ii. a relative Differential of 702% (£34 per pack). 

5.226. At their peak, Auden/Actavis's relative Differentials per pack were: 

a. over 3,100% (£70 per pack) for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets; and 

b. over 2,400% (£69 per pack) for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.227. In terms of total revenue,1723 the Differentials for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
were approximately: 

a. £115 million between 1 October 2008 and 31 December 2013; 

b. £67 million between 1 January 2014 and 31 August 2015; 

c. £53 million between 1 September 2015 and 8 January 2017; and 

d. £27 million between 9 January 2017 and 31 July 2018. 

5.228. In terms of total revenue, the Differentials for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
were approximately:1724 

a. £7 million in total between 1 October 2008 and 31 December 2013; 

b. £4 million between 1 January 2014 and 31 August 2015; and 

c. £3 million between 1 September 2015 and 8 January 2017. 

a. Real-world evidence corroborating the CMA’s finding that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive 

5.229. A substantial volume of real-world evidence corroborates the CMA’s finding 
that Auden/Actavis’s prices throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses were 
excessive by reference to Cost Plus, namely: 

a. the prices Auden initially set for the sale of its hydrocortisone tablets in 
April 2008; 

b. the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets;  

1722 The lower absolute Differential for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets as compared to that for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets reflects the fact that 10mg tablets account for around 96% of total sales of hydrocortisone tablets. 
1723 Multiplying the Differential per pack by volumes. 
1724 As explained above, the lower Differential in terms of revenue across the four periods for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets as compared to that for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets reflects the fact that 10mg tablets 
account for around 96% of total sales of hydrocortisone tablets. 
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c. Actavis’s current prices for its hydrocortisone tablets; and 

d. Allergan's projected prices following competitive entry. 

5.230. This evidence, considered below, demonstrates not only that Cost Plus is an 
appropriate measure against which to assess whether Auden/Actavis’s 
prices were excessive, but that the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus 
overestimates Cost Plus and therefore underestimates the extent to which 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive. 

i. Auden's initial prices 

5.231. The first piece of evidence that corroborates the CMA’s finding that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses were excessive is 
the prices that Auden initially set for its generic hydrocortisone tablets in April 
2008, which were £4.54 per pack of 10mg tablets and £5.14 per pack of 
20mg tablets (see section 3.E.V.a.i above). 

5.232. These were prices that Auden initially determined appropriate for it to 
profitably sell hydrocortisone tablets in the UK.1725 These initial prices are 
within or very close to the upper bounds of the Cost Plus range and are 
therefore corroborative of the CMA’s own independent Cost Plus calculation. 
In fact, a comparison of Auden's entry prices with the CMA's calculation of 
Cost Plus for the period between 1 October 2008 and 31 December 2013 
(which is the period most relevant to Auden) shows that the two were closely 
aligned. 

Table 5.32: Comparison between Auden's entry prices and Cost Plus 

Tablet strength Auden's entry price 
Cost Plus between 1 October 2008 

and 31 December 2013 

10mg £4.54 £4.45 

20mg £5.14 £5.20 

ii. The current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets 

5.233. The second piece of evidence that corroborates the CMA’s finding that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses were excessive is 
the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets. 

1725 In its representations, Auden/Actavis submitted that it launched its generic versions of hydrocortisone tablets 
in order for supply to become commercially viable: Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.43-
4.47. As the sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets and not being constrained by the PPRS in the prices it could 
set, Auden would not be expected to set launch prices that were unprofitable. 
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5.234. When referring to ‘current prices’ the CMA is referring to weighted average 
prices over the period from February to April 2021.1726 

5.235. When referring to ‘competing hydrocortisone tablets’ the CMA is referring to 
all hydrocortisone tablets, both skinny and full label, supplied by Actavis’s 
competitors, which comprise all skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets,1727 

all skinny label 20mg hydrocortisone tablets,1728 and Waymade's full label 
20mg tablets. 

5.236. The current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets are: 

a. £1.34 per pack of 10mg skinny label tablets; 

b. £1.85 per pack of 20mg skinny label tablets; and  

c. [] per pack of Waymade 20mg full label tablets.1729 

5.237. This shows that the CMA's Cost Plus figures are consistent with, and in fact 
higher than, the prices that Actavis’s competitors are able to realise for 
hydrocortisone tablets after a prolonged period of competition between 
themselves and with Auden/Actavis. 

Table 5.33: Comparison between current average price of competing hydrocortisone tablets 
and Cost Plus 

Tablet strength 
Current average price of competing hydrocortisone 

tablets 
Cost Plus range 

10mg skinny label £1.34 £2.17 - £4.45 

20mg skinny label £1.85 

£2.91 - £5.20 

20mg full label (Waymade) [] 

Note: Weighted averages over the period from February to April 2021. For Waymade's 20mg full label tablets, from May to 
July 2020 because [], see Document 206689, Waymade’s response to question 4 of the CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 
June 2021. 

iii. Actavis's current prices 

5.238. The third piece of evidence that corroborates the CMA’s finding that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses were excessive is 
Actavis's current prices. 

1726 April 2021 is the most recent sales data on the CMA's file. For Waymade's full label 20mg tablets, the period 
is May to July 2020 because [], see Document 206689, Waymade’s response to question 4 of the CMA's 
section 26 notice dated 9 June 2021. 
1727 Sold by AMCo (Aesica), Alissa, Bristol Laboratories, Genesis, Renata, Resolution Chemicals and Teva. 
1728 Sold by AMCo (Aesica and Focus), Bristol Laboratories, Genesis, Renata, Resolution Chemicals and Teva. 
1729 The prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets are assessed in detail in section 5.D.III.a below. 
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5.239. By ‘current prices’ the CMA refers to weighted average prices over the 
period from February to April 2021. 

5.240. Actavis’s current prices are:  

a. [£1-£4] per pack of 10mg tablets; and  

b. [£1-£4] per pack of 20mg tablets.  

5.241. This shows that the CMA's Cost Plus figures are also consistent with the 
prices that Actavis itself imposed after a prolonged period of competition 
from other suppliers, and following changes to how the reimbursement price 
is calculated for Category M drugs (see section 3.E.I.c above). In fact, 
Actavis's current price for 20mg tablets is [], while its current price for 
10mg tablets is [] while its price has continued to fall). 

Table 5.34: Comparison between Actavis's current prices of hydrocortisone tablets and Cost 
Plus 

Tablet strength Actavis's current price of hydrocortisone tablets Cost Plus range 

10mg [£1-£4] £2.17 - £4.45 

20mg [£1-£4] £2.91 - £5.20 

* Weighted averages over the period February to April 2021 

iv. Allergan's projected prices following competitive entry 

5.242. The fourth piece of evidence that corroborates the CMA’s finding that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses were excessive is 
the prices that Allergan projected would prevail if competition emerged. In 
January 2015 Auden’s prices were £51.79 (10mg) and £60.64 (20mg). In 
that month, as part of its due diligence on the business of AM Pharma, 
Allergan modelled what would happen if competitors entered the market in 
2015 and projected that Auden would experience ‘price erosion of 90% over 
3 yrs’,1730 leading it to agree a £220 million reduction in the price it was 
prepared to pay for AM Pharma and an earn-out on the product in order to 
provide a ‘total and complete de risking of hydrocortisone tablets for 
Actavis'1731 (see paragraph 5.12 above). Based on Auden’s prices in January 
2015, this implied a reduction in the price of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
from approximately £52 per pack to £5.20 per pack and a reduction in the 
price of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets from approximately £61 per pack to 
£6.10 per pack. This shows that the CMA's Cost Plus figures are also 

1730 Document 00706, Project Apple presentation dated January 2015, slide 6. 
1731 Document 302324, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015. 
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broadly consistent with the prices that Allergan expected would be realised 
following competitive entry. 

Table 5.35: Comparison between Allergan's projected prices for hydrocortisone tablets and 
Cost Plus 

Tablet strength Allergan's projected prices Cost Plus range 

10mg £5.20 £2.17 - £4.45 

20mg £6.10 £2.91 - £5.20 

b. Sensitivities to Cost Plus 

i. Overview 

5.243. As explained in paragraph 5.91 above, the CMA has modelled sensitivities 
for two elements of its Cost Plus analysis: 

a. The first sensitivity involves analysing the effect of using alternative 
measures for the allocation of common costs. 

b. The second sensitivity analyses the effect of changes in the rate of 
return (using a higher pre-tax nominal WACC than the [5%-15%] used, 
which is favourable to Auden/Actavis).1732 

5.244. The CMA has considered these sensitivities on both an individual and 
cumulative basis. 

5.245. Once applied, these sensitivities do not alter the CMA's conclusion that the 
Differentials were material and sufficiently large to be deemed excessive, 
and therefore reinforce that conclusion. The cumulative effect of these two 
sensitivities could potentially increase the cost per pack by: 

a. up to [] in the case of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets; and  

b. approximately [] in the case of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.246. These sensitivities therefore assure confidence in the results of the CMA’s 
Cost Plus assessment and its findings that Auden/Actavis’s prices were 
excessive throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses.1733 

1732 A higher WACC will always increase Auden/Accord’s Cost Plus figure and will therefore reduce the scale of 
any resulting differential between the Cost Plus figure and its prices.  
1733 Compare Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 93. 
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ii. First sensitivity analysis: alternative measures for allocation of 
common costs 

5.247. The first sensitivity analyses the effect of using alternative measures for 
allocation of common costs. As explained in section 5.C.III.a.ii above, there 
are several alternative measures but the CMA considered sales volumes 
based allocation of common costs the most appropriate, based on available 
data. However, given that cost causation cannot be established based on 
available data, no allocation methodology will be uniquely correct, and to 
improve the robustness of its findings the CMA has performed a sensitivity 
analysis using the equal allocation method. 

5.248. Tables 5.36 and 5.37 below set out the impact of using the equal allocation 
method on 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.  It is favourable to 
Accord/Actavis for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets as it increases Actavis’s 
Cost Plus and therefore reduces the scale of any differential between the 
Cost Plus figure and its prices, but unfavourable for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

Table 5.36: Equal allocation method sensitivity analysis for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008 – 
December 2013 

January 2014 – 
August 2015 

September 2015 – 
January 2017 

January 2017-
July18 

Whole 
period 

Price / Revenue £29.53 £49.57 £65.31 £35.26 £37.87 

Base Case Cost Plus £4.45 £3.90 £2.29 £2.17 £3.87 

EA Sensitivity Adjustment [] [] [] [] [] 

EA Scenario Cost Plus [] [] [] [] [] 

Differential % [] [] [] [] [] 

Table 5.37: Equal allocation method sensitivity analysis for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008 – 
December 2013 

January 2014 – 
August 2015 

September 2015 – January 
2017 

Whole 
period 

Price / Revenue £29.81 £56.81 £60.77 £38.59 

Base Case Cost Plus £5.20 £4.62 £2.91 £4.81 

EA Sensitivity Adjustment [] [] [] [] 

EA Scenario Cost Plus [] [] [] [] 

Differential % [] [] [] [] 

5.249. Because the equal allocation method allocates common costs equally across 
each of a company's products, it is a favourable approach when compared to 
a volume based cost allocation when determining Differentials for products 
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which account for a relatively small proportion of a company's total sales 
volumes. This is because it will allocate a higher level of common cost to 
those products than would be the case with a volume-based approach. 

5.250. This is applicable for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets from 1 January 2014 
onwards. However, while equal allocation would increase Cost Plus for 
20mg tablets between 1 January 2014 and 31 August 2015 and between 1 
September 2015 and 8 January 2017 by [] and [] per pack respectively, 
it would be unfavourable to Auden/Actavis between 1 October 2008 and 31 
December 2013, reducing it by [] per pack. 

5.251. For 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, whose total sales volumes are significantly 
higher than those of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, equal allocation would 
have been unfavourable to Auden/Actavis in comparison with volume-based 
allocation throughout the period from October 2008 to July 2018. This is 
because the equal allocation method would allocate a lower level of common 
costs to 10mg tablets and, consequently, give rise to a higher Differential 
when compared to volume-based allocation.1734 

iii. Second sensitivity analysis: applying a higher WACC 

5.252. The second sensitivity modelled by the CMA is the impact of using a higher 
pre-tax nominal WACC than the [5%-15%]  used for the purposes of its Cost 
Plus analysis, which was based on the WACC in the valuation model 
Allergan used in connection with its acquisition of AM Pharma. While the 
CMA considers that this provides an appropriate level of ROCE within the 
context of the CMA's Cost Plus analysis, it has applied a sensitivity of a [5%-
15%] WACC. 

Table 5.38: WACC sensitivity analysis for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

WACC Sensitivity Analysis – 
10mg tablets 

October 2008 – 
December 2013 

January 2014 – 
August 2015 

September 2015 – 
January 2017 

January 2017-
July18 

Whole 
period 

Price / Revenue £29.53 £49.57 £65.31 £35.26 £37.87 

Base Case Cost Plus £4.45 £3.90 £2.29 £2.17 £3.87 

WACC Sensitivity Adjustment [] [] [] [] [] 

WACC Scenario Cost Plus [] [] [] [] [] 

Differential % [] [] [] [] [] 

1734 As explained in paragraph 5.144 the CMA also compared the sales volume method with the EPMU method 
and found it led to similar level of common costs being allocated to both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tables. 
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Table 5.39: WACC sensitivity analysis for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

WACC Sensitivity Analysis – 20mg 
tablets 

October 2008 – 
December 2013 

January 2014 – 
August 2015 

September 2015 – January 
2017 

Whole 
period 

Price / Revenue £29.81 £56.81 £60.77 £38.59 

Base Case Cost Plus £5.20 £4.61 £2.91 £4.81 

WACC Sensitivity Adjustment [] [] [] [] 

WACC Scenario Cost Plus [] [] [] [] 

Differential % [] [] [] [] 

5.253. Auden/Actavis's prices were so high during the Unfair Pricing Abuses that 
even if the WACC applied was significantly increased (from [5%-15%] to 
[5%-15%]) they would still be excessive as a matter of law. 

5.254. A WACC of [5%-15%] increases the Cost Plus level by around [] per pack 
for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and [] per pack for 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. Accordingly, if the CMA used this significantly increased rate of 
return it would not affect its conclusion that Auden/Actavis's prices were 
excessive. 

iv. Cumulative effect of the sensitivity analyses 

5.255. The CMA has also considered the cumulative effect of a higher [5%-15%] 
WACC and the impact to Auden/Actavis of using equal allocation for 
allocation of common costs,1735 as outlined below in tables 5.40 and 5.41 
below. 

5.256. For 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, the cumulative effect of the two sensitivity 
scenarios is to increase Cost Plus by up to [] per pack. 

5.257. For 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, the cumulative effect of the two sensitivity 
scenarios is to increase Cost Plus by up to [] per pack. 

1735 As outlined above, there is no favourable impact from using the equal allocation method for 10mg tablets, 
and the impact is favourable for 20mg tablets only for the period from 1 January 2014 to 8 January 2017.  
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Table 5.40: Cumulative sensitivity analysis for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008 – January 2014 – September 2015 – January 2017- Whole 
December 2013 August 2015 January 2017 July18 period 

Price / Revenue £29.53 £49.57 £65.31 £35.26 £37.87 

Base Case Cost Plus £4.45 £3.90 £2.29 £2.17 £3.87 

Sensitivity Adjustment [] [] [] [] [] 

Sensitivities Scenario Cost 
Plus 

[] [] [] [] 
[] 

Differential % [] [] [] [] [] 

Table 5.41: Cumulative sensitivity analysis for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

Sensitivities Scenario 
October 2008 – 
December 2013 

January 2014 – 
August 2015 

September 2015 – January 
2017 

Whole 
period 

Price / Revenue £29.81 £56.81 £60.77 £38.59 

Base Case Cost Plus £5.20 £4.61 £2.91 £4.81 

Cumulative Adjustments [] [] [] [] 

Sensitivities Scenario Cost Plus [] [] [] [] 

Differential % [] [] [] [] 

5.258. The CMA considers the outcome of its sensitivity analyses to be favourable 
to Auden/Actavis when assessing whether its prices were excessive, 
particularly given that the WACC sensitivity analysis excludes any adverse 
sensitivities. 

5.259. Although the cumulative effect of these two sensitivities could potentially 
increase the cost per pack by up to [] in the case of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets (approximately [] in the case of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets), the 
Differentials would remain material and therefore excessive as a matter of 
law throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses: 

a. For 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, the Differential would increase from 
approximately [] between 1 October 2008 and 31 December 2013 to 
over [] by 1 September 2015 before declining to approximately 1 [] 
between 9 January 2017 and 31 July 2018. 

b. For 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, the Differential would increase from 
[] between 1 October 2008 and 31 December 2013 to approximately 
[] by 1 September 2015. 

5.260. Based on the above analysis the CMA considers that using an equal 
allocation method and/or adopting a rate of return of [5%-15%] (and likely 
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much higher) would not have resulted in a change to its conclusion that 
Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive. 

V. The parties’ representations on whether Auden/Actavis's prices were 
excessive 

5.261. In this section, the CMA considers the representations that the parties 
submitted in response to the provisional finding in the SSO that 
Auden/Actavis's prices were excessive. 

a. The relevance and application of Cost Plus 

i. ‘Cost Plus is detached from market reality’ 

5.262. Auden/Actavis and Intas/Accord-UK submitted that the CMA should not 
assess whether Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive by reference to Cost 
Plus.1736 Auden/Actavis submitted that ‘a Cost Plus approach based on 
ROCE […] is based on a theoretical approach that is not based on real-world 
competition’1737 and ‘may provide an inappropriate counterfactual’.1738 

Intas/Accord-UK submitted that Cost Plus was ‘detached from the 
functioning of the market and cannot reasonably be considered within the 
CMA’s margin of “manoeuvre”’.1739 Instead, Intas/Accord-UK submitted that 
the CMA should have assessed whether Auden/Actavis’s prices were 
excessive using the approach of the Director General of Fair Trading (DGFT) 
in Napp. In that case the DGFT, and the CAT on appeal, considered that a 
price would be excessive where it is above that which would exist in a 
competitive market.1740 

5.263. The Court of Appeal has held that: 

‘the first step in the analysis for the excessive limb is likely in most 
cases to be for the competition authority to consider whether the costs 
of production or the costs actually incurred in relation to the product in 
question, including of course a reasonable rate of return, can be 
ascertained. In some cases that simply cannot be done, and in others, 
it may provide an inappropriate counterfactual. But, where it can be 

1736 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 1.8.1 and Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s 
RSSO, paragraphs 14-16. 
1737 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 1.8.1. 
1738 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.17. 
1739 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 15, 124 and 125. 
1740 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 114-115. Compare Document 205217, 
Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.77 and 4.13. Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings v DGFT, [2002] CAT 1, 
paragraphs 390-392 and 397. 
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done, there is no reason, based on the applicable authorities, why the 
authority should not use that methodology’.1741 

5.264. As explained in paragraph 5.77 above, in this case Auden/Actavis’s costs 
actually incurred in relation to hydrocortisone tablets, including a reasonable 
rate of return, can be ascertained. 

5.265. Further, in this case Cost Plus provides an appropriate counterfactual. The 
results of the CMA’s Cost Plus assessment are corroborated by an extensive 
volume of real-world evidence, including the fact that the current prices of all 
of Auden/Actavis’s competitors (including its only full label competitor, 
Waymade) have converged at levels substantially [] and that 
Auden/Actavis’s own prices have fallen, in the case of 10mg tablets to  [], 
and in the case of 20mg tablets to  []. 

5.266. When applied to this case, Cost Plus is therefore not a theoretical approach 
detached from the functioning of the market: real-world competition 
demonstrates that assessing Auden/Actavis’s prices by reference to Cost 
Plus is generous to Auden/Actavis. There is no need to conduct an 
assessment of what a hypothetical competitive price would be (a proposition 
rejected by the Court of Appeal in Phenytoin, which did not apply the Napp 
test).1742 

5.267. In fact, notwithstanding the parties’ submissions that Cost Plus bears no 
relation to the reality of pharmaceutical markets, Accord’s Executive Vice 
President for Europe and EMENA has publicly stated that ‘on average in the 
UK Accord sells a pack of medicine, typically for over 28 doses, for around 
GBP 1.19, less than a cup of coffee from a high street chain’.1743 

ii. ‘Cost Plus is not appropriate for portfolio businesses’ 

5.268. Auden/Actavis submitted that generic pharmaceutical businesses set prices 
and allocate costs across their portfolio of drugs as a whole. Auden/Actavis 
therefore submitted that Cost Plus (and components of Cost Plus such as 
ROCE) is not appropriate for such businesses: multi-product firms are 
interrelated at an investment, operational and cost level and these 

1741 Phenytoin CoA [2020] EWCA Civ 339, paragraph 252. 
1742 Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 249-250 and 254. 
1743 PharmaBoardroom | Interview: James Burt - Executive Vice President Europe and EMENA, Accord 
Healthcare. See also Accord’s 2018 accounts, which state that ‘the average pack price sold’ was £1.20. It is also 
the case that the Cost Plus range that the CMA has calculated is consistent with the prices that Auden initially 
determined it would be profitable to enter at: see section 5.C.IV.a above. 
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interdependencies mean that the profitability of individual products should 
not be considered in isolation.1744 

5.269. This submission fails to take into account the fact that undertakings have a 
special responsibility in relation to those products in respect of which they 
have a dominant position (here, hydrocortisone tablets). Indeed, this 
argument was considered and rejected in Napp where the CAT held that: 

‘Napp's whole argument based on “portfolio pricing”, impermissibly 
directs attention away from the specific product market which we are 
required to consider when deciding whether there is an abuse of a 
dominant position under section 18 of the Act. In our view, it is not 
appropriate, when deciding whether an undertaking has abused a 
dominant position by charging excessive prices in a particular market, 
to take into account the reasonableness or otherwise of its profits in 
other, unspecified, markets comprised in some wider but undefined 
“portfolio” unrelated to the market in which dominance exists’.1745 

iii. ‘The CMA should not require Auden/Actavis to price at Cost Plus’ 

5.270. Auden/Actavis and Intas/Accord-UK submitted that it was unreasonable for 
the CMA to expect Auden/Actavis to price hydrocortisone tablets at Cost 
Plus and that the CMA was unjustified in finding that its prices were 
excessive and unfair simply because they exceeded Cost Plus.1746 

5.271. This mischaracterises the CMA’s findings. As explained in paragraphs 5.18 
to 5.19 above, the CMA has not made a finding that any price above Cost 
Plus was excessive or unfair. Instead, the CMA has exercised its discretion 
to determine its administrative priorities in this case and not reached a 
conclusion regarding at what level above Cost Plus but below £20 per pack 
(which is 285% above the upper bound of Cost Plus) Auden/Actavis’s prices 
became excessive and unfair as a matter of law. Given the nature of 

1744 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.29. See also Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s 
RSO1, paragraph 5.17.
1745 Napp [2002] CAT 1, paragraph 413. Further, Auden/Actavis’ business model with respect to hydrocortisone 
tablets was very different from those of some of the businesses it cited as ‘comparable’ in support of its portfolio 
pricing argument (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.29). Whereas those companies carry 
out research and development as part of originating pharmaceutical products, Auden/Actavis simply acquired the 
MAs for hydrocortisone tablets from MSD and replaced the originator’s branded product, which already had an 
established customer base and did not face any competition, with its generic versions. Auden/Actavis did not take 
the risk of investing in the development of hydrocortisone tablets alongside a number of other products in order to 
obtain a new MA and compete with an incumbent product.  It did not make any incremental investment in the 
drug and did not face issues associated with manufacturing interdependencies (referred to in academic papers it 
cited in further support of its argument): it purchased its end product directly from Tiofarma, its CMO. The CMA 
therefore does not consider that hydrocortisone tablets are sufficiently interrelated with other products to justify 
considering their performance together; it remains appropriate to assess ROCE on an individual product basis. 
1746 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 1.8.1 and paragraph 4.36 and Document 205212, 
Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 6 and 15. 
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hydrocortisone tablets and the context in which their prices were set during 
the period covered by this Decision, this has given Auden/Actavis a very 
significant margin before its prices were clearly excessive and unfair. 

5.272. In a follow-up submission, Intas/Accord-UK submitted that ‘in the absence of 
any indication of what the CMA considers “materially” above Cost Plus, a 
putative dominant undertaking … would in practice be constrained to price 
at, or very close to, Cost Plus’.1747 

5.273. As explained in paragraph 5.20 above, the CMA has not stipulated what a 
‘fair’ price for hydrocortisone tablets would be. It is for a dominant 
undertaking to set its prices at a level that complies with competition law, 
taking into account the special responsibility it has and its own knowledge of 
its costs and market dynamics. The CMA has therefore not required 
Auden/Actavis to price at Cost Plus and the CMA has not imposed directions 
in this case. In any event, as explained in paragraph 5.78 above, in this case 
Cost Plus is likely to overstate the economic value of hydrocortisone tablets. 

iv. ‘Auden would have been loss-making at Cost Plus’ 

5.274. Auden/Actavis submitted that ‘had Auden priced in line with the CMA’s Cost 
Plus framework, Auden’s business would have been loss-making for a 
number of years’: 

‘when the CMA’s measure of “reasonable return” is applied to the 
Auden business as a whole, had Auden priced hydrocortisone tablets 
at a level that the CMA indicates would not have been excessive, it 
would have made losses across its entire business in each financial 
year between 2009 and 2012.’1748 

5.275. It is not clear whether by these statements Auden/Actavis meant that Auden 
would have been loss-making: 

a. if it had priced all the drugs in its portfolio in line with Cost Plus; or 

b. if it had priced only hydrocortisone tablets in line with Cost Plus. 

5.276. In any event, neither submission is relevant or credible. 

1747 Document 205579, letter from Intas/Accord-UK to the CMA dated 30 October 2020, paragraph 1.1. Compare 
Auden/Accord's RSSO, paragraph 4.15. 
1748 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.9 and 4.34. 
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5.277. First, as explained in paragraphs 5.18 to 5.20 above, the CMA’s findings in 
this case do not require Auden/Actavis to price hydrocortisone tablets, let 
alone all drugs in its portfolio,1749 in line with Cost Plus. 

5.278. Secondly, an undertaking cannot be permitted to ‘prop up’ an otherwise 
unprofitable business by charging excessive and unfair prices on a product 
where it holds a dominant position and therefore has a special responsibility 
not to abuse that position. As explained in paragraph 5.269 above, this 
argument has been rejected by the CAT. 

5.279. In any event, the claim that Auden was loss-making on products other than 
hydrocortisone tablets is not supported by the evidence. Auden incurred 
operating losses of £22.7 million up to 31 March 2012 on products other than 
hydrocortisone tablets. However, these losses were avoidable: the prices of 
these products were set below their direct costs. Further, Auden did not 
need to depend on profits from hydrocortisone tablets to recoup those 
losses.1750 Auden subsequently earned operating profits of £52.9 million over 
the next three years on these other products, at an overall operating profit 
margin of 18.1%. This demonstrates that those investments were profitable 
on their own and did not require excessive returns on hydrocortisone tablets 
in order to be financially viable. 

v. ‘Cost Plus favours monopoly’ 

5.280. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that pricing at Cost Plus would not act as a signal 
for competitors to enter and that by assessing Auden/Actavis’s prices by 
reference to Cost Plus the CMA ‘favours monopoly’.1751 Intas/Accord-UK 
also submitted that ‘a price which incentivises market entry is not an unfair 
price’.1752 

5.281. Cost Plus does not ‘favour monopoly’. In this case there were several 
competing suppliers for each tablet strength charging prices that were below 

1749 Excessive and unfair pricing concerns only the conduct of a dominant undertaking. The CMA has not made a 
finding that Auden/Actavis was dominant in any market other than the relevant market(s) in this case.
1750 For example, during this period, Auden sponsored the Renault Formula One racing team (New sponsors for 
Renault - Eurosport), a decision that is not consistent with a loss-making business. Such sponsorship continued 
in later periods. See Document 00681, Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, page 24: 
‘The Company sponsored the Lotus and Force India Formula One teams in FY13 and FY14. We understand that 
such sponsorship has stopped and associated contracts terminated (although we have yet to see evidence of 
this) and unlikely to continue under your ownership, as such we have removed these costs.’ 
1751 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, section 3.2.5, paragraphs 139-141 and 155 
1752 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 168-171. See also paragraphs 17, 113, 146 and 
168. 
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even the lowest bounds of Cost Plus, demonstrating that it is feasible for 
suppliers to set prices at this level.1753 

5.282. In any event, the emergence of competition is not an end in itself. In the case 
of hydrocortisone tablets, entry was unlikely to generate the non-price 
benefits (such as increased output, quality improvements, efficiency 
enhancement, introduction of new and better products) that competition can 
bring in other markets for the following reasons: 

a. By the time that competitive entry happened, the markets for 
hydrocortisone tablets were already well-established, with little scope to 
grow demand (through, for example, targeting new patient groups or 
finding new applications for or different ways to administer 
hydrocortisone tablets). Since there is a finite demand for 
hydrocortisone tablets, the low prices that entry may be expected to 
lead to in the long term would not result in an increase in the volume 
supplied. 

b. As hydrocortisone tablets are an old and established drug with limited 
scope for improvement, independent entry by other suppliers of 
hydrocortisone tablets has not resulted in substantially increased 
quality or better products. It has simply led to a number of generic 
versions being available, which would be expected to lower prices and 
keep prices low (see section 3.B.III above). 

5.283. As explained in section 3.B.III above, with generic, commoditised products 
such as hydrocortisone tablets, the principal benefit of competition is price 
reductions. This would not be necessary but for Auden/Actavis’s significant 
and sustained price increases. Intas/Accord-UK’s submission implies that 
customers (in this case, the NHS) should be expected to ‘sponsor’ new entry 
by paying high prices to an incumbent in order to bring prices back down to 
where they began but without customers having a means to recover the 
higher prices they paid during the period when prices were increasing and 
high. In that scenario, customers would lose out in order to revert to the 
scenario that prevailed prior to prices increasing. 

1753 As explained in section 5.D.III.a.i below, while some suppliers have exited the market, there remain a number 
of existing suppliers, none of which has indicated an intention to exit the market. It is also the case that the 
prevailing prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets were significantly below Auden/Actavis's prices during the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses prior to any supplier exiting. 
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b. The components of the CMA’s Cost Plus calculation 

5.284. As explained in paragraph 5.78 above, the CMA’s Cost Plus calculation is 
generous to Auden/Actavis: at a number of points when required to make 
assumptions, the CMA has erred in favour of Auden/Actavis. 

5.285. Auden/Actavis nonetheless submitted that the CMA’s Cost Plus calculations 
were flawed. 

i. 'ROCE is inappropriate for asset-light businesses’ 

5.286. Auden/Actavis submitted that it is ‘well established’ that ROCE is a poor 
measure of profitability for ‘asset-light’ businesses.1754 

5.287. Where firms are genuinely asset-light, as oppose to employing assets that 
are difficult to measure or value, the CMA does not consider ROCE to be 
inappropriate. However, the CMA recognises that where firms genuinely 
employ very few assets, ROCE percentages can become volatile (due to a 
small denominator). 

5.288. However, the CMA notes that Auden/Actavis is not particularly asset light 
due to the significant working capital balances associated with the sale of 
hydrocortisone tablets. As a result, it is not evident that this is a relevant 
consideration in this case. However, as explained in paragraphs 5.213 to 
5.215, the CMA has considered what ROS margin was implied by its ROCE 
calculation (as a cross-check) and found this to be at the upper end of the 
margins put forward by Auden/Actavis (and five times higher than the 
allowed margin in the PPRS). This indicates that adopting an alternative 
approach to identifying a reasonable return on capital would not result in a 
materially different estimate of Cost Plus. 

5.289. Further, Auden/Actavis provided no evidence to support the inclusion of 
assets omitted from the CMA’s assessment and provided limited insight into 
how certain asset valuations could be adjusted.1755 

ii. ‘Auden/Actavis should be allowed a higher rate of return’ 

5.290. Auden/Actavis submitted that it should be allowed a higher rate of return 
than the CMA has included in its Cost Plus calculations because: 

1754 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.29 
1755 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.29. See also Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s 
RSO1, paragraph 5.24. 
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a. Individual products may require a premium above WACC to reflect 
product specific risks not reflected in the company's WACC.1756 

b. ROCE should incorporate the opportunity cost of investing today rather 
than tomorrow.1757 

c. Other industry benchmarks provide much higher rates of return, such 
as the target ROCE under the PPRS of 21%, which could be increased 
to 31.5%.1758 

d. WACC is not an appropriate benchmark because it should be regarded 
as the minimum rate of return that an investor would require and so the 
CMA has underestimated what should be considered a 'reasonable 
rate of return'.1759 

5.291. None of these submissions is relevant in this case: 

a. The only asymmetric risk suggested by Auden/Actavis was launch risk. 
However, Auden/Actavis’s generic hydrocortisone tablets simply 
replaced the originator drug which already had an established customer 
base. Auden/Actavis was the sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets 
and faced no launch risk. 

b. Allergan decided to acquire AM Pharma after discounting the profits of 
individual products by a WACC of [5%-15%]. Consequently, this 
WACC figure must have already incorporated the opportunity cost of 
entering the market(s) 'today' rather than investing 'tomorrow'. 

c. The target ROCE of 21% under the PPRS was much greater than the 
WACC of most pharmaceutical companies, which according to publicly 
available information sits within a range of 8% to 12%.1760 This 
difference is due to two key adjustments made in the PPRS calculation: 
the values of the intangible assets were excluded from capital 
employed; and the amortisation expenses with regards to these assets 
were excluded from the profitability assessment. These adjustments 

1756 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.27. See also Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s 
RSO1, section 5, paragraph 5.49 and footnote 136.
1757 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.27. See also Document 01454, Auden/Actavis’s 
RSO1, section 5, paragraph 5.51.
1758 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.60. 
1759 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.30 
1760 The companies the CMA considered in making this assessment and their WACCs were: AstraZeneca 10% 
(pre-tax); GSK 10% (pre-tax); Bayer 9.0 – 9.3% (pre-tax); Alliance Pharma stated that its WACC was lower than 
its 10% discount rate; Meda AB 12% in Europe (excluding Nordic countries); Recordi S.p.A 9.65% (pre-tax), 
excluding Turkey, and Stada Arzneimittel AG 11.2% in Central Europe and 8.9% in Germany. Where it was not 
explicitly stated, the CMA assumed that the stated WACC is pre-tax as this is the usual figure given. The CMA 
did not look at all potential comparator companies given the similarity in values which arose from its initial review. 
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had the effect of reducing capital employed and increasing profit, which 
artificially increased the ROCE of these businesses. There is no 
justification for making such adjustments in this assessment and so the 
CMA does not consider the PPRS figure to be an appropriate 
benchmark. 

d. As explained in paragraph 5.206 above, using a WACC gives investors 
a reasonable return, calculated from the actual debt costs and actual 
average realised equity returns in the market, rather than the minimum 
required return. As explained in paragraph 5.148 above, the purpose of 
allowing a reasonable rate of return in this assessment is to ensure that 
Auden/Actavis is sufficiently compensated for the risk and investment 
undertaken when entering and participating in the market(s). The use of 
WACC achieves this aim in this case. 
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D. Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair 

I. Conclusion 

5.292. The CMA finds that throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses, Auden/Actavis's 
prices were unfair by reference to the United Brands Test. 

5.293. The CMA finds, first, that Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair in themselves 
(see section 5.D.II below). 

5.294. The Unfair Limb is an alternative rather than a cumulative test.1761 The 
CMA’s finding that Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair in themselves is 
sufficient for a finding of unfairness in law.1762 However, in this case the CMA 
also finds, secondly, that Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair when compared 
to competing products (see section 5.D.III below). 

5.295. Thirdly, the CMA finds that the economic value of Auden/Actavis’s 
hydrocortisone tablets is no greater than that already reflected in the CMA’s 
calculation of Cost Plus and that Auden/Actavis's prices therefore bore no 
reasonable relation to the economic value of its hydrocortisone tablets 
throughout the Unfair Pricing Abuses (see section 5.D.IV below). 

II. Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair in themselves 

5.296. The CMA has concluded that Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair in 
themselves for the following reasons: 

a. the substantial disparities between Auden/Actavis's prices and Cost 
Plus (section 5.D.II.a below); 

b. Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses were not 
justified by any features of hydrocortisone tablets (section 5.D.II.b 
below). In particular: 

i. hydrocortisone tablets have been long off-patent and in the third 
stage of the drug lifecycle where competition is expected to drive 
prices of generic drugs down and keep prices low even where 
they are essential (section 5.D.II.b.i below); and 

1761 C-159/08 P Isabella Scippacercola and Ioannis Terezakis v Commission, EU:C:2009:188, paragraph 47,; 
Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 255, where the CAT also held that the test was alternative in nature; 
and Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 259. 
1762 C-159/08 P Isabella Scippacercola and Ioannis Terezakis v Commission, EU:C:2009:188, paragraph 47; 
Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 255; Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 366; and Phenytoin CoA, 
paragraphs 97(vii), 257 and 259.  
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ii. there was no improvement to hydrocortisone tablets, or their 
production or distribution, and no innovation or investment which 
might justify Auden/Actavis's prices (section 5.D.II.b.ii below). 

c. the features of the relevant market(s) enabled Auden/Actavis to fulfil its 
pricing ambitions and meant that those markets were incapable of 
functioning in a manner likely to produce a reasonable relationship 
between price and economic value (section 5.D.II.c below);1763 

d. the scale and significance of Auden/Actavis's price increases, in the 
context of the lack of any accompanying material increase in production 
costs, investment or innovation, as well as in comparison to both the 
prices charged by MSD before Auden acquired MSD's hydrocortisone 
tablets business and Auden/Actavis's prices over time (section 5.D.II.d 
below); 

e. the adverse effects that Auden/Actavis's prices had on the end 
customer and on patient welfare, with NHS spending on hydrocortisone 
tablets increasing significantly (more than tenfold during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses), with no associated benefit and with negative effects 
on CCGs' ability to provide patient care (section 5.D.II.e below);1764 and 

f. the lack of any independent or objective justification for Auden/Actavis's 
prices (section 5.D.II.f below).1765 

a. The substantial disparities between Auden/Actavis's prices and 
Cost Plus 

5.297. Neither Auden/Actavis nor any of its staff, contemporaneously or in 
interviews, has given a plausible explanation for why the prices of 
hydrocortisone tablets increased so much. 

5.298. As section 5.C above makes clear, Auden/Actavis’s prices were not justified 
by its costs. 

5.299. As explained in section 3.E.V.a.i above, the initial price increases for 
hydrocortisone tablets were covered in a Daily Mail article on 18 July 2010. 
In response to the Daily Mail’s questions, [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
attributed the price increases to Auden’s investment in a new manufacturing 

1763 Compare Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 266 and 268. 
1764 Compare Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 369. 
1765 Compare Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 369. 
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plant and indicated that Auden had needed to increase prices in order to 
recoup that investment, following which prices would fall: 

‘For hydrocortisone, there is a very specific raw material required. 
Basically, the plant that made that was no longer prepared to do that. 
There had to be a multi-million-pound investment put in to ensure that 
[production] continued. 

This sort of product cannot be made in a general facility. There are 
dangers of cross contamination. A new manufacturing plant had to be 
put up. 

Either we just let this product go, just let it die. But it is crucial to certain 
patients, so we can’t do that. Now the majority of the investment which 
has been made has been recouped. 

So now you will steadily see [the price] coming back down. It will creep 
back down because the company has recouped what it needed to. It 
was not simple and it was a very expensive process.’1766 

5.300. However, [Auden Senior Employee 1] ‘refused to give further details of his 
company’s spending that he said had led to the price increase’.1767 

5.301. In fact, Auden/Actavis made no material investment in hydrocortisone 
tablets.1768,1769 As explained in section 3.E.V above, following publication of 
the Daily Mail article and a subsequent article, Auden’s prices remained 
stable for a time before beginning to increase once more. 

5.302. When communicating these subsequent price increases Auden informed 
some of its customers that they were attributable to increasing costs.1770 

5.303. However, there is no evidence to suggest that Auden's costs were 
increasing.1771 Further, in interview both [Auden Senior Employee 2]1772 and 

1766 []. 
1767 []. 
1768 [].
1769 To the extent that it was appropriate to account for any increased production costs or investment in 
hydrocortisone tablets, that would be covered in the CMA's assessment of Cost Plus in section 5.C.III above.
1770 Document 00033, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 25 January 2013; Document 00040, 
email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 29 August 2013 and Document 00185, email from [Auden 
Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 10 March 2014. 
1771 For example, a contemporaneous internal email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 
1], recommending increasing prices for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, did not refer to Auden’s costs: Document 
00032, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 18 May 2012. 
1772 Document 00719, transcript of interview with [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 21 September 2016, pages 
4-8. 
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[Auden Senior Employee 1] were unable to point to any increases in costs 
for hydrocortisone tablets.1773 

5.304. Auden's claimed cost increases related to 'API', 'manufacturing' and 
'production'.1774 Given that Auden did not manufacture hydrocortisone tablets 
and instead purchased finished products from its CMO, any such cost 
increases would be expected to have been reflected in its cost of goods. As 
explained in section 5.C.III above, Auden's costs remained broadly constant, 
with its cost of goods actually decreasing slightly during the period in which 
Auden informed some of its customers that its costs were increasing. 

5.305. Auden/Actavis also submitted that price increases were required in order for 
the supply of hydrocortisone tablets to become commercially viable.1775 

However, at most, that could justify Auden's initial prices only (which were 
£4.54 for 10mg tablets and £5.14 for 20mg tablets) given that as the sole 
supplier of hydrocortisone tablets and without being constrained by the 
PPRS in the prices it could set, Auden would not be expected to set launch 
prices that were unprofitable. 

5.306. Even when a reasonable rate of return is added to costs, Auden/Actavis’s 
prices were not justified. As shown in tables 5.20 and 5.21 above, 
Auden/Actavis’s Cost Plus for hydrocortisone tablets ranged between: 

a. £2.17 and £4.45 per pack of 10mg tablets. 

b. £2.91 and £5.20 per pack of 20mg tablets. 

5.307. The extent by which Auden/Actavis's prices exceeded Cost Plus in itself is 
an indicator that those prices were unfair in themselves (with other indicators 
set out in sections 5.D.II.b to 5.D.II.e below).1776 The extent of these 
Differentials was substantial, particularly at the peak of Auden/Actavis's 
prices. 

5.308. Auden/Actavis's Differentials above Cost Plus are set out in tables 5.24 and 
5.27 and figures 5.25, 5.26, 5.28 and 5.29 above. These Differentials ranged 

1773 Document 00727, transcript of interview with [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 26 July 2016, pages 31-36. 
Both [Auden Senior Employee 2] and [Auden Senior Employee 1] referred to general costs across Auden’s 
business. However, such costs are not attributable to hydrocortisone tablets; and [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s 
contemporaneous emails to Alliance refer to increasing costs of API and production/manufacturing, indicating 
that Auden faced increasing costs specific to hydrocortisone tablets, which it did not. 
1774 Document 00033, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 25 January 2013; Document 00040, 
email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 29 August 2013 and Document 00185, email from [Auden 
Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 10 March 2014. 
1775 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.43-4.47. 
1776 Compare Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 369. See also British Leyland v Commission, EU:C:1986:421, 
paragraph 28, in which a significant increase in price without an increase in costs was one element contributing 
to the court’s finding that a price was unfair and abusive; and recitals 178-181 of the European Commission’s 
Commitments decision in Case AT.40394 Aspen. 
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from around 550% to 2,750% for 10mg tablets and from around 450% to 
2,000% for 20mg and show that there were substantial disparities between 
Auden/Actavis's prices and Cost Plus. 

5.309. The disparities were also substantial when Auden/Actavis's prices are 
compared against the prices at which the CMA prioritised investigating the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses (£20 per pack, see paragraph 5.18 above). 
Auden/Actavis's prices exceeded £20 per pack by up to 260%. This is 
despite the prioritised prices being significantly (at least 285%) greater than 
the CMA's estimates of Cost Plus.1777 

5.310. In the absence of any relevant non-cost related factors, these substantial 
disparities could, in themselves, suffice to establish that Auden/Actavis's 
prices bore no reasonable relation to the economic value of hydrocortisone 
tablets.1778 The CMA has found that there are no such non-cost related 
factors (see section 5.D.IV below). 

b. Auden/Actavis’s prices were not justified by any features of 
hydrocortisone tablets 

5.311. There were also no features inherent in Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone 
tablets that justified Auden/Actavis's prices.1779 In fact, when considered in 
their full context, those prices should have been low. 

i. Hydrocortisone tablets were long off-patent and in the third stage 
of the drug lifecycle 

5.312. As explained in section 3.B.VII above, hydrocortisone tablets are essential 
but old and well-established drugs that were first sold in the 1950s, and were 
long off-patent by the time Auden acquired the licences from MSD in 2008. 
Hydrocortisone tablets had therefore long been in the third stage of the drug 
lifecycle. 

5.313. As explained in section 3.B.III above, once generic entry can occur, the third 
stage of the drug lifecycle begins. At this stage, the expectation is that the 
cost of innovation that led to a drug’s creation has been recouped via the 
patent protection and any innovation rewarded. The rewards required to 
provide incentives for ongoing production are much lower than those 

1777 Cost Plus for 10mg tablets is between £2.17 and £4.45 (£3.87 throughout the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse) for 
10mg tablets and between £2.91 and £5.20 (£4.81 throughout the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse) for 20mg tablets. 
1778 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 225. See also paragraphs 264-265. See also Attheraces CoA, 
paragraph 204: a price which ‘significantly exceeds’ the economic value of the product supplied ‘will be prima 
facie excessive and unfair’. 
1779 See Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 369: ‘such factors as: … any independent or objective justification 
… could all be factors which it was relevant for it [the CMA] to weigh when considering the application of the 
‘unfair in itself’ test’. 
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required to generate incentives to innovate. Since patent protection for 
hydrocortisone tablets had long expired, it can be assumed that any 
investment in the products had already been recovered.1780 

5.314. When a drug enters the third stage of the drug lifecycle, provided market 
features or anti-competitive collusion do not shield a drug from effective 
competition, competition between generic suppliers is expected to result in 
significant price falls (see section 3.B.III above).1781 Competition between 
generic suppliers is then expected to ensure that generic prices remain low 
even for essential drugs. 

5.315. If several suppliers enter the market during the third stage of the drug 
lifecycle, generic products usually become ‘commoditised’, meaning that 
suppliers of generic medicines are not able to use brand value or product 
quality to differentiate themselves (see section 3.B.III above).1782 This is the 
case even for essential drugs. The primary focus of competition for suppliers 
of generic medicines is then the price offered to wholesalers and 
pharmacies. This competition causes the average drug price to fall gradually 
towards the cost level. 

5.316. Typically, provided market features did not shield a drug from effective 
competition, if the price of a drug was significantly above the competitive 
price during the third stage of the drug lifecycle then it would be expected 
that the high price would act as a signal and incentivise new entrants to the 
market. The market price should then correct as the introduction of more 
competitors supplying a homogenous generic medicine will inevitably lead to 
more intense price competition and the movement of market volumes to 
lower priced generic versions of the product.1783 

ii. There was no innovation, investment or improvement to justify 
Auden/Actavis's prices 

5.317. Hydrocortisone tablets were not the subject of any innovation by 
Auden/Actavis that might justify being rewarded or costs needing to be 
recovered.1784 In fact, Auden/Actavis's tablets were identical to those 

1780 In this case, it is also the case that the costs of any innovation that led to the creation of hydrocortisone 
tablets were borne by MSD (as the originator) rather than Auden/Actavis given that it acquired the products from 
MSD rather than developing them itself.  
1781 See also European Commission, Pharmaceutical Sector Inquiry Final Report, 8 July 2009, sections 1.2 and 
1.3; British Generic Manufacturers Association, About generics; and Oxera, The supply of generic medicines in 
the UK, 26 June 2019, paragraph 1.13. 
1782 See also Oxera, The supply of generic medicines in the UK, 26 June 2019, paragraph 3.21. 
1783 Oxera report, The supply of generic medicines in the UK, 26 June 2019, paragraph 4.33. 
1784 To the extent that it was appropriate to account for any research and development costs, that would be 
covered in the CMA's assessment of Cost Plus in section 5.C.III above. 
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previously sold by MSD and there was no change to their formulation.1785 

Auden/Actavis's prices therefore did not reflect any additional benefits having 
been created for patients. Nor was there any material investment by 
Auden/Actavis.1786 

iii. Conclusion on the features of hydrocortisone tablets 

5.318. None of the features considered in sections 5.D.II.b.i and 5.D.II.b.ii above in 
any way suggests that the prices of hydrocortisone tablets should have been 
high or increasing. 

5.319. In fact, these features show that the prices of hydrocortisone tablets should 
have been relatively low and stable. 

5.320. However, Auden/Actavis increased its prices significantly and over a 
prolonged period during the Unfair Pricing Abuses. At their peak (around £72 
for both 10mg and 20mg tablets), Auden/Actavis's prices were around 
1,500% (for 10mg tablets) and around 1,300% (for 20mg tablets) higher than 
the prices at which Auden first sold hydrocortisone tablets (£4.54 for 10mg 
tablets and £5.14 for 20mg tablets) (see section 3.E.V.a.i above). Even when 
generic competition eventually began (through independent entry in 2015), 
Auden/Actavis maintained substantial price premiums over its competitors' 
prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses (see section 3.E.V.b.iv above).  

c. Auden/Actavis’s prices reflected its substantial market power 

5.321. Belatedly, competition has brought prices down. Both the prices currently 
charged by Actavis's competitors (see section 5.D.III.a below) and Actavis's 
current prices (see section 5.D.II.c.ii below) have fallen to levels [] (except 
for Actavis's current 10mg tablet price, which is []). 

5.322. The assumption that competition between suppliers will keep generic drug 
prices low in the third phase of the drug lifecycle (with generic drugs prices 
being unregulated on that assumption)1787 has therefore ultimately proved 
correct in relation to hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.323. However, during the Unfair Pricing Abuses the features of the relevant 
market(s) in this case enabled Auden/Actavis to both increase its prices over 

1785 In fact, as explained in paragraph 3.341 above, when Auden first introduced its generic hydrocortisone 
tablets in April 2008, patients quickly pointed out that its tablets could not easily be halved to achieve the correct 
dose, leading Auden immediately to reintroduce the oval tablets that MSD had sold.
1786 To the extent that it was appropriate to account for any increased production costs or investment in 
hydrocortisone tablets, that would be covered in the CMA's assessment of Cost Plus in section 5.C.III above.
1787 See section 3.B.III above. 
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a prolonged period and sustain those prices.1788 Those features, explained in 
detail below, were: 

a. Auden/Actavis was the monopoly supplier for a prolonged period, from 
2008 to 2015. During that period, when faced with the threat of 
competition, Auden/Actavis entered into anticompetitive agreements 
with its potential competitors to preserve its market power and its ability 
to both sustain and continue to increase its prices. 

b. When independent entry finally occurred, Auden/Actavis's market 
power was preserved by the barrier to expansion created by the orphan 
designation, enabling Auden/Actavis to price at a significant premium 
compared to its competitors. 

c. Even following independent entry, the way that the Drug Tariff price 
was calculated meant that Auden/Actavis faced a reduced constraint on 
its prices. 

d. Customers were also not able to act to constrain Auden/Actavis's 
pricing conduct. 

5.324. Individually and collectively those features ensured that Auden/Actavis was 
'shielded from effective competitive pressure' and this, in turn, enabled it 'to 
fulfil its pricing ambitions'.1789 As a result, during the Unfair Pricing Abuses 
the relevant market(s) were not ‘capable of functioning in a manner that is 
likely to produce a reasonable relationship of price to economic value’.1790 

5.325. These market features meant that the prices Auden/Actavis imposed during 
the Unfair Pricing Abuses reflected its substantial market power. 

i. Auden/Actavis was the monopoly supplier from 2008 to 2015 

5.326. Auden/Actavis was the monopoly supplier of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets during the majority of the Unfair Pricing Abuses: from October 2008 
to July 2015 (for 20mg tablets) and October 2015 (for 10mg tablets). Auden 
de-branded hydrocortisone tablets in April 2008 (see section 3.F.I.a above), 
freeing itself of the constraints of the PPRS (see section 3.B.V.a above) and 

1788 The CAT has held that: 'factors that establish a dominant position, notably barriers to entry, may well be 
relevant to determining whether a price is so high as to amount to an abuse'. Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, 
paragraph 213. See also Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 241. It is inherent in a finding of a dominant 
position that an undertaking can price sustainably above what might be considered to be the normal competitive 
price. Market power can itself be thought of as ‘the ability profitably to sustain prices above competitive levels’ 
(Assessment of market power guidelines (OFT415), paragraph 3.1). Accordingly, the CMA has also relied on its 
analysis of Auden/Actavis's dominant position in section 4.B.II above to support its conclusion that 
Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair in themselves. 
1789 Albion Water II, [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 213 and 266. 
1790 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 268. 
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enabling it, as the sole supplier, to increase its prices significantly and 
sustain those prices. 

5.327. As the monopoly supplier, and in the absence of any effective competitive 
constraint, Auden/Actavis was able to increase its prices to very high levels 
and sustain those increases. Auden/Actavis's price increases in the period 
that it was the monopoly supplier of hydrocortisone tablets amounted to: 

a. For 20mg tablets, an increase of 1,178%, from £5.14 a pack in April 
2008 to £65.67 a pack in July 2015 (when independent entry first 
occurred). 

b. For 10mg tablets, an increase of 1,395%, from £4.54 a pack in April 
2008 to £67.74 a pack in October 2015 (when independent entry first 
occurred). 

5.328. During this period, when Auden began to face the threat of competition from 
potential entry by Waymade (in respect of 10mg and 20mg tablets) and 
AMCo (in respect of 10mg tablets), which would have begun a process 
putting downward pressure on its high prices, Auden responded by buying 
off that threat by making payments to Waymade and AMCo in exchange for 
them agreeing not to enter the market with their own hydrocortisone tablets. 
The CMA has concluded that in entering into those agreements 
Auden/Actavis aimed to maintain its position as the monopoly supplier of 
10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (see section 6.D.II below). The 
Agreements aimed to delay competitive entry to enable Auden/Actavis to 
continue to impose its prices without effective constraint, so that it could not 
only sustain but also continue to increase its prices. 

5.329. From its initial entry in April 2008 until the points that it entered into 
anticompetitive agreements with its potential competitors: 

a. Auden increased its price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets by 533%, 
from £5.14 a pack in April 2008 to £32.56 a pack in July 2011, when 
the 20mg Agreement began. 

b. Auden increased its price for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets by 595%, 
from £4.54 a pack in April 2008 to £31.55 a pack in October 2012, 
when the 10mg Agreement began. 

5.330. During the terms of the Agreements: 

a. Auden increased its price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets by 92%, from 
£32.56 in July 2011 to £62.45 in April 2015, when the 20mg Agreement 
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ended. Auden/Actavis's price peaked at £72.19 a pack in October 
2015. 

b. Auden/Actavis increased its price for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets by 
99%, from £31.55 to £62.63 in June 2016, when the 10mg Agreement 
ended. Auden/Actavis's price peaked at £72.14 a pack in March 2016. 

5.331. As a result of the Agreements, Auden/Actavis maintained its monopoly 
position for longer than it would otherwise have done and was able to 
continue reaping trading benefits which it would not have reaped if there had 
been normal and sufficiently effective competition. This is demonstrated in 
figure 5.42 below. 
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5.332. Figure 5.42 shows that Auden/Actavis's prices continued to increase during 
the Agreements. As explained in section 6.D.II below, the Agreements 
enabled Auden/Actavis to continue increasing prices and delay the process 
of price falls that ultimately followed independent entry. 

ii. The orphan designation 

5.333. When independent entry belatedly occurred, Auden/Actavis was protected 
from effective competition by the barrier to expansion created by the orphan 
designation. 

5.334. As explained in section 3.D.III.c above, as a result of the regulatory windfall 
derived from the fact that it happened to hold hydrocortisone tablets MAs 
when Plenadren was granted its MA in November 2011, Auden became until 
November 2021: 

a. the only supplier who held or could hold a full label 10mg MA; and 

b. one of only two suppliers (with Waymade) who held or could hold a full 
label 20mg MA. 

5.335. 10mg hydrocortisone tablets account for 96% of all hydrocortisone tablets 
dispensed (see section 3.C.II above).1791 

5.336. As explained in section 4.C.II.c.iii above, the barrier to expansion created by 
the orphan designation resulted in a substantial portion of the market(s) 
remaining captive to Actavis following independent entry. That protection 
afforded to Actavis meant that it was able to continue to behave, to an 
appreciable extent, independently of its competitors, its customers and 
ultimately consumers during the latter period of the Unfair Pricing Abuses, 
with Actavis pricing at substantial premiums compared to its competitors' 
prices. 

iii. The Drug Tariff 

5.337. As explained in section 3.B.IV above, the Drug Tariff aims to reflect 
competition in the market by setting reimbursement prices by reference to 
selling prices across the market. This in turn aims to lower prices and keep 
prices low as the reimbursement price acts as a ceiling on the prices 
suppliers are able to charge customers. Until 30 June 2019 (when Scheme 
M expired) the Drug Tariff price of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was 
calculated from data submissions by Scheme M members. 

1791 NHS BSA data. 



 

 

 

  

 

 

5.338. Although Accord-UK was a Scheme M member, which meant that its 10mg 
price was included in the Category M Drug Tariff price calculations, the 
majority of its competitors were not Scheme M members. This meant that 
the Drug Tariff price for 10mg tablets remained an incomplete reflection of 
competition in the market, as explained in section 3.E.I.b above. Of the 
seven competing suppliers of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, only three in 
addition to Accord-UK (AMCo from May 2016, Teva from February 2017 and 
Genesis Pharmaceuticals from November 2017) were Scheme M 
members.1792 

5.339. Following the entry of competing suppliers, Actavis therefore benefited from 
the limitations to the way the Drug Tariff price for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets was calculated (see section 4.C.II.c.ii above), which reduced the 
(indirect) constraint it would otherwise have faced from the inclusion of its 
competitors' prices in the Drug Tariff price.  

5.340. Intas/Accord-UK acknowledged this in a letter to the DHSC dated 7 
December 2017. Intas/Accord-UK wrote to the DHSC suggesting that it 
request information on supply prices from non-Scheme M members on a 
voluntary basis to use in formulating the Drug Tariff price for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, which ‘would quickly lower the latter and reinforce the 
competitive process’ (see section 4.C.II.c.ii above).1793 

5.341. The position for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets was even more extreme. The 
Drug Tariff price for 20mg tablets imposed no constraint whatsoever on 
Auden/Actavis during the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. As explained in 
section 3.E.I.b above, 20mg tablets were in Category A during the 20mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse. The Drug Tariff price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
did not reflect any competition because Category A prices were determined 
based on suppliers' list prices, not actual selling prices, with competition 
reflected in changes to selling prices rather that to changes in list prices. 
This was the case until June 2019 when 20mg tablets were moved to 
Category M. 

5.342. This can be seen from the fact that the Drug Tariff price for 20mg tablets 
remained broadly constant throughout the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse (and, 
in fact, increased following independent entry) despite suppliers’ prices 
falling and only fell in a significant way when 20mg tablets were moved to 
Category M in June 2019 (see figure 5.43 below). 

1792 The other suppliers of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (Alissa, Bristol Laboratories, Resolutions Chemicals and 
Renata) were not Scheme M members.
1793 Document 02194, Intas letter to the DHSC dated 7 December 2017. 
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Figure 5.43: 20mg hydrocortisone tablet prices and Drug Tariff price

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties and NHS BSA data.

iv. No countervailing buyer power

5.343. As explained in section 4.C.II.d above, Auden/Actavis faced no effective 
constraint from its customers during the Unfair Pricing Abuses, whether from 
the DHSC/NHS as end customer, or from its intermediate customers 
(wholesalers and pharmacies). This is clear, fundamentally, from its pricing 
behaviour. This meant that Auden/Actavis did not face effective competition 
during the Unfair Pricing Abuses, with its customers having to pay the prices 
Auden/Actavis imposed and not being able to constrain Auden/Actavis's 
conduct. As a result, Auden/Actavis was able to act in the relevant market(s) 
'without regard to the ultimate interests of [the end customer]',1794 in this 
case, the NHS.  

d. The scale and significance of Auden/Actavis's price increases

5.344. The evolution of pricing over time further demonstrates that Auden/Actavis's 
prices were unfair in themselves.1795 The scale of Auden/Actavis's price 
increases over time was significant, as shown in section 3.E.V.a.i above, 

1794 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 269.
1795 The CAT has stated that 'a large price rise, sustained over a considerable period, may be indicative of an 
abuse of a dominant position', although it cautioned that 'it should not be confused with the test for unfair pricing 
itself': Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 439. See also paragraph 369: ‘such factors as: the increase in price 
… could all be factors which it was relevant for it [the CMA] to weigh when considering the application of the 
‘unfair in itself’ test’.



 

 

 

 
 

 
 

     

     

 
 

 

 

 

without any accompanying material increase in production costs, investment 
or innovation. 

5.345. The scale and significance of Auden/Actavis’s price increases is 
demonstrated by a comparison of Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses with: 

a. the prices that hydrocortisone tablets were sold at when they were still 
supplied by MSD; and  

b. Auden/Actavis's own prices over a longer period of time, comparing the 
prices at which it entered the market in April 2008 with its current prices 
after a prolonged period of competition. 

5.346. Both of those comparisons, summarised in table 5.44 below, further support 
the CMA's conclusion that Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair in themselves. 

Table 5.44: Auden/Actavis's prices compared with MSD's prices, Auden's entry prices 
and Actavis's current prices 

Tablet strength 
Auden/Actavis's 
prices during the 

Unfair Pricing Abuses 
MSD's prices Auden's entry prices 

Actavis's current 
prices* 

10mg £20 - £72.14 £0.70 £4.54 [£1-£4] 

20mg £20 - £72.19 £1.07 £5.14 [£1-£4] 

* Weighted average over the period February to April 2021. 

i. MSD's prices 

5.347. The branded hydrocortisone tablets that MSD previously supplied and 
Auden/Actavis's generic hydrocortisone tablets are identical. The only 
physical difference between them is the packaging (see section 3.F.I 
above).1796 As hydrocortisone tablets were first commercialised in 1955, 
supplying them as a generic drug rather than under a brand name would not 
incur additional costs. Accordingly, MSD's prices represent 'real world' 
prices, to which Auden/Actavis's prices can be compared.1797 

5.348. MSD's prices were very significantly below Auden/Actavis's prices during the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses. Between 2006 and 2008, MSD's average prices 
(based on reimbursement prices) were: 

1796 In fact, as explained in paragraph 3.341 above, when Auden first introduced its generic hydrocortisone 
tablets in April 2008, patients quickly pointed out that its tablets could not easily be halved to achieve the correct 
dose, leading Auden immediately to reintroduce the oval tablets that MSD had sold.
1797 Compare Phenytoin CoA [2020] EWCA Civ 339, paragraph 121: ‘the counterfactuals of greatest practical 
value are often those drawn from real life’. 
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a. £0.70 per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets; and 

b. £1.07 per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.1798 

5.349. In comparison, Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses 
ranged between: 

a. £20 and £72.14 per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets; and 

b. £20 and £72.19 per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (see section 
3.E.V above). 

5.350. The scale and significance of the differences between Auden/Actavis's 
prices and MSD's prices set out in table 5.44 above further show that 
Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair in themselves.1799 

ii. Auden/Actavis's prices over time 

5.351. The CMA's conclusion that Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses were unfair in themselves is further supported by a comparison of 
those prices with: 

a. Auden's entry prices, which Auden initially determined appropriate for it 
to profitably sell hydrocortisone tablets in the UK,1800 as explained in 
paragraphs 5.231 to 5.232 above; and  

b. Actavis's current prices, following a prolonged period of competition 
from and between a number of competing suppliers of hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

1798 Document 00561, MSD’s response to questions 1,3 and 4 of the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 22 June 
2016; see section 3.E.V above. Further, when Auden acquired the MAs for hydrocortisone tablets it confirmed 
that ‘Trade price was below £0.90 per pack of 30 tablets’; see Document 00164, email from [Auden Senior 
Employee 4] to MAP BioPharma dated 12 February 2014. The CMA does not have data to determine what 
MSD's average selling price was prior to Auden acquiring MSD's hydrocortisone MAs. Instead, the CMA has 
used NHS Reimbursement Prices. As NHS Reimbursement Prices set the maximum price (given that any price 
above the NHS Reimbursement Price would result in a pharmacy making a loss), using those prices to determine 
MSD's prices overestimates the average selling price and is likely to overestimate the level of MSD's prices. 
1799 Auden/Actavis submitted that MSD’s prices were ‘an unfair benchmark to use as a comparator because 
market dynamics are not considered, and MSD prices did not represent an effective competitive market in 2008’ 
(Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.44). Similarly, Intas/Accord-UK submitted that MSD’s 
prices were ‘not a legitimate comparator as regards the Intas Period’ (Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s 
RSSO, paragraphs 22 and 172-183). However, the CMA did not use MSD’s prices as the basis for a finding that 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair when compared to competing products. A comparison between 
Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses and MSD’s prices is used to show the scale and 
significance of Auden/Actavis’s price increases, providing an additional indication of the fact that Auden/Actavis’s 
prices were unfair in themselves. 
1800 Auden/Actavis submitted that it launched its generic versions of hydrocortisone tablets in order for supply to 
become commercially viable: Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.43-4.47. As the sole 
supplier of hydrocortisone tablets and without being constrained by the PPRS in the prices it could set, Auden 
would not be expected to set launch prices that were unprofitable. 
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5.352. The prices at which Auden entered in April 2008 were: 

a. £4.54 per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets; and 

b. £5.14 per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.353. Over the period February to April 2021, Actavis's average prices were: 

a. [£1-£4] for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, which even now represents a 
premium when compared to the average price of competing 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets over the same period (£1.34), reflecting the 
benefit that Actavis still receives from the barrier created by the orphan 
designation. 

b. [£1-£4] for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.354. In comparison, Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses 
ranged between: 

a. £20 and £72.14 per pack of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets; and 

b. £20 and £72.19 per pack of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (see section 
3.E.V above).1801 

5.355. The scale and significance of the differences between Auden/Actavis's 
prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses and both Auden's entry prices and 
Actavis's current prices set out in table 5.44 above further show that 
Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair in themselves. 

e. Auden/Actavis's prices had adverse effects on the end customer and 
on patient welfare 

5.356. The adverse effects that Auden/Actavis's prices had on the end customer 
and on patient welfare further demonstrate that Auden/Actavis's prices were 
unfair in themselves. 

5.357. As set out in section 5.B.III.a above, 'the primary interest to be protected 
under the Chapter II prohibition is that of the consumer'.1802 It is, therefore, 
important to look beyond the immediate customer and take the interests of 
end customers, as well as consumers, into account when assessing whether 

1801 Although Auden's prices fell below £20 in a few individual months during the Unfair Pricing Abuses (its 10mg 
price in a single month, August 2010, and its 20mg price in November 2008 and January, April and July 2009), 
these were single-month fluctuations in the context of sustained price increases over the period from 2008 to 
2015. See figure 5.6 above.  
1802 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 218. See also Attheraces Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, 
paragraph 215. 
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a price is unfair.1803 That is the case regardless of whether the price in 
question is assessed by reference to the unfair in itself or unfair when 
compared to competing products test. 

5.358. The end customer in this case is the NHS (in the form of its CCGs and 
corresponding purchasers in Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales), which 
pays for hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.359. The NHS budget is finite and legitimate demands for healthcare will always 
exceed its capacity. Accordingly, financial resources need to be prioritised. 
For example, in the period 2010 to 2015 the NHS Efficiency Policy tasked 
the NHS with making £20 billion of efficiency savings in order to make more 
funds available to treat patients.1804 Budgetary constraints and efficiency 
savings continue to pose a significant challenge to the NHS and its 
constituent parts with an unmitigated funding gap of £30 billion needing to be 
covered in the period 2015 to 2020/21.1805 

5.360. Auden/Actavis's prices have resulted in the NHS paying significantly more 
for hydrocortisone tablets when compared to the prices that the NHS was 
paying prior to Auden de-branding hydrocortisone tablets and to the current 
price levels as a result of a prolonged period of competition.  

5.361. As explained in section 3.E.V.d above, in 2007, the last full year that 
hydrocortisone tablets were supplied by MSD before being de-branded by 
Auden, the NHS's annual expenditure on 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets was approximately £500,000. By contrast, under Auden/Actavis the 
NHS's annual expenditure on 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
increased from £7.8 million in 2008 to £74.1 million in 2015, and to a peak of 
£83.8 million in 2016, despite independent entry by suppliers of competing 
hydrocortisone tablets.1806 Annual NHS spending began falling thereafter, 
with an annual spend of £62 million in 2017, approaching £40 million in 2018 
and down to just under £10m in 2020. 

1803 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 271. See also Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 369: ‘such 
factors as: … the impact on the buyer … could all be factors which it was relevant for it [the CMA] to weigh when 
considering the application of the ‘unfair in itself’ test’. 
1804 See www.gov.uk/government/publications/2010-to-2015-government-policy-nhs-efficiency/2010-to-2015-
government-policy-nhs-efficiency. 
1805 NHS Five Year Forward View, October 2014 (www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/5yfv-
web.pdf).
1806 The NHS's annual spending on hydrocortisone tablets has been calculated using the quantity of 
hydrocortisone tablets (including ‘Hydrocortone’ tablets) dispensed and the NHS Reimbursement Price data 
contained within the PCA data for England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The 2008 figure includes the 
period January to March 2008, prior to Auden starting to sell hydrocortisone tablets (from April 2008). 
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Table 5.45: NHS annual expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets 

(£m) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

10mg 0.5 7.4 26.2 33.4 35.1 39.3 44.0 55.8 70.3 79.6 58.2 36.3 24.5 9.3 

20mg 0.04 0.4 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.9 3.7 4.2 3.9 3.3 1.8 0.4 

Total 0.5 7.8 27.5 35.1 36.8 41.1 46.1 58.7 74.1 83.8 62.1 39.6 26.3 9.6 

Source: NHS BSA data based on PCA data 

Figure 5.46: NHS annual expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets (£m) 

Source: NHS BSA data based on PCA data 

5.362. As a result of Auden/Actavis's prices, CCGs had to commit extra money from 
their constrained budgets to continue to fund the supply of hydrocortisone 
tablets to patients. This has inevitably reduced the money available to CCGs 
for other healthcare services (see paragraph 3.72 above). 

5.363. This is illustrated by evidence from three CCGs on the detrimental impact 
that the price increases for hydrocortisone tablets had on their budgets and 
ability to deliver services: 

a. Coastal West Sussex CCG confirmed that during the years 2012 to 
2017, its total spending on hydrocortisone tablets increased from 
around £400,000 to around £800,000; that the higher cost of 
hydrocortisone tablets did not reflect any additional benefit, efficiency or 
improvement to patient welfare which was not available prior to the 
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price increases; and that, in fact, this led to a decrease in healthcare 
available to the local population, through the reduction in financial 
resources available within a finite budget and a deficit financial 
position.1807 

b. Gloucestershire CCG also confirmed that the price increases reflected 
no additional benefit. The price increases had a direct impact on its 
ability to fund other items from its prescribing budget, and any other 
discretionary items such as improvement initiatives.1808 

c. South Devon & Torbay CCG's annual spending on hydrocortisone 
tablets increased from about £86,000 in 2012/2013 to about £332,000 
in 2016/2017. Its view was also that there was no additional benefit 
reflected in the price increases.1809 

5.364. The pressures on these individual CCGs as a result of Auden/Actavis's 
conduct, and the difficult choices they faced as a result, are illustrative of the 
effect of Auden/Actavis's high and increasing prices on the NHS as a whole.  

f. Lack of any independent or objective justification for Auden/Actavis's 
prices 

5.365. Auden/Actavis has not provided any independent or objective justification for 
its prices (see section 5.D.II.a above).1810 In particular, Auden/Actavis's 
prices were not justified by any investments that it made in hydrocortisone 
tablets1811 or any additional benefit to the NHS.1812 

III. Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair when compared to competing 
products 

5.366. The Unfair Limb is an alternative rather than a cumulative test.1813 

Accordingly, it is sufficient to demonstrate that one of the unfairness 

1807 Document 01604, Coastal West Sussex CCG’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2017, 
response to questions 4 and 5.
1808Document 01612, Gloucestershire CCG’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2017, 
response to questions 4 and 6.
1809 Document 01638A, South Devon & Torbay CCG’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 
2017, response to questions 4 and 6. 
1810 See Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 369: ‘such factors as: … any independent or objective justification 
… could all be factors which it was relevant for it [the CMA] to weigh when considering the application of the 
‘unfair in itself’ test’. 
1811 To the extent that Auden/Actavis did invest in hydrocortisone tablets (which it did not), that would be reflected 
in the CMA's analysis of Cost Plus. 
1812 See sections 5.D.II.e above (on the cost to the NHS) and 5.D.IV below (on the lack of any additional benefit 
to the NHS).
1813 C-159/08 P Isabella Scippacercola and Ioannis Terezakis v Commission, EU:C:2009:188, paragraph 47; 
Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 255; Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 259. 
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alternatives ('unfair in itself' or 'unfair when compared to competing 
products') is satisfied to establish an infringement.1814 

5.367. In section 5.D.II above, the CMA has found that Auden/Actavis's prices were 
unfair in themselves. That finding is a sufficient basis for a finding of 
unfairness in law.1815 However, in the specific circumstances of this case, the 
CMA has also concluded that Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair when 
compared to competing products, namely the current prices of competing 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.368. In this case, there are competing products within the same relevant 
market(s) as Auden/Actavis's hydrocortisone tablets. However, that is not in 
itself sufficient to justify an assessment of whether Auden/Actavis’s prices 
were unfair when compared to those products. 

5.369. For the purposes of determining whether a price is unfair when compared to 
competing products, a comparator does not need to be identical1816 or in the 
same relevant market,1817 but it does need to be sufficiently similar to the 
product concerned to allow for a 'meaningful' comparison on objective, 
verifiable and appropriate criteria.1818 This means that a comparison of the 
prices can be made on a consistent basis and the figures that are compared 
are really comparable.1819 

5.370. Further, ‘[t]he basic test for abuse’ is ‘whether the price is “unfair”’. In broad 
terms ‘a price will be unfair when the dominant undertaking has reaped 
trading benefits which it could not have obtained in conditions of “normal and 
sufficiently effective competition”.1820 Prices that are not set in conditions of 
effective competition are therefore unlikely to be meaningful comparators. A 
comparator cannot be considered meaningful simply on the basis that the 

1814 Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 366. See also Phenytoin CoA paragraphs 97(vii) and 257. However, 
irrespective of which alternative is chosen, ‘the competition authority will always need, at least as part of its duty 
of good administration, to give some consideration to prima facie valid comparators advanced evidentially by the 
undertakings.’ Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 259 and 260. The CMA has evaluated the arguments and evidence put 
forward by the parties in this case (see in particular, sections 5.D.III.b and 5.D.V below). Noting the alternative 
nature of the unfair tests (‘in itself’ and ‘when compared to competing products’) is not an ‘attempt to shift the 
burden onto Auden/Accord-UK’ (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 1.8.2). In any event, the 
CMA has considered and concluded on both of the unfairness alternatives in this Decision. 
1815 C-159/08 P Isabella Scippacercola and Ioannis Terezakis v Commission, EU:C:2009:188, paragraph 47; 
Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 255; Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 366; and Phenytoin CoA, 
paragraphs 97(vii), 257 and 259.  
1816 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 252. 
1817 Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 373. 
1818 See for example Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 252; Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraphs 373, 
392 and 444; and Latvian Copyright, EU:C:2017:689, paragraphs 41 and 51. 
1819 See for example Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 252 and 253; Scandlines, paragraphs 169 and 
175; and Latvian Copyright, EU:C:2017:689, paragraphs 38, 44-45 and 51. 
1820 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 97(i); United Brands, EU:C:1978:22, paragraph 249. See also Phenytoin CoA, 
paragraph 249. 
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customer is paying the price imposed.1821 Comparisons should not be drawn 
with products the price of which may have been inflated by the exercise of 
substantial market power.1822 

5.371. In this case, the CMA has concluded that all competing hydrocortisone 
tablets are sufficiently similar to Auden/Actavis's hydrocortisone tablets to 
allow for a meaningful comparison between their prices and Auden/Actavis's 
prices for the determination of whether Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair 
when compared to competing products. 

5.372. ‘Competing hydrocortisone tablets’ includes all hydrocortisone tablets, both 
skinny and full label, supplied by Auden/Actavis’s competitors. This 
comprises all skinny label 10mg tablets,1823 all skinny label 20mg tablets,1824 

and Waymade's full label 20mg tablets.1825 

5.373. The CMA has used the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets 
(weighted averages) as its comparator because these prices are no longer 
inflated by the exercise of Auden/Actavis’s substantial market power during 
the Unfair Pricing Abuses and are set in conditions of effective competition 
between Auden/Actavis’s competitors. 

5.374. When referring to ‘current prices’ the CMA is referring to the weighted 
average prices over the period from February to April 2021.1826 

5.375. The CMA has considered whether there are further products which are 
sufficiently similar to Auden/Actavis's hydrocortisone tablets to allow for a 
meaningful comparison between their prices and Auden/Actavis's prices and 
has concluded there are no such products (see section 5.D.III.b below). 

a. The current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets 

5.376. The current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets provide a meaningful 
comparator against which to assess whether Auden/Actavis’s prices during 
the Unfair Pricing Abuses were unfair. As explained in sections 5.A and 
5.C.IV.a above, it is also the case that the current prices of competing 
hydrocortisone tablets are broadly in line with and corroborated by: 

1821 See for example Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraphs 754 to 756. 
1822 See Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraph 757 and Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 257. 
1823 Sold by AMCo (Aesica), Alissa, Bristol Laboratories, Genesis, Renata, Resolution Chemicals and Teva. 
1824 Sold by AMCo (Aesica and Focus), Bristol Laboratories, Genesis, Renata, Resolution Chemicals and Teva. 
1825 In the analysis that follows, Waymade’s prices are shown separately from the prices of skinny label suppliers 
to demonstrate that its full label 20mg MA did not result in a premium over skinny label tablets. 
1826 April 2021 is the most recent sales data on the CMA's file. For Waymade's full label 20mg tablets, the period 
is May to July 2020 because [], see Document 206689, Waymade’s response to question 4 of the CMA's 
section 26 notice dated 9 June 2021. 
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a. the CMA's estimates of Cost Plus, which are between £2.17 and £4.45 
for 10mg tablets and between £2.91 and £5.20 for 20mg tablets; 

b. Auden's initial prices, which were £4.54 for 10mg tablets and £5.14 for 
20mg tablets; and 

c. the prices that Allergan projected would result from competitive entry, 
which were approximately £5.20 for 10mg tablets and approximately 
£6.10 for 20mg tablets. 

i. Competing hydrocortisone tablets are sufficiently similar to 
provide for a meaningful comparison 

5.377. First, competing hydrocortisone tablets are sufficiently similar products to 
Auden/Actavis's hydrocortisone tablets for a comparison to be meaningful.  

5.378. There is no difference between Auden/Actavis’s full label 20mg tablets and 
Waymade’s full label 20mg tablets. The products are bioequivalent and are 
fully indicated for all treatments (including adult adrenal insufficiency). 

5.379. As explained in section 3.D.III.c above, there is also no meaningful 
difference between skinny and full label hydrocortisone tablets. The only 
difference between full and skinny label tablets relates to the date on which 
the relevant MA was granted. As explained in section 3.D.III.c above, this 
was purely a matter of timing and regulatory circumstance that resulted in 
Auden/Actavis's tablets (and Waymade's 20mg tablets) being fully indicated 
and benefiting from the orphan designation granted to Plenadren but all 
other suppliers' tablets being skinny label. 

5.380. However, as explained in section 3.D.I above, full and skinny label tablets 
are bioequivalent, fully interchangeable and used to treat the same 
conditions, as is reflected by market behaviour and expert opinion. 

5.381. In terms of market behaviour, in 2017 skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 
accounted for 52% of all sales volumes of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets combined, with skinny label tablets accounting for 52% of all sales 
volumes of 10mg tablets and 34% of all sales volumes of 20mg tablets (see 
section 3.E.V.b.v above). These sales have come at the expense of full label 
tablets. Prior to skinny label tablet entry in October 2015, full label tablets 
accounted for 100% of the sales of hydrocortisone tablets and there is no 
evidence to suggest that the introduction of skinny label tablets created new 
demand or met previously unmet demand. 
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5.382. The sales volumes achieved by skinny label hydrocortisone tablets 
demonstrate that they are readily dispensed to patients with adult adrenal 
insufficiency – despite not being indicated for that condition. For example, 
the Royal Society of Pharmacists estimated that approximately 90-95% of 
prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets each year (95% for 10mg, 90% for 
20mg) are for adult adrenal insufficiency (the treatment area for which only 
full label tablets are indicated).1827 By way of comparison, skinny label tablets 
accounted for 52% of the market by volume in 2017 and currently account 
for 60% by volume. 

5.383. The practice of dispensing skinny label hydrocortisone tablets for adult 
adrenal insufficiency has also not raised any concerns with various 
pharmaceutical regulators.  

5.384. In a letter dated 20 May 2014, [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS 
England] [] informed [Auden Senior Employee 1] that there were 'no 
material differences' between skinny and full label tablets and that there 
were no 'risks to patient safety' from off label supply. Consequently, [Chief 
Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] explained that he saw no reason to 
correspond with senior pharmacists to discourage off label supply for adult 
adrenal insufficiency (as Auden had requested).1828 This view was shared by 
the MHRA, which advised [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] 
and assisted him in responding to Auden's correspondence.1829 

5.385. The fact that skinny and full label hydrocortisone tablets are to all intents and 
purposes the same product is further demonstrated by the NHS pricing 
system. 

5.386. Both skinny and full label tablets were treated collectively as one product for 
the purposes of the Drug Tariff scheme used to calculate the reimbursement 
price for the dispensing of all hydrocortisone tablets. The reimbursement 
scheme created one reimbursement price which was payable to pharmacies. 
The reimbursement price did not distinguish between full and skinny label 
tablets and simply took account of the selling prices of those suppliers 
whose prices feed into the Drug Tariff. This was the case for both 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets, with the reimbursement price for each of those 

1827 See section 3.E.III.c.ii above. 
1828 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to [Auden Senior Employee 
1], [Auden Senior Employee 4] and [Auden’s External Consultant], dated 20 May 2014. 
1829 Document 206640, note of call between the CMA and the MHRA on 31 March 2021, paragraph 2.1 and 
Document 206557, note of call between the CMA and NHS England and NHS Improvement on 22 March 2021, 
paragraph 2.1. 
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products not differentiating between full and skinny label versions of the 
product. 

5.387. For all these reasons, the CMA has concluded that skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets are sufficiently similar products to Auden/Actavis's 
hydrocortisone tablets for a comparison to be meaningful.  

5.388. On entry, the prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets were distorted and 
inflated as a result of the extremely high prices that had been imposed by 
Auden/Actavis over the preceding seven years.  

5.389. However, over time, competition has resulted in prices being competed 
down and stabilising at low levels.1830 

a. For 10mg tablets, Actavis's competitors' prices converged around mid-
2018 and have begun to flatten. However, Actavis's price [] as its 
price has continued to fall. 

b. For 20mg tablets, both Actavis's price and its competitors' prices 
converged around early 2018 and []. 

5.390. This is demonstrated in the figures below. 

1830 Compare Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraph 390. 
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Figure 5.47: Prices of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets over time 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties and the Drug Tariff price for England.

Figure 5.48: Prices of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets over time

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties and the Drug Tariff price for England.

5.391. Accordingly, the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets allow for 
a meaningful comparison with Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses and can therefore be used to determine whether 
Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair when compared to competing products. 



 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

5.392. The comparison that is made is between the prices the suppliers of 
competing hydrocortisone tablets currently charge and the prices 
Auden/Actavis's imposed during the Unfair Pricing Abuses.1831 

5.393. In calculating the current prices of competing products, the CMA has used 
average prices from February to April 2021 for skinny label tablets and from 
May to July 2020 for Waymade's full label tablets,1832 weighted by sales. 
That results in the following prices:1833 

a. For 10mg skinny label tablets: £1.34 per pack.1834 

b. For 20mg skinny label tablets, £1.85 per pack.1835 

c. For Waymade’s 20mg full label tablets, [] per pack.1836 

5.394. These weighted averages are similar to the average prices at the end of the 
averaged period.1837 The current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets 
are all also substantially below Cost Plus.1838 

ii. Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses were unfair 
when compared to the current prices of competing hydrocortisone 
tablets 

5.395. Tables 5.49, 5.50 and 5.51 below set out the differences in price per pack in 
pounds and percentage terms, when Auden/Actavis's prices during the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses are compared to the current prices of competing 

1831 The CMA has considered Actavis's current prices (averaged over the same period as competing prices). 
However, that was done in the context of whether Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses were 
unfair in themselves (see section 5.D.II.c.ii above). Whether Auden/Actavis's full label tablets have greater 
economic value than skinny label tablets is considered in section 5.D.IV below.
1832 [], see Document 206689, Waymade’s response to question 4 of the CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 June 
2021. 
1833 This average is calculated in two steps. First, monthly averages are calculated using average prices across 
all competitors for each month, weighted by their relative sales in that month. Second, to create the three-month 
average these are then weighted again by total sales (of all competitors combined) in each of the three months. 
1834  The average price of 10mg skinny label tablets at the end of the averaged period (ie in April 2021) was 
£1.55. 
1835 The average price of 20mg skinny label tablets at the end of the averaged period (ie in April 2021) was £1.89. 
1836 Waymade’s price at the end of the averaged period (ie in July 2020) was [].
1837 Using weighted averages over a period reduces the effects of monthly fluctuations in sales volumes and 
prices.
1838 Auden/Actavis submitted that current average competing prices cannot be used as a comparator because 
they were loss-making, as shown by the number of suppliers exiting or abandoning entry, and because those 
price levels were unlikely to have incentivised suppliers to have invested in developing hydrocortisone tablets 
(Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.48 to 4.52; Document 206667, Auden/Actavis's RLOF, 
paragraph 3.47 to 3.51; and Document 207027, letter from Auden/Actavis dated 7 July 2021, paragraphs 3.1 to 
3.2). As explained in paragraph 5.376 above, the current average prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets are 
broadly in line with and corroborated by a number of other measures in this case. While some suppliers have 
exited, there remain a number of existing suppliers, none of which has indicated an intention to exit the market. It 
is also the case that the prevailing prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets were significantly below 
Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses prior to any supplier exiting. Even if a slightly higher 
competing price was used, Auden/Actavis's prices would still be unfair when compared to competing products, 
such was the level of Auden/Actavis's excesses. 
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hydrocortisone tablets. These tables also set out the difference in 
revenues.1839 

Table 5.49: Comparison of Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses with the 
current prices of 10mg skinny label hydrocortisone tablets  

October 2008- January 2014- September 2015- January 2017- Whole 
December 2013 August 2015 January 2017 July 2018 period 

Hydrocortisone 10mg - price £ £29.53 £49.57 £65.31 £35.26 £37.87 

Current average skinny label price £ £1.34 £1.34 £1.34 £1.34 £1.34 

Difference - £ £28.19 £48.23 £63.97 £33.92 £36.53 

Difference % 2,104% 3,599% 4,774% 2,531% 2,726% 

Revenue difference (£m) £129.4 £71.0 £54.0 £27.7 £282.1 

Table 5.50: Comparison of Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses with the 
current prices of 20mg skinny label hydrocortisone tablets  

October 2008-
December 2013 

January 2014-August 
2015 

September 2015- 
January 2017 

Whole 
period 

Hydrocortisone 20mg - price £ £29.81 £56.81 £60.77 £38.59 

Current average skinny label price £ 

Difference - £ 

Difference % 

Revenue difference (£m) 

£1.85

£27.96 

1,511%

£7.5 

£1.85

£54.96 

2,971%

£4.0 

£1.85 

£58.92 

3,185% 

£2.7 

£1.85 

£36.74 

1,986% 

£14.2 

Table 5.51: Comparison of Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses with the 
current price of Waymade's 20mg full label hydrocortisone tablets 

October 2008-
December 2013 

January 2014-August 
2015 

September 2015- 
January 2017 

Whole 
period 

Hydrocortisone 20mg - price £ £29.81 £56.81 £60.77 £38.59 
Waymade's current 20mg full label 
price £ 

Difference - £ 

Difference % 

Revenue difference (£m) 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

5.396. These differences demonstrate that Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses were unfair when compared to competing products. The 
scale of the differences is significant. Auden/Actavis's prices exceeded the 
current prices of 10mg and 20mg skinny label hydrocortisone tablets on 
average by around 2,700% for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and 2,000% for 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets throughout the whole of the 10mg and 20mg 

1839 Calculated by multiplying the price differences per pack by the number of packs of hydrocortisone tablets 
sold. 
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Unfair Pricing Abuses, and exceeded the current price of Waymade's 20mg 
full label hydrocortisone tablets on average by over []. 

5.397. As explained in sections 3.E.V and 5.C.II above, Auden/Actavis's prices 
during the Unfair Pricing Abuses ranged between: 

a. £20 and £72.14 a pack for 10mg tablets. 

b. £20 and £72.19 a pack for 20mg tablets.1840 

5.398. At their lowest, Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses 
exceeded the current prices of skinny label hydrocortisone tablets by: 

a. £18.66 a pack for 10mg tablets, equivalent to 1,300%. 

b. £18.15 a pack for 20mg tablets, equivalent to 900%. 

5.399. At their peak, Auden/Actavis's prices exceeded the current prices of skinny 
label hydrocortisone tablets by: 

a. £70.80 a pack for 10mg tablets, equivalent to 5,200%. 

b. £70.34 a pack for 20mg tablets, equivalent to 3,700%. 

5.400. Further, Auden/Actavis's prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses exceeded 
the current price of Waymade's 20mg full label tablets by [] a pack, 
equivalent to [], at their lowest, and by [] a pack, equivalent to [], at 
their peak. 

b. No other products allow for a meaningful comparison with 
Auden/Actavis's prices 

5.401. In this section, the CMA has assessed whether any further products may 
provide a meaningful comparator against which to assess whether 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair.  

5.402. The CMA has assessed the following two hydrocortisone-based products, 
which have both been raised by parties to this investigation as potential 
comparators:1841 

1840 Although Auden's prices fell below £20 in a few individual months during the Unfair Pricing Abuses (its 10mg 
price in a single month, August 2010, and its 20mg price in November 2008 and January, April and July 2009), 
these were single-month fluctuations in the context of sustained price increases over the period from 2008 to 
2015. See figure 5.6 above.  
1841 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.10.1, 3.19-3.32 and 4.64-4.66, and Document 
205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraph 21 and 184-188, Document 206667, Auden/Actavis’s RLOF, 
paragraphs 3.17 to 3.21; and Document 206676, Intas/Accord-UK’s RLOF, paragraph 9 and pages 8 and 9.  
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a. Plenadren; and 

b. soluble hydrocortisone tablets.1842 

5.403. The CMA has concluded that neither product provides a suitable comparator 
against which to assess whether Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair. This is 
because: 

a. First, neither product is sufficiently similar to Auden/Actavis's 
hydrocortisone tablets to allow for a meaningful comparison between its 
prices and Auden/Actavis's prices in order to determine whether the 
latter were unfair: 

i. Both Plenadren and soluble hydrocortisone tablets are innovative 
products and their suppliers have incurred development costs in 
bringing the products to market which they may still be seeking to 
recoup.1843 By contrast, Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets 
are a very old product for which the development costs were long 
since recouped before Auden acquired the licences.  

ii. Unlike full and skinny label hydrocortisone tablets – which are the 
first-line treatment for adrenal insufficiency (and consequently are 
used for around 95% of all adult patients),1844 both Plenadren and 
soluble hydrocortisone tablets have niche uses and consequently 
comparatively very low volumes. Collectively they account for 
around 1% of all hydrocortisone tablet sales in the UK (regardless 

1842 Auden/Actavis also stated that Auden had priced by reference to injectable hydrocortisone (Hydrocortistab) 
(Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.32 and 11.14; and Document 206667, 
Auden/Actavis's RLOF, paragraphs 3.17 and 3.18). However, it provided no evidence for this statement and the 
CMA is aware of no contemporaneous evidence to support it (the only reference of which the CMA is aware was 
by [Auden Senior Employee 1] in a witness statement submitted during this investigation (see Document 00725, 
witness statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1], paragraphs 1.7 to 1.8)). Auden/Actavis has therefore not 
discharged the evidential burden on it to adduce evidence that Hydrocortistab is a prima facie valid comparator, 
such that the CMA’s duty fairly to consider that evidence is engaged (Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 114 and 116). 
For the avoidance of any doubt, Hydrocortistab would not provide a meaningful comparator against which to 
assess whether Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair. It is a different product (an injection) with a different active 
ingredient (hydrocortisone acetate), which is not used to treat long-term adrenal insufficiency but primarily for 
certain arthritic conditions or, exceptionally, where oral medication is not appropriate (such as where a patient is 
going through adrenal crisis) or tolerated (such as in cases of severe illness, pre- and post-major procedures, or 
where the patient is nil by mouth) (see summary of product characteristics for Hydrocortistab Injection 25mg/ml: 
www.medicines.org.uk/EMC/medicine/10796/SPC/Hydrocortistab+Injection+25+mg+ml/). There is no evidence 
that its price is set in conditions of [effective] competition: it is a single-supplier product and, like Plenadren, is in 
Category C of the Drug Tariff, the category used when there is no competition for supply of the product. There is 
no evidence to suggest that there is any competitive interaction between hydrocortisone tablets and 
Hydrocortistab.
1843 Soluble hydrocortisone tablets were first introduced to the market in March 2019. While Plenadren has been 
on the market since September 2012, the orphan designation granted to recognise and allow recovery of the 
investment in creating Plenadren does not expire until November 2021. 
1844 Document 00603, response to question 2, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 20 June 2016.  
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of whether the form is immediate-release, modified-release or 
soluble).1845 

b. Secondly, the market conditions in which the prices of each of these 
potential comparators is set are fundamentally different from those of 
hydrocortisone tablets. Unsurprisingly given their negligible sales 
volumes, both Plenadren and soluble tablets have sole suppliers. Their 
prices cannot be considered meaningful comparators for the prices of 
hydrocortisone tablets simply because customers are paying them.1846 

There is no evidence of those prices being set in conditions of effective 
competition.1847 

c. Thirdly, the weakness of both of these potential comparators is 
emphasised by the strength of the comparison to the current prices of 
competing hydrocortisone tablets (which were set out in section 
5.D.III.a above). Competing hydrocortisone tablets: 

i. are the same (bioequivalent) product as Auden/Actavis’s full label 
hydrocortisone tablets, with Waymade also selling a full label 
tablet; 

ii. are readily interchangeable with Auden/Actavis’s tablets;  

iii. sell in similar volumes to Auden/Actavis’s tablets; 

iv. are priced in conditions of effective competition between 
competing suppliers; and 

v. are in the same Drug Tariff category as Auden/Actavis’s tablets.  

i. Plenadren 

5.404. Plenadren is a delayed release hydrocortisone tablet which is used to treat 
adult adrenal insufficiency. It is expensively priced (between approximately 
[£200-£250] for a pack of 50 5mg tablets and between approximately [£300-
£450] for a pack of 50 20mg tablets). Superficially the fact that it is a similar 
product to hydrocortisone tablets (which are immediate release) and the fact 
it is used in the same treatment area as hydrocortisone tablets may suggest 
Plenadren is a suitable comparator against which to assess whether 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair. 

1845 CMA calculations based on NHS BSA data and Document 206280, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 
26 notice dated 10 March 2021. 
1846 See for example Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraphs 754 to 756. 
1847 Compare Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 155. 
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5.405. However, on closer examination the similarities are, in fact, limited and a 
series of market features means that Plenadren is not a meaningful 
comparator. 

5.406. First, there are significant qualitative differences between Plenadren and 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.407. Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets are a very old product. They were 
first sold in the 1950s, are long off -patent and have not been the subject of 
any recent innovation or investment (see section 3.B.VII above).  

5.408. By contrast, Plenadren is a relatively new and innovative product. It was 
granted an MA in November 2011 and launched in September 20121848 – at 
which point Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets had already been on the 
market for over four years (and had been on the market for many years 
before that when previously sold by MSD).  

5.409. Plenadren was specifically developed for a niche use: adult sufferers of 
adrenal insufficiency who 'do not do well on' immediate-release 
hydrocortisone tablets.1849 As explained in section 3.D.III above, Plenadren 
was granted an orphan designation for adrenal insufficiency in May 2006 
and this further differentiates it from Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets.  

5.410. In order to receive the orphan designation, Plenadren needed to 
demonstrate that it would ‘be of significant benefit' to patients affected by 
adrenal insufficiency (ie when compared to products already available – 
most particularly Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets).1850 

5.411. The threshold for demonstrating a ‘significant benefit’ to patients is a high 
one and required that Plenadren show a ‘clinically relevant advantage or a 
major contribution to patient care'1851 which is 'established by means of 
comparison with existing authorised medicinal products […], not just by 
assessing the intrinsic qualities of the product in question'.1852 

5.412. Accordingly, Plenadren is an innovative drug which has shown that it 
provides a ‘significant benefit’ and a ‘clinically relevant advantage’ over and 

1848 Document 200320, response to question 4, Shire’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 June 
2016. 
1849 Document 200320, response to question 6, Shire's response to the CMA's section 26 notice date 20 June 
2016. 
1850 Regulation 141/2000, Article 3(1)(b).  
1851 Regulation 847/2000, Article 3(2).  
1852 Commission notice on the application of Articles 3, 5 and 7 of Regulation (EC) No 141/2000 on orphan 
medicinal products (2016/C 424/03), citing T-74/08 Now Pharm AG v European Commission, EU:T:2010:376, 
paragraph 46. 
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above those provided by Auden/Actavis's immediate-release hydrocortisone 
tablets (see section 3.D.III above). 

5.413. Moreover, despite the fact that both immediate release hydrocortisone 
tablets and Plenadren are within the same treatment area (adrenal 
insufficiency), Plenadren is barely prescribed in the UK. CCGs do not 
recommend the use of Plenadren for adrenal insufficiency (as explained in 
section 3.C.III above).1853,1854, It is also not available for use in Scotland or 
Wales.1855 

5.414. Consequently, Plenadren’s sales volumes have always been very low when 
compared to hydrocortisone tablets. As explained in section 3.C.III above, 
Plenadren was used by less than 1% of all adult patients with adrenal 
insufficiency between its launch (in September 2012) and 2020 and 
dispensing has remained at a low level since its launch in the UK in 2012.1856 

5.415. Further, Shire (the owner of Plenadren) no longer proactively markets or 
promotes the sale of Plenadren in the UK and only makes reactive sales.1857 

5.416. Accordingly, given its low sales volumes, the fact most CCGs do not list or 
recommend the product and Shire’s apparent lack of desire to increase its 
sales, little can be read into the price levels that Shire has attached to the 
product. 

5.417. In addition to these material differences between the products, Plenadren’s 
suitability as a potential comparator for determining the fairness of 
Auden/Actavis’s prices is further and substantially undermined by the fact 
that there is no evidence that its price is set in conditions of effective 
competition.1858 

1853 Shire explained to the CMA that 'Plenadren faces severe market access restrictions, primarily due to not (yet) 
being included in primary and secondary care formularies' (see Document 200320, Shire's response to question 
6 of the CMA's section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016). More recently, Shire explained that it 'approached the 
Leeds Area Prescribing Committee in October 2017 as a pilot project' but that committee 'declined to proceed 
with the proposal, due to it not being attractive enough for them' and that it 'has made no further efforts to obtain 
formulary status and as a result it [Plenadren] is not to our knowledge included in any formularies' (Document 
206381, Shire's response to questions 1 and 2 of the CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 March 2021).
1854 Document 02046.B, note of call between the CMA and [Professor of Endocrinology] dated 17 November 
2017, response to questions 4.a and 4.b, page 4.  
1855 Document 01604, response to question 8, Coastal West Sussex CCG’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 16 May 2017. See also Scottish medicines 2016 press release and advice and All Wales Medicines 
Strategy Group Statement of Advice. 
1856 See also Document 00603, response to question 2, Society for Endocrinology’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 20 June 2016. 
1857 Document 206381, Shire's response to question 1 of the CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 March 2021. 
1858 Intas/Accord-UK submitted that there was no requirement that a comparator must be set in conditions of 
effective competition to be meaningful, and that the price of Plenadren was set under the PPRS and/or statutory 
scheme and is therefore a meaningful comparator (Document 205579, letter from Intas/Accord-UK to the CMA 
dated 20 October 2020, paragraph 2). However, as explained in paragraph 5.58 above, comparisons to other 
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5.418. Unsurprisingly given the very low sales volumes, Plenadren is the only form 
of delayed release hydrocortisone tablet available in the UK. It sits within 
Category C of the UK Drug Tariff system – a category which is only used 
where there is no competition for the supply of the drug in question (see 
section 3.E.I.b above).  

5.419. Therefore, the market context for Plenadren is that it is an innovative, low 
volume product which is no longer proactively marketed by its owner – with 
only reactive sales being made at what are very high prices without being 
exposed to competition. There is nothing in this context which suggests that 
Plenadren would be an objectively meaningful comparator against which to 
assess whether Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair – there are several 
factors which mean the comparison would not be on a consistent basis. 

5.420. Additionally, the evidence shows that there is little evidence of Plenadren 
exerting a competitive constraint on hydrocortisone tablets as there was no 
discernible switching away from hydrocortisone tablets despite significant 
prices (see section 4.B.II.c above). 

ii. Soluble hydrocortisone tablets 

5.421. Soluble hydrocortisone tablets are another form of hydrocortisone-based 
treatment. They differ from hydrocortisone tablets because of their means of 
administration. Hydrocortisone tablets (such as those sold by Auden/Actavis) 
are solid and need to be swallowed. By contrast soluble tablets are dissolved 
in water before being taken by a patient.1859 

5.422. As is the case with Plenadren, soluble tablets are a relatively new product. 
Development was commenced in 2012, with an MA being granted in 
20181860 and the product itself being launched in the UK in March 2019.1861 

Accordingly, similarly to Plenadren, development costs would have recently 
been incurred in developing the product and may still be being recouped – 
which was not the case with Auden/Actavis's hydrocortisone tablets. 

products which may not be cost-justified are unlikely to be meaningful (Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraph 
757 and Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 257). That the price of Plenadren was set under the regulatory 
scheme in place for branded drugs does not mean it is a meaningful comparator for the price of generic 
hydrocortisone tablets. In any event, the CMA’s reasons for rejecting Plenadren as a comparator include more 
than the fact that it is a single-supplier product. 
1859 Document 206315B, response to question 4.a, Colonis Pharma' response to the CMA's section 26 notice 
dated 9 March 2021. 
1860 Document 206315B, response to question 2.a, Colonis Pharma' response to the CMA's section 26 notice 
dated 9 March 2021. 
1861 Document 206315B, response to question 4.c Colonis Pharma' response to the CMA's section 26 notice 
dated 9 March 2021 and Document 206279, response to question 1.b, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 
26 notice dated 10 March 2021. 
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5.423. Again, like Plenadren, soluble tablets are a low volume product with a niche 
use: for patients who have a preference or need for a liquid form of 
hydrocortisone. This includes patients suffering from dysphagia (difficulty 
swallowing) or very young children.1862 Soluble tablets’ sales volumes are 
very low: averaging under 200 packs of 10mg tablets per month since launch 
(accounting for less than 0.5% of total sales of hydrocortisone tablets). To 
date, 20mg soluble tablets have not been launched in the UK.1863 

5.424. Soluble and hard tablets are not readily interchangeable. The use of soluble 
tablets is limited at clinician level – with a prescription needing to specify that 
a patient requires the soluble form.1864 

5.425. Unsurprisingly given the very low sales volumes, there is only one supplier of 
soluble hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. 

5.426. Accordingly, the market context suggests that there are significant 
differences between soluble tablets and hydrocortisone tablets such that 
soluble tablets are not a meaningful comparator for assessing whether 
Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair. Indeed, as with Plenadren, the context 
strongly suggests that the price of soluble tablets is not set in conditions of 
effective competition. 

5.427. An analysis of pricing patterns also shows that there is no significant 
competitive interaction between soluble hydrocortisone tablets and the hard 
form of tablet sold by Auden/Actavis.   

5.428. At the time of the launch of soluble tablets in March 2019, Actavis’s 10mg 
price was £16.06 and its 20mg price was £11.49. Soluble hydrocortisone 
tablets launched in the same month at a price of £31.09 for 10mg tablets.1865 

5.429. Whereas Actavis’s prices continued to decline from March 2019 onwards 
down to [] (for 10mg tablets) and [] (for 20mg tablets) in February 2021 
(and have since fallen further to [] (for 10mg tablets) and [] (for 20mg 
tablets) in April 2021), the price of 10mg soluble hydrocortisone tablets 
remained stable at around [] (its price in February 2021 was []).1866 

1862 Document 206279, response to question 1, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 10 
March 2021. 
1863 Document 206279, response to question 1.b, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 10 
March 2021. 
1864 This fact meant that soluble tablets required specific promotion; see Document 206279, response to question 
4.b, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 10 March 2021.
1865 To date, 20mg soluble tablets have not been launched in the UK due to the low level of expected demand for 
that tablet strength; see Document 206279, response to question 2.b, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 26 
notice dated 10 March 2021. 
1866 Document 206280, Zentiva's response to the CMA's section 26 notice dated 10 March 2021. 
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However, despite a very significant price gap the volumes of both the hard 
and the soluble 10mg tablets have remained broadly the same. 
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IV. Economic value 

5.430. Economic value is ‘an economic concept which describes what it is that 
users and customers value and will reasonably pay for’.1867 The economic 
value of a product may exceed Cost Plus as a result of non-cost related 
factors,1868 but in the absence of any relevant non-cost related factors, Cost 
Plus for a particular product or service can represent its economic value.1869 

Economic value is not ‘a discrete advantage or justification for a high price’: 
if it is properly factored into ‘Plus’ or fairness, or is reflected in other evidence 
which can stand as a proxy for economic value, there is no incremental 
obligation to take economic value into account again.1870 

5.431. Competition authorities are not required to adopt any particular approach to 
determining economic value,1871 and have a considerable margin of 
appreciation when doing so.1872 

5.432. The CMA finds that there are no non-cost related factors associated with 
either 10mg or 20mg hydrocortisone tablets that increase their economic 
value beyond that already reflected in Cost Plus. The economic value of 
hydrocortisone tablets is therefore already factored into Cost Plus. 

5.433. In drawing this conclusion, the CMA has relied upon the following factors 
which have been relied upon in section 5.D above in demonstrating 
Auden/Actavis's prices were unfair: 

a. First, the age of hydrocortisone tablets as a medicine and their position 
in the drug lifecycle, which indicate that they should have no further 
value than Cost Plus (see section 5.D.II.b.i above). 

b. Secondly, the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets, which 
are now substantially below the lowest bounds of Cost Plus (see 
section 5.D.III.a above). 

c. Thirdly, the erosion of Auden/Actavis’s prices, which are now at levels 
[], with Actavis's 20mg tablet price [] and its 10mg tablet [] and 
have continued to fall (see section 5.D.II.c.ii above). 

1867 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 171. 
1868 See Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 222; and Scandlines, paragraph 226. See also Attheraces 
Court of Appeal [2007] EWCA Civ 38, paragraph 218. 
1869 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 225 and 249. See also Deutsche Post, paragraph 162. 
1870 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 172. 
1871 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 253 
1872 Albion Water I [2006] CAT 23, paragraph 310 and Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraphs 216 and 263. 
See also Phenytoin [2018] CAT 11, paragraphs 407 and 425. 
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a. The age of hydrocortisone tablets and their position in the drug 
lifecycle 

5.434. The age of hydrocortisone tablets and their position within the drug lifecycle 
means they would not be expected to offer any ‘particular enhanced value 
from the customer’s perspective’1873 beyond Cost Plus. 

5.435. As explained in section 3.B.VII above, hydrocortisone tablets are an old drug 
and were first sold in the 1950s. They were long-off patent at the time of the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses and have not been the subject of any recent 
innovation. They are in the third phase of the drug lifecycle, when generic 
competition occurs and is expected to reduce the price of drugs and keep 
them relatively low. This is not to say that hydrocortisone drugs are not an 
important or useful treatment – they are. However, even essential drugs 
which generate significant (even life-saving) patient benefits should become 
relatively inexpensive in the third stage of the drug lifecycle, provided that 
competition is effective (see section 3.B.III above). Indeed, this is now clearly 
reflected in the prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets, where prices 
have fallen significantly and are now below the lower bound of Cost Plus 
despite the fact nothing has changed in relation to the usefulness of the 
treatment. Actavis's current prices have also shown a similar pattern, 
particularly for its 20mg hydrocortisone tablet price, which is []. Actavis's 
current 10mg hydrocortisone tablet price is also [] as Actavis's price 
continues to fall. 

b. The current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets 

5.436. That the model of competition driving down the prices of even essential 
drugs in the third stage of the lifecycle applies to hydrocortisone tablets is 
demonstrated by the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets. 
Those prices further demonstrate that the economic value of hydrocortisone 
tablets is no greater than Cost Plus. 

5.437. The CMA used the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets 
because they have been reached following a prolonged competitive process. 
As such, they do not simply provide a ‘proxy’ for the economic value of 
hydrocortisone tablets. They provide real-world evidence of what consumers 
are prepared to pay for hydrocortisone tablets in conditions where their 
prices are no longer distorted by Auden/Actavis’s exercise of substantial 
market power during the Unfair Pricing Abuses.1874 

1873 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 222. 
1874 Compare Phenytoin CoA, paragraphs 155 and 172. 
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5.438. From April 2008 to July 2015 (for 20mg tablets) and October 2015 (for 10mg 
tablets) Auden/Actavis was a monopolist in the supply of hydrocortisone 
tablets in the UK. It imposed its prices unilaterally. Prices during this time 
rose from £5.14 to £65.67 (20mg) and from £4.54 to £67.74 (10mg). 

5.439. The absence of competition means that the prices paid during this period for 
hydrocortisone tablets do not serve as an appropriate measure of their 
economic value, since this would mean economic value would be defined as 
anything that Auden/Actavis ‘could get away with’, and would equate proper 
value with an unfair price.1875 

5.440. Indeed, during this monopoly period Auden/Actavis bolstered its pricing 
power (and its ability to ‘get away with’ very high prices) by preventing 
competitive entry by entering into market exclusion agreements (see section 
6.D.II below). 

5.441. Auden/Actavis could not delay competition indefinitely. Once independent 
entry occurred, however, the prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets took 
time to be competed down – such was the level of distortion created by 
Auden/Actavis’s very high prices over the previous seven years. 

5.442. However, the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets have been 
competed down and broadly flattened at low levels. As explained in section 
5.D.III.a above: 

a. The current prices of competing skinny label hydrocortisone tablets are 
£1.34 for 10mg and £1.85 for 20mg.1876 

b. The current price of Waymade’s full label 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
is [].1877 

5.443. These prices are substantially below even the lowest bounds of Cost Plus. 
Cost Plus for hydrocortisone tablets is: 

a. For 10mg tablets, between £2.17 and £4.45 per pack. 

b. For 20mg tablets, between £2.91 and £5.20 per pack. 

1875 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 154. 
1876 As explained above, these are weighted averages over the period February to April 2021. 
1877 Average from May to July 2020. [], see Document 206689, Waymade’s response to question 4 of the 
CMA's section 26 notice dated 9 June 2021. 
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5.444. These prices are also very substantially below the price at which the CMA 
has prioritised its enforcement activity in this case (£20 per pack, see 
paragraph 5.18 above). 

5.445. This evidence demonstrates that the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus is an 
appropriate – indeed, a generous – measure of the economic value of 
hydrocortisone tablets.1878,1879 It also demonstrates that Auden/Actavis’s 
prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses bore no reasonable relation to the 
economic value of hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.446. The evidence that the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets 
provide includes ‘proxy evidence of the economic value of patient benefit’1880 

that attaches to hydrocortisone tablets. The current prices of competing 
hydrocortisone tablets demonstrate that no additional economic value should 
be allocated for patient benefit beyond what is already reflected in Cost Plus. 
If there was some additional value due to patient benefit, such value would 
be expected to be reflected in the prices of all tablets regardless of which 
supplier sold them. 

5.447. The evidence that the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets 
provide also demonstrates that the economic value of hydrocortisone tablets 
is no different whether they are supplied under a full label or skinny label 
licence. This is demonstrated by the development of prices for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets (where there is a second full label supplier 
(Waymade)).1881 

5.448. If there was additional economic value to be attributed to a full label licence, 
it would be expected that Waymade would have been able to maintain a 
premium for its full label 20mg tablets. All other suppliers have skinny label 
MAs. However, figure 5.52 below shows that was not the case: Waymade's 
price for 20mg tablets closely followed the average price of skinny label 

1878 See Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 172. As explained in paragraph 5.78, the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus is in 
itself generous to Auden/Actavis, as the CMA has made assumptions in Auden/Actavis’s favour at a number of 
points in the calculation.
1879 Economic value may, in principle, differ as between different products and suppliers where cost-related 
factors are different. Such differences would, however, be reflected in the assessment of Cost Plus (under the 
Excessive Limb of the United Brands Test) and be consistent with a conclusion that the economic value of the 
product is no greater than that reflected in Cost Plus. In this case, the current prices of competing hydrocortisone 
tablets demonstrate that there are no non-cost related factors that would justify increasing the economic value of 
Auden/Actavis’ hydrocortisone tablets above that of other suppliers’. 
1880 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 172. 
1881 There should not be any difference in accounting for any non-cost related factors as between 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets given that the only difference is the strength of the tablet, and not any differences in 
the tablets themselves or any benefits they provide. 
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20mg tablets and Waymade's full label 20mg tablets commanded no 
premium when compared to skinny label 20mg tablets.1882

Figure 5.52: Waymade's price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets compared with skinny label 
20mg tablet prices

5.449. By contrast, Actavis maintained a (gradually eroding) premium over all 
competing products during the Unfair Pricing Abuses (see figures 5.47 and 
5.48 above). Since its competitors on 20mg included Waymade, another 
supplier with a full label licence, that premium cannot have reflected any 
inherent value in the fact that Actavis’s licence was full label.

5.450. There is therefore no ‘particular enhanced value from the customer’s 
perspective’1883 inherent in the fact that a supplier holds a full label MA.1884

As explained in section 3.D.I above, skinny and full label tablets are 
bioequivalent. There is no qualitative difference between them. The only 
distinguishing feature between them is that skinny label tablets are not 
indicated for adult adrenal insufficiency. This is simply the result of the date 
on which the MA was granted to the supplier, with those granted before 

1882 See also section 3.E.V.b.iv above.
1883 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 222.
1884 Moreover, as explained in section 3.D.III.c above, the fact that Actavis and Waymade hold full label MAs is 
purely a result of coincidence: they benefited from a regulatory windfall in that they happened to hold MAs at the 
time Plenadren was granted its MA in November 2011. The orphan designation granted to Plenadren reflects 
Plenadren’s (assumed) therapeutic advantage over hydrocortisone tablets; it does not reflect any greater 
enhanced value from the customer’s perspective in full label over skinny label hydrocortisone tablets.



 

 

November 2011 benefitting from the orphan designation granted to 
Plenadren and therefore being licensed for all indications. 

5.451. For these reasons, notwithstanding the more limited list of indications, skinny 
label tablets have readily been substituted in place of Auden/Actavis’s 
tablets (including for patients suffering from adult adrenal insufficiency) by a 
significant part of the market (see sections 3.E.IV.c and 4.B.II.c.ii above). 

c. The erosion of Auden/Actavis's prices 

5.452. The erosion of Auden/Actavis's prices for its 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets further demonstrates that the economic value of those tablets should 
be no higher than Cost Plus. 

5.453. As explained in section 4.C.II.c.ii above, after competition arrived, 
Auden/Actavis retained the ability to maintain a premium for its 
hydrocortisone tablets when compared to its competitors during the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses. This was principally because of two market features which 
meant that the competitive constraints it experienced were reduced. 

5.454. First, Actavis benefited from an assured customer base arising from the 
regulatory windfall of the orphan designation (see section 4.C.II.c.iii above). 
As explained in sections 3.E.IV.c above, several major pharmacies reached 
the view that they could not switch to skinny label tablets and therefore had 
no choice but to continue to purchase Auden/Actavis’s tablets despite them 
being significantly more expensive. 

5.455. Secondly, the limitations to the Drug Tariff mechanism. As explained in 
section 4.C.II.c.ii above, the fact that most skinny label tablet suppliers were 
not Scheme M members meant that their price and sales data did not 
contribute to the calculation of the Drug Tariff price for 10mg tablets, limiting 
the indirect constraint on Actavis’s pricing. 

5.456. However, over time Auden/Actavis’s prices came down – particularly since 
Scheme M expired on 30 June 2019 and the DHSC began collecting data 
from all suppliers in the market in its calculations of the Drug Tariff Price, 
after which Actavis felt a stronger (indirect) constraint from skinny label entry 
and price competition. As explained in section 5.D.II.d.ii above, Actavis’ 
current prices are: 

a. For 10mg tablets: [£1-£4]. These prices continue to decline. 
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b. For 20mg tablets: [£1-£4].1885 

5.457. Actavis’s current prices themselves have therefore [] in the case of 20mg 
tablets. 

5.458. If there was additional economic value inherent in Auden/Actavis' 
hydrocortisone tablets, it would have been expected that it would maintain its 
prices. Any additional economic value beyond that already reflected in Cost 
Plus should be observable through Auden/Actavis maintaining price 
differences for its 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets despite the 
introduction of price competition resulting from independent entry, which has 
not been the case based on Actavis's current prices. 

5.459. Further, if there was any additional economic value in Auden/Actavis's 
hydrocortisone tablets, it would also be expected to maintain a price 
difference across both tablet strengths. That is not the case: Actavis's 
premium reduced more quickly for 20mg tablets than for 10mg tablets and its 
price converged with its competitors' prices around early 2018  (see 
paragraph 5.389 above). 

5.460. The fact that Actavis did not maintain its premium – and that its prices have 
stabilised (for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets) or continue to decline (for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets) – reflects the fact that Auden/Actavis’s prices during 
the Unfair Pricing Abuses were significantly above the economic value of 
hydrocortisone tablets. Those prices reflected Auden/Actavis’s market power 
and not any inherent value in its hydrocortisone tablets. 

V. The parties’ representations on whether Auden/Actavis's prices were 
unfair 

5.461. In this section, the CMA considers the representations that the parties 
submitted in response to the allegation in the SSO that Auden/Actavis's 
prices were unfair. 

a. ‘The CMA should have included Actavis’s 2019 prices in the 
current prices of competing products’ 

5.462. Auden/Actavis and Intas/Accord-UK submitted that the CMA should have 
included Actavis’s prices charged in 2019 (the latest data available at the 
time of the SSO) in the current prices of competing products and compared 
Auden/Actavis’s prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses with prices across 
the entire market after entry. They submitted that excluding Actavis's prices 
has a material impact on the price level of the comparator which ignores the 

1885 As for competing skinny label tablets, these are averages over the period February to April 2021. 
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recognised benefits in the industry of full label tablets and fails to properly 
reflect the additional economic value arising from having a full label 
tablet.1886 

5.463. As explained in section 5.D.III.a.i above, the CMA finds that the current 
prices of all competing 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (ie both full 
and skinny label tablets sold by suppliers other than Auden/Actavis) provide 
for a meaningful comparison with Auden/Actavis's prices. This is because 
competing hydrocortisone tablets are sufficiently similar products to 
Auden/Actavis's hydrocortisone tablets for a comparison to be meaningful 
and those prices are no longer distorted by Auden/Actavis’s exercise of 
substantial market power during the Unfair Pricing Abuses. The CMA has 
had regard to Actavis’s current prices as part of its finding that prices during 
the Unfair Pricing Abuses were unfair in themselves (see section 5.D.II.d.ii 
above). 

5.464. As explained in paragraphs 4.228 and 5.18 to 5.19 above, as the CMA has 
deprioritised investigating Actavis’s prices after the end of the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses, it has made no finding as to whether Actavis retained a dominant 
position or continued to price abusively after those dates.1887 However, 
Actavis continued to maintain a price premium over its competitors’ 10mg 
prices during 2019, with the competitive process still running its course. 
Actavis’s prices continued to be inflated by its exercise of market power 
during the nine years of the Unfair Pricing Abuses and its retention of an 
assured base of customers after independent entry (see figure 5.47 above) 
and it continued to face an insufficient constraint (as it acknowledged in 
relation to Scheme M in its letter to the DHSC).1888 

5.465. This is demonstrated by the fact that, as explained in section 3.E.V.b.ii, 
following a prolonged period of competition from competing hydrocortisone 
tablets and the termination of Scheme M in June 2019 Actavis’s current 
prices as of April 2021 are: 

a. [£1-£4] for 10mg tablets; and 

b. [£1-£4] for 20mg tablets. 

1886 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis's RSSO, paragraphs 1.10.2, 4.48.5 to 4.48.7; and Document 205212, 
Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraph 155.
1887 This was explained in a letter to Intas/Accord-UK dated 20 November 2020 (Document 206685). 
1888 Document 02194, Intas letter to the DHSC dated 7 December 2017. 
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b. ‘The CMA equates patient benefit with dependency’ 

5.466. Auden/Actavis submitted that when assessing the economic value of 
hydrocortisone tablets the CMA ignored the therapeutic benefit of 
hydrocortisone tablets and assumed such value was negated by the fact that 
patients are dependent on hydrocortisone tablets.1889 

5.467. The CMA has not ignored the therapeutic benefit of hydrocortisone tablets 
when assessing their economic value. Hydrocortisone tablets are an 
essential treatment for adrenal insufficiency. However, they are a very old 
drug having first been sold in the 1950s, have not been the subject of any 
recent innovation and are in the third stage of the drug lifecycle. At this 
stage, generic competition is expected to reduce the price of even essential 
drugs and keep prices low.  

5.468. In the circumstances of this case, the CMA has used the current prices of 
competing hydrocortisone tablets in its assessment of the economic value of 
hydrocortisone tablets because this process of competition has taken place. 
Their prices provide ‘proxy evidence of the economic value of patient 
benefit’1890 that attaches to hydrocortisone tablets. If there was some 
additional value due to patient benefit, such value would be expected to be 
reflected in the prices of all tablets regardless of which supplier sold them, 
since all hydrocortisone tablets are bioequivalent. 

5.469. The CMA has found that the economic value of hydrocortisone tablets is no 
greater than its calculation of Cost Plus (see section 5.D.IV above). That 
includes any value in patient benefit. However, as explained in paragraph 
5.443 above, the current prices of competing hydrocortisone tablets are in 
fact substantially below Cost Plus. This means that the CMA’s assessment 
of the economic value of hydrocortisone tablets is in fact generous to 
Auden/Actavis: the evidence provided by the current prices of competing 
hydrocortisone tablets indicates that such value as may lie in the product’s 
benefit to patients does not increase their economic value even to the level 
of Cost Plus. The Cost Plus calculation allows for further value of, on 
average, £2.30 per pack or 190% for 10mg tablets when compared to the 
price of competing hydrocortisone tablets and £2.30 or 240% for 20mg 
tablets. 

5.470. Finally, in any event, notwithstanding that the CMA’s calculation of Cost Plus 
itself is a generous measure, as explained in paragraphs 5.18 to 5.19 above, 
the CMA has not made a finding that any price above Cost Plus was 

1889 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.78. 
1890 Phenytoin CoA, paragraph 172. 
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excessive or unfair. Instead, as explained in paragraph 5.18 above, the CMA 
has exercised its discretion to determine its administrative priorities and not 
reached a conclusion regarding at what level above Cost Plus but below £20 
per pack Auden/Actavis’s prices became excessive or unfair as a matter of 
law. This means that the lowest price at which the CMA has made a finding 
that Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive and unfair exceeds the upper 
bound of Cost Plus by more than 280% and Auden/Actavis’s current prices 
by at least []. 

c. ‘Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets have greater economic value 
than others’ 

5.471. Intas/Accord-UK and Auden/Actavis submitted that customers 'have been 
prepared to purchase from Accord-UK at prices above the CMA's estimate of 
Cost Plus, thereby establishing that the economic value of Accord-UK's 
Hydrocortisone Tablets is above Cost Plus.’1891 

5.472. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that its hydrocortisone tablets had greater 
economic value than those supplied by its competitors. It submitted that the 
following factors justified a higher price for its hydrocortisone tablets: 

a. Accord-UK’s full label licence, which customers exercising ‘free choice’ 
place value upon.1892 

b. Accord-UK’s hydrocortisone tablets are scored so that patients can 
accurately halve or quarter them to achieve the correct dose.1893 

c. Accord-UK is able to offer greater security of supply than its 
competitors.1894 

d. Accord-UK is able to offer a superior delivery service to its 
competitors.1895 

e. Accord-UK can offer a wider range of products compared to many of its 
competitors.1896 

1891 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 19, 156; Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, 
paragraph 1.11.1, 4.75., 4.83; Document 206676, Intas/Accord-UK's RLOF, page 9 .  
1892 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 10,12, 19, 69, 71, 156,158 and 166. See also 
paragraph 137(iv) and Document 206676, Intas/Accord-UK's RLOF, paragraph 8; Document 206667, 
Auden/Actavis's RLOF, paragraph 3.4.
1893 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 165. 
1894 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 161-162. 
1895 Including more drop-off points, twice daily delivery; servicing smaller customers by supplying its product 
range through national wholesalers; and supplying both Boots and Lloyds Pharmacy with an own-label offering.  
1896 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 164-166. 
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f. Accord-UK has a reputation for being reliable and efficient.1897 

5.473. The CMA finds that there is no evidence that these factors (or others) justify 
a higher economic value for Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets than 
Cost Plus. Other suppliers are similarly placed to provide some of the 
claimed benefits and their products do not command a premium (for 
example, Teva is an undertaking of similar scale to Intas/Accord-UK with a 
similarly strong reputation). In fact, the evidence of Auden/Actavis’s prices 
following entry, and its current prices, demonstrates that its hydrocortisone 
tablets have no greater economic value than others’ hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.474. As explained in section 3.E.V above, following entry Auden/Actavis’s prices 
declined from a very high starting point. The current prices charged by 
Auden/Actavis are: 

a. [£1-£4] for 10mg; and 

b. [£1-£4] for 20mg.1898 

5.475. Auden/Actavis’s current 20mg price is [] while its 10mg price is [] and 
has continued to decrease. 

5.476. The CMA finds that the economic value of Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone 
tablets was always no greater than Cost Plus but market power enabled its 
prices to be pushed to very high levels and premiums over competitors 
which have belatedly been reduced since competitive entry in 2015. If there 
were greater economic value in Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets than 
in its competitors’, its prices would not have fallen to these levels and would 
not continue falling. If the economic value of Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone 
tablets justified an inherent premium over its competitors’ products, that 
premium would not have eroded in the way it has (or disappeared 
completely in the case of 20mg tablets). 

5.477. In any event, as explained in sections 3.E.IV.c.i above, the CMA does not 
accept that customers made a ‘free choice’ to continue purchasing 
Auden/Actavis’s full label hydrocortisone tablets in the period following entry 
or that customers’ continued purchasing of Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets 
reflected any ready willingness to pay a premium for those tablets.1899 Skinny 
and full label tablets are bioequivalent (see section 3.D.I above), a fact that 
was known by wholesalers and pharmacies alike. However, as explained in 
section 3.E.IV.c.i above, a number of pharmacies reached the view that they 

1897 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 164-166. 
1898 As for competing skinny label tablets, these are averages over the period January to October 2020. 
1899 Albion Water II [2008] CAT 31, paragraph 226. 
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could not switch to skinny label tablets and therefore had no choice but to 
purchase Auden/Actavis's full label tablets, rendering those customers 
captive to Auden/Actavis and giving it an assured customer base during the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses.1900 Those customers that switched to using skinny 
label tablets treated hydrocortisone tablets consistently with their status as a 
commodity product and acted on the basis of price differences, even 
marginal differences.1901 

5.478. In neither case does customers’ behaviour indicate that they perceived 
Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets to have a greater economic value 
than others’ hydrocortisone tablets. 

5.479. In any event, the CMA’s decision not to prioritise investigating whether 
Auden/Actavis’s prices were abusive below £20 per pack (see paragraph 
5.18 above) means that, even if there were some additional economic value 
inherent in Auden/Actavis’s hydrocortisone tablets over and above those of 
other suppliers, this would make no difference to the CMA’s findings that its 
prices during the Unfair Pricing Abuses were excessive and unfair. 

d. ‘The CMA cannot have regard to information outside certain time 
periods’ 

5.480. Intas/Accord-UK submitted that the CMA should assess whether Actavis’s 
prices were excessive and unfair during ‘the Intas period’ (the period from 9 
January 2017, when Accord-UK was acquired by Intas, onwards) discretely, 
without having regard to factors relevant to prior time periods. Intas/Accord-
UK submitted that ‘the threshold for intervention by the CMA is not met in 
respect of the Intas Period’,1902 in particular because Accord-UK’s prices 
during that period were not ‘stable or “significant and persistent”’ but 
declining.1903 Intas/Accord-UK also criticised the CMA for using ‘future 
information, which would not be known at the time the pricing decisions have 
to be taken’.1904 

5.481. The CMA has found that the prices charged by the undertaking 
Auden/Actavis were excessive and unfair during the periods of the Unfair 

1900 The CMA therefore rejects Intas/Accord-UK’s submission that ‘the requirement that Accord-UK’s prices must 
be “imposed” is not met by the fact that customers “chose” or “prefer” or even have a “strong preference” for 
Accord-UK’s product’ (Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraph 72. See also paragraphs 12 and 107-111 and 
Document 206676, Intas/Accord-UK's RLOF, page 9).
1901 Document 206582, note of call with Sigma dated 4 March 2021, paragraphs 2.5, 2.6 and 3.4; Document 
206612, note of call with Mawdsleys dated 3 March 2021, paragraph 2.1, 2.4; Document 206580, note of call with 
DE Pharma dated 17 March 2021, paragraphs 2.4 and 2.11; and Document 206579, note of call with DE Pharma 
dated 23 February 2021, paragraph 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.9 and 2.10.] 
1902 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraphs 112-121, 103, 105, 13, [21]. 
1903 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraph 116. 
1904 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, paragraph 132. 
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Pricing Abuses. In so doing it has taken into account all the evidence 
available to it, including from those periods and outside them. As in relation 
to dominance (see paragraph 4.224 above), the fact that the legal entity that 
sold hydrocortisone tablets (from September 2015 onwards, Accord-UK) was 
acquired by a new parent company (Intas/Accord) in January 2017 is 
irrelevant to the assessment of whether its prices were excessive and 
unfair.1905 

5.482. When Accord-UK was acquired by Intas/Accord its 10mg price was £54.21. 
This is over 2,000% above Cost Plus, and £34.21 above prices that the CMA 
has prioritised in this case (£20 per pack), reflecting the significant and 
persistent price increases Accord-UK, and AM Pharma before it, had 
imposed during the previous nine years. 

5.483. Moreover, at the point Intas/Accord acquired Accord-UK it was aware that 
the CMA had serious concerns about those price levels. Intas/Accord was 
made aware of the CMA’s investigation, including that this involved a 
potential abuse of dominance by way of charging excessive and unfair prices 
for hydrocortisone tablets, prior to acquiring Accord-UK.1906 By the time of 
Intas/Accord’s acquisition of Accord-UK, the pricing of this drug had been 
under investigation by the CMA for almost a year; [] of Accord-UK had 
attended State of Play meetings on behalf of Accord-UK at which the CMA 
outlined its concerns on two separate occasions;1907 and a Statement of 
Objections outlining the CMA’s provisional conclusions that Accord-UK held 
a dominant position and was abusing that position by pricing the drug 
excessively and unfairly had been issued. 

5.484. Despite this knowledge and its position of special responsibility as a 
dominant undertaking, Intas/Accord did not act to reduce Accord-UK’s 
prices; instead, those prices continued to decline similar to how they had 
done in the months prior to the acquisition.1908 As explained in sections 
4.D.II.c and 5.A above, the CMA finds that notwithstanding this decline, 
Actavis continued to hold a dominant position and to abuse that position by 
imposing excessive and unfair prices until the end of the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse. 

1905 The CMA has reflected any consequent changes in Actavis’s common cost base as a result of the 
acquisition, as explained in section 5.C.II.a.ii above.
1906 Document 03006, transcript of oral hearing with Intas/Accord-UK on 15 December 2017, page 57 lines 14-20. 
1907 Document 00746, note of state of play meeting on 12 May 2016; Document 00747, note of state of play 
meeting on 7 September 2016 (at this meeting the CMA provided a detailed slide presentation with its provisional 
views on the case – see Document 00748). 
1908 In any event, Intas/Accord-UK’s submission that any price must be ‘significant and persistent’ to be excessive 
and unfair is not supported in United Brands or Phenytoin CoA. See Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK's 
RSSO, paragraph 116. 
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5.485. In any event, it is well-established that evidence outside the period in which 
impugned conduct occurred may be used to inform the assessment of 
whether an infringement occurred during that period.1909 

e. ‘Auden should be given credit for keeping a lifesaving medicine 
available’ 

5.486. Auden/Actavis submitted that: 

‘In order for the supply of Hydrocortisone Tablets in the UK to become 
commercially viable, Auden had no choice but to de-brand 
Hydrocortisone Tablets and increase the prices charged.’ 1910 

5.487. Auden/Actavis further submitted that: 

‘the CMA fails to take into account that Auden/Accord-UK maintained 
the product such that it was available for patients and does not analyse 
at all the potential benefits generated by the price rises. A key omission 
of the CMA’s analysis … is any reference to the fact that prior to the 
transfer of the MA and prior price rises, MSD was likely to “delete” the 
product from the market. Had the sole supplier of hydrocortisone 
tablets withdrawn the product, there would have been no supplier in the 
UK with the ability to supply, resulting in, on the basis of the CMA’s 
analysis, materially worse adverse effects on the end customer and 
patients.’1911 

5.488. These submissions are not credible. That a medicine is clinically essential 
for patients is not a justification for excessive and unfair prices. 

5.489. First, even if the premise that MSD’s prices prior to de-branding were 
unprofitable were accepted, this cannot mean that Auden ‘had no choice but 
to de-brand Hydrocortisone Tablets and increase the prices charged’ beyond 
a level that would make them profitable. 

5.490. As explained in paragraphs 5.11 and 5.231 to 5.232 above, when Auden de-
branded hydrocortisone tablets and launched its generic versions in April 
2008 it set its prices at £4.54 for 10mg and £5.14 for 20mg. It would not be 
expected to have chosen launch prices that were unprofitable, particularly 

1909 For example, see (by analogy) Streetmap v Google [2016] EWHC 253 (Ch), paragraph 90: ‘it is for [a 
claimant or, here, the competition authority] to establish that the conduct was reasonably likely to harm 
competition. In determining that question, the court will take into account, as a very relevant consideration, 
evidence as to what the actual effect of the conduct has been.’ 
1910 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.43. 
1911 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.38.4. 
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given that it was the sole supplier of a product without a regulated price, and 
there is no evidence that it did. 

5.491. As explained in paragraph 5.18 above, the CMA has not found that those 
launch prices were excessive and unfair – only that Auden’s prices at £20 
per pack and above were. It cannot credibly be stated that Auden had no 
choice but to increase its prices over many years to around £72 per pack. 
Indeed, Auden was able to increase its prices to that level because of its 
position as a dominant undertaking – a position that entailed a special 
responsibility not to abuse its market power. 

5.492. Second, Auden/Actavis’s reference to ‘the potential benefits generated by 
the price rises’ is difficult to understand. As explained throughout this 
Decision, Auden/Actavis made no further innovation in relation to 
hydrocortisone tablets and offered no further benefits for patients than were 
offered when the drug was first sold in 1955. Auden simply purchased a 
product where it knew it had market power and increased prices. Those 
price increases benefited no one but Auden/Actavis. Indeed, far from 
working for the benefit of the NHS, Auden took steps (in the form of market 
exclusion agreements) to shore up its dominant position by delaying 
competitive entry. 

5.493. As explained in section 5.D.II.e above, Auden’s price increases had negative 
consequences for the NHS, with annual spend on hydrocortisone tablets 
increasing from £7.8 million in 2008 to a peak of £83.9 million in 2016; and 
for individual CCGs, which were required as a result to commit extra money 
from their constrained budgets to continue to fund the supply of 
hydrocortisone tablets to patients, with inevitable knock-on effects on their 
ability to provide care overall.1912 

5.494. Third, Auden/Actavis’s statement that prior to its acquisition of the MAs, 
‘MSD was likely to “delete” the product from the market’ in the sense of 
simply discontinuing supply is mere speculation. MSD told the CMA that the 
valuation of £190,000 for the Hydrocortone trade mark ‘would have been 
arrived at on the basis that the company was going to delete the product in 

1912 Auden/Actavis submitted that ‘The CMA appears to argue that the DH “accepted” the prices being charged 
for hydrocortisone tablets, the logical extension of this being that they considered the prices were in line with the 
economic value of Hydrocortisone Tablets’ (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 4.81). The 
basis for this submission is not clear. For the avoidance of doubt, the CMA has never argued that the DHSC 
‘accepted’ the prices of hydrocortisone tablets or considered that they were in line with the product’s economic 
value. 
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any event and therefore the sum would typically pay for MSD’s internal costs 
of disposal’.1913 However, MSD further stated: 

‘MSD’s business model is based on the sale of patented, ethical 
pharmaceuticals. Historically, the profitability of products after loss of 
exclusivity of patent protection falls substantially which makes the on-
going manufacture, marketing and sale of those products, generally, 
unattractive. However, typically, products at loss of exclusivity may 
have been used by patients and prescribed by healthcare professionals 
over many years and in many cases there is an on-going need for 
continued supply of product into the marketplace for those patients. 
Any deletion or cessation of supply is treated sensitively with 
consideration of options to maintain continuity of supply including 
divestment.’ 1914 

5.495. It is therefore not necessarily the case that in the absence of a sale to 
Auden, MSD intended simply to discontinue supplying hydrocortisone 
tablets. MSD noted that although it no longer had information on the cost of 
manufacturing the product, it assumed that this remained below the selling 
price even when that price was around £1 per pack.1915 

E. Exclusions 

5.496. Section 19 of the Act provides that the Chapter II prohibition does not apply 
to any of the cases in which it is excluded by or as a result of Schedules 1 to 
3 of the Act. 

5.497. None of the exclusions from the Chapter II prohibition provided for by section 
19 or under Schedules 1 to 3 of the Act applies in respect of the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses. 

1913 Document 00561, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 July 2016, response to question 
5. 
1914 Document 00561, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 July 2016, response to question 
6. 
1915 Document 00561, MSD’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 July 2016, response to question 
7. 
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6. THE AGREEMENTS 

A. Summary 

I. The 20mg Agreement 

6.1. Waymade was a potential competitor to Auden: it had real concrete 
possibilities of entering the market with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
In particular: 

a. Between 2008 and early 2011 Waymade developed its own 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

b. By 28 March 2011 Waymade had cleared all regulatory requirements. 

c. Waymade received commercial stock ready for sale on 9 May 2011. 

d. There were no insurmountable barriers to Waymade’s independent 
entry with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.2. However, in July 2011 Waymade entered into an agreement with Auden. 

6.3. Between 11 July 2011 and 30 April 2015 Auden and Waymade shared a 
common understanding that: 

a. Auden would supply Waymade with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets on 
terms that amounted to monthly payments (or ‘value transfers’) to 
Waymade; and 

b. In exchange for these payments, Waymade would not enter the market 
independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.4. The common understanding in paragraph 6.3.a and 6.3.b above will be 
referred to as the 20mg Agreement. 

6.5. Auden paid Waymade in monthly cash payments (initially £24,000 per 
month, increasing over time) and through the transfer of margin on a 
specified volume of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets supplied to Waymade each 
month at a discounted price. Auden initially offered to supply Waymade at 
market rate (£34.50 per pack) before discounting the supply price by 87% to 
£4.50 once it became aware of Waymade’s 20mg MA. 

6.6. In total, these payments amounted to at least £1.8 million between 11 July 
2011 and 30 April 2015. 
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6.7. No party or individual has given a credible explanation for these payments, 
other than that they were to buy off Waymade’s entry. The CMA finds that in 
exchange Waymade agreed that it would not enter the market independently 
with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Accordingly, the 20mg Agreement 
had the object of preventing, restricting or distorting competition in the supply 
of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.  

II. The 10mg Agreement 

6.8. Between 2008 and 2012 Waymade worked to obtain an MA for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and to develop its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.9. Between July 2011 and September 2012 Auden supplied Waymade with 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets at market rate: between £31.50 and £34.50 per 
pack. 

6.10. Waymade obtained a 10mg MA on 27 September 2012. By this date it was a 
potential competitor to Auden: it had real concrete possibilities of entering 
the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. In particular: 

a. Waymade had developed an approved method for commercial 
production of 10mg tablets in 2010. 

b. Waymade now held a 10mg MA, which presented a competitive threat 
to Auden. 

c. There were no insurmountable barriers to Waymade’s independent 
entry with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.11. In October 2012 – at the latest by 23 October 2012 – Auden and Waymade 
entered into a further agreement, relating to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, on 
essentially the same common understanding as the 20mg Agreement (and 
through some of the same individuals, especially [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
and [Amdipharm Senior Employee]). Auden paid Waymade through the 
monthly transfer of margin on a specified volume of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, which it supplied to Waymade at £1 per pack: a 97% discount to its 
price to Waymade prior to October 2012 and to its price to all other 
customers. 

6.12. No party or individual has given a credible explanation for this discount, 
other than that it was to buy off Waymade’s entry. The CMA finds that in 
exchange Waymade agreed that it would not enter the market independently 
with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
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6.13. On 31 October 2012, the sale of the Amdipharm group completed. 
Waymade’s 10mg MA, 10mg product development and relevant staff, 
including [Amdipharm Senior Employee], became part of the AMCo 
undertaking under Cinven’s ownership. AMCo became a potential competitor 
to Auden: it had real concrete possibilities of entering the market with its own 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.14. From 31 October 2012 until 24 June 2016, the agreement continued, with 
AMCo replacing Waymade as Auden’s counterparty. [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] continued to administer the agreement for AMCo, negotiating 
with Auden a threefold increase in monthly volumes at the £1 supply price 
with effect from January 2013 onwards under the supervision of [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1], who subsequently took over negotiating further 
increases with Auden in 2014. 

6.15. AMCo continued to receive substantial monthly payments from Auden (later 
Actavis): initially through a transfer of margin on 2,000 packs per month at 
£1 per pack; later 6,000 at £1 per pack and finally 12,000 at £1.78 per pack. 
The supply price to AMCo remained a 97% discount to Auden/Actavis’s price 
to all other customers throughout this period. 

6.16. No party or individual has given a credible explanation for this discount, 
other than that it was to buy off AMCo’s entry. The CMA finds that in 
exchange AMCo agreed not to enter the market independently with its own 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.17. The CMA therefore concludes that between 23 October 2012 and 24 June 
2016, Auden/Actavis1916 shared a common understanding first with 
Waymade, and then with AMCo, that: 

a. Auden/Actavis would supply first Waymade, and then AMCo, with 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets on terms that amounted to monthly 
payments (or ‘value transfers’) to them; and 

b. In exchange for these payments, each of Waymade and AMCo would 
not enter the market independently with its own 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

1916 As explained in section 1 (Introduction and summary) above, since AM Pharma sold hydrocortisone tablets 
until 31 August 2015, and Accord-UK (then known as Actavis UK Limited) took over its business from 1 
September 2015, the CMA will refer to ‘Auden’ when discussing the undertaking until 31 August 2015, and to 
‘Actavis’ when discussing the undertaking after that date. The CMA will refer to ‘Auden/Actavis’ when discussing 
the undertaking throughout the period covered by this Decision. 
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6.18. The common understanding in paragraph 6.17.a and 6.17.b above will be 
referred to as the 10mg Agreement. 

6.19. As explained above: 

a. Between 23 and 30 October 2012, Waymade was counterparty to the 
10mg Agreement. 

b. Between 31 October 2012 and 24 June 2016, AMCo was counterparty 
to the 10mg Agreement. 

6.20. The 10mg Agreement had the object of preventing, restricting or distorting 
competition in the supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.21. The CMA refers to the 20mg Agreement and the 10mg Agreement together 
as the Agreements. 

B. The burden and standard of proof 

I. Legal framework 

6.22. The burden of proving an infringement of the Chapter I prohibition falls on 
the CMA. The standard of proof is the balance of probabilities. 

6.23. It is for the CMA to prove infringements ‘by adducing … precise and 
coherent evidence demonstrating convincingly the existence of the facts 
constituting those infringements … That evidence may consist of direct 
evidence, taking the form, for example, of a written document … or, failing 
that, indirect evidence, for example in the form of conduct’.1917 

6.24. But ‘it is not necessary for every item of evidence … to satisfy those criteria 
[ie precision and coherence] in relation to every aspect of the infringement. It 
is sufficient if the body of evidence relied on …, viewed as a whole, meets 
that requirement’.1918 

6.25. What evidence is likely to be sufficiently convincing to prove the infringement 
will depend on the circumstances and the facts.1919 In JJB Sports, for 
example, the CAT held that ‘even a single item of evidence, or wholly 

1917 T-168/01 GlaxoSmithKline Services Unlimited v Commission, EU:T:2006:265, paragraphs 82 to 83. 
1918 C-407/08 P Knauf Gips v Commission, EU:C:2010:389, paragraph 47. See also Durkan Holdings Limited and 
Others v Office of Fair Trading [2011] CAT 6, paragraph 95; C-613/13 P Keramag Keramische Werke, 
EU:C:2017:49, paragraphs 52-55; T-56/99 Marlines v Commission, paragraph 28; ICI v Commission, paragraph 
68; T44/02 P Dresdner Bank v Commission, EU:T:2006:271, paragraph 63; T-67/00 JFE Engineering v 
Commission, EU:T:2004:221, paragraph 180; T-56/99 Marlines v Commission, paragraph 28. See also ICI v 
Commission, paragraph 68; T44/02 P Dresdner Bank v Commission, EU:T:2006:271, paragraph 63; and T-67/00 
JFE Engineering v Commission, EU:T:2004:221, paragraph 180. 
1919 JJB Sports plc v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 17, paragraph 205. 
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circumstantial evidence, depending on the particular context and the 
particular circumstances, may be sufficient to meet the required 
standard’.1920 However, in other contexts this may not suffice. In North 
Midland Construction v OFT, for instance, the CAT found that the OFT had 
not established an infringement on the balance of probabilities on the basis 
of a single item of contemporaneous evidence, capable of multiple 
interpretations, and subject to an unequivocal denial by the party which the 
OFT did not challenge in court. It held that ‘The combination of that 
unchallenged evidence… and our unresolved concerns… leave us in a 
position where we are not satisfied on the balance of probabilities’.1921 

6.26. The nature of the infringement may affect the quality of the evidence. The 
CAT emphasised in Claymore Dairies that: ‘Chapter I cases will often 
concern cartels that are in some way hidden or secret; there may be little or 
no documentary evidence; what evidence there may be may be quite 
fragmentary; the evidence may be wholly circumstantial or it may depend 
entirely on an informant’. As such, the CAT explained, ‘indirect evidence and 
circumstantial evidence generally, may have a powerful role to play in the 
factual matrix of a case’.1922 The European Court of Justice has similarly 
noted that ‘participation in agreements that are prohibited … is more often 
than not clandestine and is not governed by any formal rules’.1923 

6.27. An authority is therefore not required to produce express evidence of 
collusion. In Hitachi v Commission, a case involving market sharing, the 
European General Court stated that: 

‘as anti-competitive agreements are known to be prohibited, the 
Commission cannot be required to produce documents expressly 
attesting to contacts between the traders concerned. The fragmentary 
and sporadic items of evidence which may be available to the 
Commission should, in any event, be capable of being supplemented 
by inferences which allow the relevant circumstances to be 
reconstituted’.1924 

6.28. The General Court went on to state: 

1920 JJB Sports plc v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 17, paragraph 206. 
1921 North Midland Construction v OFT [2011] CAT 14, paragraphs 28 to 33. 
1922 Claymore Dairies Ltd v OFT [2003] CAT 18, paragraphs 3 and 9. See also Durkan Holdings Limited and 
Others v Office of Fair Trading [2011] CAT 6, paragraph 96. Compare C-634/13 P Total Marketing Services v 
Commission, EU:C:2015:614, paragraph 26; and C-403/04 Sumitomo Metal Industries v Commission, paragraph 
46. 
1923 C-68/12 Protimonopolny urad Slovenskej republiky v Slovenska sporitel’na, EU:C:2013:71, paragraph 26. 
1924 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 61. See also T-44/02 P Dresdner Bank v 
Commission, EU:T:2006 :271, paragraph 64. 
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‘The existence of a mutual agreement necessarily implies the existence 
of a meeting of minds, even if there is no evidence which makes it 
possible to determine with precision the exact point in time that meeting 
of minds was manifested or which formalised its expression.’1925 

6.29. In Sumitomo Metal Industries v Commission, the General Court held: 

‘in practice, the Commission is often obliged to prove the existence of 
an infringement under conditions which are hardly conducive to that 
task, in that several years may have elapsed since the time of the 
events constituting the infringement and a number of the undertakings 
covered by the investigation have not actively cooperated therein. 
Whilst it is necessarily incumbent upon the Commission to establish 
that an illegal market-sharing agreement was concluded …, it would be 
excessive also to require it to produce evidence of the specific 
mechanism by which that object was attained … Indeed, it would be too 
easy for an undertaking guilty of an infringement to escape any penalty 
if it was entitled to base its argument on the vagueness of the 
information produced regarding the operation of an illegal agreement in 
circumstances in which the existence and anti-competitive purpose of 
the agreement had nevertheless been sufficiently established.’1926 

6.30. The Court of Justice held that: ‘That appraisal of the evidence is consistent 
with well-established case law’.1927 

II. Application in this case 

6.31. The CMA bases its conclusions on the Agreements on the body of available 
evidence, taken together and assessed as a whole. 

6.32. The body of evidence on which the CMA has relied includes 
contemporaneous documentary evidence and corroborating ex post 
interview evidence. 

6.33. The CMA has generally placed greater weight on contemporaneous 
documents, as this evidence is most likely to give an accurate picture of the 
arrangements between the parties at the relevant times. The CMA finds that 
the contemporaneous documents, read in context, establish the existence of 
the Agreements. 

1925 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 269. 
1926 T-67/00 JEF, Nippon Steel and Sumitomo Metal Industries v Commission, EU:T:2004:221, paragraph 203, 
quoted with approval in C-403/04 Sumitomo Metal Industries v Commission, EU:C:2007:52, paragraph 50. 
1927 C-403/04 Sumitomo Metal Industries v Commission, EU:C:2007:52, paragraph 51. 
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6.34. Moreover, in the circumstances of this case, the CMA finds that interview 
evidence corroborates the contemporaneous documents.  

6.35. The body of evidence, taken together as a whole, therefore leads to the 
conclusion that Auden/Actavis, Waymade and AMCo entered into the 
Agreements. 

III. The parties' representations on the burden and standard of proof 

6.36. The burden and standard of proof in competition cases is well-established. 
However, the parties made extensive representations on how the burden 
and standard of proof should apply to the evidence for the Agreements. 

a. The standard of proof 

6.37. Waymade and Cinven submitted that the CMA could not reach an 
infringement finding on the balance of probabilities but was required to 
establish the existence of an infringement beyond reasonable doubt, citing 
the CAT’s references to the need for ‘strong and compelling evidence’, ‘the 
presumption of innocence’, and ‘reasonable doubt’ in Napp Pharmaceutical 
Holdings v DGFT.1928 

6.38. The CMA is not required to prove an infringement beyond reasonable doubt. 

6.39. In Napp, the CAT stated that: 

‘formally speaking, the standard of proof in proceedings under the Act 
involving penalties is the civil standard of proof, but that standard is to 
be applied bearing in mind that infringements of the Act are serious 
matters attracting severe financial penalties. It is for the Director to 
satisfy us in each case, on the basis of strong and compelling 
evidence, taking account of the seriousness of what is alleged, that the 
infringement is duly proved, the undertaking being entitled to the 
presumption of innocence, and to any reasonable doubt there may 
be’.1929 

6.40. However, ‘taking account of the seriousness of what is alleged’ and 
reflecting that 'infringements of the Act are serious matters attracting severe 
financial penalties’ does not vary the standard of proof.1930 The ordinary civil 

1928 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 2.24. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.9 
and 2.2. 
1929 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings v DGFT [2002] CAT 1, paragraph 109. 
1930 In BPB v Commission, the European General Court rejected the argument that the European Commission 
could be subject to a higher standard of proof based on the seriousness of the alleged infringement: ‘the Court 
must reject the applicant’s assertion that the Commission must adduce proof ‘beyond reasonable doubt’ of the 
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standard still applies. This was confirmed by the CAT in Willis v OFT.1931 The 
seriousness of an allegation does not necessarily make it less likely that it is 
true: context is everything.1932 

6.41. The phrases ‘strong and compelling evidence’ and ‘reasonable doubt’ also 
do not imply a heightened standard of proof. In JJB Sports v OFT the CAT 
explained that its judgment in Napp: 

‘should not be interpreted as introducing the criminal standard through 
the back door … It also follows that the reference by the Tribunal to 
“strong and compelling” evidence at [109] of Napp should not be 
interpreted as meaning that something akin to the criminal standard is 
applicable to these proceedings. The standard remains the civil 
standard. The evidence must however be sufficient to convince the 
Tribunal in the circumstances of the particular case, and to overcome 
the presumption of innocence to which the undertaking concerned is 
entitled.’1933 

6.42. Nor does the presumption of innocence affect the standard of proof. The 
presumption of innocence does not mean that if there is any reasonable 
doubt, the undertaking is presumed innocent: it means that ‘Any doubt in the 
mind of the Tribunal as to whether a point is established on the balance of 
probabilities must operate to the advantage of the undertaking alleged to 
have infringed the competition rules’.1934 

b. The evidence relied upon by the CMA 

i. Contemporaneous evidence 

6.43. Cinven submitted that the CMA had sought to ‘rebut the natural meaning of 
contemporaneous documentary evidence’.1935 

existence of the infringement in cases where it imposes heavy fines’. T-53/03 BPB v Commission [2008] ECR II-
1333, EU:T:2008:254, paragraph 64, citing cases C-49/92 P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni and C-204/00 
Aalborg Portland, EU:C:2004:6. 
1931 AH Willis and Sons Limited v OFT [2011] CAT 13, paragraphs 45-47, citing Re H (Minors) [1996] AC 563 at 
paragraph 586; Re D (Northern Ireland) [2008] 1 WLR 1499 at paragraph 28; and Re B [2009] 1 AC 11 at 
paragraph 13.
1932 Durkan Holdings Limited and Others v Office of Fair Trading [2011] CAT 6, paragraph 94, citing opinion of 
Lady Hale in In Re B [2008] 3 WLR 1. Compare Quarmby Construction v OFT [2011] CAT 11, paragraphs 73-86. 
1933 JJB Sports plc v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 17, paragraphs 197-204. The CAT also stated that: ‘In 
non-criminal proceedings facts are required to be proved on the balance of probability, that is to say that the court 
must be satisfied on the evidence, that the occurrence of the event is more likely than not. However, the principle 
is that the more serious the allegation, the stronger should be the evidence before the court concludes that the 
allegation is established on the balance of probabilities. Hence the civil standard provides for flexibility as to the 
cogency of the evidence required to satisfy the court of the facts’ (paragraph 188). Any ‘flexibility’ deriving from 
the seriousness of the allegation therefore relates to ‘the cogency of the evidence’ and not the standard of proof 
(see also paragraph 199). 
1934 Tesco Stores v Office of Fair Trading [2012] CAT 31, paragraph 88 (emphasis added). 
1935 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.35, 2.40 and 7.24. 
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6.44. As the CAT has recognised, when construing contemporaneous documents: 

‘The starting point will be that the author meant what they said and said 
what they meant. A document is not made in a vacuum, however, and 
should not be construed as if it had been; we have therefore read 
documents against the factual background known to the parties at the 
time.’1936 

6.45. The CMA has assessed the contemporaneous documents in context, giving 
each document ‘what appears to be its natural meaning’1937 against the 
factual background, as known to the parties at the time. 

ii. The written supply deals 

6.46. Waymade, Cinven and Auden/Actavis submitted that since the supply deals 
were documented in emails (in the case of 20mg) and written supply 
contracts (in the case of 10mg), the CMA could not legally look beyond those 
written terms to find Waymade and AMCo’s agreement not to enter 
independently.1938 

6.47. This is not an accurate statement of the law. As explained above, the CMA is 
entitled to, and does, rely on the body of evidence, viewed as a whole, to 
establish the terms of the Agreements. To take the written supply deals as 
the exhaustive terms of the agreements between the parties would be to 
assume that Auden/Actavis agreed to supply its potential competitors 
Waymade and AMCo on terms that meant it was paying each of them many 
thousands of pounds a month in exchange for nothing. 

iii. Interview evidence 

6.48. Cinven submitted that the CMA had placed inappropriate weight on ex post 
interview evidence and had used interview evidence to ‘displace the 
assessment of the contemporaneous documents and information.’1939 

6.49. The CMA does not accept Cinven’s representations, which in any event are 
inaccurate. The primary source of evidence that the CMA has relied upon in 
this case is contemporaneous documents. It has sought to highlight where 
interview evidence is corroborative of the contents of those documents. In 
particular, the interviews with the key individuals involved in negotiating and 

1936 Tesco v OFT [2012] CAT 31, paragraph 126. 
1937 Tesco v OFT [2012] CAT 31, paragraph 125. 
1938 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.5, 7.11 and 7.19. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, 
paragraph 2.29. Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 5.10. Compare Merck’s arguments, 
rejected by the European Court of Justice, in C-614/16 P Merck v Commission, paragraphs 73 and 89-90. 
1939 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 2.43. 
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implementing the Agreements (all of which were conducted under section 
26A of the Act) had common characteristics. While denying that Waymade 
or AMCo had agreed not to enter the market independently with their own 
hydrocortisone tablets: 

a. When asked what legitimate counter-performance Waymade and 
AMCo were providing in exchange for the payments from 
Auden/Actavis no interviewee was able to provide a credible 
explanation. 

b. All the key interviewees, for each party involved, agreed that the supply 
deals were entered into in order to preserve Auden/Actavis’s ‘CMO 
volumes’ (the volumes it ordered from its own CMO, Tiofarma) – a 
rationale that is equivalent to acknowledging that in exchange for the 
supply deals, Waymade and AMCo would not enter independently with 
their own hydrocortisone tablets, preserving Auden/Actavis’s monopoly 
position (see further paragraphs 6.915 to 6.920 below). 

6.50. Waymade submitted that the witness evidence gathered by the CMA was 
‘highly problematic’ and ‘heavily prejudiced by the process adopted by the 
CMA; which has been unfair to the extent that it taints the content of the 
witness evidence’.1940 

6.51. The CMA does not accept Waymade’s characterisation of the CMA’s 
interviews. 

6.52. The purpose of the CMA’s interviews was to seek a full and proper 
disclosure of facts relevant to the investigations. The CMA conducted its 
interviews in good faith and uninfluenced by any prejudice. That interviewers 
did not simply accept without question or challenge any statement or 
explanation an individual offered is not evidence of an unfair process.1941 

Where possible, when interviewees made statements that were not credible 
or were contradicted by evidence or the accounts of other interviewees or 
the face value reading of contemporaneous documents, interviewers pointed 
this out and challenged interviewees to explain this. 

6.53. Interviewees were interviewed in the presence of their legal advisers (unless 
they elected not to be) who were free to intervene if they felt questions were 

1940 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 2.55(e)-(f). See also paragraphs 10.2 and 10.7-10.41. 
1941 Compare Arab Monetary Fund v Hashim (1993) 6 Admin LR 348 at paragraph 356: an expression of 
scepticism is not in itself suggestive of bias. 
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objectionable. No party raised a complaint about the interview process with 
the Procedural Officer.1942 

iv. The parties' conduct and the relevance of plausible alternative 
explanations 

6.54. AMCo submitted that the CMA had found its agreement not to enter 
independently solely by inference from its conduct in continuing to deal with 
Auden/Actavis. That AMCo took supply from Auden/Actavis on favourable 
terms, it submitted, did not establish that it agreed to any plan Auden/Actavis 
might have had to keep it off the market.1943 Each of AMCo, Cinven and 
Auden/Actavis argued that they need only provide a plausible alternative 
explanation for the CMA’s case to fail.1944 

6.55. These are not accurate descriptions of the CMA’s findings or of the law as 
applied to them. 

6.56. The CMA’s findings on the Agreements are not established solely on an 
allegation that there can be no other plausible explanation for the parties’ 
conduct. The CMA’s findings are based on contemporaneous documentary 
evidence and corroborative interview evidence, which are sufficient to 
demonstrate that the Agreements as defined by the CMA were entered into 
by the parties and infringed the Chapter I prohibition.1945 

6.57. Moreover, that evidence shows that AMCo played an active role in 
negotiating and continuing the 10mg Agreement: it did not passively ‘take 
the deal’ from Auden/Actavis (as AMCo submitted)1946 but successfully used 
the threat that it would enter to increase payments to buy off that threat. 
AMCo’s conduct (for example, suspending its Aesica product development 
immediately after securing the Second Written Agreement: see paragraphs 
6.725 to 6.736 below) provides additional evidence that it understood the 
terms of the deal. The CMA is entitled to rely on that conduct in the global 
assessment of the evidence available to it and to draw conclusions from the 
fact that this conduct is fully consistent with the rest of that evidence.  

6.58. Where an authority’s case is based on positive evidence, it is incumbent on 
the parties to engage with that evidence and demonstrate why it does not 

1942 The CMA responded to specific concerns from Waymade and AMCo in relation to interviews in letters dated 
25 September 2020 and 11 September 2019, respectively.
1943 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.24, 5.42, 5.46, 5.93-5.94 and 5.105. Compare Document 
204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.136. 
1944 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.13-2.17. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 
2.37 and 2.40. See also Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 5.16.5.  
1945 Compare Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2012] CAT 5, paragraph 221. 
1946 See, for example, Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 5.105. 
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establish the infringement the authority has alleged. An alternative 
explanation for the facts found by the authority does not suffice1947 – indeed, 
where documentary evidence establishes an infringement, an alternative 
explanation is irrelevant.1948 Where the CMA puts forward positive evidence 
of an infringement, as it has done below, it is for the undertaking concerned 
to prove to the requisite legal standard, on the one hand, the existence of the 
circumstance relied on by it and, on the other, that that circumstance calls 
into question the probative value of the evidence relied on by the CMA.1949 

6.59. For the avoidance of doubt, the parties have not provided a plausible 
alternative explanation for the evidence relied on by the CMA, or a fortiori 
proven to the requisite legal standard the existence of a circumstance that 
calls into question the probative value of that evidence. 

C. Legal and economic context 

6.60. In order to determine whether an agreement reveals a sufficient degree of 
harm as to constitute a restriction of competition by object, regard must be 
had to the economic and legal context of which it forms a part. This includes: 

a. the nature of the goods affected; and 

b. the real conditions of the functioning and structure of the relevant 
market.1950 

6.61. The economic and legal context also includes whether the parties are actual 
or potential competitors at the time of entering into the agreement.1951 

I. Legal framework relevant to potential competition 

6.62. The examination of conditions of competition on a given market must be 
based not only on existing competition between undertakings already 
present in the relevant market, but also on potential competition, in order to 
ascertain whether, in the light of the structure of the market and the 
economic and legal context within which it functions, there are real concrete 
possibilities for the undertakings concerned to compete among themselves 

1947 T-305/94 Limburgse Vinyl v Commission, EU:T:1999:80, paragraphs 727-728: where an authority’s case ‘is 
based not on a mere finding of parallel market conduct but on documents which show that the practices were the 
result of concerted action … the burden is on the applicants not merely to submit an alleged alternative 
explanation for the facts found by the [authority] but to challenge the existence of those facts established on the 
basis of the documents produced by the [authority]’. 
1948 C-239/11 Siemens v Commission, EU:C:2013:866, paragraphs 220 and 224. 
1949 C-89/11 E.ON Energie v Commission, paragraph 76.  
1950 C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 53, citing C-32/11 
Allianz Hungaria v Commission, EU:C:2013:160, paragraph 36 and the case law cited. See also C-373/14 P 
Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 27. 
1951 See, for example, CMA decision in case CE-9531/11 Paroxetine, sections 5.C.vi and vii. 
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or for a new competitor to enter the relevant market and compete with 
established undertakings.1952 

6.63. In examining potential competition, the critical assessment is whether the 
potential entrant had ‘real concrete possibilities’ of entering the market:1953 

a. The assessment of this issue must be carried out having regard to ‘the 
structure of the market and the economic and legal context in which 
[the agreement] operates’.1954 The ‘perception of the established 
operator’, ie, whether it perceived the potential entrant as a competitive 
threat, is a factor that is relevant to the assessment of the existence of 
a competitive relationship between the incumbent and the potential 
entrant since ‘if the latter is perceived as a potential entrant to the 
market, it may, by reason merely that it exists, give rise to competitive 
pressure on the operator that is established in that market’.1955 

b. Against that background, the first key element to assess is whether the 
potential entrant had a ‘firm intention and an inherent ability’ to enter 
the market at the time at which the relevant agreement was concluded. 
A ‘firm intention and an inherent ability to enter the market’ is 
established where the potential entrant has taken ‘sufficient preparatory 
steps to enable it to enter the market concerned within such a period of 
time as to impose competitive pressure’ on the incumbent.1956 These 
preparatory steps ‘permit the conclusion that [an undertaking] has a 
firm intention and an inherent ability to enter the market’. 

c. The second key element to assess is whether there were any 
insurmountable barriers to market entry.1957 

d. Third, the finding that a potential entrant has a firm intention and an 
inherent ability to enter the market, if not called into question by the 

1952 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 99; as upheld by the ECJ in C-591/16 P 
Lundbeck v Commission ECLI :EU:C:2021:243 paragraphs 54-55; T-374/94 European Night Services and Others 
v Commission, EU:T:1998:198, paragraph 137; T-461/07 Visa Europe and Visa International v Commission 
EU:T:2011:181, paragraph 68; and T-360/09 E.ON Ruhrgas and E.ON v Commission, EU:T:2012:332, paragraph 
85. 
1953 C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 54. 
1954 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 39. 
1955 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 42. 
1956 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 43 and the CAT’s supplementary judgment in 
Generics (UK) and others v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraphs 11-12; C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:C:2021:241, paragraphs 56-57. 
1957 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 45; C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:C:2021:241, paragraphs 56-57. 
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existence of insurmountable barriers to market entry, can be ‘confirmed 
by additional factors’.1958 

6.64. When examining whether an undertaking was a potential competitor, the 
analysis should be conducted principally on contemporaneous evidence.1959 

However, although subsequent evidence ‘cannot be decisive’, it can be 
taken into account to the extent that it is ‘capable of clarifying those parties’ 
positions at the time, confirming or challenging their arguments in that 
respect as well as allowing a better understanding of the market 
concerned.’1960 Evidence relating to events subsequent to the conclusion of 
that agreement cannot be taken into consideration in order to assess and 
retrospectively to rebut the claim that the parties to that agreement were 
potential competitors at the time when it was concluded.1961 

a. Sufficient preparatory steps / firm intention and inherent ability to 
enter 

6.65. As stated above, in order to determine whether an undertaking is a potential 
competitor in the market, it must be determined whether there are ‘real and 
concrete possibilities [of that undertaking] joining that market and competing 
with [the incumbent]’.1962 

6.66. In assessing this issue, it is necessary first to determine whether, at the time 
the agreement was concluded, the undertaking had taken ‘sufficient 
preparatory steps to enable it to enter the market concerned within such a 
period of time as would impose competitive pressure [on the incumbent]’ 
such as to permit the conclusion that the potential entrant in fact had a firm 
intention and an inherent ability to enter the market.1963 

6.67. In the pharmaceutical industry, taking into account any regulatory constraints 
or applicable intellectual property rights, these ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ 
may include the measures taken by the undertaking to put itself in a position 
to have, within that period, the required administrative authorisations for the 
marketing of the relevant drug, and an adequate stock of that medicine 
either through its own production or through supply contracts with third 

1958 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 54 and the CAT’s supplementary judgment in 
Generics (UK) and others v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 14; C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 74 as confirmed by the Court of Justice in C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 57. 
1959 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 138, citing – by analogy – T-540/08 Esso and 
Others v Commission EU:T:2014:630, paragraph 75. 
1960 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 141, as confirmed by the Court of Justice in C-
591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 67. 
1961 C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 68. 
1962 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 36. 
1963 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraphs 43-44. 
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parties (eg CMOs). Such measures evidence a ‘firm intention and an 
inherent ability’ to enter the market.1964 

6.68. For example, in Lundbeck, the General Court stated that a potential entrant 
requires only ‘real concrete possibilities and the capacity to enter the market’ 
which ‘is certainly the case when those undertakings had made significant 
investments in order to enter the market and when they had already 
obtained MAs or had taken the necessary steps to obtain them within a 
reasonable period.’1965 

6.69. The CAT has held that an undertaking which holds a MA and ‘with a 
declared intention of entering the market in the near future’ should be 
regarded as a potential competitor.1966 

6.70. Further, an undertaking can be a potential competitor before it has even 
obtained a MA. The General Court explained that ‘potential competition 
includes inter alia the activities of generic undertakings seeking to obtain the 
necessary MAs, as well as all the administrative and commercial steps 
required in order to prepare for entry to the market…’.1967 

6.71. Specifically, in Lundbeck, Merck and Ranbaxy were considered potential 
competitors even though Merck did not hold an MA in every relevant market, 
and Ranbaxy did not hold an MA at all. In such circumstances, ‘the path to 
obtaining such an MA, when it is taken by an undertaking which has for a 
long time been seriously preparing its market entry, constitutes potential 
competition, even though it may in fact take longer than envisaged by the 
interested parties.’1968 Potential competition is likely to be exerted throughout 
the MA application process unless the applicant encounters ‘objectively 
insurmountable difficulties’.1969, 1970 

6.72. Similarly, and contrary to a representation made by Cinven,1971 an 
undertaking can be a potential competitor before it has obtained stock. For 

1964 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraphs 43-44. 
1965 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 131. See also paragraph 157, which shows 
that the Commission also took into account the strength of the incumbent’s process patents, the fact that one 
generic undertaking had actually entered, and the significant amounts the incumbent paid to the generic 
undertakings to keep them out of the market. 
1966 Lexon (UK) Limited v Competition and Markets Authority [2021] CAT 5, paragraph 234. 
1967 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraph 158, citing T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 171 and180, as upheld by the Court of Justice in C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 83. 
1968 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraphs 178 to 80, 230, 293, 299, 314 and 320, as 
upheld by the Court of Justice in C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 84. 
1969 T-679/14 Teva v Commission, EU:T:2018:919, paragraph 149. 
1970 The fact that a potential entrant holds an MA is not a sufficient condition for the existence of potential 
competition (cf. Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, paragraph 7.13); it is plainly, however, highly relevant 
evidence to the question of whether there are real and concrete possibilities of entering the market, and the CMA 
has treated it accordingly in its analysis of potential competition below. 
1971 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 6.3(d) and 6.48(a). 
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example, in Lundbeck, Ranbaxy was found to be a potential competitor to 
Lundbeck without having either stock available to sell at the time of the 
agreement nor an MA, but the possibility to obtain the MA within a short 
period of time.1972 The General Court found that: it must be stated that the 
steps necessary for obtaining MAs and preparing for market entry constitute 
potential competition, when they are carried out by generic undertakings 
which have made significant investments in terms of human and economic 
resources in order to launch their generic medicinal product.1973 The fact that 
Ranbaxy also had begun to develop a process to produce the generic 
product and had the ability to sell its API to a customer who could then enter 
the market and who may have needed to vary its MA to do so was an 
expression of potential competition, upheld by the Court of Justice.1974 

6.73. The position of a potential competitor also cannot depend on whether the 
potential entry would certainly have taken place or proved to be successful, 
only whether the potential entrant ‘had real concrete possibilities in that 
respect. To assert the contrary would amount to denying any distinction 
between actual and potential competition.’1975 Contrary to a representation 
made by Cinven, there is ‘no requirement’ to demonstrate ‘with certainty’ that 
the undertaking ‘will in fact enter the market concerned, and, a fortiori, that it 
will be capable, thereafter, of retaining its place there.’1976 

6.74. Further, potential entry by a product which is less commercially attractive 
than the incumbent’s product again does not mean that a potential entrant 
does not have real concrete possibilities to enter the market and compete 
with the incumbent.1977 

6.75. An assessment of whether a potential entrant had ‘real concrete possibilities’ 
of entering the market to compete with the incumbent and a ‘firm intention 

1972 The Court of Justice in Paroxetine recognised this as well, stating that ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to enter 
the market within a short period of time as would impose competitive pressure on the incumbent included the 
measures taken by the generic manufacturer ‘to put itself in a position to have, within that period, the required 
administrative authorisations for the marketing of a generic version of the medicine concerned and an adequate 
stock of that generic medicine either through its own production or through supply contracts concluded with third 
parties.’ See C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA EU:C:2020:52, paragraphs 43 and 44. See also C-
591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 86. 
1973 Case T-460/13, Sun Pharmaceuticals and Ranbaxy v Commission EU:T:2016:453, paragraph 77.  
1974 Judgment of the General Court in Case T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraphs 308-
310, upheld by the Court of Justice in C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraphs 88-89 
and in Case C-586/16 P Sun Pharmaceuticals and Ranbaxy v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 44: ‘Sun 
Pharmaceutical had, at the time when the agreement at issue was concluded, real and concrete possibilities of 
entering the market with its API within a sufficiently short period of time for it to be characterised as a potential 
competitor of Lundbeck and did not meet any insurmountable barrier to entry.’ 
1975 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 159 as upheld by the Court of Justice in C-
591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 63; T-679/14 Teva v Commission, EU:T:2018:919, 
paragraph 91.
1976 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA EU:C:2020:52, paragraph 38; see also C-591/16P Lundbeck v 
Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 63. 
1977 T-679/14 Teva v Commission, EU:T:2018:919, paragraphs 155 to 157. 
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and an inherent ability’ to do so also includes an examination of the 
timeframe for potential entry, ie whether entry was possible ‘within such a 
period of time as would impose competitive pressure’1978 on the incumbent 
‘on the basis of costs which would have been economically viable’.1979 

6.76. With respect to the timeframe within which potential entry could take place, it 
is only required to be capable of taking place ‘with sufficient speed to form a 
constraint on market participants’,1980 in ‘such a period of time as would 
impose competitive pressure’,1981 ‘without fixing a specific limit in that 
respect.’1982 A potential competitor does not have to have ‘a readily 
marketable product as long as the company is able to enter within a “short 
period of time”’.1983 

6.77. The European Commission’s Guidelines on Horizontal Cooperation 
Agreements explain that a potential competitor is able to enter the market 
‘within a short period of time’. In the case of a potential competitor that is a 
party to the agreement concerned, the Guidelines explain that the 
Commission would normally consider a longer period of time to be a ‘short 
period of time’ than in a case where the potential competitor is a third 
party.1984 The Guidelines also state that both the R&D and Specialisation 

1978 C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 57. See also T-472/13 Lundbeck v 
Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 203 and C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 43. 
1979 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 104. 
1980 T 461/07 Visa Europe and Visa International Service v Commission EU:T:2011:181, paragraph 189. 
1981 C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 57. 
1982 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraph 155, citing T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 131. 
1983 Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl, paragraph 226. 
1984 In Visa v Commission (referred to by the CAT in Paroxetine), the General Court had referred to the previous 
set of Guidelines (in force at the time) as follows: ‘the Commission refers to a period of one year while stating that 
‘in individual cases longer time periods can be taken into account’ and the ‘[t]he time period needed by 
companies already active in the market to adjust their capacities can be used as a yardstick to determine this 
period.’ (see GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraphs 92 to 93, citing Case T-461/07 Visa Europe and 
Visa International v Commission EU:T:2011:181, paragraph 171). Auden/Actavis submitted that because Auden 
could reduce its capacity with its CMO (Tiofarma) in six months, the CMA should take six months as the 
‘yardstick’ to determine whether the other parties to the relevant agreements were able to enter within a 
sufficiently short period of time to constitute potential competitors to Auden. The CMA does not accept this 
representation. The previous Guidelines refer to one year normally being a ‘sufficiently short’ period for these 
purposes, but add that in individual cases the period may be longer, and that the ability of existing market 
participants to adjust their capacities may be used as a ‘yardstick’. Nothing in the Guidelines, or the relevant case 
law, supports the proposition that a period of significantly shorter than one year may be considered to be 
‘sufficiently short’ for these purposes, as Auden/Actavis claims. Nor do the Guidelines or the case law support the 
suggestion that the time it would take for an existing market participant to reduce its capacity is a relevant 
‘yardstick’, as Auden/Actavis suggests: as the previous version of the Guidelines make clear, the relevant 
‘yardstick’ when considering potential competition is the length of time it would take an existing market participant 
to increase its capacity. In any event, the specific six-month period to which Auden/Actavis refers is simply a 
contractual term in its contract with Tiofarma. It cannot in itself be indicative of how long it may take a different 
undertaking to enter the market. Finally, the current version of the Guidelines does not refer to the ‘yardstick’ 
approach at all and refers to much longer periods than one year being appropriate where the question to be 
determined is whether a party to an agreement is a potential competitor to the other party to that agreement. The 
CMA therefore rejects Auden/Actavis’ ‘six-month’ approach (see Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, 
paragraphs 7.8-7.12). 
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Block Exemption Regulations ‘consider a period of not more than three years 
a ‘short period of time’.’1985 

6.78. Indeed, the General Court has also recognised that the timeframe over 
which competitive pressure may be exercised by a potential entrant may be 
longer, but this will depend on the company’s objective ability to enter the 
market, even if it encounters delays in entering the market. Specifically, ‘[t]he 
mere fact it takes longer than planned to enter the market does not mean 
that such entry will not take place, particularly since…the cost and time 
necessary for entering a new product market may be considerable’.1986 

6.79. Finally, it is not necessary to prove that the potential entrant would have 
entered the market before the expiry of an agreement in order to establish 
the existence of potential competition.1987 

b. Insurmountable barriers to entry 

6.80. Where specific market characteristics exist that may have an impact on 
potential entry, it is necessary to assess whether those characteristics form 
an ‘insurmountable barrier’ to the potential entrant which ‘rule out’ any 
potential competition.1988 

6.81. It is relevant, in this context, to assess whether there are any ‘significant 
regulatory hurdles’ preventing a potential competitor from launching its 
product.1989 

c. Additional factors 

6.82. As noted above, a finding that a potential entrant has a firm intention and an 
inherent ability to enter the market, if not called into question by the 
existence of insurmountable barriers to market entry, can be ‘confirmed by 
additional factors’. 1990 In that regard, the ‘conclusion of an agreement 

1985 Guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to 
horizontal co-operation agreements, paragraph 10 and footnote 3 to that paragraph, which was in force at the 
time of the Agreements. The CMA has had regard to these Guidelines on the basis of section 60A(3) of the Act.  
1986 T-114/02 BaByliss SA v Commission EU:T:2003:100, paragraph 102. The Court also stated that ‘[t]he fact … 
that the applicant's actual entry … was deferred several times, by comparison with its announcements, is not a 
sufficient reason for concluding that BaByliss cannot be regarded as a potential competitor’. 
1987 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 163. 
1988 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 124, citing T-519/09 Toshiba v Commission 
EU:T:2014:263, paragraph 230. See also C-373/14 P Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 31: 
‘…since Article 101 TFEU also concerns potential competition, the Gentlemen’s Agreement was capable of 
restricting competition, unless insurmountable barriers to entry to the European market existed that ruled out any 
potential competition from Japanese producers’. See also T-112/07 Hitachi and Others v Commission 
EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 230. The requirement to consider the existence of any insurmountable barriers to 
entry was confirmed in C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 54. 
1989 Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl, paragraph 232. 
1990 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 54; C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 74. 
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between a number of undertakings, operating at the same level in the 
production chain, constitutes a strong indication that a competitive 
relationship existed between those undertakings’ (emphasis added)1991. This 
additionally provides a strong indication that the market in question is ‘not 
impenetrable’1992 and that the incumbent ‘perceived those undertakings as a 
potential threat at the time the agreements at issue were concluded’.1993 

6.83. A further such indication is the intention, made known and acted upon by the 
incumbent, to make ‘transfers of value to a manufacturer of generic 
medicines in exchange for the postponement of the latter’s market entry’. 
‘[T]he greater the transfer of value, the stronger the indication.’ 1994 Such 
transfers of value provide an indication of the incumbent’s perception of the 
commercial threat that a potential entrant poses and therefore of a 
competitive relationship between them (even in a situation where there is a 
claim to a patent infringement). 

6.84. As noted above, the CMA may ‘rely inter alia on the perception of the 
undertaking present on the market in order to assess whether other 
undertakings are potential competitors.’1995 A potential competitor may exert 
competitive pressure on the incumbent by its existence alone, ‘a pressure 
represented by the likelihood that a new competitor will enter the market if 
the market becomes more attractive.’1996 

6.85. This is relevant to assessing the existence of a competitive relationship 
between an incumbent and an undertaking not on the market at that time as 
‘if the latter is perceived as a potential entrant to the market, it may, by 
reason merely that it exists, give rise to competitive pressure on the operator 
that is established in that market.’1997 

6.86. For instance, in Lundbeck itself, the fact that an incumbent transferred value 
under an agreement demonstrated that Lundbeck perceived the recipient as 

1991 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 55, citing, by analogy, C-373/14 P Toshiba 
Corporation v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraphs 33 and 34. See also C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 78. 
1992 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 103, citing T-112/07 Hitachi and Others v 
Commission EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 226; and T-519/09 Toshiba v Commission EU:T:2014:263, paragraph 
231, confirmed by the Court of Justice in C-373/14 P Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraphs 30 to 35. 
1993 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 181, citing T-519/09 Toshiba v Commission 
EU:T:2014:263, paragraph 231. 
1994 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 56. 
1995 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 104. See also T-360/09 E.ON Ruhrgas and 
E.ON v Commission EU:T:2012:332, paragraph 106, which adds, consistent with the case law quoted above, that 
‘the purely theoretical possibility of market entry is not sufficient to establish the existence of potential 
competition’. 
1996 T-461/07 Visa Europe and Visa International Service v Commission EU:T:2011:181, paragraph 169; and T-
472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 102. 
1997 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 42; see also C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission 
EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 76. 
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a potential competitor. This was particularly so given that the incumbent 
occupied a more informed position in the market and ‘it would be surprising if 
an undertaking as experienced as Lundbeck would have decided to pay 
several million euros to the generic undertakings in exchange for their 
commitment not to enter the market during a certain period if the possibility 
that those generic undertakings could enter the market was purely 
theoretical.’1998 

i. Relevance of the patent context in the ‘pay-for-delay’ case law 

6.87. Auden/Actavis, Cinven and AMCo have submitted that the legal framework 
for assessing potential competition referred to above is inappropriate as it 
derives from the case law on ‘pay-for-delay’ agreements in the context of 
patents.1999 The CMA disagrees. The case law on potential competition 
applied by the CMA in this case and also applied in the ‘pay-for-delay’ case 
law derives from earlier judgments in which patents did not feature. These 
cases established the key areas to be determined for a relationship of 
potential competition, ie, ‘in the light of the structure of the market and the 
economic and legal context within which it functions, [whether] there are real 
concrete possibilities for the undertakings concerned to compete amongst 
themselves or for a new competitor to enter the relevant market and 
compete with established undertakings’.2000 The cases this proposition is 
based on are clearly not restricted to a patent context. 

6.88. This is apparent from the European Commission’s own application of the 
same legal framework in Lundbeck and Servier (cases involving a patent) 
and in Fentanyl (which did not involve a patent). Similarly, the CMA applied 
the same legal framework in Paroxetine (which involved a patent)2001 and in 
Nortryptiline (information exchange) (which did not involve a patent). Both 
decisions were upheld by the CAT. In particular, in Nortriptyline the product 
had a ‘homogenous commodity’ nature and the CAT upheld the CMA’s 

1998 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 161 
1999 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 6.17 to 6.36 and 7.58 to 7.59; Document 204967, 
Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 6.48, 7.101 to 7.112
2000 For example, the General Court in case T-461/07, Visa Europe Ltd and Visa International Service v 
Commission, paragraph 68, citing the General Court in cases T-374/94, T-375/94, T-384/94 and T-388/94, 
European Night Services and Others v Commission, paragraph 137. Both cases were cited in the General 
Court’s judgment in case T-360/09, E.ON Ruhrgas and E.ON AG v Commission, paragraph 85, along with Case 
C-234/89 Delimitis, paragraph 21. These cases are wholly outside the pharmaceutical patent context: beer 
supply agreements, payment card systems, international rail passenger services and the markets for natural gas. 
2001 See the CMA’s decision in Paroxetine (Case CE-9531/11) paragraphs 6.14 to 6.17, the findings of which on 
potential competition were upheld by the CAT in Generics (UK) Limited and others v CMA [2021] CAT 9, 
paragraphs 8 to 32. 
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conclusions on the economic and legal context in which the infringement 
occurred.2002 

6.89. Cinven and AMCo also submitted that the existence of the orphan 
designation distinguishes the present case as it affected the conditions of 
competition,2003 and meant that there was no option of entry ‘at risk’, which 
distinguishes the present case from the patent context. The relevance of the 
orphan designation is considered in detail at sections 3.D.III, 3.E.III, 3.E.IV, 
Annex D, and paragraphs 6.297 to 6.298 below. For present purposes, it is 
sufficient to note that the fact that the alleged barrier to entry in the present 
case (the orphan designation) is different from the barrier to entry that often 
arises in the patent context (the risk that an entrant will be found to have 
infringed the patent concerned) does not mean that the pay-for-delay case 
law is somehow irrelevant. 

6.90. In addition, the CMA has carried out detailed analysis of the impact of the 
orphan designation on the competitive process with respect to 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, which demonstrates that skinny label tablets do 
compete with full label tablets. See also the CMA’s assessment of the drug 
lifecycle (at section 3.B of this Decision) and its assessment of competition in 
generic markets. 

II. The legal and economic context to the Agreements 

6.91. In this section, the CMA summarises the economic and legal context to the 
Agreements, including: 

a. the nature of the goods affected; and 

b. the real conditions of the functioning and structure of the market(s) for 
the supply of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK, including: 

i. the market conditions prior to Waymade, AMCo and Auden 
entering into the Agreements; and 

ii. Waymade’s and AMCo’s positions as potential competitors to 
Auden. 

6.92. This section should be read in conjunction with section 3.B above. 

2002 See the CMA’s decision in Nortriptyline Tablets: Information Exchange, 4 March 2020, paragraphs 5.17 – 
5.23, and 5.34 – 5.40 on the assessment of potential competition. The CAT upheld the CMA’s findings that Alissa 
was a potential competitor to Lexon and King as Alissa held an MA and had a ‘declared intention of entering the 
market in the near future’, see Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2021] CAT 5, paragraphs 199-201, 234.  
2003 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 6.40-6.46; Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, 6.53-6.56. 
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6.93. In summary, as explained below, the economic and legal context at the time 
the parties entered into the Agreements was that: 

a. Hydrocortisone tablets are a very old drug. They were long off-patent 
and were in the third stage of the drug lifecycle. 

b. They were unbranded generics (as a result of Auden’s action in de-
branding them): as such, price would have been the key driver of any 
competition that might materialise (see paragraphs 6.94 to 6.106 
below); 

c. The market was highly concentrated: Auden was the sole supplier (see 
paragraph 6.99 below); 

d. Auden had exploited that position to increase prices very significantly 
(see section 3.F.I (Facts relevant to the Unfair Pricing Abuses) above); 

e. Auden’s high prices meant that it was attractive for other generic 
manufacturers to develop their own hydrocortisone tablets to enter the 
market. These competing tablets were homogenous (bioequivalent) 
with Auden’s (see section 3.D above). 

f. Waymade and AMCo were the first two generics to develop their own 
hydrocortisone tablets. Both were potential competitors to Auden. The 
potential for entry represented a competitive threat to Auden’s 
monopoly position and created scope for volume loss and price falls, 
including (in the case of 10mg tablets) through off-label dispensing (see 
paragraphs 6.107 to 6.113 and sections 6.C.II.b.ii, iii and iv below);2004 

but 

g. Each of the parties stood to gain if competition was avoided. Price falls 
would be avoided and prices would remain high or increasing, with 
them sharing what continued to be monopoly profits (see paragraphs 
6.114 to 6.115 below).2005 

a. The nature of the goods affected 

6.94. Hydrocortisone tablets are a very old drug. They were first sold in the UK in 
1955. Auden acquired the MAs from their originator, MSD, 53 years later in 
April 2008. By that point any patents relating to hydrocortisone tablets had 
long since expired. MSD was selling the drugs for less than £1 per pack.  

2004 Compare Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2021] CAT 5, paragraphs 69 and 244. 
2005 Compare Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2021] CAT 5, paragraphs 200 and 83. 
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6.95. Auden immediately de-branded the drug: it discontinued the Hydrocortone 
brand and launched its own generic versions. 

6.96. As explained in section 3.B (The Drug Lifecycle) above, during the third 
stage of the drug lifecycle, when exclusivity is lost and generic competition is 
possible, the price of even essential drugs is expected to fall. Hydrocortisone 
tablets were in this stage of the lifecycle throughout the period covered by 
this Decision. With unbranded generic drugs the main parameter of 
competition is price. 

6.97. As explained in section 3.E.III above, prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets 
are ‘open’, meaning they do not specify a particular manufacturer or supplier. 
Auden’s decision to de-brand removed the last potential blockage to generic 
competition. 

6.98. As a result of Auden’s own actions, hydrocortisone tablets are therefore 
essentially homogeneous, fungible commodities. Any generic supplier with 
the necessary resources and know how could develop its own 
hydrocortisone tablets and enter the market and expect to win market share 
provided they were competitively priced (in the absence of action by the 
incumbent, Auden, to prevent this). 

b. The real conditions of the functioning and structure of the market(s) 

i. The market conditions prior to Waymade, AMCo and Auden 
entering into the Agreements 

6.99. At the time the parties entered into each of the Agreements, Auden was the 
sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. Auden had exploited that 
position to impose significant price increases for hydrocortisone tablets. 
From its initial entry in April 2008 until the points that it entered into the 
Agreements: 

a. Auden increased its price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets by 533%, 
from £5.14 a pack in April 2008 to £32.56 a pack in July 2011, when 
the 20mg Agreement began. 

b. Auden increased its price for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets by 595%, 
from £4.53 a pack in April 2008 to £31.55 a pack in October 2012, 
when the 10mg Agreement began. 

6.100. Overall demand for hydrocortisone tablets was finite: while the number of 
prescriptions issued each year varied, the total volume of demand for the 
product was limited by the number of prescriptions. As explained in section 
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3.C above, 98% of prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets are repeat 
prescriptions, creating a stable core customer base. Prescriptions were open 
(specifying only ‘hydrocortisone tablets’ and a strength), so that dispensers 
were free to switch between suppliers if competition emerged. 

6.101. As [Auden Senior Employee 2] of Auden explained: 

‘I suppose there’s a finite number of prescriptions there, so if 
[Waymade] had their own manufacture and brought product into the 
market we would then naturally reduce our volumes.’2006 

6.102. [Actavis Senior Employee 2] of Actavis explained: ‘there’s a finite bucket, the 
market is a finite size’.2007 

6.103. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] of Waymade also noted: ‘They [Auden] make 
a certain amount for a finite market and when there is a second player in it, 
his [[Auden Senior Employee 1]’s] sales would be diminished.’2008 

6.104. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] of Waymade explained: ‘obviously there was 
little or no competition to keep the price down and therefore the price was 
drifting up and that becomes…, irrespective of the fact that the number of 
prescriptions written for hydrocortisone tablets would be relatively limited, the 
fact that there was a high selling price would make it an attractive 
proposition.’2009 

6.105. AMCo also noted in relation to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets: ‘market 
volumes steady for more than 2 years’; 2010 ‘Very stable and slowly growing 
(circa 2% yr on yr) IMS market’.2011 

6.106. If competitors entered the market, the main parameter of competition would 
be price. In order to win a share of the finite total market, entrants would 
expect to undercut the price of the incumbent, Auden. 

6.107. Independent entry to the market would therefore be expected to result in 
erosion of Auden’s sales volumes and/or prices. As [Waymade Senior 

2006 Document 00717, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 21 September 2016, part 2, page 
4, lines 14 to 16. 
2007 Document 203351, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 2] interview dated 20 July 2019, page 51, line 13. 
2008 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 34, lines 
19 to 20. 
2009 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 
17, lines 20 to 25. 
2010 Document 200153, AMCo Commercial Session report August 2015, slide 5. 
2011 Document 200034, AMCo ‘Run rate analysis’ August 2015, slide 5. 
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Employee 1] of Waymade noted, ‘when we came to the market, they could 
have actually lost a lot of the market share to us.’2012 

6.108. [Waymade Employee] of Waymade explained: 

‘we would track pricing up to launch and then, obviously expect that 
post-launch, the price would drop … depending on how many 
competitors there are, you would expect them to obviously keep their 
share of the market by obviously having to drop the price to be more 
competitive’.2013 

6.109. The orphan designation granted to Plenadren, which affected the market 
from November 2011 onwards, did not change any of these essential facts. 

6.110. As explained in section 3.D.III above, the effect of the centralised European 
MA granted to Plenadren on 3 November 2011 was that – because of the 
orphan designation already granted to Plenadren – for 10 years after that 
date any MA for hydrocortisone tablets approved by the MHRA could not 
include the indication ‘adrenal insufficiency in adults’. MAs without this full 
indication are known as ‘skinny label’ (as opposed to ‘full label’). 

6.111. The orphan designation is not relevant to the nature of hydrocortisone 
tablets. All forms of hydrocortisone tablets are bioequivalent (see section 
3.D.I above). The orphan designation is relevant only to the labelling and 
marketing of the product and resulting demand. The orphan designation is 
also not relevant to the 20mg Agreement: Plenadren’s MA, which triggered 
the 10-year exclusivity period, was not granted until after the 20mg 
Agreement was concluded (and in any event both Auden and Waymade 
benefited). 

6.112. The orphan designation is relevant to the 10mg Agreement in that it meant 
Waymade – and AMCo, which acquired Waymade’s 10mg development on 
31 October 2012 – could only obtain a skinny label 10mg MA. However, as 
explained in section 3.E.IV.a above and Annex D to this Decision, each of 
the undertakings involved in the Agreements (Auden/Actavis, Waymade and 
AMCo) anticipated that there would be demand for skinny label 
hydrocortisone tablets throughout the period prior to their launch in October 
2015 and appreciated the possibility of off-label dispensing:  

2012 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
15 to 16. 
2013 Document 302405, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 23 November 2018, page 39, lines 21 
to 26. 
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a. Waymade and AMCo predicted that their skinny label 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets could win between 10,000 packs and 18,000 
packs per month from Auden, equating to a volume market share 
between 13% and 24%. 

b. Auden was particularly concerned about the threat AMCo’s entry posed 
to its position as sole supplier, going so far as to launch Project 
Guardian in a bid to discourage off-label dispensing specifically of 
AMCo’s 10mg tablets (see section 3.F.III.h above). However, as 
explained in section 3.E.III.c above, off-label dispensing of 
hydrocortisone tablets did not raise any concerns with pharmaceutical 
regulators. For example, in a letter dated 20 May 2014, [Chief 
Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] (the Chief Pharmaceutical 
Officer of NHS England) informed [Auden Senior Employee 1] that 
there were 'no material differences' between skinny and full label 
tablets and that there were no 'risks to patient safety' from off label 
supply. Consequently, [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] 
explained that he saw no reason to correspond with senior pharmacists 
to discourage off-label supply for adult adrenal insufficiency (as Auden 
had requested).2014 This view was shared by the MHRA, which advised 
[Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] and assisted him in 
responding to Auden's correspondence.2015 Actavis subsequently 
‘modeled [sic] competitors entering in 2015 without indication for 
adrenal insufficiency and being launched and dispensed off label’ and 
found that this would result in ‘share erosion of 60% and price erosion 
of 90% over 3 yrs’.2016 

6.113. There was therefore no doubt that there would be demand for skinny label 
tablets once they were launched – as the number of suppliers that sought to 
enter with skinny label tablets attests – even if the extent of such potential 
demand was uncertain. 

6.114. If independent entry could be avoided, however, Auden could expect to 
maintain its position as sole supplier – to maintain its 100% volume market 
share – and its ability to charge high prices. 

6.115. Auden therefore had a reason to prevent or delay independent entry into the 
market. It could do so by ‘buying off’ its potential competitors. Its potential 

2014 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to [Auden Senior Employee 
1], [Auden Senior Employee 4] and [Auden’s External Consultant], dated 20 May 2014. 
2015 Document 206640, note of call between the CMA and the MHRA on 31 March 2021, paragraph 2.1 and 
Document 206557, note of call between the CMA and NHS England and NHS Improvement on 22 March 2021, 
paragraph 2.1.
2016 Document 00706, slide deck titled ‘Project Apple: Auden Mckenzie (UK)’ dated January 2015. 
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competitors also had a reason to agree to this: by allowing Auden to remain 
the sole supplier and avoid price competition, they could share in the 
monopoly profits Auden was making while avoiding the uncertainties and 
diminishing prices inherent in competition from independent entry. Both 
parties could continue sharing increasing monopoly profits for as long as 
Auden remained the sole supplier. 

6.116. Any arrangements that aimed to frustrate the process of merits-based 
competition in this way, and thus the benefits for patients and the NHS that 
flow from it, should be subject to particular scrutiny. 

6.117. It is fundamental to fair and merits-based competition that undertakings must 
determine their commercial conduct independently. It is for this reason that 
competition law prohibits any form of coordination which deliberately 
substitutes practical cooperation for the risks of competition.2017 

6.118. In principle, therefore, undertakings should not engage in regular or detailed 
discussions with potential competitors – especially where a potential 
competitor is at or near the point of launching its own product. Such a 
context means that undertakings should be especially cautious about 
engaging in this type of contact. 

6.119. However, as explained below: 

a. Waymade approached Auden in early 2011 to negotiate a supply deal 
for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, with the aim of coming to an 
agreement at the time when it would be ready to launch its own 
product. 

b. AMCo negotiated a renewed supply arrangement for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets with Auden at a time when it anticipated its own 
10mg tablets were ready to launch. 

6.120. As the European General Court explained in Lundbeck (cited with approval 
by the CAT in Paroxetine): 

‘If it were possible, without infringing competition law, to pay 
undertakings taking the necessary steps to prepare for the launch of a 
generic medicinal product, including obtaining an MA, and which have 
made significant investments to that end, to cease or merely slow that 
progress, effective competition would never take place, or would suffer 

2017 C-209/07 BIDS, EU:C:2008:643, paragraphs 32 to 34. See also C-307/18 GSK v Commission, paragraph 83. 
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significant delays, at the expense of consumers, that is to say, in the 
present case, patients or national health insurance schemes.’2018 

6.121. The European Court of Justice has further held that in the UK: 

‘the medicines sector is particularly sensitive to a delay in the market 
entry of the generic version of an originator medicine. Such a delay 
leads to the maintenance on the market of the medicine concerned of a 
monopoly price, which is very appreciably higher than the price at 
which generic versions of that medicine would be sold following their 
market entry and which has considerable financial consequences, if not 
for the final consumer, at least for social security authorities’2019 

6.122. Those observations were made in the context of generic entry following the 
expiry of an originator’s patent. As explained above, that was not the context 
to the Agreements: there was no patent and Auden was not an originator. 
These statements therefore apply a fortiori.2020 

6.123. At the time of entering into each of the Agreements, Waymade and AMCo 
were each taking the necessary steps to prepare for the launch of generic 
hydrocortisone tablets, including obtaining an MA, and had made significant 
investments to that end. Each of Waymade and AMCo was a potential 
competitor of Auden. 

ii. Waymade was a potential competitor to Auden when it entered into the 
20mg Agreement 

6.124. For the reasons set out below, the CMA concludes that Waymade was a 
potential competitor to Auden at the time it entered into the 20mg Agreement 
in July 2011: 

a. Waymade had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to show its ‘firm 
intention and inherent ability’ to enter the market independently 
(paragraphs 6.125 to 6.213); 

b. there were no insurmountable barriers to Waymade’s entry (paragraphs 
6.214 to 6.216); 

2018 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 171; GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), 
paragraph 158. 
2019 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA EU:C:2020:52, paragraph 70. 
2020 Compare Lexon (UK) v CMA [2021] CAT 5, which also involved a purely generic market, at paragraph 244: 
‘in this market context, reducing strategic uncertainty and coordination on matters such as volumes and market 
entry, as well as prices in some instances, could reasonably be expected to have an effect on price levels 
applying in the market’ (emphasis added). 
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c. the existence of the 20mg Agreement between Auden and Waymade 
itself and the value transfer are a strong indication that a competitive 
relationship existed (paragraphs 6.217 to 6.218); and 

d. Auden perceived Waymade to be a competitive threat (paragraphs 
6.219 to 6.226). 

Waymade had taken sufficient preparatory steps to show its firm intention and 
inherent ability to enter the market independently 

6.125. The CMA concludes that Waymade had real concrete possibilities of 
entering the market and had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to show a 
‘firm intention and an inherent ability’ to do so at the time it entered into the 
20mg Agreement with Auden in July 2011.2021 

6.126. This is because, by July 2011, Waymade held a 20mg MA and had saleable 
stock from the Third Batch in its possession, meaning it was in a position 
where it could have entered the market and competed with Auden: there was 
nothing standing in its way from becoming an actual competitor (other than 
the negotiations with Auden which resulted in the 20mg Agreement), and this 
exerted a competitive threat on Auden as the undertaking already present on 
the market. As explained below, this finding is not undermined by the fact 
that Waymade had decided it would need to reformulate its product to 
achieve ongoing market presence after it had exhausted its stock from the 
Third Batch (because the Fourth Batch had failed a dissolution test). 
Waymade could have entered with the Third Batch and reformulated without 
its supply to the market being interrupted. Even if Waymade could not have 
entered with the Third Batch (which the CMA does not accept), entry after 
reformulation remained possible in the short term.  

6.127. In the sub-sections below, the CMA explains its findings in more detail: 

a. Waymade had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to prepare for 
independent entry; 

b. Entry was possible in the short term; and 

c. Entry was economically viable. 

Waymade had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to prepare for entry 

6.128. At the time Waymade entered into the 20mg Agreement, it had taken 
sufficient preparatory steps to enter the market independently with its own 

2021  See section 6.C.I.a above. 
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20mg hydrocortisone tablets: it was able to enter with the Third Batch and 
although it decided it needed to reformulate the product and submit it for re-
testing before producing future batches beyond the Third Batch, it already 
had experience with reformulation and considered the process to be straight-
forward. 

6.129. Waymade targeted developing and launching its own 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablet product as early as September 2008. For example, on 2 September 
2008, [Waymade Senior Employee 1] emailed [Waymade Senior Employee 
3] to inform him that he [Waymade Senior Employee 1] had a firm intention 
to launch a 20mg tablet: 

‘hydrocortisone tabs 20mg we have a license and I want to launch. the 
brand by MSD has been discontinued.’2022 

6.130. In October/November 2008, Waymade started discussions with Aesica and 
began developing its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablet.2023 Waymade 
subsequently made significant investments to develop its 20mg tablet (for 
example, it paid Aesica approximately [] in 2009 to cover some of the 
initial developments costs for both the 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablet 
projects).2024 

6.131. By December 2010 the development process had reached an advanced 
stage with Aesica having manufactured four batches of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets in accordance with Waymade’s instructions. Each batch 
manufactured by Aesica contained approximately 113,000-144,000 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets.2025 There were no production issues with the first 
three batches. However, the Fourth Batch failed a dissolution test (see 
paragraphs 3.344 to 3.355).  

6.132. On 13 December 2010, Waymade instructed Aesica to pack stock from the 
Third Batch as it had the longest shelf life of the first three batches expiring 
in November 2013 (see paragraphs 3.357 and 3.361).2026, 2027 

2022 Document 300705, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 3] dated 2 
September 2008
2023 Document 200292, paragraph 3.2, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016.  
2024 Document 200296, purchase requisition from Waymade to Aesica dated 12 February 2009; and Document 
200295, ‘Offer – Hydrocortisone 10 and 20mg Tablet Business’ from Aesica to Waymade dated 23 December 
2008. 
2025 Document 302554, paragraph 2.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 12 February 
2019. 
2026 Document 300127, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Employee], [] and others 
dated 13 December 2010, see also Document 300177, Minutes update of joint Aesica Sovereign review 31/3/11, 
page 1. 
2027 Waymade’s decision is consistent with what wholesalers and dispensers told the CMA, that they typically 
require stock purchases to have a shelf life of at least one year. However, they may accept stock with a shorter 
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6.133. The first three batches passed process validation testing on 22 February 
2011. This meant that the product had been found to be able to be produced 
consistently and to specification on a commercial scale.2028 

6.134. By 28 March 2011, Waymade had received approval from the MHRA to 
launch its Aesica-manufactured 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.2029 On 9 May 
2011, Aesica delivered 3,560 saleable bottles of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets (106,800 tablets in total) to Waymade using tablets from the Third 
Batch.2030 

6.135. Accordingly, by 9 May 2011, Waymade was in a position where it could have 
actually entered the market with the stock from the Third Batch.2031 This of 
itself demonstrates that Waymade had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to 
prepare for entry at the time it entered into the 20mg Agreement with Auden 
in July 2011. The threat of entry with the Third Batch alone was sufficient to 
exert competitive pressure on Auden. 

6.136. As explained at paragraph 3.354 and 3.355, in December 2010 Waymade 
was made aware that the Fourth Batch failed its dissolution tests. As a 

shelf life if offered on agreeable commercial terms. See for example Document 206612, note of call with 
Mawdsleys on 3 March 2021, paragraph 4.1; Document 206344, note of call with Resolution, paragraphs 5.1 to 
5.3; Document 206416, note of call with Day Lewis on 16 March 2021, paragraphs 4.1 to 4.2; Document 206580, 
note of call with DE Pharma on 17 March 2021, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.2. As such the First and Second Batches 
would have also been saleable in at least early 2011 had they been packed for sale. These batches were instead 
stored at Aesica until they were destroyed in September 2015. 
2028 Document 206641, note of call with the MHRA dated 30 March 2021. 
2029 Document 200003, paragraph 10.4, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016. 
See also Document 301469, email from [Waymade Employee] to Regulatory Dept, Medical, Sovereign Group, 
Artwork Mailbox and Technical dated 23 March 2011; Document 301478, [] Projects April 2011, slide 2, 
attachment to Document 301477, email from [] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [] and others dated 5 
April 2011. See also Document 300159, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee], [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [] and others dated 21 March 2011. Between November 2010 and 
February 2011 Waymade had applied to the MHRA for variations to its 20mg MA in around August 2010: 
‘variation to 20mg Licence to add site of manufacture, packaging, QC and release’ (Document 300094, Project 
Brief version date 17 August 2010) and in December 2010: ‘the variation for the generic name, 30 pack size, with 
artwork for carton and label was submitted to the MHRA on 06 December’ (Document 300127, email from 
[Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Employee] and others dated 13 December 2010). Waymade 
also submitted its updated Patient Information Leaflet to the MHRA which included the current formulation in 
February 2011 (Document 300609) and Waymade also obtained the MHRA’s approval of Aesica as the 
manufacturer, approval of new packaging artwork and approval of a new API source by March 2011 (Document 
200003, paragraph 10.4, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016). 
2030 Document 206378, email from the MHRA to the CMA dated 13 April 2021 and Document 206642, note of call 
with the MHRA dated 30 March 2011. The MHRA confirmed that the batches would be saleable unless there 
were any GMP or finished product specification issues identified. No such issues were identified and these 
tablets were approved to be released by Aesica (see Document 206623, note of call with [Aesica Employee] 
dated 30 March 2021). The MHRA explained that the batches would be saleable provided that there were no 
inconsistencies between the original process validation protocol and the later process validation protocol. [Aesica 
Employee] reviewed the records and subsequently confirmed to the CMA that the process validation protocols 
were the same (see Document 206648, note of call with [Aesica Employee] dated 5 May 2021). Auden/Actavis 
submitted that the CMA’s case is undermined by not proving that the same process validation protocols were 
used (Document 206667, Auden/Actavis’s RLOF, paragraph 3.24.4). As set out, the protocols were the same and 
process validation was therefore complete and valid. 
2031 Indeed, Waymade had foreseen the use of the validation batches for commercial purchases from as early as 
February 2009. See Document 300094, Project Brief for Hydrocortistab Tablets 20mg, page 9. 
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result, Waymade decided to reformulate the product and submit it for re-
testing before producing future batches beyond the Third Batch.2032 

6.137. Waymade’s decision to reformulate for future supply does not undermine the 
CMA’s finding that Waymade had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to 
prepare for entry. 

6.138. At the time of concluding the 20mg Agreement, Waymade had recently 
completed reformulation of its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (see paragraph 
3.404), which involved the same steps that were required for the 20mg 
reformulation. Waymade therefore had experience with reformulating 
hydrocortisone tablets when it concluded the 20mg Agreement. It could have 
carried out reformulation while supplying the market with the Third Batch 
without supply being interrupted.   

6.139. However, Waymade did not carry out the reformulation work at this time due 
to the negotiations with Auden and successful conclusion of the 20mg 
Agreement, as set out at paragraphs 6.174 to 6.177 below. Waymade only 
commenced reformulation work in February 2014 (see section 3.F.II.c) when 
it was negotiating the sale of its 20mg MA to AMCo and Waymade reviewed 
the status of its development of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.140. Documentary evidence contemporaneous with the period when Waymade 
actually started to take steps to reformulate in 2014 to 2015 indicates that 
key Waymade staff understood that reformulation was a straightforward 
matter, would not take long, and did not affect the economic viability of the 
Aesica-manufactured product going forward. The CMA has no reason to 
believe the process would have been considered more difficult or time-
consuming in 2011.2033 The process was neither complex nor cost-prohibitive 
and merely involved the replacement of maize starch with pre-gelatinised 
starch. This was the same switch that had already been carried out 
successfully for Waymade’s 10mg product. As explained in section 3.F.II.c 
Waymade only re-engaged with the 20mg development work after it began 
negotiations in February 2014 to sell its 20mg MA to AMCo. This 
contemporary view is clear from: 

a. An email from Waymade’s [Waymade Employee] dated 10 March 2014 
concerning Waymade’s proposal for supply which considered the 
option of changing the starch, stated that ‘[a]lthough this change is 
minor it will still require a license [MA] variation’ and acknowledged that 

2032 See paragraphs 3.354 to 3.365. 
2033 In fact, since reformulation had just been completed for the 10mg product in 2010, carrying out this work in 
2011 would likely have been less complicated than picking it up again in 2014 after four years of inaction. 
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Waymade would subsequently need ‘validation samples taken during 
manufacture of both batches’.2034 

b. an internal Waymade email dated 6 May 2014, where [Waymade 
Senior Employee2] informed [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [] 
that reformulation work would be ‘very straight forward’ involving only ‘a 
minor change in formulation’: 

‘There is a minor change in formulation that is required – I am told by 
[Waymade Employee] that these are very straight forward and simply a 
matter of swapping one form of starch for another and then submitting 
a variation. Aesica are due to produce and implement the change in 
July.’2035 

c. [] also reported to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2] on 8 May 2014 that ‘Technical– advised that the 
issues were minor and the work virtually complete’ in the context of a 
possible sale of Waymade’s 20mg to AMCo.2036 

6.141. The view that reformulation was straightforward and would not take long is 
supported by witness evidence from interviews conducted by the CMA - for 
example, [Aesica Employee] of Aesica told the CMA that reformulation would 
likely only have taken between six and twelve months2037, and [Waymade 
Employee] thought this was ‘straightforward’.2038 

6.142. [Waymade Employee] was also clear that the decision whether to 
reformulate Waymade’s 20mg hydrocortisone tablet did not impact on the 
commercial decisions it was taking with respect to the Third Batch. As 
[Waymade Employee] states, this batch could ‘continue to be sold’ while ‘the 
decision whether to reformulate’ was being made. 2039 

6.143. It is clear from the evidence discussed above that there is no reason to 
believe that when Waymade concluded the 20mg Agreement it viewed 

2034 Document 301707, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Aesica Employee] copied to [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2], dated 10 March 2014, and its attachment Document 301708, Aesica Investigation Report. See also 
Document 300482, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] and [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2] dated 27 October 2014: ‘We have valid MA for this product. The reason for us going through a 
validation process is that we had to change the grade of starch from maize to pre-gelatinised. Although this 
change is a minor one it still requires process validation on 3 batches all of which can be commercialised’. 
2035 Document 300453, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [] and [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
dated 6 May 2014 (emphasis added).  
2036 Document 300456, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and 
[] dated 8 May 2014
2037 Document 206623, note of call between the CMA and [Aesica Employee], 30 March 2021, paragraph 2.5 
2038 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 55, lines 3 
to 5. 
2039 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 24, lines 6-
9. 
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reformulation as complex or time-consuming. In fact, it had experience 
reformulating its 10mg product and the evidence from 2014 confirms that 
Waymade viewed reformulation as a straightforward matter.  

6.144. Therefore, at the time when it concluded the 20mg Agreement, Waymade 
had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to prepare for entry: 

a. It could have entered the market with the stock from the Third Batch 
and considered that the process of reformulation would be straight-
forward; and 

b. Even if it could not have entered the market with the Third Batch and 
needed to reformulate first (which the CMA does not accept, as 
discussed further in paragraphs 6.146 to 6.162), it had experience 
reformulating the product and considered it to be a straight-forward 
process that would take only six to 12 months. 

Entry was possible in the short term 

6.145. When it entered into the 20mg Agreement, Waymade had the possibility to 
enter the market sufficiently quickly such that it exerted competitive pressure 
on Auden. In particular: 

a. Waymade was in a position where it could have actually entered the 
market with the stock from the Third Batch by the time it entered into 
the 20mg Agreement with Auden/Actavis; and 

b. Even if it could not have entered the market with the Third Batch and 
needed to reformulate first (which the CMA does not accept), it had 
experience reformulating the product and this could be carried out 
sufficiently quickly to exert competitive pressure on Auden. 

Waymade could have entered with the stock from the Third Batch 

6.146. It is clear from the analysis of the preparatory steps Waymade took to 
prepare for independent entry (paragraphs 6.128 to 6.135 above) that by 
May 2011 Waymade was in a position where it could have entered the 
market independently with the Third Batch. It follows that at the time 
Waymade concluded the 20mg Agreement in July 2011, it could have 
entered the market sufficiently quickly to exert competitive pressure on 
Auden. 

6.147. However, Waymade and Auden/Actavis submitted that Waymade would not 
have been able to sell stock from the Third Batch given the dissolution issue 
that had been identified with the Fourth Batch: 
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a. Waymade told the CMA that the dissolution failure in the Fourth Batch 
resulted in a ‘Corrective and/or Preventative Action’ (‘CAPA’)2040 being 
raised against the product in 2011, meaning that in Waymade’s view it 
would have needed to reformulate the product before producing further 
commercial batches.2041 Waymade also referred to Aesica’s section 26 
response which refers to the successful validation status of the 20mg 
product having been ‘annulled’ at some stage following successful 
process validation on 22 February 2011.2042 

b. Waymade also submitted that the open CAPA on the Fourth Batch 
called into question the entire manufacturing process of the 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablet product, meaning that it would have been ‘poor 
and unusual conduct’ leading to ‘concerns from a safety and quality 
perspective’ and against ‘good practice’2043 had Waymade marketed 
product from the ‘annulled’ validation batches. Waymade also stated 
that even if a small portion of batches produced with the same 
formulation had an open CAPA, Waymade could not safely sell any of 
the finished goods.2044 

c. Auden/Actavis went further than Waymade, submitting that it would 
have been a criminal offence for Waymade to sell the 20mg tablets it 
received in May 2011, and that the CMA should consider this to be an 
insurmountable barrier to entry.2045 

6.148. As explained below, these representations cannot be sustained. 

6.149. First, the MHRA confirmed that the three validation batches including the 
Third Batch were saleable.2046 They had passed process validation and the 

2040 Waymade describes a CAPA as a ‘formal record of a problem identified in the manufacturing process or with 
a product, ‘opened’ when the issue is identified and ‘closed’ when the issue is resolved’ – Document 204903, 
Waymade’s RSSO, footnote 135.
2041 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.15, 7.54(a). The CMA does not dispute that Waymade 
decided to reformulate for future batches as a result of the dissolution failure, although it is noted that the MHRA 
queried whether reformulation was necessary to resolve the dissolution issue, see Document 206378, note of call 
between the MHRA and the CMA. 
2042 Document 200292, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016, page 9.  
2043 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 2.16(a).  
2044 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.64, Waymade repeats this representation in Document 
206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraphs 3.1(c), 4.2, 4.4, 4.9, 6.1). 
2045 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.93-2.94, 2.96-2.98, 7.15-7.24 
2046 Document 206378, email from the MHRA to the CMA dated 13 April 2021 and Document 206642, note of call 
with the MHRA dated 30 March 2011. The MHRA confirmed that the batches would be saleable unless there 
were any GMP or finished product specification issues identified. No such issues were identified and these 
tablets were approved to be released by Aesica (see Document 206623, note of call with [Aesica Employee] 
dated 30 March 2021). The MHRA explained that the batches would be saleable provided that there were no 
inconsistencies between the original process validation protocol and the later process validation protocol. [Aesica 
Employee] reviewed the records and subsequently confirmed to the CMA that the process validation protocols 
were the same (see Document 206648, note of call with [Aesica Employee] dated 5 May 2021). Auden/Actavis 
submitted that the CMA’s case is undermined by not proving that the same process validation protocols were 
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dissolution issue with the Fourth Batch had no impact on the status of the 
successful process validation and saleability of the three previous batches. 
Aesica corroborated that the batch appeared to be technically saleable in a 
call with the CMA.2047 [Aesica Employee] also explained to the CMA that the 
process validation report was signed off by Aesica’s ‘Qualified Person’ (ie 
the individual responsible for batch release) on the basis that the Third Batch 
was suitable for commercial sale.2048, 2049 

6.150. In addition, with respect to the reference in Aesica’s section 26 response to 
the successful process validation having been ‘annulled’, there are no 
contemporaneous records indicating that the process validation had 
somehow been ‘annulled’ or invalidated – this language was first used some 
four years after the dissolution was identified, in the process validation report 
that was written when the product was eventually redeveloped in June 
2015.2050 Further, [Aesica Employee] explained to the CMA that the 2015 
report recorded that the new process validation had been completed on the 
revised formulation, and that this did not impact the earlier process validation 
for the first three validation batches.2051 As such, [Aesica Employee] 
considered that ‘superseded’ would have been a more appropriate choice of 
words than ‘annulled’.2052 Waymade’s reliance on this reference to the earlier 
process validation having being ‘annulled’ is therefore artificial – it was not in 
the purview of Waymade at the time it entered into the 20mg Agreement, 
and in any case it did not have any adverse impact on the validation status 
of the three validation batches or their saleability in 2011. 

6.151. Furthermore, there is no contemporaneous evidence on the CMA’s file (nor 
has Auden/Actavis nor Waymade provided any) that would indicate that 

used (Document 206667, Auden/Actavis’s RLOF, paragraph 3.24.4). As set out, the protocols were the same and 
process validation was therefore complete and valid. See also Document 302140, transcript of the CMA’s 
interview with [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 7 June 2018, page 59, lines 1-21. 
2047 Document 206077, note of call between the CMA and Aesica dated 10 December 2020, paragraph 24, where 
Aesica provided their expert opinion on the basis of records available.  
2048 Document 206623, note of call between the CMA and [Aesica Employee], 30 March 2021, paragraph 3.5. 
2049 Waymade made representations on this further evidence set out in the Letter of Facts which restated its 
position as set out in its RSSO, that as no root cause of the failure of the Fourth Batch had been identified, 
Waymade could not sell the Third Batch (Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraphs 3.1-3.8). 
Auden/Actavis made the same representation and also stated that the process validation was undermined by the 
failure of the Fourth Batch (Document 206667, Auden/Actavis’s RLOF, paragraphs 3.27-3.29). However, as the 
MHRA has made clear, the process validation of the Third Batch was not affected by the dissolution issue with 
the Fourth Batch. The fact that the root cause for the Fourth Batch failing had not been identified does not 
undermine the finding that Waymade had real and concrete possibilities to enter the market with the Third Batch, 
such that Waymade imposed competitive pressure on Auden when negotiating and concluding the 20mg 
Agreement. Auden/Actavis also submitted that at the time Waymade and Aesica considered that ‘there was a 
real risk the products could not safely or legally be sold’ (Document 206667, Auden/Actavis’s RLOF, paragraphs 
1.4.5 and 3.29). The CMA does not accept this representation as there is no contemporary evidence to support 
that position and Recipharm did not confirm this point. Instead the contemporary evidence unambiguously shows 
that Waymade was preparing to launch the product (see paragraph 6.152).
2050 Document 302086, process validation report dated 5 June 2015. 
2051 Document 206623, note of call between the CMA and [Aesica Employee], 30 March 2021, paragraph 4.3. 
2052 Document 206623, note of call between the CMA and [Aesica Employee], 30 March 2021, paragraph 4.2. 
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Waymade was concerned that selling tablets from the Third Batch was an 
illegal act, contrary to good practice or raised safety concerns.   

6.152. In fact, the contemporaneous evidence shows that Waymade understood 
that the failed dissolution test on the Fourth Batch did not affect the 
saleability of the Third Batch and that it was planning to sell those tablets in 
the UK. It also shows that Aesica was aware that Waymade wanted to place 
the batch on the market and on no occasion informed Waymade that doing 
so would be problematic or risky from a compliance perspective. For 
example: 

a. The notes for the internal meeting of 13 December 2010 specified that 
‘Aesica has confirmed that batch four of the 20mg tablets has now 
formally failed the dissolution test. [] has advised Aesica in writing 
that […] batch three of the 20mg strength should be packed in week 51 
as planned’.2053 

b. Waymade’s internal report for December 2010 illustrates that it 
intended to launch its product regardless of the dissolution failure of the 
Fourth Batch: ‘Launch of 20mg tablet is still on track for May or June 
2011’.2054 

c. Waymade’s internal report for January 2011 shows that Waymade 
continued to progress the packaging of the Third Batch notwithstanding 
the dissolution issue affecting the Fourth Batch: ‘Aesica has been 
asked to hold a packing slot for the 20mg (into glass) in late April. The 
timing of the packing is dependent on approval of the PIL and receipt of 
the printed PIL from Aesica’s supplier. […] Launch of 20mg tablet is still 
on track for May or June 2011’.2055 

d. Waymade’s internal report for February 2011 reiterates the confidence 
Waymade had in its ability to sell tablets from the Third Batch: ‘Aesica 
has provided 18 months stability data for the 20mg strength. The data 
is robust and should support the continuation of the 36 months shelf 
life. […] Launch of the 20mg tablet is still on track for May or June 

20562011’. 

2053 Document 300127, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Employee], [] and [] 
dated 13 December 2010.  
2054 Document 300136, Monthly Report Sovereign Generics December 2010, page 2. 
2055 Document 300149, Monthly Report Sovereign Generics, January 2011. 
2056 Document 300158, Monthly Report Sovereign Generics, February 2011. 
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e. By 28 March 2011,2057 a contemporaneous internal report confirms that 
Waymade understood it was ‘free to launch’ its 20mg tablets and 
compete with Auden and it would reformulate for future batches: 

‘We are now free to launch the 20mg strength in glass bottles. The 
focus is now Aesica to ensure that the components are ordered and 
received in a timely fashion, and that packing occurs at Aesica at an 
early opportunity. […] Existing stocks of 20mg tablets can only be sold 
in glass bottles. It is proposed that the next manufacture of 20mg will 
be with a revised formulation […] This will require a variation to the 
formulation.’2058 2059 

f. On 31 March 2011 Waymade held a meeting with Aesica where 
Aesica’s slides for the meeting covered the following: ‘20mg old 
formula: 3x20 mg Validation completed and approved. Batches on 
stability in 100s bottles. Blister packaging withdrawn. Post validation 
batch failed dissolution – needs PGS’. In the project timeline ‘20mg in 
30s bottles’ Aesica planned to package ‘end April’ and ‘supply market’ 
in May/June subject to ‘Reg approval?’. This evidences that despite the 
dissolution failure of the Fourth Batch, Aesica did not find any issues in 
Waymade supplying the market with the Third Batch subject to the 
MHRA approving the outstanding variations to the MA.2060 

g. The minutes of the meeting Waymade held with Aesica on 31 March 
2011 provide further support for the fact that Waymade knew it was in a 
position to start selling its 20mg tablets in the UK: ‘Hydrocortisone 20 
mg regulatory approval obtained and can now start selling in 30 

2061bottles’. 

h. Waymade’s meeting notes of 11 April 2011 reported that ‘Launch of 
20mg strength in Bottles of 30 tabs to be launched on 04 May 2011. 
Actions to required now: [Waymade Employee] to take the lead in 
planning/reviewing bar code; carton integrity; current market prices; 
establishment of PIP code; communications to sales colleagues’.2062 

i. Waymade's meeting notes of 18 April 2011 indicated that ‘Launch of 
20mg strength in Bottles of 30 tabs to be launched after delivery from 

2057 See also paragraph 6.134.. 
2058 Document 300736, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2], [] and others dated 28 March 2011. 
2059 See also paragraph 6.134. 
2060 Document 300164, Aesica Sovereign meeting presentation, 31 March 2011 
2061 Document 300166, Minutes of joint Aesica Sovereign review 31/3/11, page 2. 
2062 Document 300171, email from [Waymade Employee] to [], [Waymade Employee], [Waymade Employee] 
and others dated 26 April 2011, recording meeting notes of meeting on 18 April 2011. 
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Aesica expected on 4th May 2011. Launch activities including pricing 
and communication to sales colleagues underway. Full cog 
established.’2063 

j. On 27 April 2011, [Aesica Employee] shared an updated version of the 
joint Waymade/Aesica meeting minutes that had taken place on 31 
March 2011: ‘20mg stock being packaged as agreed with Sovereign. 
Order will be ca 65% fulfilled using Dec 20 batch; earlier batches have 
reduced shelf-life and it was directed not to use. 20mg formulation 
switch to pre gel starch to be planned following urgent RFP [request for 
proposal] agreement. Hydrocortisone 20mg shipping plan for beginning 
May on track. Actions from 31/3 joint meeting all in progress. 
Hydrocortisone 20mg supply risk – urgent progress of pre gel starch 
RFP and plan required’.2064 

6.153. Members of Aesica and Waymade’s QA teams attended the joint Waymade-
Aesica meetings and are not recorded as having raised any issues.2065 

6.154. The following later evidence further confirms that there were no safety or 
regulatory concerns with the Third Batch that affect the CMA’s conclusion 
that this batch was saleable: 

a. Waymade packed tablets from the Third Batch and stored the batch of 
tablets in its warehouse. An internal email from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] in 2013 said that even though the batch was going out of 
date they ‘need it available just in case’.2066 [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] explained that he had checked with [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] but could not explain why the stock was to be retained. 
Auden/Actavis submitted that one reason for Waymade to keep the 
Third Batch in its warehouse was for stability studies and further 
testing.2067 However, the contemporaneous evidence presented at 
paragraph 6.152 above shows that Waymade intended to launch these 
onto the market. Moreover, the contemporaneous evidence indicates 

2063 Document 300171, email from [Waymade Employee] to [], [Waymade Employee], [Waymade Employee] 
and others dated 26 April 2011. 
2064 Document 300171, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2] and others dated 11 April 2011. 
2065 Therefore, statements made by [Amdipharm Senior Employee] in interview with the CMA that process 
validation may be called into question by a subsequent batch failure (as an explanation why the Third Batch was 
‘frozen’) cannot be sustained and can have no impact on this analysis (i) when read in light of the volume of 
contemporary evidence set out above showing that Waymade considered it could enter the market with the Third 
Batch notwithstanding the dissolution failure of the Fourth Batch, and (ii) the fact that the MHRA has confirmed 
that the first three batches were saleable (see paragraph 6.149 above) (Document 302140, transcript of the 
CMA’s interview with [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 7 June 2018, page 55, lines 8-10).  
2066 Document 300790, emails (i) from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 March 2013; (ii) 
from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 March 2013; and (iii) from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] to [Waymade Employee] dated 8 April 2013. 
2067 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, paragraph 2.94.5.  
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that Aesica packed practically all of the Third Batch in bottles despite 
the fact that only a marginal amount is needed for the purpose of 
testing/stability studies.2068 

b. As set out in paragraph 3.373, Waymade tried to sell 1,500 of the 
bottles packed for sale from the Third Batch to Yemen on the basis that 
these were for export and could not be sold in the UK. Waymade’s 
claim that it had ‘concerns from a safety and quality perspective’ is 
inconsistent with the decision that the tablets were suitable for export: a 
responsible pharmaceutical company would not seek to export tablets 
where it had any concerns about the safety of these.2069 

6.155. Interview evidence from the CMA’s interview with [Waymade Employee] [] 
corroborates this contemporaneous and later documentary evidence. For 
example, [Waymade Employee] stated that Waymade could have sold 
tablets from any of the first three validation batches: 

'the three validation batches that had been produced initially, they had 
all passed the test and, were compliant, so they could continue to be 
sold while we […] made the decision whether to reformulate.’2070 

6.156. Later in the same interview [Waymade Employee] added: 

‘…as I understood […] in May [2011], we had the product, we’d 
received it, we’d received the packed product from Aesica and it was in 
a condition ready to be released.’2071 

2068 See Document 301707, correspondence between Aesica and Waymade in February and March 2014: ‘3 
validation batches were originally produced and part of each bulk batch was hand packed for stability in 100 
tablet bottles. The stability study was completed and all bulk batches are now expired. A portion of the 3rd batch 
was also packed for stability in 3x10 blisters, although the study never was initiated. The remainder of the 3rd 
batch was hand packed in 30 tablet bottles for commercial supply’; and Document 302554, Aesica’s response to 
the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 12 February 2019 (in reference to the Third Batch): ‘An initial fraction (3,031 
tablets) of this batch was taken as a sample for testing in November 2010. The vast majority (109,056) was then 
prepared for supply to the Waymade Group around six months later in May 2011. Following process control 
checks, the actual number of tablets supplied to the Waymade Group was 106,800 (in 3,560 bottles at 30 tablets 
per bottle). The remaining portion (3,030 tablets) of this batch was taken as a sample for testing in May 2012’. 
The only document Auden/Actavis cites in support of its submission is a section 26 response from Aesica in 
which it stated, with respect to batches of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets for which Waymade did not yet have a MA 
when the batches were produced, that those batches were not destroyed prior to September 2012 (when 
Waymade obtained that MA) in case samples might be required for the MA application. The circumstances 
relating to the Third Batch were entirely different, since Waymade already had a MA, and the batch had passed 
process validation such that it could therefore be sold under that MA. Aesica’s statement does not relate in any 
way to Waymade’s decision to have tablets from the Third Batch packaged and Waymade has not itself given 
this as the reason for packaging tablets from that batch. 
2069 Waymade submitted that no ‘reasonable and experienced pharmaceutical company’ would sell a product in 
the UK in respect of which there are safety concerns (see for example Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 2.16-2.17). The same must be true of a pharmaceutical company selling on an export basis. 
2070 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 24, lines 6 
to 9. 
2071 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 54, lines 4 
to 6. 
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6.157. It is clear from these two quotations that [Waymade Employee] believed that 
Waymade could have sold tablets from the Third Batch notwithstanding the 
issues encountered with the Fourth Batch. 

6.158. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] also explained in interview that the Third 
Batch was saleable even in the context of possible reformulation on future 
batches: ‘so we had one batch, and we could have put that onto the market 
and sold it’, and later in interview again confirmed his understanding that the 
Third Batch was saleable.2072 

6.159. In addition to the reference to the process validation being ‘annulled’, which 
is discussed at paragraph 6.150 above, Waymade rely on comments made 
by [Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and 
[Waymade Employee] (all Waymade) during interviews with the CMA to 
support that Waymade could not enter with the Third Batch.2073 

6.160. These comments however directly contradict a large number of 
contemporaneous documents from different sources within Waymade and 
Aesica (all discussed above), which are not ambiguous or unclear and which 
contain no indication of any concerns over safety and confirm that Waymade 
was preparing to enter the market with this stock. The comments are also 
contradicted by statements made by other members of Waymade staff 
during interview with the CMA, for example those made by [Waymade 
Employee] set out in paragraphs 6.155 and 6.156 above.2074 

6.161. Waymade and Auden/Actavis also rely on selective quotes from the CMA’s 
interviews with [Aesica Employee] and [Aesica Employee] of Aesica which, 
when read in context and in light of later evidence described above obtained 
from Aesica and [Aesica Employee], clearly do not assist Waymade and 
Auden/Actavis: 

a. Auden/Actavis argues that [Aesica Employee] was clear in interview 
that if it was not possible to identify the root cause of the dissolution 
failure and determine that the same failure could not subsequently 
occur to the first three batches, that the Third Batch could not be safely 
sold.2075 Waymade makes a similar argument and quotes from the 
transcript of the CMA’s interview with [Aesica Employee] to state that 
he indicated to the CMA that the stock should not have been sold in 

2072 Document 302140, transcript of the CMA’s interview with [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 7 June 2018, 
page 59, lines 9 to 10, and page 60, lines 17 to 24. 
2073 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.62; citing the CMA’s interview with [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] (Document 302145), the CMA’s interview with [Amdipharm Senior Employee] (Document 302140) 
and the CMA’s interview with [Waymade Employee] (Document 302543).  
2074 Citing Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018. 
2075 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 2.91. 
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light of the open CAPA and in light of the fact that a specific reason for 
the failure of the Fourth Batch had not been identified.2076 However, 
when the interview is read in full, [Aesica Employee] was clear that the 
Third Batch was marketable following an extensive quality review 
process approving the tablets: ‘there must have been a technical or a 
QA – there must have been a reason why those tablets were 
considered okay’, that ‘there must have been an extensive QA, Quality 
Assurance review and approval’, and ‘there must have been a review 
as to why the three batches…, the first three batches were deemed ok’ 
ie these batches ‘met the specifications’. [Aesica Employee] explained 
that though he did not know what the reason was for differentiating 
between the first three batches and the Fourth Batch, ‘for those first 
three batches to have been allowed to have been marketed, there must 
have been a quality technical review which said, “those three batches 
are okay. There is a unique problem with the fourth batch and we’re 
going to discount it.”’2077 

b. Waymade quotes from the transcript of the CMA’s interview with 
[Aesica Employee] to argue that Waymade could not have sold the 
Third Batch due to the open CAPA on the Fourth Batch2078 and to 
argue that the dissolution failure on the Fourth Batch had an impact on 
the validation status and saleability of the Third Batch.2079 Again, when 
these quotes are read in the context of the interview as a whole [Aesica 
Employee] was clear that it was the stock subject to the CAPA, ie the 
Fourth Batch, that should not have been sold while the CAPA was 
open. It is not the CMA’s case that Waymade could have sold the 
Fourth Batch. Further, as explained above at paragraph 6.149, the 
MHRA confirmed to the CMA that the dissolution failure of the Fourth 
Batch had no impact on the saleability of the Third Batch2080 and a 
large amount of contemporary evidence shows Waymade understood 
this to be the position at the time. Further, Waymade cites [Aesica 
Employee]’ interview where he clearly speculates on the timing of the 
CAPA and selling the Third Batch and a link to prioritising the 10mg 
product (‘I think’ ‘there may have been a, a halt’…)2081 and which is not 

2076 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.61(b) and 7.61(c), citing Document 302483, transcript of 
the CMA’s interview with [Aesica Employee], pages 41, 43-45 and 60.
2077 Document 302483, transcript of the CMA’s interview with [Aesica Employee], page 48, lines 1-10 and page 
49, lines 8-21, and page 60, lines 16-21. See also Document 206623, note of call with [Aesica Employee], 
paragraph 3.4.
2078 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.65, citing Document 204903, transcript of the CMA’s 
interview with [Aesica Employee], pages 19 and 22. 
2079 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.54, 7.60 – 7.61. 
2080 Document 206378, email from the MHRA to the CMA dated 13 April 2021 and Document 206642, note of call 
with the MHRA dated 30 March 2011. 
2081 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.61 (g), citing Document 204903, transcript of the CMA’s 
interview with [Aesica Employee], page 40, lines 975 to 980. 
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consistent with the fact pattern where Waymade readied the Third 
Batch for sale in the full knowledge of the dissolution failure of the 
Fourth Batch. 

6.162. Therefore by May 2011, Waymade was in a position where it could have 
entered the market with the Third Batch and competed with Auden: there 
was nothing standing in its way from becoming an actual competitor (other 
than the negotiations with Auden which resulted in the 20mg Agreement). 
When it negotiated and concluded the 20mg Agreement, Waymade had 
saleable stock at its disposal. For this reason alone, Waymade was able to 
enter the market sufficiently quickly such that it exerted competitive pressure 
on Auden at that time. After such entry, Waymade could have reformulated 
its product while making sales from the Third Batch (see in particular 
paragraph 6.206 below). 

Waymade’s decision to reformulate for future supply does not undermine the CMA’s 
finding that entry was possible in the short term 

6.163. Waymade and Auden/Actavis both submitted that the CMA underestimated 
the time required to reformulate, pointing to evidence from the time 
reformulation eventually took place in 2014/2015 (when the period from 
approval of the reformulation project to delivery by Aesica of a commercial 
batch was approximately 15 months) to argue that they were not potential 
competitors.2082 

6.164. In making these submissions, which are conditional on Waymade and 
Auden/Actavis first rebutting the CMA’s findings that Waymade could have 
entered with the Third Batch (which they failed to do), Waymade2083 and 
Auden/Actavis2084 have misstated the legal test for potential competition. The 
test is whether Waymade could have entered sufficiently quickly to exert 
competitive pressure on Auden at the time the 20mg Agreement was 
entered into. As a matter of law, there is no fixed period within which a 
potential entrant is considered to exert competitive pressure on an 
incumbent. As explained above, the CMA finds that Waymade’s objective 
position vis-à-vis Auden at the time the 20mg Agreement was entered into 

2082 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.74-7.76 in relation to 15 months when it actually took 
place; Document 206661 Waymade’s RLOF, paragraphs 5.1-5.4; See also Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ 
RSSO paragraphs 7.17-7.24. Waymade argued that reformulation timescales are ‘highly unpredictable’ and ‘that 
eighteen months would be a sensible ‘best case’ estimate’ (Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraph 
5.4). There is no evidence on the CMA’s case file indicating that Waymade considered reformulation to be 
‘unpredictable’ or would take 18 months – indeed, had it considered this to be the case, then that was all the 
more reason to have commenced redevelopment as soon as possible rather than delay it. 
2083 In its RSSO and RLOF Waymade addressed the wrong question: it focused on arguing that it could not have 
entered with the Third Batch, rather than arguing that it did not have real concrete possibilities of entry 
(Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO and Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraph 2.4).
2084 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, paragraphs 7.8 to 7.12. 
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was that it could have entered immediately with the Third Batch and this 
threat of entry exerted competitive pressure on Auden. It could have 
reformulated its 20mg product while make supplies from the Third Batch. 
However, even if Waymade could not have entered with the Third Batch 
(which the CMA does not accept), Waymade was in a position to reformulate 
and enter sufficiently quickly to exert competitive pressure on Auden: 

a. As already discussed at paragraphs 6.136 to 6.144 above, Waymade 
viewed reformulation as straightforward. [Waymade Senior Employee 
2] stated in the May 2014 email cited above: ‘Aesica are due to 
produce and implement the change in July’ – ie within three months of 
his email. [Aesica Employee] estimated in interview that the process 
would take six to 12 months. These time estimates are all sufficiently 
short periods to exert competitive pressure on Auden even if Waymade 
was not able to enter with the Third Batch. There is no reason to 
believe that longer time periods were being considered by Waymade in 
2011; and 

b. When reformulation was actually carried out almost three years after 
entering into the 20mg Agreement, it took only 15 months to complete. 
There is no evidence that the parties thought reformulation would take 
as long as 15 months when they entered into the 20mg Agreement, but 
in any case that period is also in itself sufficiently short for Waymade to 
exert competitive pressure on Auden. The CMA’s findings with respect 
to this 15-month period are further set out below. 

6.165. When the work was eventually undertaken in 2014 (nearly three years after 
entering into the 20mg Agreement),2085 reformulation itself was relatively 
quick: Waymade submitted a purchase order for the manufacture of three 
validation batches of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets with a change in the 
formulation in April and Aesica manufactured those in August. The process 
validation was completed in November, receiving approval from the MHRA 
for the variation to its MA early the following February.2086 

6.166. Notwithstanding the above, as set out in paragraph 3.393, between April 
2014 and July 2015 (when Waymade entered the market with its Aesica-

2085 The Third Batch had expired in November 2013. 
2086 Document 301899, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2] dated 9 February 2015. See also Document 300899, email from [Waymade Employee] to 
[Waymade Employee] dated 6 February 2015. [Waymade Senior Employee 2] then told [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] ‘stock will now be packed off’, see Document 301900, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 9 February 2015. 
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manufactured tablets) Waymade did experience some extraordinary delays 
to the production and delivery of the reformulated batches.  

6.167. The 15-month timeframe wholly allows for these extraordinary delays and 
was how long the work took when the project was reignited some three 
years after the dissolution issue was identified, following a three-year period 
of inactivity due to Waymade’s agreement with Auden.2087 Because it had to 
be restarted after a long hiatus, the time it eventually took Waymade when it 
restarted the project is not reflective of how long it may have taken 
Waymade if it had pursued reformulation and independent entry in 2011. 

6.168. Further and as a matter of principle, evidence from after the 20mg 
Agreement was concluded must be approached with caution as the 20mg 
Agreement had reduced Waymade’s incentive to reformulate swiftly and 
bring its own product to market: it was receiving a steady revenue stream 
from the 20mg Agreement which would fall away and be replaced by the 
uncertainty of competition if it entered the market independently. The long 
period between identifying the need to reformulate and actually carrying out 
that reformulation is indicative of this.  

6.169. Indeed, the full effect of these extraordinary delays was not anticipated by 
Waymade at the time the reformulation project was initiated in 2014 as set 
out at paragraphs 6.139 and 6.140. For example, [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2] thought it would take no more than three months for Aesica to 
implement the change as is clear from the email cited above.   

6.170. The delays in reformulation and entering the market that Waymade 
encountered in 2014 in any event do not undermine Waymade’s position as 
a potential competitor when it entered into the 20mg Agreement in July 
2011.2088 The fact is that Waymade could have commenced the 
reformulation project when it first became aware of the dissolution issue 
affecting the Fourth Batch in December 2010 but instead waited to see if its 
negotiations with Auden were successful (as set out from paragraph 6.174). 
It is clear therefore that Waymade could have reformulated earlier than it 
eventually did: even using the 15 month time period, Waymade could have 
obtained reformulated stock by mid-2012 if it had carried out this work at the 
time. It is reasonable to conclude that 15 months would be the outside 
estimate for how long reformulation would have taken (indeed, had the full 
effect of these extraordinary delays been in the purview of Waymade at the 

2087 [Aesica Employee] of Aesica explained to the CMA that when a product development is halted, particularly 
over a handful of years, there is a risk that restarting the development will entail further work (Document 302539, 
transcript of interview with [Aesica Employee] dated 30 October 2018, pages 16-18, lines 359-393).
2088 See paragraphs 6.71 and 6.78. 
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time, then that was all the more reason to have commenced redevelopment 
as soon as possible rather than postpone it as Waymade did). 

6.171. For the avoidance of doubt, however, even if 15 months represented a 
reasonable estimate - at the time at which the 20mg Agreement was entered 
into - of the time that it would take Waymade to obtain a saleable batch to 
enter the market with, that would still satisfy the requirement that entry be 
possible within a sufficiently short period to exert competitive pressure. In 
particular: 

a. Waymade already held a MA for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets: the MA 
only had to be updated when the formulation was revised. The revised 
formulation was in line with the switch from maize to pre-gelatinised 
starch that had already successfully been carried out on the 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablet. 

b. It had experience with reformulating hydrocortisone tablets from the 
successful reformulation of its 10mg product. 

c. It had made significant investments into the development of its 20mg 
product and this product was at an advanced stage of the development. 

d. Auden was willing from July 2011 to provide favourable terms of supply 
to Waymade because it considered Waymade could enter the market 
sufficiently quickly to take market share from Auden. This forms in itself 
evidence of the fact that Waymade exerted competitive pressure on 
Auden at the time the 20mg Agreement was entered into, regardless of 
whether it could have entered with the Third Batch or had to spend up 
to 15 months to reformulate. By contrast, there is no evidence that 
either Waymade or Auden thought that Waymade was so far away from 
independent entry that it did not exert competitive pressure on Auden.  

e. The contemporary views of Waymade staff when it did reformulate in 
2014 show that it was not expected to be a difficult process. 

6.172. The CMA reiterates that the European Commission’s Guidelines on 
Horizontal Cooperation Agreements specifically refer to three years as being 
a short period of time, and note that even a ‘longer period’ may be 
sufficiently short where the potential entrant is a party to the agreement in 
question (as Waymade is in this case).2089 

2089 See paragraphs 6.75 to 6.78. 
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6.173. Therefore, even if 15 months represented a reasonable estimate - at the 
time at which the 20mg Agreement was entered into - of the time that it 
would take Waymade to be ready to enter the market independently, this 
would be sufficiently short for Waymade to exert competitive pressure on 
Auden. 

The fact that Waymade only independently entered in 2015 was because of the 
negotiation and conclusion of the 20mg Agreement 

6.174. Despite the position as just described, Waymade did not enter the market in 
May 2011 and nor did it reformulate its product. Waymade only commenced 
reformulation in 2014 and independently entered the market as late as July 
2015. For the avoidance of doubt, these delays are not representative of the 
time spent on preparing to enter the market: they are the result of the 
negotiation and conclusion of the 20mg Agreement, as further set out below. 

6.175. With respect to reformulation, Aesica recommended reformulation in 
December 2010.2090 However, Waymade did not carry out the reformulation 
work at this time, instead deciding in January 2011 to ‘re-formulate […] at a 
later date.’2091 On 7 January 2011, Waymade informed Aesica that 
‘reformulation will be considered in approximately 12 to 18 months’.2092 

6.176. Contemporaneous evidence shows that the decision of when to reformulate 
depended on the outcome of negotiations with Auden, as set out below: 

a. Internal Waymade meeting notes of 9 May 2011: ‘Stock will not be 
released for sale pending outcome of commercial negotiations with 
third party. The outcome of these discussions will inform the decision 
as to whether the 20mg tablet is reformulated in line with the 10mg 
tablet’.2093 

b. Internal Waymade meeting notes of 6 June 2011: ‘Question raised as 
to whether we want to reformulate 20mg strength tablet (i.e. inclusion of 
‘pre-gelatinised starch’ in line with the fix for the 10mg formulation). 

2090 See paragraphs 3.355. 
2091 Document 300133, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Employee], [Waymade Employee] and others dated 10 January 2011. See also Document 301462, Operations 
Monthly Report January 2011, pages 19 to 20.  
2092 Document 205963, Exception Report number 1010997 for Lot number 6013367 (ie the Fourth Batch). 
Waymade submitted that this document is evidence that there was no link between the decisions on 
reformulation and the agreement and instead was due to its prioritisation of the 10mg product. The CMA does not 
accept this representation given the weight of contemporary evidence set out here showing the link between 
postponing reformulation work and the agreement with Auden (Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF paragraph 
7.1-7.6)
2093 Document 300178, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2] and others dated 9 May 2011 
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Actions: [] to check status of negotiations with third party. This will 
inform decision as whether we undertake reformulation’.2094 

c. Internal Waymade correspondence of 23 June 2011: ‘Do we want to 
reformulate the 20mg strength to bring it in line with the 10mg 
formulation? We know that the 20mg formulation is somewhat ‘knife-
edge’. If you [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] are confident that the Auden Mckenzie trading 
relationship is going to stick then I would suggest that we do not need 
to reformulate at the current time […]. We can come back to the 
reformulation at a later date if we want to although costs and timing 
might not be to our liking’.2095 

d. Internal Waymade correspondence of February 2014: ‘There are no 
regulatory issues preventing us from producing packs of 30 tablets in 
amber glass bottles. Any other pack size or type would require prior 
approval of variations by the MHRA. An issue with the formulation was 
identified by Aesica, which could cause failure of future batches. They 
proposed a reformulation, which would also require a variation with 
stability data. A decision was made not to proceed with the blister pack 
and re-formulation due to the commercial arrangement we’d entered 
into which prevented us marketing our product’.2096 

e. Document called: ‘Hydrocortisone 20mg Tablets – Regulatory Status 
February 2014’: ‘Three commercial scale batches successfully 
manufactured by Aesica for validation. Formulation change to replace 
maize starch with pregelatinized starch was proposed due to 
dissolution failure on 4th batch. Change was not progressed as 20mg 
tablets were not marketed due to agreement with 3rd party. 3 months 
stability data on 2 batches (pilot or commercial) will be required if we 
are to proceed with this change. [] advised that there is a risk that 
future batches will fail if not re-formulated. Aesica are best placed to 
advise on the degree of risk. There are no outstanding variations, 
change controls, deviations or CAPAs. Pending satisfactory quality 
review of validation status and stability data, production of 
Hydrocortisone 20mg Tablets in amber glass bottles of 30 tablets can 

2094 Document 300184, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and 
others dated 6 June 2011 (emphasis added)
2095 Document 200017, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 23 
June 2011 (emphasis added).
2096 Document 300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], dated 25 February 
2014 (emphasis added)  
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proceed, according to the currently approved formulation and 
manufacturing process’.2097 

6.177. Evidence from when Waymade restarted the project in 2014 confirms that it 
did not continue with reformulation in 2011 because of the 20mg Agreement. 
Waymade had decided not to ‘proceed with the […] re-formulation due to the 
commercial arrangement [it had] entered into which prevented [Waymade] 
from marketing [its] product’;2098 ‘[r]eformulation was not completed on the 
20mg product as there was no subsequent demand for commercial supply 
until now’;2099 and ‘no further batches’ were made as Waymade was ‘no 
longer going to market the tablets’.2100 

6.178. With respect to the decision not to enter with the Third Batch, 
contemporaneous documentary evidence, corroborated by information 
provided by key Waymade staff in interviews with the CMA, similarly 
indicates that Waymade took this decision because of its negotiations with 
Auden. Specifically: 

a. An excerpt from Waymade’s Medical Monthly Report for April 2011 
shows the clear link between Waymade not launching its 20mg tablets 
and the ongoing negotiations with Auden: 

‘[t]he product will be released into stock and then frozen pending the 
2101,2102 outcome of the negotiations with Auden McKenzie’. 

b. The minutes of a meeting held on 09 May 2011 also recorded that the 
‘stock [from the Third Batch] will not be released for sale pending the 
outcome of commercial negotiations with Auden Mckenzie’.2103 

c. In his interview with CMA officials, [Waymade Employee] also 
explained that he: ‘knew that […] we [Waymade] had stock, at the time, 

2097 Document 300438, Hydrocortisone 20 mg Tablets – Regulatory Status February 2014 attached to Document 
300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2098 Document 300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], dated 25 February 
2014. See also Document 300438, Hydrocortisone 20 mg Tablets – Regulatory Status February 2014 attached to 
Document 300439, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 2014, 
‘Formulation change […] not progressed as 20mg tablets were not marketed due to agreement with 3rd party’. 
2099 Document 301709, email from [Aesica Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 28 February 2014. 
2100 Document 301693, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 28 February 2014. 
2101 Document 300180, Monthly Report Sovereign Medical April 2011, page 2, attached to Document 300179, 
email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Waymade Employee], 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade Employee] dated 11 May 2011.  
2102 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] told the CMA in interview that released into stock meant: ‘it would be released 
because it’s got a QP certificate that says that it meets the finished product specification, therefore the product 
can be released’, (Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, 
page 10).  
2103 Document 300178, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to various Waymade personnel dated 9 May 
2011. 
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we had stock that was suitable for release and […] that release was put 
on hold, or delayed, due to the negotiations with the third party’.2104 He 
also stated that it was these commercial negotiations that were ‘the 
only thing that was preventing us from releasing our stock’.2105 

6.179. The evidence is therefore clear that Waymade did not enter the market with 
the Third Batch and it did not reformulate its product because of the 
negotiations for and conclusion of the 20mg Agreement, and not because of 
a defect in Waymade’s 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.180. Waymade submitted that concerns around the cost of reformulation 
influenced its decision to reformulate the product in the future.2106 

6.181. In making this submission Waymade relied only on quotations from the 
transcripts of the CMA’s interviews with Waymade personnel held in 2018 
and cited no contemporaneous evidence in support. 

6.182. Further, when these quotations are read in their proper context, it is clear 
that they do not assist Waymade’s case: 

a. First, Waymade selectively quotes from the transcript of the CMA’s 
interview with [Waymade Employee] to argue that she told the CMA 
that ‘reformulation was “extremely costly and time-consuming’”’.2107 

However when this quote is read in its full context, it is clear that 
[Waymade Employee] was merely speculating in making this comment: 
when asked why Waymade did not pursue reformulation straight away, 
she answered ‘I don’t know the answer to that question, but again, my 
assumption would be that all of this is extremely costly and time-
consuming’2108 (emphasis added). This is acknowledged by Waymade 
in a footnote in its representations.2109 

b. Second, Waymade quotes from the transcript of the CMA’s interview 
with [Waymade Employee] in which he commented that “there were 
issues with the cost of reformulation”. Again, when this quote is read in 

2104 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 57, lines 16 
to 18. 
2105 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 58, line 10. 
[Waymade Senior Employee 3] also stated in interview that it was ‘very unusual for a product to be developed, 
manufactured and received into stock and then not launched’: Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior 
Employee 3] interview, dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 34, lines 3 to 5.
2106 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.83, 10.18-10.19 (extracting from Document 302405, 
transcript of the CMA’s interview of [Waymade Employee] on 23 November 2018 and Document 302466, 
transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018). 
2107 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.83, quoting Document 302405, transcript of the CMA’s 
interview of [Waymade Employee] on 23 November 2018, page 51, lines 27-28
2108 Document 302405, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 23 November 2018, page 51, lines 26-
28. 
2109 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, footnote 210. 
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the context of the exchange as a whole, it is clear that [Waymade 
Employee] was uncertain as to the relevance of cost to the decision: “I 
think there were issues with the cost of reformulation” (emphasis 
added). In fact, elsewhere [Waymade Employee] told the CMA that 
reformulation was not carried out due to Waymade’s negotiations with 
Auden: “those negotiations would inform the decision on whether to go 
ahead with the reformulation”.2110 

6.183. The assertion concerning the costs of reformulation is also difficult to 
reconcile with Waymade’s other submission that it remained incentivised 
throughout the term of the agreement to enter the market with its own 20mg 
tablets,2111 nor the fact that Waymade later elected to reformulate the 
product in 2014. 

6.184. In fact, the only contemporaneous email on the CMA’s file in which the cost 
of reformulation is discussed estimates that the reformulation work would 
have cost approximately £50,000,2112 which would have been more than 
covered by the revenue Waymade would have made had it sold the Third 
Batch (of 3,560 packs) at the prevailing market price in 2011 of £34.50 per 
pack. In any event, concerns with respect to the cost of reformulation do not 
mean that entry was not economically viable, particularly since Waymade 
could have entered with the Third Batch and in any event Waymade 
eventually achieved successful entry in 2015 after incurring the cost of 
reformulation. 

6.185. This representation by Waymade must therefore be dismissed.  

6.186. Auden/Actavis2113 and Waymade2114 also submitted that the delays to the 
reformulation of Waymade’s 20mg product were not a consequence of the 
20mg Agreement but rather the result of Waymade’s limited resources and 
the lack of engagement from Aesica, including because Waymade was 
unsure whether Aesica would be able to successfully produce the product. 

6.187. However, these claims must be dismissed as contemporaneous evidence 
(see paragraphs 6.176 and 6.177 above) shows that Waymade decided not 
to enter the market with the stock from the Third Batch and to refrain from 
reformulating the 20mg tablets due to the agreement with Auden (and not 
due to other reasons). 

2110 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 46 line 21 – 
page 47 line 14.  
2111 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.9(d), 2.21-2.22, 7.35-7.37, 7.46-7.47. 
2112 Document 200017 email from [] (Aesica) to [Waymade Senior Employee 3] dated 11 May 2011. 
2113 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.126 to 7.129 
2114 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO paragraphs 7.75 and 7.101 to 7.104. 
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6.188. With respect to Auden/Actavis’s and Waymade’s submissions2115 that 
Waymade did not have enough resources to engage with the 20mg 
development, these parties did not present any evidence that supports this 
as a plausible reason for Waymade’s suspension of the redevelopment of its 
20mg product. 

6.189. To the contrary, the contemporaneous evidence shows that the 10mg and 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets were being developed alongside one another 
and functional team meetings were being held to deal with both 
developments in 2010 and the first half of 2011 (until the 20mg development 
was parked). It therefore is not credible to state (a) that there were no 
resources to manage both products or (b) that the 20mg product was left 
aside in order to develop the 10mg product, in circumstances where both 
were being developed simultaneously up until entering the 20mg agreement 
with Auden. 

6.190. Furthermore, Waymade only lost personnel in the sale of Amdipharm to 
Cinven in October 2012, over a year after it entered into the 20mg 
Agreement. As such, that transaction had no impact on Waymade’s ability to 
conduct the reformulation of its 20mg product, particularly since Waymade 
decided it would need to reformulate the product in December 2010. The 
evidence presented above indicates that reformulation was paused by 
Waymade as early as 10 January 2011. 

6.191. With respect to Auden/Actavis’s and Waymade’s submissions2116 that 
Waymade delayed its reformulation efforts due to []. 

6.192. As explained in detail above, the contemporaneous evidence shows that the 
reason for Waymade not to engage with Aesica on reformulation was that it 
had entered into the 20mg Agreement with Auden. Contemporaneous 
evidence and Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 
June 20162117 also show that when Aesica provided Waymade with a 
proposal to reformulate its 20mg product in May 2011, Waymade did not 
engage with it until August 2013.2118 []. 

2115 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, paragraphs 7.126 and 7.127; Document 204903, Waymade’s 
RSSO paragraphs 7.101 to 7.104.
2116 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, paragraphs 7.128 and 7.129; Document 204903, Waymade’s 
RSSO paragraph 7.75. 
2117 Document 200292, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016, paragraph 3.7. 
2118 Document 200017, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 23 
June 2011. 
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Entry was economically viable 

6.193. Finally, the CMA concludes that Waymade’s entry was economically viable. 

6.194. Waymade purchased an MA for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in 1998 as part 
of a basket of assets.2119 Although it initially decided not to commercialise 
the asset, Waymade’s strategy changed in October 2008 following a 
significant increase in the NHS Reimbursement Price of 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets (from [£1-£4] per pack in January to £13.86 in 
September 2008),2120 after which launching its own 20mg tablets became a 
‘high priority’ for the company,2121, 2122 reflecting the commercial opportunity 
that the price increase presented. At that time, Waymade’s estimated cost of 
producing its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (via Aesica) was significantly 
lower than the NHS Reimbursement Price: in December 2008, Aesica had 
proposed a ‘[f]ull inclusive price for Hydrocortisone 20mg tablets in 2 x 30 
tablet blister:GB [£1-£4] per pack’.2123 In July 2011, when Waymade entered 
into the 20mg Agreement with Auden, the NHS Reimbursement Price of 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets had risen to £45.90. Therefore, there is no 
question that entry was economically viable. 

6.195. Auden/Actavis cites the interview evidence of certain Waymade personnel 
as demonstrating that Waymade was concerned that its product would not 
be commercially viable as a result of being packaged in bottles rather than 
blister packs. 

6.196. The contemporaneous evidence on the CMA’s file indicates, however, that 
Waymade considered the Third Batch (packed in bottles) was saleable, and 
that Waymade believed it could enter the market with them: see paragraphs 
6.152 and 6.187 above.  

2119 See paragraph 3.345. 
2120 Document 200003, paragraph 1.1, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016. 
2121 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 
9, lines 17 to 18. See in addition page 18, lines 8 to 9. 
2122 See, in addition, Document 300124, Sovereign Generics Key Technical Transfer and Support Projects for 
2011, attachment to Document 300123, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and [] dated 24 
November 2010, in which projects to develop hydrocortisone tablets were referred to as ‘Key Projects’ in 
Waymade’s internal documents, and were assigned ‘Priority Rating 1’, meaning ‘High-Critical’. In addition, 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] confirmed during an interview with the CMA that the development of the 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets was a ‘priority project’ (Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
interview dated 7 June 2018, page 46, line 10). See also Document 200006, in relation to both the 20mg and 
10mg development projects, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016, Annex 
10(A), page 1, email from [] to [] (Aesica), [Aesica Employee] (Aesica) and [] (Aesica) dated 9 April 2010: 
‘Discussed recent additional pressure to progress re [] and [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s request to 
accelerate!’ 
2123 Document 200295, ‘Offer – Hydrocortisone 10 and 20mg Tablet Business’ from Aesica to Waymade dated 23 
December 2008.  
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6.197. Further, when Waymade eventually independently entered the market in 
2015 it did so with its product packed in bottles.2124 Moreover, certain 
wholesalers informed the CMA that some customers even prefer to purchase 
hydrocortisone tablets in bottles rather than blister packs.2125 

6.198. In fact, Waymade used the fact it had real concrete possibilities to launch its 
own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets and the competitive threat this posed to 
Auden as ‘leverage’ in those negotiations (and also as an insurance policy 
should these negotiations fail). As [Waymade Senior Employee 3] explained 
in his interview with the CMA: ‘the fact that the product is there in the 
warehouse in Basildon, is the leverage in that Waymade could have placed 
that product on the market.’2126 Such a strategy is only possible if 
Waymade’s product exerted a competitive threat on Auden’s position in the 
market. 

6.199. In any case, the legal test for potential competition does not require that the 
CMA proves that Waymade would have in fact entered, or a fortiori, that it 
would have been capable of retaining its place on the market after entry.2127 

Rather, the CMA must show that Waymade had ‘real concrete possibilities’ 
of entry within such a period of time as would impose competitive pressure 
on Auden. It is the threat of entry that is relevant in a case like the present 
one, not the threat of Waymade with certainty obtaining a permanent 
position in the market. 

6.200. Auden/Actavis’s submission relating to Waymade’s 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets being packaged in bottles must therefore be dismissed.  

6.201. Waymade further submitted that, even assuming the Third Batch had been 
saleable (which it was, as explained above), it would not have been 
commercially rational for Waymade to enter with the Third Batch because: 

a. the CAPA meant that the product was not robust or reproducible, 
meaning the product may have faced recall (which would be a 
‘commercial disaster’);2128 and 

2124 Auden/Actavis has stated that evidence gathered by the CMA shows that blister packs are preferred to glass 
bottles (Document 206667, Auden/Actavis’s RLOF, paragraph 3.38-3.40). For the reasons set out above, that 
Waymade entered with its product in glass bottles, and that it was preparing to enter the market in 2011 with its 
glass bottles, the CMA does not accept this representation.
2125 Document 206582, note of call with Sigma on 4 March 2021 and Document 206612, note of call with 
Mawdsleys on 3 March 2021. 
2126 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 3, page 
12, line 27; page 13, lines 1 to 2. 
2127 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraph 38: ‘…there is no requirement that it must be 
demonstrated with certainty that that manufacturer will in fact enter the market concerned and, a fortiori, that it 
will be capable, thereafter, of retaining its place there’. 
2128 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.69(a)(4).  
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b. Waymade had no certainty of supply once the stock from the Third 
Batch was exhausted, because the stock was insufficient to provide 
stock cover for the likely duration of reformulation and there was no 
guarantee that reformulation would be successful.2129 Waymade says 
that ‘no company would enter the market with a product it couldn’t 
replicate’2130 as this would cause reputational damage. 

6.202. It is important to note, first, that the CMA has sought to establish whether at 
the point of entering into the 20mg Agreement, Waymade had real concrete 
possibilities to enter the market within a sufficiently short period of time to 
exert competitive pressure on Auden. Since Waymade could have entered 
with the Third Batch, this test is clearly met, regardless of whether – with 
hindsight – Waymade now considers that doing so would not have been its 
preferred option. What matters is whether it had a clear route to market 
within a sufficiently short period of time so as to exert competitive pressure 
on Auden. The Third Batch gave it an immediate route to market. Waymade 
believed at that time that it had to reformulate to secure future supplies once 
that batch had been fully dispensed, which (as described above) is a 
process Waymade could have started in January 2011 but delayed in favour 
of negotiating the 20mg Agreement with Auden. 

6.203. Furthermore, there is no contemporaneous evidence demonstrating that 
these concerns were a relevant factor in Waymade’s decision-making at the 
time. Indeed as set out above, it follows from the contemporaneous evidence 
that Waymade decided not to enter the market with the Third Batch because 
of the negotiation and conclusion of the 20mg Agreement, not because of 
concerns around a product recall or security of supply. 

6.204. With respect to the risks of product recall, as discussed above Waymade 
considered that the Third Batch was saleable and there is no 
contemporaneous evidence to suggest that Waymade had any safety or 
quality concerns with the product, nor that it perceived there to be a risk of 
product recall. In fact, Waymade retained the Third Batch in stock in case it 
would need it, and considered whether the Third Batch could be sold in 
Yemen (see paragraphs 3.373 and 6.154.b above).     

6.205. With respect to continuity of supply, the CMA does not contest that 
Waymade decided to reformulate for future supply, but the impact of this on 
Waymade’s ability to enter the market with the Third Batch has been 
significantly overstated by Waymade. In particular and as set out below, 
Waymade had options with respect to both reformulation and its supply to 

2129 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.15-2.17, 7.54 and 7.69-7.76. 
2130 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.69. 
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the market in the interim to limit this impact. In any event, had a stock outage 
occurred this would not have been terminally damaging to Waymade’s 
position in the market. These credible options do not mean Waymade could 
not have decided to wait until reformulation had been carried out, they simply 
mean Waymade had real and concrete possibilities to enter with the Third 
Batch and to manage supplies from that batch while reformulating its 
product. 

6.206. As at May 2011, Waymade had a stock of 3,560 bottles of 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets with an expiry date of November 2013. This was 
sufficient stock to make Waymade’s entry possible and sustainable: 

a. Contemporaneous documents show that Waymade concluded that it 
would have ‘sufficient stock from the validation batches for 2011’ due to 
the ‘low market volume for the 20mg strength’, and so Aesica would 
‘not be required to manufacture the 20mg strength during the 
remainder of […] 2011.’2131 

b. In fact, since this stock had a shelf life of approximately 30 months it 
was open to Waymade to manage its supply to the market so as to 
provide coverage for the longer term had it wanted to: wholesalers and 
dispensers typically require stock purchases to have a shelf life of at 
least one year but may accept stock with a shorter shelf life if offered 
on agreeable commercial terms,2132 and as such the stock would have 
been saleable until at least late 2012.2133 As described at paragraph 
6.170 above, it was open to Waymade to obtain reformulated stock by 
mid-2012, meaning that it could have obtained reformulated supplies 
before its stock from the Third Batch was exhausted.  

c. Market entry with limited stock was not extraordinary. In fact, when 
Waymade entered the market in July 2015, it told customers that it had 
‘limited stocks’ and decided to ‘allocate sensibly’ per customer giving 

2131 Document 300120, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2], [] and others dated 8 November 2010. 
2132  Document 206612, note of call with Mawdsleys on 3 March 2021, paragraph 4.1; Document 206344, note of 
call with Resolution, paragraphs 5.1 to 5.3; Document 206416, note of call with Day Lewis on 16 March 2021, 
paragraphs 4.1 to 4.2; Document 206580, note of call with DE Pharma on 17 March 2021, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.2; 
Document 206582, note of call with Sigma on 4 March 2021, paragraphs 5.1 to 5.2.  
2133 In respect of this new evidence gathered by the CMA, Waymade stated that it has accepted that the shelf life 
of the Third Batch was ‘sufficient to be considered marketable’. It also repeated that there are other reasons such 
as the open CAPA why it could not sell these tablets (Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraph 4.2). 
That particular argument is responded to above at paragraphs 6.148 to 6.192. Waymade in addition stated that 
due to the shelf life on the First and Second Batches these could not have been sold: the CMA does not assert 
that this was the case. Auden/Actavis submitted that the shelf life of the Third Batch would be a ‘potential barrier 
to customer uptake’ and that going out of stock would have an impact on a small supplier such as Waymade 
(Document 206667 Auden/Actavis’s RLOF, paragraph 3.31-3.37). For the reasons set out above, the CMA does 
not accept these representations. 
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preference to short-line.2134 A similar strategy was followed by Alissa 
when it entered the market in October 2015 as it had to ‘ring fence a 
quantity’2135 for the first few customers it had secured supply for.2136 

Nothing prevented Waymade from proceeding on this same basis in 
May 2011 until it received additional stock post-reformulation.  

d. In any case, when Waymade entered the market with the Auden 
product in July 2011 it only supplied the market with 200 packs of 
Auden’s product available to it each month. Waymade has submitted 
that supply from Auden at this level enabled it to achieve some market 
presence,2137 and indeed, [Waymade Senior Employee 4], [] told the 
CMA that Waymade would not have been able to sell more than 200 
packs to its retail customer base.2138 Measured by this volume, the 
packs that were produced using tablets from the Third Batch would 
have lasted until around November 2012, with the latest sold packs still 
carrying a shelf life of approximately 1 year. 

6.207. Therefore, at the time it entered into the 20mg Agreement in July 2011, 
Waymade could have launched these tablets and simultaneously undertaken 
reformulation to secure longer term supply (and this is what it planned to do 
in the absence of the 20mg Agreement),2139 and it was open to Waymade to 
manage the reformulation work and its supply to the market with its Aesica 
product in such a way so as secure this ongoing supply prior to the packs 
produced using tablets from the Third Batch being exhausted. 

6.208. Even had those packs been exhausted prior to Waymade having obtained 
stock for future supply, this would not have been terminally damaging to 
Waymade’s position in the market. A number of wholesalers and 
suppliers2140 have confirmed to the CMA that it is common in the generics 

2134 Document 300912, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 28 July 2015; and Document 
300917, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] (DE Pharma) dated 16 August 2015. 
2135 See, for instance, Document 206108, email from [Alissa Senior Employee] to [] ([wholesaler]) dated 20 
October 2015. 
2136 Document 206124, note of call between [Alissa Senior Employee]  and the CMA of 23 December 2020, 
paragraph 12.
2137 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.26, 7.28, and 7.49 which cites the witness evidence of 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] (citing Document 200348, transcript of CMA interview with [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee], p. 10-11). 
2138 Document 301313, transcript of CMA interview with [Waymade Senior Employee 4], p.20, lines 5-26 and 
p.21, lines 4-9 and 18-20. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] confirmed that ‘I wouldn’t have enough retail customers 
on my books to move the whole thousand into retail’. 
2139 Document 300166, Minutes of joint Aesica Sovereign review 31/3/11: it was reported that at that point in time 
Waymade could ‘now start selling in 30 bottles’ (page 2) and that ‘20 mg formulation switch to pre gel starch to be 
planned following agreement, ca mid-year’ (page 1). 
2140 Document 206413, note of call between [] (Alissa) and the CMA of 22 February 2021, paragraphs 4.1 and 
4.3; Document 206579, note of call between DE Pharma and the CMA of 23 February 2021, paragraph 5.1; 
Document 206612, note of call between Mawdsleys and the CMA of 3 March 2021, paragraphs 5.1 to 5.3; 
Document 206344, note of call between Resolution Chemicals and the CMA of 4 March 2021, paragraphs 6.1 to 
6.3; and Document 206582, note of call between Sigma Pharmaceuticals and the CMA of 4 March 2021, 
paragraph 4.4. 
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market for stocks not to be supplied continuously to the market (for example, 
AMCo managed to continue to make sales despite having stock outages 
following its independent entry with its 10mg hydrocortisone tablet).2141 The 
CMA understands that price is the critical factor for generic medicines and 
customers are not brand-loyal.2142 

6.209. In any case, Waymade had options to manage the risk of a stock outage if it 
had decided to enter the market with the Third Batch. For example: 

a. As discussed above, Waymade could have rationed its supply of 
tablets in the market so that it could supply consistently while it 
reformulated. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] explained to the CMA 
that selling 200 packs per month was sufficient to establish a presence 
in the retail market.2143 In some months Waymade was unable even to 
sell 200 packs.2144 

b. Equally Waymade could have supplied the market in a manner so as to 
anticipate a future gap in its supply (for example by dealing with its 
customers accordingly) since, as noted above, there would have been 
demand for the product and a gap in supply would not have been 
terminally damaging to Waymade. 

6.210. Waymade was a wholesaler itself so had a direct route to market to sell its 
products in whichever manner it pleased. Given that Waymade had these 
options available to it, it is notable that Waymade did not pursue any of them 
- some sales, even at a discount, would at least have allowed Waymade to 
recoup some of the production costs rather than write this off which would 
appear to be a commercially rational strategy. [Waymade Senior Employee 
3] also told the CMA in interview that ‘it is very unusual for a product to be 
developed, manufactured and received into stock and then not launched’ 
and that ‘the expectation would normally be that we would sell it for all we 
could, you know, to start to, to start to pull back money against the 
investment which has been made. So, it’s unusual’.2145 

2141 Document 03113, Concordia’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 1 May 2018, response to 
question 1.
2142 Document 206413, note of call with Alissa [] Document 206612, note of call with Mawdsleys on 3 March 
2021, Document 206582, note of call with Sigma on 4 March 2021, Document 206579, note of call with DE 
Pharma on 23 February 2021, Document 206580, note of call with DE Pharma on 17 March 2021, Document 
206416, note of call with Day Lewis on 16 March 2021 and Document 206418, note of call with Day Lewis on 8 
February 2021.  
2143 Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4]’s interview dated 28 March 2018, page 20, 
lines 5 to 26. 
2144 See table 3.26 above. 
2145 Document 301315, transcript of interview with [Waymade Senior Employee 3] dated 27 March 2018, part 2, 
page 34, lines 3-11. 
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6.211. Further, the risk of a stock outage (if one existed) only arose because the 
prospect of the agreement with Auden meant that Waymade did not prioritise 
reformulation in a timely manner and eventually postponed reformulation 
when negotiations were successful, as set out above. But for the 20mg 
Agreement, the commercially rational thing to do would have been to take 
steps to reformulate the product as quickly as possible and not to delay 
doing so in favour of negotiations with a competitor.2146 

6.212. Accordingly the CMA dismisses these representations. 

Conclusion 

6.213. In conclusion, when Waymade entered into the 20mg Agreement it had 
taken sufficient preparatory steps to enter the market independently, entry 
was possible within a sufficiently short period of time to exert competitive 
pressure on Auden and entry was economically viable. Waymade therefore 
had a ‘firm intention and an inherent ability’ to enter the market 
independently. Waymade decided neither to launch with the Third Batch nor 
to reformulate, and this was because of its negotiations with Auden. 

There were no insurmountable barriers to entry 

6.214. The CMA concludes that there were no ‘insurmountable barriers’ to 
Waymade’s entry. 

6.215. There were no legal barriers to entry to the market for the supply of 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in the UK which would have precluded Waymade’s 
entry. Regulatory and manufacturing hurdles to obtaining an MA and supply 
do not amount to an ‘insurmountable barrier’ which would have ‘ruled out’ 
potential competition.2147 In any case as set out above, Waymade had an 
MA for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets since 1998 and had then overcome any 
further regulatory and manufacturing hurdles at the time of entering into the 
20mg Agreement. It had a product it could have sold to the market in May 
2011. 

6.216. The absence of any insurmountable barrier is further confirmed by 
Waymade’s ultimate entry with its 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in July 2015. 

2146 In its representations on the Letter of Facts Waymade repeated its position that a reasonable supplier would 
not have launched a single batch of product in the knowledge that it would not be able to maintain supply 
(Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraphs 6.1-6.5). Waymade ‘acknowledges’ that the CMA has 
evidence that being out of stock would not act as an ‘absolute bar’ to a generic company being able to sell its 
product. In any case as set out here Waymade had options to manage its independent market entry while it 
reformulated. 
2147 C-373/14 P Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 31. 
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Had there been any barrier that was ‘insurmountable’, Waymade would not 
have been able to enter the market, which was clearly not the case. 

Additional factors which indicate the existence of potential competition: the 20mg 
Agreement and the value transfer 

6.217. The very fact that Auden sought to conclude agreements with Waymade and 
made value transfers to Waymade when it was not yet on that market 
provides a strong indication that a competitive relationship existed between 
Auden and Waymade.2148 

6.218. The very generous terms of the 20mg Agreement and the fact that Auden 
entered into an agreement with Waymade offering supply of its 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets at a significant discount to the rest of the market 
(nearly 90%, as set out in, for example, paragraph 6.456) and to make 
monthly cash payments to Waymade under the Buyback shows in itself that 
a ‘competitive relationship existed’ between them, ie that Waymade’s 
potential entry with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets exerted competitive 
pressure on Auden.2149 As explained at section 6.D.II.c.i (‘Negotiating the 
20mg Agreement 21 June to 11 July 2011’) below, in June 2011 Auden had 
offered Waymade 20mg hydrocortisone tablets at market rate (ie £34.50 per 
pack).2150 Within a week, however, it substantially reduced the supply price 
offered to Waymade by 87%, to £4.50 per pack (while keeping prices 
charged to other customers at their original levels). Auden offered this 
enormous price reduction to Waymade because it perceived that Waymade 
posed a competitive threat to its market position and offered to buy off the 
anticipated competition from Waymade before it materialised. Over the term 
of the 20mg Agreement Auden paid Waymade £1.8 million not to enter the 
market to buy off this competitive threat. 

Auden perceived Waymade to be a competitive threat 

6.219. In addition to the evidence of the existence of the agreement and the value 
transfer, the CMA has further evidence to show that Auden perceived 
Waymade to be a competitive threat at the time it entered into the 20mg 
Agreement in July 2011.2151 

6.220. Auden sought to justify its reasons for the very low supply price as allowing it 
to maintain its ‘volumes with Tiofarma’ as explained further below, which is 

2148 See section 6.C.I.c. 
2149 C-373/14 P Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 33. 
2150 Document 300186, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 21 June 
2011. 
2151 See section 6.C.I.c. 
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evidence that it perceived Waymade to be its potential competitor. In 
interview, [Auden Senior Employee 1] recalled ‘having an internal discussion 
which acknowledged Waymade was our competitor’2152 and explained that 
the reason Auden offered Waymade a very low supply price compared to the 
rest of the market was ‘to maintain [Auden’s] volumes with Tiofarma’.2153 

6.221. In interview, [Auden Senior Employee 2] of Auden also explained that the 
20mg Agreement was intended to protect Auden’s manufacturing volumes 
with its CMO Tiofarma: 

‘It [the 20mg Agreement] was all about maintaining the volumes with 
Tiofarma. […] I suppose there’s a finite number of prescriptions there, 
so if [Waymade] had their own manufacture and brought product into 
the market we would then naturally reduce our volumes.’2154 

6.222. This is tantamount to saying that the purpose of the 20mg Agreement was to 
buy off the anticipated competition from Waymade, which, if it had 
materialised, would have resulted in a potentially significant decline in 
Auden’s market share and hence its ‘volumes with Tiofarma’. In other words, 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] expected that if Waymade had independently 
entered the market with its Aesica-manufactured product, it would have 
gained market share from Auden (and reduced Auden’s volumes with its 
CMO).2155 

6.223. [Auden Senior Employee 1] similarly confirmed that if Waymade had entered 
the market with its own product, Auden’s volumes ‘could have dropped’ and 
it was to avoid this risk that Auden offered Waymade a £30 (87%) discount 
(when compared to its other customers) to supply Waymade with Auden 
product.2156 

6.224. [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s and [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s observations 
indicate that Auden was concerned that Waymade would take market share 
from it if Waymade independently entered the market – and that was the 
commercial rationale for Auden entering into the 20mg Agreement. This 
indicates, in turn, that Auden perceived Waymade to be a competitive threat. 

2152 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraph 
1.17. 
2153 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraph 
1.16. 
2154 Document 00717, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 21 September 2016, page 4, lines 
6 to 16. 
2155 [Waymade Senior Employee 1] (of Waymade) confirmed that he did not tell Auden that Waymade had to 
reformulate its hydrocortisone tablets for future supply. Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 13, lines 4 to 19 and page 15, line 19 to page 16, line 26. 
2156 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 36, lines 1 to 
9. 
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[Amdipharm Senior Employee] also told the CMA in interview that Auden 
would have been aware that Waymade had a MA and that this ‘would put 
Waymade in a stronger competitive position in the market’.2157 

6.225. This evidence is corroborated by contemporaneous documentary evidence 
of Auden’s negotiating strategy in the build up to the 20mg Agreement. An 
email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] on 28 
June 2011 (at the time Waymade and Auden were negotiating the terms of 
the 20mg Agreement) shows that Auden thought that Waymade could 
generate 50% market share on entry: ‘[i]f Waymade had their own licence 
and achieved 50% mkt share at current pricing then they would net £50K per 
mth.’2158 In the same email [Auden Senior Employee 2] said that he had 
adjusted the deal he proposed to offer Waymade to reflect the cost savings 
Waymade would make in ‘not bringing the product [Waymade’s 20mg tablet] 
to market’. 

6.226. In conclusion, for the reasons set out above the CMA has found that 
Waymade was a potential competitor to Auden when it entered into the 
20mg Agreement. 

iii. Waymade was a potential competitor of Auden when it entered into the 
10mg Agreement in October 2012 

6.227. For the reasons set out below, the CMA concludes that the Waymade 
undertaking (at the time comprising Waymade plc and Amdipharm UK 
Limited) was a potential competitor to Auden at the time it entered into the 
10mg Agreement in October 2012. This is because: 

a. Waymade had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to show its ‘firm 
intention and inherent ability’ to enter the market; 

b. there were no insurmountable barriers to entry; 

c. the existence of the 10mg Agreement itself and the value transfer are a 
strong indication that a competitive relationship existed; and  

d. Auden perceived Waymade to be a competitive threat. 

2157 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29, lines 
24 and 25; page 31, lines 11 to 12. 
2158 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011.  
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Waymade had taken sufficient preparatory steps to enter the market to show it had a 
firm intention and an inherent ability to do so 

6.228. The CMA concludes that Waymade had real concrete possibilities of 
entering the market independently and had taken ‘sufficient preparatory 
steps’ to show its ‘firm intention and an inherent ability’ to do so at the time it 
entered into the 10mg Agreement with Auden in October 2012. 

6.229. This is because, by October 2012, Waymade had made significant 
investments and taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to prepare for entry, 
entry was possible in the short term, and entry was economically viable, as 
set out below. 

Waymade had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to prepare for entry 

6.230. The CMA concludes that Waymade had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ 
to show its ‘firm intention and an inherent ability’ to enter the market 
independently at the time it entered into the 10mg Agreement with Auden in 
October 2012. 

6.231. Obtaining a 10mg MA was a priority for Waymade. For example, on 8 April 
2010, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] asked [], [], to ‘significantly 
accelerate’ the project, explaining that ‘obtaining a licence for a 10mg 
strength is the major objective.’2159 

6.232. Waymade submitted its 10mg MA application to the MHRA on 9 June 2011 
and the MA was granted on 27 September 2012, just weeks before 
concluding the 10mg Agreement. 

6.233. Waymade commenced work on developing 10mg hydrocortisone tablets with 
Aesica in October/November 2008, at the same time as it commenced the 
development of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.2160 Waymade subsequently 
made significant investments to develop its 10mg hydrocortisone tablet (for 
example, Waymade paid Aesica approximately [] in 2009 to cover some of 
the initial developments costs for both the 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablet projects).2161 

2159 Document 300038, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [] dated 8 April 2010. 
2160 Document 200292, paragraph 3.2, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016.  
2161 Document 200296, purchase requisition from Waymade to Aesica dated 12 February 2009; and Document 
200295, ‘Offer – Hydrocortisone 10 and 20mg Tablet Business’ from Aesica to Waymade dated 23 December 
2008. 
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6.234. By July 2010, Aesica had manufactured 500,000 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets (the July 2010 10mg Validation Batches). Those tablets were 
packaged and placed on stability.2162 

6.235. The 10mg tablets were ready for commercial production as early as October 
2010, when the process validation2163 was completed and approved.2164 

6.236. The only outstanding step was the optimisation of the testing (assay) method 
for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets,2165 which Waymade identified in July 2012 
‘as the only issue (…) preventing us from launch’2166 and which AMCo 
quickly addressed within weeks in early 2014 (as set out further below). Had 
Waymade carried out optimisation at the time, it would not have needed to 
do any further work to be able to produce saleable batches of tablets in 
bottles once it had obtained its 10mg MA.2167 

6.237. The assay optimisation work does not indicate that either Waymade or 
AMCo would not be considered a potential competitor, particularly since it 
was not material to the intrinsic qualities of the tablets themselves. Nor does 
AMCo’s later decision to purchase a tablet feeder considered further 
below.2168 In fact, the 10mg tablets that Aesica produced in July 2010 and 
placed on stability were the same in terms of ‘drug substance, composition, 
specification (including quality) and stability’ as the later batches that Aesica 

2162 Document 200292, response to question 5, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 
2016. See paragraph 3.350 above for an explanation of the concept of ‘stability testing’. 
2163 See paragraph 3.348 for an explanation of the concept of ‘process validation’, a mandatory step in drug 
development in which the manufacturer must prove that the manufacturing process is capable of producing 
consistently good product at the intended commercial scale. 
2163 Batches 6002398 and 6002893. See Document 301886, Analytical Development Report headed ‘20mg 
Hydrocortisone 20mg Tablet Comparative Dissolution Profiles’ dated 7 December 2010 and Document 302554, 
paragraphs 1.1 and 2.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 12 February 2019.
2164 Document 200292, response to question 5, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 
2016. 
2165 Essentially, Waymade realised that the assay method had to be optimised to improve the testing method’s 
accuracy in producing stability data, which in turn determined the shelf life of the product. Waymade 
commissioned DSG to come up with a new assay method in July 2012. Eventually, AMCo addressed this with 
Aesica within weeks in early 2014 when it finally engaged with the product development. It then submitted a type 
1A variation to the MHRA which was registered within less than a month.
2166 Document 202227, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 16 July 2012. 
[Waymade Employee] explained that ‘[t]he problem is the assay method not the product […]. This is the only 
issue I can see at the moment preventing us from launch’. Document 202238, email from [] to [] dated 27 
July 2012. In this email [] asks DSG ‘to develop a method for the assay of Hydrocortisone, validate it and 
transfer it to Aesica Queenborough in the UK’. Document 301592, Amdipharm’s Technical Monthly Report – July 
2012. The Report records that ‘DSG have been commissioned to improve the Hydrocortisone assay method to 
eliminate the low assay results that are causing the assay on stability being borderline above 95%’. Document 
301620, Amdipharm’s Technical Monthly Report – October 2012. The Report records that ‘Aesica have supplied 
samples to DSG to complete the Hydrocortisone assay improvement process’. 
2167 In fact, before the 10mg MA was transferred, Waymade’s strategy was to manufacture commercial batches 
and market them irrespective of optimising the assay method: ‘On reviewing the stability data with [Waymade 
Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 1] the decision was to market now with the approved shelf life 
accept the limitations and not wait to change things’ (emphasis added). Document 300319, email from [] to 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 19 October 2012.
2168 Aesica did not consider this work to be a material difficulty for the development of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. See Document 200292, paragraph 11.2, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 
2016. 
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produced and with which AMCo entered the market in 2016.2169 Accordingly, 
by October 2010, once process validation was completed and approved,2170 

Waymade had passed all the required steps to be in a position to produce a 
commercial supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (with the exception of the 
optimisation of the assay method) – two years before it entered into the 
10mg Agreement with Auden.2171 All Waymade required to launch the 
product was a MA and to produce a stock of tablets. It acquired that MA in 
the month before entering into the 10mg Agreement.  

Entry was possible in the short term 

6.238. The CMA concludes that when it entered into the 10mg Agreement, 
Waymade had the possibility independently to enter the market sufficiently 
quickly such that it exerted competitive pressure on Auden before actual 
entry into the market. 

6.239. Waymade obtained its 10mg MA on 27 September 2012, thereby clearing 
the most important regulatory hurdle for market entry.  

6.240. Although Waymade did not have any stock to supply the market at this 
stage, it did have an approved development process to produce 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets on a commercial scale having completed process 
validation in October 2010. 

6.241. Waymade explained to the CMA that [].2172 Thus, on the basis of 
Waymade’s own submission and assuming it had no hydrocortisone API in 
September 2012, Waymade was only around 5 to 6 months away from 
obtaining product it could sell onto the market.   

6.242. This timeline is consistent with Aesica’s estimates. During an interview with 
the CMA, [Aesica Employee] (a former Aesica employee) estimated that it 
would ordinarily only take six months from completion of process validation 
to produce a 10mg batch ready for sale.2173 Aesica also told the CMA that it 
‘would likely not have needed to take further steps before it could supply to 
Waymade, but for the fact Waymade had not yet been granted a MA for the 
product.’2174 

2169 Document 200302, paragraph 5.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 August 2016.  
2170 Document 200292, response to question 5, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 
2016. 
2171 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 141. 
2172 Document 01563, response to question 7, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 May 
2017. 
2173 Document 302539, transcript of [Aesica Employee] interview dated 30 October 2018 page 96, lines 2436 to 
2437.   
2174 Document 200302, paragraph 1.3, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 25 August 2016.   
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6.243. Contemporaneous documents also indicate that Waymade anticipated 
entering the market in the short term. Due diligence documents prepared for 
Project Ampule2175 in October 2012 show that both Waymade’s management 
and Cinven believed that Amdipharm’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets would 
be launched in 2013 and take market share from Auden. Deloitte reported 
that Amdipharm’s management’s plans with respect to skinny label tablets 
that these were ‘planned to be launched in the UK in 2013, taking market 
share from the incumbent supplier’.2176 

6.244. Therefore, by the time the MA was granted (on 27 September 2012) 
Waymade and Aesica considered that they were in a position to manufacture 
the product on a commercial scale enabling Waymade to enter the market. 
However, despite having previously treated the development of a 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablet as a priority, Waymade did not instruct Aesica to 
commence commercial production. 2177 In fact, had Waymade been 
committed to market entry, it could have asked Aesica to commence 
commercial manufacture prior to receiving its MA (since its product had 
passed process validation). If it had done this, it would have been in a 
position to launch its 10mg hydrocortisone tablet upon obtaining its MA (in 
the same way as Resolution did in 2016) (see Table 3.4).    

6.245. Accordingly, the CMA concludes that, when it entered into the 10mg 
Agreement in October 2012, Waymade had the possibility to enter the 
market sufficiently quickly that it exerted competitive pressure on Auden 
before actual entry into the market, as is supported by the payments Auden 
agreed to make pursuant to the terms of the 10mg Agreement.  

6.246. Any subsequent delays in manufacturing the product that were encountered 
by AMCo (discussed in section 6.C.II.b.iv (‘AMCo had taken sufficient 
preparatory steps to enter the market to show it had a firm intention and an 
inherent ability to do so’) below) were not foreseen by Waymade and Aesica 
at this time and therefore did not have an impact on the competitive pressure 
exerted by Waymade in October 2012. In any event, as explained below 

2175 Cinven’s proposed acquisition of Amdipharm. 
2176 Document 202506, Deloitte report: ‘Project Ampule’ dated 23 October 2012, page 9.   
2177 Developing and registering a new assay method was not an impediment for Waymade to order a commercial 
batch of the product, as the assay method had no impact on the attributes of the tablets but rather on how to test 
and measure stability results, as explained at section 3.F.III.j.ii. Having positively identified the assay method as 
the reason behind the low stability results in July 2012 and being aware that the grant of the 10mg MA was 
imminent, it was open to Waymade to order a batch of commercial product to secure rapid entry. After several 
months of inactivity, Waymade’s product development team intended to manufacture commercial batches of 
product in October 2012 but were told not to because the 10mg MA had already been included in the sale to 
Cinven. See Document 202227, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 16 
July 2012; Document 202238, email from [] to [] dated 27 July 2012; Document 202251, email from 
[Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and others dated 14 August 2012 and Document 
300319, email from [] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [], [] and [Waymade Employee] dated 19 October 
2012. 
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those delays do not undermine the CMA’s finding that Waymade and 
subsequently AMCo were a potential competitor of Auden. 

Entry was economically viable 

6.247. The CMA concludes that Waymade’s independent entry was economically 
viable. 

6.248. The NHS Reimbursement Price of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets increased 
significantly during the course of 2008 from 70 pence per pack in January to 
£13.15 per pack in September 2008. At that time, Waymade’s cost of 
producing its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (via Aesica) would have been 
significantly lower than the NHS Reimbursement Price: in December 2008, 
Aesica’s initial proposal to Waymade for development and manufacture of 
hydrocortisone tablets set out ‘[f]ull inclusive price for Hydrocortisone 10mg 
tablets in 1 x 30 tablet blister:GB [£1-£4] per pack’.2178 By October 2012, the 
Reimbursement Price had risen to £46.76 for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
Waymade was fully aware of the profit margin by then: ‘[t]he COG’s are [£1-
£4] a pack (3 years old). The selling price is currently over £40 a pack with a 
shortage in the market’.2179 

6.249. Given the significant profit margin available from the level of the NHS 
Reimbursement Price, entry clearly was economically viable.  

6.250. Unsurprisingly, Waymade’s management considered the project a ‘very hot 
priority’,2180 and when Waymade was considering entering the market in 
February 2012, an internal email stated that ‘[n]o matter what market share I 
use this [10mg hydrocortisone tablets] is a clear winner’.2181 

6.251. Waymade’s 10mg MA post-dated the orphan designation protection afforded 
to Plenadren and therefore did not include the ‘adrenal insufficiency in 

2178 Document 200295, ‘Offer – Hydrocortisone 10 and 20mg Tablet Business’ from Aesica to Waymade dated 23 
December 2008.  
2179 Document 300319, email from [] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 19 October 2012. 
2180 For example, in an email to Aesica on 9 April 2010, [] forwarded his exchange with [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] emphasising that ‘this is a very hot priority. Within minutes a mail from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
and two calls from [Waymade Senior Employee 1]!!! [Waymade Senior Employee 1] has clearly told me this is a 
personal priority for him, he would appreciate we progress asap and appreciate this is very competitor sensitive, 
so must be completed discretely’ (Document 300039, email from [] to [] (Aesica) and [Aesica Employee] 
(Aesica) dated 9 April 2010). In addition to wanting to maintain pressure on Aesica to deliver saleable product, 
Waymade sought to ensure that its own actions did not cause unnecessary delays. For example, on 8 September 
2010, [Waymade Senior Employee 3] chased [] and []: ‘Aesica sent this proposal through on 16 June. We 
are returning our first response on 08 September, a gap of precisely 12 weeks. This gap does not support the 
proposition that this is a key project for Waymade / Amdipharm and that we are progressing it with a sense of 
urgency whilst Aesica is being slow in progressing its actions. Please could we do our very best to execute 
actions in a timely fashion’ (Document 201696, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [] and []dated 8 
September 2010). 
2181 Document 300222, Excel spreadsheet attached to Document 300221, email from [] to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] dated 29 February 2012. 
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adults’ indication. Nevertheless, as further described at sections 3.E.III and 
3.E.IV and Annex D: 

a. the orphan designation did not preclude market demand for the skinny 
label product: not only did the orphan designation not cover the whole 
market, there was also the possibility of off-label dispensing, which was 
appreciated by key market players at the time. It is notable that the 
MHRA took no steps that would have prevented off-label dispensing 
prior to skinny label tablets being launched (for example by requiring a 
brand name to be used), as it was not concerned about patients 
switching from full to skinny label tablets;2182 

b. various contemporaneous internal email exchanges between key 
Waymade staff indicate that they did not consider that the lack of an 
orphan indication would affect the economic viability of its skinny label 
10mg tablets; 

c. documents related to the Fifth Cinven Fund’s acquisition of Amdipharm, 
which post-date the MHRA’s refusal to grant the ‘adrenal insufficiency 
in adults indication’, show that Waymade expected to launch 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in 2013 ‘with sales reaching £4.2m in the year 
after launch’;2183 

d. Auden’s conduct at the time of entering into the 10mg Agreement with 
Waymade clearly indicates that it perceived that Waymade could have 
successfully entered the market; and 

e. the economic viability of skinny label 10mg tablets is supported by the 
evidence of subsequent successful market entry by skinny label 
suppliers. 

There were no insurmountable barriers to entry 

6.252. The CMA concludes that there were no ‘insurmountable barriers’ to 
Waymade’s entry with 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, as Waymade 
understood at the time (otherwise it would not have developed the product to 
the brink of entry) and as corroborated by AMCo’s subsequent entry into the 
market in May 2016. 

6.253. The orphan designation afforded to Plenadren did not constitute an 
‘insurmountable’ barrier to Waymade and its real concrete possibilities of 
entering the market. As discussed at sections 3.E.III and 3.E.IV, Annex D 

2182 See paragraphs 3.220 and 3.240-3.241 
2183 Document 202511, Pharmacloud report: ‘Amdipharm: review of key products’ dated 25 July 2012, page 10. 
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and paragraph 6.251 above, at the time, the orphan designation did not 
preclude market demand for the skinny label product; Waymade and Auden 
did not consider that it did so, and nor did they consider that it would prevent 
Waymade’s entry into the market; and despite lacking the ‘adrenal 
insufficiency in adults’ indication, suppliers of the skinny label product have 
subsequently successfully entered the market. 

Additional factors which indicate the existence of potential competition: the 10mg 
Agreement and the value transfer 

6.254. The very fact that Auden sought to conclude agreements with Waymade and 
made value transfers to Waymade when it was not yet on that market 
provides a strong indication that a competitive relationship existed between 
Auden and Waymade.2184, 2185 

6.255. The very generous terms of the 10mg Agreement and the fact that Auden 
entered into an agreement with Waymade offering supply of its 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets at a significant discount to the rest of the market 
shows in itself that a ‘competitive relationship existed’ between them, ie that 
Waymade’s potential entry with 10mg hydrocortisone tablets exerted 
competitive pressure on Auden.2186 

6.256. Prior to the grant of Waymade’s 10mg MA, Auden charged Waymade the 
market price of around £31.55 per pack for the supply of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. However, this was reduced to £1 per pack from 
October 2012 – very shortly after Waymade obtained its 10mg MA. Prices 
charged to Auden’s other customers remained at their original levels (ie 
around £31.55). 

Auden perceived Waymade to be a competitive threat 

6.257. In addition to the evidence of the existence of the agreement and the value 
transfer, the CMA has further evidence to show that Auden perceived 
Waymade to be a competitive threat at the time it entered into the 10mg 
Agreement in October 2012. 

6.258. The timing of the price reduction set out at paragraph 6.256 above is no 
coincidence. It occurred because, once Waymade obtained a 10mg MA, 
Auden perceived it as a competitive threat that was worth buying off in order 

2184 See section 6.C.I.c. 
2185 Waymade recognised the competitive position between Waymade and Auden when it explained that ‘[i]t is 
also not unusual for an MA holder to buy product from a competing MA holder where that competitor has 
developed a more reliable source of supply for the particular product.’ Document 200003, paragraph 11.4, 
Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016.
2186 C-373/14 P Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 33. 
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to avoid having to compete which [Auden Senior Employee 1] explained: 
‘[w]e did not offer this price to other customers as those other customers 
would have been pure wholesalers, whereas Amdipharm [Waymade]2187 was 
not only a wholesaler, but carried out a range of work including product 
development and product marketing and sales. […] We wanted to protect 
and maintain our volumes ordered through Tiofarma for 10mg tablets as 
well’.2188 

6.259. Auden therefore clearly entered the 10mg Agreement in order to buy off 
Waymade’s competitive threat.   

6.260. Cinven and Auden/Actavis submitted that the CMA placed undue reliance on 
the incumbent’s perception in relation to the question of the existence of 
potential competition.2189 However, the case law is clear that the subjective 
perception of the incumbent is a relevant factor (as Auden/Actavis 
recognises):2190 see, in this regard, paragraphs 6.83 to 6.86 of the legal 
framework section above. In line with the case law, the CMA has treated the 
incumbent’s perception as a relevant consideration, albeit not a decisive 
one. As set out above, there is strong evidence to show that Auden/Actavis 
perceived a competitive threat from Waymade/AMCo, and, in concluding that 
there was a relationship of potential competition between the parties to the 
10mg Agreement, the CMA has considered that evidence alongside the 
strong evidence as to Waymade/AMCo’s objective ability to enter the market 
sufficiently quickly to exert a competitive threat. 

The position in October 2012 

6.261. Finally, Waymade submitted that it could not be a potential competitor to 
Auden in October 2012 having agreed to divest its MA with the Amdipharm 
group and being subject to a non-compete clause that precluded Waymade 
from commercialising 10mg tablets.2191 

6.262. This representation cannot be accepted. In the agreement for the sale of the 
Amdipharm group, dated 13 October 2012, [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
and [Waymade Employee] and the top company of the Waymade group 
(Verdot Limited) agreed that they would not for three years from the 
‘Completion Date’ be engaged in the business of selling or competing with 

2187 As set out at section 3.D.VI.a, Amdipharm was first a subsidiary of Waymade. It was transferred to Cinven in 
October 2012.  
2188 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 and 1.20. 
2189 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO paragraphs 6.3(f), 6.53-6.59, Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 7.7, 7.50-7.52.
2190 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, paragraph 7.50 
2191 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.117; Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraph 
1.7. 
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‘Protected Products’.2192 This included those products sold under licences 
transferred from Waymade plc to Amdipharm UK Limited by the intra-group 
agreement of the same date. As explained in section 3.F.III.d.ii above, the 
parties treated 10mg tablets sold under Waymade plc’s newly-obtained 
10mg MA as covered by that intra-group agreement. 

6.263. The sale of the Amdipharm group completed on 31 October 2012. 

6.264. The CMA has found that Waymade, an undertaking including both 
Amdipharm UK Limited and Waymade plc, obtained the 10mg MA in 
September 2012, entered into the 10mg Agreement by 23 October 2012 at 
the latest and transferred that agreement to AMCo on 31 October 2012, 
when the sale of the Amdipharm group completed. The fact that [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] and [Waymade Employee ] and Verdot Limited agreed 
not to sell 10mg hydrocortisone tablets in competition with AMCo after the 
sale completed is irrelevant to that finding. Any commitment with respect to 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets in the agreement for the sale of the Amdipharm 
group only had effect from 31 October 2012 and cannot therefore affect 
whether the Waymade undertaking was a potential competitor between 
obtaining the MA on 27 September 2012 and transferring that MA (and the 
10mg Agreement) to AMCo on 31 October 2012. Until that date, the 10mg 
MA and associated product development – and therefore the competitive 
threat to Auden – remained within the Waymade undertaking.  

6.265. This is demonstrated by the fact that in October 2012, shortly after 
Waymade had obtained its 10mg MA, Waymade received around £70,000 
from Auden via the transfer of its margin on 2,000 packs. This deal was 
possible because the Waymade undertaking represented a competitive 
threat to Auden which materialised when Waymade plc obtained its MA on 
27 September 2012. By 23 October 2012 at the latest, Waymade had 
leveraged that competitive threat to obtain a 97% discount on the price it had 
been paying to date for 10mg tablets. That discount was only available to 
Waymade in October 2012, in between obtaining the 10mg MA and 
transferring the MA to AMCo. After that the discount was exclusively 
available to AMCo. 

6.266. The CMA has found that in exchange, Waymade agreed not to launch its 
10mg tablets. However, in the absence of the 10mg Agreement, the 
Waymade undertaking was not restricted from launching 10mg tablets 
before the sale of the Amdipharm group completed. 

2192 Document 200476, Sale and Purchase Agreement between Verdot Limited, [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
and [Waymade Employee] (as sellers) and CCM Pharma Midco Limited (as buyer) of 13 October 2012. 
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6.267. This is demonstrated by the fact that contemporary documents show that 
Waymade’s product development staff, before realising that the 10mg MA 
was included in the sale to Cinven, planned to produce commercial batches 
and begin selling Waymade’s 10mg tablets.2193 

iv. AMCo was a potential competitor of Auden when it succeeded 
Waymade as counterparty to the 10mg Agreement on 31 October 2012 

6.268. As described above, on 31 October 2012 the sale of the Amdipharm group 
to the Fifth Cinven Fund completed. Amdipharm UK Limited (and with it 
Waymade’s 10mg MA, product development and relevant staff) ceased to be 
a part of the Waymade undertaking, and became part of the AMCo 
undertaking, from this date. 

6.269. From 31 October 2012 until 24 June 2016 the 10mg Agreement continued, 
with the AMCo undertaking replacing the Waymade undertaking as Auden’s 
counterparty. 

6.270. For the reasons set out below, the CMA concludes that AMCo was a 
potential competitor to Auden at the time it succeeded Waymade as a 
counterparty to the 10mg Agreement with Auden on 31 October 2012. By 
that point in time, the Waymade undertaking had already taken ‘sufficient 
preparatory steps’ to show its ‘firm intention and an inherent ability’ to enter 
the market (as discussed in section 6.C.II.b.iii above), and these attributes 
were transferred to the AMCo undertaking by virtue of the sale of 
Amdipharm UK Limited. In other words, all the factors which made 
Waymade a potential competitor to Auden were transferred to AMCo. The 
AMCo undertaking effectively stepped into the Waymade undertaking’s 
shoes as a potential competitor to Auden effective from 31 October 2012 
and from this point onwards: 

a. AMCo had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to show its ‘firm intention 
and inherent ability’ to enter the market; 

b. there were no insurmountable barriers to entry; 

c. the existence of the agreement between Auden and AMCo and the 
value transfer are a strong indication that a competitive relationship 
existed; and 

d. Auden perceived AMCo to be a competitive threat. 

2193 Document 300319, email from [] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 19 October 2012. 
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6.271. This conclusion is supported by the subsequent evidence contemporaneous 
with the period when AMCo remained a potential competitor up to its actual 
market entry in May 2016, which included the re-negotiation of the 10mg 
Agreement and the entry into the First Written Agreement and the Second 
Written Agreement, which is set out below. 

AMCo had taken sufficient preparatory steps to enter the market to show it had a 
firm intention and an inherent ability to do so 

6.272. The CMA concludes that AMCo had real concrete possibilities of entering 
the market and had taken ‘sufficient preparatory steps’ to show its ‘firm 
intention and an inherent ability’ to do so at the time it succeeded Waymade 
as a counterparty to the 10mg Agreement with Auden on 31 October 2012, 
having acquired a business with real concrete possibilities of entering the 
market (as set out in section 6.C.II.b.iii above) from this date. 

Entry remained possible in the short term 

6.273. The CMA concludes that AMCo had the possibility to launch its 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablet sufficiently quickly such that it exerted competitive 
pressure on Auden. The existence of such competitive pressure is supported 
by fact of the payments Auden made to AMCo from 31 October 2012 
onwards in exchange for AMCo not launching its tablets (these payments 
are discussed section 6.D.II.b.ii (‘The payments to AMCo’). Moreover, the 
(relatively minor) delays encountered during AMCo’s further development 
with Aesica do not undermine this conclusion. 

6.274. As discussed at paragraphs 6.238 to 6.246 above, at the time Waymade and 
Auden entered into the 10mg Agreement, Waymade had obtained an MA, 
and Waymade and Aesica considered that they were in a position to 
manufacture 10mg hydrocortisone tablets on a commercial scale. As such, 
Waymade was in a position to enter the market sufficiently quickly such that 
it exerted competitive pressure on Auden before actual entry into the market.  

6.275. From the moment that Waymade’s activities with respect to 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets transferred to AMCo (that is, from 31 October 2012), 
AMCo replaced Waymade as the undertaking that had the ability to 
independently enter the market within a sufficiently short period to impose 
competitive pressure on Auden.2194 Waymade’s 10mg MA, the product 
development and relevant staff involved in the 10mg product development 
(see section 3.F.III.d.ii) all transferred from Waymade to AMCo, facilitating 
AMCo’s ability to independently enter the market. (While AMCo did not have 

2194 See paragraphs 6.75 to 6.78. 
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any stock when it entered into the 10mg Agreement, that was because 
Waymade, despite developing a successful manufacturing process with 
Aesica and obtaining a MA, failed to order stock from Aesica to sell under 
that MA).2195 

6.276. However, AMCo did not take steps towards entering the market at this time 
because of the 10mg Agreement. In fact, AMCo did not meaningfully engage 
with the development of its 10mg hydrocortisone tablet until January 2014 
and this engagement was only prompted by concerns that Auden would pull 
the plug on the 10mg Agreement and stop supplying 10mg tablets to AMCo, 
as set out further below. 

6.277. When AMCo did engage with the development of its 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablet, it is striking exactly how close it (and its predecessor Waymade) were 
to being able to enter the market. In January 2014 AMCo engaged with the 
work on the optimisation of the assay method which Waymade had identified 
in July 2012 and which had been left outstanding by AMCo since the 
purchase of the 10mg MA in October 2012. This work was dealt with very 
quickly, taking Aesica less than a month to update the assay method and 
confirm that there were no inherent stability issues affecting AMCo’s 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets (see sections 3.F.III.f.i and 3.F.III.f.ii). It also took 
AMCo less than a month to register the ‘minor changes in the test 
procedure, assay, for the finished product’.2196 

6.278. In January 2014, AMCo also took the decision that it wished to sell its 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in blister packs, rather than the glass bottles 
Waymade had planned. Therefore, in addition to optimising the assay 
method, AMCo also bought and installed an automated tablet feeder at 
Aesica’s facilities to enable the 10mg tablet to be blister packed.2197 Despite 
encountering some difficulties, the installation and commissioning of the 
blister feeder was achieved within two months.2198 

6.279. None of this further work undermines the CMA’s finding that AMCo (and 
Waymade before it) was a potential competitor to Auden, or supports the 

2195 As noted above in the legal framework section at paragraph 6.72, it is not a pre-requisite for the existence of 
potential competition that AMCo itself possessed any stock at the time at which it became a party to the 10mg 
Agreement.  
2196 Document 201871, letter from the MHRA to AMCo dated 1 May 2014. 
2197 Document 200292, response to question 11, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 
June 2016. Aesica considered that ‘there were no material difficulties in the development of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets’ as explained at paragraph 11.2 of its response. 
2198 The blister feeder was ordered on 17 February 2014, delivered to Aesica on 29 April 2014 and installed on 30 
April 2014. The commissioning of the feeder was initially unsuccessful but, after further testing, it was 
successfully commissioned on 2 July 2014. See, for example, Document 200292, response to question 11, 
Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016; Document 201865, email from [Aesica 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 1 May 2014; and Document 202705, email from [Aesica Employee] to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 2 July 2014. 
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contention that AMCo’s ability to enter the market was no more than a 
‘hypothetical possibility’.2199 

6.280. First, in order to determine whether an undertaking is a potential competitor 
in the market, it is necessary to determine whether, at the time the relevant 
agreement was concluded, the undertaking in question had taken ‘sufficient 
preparatory steps to enable it to enter the market concerned within such a 
period of time as would impose competitive pressure [on the incumbent].’ 2200 

As discussed above, at the point at which the 10mg Agreement was entered 
into, Waymade was already imposing competitive pressure on Auden and 
this position passed to AMCo from 31 October 2012 onwards (as indicated 
by the payments Auden made pursuant to the 10mg Agreement, first to 
Waymade and then to AMCo). 

6.281. Second, although further development work was necessary before AMCo 
would have been able to launch its own 10mg tablet, that work was limited in 
nature and meant that throughout the relevant period AMCo was in a 
position to enter the market ‘within such a period of time as would impose 
competitive pressure’2201 on Auden. From 31 October 2012 AMCo was never 
further away than around six to eight months from having market-ready 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets with which it could have independently entered 
the market as set out further below. This is supported by each instance 
where AMCo made a serious push for obtaining market-ready product. In 
January 2014, following concerns that Auden may stop supply to AMCo, 
AMCo significantly stepped up its efforts to develop the product and was in a 
position to launch it by the summer of 2014. AMCo again mothballed the 
development process in June and July of 2014 when it secured ongoing 
discounted supply of 10mg tablets from Auden.  

6.282. In February 2015, AMCo was again concerned that the 10mg Agreement 
might come to an end following Allergan’s acquisition of Auden. This concern 
again prompted AMCo to step up its development of its own 10mg tablet. 
Again, the advanced nature of AMCo’s development process was reflected 
by the fact that it received saleable product from Aesica in October 2015 
(despite Aesica having previously been told to discontinue the project 
completely). Since a sufficiently short period to exert competitive pressure 
may well significantly exceed a year (see paragraphs 6.76 to 6.78, above), 
the speed with which AMCo was able to get market ready 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets when it re-engaged in the development process in 

2199 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 6.48(d). 
2200 C-307/18 Generics (UK) and others v CMA EU:C:2020:52, paragraph 43. 
2201 C-591/16P Lundbeck v Commission EU:C:2021:241, paragraph 57.  
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both 2014 and 2015 indicates that it was in a position to exert competitive 
pressure on Auden from 31 October 2012 onwards. 

6.283. AMCo did not prioritise the Aesica 10mg development during 2013 as it 
continued to receive supplies from Auden under the 10mg Agreement. The 
Aesica 10mg development only became a priority in January 2014 in light of 
the increasing uncertainty around the continuity of supply from Auden as set 
out below and as set out in Annex C AMCo only engaged with the remaining 
development work at that stage. 

6.284. During 2013, AMCo only considered the Aesica 10mg Development to be a 
‘[p]rotective project to ensure continuity of supply’2202 and a ‘back up plan’ ‘in 
the event that other supply sources fail us, for whatever reason’.2203 Although 
Aesica manufactured a batch of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets for AMCo in 
October 2013, AMCo did not take a decision as to how to pack these tablets. 
Later in December 2013, AMCo identified that the assay results of the July 
2010 10mg Validation Batches2204 were ‘Out of Specification’ which 
prompted AMCo to engage with the optimisation of the assay method with 
Aesica. 

6.285. In January 2014, AMCo was negotiating with Auden in relation to a formal 
supply agreement (see sections 3.F.III.f and 3.F.III.g) but proved 
unsuccessful in securing higher supply volumes and ultimately rescinded its 
offer to contract with Auden after the end of the existing arrangement at the 
end of March 2014. Until then, the Aesica 10mg development had been 
described within AMCo as ‘a bit of a ham-fisted effort to date’,2205 but in 
January 2014 it became ‘an unusual project and really urgent’.2206 From then 
onwards, AMCo decided to pack the tablets manufactured in October 2013 
in blisters and resolved the assay issues by submitting a variation to the 
MHRA in early April 2014, which was approved by the MHRA within a month 
(see section 3.F.III.f.ii). 

6.286. In March 2014, AMCo was aiming to enter the market in May 2014. Despite 
some delays in May and June 2014, the contemporaneous documentary 
evidence confirms that at the date of entering into the Second Written 

2202 Document 202593, Hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets, slide 1, attached to Document 202592, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 18 December 2013.
2203 Document 202599, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Employee], [], [AMCo Employee] and 
[] dated 2 January 2014. 
2204 Document 202591, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 2 December 2013; Document 
201733, Stability Data – Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets dated 2 December 2013; and Document 201734, Stability 
Data – Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets dated 2 December 2013. 
2205 Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 January 
2014. 
2206 Document 202609, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 17 January 2014. 
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Agreement on 25 June 2014 AMCo understood it had market ready stock 
which was due to be delivered by Aesica imminently.  

6.287. Instead of launching the Aesica-manufactured 10mg tablet, AMCo used the 
threat of its imminent potential entry as leverage in its negotiations with 
Auden and declared its potential to enter the market during these 
negotiations.2207 For example, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] reported internally 
that he had used AMCo’s competitive threat to Auden to negotiate for an 
increased volume (supply of 12,000 packs) of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
stating that he had told Auden’s chief executive: ‘I told him that if not we will 
launch our own’.2208 In interview, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] confirmed this 
interpretation of the email, explaining that ‘I wanted him [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] to understand that we were able to launch’ because he thought 
‘that it [AMCo’s ability to enter] was more likely to help him [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] give me some better terms’.2209 

6.288. Further contemporaneous evidence confirms that AMCo understood it had or 
was about to have market ready stock. For example, on 28 June 2014 (three 
days after entering into the Second Written Agreement) [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] (AMCo’s [] and primary negotiator with Auden) thanked 
AMCo staff for ‘bringing the Aesica Hydrocortisone product to a position 
where we are able to launch’ and for providing ‘certainty of launch of our 
product’.2210 Further, [AMCo Senior Employee 7] (AMCo’s []) referred to 
the Aesica-manufactured 10mg stock as being ‘available for sale’ on 10 July 
2014.2211 

6.289. Accordingly, from the point AMCo started prioritising the Aesica 10mg 
Development (ie January 2014), it only took it around 7-8 months to obtain a 
market-ready product from Aesica (by early August). There is nothing to 
suggest that AMCo’s position would be any different had it decided to 
prioritise the Aesica 10mg Development immediately after 31 October 2012. 

6.290. However, despite having what it understood to be market ready 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, AMCo did not enter the market due to the Second 
Written Agreement: AMCo reported internally in June 2014 that 
‘Hydrocortisone 10mg batches manufactured and ready for sale … however, 

2207 As set out above, the CAT has considered that an undertaking which holds a MA and ‘with a declared 
intention of entering the market in the near future’ should be regarded as a potential competitor (see Lexon (UK) 
Limited v Competition and Markets Authority [2021] CAT 5, paragraph 234). 
2208 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 15 June 2014. 
2209 Document 201997, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview transcript dated 7 June 2018, page 25 lines 1 and 
10 to 11. See also pages 2-3. 
2210 Document 200126, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 7], 
[AMCo Employee] and others dated 28 June 2014 (emphasis added).  
2211 Document 202705, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 10 July 2014. 
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these won’t be sold due to a deal extension being signed with Auden 
McKenzie’.2212 

6.291. Following and because of the Second Written Agreement, AMCo paused its 
activities with Aesica: it was decided to ‘advise Aesica that the project is now 
parked’ and ‘cancel the order for the 4th batch and any other subsequent 
orders that have been placed with Aesica’.2213 Further to this decision, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 5] ([]) emailed Aesica on 27 June 2014 to inform 
them that AMCo’s ‘Hydrocortisone tablet project will be suspended for the 
UK territory.’2214 Nevertheless, AMCo decided to ‘continue with the packing 
of the three available batches at Aesica’ and store them ‘as a contingency 
against failure to supply from Auden’.2215 Those were delivered to AMCo in 
August 2014 (the August 2014 Batches). 

6.292. The parties have made various representations to the effect that AMCo 
could not have been a potential competitor to Auden/Actavis prior to 
November 2015, due to certain development issues experienced with Aesica 
subsequent to the initial entry into the 10mg Agreement. As a matter of 
principle, the existence of potential competition is to be assessed at the point 
of conclusion of the agreement concerned, and the fact that actual entry may 
ultimately have taken longer than anticipated does not demonstrate that the 
relevant contracting parties were not potential competitors at the time of their 
agreement.2216 Without prejudice to that point of principle, the parties’ 
detailed representations on the development issues are addressed in Annex 
C to this Decision. The short point is that these representations do not 
establish that there was no relationship of potential competition between 
Auden/Actavis and AMCo prior to November 2015 when AMCo had a 
saleable product. 

Entry continued to be economically viable 

6.293. The CMA concludes that AMCo’s entry was economically viable. 

6.294. At the time when AMCo succeeded Waymade as a counterparty to the 10mg 
Agreement with Auden, the NHS Reimbursement Price of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in October/November 2012 was over £46 and 
increasing, and AMCo’s cost of producing its own 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets (via Aesica) would have been significantly lower than that: in August 

2212 Document 200192, the June 2014 Strategic Development – Monthly Report, page 8 (emphasis added). 
2213 Document 200124, email of [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 7], [AMCo Employee] and others dated 25 June 2014. 
2214 Document 200275, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [Aesica Employee] dated 27 June 2014. 
2215 Document 200124, email of [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 7], [AMCo Employee] and others dated 25 June 2014. 
2216 See paragraphs 6.71 and 6.78 above. 
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2013, Aesica’s proposal to AMCo specified cost of goods of [£1-£4] per 
bottle of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.2217,2218 Indeed, Cinven had recognised 
the importance of AMCo’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets MA in mid-2012 in 
the run-up to its acquisition of Amdipharm UK: according to Waymade 
Cinven was ‘very insistent on acquiring it’.2219 This is indicative of the 
considerable value a professional investor like Cinven attached to the MA 
and supports that entry on the basis of that MA was considered to be 
economically viable. 

6.295. The economic viability of independent entry is further supported by the 
subsequent evidence contemporaneous with the period when AMCo 
rescinded its offer to contract with Auden after the end of the existing 
arrangement at the end of March 2014 and started prioritising the Aesica 
10mg Development: 

a. AMCo’s internal profit projections in January 2014 estimated that AMCo 
would be able to enter the market with its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
at a price of £38 per pack and achieve sales of 12,000 packs per month 
with a cost of goods of [£1-£4] per pack. This equated to annual 
revenues of upwards of £5.47m for the period of 2015 to 2018 with 
gross profit of 94%.2220 

b. AMCo dedicated considerable resources to developing a product which 
would be ready for launch: AMCo’s senior management and Board 
approved the development of the Aesica-manufactured product on a 
number of occasions throughout the duration of the 10mg 
Agreement.2221 AMCo would not have done this if it did not believe that 
its skinny label product was economically viable: AMCo’s conduct in 
pursuing the project shows it believed that entry was economically 
viable. 

6.296. AMCo’s 10mg MA post-dated the orphan designation protection afforded to 
Plenadren and therefore did not include the ‘adrenal insufficiency in adults’ 

2217 Document 202578, letter from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 13 August 2013. 
2218 Although in January 2014 it was ultimately decided to pack the October 2013 bulk batch in blisters (see 
Document 200076, letter from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 9 January 2014), the price of 
manufacture including packing in blisters was approximately [£1-£4] per blister pack and therefore significantly 
lower than the NHS Reimbursement Price. 
2219 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016, paragraph 6.1.  
2220 Document 200090, Product Development: Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets, 22nd Jan 2014, PPRM, slide 10. 
2221 For example, AMCo informed the CMA that on 20 January 2014, the Amdipharm Board approved ‘pushing 
ahead with the development and manufacture of the reduced indication 10mg hydrocortisone tablets to be 
packaged in blister packs of 30’ (Document 200288, Chronology of ‘Amdipharm’s Development of Reduced 
Indication 10mg Hydrocortisone’, submitted on a voluntary basis by AMCo on 14 October 2016, page 5). Further, 
the CMA notes that the progress of the Aesica 10mg Development was regularly reported to the AMCo Board 
(see, for example, Document 200167, minutes of a meeting of the Board of Directors of Amdipharm Mercury 
Limited dated 29 January 2014). 
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indication. Nevertheless as further described at sections 3.E.III and 3.E.IV 
and Annex D: 

a. the orphan designation did not preclude market demand for the skinny 
label product: not only did the orphan designation not cover the whole 
market, there was also the possibility of off-label dispensing, which was 
appreciated by key market players at the time. It is notable that the 
MHRA took no steps that would have prevented off-label dispensing 
prior to skinny label tablets being launched (for example by requiring a 
brand name to be used), as it was not concerned about patients 
switching from full to skinny label tablets;2222 

b. various contemporaneous internal email exchanges between key 
AMCo staff indicate that they did not consider the lack of an indication 
for adrenal insufficiency in adults would affect the economic viability of 
its skinny label tablet throughout the term of the 10mg Agreement; 

c. Auden’s conduct throughout the period that AMCo was party to the 
10mg Agreement clearly indicates that it perceived that AMCo could 
have successfully entered the market; and 

d. the economic viability of skinny label 10mg tablets is supported by the 
evidence of subsequent successful market entry by skinny label 
suppliers including AMCo itself. 

There were no insurmountable barriers to entry 

6.297. The CMA concludes that there were no ‘insurmountable barriers’ to AMCo’s 
entry with 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, as AMCo understood at the time 
(otherwise it would not have developed the product to the brink of entry) and 
as corroborated by its subsequent independent entry into the market in May 
2016. 

6.298. The orphan designation afforded to Plenadren did not constitute an 
‘insurmountable barrier’ to AMCo entering the market and therefore being 
considered a potential competitor. As described at sections 3.E.III and 
3.E.IV, Annex D and paragraph 6.296 above, at the time, the orphan 
designation did not preclude market demand for the skinny label product; 

2222 See paragraphs  3.220 and 3.240-3.241 
AMCo submitted that the evidence cited in the Letter of Facts relating to market demand (discussed in sections 
3.E.III and 3.E.IV and Annex D) is relevant only to whether the Orphan Designation was an insurmountable 
barrier to entry, and not the CMA’s case that AMCo was a potential competitor to Auden/Actavis (Document 
206670, AMCo’s RLOF, paragraph 5.3). This submission must be dismissed: the market demand for the product 
that is demonstrated by this evidence (and the contemporaneous evidence it corroborates) clearly also shows 
that entry would have been economically viable and supports the CMA’s entire case that AMCo had taken 
‘sufficient preparatory steps to enter the market to show it had a firm intention and an inherent ability to do so’. 
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AMCo and Auden did not consider that it did so, and nor did they consider 
that it would prevent AMCo’s entry into the market; and despite lacking the 
‘adrenal insufficiency in adults’ indication, suppliers of the skinny label 
product have subsequently successfully entered the market. 

Relevance of legal advice received by AMCo concerning potential competition 

6.299. AMCo, Cinven and Auden/Actavis submitted that AMCo received legal 
advice that it could not be considered a potential competitor while the orphan 
designation is in place. The parties contend that: 

a. AMCo obtained advice from a Pinsent Masons regulatory specialist that 
‘the OD [orphan designation] cannot be challenged’ and AMCo refers to 
the ‘insurmountable OD issue’ throughout its representations. It 
therefore looked to source full label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from 
Auden.2223 

b. Both the First and Second Written Agreements were cleared for 
competition law compliance by Pinsent Masons. In particular, Pinsent 
Masons reviewed the draft Second Written Agreement, after AMCo 
sought advice as to whether it was ‘appropriate and legally compliant’ 
for AMCo to enter into this agreement. Pinsent Masons advised AMCo 
that Auden and AMCo ‘would not be considered competitors whilst the 
orphan designation was in place’. AMCo states that it received 
‘unambiguous legal advice’ to the effect it was not a potential 
competitor to Auden for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.2224 

6.300. In section 10.B.II.e.iv, the CMA addresses the relevance of the legal advice 
to the question of penalties. As explained there, the advice does not take 
into account essential facts of which AMCo was aware but of which it did not 
inform its external legal advisers. In any case, the legal advice was obtained 
after AMCo was already a party to the 10mg Agreement (from 31 October 
2012). 

6.301. It must also be noted that the legal advice provided in June 2014 cannot 
affect the objective analysis of whether at the crucial points assessed by the 
CMA (the start of the 10mg Agreement in October 2012, its transfer to AMCo 
at the end of that month, and its renewal in June 2014), AMCo had real 

2223 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.24, 3.37.2, 3.52, 3.223, 3.617-3.621, 3.679, 3.686-3.687; 
Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.47, 3.54, 4.18, 9.18, 10.11 – 10.10.13; Document 205217, 
Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 7.7, paragraph 11.25.1; Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 
8.127. 
2224 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.376, 3.384-5, 3.625-3.631 (2013 advice on the unwritten 
supply arrangements), 3.693 – 3.703 4.96. AMCo refers throughout to Document 201971, email from external 
adviser to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 6 June 2014. 
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concrete possibilities to enter the relevant market within a sufficiently short 
period of time. This is particularly so where that advice does not consider 
whether AMCo could compete for the indications that were not covered by 
the orphan designation or the possibility that pharmacists might dispense the 
product off-label. Both possibilities were actively considered by AMCo’s 
commercial staff, particularly in the period leading up to the June 2014 
advice and the renewal of the 10mg Agreement in the same month. Both 
possibilities later turned out to be successful routes to market for a 
considerable number of entrants. 

6.302. Further, AMCo’s assertion that it relied on the legal advice as indicating that 
it could not enter the 10mg market is inconsistent with the contemporary 
evidence showing AMCo’s perception of the impact of the orphan 
designation at the time. It is clear that AMCo understood that there would 
have been some market demand for its skinny label tablets, both from the 
indications that are not covered by the orphan designation and by the 
potential of pharmacists dispensing off-label to patients falling within the 
protected indication (see further sections 3.E.III and 3.E.IV and Annex D). It 
is also inconsistent with the fact that AMCo used its skinny label tablets to 
exert leverage over Auden/Actavis, including [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s 
threat to [Auden Senior Employee 1] that if [Auden Senior Employee 1] did 
not continue to supply AMCo, ‘we will launch our own’.2225 

Additional factors which indicate the existence of potential competition: the 10mg 
Agreement and the value transfer 

6.303. The very fact that Auden sought to conclude agreements with AMCo and 
made value transfers to AMCo when it was not yet on that market provides a 
strong indication that a competitive relationship existed between Auden and 
AMCo.2226 

6.304. The CMA concludes that Auden perceived AMCo to be a competitive threat 
at the time it acquired Waymade’s MA and this resulted in it continuing the 
10mg Agreement. When Cinven acquired Amdipharm and merged it with 
Mercury to form AMCo, it acquired Waymade’s 10mg hydrocortisone 
business (including the 10mg MA). From that point, Auden perceived AMCo 
rather than Waymade as a competitive threat.  

6.305. AMCo benefitted from a very low price for the 10mg hydrocortisone tablets it 
purchased from Auden. By contrast Auden stopped selling 10mg 

2225 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 15 June 2014. 
2226 See section 6.C.I.c. 
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hydrocortisone tablets to Waymade at a heavily discounted price, and 
instead Waymade sourced its requirements from AMCo at the standard 
market rate.2227 

6.306. Auden’s perception of the competitive threat AMCo posed is further 
evidenced by the increased payments (in a form of increased supply 
volumes from 6,000 to 12,000 packs per month) Auden made to AMCo 
under the Second Written Agreement after the latter had threatened to 
launch its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.2228 

6.307. These additional factors are a strong indication of a competitive relationship. 

Auden perceived AMCo to be a competitive threat 

6.308. In addition to the evidence of the existence of the agreement and the value 
transfer, the CMA has further contemporaneous documentary evidence and 
witness evidence to show that Auden perceived AMCo to be a competitive 
threat. As explained in section 6.D.II.c.ii2229 below, the competitive 
relationship between AMCo and Auden was the rationale given for the 10mg 
Agreement by both [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] of AMCo. [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that the 10mg 
Agreement protected its volume commitments to its CMO.2230 

6.309. As discussed in section 3.F.III.h, Auden launched Project Guardian in early 
20142231 in response to the competitive threat AMCo posed because it 
believed AMCo’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablet ‘threaten[ed] to weaken Auden 
Mckenzie’s market share’,2232 given that it ‘may be adopted as a cheaper 
alternative’.2233 

6.310. Contrary to a representation made by AMCo to the effect that Project 
Guardian does not constitute evidence of potential competition,2234 the 
contemporaneous evidence is clear that Project Guardian was a response to 
the threat of market entry by AMCo, with a clear motivation being Auden’s 

2227 Document 200003, paragraph 11.13, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 
2016. 
2228 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 15 June 2014. 
2229 See also section 6.D.III.c.ii (in response to the representations on ‘The supply deals ‘sought to maintain 
Auden/Actavis’s CMO volumes’)
2230 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraph 
1.16. 
2231 For a detailed account of the steps that Auden took to defend its position in the market against the potential 
launch of skinny label product by AMCo, and later, Orion, see sections 3.F.III.h, 3.F.III.i and 3.F.III.m. 
2232 Document 00062F, Professional Advice (Hydrocortisone) Proposal Prepared for Auden Mckenzie (Pharma 
Division) Ltd by [Auden’s External Consultant], dated 6 February 2014, page 2.
2233 Document 00137, ‘A communications proposal to support Project Guardian’, submitted by Salix Consulting 
dated 16 April 2014, slide 3. 
2234 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 4.72. 
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desire to maintain its market share. Auden/Actavis has made no 
representations on the CMA’s findings with respect to Project Guardian.  

6.311. Subsequently, during the operation of the Second Written Agreement and in 
the lead-up to Actavis plc’s (subsequently renamed Allergan plc) acquisition 
of Auden, Actavis plc also considered skinny label products to be such a 
competitive threat that it affected the outcome of its negotiations with Auden 
and, ultimately, significantly reduced the purchase price by over £200m: 

a. An internal Auden email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that in 
November 2014 (ie around the time Orion was granted a 10mg MA), 
‘Actavis were seriously concerned about the new Orion license [sic] 
been [sic] used “Off label” and the impact this would have on their 
investment if they acquired Auden.’2235 

b. In a financial model Actavis plc prepared in the run-up to its acquisition 
of Auden in December 2014, entry by competitors without the adrenal 
insufficiency indication was envisaged, with their hydrocortisone tablets 
being ‘dispensed off label’. Actavis plc projected competition from 
skinny label suppliers leading to a ‘share erosion of 60% and price 
erosion of 90%’.2236 

c. This led to a reduction in the purchase price for the Auden business. 
When Actavis plc acquired Auden, the purchase price for the shares 
was significantly reduced: from £520 million to £300 million plus royalty 
payments.2237 The purpose of this concession was to offer Actavis plc 
‘a total and complete de risking of Hydrocortisone for Actavis’.2238 

6.312. The CMA therefore concludes that Auden considered AMCo to be a 
competitive threat. 

v. The orphan designation was not an insurmountable barrier to entry to 
the holder of the MA for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 

6.313. As set out in sections 3.E.III and 3.E.IV, Annex D and paragraphs 6.251 and 
6.296, the orphan designation did not preclude market demand for the 
skinny label 10mg product, and AMCo, Waymade and Auden/Actavis clearly 

2235 Document 00263, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015, but this indicates that the issue was raised in meetings about Actavis UK’s interest in acquiring Auden on 
20 November 2014.  
2236 Document 00679, Auden presentation dated December 2014, slide 4. While this evidence is from a later date 
than the start date of the Agreements, the CMA has not seen any evidence to indicate that the orphan 
designation would have had a materially different impact on entry at an earlier stage. 
2237 See section 3.D.VI.g. 
2238 Document 00263, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015.  
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expected there to be demand for skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
throughout the relevant period notwithstanding it, as borne out by the 
receptivity of customers to the skinny label product upon Alissa’s market 
entry in October 2015. Based on this evidence the CMA concludes that the 
orphan designation afforded to Plenadren did not constitute an 
‘insurmountable barrier’ to market entry by the holder of the MA for skinny 
label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (i.e. first Waymade, and then AMCo), and 
the parties did not believe it was at the time. It may at most have acted as a 
barrier to expansion following entry. In any event, as set out above, market 
entry with a skinny label tablet was clearly an economically viable strategy, 
and Auden perceived Waymade (and later AMCo) to be a competitive threat. 
In any case, the orphan designation only protected the ‘adrenal insufficiency 
in adults’ indication, not the other indications for which 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets could be used, and therefore the market was clearly not closed off in 
its entirety to skinny label suppliers. Alissa entered the market on the basis 
of its expectation of taking market share in that segment only.2239 

Representations on the relevance of the orphan designation in relation to the 
existence of potential competition 

6.314. The parties have made a range of representations in which the consistent 
theme is that there was no demand or uncertainty of demand for skinny label 
tablets at the relevant time, especially as a result of the orphan designation, 
and that there was therefore no relationship of potential competition between 
the parties to the 10mg Agreement.2240 

6.315. The issue of off-label dispensing and customer demand in the context of the 
orphan designation is addressed in sections 3.E.III and 3.E.IV and Annex D. 
In summary, contrary to this submission, the evidence considered in that 
section shows that throughout the period prior to Alissa’s entry in October 
2015, the orphan designation did not preclude demand for skinny label 
products, and that there was an expectation in the market that there would 
be demand for skinny label tablets once they were launched, even if the 
extent of such potential demand was uncertain. Insofar as these 
submissions are said to be relevant to the question of potential competition, 
the CMA therefore rejects these representations. 

2239 Document 206413, note of call between the CMA and Alissa, paragraph 2.4. 
2240 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3,802-3.807, 3.680, 4.93-4.97, 6.52; Document 204903, 
Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.118-8.129; Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 6.12-6.13, 6.31-
6.38, 6.38, 6.52(d), 6.61-6.70; Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’ RSSO, paragraphs 2.8, 7.38-7.42; Document 
206670, AMCo’s RLOF, paragraphs 4.1-4.13, 5.11, 5.15-5.142, 6.31-6.42; Document 206665, Cinven’s RLOF, 
paragraphs 1.11-1.12, 3.4-3.8 and 3.10-3.32; Document 206667, Auden/Actavis’ RLOF, paragraphs 3.13-3.15. 
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6.316. There is a substantial overlap between these points and aspects of the 
parties’ representations on market definition, which the CMA addresses 
within section 4.B above).2241 

D. Agreements restricting competition by object 

I. Legal framework 

6.317. The Chapter I prohibition prohibits agreements between undertakings which 
have as their object or effect the prevention, restriction or distortion of 
competition and which may affect trade within the UK. 

6.318. Such agreements are illegal, unless exempt under section 9 of the Act. 

a. Agreement 

6.319. An agreement is ‘a concurrence of wills between at least two parties, the 
form in which it is manifested being unimportant, so long as it constitutes the 
faithful expression of the parties’ intention’.2242 

6.320. The European General Court has held that in order to establish a 
concurrence of wills ‘it is sufficient that the undertakings in question should 
have expressed their joint intention to conduct themselves on the market in a 
specific way’.2243 

6.321. Courts have also described the concept of an agreement as a ‘common 
understanding’ between the parties – which has the same meaning as 
‘concurrence of wills’. For example, in its judgment in Hitachi, the European 
General Court held that: ‘the Commission was right to find that the common 
understanding constituted an agreement between undertakings within the 
meaning of Article [101](1)’.2244 

6.322. That a party may have played only a limited part in setting up an agreement, 
may not be fully committed to its implementation, or may have participated 
only under pressure from another party, does not mean that it is not party to 

2241 AMCo, Cinven and Auden/Actavis’s representations on the relevance of AMCo’s legal advice to its 
understanding of AMCo’s position as a potential competitor is addressed at section 10.B.II.e.iv. 
2242 T-41/96 Bayer AG v Commission, EU:T:2000:242, paragraph 69 (upheld on appeal in Joined cases C-2/01 P 
and C-3/01 P Bundesverband der Arzneimittel-Importeure eV and Commission v Bayer AG, EU:C:2004:2, 
paragraphs 96 to 97).  
2243 T-7/89 SA Hercules Chemicals NV v Commission, EU:T:1991:75, paragraph 256. 
2244 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 272.  
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the agreement.2245 That a party ‘cheats’ on the agreement also does not 
absolve it.2246 The CAT has confirmed that: 

‘An agreement, in our view, can be constituted by an “understanding” 
even if there is nothing to prevent either party from going back on, or 
disregarding, the understanding in question.’2247 

6.323. The form of an agreement is unimportant, and in particular it is not 
necessary that an agreement is formal or legally binding: agreements may 
include written contracts, oral agreements and ‘morally’ binding ‘gentlemen’s 
agreements’.2248 

6.324. The European General Court has held that: 

‘the commitment of a group of producers not to enter a market reserved 
to the other group … is based on a simple concept which may be 
implemented easily. Similarly, its implementation does not require, in 
principle, interaction between the undertakings concerned. 
Consequently, such a commitment is perfectly capable of existing as an 
unwritten understanding, which also reduces the likelihood of its 
discovery’.2249 

6.325. An agreement therefore need not be articulated by the parties explicitly. It 
may not be necessary for the parties to refer in their discussions to their 
common understanding, which may ‘go without saying’ ‘since the content of 
that understanding was understood, accepted and implemented by all the 
participants in the cartel without the need for any specific discussion on 
it.’2250 This may be particularly likely where the common understanding 
consists of ‘a mere commitment not to act’ – for example, not to enter a 
market.2251 

2245 Agreements and Concerted Practices (OFT401), December 2004 (adopted by the CMA Board), paragraph 
2.8. See also T-25/95 Cimenteries CBR and Others v Commission, EU:T:2000:77, paragraphs 1389 and 2557 
(this judgment was upheld on liability by the European Court of Justice in Joined Cases C-204/00 P etc. Aalborg 
Portland A/S and Others v Commission, EU:C:2004:6, although the fine was reduced); and C-49/92 P 
Commission v Anic Partecipazioni SpA, EU:C:1999:356, paragraphs 79 to 80. 
2246 T-141/89 Trefileurope v Commission, EU:T:1995:62, paragraphs 53 to 60. 
2247 Argos and Littlewoods v OFT [2004] CAT 24, paragraph 658. 
2248 C-41/69 ACF Chemiefarma NV v Commission, EU:C:1970:71, in particular paragraphs 106 to 114. Compare 
Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2004] CAT 24 at paragraph 658. See also 
Commission Decision 2003/675/EC Video Games, Nintendo Distribution and Omega-Nintendo [2003] OJ 
L255/33, paragraph 247.
2249 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 91. See also T-133/07 Mitsubishi v Commission 
EU:T:2011:345, paragraph 186. Upheld on further appeal in C-239/11, C-489/11 and C-498/11 Siemens and 
Others v Commission, EU:C:2013:866.  
2250 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraphs 141 and 269. 
2251 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 141. 
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6.326. The conduct of the parties may amount to an expression of their joint 
intention to conduct themselves on the market in a specific way. The 
European Court of Justice held in the Bayer case that: 

‘the existence of an agreement within the meaning of that provision 
[Article 101(1) TFEU] can be deduced from the conduct of the parties 
concerned’.2252 

b. Restriction of competition by object 

6.327. To come within the Chapter I prohibition, an agreement must have ‘as [its] 
object or effect’ the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within 
the UK. It is settled case law that certain types of coordination between 
undertakings reveal a sufficient degree of harm to competition, such that 
there is no need to examine their effects.2253 That case law arises from the 
fact that certain types of coordination between undertakings can be 
regarded, by their very nature, as being harmful to the proper functioning of 
normal competition.2254 

6.328. The term ‘object’ in the Chapter I prohibition refers to the sense of ‘aim’, 
‘purpose’, or ‘objective’ of the coordination between undertakings in 
question.2255 This is assessed objectively. It is not necessary to establish that 
the parties jointly intended, subjectively, to pursue an anti-competitive aim – 
only that they had a common understanding whose terms, assessed 
objectively, pursue or result in such an aim.2256 

6.329. An agreement may be regarded as having an anti-competitive object even if 
it does not have a restriction of competition as its sole aim but also pursues 
other, legitimate, objectives. The European Court of Justice has held that: 

'even supposing it to be established that the parties to an agreement 
acted without any subjective intention of restricting competition … such 

2252 C-2&3/01 P BAI and Commission v Bayer [2004] ECR I-23, paragraph 100. See also T-168/1 
GlaxoSmithKline Services Unlimited v Commission, ECLI:EU:T:2006:265, paragraphs 82-83: the existence of an 
agreement may be established by ‘indirect evidence, for example in the form of conduct’. 
2253 C-373/14 P Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 26; and C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes 
Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 49. 
2254 C-373/14 P Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 26; and C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes 
Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 50. 
2255 See, for example, respectively: 56/64 Consten & Grundig v Commission, EU:C:1966:41, paragraph 343; 
96/82 IAZ and Others v Commission, EU:C:1983:310, paragraph 25; C-209/07 Competition Authority v Beef 
Industry Development Society, EU:C:2008:643, paragraphs 32 to 33. 
2256 T-168/01 GlaxoSmithKline Services Unlimited v Commission, EU:T:2006:265, paragraph 77 (upheld on 
appeal in Joined cases C-501/06P etc GlaxoSmithKline Services Unlimited v Commission, EU:C:2009:610). See 
also C-614/16 P Merck v Commission, paragraph 92: ‘characterisation as a ‘restriction by object’ does not require 
that parties to those agreements pursue an anticompetitive objective, even though such an objective may 
nevertheless be taken into consideration’. 
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considerations are irrelevant for the purposes of applying that provision 
[Article 101].’2257 

6.330. In order to determine whether an agreement objectively reveals a sufficient 
degree of harm such as to constitute a restriction of competition by object, 
regard must be had to: 

a. the economic and legal context of which it forms a part; 

b. its content; and 

c. its objectives.2258 

6.331. It is well-established that an agreement need not be implemented to infringe 
the prohibition on anti-competitive agreements, including to amount to a 
restriction of competition by object.2259 However, evidence of the parties’ 
conduct showing that the agreement was implemented may corroborate the 
assessment of its content and objectives.2260 The European Commission’s 
Guidance on the Application of Article 101(3) states: ‘The way in which an 
agreement is actually implemented may reveal a restriction of competition by 
object even where the formal agreement does not contain an express 
provision to that effect’.2261 

6.332. Although the parties’ subjective intentions are not a necessary factor in 
determining whether an agreement is restrictive of competition, those 
intentions may be taken into account as corroboration of the objective 
assessment.2262 

i. Market sharing and market exclusion 

6.333. The Chapter I prohibition expressly applies in particular to agreements or 
practices which: 

a. share markets or sources of supply; or 

2257 C-209/07 Competition Authority v Beef Industry Development Society, EU:C:2008:643, paragraph 21. 
2258 C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 53, citing C-32/11 
Allianz Hungaria v Commission, EU:C:2013:160, paragraph 36 and the case law cited. See also C-373/14 P 
Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 27. 
2259 C-277/87 Sandoz v Commission; WANO Schwarpulver, OJ 1978 L232/26, [1979] 1 CMLR 403; Case 19/77 
Miller v Commission, paragraphs 7 to 10. See also COMP/37750 French Beer, [2006] 4 CMLR 577, paragraph 
68. 
2260 C-49/92 P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni SpA, EU:C:1999:356, paragraphs 81 to 88. 
2261 European Commission Guidance on the Application of Article 101(3), recital 22. 
2262 C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 54; and C-286/13 
P Dole v Commission, EU:C:2015:184, paragraph 118. See also C-32/11 Allianz Hungaria v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:160, paragraph 37 and the case law cited. 
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b. limit or control production, markets, technical development or 
investment. 

6.334. The European Court of Justice has consistently held that market sharing 
constitutes a particularly serious breach of the competition rules.2263 It has 
also consistently held that agreements that aim to share markets have, in 
themselves, an object restrictive of competition, and that such an object 
cannot be justified by an analysis of the economic context of the anti-
competitive conduct concerned.2264 

6.335. The European General Court has held that ‘The exclusion of competitors 
from the market constitutes an extreme form of market sharing and of 
limitation of production’.2265 

6.336. In the Irish Beef case, the Irish Competition Authority challenged a 
mechanism (the so-called BIDS arrangements) to reduce perceived 
overcapacity in the Irish beef sector. As part of the BIDS arrangements, the 
undertakings that stayed in the market paid financial compensation to those 
who agreed to leave. The European Court of Justice held: 

‘The BIDS arrangements are intended therefore, essentially, to enable 
several undertakings to implement a common policy which has as its 
object the encouragement of some of them to withdraw from the market 
and the reduction, as a consequence, of the overcapacity which affects 
their profitability by preventing them from achieving economies of scale. 

That type of arrangement conflicts patently with the concept inherent in 
the EC Treaty provisions relating to competition, according to which 
each economic operator must determine independently the policy 
which it intends to adopt on the common market. Article 81(1) EC [now 
101(1)] is intended to prohibit any form of coordination which 
deliberately substitutes practical cooperation between undertakings for 
the risks of competition. 

In the context of competition, the undertakings which signed the BIDS 
arrangements would have, without such arrangements, no means of 
improving their profitability other than by intensifying their commercial 
rivalry or resorting to concentrations. With the BIDS arrangements it 
would be possible for them to avoid such a process and to share a 

2263 C-373/14 Toshiba Corporation v Commission, EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 28; C-449/11 Solvay Solexis v 
Commission, EU:C:2013:802, paragraph 82; and C-408/12 YKK and Others v Commission, EU:C:2014:2153, 
paragraph 26. 
2264 C-373/14 Toshiba Corporation v Commission, EU:C:2016:26: paragraph 28; and C-239/11, C-489/11 and C-
498/11 Siemens and Others v Commission, EU:C:2013:866, paragraph 218. 
2265 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 435 (emphasis added).  
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large part of the costs involved in increasing the degree of market 
concentration…’.2266 

6.337. The European Court of Justice concluded that the arrangements in question 
were a restriction of competition by object. Advocate General Trstenjak, 
whose Opinion the Court followed, characterised the arrangements as ‘the 
“buying off” of competition’.2267 

6.338. In Cartes Bancaires, the European Court of Justice explained that ‘The 
object of the BIDS arrangements was … to change, appreciably, the 
structure of the market through a mechanism intended to encourage the 
withdrawal of competitors’.2268 

6.339. In the pharmaceutical industry, the European Commission and the CMA 
have issued a number of decisions finding that agreements involving 
incumbent pharmaceutical companies making payments to potential generic 
entrants to delay or abandon their efforts to enter the market independently 
are comparable to market exclusion and constitute restrictions of competition 
by object: Lundbeck,2269 Perindopril (Servier)2270 and Fentanyl2271 in the EU 
and Paroxetine2272 in the UK. These types of agreements are commonly 
known as ‘pay for delay’ agreements. They are essentially variations on 
‘classic’ market exclusion agreements such as those in Irish Beef and 
Toshiba, with (in most cases) the additional complexity of a patent context. 

6.340. Specifically, in its Lundbeck judgment, the European General Court upheld a 
decision by the European Commission that so-called ‘pay for delay’ 
agreements entered into between a patent holder and potential generic 
entrants were ‘comparable to market exclusion agreements, which are 
among the most serious restrictions of competition’.2273 In its Servier 
judgment, the European General Court held with respect to such 
agreements that ‘Where there is an inducement, the agreements in question 
must be regarded as being market exclusion agreements, in which the 
stayers are to compensate the goers’.2274 In both the Lundbeck and Servier 

2266 C-209/07 BIDS, EU:C:2008:643, paragraphs 33 to 35.  
2267 Opinion of AG Trstenjak in C-209/07 BIDS, EU:C:2008:467, paragraph 77. Compare T-472/13 Lundbeck v 
Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 352. See also the European Commission’s International Removal 
Services decision (Commission decision of 11 March 2008 in Case 38.543 International Removal Services): in its 
Lundbeck decision the Commission explained that the competitors in International Removal Services paid each 
other not to compete, and as a result all undertakings fared better, at the expense of higher consumer prices 
(Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.227 Lundbeck, footnote 1178). 
2268 C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 84. 
2269 Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.227 Lundbeck. 
2270 Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier). 
2271 Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl. 
2272 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine).
2273 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 435. 
2274 T-679/14 Teva v Commission, EU:T:2018:919, paragraph 233.  
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judgments, the General Court characterised these agreements as ‘a buying-
off of competition’.2275 In both cases, the General Court held that these 
agreements were restrictions by object.2276 

6.341. Unlike the present case, Lundbeck, Servier and Paroxetine all concerned 
patent litigation. All three cases concerned originator companies with 
patented drugs, facing the threat of entry by generics and in some cases 
seeking to end patent litigation with those generics through settlement 
agreements. The Commission’s analysis of the agreements in Lundbeck and 
Servier was substantively upheld on appeal by the European General Court 
and (in the case of Lundbeck) the European Court of Justice,2277 with the 
exception of the agreement between Servier and Krka, in respect of which 
the General Court annulled the Commission’s decision because the 
agreements at issue (settlement agreements combined with ancillary licence 
and assignment agreements) could not be shown to contain value transfers 
to Krka.2278 

6.342. The patent context was a key factor in the CAT’s decision to refer the 
Paroxetine case to the European Court of Justice: although the CAT found 
that the agreements in question ‘amounted to a monopoly supplier … 
agreeing to share a significant but limited part of the market with 
independent distributors of its own product’,2279 it referred to the Court 
specific questions on whether the agreements amounted to infringements of 
competition law in circumstances where there were pending court 
proceedings relating to the validity and/or infringement of the relevant patent. 
In its judgment, the CAT noted that: 

‘the patent position cannot be ignored, and this situation cannot be 
equated to a simple agreement for exclusion of a potential competitor 
from the market or for market sharing’.2280 

2275 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 352; and T-679/14 Teva v Commission, 
EU:T:2018:919, paragraph 233.
2276 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 476; and T-679/14 Teva v Commission, 
EU:T:2018:919, paragraph 233. 
2277 C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission; C-588/16 P Generics (UK) v Commission; C-586/16 P Sun 
Pharmaceutical Industries and Ranbaxy (UK) v Commission; C-601/16 P Arrow Group v Commission; C-611/16 
P Xellia Pharmaceuticals and Alpharma v Commission; C-614/16 P Merck v Commission. The Court of Justice 
found that the General Court had relied on the wrong case law in relation to one procedural argument in the 
Xellia/Alpharma appeal; however the appeal on this point did not succeed because the General Court’s findings 
could be upheld on the basis of other factors (paragraphs 144-157).
2278 T-684/14 Krka Tovarna v Commission, EU:T:2018:918.  
2279 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraph 303. 
2280 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraphs 244 and 303 (emphasis added). 
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6.343. Following the Court of Justice’s judgment, the CAT upheld the CMA’s 
findings that the agreements amounted to restrictions of competition by 
object.2281 

6.344. For the purposes of assessing whether the agreements at issue in each of 
Lundbeck, Perindopril (Servier) and Fentanyl revealed in themselves a 
sufficient degree of harm to competition to amount to restrictions ‘by object’, 
the European Commission took into account the following factors relating to 
the content, the context and the objectives of those agreements:2282 

a. the potential entrant and the incumbent were at least potential 
competitors; 

b. the agreements involved a payment (or ‘value transfer’) from the 
incumbent to the potential entrant; and 

c. in return, ‘the generic undertaking committed itself in the agreement to 
limit, for the duration of the agreement, its independent efforts to enter 
into one or more … markets with a generic product’.2283 

6.345. The CMA took those factors into account in its Paroxetine decision, in which 
it found that GSK and two generic companies had entered into anti-
competitive agreements by object. GSK made cash payments and other 
value transfers to the generic companies in return for which the generic 
companies accepted restrictions on their ability to enter the market 
independently.2284 

6.346. These factors are relevant to establishing a market exclusion agreement, 
whether or not in a patent context. However, in the absence of a patent 
context (such as in the present case, which involves unbranded, generic 
drugs long off-patent and in the third phase of the drug lifecycle, when 
exclusivity is lost), establishing a restriction of competition by object where a 
potential competitor agrees not to enter the market is more straightforward 
since it is not necessary to consider whether that agreement not to enter 
reflects potentially legitimate recognition of the strength of a patent.  

2281 GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraphs 33-58. 
2282 Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), paragraph 1154; Commission 
decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, paragraph 661; and Commission decision of 10 December 
2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl, paragraph 219. 
2283 Or, in the Fentanyl case: ‘due to the Agreement, the generic undertaking limited, for the duration of the 
Agreement, its independent efforts to enter the market with its generic product’ (Commission decision of 10 
December 2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl, paragraph 219). 
2284 CMA decision in case CE-9531/11 Paroxetine, sections 6.E and 6.G. 
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Potential competition 

6.347. The legal framework for potential competition is set out in paragraphs 6.62 to 
6.86 above. 

Payment (or 'value transfer') 

6.348. A relevant question is whether the incumbent made a payment, also known 
as value transfer, to the potential entrant. 

6.349. A payment may, for example, be in cash. In some cases, cash payments 
have been given spurious labels, attributing them to fictitious or negligible 
services provided by the potential entrant. In Fentanyl, the payments were 
expressed to relate to promotional activities, though their value far exceeded 
that of the minimal activities carried out.2285 In Paroxetine, the CAT noted 
that the parties’ descriptions of payments as ‘marketing payments’ or 
‘promotional allowances’ were ‘simply convenient labels selected for what 
was part of the overall financial consideration … We find it remarkable, and 
somewhat revealing, that the parties chose in the formal agreements to 
designate these payments in a manner that we find was misleading.’2286 

6.350. A payment may also be ‘through a more covert transfer of value’ than 
cash.2287 

6.351. For example, in Paroxetine the agreements involved the supply of specified 
volumes of product for the potential entrants to sell on their own account. 
The CAT held that ‘the CMA was correct to regard the margin which the 
generic company was likely to earn on the specified volumes supplied as 
part of the consideration’.2288 The CAT found that: 

‘So long as no other generic company was able to enter the market 
with an independent product, the generic companies could expect to 
sell the paroxetine supplied by IVAX for at least the PI price’.2289 

6.352. The European Court of Justice confirmed the CAT’s (and the CMA’s) 
analysis of the properties of these supply agreements, holding that they 
amounted to value transfers or payments.2290 

2285 The limited promotional activities are summarised at paragraph 274 of Commission decision of 10 December 
2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl. 
2286 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraphs 179 to 180. See also GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, 
paragraph 47. Compare T-208/08 Gosselin v Commission, in which cartelists issued each other with invoices for 
common payments on rejected offers, or offers not made, ‘referring to fictitious services’ (paragraph 12). 
2287 Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, paragraph 660. 
2288 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraph 184. 
2289 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraph 184. 
2290 C-307/18 GSK v Commission, paragraphs 90-91 and 109. 
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6.353. Similarly, in Servier, one of the agreements provided, in addition to cash 
payments, for Servier to supply Teva with a defined quantity of product to be 
distributed in Teva livery (or pay damages for non-supply).2291 In Lundbeck, 
part of the consideration for non-entry in some of the relevant agreements 
was the supply by Lundbeck of a specified volume of the drug citalopram at 
a substantial discount for GUK and Ranbaxy to sell in their territories.2292 In 
its judgment on Sun Pharmaceutical Industries and Ranbaxy’s appeal, the 
European General Court agreed with the Commission that these supplies 
were part of the consideration granted to Ranbaxy, and pointed out that the 
discount involved Lundbeck giving up the profits it would have made in 
selling the product itself.2293 The European Court of Justice upheld the 
General Court.2294 

6.354. An incumbent may therefore pay a potential entrant in the form of a transfer 
of its margin on specified quantities of product: it pays by supplying product 
to the potential entrant at an artificially low supply price, allowing the 
potential entrant to make a profit margin on resale. 

In return for non-entry (or delayed entry) 

6.355. The key factor is whether, in return for the payment, the potential entrant 
gave a commitment not to enter the market. 

6.356. As is the case for any agreement (see paragraphs 6.319 to 6.326 above), 
such a commitment need not be explicit, but can be a common 
understanding between the parties. In Paroxetine, for example, the CAT 
stated: 

‘Although under the IVAX Agreement there was no contractual 
restriction on IVAX entering the UK market independently (by contrast 
with the position under the GUK and Alpharma Agreements), we have 
no doubt that this was the intention and understanding of the 
parties.’2295 

2291 Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), paragraph 1578. 
2292 T-460/13 Sun Pharmaceutical Industries and Ranbaxy (UK) v Commission EU:T:2016:453, paragraphs 246-
251. 
2293 T-460/13 Sun Pharmaceutical Industries and Ranbaxy (UK) v Commission EU:T:2016:453, paragraph 249.  
2294 C-586/16 P Sun Pharmaceutical Industries and Ranbaxy (UK) v Commission. 
2295 GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraph 422. 
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II. Agreements for the purpose of the Chapter I prohibition 

a. Conclusions 

i. The 20mg Agreement 

6.357. As explained in paragraph 6.3 above, the CMA concludes that from 11 July 
2011 to 30 April 2015 Auden and Waymade shared a common 
understanding that: 

a. Auden would supply Waymade with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets on 
terms that amounted to monthly payments (or ‘value transfers’) to 
Waymade; and 

b. In exchange for these payments, Waymade would not enter the market 
independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.358. The CMA refers to this common understanding as the 20mg Agreement. The 
CMA concludes that the 20mg Agreement amounts to an ‘agreement’ for the 
purposes of the Chapter I prohibition. 

ii. The 10mg Agreement 

6.359. As explained in paragraph 6.17 above, the CMA concludes that between 23 
October 2012 and 24 June 2016, Auden/Actavis shared a common 
understanding first with Waymade, and then with AMCo, that: 

a. Auden/Actavis would supply first Waymade, and then AMCo, with 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets on terms that amounted to monthly 
payments (or ‘value transfers’) to them; and 

b. In exchange for these payments, each of Waymade and AMCo would 
not enter the market independently with its own 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

6.360. The CMA refers to this common understanding as the 10mg Agreement. The 
CMA concludes that the 10mg Agreement amounts to an ‘agreement’ for the 
purposes of the Chapter I prohibition: 

a. From 23 to 30 October 2012, between Auden and Waymade; and 

b. From 31 October 2012 to 24 June 2016, between Auden/Actavis and 
AMCo.2296 

2296 AMCo succeeded Waymade as counterparty to the 10mg Agreement from 31 October 2012 onwards. 
Actavis continued the 10mg Agreement from 1 September 2015 onwards. 
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b. Auden/Actavis agreed to supply Waymade and AMCo with 
hydrocortisone tablets on terms that amounted to monthly payments 
(or ‘value transfers’) to them 

6.361. The terms on which Auden/Actavis supplied Waymade and AMCo with 
hydrocortisone tablets amounted to significant monthly payments to them. 

6.362. The monthly payments in the 20mg Agreement comprised the following: 

a. 800 packs (later 928 and 982) were ‘supplied’ (on paper only) at a 
‘special price’:2297 £4.50 per pack (an 87% discount to the rest of the 
market). These packs were to be immediately ‘sold back’ to Auden at 
approximately market rate (initially2298 £34.50 per pack) so that in 
practice Auden simply made a substantial monthly cash payment to 
Waymade (the Buyback); and 

b. 200 packs were supplied to Waymade every month, also at a ‘special 
price’2299 (initially2300 £4.50 per pack), for Waymade to sell to its own 
customers for a profit. 

6.363. In relation to 20mg tablets, the majority of the monthly payments were 
therefore in cash, under the Buyback. 

6.364. The Buyback was a ‘supply’ on paper only: these packs never left Auden’s 
warehouse. 

6.365. As explained in section 3.F.III.b above, the parties agreed that Auden would 
‘invoice us [Waymade] the stock at the special price [£4.50] and we 
immediately sell back 800 of them to you at £34.50’.2301 The Buyback 
therefore involved direct cash payments to Waymade, initially of £24,000 per 
month. The ‘special price’ was an 87% discount to market rate. The quantity 
of packs subject to the Buyback remained 800 per month until April 2013, 
when it increased to 928. In December 2013 there was one further increase, 
to 982 packs per month.2302 

2297 Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 July 
2011. 
2298 The price at which these packs were ‘bought back’ by Auden increased during the term of the 20mg 
Agreement (see table 3.26 above).  
2299 Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 July 
2011. 
2300 The price at which the 200 packs were supplied to Waymade increased during the term of the 20mg 
Agreement, though this was more than compensated for by the overall increasing value of the payments to 
Waymade (see table 3.26 above). 
2301 Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 July 
2011. 
2302 Document 200003, paragraph 11.10, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 
2016. 
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6.366. The remainder of the monthly payments to Waymade were by way of the 
transfer of Auden’s margin on the 200 packs given to Waymade each month 
for resale.2303 These packs were also supplied at a ‘special price’ (initially 
£4.50 per pack),2304 allowing Waymade to make a profit when selling them to 
its customers. 

6.367. The monthly payments in the 10mg Agreement were entirely by way of the 
transfer of Auden/Actavis’s margin on the packs given to Waymade and 
AMCo each month for resale. These packs were supplied at a 97% discount 
to market rate throughout the 10mg Agreement, allowing Waymade and 
AMCo to make a profit when selling them to their customers. They 
comprised the following: 

a. in October 2012, Waymade received 2,000 packs at £1 per pack; 

b. between 31 October 2012 and 31 December 2012, AMCo received 
2,000 packs per month at £1 per pack; 

c. between 1 January 2013 and 24 June 2014, AMCo received 6,000 
packs per month at £1 per pack; and 

d. between 25 June 2014 and 24 June 2016, AMCo received 12,000 
packs per month at £1.78 per pack. 

6.368. The volume of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets supplied to Waymade at £1 per 
pack – 2,000 packs per month – is shown by data supplied by Waymade: 
Waymade purchased a total of 3,500 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
from Auden in October 2012, but the price of £1 per pack (a 97% discount to 
market rate) only applied to 2,000 of them, with the remaining 1,500 packs 
costing the regular price of £34.50.2305 

6.369. The volumes supplied to AMCo are shown by data supplied by 
Auden/Actavis, AMCo and Waymade (which acted as agent for AMCo in 
relation to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets after the sale of the Amdipharm 

2303 Waymade was supplied with 200 packs during most months of the 20mg Agreement’s term. In other months 
it received between 0 and 650 packs. This reflected variations in individual monthly orders corrected in 
subsequent months to ensure an average of 200 packs per month across the whole term of the 20mg 
Agreement. See table 3.26 above. The agreement between the parties was that Waymade would receive 200 
packs per month. See Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 
2] dated 11 July 2011 and response from [Auden Senior Employee 2]: ‘we are ok with the idea to Invoice us the 
stock at the special price and we immediately sell back 800 of them to you at £34.50. The problem we have as I 
suspected is the other 200, where we are not willing to compromise on the agreed terms of these coming to us 
also at the special price.’ [Auden Senior Employee 2] replied, ‘agree that we will go with the terms below’ and 
asked Waymade to submit the first order ‘and we will despatch the 200 for you’. 
2304 Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 July 
2011. 
2305 Document 200010, data supplied by Waymade on its purchases of hydrocortisone tablets from Auden. 
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group), and by contemporaneous evidence.2306 See sections 3.F.III.g.i and 
3.F.III.j.i above. 

6.370. In addition to the cash payments to Waymade under the Buyback, 
Auden/Actavis therefore made value transfers to each of Waymade and 
AMCo by supplying them with specified volumes at a very substantial 
discount, which allowed them to make a significant profit margin on resale. 
Such value transfers are a means of payment. It is well-established that a 
payment may consist of the transfer of the incumbent’s margin on specified 
volumes of product.2307 

i. The value of the payments under the 20mg Agreement 

6.371. At the start of the 20mg Agreement in July 2011, the total value of the 
payments from Auden to Waymade was around £30,000 per month 
comprising: 

a. A cash payment from Auden to Waymade, initially of £24,000 per 
month (the Buyback);2308 and 

b. 200 packs per month at an 87% discount compared to prices charged 
to all other customers, which Waymade could expect to sell at a 
substantial profit (around £30 per pack, or £6,000 per month) if it sold 
all 200 packs at the prevailing rate of £34.50. 

6.372. The value of the 20mg Agreement to Waymade is shown in figure 6.1 below. 

2306 Documents 00674, 00448 and 200010 (data provided by Auden/Actavis, AMCo and Waymade, respectively). 
See also Document 202008, AMCo purchase orders and invoices relating to 10mg tablets. The data indicate that 
AMCo received 7,000 packs at the £1 price in January 2013, and 6,000 packs thereafter until June 2014 (in some 
months 0 packs, corrected in the subsequent month to 12,000 to ensure 6,000 on average until the volumes 
increased in the Second Written Agreement). However, the First Written Agreement, which was backdated to 1 
January 2013, specified 6,000 packs per month. When he prepared to negotiate that agreement, [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] stated: ‘We have been receiving 6,000 packs per month since January [2013] although initially 
this was via Waymade’ (Document 202526, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [] dated 1 August 
2013). AMCo received 12,200 packs in December 2014; however, only the 12,000 packs were supplied at the 
£1.78 price.
2307 See, for example, Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, paragraph 660; GSK v 
CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraphs 184 and 293; C-307/18 GSK v CMA, paragraphs 90-91 and 109. 
See also Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), paragraph 1578; and T-
460/13 Sun Pharmaceutical Industries and Ranbaxy (UK) v Commission EU:T:2016:453, paragraph 249, upheld 
in C-586/16 P Sun Pharmaceutical Industries and Ranbaxy (UK) v Commission. 
2308 The resale price to Auden of the 800 packs Waymade ‘received’ for £4.50 per pack under the Buyback was 
to be £34.50. The Buyback therefore equated to a cash payment of £24,000 per month initially.  
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Figure 6.1: Waymade's 'profit'* from the 20mg Agreement 
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Buyback monthly costs 
Monthly profit from Buyback arrangement 
Total monthly cost 
Total monthly revenue 

Monthly cost of 200 packs 
Monthly profits from sales of 200 packs 
Buyback monthly costs 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 
* Waymade provided no services in exchange for the 20mg Agreement 

Note: this figure shows the same data as presented in table 3.26, with the exception that in months where the value of the 
margin transfer from the sale of packs supplied to Waymade for sale to its own customers was negative, this has been 
subtracted from the value of the cash transfer from the Buyback packs for presentational ease (without affecting the total 
value transferred to Waymade). 

6.373. As figure 6.1 shows, the monthly payments to Waymade increased during 
the term of the 20mg Agreement. 

6.374. The value transferred to Waymade under the 20mg Agreement increased 
from around £30,000 per month initially to more than £55,000 per month in 
2014, to more than £65,000 per month in 2015.2309 

6.375. As the figure shows, the majority of the increase in value to Waymade is 
accounted for by the cash payments under the Buyback, which Auden 
continued to pay until the 20mg Agreement ended. As Waymade itself has 
confirmed: ‘The money transferred by Auden Mckenzie to Waymade per 
pack pursuant to this arrangement continued to increase from October 2013, 
in line with increase in prices in the market’.2310 As explained above, Auden 
would ‘buy back’ at market rate the 800 packs it had ‘supplied’ to Waymade. 
Because prices in the market increased substantially through Auden’s own 
conduct (Auden’s price to customers that did not hold a 20mg MA and 

2309 See also table 3.26 above. 
2310 Document 200003, paragraph 11.10, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 
2016. 
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therefore did not pose a competitive threat to Auden increased from around 
£33 per pack to a peak of around £70 per pack during the 20mg Agreement), 
while the price at which Auden ‘supplied’ Waymade remained £4.50, the 
amount of the Buyback grew month over month. 

6.376. The Buyback was given a label for accounting purposes, however it was not 
reflective of any work carried out by Waymade on behalf of Auden.2311 Within 
Waymade, the Buyback was referred to as a ‘Fee re Hydrocortisone’, 
‘Promotional Fee’, or ‘Marketing Fee’, and was added to net profit 
calculations.2312 Waymade issued regular invoices to Auden for payment of 
the Buyback, attributing those fees (amounting to at least £24,000 per 
month) to ‘PROMO. SERVICES IN RES. OF HYD 20MG’.2313 

6.377. This was, however, purely an accounting mechanism to implement the 
Buyback arrangement. As a monopoly supplier of an important drug, Auden 
did not need to procure such services. Indeed, no services corresponding to 
the invoices ever took place and there is no evidence that Waymade 
provided services of any description to Auden:  

a. [Auden Senior Employee 2] – who was Auden’s customer relationship 
manager for Waymade and who was named on Waymade’s invoices 
as the relevant customer contact at Auden – was unable to explain why 
Waymade was invoicing Auden for ‘promotional services’ in interview. 
When asked whether he knew what promotional work Waymade was 
doing to justify those sums, he said: ‘Didn’t need to know really’. He 
stated: ‘that’s something [Auden Senior Employee 1]] agreed’.2314 

b. [Auden Senior Employee 1], when asked in interview why these 
monthly payments were attributed to promotional services, said ‘I have 
no idea … it’s not me that came up with that’. He stated that he could 
not recall Waymade ever providing any promotional services to Auden 
on hydrocortisone tablets.2315 

2311 Compare GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraphs 179 to 180; GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, 
paragraph 47.
2312 For example, Waymade included a £24,000 ‘Fee re Hydrocortisone’ in its sales figures when preparing 
divisional financial statements: Document 300760, spreadsheet attached to Document 300758, email from 
[Waymade Employee] to [] dated 16 December 2011. Document 300275, email from [] to [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] dated 24 July 2012, refers to a £24,000 per month ‘Promotional Fee’. Document 300785, Excel 
spreadsheet attached to email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 27 
March 2013, referred to a ‘Marketing Fee’. 
2313 For example, Document 300594 and Document 300572, Waymade purchase orders for 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets dated 25 October 2012 and 25 February 2013. 
2314 Document 301352, transcript of interview with [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 23 May 2018, CD2 page 15 
line 3 to page 16 line 26. 
2315 Document 301380, transcript of interview with [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 23 May 2018, page 56 lines 
18-27 and page 57 lines 1-12. 
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c. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] also confirmed that the invoices did not 
relate to promotional services and stated: ‘I can’t explain why it’s 
attributed in that way.’2316 

d. [Waymade Employee] of Waymade stated that he had ‘not a clue’ why 
these sums were attributed to promotional services.2317 

e. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] stated that Waymade provided 
promotional services to Auden in exchange for the monthly payments 
under the Buyback. He stated that these monthly payments reflected 
that ‘We are promoting their products, their product here, to our 
customers. He [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] did not have access to 
these customers.’2318 However, Waymade never sold the 800 packs 
subject to the Buyback to its customers. It ‘sold them back’ to Auden 
immediately and they never left Auden’s warehouse.  

f. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] of Waymade stated that because the 
invoices under the Buyback related to ‘a non-stock item … You can’t 
sell what you haven’t got’, Waymade’s invoicing system required it to 
assign a code, and that Waymade had used the pre-existing code 
‘Promotional Services’ ‘for general use just for invoicing out’: ‘it’s just a 
way of getting it into the system and getting it recorded so you can use 
the system to do your invoicing’.2319 

6.378. Accordingly, Waymade reported ‘PROMO. SERVICES IN RES. OF HYDTA 
20MG’ in its product sales reports as pure profit, with a cost of £0.00.2320 

6.379. In addition to the Buyback, Waymade continued to benefit from the transfer 
of margin on the 200 packs it received for resale: 

a. Waymade continued to receive the 200 packs per month at the ‘special’ 
£4.50 price until April 2013, when the price for the 200 packs increased 
to £34.50.2321 This was still a ‘special’ price: Waymade recognised 
internally that ‘This price is exclusive nobody else gets that from 

2316 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 14 lines 
25-26 and page 15 lines 1-6. 
2317 Document 302543, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 13 December 2018, page 59 line 15. 
2318 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 25 lines 
1-15. 
2319 Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, page 38 
lines 5-22, page 39 lines 1-22 and page 40 lines 1-3. 
2320 For example, Document 300826, file attached to Document 300825, email from 
<notification.message@waymade.co.uk> to <sales-3@waymade.co.uk> dated 1 March 2014; Document 
300852, file attached to Document 300851, email from <notification.message@waymade.co.uk> to <sales-
3@waymade.co.uk> dated 1 August 2014.
2321 Document 200010, Annex 12 to Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016. 
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Auden.’2322 It still allowed Waymade to make a substantial (20%) profit 
on this generic product: Waymade’s ASP in April 2013 was £41.70.2323 

b. The price for the 200 packs per month remained £34.50 per pack until 
February 2014,2324 when it began to increase gradually. However, the 
market price for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets also continued to 
increase, so that Waymade continued to make a profit on the 200 
packs.2325 [Waymade Senior Employee 4] of Waymade explained in 
interview: ‘the price was changing to us … and he [[Auden Senior 
Employee 1]] was putting the price up in the market as well’, so that 
Waymade continued to get a price that enabled it to make a substantial 
profit – ‘£37.50 is better than the £46.50…’.2326 

6.380. In total, using these mechanisms Auden paid Waymade at least £1.8 
million during the term of the 20mg Agreement, comprising at least 
£1,751,192 in cash payments under the Buyback and at least £143,194 
through the transfer of margin.2327 These were substantial payments both in 
themselves and in relative terms. For example, at the time the parties 
entered into the 20mg Agreement, Auden estimated that the total available 
sales of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets were worth £100,000 per month.2328 At 
the start of the 20mg Agreement, Auden agreed to pay Waymade sums 
equivalent to around a third of that total value. The amount paid to Waymade 
over the term of the 20mg Agreement was in itself more than 3.5 times the 
NHS’s total expenditure on both strengths of hydrocortisone tablets in 2007, 
the last year prior to Auden taking over sales of the drugs. 

ii. The value of the payments under the 10mg Agreement 

The payments to Waymade 

6.381. By September 2012 Waymade was a long-term customer of Auden in 
respect of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. The price it was paying Auden in 

2322 Document 300357, email from Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 17 April 2013. 
2323 Based on monthly sales and volume data supplied to the CMA on a rolling basis. 
2324 In a single month (August 2013) the price was £37.50. 
2325 Waymade adjusted its selling prices upwards to achieve this. For example, Document 300448, email from 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 7 April 2014. Waymade charged a higher price than Auden for the 
200 packs in some months. It did not succeed in selling all the 200 packs in every month. This meant that in 
certain months it made a loss on the 200 packs. However, when this happened its allowance was adjusted in 
subsequent months so that it made a total profit of at least £143,194 from selling the 200 packs: CMA 
calculations based on Document 200010, Annex 12 to Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 5 May 2016. 
2326 Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 2, page 
25 lines 24-25, page 26, line 3. Further, these increases in the price Waymade paid for the 200 packs per month 
were more than offset by the fact that the cash payments it received under the Buyback – which accounted for 
the majority of the 20mg Agreement’s value to Waymade – also increased, as explained above. 
2327 These calculations are based on table 3.26 above. 
2328 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
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September 2012 was £34.50. In the same month it was granted a 10mg MA 
and after that it paid Auden a substantially lower amount.  

6.382. Following the grant of its 10mg MA Waymade paid Auden just £1 per pack 
for 2,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets in October 2012. This was a 
97% discount on the price it had previously been paying and on Auden’s 
ASP to its other customers (£31.80). This change is shown in figure 6.2 
below. 

Figure 6.2: change to Waymade’s 10mg supply price in October 2012, compared to its supply 
price to date and to Auden’s price to other customers 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

6.383. The price reduction was implemented by a rebate: Auden supplied the 2,000 
10mg packs to Waymade at £38 per pack, then issued a rebate to Waymade 
of £37 per pack.2329 

6.384. The value of the 10mg Agreement to Waymade, and how this compared to 
Waymade’s profit margin on 10mg tablets prior to the 10mg Agreement, are 
shown in figure 6.3 below. 

2329 Document 200003, paragraphs 11.6 and 13.2, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 
May 2016. 
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Figure 6.3: Changes to Waymade's profit margin on 10mg tablets as a result of the 10mg 
Agreement 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

6.385. Figure 6.3 shows the increase in Waymade’s profit margin on 10mg tablets 
under the 10mg Agreement:2330 its margin increased from £2.70 per pack in 
September 2012 to £35.14 in October 2012, a 1,200% increase.2331 

6.386. The arrangement had therefore changed overnight from Waymade paying 
Auden around £52,000 per month,2332 to Auden paying Waymade around 
£70,000 per month.2333 The only change that occurred (as recognised and 
accepted by key staff on both sides: see paragraphs 6.563 to 6.566, 6.578 
and 6.590 to 6.591 below) was that Waymade was granted a 10mg MA and 
as such posed a competitive threat to Auden. Auden’s price to its other 
customers remained £31.55 per pack in October 2012, compared to 
Waymade’s £1. 

2330 Calculated as the difference between Waymade’s monthly price and Auden’s monthly price to Waymade. 
2331 Waymade purchased the packs from Auden at £1 per pack and sold the packs at £36.14, giving it a profit of 
£35.14.  
2332 On average 1,500 packs per month at a price of £34.50.  
2333 Calculated as Waymade’s price of £36.14 (minus the £1 cost per pack) multiplied by 2,000 packs. 
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6.387. In total, Auden therefore paid Waymade around £70,000 through the transfer 
of its margin on these packs during Waymade's term as counterparty to the 
10mg Agreement.2334 

The payments to AMCo 

6.388. As with the 10mg Agreement between Auden and Waymade, Auden/Actavis 
also supplied AMCo with specified volumes of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
at a heavily discounted price: 

a. Between 31 October 2012 (when AMCo started to receive the benefit of 
the 10mg Agreement) and 24 June 2014, the supply price was £1 per 
pack (for 2,000 packs per month until the end of 2012, 6,000 packs 
thereafter).2335 The price reduction continued to be implemented by the 
rebate until around September 2013, after which Auden simply invoiced 
AMCo at £1 per pack.2336 

b. From 25 June 2014 (when the Second Written Agreement began), the 
supply price increased to £1.78 per pack (for 12,000 packs per month) 
without a rebate.2337 

6.389. The arrangement therefore entailed AMCo paying Auden/Actavis first £2,000 
per month, then £6,000, and finally £21,360. However, these were minimal 
sums compared to the profits available to AMCo on resale of those packs at 
much higher prices. The supply price to AMCo represented a 97% discount 
to the price Auden/Actavis charged the rest of the market throughout 
AMCo’s term as counterparty to the 10mg Agreement.2338 This is shown in 
figure 6.4 below. 

2334 Compare Document 300646, hand-annotated list of Waymade’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets orders from 
Auden, showing that Waymade assigned the October 2012 order a ‘Stock value’ of £69,000. 
2335 7,000 packs in January 2013, as explained above. 
2336 Document 00674, Annex 4 to AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016. 
Document 200010, Waymade’s hydrocortisone tablet purchase data provided to the CMA as Annex 12 of 
Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016. Document 00444, 
AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 April 2016, paragraph 1.14: ‘the rebate arrangement 
was removed shortly afterwards in around September 2013 … Following the removal of the rebate arrangement 
in September 2013, there was a straight price of £1 per pack, which was then reflected in the First 
Hydrocortisone Agreement [the First Written Agreement]’. 
2337 Document 00446, Second Written Agreement, Schedule A. Document 00674, Annex 4 to AM Pharma’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016.
2338 For example, in November 2012 Auden’s ASP for 10mg tablets was around £32. In June 2014 Auden’s ASP 
for 10mg tablets was around £47. In June 2016 Actavis’s ASP for 10mg tablets was around £63. 
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Figure 6.4: Auden’s price to AMCo compared to its price to other customers throughout the 
10mg Agreement 

Source: CMA analysis based on data submitted by relevant parties. 

6.390. AMCo was therefore able to make a significant profit margin when it sold 
those volumes in the market. The value of the 10mg Agreement to AMCo is 
shown in figure 6.5 below. 
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Figure 6.5: AMCo's profit as a result of the 10mg Agreement 
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Source: CMA calculations based on submitted by relevant parties. 

Note: AMCo’s monthly profits from sales under the 10mg Agreement have been calculated as AMCo’s monthly selling price 
less the monthly cost that AMCo paid Auden in each month, multiplied by the volumes AMCo purchased from Auden in each 
month. 

6.391. As figure 6.5 shows, the payments to AMCo increased significantly over time 
– first because the volumes supplied to it under the 10mg Agreement 
increased, from 2,000 packs a month to 6,000 packs and then to 12,000, 
and secondly because as time went on AMCo was able to sell its increasing 
volumes for increasing prices: Auden remained the monopoly supplier and 
could increase its prices without effective constraint, and AMCo could follow 
suit and share its monopoly profits. 

6.392. For example:2339 

a. In February 2014, AMCo sold the 6,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets it purchased from Auden for £1 per pack into the market at 
£43.50 per pack (the same as Auden’s ASP to customers other than 
AMCo). Consequently, AMCo achieved a gross profit of more than 
£250,000 from its sales of the 10mg hydrocortisone tablets it obtained 
for £1 per pack in this month alone. 

2339 CMA analysis of AMCo and Auden monthly sales and volume data (Document 00447, data submitted by 
AMCo on its sales of hydrocortisone tablets; and Document 00676, data submitted by Auden on its sales of 
hydrocortisone tablets). 
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b. In March 2015, AMCo sold the 12,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets it purchased from Auden for £1.78 per pack on the market for 
£55.21 per pack (compared to Auden’s ASP to customers other than 
AMCo of £56). Consequently, AMCo achieved a profit of more than 
£640,000 from its sales of the 10mg hydrocortisone tablets it obtained 
for £1.78 per pack in this month alone. 

6.393. In total, Auden/Actavis paid AMCo around £20.6 million through the transfer 
of its margin on these packs during AMCo’s term as counterparty to the 
10mg Agreement.2340 

c. In exchange, each of Waymade and AMCo agreed not to enter the 
market independently with their own hydrocortisone tablets 

6.394. No party or individual has provided a credible legitimate explanation for the 
payments Auden/Actavis made to Waymade and AMCo. The CMA finds that 
the reason Auden/Actavis made these substantial payments to Waymade 
and AMCo is clear: they bought off the competitive threat each of Waymade 
and AMCo posed to Auden/Actavis. Indeed, this rationale (expressed in 
terms of protecting Auden’s CMO volumes) was put forward by interviewees 
from each of Waymade, AMCo and Auden: see paragraphs 6.442 to 6.451, 
6.578, 6.585 to 6.586, and 6.590 to 6.591 below. 

6.395. The counter-performance that each of Waymade and AMCo gave in 
exchange for the payments it received was therefore its agreement not to 
enter the market independently with its own hydrocortisone tablets. 

i. The 20mg Agreement 

6.396. The terms of the 20mg Agreement were not recorded in a formal written 
contract. 

6.397. There is contemporaneous documentary evidence demonstrating the 
negotiations leading up to the 20mg Agreement and confirming its existence, 
although this evidence only represents a small proportion of the negotiations 
that took place – with the majority being in un-minuted meetings.2341 Despite 

2340 CMA calculations based on data supplied by Auden/Actavis (Document 00675 and Document 00676), AMCo 
(Document 00447 and Document 200271) and Waymade (Document 200010 and Document 200345). This is 
calculated as: £0.1 million between 1 November and 31 December 2012, based on volumes of 2,000 packs per 
month; £4.0 million between 1 January 2013 and 30 June 2014, based on volumes of 6,000 packs per month 
(with the exception of January 2013 when AMCo received 7,000 packs); and £16.5 million between 1 July 2014 
and 30 June 2016, based on volumes of 12,000 packs per month. The overall figure is based on Auden/Actavis’s 
ASPs, although AMCo charged very similar ASPs. The overall figure represents the total gross profit generated 
under the 10mg Agreement by AMCo. 
2341 For example, contacts occurred between Auden and Waymade prior to Auden offering its supply terms on 21 
June 2011. Additionally, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Auden Senior Employee 2] acknowledged that there 
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this, the terms of the 20mg Agreement – and in particular, the parties’ 
common understanding that in exchange for payments, Waymade would not 
enter the market independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets – 
can be established from contemporaneous documentary evidence and 
statements made by witnesses during interviews with CMA officials during 
the course of the Investigations. 

6.398. That Waymade agreed with Auden that it would not enter the market 
independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets is, in particular, 
demonstrated by the contemporaneous evidence of Waymade’s negotiating 
strategy and the evidence of the negotiations leading to the 20mg 
Agreement, which show that: 

a. Waymade planned to develop its own product and negotiate a supply 
deal with Auden at the same time; 

b. Waymade believed that its product provided it with ‘leverage’2342 in its 
negotiations with Auden, via the threat of competitive entry; and 

c. Waymade was correct in believing that the threat of competitive entry 
provided it with substantial leverage in negotiations with Auden. 
Waymade successfully used that leverage to secure the 20mg 
Agreement. 

6.399. As explained further below, the contemporaneous evidence is corroborated 
by ex post interview evidence.2343 

6.400. The parties’ conduct after entering into the 20mg Agreement provides further 
evidence of their common understanding that Waymade would not enter 
independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in exchange for the 
substantial payments it received from Auden. The parties’ common 
understanding was reaffirmed each month. Each month, Auden made a 
substantial payment to Waymade, communicating its desire to continue 
buying off Waymade’s entry; and in exchange, Waymade communicated its 
continued commitment not to enter through its consistent pattern of 
behaviour: accepting that payment; selling Auden’s product into the market; 
and not launching its own 20mg tablets. 

were further discussions between the two sides between 21 June 2011 and 28 June 2011 and there was a 
further meeting between the two sides on 4 July 2011. Also see Document 302543, transcript of [Waymade 
Employee] interview dated 13 December 2018, pages 19 to 22; and page 47, lines 7 to 8.
2342 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 3, page 
12, line 27, and page 13, lines 1 to 7. 
2343 See in particular paragraphs 6.442 to 6.451 below. 
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Waymade planned to develop its own product and negotiate a supply deal with 
Auden at the same time 

6.401. As set out in section 6.C.II.b.ii above, Waymade was a potential competitor 
to Auden. It had treated the development of its own 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets as a high priority2344 and in May 2011 it took delivery of the tablets 
packed from the Third Batch from Aesica. This batch had cleared all 
regulatory requirements and was available for commercial sale. At this 
stage, Waymade could have entered the market and competed with Auden. 
However, Waymade never sold these tablets – instead they were 
warehoused and ultimately destroyed when they passed their expiry date in 
November 2013. 

6.402. At first sight, investing in and developing a product and then not launching it 
does not seem to be commercially rational behaviour. Waymade had 
incurred costs in getting its 20mg hydrocortisone tablets to a point where 
they were ready for commercial sale and it is reasonable to infer that it would 
have sought to recover its costs by selling the tablets packed from the Third 
Batch and conducting the ‘very straight forward’2345 reformulation work 
recommended to ensure sustained supply. This is not least because the very 
high prices in the market were favourable to profitable entry.  

6.403. Indeed, [Waymade Senior Employee 3] [] acknowledged in interview that: 

‘it is very unusual for a product to be developed, manufactured and 
received into stock and then not launched.’2346 

6.404. However, while it was ‘very unusual’ for Waymade not to market a product it 
had developed to manufacture, the possibility of not launching its own 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and instead taking supply of Auden’s 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets had in fact been part of Waymade’s strategy from at 
least the end of 2010. 

6.405. In December 2010, [Waymade Senior Employee 3] sent an email to 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] [] in which [Waymade Senior Employee 3] 
provided an update on the progress of Waymade’s 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets: 

‘the earliest launch of our Hydrocortisone product in glass bottles is 
May or June 2011. This is tracking with the project plan. Approval for 

2344 See section 3.E.II.a above. 
2345 Document 300453, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [] and [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
dated 6 May 2014.
2346 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 
34, lines 3 to 5. 
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blister packaging is anticipated in Sep or Oct 2011. With regards to a 
negotiation with Auden Mckenzie, I suggest that opening a discussion 
in January would be about right. IMS suggests that the UK market for 
Hydrocortisone 20mg tablets x 30 is valued at 38,000 packs and £1.6m 
a year.’2347 

6.406. After accurately projecting that Waymade’s product would be ready in mid-
2011, [Waymade Senior Employee 3] proposed opening negotiations with 
Auden in January of that year (‘With regards to a negotiation with Auden 
Mckenzie, I suggest that opening a discussion in January would be about 
right’2348). This statement shows that Waymade was contemplating 
negotiating with Auden alongside developing its own product. 

6.407. It is clear from the surrounding context (in particular, the fact that Waymade 
and Auden negotiated and agreed the 20mg Agreement in the first half of 
2011) that the ‘discussion’ that [Waymade Senior Employee 3] referred to 
related to entering into a supply agreement under which Auden would supply 
Waymade with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. The absence of further 
clarification on the ‘negotiation with Auden Mckenzie’ indicates that the idea 
of negotiating with Auden alongside developing Waymade’s product was 
well-understood within Waymade. The phrase ‘opening a discussion in 
January would be about right’ implies that the aim was for the negotiations to 
reach an outcome around the same time as Waymade anticipated being 
ready to launch its own 20mg product, ie in mid-2011. 

6.408. The implications of [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s 23 December 2010 
email are clear. Waymade would simultaneously pursue bringing its 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets to launch-readiness while negotiating with Auden, 
with a view to bringing both workstreams to an outcome at the same time, in 
mid-2011. When its product was ready to launch and the negotiations with 
Auden had produced a clear offer, it would make a choice, considering the 
total value of the supply of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. It would choose 
either to launch its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, or instead to take 
supply of Auden’s tablets on terms that gave it acceptable value.  

6.409. The status of Waymade’s own product, and the credibility of its threat to 
Auden’s market position as the incumbent sole supplier of hydrocortisone 
tablets, would naturally bear on the minds of those conducting these 

2347 Document 300138, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
December 2010 (emphasis added). 
2348 Document 300138, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
December 2010. 
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negotiations. By putting those things together, [Waymade Senior Employee 
3]’s email acknowledges that they are related. 

6.410. As the following contemporaneous documents show, Waymade pursued the 
development of its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in a manner consistent 
with the strategy outlined in [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s email. There 
was a close relationship between the decisions Waymade took in relation to 
the development and commercialisation of its own 20mg tablets and the 
negotiation of a supply agreement with Auden. 

6.411. On 9 May 2011, [Waymade Senior Employee 3] explained in an email to 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] [] and others that the tablets packed from 
the Third Batch were not being released for sale because of ‘commercial 
negotiations with a third party’: 

‘Finished packs of 20mg tablets in glass will be delivered into Basildon 
this week. Stock will not be released for sale pending the outcome of 
commercial negotiations with a third party. The outcome of these 
discussions will inform the decision as to whether the 20mg tablet is 
reformulated in line with the 10mg tablet.’2349 

6.412. A Sovereign Generics monthly report of April 2011 also stated that 
Waymade would not be launching its product ‘pending the outcome of 
negotiations’ and identified the third party Waymade was negotiating with as 
Auden: ‘The product will be released into stock and then frozen pending the 
outcome of the negotiations with Auden Mckenzie.’2350 

6.413. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] explained in interview that ‘frozen’ meant ‘it 
was blocked on the system, so that an operative telephone sales person 
couldn’t inadvertently take an order and despatch product ... It’s disabled if 
you like.’2351 [Waymade Senior Employee 3] also stated: 

‘The explicit meaning is that the product could be launched but it was 
decided that they would…, the product would not be launched’.2352 

2349 Document 300178, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and others 
dated 9 May 2011 (emphasis added). 
2350 Document 300180, attachment to Document 300179, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] and others dated 11 May 2011 (emphasis added). 
2351 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 
32, lines 18 to 20 and page 33, lines 6 to 7.
2352 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 
32, lines 15 to 16 (emphasis added). 
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6.414. On 6 June 2011, Waymade’s regular hydrocortisone tablets meeting2353 

considered ‘whether we want to reformulate 20mg strength tablet (i.e. 
inclusion of ‘pre-gelatinised starch’ in line with the fix for the 10mg 
formulation)’. Consistently with the Sovereign Generics monthly report of 
April 2011 and [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s email of 9 May 2011, it was 
decided that the ‘status of negotiations with third party [ie Auden] … will 
inform decision as whether we undertake reformulation.’ At this stage, ‘no 
further regular Monday meetings are necessary. This might change if we 
pick up the 20mg reformulation project.’2354 

6.415. On 23 June 2011, [Waymade Senior Employee 3] emailed Waymade’s 
principal negotiator [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to propose that Waymade 
put reformulation on hold if the ‘trading relationship’ with Auden was ‘going to 
stick’, again tying the development of Waymade’s 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets to its negotiations with Auden: 

‘If you and [Waymade Senior Employee 1]  are confident that the 
Auden Mckenzie trading relationship is going to stick then I would 
suggest that we do not need to reformulate at the current time…[w]e 
can come back to the reformulation at a later date if we want to…’.2355 

6.416. [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s emails of 9 May 2011 and 23 June 2011, 
the Sovereign Generics monthly report of April 2011, and the outcome of the 
6 June 2011 hydrocortisone tablets meeting demonstrate: 

a. First, a clear link between Waymade’s development of its own 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and its negotiations with Auden. This is 
consistent with [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s email of 23 December 
2010;2356 

b. Second, that Waymade would not sell its own 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets while the negotiations with Auden were ongoing; and  

c. Third, that the outcome of those negotiations would determine both 
whether the tablets packed from the Third Batch would be released for 

2353 The CMA infers that this meeting was attended by, in addition to [Waymade Senior Employee 3], those 
individuals who were asked to review the minutes and inform [Waymade Senior Employee 3] of any 
misinterpretations or omissions, including [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade 
Employee] (the addressees of Document 300184, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2] and others dated 6 June 2011). The email was copied to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], 
who was carrying out the negotiations with Auden.  
2354 Document 300184, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and 
others dated 6 June 2011. 
2355 Document 200017, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 23 
June 2011.  
2356 Document 300138, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
December 2010. 
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sale and whether Waymade would reformulate its own 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, with the implication being that Waymade would 
not enter the market independently or undertake reformulation if the 
negotiations with Auden were successful. 

Waymade believed that its product provided it with ‘leverage’ in its negotiations with 
Auden via the threat of competitive entry 

6.417. Waymade believed developing its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets provided 
it with ‘leverage’ in its negotiations with Auden via the threat of competitive 
entry. Auden would have understood that Waymade could have entered the 
market and competed with it. In his interview with the CMA [Waymade 
Senior Employee 3], [] at the time, explained: 

‘the fact that the product is there in the warehouse in Basildon, is the 
leverage in that Waymade could have placed that product on the 
market … so, the leverage is it’s in the warehouse in, in Basildon, it
could be released for sale’.2357 

6.418. The form this ‘leverage’ took is clear. At this time, Auden was the monopoly 
supplier of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in the UK and had been able to set 
prices without being effectively constrained. This had resulted in its 
wholesale price being over £34 per pack in June 2011 (from a starting point 
of just £5.14 per pack in April 2008). As hydrocortisone tablets are a 
prescription only product, the level of demand is fixed by the number of 
prescriptions written. Accordingly, if Waymade had successfully entered the 
market with its own product, it would have likely constrained Auden by 
reducing Auden’s sales volumes2358 and consequently its revenues. 
Waymade may have also initiated price competition, which would have 
further reduced the value of Auden’s sales. Therefore, Waymade believed 
that Auden may have been prepared to strike a deal which removed the risk 
of its competitive entry and preserved Auden’s monopoly position and high 
profit margins. 

6.419. In interview with the CMA, [Waymade Senior Employee 1] explained 
Waymade’s ‘leverage’: ‘If we [Waymade]…, when we came to the market, 
they could have actually lost a lot of the market share to us, therefore they 
would have said … “Look, we’ll supply you or we will come to an agreement” 

2357 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 3, page 
12, line 27, and page 13, lines 1 to 7 (emphasis added). 
2358 In relation to a prescription medicine such as hydrocortisone tablets, there is a finite number of overall 
prescriptions which limits the overall demand. See section 6.C.II.b.i above. 
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… the fact that there’s not a second player is always in their [Auden’s] 
interest’.2359 

6.420. Waymade’s Chairman and co-owner therefore clearly understood that if 
Waymade had entered, Auden stood to lose ‘a lot of market share’ to it. 
Therefore, Auden would be willing to ‘come to an agreement’ with Waymade 
that would avoid having a competitor (‘a second player)’ in the market, which 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] understood was ‘always in their interest’. 

6.421. [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s comments also show that he understood 
Waymade’s options were mutually exclusive: Auden would only have been 
prepared to do a deal to avoid ‘a second player’ and losing ‘market share’, 
which was incompatible with Waymade also entering independently with its 
own product. 

6.422. When asked why Auden entered into the 20mg supply deal with Waymade, 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] went on to say that Auden was only 
prepared to supply Waymade at £4.50 a pack because Waymade had an 
MA and therefore posed a competitive threat to Auden: ‘Simply because, you 
know, we had agreed that we had a licence and we could produce the 
product at £4.50, and by buying it from him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]], 
then we wouldn’t produce it, even though we were paying him more than it 
would cost us.’2360 

6.423. He further explained: ‘The only reason why they would give this product to 
us is because we had a supply, because of our licence, that’s all.’ 2361 

6.424. Again, [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s comments show that Waymade 
understood that its options were mutually exclusive: ‘by buying it [20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets] from him [Auden Senior Employee 1], then we 
[Waymade] wouldn’t produce it [ie independently enter with its own 20mg 
tablets].’ 

6.425. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] also explained how Waymade’s potential to 
compete with Auden motivated Auden to enter into a preferential supply deal 
with Waymade: 

a. ‘The marketing authorisation changed Waymade’s position towards 

2359 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
15 to 20 and page 14, lines 16 to 17 (emphasis added).
2360 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 37, lines 
10 to 13 (emphasis added). 
2361 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 13, lines 
4 to 5. 
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Auden Mckenzie’;2362 and 

b. ‘If they [Auden] choose to supply us [Waymade], then they’re making a 
lower margin on that product, but they are retaining the manufacturing 
volume, and that – depending on the product, depending on the batch 
size, depending on a number of things – that can be important, to keep 
up your manufacturing volumes’.2363 

6.426. The implication of [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s explanation is clear: 
Waymade’s options were mutually exclusive – either it entered into an 
agreement with Auden which protected Auden’s ‘manufacturing volumes’, or 
it entered independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Auden’s 
‘manufacturing volumes’ would have been reduced if Waymade had entered 
independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.427. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] added: ‘they [Auden] know that we can get 
product made at our own CMO, or they can supply us at a price which we 
feel is competitive’.2364 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] subsequently 
explained that he was aiming to secure ‘the price that [Waymade] would 
hope to achieve from an alternative CMO’.2365 In another interview, he 
explained that ‘Auden was supplying the 20-milligram to Waymade on the 
basis of it being a contract manufacturer as opposed to Waymade buying 
from Aesica, or whoever.’2366 

6.428. When asked what would have happened if Auden had declined to supply 
Waymade at a substantially reduced price, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
responded: ‘If they had declined, we would have carried on with our own 
20mg.’2367 In other words, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] negotiated the 
20mg Agreement with Auden with the understanding that if Auden agreed to 
charge Waymade a substantially reduced supply price, Waymade would not 
enter the market independently with its own product. 

6.429. [Waymade Senior Employee 2], provided the following rationale for the 20mg 
supply deal: ‘maintaining your volumes with your contract manufacturer is 
significant … I assume there would have been penalties for not having 

2362 Document 200354, Witness Statement of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 24 October 2016, paragraph 
1.15. 
2363 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 32, lines 6 
to 10. 
2364 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 26, lines 
26 and page 27, lines 1 to 2 (emphasis added). 
2365 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 32, lines 
18 to 19 (emphasis added). 
2366 Document 200349, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 9, lines 
19 to 20. 
2367 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 30, lines 9 
to 16. 
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maintaining [sic] your volumes or selling less or procuring less from the 
CMO’.2368 He therefore also understood that Auden’s motivation for entering 
into the 20mg Agreement was the need to avoid ‘selling less or procuring 
less from the CMO’ – to avoid the reduction in volumes that would follow 
independent entry. 

6.430. The explanations Messrs [Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2], and [Amdipharm Senior Employee] gave, together with the 
contemporaneous documents, demonstrate that: 

a. Waymade understood that developing its own 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets meant that it posed a competitive threat to Auden which 
provided it with negotiating ‘leverage’ with Auden;2369 

b. Waymade understood that Auden would want to avoid competitive 
entry and retain its position as the sole supplier of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets (it is only in this way that Auden would ‘retain… the 
manufacturing volume’2370) by entering into a supply agreement; 

c. Waymade understood that it could not independently enter the market 
as part of any such agreement (‘then we wouldn’t produce it’2371 and 
‘there’s not a second player’2372); 

d. but Waymade expected a substantially lower supply price in return – 
equivalent to the price of an ‘alternative CMO’2373 (‘they’re making a 
lower margin on that product’2374). 

Negotiating the 20mg Agreement 21 June to 11 July 2011 

6.431. Contemporaneous documents, corroborated by witness evidence obtained 
from key Auden staff, demonstrate that Waymade was correct in believing its 
ability to enter the market provided it with substantial ‘leverage’ in 
negotiations with Auden. 

2368 Document 301312, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 2], part 2, page 19, lines 21 to 24. 
2369 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 3, page 
12, line 27, and page 13, lines 1 to 7. 
2370 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 32, lines 6 
to 10. 
2371 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 37, lines 
10 to 13. 
2372 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
15 to 20 and page 14, lines 16 to 17. 
2373 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 32, lines 
18 to 19. 
2374 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 32, lines 6 
to 10. 
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21 June 2011: email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] (Auden) to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] (Waymade) 

6.432. On 21 June 2011, [Auden Senior Employee 2] of Auden had a telephone call 
with [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade Employee] of Waymade. 
[Auden Senior Employee 2]’s handwritten notes of the call indicate that its 
purpose was to introduce Waymade to Auden: Waymade gave a summary 
of its business. [Auden Senior Employee 2] then wrote: 

‘Send list products. 

- New molecules would look at exclusivity. 

- 10mg Hydro. 

20mg Hydro. 

[]. 

… 

£33 2,400 

£34.50 240’2375 

6.433. These notes indicate that on the call, [Auden Senior Employee 2] had 
agreed to send Waymade – in particular, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] – its 
list of products with a view potentially to agreeing an exclusive supply deal. 
Auden and Waymade had discussed the quantities and prices that might 
apply in that deal. 

6.434. Later that same day, [Auden Senior Employee 2] emailed [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] of Waymade to propose that Auden would initially supply 
Waymade with 240 packs of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets at a price of 
£34.50 a pack: 

'Good to speak with you earlier, as discussed attached is a list of all our 
lines that have retail usage. 

With regards an initial order suggest you look at taking the following 
quantities; 

2375 Document 00752, [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s handwritten note of telephone call on 21 June 2011. 
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Hydrocortisone 10mg – 2,400 @ £33.00 Hydrocortisone 20mg – 240 @ 
£34.50 

Look forward to meeting you both, would you be available on the 4th 

July’.2376 

6.435. [Auden Senior Employee 2] therefore proposed supplying Waymade with 
both 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets at market rate,2377 and 
suggested a meeting with [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade 
Employee] on 4 July 2011. 

28 June 2011: email exchange between [Auden Senior Employee 2] (Auden) and 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] 

6.436. Between 21 and 28 June 2011, there was at least one, un-minuted, 
discussion between [Waymade Employee] of Waymade and [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] of Auden. Following this discussion, [Auden Senior Employee 
2] emailed [Auden Senior Employee 1] on 28 June 2011. [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] started by updating [Auden Senior Employee 1] on what 
[Waymade Employee] had requested from Auden in respect of the supply of 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets: 

‘Finally spoken with [Waymade Employee], not agreed any pricing as 
I’m going to see them at 12.30 on the 4th July and suggested we 
discuss then … Initial feedback is that they are looking for 1,000 x 
20mg per month at cogs and the 10mg at 20% off our £33.00 giving 
them £26.40.’2378 

6.437. Accordingly, [Waymade Employee] had asked that Auden supply Waymade 
on substantially different and more beneficial terms than those [Auden 
Senior Employee 2] had proposed to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] on 21 
June 2011. Waymade was ‘looking for’ 1,000 packs per month at ‘cogs’ (cost 
of goods). This counterproposal was starkly different from [Auden Senior 
Employee 2]’s initial proposal of £34.50 per pack of 21 June 2011, just a 
week earlier. 

2376 Document 300186, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 21 June 
2011.  
2377 [Auden Senior Employee 2] confirmed to the CMA that the prices initially offered by Auden were the 
prevailing wholesale prices for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets at the time (Document 301358, transcript 
of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 23 May 2018, part 1, page 9, lines 1 to 10).
2378 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011 (emphasis added). 
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6.438. [Auden Senior Employee 2] then went on to set out his ‘thoughts’ in 
response to Waymade’s counterproposal. The result is substantially different 
from the terms he had initially proposed on 21 June 2011: 

'My thoughts are: 

1. 20mg Mkt size 3,500 giving monthly market value of £100K 

2. If Waymade had their own licence and achieved 50% mkt share at 
current pricing then they would net £50K per mth. 

3. Selling them 1K packs per month to enable them just under a third 
mkt share at £4.50 per pack would net them £30K per mth. 

4. Giving them 10mg at 15% off would be £28.00. Allowing them 5% 
mkt share, 3.5K packs per mth would net them another £17.5K per mth. 

5. Therefore in total £47.5K per mth across both lines. 

6. Would be happier allowing a lower price on the 20mg because it 
would be in their interest to maintain high resale price rather than giving 
them too low a price on the 10mg. 

7. This should be the maximum we allow as there are other cost 
savings for them in not bringing the product to market.’2379 

6.439. [Auden Senior Employee 1] replied: ‘[Auden Senior Employee1] I totally 
agree we should not give away to [sic] much’.2380 

6.440. Accordingly, [Auden Senior Employee 2] now proposed that Auden supply 
Waymade with 1,000 packs of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets at £4.50 a pack 
(this was an 87% reduction on both the price [Auden Senior Employee 2] 
had originally offered to supply Waymade at and the price Auden charged its 
other customers). He estimated that this would ‘net’ Waymade £30,000 per 
month if it sold the packs at £34.50 per pack. The change in Auden’s 
proposed supply price to Waymade is illustrated in figure 6.6 below. 

2379 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011 (emphasis added). 
2380 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 28 June 
2011 (emphasis added). 
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Figure 6.6: change to Waymade’s offered supply price between 21 and 28 June 2011 

6.441. [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s email does not explain what prompted him to 
recommend these substantially revised terms. However, witness evidence 
and the surrounding context show that Waymade had, by this point, 
exercised its ‘leverage’ by informing Auden that it was preparing to enter the 
market.2381 In response [Auden Senior Employee 2] and [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] had decided to buy off Auden’s potential competitor by offering 
Waymade a substantially lower supply price when compared to that offered 
on 21 June 2011 and to its other customers. 

6.442. In his first interview with CMA officials, [Auden Senior Employee 1] explained 
why Auden offered the revised terms: 

2381 In witness interviews with the CMA, both [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Auden Senior Employee 2] 
explained that the very significant change in the proposed terms of supply was likely to have been the result of 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] disclosing to [Auden Senior Employee 2] that Waymade had an MA to produce 
20mg tablets. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] of Waymade stated in interview: ‘at some point in our discussions, I 
may have made clear that Waymade had a marketing authorisation’ (Document 302140, transcript of 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 31, lines 6 to 7). [Auden Senior Employee 2] of 
Auden said that ‘I think it must have been on one of the phone calls when they’d said that we have our own 
marketing authorisation’ (Document 00716, [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview transcript, page 18, lines 6 to 
7). In any event, this information would have been available to Auden from industry databases: as explained 
below, RAMA includes information on all MAs granted, enabling market participants to identify potential 
competitors. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] of Waymade stated in interview: ‘It's in the public domain that the 
marketing authorisation is there, so Auden and others can see that’ (Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 30, lines 9 to 10).   
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‘It was important for us to maintain our volumes with Tiofarma, our 
CMO, for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, especially for a low volume 
steroid product which was difficult to manufacture. We had a 
commitment to increase business at our CMO every year, or at least to 
maintain it, and if we lost volumes on one product, then we would try 
and replace it with something else, so it was always in our interest to try 
to keep the volumes reasonably level at the CMO. This is why we 
entered into the arrangement with Waymade for a low supply price … 
This supply was something we did with our CMO volumes in mind.’2382 

6.443. It is clear that [Auden Senior Employee 1] saw Waymade as a competitive 
threat. In his witness statement he stated: ‘I recall having an internal 
discussion which acknowledged Waymade was our competitor and that we 
could supply it with hydrocortisone tablets…’2383 

6.444. In a subsequent interview, [Auden Senior Employee 1] emphasised that it 
was the fact Waymade could have entered the market with its own 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and taken volume (market share) from Auden that 
prompted Auden to offer Waymade a £30 discount on the supply terms it 
had proposed on 21 June 2011: 

‘they [Waymade] had come, come and asked us for supply, they had a 
20 milligram [MA] and it was either for us to do nothing, which we could 
have, or to supply them, which would maintain our volume and still 
make us money, so that’s what we did.’2384 

‘they had their own product which they came to us and said look we 
have our product but we’d like to take supply from you’2385 

6.445. [Auden Senior Employee 1] continued: 

‘if they had their own product, they could either source supply 
somewhere else or they could source it from us; and sourcing from us 
allowed us to keep our volume. 

[Interviewer]: Whereas if they sourced it from elsewhere the 
consequence would have been… 

2382 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.16 and 1.17 (emphasis added). 
2383 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.16 and 1.17. 
2384 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 31, line 27 
and page 32, lines 1 to 3. 
2385 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 32 line 27 
and page 33 line 1. 
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[Auden Senior Employee 1]: Our, our volumes could have dropped. 

[Interviewer]: And that was the reason why they got a… 

[Auden Senior Employee 1]: Correct. 

[Interviewer]: … A £30 discount? 

[Auden Senior Employee 1]: That’s right.’2386 

6.446. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] of Waymade confirmed in interview that the 
key change in the negotiations that led to this £30 discount was that 
Waymade posed a competitive threat to Auden as a result of its MA: 

‘Waymade moves from a position of being just another wholesaler 
customer to Auden Mckenzie … to Waymade being in a position where 
it can, in theory, bring its product to the market’2387 

6.447. [Auden Senior Employee 2] of Auden also confirmed that it was Waymade’s 
competitive threat that prompted him to offer the substantial discount: ‘it was 
key that we maintain our volumes on this line so we’d be happy to supply at 
a lower price, they could go elsewhere and source this product if they 
wanted to, there is certainly the savings for them by not doing that’.2388 When 
asked in a subsequent interview ‘What was special about Waymade?’, 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] stated: ‘Because we know Waymade had their 
own marketing authorisation … Because Waymade had the facility to 
manufacture their product. Or they could buy it from us’.2389 

6.448. [Auden Senior Employee 2] further explained that if Waymade did 
independently enter the market with its own 20mg tablets, Auden’s volumes 
would inevitably be reduced: 

‘It was all about maintaining the volumes with Tiofarma … I suppose 
there’s a finite number of prescriptions there, so if [Waymade] had their 

2386 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 35, lines 21 
to 26 and page 36, lines 1 to 9. 
2387 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-
10 (emphasis added).
2388 Document 00716, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview, page 16, lines 3 to 10. He confirmed 
this in a subsequent interview, in which he said that Auden Mckenzie was ‘keen to make sure that we maintain 
our volumes of this product for the purposes of the contract manufacturer’ (Document 301358, transcript of 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 23 May 2018, part 1, page 17, lines 18 to 20).
2389 Document 301358, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 19, lines 8-
14. 
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own manufacture and brought product into the market we would then 
naturally reduce our volumes.’2390 

6.449. Both [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 2] of Auden 
therefore understood that Waymade’s entry to the market under its own MA 
would ‘naturally reduce’ Auden’s volumes, given the ‘finite number of 
prescriptions’. 

6.450. [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s statements 
confirm that Auden would only have supplied Waymade ‘at a lower price’2391 

if Waymade did not independently enter the market with its own 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. The aim of the ‘lower price’ was to ‘maintain our 
[Auden’s] volumes’2392 and ‘keep our [Auden’s] volume’.2393 This would only 
have been achieved if Waymade did not independently enter the market with 
its own 20mg tablets. 

6.451. On the Waymade side, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] gave the same 
explanation in interview, consistently with the evidence discussed in 
paragraphs 6.417 to 6.430 above showing that Waymade understood its 
competitive threat provided it with leverage over Auden: 

‘If they don’t supply us then other things being equal, and you can 
make the product acceptably, and we come to the market, then they 
will have lost that manufacturing volume. If they choose to supply us, 
then they’re making a lower margin on that product, but they are 
retaining the manufacturing volume’2394 

6.452. The conditionality of Auden’s proposal is further illustrated by [Auden Senior 
Employee 2]’s email of 28 June 2011. He informed [Auden Senior Employee 
1] that, given the total market size of 3,500 packs per month, selling 1,000 
packs per month to Waymade would ‘enable them [Waymade] just under a 
third market share’. In other words, [Auden Senior Employee 2] was 
proposing that Auden share the market with its potential competitor 
Waymade on an approximate 70:30 basis in terms of volume. This is not 
only a clear indication of a plan to share the market between the two parties 
but is also premised on Waymade not independently entering the market 

2390 Document 00717, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 21 September 2016, part 2, page 
4, lines 6 and 14 to 16. 
2391 Document 00716, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview, page 16, lines 3 to 10. 
2392 Document 00716, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview, page 16, lines 3 to 10. See also 
Document 301358, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 23 May 2018, part 1, page 17, lines 
18 to 20. 
2393 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 35, lines 21 
to 26 and page 36, lines 1 to 9. 
2394 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 32 lines 3-
10. 
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with its own product alongside that supply agreement. If Waymade had 
independently entered, it would have disrupted [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s 
proposed market sharing ratio. 

6.453. The fact that [Auden Senior Employee 2] devised Auden’s proposal on the 
basis that Waymade would not be independently entering the market is 
further demonstrated by his reference to not offering better terms than those 
he had devised because there would be ‘cost savings for [Waymade] in not 
bringing the product to market.’2395 This is significant: it demonstrates that 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] understood that Waymade could have 
independently entered the market (he understood they were a potential 
competitor) and that he had prepared an offer that involved Auden allocating 
Waymade approximately 30% of the market’s volume (‘just under a third mkt 
share’) and a substantial reduction in Auden’s supply price on the basis that 
Waymade would ‘not [be] bringing its product to market.’ 

6.454. Further evidence that [Auden Senior Employee 2] was working on the basis 
that Waymade would not be independently entering the market in exchange 
for the payments it would receive from Auden is provided by his attempt to 
calibrate Waymade’s profit from the supply deal overall to what it may have 
achieved through successful entry. [Auden Senior Employee 2] calculated 
that the supply deal (across both strengths of hydrocortisone tablets) would 
yield a net profit for Waymade of £47,500 per month against the £50,000 per 
month profit [Auden Senior Employee 2] estimated Waymade could earn if it 
entered (taking into account Waymade’s ‘cost savings in not bringing the 
product to market’).2396 

6.455. Putting the contents of [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s 28 June 2011 email 
and [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s and [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s witness 
evidence alongside Waymade’s contemporaneous internal correspondence 
and [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s, [Waymade Senior Employee 2]’s and 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s witness evidence, it is clear that Auden 
considered Waymade to be a threat to its market position. Waymade 
understood that it was this threat that gave it ‘leverage’ in the negotiations. 
Waymade used this leverage to ensure Auden’s proposed supply price to it 
dropped from £34.50 to £4.50 within a week. Auden’s rationale for this was 
that, in exchange, Waymade would ‘not [be] bringing its product to market.’ 

2395 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011 (emphasis added). 
2396 Noting that ‘If Waymade had their own licence and achieved 50% mkt share at current pricing then they 
would net £50K per mth’, [Auden Senior Employee 2] proposed a deal that would give Waymade ‘in total £47.5K 
per mth across both lines.’ Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] dated 28 June 2011. 
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6.456. By 28 June 2011, therefore, the key terms of what would become the 20mg 
Agreement, once concluded, were becoming clear: 

a. Auden would make payments to Waymade. Rather than supplying 
Waymade at the prevailing wholesale rate (£34.50) as Auden had 
proposed a week earlier, Auden would instead supply Waymade with 
1,000 packs per month at an 87% discount (£4.50 per pack). Auden 
acknowledged that this amounted to paying Waymade: [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] proposed to give Waymade a deal that would generate 
total value for Waymade of ‘£47.5K per mth across both lines’. 

b. In exchange, Waymade would not enter independently with its own 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets: 

i. Auden was willing to revise its proposed supply terms in this way 
because it meant Waymade would be ‘not bringing the product to 
market’ and ‘by buying it from him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] 
then we wouldn’t produce it’.2397 

ii. Waymade understood that it was able to obtain these much more 
favourable terms because by disclosing to Auden that it held a 
20mg MA it had moved ‘from a position of being just another 
wholesaler customer to Auden Mckenzie … to Waymade being in 
a position where it can, in theory, bring its product to the 
market’.2398 The competitive threat Waymade posed was key: 
‘they would have actually lost a lot of the market share to us 
[Waymade], therefore they would have said …”Look, we’ll supply 
you or we will come to an agreement”.’2399 

4 July 2011: meeting between [Auden Senior Employee 2] and [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] 

6.457. On 4 July 2011, [Auden Senior Employee 2] of Auden met with [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] and [Waymade Employee] of Waymade. At this meeting, 
they agreed that Auden would supply Waymade with 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets at a price of £4.50 per pack. 

2397 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 37, 
lines 10 to 13. 
2398 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-
10. 
2399 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
15 to 20 and page 14, lines 16 to 17. 
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6.458. [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s handwritten notes of the meeting record that 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Senior Employee 4] and 
[Waymade Employee] attended for Waymade. They state: 

‘Hydrocortisone 10mg & 20 mg – Favourable terms 

… 

Hydro 10mg – 20% 

4.50 – Invoice higher and quarterly to send buying price. Check [Auden 
Senior Employee 1]’.2400 

6.459. These notes indicate that the parties had discussed Auden supplying 
Waymade with hydrocortisone tablets on ‘Favourable terms’: in relation to 
20mg tablets, at a price of £4.50 achieved via a rebate (‘Invoice higher’). 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] was to obtain approval of this deal from [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] (‘Check [Auden Senior Employee 1]’). 

6.460. The following day [Auden Senior Employee 2] emailed [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 4] of Waymade, stating: ‘The 
hydrocortisone 20mg will be at the pricing we agreed in the meeting’.2401 

[Waymade Senior Employee 4] of Waymade confirmed in interview that the 
price agreed at the meeting was £4.50 per pack: ‘The price that… I was to 
put on the purchase order …was £4.50. That was the price that was agreed 
on the 20 milligram … By [Amdipharm Senior Employee].’2402 

11 July 2011: exchange of emails between [Auden Senior Employee 2] and 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] 

6.461. The 20mg Agreement was concluded on 11 July 2011 by an exchange of 
emails between [Auden Senior Employee 2] and [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] which demonstrate a common understanding between the 
parties in respect of: (i) the volume of packs Auden would supply to 
Waymade; (ii) the price Waymade would pay for those packs; and (iii) the 
existence of the Buyback and how it would work. Considered in their full 
context, the emails further demonstrate that there was a common 
understanding between the parties that Waymade would not independently 
enter the market with its own 20mg tablets in exchange for the substantial 

2400 Document 00751, [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s handwritten notes of meeting on 4 July 2011. 
2401 Document 300190, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] and 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 5 July 2011; Document 300191, Auden Mckenzie – Waymade List, July 
2011. 
2402 Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, page 13, 
lines 5 to 10. Document 200010, data submitted by Waymade on its purchases of hydrocortisone tablets from 
Auden, also confirms that the price was £4.50. 
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payments it received from Auden through the ‘special price’ and the 
Buyback. 

6.462. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] stated: 

‘Managed to get to both [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade 
Employee] Friday evening to discuss the amended offer and yes we 
are ok with the idea to Invoice us the stock at the special price and we 
immediately sell back 800 of them to you at £34.50. The problem we 
have as I suspected is the other 200, where we are not willing to 
compromise on the agreed terms of these coming to us also at the 
special price. Basically yes if and when we see another 20mg licence 
granted on RAMA2403 ([Auden Senior Employee 1]s terms to us) then 
we will have to come to discuss, but until that happens the deal is 
sound.’2404 

6.463. [Auden Senior Employee 2] replied: ‘understand your situation and agree 
that we will go with the terms below [ie those that [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] had set out] and reassess the situation as and when there are 
any licensing updates.’2405 

6.464. The emails exchanged on 11 July 2011 show that Auden further improved its 
supply terms to Waymade from those it was internally considering on 28 
June 2011, to include the unusual Buyback, under which Auden would ‘sell’ 
800 packs to Waymade at £4.50 and then immediately ‘buy them back’ at 
£34.50. The remaining 200 packs would be sold to Waymade at the ‘special 
price’, which remained £4.50, consistent with [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s 
email of 28 June 2011. 

6.465. The emails also confirm that the total volume covered by the 20mg 
Agreement remained 1,000 packs per month comprised of 800 packs under 
the Buyback and an additional 200 packs which would be supplied to 
Waymade. This is consistent with [Waymade Employee]’s proposal to 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] and [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s email of 28 
June 2011 to [Auden Senior Employee 1], and also achieved the 
approximate 70:30 split in volume terms that [Auden Senior Employee 2] had 
suggested. 

2403 See below for an explanation of ‘RAMA’ and its relevance to the Agreements. 
2404 Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 July 
2011 (emphasis added) 
2405 Document 300619, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 11 July 
2011. 
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6.466. The scale of the changes to the deal are such that, under the terms [Auden 
Senior Employee 2] initially offered on 21 June 2011, Waymade would have 
paid Auden £8,280 per month. Under those eventually agreed on 11 July 
2011, it was Auden that paid Waymade £30,000 per month: £24,000 in cash 
through the Buyback and £6,000 in margin transfer on the 200 packs sold to 
Waymade at £4.50 that it could sell to its customers at market rate (ie 
around £34.50). 

6.467. These monthly payments from Auden would have been terminated had 
Waymade entered the market independently with its own 20mg product.2406 

6.468. Auden was free to terminate the 20mg Agreement (which was never 
formalised in a written supply agreement) at any time if Waymade had in fact 
entered the market independently. There would have been no commercially 
rational reason for Auden to continue making the payments if Waymade 
entered the market with its own product: the reason that it made the 
payments was to protect its volumes from Waymade’s entry, something both 
parties understood. That rationale would be undermined if Waymade entered 
independently. 

6.469. This is illustrated by the fact that the 11 July 2011 emails also included a 
provision that the parties would revisit the 20mg Agreement’s terms if a third 
party was granted an MA (‘if and when we see another 20mg licence granted 
on RAMA … then we will have to come to discuss, but until that happens the 
deal is sound’ and [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s response that the parties 
would ‘reassess the situation as and when there are any licensing updates’). 

6.470. ‘RAMA’ refers to RAMA XL – an external resource provided by the UK 
Government that would allow the parties to know when a third party obtained 
a 20mg MA.2407 

2406 For example, [Waymade Senior Employee 4] of Waymade explained in interview that once Waymade 
entered with its own 20mg product, ‘you would naturally end that supplier agreement.’ When asked why 
Waymade could not have entered with its own product and continued the 20mg Agreement, [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] said: ‘to me it’s natural [that the 20mg Agreement would end], I don’t understand why you’re 
questioning that’. Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, 
part 2, pages 36 to 39.  
2407 RAMA XL is a subscription service offered by the MHRA with direct access to real-time information on all 
medicinal products authorised in the UK (www.gov.uk/government/publications/how-to-use-ramaxl/ramaxl). Its 
features include access to information on all UK MAs. In response to a due diligence question, ‘Does [AM 
Pharma] expect any increased competition on any of its products in the near future?’ AM Pharma explained to its 
prospective buyers that it ‘becomes aware of new license grants when it enters the public domain through the 
MHRA RAMA Portal which we monitor on a regular basis’: Document 00208, responses to Project Apple due 
diligence questions dated 11 November 2014, response to question 5(a). [Waymade Senior Employee 4] 
explained in interview: ‘you can see all the licences in the country for products’: Document 301313, transcript of 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 1, page 22, line 15. [Waymade Employee], 
[], explained that she was ‘asked to run regular RAMA reports … which is really monitoring who has a licence 
for what products and you would get … a list of new licences that were granted within a period.’ She clarified that 
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6.471. ‘[Auden Senior Employee 1] terms’ to Waymade, which Waymade accepted, 
were therefore that the 20mg Agreement would be ‘sound’ until the parties 
became aware of another licence being granted for 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets.2408 In other words, the 20mg Agreement would only serve its 
purpose for as long as there was no other potential entrant to the market.  

6.472. When asked in interview with the CMA what he had meant by these terms 
(‘[Auden Senior Employee 1]s terms to us’), [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
confirmed that the 20mg supply arrangement might need to be revisited if 
another competitor emerged (ie in addition to Waymade): 

‘they were taking supply from us … All this is saying if there was 
another competitor, then that scenario may change.’2409 

6.473. By ‘that scenario’, [Auden Senior Employee 1] referred to the 20mg supply 
arrangement (‘they were taking supply from us…’): a scenario in which 
Waymade, Auden’s potential competitor, took supplies from Auden at a 
‘special’ supply price because that would protect Auden’s volumes. 

6.474. The emergence of another competitor would destabilise that scenario: it 
would mean that the 20mg Agreement no longer sufficed to preserve 
Auden’s position as the monopoly supplier of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
and the value both parties could extract from it. As [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] explained: 

‘The more licence holders you have in the market the more the price 
and the stability of your product … gets disrupted … the agreement 
won’t stand … if there was another licence holder come to the market 
then …we start again, we re-negotiate or whatever we have to do at 
that point, because the dynamics change’.2410 

6.475. The ‘RAMA clause’ was entirely consistent with Auden’s strategy. The 20mg 
Agreement was designed to protect Auden’s position as the monopoly 
supplier of 20mg tablets. If another company was granted an MA, the 20mg 

RAMA could be used to identify companies that were ‘potentially coming to the market’: Document 302405, 
transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 23 November 2018, page 38 lines 15 to 24. 
2408 Compare the IVAX and Alpharma (Actavis) agreements in GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), which 
‘could be terminated if or when generic supplies of paroxetine from other companies entered the UK market’ 
(paragraph 55). Compare also the agreement in Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in Case 39.685 
Fentanyl, which provided for renegotiation if any party had a rival product registered on the Dutch pharmacy 
TAXE list. 
2409 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018 page 40, lines 21 
to 23 (emphasis added). 
2410 Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 1, page 
22, lines 25 to 27; page 23, lines 1 to 2 and lines 26 to 27; page 26, line 27 and page 27 lines 1 to 3. 
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Agreement might no longer serve its purpose of protecting Auden’s 
monopoly position and would require renegotiation. 

6.476. Further, taking account of the rationale for the ‘RAMA clause’ and the wider 
context (in particular [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s costing of the 20mg 
Agreement on the basis that Waymade would not independently enter; 
Auden’s desire to protect its market position as the monopoly supplier of 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets and the fact that Waymade understood it could 
not benefit from the 20mg Agreement and enter the market independently at 
the same time), the ‘RAMA clause’ provides evidence that Auden would 
have terminated the 20mg Agreement if Waymade had independently 
entered the market and that the parties had a common understanding in this 
regard. 

6.477. This is because there is no reason why Auden would have treated entry by 
Waymade into the market with 20mg tablets differently from any other third 
party. The effect of independent entry (whether by Waymade or a third party) 
would be the same: a reduction in Auden’s sales volumes and revenues; and 
it was this risk that the RAMA clause was guarding against. Auden was also 
clear: its rationale for entering into the 20mg Agreement was to protect its 
sales volumes from Waymade’s potential entry, demonstrating that it would 
not have seen Waymade’s entry differently from others’. Moreover, 
Waymade understood that Auden wished to protect its market position. 

6.478. The evidence discussed throughout the sections above therefore shows that 
there was a common understanding between the parties as to what the 
20mg Agreement entailed: that Waymade, Auden’s potential competitor, 
received a substantial (87%) reduction in the price it paid for Auden’s 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and that in exchange Waymade would not enter the 
market independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. In particular: 

a. It is clear from [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior 
Employee 2]’s witness interviews that Auden offered Waymade a 
substantially reduced price to maintain its volumes – which also meant 
Waymade would not be independently entering the market if the 
negotiations were successful. [Auden Senior Employee 2] prepared 
Auden’s proposed supply terms on the basis of Waymade ‘not bringing’ 
its ‘product to market’. [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that 
Waymade ‘came to us [Auden] and said look we have our product but 
we’d like to take supply from you’2411 (emphasis added) – suggesting 
that Waymade told Auden expressly that it considered supply from 

2411 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 32 line 27 
and page 33 line 1. 
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Auden an alternative (in fact, a preferred alternative) to launching its 
own product. 

b. Waymade understood that its competitive threat provided it with 
‘leverage’ in negotiations with Auden and this meant that Auden may 
have been prepared to offer it a substantially lower supply price to 
protect its volumes. It also understood (in common with Auden) that the 
low price would be in exchange for it not independently entering the 
market with its own 20mg tablets. For example, [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] understood that Auden offered Waymade a low supply 
price to protect its market share by avoiding Waymade being ‘a second 
player’ in the market.2412 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] [] also 
understood that Auden offered its low price to protect its market share, 
explaining that Waymade could either ‘get product made at our own 
CMO, or they [Auden] can supply us at a price which we feel is 
competitive’2413 and that, if Auden had not agreed to supply Waymade 
at a significantly reduced price, Waymade ‘would have carried on with 
our own 20mg.’2414 

c. The parties included the additional ‘RAMA clause’ recognising that 
independent third-party entry would undermine the rationale for their 
arrangement and require it to be revisited. 

The parties' conduct after entering into the 20mg Agreement 

6.479. The parties’ conduct after entering into the 20mg Agreement provides further 
evidence of their common understanding that Waymade would not enter 
independently with its own 20mg product in exchange for the substantial 
payments it received from Auden. 

6.480. On Auden’s side, implementation of the 20mg Agreement would require it to 
make monthly payments to Waymade, so long as Waymade did not enter 
with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. Auden made these regular 
payments to Waymade until April 2015. 

6.481. On Waymade’s side, implementation of the 20mg Agreement would require 
that it did not enter the market independently with its own 20mg tablets, so 
long as it was receiving the payments from Auden. Any delays in the 

2412 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
12 to 20 and page 14, lines 16 to 17. 
2413 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 26, lines 
26 and page 27, lines 1 to 2 (emphasis added). 
2414 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 30, lines 9 
to 16. 
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(re)development of its own 20mg product, when considered in their context, 
are further evidence of implementation of the 20mg Agreement. 

6.482. Waymade did not enter the market until July 2015 (after the 20mg 
Agreement had finished), despite having saleable product years before then, 
in the form of the tablets packed from the Third Batch. That product was 
warehoused and stringent steps were taken to ensure it was not 
inadvertently sold.  

6.483. As explained in paragraphs 6.401 to 6.416 above, Waymade took delivery of 
a saleable batch of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in May 2011. However, by 
that point Waymade had already decided to ‘freeze’ this product ‘pending the 
outcome of negotiations with Auden McKenzie’.2415 

6.484. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] [] explained: 

'it [the stock packed from the Third Batch] was blocked on the system, 
so that an operative telephone sales person couldn’t inadvertently take 
an order and despatch product ... It’s disabled if you like.’2416 

6.485. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] further stated: 

‘The explicit meaning is that the product could be launched but it was 
decided that they would…, the product would not be launched’.2417 

6.486. This decision meant that Waymade’s staff had to review the accounting of 
the development costs leading to the tablets from the Third Batch being 
packaged. On 21 November 2011 [Waymade Employee], [] at Waymade, 
emailed [Amdipharm Senior Employee] with the subject: ‘Sovereign Medical 
– Hydrocortisone 20mg tabs’: 

‘I understand that the fee arrangement has now come into effect to 
defer marketing of our product. As this represents revenue attributable 
to the development costs, I will need to review the accounting of the 
costs.’2418 

6.487. [Waymade Employee] asked [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to clarify 
whether all Waymade’s costs ‘relate to the 20mg strength, ie necessary 

2415 Document 300180, Monthly Report Sovereign Generics April 2011, page 2. 
2416 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, page 32, 
lines 18 to 20. 
2417 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, page 32, 
lines 15 to 16 (emphasis added). 
2418 Document 202157, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 21 November 
2011 (emphasis added). 
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condition for launching this strength’ or whether some related to the 10mg 
development. [Waymade Employee] continued: 

‘I understand that stock is currently ready but not being shipped. Does 
the arrangement lead to any erosion of the current value of stocks (eg 
loss of shelf life)?’ 2419 

6.488. [Waymade Employee]’s email to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] confirms the 
key terms of the 20mg Agreement. In particular: 

a. Waymade had agreed not to launch its 20mg tablets in exchange for 
payment (‘the fee arrangement has now come into effect to defer 
marketing of our product’); 

b. The payment Waymade received in exchange for not launching was 
attributable to its investment in developing its own 20mg tablets (‘this 
represents revenue attributable to the development costs’). In other 
words, Waymade’s development of its own product had succeeded in 
extracting this ‘fee’ (consistently with [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s 
assessment of Waymade’s ‘leverage’ discussed at paragraph 6.417 
above); and 

c. Waymade’s 20mg product was ready for sale but was not to be sold 
because of this arrangement (‘stock is currently ready but not being 
shipped’). 

6.489. Rather than selling the packs of tablets from the Third Batch it had received 
in May 2011, Waymade retained them as an insurance policy in case the 
20mg Agreement broke down. For example, an internal exchange of emails 
in March 2013 stated that the stock was being stored ‘just in case’, 
confirming that ‘the decision is that we will be holding the stock and not 
selling it’.2420 The expiry date on this batch was 30 November 2013. 

6.490. On 13 March 2013, [] noted that he had seen Waymade’s 20mg product in 
inventory ‘and the description line has a dot before the description therefore 
no one can see this for selling, the expiry date on this is 11/2013, do you 
know if you want to sell?’ [Waymade Senior Employee 4] responded: ‘Please 

2419 Document 202157, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 21 November 
2011 (emphasis added). 
2420 Document 300790, emails (i) from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 March 2013; (ii) 
from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 March 2013; and (iii) from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] to [Waymade Employee] dated 8 April 2013. 
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leave the stock where it is, we area ware [sic] it is going out of date but need 
it available just in case.’2421 

6.491. As explained in section 3.F.II.a above, Waymade’s Fourth Batch failed 
dissolution tests – meaning that Aesica recommended that Waymade 
undertake reformulation for future batches. However, Waymade also 
mothballed the reformulation of its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets during 
much of the term of the 20mg Agreement. Waymade deferred for years the 
routine reformulation work that it understood as early as November 20102422 

and certainly by March 20112423 would be necessary to continue production. 
This decision was clearly linked to Waymade entering into the 20mg 
Agreement with Auden: 

a. In May 2011 [] [Waymade Senior Employee 3] explained to 
colleagues that Waymade’s ‘Finished packs of 20mg tablets … will not 
be released for sale pending the outcome of commercial negotiations 
with a third party’. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] also explained that 
‘The outcome of these discussions will inform the decision as to 
whether the 20mg tablet is reformulated in line with the 10mg 
tablet’.2424 

b. In June 2011 Waymade’s regular hydrocortisone tablets meeting noted 
that the ‘status of negotiations with third party … will inform decision as 
whether we undertake reformulation’, and that ‘no further regular 
Monday meetings are necessary. This might change if we pick up the 
20mg reformulation project’.2425 [Waymade Senior Employee 3] 
informed [Amdipharm Senior Employee], ‘If you and [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] are confident that the Auden Mckenzie trading 
relationship is going to stick then I would suggest that we do not need 

2421 Document 300790, emails (i) from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 March 2013; (ii) 
from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 March 2013; and (iii) from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] to [Waymade Employee] dated 8 April 2013 (emphasis added). 
2422 Document 300125, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [], 
[Waymade Employee] and others dated 29 November 2010.  
2423 Document 300166, Minutes of joint Aesica Sovereign review 31/3/11, pages 1 to 2. See also Document 
300736, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Senior 

Employee 2] and others dated 28 March 2011; and Document 300176, email from [Aesica Employee] to [], 

[], [] and others dated 27 April 2011; and attached Document 300177, Minutes update of joint Aesica 

Sovereign review 31/3/11. 

2424 Document 300178, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and others 
dated 9 May 2011.
2425 Document 300184, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and 
others dated 6 June 2011. 
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to reformulate at the current time … We can come back to the 
reformulation at a later date if we want to.’2426 

6.492. There was no formal communication between Waymade and Aesica 
between May 2011 (when Aesica delivered the tablets packed from the Third 
Batch to Waymade and submitted a proposal for the 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablet ‘starch replacement project’2427) and August 2013. 

6.493. Waymade’s decision to put the reformulation of its 20mg tablets on hold is at 
odds with its previous strategy of treating its development as a high priority 
and corroborates the CMA’s finding that it agreed not to independently enter 
the market with its own 20mg tablets in exchange for the payments it 
received from Auden under the 20mg Agreement. 

6.494. It is reasonable to infer that a commercial organisation such as Waymade, 
which had invested in developing a product to manufacture, would wish to 
recoup its costs (or at least minimise its losses) by selling its saleable 
product and reformulating to obtain a sustainable supply. While Waymade’s 
‘very unusual’2428 behaviour does not, in itself, demonstrate that it had 
agreed it would not independently enter the market with its own 20mg 
tablets, when it is considered in the wider context it corroborates the 
substantial body of evidence of it having made such a commitment. 

Email exchange between Waymade and Ambe Medical Group regarding supply of 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets 

6.495. An email exchange between [Waymade Senior Employee 4] and a contact at 
Ambe Medical Group on 31 January 2012 further supports the conclusion 
that Waymade understood it would not independently enter the UK market 
under the terms of the 20mg Agreement. 

6.496. Ambe Medical Group enquired whether Waymade would be able to supply it 
with 5,000 packs of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, which were destined for 
Yemen. At the time of the email exchange, Waymade had continued to 
warehouse the tablets packed from the Third Batch – the 3,560 bottles of 
Aesica-manufactured tablets it had received in May 2011 and which were 
available for commercial sale in the UK. 

6.497. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] responded: 

2426 Document 200017, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 23 
June 2011.  
2427 Document 200017, email from [] (Aesica) to [Waymade Senior Employee 3] dated 11 May 2011. 
2428 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 
34, lines 3 to 5. 
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‘I can get 3550 packs of 20mg 30’s that have 11/2013 expiry at a good 
price but they MUST be exported and guarantee they do not end up 
back in UK. Interested?’2429 

6.498. The 3,550 packs [Waymade Senior Employee 4] referred to were the packs 
of tablets from the Third Batch and not Auden’s tablets. 

6.499. It is clear from [Waymade Senior Employee 4]’s email that Waymade was 
only prepared to supply the Aesica-manufactured tablets to Ambe Medical 
Group on condition that they were not sold in the UK. He emphasised that 
they ‘MUST be exported’ and asked for a ‘guarantee they do not end up 
back in UK.’ 

6.500. The concern [Waymade Senior Employee 4] showed as to the geographic 
destination of the product is consistent with Waymade’s behaviour in relation 
to the packs of tablets from the Third Batch – which it had ‘blocked’ on its 
sales system to avoid an ‘inadvertent’ sale.2430 It also further corroborates 
the CMA’s conclusion that Waymade had reached a common understanding 
with Auden that it would not independently enter the market with its 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in exchange for the substantial payments it received 
from Auden. 

6.501. This is all the more so when the email is placed in its wider context – in 
particular, the fact that Waymade understood that Auden was only prepared 
to offer the payments Waymade received under the 20mg Agreement if 
Auden’s volumes were protected. Significantly, the sender of the email – 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] – was an individual who was close to the 
negotiations with Auden and was also the Waymade employee who 
exchanged emails with [Auden Senior Employee 2] on 11 July 2011 which 
confirmed the 20mg Agreement. Therefore, he would have had a clear 
understanding of Waymade’s obligations under the 20mg Agreement. 

Internal exchange between [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 
2] 

6.502. Further evidence of the clear link between the 20mg Agreement and 
Waymade suspending developing its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets is 
provided by a much later exchange of emails between [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2] and [Waymade Employee] in February 2014. [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2] had asked [Waymade Employee] to look into the status of its 

2429 Document 300216, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 31 January 2012. 
2430 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, page 32, 
lines 18 to 20. 
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‘frozen’2431 20mg development project.2432 At the time Waymade was 
considering selling its 20mg MA to AMCo (see section 3.F.II.c above). 

6.503. On 25 February 2014, [Waymade Employee] responded to [Waymade 
Senior Employee 2]’s request informing him that: 

‘There are no regulatory issues preventing us from producing packs of 
30 tablets in amber glass bottles … A decision was made not to 
proceed with the blister pack and re-formulation due to the commercial 
arrangement we’d entered into which prevented us marketing our 
product.’2433 

6.504. [Waymade Employee] attached a report confirming that three commercial 
scale batches had been successfully manufactured but were ‘not marketed 
due to agreement with 3rd party’.2434 

6.505. [Waymade Senior Employee 2] replied: ‘Very useful. Thanks [Waymade 
Employee].’2435 

6.506. In his interview [Waymade Employee] explained: 

‘I knew that we had stock, at the time, we had stock that was suitable 
for release and that release was put on hold, or delayed, due to the 
negotiations with the third party. 

… 

the stock had been frozen at our warehouse pending the commercial 
negotiations with the third party. So I assumed that was the only thing 
that was preventing us from releasing our stock.’2436 

6.507. He added that ‘that was what was stated in the project meetings back in 
2011 when we did have – after we had received the stock … By [Waymade 
Senior Employee 3] []].’2437 

2431 Document 300180, attachment to document 300179, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] and others dated 11 May 2011. 
2432 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, pages 55 to 60. 
2433 Document 301673, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 
2014 (emphasis added). 
2434 Document 301674, Hydrocortisone 20mg Tablets – Regulatory Status February 2014, attachment to 
Document 301673. 
2435 Document 301675, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Employee] dated 25 February 
2014. 
2436 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, (emphasis added) 
page 57, lines 16-18 and page 58, lines 8-10 (emphasis added). 
2437 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, page 57, lines 25-
27 and page 58, line 3. 
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6.508. [Waymade Employee]’s evidence is significant because it reflected 
retrospectively on Waymade’s decision to suspend the development of its 
own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. It shows that development work had by 
this time not restarted following Waymade’s entry into the 20mg Agreement 
with Auden. 

6.509. When asked what ‘commercial arrangement’ [Waymade Employee] was 
referring to in his email, [Waymade Senior Employee2] , who had asked 
[Waymade Employee] to look into the history of Waymade’s 20mg product 
and who received the email, stated: ‘I’m not aware of any commercial 
arrangement which prevented us marketing our product … I have no idea 
where [Waymade Employee] got that information from’.2438 [Waymade 
Senior Employee2] stated that he was ‘surprised to read that’.2439 He could 
not explain why [Waymade Employee] would have had this perception or 
recall whether he had made any further inquiries of [Waymade Employee] or 
other individuals within Waymade to clarify the statement. At the time, 
however, he replied to [Waymade Employee]’s email, saying only: ‘Very 
useful. Thanks [Waymade Employee].’2440 Within an hour of receiving 
[Waymade Employee]’s email, he forwarded it to his colleague [Waymade 
Employee], without any further comment.2441 If he had felt that [Waymade 
Employee]’s statement was surprising or unfounded, he would presumably 
have said so at the time or, at a minimum, not forwarded it without further 
comment. 

6.510. [Waymade Senior Employee2]  stated that rather than clarifying with 
[Waymade Employee], he had ‘gone straight to Aesica and asked them to do 
the work’.2442 If [Waymade Senior Employee2] was in fact ‘surprised to read’ 
[Waymade Employee]’s account of the 20mg Agreement as a commercial 
arrangement that ‘prevented us marketing our product’, he would surely 
have made further inquiries as to the nature of this arrangement before 
risking wasting money on having Aesica do further work.  

6.511. Further, [Waymade Employee] stated that [Waymade Senior Employee2]  
was not the only one who had not queried his explanation of the 
arrangement at the time. Not one of the other recipients of his email queried 

2438 Document 301312, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 2] interview dated 28 March 2018, page 34, 
lines 2 to 6. 
2439 Document 301312, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 2] interview dated 28 March 2018, page 35, line 
6. 
2440 Document 301675, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Employee] dated 25 February 
2014. 
2441 Document 302310, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Employee] dated 25 February 
2014. 
2442 Document 301312, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 2] interview dated 28 March 2018, pages 35 to 
36. 
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his statement that the ‘commercial arrangement’ had prevented Waymade 
from marketing its product.2443 

6.512. Moreover, [Waymade Senior Employee2] ’s observations are at odds with 
the contemporaneous documentary evidence which linked Waymade’s 
decision not to carry out the ‘very straight forward’2444 reformulation work to 
its negotiations with Auden: see for example, [Waymade Senior Employee 
3]’s email to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] of 23 June 2011, discussed in 
paragraph 6.415 above. 

2443 Document 302466, transcript of [Waymade Employee] interview dated 12 November 2018, pages 55 to 57. 
2444 Document 300453, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 2] to [] and [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
dated 6 May 2014. 
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The parties' representations on the 20mg Agreement 

6.513. Despite making extensive representations on the SSO, neither Waymade 
nor Auden provided any explanation for the 87% discount Auden gave 
Waymade under the 20mg Agreement, or for the Buyback, other than that 
they resulted from Waymade’s 20mg MA and Auden’s desire to preserve its 
CMO volumes.2445 

6.514. The parties’ representations discussed below should be read in this context. 
The parties have not explained why Auden agreed to pay Waymade 
thousands of pounds each month.2446 

‘Waymade did not use its 20mg product as leverage’ 

6.515. Waymade submitted that it did not use its 20mg product as leverage in 
negotiations with Auden.2447 In particular, Waymade stated that its [] 
[Waymade Senior Employee 3] was not a party to the negotiations and 
therefore suggested his observation that ‘the fact that the product is there in 
the warehouse in Basildon is the leverage’ was ‘deliberately framed as 
speculation’ and therefore ‘simply not credible … as an explanation as to 
how Waymade applied ‘leverage’ in negotiating with Auden’.2448 

6.516. First, this representation ignores the significant volume of evidence which 
corroborates [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s interview statement with 
regard to Waymade leveraging its ability to enter the market independently 
with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets to secure better supply terms from 
Auden. For example: 

a. The fact that Auden initially offered to supply Waymade with 20mg 
tablets at £34.50 per pack, before revising its proposed price down by 
87%, to £4.50 per pack, within the space of a week after Waymade 
informed Auden that it held a 20mg MA. This proposal was designed on 
the basis that Waymade would be ‘not bringing the product to market’ 
(see paragraphs 6.432 to 6.440 above).2449 Key individuals from both 

2445 The parties did not dispute that under the Buyback Auden paid Waymade approximately £1.8 million in cash 
over four years. But neither Waymade nor Auden/Actavis made any attempt to explain this. Waymade stated only 
that it was agreed ‘for what appears to be the sake of convenience’ (Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, 
paragraph 7.12). That is no explanation for a potential entrant receiving monthly cash payments from the 
incumbent supplier. Auden/Actavis stated that it ‘secured a constant demand for its [Waymade’s] 20mg 
Hydrocortisone Tablets’ and ‘allowed Waymade to obtain an agreed price for 800 packs by accessing Auden’s 
client base’ (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 7.80). This misconstrues how the Buyback 
worked: the Buyback did not relate to Waymade’s 20mg tablets or allow Waymade to access Auden’s client 
base. 
2446 Compare GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 51. 
2447 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.38 and 7.42. 
2448 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.39-7.41. 
2449 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
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Waymade and AMCo explained that this was because of the 
competitive threat Waymade posed to Auden. For example, [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] stated that ‘If we [Waymade]…, when we came to 
the market, they could have actually lost a lot of the market share to us, 
therefore they would have said … “Look, we’ll supply you or we will 
come to an agreement” … the fact that there’s not a second player is 
always in their [Auden’s] interest’.2450 See further paragraphs 6.441 to 
6.451 above. 

b. [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s, [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s and 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s explanation that the rationale for the 
20mg supply deal was to protect Auden’s volumes – something that 
could only be achieved through Waymade agreeing not to 
independently enter the market with its own hydrocortisone tablets. For 
example, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated in interview that 
Waymade had moved from being just another customer to ‘a position 
where it can, in theory, bring its product to the market’.2451 See 
paragraphs 6.419 to 6.430 and 6.442 to 6.451 above. 

c. Waymade’s conduct, including ‘freezing’ its 20mg product pending the 
outcome of its negotiations with Auden and mothballing the product as 
an insurance policy once those negotiations concluded. See 
paragraphs 6.411 to 6.416 and 6.483 to 6.491 above. 

d. Waymade’s subsequent attempt to sell its product overseas on 
condition that ‘they MUST be exported and guarantee they do not end 
up back in UK’.2452 See paragraphs 6.495 to 6.501 above. 

e. Waymade staff’s subsequent references to ‘the fee arrangement … to 
defer marketing of our product’ (see paragraph 6.486 above)2453 and 
‘the commercial arrangement we’d entered into which prevented us 
marketing our product’ (see paragraph 6.503 above).2454 

6.517. Secondly, the contemporaneous documentary evidence discussed above 
demonstrates that, although [Waymade Senior Employee 3] may not have 
been involved in negotiations with Auden, he did understand that the 
development of Waymade’s 20mg tablets was relevant to those negotiations. 

2450 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
15 to 20 and page 14, lines 16 to 17 (emphasis added).
2451 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-
10. 
2452 Document 300216, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 31 January 2012. 
2453 Document 202157, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 21 November 
2011. 
2454 Document 301673, email from [Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 
2014. 
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For example, [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s email to [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] on 23 December 2010 showed that he knew there was a link 
between the negotiations with Auden and the development of Waymade’s 
own product – which is again corroborated by other evidence (including 
witness evidence provided by [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1]).2455 

6.518. Accordingly, the CMA finds that [Waymade Senior Employee 3]’s evidence 
on this point is credible and consistent with (and corroborated by) a wider 
body of evidence. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] would have understood 
that the reason that Waymade’s 20mg product was relevant was because of 
its use as leverage in negotiations, consistently with his explanation in 
interview. He was, after all, []. 

‘Waymade was negotiating with a wholesaler’ 

6.519. Waymade submitted that ‘There is nothing inherently anti-competitive about 
seeking to negotiate the best possible supply terms from a wholesaler (this 
would generally be viewed as pro-competitive).’2456 

6.520. This representation completely mischaracterises the CMA’s findings. The 
CMA has found the existence of a horizontal market sharing agreement 
between Waymade and Auden in addition to the vertical supply 
arrangement. 

6.521. The grounds for finding a horizontal agreement are clear and unambiguous. 

6.522. Waymade was a potential competitor to Auden, it was at an advanced stage 
in preparing to independently launch its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
Not only did it hold an MA, it had received market ready stock which it could 
have sold. 

6.523. However, the common consensus of the witnesses the CMA has interviewed 
in this case (corroborated by documentary evidence) is that once it was in a 
position to enter the market, Auden no longer perceived Waymade as a 
customer – but as a competitive threat. In other words, the 
wholesaler/customer relationship no longer existed.  

6.524. The shift from Auden treating Waymade purely as a customer to a 
competitive threat was reflected in the very significant change in the 

2455 [Waymade Senior Employee 3] stated: ‘the earliest launch of our Hydrocortisone product in glass bottles is 
May or June 2011 … With regards to a negotiation with Auden Mckenzie, I suggest that opening a discussion in 
January would be about right’ (Document 300138, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] dated 23 December 2010). 
2456 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.139(b) and 2.20. 
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commercial terms Auden offered to Waymade in order for it to supply 20mg 
tablets (see paragraphs 6.432 to 6.466 above). This change in terms over 
the course of a week means that Waymade’s characterisation of Auden as a 
‘wholesaler’ does not reflect the reality at the time when the 20mg 
Agreement was concluded. As explained in paragraphs 6.432 to 6.440 
above, Auden initially offered Waymade a wholesale price – £34.50 – before 
rapidly reducing that price to £4.50 when it became aware of Waymade’s 
20mg MA and therefore the threat that it would enter the market and 
compete with it. The price Waymade paid was explicitly not a wholesale 
price. 

6.525. This was acknowledged by the witness evidence of a number of key staff on 
both sides. For example: 

a. [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated: ‘they [Waymade] had come, come 
and asked us for supply, they had a 20 milligram [MA] and it was either 
for us to do nothing, which we could have, or to supply them, which 
would maintain our volume and still make us money, so that’s what we 
did.’2457 

b. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] of Waymade confirmed in interview that 
the key change in the negotiations that led to Waymade’s £30 discount 
was that: ‘Waymade moves from a position of being just another 
wholesaler customer to Auden Mckenzie … to Waymade being in a 
position where it can, in theory, bring its product to the market’.2458 

c. When asked ‘What was special about Waymade?’, [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] stated: ‘Because we know Waymade had their own 
marketing authorisation … Because Waymade had the facility to 
manufacture their product. Or they could buy it from us’.2459 

6.526. The CMA has found that in exchange, Waymade agreed not to enter the 
market independently with its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets. In addition 
to the evidence discussed above in paragraphs 6.516 to 6.518, the parties 
also included in their deal the ‘RAMA clause’ which stipulated that the 
arrangement would have to be revisited if independent third-party entry took 
place. See paragraphs 6.469 to 6.477 above. 

2457 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 31, line 27 
and page 32, lines 1 to 3. 
2458 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-
10 (emphasis added).
2459 Document 301358, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 19, lines 8-
14. 
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6.527. The CMA has therefore found that Waymade took a heavily discounted 
supply of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets from its potential competitor Auden in 
exchange for not independently entering the market with its own 20mg 
tablets. Such an arrangement is inherently anti-competitive as it has the 
object of restricting and preventing competition between competitors.  

6.528. For the avoidance of doubt, the characterisation of the 20mg supply deal as 
a ‘wholesale’ arrangement could not provide any explanation for the 
Buyback, since under that arrangement Waymade received no product to 
sell. Indeed, if anything Waymade was the ‘wholesaler’ under the Buyback, 
‘selling back’ its 800 packs to Auden at what Waymade described as 
‘approximately a wholesale rate’.2460 

‘The exhaustive terms of the 20mg Agreement were the terms of the supply deal’ 

6.529. Waymade submitted that the full terms of the 20mg Agreement were those 
set out in the email exchange between Auden and Waymade on 11 July 
2011:2461 ‘1,000 packs sold by Auden to Waymade at £4.50/pack, with 800 
being subject to a sell-back at £34.50/pack. These are expressed as the 
(exhaustive) terms’2462 (emphasis in original). However, Waymade did not 
attempt to explain the Buyback or ‘RAMA clause’, which are documented in 
this exchange (see paragraphs 6.461 to 6.477 above). 

6.530. Waymade submitted that there was no documentary evidence of any ‘term’ 
prohibiting or delaying Waymade’s entry in that exchange, or in the 
contemporaneous manuscript notes of the discussions between the parties 
on 21 June and 4 July 2011 (discussed at paragraphs 6.432 and 6.458 
above).2463 

2460 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.45. 
2461 Document 300619, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 11 July 
2011. 
2462 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.11. 
2463 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.11 and 7.19; Document 00752, [Auden Senior 
Employee 2]’s handwritten note of telephone call on 21 June 2011; Document 00751, [Auden Senior Employee 
2]’s handwritten notes of meeting on 4 July 2011. See also Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, 
paragraph 5.10. Waymade implied that the CMA had deliberately withheld these notes from Waymade, and later 
‘retrospectively sought to ‘fit’ the notes to its narrative’ (Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.21). 
This is not the case. As was explained to Waymade in a letter dated 25 September 2020, the notes were initially 
omitted from disclosure inadvertently and were disclosed as soon as this error became apparent. That their 
content did not change the CMA’s findings reflects the fact that they contain little positive evidence – not any 
determination to fit evidence to a predetermined narrative. 
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6.531. As a starting point, it has been held that an undertaking’s commitment not to 
enter a market ‘is perfectly capable of existing as an unwritten 
understanding, which also reduces the likelihood of its discovery’.2464 

6.532. In this case, the parties’ common understanding that Waymade would not 
independently enter the market with its own product is clear from the 
evidence set out above, considered as a whole. 

6.533. Waymade’s representation is very selective in its focus and ignores this very 
significant body of evidence. 

‘Waymade’s volumes were not restricted’ 

6.534. Auden/Actavis submitted that the volume supplied to Waymade under the 
20mg Agreement was not limited to 200 packs per month, because the true 
quantity available to Waymade was 1,000 packs (including those subject to 
the Buyback), and because Waymade’s orders in individual months 
exceeded 200 packs.2465 

6.535. The packs subject to the Buyback were not in any sense ‘supplied’ to 
Waymade. They were simply a means of achieving a cash payment from 
Auden to Waymade. The CMA has found that the packs supplied to 
Waymade for resale and the Buyback together constituted payments to 
Waymade. Whether or not Waymade could have accessed some of the 
packs subject to the Buyback for resale is irrelevant: this would simply have 
meant a different volume/cash ratio in those payments. 

6.536. In any event, in relation to the packs that were actually supplied to 
Waymade, the agreement between the parties was that Waymade would be 
given 200 packs per month.2466 As set out in table 3.26 above, in 30 of the 
46 months the 20mg Agreement lasted Waymade received 200 packs of 
20mg tablets. In other months the quantity supplied to Waymade varied from 
0 to 650 packs. However, this does not mean that the volume actually 
supplied to Waymade was not capped. These fluctuations reflected 
variations in individual monthly orders that were then corrected in 

2464 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 91. See also T-133/07 Mitsubishi v Commission 
EU:T:2011:345, paragraph 186. Upheld on further appeal in C-239/11, C-489/11 and C-498/11 Siemens and 
Others v Commission, EU:C:2013:866. 
2465 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.16.1.1-5.16.1.3. 
2466 See Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 
July 2011 and response from [Auden Senior Employee 2]: ‘we are ok with the idea to Invoice us the stock at the 
special price and we immediately sell back 800 of them to you at £34.50. The problem we have as I suspected is 
the other 200, where we are not willing to compromise on the agreed terms of these coming to us also at the 
special price.’ [Auden Senior Employee 2] replied, ‘agree that we will go with the terms below’ and asked 
Waymade to submit the first order ‘and we will despatch the 200 for you’. 
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subsequent months to ensure an average of 200 packs per month across 
the term of the 20mg Agreement. 

‘Waymade’s efforts to develop its own 20mg product disprove the CMA’s case that it 
was bought off by Auden’ 

6.537. Waymade submitted that ‘any steps taken by Waymade towards market 
entry would be very strong evidence that there was no joint intention that 
Waymade would not enter the market’. It therefore stated that its periodic 
efforts to continue developing its 20mg product during the 20mg Agreement 
were ‘overwhelming evidence’ that it had not agreed to refrain from entering 
with that product.2467 

6.538. The evidence set out in section 6.D.II.b.i above demonstrates that Waymade 
received substantial payments from Auden. The evidence set out in section 
6.D.II.c.i above demonstrates that both parties understood that those 
payments were to buy off Waymade’s competitive threat. In particular, the 
key individuals on both sides understood that Waymade had faced two 
mutually exclusive options in the first half of 2011: continue to work towards 
launching its 20mg tablets and take volumes from Auden; or enter into an 
agreement that it would not launch, preserving Auden’s volumes. For 
example, [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated: ‘if they had their own product, 
they could either source supply somewhere else or they could source it from 
us; and sourcing from us allowed us to keep our volume’.2468 [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] stated: ‘we know Waymade had their own marketing 
authorisation … Waymade had the facility to manufacture their own product. 
Or they could buy it from us’2469 and, ‘if they had their own manufacture and 
brought product into the market we would then naturally reduce our 
volumes’.2470 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated that Waymade was able 
to obtain its 87% discount because it had moved from a position of being just 
another customer to Auden to ‘a position where it can, in theory, bring its 
product to the market’; and that: ‘If they don’t supply us … and we come to 
the market, then they will have lost that manufacturing volume.’2471 

2467 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.89 (emphasis in original). See also paragraphs 2.50, 
7.4, 7.89, 7.91, 7.97, 7.102-7.104, 7.114 and 8.98. 
2468 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 35, lines 21 
to 26 and page 36, lines 1 to 9. 
2469 Document 301358, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 19, lines 8-
14. 
2470 Document 00717, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 21 September 2016, part 2, page 
4, lines 6 and 14 to 16. 
2471 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-
10 and page 32 lines 3-10. 
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6.539. Waymade’s efforts to develop its own 20mg product are consistent with the 
evidence that both sides understood that the payments were to buy off 
Waymade’s competitive threat. 

6.540. As explained in section 6.C.II.b.ii above, on 9 May 2011 Waymade took 
supply of a market ready batch of its own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets with 
which it could have independently entered the market. It was also aware by 
March 2011 that it would need to conduct some routine reformulation work 
before it would be able to produce further batches for sale. However, rather 
than carry out that work Waymade froze its development process and its 
project to reformulate its 20mg tablets for future batches:  

a. In April 2011 Waymade chose to ‘freeze’ its 20mg tablets ‘pending the 
outcome of negotiations with Auden McKenzie’.2472 

b. In May 2011 [] [Waymade Senior Employee 3] explained to 
colleagues that Waymade’s ‘Finished packs of 20mg tablets … will not 
be released for sale pending the outcome of commercial negotiations 
with a third party’. [Waymade Senior Employee 3] also explained that 
‘The outcome of these discussions will inform the decision as to 
whether the 20mg tablet is reformulated in line with the 10mg 
tablet’.2473 

c. In June 2011 Waymade’s regular hydrocortisone tablets meeting again 
noted that the ‘status of negotiations with third party … will inform 
decision as whether we undertake reformulation’, and that ‘no further 
regular Monday meetings are necessary. This might change if we pick 
up the 20mg reformulation project’.2474 [Waymade Senior Employee 3] 
informed [Amdipharm Senior Employee], ‘If you and [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] are confident that the Auden Mckenzie trading 
relationship is going to stick then I would suggest that we do not need 
to reformulate at the current time.’2475 

6.541. As explained in sections 3.F.II.a and c above, once those negotiations 
succeeded in securing the 20mg Agreement, Waymade had no contact with 
Aesica on 20mg tablets between May 2011 and August 2013. This meant 
that it deferred for years the routine reformulation work that it understood as 

2472 Document 300180, Monthly Report Sovereign Generics April 2011, page 2. 
2473 Document 300178, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and others 
dated 9 May 2011.
2474 Document 300184, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and 
others dated 6 June 2011. 
2475 Document 200017, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 23 
June 2011.  
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early as November 2010 and certainly by March 2011 would be necessary to 
continue production.  

6.542. Thereafter Waymade periodically re-engaged with the project, in particular 
when prompted by disruptions to the smooth running of the 20mg Agreement 
and external stimuli such as its negotiations in February 2014 to sell its 
20mg MA to AMCo.2476 

6.543. The fact Waymade sporadically recommenced the development of its own 
20mg tablets during the lifetime of the 20mg Agreement therefore does not 
undermine the CMA’s conclusions regarding the existence of the 20mg 
Agreement and its terms. 

‘Delays to Waymade’s entry were due to development difficulties, not because it 
agreed not to enter’ 

6.544. Waymade submitted that the delays to its entry with its 20mg product were 
solely attributable to development difficulties.2477 

6.545. The development issues Waymade faced are explained in detail in sections 
3.F.II.a and c and 6.C.II.b.ii above. However, notwithstanding those issues it 
is clear that Waymade: 

a. Was a potential competitor of Auden throughout the term of the 20mg 
Agreement (see section 6.C.II.b.ii above); and 

b. Entered into an arrangement under which it sold Auden’s product rather 
than its own and took active steps to ‘freeze’ the development of its 
own product. The reason given in contemporaneous documents for 
Waymade’s decision not to launch its own product when it believed it 
was ready was not development issues but its success in obtaining 
supply from Auden2478 (see paragraphs 6.411 to 6.415, 6.484 to 6.494 
and 6.503 to 6.507 above). 

6.546. As explained above, Waymade’s sporadic re-engagement with its own 
product is not inconsistent with its common understanding with Auden in the 
20mg Agreement. That Waymade faced some delays in product 
development was at least in part due to its own deprioritisation of its product 
when confident of receiving continuing payments from Auden. 

2476 Context that Waymade ignored when asserting that its ‘urgent request for supply’ from Aesica in March 2014 
was incompatible with the CMA’s case (Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.19 and 2.21). 
2477 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.50(b) and 7.102-7.104. 
2478 See, for example, Document 300180, monthly Sovereign Generics report for April 2011: ‘The product will be 
released into stock and then frozen pending the outcome of the negotiations with Auden McKenzie’. 
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‘Waymade remained incentivised to enter with its own 20mg product’ 

6.547. Waymade submitted that, irrespective of the payments it received, it 
remained incentivised to enter with its own 20mg product. It pointed to its 
own economic analysis and purported to demonstrate that it would have 
made greater profit from independent entry than through the 20mg 
Agreement.2479 

6.548. This is irrelevant. Market sharing agreements have as their object the 
prevention, restriction or distortion of competition. The fact that Waymade 
could feasibly have made more profit from entry is not part of the legal 
test.2480 

6.549. The facts are that Waymade profited substantially from the 20mg 
Agreement, sharing in Auden’s monopoly profit without taking the risks or 
incurring the costs of entering with its own product or being exposed to the 
uncertainty of competition. It substituted the certainty of cooperation for the 
uncertainty of competition.2481 

6.550. Waymade’s submission was based on a report prepared by an economics 
consultancy for the purposes of responding to the CMA’s provisional findings 
in the SSO. The CMA does not propose to engage with the detail of that 
report, which relies on hindsight and expert economic review of what actually 
occurred years later in the market to show on an ex post basis that 
Waymade may have undersold the competitive threat it posed to Auden in 
2011. 

6.551. This is completely detached from the evidence that the CMA has adduced in 
section 6.D.II.c.i above. This evidence has demonstrated, in particular, that: 

a. Auden supplied Waymade with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets in 2011 at 
an 87% discount to the rest of the market. Waymade has been unable 
to provide a legitimate reason for this discount, or for the Buyback 
provision that was included in the 20mg Agreement. 

b. When Auden designed this deal for Waymade in 2011 [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] explained that it was on the basis that ‘If Waymade had 
their own licence and achieved 50% mkt share at current pricing then 

2479 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.21 and 7.124-7.130. See also Document 204904, 
report of RBB Economics dated 26 May 2020. 
2480 See, for example, GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 49. Waymade’s claim that ‘The CMA’s assessment 
of the ‘incentivising’ effect of the 20mg Agreement is predicated upon the 20mg Agreement being more profitable 
than independent entry’ (Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.130) is wrong. The CMA’s findings 
are not predicated on comparing Waymade’s profits from the 20mg Agreement with its potential profits from 
entry.
2481 Compare C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 135-136. 
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they would net £50K per mth. Selling them 1K packs per month to 
enable them just under a third mkt share at £4.50 per pack would net 
them £30K per mth.’ Auden attempted to calibrate Waymade’s profit 
from the supply deal overall to what it may have achieved through 
successful entry, taking into account Waymade’s ‘cost savings in not 
bringing the product to market’).2482 

c. Waymade used its ability to independently enter the market with its own 
20mg hydrocortisone tablets as leverage in its negotiations with Auden. 
This is a fact acknowledged by both [Amdipharm Senior Employee] of 
Waymade and [Auden Senior Employee 1] (amongst others).2483 

d. Waymade agreed with its competitor Auden that it would not 
independently enter the market with its own 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets in exchange for the substantially discounted supply that Auden 
provided. 

e. Waymade suspended commercialising its own 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets following its entry into the 20mg Agreement – regardless of the 
incentives that may have existed.2484 

2482 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
2483 For example, [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated in interview that the reason for the 87% discount given to 
Waymade was that ‘they could either source supply somewhere else or they could source it from us; and 
sourcing from us allowed us to keep our volume’ (Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
interview dated 23 May 2018, page 35, lines 21 to 26 and page 36, lines 1 to 9). [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
stated in interview that the key change in the negotiations that led to this discount was that Waymade had moved 
from being just another customer to ‘a position where it can, in theory, bring its product to the market’ (Document 
302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-10). 
2484 See, for example, Document 300180, monthly Sovereign Generics report for April 2011: ‘The product will be 
released into stock and then frozen pending the outcome of the negotiations with Auden McKenzie’. Waymade 
staff later referred to ‘the fee arrangement … to defer marketing of our product’ (Document 202157, email from 
[Waymade Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 21 November 2011) and ‘the commercial 
arrangement we’d entered into which prevented us marketing our product’ (Document 301673, email from 
[Waymade Employee] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 25 February 2014). 
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ii. The 10mg Agreement 

Context and summary 

6.552. As explained in section 6.D.II.b.ii above, in total, Auden/Actavis paid 
Waymade around £70,000 during October 2012, and AMCo around £20.6 
million over the three and a half years between 31 October 2012 and 24 
June 2016 by way of heavily discounted supplies of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets. 

6.553. The counter-performance for these payments was that first Waymade, and 
then (post-sale of the Amdipharm business) AMCo, agreed with 
Auden/Actavis that it would not independently enter the market with its own 
10mg tablets – just as in relation to the 20mg Agreement – thus preserving 
Auden/Actavis’s position as the sole supplier of such tablets. The parties 
agreed to cooperate rather than to compete, substituting the certainties of 
cooperation for the uncertainties of competition. 

6.554. The evidence for this common understanding in the 10mg Agreement set out 
below should be read in the context of the existing 20mg Agreement. This 
meant the relevant individuals (in particular [Auden Senior Employee 1] and 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee]) were in regular contact with each other and 
had cooperated closely in relation to 20mg hydrocortisone tablets for more 
than a year by the time the 10mg Agreement was concluded in October 
2012. These individuals had a template for their cooperation in the 20mg 
Agreement,2485 and they had built up relationships such that correspondence 
could (and did) take place informally. 

6.555. The evidence set out in the sections and summarised in the paragraphs 
below shows that Waymade secured the 10mg Agreement using the same 
strategy as the 20mg Agreement – of deploying the competitive threat its 
10mg MA posed to Auden to secure payments in return for not entering 
independently with its 10mg product – and that AMCo, which took over the 
10mg Agreement from Waymade when it acquired Waymade’s 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets development and staff on 31 October 2012, deployed 
the same strategy in negotiating successive increases in the amount of 

2485 Indeed, the case law recognises that a commitment not to enter a market ‘is based on a simple concept 
which may be implemented easily’ and ‘such a commitment is perfectly capable of existing as an unwritten 
understanding’ (see T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraph 91. See also T-133/07 
Mitsubishi v Commission EU:T:2011:345, paragraph 186. Upheld on further appeal in C-239/11, C-489/11 and C-
498/11 Siemens and Others v Commission, EU:C:2013:866). In light of their existing cooperation under the 20mg 
Agreement including the existing relationship between in particular [Amdipharm Senior Employee] (Waymade) 
and [Auden Senior Employee 1], it would not have been difficult for Auden and Waymade to come to an 
arrangement similar to the 20mg Agreement for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
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monthly payments it received from Auden in exchange for continuing that 
common understanding. In summary: 

a. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] confirmed in interviews and a witness 
statement that he represented Waymade in negotiations to secure 
heavily negotiated supplies of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from Auden 
once Waymade obtained its 10mg MA on 27 September 2012.2486 

[Amdipharm Senior Employee] succeeded in securing such an 
arrangement for Waymade (see paragraphs 6.367 to 6.368 and 6.381 
to 6.387 above). The interview evidence of [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee], [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] is that Waymade was able to obtain this heavily 
discounted supply arrangement on the same basis as the 20mg 
Agreement in July 2011: by using the competitive threat its newly-
obtained 10mg MA posed to Auden to secure payments in return for 
Waymade’s agreement not to enter the market independently with its 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets. See paragraphs 6.578 to 6.587 and 6.590 
to 6.591 below. 

b. Having transferred from Waymade to AMCo with the Amdipharm 
business on 31 October 2012, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] (at the 
instigation of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and alongside [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1], []) negotiated with [Auden Senior Employee 1] a 
threefold increase in the monthly volume of heavily discounted 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets – and therefore a very significant increase in the 
monthly payments – given to AMCo. No record of those negotiations 
survives beyond the fact that a meeting between AMCo and Auden 
took place and AMCo’s volumes subsequently tripled.2487 In the context 
of the existing relationship between [Amdipharm Senior Employee], 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 1] and of 
their behaviour over the previous two years (and in the context of the 
subsequent negotiations between [Auden Senior Employee 1] and 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1]), the CMA finds that these negotiations 
involved AMCo using the competitive threat its 10mg MA and product 
posed to Auden as leverage to secure this increase in its payments. 
See paragraphs 6.604 to 6.613 below. 

c. During late 2013, AMCo (through [Amdipharm Senior Employee]) 
attempted to obtain a formal, forward-looking written supply contract 

2486 Document 200354, Witness Statement of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 24 October 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 and 1.22. 
2487 Document 202425, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 21 
December 2012. 
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from Auden. AMCo sought once more to triple its volumes, from 6,000 
monthly packs to 18,000 (a volume that corresponded to AMCo’s initial 
estimate of the volume it stood to win from Auden if it launched its own 
product). However, in December 2013 AMCo noted that Auden was 
‘being increasingly aggressive’ and beginning to question the extent of 
the competitive threat AMCo’s skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
posed to Auden’s full label tablets.2488 Concerned that Auden might 
terminate the 10mg Agreement, AMCo for the first time prioritised its 
own 10mg development, as a ‘Protective project to ensure continuity of 
supply’:2489 to intensify its negotiating leverage with Auden by 
presenting a more credible competitive threat, and to provide a ‘back-
up’ option in case the 10mg Agreement should end.2490 See 
paragraphs 6.623 to 6.658 below. 

d. In January 2014 the arrangement between Auden and AMCo appeared 
to be on the verge of collapsing. Auden refused to increase AMCo’s 
volumes and instead the parties agreed to document their existing 
supply arrangement and bring it to an end. AMCo then prepared to 
enter independently with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, while 
Auden devised ‘Project Guardian’, its own protective project designed 
to discourage off-label dispensing and ‘be proactive ahead of 
Amdipharm’s [AMCo’s] product entry into the UK market in an attempt 
to hold Auden Mckenzie share above 50% and close to the existing 
position as possible’.2491 See paragraphs 6.659 to 6.668 below. 

e. However, in April 2014 AMCo and Auden returned to the negotiating 
table for a renewed 10mg supply deal, with AMCo noting that Auden 
was ‘not keen to get into a battle over the orphan drug status and its 
validity and so probably would do a better deal on better terms’.2492 

[AMCo Senior Employee 1] took over from [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] as AMCo’s chief negotiator. Each of AMCo and Auden 
continued to unilaterally assess, and bilaterally discuss, the extent of 
the competitive threat AMCo’s skinny label tablets posed to Auden. In 
May 2014 [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
met for lunch.2493 No record of what they discussed has been found. 

2488 Document 200160, minutes of Mercury Pharma Group Limited management meeting on 19 December 2013. 
2489 Document 202593, PPRM slides dated 18 December 2013. Document 202632, January 2014 Business 
Development & Licensing Report PPRM Recommendations for Board Approval, page 3. 
2490 See, for example, Document 200163, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
dated 2 January 2014.
2491 Document 00135, Project Guardian presentation dated February 2014, page 9. 
2492 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 
2014. 
2493 Document 202953, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] expenses claim for ‘Lunch: [AMCo Senior Employee 1] + 
[Auden Senior Employee 1]’. 
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Later in May 2014 [Auden Senior Employee 1] received negative 
feedback on Project Guardian from the Chief Pharmaceutical Officer of 
NHS England, who informed him that there were ‘no material 
differences’ between Auden’s full label tablets and skinny label tablets 
and therefore no risks to patient safety from dispensing off label.2494 

See paragraphs 6.669 to 6.701 below. 

f. Soon after receiving this negative feedback on Project Guardian, 
Auden approached AMCo to begin the final phase of negotiations. 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] sent a text message to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] (which has not been recovered) during the following 
weekend, to which [AMCo Senior Employee 1] responded in an email 
by setting out AMCo’s proposals for a new supply deal, including that 
AMCo was ‘currently forecasting 12k packs per month’ in relation to 
sales of its own 10mg product.2495 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
ultimately made a direct threat to [Auden Senior Employee 1] that if 
Auden did not come to terms AMCo would ‘launch our own’.2496 After 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] became convinced that AMCo’s product 
posed a significant competitive threat to Auden’s (notwithstanding its 
limited indication) AMCo and Auden agreed a forward-looking, two-year 
supply agreement (the Second Written Agreement) in June 2014. The 
Second Written Agreement improved the terms of the 10mg Agreement 
in AMCo’s favour with the payments AMCo received increasing (its 
volumes of heavily discounted 10mg tablets doubled from 6,000 per 
month to 12,000). In exchange, AMCo renewed its commitment not to 
compete with Auden. On the same day, AMCo suspended the 
development of its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, cancelled future 
orders, and decided to hold the product in ‘quarantine’ as an insurance 
policy in case the 10mg Agreement should end. AMCo subsequently 
considered selling its product overseas but was concerned about ‘the 
product coming back into the UK’, which could ‘put us in breach of the 
contract that we have here with AM’.2497 See paragraphs 6.702 to 6.745 
below. 

g. News of the sale of AM Pharma to Allergan in January 2015 prompted 
AMCo once again to re-engage with its 10mg product, concerned that 
the new owner might end the 10mg Agreement. However, having taken 

2494 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to Auden dated 20 May 2014, 
received 22 May 2014. 
2495 Document 00149, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 May 2014. 
2496 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others dated 15 
June 2014. 
2497 Document 203640, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 9], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and others dated 30 June 2014. 
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over sales of hydrocortisone tablets and supplies to AMCo in 
September 2015, Actavis continued the arrangement. AMCo now 
devised a plan to negotiate a further increase in its monthly volume of 
heavily discounted 10mg tablets (from 12,000 to 24,000 packs), 
‘leveraging its new competitive position’ derived from its acquisition of 
Focus Pharmaceuticals, which had its own hydrocortisone tablets 
portfolio.2498 See paragraphs 6.748 to 6.776 below. 

h. However, the extent of independent third-party entry to the market from 
October 2015 onwards led both Actavis and AMCo to conclude that the 
10mg Agreement would not be renewed. The market stability on which 
the parties’ market exclusion agreement depended was disrupted, as 
customers began to switch between suppliers and prices began to fall. 
AMCo therefore reached the view that ‘We cannot delay any longer’ 
and launched its 10mg tablets in May 2016.2499 It continued to place 
orders for the heavily discounted supplies it was entitled to from Actavis 
until 24 June 2016, when the supply arrangement expired. See 
paragraphs 6.777 to 6.783 below. 

The beginning of the 10mg Agreement 

6.556. As explained in paragraph 6.17 above, the CMA concludes that during 
October 2012 – at the latest by 23 October 2012 – Auden and Waymade 
reached a common understanding that in exchange for substantial payments 
from Auden, Waymade would not independently enter the market with its 
own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. In other words, the parties agreed that in 
exchange for payment, Waymade would cooperate with and not compete 
with Auden. 

6.557. This conclusion is based, in particular, on the facts that: 

a. When Waymade obtained its 10mg MA on 27 September 2012 and 
became a potential competitor to Auden, Waymade – principally 
through [Amdipharm Senior Employee] – negotiated a substantial 
(97%) reduction to the price it had paid Auden for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets to date. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] deployed the same 
strategy Waymade had successfully followed to secure the 20mg 
Agreement in July 2011: using the competitive threat that it would 
otherwise enter with its own 10mg tablets as leverage to secure a 

2498 Document 202793, ‘Project Harmony’ presentation prepared by LEK Consulting dated 21 August 2015, slide 
85. 
2499 Document 202856, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 March 
2016. 
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common understanding with Auden that sufficient payment from Auden 
would buy off that threat and prevent Waymade’s entry; and 

b. Just as it had done in July 2011 in relation to 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, in October 2012 Auden responded by substantially reducing the 
price it charged Waymade for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets in order to 
buy off the threat of Waymade’s competitive entry. 

The supply arrangement between Auden and Waymade for 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets from July 2011 to September 2012 

6.558. As with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, Auden was the sole supplier of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets to the UK market – a position it held since April 2008.  

6.559. Auden had used its market power to substantially increase the price of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets from £4.54 per pack in April 2008 to £31.55 per pack 
in October 2012. 

6.560. Auden had commenced supplying Waymade with 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets in July 2011 – at the same time they had both entered into the 20mg 
Agreement. At this stage, although Waymade had started developing its own 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets, it did not have a 10mg MA. 

6.561. Consequently, the terms under which Auden initially supplied Waymade did 
not reflect the generosity of those extended under the 20mg Agreement. 

6.562. Between July 2011 and September 2012, Waymade purchased an average 
of 1,500 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets per month from Auden2500 at 
the prevailing market rate: between £31.50 and £34.50 per pack.2501 

2500 Waymade purchased 3,120 packs of 10mg tablets – one pallet – in the first month, July 2011. However, all 
subsequent orders were significantly lower, leading to an average between July 2011 and September 2012 of 
around 1,500 packs per month. When confirming the supply arrangement on 5 July 2011, [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] stated: ‘[Auden Senior Employee 1]] thought the 10mg volume was a little on the high side but I 
have persuaded him to honour the initial order and well [sic] discuss next month once you’ve had a chance to 
assess the market from your side.’ Document 300189, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Waymade 
Senior Employee 4] and [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 5 July 2011. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] 
explained that ‘It was only the first lot that ever came in that was 3,000. From there onwards it was determined 
that our allowance would be 1,500’. Document 301313, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 4] interview 
dated 28 March 2018. See also Document 200010, data submitted by Waymade on its purchases of 
hydrocortisone tablets from Auden. 
2501 Document 200010, data submitted by Waymade on its purchases of hydrocortisone tablets from Auden. 
Waymade ‘purchased significant quantities of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets at the high end of the prevailing 
market rate for a short-line wholesaler, which was in the region of £32.50 to £34.50 from July 2011 […] to 
approximately October 2012. Waymade purchased approximately 23,640 units from Auden Mckenzie in the 
period July 2011 to 30 September 2012 at a price point between £31.50 and £34.50’. Document 200003, 
Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016, paragraphs 11.5 to 11.6. 
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6.563. The reason Waymade did not benefit from a discounted price for 10mg 
tablets was that it did not hold a 10mg MA and therefore was not seen as a 
competitive threat by Auden. 

6.564. In interview with the CMA, [Waymade Senior Employee 2] explained that 
during the period prior to October 2012, Auden could ‘charge a higher price’ 
for its supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets because Waymade did not 
have an MA for the product: ‘Waymade […] didn’t have a cheap alternative 
[…] it didn’t have a CMO, ready to manufacture product for it… Or an 
MA…’.2502 

6.565. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] gave a similar explanation: ‘Until the point 
that Waymade had a marketing authorisation for the 10-milligram, then I 
guess it was just another customer for Auden … Until you’ve got the 
marketing authorisation, you don’t have the choice as to … place an order 
on your own contract manufacturer or to source it elsewhere.’2503 In the 
same way, prior to Auden becoming aware of Waymade’s 20mg MA, 
Waymade had been ‘just another wholesaler customer to Auden Mckenzie’ – 
Waymade only secured its substantial discount once Auden became aware 
that Waymade was ‘in a position where it can, in theory, bring its own 
product to the market’2504 (see paragraph 6.446 above). 

6.566. [Waymade Senior Employee 2]’s and [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s 
witness evidence emphasises the direct link between the competitive threat 
posed to Auden (by holding an MA) and Auden’s willingness to make 
substantial payments in the form of a significantly discounted supply price. 
Unless a company possessed a competitive threat, it was ‘just another 
customer’ for Auden and would not benefit from discounted prices. 

Waymade ‘rushes through’ obtaining a 10mg MA 

6.567. As explained in section 3.F.III.b above, Waymade submitted an application 
for a 10mg MA to the MHRA in June 2011.2505 Waymade pursued its MA 
application with urgency, at the most senior levels. 

2502 Document 301312, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 2] interview dated 28 March 2018, part 2, page 
33, lines 11 to 12; 16 to 17; 21; and 26 to 27; page 34, lines 1 to 2. 
2503 Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 9 lines 24 
to 25 and page 10 lines 2-4. 
2504 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-
10. 
2505 Document 300185, email from [Waymade Employee] ([]) to [Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee], [Waymade Senior Employee 3] and others dated 9 June 2011. See also Document 300184, 
Email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Employee], 
[Waymade Employee], [], [], [], [], [] and [Waymade Employee], dated 6 June 2011 and Document 
300180, Monthly Report Sovereign Medical April 2011, attached to Document 300179, email from [Waymade 
Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and others dated 11 May 2011, page 2. 
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6.568. In particular, during mid-2012, Waymade ‘rushed through’ its application for 
a 10mg MA with the MHRA. Waymade was prepared to accept a shorter 
shelf life, a narrower assay limit, and reduced indications on the 10mg MA in 
order to ‘rush the license through’.2506 

6.569. Waymade prioritised obtaining the 10mg MA over obtaining saleable stock 
with which to enter the market once the MA was granted.  

6.570. Waymade was granted a 10mg MA on 27 September 2012 (see section 
3.F.III.c above). By that time Waymade had had no contact with Aesica for 
more than six months, despite having developed a successful production 
method for 10mg tablets with Aesica in 2010.2507 

6.571. The contrast between Waymade’s ‘rushed’ approach to obtaining the 10mg 
MA and sedate approach to obtaining launch-ready 10mg tablets reflects the 
fact that, having successfully negotiated the 20mg Agreement in July 2011, 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Amdipharm Senior Employee] were 
confident that once the 10mg MA was granted, Auden would respond to the 
threat it posed by buying off its potential competitor to preserve Auden’s 
position as sole supplier, as it had done before. As explained in the sections 
that follow, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated in interview that Waymade 
had set out to ‘do the same deal with Auden Mckenzie on the 10mg that we 
had with the 20mg’.2508 

2506 For example, following receipt of the MHRA’s proposal for a shorter shelf life for 10mg tablets in bottles, on 
11 April 2012 [Waymade Senior Employee 1] instructed his staff: ‘do not delay anything With changes just accept 
what they say just rush the license through mate. We can do the things later’ (Document 300228, email from 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Employee] dated 11 April 2012). While Waymade initially proposed 
an assay limit range of 90 to 105%, the MHRA proposed a narrower range of 95-105%. On 20 April 2012, 
Aesica’s [Aesica Employee] highlighted a ‘significant risk of batch failure either on production or during stability 
testing’ with this narrower range. Waymade was prepared to accept this risk in order to obtain the MHRA’s 
approval and planned to revisit the issue ‘post approval’ (Document 300232, emails between [Aesica Employee], 
[] and [Waymade Employee] dated 20 April 2012. See also Document 300288, email from [Waymade 
Employee] to [], [], [], [], [Waymade Employee], [] and [] dated 10 April 2012). On 13 July 2012 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] told his staff to concede to the MHRA’s view of the orphan designation 
(notwithstanding any implications for Waymade’s product) and accept the reduced-indication 10mg MA: ‘[I] do not 
wish to write anything re envisaging legally at this stage … any legal threats and they will shy away and put it in a 
SPIN FOR YEARS IS THAT CLEAR’ (Document 300267, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to 
[Waymade Employee] dated 13 July 2012 (emphasis in original)). 
2507 Aesica told the CMA that ‘Notwithstanding, process validation of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was first 
completed and approved in October 2010, Aesica did not supply any validated product to Waymade, nor received 
any order from Waymade regarding the same’: Document 200292, Aesica response to section 26 notice dated 15 
June 2016, paragraph 5.2. Aesica informed the CMA that the ‘last contact Aesica has been able to locate 
between itself and Waymade as regards 10mg hydrocortisone tablets is a purchase order dated 15 November 
2011 from Waymade to Aesica relating to further process validation work to be done on that dosage’: paragraphs 
4.1 and 4.2. The CMA identified one subsequent contact between Waymade and Aesica in relation to the 10mg 
product. In February 2012, Waymade received two validation reports from Aesica. This confirmed that Aesica 
had ‘resolved the issue with the dissolution test’. Document 300217, email from [] to [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] dated 2 February 2012.
2508 Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 15 lines 
6-13. 
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Waymade uses its 10mg MA as leverage 

6.572. Consistently with [Waymade Senior Employee 2]’s and [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee]’s witness evidence, gaining the 10mg MA dramatically changed 
Waymade’s negotiating position with Auden. Waymade now posed a 
competitive threat to Auden in respect of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
Having obtained its 10mg MA, Waymade immediately set out to reach an 
agreement with Auden to secure a substantial discount in the price it paid for 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets, using the same strategy it had used to secure 
the 20mg Agreement. 

6.573. In the words of [Amdipharm Senior Employee], Waymade ceased to be ‘just 
another customer for Auden’.2509 Auden was the monopoly supplier of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and if Waymade chose to enter the market and 
compete it would necessarily have reduced Auden’s sales volumes. 

6.574. Accordingly, as had been the case with 20mg tablets, it would be beneficial 
to Auden if Waymade did not independently enter the market. Auden would 
be able to preserve its monopoly position and continue to be able to charge 
high and increasing prices. 

6.575. In a witness statement, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] explained that the 
10mg MA (and the threat of competitive entry Waymade posed to Auden as 
a result of obtaining it) provided Waymade with leverage to seek a lower 
supply price from Auden: 

‘Once Waymade was granted the reduced indication 10mg licence in 
September 2012, Waymade looked to get a better supply price from 
Auden Mckenzie … I was involved in representing Waymade in these 
negotiations in late 2012 and I was trying to get as good a price as 
possible for the supply which I did by getting a slightly lower price than 
Aesica was quoting’.2510 

6.576. In interview, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] emphasised that the scale of the 
discount Waymade would seek from Auden following the grant of the MA 
was very significant, stating that: 

2509 Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 9 lines 24 
to 25 and page 10 lines 2-4. 
2510 Document 200354, Witness statement of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 24 October 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 and 1.22. 
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‘To get the price that we got, of £1 … I would have been looking to get 
a price that approximated to what my cost of goods would be had I 
purchased the product from Aesica.’2511 

6.577. The cost of goods from Aesica was approximately [£1-£4] per pack – around 
3% of the price Waymade was paying Auden for 10mg tablets at the time.2512 

The 10mg MA (and the threat of competitive entry Waymade posed to 
Auden as a result of obtaining it) therefore provided leverage to seek a very 
substantially lower supply price from Auden in these negotiations. 

6.578. In interview, [Waymade Senior Employee 1] explained the nature of this 
leverage: 

‘… as far as he [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] is concerned, I have got 
the licence and I have got another source.’2513 

‘His [[Auden Senior Employee 1]’s] volumes would start dropping, once 
we fight him in the market, which we would’.2514 

‘…As soon as we come in the market, his volumes will start diminishing 
so his costs will start going up, and that’s how the market works.’2515 

6.579. Just as in relation to the 20mg Agreement, the form Waymade’s leverage 
took is therefore clear. At this time, Auden was the sole supplier of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in the UK and had been able to set prices without 
being effectively constrained. As far as Auden was concerned, Waymade 
had a ‘licence and … another source’ and (given the market size was finite) 
Auden would lose market share to Waymade if Waymade entered with that 
licence (‘As soon as we come in the market, his volumes will start 
diminishing’). 

6.580. This description is consistent with [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s 
explanation of Waymade’s leverage prior to entering into the 20mg 
Agreement: ‘the fact that there’s not a second player is always in their 

2511 Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 12 line 27 
and page 13 lines 1-6. 
2512 Document 300303, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 1 October 2012: ‘We have a 
COGs for Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets 1 x 30 blister pack of [£1-£4]. This is from early 2009.’ Compare 
Document 200106, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 17 April 2014: the 
cost of goods from Aesica in April 2014 was ‘[£1-£4] for a 30’s pack’. 
2513 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 138, 
lines 12-20. 
2514 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 140, 
lines 3 to 4. 
2515 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 140, 
lines 14-16. 
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[Auden’s] interest’2516 (see paragraph 6.419 above) – demonstrating the 
consistency in Waymade’s approach to negotiating with Auden across both 
strengths. 

6.581. [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s interview evidence also demonstrates that 
Waymade’s strategy for its 10mg tablets was based on the same two 
mutually exclusive options as had been the case with its 20mg tablets. 
Waymade could either launch its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and 
compete with Auden (causing the latter’s volumes to ‘start diminishing’), or it 
could cooperate with Auden by agreeing not to enter in exchange for 
payment from Auden (thereby not becoming ‘a second player’ and enabling 
Auden to maintain its pricing power as a monopoly supplier).  

6.582. As was the case with 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, Waymade could not 
choose both options – the value of its 10mg MA in its negotiations with 
Auden was the competitive threat that it posed to Auden’s sales volumes. 
These would necessarily have been reduced if Waymade entered the 
market, and it was this threat Auden wished to buy off in order to preserve its 
position as sole supplier and its resulting ability to continue charging high 
and increasing prices. Waymade understood that Auden was only prepared 
to do a deal with Waymade if this meant that, as a result, its volumes would 
not ‘start diminishing’. Indeed, in relation to the 20mg Agreement [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] stated: ‘They [Auden] gave the product to us at a price 
because we had told them that we can manufacture it at a certain price, and 
for them not to lose their volumes, it would be attractive for them to supply 
the product’.2517 

6.583. As in relation to the 20mg Agreement, therefore, the premise of the 
negotiations between Auden and Waymade in relation to 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets was that if Auden wished to retain its volumes, it 
would have to buy Waymade off. 

6.584. This continuity is demonstrated most clearly by the statements of 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] in interview. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
stated that the Agreements ‘started with the 20mg, then became the 10mg. 
We added the 10mg to that’: 

‘we approached Auden Mckenzie and asked them if they would be 
willing to supply us … and we did that first with the 20mg and then later 
when we had the 10mg licence with that also … that started with the 

2516 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 14, lines 
16 to 17. 
2517 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
1 to 3 (emphasis added). 
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20mg, then became the 10mg. We added the 10mg to that ... That was 
around the time that Amdipharm was being sold to Cinven.’2518

 … 

‘if we could do the same deal with Auden Mckenzie on the 10mg that 
we had with the 20mg, then that would allow us to come to the market 
and to then be in the market with the 10mg product which was more 
valuable and which had been flagged up as an important asset for the 
sale of the company [the Amdipharm group]. So that’s what we did. 
Again, thankfully Auden consented to that’2519 

6.585. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] also stated specifically in relation to the 
negotiations leading to the 10mg Agreement: 

‘maybe the inference from me is that, you know, he [[Auden Senior 
Employee 1]] can supply me or I’ll get someone else to supply me, and 
if he wants to retain the manufacturing volumes, then he might agree to 
supply me’2520 

6.586. In a subsequent interview, when asked why Auden agreed to the £1 supply 
price for 10mg tablets, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] provided the same 
rationale as he had given for the 87% discount Waymade secured in the 
20mg Agreement (see paragraph 6.425 above): 

‘That was my supposition at the time, that they will lose margin on that 
product but they will at least retain their manufacturing volumes’2521 

6.587. It is clear from [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s statements that he 
approached the negotiations with Auden with the intention of concluding a 
deal in relation to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets on the same basis as the 
20mg Agreement (‘the same deal with Auden Mckenzie on the 10mg that we 
had with the 20mg’): that in exchange for a very substantial discount, Auden 
would retain its manufacturing volumes. It is also clear that in his view he 
achieved this (‘that’s what we did … Auden consented to that’). 

2518 Document 200348, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 11 lines 
20-24 and page 12 lines 1-4. 
2519 Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 15 lines 
7-12 (emphasis added). 
2520 Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, pages 14-15 
(emphasis added).
2521 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 65 lines 
18-20. 
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The result of the negotiations: Auden responded by agreeing to buy off the threat of 
Waymade's competitive entry 

6.588. Waymade’s strategy was successful. The evidence demonstrates that in 
October 2012 Auden responded to the threat of Waymade’s competitive 
entry in relation to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets by substantially reducing its 
supply price for 10mg tablets by 97% (from £34.50 – the price paid by 
Waymade until October 2012 – to £1 per pack) for 2,000 packs.  

6.589. As explained in section 3.F.III.d above, the first order was placed on 23 
October 2012 on the instructions of [Waymade Senior Employee 1]2522 and 
fulfilled by Auden on 26 October 2012. As explained in that section, although 
the price listed on the order was £34.50 per pack (the price Waymade had 
paid Auden to date), the CMA concludes that by 23 October 2012 Auden 
and Waymade had agreed that the supply price for the 2,000 monthly packs 
of 10mg tablets would be heavily discounted. On the corresponding invoice 
issued by Auden, the price was circled and a handwritten note added: ‘Await 
credit note [Waymade Senior Employee 4]’.2523 This indicates that Auden 
would issue a rebate to reduce the net price. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
stated in interview: 

‘At the start of the process Auden Mckenzie had been invoicing… at a 
high price and then rebating back to the agreed net price. We had 
agreed a price of a cost of goods of £1’2524 

6.590. Consistently with the explanations of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] discussed above, [Auden Senior Employee 
1] explained that once Waymade obtained the 10mg MA, Auden faced ‘the 
same scenario’ as it had faced when negotiating the 20mg Agreement, and 
that it responded in the same way – by supplying Waymade at a substantial 
discount in order to maintain its manufacturing volumes. [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] stated in relation to the 20mg Agreement: ‘they [Waymade] had 

2522 On 23 October 2012 [Waymade Senior Employee 1] sent an email to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] with the 
subject, ‘2000 hydrocort 10mg p/o at full price . plse send bu midday if possible’ [sic] (Document 300320, email 
from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 23 October 2012). The body of the 
email contained only [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s email address. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] sent the 
purchase order to [Auden Senior Employee 1] (blind copying [Waymade Senior Employee 1]) an hour later, 
stating: ‘Please find attached PO for the 2,000 x Hydrocortisone 10mg 30’s that are required on URGENT 
delivery as per [Waymade Senior Employee 1]s request’ (Document 300321, email from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 23 October 2012). The CMA therefore infers that a discussion 
had taken place involving [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 1] that led to this order.
2523 Document 300645, invoice dated 23 October 2012. 
2524 Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 18 lines 
22-27 and page 19 line 1 (emphasis added). 
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their own product, they had a choice whether they wanted supply’,2525 and 
went on to say in relation to the 10mg Agreement: 

it was a very, a very similar situation where they had said, ‘look we’ve 
got a product and we would like to take supply from you’. So again, in 
the same scenario as long as we, we gave them supply, which would 
again maintain our volumes … that was acceptable.’2526 

6.591. [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s explanation confirms that Auden bought off the 
competitive threat that Waymade posed to it by giving Waymade supply at a 
substantial discount, which meant Auden avoided the risks associated with 
competition (ie its volumes were maintained). This explanation is a 
consistent theme of Auden Senior Employee 1]’s witness evidence 
throughout the CMA’s investigation. For example, in an earlier interview, 
Auden Senior Employee 1] explained that Auden was willing to give this 97% 
price cut in respect of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets because ‘again … we 
wanted to protect the volumes that we have at the manufacturing’, just as in 
relation to the 20mg Agreement.2527 

Conclusion on the beginning of the 10mg Agreement 

6.592. The evidence set out in paragraphs 6.556 to 6.591 above demonstrates that 
Waymade used the competitive threat its 10mg MA posed to Auden as 
leverage to secure heavily discounted supply from Auden – replicating the 
tactics it had successfully used in entering into the 20mg Agreement. In 
particular, the chief negotiators of the 10mg Agreement – [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] for Auden and [Amdipharm Senior Employee] for Waymade – 
both confirmed in interviews with the CMA that the basis for the substantial 
discount Auden provided to Waymade was the same as the 20mg 
Agreement – to buy off Waymade’s competitive threat. 

6.593. The 10mg Agreement was therefore based on the same premise as the 
20mg Agreement – Auden would buy off Waymade’s competitive threat by 
means of heavily discounted supply and, in exchange, Waymade would 
refrain from entering the market independently with its own 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and competing with Auden. 

2525 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 54 lines 12-
13. 
2526 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 68 
(emphasis added).
2527 Document 00729, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 26 July 2016, page 7 lines 3-5. 
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The Amdipharm group is sold to Cinven and the 10mg Agreement continues 
between Auden and AMCo 

Context and summary 

6.594. As explained in sections 3.F.III.d and e above, Waymade sold the 
Amdipharm group to Cinven, with the acquisition completing on 31 October 
2012. Cinven then merged Amdipharm with the Mercury Pharma business to 
form AMCo.  

6.595. As part of Cinven’s acquisition of the Amdipharm group, AMCo acquired 
Waymade’s 10mg MA, product development and relevant staff (replacing 
Waymade as Auden’s potential competitor in respect of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets (see section 6.C.II.b.iv above)) and the benefit of the 
10mg Agreement (see further section 3.F.III.e above). 

6.596. Among the Waymade personnel who transferred with Amdipharm to AMCo 
was [Amdipharm Senior Employee]. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] retained 
responsibility for managing AMCo’s relationship with Auden. 

6.597. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] took a seat on the AMCo group top company 
board and a minority stake in the AMCo group.2528 Waymade plc also acted 
as agent for Amdipharm UK Limited in relation to the 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets it obtained from Auden. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] therefore 
retained an interest in the 10mg Aesica development he had sold to AMCo 
and in the 10mg supply deal that had also transferred to AMCo.2529 

6.598. As explained in the sections that follow, from 31 October 2012 until 24 June 
2016, Auden/Actavis and AMCo continued the 10mg Agreement. Auden 
(later Actavis) continued to make monthly payments to AMCo through the 
transfer of margin on heavily discounted volumes of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets; and AMCo accepted those payments; sold Auden/Actavis’s product 
for a profit and committed not to launch its own 10mg tablets.2530 

2528 See section 9.B.III.d (Liability of the Cinven Entities) below. 
2529 For example, on 16 June 2014, nine days before AMCo and Auden entered into the Second Written 
Agreement, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] wrote to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] stating that AMCo was ‘trying to 
finalise a longer term formal supply agreement on this (or indeed launch our own product) I’ll get back to you this 
week with some news (hopefully good news!)’ (Document 202680, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 16 June 2014). As explained below, on 13 November 2012 [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] told [Amdipharm Senior Employee] that he had spoken to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and 
‘told him that you are handling hydrocortisone 10mg with [Auden Senior Employee 1] [sic] … I told him that we 
will be looking to receive 15000 packs per month on a supply agreement’ (Document 300331, email from 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 13 November 2012). 
2530 Just as in relation to the 20mg Agreement (see paragraphs 6.479 to 6.512 above), the parties’ conduct 
provides further evidence of their common understanding that AMCo would not enter independently with its own 
product in exchange for the substantial payments it received from Auden.  
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6.599. Initially, the payments AMCo received were on the same terms that had 
been agreed in October 2012. In November and December 2012, AMCo 
ordered and received 2,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from 
Auden at £1 per pack. Those packs were worth around £65,000 in each 
month if sold at prevailing ASPs. 

6.600. However, as explained in section 6.D.II.b.ii above, these payments 
increased over time. This was because of two factors:  

a. First, the market price of hydrocortisone tablets continued to increase 
(reflecting the lack of competitive constraint that was being exerted on 
Auden and its continued ability to share monopoly profits with AMCo). 
For example, between October 2012 and March 2016 Auden’s 10mg 
price increased from £31.55 to £72.14. AMCo was able to sell the 
heavily discounted volumes of 10mg tablets it obtained at similar 
prices. 

b. Secondly, AMCo negotiated increases in the quantity of substantially 
discounted packs it received from Auden on two occasions. In January 
2013, the number of packs supplied tripled to 6,000 per month (worth 
approximately £200,000 at prevailing ASPs). In June 2014, the number 
of packs supplied doubled to 12,000 packs per month (worth 
approximately £560,000). Throughout, the supply price to AMCo (£1 
until June 2014, £1.78 thereafter) represented a 97% discount to the 
price at which Auden supplied other customers. 

6.601. [Auden Senior Employee 1] confirmed, consistently with the payments 
Auden had previously made to Waymade, that the reason Auden made 
these monthly payments to AMCo was to protect its market share from being 
eroded by competitive entry. In interview with the CMA, [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] explained that ‘after the move from Waymade to Amdipharm … 
In 2012, we supplied Amdipharm at a price of £1 per pack’. This was 
because AMCo ceased to be a ‘pure wholesaler’ when it acquired the 10mg 
MA from Waymade (just as Waymade before it had, in [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee]’s words, ceased being ‘just another customer for Auden’ when it 
obtained the 10mg MA2531 and moved ‘from a position of being just another 
wholesaler customer to Auden Mckenzie’2532 when it exerted the threat of 
entry with its own 20mg tablets); and ‘[w]e [Auden] wanted to protect and 

2531 Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 9 lines 24 
to 25 and page 10 lines 2-4. 
2532 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-
10 (emphasis added). 
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maintain our volumes ordered through Tiofarma for 10mg tablets as well [as 
for 20mg tablets]’.2533 

6.602. In other words, AMCo’s acquisition of the 10mg MA from Waymade meant 
that it represented a competitive threat to Auden. Auden’s motivation for 
supplying its potential competitor with significantly discounted stock (as it 
was at all times under the 20mg and 10mg Agreements) was to protect its 
volumes (and therefore its position as sole supplier) from the risk of 
competitive entry: to buy off that threat.  

6.603. Auden therefore paid AMCo not to enter the market independently with its 
own 10mg tablets. 

January 2013: Auden agrees to triple AMCo's monthly volumes at the £1 price 

6.604. The change in identity of the owner of the Amdipharm group (and therefore 
the ultimate owner of the 10mg MA) made little difference to Auden. Its 
objective remained the same: it wished to protect its market position by 
buying off the potential competitive threat AMCo posed. Further, [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] also found a familiar face representing AMCo on matters 
relating to the 10mg Agreement, with [Amdipharm Senior Employee] taking 
on responsibility for its continuation.  

6.605. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] remained as [] under Cinven ownership, 
working with [Waymade Senior Employee2]  until March 2013 and reporting 
to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] ([]).2534 

6.606. Following his transfer to AMCo, one of [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s key 
roles was to ensure the ongoing supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from 
Auden to AMCo. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] explained in interview: 

‘after the sale of Amdipharm to Cinven, then ensuring that continuity of 
supply [of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets] from Auden Mckenzie was my 
responsibility’.2535 

6.607. [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [], confirmed in interview with the CMA that 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] ‘was ... managing the relationship with Auden 

2533 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 to 1.20. 
2534 [Waymade Senior Employee 1] stayed at Waymade, but also became a Board member at AMCo in 
recognition of his minority stake in the business (see section 9.B.III.d (Liability of the Cinven Entities) below).
2535 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 67 lines 5-
7. 
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Mckenzie’,2536 while [AMCo Senior Employee 1] described [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] to colleagues as AMCo’s ‘corporate memory’.2537 

6.608. [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s ‘corporate memory’ included knowledge 
that Auden had bought off Waymade’s competitive threat in respect of 10mg 
and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets by means of the heavily discounted supply 
of hydrocortisone tablets in exchange for Waymade’s agreeing not to enter 
the market independently with its own products. 

6.609. In January 2013, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] negotiated a substantial 
increase in the value of the payments AMCo received from Auden: Auden 
increased the number of packs it supplied to AMCo monthly at £1 per pack 
from 2,000 to 6,000, worth around £200,000 (as explained in section 3.F.III.e 
above).2538 

6.610. This threefold increase in AMCo’s volumes under the 10mg Agreement took 
place shortly after a meeting between [Amdipharm Senior Employee], 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] in the first week 
of January 2013.2539 No record of what was discussed at that meeting has 
been found during the CMA’s investigation.  

6.611. The tripling of the volumes significantly increased the monthly payments 
made by Auden to AMCo (from around £70,000 to around £200,000 per 
month). Every pack sold to AMCo at £1 had a substantial opportunity cost to 
Auden, given that it was charging its other customers around £35 and given 
that hydrocortisone tablets are a prescription drug with finite demand, 
meaning that Auden could not recoup this cost by expanding its customer 
base. Accordingly, the effect of the volume increase was that Auden was 
now foregoing approximately an additional £130,000 each month (increasing 
over time as market prices increased) and instead allowing AMCo to make 

2536 Document 201591, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview transcript dated 12 October 2017, page 21 lines 22-
24. 
2537 Document 202464, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [] dated 18 November 2013. 
2538 As explained above, in fact in January 2013 AMCo received 7,000 packs; thereafter, 6,000 packs per month. 
AMCo’s internal review of January 2013 stated: ‘Following conclusion of a supply agreement with Auden 
McKenzie; Hydrocortisone 10mg 30s were sold for the first time in January. Sales were £272,102 on 7,887 units’ 
(Document 202478, AMCo review of January 2013, page 2). This statement refers to the new arrangement 
agreed in January 2013. In the email that supplied the data for this report, [Waymade Senior Employee 2] noted: 
‘the way t [sic] currently works is that Waymade are buying the stock and then reimburse Amdipharm – this does 
not necessarily reflect what has been sold in the market’ (Document 202472, email from [Waymade Senior 
Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 18 February 2013). 
2539 On 29 November 2012 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] emailed [Auden Senior Employee 1], copying [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee], with the subject: ‘Meeting up’: ‘Good to speak to you. As discussed let’s you Amdipharm 
Senior Employee], and me meet up asap.’ Document 202378, email [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] dated 29 November 2012. The meeting was initially to take place on 20 December 2012 (Document 
202386, calendar invite ‘Accepted: Meeting with [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [Amdipharm Senior Employee] & 
[Auden Senior Employee 1]’ dated 20 December 2012), but was rescheduled for the first week of January 2013 
(Document 202425, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 21 
December 2012). 
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that profit. The arrangement meant that Auden remained the sole supplier to 
the market, but the margin on these 6,000 packs per month was being made 
by AMCo, not Auden. 

6.612. When placed in the wider context, it is clear that Auden increased its 
payments to AMCo in January 2013 to continue to buy off the competitive 
threat AMCo posed to it as a result of acquiring Waymade’s 10mg MA: 

a. The CMA has already established that the reason Auden started 
making these payments to Waymade in October 2012 was to buy off 
the competitive threat Waymade posed as a result of possessing a 
10mg MA. That this was the purpose of these payments is clear from 
the interview and witness evidence of those involved in the formation of 
the 10mg Agreement: [Auden Senior Employee 1], [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] and [Amdipharm Senior Employee], discussed in 
paragraphs 6.565 to 6.587 and 6.590 to 6.591 above. Indeed, this was 
the consistent basis on which [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] had dealt with each other since 2011, when 
the two sides had entered into a similar arrangement in respect of 
20mg tablets. In particular, as explained above, [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] stated specifically with regard to AMCo that ‘after the 
move from Waymade to Amdipharm … In 2012, we supplied 
Amdipharm at a price of £1 per pack’ and that this was because AMCo 
ceased to be a ‘pure wholesaler’ when it acquired the 10mg MA from 
Waymade, and ‘[w]e [Auden] wanted to protect and maintain our 
volumes ordered through Tiofarma for 10mg tablets as well [as for 
20mg tablets]’.2540 

b. The evidence demonstrates that AMCo consistently sought to increase 
the payments it received from Auden in exchange for its non-entry 
during the course of the 10mg Agreement. For example, as the 
evidence set out in paragraphs 6.679 to 6.732 below will demonstrate, 
in June 2014 AMCo secured a further increase in the number of 
discounted packs Auden would supply after it threatened to launch its 
own product. Additionally, in 2015 AMCo devised a strategy to secure a 
further increase in its volumes from Actavis, ‘leveraging’ the threat of 
entry with the 10mg hydrocortisone tablets development it had acquired 
with Focus Pharmaceuticals (see paragraphs 6.768 to 6.776 below).  

6.613. The increase in volumes [Amdipharm Senior Employee] secured in January 
2013 must be considered in this context – it was a further occasion on which 

2540 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 to 1.20. 
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AMCo sought (and obtained) an increase in the payments it received from 
Auden in exchange for agreeing not to enter the market independently with 
its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

AMCo's strategy for the 10mg hydrocortisone tablets project it had acquired from 
Waymade 

6.614. As explained in section 3.F.III.f above, after acquiring the 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets development and the 10mg MA from Waymade on 31 
October 2012, AMCo engaged only sporadically with Aesica in the 14 
months prior to the January 2014 crisis in relations with Auden. Its senior 
management had limited involvement in the project, which had yet to be 
submitted to the AMCo board for approval. 

6.615. On 20 August 2013, having received a series of requests from Aesica for a 
production forecast for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, [AMCo Employee] ([]) 
asked [Amdipharm Senior Employee] what AMCo’s strategy for its Aesica 
manufactured 10mg tablets was: 

‘[Amdipharm Senior Employee], I need to know the future strategy for 
this [the Aesica product] as Aesica are pushing us to provide a 
production forecast’2541 

6.616. The fact that AMCo’s [] approached [Amdipharm Senior Employee] with 
this enquiry demonstrates that [Amdipharm Senior Employee] was central to 
determining AMCo’s strategy in respect of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.617. There is no record of [Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s response to [AMCo 
Employee]. Having received no response from AMCo, more than a month 
later (on 24 September 2013) Aesica emailed [AMCo Employee] ‘to follow up 
on the Hydrocortisone proposal which was forwarded to you in August’.2542 In 
a later email to [Amdipharm Senior Employee], dated 7 November 2013, 
[AMCo Employee] noted that AMCo did not have any plans to market the 
Aesica manufactured tablets: 

‘Aesica are chasing for a forecast which to my knowledge does not 
exists [sic] as we currently have no plan to market Aesica 
manufactured material.’ 

2541 Document 201720, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 20 August 2013. 
Later that day [] stated in response to Aesica’s request for a ‘forecast/plan’ for 10mg tablets that he was 
‘waiting on [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to advise the strategy of this product going forward’. Document 
202523, email from [AMCo Employee] to [], [] and [] dated 20 August 2013. 
2542 Document 201721, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 24 September 2013. 
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6.618. [AMCo Employee] asked [Amdipharm Senior Employee]: 

‘Please can you advise what direction you wish for us to take with 
regards to this product? … 

Are we to market Aesica product, if so what is the strategy to switch 
from Auden and what would the marketing strategy be?’2543 

6.619. Again, [AMCo Employee]’s enquiry shows that [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] was central to determining AMCo’s strategy in relation to its 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.620. [AMCo Employee]’s emails are additionally significant because they provide 
a contemporaneous documented account of AMCo’s policy in relation to the 
possible marketing of its 10mg tablets.  

6.621. First, [AMCo Employee] referred to the fact that AMCo ‘currently have no 
plan to market Aesica manufactured material’ – meaning that despite the 
compelling commercial case to enter the market, over a year after acquiring 
the product from Waymade AMCo had no firm plans to launch its own 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.622. Secondly, in raising the question of whether AMCo’s policy had changed 
(‘Are we to market Aesica product’) [AMCo Employee] also understood that if 
it had, this would mean the end of supply from Auden: AMCo would need a 
‘strategy to switch from Auden’ (but would not need such a strategy if it 
continued to take supply from Auden). 

6.623. A month later (in December 2013), AMCo described its 10mg tablets as a 
‘Protective project to ensure continuity of supply’. Although AMCo 
anticipated being ready to launch by June 2014, around six months later, 
one of the questions for discussion was ‘Would we launch?’2544 

6.624. AMCo’s 10mg tablets were a ‘Protective project to ensure continuity of 
supply’ in two ways: 

a. By allowing it to continue to use the competitive threat of entry as 
leverage to secure continuity of (and increase in) payments from Auden 
under the 10mg Agreement (as AMCo had done in January 2013 and 
did again in the first half of 2014); and  

2543 Document 202572, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 7 November 2013 
(emphasis added).
2544 Document 202593, PPRM slides dated 18 December 2013. 
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b. By providing a back-up option in case the 10mg Agreement should end 
(as ultimately happened in June 2016, shortly after AMCo finally 
decided to launch its 10mg product, which its staff stated at the time 
had ‘always been merely a back up until now’2545). 

6.625. Each of these is a contingent approach to launching AMCo’s 10mg tablets, 
contrary to the principle that undertakings must determine independently the 
policy they intend to adopt on the market (as the question ‘Would we 
launch?’ – not ‘When will we launch?’, as one might expect given the context 
of a market continuing to increase in value – shows): AMCo would only 
launch its 10mg tablets if the 10mg Agreement broke down. 

November 2013 to January 2014: AMCo attempts once more to triple its volumes 

6.626. During late 2013, AMCo (through [Amdipharm Senior Employee]) was 
attempting to obtain a formal, forward-looking written supply contract from 
Auden. 

6.627. As explained in section 3.F.III.f above, these negotiations coincided with 
ongoing negotiations for AMCo’s potential acquisition of Auden’s 
hydrocortisone tablets business, with AMCo feigning an interest in that 
acquisition in the hope that it would facilitate obtaining a new supply deal. At 
the same time, both parties were assessing the implications of the orphan 
designation for the extent of the competitive threat posed by AMCo’s skinny 
label tablets.2546 

6.628. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] sent a draft supply contract to [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] on 15 November 2013, proposing a three-year supply of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets at £1 per pack and specifying an ‘Estimated Order 
Quantity’ of 18,000 packs per month: triple the amount Auden was supplying 
AMCo at this time.2547 This would therefore have meant another substantial 
increase in Auden’s payments to AMCo: that volume of packs would have 
been worth around £645,000 if sold at prevailing ASPs (compared to the 
6,000 packs per month AMCo was receiving at the time, which were worth 
around £215,000). The volume [Amdipharm Senior Employee] proposed 

2545 Document 200385, online conversation between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 3 
March 2016. 
2546 For example, on 24 September 2013 Auden was told by the MHRA that no competing MA granted after 
November 2011 could include the indication for the treatment of adrenal insufficiency in adults. Document 00632, 
email from [] of the MHRA to [] dated 24 September 2013. AMCo instructed Pinsent Masons to advise on 
the implications of the orphan designation. Document 201088, page 7, Advice in relation to Orphan Status 
Protection for Plenadren. 
2547 Document 202553, draft “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for Hydrocortisone) by and between Auden 
Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited.  See also Document 202557, email from 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [] dated 15 November 2013. 
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corresponded to AMCo’s initial estimate of the volume it stood to win if it 
launched its own product.2548 

6.629. However, Auden rejected this proposal. On 18 December 2013 [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] told [Amdipharm Senior Employee] that ‘We need to 
discuss Hydro volumes’.2549 On 19 December 2013 [Auden Senior Employee 
1] asked [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to ‘alter the volume on the hydro 
agreement as discussed’.2550 The CMA infers that a discussion therefore 
took place between those two emails being sent (though no record of it has 
been found). 

6.630. [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s focus on volumes is key: as the mechanism for 
payments to AMCo was specified volumes at a low price, the agreed volume 
would determine the payment Auden would have to make to AMCo each 
month. As the rationale for the payments Auden made to AMCo was to buy 
off the competitive threat of entry, the volume Auden agreed to give AMCo 
(and therefore the size of the payment) each month reflected both parties’ 
ongoing assessment of what buying off AMCo’s threat of entry was worth. 

6.631. The minutes of an AMCo management meeting, also on 19 December 2013, 
show that Auden had questioned the level of competitive threat AMCo’s 
skinny label 10mg tablets would pose to its full label tablets (and therefore 
whether tripling AMCo’s volumes was a price worth paying to continue 
buying off its entry). The minutes stated: 

‘Auden are still supplying hydrocortisone but are being increasingly 
aggressive and threatening that the orphan drug status of their product 
means that our product (which does not have adrenal insufficiency as 
an indication) is not comparable to theirs.’2551 

6.632. This demonstrates that negotiations between Auden and AMCo regarding 
the ongoing supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets focused on the 
competitive relationship between Auden’s and AMCo’s respective 10mg 

2548 AMCo assumed that ‘60% of the market available to us’ and that it could ‘get 40%’ of that 60%, equivalent to 
24% market share or 18,000 packs a month in 2014 if it launched its own skinny label product. Document 
202660, spreadsheet titled ‘model (2)’ attached to Document 202659, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 6] to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 23 May 2014. Although the spreadsheet was attached to an email in May 
2014, it is likely that it was prepared in late 2013: it modelled all potential scenarios, including competitive entry, 
from January 2014 onwards and assumed (subject ‘to check’) an Auden ASP of £40 (Auden’s ASP in May 2014 
reached £53.65). The information in the ‘current’ tab matches the numbers AMCo used for its internal forecasts in 
December 2013 – see for instance, Document 202597, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 20 December 2013. The number of packs, ASP and total sales in the 
email are identical to those listed in the ‘current’ tab of the spreadsheet (Document 202660). 
2549 Document 202596, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 18 
December 2013. 
2550 Document 202596, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 19 
December 2013. 
2551 Document 200160, minutes of Mercury Pharma Group Limited management meeting on 19 December 2013. 
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hydrocortisone tablets. This in itself is an unusual focus for negotiations 
ostensibly about the terms of a supply deal: it shows that the true rationale 
for Auden continuing to supply AMCo was to buy off its competitive threat. 
Whether AMCo’s product was ‘comparable’ to Auden’s is not otherwise 
relevant to whether Auden would continue to supply AMCo and with what 
volumes. 

6.633. Although ‘Auden was [are] still supplying hydrocortisone’ to AMCo at this 
stage (and therefore adhering to its side of the 10mg Agreement), this 
arrangement was potentially at risk. This was because Auden was 
questioning the extent of the competitive threat AMCo’s skinny label tablets 
would pose to its own tablets (Auden was ‘threatening that the orphan drug 
status of their product means that our product is not comparable to theirs’). 

6.634. If Auden came to believe that the competitive threat was limited, it could 
have decided to stop buying off AMCo’s entry (by stopping the supply of 
heavily discounted packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets) or at least refused 
AMCo’s request for increased volumes, having determined that this higher 
price was not worth paying. 

6.635. For the first time since AMCo acquired the 10mg MA, the 10mg Agreement 
appeared to be at risk: Auden was challenging the strength of the 
competitive threat posed by AMCo’s 10mg tablets on account of the orphan 
designation, and questioning whether AMCo’s attempt to triple its volumes 
was a price worth paying for AMCo’s continued non-entry. 

6.636. For much of 2013, the 10mg Agreement had proceeded undisturbedly. 
Auden made its monthly payments to AMCo (having increased them 
significantly in January) and AMCo, in exchange, did not launch its own 
10mg tablets – despite the very favourable market conditions. The two 
parties collaborated rather than competed. 

6.637. However, Auden’s ‘increasingly aggressive’ questioning of the 
competitiveness of AMCo’s tablets created a stimulus for both parties to 
reassess and (ultimately) reaffirm the 10mg Agreement. The period between 
January and June 2014, discussed in the sections that follow, therefore 
provides a valuable insight into both parties’ behaviour and motivations 
throughout the term of the 10mg Agreement. 

6.638. In response to Auden’s challenge, in 2014 AMCo continued to deploy the 
strategy encapsulated in its contemporaneous description of its 10mg tablets 
as a ‘Protective project to ensure continuity of supply’.2552 First, it continued 

2552 Document 202593, PPRM slides dated 18 December 2013. 
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to seek to use the competitive threat posed by its product as leverage in 
negotiations with Auden to maintain (and improve the terms of) the 10mg 
Agreement – with the aim that Auden would continue to buy off that 
competitive threat for a higher price. Secondly, concerned that Auden might 
walk away from the 10mg Agreement altogether, it started gearing up for 
launching its own, ‘back-up’ 10mg tablets. 

AMCo’s use of its 10mg product as leverage in January 2014 

6.639. Notwithstanding Auden’s ‘increasingly aggressive’ stance in December 
2013, key AMCo staff were confident that its skinny label tablets would pose 
a significant competitive threat to Auden’s tablets and believed that AMCo 
should push back on the stance Auden was adopting. 

6.640. On 2 January 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] [] was responsible both 
for delivering new products and for AMCo’s business strategy2553 – sent two 
emails to colleagues within AMCo. The content of these emails 
demonstrates his belief that AMCo’s skinny label tablets posed a significant 
competitive threat to Auden and therefore continued to provide AMCo with 
leverage. The emails also demonstrate [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s 
understanding that AMCo was using the competitive threat its 10mg tablets 
posed as leverage in the negotiations with Auden. [AMCo Senior Employee 
2] sent the first of his two emails to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and other 
colleagues: 

'… I have just received the prescribing data for Hydrocortisone 10mg 
from [] (see other email attached). It shows that only 22% of Rx's are 
specified as Adrenal, and there are multiple other indications widely in 
use, not the 90+% for adrenal insufficiency that [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] was once referring to. That means labelling shouldn't be 

that important, hopefully   Pharmacists will dispense our product, 

regardless of label, and [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s claim that we 
have an inferior product is irrelevant anyway, when it can be shown to 
be bioequivalent. It just doesn't have the labelling for one protected 
indication. Therefore I think we can push back a bit harder! I've sent an 
email to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] suggesting the same.'2554 

6.641. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] reiterated his view that ‘limited labelling’ was not 
a significant issue in terms of the competitive threat AMCo’s skinny label 

2553 Document 201591, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview transcript dated 12 October 2017, page 
7 lines 5-8 and page 8 lines 1-19. 
2554 Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] (copied to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 8]) dated 2 January 2014 (emphasis added). 
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tablets would pose to Auden in the email he sent to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee]: 

‘According to the data on IMS, only 22% of prescriptions are specifically 
identified as Adrenal, with a long list of others. That gives us a bit more 
strength to say to [Auden Senior Employee 1] that we don’t mind 
having limited labelling. Pharmacists will use it anyway, regardless of 
labelling. Therefore, we should still be arguing using 100% of the 
market as our negotiating position for supply volumes!’2555 

6.642. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s emails demonstrate that he believed that the 
limited indications of AMCo’s own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets would not 
prevent its tablets from competing with Auden’s product (‘pharmacists will 
use it [the Aesica-manufactured tablets] anyway, regardless of labelling’). 

6.643. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] was not alone within AMCo in holding this view. 
A January 2014 AMCo product development slide deck included sales 
projections for its Aesica product on the assumption that ‘Indication 
limitations do not restrict sales’. AMCo predicted that if it entered it could 
achieve sales volumes of 12,000 packs per month and a gross profit of 
94%.2556 This equated to approximately 16% of total volumes.2557 See further 
section 3.E.IV.a above and Annex D to this Decision. 

6.644. It is notable, however, that [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s assessment of the 
potential competitiveness of AMCo’s Aesica-manufactured tablets was not 
primarily in contemplation of the impending launch of those tablets. 

6.645. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s primary concern was the extent of the leverage 
this potential competitiveness provided AMCo (and specifically [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee]) in its negotiations with Auden for a renewed supply 
arrangement. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] wanted [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] to ‘push back a bit harder’ in these negotiations, because the 
Aesica-manufactured product could potentially obtain a very significant 
market share (‘using 100% of the market as our negotiating position for 
supply volumes’).2558 

2555 Document 200164, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 2 January 
2014 (emphasis added).  
2556 Document 200090, Product Development: Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets, 22 Jan 2014, PPRM, slide 10. 
2557 In 2014, total volumes of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets dispensed were 919,516 packs per year or 
approximately 76,626 packs per month. Source: NHS BSA data for the UK. 
2558 As explained in section 3.F.III.f above, the negotiations to agree a renewed 10mg supply arrangement 
coincided with negotiations for AMCo to acquire Auden’s hydrocortisone business. The extent of the market that 
was contestable to suppliers of skinny label tablets was relevant to both sets of negotiations: to the proposed 
acquisition of Auden’s hydrocortisone business because it would determine the true value of that business in the 
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6.646. In treating AMCo’s competitive threat primarily as leverage, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] demonstrated that AMCo continued to work on the basis that its 
preferred strategy was to continue accepting payments from Auden in 
exchange for non-entry. 

6.647. Just as before, the form AMCo’s leverage took is clear. The purpose of 
Auden’s payments was to buy off AMCo’s competitive threat. Both parties 
were continuing to debate the price at which it would be worth Auden 
continuing to buy off that threat. What [AMCo Senior Employee 2] was 
seeking to achieve through his emails was to strengthen AMCo’s resolve in 
its negotiations with Auden to increase the scale of the payments by claiming 
that the level of the competitive threat AMCo’s tablets posed was greater 
than Auden was claiming, and therefore that the price of AMCo’s non-entry 
should be higher. 

6.648. AMCo’s negotiating strategy therefore demonstrates both that AMCo 
continued to adhere to its commitment not to enter with its own 10mg tablets, 
and that it aimed to secure increased payments from Auden in exchange for 
that commitment. AMCo’s options continued to be mutually exclusive, and its 
negotiating position continued to be premised on the same strategic choice 
as that faced by Waymade in relation to its 20mg and 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets: either it could continue to work towards entering with its own tablets 
and compete with Auden or it could continue to cooperate with Auden by 
reaffirming its commitment not to enter in exchange for continued payments. 

AMCo’s treatment of its 10mg tablets as a ‘back-up’ in case the 10mg Agreement 
ended 

6.649. As explained in paragraph 6.617 above, more than a year after acquiring 
Waymade’s 10mg product development on 31 October 2012, [] was 
unable to provide a production forecast to Aesica because ‘we currently 
have no plan to market Aesica manufactured material’.2559 Despite the 

face of competition; and to renewing the 10mg supply arrangement because the terms of that arrangement, in 
particular the quantities Auden was to supply AMCo, depended on both parties’ assessment of the volume Auden 
stood to lose to AMCo if it entered with its own product. This connection is demonstrated in the two emails [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] sent on 2 January 2014. However, in its representations on the SSO AMCo denied that 
these emails were relevant to negotiations for a supply agreement. AMCo asserted in relation to Document 
200165 that ‘[AMCo Senior Employee 2] intended to use the prescribing data in negotiations with Auden 
regarding Auden’s proposed sale of its hydrocortisone business, not in negotiations relative to the conclusion of a 
written supply agreement with Auden’ (Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.747); and in relation to 
Document 200164 that ‘This email, too, concerns AMCo’s negotiating position relative to Auden’s proposed sale 
of Auden’s hydrocortisone business’ (paragraph 3.748). It is clear in context that [AMCo Senior Employee 2] was 
not exclusively concerned with the negotiations for AMCo to buy Auden’s hydrocortisone business. AMCo’s 
statement in relation to Document 200164, in particular, is contradicted by the document on its face, which shows 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2] suggesting to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] that AMCo ‘should still be arguing 100% 
of the market as our negotiating position for supply volumes’. 
2559 Document 202572, email from [AMCo Employee] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 7 November 2013. 
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compelling case for entry, AMCo preferred instead to continue cooperating 
with its potential competitor Auden.  

6.650. As explained in paragraph 6.624 above, AMCo’s treatment of its 10mg 
tablets as a ‘Protective project to ensure continuity of supply’2560 had two 
strands: using the competitive threat of entry with that product as leverage to 
ensure continuity of (and increase in) payments from Auden; and developing 
a ‘back-up’ option in case the 10mg Agreement should end. By early 
January 2014 AMCo was sufficiently concerned about the status of the 
stalling negotiations with Auden that it took steps to bring its own 10mg 
tablets to launch-readiness, in pursuit of this second strand. The apparent 
breakdown in negotiations between AMCo and Auden in January 2014 
prompted AMCo’s senior management to engage with its Aesica project. The 
prospect that the 10mg Agreement would end sooner than anticipated meant 
the Aesica project became a priority and was submitted to the AMCo board 
for approval at the end of the month.  

6.651. On 2 January 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] emailed [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] to inform him that [Amdipharm Senior Employee] had 
recommended that AMCo should move forward with production of its own 
10mg tablets: ‘[Amdipharm Senior Employee] … said that we need to get our 
back-up option moving, which has been a bit of a ham-fisted effort to 
date’.2561 

6.652. On the same day, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] emailed colleagues in his 
Business Development team, stating: 

‘We need to be in place to be able to supply the market ASAP in the 
event that other supply sources fail us … our back up plan for the 
Amdipharm product must be focused about getting compliant product to 
the market on a consistent basis ASAP. 

… there’s real risk around continuity of supply from the current source 
(Auden McKenzie), so we need to be able to supply the market as 
quickly as we can.’2562 

6.653. In interview, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] stated in relation to this email: 
‘There was a genuine belief that Auden Mckenzie were not going to supply 
us, so … this would become almost priority number one product for us to 

2560 Document 202593, PPRM slides dated 18 December 2013. 
2561 Document 200163, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 January 
2014 (emphasis added). 
2562 Document 200020, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Employee] dated 2 January 2014.  
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deliver as quickly as possible.’2563 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] went on to 
describe the Aesica product as ‘a back-up plan in the event that supply [from 
Auden] failed’.2564 

6.654. As a result, AMCo’s potential launch of its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was 
the subject of a presentation to its PPRM in January 2014. The PPRM 
agreed to recommend the project to the AMCo board.2565 

6.655. The recommendation to the AMCo board stated that the ‘Rationale’ for the 
project was: 

‘Back-up product to ensure continuity of supply in case our existing 
distribution agreement with Auden McKenzie for Hydrocortisone is not 
renewed.’2566 

6.656. This rationale is consistent with the presentation in December 2013, and with 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s emails and account in interview, discussed 
above. 

6.657. AMCo’s treatment of its Aesica product as a ‘back-up’ (like its use as 
leverage in negotiations with Auden) demonstrates its continued adherence 
to its commitment not to enter with its own 10mg tablets. It indicates a 
contingent approach to launching the 10mg tablets: AMCo’s preferred option 
remained to continue cooperating with Auden by accepting its payments; but 
it was preparing for the scenario where the payments from Auden were 
terminated. Only then would the ‘back-up’ option be required. 

6.658. As explained in paragraphs 6.725 to 6.745 and 6.777 to 6.783 below, this is 
further confirmed by AMCo’s conduct in the second half of 2014 and in 
spring 2016: after re-affirming its commitment not to compete with Auden in 
exchange for increasing payments under the Second Written Agreement, 
AMCo took immediate steps to suspend its Aesica project and ensure its 
10mg tablets would not be sold in the UK. Only when it was certain that the 
10mg Agreement would end did AMCo actually launch its 10mg tablets. As 
[AMCo Employee] ([]) explained to [AMCo Senior Employee 5] ([]) at 
that time, ‘Ours [AMCo’s own 10mg tablets] has always been merely a back 

2563 Document 201591, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview transcript dated 12 October 2017, 
pages 39-40.
2564 Document 201591, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview dated 12 October 2017, page 40 lines 
22-23. 
2565 Document 200102, Strategic Development – Monthly Report dated January 2014, page 4. See also 
Document 202633, Excel spreadsheet ‘PPRM Approved Projects – Monthly Report (Jan-14)’.
2566 Document 202632, January 2014 Business Development & Licensing Report PPRM Recommendations for 
Board Approval, page 3. See also Document 202630, January 2014 Business Development & Licensing Report 
EPRM approvals, slide 3. 
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up until now … It may change if Auden do not renew the agreement which 
seems likely and is why we are stocking up on our own MA’).2567 

6.659. By mid-January 2014, some within AMCo believed that Auden would 
terminate the 10mg Agreement. Despite moderating its ambitions (by asking 
for a volume increase of only 1,000 packs per month and a one-off supply of 
10,000 packs – ie indicating that it would accept a lower price from its 
potential competitor for its continued non-entry)2568 AMCo continued to meet 
resistance from [Auden Senior Employee 1]. 

6.660. On 14 January 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] emailed [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 8], 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] and others to summarise a call he had with 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] earlier that day. [Auden Senior Employee 1] had 
threatened not to sign the formal supply agreement and to take action to 
protect the Auden product from AMCo’s entry: 

'I received a call from [Auden Senior Employee 1] today, who was not 
happy with the higher order being sent by SCM, before the agreement 
is signed (by him) and without having given an indication whether we 
are going to buy the product or not … his main points were: 

Why was an order sent for the higher amount? I said that I believed it 
was in anticipation of the newly-agreed volumes … 

He then went onto say that if we don't make an offer to buy the product, 
and thus he implied that he therefore wouldn't sign the supply 
agreement, he would then take action to protect his product by advising 
all parties (mentioning DoH and MHRA amongst others, including major 
multiples) that our product should not be dispensed against generic 
prescriptions. 

This supply deal is not going to happen (in my opinion), and I'm not 
sure we want it to happen from what I hear from  [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8]. I think we need to now get a really clear plan in place how 
to launch our product, and to prepare for next batch, and also to 
counter-lobby the relevant stakeholders and point out that our product 
is in no way "inferior" from a quality perspective, and to clearly establish 
whether the adrenal insufficiency claim is a red herring or not. Is it 
really 95% of prescriptions that [Auden Senior Employee 1]] claims, or 

2567 Document 200385, online conversation between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 3 
March 2016. 
2568 See Document 200072, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 8 
January 2014; and Document 200029, draft contract attached. See also section 3.F.III.f above. 
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nearer the 22% of prescriptions that was apparent from [] IMS MDI 
data[?]’ 2569 

6.661. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s email shows that he believed that the 10mg 
Agreement was likely to be terminated. As a result of the call [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] had concluded that ‘This supply deal is not going to happen.’ 
This would mean that AMCo lost its monthly payments from Auden and was 
left with no option but to launch its own 10mg tablets. 

6.662. Because of this risk, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] recommended that AMCo 
devise ‘a really clear plan’ to launch its own tablets. Significantly, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] stated, ‘we need to now get a really clear plan in place 
how to launch our product’, reflecting the fact that to date AMCo had no such 
plan. 

6.663. The fact [AMCo Senior Employee 2] linked the possible termination of the 
supply arrangement with Auden to the need for AMCo to ‘now get a really 
clear plan’ to launch its own tablets supports the conclusion that AMCo had 
to date continued to adhere to its commitment not to enter with those tablets. 
AMCo had not yet devised ‘a really clear plan’ to launch – which it could 
have done at any time since 31 October 2012, particularly given the 
favourable market conditions – because it continued to receive payments 
from Auden; but it now set about doing so because it perceived a real threat 
to those payments continuing. 

6.664. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s email also shows that [Auden Senior Employee 
1] had threatened to ‘take action to protect his product' in the event that 
AMCo did enter the market. [Auden Senior Employee 1] was referring to 
‘Project Guardian’, which was a campaign designed to highlight the fact that 
AMCo’s tablets did not benefit from a full label indication, thereby 
undermining its ability to compete with Auden’s tablets (see section 3.F.III.h 
above). 

6.665. On 24 January 2014 AMCo therefore increased preparations for entry, by 
raising a purchase order with Aesica for 45,000 packs of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets for delivery on 7 May 2014.2570 See section 3.F.III.f.ii 
above. AMCo’s re-engagement with its ‘back-up’ 10mg tablets was prompted 
by its uncertainty about the future of the 10mg Agreement. 

2569 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 14 January 
2014 (emphasis added). 
2570 Document 202618, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 24 January 2014. In response, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 7] requested to ‘treat this as urgent’ (see the same document). 
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AMCo and Auden sign the First Written Agreement and both parties anticipate that 
AMCo will soon launch 

6.666. An internal AMCo email exchange of 24 January 2014 between [AMCo 
Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 4] shows that, by this date, 
AMCo and Auden had agreed that, rather than increasing AMCo’s payments 
in a new three-year forward-looking supply deal, they would simply 
document the terms of supply that had been in place since January 2013.2571 

This was confirmed in an email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] of 27 January in which [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] sent a draft of the First Written Agreement.2572 

6.667. On 25 February 2014 AMCo and Auden entered into the First Written 
Agreement for this purpose. The First Written Agreement was therefore 
largely retrospective – its start date was 1 January 2013 and its end date 
was 31 March 2014.2573 At this stage the parties therefore envisaged that the 
10mg Agreement would last just one further month and would be terminated 
on 31 March 2014. 

6.668. At this time, AMCo was on the cusp of launching its own tablets. As 
explained in section 3.F.III.g above, having placed the purchase order with 
Aesica on 24 January 2014, AMCo anticipated launching its 10mg tablets in 
April or May 2014.2574 As explained in section 3.F.III.h above, in the 
meantime Auden engaged in ‘Project Guardian’ in an effort to protect its 
market position ahead of AMCo’s anticipated launch. 

March/April 2014: AMCo and Auden return to the negotiating table 

6.669. However, during March/April 2014 the negotiating positions of the parties 
changed with [Auden Senior Employee 1] becoming apparently more 
amenable to continuing the 10mg Agreement. The AMCo monthly 
management pack for March stated that Auden had offered to continue to 
supply AMCo with its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets on an ‘ongoing basis’: 

2571 [AMCo Senior Employee 8] stated on 24 January 2014 that ‘[Amdipharm Senior Employee] tells me that he 
has agreed with Auden that we will document the agreement to date’, noting that ‘In terms of price/volume, this 
will continue the arrangement in place last year’. Document 200166, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 24 January 2014. 
2572 On 27 January 2014 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] sent, ‘Further to our recent discussion’, a revised draft of 
the First Written Agreement to [Auden Senior Employee 1] designed to ‘reflect the agreements which have been 
in place during the past 12 months’ and specifying a monthly order quantity of 6,000 packs. Document 200234, 
email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 27 January 2014. 
2573 Document 00445, First Written Agreement. 
2574 See, for example, AMCo’s February 2014 strategic development report: ‘Hydrocortisone tablets … launch 
strategy complete … a plan is underway to register a variation (Mar-14) to potentially be ready for launch by end-
April 14’. Document 200183, Strategic Development – Monthly Report, February 2014, page 7. 
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'we are considering their [Auden's] offer to continue supplying AMCo 
with Hydrocortisone on an ongoing basis. We would need to have a 
long term supply agreement with agreed price and volume for the 
period but if the economics are ok this would have the advantage to 
AMCo of selling a product with the full range of indications'.2575 

6.670. In context, the reason for Auden’s offer to continue supplying AMCo on the 
terms of the 10mg Agreement on an ‘ongoing basis’ was that by April 2014, 
Auden was less confident that the orphan designation sufficiently protected it 
from the threat of competitive entry posed by AMCo.2576 This meant that the 
question of whether it should continue to buy off AMCo’s entry, and if so at 
what price, once more became a matter for negotiation between the parties. 

6.671. Auden’s offer to continue supplying AMCo ‘on an ongoing basis’ meant that 
the 10mg Agreement remained in force. AMCo still had a strategic choice, 
notwithstanding the First Written Agreement coming to an end on 31 March 
2014: it could either continue working towards launching its own tablets or it 
could accept Auden’s offer and continue to take payments from Auden in 
exchange for its continued commitment not to launch. 

6.672. This renewed negotiation between Auden and AMCo (described in the 
sections that follow) resulted in both parties continuing to adhere to the 
terms of the 10mg Agreement in April and May 2014. In April 2014, Auden 
provided AMCo with ‘bridging stock’ of two batches of 6,000 packs at £1 per 
pack to cover that month and May 2014.2577 Those packs were worth around 
£228,000 and £354,000, respectively, in the market, if sold at around 
Auden’s ASP (£38 in April and £54 in May). AMCo did not launch its 10mg 
tablets. 

6.673. Auden’s and AMCo’s behaviour during the negotiations that took place in the 
first half of 2014 is consistent with and illustrative of their behaviour 

2575 Document 200108, AMCo Monthly Management Pack, March 2014, page 6. The pack was likely drafted in 
April and the reference to Auden’s offer to continue to supply AMCo may have been inserted on the basis of 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] approaching [AMCo Senior Employee 1] in April 2014 (see below).  
2576 Indeed, as explained below, on 22 April 2014 Auden received feedback from [Professor of Endocrinology], 
Consultant Endocrinologist, on its Project Guardian materials. Professor of Endocrinology]  referred to ‘our recent 
telephone conversation’ (suggesting that he gave [Auden Senior Employee 1] some feedback prior to 22 April), 
and noted that ‘My main concern is that it looks as if you are worried about the competition rather than more 
altruistic reasons’. Document 00140, email from Professor of Endocrinology]  to [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
dated 22 April 2014. Further, evidence from shortly after April 2014 shows that Auden had trouble getting buy-in 
to Project Guardian from the medical profession (see section 3.F.III.i above and below), confirming that AMCo’s 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets would pose a significant competitive threat. Auden therefore sought to explore 
whether it could continue to buy off AMCo’s entry to protect its position as sole supplier and its resulting pricing 
power. 
2577 See section 3.F.III.g above. 
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throughout the term of the 10mg Agreement. As explained in the sections 
that follow, during this period: 

a. Both parties continued to separately assess, and bilaterally discuss 
(contrary to the principle that undertakings must determine 
independently the policy they intend to adopt on the market), the 
implications of the orphan designation for the degree of competitive 
threat AMCo’s 10mg tablets posed to Auden, and therefore the degree 
of leverage AMCo held. 

b. In the meantime, the 10mg Agreement continued on the existing terms: 
Auden continued to make monthly payments to AMCo and in return, 
AMCo did not launch its 10mg tablets. The parties continued to 
negotiate during April to June 2014. 

c. Ultimately, Auden concluded that AMCo’s skinny label tablets 
continued to pose a significant competitive threat that was worth 
continuing to buy off with even greater payments, and AMCo made a 
direct threat to Auden that if it did not make those payments, it would 
launch. The parties agreed a new, forward looking two-year supply deal 
(the Second Written Agreement) in which Auden committed to continue 
paying AMCo (and at higher monthly amounts). The evidence of the 
negotiations that led the Second Written Agreement, and AMCo’s 
conduct after it was concluded, show that in exchange, AMCo 
confirmed its commitment to continue not competing with Auden. 

April to June 2014: AMCo negotiates with Auden to double its volumes, using its 
10mg product as leverage 

6.674. Having opened the door to continuing the 10mg Agreement, Auden and 
AMCo conducted negotiations in the period April, May and June 2014 which 
resulted in the conclusion of the Second Written Agreement.  

6.675. The negotiations and AMCo’s subsequent conduct demonstrate that 
accepting Auden’s ‘offer to continue supplying AMCo with Hydrocortisone on 
an ongoing basis’2578 (as AMCo ultimately did) reflected a continued 
common understanding between the parties that in exchange, AMCo would 
not enter the market independently with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 
This evidence also corroborates the conclusion that this common 
understanding between Auden and AMCo had continued since AMCo 

2578 Document 200108, AMCo Monthly Management Pack, March 2014, page 6. 
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succeeded Waymade as counterparty to the 10mg Agreement on 31 
October 2012. 

6.676. In particular, AMCo negotiated the Second Written Agreement on the basis 
of the same, consistent, strategy (of using the threat of its competitive entry 
as leverage to obtain increased payments from Auden) as Waymade had 
deployed when negotiating the 10mg Agreement (and the 20mg Agreement). 
After securing the Second Written Agreement AMCo treated its own 10mg 
tablets (which had been on the threshold of launching) in the same way as 
Waymade had treated its 20mg tablets after securing the 20mg Agreement: 
by quarantining them and taking steps to make sure they would not be sold 
in the UK. 

AMCo’s negotiating strategy for the Second Written Agreement 

6.677. During the negotiations leading to the Second Written Agreement, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] took over from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] as 
AMCo’s lead negotiator. 

6.678. Contemporaneous documentary evidence demonstrates that [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] used the competitive threat of AMCo launching its 10mg tablets 
as leverage to secure the continuation of the 10mg Agreement.  

6.679. On 19 April 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] emailed [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] to update him on negotiations he had held with [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] regarding continuing the 10mg supply arrangement between 
AMCo and Auden. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] wrote: 

‘[Auden Senior Employee 1] offered to continue to supply us […] 
I think that he is not keen to get into a battle over the orphan drug 
status and its validity and so probably would do a better deal on better 
terms. 
I have asked [AMCo Senior Employee 5] what our Aesica cost and 
volume expectations are and I would say if [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
could get close to them it would be worth having a long term supply 
agreement with him. 
I am also not keen on having a fight over the status or indeed having 
customers that see our product as somehow risky.’2579 

6.680. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] explained that [Auden Senior Employee 1] had 
‘offered to continue to supply’ AMCo with its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
and believed that [Auden Senior Employee 1] would be willing to make the 

2579 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 
2014. 
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terms of the 10mg supply arrangement more favourable to AMCo (‘do a 
better deal on better terms’). 

6.681. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] explained that he believed the reason why 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] was prepared to continue to supply AMCo was 
that he was ‘not keen to get into a battle’ over the true impact of the orphan 
designation. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] himself was also concerned to 
avoid such a contest, informing [AMCo Senior Employee 2] that he was also 
‘keen’ that AMCo avoid ‘having a fight’ on the issue. 

6.682. The ‘battle’ or ‘fight’ over the ‘orphan drug status’ to which [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] referred was over the extent of the contestable market available 
to AMCo’s tablets and would have occurred if AMCo had entered the market 
with its skinny label 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and competed with Auden’s 
full label 10mg tablets. The terms are in context euphemisms for competing 
with Auden. 

6.683. The negotiations between Auden and AMCo were on the basis of a common 
understanding that – at a certain price – it would be worth both their whiles 
for Auden to continue buying off AMCo’s entry: [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s 
assessment was that [Auden Senior Employee 1] ‘probably would do a 
better deal on better terms’ because he was ‘not keen to get into a battle’; 
while for AMCo if Auden could ‘get close to’ its ‘cost and volume 
expectations’ for its own 10mg tablets ‘it would be worth having a long term 
supply agreement’ to avoid ‘a fight’. 

6.684. [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s email therefore demonstrates that both [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 1] approached the 
negotiations leading to the Second Written Agreement on the continued 
common understanding that, if Auden continued to supply AMCo with its 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets on favourable (and improved) terms (ie if it 
continued to pay AMCo), they would avoid such a ‘battle’ or ‘fight’ as AMCo 
would not enter the market independently with its own 10mg tablets. In other 
words, AMCo would reaffirm its commitment not to launch its tablets and 
‘fight’ – compete with – Auden in exchange for continued payment.  

6.685. [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s description of his discussion with [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] is consistent with [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s emails of 
2 January 2014, discussed in paragraphs 6.640 to 6.648 above, which show 
that AMCo and Auden had been bilaterally discussing the extent of the 
competitive threat AMCo posed since at least that date. In interview, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] confirmed this, stating in relation to his email: 
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‘he [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] knew about the AMCo product, 
because I’d met him previously and we’d discussed this, and [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] was very aggressive, I would say, in terms of what 
he would do if we would launch our skinny-labelled product, that he 
would try and get us to try and get the Royal Pharmaceutical Society or 
the MHRA to have certain things on our packs that would warn 
pharmacists against dispensing them in for [sic] the right indication.’2580 

6.686. Such discussions are in themselves contrary to the principle that 
undertakings must determine independently the policy they intend to adopt 
on the market. 

6.687. On 23 April 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] noted that ‘It seems that 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] isn’t being quite as bold about his indication 
claims now, which may reflect our belief that it’s not as important as he was 
once suggesting’.2581 

6.688. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s email indicates that Auden and AMCo 
continued to discuss the extent of the competitive threat AMCo’s tablets 
posed. In interview, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] stated: 

‘clearly our negotiating position’s a lot stronger if he [[Auden Senior 
Employee 1]] believes we have a product that’s coming to market … I 
can only believe that he thought that we had a product that … we would 
be able to supply the market and his risk mitigation strategy is to supply 
us with product or … face, you know, AMCo supplying a product to the 
market and getting indeterminate market share’2582 

6.689. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] refers to AMCo’s ‘negotiating position’ being ‘a 
lot stronger’ if [Auden Senior Employee 1] ‘believes we have a product that’s 
coming to market.’ This essentially summarises AMCo’s (and previously 
Waymade’s) strategy of leveraging the competitive threat it posed to Auden 
in order to secure payments in exchange for non-entry. As explained in 
paragraph 6.565 above, Waymade had been ‘just another customer for 
Auden’ on 10mg tablets before it obtained its 10mg MA and therefore posed 
a competitive threat to Auden.2583 Waymade had obtained the 87% discount 
in the 20mg Agreement by moving ‘from a position of being just another 

2580 Document 201997, transcript of interview with [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 7 June 2018, page 18 lines 
3 to 9. 
2581 Document 200107, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] dated 23 April 2014.
2582 Document 201592, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview dated 12 October 2017, page 2 lines 
13-22. 
2583 Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 9 lines 24 
to 25 and page 10 lines 2-4. 
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wholesaler customer to Auden Mckenzie … to Waymade being in a position 
where it can, in theory, bring its product to the market’.2584 

6.690. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] then stated that Auden supplying AMCo was 
Auden’s ‘risk mitigation strategy’ because the alternative was AMCo 
launching its own ‘product to the market and getting indeterminate market 
share’. In other words, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] explained that, faced with 
the risk of AMCo launching its own tablets and competing with Auden, the 
latter would mitigate that risk by continuing to supply AMCo (consistently 
with [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s explanations in interview that Auden’s 
reason for supplying AMCo was to maintain and preserve its volumes, ie its 
position as sole supplier). 

6.691. The implication of [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s statement is clear – if Auden 
continued to supply AMCo, AMCo would not launch its own tablets. This 
would allow both parties to continue substituting the certainty of practical 
cooperation for the uncertainties of competition: rather than Auden face 
losing (and AMCo face winning) an ‘indeterminate market share’, both 
parties would continue to know the value Auden would transfer to AMCo. 

6.692. Contemporaneous documents demonstrate that [AMCo Senior Employee 2] 
fully understood the tactic of leveraging the threat of competitive entry in 
exchange for payment. In an email he sent to AMCo colleagues on 30 April 
2014, in relation to AMCo’s potential acquisition of Waymade’s 20mg MA 
(see section 3.F.II.c above), [AMCo Senior Employee 2] stated: ‘This product 
[Waymade’s 20mg tablets] has no sales, because they’ve only used it to 
source products from Auden McKenzie’. He went on to suggest that AMCo 
acquire the benefit of the 20mg Agreement from Waymade (‘AMCo takes on 
the 20mg product sourcing from Auden McKenzie’) and pass on a 
percentage of the payments from Auden on 20mg tablets ‘back to [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1]’. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] noted: 

‘He [[Waymade Senior Employee 1]] would otherwise lose these 
revenues by not having an MA to barter with.’2585 

6.693. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] therefore understood that Waymade had not 
entered the market with its own 20mg tablets because it had used the threat 
of competitive entry with that product as leverage to secure the 20mg 
Agreement with Auden on the understanding that sufficient payments would 
buy off its entry (‘This product has no sales, because they’ve only used it to 

2584 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 29 lines 6-
10. 
2585 Document 200109, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo staff dated 30 April 2014 (emphasis 
added). 
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source products from Auden McKenzie’). In particular, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] understood that it was the 20mg MA that provided the key 
negotiating leverage: once AMCo acquired that MA, Waymade would no 
longer pose a competitive threat to Auden and would therefore ‘lose these 
revenues [the payments in the 20mg Agreement] by not having an MA to 
barter with’. 

6.694. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s statements also provide further context to 
AMCo’s use of its 10mg MA and tablets to ensure ‘continuity of supply’ from 
Auden (discussed in paragraphs 6.626 to 6.648 above): not only was it 
necessary to obtain an MA in order to receive those payments; it was 
necessary to retain that MA in order to continue receiving them. 

Negative response to Project Guardian stimulates the final phase of negotiations, 
culminating in [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s threat to [Auden Senior Employee 1] that 
if Auden did not improve AMCo’s terms, ‘we will launch our own’ 

6.695. During April and May 2014 [Auden Senior Employee 1] received at least two 
pieces of negative correspondence in relation to the key aims of Project 
Guardian – with a leading endocrinologist and the Chief Pharmaceutical 
Officer of NHS England both informing him that there was no patient safety 
reason to distinguish between skinny and full label hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.696. The first piece of correspondence, dated 22 April 2014, was from Professor 
of Endocrinology], []. He did not believe that the distinction between full 
and skinny label tablets was problematic from a patient safety perspective 
and went so far as to suggest he believed [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s 
concerns regarding skinny label entry were commercial rather than relating 
to patient safety: ‘My main concern is that it looks as if you are worried about 
the competition rather than more altruistic reasons’.2586 

6.697. Similarly, on 20 May 2014 the Chief Pharmaceutical Officer of NHS England, 
[Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England], wrote to [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] in response to Auden’s Project Guardian materials (see section 
3.F.III.i above). [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] had 
consulted the MHRA upon receiving Auden’s materials and had relied upon 
the MHRA to draft his response.2587 The contents of that letter again made it 

2586 Document 00140, email from [Professor of Endocrinology] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden’s 
External Consultant], dated 22 April 2014. See also Document 02046.B, note of call on 17 November 2017 
between [Professor of Endocrinology] and the CMA: Professor of Endocrinology]  ‘was not familiar with the 
distinction between ‘full’ and ‘skinny’ label HTs, and did not see the rationale for making such a distinction if both 
drugs were bioequivalent. As long as the products are HT, and so bioequivalent, there would be no risk 
associated with prescribing skinny label HTs’ (paragraph 3(a)). 
2587 Document 206640, note of call between the CMA and the MHRA on 31 March 2021, paragraph 2.1 and 
Document 206557, note of call between the CMA and NHS England and NHS Improvement on 22 March 2021, 
paragraph 2.1. 
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clear there was no patient-safety basis for distinguishing between full and 
skinny label tablets. Accordingly, this would have emphasised the risk Auden 
faced to its market position had AMCo entered and therefore would have 
increased [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s desire to avoid getting ‘into a battle 
over the orphan drug status’2588 of AMCo’s tablets  

‘Colleagues at the [MHRA] have informed me that there are no material 
differences between the available generic immediate release 
hydrocortisone tablets and they are all bioequivalent to the brand 
leader. 

[…] 

Based on the advice I have received so far, I do not see that there are 
any risks to patient safety that would warrant any communication to 
senior pharmacists.’2589 

6.698. [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] stated that since skinny 
label hydrocortisone tablets were bioequivalent to Auden’s full label tablets, 
there were ‘no material differences’ between AMCo’s and Auden’s products 
and no risks to patient safety from off-label supply. Because of this, [Chief 
Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] did not think the matter warranted 
‘any communication to senior pharmacists.’ 

6.699. [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England]’s letter was a significant 
development. If he had believed that it was appropriate to inform senior 
pharmacists of the distinction between skinny and full label tablets, which 
could have reduced their willingness to stock and dispense skinny label 
tablets, then this would have potentially represented a significant barrier to 
expansion for AMCo. 

6.700. It is also significant that [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] had 
been advised on the position he should take by the MHRA – as, if the MHRA 
had considered it necessary, it could have taken further steps to distinguish 
between skinny and full label tablets – such as requiring them to be 
distinguished in GP software. If the MHRA had taken this step then one of 
the factors that facilitated skinny label entry (open prescriptions) would have 
been reduced. The MHRA has previously taken this step where it has 
considered patient safety required it.2590 

2588 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 
2014. 
2589 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to Auden dated 20 May 2014, 
received 22 May 2014. 
2590 Document 206640, note of call between the MHRA and the CMA of 31 March 2021, paragraph 4.4. 
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6.701. Auden received similar feedback from the Chief Pharmaceutical Officers for 
Scotland and Wales.2591 The fact that neither [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer 
for NHS England] nor the MHRA believed any communication was 
warranted meant that [Auden Senior Employee 1] would have been 
concerned that AMCo could in fact have competed for a substantial part of 
the total volumes of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets if it had entered. Auden 
might therefore be willing to pay a higher price to continue buying off AMCo’s 
entry. 

6.702. Auden received [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England]’s letter on 
22 May 2014.2592 Very shortly after receiving [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer 
for NHS England]’s letter, [Auden Senior Employee 1] sent a text message 
to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] over the weekend of 24/25 May 2014. That 
text message has not been recovered in the CMA’s investigation. On 28 May 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] wrote: 

'Hi [Auden Senior Employee 1] 

Many thanks for your text over the weekend. Looking forward to talking 
to you later this week. 

I thought it would help if I wrote down what we are looking for on 
Hydrocortisone. We are looking for Auden Mackenzie to supply 
Hydrocortisone 10mg to AMCo for a new 3 year term at a supply price 
of £1.00 per pack. I suggest we use the previous contract as the basis 
for this new agreement. We are currently forecasting 12k packs per 
month. We obviously would prefer our own livery though we would be 
happy to work towards this over the coming months.’2593 

6.703. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] therefore proposed renewing the 10mg supply 
arrangement ‘for a new 3 year term at a supply price of £1.00 per pack’ with 
the parties using ‘the previous contract as the basis for this new agreement’ 
(further demonstrating the continuity in AMCo’s approach). 

6.704. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] also disclosed to [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
that AMCo was ‘currently forecasting 12k packs per month’. When placed in 

2591 The date of this feedback is unclear but it was received at the latest by 9 June 2014. On that date [Auden’s 
External Consultant], Auden’s external adviser on Project Guardian, noted in relation to [Chief Pharmaceutical 
Officer for NHS England]’s response: ‘I don’t think we will get any further with [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for 
NHS England] until / unless we have any evidence to demonstrate a bioequivalence argument’ (i.e. unless Auden 
could demonstrate that skinny label tablets were not bioequivalent with full label tablets). [Auden’s External 
Consultant] also noted that he had been corresponding with the Chief Pharmaceutical Officers of Scotland and 
Wales, and that ‘all three CPOs are effectively suggesting we pick this up with the respective prescribing advisory 
bodies in their jurisdiction. They personally will not take any action unless they get advice from their own 
agencies’. 
2592 According to a stamp on the letter. 
2593 Document 00149, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 May 2014. 
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context, it is clear that [AMCo Senior Employee 1] was referring to AMCo’s 
anticipated sales volumes if it entered the market with its 10mg tablets.  

6.705. The 12,000 figure is consistent with AMCo’s internal sales projections as set 
out in its January 2014 PPRM presentation.2594 In quoting this figure, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] was seeking to achieve an increase in the volumes 
Auden supplied to AMCo (and therefore its payments) by highlighting the 
competitive threat AMCo would pose if it launched its own 10mg tablets. In 
seeking an increase in the volume Auden supplied, [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] was acting consistently with AMCo’s negotiating strategy to date, as set 
out in his email to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] of 19 April (discussed above), 
in which he stated that [Auden Senior Employee 1] ‘probably would do a 
better deal on better terms’ in order to avoid a 'battle over the orphan drug 
status'.2595 

6.706. An internal AMCo email chain between [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 2] 
and [AMCo Senior Employee 6] (%]) between 13 and 15 June 2014 shows a 
discussion between key AMCo staff in respect of several of the core terms of 
what would become the Second Written Agreement. The chain began with 
[AMCo Senior Employee 8] sending a revised version of the draft Second 
Written Agreement, with Auden’s amendments. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] 
wrote: 

‘[AMCo Senior Employee 1], I gather that the agreement is that supply 
starts in June, not July. For my understanding, is that order and 
delivery in June, or order in June and delivery in July? 

[AMCo Senior Employee 1], I gather you agreed 12,000 packs per 
month as a minimum volume. They are now suggesting that they would 
satisfy their obligations if they deliver at least 85% of the 12,000 (so 
they could get away with only supplying 10,200 per month). Shall I 
insist upon 12,000 packs per month? 

2594 Document 200090, AMCo PPRM presentation of 22 January 2014, titled ‘Product Development: 
Hydrocortisone 10mg tablets’, slide titled ‘NPV (30’s blister)’. Compare Document 200106, email from [AMCo 
Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 22 April 2014: ‘Monthly volumes from Auden is 6000 
packs per month typically Price is £1.00. Forecast slightly higher 10000 from Aesica’. As explained below, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] later told colleagues: ‘I went in with 12k per month when I knew that [AMCo Senior Employee 
4] had forecast 10k per month with the view that we would have to negotiate – I suppose at that stage I thought I 
would settle for 10k’. Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] 
and others dated 15 June 2014. 
2595 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 
2014. 
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[AMCo Senior Employee 1], for now the price is still £1 per pack and 
they have not raised anything about rebates.’2596 

6.707. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] replied on 15 June 2014: 

‘[AMCo Senior Employee 8] 

… 

If they fall short they should make up the following month 

Having said that I went in with 12k per month when I knew that [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] had forecast 10k per month with the view that we 
would have to negotiate – I suppose at that stage I thought I would 
settle for 10k 

As for the start date yes it is for delivery this month so that [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] can get the sales this month. I told him that if not 
we will launch our own. 

Interesting about the cost price though, as suggested by [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6] , having a bit more stock at a higher price would be fine be 
[sic] me – as long as it isn’t a huge difference.’2597 

6.708. This email exchange demonstrates the following. 

6.709. First, that [AMCo Senior Employee 1] used the threat of AMCo’s potential to 
enter the market independently with its own 10mg tablets as leverage in his 
negotiations with [Auden Senior Employee 1] by threatening to ‘launch’ 
AMCo’s tablets if Auden did not continue to supply AMCo on favourable 
terms (ie to pay AMCo) that month (‘I told him that if not we will launch our 
own’). In interview, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] confirmed this interpretation 
of the email, explaining that ‘I wanted him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] to 
understand that we were able to launch’ because he thought ‘that it [AMCo’s 
ability to enter] was more likely to help him give me some better terms’.2598 

6.710. Secondly, that as a result, as it had done to date (and as Auden had agreed 
with Waymade previously), Auden would continue to buy off the threat of 
AMCo’s competitive entry by continuing to supply AMCo with 10mg tablets at 
a heavily discounted price (ie by continuing to pay AMCo) (‘the agreement is 

2596 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and others dated 13 
June 2014 (emphasis added).
2597 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others dated 15 
June 2014 (emphasis added).
2598 Document 201997, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview transcript dated 7 June 2018, page 25 lines 1 and 
10 to 11. See also pages 2-3. 
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that supply starts in June … you agreed 12,000 packs per month … the price 
is still £1 per pack’ – the price ultimately agreed was £1.78 per pack). 

6.711. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] had therefore successfully used AMCo’s 
leverage to secure a further volume (and therefore payment) increase for 
AMCo: not only would Auden continue to supply AMCo, [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] agreed to increase the number of monthly packs which Auden 
would supply at a heavily discounted price to 12,000 – and therefore to 
increase the price at which Auden would continue to buy off AMCo’s entry. 
Those packs were worth around £560,000 if sold in the market at Auden’s 
June ASP (£47). This was an increase in the value of the payments AMCo 
received of £206,000 per month when compared to May 2014. [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] had therefore succeeded in negotiating a 60% increase 
in the value of the payments to AMCo (and those payments would continue 
to increase thereafter as Auden continued to increase its prices, allowing 
AMCo to sell at higher prices and continue to share in Auden’s monopoly 
profits). 

6.712. [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s email of 15 June 2014 therefore demonstrates 
that the parties approached the negotiations for the Second Written 
Agreement with the same common understanding that they had consistently 
shared since 31 October 2012: that in exchange for continued payments 
from Auden AMCo would not enter the market independently with its own 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets. This is clear from [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s 
statement that he said to [Auden Senior Employee 1] ‘if not we will launch 
our own’ – in other words AMCo would only launch its tablets if Auden did 
not supply it on improved terms. On the following day, 16 June 2014, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] wrote to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] with the subject 
‘Hydrocortisone’: ‘We are trying to finalise a longer term formal supply 
agreement on this (or indeed launch our own product)’, further 
demonstrating AMCo’s contingent approach to launching. 

The terms of the Second Written Agreement 

6.713. The Second Written Agreement had an effective date of 25 June 2014.2599 

6.714. The Second Written Agreement represented a further doubling of the 
monthly volumes Auden agreed to supply AMCo at the 97% discounted price 
– and therefore a further significant increase in the monthly payments Auden 
agreed to make to AMCo. However, the Second Written Agreement is not in 
itself the 10mg Agreement. It must be read in the context of all that came 
before (and after) it. The evidence of the negotiations leading to the Second 

2599 Document 00446, Second Written Agreement. 
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Written Agreement, and AMCo’s conduct after entering into it, shows that in 
exchange for continued and increasing payments from Auden AMCo 
renewed its commitment to Auden not to enter the market independently with 
its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets: the counter-performance that, together 
with the payments, formed the common understanding defined as the 10mg 
Agreement. 

6.715. Indeed, AMCo accepted contractual restrictions consistent with such a 
renewed commitment in the Second Written Agreement. Clause 2.2 stated: 

‘Amdipharm [AMCo] shall procure all its requirements in the Territory 
[the UK] for hydrocortisone product(s) in tablet and capsule formulation 
from Auden on an exclusive basis and shall not, directly or indirectly, 
distribute, supply or sell, in the Territory any other hydrocortisone 
product(s) in tablet or capsule formulation. However, for the avoidance 
of doubt, nothing in this Agreement prevents Amdipharm and/or its 
Affiliates from applying at any time for a marketing authorisation from 
the MHRA in relation to a hydrocortisone product (whether in tablet, 
capsule or other formulation) and/or manufacturing (either itself or 
through a contract manufacturer) and supplying in the Territory 
hydrocortisone product(s) under a licence granted to it or any of its 
Affiliates provided that Amdipharm shall not and shall procure that none 
of its Affiliates shall do so directly or indirectly without giving Auden at 
least three (3) months’ written notice of its intention to do so.’2600 

6.716. Clause 17.2 provided that if AMCo notified Auden ‘of its intention to 
commence supply of its own version of the Product [‘Auden Mckenzie 
hydrocortisone 10mg Tablets’] in the Territory [the UK]’ under clause 2.2, 
‘Auden shall have the option to terminate this Agreement on three (3) 
months’ written notice to Amdipharm’.2601 

6.717. Taken together, clauses 2.2 and 17.2 of the Second Written Agreement 
meant that: 

a. AMCo could not enter the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets without first giving Auden three months’ written notice. 

b. If AMCo notified Auden of its ‘intention’ to do so, Auden could terminate 
supply within the same notice period. This would mean that the 10mg 
supplies (ie the payments to AMCo) ended on the same day as AMCo 
entered the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

2600 Document 00446, Second Written Agreement clause 2.2. 
2601 Document 00446, Second Written Agreement clause 17.2. 
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6.718. AMCo was under no illusion that, if it independently entered the market, 
Auden would continue to supply under the Second Written Agreement. 

6.719. [AMCo Senior Employee 8], AMCo’s General Counsel, summarised the 
effect of those clauses in this way to AMCo senior management: ‘It basically 
means that we cannot sell any other products during the 2 year term of the 
Agreement which compete with Auden’s hydrocortisone product, unless we 
first given Auden 3 months notice (and Auden can terminate supply to us on 
3 months notice if we say we are going to do so).’2602 He gave the same 
explanation to Auden’s and AMCo’s external lawyers, stating that ‘the 
agreement is that AMCo will not sell a product which competes with the 
Auden product’; that ‘AMCo will not market, distribute or sell during the Term 
a product which competes with Auden’s product’;2603 and that the agreement 
contained ‘a clause saying that we can launch our own version at any time 
on 3 months notice and that, if we give such notice, Auden can duly 
terminate on 3 months notice as well.’2604 [AMCo Senior Employee 8] later 
confirmed in a State of Play meeting with the CMA that: 

‘contractually AMCo was unlikely to supply both products [its own 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and Auden’s product] at the same time, as 
Auden would most likely terminate supply of hydrocortisone after the 
three month notice period’.2605 

6.720. In explaining the meaning of these clauses to his colleagues and external 
lawyers [AMCo Senior Employee 8] did not, for example, qualify them by 
noting that AMCo expected to launch its 10mg tablets and end the Second 
Written Agreement as soon as possible. AMCo remained content to continue 
cooperating with Auden rather than take that risk. 

6.721. This is also evident from another clause of the Second Written Agreement. 
Clause 17.3 allowed for AMCo to issue a ‘notice to supply’, requiring Auden 
to make up any shortfall in its volume commitments within 14 days. The 
clause added: ‘In the event that Auden does not supply and deliver such 
shortfall within fourteen (14) days of receipt of such ‘notice to supply’, 
[AMCo] shall have the right to commence supply of its own hydrocortisone 
product(s) immediately’.2606 In other words, AMCo only had ‘the right to 
commence supply’ of its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets immediately if 

2602 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and others dated 13 
June 2014. 
2603 Document 00162, mark-up of draft Second Written Agreement, attached to Document 00161, email from 
[AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] dated 16 June 2014. 
2604 Document 201970, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to Pinsent Masons dated 30 May 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2605 Document 200452, note of State of Play meeting dated 18 May 2016, paragraph 34 (emphasis added). 
2606 Document 00446, Second Signed Agreement clause 17.3 (emphasis added). 
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Auden failed to adhere to its volume commitments – a contractual reflection 
of [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s statement that if Auden did not supply at the 
agreed time, ‘we will launch our own’. 

6.722. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] also confirmed that this was his understanding of 
how the Second Written Agreement would function. When asked in interview 
whether AMCo could have launched its own product and continued taking 
supplies from Auden, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] stated: ‘I don’t think that’s 
a realistic scenario … this is an either or situation. You’re either going to 
launch your own or you’re going to take supply from Auden Mckenzie’.2607 

[AMCo Senior Employee 2] further stated: 

‘Why would they [Auden] supply AMCo, if we had a competitive product 
on the market? I don’t know. So our belief would have been that they 
would have stopped supplying AMCo with the product … I understand 
enough about the market and the dynamics of the market to 
understand that a supplier would not be happy if one of its “suppliees” 
was also to launch a second product onto the market. And unless they 
have an obligation to do so, I wouldn’t expect them to continue 
supplying that company.’2608 

AMCo suspends its own 10mg product development on the same day as entering 
into the Second Written Agreement 

6.723. As explained in section 3.F.III.j.ii above, on 23 June 2014, two days prior to 
entering into the Second Written Agreement, AMCo was expecting to receive 
its commercial 10mg launch batches from Aesica around a week later, on 2 
July 2014.2609 During the final stages of negotiating the Second Written 
Agreement it continued to forecast that it could sell 10,000 packs of its own 
product per month.2610 

6.724. AMCo had brought its 10mg tablets to this point – the threshold of launching 
– in case the 10mg Agreement should end. However, now that AMCo had 
successfully secured continuing payments from Auden, it had no need to 
take further steps to enter the market independently with its own tablets (and 
indeed was precluded from doing so by the 10mg Agreement).  

2607 Document 201592, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview dated 12 October 2017, page 23 lines 
13-15. 
2608 Document 201591, transcript of interview with [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 12 October 2017, pages 42-
43. 
2609 Document 202684, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 June 2014. 
2610 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] told AMCo staff on 15 June 2014: ‘I went in with 12k per month when I knew that 
[AMCo Senior Employee 4] had forecast 10k per month’. Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6] dated 15 June 2014. 
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6.725. On 25 June 2014, the day the parties signed the Second Written Agreement, 
[] [AMCo Senior Employee 5] therefore sent a record of decisions taken at 
a meeting that day to AMCo’s most senior management in light of the fact 
that AMCo’s negotiations with Auden had concluded successfully. The email 
demonstrates that AMCo took immediate steps to ensure it continued to 
comply with the 10mg Agreement by ensuring that its tablets would not be 
launched: 

‘Summary of agreement from today’s PPRM meeting 

Why [original emphasis] 

New supply agreement signed with Auden 

Will not be able to sell our own product (produced at Aesica) in the UK 

Aesica [original emphasis] 

We will advise Aesica that the project is now parked due to delays but 
may be restarted in the future (we do not mention the Auden 
agreement) [original emphasis] 

We will continue with the packing of the three available batches at 
Aesica to complete this phase of the project 

We will cancel the order for the 4th batch and any other subsequent 
orders that have been placed with Aesica 

We would like to ensure Aesica are fully compensated for their costs 
that are over and above supply of the three batches (e.g. surplus 
materials, people costs etc) 

Request Aesica to advise these costs and include in invoice upon 
delivery of stock 

Stock [original emphasis] 

The packed product will be held in store as a contingency against 
failure to supply from Auden 

We wish to hold this stock at UDG (not Waymade) in quarantine, 
probably on a different sku. 

(there is, should we wish not to hold this in reserve, possibilities to sell 
in a to be identified export market) 
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I suggest that I will write to Aesica detailing these points (plus 
expressing apologies and regret…blah blah blah at the cancellation of 
the project) 

I will write to Aesica on Friday so if you have any additional comments, 
please let me know before midday Friday. 

I will also request that supply chain ([]) raises this, in due course, 
with UDG.'2611 

6.726. [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s 'summary of agreement' of the 25 June 2014 
meeting further demonstrates that AMCo had agreed with Auden that it 
would not launch its Aesica-manufactured tablets in the UK in exchange for 
further and increasing payments (‘Will not be able to sell our own product 
(produced at Aesica) in the UK’; ‘Why [original emphasis]: New supply 
agreement signed with Auden’). 

6.727. [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s record of the meeting also demonstrates that 
AMCo devised an action plan to ensure its ongoing compliance with the 
10mg Agreement: 

a. First, in line with its commitment not to enter the market independently 
with its own 10mg tablets, AMCo would take steps to stop the 
production and launch of its Aesica-manufactured tablets. Aesica would 
be informed that the project was ‘parked’ with ‘the order for the 4th 

batch and any other subsequent orders that have been placed with 
Aesica’ cancelled;  

b. Second, AMCo would take steps to ensure that its Aesica stock was 
held 'in quarantine' and stored as an insurance policy ('contingency') in 
case Auden reneged on the 10mg Agreement ('against failure to supply 
from Auden'), consistently with AMCo’s strategy to date of developing 
the Aesica tablets as a ‘back-up’; and 

c. Third, AMCo would ‘continue with the packing of the three available 
batches at Aesica’ and look to sell them outside of the UK in a ‘to be 
identified export market’ as it was not prohibited from doing this. 

6.728. Paragraphs 6.733 to 6.745 below describe how AMCo took these steps 
forward after 25 June 2014, treating its 10mg tablets in the same way as 

2611 Document 200124, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 7] and [AMCo Employee], copied to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 6], [AMCo 
Employee], [] and [AMCo Employee], dated 25 June 2014 (emphasis added except where indicated). 
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Waymade had treated its 20mg tablets after entering into the 20mg 
Agreement (see paragraphs 6.482 to 6.501 above). 

6.729. AMCo’s decision not to launch its Aesica-manufactured tablets was 
apparently not well received by the Strategic Projects team who had been 
responsible for developing them. Following that decision on 25 June 2014, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2] emailed [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to raise 
concerns about the morale of the team and asked [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] to recognise and thank them for their efforts: 

'… we're a little concerned that the Strategic Projects team may be very 
demotivated after hearing today at PPRM that all their efforts to get 
Hydrocortisone ready for launch have been "wasted" because we're 
now not planning to sell the product. Also, this has a real adverse 
impact on the "new product revenues" which the whole Strat Dev team 
is targeted on, and I think we need to somehow recognise that: 

(a) all their hard work facilitated the AM deal, and the main commercial 
benefit is that we now have long-term supply secured of a product with 
the full range of indications. This wouldn't have been possible without 
being launch-ready with our own product (or words to that effect); and 

(b) the Aesica product gives us an excellent back-up for a very valuable 
and important project, in line with our Ops Excellence BAP, in the event 
that our new supply agreement partner defaults on supply (hence we're 
going to pack our 3 batches and leave in quarantine); and 

to somehow think about a compensatory element for their New Product 
Revenues target, which has been massively impacted in 2014 by not 
launching this product which they worked so hard to secure.’ 2612 

6.730. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] replied, ‘Yes you are right … and I agree with 
everything you say’,2613 and sent an email to this effect on 28 June 2014: 

‘I just wanted to drop you a note to thank you for all the effort that you 
put into bringing the Aesica Hydrocortisone product to a position where 
we were able to launch. 

As you know we have subsequently signed a deal with Auden 
Mackenzie [sic] to source product from them and therefore our own 
product will not be launched in UK. The rationale for this arrangement 

2612 Document 200125, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], copied to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5], dated 25 June 2014 (emphasis added). 
2613 Document 200125, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 25 June 
2014. 
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is that their product has an indication, Adrenal Insufficiency, that our 
product does not and hence selling their product removes a competitive 
disadvantage. 

What I would like to stress though is that the work that you did to 
provide certainty of launch of our product gave those of us who were 
negotiating with Auden Mackenzie confidence to achieve the best deal 
possible for AMCo and I am sure that, as a result, Auden Mackenzie 
felt that they should agree to our terms. 

We are certainly in a much better position as a result of your work so 
again may I reiterate my thanks to you.’2614 

6.731. Both [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s email of 25 June and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1]’s of 28 June 2014 further demonstrate that AMCo had used the 
threat of competitive entry with its Aesica-manufactured tablets as leverage 
in its negotiations with Auden to continue the 10mg Agreement. [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] stated that the Second Written Agreement ‘wouldn’t 
have been possible without being launch-ready with our own product’, while 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] reassured the Strategic Projects team that he 
and others ‘who were negotiating with Auden Mackenzie’ had successfully 
used the ‘certainty of launch’ of AMCo’s own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets as 
leverage to convince Auden to continue supplying AMCo on more favourable 
terms (ie to continue paying, and to make greater payments to, AMCo) (‘as a 
result, Auden Mackenzie felt that they should agree to our terms’). 

6.732. As explained in section 6.D.II.c.i and paragraphs 6.558 to 6.591 above, this 
was the same negotiating strategy that Waymade had successfully deployed 
in securing the 20mg Agreement and the 10mg Agreement. It remained 
AMCo’s strategy throughout the lifetime of the 10mg Agreement. If this 
strategy succeeded (as it did), it necessarily meant that AMCo would not 
enter with its own tablets – as [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2]’s and [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s emails confirm. 

June to December 2014: the steps AMCo took to implement the decisions 
summarised in [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s email of 25 June 2014  

6.733. In his email of 25 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 5] set out a number of 
tasks that AMCo needed to complete as a result of the continuation of the 
10mg Agreement. AMCo immediately took steps to implement these tasks. 

2614 Document 200126, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to AMCo staff dated 28 June 2014 (emphasis 
added). 
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AMCo stops production and launch of the Aesica tablets 

6.734. In his email of 25 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 5] stated that AMCo 
needed to ‘advise Aesica’ that its development of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets was ‘now parked’. [AMCo Senior Employee 5] also stated that this 
was because of the ‘new supply agreement [AMCo] signed with Auden’ – 
which would not be mentioned to Aesica. 

6.735. On 27 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 5] himself performed this task. 
He emailed [Aesica Employee] of Aesica and informed him that AMCo’s 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets project would ‘be suspended for the UK 
territory.’ [AMCo Senior Employee 5] also made it clear that AMCo’s decision 
to suspend the launch of its 10mg tablets was not because of any 
dissatisfaction with Aesica’s performance: 

‘It is with disappointment and regred that I must write to inform you that 
our Hydrocortisone project will be suspended for the UK territory 

The various unfortunate delays to the availability of product in the first 
part of the year have necessitated an alternate course. 

I would like thank you [sic] and the Aesica team for the efforts over the 
course of this project with special mention to [] who has been our key 
contact throughout. 

It is feasible, if circumstances change, that we may resurrect the project 
in the future and we would look forward to working with you again on 
this product for the UK. We do continue to look to develop other 
territories for the product and I will be sending you a request shortly for 
a quotation for a future opportunity in a different region. 

AMCo remain committed to its relationship with Aesica and to the 
product portfolio that is supplied from Queensborough. Further, we look 
forward to extending our supply agreement with you very soon. Please 
be assured that the suspension of this project is not a reflection of any 
dissatisfaction with Aesica and will not in any way affect our decision to 
work on new projects with Aesica in the future. 

In the meantime we would like to close off this project in a neat and 
mutually acceptable way. To that end, the following is proposed :- 

1. The three validation batches should be fully completed, 
packed, QP released and prepared for delivery in line with 
current project time lines and along with any other 
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obligations for documentation, results and reports required 
under the agreement. 

2. AMCo wish to ensure that Aesica is fully compensated for 
the work and efforts to include costs over and above those 
agreed to such as reasonable people efforts, capital 
investments and, of course, surplus materials etc. Could I 
ask you to please provide your estimate for these costs to 
me. 

3. Please cancel your plans for the manufacture of further 
batches. AMCo will provide a formal PO cancelation via our 
supply chain groups.’2615 

6.736. In line with [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s email of 25 June 2014, AMCo 
therefore informed Aesica that: 

a. The 10mg development project would be ‘suspended for the UK 
territory’.2616 

b. Aesica should complete packing of the three commercial batches and 
deliver them to AMCo. 

c. Aesica should cancel its ‘plans for the manufacture of further batches’. 
AMCo would compensate Aesica for its costs to date, ‘over and above 
those agreed to’, including in relation to ‘surplus materials’.2617 

d. This decision did not reflect ‘any dissatisfaction with Aesica’. AMCo 
remained committed to working with Aesica, looked forward to 
extending its supply agreement with Aesica, and would continue to 
work with Aesica on overseas projects. AMCo was in particular 
exploring selling its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets overseas (‘We do 
continue to look to develop other territories for the product and I will be 
sending you a request shortly for a quotation for a future opportunity in 
a different region’). 

2615 Document 200275, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [Aesica Employee] dated 27 June 2014. 
2616 [AMCo Senior Employee 5] later described this email, to Aesica and to AMCo colleagues, as ‘the cancellation 
of the UK project’. Document 202717, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [Aesica Employee] dated 14 July 
2014. See also Document 202992, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Employee] dated 30 June 
2014. 
2617 AMCo ultimately sold the excess stock of hydrocortisone API to Aesica in December 2014, after Aesica noted 
on 8 July 2014 that it ‘may be in a position to purchase’ the API which it assumed ‘was to be used to fulfil the 
original commercial demand’ but which it understood ‘will no longer be required for commercial use’. Document 
202702, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] and [] dated 8 July 2014; and Document 200386, 
email from [] to [] and [] dated 23 April 2015. 
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e. If AMCo decided to ‘resurrect’ the UK project in the future, it would look 
forward to working with Aesica on it again. 

AMCo holds the Aesica stock in store ‘as a contingency against failure to supply 
from Auden’ and ‘in quarantine, probably on a different sku’ 

6.737. In his summary of AMCo’s meeting of 25 June 2014, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 5] also stated that AMCo had resolved to retain its Aesica-
manufactured 10mg tablets in storage ‘as a contingency against failure to 
supply from Auden’. It also resolved to hold this stock ‘in quarantine, 
probably on a different sku’. 

6.738. In a follow-up email to [AMCo Senior Employee 7], [AMCo Senior Employee 
5] explained that the reason for treating the product in this way was ‘to 
ensure nobody tries to sell it!’.2618 

6.739. In interview, [AMCo Senior Employee 7] confirmed that if a product is placed 
in quarantine, ‘the warehouse would not be able to book it out of the system’ 
and sell it.2619 

6.740. AMCo’s decision to hold its Aesica stock as a contingency against 
termination of the 10mg Agreement, and to keep it in quarantine, reflected its 
ongoing acceptance of the terms of the 10mg Agreement: it wished to retain 
the product as a precaution or ‘back-up’ (consistently with its approach to its 
own tablets to date). Moreover, AMCo also continued to adhere to the terms 
of the 10mg Agreement by seeking to avoid the product being accidentally 
sold in the UK, which would have been in breach of the 10mg Agreement.  

6.741. On 8 August 2014, AMCo actually took delivery of the three commercial 
batches of its Aesica-manufactured 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.2620 

6.742. Extensive contemporaneous documentary evidence demonstrates that 
AMCo continued to hold its Aesica-manufactured tablets in quarantine to 
ensure ongoing compliance with the 10mg Agreement and in accordance 
with [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s email. The documentary evidence records 
a clear link between the fact Aesica-manufactured stock was in quarantine 
and AMCo’s agreement with Auden that it would not launch that stock. For 
example: 

2618 Document 200128, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 25 June 
2014. 
2619 Document 201541, transcript of interview with [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 13 October 2017, track 2 
page 6 lines 1-11.
2620 Document 201914, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 7] and [AMCo Employee] dated 
8 August 2014. Document 200292, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 June 2016, 
paragraph 11.1. 
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a. On 8 August 2014, [AMCo Employee] responded to a query from 
AMCo staff on the batches of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets that Aesica 
had produced for AMCo: ‘The batch manufactured at the end of last 
year is now packed but there is no intention to release it to the market 
due to contractual reasons. Two further batches have been 
manufactured since the above, but again these will not be 
marketed.’2621 

b. On 14 August 2014, [AMCo Employee] wrote: ‘The batches won’t ne 
[sic] sold because of contractual reasons (commercial). They are not 
rejected.’2622 

c. On 20 August 2014, [AMCo Employee] further explained: ‘The original 
plan was to sell this product in the UK (UK MA, UK packaging). 
However, for contractual reasons, we cannot sell this product in the 
UK.’2623 

d. On 8 September 2014, after AMCo was informed by Aesica that its 
launch batches had been packed in foil of the wrong thickness (see 
section 3.E.III.l above), AMCo staff confirmed that the product had 
already been kept in quarantine because of the agreement with Auden: 
‘Batches are on hold. Batches will not get released for sale as we are 
not going to market our product in UK as per our agreement with Auden 
Mckenzie. It’s a management decision.’2624 

AMCo explores ‘possibilities to sell in a to be identified export market’ 

6.743. Although AMCo had committed that it would not sell its Aesica-manufactured 
10mg tablets in the UK, that commitment did not cover sales to overseas 
markets. 

6.744. One of the action points from the 25 June 2014 meeting, as recorded in 
[AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s email, was therefore to explore ‘possibilities to 
sell in a to be identified export market’.2625 AMCo explored such possibilities 
on at least two occasions. However, in both cases AMCo decided against 
making overseas sales of its Aesica-manufactured tablets for fear that these 

2621 Document 202721, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 14 August 2014 (emphasis added). 
2622 Document 202724, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 14 August 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2623 Document 202765, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 20 August 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2624 Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 8 September 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2625 The possibility to sell the product in an export market was also raised in Document 202724, email from 
[AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] and others dated 26 August 2014 and earlier emails in the 
chain; Document 202765, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 20 August 2014; and 
Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 8 September 2014. 
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tablets would be re-imported into the UK by parallel importers, thereby 
breaking the 10mg Agreement in place with Auden: 

a. In June 2014, AMCo considered exporting hydrocortisone tablets to 
Serbia. However, after discussion, AMCo concluded that this was not 
worthwhile because of the risk of parallel importation back into the UK. 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] stated: ‘Their target price is very close to 
Aesica CoGs and we also would be in danger of the product coming 
back into the UK – which is bad enough in itself but could also put us in 
breach of the contract that we have here with AM.’2626 

b. On 20 November 2014, [AMCo Employee] responded to [AMCo 
Employee] about opportunities he had identified to sell 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in Sweden and Denmark. [AMCo Employee] 
noted in particular that ‘we will supply from Aesica which means this 
product won’t find it’s [sic] way back to the UK.’2627 Once again AMCo 
staff were concerned to ensure the Aesica 10mg tablets would not be 
re-imported into the UK leading to an inadvertent breach of the 10mg 
Agreement.2628 

6.745. This evidence further demonstrates that AMCo considered itself bound by a 
commitment to ensure the Aesica-manufactured tablets were not marketed 
in the UK, even through parallel imports. If stock came back into the UK it 
‘could also put us [AMCo] in breach of the contract that we have here with 
AM.’ Accordingly, this evidence shows that AMCo adhered to the common 
understanding it had with Auden that in return for the payments it received 
under the 10mg Agreement, it would not enter with its own tablets.2629 

AMCo’s retrospective summary of the steps it took to implement the decisions in 
[AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s email of 25 June 2014 

6.746. AMCo’s approach to its 10mg Aesica product after entering into the Second 
Written Agreement on 25 June 2014 was summarised in May 2015 by 

2626 Document 203640, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 9], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and others dated 30 June 2014 (emphasis added). 
2627 Document 202745, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 20 November 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2628 AMCo submitted that ‘There is no objective basis for the CMA’s inference’ that these emails (and [AMCo 
Employee]’s emails discussed above, stating that ‘The batches won’t ne [sic] sold because of contractual reasons 
(commercial)’ and ‘for contractual reasons, we cannot sell this product in the UK’) demonstrated AMCo’s 
commitment not to enter the market independently. Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.730. 
However, this is the explicit meaning of the documents on their face. This meaning is also consistent with the 
wider body of evidence discussed throughout this section.
2629 Compare Document 203642: in response to a suggestion from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] ‘to somehow 
launch a few boxes [of the Aesica product] into a segment that AM [Auden Mckenzie] won’t notice’, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4] responded: ‘We can’t legally due to the exclusive agreement we have.’ Emails between [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 4] dated 10 July 2014. 
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[AMCo Employee], AMCo’s ‘Technical team product owner for … 
Hydrocortisone’:2630 

'about a year ago we struck a deal with Auden Mckenzie to market their
product rather than our own and the project was effectively stopped. A 
little later it was decided we should still register our product for some 
European markets and the impetus was to get the batches packed off 
and onto stability. Note we already had complete stability studies for 
the validation batches manufactured in 2010 and although there were 
marginal assay failures there are no significant trends and the product 
is effectively stable’.2631 

6.747. [AMCo Employee]’ email explains that at the time of the Second Written 
Agreement (‘about a year ago’) AMCo agreed with Auden that AMCo would 
not launch its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and would instead continue 
to sell Auden’s product: ‘we struck a deal with Auden Mckenzie to market 
their product rather than our own’. As a result, the Aesica project was 
‘effectively stopped’. His email also shows that AMCo had considered its 
10mg Aesica product to be launch-ready at the time and had therefore 
decided shortly afterwards to explore selling it – but only outside the UK, in 
order to avoid breaching its agreement with Auden (‘A little later it was 
decided we should still register our product for some European markets’), 
just as Waymade had done with its 20mg tablets after entering into the 20mg 
Agreement (see paragraphs 6.495 to 6.501 above). [AMCo Employee] also 
noted that although some further stability studies might be required, ‘the 
product is effectively stable’ and had been since 2010. 

January 2015: the news that AM Pharma is to be acquired by Allergan prompts 
AMCo to return to its 10mg product 

6.748. As explained in section 3.F.III.n above, on 26 January 2015 AM Pharma 
announced that it was to be sold to Actavis plc (now Allergan). 

6.749. The transaction caused concern within AMCo that Actavis might terminate 
the 10mg Agreement and cease supplying AMCo with heavily discounted 
hydrocortisone tablets. This concern prompted AMCo to return to its ‘back-
up’ 10mg project. 

6.750. AMCo therefore returned to the batches of its Aesica 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets that it had received in August 2014 and considered once more 
whether it should get ready to sell them in the UK if Actavis ceased to supply 

2630 Document 202525, email from [] to [] dated 3 September 2013. 
2631 Document 202783, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 14 May 2015 (emphasis added). 
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AMCo. This evidence clearly demonstrates, once more, the link between 
AMCo’s decision on whether or not to enter the market and the 10mg 
Agreement and AMCo’s understanding that it would only launch if the 10mg 
Agreement collapsed. 

6.751. On 27 January 2015, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] emailed [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to raise a concern as to 
whether ‘Actavis will continue to supply’ AMCo following the transaction and 
therefore enquiring whether AMCo ‘should get ready to sell [its] our own 
product, just in case'. 

6.752. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] replied: ‘Agreed! If I remember thought [sic] 
there is still some work to do to get it ready’. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] 
replied: 'Not a lot [of work to do] though'.2632 

6.753. On the following day, 28 January 2015, [AMCo Senior Employee 5] emailed 
[AMCo Employee] to explain that 'We may… may… bring back our own 
Hydrocortisone manufactured at Aesica as we are concerned that Actavis 
may pull the Auden product from us' (emphasis in original).2633 

6.754. [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s and [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s emails of 27 
and 28 January 2015 respectively show a clear link between AMCo 
considering resuming the development of its Aesica product and the 
possibility that Actavis might stop supplying AMCo with heavily discounted 
hydrocortisone tablets (‘may pull the Auden product from us’). AMCo 
understood that there was ‘Not a lot’ of work to do to get its own product 
ready; but whether it would in fact do that work and launch the product 
remained contingent (We may … may bring back our own Hydrocortisone’). 
AMCo would only do so if Actavis ceased supplying: its own hydrocortisone 
tablets remained a back-up to the 10mg Agreement that were held ‘just in 
case’. 

6.755. On 18 February 2015, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] approved the purchase of 
‘2 year’s worth’ of hydrocortisone API. AMCo continued to estimate that it 
would sell 12,000 packs a month of its skinny label tablets if they were 
launched.2634 On the same day, AMCo issued a purchase order to Aesica for 

2632 Document 200137, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4] dated 27 January 2015 (emphasis added).
2633 Document 200139, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Employee] dated 28 January 2015. 
2634 Document 201070, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [AMCo Senior Employee 7] dated 18 February 
2015. [AMCo Employee] explained that AMCo used 6kg per batch of the product and that each batch size of 
finished goods was 15,000 packs. Two years’ worth of product (115kg) was therefore equivalent to 287,500 
packs or circa 12,000 packs per month. 
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30,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, to be delivered on 10 June 
2015.2635 

6.756. The context shows that AMCo placed these orders to provide it with a back-
up in case the 10mg Agreement should end. [AMCo Senior Employee 7] 
explained to a colleague: ‘The additional batches are an insurance policy 
and I can elaborate more tomorrow when we meet. We will only use them if 
required.’2636 [AMCo Employee] informed a colleague in relation to these 
new batches: ‘The deal with Auden McKenzie has fallen through and we now 
wish to resurrect our original plan and market our product in the UK.’2637 

Again, these statements by AMCo development staff clearly establish the 
link between AMCo’s decision on whether or not to launch its hydrocortisone 
tablets and the 10mg Agreement: they understood that AMCo would only 
launch if the 10mg Agreement collapsed. 

6.757. These were the packs with which AMCo ultimately entered the market in 
May 2016,2638 having concluded that the scale of independent entry meant it 
had no other option (see paragraphs 6.777 to 6.783 below). The reason for 
the order in February 2015, and the delay between its release for sale on 13 
November 2015 and AMCo’s eventual entry,2639 further demonstrate AMCo’s 
commitment that it would not enter the market independently while 
Auden/Actavis continued to pay it. 

May 2015 onwards: the 10mg Agreement continues under Allergan’s ownership 

6.758. In May 2015, Allergan completed its acquisition of AM Pharma. With effect 
from September 2015, Allergan transferred AM Pharma’s business activities, 
including the sale of hydrocortisone tablets and Auden’s position as 
counterparty to AMCo for the purposes of the 10mg Agreement, to its 
subsidiary Actavis UK Limited (now Accord-UK) (see section 9.B.I.a below). 

6.759. However, despite AMCo’s concerns, the change in AMCo’s counterparty 
from Auden to Actavis from September 2015 onwards did not affect the 

2635 Document 201932, purchase order 4500009470 issued by AMCo to Aesica on 18 February 2015. 
2636 Document 202948, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 12 February 2015 
(emphasis added).
2637 Document 202783, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 14 April 2015. 
2638 Document 202931, email from [] to [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 22 September 2016. AMCo’s 
records show that the packs ordered in February 2015 were delivered on 2 November 2015 and released on 13 
November 2015. 10,714 packs from this order were sold to AMCo’s customers while the rest were blocked as 
short-dated stock. 
2639 Document 202902, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 17 May 2016. AMCo 
entered the market by selling 3,150 packs of hydrocortisone tablets to DE Pharma at £60 a pack. See also 
Document 202921, email from [] to [AMCo Employee] dated 13 September 2016. 
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10mg Agreement.2640 From 1 September 2015 the 10mg Agreement, 
including the Second Written Agreement, continued between AMCo and 
Actavis,2641 with AMCo issuing its purchase orders directly to Accord-UK.2642 

6.760. Actavis continued to make payments to AMCo by continuing to supply it with 
12,000 packs per month at £1.78 per pack while continuing to increase its 
ASPs to its other customers. 

6.761. AMCo continued to benefit from the heavily discounted supply price and 
Actavis’s increasing prices, making its largest margins under the 10mg 
Agreement in the period when it was supplied by Actavis (see figure 6.5 
above). For example, Actavis’s ASP for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets peaked 
at £72 in March 2016, after the transfer to Accord-UK. This meant that the 
12,000 monthly packs supplied to AMCo in that month were worth around 
£864,000 if sold in the market at that price. 

6.762. [Actavis Senior Employee 1], [] at the time, confirmed in interview that he 
understood that the supply arrangement with AMCo protected Actavis’s 
position as the sole supplier of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. The Second 
Written Agreement meant that before it could enter with its own 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, AMCo would have to give Actavis three months’ 
written notice (as [Actavis Senior Employee 1] acknowledged).2643 [Actavis 
Senior Employee 1] stated that ‘AMCo’s alternative was using their MA and 
getting it contract manufactured elsewhere’.2644 [Actavis Senior Employee 1] 
therefore understood that AMCo was a potential competitor to Actavis and 
could have entered the market under its own 10mg MA; but was refraining 
from doing so in exchange for the payments it received from Actavis. 

2640 Compare Document 202954, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 20 
May 2015: ‘According to [Auden Senior Employee 1] Actavis will continue his strategy’ of using the orphan 
designation to undermine independent entry. For completeness, on 21 October 2015, Cinven sold the AMCo 
group to Concordia Healthcare Corp. (now Advanz). However, this did not lead to any corporate restructuring in 
terms of which entities within AMCo were directly involved in the 10mg Agreement and the Agreement continued 
between Actavis and AMCo as before. 
2641 As confirmed in relation to the Second Written Agreement by Accord-UK’s [] [Actavis Senior Employee 1] in 
interview with the CMA: ‘we inherited that agreement, and brought it into our control, from about September’ 
(Document 203378, [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview transcript dated 22 July 2019, page 14, lines 11 and 
12).
2642 See, for example, purchase order numbers 4500010691 4500010692, and 4500010693 dated 3 September 
2015; 4500010775 dated 11 September 2015; and 450001108 dated 4 November 2015. Purchase order number 
4500010693 dated 3 September 2015 states: ‘Actavis has taken over Auden & all the future orders would be 
supplied by Actavis’. 
2643 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 18 lines 16-
21: ‘[CMA interviewer]: So, was your understanding then for as long as you’re supplying AMCo at this price, they 
won’t be getting supply from their own alternative CMO and entering with their own product? [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1]: Well, that’s my understanding now. And that was I think one of the terms that AMCo needed to give 
notice if they use their own, different source.’ 
2644 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 17 line 26 
and page 18 line 1. 
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December 2015: Actavis proposes the same type of agreement to Alissa  

6.763. The fact that Actavis continued the 10mg Agreement with AMCo on the 
same common understanding as Auden before it is further confirmed by 
evidence dating from when Alissa entered the market in October 2015 in 
competition with Actavis.  

6.764. AMCo had closely monitored Alissa’s preparations for entry, aware of the 
possibility that Actavis would buy Alissa off in the same way as it had bought 
off AMCo. In May 2015 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] of AMCo noted that 
although Alissa had obtained an MA (via Orion), its product was ‘not visible 
in the market’, suggesting that ‘he [[Alissa Senior Employee] ] has done a 
deal with AM to stay off the market’.2645 In October 2015 [AMCo Employee] 
of AMCo noted that ‘Actavis are informing customers that Alissa are 
launching their hydrocortisone i.e. they have not done a deal’.2646 

6.765. As explained in section 3.F.III.p above, shortly after Alissa entered, Actavis 
in fact made an offer to supply Alissa with a specified volume of 10mg 
tablets per month at £1.78 per pack – the same price as under the Second 
Written Agreement.2647 

6.766. [Actavis Senior Employee 1] confirmed in interview that he had used the 
Second Written Agreement as a model for this proposal, and that he 
assumed that for Alissa ‘it was an either/or situation that he [Alissa Senior 
Employee] wouldn’t then take supply from another source’ – in other words, 
that if his proposal succeeded Alissa would not remain in the market with its 
own tablets.2648 [Actavis Senior Employee 1] therefore tried to buy off the 
competitive threat from Alissa in order to regain and preserve Actavis’s 
position as sole supplier, just as Actavis continued to buy off AMCo. 

6.767. Alissa did not ultimately accept Actavis’s offer of a similar deal to the 10mg 
Agreement. Other suppliers also continued to enter the market. Though 
Actavis did not succeed in buying off Alissa’s entry, it continued to buy off 
AMCo by paying AMCo under the terms of the 10mg Agreement. 

2645 Document 202952, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 26 May 2015. 
See also Document 202803, AMCo UK Commercial Monthly Report – May 2015, page 9: ‘There is still no sign of 
the Alissa product being launched’. 
2646 Document 202826, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 19 October 2015 
(emphasis added).
2647 Document 00696, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 1] to [] dated 25 November 2015. Document 
00508, email from [Alissa Senior Employee]  to [Actavis Senior Employee 1] dated 11 November 2015; and email 
from [Actavis Senior Employee 1] to [Alissa Senior Employee]  dated 22 December 2015. 
2648 Document 203378, [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview transcript dated 22 July 2019, page 68 lines 5-6. 
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August to December 2015: AMCo devises a strategy to secure a further increase in 
its payments from Auden/Actavis 

6.768. The Second Written Agreement was due to expire in June 2016. In late 
2015, AMCo therefore devised a strategy to negotiate a renewed 10mg 
supply arrangement with Auden/Actavis. In so doing it adopted the same 
consistent negotiating strategy it had used throughout the 10mg Agreement: 
of using the threat of competitive entry as leverage to secure greater 
payments. It now intended to use not only its 10mg Aesica tablets, but also 
the hydrocortisone tablets project it had obtained in October 2014 as part of 
its acquisition of Focus Pharmaceuticals (see section 3.F.III.o above), to 
intensify its negotiating leverage. 

6.769. In August 2015 [AMCo Senior Employee 3] circulated to AMCo and Cinven 
staff some draft responses to questions for AMCo management, in 
preparation for a meeting with a consulting firm to discuss Cinven’s sale of 
the AMCo group.2649 The document included the following question and 
response: 

‘[Question] Could you comment on how the Focus acquisition will 
provide access to more supply of the 10mg tablets? 

[Response] The new MA will give us the ability to negotiate a greater 
volume supply. Our expectations are a total supply of 24k units a month 
which equates to circa 30% m.s. [market share]’2650 

6.770. [AMCo Senior Employee 3]’s suggested response shows that AMCo viewed 
the hydrocortisone tablets portfolio it had obtained as part of the acquisition 
of Focus Pharmaceuticals as a source of further leverage to ‘negotiate a 
greater volume supply’ from Auden/Actavis. AMCo intended to use the 
competitive threat that its Focus product represented – just as it had used its 
own Aesica 10mg product – to convince Auden/Actavis once more to double 
its monthly volumes under the 10mg Agreement, from 12,000 to 24,000 (and 
therefore significantly to increase the payments to AMCo). This was AMCo’s 
primary strategy, in preference to entering the market with its Focus 

2649 Document 200150, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to various recipients dated 18 August 2015. 
2650 Document 200151, draft responses to questions on Cinven’s sale of the AMCo group, attached to Document 
200150 (emphasis added). AMCo submitted that this was ‘a highly general response’ that ‘does not name Auden’ 
or ‘identify the means whereby access to the greater volume supply could be secured’ (Document 204922, 
AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.769.1). This ignores the fact that the question and response immediately preceding 
this statement specifically name ‘Limited supply by Auden McKenzie of the finished product’ as ‘the factor limiting 
supply to AMCo of 10mg tablets’; and that [AMCo Senior Employee 3] went on to identify ‘Increase stock delivery 
from the supplier’ – Auden – as the factor that ‘drives the upside not latent demand’ (Document 200151, question 
5(a) and response (emphasis added) and question 5(d) and response). The statements in this document 
therefore do name Auden and identify the means of securing access to greater volumes. 
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hydrocortisone tablets.2651 Again AMCo was seeking a collaborative rather 
than competitive relationship with Auden, its potential competitor. 

6.771. A presentation prepared by the strategy consultants AMCo engaged to 
assist with these questions and responses summarised AMCo’s strategy in 
relation to the Focus product: 

‘AMCO indicate that its current supply is sourced from Auden, and it 
has been limited in its ability to meet demand due to lack of supply. 

the Focus acquisition (of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone) is anticipated 
to provide them a more competitive position to seek increasing supplies 
from Auden Mckenzie’2652 

6.772. The consultants described AMCo’s ‘management’s strategy’ as ‘to regain 
supply leveraging its new competitive position.’2653 AMCo management used 
the same phraseology: in November 2015 [AMCo Employee], [], 
separately referred to ‘the strategy to leverage our MA' in relation to 
‘Hydrocortisone Tablets’.2654 

6.773. AMCo’s strategy therefore remained the same as Waymade’s back in 2011 
and 2012, when the Agreements began.2655 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 

2651 See, for example, Document 200144, email from [Focus Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 
and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 5 August 2015; and document 200145, Hydrocortisone 10mg and 20mg 
tablet proposal, in which ‘Scenario 1’ was that Focus agree a supply deal with Auden/Actavis, whereas ‘Scenario 
2’ was that Focus manufacture and supply under its own MA. Scenario 1 entailed an annual return to AMCo of 
just over £3 million, whereas Scenario 2 entailed a return to AMCo of just over £2.5 million. 
2652 Document 202793, ‘Project Harmony’ presentation prepared by LEK Consulting dated 21 August 2015, slides 
82-83 (emphasis added). AMCo submitted that this statement simply ‘incorporates the response’ of [AMCo 
Senior Employee 3] discussed in the paragraph above, and claimed that ‘The CMA’s [sic] is wrong to rely on this 
document for the same reasons’ (Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.769.2). However, AMCo 
omitted the end of the sentence, which reads: ‘the Focus acquisition (of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone) is 
anticipated to provide [AMCo] a more competitive position to seek increasing supplies from Auden Mckenzie’. 
AMCo’s strategy consultants therefore stated explicitly that its management’s goal was to use the Focus 
acquisition as leverage in negotiations for greater volumes from Auden/Actavis. If there was any doubt as to what 
[AMCo Senior Employee 3] meant in his response above, that doubt was removed in this presentation. 
2653 Document 202793, ‘Project Harmony’ presentation prepared by LEK Consulting dated 21 August 2015, slide 
85 (emphasis added).
2654 Document 202828, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 20 November 2015. AMCo submitted that this 
was ‘a highly general statement, which does not identify hydrocortisone, Focus, or Auden’ (Document 204922, 
AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.769.4). However, the nature of the leverage and its intended target are clear from 
the context, including the documents discussed above. The statement does identify hydrocortisone: [AMCo 
Employee] wrote ‘Hydrocortisone tablets: I suggest [AMCo Senior Employee 3] explain the strategy to leverage 
our MA’. 
2655 In late 2015 AMCo also considered using its skinny label tablet development with German CMO MIBE (an 
historic project begun by the Mercury Pharma group prior to Cinven’s acquisition of Amdipharm) as leverage to 
obtain further supplies of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from Auden/Actavis, in a similar way to its Focus product. 
On 6 November 2015 AMCo considered the MIBE ‘project as incremental considering that we would get approx.. 
4,000 boxes more a month from Auden’ once it obtained its MA in 2016. AMCo assumed that it could secure 
supply of 4,000 additional packs from Auden on the assumption that ‘we don’t have sales generated from MIBE’. 
Document 202932, spreadsheet titled ‘Hydrocortisone TABLETS 10MG X 30 – JANILA’, see ‘Cover’ and 
‘Incremental Auden #11’ tabs. However, as with the Roma/Focus proposal, AMCo ultimately decided not to 
pursue the MIBE development in May 2016 since ‘the number of entrants reduces the need to utilise all our 
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explained to [AMCo Senior Employee 3]: ‘The most important job they [the 
Focus management] have to do for us is negotiated [sic] with Actavis/Auden 
and get the highest level of monthly volume (and keep it there ongoing).’2656 

6.774. In December 2015, in response to a request to provide updated information 
on the potential launch date of ‘Hydrocortisone (Focus)’, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 3] stated: 

‘Hydro for May 16 is fine. We just need the MA so [AMCo Senior 
Employee 7] needs to check when this will be. This is the date 
confirmed last time we spoke. We will develop some product in case 
but we just need the MA to secure a supply deal elsewhere.’2657 

6.775. AMCo’s strategy of using its Focus product in an attempt to increase its 
payments under the 10mg Agreement demonstrates that it continued to 
deploy the same, consistent, negotiating strategy throughout its term as 
party to the 10mg Agreement: of ‘leveraging its competitive position’ – the 
competitive threat derived in particular from the possession of an MA – to 
extract further volumes (and therefore higher payments) from Auden/Actavis 
in return for not entering under that MA (‘we just need the MA to secure a 
supply deal elsewhere’). 

6.776. However, ultimately AMCo did not pursue this further attempt to increase its 
payments from Auden/Actavis. This was because although the 10mg 
Agreement continued to be in force until 24 June 2016, the rationale for the 
Agreement – to buy off entry and thus protect Auden/Actavis’s position as 
sole supplier and its resulting pricing power – was undermined by the third-
party entry that started to occur from the autumn of 2015 onwards. 

2016: the scale of independent entry prompts AMCo to launch its own 10mg tablets 

6.777. AMCo had continued to treat its Aesica product as a ‘back-up’ to the 10mg 
Agreement throughout 2013, 2014 and 2015. On 27 November 2015, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 3] stated: 

'We have our own product MA which we source from Aesica and we 
have stock but we do not sell it. This is a back up in case Auden pull

developments’ (Document 202910, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 
5] and [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 24 May 2016. See also Document 202905, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 17 May 2016). 
2656 Document 200155, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] dated 1 September 2015 (emphasis added).
2657 Document 202830, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [] dated 3 December 2015 (emphasis 
added). AMCo stated that this was ‘a highly general statement’ that ‘does not identify AMCo’s counterparty to the 
contemplated ‘supply deal’ and ‘clearly does not concern anything regarding Auden’ (Document 204922, AMCo’s 
RSSO, paragraph 3.770). However, the nature of the leverage and its intended target are clear from the context, 
including the documents discussed above. 
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our supply (it is not as good a product as it does not have the orphan 
designation but it is a reserve)'.2658 

6.778. However, as explained in section 3.V.b.i above, by March 2016 four 
independent suppliers had entered the market with their own hydrocortisone 
tablets (Waymade with 20mg in July 2015, Alissa with 10mg in October 
2015, Resolution Chemicals and Bristol Laboratories with 10mg and 20mg in 
March 2016). Further launches were also on the horizon. 

6.779. Third-party entry brought with it an erosion of Actavis’s market share and 
both Actavis’s and AMCo’s prices. Since the purpose of the 10mg 
Agreement was for Auden/Actavis to buy off competition, it had essentially 
become redundant. An internal Actavis generics commercial meeting in 
January 2016 therefore concluded that Actavis would ‘pull AMCo supply now 
there are more players in the market.’2659 This again clearly demonstrates 
that Actavis saw the purpose of the 10mg Agreement as buying off the risk 
of competitive entry from AMCo, and saw that there was no longer a need to 
buy off AMCo given the third-party entry that occurred. 

6.780. During March 2016, it became clear to AMCo that the 10mg Agreement was 
no longer sustainable. On 9 March 2016 [AMCo Senior Employee 3] emailed 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1], stating: 

‘The imperfect storm is brewing and the digging I have done with 
various industry types and through [] and [] this week is 
strengthening my views and recommended approach. 

We cannot delay any longer as we […] have more arrivals entering the
market, have our own agreement up for renewal in the summer, are 
starting to find it a little tougher to sell […].’2660 

6.781. By March 2016 AMCo had therefore reached the view that it could delay the 
launch of its Aesica product no longer, because of factors including: the 
arrival of further genuine competition to the market (‘more arrivals entering 
the market’); the erosion of AMCo’s ability to continue charging very high 
prices for the 10mg tablets it obtained from Actavis as a result (‘starting to 
find it a little tougher to sell’);2661 and the uncertainty as to whether the 10mg 

2658 Document 202829, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 27 November 2015 (emphasis added). 
2659 Document 02811, Accord-UK generics commercial meeting dated 13 January 2016, page 5. 
2660 Document 202856, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 March 2016 
(emphasis added).
2661 On 8 March 2016 [AMCo Employee] told [AMCo Senior Employee 3] that given further independent entry, 
‘buyers are likely to be buying hand to mouth from now on’ and asked for help ensuring that AMCo’s allocation of 
stock from Actavis was released promptly so as to be available for sale: ‘With the market as fluid as it is at the 
moment I would like to avoid any unnecessary delay in placing our stock’. [AMCo Employee] followed up on the 
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Agreement would be renewed (‘our own agreement up for renewal in the 
summer’). In light of this ‘imperfect storm’ of factors, AMCo launched its 
Aesica product in May 2016.2662 

6.782. AMCo therefore entered the market with its Aesica tablets when it became 
clear that it had no other option – entry having undermined the rationale for 
the 10mg Agreement and Actavis being unwilling to renew it. As it prepared 
to enter, [] [AMCo Senior Employee 5] noted that its Aesica product had 
‘always been merely a back up until now’. 2663 The sales were recorded in 
May 2016.2664 According to Aesica, the tablets with which AMCo entered the 
market were identical in ‘drug substance, composition, specification 
(including quality) and stability’ to those that had been manufactured for 
Waymade back in July 2010.2665 

6.783. The 10mg Agreement ended on 24 June 2016, when the Second Written 
Agreement expired.2666 

following day, noting that two of AMCo’s customers ‘have both declined to buy any stock from me this month as 
they are very nervous about the price dropping quickly’. [AMCo Senior Employee 3] forwarded her email to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1], stating: ‘Further power to the bow of launching in my view. I am thinking we go 
ahead and launch Asicca [sic] (or however you spell it) product asap’ (Document 202857, emails between [AMCo 
Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 3] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 8-10 March 2016). This email 
exchange shows that independent entry had undermined the dynamics of the 10mg Agreement: AMCo expected 
buyers to begin taking advantage of competition to switch their purchases quickly between skinny label entrants 
and thus drive down prices (’buyers are likely to be buying hand to mouth from now on’). While the market was 
now becoming ‘fluid’ and customers expected to switch readily between suppliers, AMCo was less agile in 
continuing to sell a fixed allocation of Actavis’s full label product ([AMCo Employee] also noted ‘the length of time 
it is taking for our allocation of stock to be released for sale following delivery from Actavis’) and its high prices 
were becoming unsustainable. This was a factor that finally tipped the balance in favour of launching its own 
product: [AMCo Senior Employee 3] separately forwarded [AMCo Employee]’s email of 8 March to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] with his comment ‘We cannot delay any longer’ (Document 202856, email from [AMCo Senior 
Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 March 2016), while [AMCo Employee] later noted that ‘The 
buyers are very nervous of taking any quantity of stock as the prices are falling so quickly. I am struggling to sell 
the allocation of Auden stock now that our mainline customers are tied into retro schemes’ (Document 202905, 
email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 17 May 2016).
2662 AMCo also referred to factors including independent entry and Actavis’s unwillingness to renew the 10mg 
Agreement as ‘The Perfect Storm’ that led it to launch its Aesica product: see Document 202917, AMCo 
‘Commercial UK & Ireland’ report July 2016, slide 14. 
2663 Document 200385, online conversation between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 3 
March 2016. 
2664 Document 201045, sales data submitted to the CMA by AMCo. 
2665 Document 200302, paragraph 5.1, Aesica’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 September 
2016.  
2666 The fact that AMCo did ultimately enter the market independently prior to the expiry of the Second Written 
Agreement does not disprove the existence of the 10mg Agreement from May to June 2016. The fact that an 
anticompetitive agreement may not be implemented or followed is insufficient to place it outside the scope of the 
Chapter I prohibition: see eg C-277/87 Sandoz v Commission; WANO Schwarpulver, OJ 1978 L232/26, [1979] 1 
CMLR 403; Case 19/77 Miller v Commission, paragraphs 7 to 10. See also COMP/37750 French Beer, [2006] 4 
CMLR 577, paragraph 68. In any event, AMCo entered without informing Actavis (contrary to the terms of the 
Second Written Agreement). This meant that it continued to receive its 12,000 packs at the £1.78 price, until the 
Second Written Agreement expired on 24 June 2016. AMCo entered only after the CMA had commenced its 
investigation, and after independent entry to the market had undermined the 10mg Agreement. 
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The parties' representations on the 10mg Agreement 

6.784. Despite making extensive representations on the SSO, none of the parties 
provided any explanation for the 97% discount Auden gave Waymade and 
AMCo under the 10mg Agreement, other than that it resulted from 
Waymade’s and AMCo’s 10mg MA and Auden’s desire to preserve its CMO 
volumes. 

6.785. The parties’ representations discussed below should be read in this context. 
The parties have not explained why Auden agreed to pay Waymade and 
AMCo thousands of pounds each month.2667 

‘Waymade could not have been party to the 10mg Agreement’ 

6.786. Waymade submitted that the rebate that reduced the effective price of the 
2,000 monthly packs supplied by Auden under the 10mg Agreement was not 
agreed until November 2012 or later.2668 In particular, Waymade submitted 
that the handwritten annotation added to the invoice for the first order on 23 
October 2012, ‘await credit note’, could not have been added until after 5 
November, because of the adjacent time stamp with that date.2669 Waymade 
submitted that the email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] of 23 October 
2012 instructing [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to order 2,000 packs of 
10mg tablets2670 ‘simply shows [Waymade Senior Employee 1] urging 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] to obtain an allocation of 10mg tablets from 
Auden, on terms aligned with the existing supply lines.’2671 

6.787. Waymade submitted that these points meant the 10mg Agreement could not 
have begun until after 31 October 2012, when the Amdipharm group was 
sold – and therefore that the Waymade undertaking could not have been 
party to the 10mg Agreement. 

6.788. The CMA has carefully considered the evidence on these points. For the 
reasons set out in paragraphs 6.588 to 6.591 and section 3.F.III.d above, the 
CMA finds that the 10mg Agreement began at the latest by 23 October 2012, 
when the first order was submitted by Waymade to Auden. 

6.789. The CMA therefore rejects Waymade’s representations. In particular: 

2667 Compare GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 51. 
2668 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.32 and 8.4(a). 
2669 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.20. 
2670 Document 300320, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 23 
October 2012. 
2671 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.57(c)(5). 
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a. First, these representations are contrary to the evidence Waymade 
submitted to the CMA in response to a section 26 notice. In that 
response, Waymade stated that Amdipharm UK Limited acquired 10mg 
tablets from Auden ‘at an effective price of £1’, ‘For a short period prior 
to its sale in October 2012’:2672 ie while it remained part of the 
Waymade undertaking. 

b. Secondly, in any event, the 23 October 2012 order was not ‘on terms 
aligned with the existing supply lines’. As explained in paragraphs 
6.588 to 6.591 above, a new deal had been agreed between Waymade 
and Auden by this point. Waymade ordered its usual 1,500 packs of 
10mg tablets in October 2012, in addition to this order for 2,000 packs. 
The parties had therefore agreed a new arrangement.  

c. Thirdly, that the rebate may not have been implemented until later does 
not undermine the parties’ common understanding at this point. The 
common understanding was supply from Auden at a low price in return 
for non-entry by Waymade, and it was devised, negotiated and 
concluded before Waymade’s 10mg MA transferred to Cinven’s 
ownership. The mechanics for implementing the low supply price may 
have come later, but the rebate applied to this order. The consistent 
pattern of behaviour in this case is that the low supply price follows the 
MA. The CMA therefore concludes that the terms of the 10mg 
Agreement were in place by this point. 

‘Waymade would not have entered into an anticompetitive arrangement for a 
business it was on the brink of selling’ 

6.790. Waymade submitted that it would have been ‘simply irrational’ for it to agree 
an anticompetitive arrangement for the benefit of the Amdipharm business, 
which by October 2012 it was on the brink of selling to Cinven.2673 

6.791. Although Waymade may have been on the brink of selling the Amdipharm 
business to Cinven, there is nothing ‘irrational’ about [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee], [], negotiating the 10mg Agreement for the benefit of 
Amdipharm UK Limited while it was still part of the Waymade undertaking.  

6.792. As explained in paragraphs 6.573 to 6.576, 6.584 to 6.587 and 6.606 to 
6.609 above, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] was responsible for negotiating 
the 10mg Agreement for Waymade and maintaining it for AMCo in the period 
immediately after the sale of the Amdipharm group to Cinven. He negotiated 

2672 Document 200003, paragraphs 11.6 and 13.2 (emphasis added). 
2673 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 2.31. 
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the 10mg Agreement under the supervision of [Waymade Senior Employee 
1], []. 

‘Waymade did not seek to obtain a 10mg MA for negotiating leverage’ 

6.793. As explained in section 3.F.III.b and paragraphs 6.567 to 6.571 above, 
during mid-2012 Waymade ‘rushed through’ its application for a 10mg MA 
with the MHRA.2674 Waymade prioritised obtaining the MA over obtaining 
saleable stock with which to enter the market once the MA was granted. By 
the time it obtained the MA on 27 September 2012 Waymade had had no 
contact with Aesica for more than six months, despite having developed a 
successful production method for 10mg tablets with Aesica in 2010.2675 

6.794. Waymade submitted that it did not seek to obtain the 10mg MA in order to 
secure leverage in a negotiation with Auden – the sole reason for the 
urgency with which it pursued obtaining the MA in 2012 was that it had 
advertised the value of it to Cinven and needed to ensure it had been 
granted in time to be included in the sale of the Amdipharm business.2676 

6.795. However, this cannot be the whole context: 

a. Waymade’s haste to accept the MHRA’s proposals on shelf life and 
assay limits in April 2012 pre-dates the first approach it received from 
Cinven to sell the Amdipharm group (in June 2012).2677 

2674 For example, following receipt of the MHRA’s proposal for a shorter shelf life for 10mg tablets in bottles, on 
11 April 2012 [Waymade Senior Employee 1] instructed his staff: ‘do not delay anything With changes just accept 
what they say just rush the license through mate. We can do the things later’ (Document 300228, email from 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Employee] dated 11 April 2012). While Waymade initially proposed 
an assay limit range of 90 to 105%, the MHRA proposed a narrower range of 95-105%. On 20 April 2012, 
Aesica’s [Aesica Employee] highlighted a ‘significant risk of batch failure either on production or during stability 
testing’ with this narrower range. Waymade was prepared to accept this risk in order to obtain the MHRA’s 
approval and planned to revisit the issue ‘post approval’ (Document 300232, emails between [Aesica Employee], 
[] and [Waymade Employee] dated 20 April 2012. See also Document 300288, email from [Waymade 
Employee] to [], [], [], [], [Waymade Employee], [] and []dated 10 April 2012). On 13 July 2012 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1] told his staff to concede to the MHRA’s view of the orphan designation 
(notwithstanding any implications for Waymade’s product) and accept the reduced-indication 10mg MA: ‘[I] do not 
wish to write anything re envisaging legally at this stage … any legal threats and they will shy away and put it in a 
SPIN FOR YEARS IS THAT CLEAR’ (Document 300267, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to 
[Waymade Employee] dated 13 July 2012 (emphasis in original)). 
2675 Aesica told the CMA that ‘Notwithstanding, process validation of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets was first 
completed and approved in October 2010, Aesica did not supply any validated product to Waymade, nor received 
any order from Waymade regarding the same’: Document 200292, Aesica response to section 26 notice dated 15 
June 2016, paragraph 5.2. Aesica informed the CMA that the ‘last contact Aesica has been able to locate 
between itself and Waymade as regards 10mg hydrocortisone tablets is a purchase order dated 15 November 
2011 from Waymade to Aesica relating to further process validation work to be done on that dosage’: paragraphs 
4.1 and 4.2. The CMA identified one subsequent contact between Waymade and Aesica in relation to the 10mg 
product. In February 2012, Waymade received two validation reports from Aesica. This confirmed that Aesica 
had ‘resolved the issue with the dissolution test’. Document 300217, email from [] to [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] dated 2 February 2012.
2676 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.35 and 8.84(e). 
2677 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 May 2016, paragraph 6.1. 
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b. [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s instruction to Waymade staff to 
concede to the MHRA’s view of the orphan designation (‘any legal 
threats and they will shy away and put it in a SPIN FOR YEARS’) was 
given on 13 July 2012, seven days after Waymade issued its 
information memorandum for the sale of the Amdipharm group to 
Cinven.2678 Waymade submitted that the 10mg MA was inadvertently 
included in the information memorandum and that Waymade had not 
intended to sell it.2679 It is not clear that a week after issuing the 
document, it was apparent to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] that 
Waymade would not be retaining its 10mg MA. 

6.796. The potential sale of the Amdipharm business, and with it the 10mg MA, 
provided context for Waymade’s actions from mid-July 2012 onwards. But 
the fact that this may have been one reason for the urgency with which it 
approached obtaining the 10mg MA from then onwards does not negate the 
importance of the other: its usefulness as negotiating leverage, which 
preceded Cinven’s interest in acquiring the Amdipharm group. Waymade’s 
strategy of using an MA and the competitive threat it posed to Auden is 
clearly established in relation to the 20mg Agreement, and the key 
individuals all agreed that once the 10mg MA was obtained, Waymade 
looked to secure a 10mg deal on the same basis.2680 

6.797. In any event, the sale of the Amdipharm group could have fallen through at 
any point prior to 31 October 2012. If that had happened, the 10mg 
Agreement would have remained with the Waymade undertaking. 

‘Waymade did not progress commercialisation of its 10mg MA in October 2012 
solely because of the sale of the Amdipharm group’ 

6.798. Waymade submitted that the only reason it did not progress 
commercialisation of its 10mg MA in October 2012 was the fact that it had 
agreed to sell the MA to Cinven. It argued that it would have been legally 

2678 Document 300267, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Employee] dated 13 July 2012 
(emphasis in original). Document 202512, slide pack entitled ‘PROJECT AMPULE Information memorandum’ 
dated 6 July 2012.
2679 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 27 May 2016, paragraphs 6.1 
and 6.2. 
2680 For example, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated that he had set out to ‘do the same deal with Auden 
Mckenzie on the 10mg that we had with the 20mg’ (Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 15 lines 7-12), while [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that 
once Waymade obtained the 10mg MA, Auden was faced with ‘the same scenario’ as it had faced when 
negotiating the 20mg Agreement, and that it responded in the same way – by supplying Waymade at a 
substantial discount in order to maintain its manufacturing volumes: 
‘it was a very, a very similar situation where they had said, ‘look we’ve got a product and we would like to take 
supply from you’. So again, in the same scenario as long as we, we gave them supply, which would again 
maintain our volumes … that was acceptable’ (Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
interview dated 23 May 2018, page 68). 
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precluded from taking any steps to commercialise the MA under the 
agreement for the sale of the Amdipharm business.2681 

6.799. The ‘non-compete’ in the agreement for the sale of the Amdipharm business 
is addressed in paragraphs 6.261 to 6.267 above. 

6.800. The sale of the Amdipharm business is context to events in October 2012. 
But it was not the sole reason Waymade refrained from commercialising its 
10mg MA. By the time the sale took place Waymade had used the 10mg MA 
and the threat of competitive entry it posed to Auden as leverage to secure 
another favourable supply deal from Auden. 

‘The 20mg Agreement cannot be used as context for the 10mg Agreement’ 

6.801. Cinven submitted that the 20mg Agreement could not be used as relevant 
context for the 10mg Agreement because the 10mg Agreement did not 
contain a buyback or ‘RAMA clause’.2682 Cinven described the absence of a 
buyback in the 10mg Agreement as ‘an eloquent silence that is devastating 
for the CMA’s case’.2683 

6.802. It is difficult to establish the rationale underlying this representation. The 
CMA has found that AMCo entered into the 10mg Agreement with 
Auden/Actavis. Under the terms of the 10mg Agreement AMCo received 
payment in the form of a substantially discounted supply of hydrocortisone 
tablets in exchange for not independently entering the market with its own 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets. The mechanics of how the payment was 
achieved are irrelevant to the common understanding on non-entry. As 
explained above, the key individuals involved all agreed that Waymade 
secured a 10mg deal on the same basis as its 20mg deal and that this then 
transferred to AMCo with the Amdipharm group. For example: 

a. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated that he had set out to ‘do the 
same deal with Auden Mckenzie on the 10mg that we had with the 
20mg’.2684 [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated that once the sale of 
the Amdipharm group was public knowledge, ‘I then had to speak to 
Auden to say that I was actually going as part of the Amdipharm 
business, that I would continue to be in that business and that I was 
keen for the supply to continue’;2685 and that ‘after the sale of 

2681 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.27-8.36. 
2682 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.29, 4.77, 4.87 
2683 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 4.81. 
2684 Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 15 lines 
7-12. 
2685 Document 200348, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 16 lines 2-
8. 
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Amdipharm to Cinven, then ensuring that continuity of supply [of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets] from Auden Mckenzie was my 
responsibility’.2686 

b. [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that once Waymade obtained the 
10mg MA, Auden was faced with ‘the same scenario’ as it had faced 
when negotiating the 20mg Agreement, and that it responded in the 
same way – by supplying Waymade at a substantial discount in order 
to maintain its manufacturing volumes: ‘it was a very, a very similar 
situation where they had said, ‘look we’ve got a product and we would 
like to take supply from you’. So again, in the same scenario as long as 
we, we gave them supply, which would again maintain our volumes … 
that was acceptable’.2687 [Auden Senior Employee 1] further stated that 
‘after the move from Waymade to Amdipharm … In 2012, we supplied 
Amdipharm at a price of £1 per pack’. This was because AMCo ceased 
to be a ‘pure wholesaler’ when it acquired the 10mg MA from 
Waymade; and ‘[w]e [Auden] wanted to protect and maintain our 
volumes ordered through Tiofarma for 10mg tablets as well [as for 
20mg tablets]’.2688 

6.803. Cinven (like AMCo and Auden/Actavis) failed to explain why AMCo 
warranted the very substantial discount it received from Auden/Actavis under 
the terms of the 10mg Agreement. This silence, in the face of strong 
contemporaneous documentary and witness evidence showing that the 
payments were in exchange for AMCo agreeing not to independently enter 
the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, is telling. 

‘The CMA cannot impute Waymade’s intentions to AMCo’ 

6.804. AMCo and Cinven submitted that Waymade’s intentions and actions were 
not relevant to AMCo, which is a separate undertaking. They submitted that 
the CMA cannot impute Waymade’s intentions to AMCo.2689 

6.805. The CMA does not impute the intentions and actions of one undertaking to 
another, separate, undertaking. As explained in the analysis of the 
Agreements above: 

2686 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 67 lines 5-
7. 
2687 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 68. 
2688 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 to 1.20. 
2689 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 5.86. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.111-
4.113 and footnote 421. 
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a. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] negotiated the 20mg Agreement for the 
Waymade undertaking in mid-2011, under [Waymade Senior Employee 
1]’s supervision. 

b. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] negotiated the 10mg Agreement for the 
Waymade undertaking in September/October 2012, under [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1]’s supervision. 

c. In interview [Amdipharm Senior Employee] explained that both the 
20mg and 10mg Agreements were concluded on the same basis: to 
preserve Auden’s CMO volumes. 

d. At the end of October 2012, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] transferred 
to the AMCo undertaking with the Amdipharm group and he took the 
10mg Agreement with him. Waymade’s 10mg product development 
project, knowhow and relevant staff also transferred to AMCo. Shortly 
afterwards, in November 2012 [Waymade Senior Employee 1], who 
now held a seat on the AMCo board and a minority shareholding in 
AMCo, told [Amdipharm Senior Employee] that he had spoken to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] and ‘told him that you are handling 
hydrocortisone 10mg with [Auden Senior Employee 1] at Auden mac 
Menzies [sic]’.2690 

e. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] stated that once the sale of the 
Amdipharm group was public knowledge, ‘I then had to speak to Auden 
to say that I was actually going as part of the Amdipharm business, that 
I would continue to be in that business and that I was keen for the 
supply to continue’;2691 and that ‘after the sale of Amdipharm to Cinven, 
then ensuring that continuity of supply [of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets] 
from Auden Mckenzie was my responsibility’.2692 

f. In January 2013, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] led negotiations on 
behalf of AMCo that resulted in the tripling of volumes AMCo received 
from Auden under the 10mg Agreement. 

g. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] continued to be involved in 
administering the 10mg Agreement (and supervising AMCo’s approach 
to the Aesica project) on behalf of AMCo in 2013 and early 2014. 

2690 Document 300331, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 13 
November 2012. 
2691 Document 200348, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, page 16 lines 2-
8. 
2692 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 67 lines 5-
7. 
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6.806. These facts explain the CMA’s use of Waymade’s and in particular 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s actions and intentions as context for 
AMCo’s continuation of the 10mg Agreement from 31 October 2012 
onwards. Simply asserting that Waymade’s actions and intentions are not 
relevant to AMCo does not undermine the importance of this context. 

‘AMCo could not be party to the 10mg Agreement before the 10mg MA was legally 
transferred to it’ 

6.807. Cinven submitted that AMCo could not have entered into the 10mg 
Agreement before 9 May 2013, when the transfer of the 10mg MA from 
Waymade plc to Amdipharm UK Limited was registered by the MHRA.2693 

6.808. That the legal registration of the transfer of the 10mg MA did not occur until 
May 2013 is irrelevant. 

6.809. As explained in sections 3.F.III.d and e and paragraphs 6.594 to 6.613 
above: 

a. Amdipharm UK Limited was the beneficial owner of the 10mg MA from 
13 October 2012 onwards; 

b. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] informed Auden shortly after the sale of 
the Amdipharm group was announced in mid-October 2012 that it 
would in future be dealing with AMCo on 10mg tablets; 

c. Waymade plc acted as agent for Amdipharm UK Limited from October 
2012 onwards under the intra-group agreement that transferred the 
10mg MA and the supply chain services agreement that came into 
effect on 31 October 2012; and 

d. Once he had transferred to AMCo, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
negotiated a threefold increase in the volumes supplied by Auden on 
AMCo’s behalf in January 2013. 

6.810. This is the key contemporaneous evidence relied upon by the CMA to show 
that AMCo was party to the 10mg Agreement prior to the legal transfer of the 
10mg MA in May 2013. Cinven did not engage with any of this evidence or 
submit its own evidence in rebuttal of the CMA’s case on this point, despite 
being directly involved in the transactions underlying the transfer of the MA. 

2693 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.6 and 8.8. See also paragraphs 8.24 and 8.26. Document 
203736, Cinven’s RSO, paragraphs 6.18-6.21. 
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6.811. In any event, the change of ownership application was very straightforward 
as it only took 13 days for the MHRA to process. Nothing prevented AMCo 
from pursuing the Aesica development (e.g. ordering batches of the product) 
while it waited for the application to be processed. The fact that it took AMCo 
six months to submit a simple application is also consistent with the CMA’s 
finding that AMCo did not engage meaningfully with the Aesica development 
until January 2014.2694 

‘There is no contemporaneous evidence of the 2013 negotiations so their nature 
cannot be inferred’ 

6.812. AMCo submitted that since there is no contemporaneous record of the 
negotiations leading to the increase in its volumes in 2013, the CMA cannot 
conclude that AMCo used its leverage to achieve it.2695 AMCo did not, 
however, offer any other explanation for how AMCo was able to triple its 
volumes under the 10mg Agreement, and therefore significantly increase the 
payments from Auden. As explained in paragraphs 6.604 to 6.613 above, 
these negotiations were preceded and followed by other negotiations 
between some of the same individuals, contemporaneous and witness 
evidence of which shows a pattern of consistent behaviour: Waymade and 
AMCo exerting leverage over Auden/Actavis through the threat of entry with 
an MA, and Auden/Actavis responding to buy off that threat. 

‘AMCo did not use its Aesica product as leverage in negotiations with Auden’ 

6.813. AMCo submitted that it was ‘quite simply implausible’ that it had used its 
Aesica product as leverage in negotiations with Auden.2696 Cinven submitted 
that ‘the CMA has not proven the link between the volumes of Auden 
Product that Auden Mckenzie supplied to AMCo and any alleged 
‘leverage”.2697 AMCo and Cinven did not, however, submit a substantiated 

2694 The MHRA confirmed to the CMA that change of ownership applications are standard and straightforward 
applications for the MHRA to process. The MHRA explained that ‘[t]hey are simple transfers of the marketing 
authorisations from one company to another that are typically always approved’. In the case of Waymade’s 10mg 
MA, the MHRA told the CMA that it ‘received the change of authorisation holder form from Amdipharm on 26 April 
2013 and it, therefore, took a period of 13 days for the MHRA to approve the transfer of the marketing 
authorisation from Waymade PLC to Amdipharm UK Limited’ and specified that ‘there were no requests for 
further information issued by the MHRA, or any issues or difficulties experienced with the application. The 
documents on the case folder included the application, a cancellation letter from Waymade PLC, a letter from the 
manufacturer confirming that it would remain the manufacturer following the CoA, and proof of payment’. See 
Document 201103, note of call between the CMA and the MHRA of 9 February 2017. 
2695 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.585-3.590 and 5.76-5.87. 
2696 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.736. See also paragraphs 3.745, 3.747-3.749, 3.753-3.755, 
3.760, 3.764 and 3.769-3.770. However, AMCo’s and Cinven’s economic advisers stated that obtaining an MA 
‘provides a credible signal to be used in negotiation’ (Document 203738, CRA Report submitted by AMCo and 
Cinven on the 2017 SO, paragraph 71). CRA suggested that firms could use ‘entering a fixed supply 
arrangement with an upstream incumbent … as leverage with third party suppliers’ (paragraph 8). This is not 
what happened in this case: rather, AMCo used the prospect of entering with its third party supplier (Aesica) as 
leverage to secure an arrangement with Auden, the incumbent. 
2697 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.65-4.74. See also paragraphs 6.67(b), 7.95 and 7.154. 
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alternative explanation for the significant monthly payments AMCo received 
under the 10mg Agreement. 

6.814. The evidence of AMCo using its Aesica product as leverage in negotiations 
with Auden is set out above (see paragraphs 6.626 to 6.712). It includes in 
particular the contemporaneous statements to that effect made by: 

a. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] that if Auden 
did not renew the 10mg Agreement on improved terms, ‘we will launch 
our own’,2698 and to AMCo staff that ‘the work that you did to provide 
certainty of launch of our product gave those of us who were 
negotiating with Auden Mackenzie confidence to achieve the best deal 
possible for AMCo and I am sure that, as a result, Auden Mackenzie 
felt that they should agree to our terms’;2699 and 

b. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo staff that they should ‘say to 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] that we don’t mind having limited labelling. 
Pharmacists will use it anyway, regardless of label. Therefore, we 
should still be arguing using 100% of the market as our negotiating 
position for supply volumes!’2700 and that securing the Second Written 
Agreement ‘wouldn’t have been possible without being launch-ready 
with our own product’.2701 

‘[AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s threat, ‘if not we will launch our own’, was a ‘bluff’’ 

6.815. AMCo submitted that in telling [Auden Senior Employee 1] ‘if not we will 
launch our own’,2702 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] ‘was engaging in no more 
than commercial bluff in order to secure prompt supply. It was a “bluff”, 
because [AMCo Senior Employee 1] knew, but [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
did not, that AMCo had no product to launch’.2703 

6.816. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] also stated in interview that this statement was ‘a 
bluff, not an agreement, it was a bluff, we didn’t have a product to 
launch’.2704 

2698 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 15 June 
2014. 
2699 Document 200126, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Employee] and others dated 28 June 
2014. 
2700 Document 200164, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 2 January 
2014. 
2701 Document 200125, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], copied to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5], dated 25 June 2014. 
2702 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 15 June 
2014. 
2703 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.753. 
2704 Document 201566, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview transcript dated 20 October 2017, page 3 lines 7-8. 
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6.817. Cinven submitted that: 

‘While AMCo did indicate to [Auden] that it would launch its own 
product so as to achieve the best terms possible in its commercial 
negotiations … AMCo was in fact unable to enter the market during the 
negotiations of the Supply Agreements … Statements regarding 
AMCo’s independent market entry were therefore merely posturing.’2705 

6.818. The CMA’s analysis in section 6.C.II.b.iv above has demonstrated that 
AMCo was a potential competitor to Auden in respect of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets throughout the term of the 10mg Agreement. 

6.819. The CMA is not required to demonstrate that in the absence of the 10mg 
Agreement AMCo would immediately have entered the market. To be a 
potential competitor of Auden AMCo need only have taken ‘sufficient 
preparatory steps to enable it to enter the market concerned within such a 
period of time as to impose competitive pressure’ on Auden.2706 It is clear 
that AMCo exerted such pressure on Auden and that Auden responded, in 
particular by improving the terms on which it supplied AMCo in the Second 
Written Agreement.2707 

6.820. Further, the CMA does not accept the proposition that [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] believed AMCo was not in a position to launch its own product 
and was therefore ‘bluffing’ [Auden Senior Employee 1] during their 
telephone call on 15 June 2014. Contemporaneous documentary evidence 
shows that AMCo believed it was close to being able to launch its 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets at this time. For example, on 23 June 2014, eight 
days after [AMCo Senior Employee 1] made his threat to [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] and two days before the parties entered into the Second 
Written Agreement, AMCo was preparing to pick up its launch stock from 
Aesica in early July 2014.2708 Three days after entering into the Second 
Written Agreement, on 28 June 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] wrote to 
AMCo staff: ‘thank you for all the effort that you put into bringing the Aesica 

2705 Document 203736, Cinven’s RSO, paragraph 5.100.2. 
2706 C-307/18, Generics (UK) and others v CMA, paragraphs 43 and 44. Compare C-591/6 P Lundbeck v 
Commission, paragraph 57. 
2707 Compare T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 293, 301-310 and 313-315. The European General 
Court dismissed Ranbaxy’s argument that it was ‘merely ‘bluffing’ in order to persuade them [Lundbeck] to enter 
into an agreement favourable to Ranbaxy’ when it made statements at a meeting with Lundbeck to the effect that 
it would be able to obtain an MA within eight months and/or sell its API to an existing MA holder within four 
months. The General Court noted that Lundbeck ‘decided to conclude the Ranbaxy agreement, which shows that 
it took seriously the threat posed by Ranbaxy’; and that ‘even if Ranbaxy underestimated the period necessary to 
obtain an MA, it must be noted … that Lundbeck nevertheless felt competitive pressure, to the point that it 
believed it to be in its interest to pay Ranbaxy in order to limit, or even exclude, its access to the market’. The 
General Court’s judgment was upheld by the European Court of Justice in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission. 
2708 Document 202684, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 June 2014. 
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Hydrocortisone product to a position where we were able to launch.’2709 

AMCo’s June 2014 monthly report stated: ‘Hydrocortisone 10mg batches 
manufactured and ready for sale … however, these won’t be sold due to a 
deal extension being signed with Auden McKenzie’.2710 AMCo was not 
apprised of the fact that its launch batches had been packed in the wrong foil 
until September 2014. 

6.821. In any event, even if [AMCo Senior Employee 1] had been ‘bluffing’, he 
wanted [Auden Senior Employee1] to understand that AMCo was ready to 
launch, and that if Auden did not supply AMCo on the agreed terms, AMCo 
would launch its product. In its representations AMCo accepted that Auden 
‘saw AMCo’s pipeline reduced indication 10mg HT as a real threat’.2711 The 
clear implication of [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s threat – whether it was a 
‘bluff’ or not – was that if Auden supplied on the agreed terms, AMCo would 
not launch its own 10mg product. Auden could only be expected to respond 
to [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s threat if it were possible to avoid it becoming 
reality. The meaning of [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s statement was 
therefore that if Auden did supply, it would negate this threat: AMCo would 
not launch. There is no other plausible reason for [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] to make his threat, or for Auden to respond to it by supplying AMCo on 
improved terms. In fact, as explained in paragraphs 6.725 to 6.727 above, 
Auden responded to [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s threat by doubling 
AMCo’s volumes and AMCo suspended its Aesica product development on 
the same day. 

‘Project Guardian shows that Auden/Actavis did not consider there to be any 
common understanding that AMCo would not enter’ 

6.822. AMCo submitted that if it had agreed not to enter there would have been no 
need for Auden/Actavis to have engaged in Project Guardian.2712 It 
submitted that Auden/Actavis committed material time and effort to 
continuing Project Guardian from early 2014 until the end of the 10mg 
Agreement, showing that it did not consider that there was any common 
understanding that AMCo would not enter the market.2713 

6.823. This representation shows no recognition of the nuances in the relationship 
between Auden/Actavis and AMCo over time – of the ebb and flow of their 
negotiations and continuing assessment of whether the 10mg Agreement 

2709 Document 200126, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to AMCo staff dated 28 June 2014. 
2710 Document 200192, AMCo strategic development report for June 2014. 
2711 Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraphs 3.42 and 3.498. 
2712 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.162, 3.206, 5.39.2, 5.95. See also Document 203737, 
AMCo’s RSO, paragraphs 3.42, 3.327, 3.498 and 3.504.
2713 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.193 and 3.195. 
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was in their best interests. When Project Guardian is considered in context it 
is entirely consistent with the CMA’s findings. 

6.824. As explained in section 3.F.III.h and paragraphs 6.660 to 6.664 above, 
Auden launched Project Guardian in early 2014 at a time when the 
relationship between itself and AMCo was deteriorating. By this time, both 
sides were beginning to question whether the 10mg Agreement would 
continue. For example, the minutes of an internal AMCo meeting on 19 
December 2013 stated that ‘Auden are still supplying hydrocortisone but are 
being increasingly aggressive and threatening that the orphan drug status of 
their product means that our product … is not comparable to theirs’.2714 The 
implication was that Auden might terminate the 10mg Agreement.2715 [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] made this threat in his telephone call to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] on 14 January 2014, in which he implied that he would not sign 
a renewed supply deal and ‘would then take action to protect his product by 
advising all parties (mentioning DoH and MHRA amongst others, including 
major multiples) that our product should not be dispensed against generic 
prescriptions.’ 2716 Auden then launched Project Guardian in anticipation of 
AMCo launching its product. 

6.825. However, when [Auden Senior Employee 1] launched Project Guardian he 
soon appreciated that the orphan designation might not shield Auden’s full 
label hydrocortisone tablets from competition in the way he had hoped. For 
example, [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] [] informed 
[Auden Senior Employee 1] (on the advice of the MHRA) in writing that ‘there 
are no material differences between the available generic immediate release 
hydrocortisone tablets and they are all bioequivalent to the brand leader’ and 
therefore ‘I do not see that there are any risks to patient safety that would 
warrant any communication to senior pharmacists.’2717 

6.826. Alongside Project Guardian, [Auden Senior Employee 1] returned to the 
negotiating table with AMCo – with contemporaneous internal AMCo 
documents highlighting that [Auden Senior Employee 1] seemed to be less 
confident on the impact of the orphan designation and was, as a 
consequence, seeking to do a further deal with AMCo to avoid a ‘battle’ or 

2714 Document 200510, Minutes of MPGL Management meeting on 19 December 2013, page 3. 
2715 The extent of the competitive threat posed by AMCo’s product was a key point of the negotiations for a 
renewed supply deal. For example, on 2 January 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 2] told [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] that the latest prescription data ‘gives us a bit more strength to say to [Auden Senior Employee 1] that 
we don’t mind having limited labelling. Pharmacists will dispense it anyway, regardless of labelling. Therefore, we 
should still be arguing using 100% of the market as our negotiating position for supply volumes!’ Document 
200164, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 2 January 2014. 
2716 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo management dated 14 January 2014. 
2717 Document 00247B, letter from [Chief Pharmaceutical Officer for NHS England] to [Auden Senior Employee 
1], [Auden Senior Employee 4] and [Auden’s External Consultant] dated 20 May 2014.  
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‘fight’ over the issue.2718 Following the response [Chief Pharmaceutical 
Officer for NHS England], [Auden Senior Employee 1] approached [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] by text message, beginning the final phase of 
negotiations that resulted in the Second Written Agreement between Auden 
and AMCo (see paragraphs 6.695 to 6.702 above). 

6.827. Auden/Actavis did not in fact continue Project Guardian throughout the 
remainder of the 10mg Agreement, as AMCo submitted.2719 After the parties 
concluded the Second Written Agreement Auden/Actavis took no further 
material steps on Project Guardian until November 2014 when, prompted by 
the MHRA’s grant of a 10mg MA to Orion (later transferred to Alissa), 
Auden/Actavis returned to Project Guardian in response to a new threat from 
another potential entrant.2720,2721 See sections 3.F.III.h, i and m above. 

6.828. Notwithstanding the 10mg Agreement, Auden/Actavis could never be certain 
that other competitors would not enter the market. AMCo was not the only 
potential entrant. As explained in section 3.F.III.p above, in late 2015, after 
the business of AM Pharma was transferred to Accord-UK and Alissa 
entered the market, the Project Guardian materials were revisited. Actavis 
then attempted to buy off Alissa Healthcare in the same way as AMCo, using 
the Second Written Agreement as a template for the payments. 

‘There was no ‘non-compete’ in the Second Written Agreement’ 

6.829. AMCo and Cinven submitted that the Second Written Agreement contained 
no contractual restriction on AMCo’s entry. Indeed, they submitted that 
AMCo negotiated clauses 2.2 and 17 of the Second Written Agreement 
(discussed in paragraphs 6.715 to 6.720 above) specifically to ensure its 
freedom to launch its own product was maintained.2722 They submitted that 
[AMCo Senior Employee 8] had resisted Auden’s attempts to prevent AMCo 

2718 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 
2014. 
2719 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.193. 
2720 Document 00235, email from [] (Auden Mckenzie) to [] (MHRA) dated 28 November 2014. Document 
00239, letter from [] to [], dated 1 December 2014. See also Document 00243, letter from [] to [], dated 
1 December 2014; Document 00265, letter from Orion to SNS Pharmaceuticals dated 17 December 2014. The 
only correspondence from Auden on Project Guardian between July and November 2014 on the CMA’s file 
consists of: an email to the MHRA dated 8 July 2014, requesting a response to Auden’s letter dated 14 April 2014 
(Document 00284, email from [] to [] dated 8 July 2014); and an exchange of emails with Rowlands 
Pharmacy between 18 and 21 July 2014 following Rowlands’ request to see Auden’s SmPC (Document 00179B, 
emails between [] and [] between 18 and 21 July 2014). These communications represent the tail end of 
Auden’s approaches to stakeholders in February to June 2014 rather than a new wave of approaches. 
2721 That Auden considered it had bought AMCo off through the payments in the Second Written Agreement is 
also illustrated by the fact that on 23 June 2014, two days before entering the Second Written Agreement, Auden 
decided that it was no longer necessary to take any further action towards reintroducing the brand 
‘Hydrocortone’. See Document 00288, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to MAP Biopharma and [Auden 
Senior Employee 3] dated 23 June 2014. 
2722 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.39-2.40 and 4.30-4.39. Document 204922, AMCo’s 
RSSO, paragraphs 3.695-3.706. See also Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraph 6.27. 
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from entering with its own product when negotiating the Second Written 
Agreement, and had instead proposed ‘a simple clear English summary of 
the agreed position’ that expressly reserved AMCo’s right to launch its own 
product.2723 

6.830. These representations mischaracterise the CMA’s findings.  

6.831. The CMA has found that throughout the period from 31 October 2012 to 24 
June 2016, Auden made monthly payments to AMCo in exchange for AMCo 
agreeing not to independently enter the market with its own 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. This common understanding is the 10mg Agreement. 

6.832. As explained in paragraph 6.714 above, the Second Written Agreement is 
not in itself the 10mg Agreement. It represented continued and increasing 
payments from Auden to AMCo. In exchange for these continued and 
increased payments AMCo renewed its commitment not to enter, as is clear 
in particular from the evidence documenting the negotiations leading up to 
the conclusion of the Second Written Agreement and AMCo’s conduct after 
entering into the Second Written Agreement. These two elements together – 
payment in exchange for non-entry – constitute the common understanding 
defined as the 10mg Agreement. The Second Written Agreement must be 
read in the context of that common understanding.  

6.833. [AMCo Senior Employee 8]’s ‘simple clear English summary of the agreed 
position’ in the Second Written Agreement is entirely consistent with the 
CMA’s findings. 

6.834. [AMCo Senior Employee 8]’s amendments to the relevant clauses of the 
Second Written Agreement were limited to the proposed broad definitions of 
the ‘Product’. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] made these amendments because 
he was concerned that Auden’s proposed definition of the ‘Product’ might 
extend beyond AMCo’s Aesica product and potentially capture other steroid 
products in AMCo’s portfolio. This is shown [AMCo Senior Employee 8]’s 
contemporaneous correspondence: 

‘As mentioned previously, we have other steroids in our existing 
portfolio and we do not want any suggestion that these ‘compete’ with 
hydrocortisone.’2724 

2723 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.695-3.699; Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 1.22 and 4.34-4.38. 
2724 Document 200247, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] dated 19 June 2014. 
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6.835. The amendments related to the scope of the clauses (ie the number of 
products potentially subject to them), rather than to their terms. 

6.836. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] stated: 

‘We propose that the non-compete in 2.1 is therefore changed to a 
simply clear English summary of the agreed position which is that 
AMCo shall not sell other hydrocortisone tablets without giving 3 
months notice (which would allow Auden to terminate on 3 months 
notice).’ 2725 

6.837. As explained in paragraphs 6.719 to 6.722 above, both [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and [] [AMCo Senior Employee 2] confirmed to the CMA that 
AMCo would have expected Auden to exercise its right to terminate had 
AMCo provided notice of its intention to enter.2726 

6.838. This evidence is consistent with and corroborates the CMA’s analysis set out 
above which has demonstrated that the purpose of the 10mg Agreement 
was for Auden/Actavis to buy off the competitive threat AMCo posed to it 
with its skinny label hydrocortisone tablets and that AMCo itself used this 
competitive threat as leverage to secure payments from Auden, including 
significantly increased payments in the Second Written Agreement. If AMCo 
had independently entered the market it would have no leverage to exert 
over Auden/Actavis and there would have been no reason for Auden/Actavis 
to continue supplying the substantially discounted product.   

2725 Document 200247, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [] dated 19 June 2014. 
2726 In relation to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], see Document 200452, note of state of play meeting dated 18 May 
2016, paragraph 34: ‘…contractually AMCo was unlikely to supply both products [its Aesica tablets and Auden’s 
tablets] at the same time, as Auden would most likely terminate supply of hydrocortisone after the three month 
notice period.’ Document 201592, transcript of [AMCo Senior Employee 2] interview dated 12 October 2017, 
page 23 lines 13-15: when asked in interview whether AMCo could have launched its own product and continued 
taking supplies from Auden, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] stated: ‘I don’t think that’s a realistic scenario … this is 
an either or situation. You’re either going to launch your own or you’re going to take supply from Auden 
Mckenzie’. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] further stated: ‘Why would they [Auden] supply AMCo, if we had a 
competitive product on the market? I don’t know. So our belief would have been that they would have stopped 
supplying AMCo with the product … I understand enough about the market and the dynamics of the market to 
understand that a supplier would not be happy if one of its “suppliees” was also to launch a second product onto 
the market. And unless they have an obligation to do so, I wouldn’t expect them to continue supplying that 
company.’ Document 201591, transcript of interview with [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 12 October 2017, 
pages 42-43. The combination of [AMCo Senior Employee 2]’s and [AMCo Senior Employee 8]’s evidence in 
respect of the consequences of AMCo’s independent entry also refutes Cinven’s representations that the Second 
Written Agreement would not have terminated if AMCo had independently entered the market with its own 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and that AMCo could have sold both its own tablets and Auden's tablets at the same time 
(Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.41 to 4.45 and 7.31). These representations were not 
substantiated and ignore the weight of evidence which has demonstrated that the reason why Auden provided 
AMCo with a significantly discounted supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets (97% less than the rest of the 
market) was to buy off the competitive threat it posed and that AMCo suspended the development of its 10mg 
tablets as soon as it entered into the Second Written Agreement.  
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6.839. Further, it is clear from the evidence that AMCo staff understood this. For 
example: 

a. On 30 June 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] expressed concern about 
parallel importation putting AMCo ‘in danger of the product coming 
back into the UK – which is bad enough in itself but could also put us in 
breach of the contract that we have here with AM.’2727 

b. On 14 August 2014 [AMCo Employee] wrote: ‘The batches won’t ne 
[sic] sold because of contractual reasons (commercial). They are not 
rejected.’2728 

c. On 20 November 2014, [AMCo Employee] indicated that ‘we will supply 
from Aesica which means this product won’t find it’s [sic] way back to 
the UK.’2729 

6.840. AMCo accepted in its representations that ‘On their face, all three internal 
communications refer to AMCo’s contractual obligations under the Second 
Written Agreement’.2730 

6.841. This evidence demonstrates that the Second Written Agreement must be 
read in the context of the wider 10mg Agreement. AMCo understood that 
Auden would terminate the Second Written Agreement if it notified Auden 
that it intended to independently enter the market with its own 10mg tablets, 
as it was required to do under the Second Written Agreement. This was 
because it understood that the payments it received from Auden were in 
exchange for its continued commitment not to launch its 10mg product: the 
counter-performance for the payments. 

‘AMCo suspended its Aesica development after entering into the Second Written 
Agreement only temporarily, as a result of a misunderstanding’ 

6.842. In paragraphs 6.725 to 6.783 above (and in the SSO) the CMA concluded 
that following its entry into the Second Written Agreement AMCo suspended 
its Aesica development of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets for the UK and only 
rekindled the project at points when it was concerned that the 10mg 
Agreement with Auden/Actavis might come to an end.  

2727 Document 203640, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 9], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and others dated 30 June 2014 (emphasis added). 
2728 Document 202724, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 14 August 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2729 Document 202745, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 20 November 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2730 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.731. 
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6.843. AMCo submitted that its ‘actual conduct on the market is far removed from 
that of a firm that understood that it had been bought off from bringing its 
own product to market’. AMCo claimed that: 

‘as the evidence plainly shows … for the duration of the Second Written 
Agreement … AMCo actively pursued the development of its own 
product with Aesica, suspending it only temporarily for a few days after 
the signing of the Second Written Agreement as a result of a 
misunderstanding’ (emphasis in original).2731 

6.844. The CMA has carefully considered these representations by reference to the 
evidence on its file. The CMA has concluded that the evidence does not 
support these representations and additionally notes that AMCo itself has 
failed to substantiate them. Instead, a substantial volume of 
contemporaneous documents and witness evidence demonstrates that 
AMCo suspended its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets development with Aesica 
for the UK as a direct result of its entry into the Second Written Agreement 
(which ensured the continuation of the payments in the 10mg Agreement) 
and that that development only resumed at points when AMCo was 
concerned that the 10mg Agreement might come to an end. 

6.845. The basis for AMCo’s submission that the Aesica project was suspended 
‘only temporarily for a few days’ was the fact that AMCo instructed Aesica to 
complete packing of the three available batches.2732 However, this instruction 
did not amount to continuing with the Aesica project. [] [AMCo Senior 
Employee 5]’s summary of AMCo’s decisions at the meeting on 25 June 
2014, discussed at paragraphs 6.725 to 6.727 above, stated that AMCo 
would ‘advise Aesica that the project is now parked due to delays but may 
be restarted in the future’, would ‘continue with the packing of the three 
available batches at Aesica to complete this phase of the project’, and would 
‘cancel the order for the 4th batch and any other subsequent orders’.2733 

AMCo’s instruction to Aesica to pack its launch batches was to close off the 
project. As explained in paragraphs 6.734 to 6.736 above, on 27 June 2014 
AMCo told Aesica that AMCo’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets project would 
‘be suspended for the UK territory’, adding: ‘Please cancel your plans for the 
manufacture of further batches.’2734 [AMCo Senior Employee 5] later 
described this, to Aesica and to AMCo colleagues, as ‘the cancellation of the 

2731 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.709-3.711. See also Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, 
paragraph 3.399. 
2732 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.711 and 3.392. Document 205508, transcript of AMCo’s 
hearing on the SSO dated 10 September 2020, page 64 line 6 to page 69 line 4. 
2733 Document 200124, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 7] and [AMCo Employee], copied to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 6], [AMCo 
Employee], [] and [AMCo Employee], dated 25 June 2014. 
2734 Document 200275, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [Aesica Employee] dated 27 June 2014. 
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UK project’.2735 When Aesica later notified AMCo of the fact that its launch 
batches had been packed in the wrong foil (in September 2014) Aesica 
stated: ‘Please could you review if these packs have been distributed from 
AMCO. Aesica MM believe you have not distributed this as AMCo has 
cancelled all orders going forward.’2736 

6.846. AMCo did not provide any basis for its representation that the suspension of 
the Aesica project for the UK was ‘a result of a misunderstanding’. 

6.847. There is no contemporaneous documentary evidence to suggest that [AMCo 
Senior Employee 5] had misunderstood the position in his summary of the 
25 June 2014 meeting. Both [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] (who was at the heart of AMCo’s negotiations with Auden) 
received [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s summary and their subsequent 
behaviour is consistent with what [AMCo Senior Employee 5] having set out 
being accurate. Neither corrected any perceived error and there is no 
evidence that a follow-up email was circulated to the business to correct any 
misunderstanding. 

6.848. In fact, having received [AMCo Senior Employee 5]’s summary, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] contacted [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to raise a concern 
that the development team who had been responsible for developing 
AMCo’s 10mg tablets in conjunction with Aesica may be demotivated as a 
result of ‘hearing today at PPRM that all their efforts to get Hydrocortisone 
ready for launch have been "wasted" because we're now not planning to sell 
the product.2737 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] replied: ‘Yes you are right … and 
I agree with everything you say’.2738 

6.849. There is nothing in [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s subsequent email to the 
development team in question that suggests that the suspension of the 
development was temporary or that [AMCo Senior Employee 5] had 

2735 Document 202717, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [Aesica Employee] dated 14 July 2014. See 
also Document 202992, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Employee] dated 30 June 2014. AMCo 
also submitted that it suspended the project because of frustration with Aesica’s performance: ‘Exasperated by 
Aesica, []  [AMCo Senior Employee 5] suspended the Aesica development project on 27 June 2014’. 
Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.889. See also Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraph 
3.178. This representation conflicts with AMCo’s representation that it suspended the project ‘only temporarily for 
a few days … as a result of a misunderstanding’. In any event, the Second Written Agreement was given as the 
reason for suspending the project in the ‘Summary of agreement’ on 25 June 2014 (Document 200124) – that 
[AMCo Senior Employee 5] did not refer to this when communicating with Aesica reflects the fact that [AMCo 
Senior Employee 5] stated to AMCo management in the next sentence: ‘We will advise Aesica that the project is 
now parked due to delays but may be restarted in the future (we do not mention the Auden agreement)’ 
(original emphasis).  
2736 Document 200310, Aesica exception report dated 5 September 2014, page 3 (emphasis added). 
2737 Document 200125, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], copied to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5], dated 25 June 2014. 
2738 Document 200125, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 25 June 
2014. 
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misunderstood the situation. Instead it is entirely consistent with what [AMCo 
Senior Employee 5] set out (and the CMA’s findings): 

‘I just wanted to drop you a note to thank you for all the effort that you 
put into bringing the Aesica Hydrocortisone product to a position where 
we were able to launch. 

As you know we have subsequently signed a deal with Auden 
Mackenzie [sic] to source product from them and therefore our own 
product will not be launched in UK.’2739 

6.850. [AMCo Employee], one of the recipients of [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s 
email, stated in interview in relation to this email that: ‘we were told all the 
time to get it done, get it done, and we were under so much pressure to 
launch, to be ready to launch as soon as possible … I probably was a bit 
annoyed that, you know, we were told all the time to get it done, get it done, 
for then the last minute not getting launched.’ She believed that her 
colleague [AMCo Senior Employee 7] had the same reaction, ‘but other than 
that I really can’t recall anyone else saying anything’ following [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1]’s email to the team.2740 

6.851. Further contemporaneous documentary evidence demonstrates that the 
project was suspended because of the continued payments AMCo had 
secured in the Second Written Agreement. For example, as late as May 
2015 [AMCo Employee] was reporting internally that ‘about a year ago we 
[AMCo] struck a deal with Auden Mckenzie to market their product rather 
than our own and the project was effectively stopped.’2741 

6.852. As explained in paragraphs 6.748 to 6.757 above, AMCo only seriously re-
engaged with its own product for the UK market once it became concerned 
about whether Auden would continue to supply it after AM Pharma was 
acquired by Allergan, several months (not ‘a few days’) after entering into the 
Second Written Agreement. On 27 January 2015, the day after the Allergan 
acquisition was announced, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] wrote to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1]: ‘Main issue now is whether Actavis will continue to 

2739 Document 200126, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to AMCo staff dated 28 June 2014 (emphasis 
added).
2740 Document 203290, transcript of [AMCo Employee] interview dated 25 June 2019, page 29 lines 25-26 and 
page 30 lines 5-7 and 16-18. 
2741 Document 202693, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 14 May 2015. See also Document 202732, 
email from [AMCo Employee] to AMCo staff dated 14 August 2014: ‘The batches won’t ne [sic] sold because of 
contractual reasons (commercial). They are not rejected’; Document 202723, email from [AMCo Employee] to 
AMCo staff: ‘The batch manufactured at the end of last year is now packed but there is no intention to release it 
to the market due to contractual reasons’; Document 202732, email from [AMCo Employee] to AMCo staff dated 
20 August 2014: ‘for contractual reasons, we cannot sell this product in the UK’; Document 202732, email from 
[AMCo Employee] to AMCo staff dated 8 September 2014: ‘Batches will not get release for sale as we are not 
going to market our product in UK as per our agreement with Auden Mckenzie’. 
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supply. We should get ready to sell our own product, just in case’. [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] replied ‘Agreed! If I remember thought [sic] there is still 
some work to do to get it ready’, to which [AMCo Senior Employee 2] 
responded: ‘[n]ot a lot though’.2742 This prompted AMCo to ‘resurrect our 
original plan and market our product in the UK’:2743 to submit its application 
to vary its MA to allow for the thinner foil on its launch batches, and to order 
two further batches from Aesica, which it described as ‘an insurance policy’ 
that would only be used if required.2744 

‘AMCo’s efforts to develop its own 10mg product disprove the CMA’s finding that it 
was bought off by Auden/Actavis’ 

6.853. AMCo and Cinven submitted that the steps AMCo took to develop its own 
product during the term of the 10mg Agreement fatally undermined the 
CMA’s finding that it had agreed to be bought off instead of entering with that 
product.2745 

6.854. The evidence set out in section 6.D.II.b.ii above demonstrates that AMCo 
received substantial payments from Auden/Actavis. The evidence set out in 
paragraphs 6.594 to 6.783 above demonstrates that both parties understood 
that those payments were to buy off AMCo’s competitive threat. For 
example: 

a. [Auden Senior Employee 1] explained that Auden supplied AMCo at a 
price of £1 per pack, a 97% discount to market rate, because AMCo 
ceased to be a ‘pure wholesaler’ when it acquired the 10mg MA from 
Waymade and ‘[w]e [Auden] wanted to protect and maintain our 
volumes ordered through Tiofarma for 10mg tablets as well [as for 
20mg tablets]’.2746 

b. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] succeeded in doubling AMCo’s payments 
in the Second Written Agreement by threatening to launch AMCo’s 
product (‘I told him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] that if not we will 
launch our own’.2747 

2742 Document 202762, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 27 
January 2015. See also Document 202763, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Employee] dated 28 
January 2015 (We may … may … bring back our own Hydrocortisone manufactured at Aesica as we are 
concerned that Actavis may pull the Auden product from us’ (emphasis in original). 
2743 Document 202783, email from [AMCo Employee] to [] dated 14 April 2015. 
2744 Document 202948, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 7] to [AMCo Employee] dated 12 February 2015. 
2745 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.785ff. and 5.100. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 3.22ff.
2746 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 to 1.20.. 
2747 Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others dated 14 January 2014. 
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6.855. AMCo’s efforts to develop its Aesica product are consistent with the 
evidence that both sides understood that the payments were to buy off 
AMCo’s competitive threat. 

6.856. As explained in section 3.F.III.f.i above, after acquiring the 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets development and the 10mg MA from Waymade on 31 
October 2012, AMCo engaged only sporadically with Aesica in the 14 
months prior to the January 2014 crisis in relations with Auden. Its senior 
management had limited involvement in the project, which had yet to be 
submitted to the AMCo board for approval. 

6.857. As explained in section 3.F.III.f.ii and paragraphs 6.626 to 6.665 above, the 
apparent breakdown in negotiations between AMCo and Auden in January 
2014 prompted AMCo’s senior management to engage with its Aesica 
project. The prospect that the 10mg supply deal would end sooner than 
anticipated meant the Aesica project became a priority and was submitted to 
the AMCo board for approval at the end of the month.2748 The ‘Rationale’ for 
the project was to provide ‘Back-up product to ensure continuity of supply in 
case our existing distribution agreement with Auden McKenzie for 
Hydrocortisone is not renewed.’2749 

6.858. As explained in sections 3.F.III.g and j above, AMCo then brought its Aesica 
product to the verge of launching. By 23 June 2014 AMCo expected its 
product to be available for launch during the following month, July 2014.2750 

However, two days later AMCo succeeded in doubling its volumes from 
Auden in the Second Written Agreement and on the same day suspended its 
Aesica project (see paragraphs 6.725 to 6.728 above). 

6.859. As explained in section 3.F.III.n and paragraphs 6.748 to 6.757 above, in 
January 2015 the news that AM Pharma was to be acquired by Allergan 
made AMCo concerned that the new owners would terminate the 10mg 
Agreement. This prompted AMCo once more to re-engage with its Aesica 
development, submitting its application to vary its MA for the thinner foil and 
ordering further batches. 

2748 For example, AMCo’s perception that there was ‘real risk around continuity of supply from the current source 
(Auden McKenzie)’ (Document 202599, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Employee], [], [AMCo 
Employee] and [] dated 2 January 2014) prompted it to ‘get our back-up option moving’ (Document 200165, 
email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 January 2014) and ‘get a really 
clear plan in place how to launch our product’ (Document 200085, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others dated 14 
January 2014).
2749 Document 202632, January 2014 Business Development & Licensing Report PPRM Recommendations for 
Board Approval, page 3. See also Document 202630, January 2014 Business Development & Licensing Report 
EPRM approvals, slide 3.
2750 Document 202686, email from [Aesica Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 June 2014. See also 
Document 202684, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 23 June 2014. 
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6.860. As explained in sections 3.F.III.q and r and paragraphs 6.768 to 6.783 
above, in March 2016 AMCo’s management reached the view that the scale 
of independent entry and the erosion of prices it was creating made it 
unavoidable that it would have to launch its own product rather than continue 
to sell the Auden/Actavis product it obtained under the Second Written 
Agreement. When preparing to launch, AMCo staff confirmed that ‘Ours has 
always been merely a back up until now. […] It may change if Auden do not 
renew the agreement which seems likely and is why we are stocking up on 
our own MA’.2751 

6.861. The fact AMCo sporadically continued the development of its own 10mg 
tablets with Aesica during the lifetime of the 10mg Agreement therefore does 
not undermine the CMA’s findings regarding the existence of the 10mg 
Agreement and its terms. 

‘AMCo’s volumes were not restricted’ 

6.862. Auden/Actavis, Cinven and AMCo submitted that the volumes Auden/Actavis 
supplied to AMCo under the 10mg Agreement were not limited or subject to 
a cap. They pointed to the specification of ‘minimum’ volumes in the Second 
Written Agreement and the fact that on one occasion during the term of the 
First Written Agreement AMCo ordered more than its usual 6,000 monthly 
packs.2752 

6.863. The evidence that the volumes available to AMCo at the heavily discounted 
price were limited is overwhelming. It is set out in sections 3.F.III.g.i and 
3.F.III.j.i above and includes the fact that AMCo’s exceptional orders for 
more than 6,000 packs were refused by Auden.2753 Although the Second 
Written Agreement referred to ‘minimum’ volumes, Auden/Actavis was not 
obliged to supply more than 12,000 packs per month at the £1.78 price.2754 

[AMCo Senior Employee 3] therefore referred to ‘set supply quantities each 
month of 12k units’,2755 while its [AMCo Senior Employee 8] stated: ‘There is 

2751 Document 202850, conversation between [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5] dated 3 March 
2016. 
2752 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.16.2.1 and 5.16.5. Document 204967, Cinven’s 
RSSO, paragraphs 4.59-4.64. See also Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraph 7.174; Document 201235, 
Auden/Actavis’s RSO2, paragraph 1.11; Document 203736, Cinven’s RSO, paragraph 5.42. 
2753 See Document 00052, emails between AMCo and Auden dated 13 and 14 January 2014, and Document 
200085, emails between AMCo staff dated 14 January 2014. 
2754 Document 00446, Second Written Agreement dated 25 June 2014, clauses 5.1 and 5.2 and Schedule A. See 
also document 200452, note of state of play meeting with AMCo dated 18 May 2016, paragraph 29: ‘AMCo had 
pushed for – and had wanted – more volume but as far as he [[AMCo Senior Employee 8]] was aware AMCo had 
only ever got a volume of 12,000 packs, and AMCo at times had to push hard to even get supply at that volume. 
The reference to a “minimum” volume was at AMCo’s request because AMCo wanted to make sure that it would 
definitely get at least 12,000 packs per month and that Auden would be in breach of the agreement if they did not 
supply this minimum amount.’ 
2755 Document 200141, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to AMCo staff dated 24 July 2015. 
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a volume cap in this OLS agreement’.2756 Auden/Actavis staff noted: ‘it’s a 
set volume at a set price’ and ‘I make sure that they have just the 1 order a 
month for 12,000 packs’.2757 

6.864. It is therefore not credible for the parties to dispute that the volumes 
available to AMCo at the heavily discounted price were limited. 

‘Delays to AMCo’s entry were due to the absence of demand for its product’ 

6.865. AMCo and Cinven submitted that AMCo did not launch its skinny label 10mg 
tablets until May 2016 because it did not believe until April 2016 that there 
was demand for its product.2758 

6.866. The factual elements of this representation are addressed by the evidence 
discussed in section 3.E.IV above and in Annex D to this Decision. That 
evidence shows that throughout the period prior to Alissa’s entry in October 
2015, there was an expectation in the market that there would be demand 
for skinny label tablets once they were launched – as the number of 
suppliers that sought to enter with skinny label tablets attests – even if the 
extent of such potential demand was uncertain. The very fact that AMCo was 
able to use the threat of its entry as leverage to extract greater payments 
from Auden, most clearly when renewing the supply deal in the Second 
Written Agreement, demonstrates this. In particular, as explained in Annex 
D, AMCo consistently projected selling at least 10,000 to 12,000 packs per 
month of its skinny label hydrocortisone tablets (between 13% and 16% of 
total volumes) from 2014 onwards, including in mid-2014, ten days before 
entering into the Second Written Agreement.2759 

6.867. The parties did not submit any contemporaneous evidence to support their 
claim that there was no demand or that there was an expectation that there 
would be no demand (as opposed to uncertainty about the extent of 
demand) for skinny label tablets before 2016, or that displaces the 
contemporaneous evidence discussed in section 3.E.IV and Annex D.2760 

2756 Document 200203, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to AMCo staff dated 23 September 2015. 
2757 Document 02312, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] of Actavis UK to Actavis UK staff dated 28 
September 2015; Document 02335, email from [] to [Actavis Senior Employee 1] of Actavis UK dated 24 
February 2016. 
2758 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.245, 3.247, 3.488, 3.681, 3.765 and 6.33.2. Document 
204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.14.(f), 1.19, 3.2.(c)-(d), 3.3, 3.57, 3.58, 3.98.(b), 4.73, 5.32, 5.52, 6.34, 
6.38, 6.44, 6.63, 6.71, 7.43, 9.25 and 10.16. 
2759 See, for example, Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] 
and others dated 15 June 2014. 
2760 Document 206428, Cinven’s response to CMA’s section 26 Notice dated 9 April 2021; and Document 
206433, AMCo’s response to CMA’s section 26 Notice dated 9 April 2021. 
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6.868. In any event, uncertainty about the extent of demand is not a justification for 
entering into a market exclusion agreement. Undertakings are not permitted 
to substitute the certainty of cooperation for the uncertainties of competition. 

‘Delays to AMCo’s entry were due to development difficulties’ 

6.869. AMCo and Cinven submitted that the delays to AMCo’s entry with its 10mg 
product were also attributable to development difficulties.2761 

6.870. The development issues AMCo faced are explained in detail in sections 
3.F.III.f, j, l and n above and in Annex C to this Decision. However, 
notwithstanding those issues it is clear that AMCo: 

a. Was a potential competitor of Auden/Actavis throughout the term of its 
involvement in the 10mg Agreement (see sections 6.C.II.b.iv and v 
above); and 

b. Entered into an arrangement under which it sold Auden/Actavis’s 
product rather than its own and took active steps to suspend the 
development of its own product. The reason given in contemporaneous 
documents for AMCo’s decision not to launch its own product when it 
believed it was ready was not development issues but AMCo’s success 
in obtaining supply from Auden2762 (see paragraphs 6.725 to 6.730 and 
6.742 to 6.744 above). 

6.871. As explained in paragraphs 6.853 to 6.861 above, AMCo’s sporadic re-
engagement with its own product is not inconsistent with its common 
understanding with Auden/Actavis that it would not launch that product in 
exchange for payments. That AMCo faced some delays in product 
development was at least in part due to its own deprioritisation of its product 
when confident of receiving continuing payments from Auden/Actavis. 

‘AMCo did not use its Focus product as leverage’ 

6.872. AMCo submitted that: ‘It is absolutely clear on the facts that no decision was 
ever taken by AMCo to try to rely on the Focus development vis-à-vis 
Auden.’2763 

2761 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.680, 3.689-3.692. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 1.14(f) and (g), 3.10, 3.54 and 7.40. See also Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraphs 3.33, 
3.44 and 3.146; Document 203736, Cinven’s RSO, paragraphs 2.3.4 and 5.65. Compare Document 207027, 
letter from Macfarlanes to the CMA dated 7 July 2021, paragraphs 3.3-3.5.
2762 See, for example, Document 202642, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 8 August 
2014: ‘Batches will not get cleared for sale as we are not going to market our product in the UK as per our 
agreement with Auden Mckenzie.’ 
2763 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.764. 
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6.873. The CMA’s findings do not depend on AMCo taking a decision to use its 
Focus product as leverage in negotiations regarding the 10mg Agreement or 
succeeding in doing so. 

6.874. However, the evidence discussed in paragraphs 6.768 to 6.776 above 
shows that AMCo’s senior management, having used its Aesica product as 
leverage to secure the Second Written Agreement, subsequently formulated 
a strategy of using the competitive threat that the Focus product may have 
additionally posed to Auden to secure yet more favourable supply terms.2764 

6.875. For example, in correspondence with [AMCo Senior Employee 3] in 
September 2015 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] explained what he saw as the 
Focus product’s key role: ‘The most important job they [the Focus 
management] have to do for us is negotiated [sic] with Actavis/Auden and 
get the highest level of monthly volume’.2765 In other words, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] saw a greater value in using the Focus product as leverage to 
secure higher volumes of discounted 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from 
Auden/Actavis than in launching the Focus product independently. 

6.876. AMCo did not ultimately proceed with this strategy because independent 
entry occurred in the marketplace (with Alissa launching its 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in October 2015, followed by Resolution Chemicals 
and Bristol Laboratories in early 2016). As [AMCo Senior Employee 3] 
explained to the Focus management: ‘we are not in a position to move 
ahead. There have been some major movements in the market with Bristol, 
Lucis, Alissa etc. launching as well as some other unforeseen 
complications.’2766 Independent entry gave rise to competition in the market 
and rendered AMCo’s strategy of leveraging the competitive threat of further 
entry redundant. AMCo therefore took the view that it had no alternative but 
to launch its own product. For example, as explained in paragraphs 6.777 to 
6.783 above, [AMCo Senior Employee 3]’s assessment of ‘The imperfect 

2764 AMCo also considered using its skinny label tablet development with German CMO MIBE as leverage to 
obtain further supplies of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets from Auden/Actavis, in a similar way to its Focus product. 
On 6 November 2015 AMCo considered the MIBE ‘project as incremental considering that we would get approx.. 
4,000 boxes more a month from Auden’ once it obtained its MA in 2016. AMCo assumed that it could secure 
supply of 4,000 additional packs from Auden on the assumption that ‘we don’t have sales generated from MIBE’. 
Document 202932, spreadsheet titled ‘Hydrocortisone TABLETS 10MG X 30 – JANILA’, see ‘Cover’ and 
‘Incremental Auden #11’ tabs. However, as with the Roma/Focus proposal, AMCo ultimately decided not to 
pursue the MIBE development in May 2016 since ‘the number of entrants reduces the need to utilise all our 
developments’ (Document 202910, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 
5] and [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 24 May 2016. See also Document 202905, email from [AMCo 
Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 17 May 2016). 
2765 Document 202821, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 1 September 
2015 (emphasis added).  
2766 Document 202858, emails from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [Focus Senior Employee 2] dated 14 March 
2016. 
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storm’ caused by new entry, price erosion and the uncertainty of whether the 
10mg Agreement would be renewed meant ‘We cannot delay any longer’.2767 

‘AMCo did not treat its Aesica development project as a ‘back-up’’ 

6.877. AMCo and Cinven submitted that AMCo did not treat its Aesica product as a 
back-up in case supply from Auden/Actavis ended.2768 

6.878. The description of the Aesica product as a ‘back-up’ to supply from 
Auden/Actavis is one used consistently by AMCo staff and senior 
management in the contemporaneous evidence. This evidence is very 
extensive (see paragraphs 6.649 to 6.665, 6.737 to 6.740, 6.750 to 6.756 
and 6.777 to 6.783 above). For example: 

a. The slides prepared for AMCo’s January 2014 EPRM and PPRM 
meetings stated that the ‘Rationale’ for the project was: ‘Back up 
product to ensure continuity of supply in case our existing agreement 
with Auden Mckenzie for Hydrocortisone is not renewed.’2769 

b. [] explained to a colleague that ‘We have our own development, 
which is manufactured by Aesica. We inherited this from Amdipharm, 
and it was recently resurrected as a back-up in the event that Auden 
was no longer willing to supply us.’2770 

c. [] [AMCo Senior Employee 3] stated: ‘We have our own product MA 
which we source from Aesica and we have stock but we do not sell it. 
This is a back up in case Auden pull our supply’.2771 

d. When AMCo finally prepared to launch its product in March 2016, its 
[AMCo Senior Employee 5] stated: ‘Ours has always been merely a 
back up until now … It may change if Auden do not renew the 
agreement which seems likely and is why we are stocking up on our 
own MA’.2772 

6.879. The parties did not engage with this evidence, let alone seek to challenge, 
on the basis of other evidence, its probative value. AMCo simply stated, 
without evidence, that the phrase ‘back-up’ reflected ‘an isolated view of a 

2767 Document 202856, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 9 March 
2016. See also Document 202917, ‘Concordia Commercial UK and Ireland Jul 2016’ slide pack, slides 14 and 15. 
2768 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.773 and 3.782. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 1.14(b) and 3.2(b). See also Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraphs 3.341 and footnote 1022; 
Document 203736, Cinven’s RSO, paragraphs 6.140-6.142 and 6.145-6.146.
2769 Document 202630, January 2014 EPRM slides; Document 202632, January 2014 PPRM slides. 
2770 Document 202718, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Employee] dated 14 August 2014. 
2771 Document 202738, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 27 November 2015. 
2772 Document 200385, online conversation between [AMCo Senior Employee 5] and [AMCo Employee] dated 3 
March 2016. 
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few individuals that the commercial prospect of the Aesica product was likely 
nil due to the OD [orphan designation] issue’.2773 This is not what the 
contemporaneous documents, which are authored by some of the most 
senior members of AMCo staff, say. 

2773 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.782. 
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III. The object of the Agreements 

6.880. The CMA finds that the Agreements had an anti-competitive objective: to 
share the market for hydrocortisone tablets between Auden/Actavis and 
each of Waymade and AMCo. 

6.881. The CMA therefore concludes that each of the Agreements reveals in itself a 
sufficient degree of harm to be characterised as a restriction of competition 
by object having regard to its: 

a. legal and economic context; 

b. content; and 

c. objective.2774 

a. The legal and economic context of the Agreements 

6.882. In summary, the CMA makes the following findings on the legal and 
economic context of the Agreements (see section 6.C.II above): 

a. Hydrocortisone tablets are a very old drug. They were long off patent 
and were in the third stage of the drug lifecycle. 

b. They were unbranded generics (as a result of Auden’s action in de-
branding them): as such, price would have been the key driver of any 
competition that might materialise (see paragraphs 6.94 to 6.106 
above); 

c. The market was highly concentrated: Auden was the sole supplier (see 
paragraph 6.99 above); 

d. Auden had exploited that position to increase prices very significantly 
(see section 3.F.I (Facts relevant to the Unfair Pricing Abuses) above); 

e. Auden’s high prices meant that it was attractive for other generic 
manufacturers to develop their own hydrocortisone tablets to enter the 
market. These competing tablets were homogenous (bioequivalent) 
with Auden’s (see section 3.D above). 

f. Waymade and AMCo were the first two generics to develop their own 
hydrocortisone tablets. Both were potential competitors to Auden. The 
potential for entry represented a competitive threat to Auden’s 

2774 C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 53, citing C-32/11 
Allianz Hungaria v Commission, EU:C:2013:160, paragraph 36 and the case law cited. See also C-373/14 P 
Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 27. 
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monopoly position and created scope for volume loss and price falls, 
including (in the case of 10mg tablets) through off-label dispensing (see 
paragraphs 6.107 to 6.113 and sections 6.C.II.b.ii, iii and iv above);2775 

but 

g. Each of the parties stood to gain if competition was avoided. Price falls 
would be avoided and prices would remain high or increasing, with 
them sharing what continued to be monopoly profit (see paragraphs 
6.114 to 6.115 above).2776 

b. Content and objectives of the Agreements 

6.883. The content and objectives of the Agreements must be considered in light of 
the context outlined above. 

6.884. The CMA finds that the 20mg and 10mg supply agreements were a sham: 
their true purpose was for Auden/Actavis to make substantial monthly 
payments to Waymade and AMCo. 

6.885. The CMA has found that Auden/Actavis agreed to make these substantial 
payments in exchange for each of Waymade and AMCo agreeing not to 
enter the market independently with its own hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.886. The Agreements therefore represented a ‘“buying off” of competition’.2777 By 
entering into the Agreements the parties substituted practical cooperation for 
the risks of competition.2778 

6.887. It is important that hydrocortisone tablets have been long off patent, are 
unbranded generic drugs in the third phase of the drug lifecycle and that the 
Agreements were not patent litigation settlement agreements. Therefore, 
while the principles underlying the Lundbeck, Paroxetine and Servier 
judgments are relevant, the Agreements are considerably more 
straightforward arrangements: simple agreements for exclusion of potential 
competitors from the market or for market sharing.2779 Waymade’s and 
AMCo’s entry would have been, in principle, favourable to competition, 
beginning a process resulting in potentially lowering the cost of healthcare. 
The object of the Agreements was to prevent that. 

2775 Compare Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2021] CAT 5, paragraphs 69 and 244. 
2776 Compare Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2021] CAT 5, paragraphs 200 and 83. 
2777 Opinion of Advocate General Trstenjak in C-209/07 BIDS, EU:C:2008:467, paragraph 77 (followed in C-
209/07 BIDS, EU:C:2008:643). Compare T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 352; and 
T-679/14 Teva v Commission, EU:T:2018:919, paragraph 233. 
2778 Compare C-307/18 GSK v CMA, paragraph 83, citing C-209/07 BIDS, EU:C:2008:643, paragraph 34. 
2779 Compare GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraph 244; and C-307/18 GSK v Commission, 
paragraph 76. 
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6.888. The Agreements were therefore market sharing agreements that aimed to 
exclude Waymade and AMCo from the market, thereby protecting 
Auden/Actavis’s volumes, its dominant position and its associated ability to 
charge high prices. In exchange, a portion of Auden/Actavis’s monopoly 
profits was shared with Waymade and AMCo. It is well-established that such 
agreements have as their object the restriction, distortion or prevention of 
competition. 

c. The parties' representations on the object of the Agreements 

i. ‘The Agreements were not by their very nature harmful to normal 
competition’ 

6.889. Auden/Actavis submitted that the Agreements were not harmful by their very 
nature to ‘normal competition’ for generic drugs. It submitted that economic 
theory and observation show that the second entrant usually prices around 
the same level as the incumbent.2780 It submitted that the Agreements 
therefore caused no harm to ‘normal competition’ – absent the Agreements 
market prices would have been the same.2781 

6.890. This argument sidesteps the CMA’s findings and the evidence set out in this 
section 6. It is no more than an assertion that the CMA should have 
assessed whether the Agreements were restrictive of competition by effect. 

6.891. The CMA has found the Agreements to be restrictive of competition by 
object. It is trite law that a market exclusion agreement is an object 
restriction.2782 There is no need to consider economic theory or a 
counterfactual to show this. As the European General Court held in 
Lundbeck: 

‘The examination of a hypothetical counterfactual scenario – besides 
being impracticable since it requires the Commission to reconstruct the 
events that would have occurred in the absence of the agreements at 
issue, whereas the very purpose of those agreements was to delay the 
market entry of the generic undertakings … is more an examination of 
the effects of agreements at issue on the market than an objective 
examination of whether they are sufficiently harmful to competition. 

2780 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.22-5.25 and 5.28-5.29. 
2781 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.13.2, 1.16.2, 5.7, 6.30.1-6.30.2 and 7.175.1. See 
also Document 207027, letter from Macfarlanes to the CMA dated 7 July 2021, paragraphs 1.2.1, 2.1 and 2.2. 
2782 See, e.g., C-373/14 Toshiba Corporation v Commission, EU:C:2016:26, paragraph 28; C-449/11 Solvay 
Solexis v Commission, EU:C:2013:802, paragraph 82; and C-408/12 YKK and Others v Commission, 
EU:C:2014:2153, paragraph 26. 
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Such an examination of effects is not required in the context of an 
analysis based on the existence of a restriction of competition by object 

… 

what matters is that those undertakings had real concrete possibilities 
of entering the market at the time the agreements at issue were 
concluded with Lundbeck, with the result that they exerted competitive 
pressure on the latter. That competitive pressure was eliminated for the 
term of the agreements at issue, which constitutes, by itself, a 
restriction of competition by object’.2783 

6.892. This aspect of the General Court’s judgment was expressly upheld by the 
European Court of Justice,2784 which noted that: 

‘unless the clear distinction between the concept of ‘restriction by 
object’ and the concept of ‘restriction by effect’ arising from the wording 
itself of Article 101(1) … is to be held not to exist, an examination of the 
‘counterfactual scenario’, the purpose of which is to make apparent the 
effects of a given concerted practice, cannot be required in order to 
characterise a concerted practice as a ‘restriction by object’’2785 

6.893. Competition law protects potential competition as well as actual competition: 
how the market might behave when potential competition transitions into 
actual competition is inherently uncertain and undertakings are not permitted 
to substitute for that uncertainty the certainty of cooperation.2786 Market 
exclusion agreements are therefore a classic example of the type of 
coordination that can be regarded, by its very nature, as harmful to the 
proper functioning of normal competition, such that there is no need to 
examine its effects. Such agreements cannot be justified by an analysis of 
their economic context.2787 

6.894. In any event, even if Auden/Actavis’s submissions about ‘normal 
competition’ for generic drugs were accepted, a delay to independent entry 
is a delay to the process of competition and the benefits that will ultimately 
accrue to consumers. It is that process itself that is significantly harmed by 

2783 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraphs 473-474. See also T-141/89 Trefileurope v 
Commission, paragraph 60, citing C-277/87 Sandoz v Commission, paragraph 15.  
2784 C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 139-143. 
2785 C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraph 140. 
2786 See T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 471. 
2787 C-373/14 P Toshiba v Commission EU:C:2016:26, paragraphs 26-28; C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes 
Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraphs 49-50; and C-239/11, C-489/11 and C-498/11 Siemens 
and Others v Commission, EU:C:2013:866, paragraph 218. 
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market exclusion agreements. As the European General Court stated in 
Lundbeck (cited with approval by the CAT in Paroxetine): 

‘If it were possible, without infringing competition law, to pay 
undertakings taking the necessary steps to prepare for the launch of a 
generic medicinal product, including obtaining an MA, and which have 
made significant investments to that end, to cease or merely slow that 
process, effective competition would never take place, or would suffer 
significant delays, at the expense of consumers, that is to say, in the 
present case, patients or national health insurance schemes.’2788 

6.895. Similarly, the European Court of Justice in Paroxetine noted (in relation to 
‘the proper functioning of normal competition’ and specifically the UK): 

‘the medicines sector is particularly sensitive to a delay in the market 
entry of the generic version of an originator medicine. Such a delay 
leads to the maintenance on the market of the medicine concerned of a 
monopoly price, which is very appreciably higher than the price at 
which generic versions of that medicine would be sold following their 
market entry and which has considerable financial consequences, if not 
for the final consumer, at least for social security authorities.’2789 

6.896. As explained in section 6.C.II above, these statements apply a fortiori to this 
case, in which all competition was generic and Auden was no originator.  

6.897. The CMA has explained the economic and legal context to the Agreements 
in that section. In Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2021] CAT 5, the CAT held 
that similar factors in a purely generic market meant that it could not 
‘seriously be contended’ that anti-competitive activity was incapable of 
having any significant effect on the market; and that such factors were 
‘clearly sufficient for the CMA to conclude that the seriously harmful nature of 
the conduct in question was not negated by its economic and legal 
context’.2790 The CAT therefore dismissed Lexon’s argument that ‘in the real 
world, the conduct in question could not have an adverse, or a sufficiently 
adverse, effect on competition in the market concerned.’2791 The same 
reasoning applies to Auden/Actavis’s submission in the present case. 

2788 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 171, cited with approval in GSK v CMA [2018] 
CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraph 158. 
2789 C-307/18 GSK v Commission, paragraphs 67-70. 
2790 Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2021] CAT 5, paragraphs 200, 201 and 207. 
2791 Lexon (UK) Limited v CMA [2021] CAT 5, paragraphs 170, 199, 207, 231 and 244. 
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ii. The parties' representations on the object of the supply deals 

6.898. Each of the parties responded to the CMA’s provisional findings on the 
object of the Agreements in the SSO by redefining the agreements to 
exclude the commitment of Waymade and AMCo not to enter the market.2792 

Their submissions on restriction by object focused on the object of the 
supply agreements alone, without the counter-performance.2793 

6.899. It is not the supply agreements in themselves that the CMA has found to 
restrict competition, but the Agreements as defined in paragraphs 6.3 to 6.4 
and 6.17 to 6.18 above, which include the reciprocal commitments by 
Waymade and AMCo not to enter the market. These submissions depend on 
ignoring that counter-performance. They focus only on why Waymade and 
AMCo took the supply deals from Auden/Actavis but provide no answer to 
what the common understanding of the parties was: they do not explain why 
Auden/Actavis would agree to give Waymade or AMCo those deals. 

6.900. These representations therefore sidestepped the case entirely.2794 They are 
addressed for completeness only. 

‘The CMA applied the wrong legal test for restriction by object’ 

6.901. Applying their mischaracterisation of the case, the parties submitted that the 
pay for delay cases were irrelevant: 

a. Auden/Actavis submitted that the pay for delay cases were irrelevant 
because ‘Neither AMCo nor Waymade entered into any agreement 

2792 For example, in the first paragraph of its RSSO, Cinven redefined the 10mg Agreement to encompass only 
the supply deals, without the counter-performance of non-entry, thus sidestepping the case. See Document 
204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.1, 1.26, 1.31, 7.4(b), 7.12, 7.20 and 7.39. See also Document 204922, 
AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.604, 3.688, 3.692 and 5.28; Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 1.12, 1.13, 5.2, 5.6 and 5.33; Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.20, 2.25, 7.23, 
7.49, 7.151 and 8.86. 
2793 See, for example, Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 5.28; Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 1.31, 7.12, 7.20 and 7.39; Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.12, 1.13, 5.2, 
5.6 and 5.33; Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.141-7.153 and 8.136-8.141. 
2794 For example, Waymade, AMCo and Cinven submitted that the object of the supply agreements was simply to 
provide Waymade and AMCo with supply of hydrocortisone tablets, as a ‘stop-gap’ until their own products were 
ready. Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.20, 2.25, 7.23, 7.49, 7.151 and 8.86; Document 
204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.604, 3.688 and 3.692; Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 
1.26, 7.4(b) and 7.47ff. This argument is in any event unconvincing on its own terms. As explained above, 
Waymade explicitly linked its entry into the 20mg Agreement with its decision to ‘freeze’ its 20mg product and 
pause work on reformulation. As explained in section 3.F.III.j.ii above, at the time of entering into the Second 
Written Agreement AMCo believed that it would imminently be receiving launch-ready product from Aesica. It 
took steps to suspend its Aesica project on the same day as entering into that agreement, when it believed that 
the product was saleable. This behaviour is not consistent with Waymade or AMCo looking for a ‘stop-gap’ while 
they sought to resolve the issues with their own products. Cinven and Auden/Actavis also submitted that a value 
transfer is not in itself anticompetitive (Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.49, 4.58, 7.84 and 7.86. 
Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.7.1, 5.27 and 6.29). The CMA does not allege that the 
payments Auden/Actavis made to Waymade and AMCo were in themselves anticompetitive. It is the 10mg 
Agreement, under which Waymade and AMCo agreed not to enter in exchange for those payments, that is 
anticompetitive. 
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whereby they committed not to enter the market’.2795 Auden/Actavis 
submitted that: ‘The supposed effect of the agreement on the prices of 
Hydrocortisone Tablets and each of AMCo and Waymade’s incentives 
alone is not sufficient to demonstrate an anti-competitive object (absent 
a concurrence of wills between the Parties to such an objective)’.2796 

b. AMCo submitted that the pay for delay cases, which arose in the 
context of patent disputes, ‘are of no application to the circumstances 
of this case’.2797 It submitted that the pay for delay cases cannot 
‘properly be relied on to find a commitment not to enter the market 
independently’.2798 AMCo also submitted that the General Court’s 
judgment in KRKA v Commission establishes that the simple fact that 
the terms of a supply agreement are favourable is not enough to 
establish an object infringement.2799 

c. Waymade submitted that the facts of the pay for delay cases ‘bear no 
resemblance to those of this case’.2800 

d. Cinven submitted that the situation in the pay for delay cases ‘has 
nothing to do with the present case’.2801 

6.902. The relevance of the pay for delay cases, and the differences between the 
facts of those cases and the present case, are explained in paragraphs 
6.120 to 6.122 and 6.339 to 6.356 above. As the caselaw recognises, pay for 
delay agreements are a form – indeed ‘an extreme form’ – of market 
sharing.2802 

6.903. In this case the CMA has found a concurrence of wills between the parties to 
market exclusion agreements. That concurrence of wills is demonstrated by 
a body of evidence – not simply the fact that the terms of the supply 
agreements were favourable or created incentives for Waymade and AMCo. 

6.904. While on the one hand submitting that the pay for delay cases were 
irrelevant, the parties on the other submitted that, based on those cases, the 
CMA should be held to a higher legal standard than that set out in Cartes 
Bancaires: 

2795 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 6.17-6.21. 
2796 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 6.8 (emphasis added). 
2797 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 1.45.2. 
2798 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 6.92. See also paragraph 6.87. 
2799 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 6.64 and 6.83. 
2800 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 7.143-7.146. 
2801 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 7.85. 
2802 T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 435. 
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a. AMCo submitted that in Paroxetine the European Court of Justice ‘laid 
down a strict test for a finding of a market sharing agreement’: where 
an agreement can be justified by a legitimate commercial 
consideration, ‘a finding of a restriction by object must be excluded and 
the CMA must conduct an effects analysis’.2803 Since on AMCo’s case 
the orphan designation meant ‘competition with Auden was plainly not 
possible’, it submitted that there could be no object infringement.2804 

b. Auden/Actavis submitted, citing the European Court of Justice’s 
judgment in Paroxetine and Advocate General Kokott’s Opinion in 
Lundbeck, that an agreement cannot be considered a restriction of 
competition by object unless it is entered into with the sole aim of 
disguising a market exclusion agreement. It submitted that there can 
only be a restriction by object where there is no other explanation for 
the agreement.2805 Auden/Actavis stated that ‘the Court of Justice’s 
decision in Paroxetine raises the bar such that the CMA must 
demonstrate that the “sole aim” of the Supply Agreements is the 
restriction of competition.’ Auden/Actavis further submitted that since 
the Agreements could be explained by Auden/Actavis’s legitimate aim 
of maintaining its CMO volumes, the CMA could not find a restriction by 
object and must conduct an effects analysis.2806 

6.905. When the full terms of the Agreements – payment in exchange for non-entry 
– are considered, their sole aim is indeed to restrict competition. These 
submissions therefore fail on the facts before the legal test is even 
discussed. 

6.906. In any event, the European Court of Justice did not lay down any new ‘strict 
legal test’ for a finding of a restriction by object or ‘raise the bar’ in 
Paroxetine.2807 The Court simply observed that where no other explanation 
for value transfers can be found, or where it is apparent that an arrangement 
was designed with the sole aim of disguising a market exclusion agreement, 
a characterisation of a restriction by object must be adopted.2808 That is not 
the same as saying that an agreement can only be a restriction by object in 
these circumstances. 

2803 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 6.21. 
2804 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 6.33.1. See also paragraphs 5.150, 6.34, 6.45, 6.64, 6.79 and 
6.83. 
2805 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 6.30.2. 
2806 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 6.30.2 and 6.38. 
2807 See GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 42 
2808 C-307/18 GSK v Commission, paragraphs 76, 85-87 and 111. Compare C-591/16 P Lundbeck v 
Commission, paragraphs 113-114. 
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6.907. In the pay for delay cases the agreement of the generic not to enter the 
market was not in dispute, since it was provided as a written contractual 
commitment. Nor was the existence of a payment to the generic. However, it 
was necessary to consider whether the generic agreed not to enter in 
recognition of the strength of the patent (which could be legitimate) or in 
exchange for the payment (which would be an illegitimate buying-off of 
competition): whether the ‘pay’ was ‘for delay’.2809 

6.908. In order to determine whether the value transfers were given in exchange for 
non-entry in those cases, and therefore whether the agreements in issue 
were object restrictions, the Courts considered whether the value transfers 
could ‘prove to be justified’ by reference to factors such as ‘sums that 
correspond in fact to compensation for the costs of or disruption caused by 
the litigation’, or ‘that correspond to remuneration for the actual supply, 
immediate or subsequent, of goods or services’; or by the corresponding 
release of a cross-undertaking in damages. The Courts held that if there is 
no legitimate ‘quid pro quo’ for the value transfers, and the ‘net gain’ to the 
generic from those transfers (meaning the net value transferred to the 
generic in the context of the settlement agreement, not in comparison to the 
generic’s expected profits from entry2810) is sufficiently large to encourage 
the potential entrant not to enter, the value transfers could only be explained 
by the parties’ mutual interest in avoiding competition and the agreements 
must be characterised as an object restriction.2811 In that situation it is 
established that the ‘pay’ was ‘for delay’.  

6.909. It was the specific context of a potential ‘genuine dispute’ relating to a patent 
that led the Courts to consider such issues in the pay for delay cases.2812 

6.910. This is the context for the Advocate General’s statement in Lundbeck that if 
a value transfer from the incumbent has no explanation other than the 
common interest of the parties in not competing, the settlement agreement is 
akin to an object restriction.2813 This was confirmed in the European Court of 
Justice’s judgment, in which the Court found that the settlement agreements 

2809 See, for example, T-679/14 Teva v Commission, EU:T:2018:919, paragraph 220; and Commission decision 
of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, paragraphs 604 and 660. 
2810 See GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraphs 43-45. 
2811 C-307/18 GSK v Commission, paragraphs 84-95 and 111; GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraphs 37-51. 
Compare C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 113-115. 
2812 See C-307/18 GSK v Commission, paragraph 59; GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraphs 47-48; C-591/16 P 
Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 117-118 and 134. 
2813 Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraph 128. Paragraph 129 
makes this explicit. Compare the Commission’s and European General Court’s analysis of the settlement 
agreement between Lundbeck and Neolab Limited. The General Court agreed with the Commission that under 
that agreement ‘the actual object of the reverse payment was to settle a dispute between the parties, without, 
however, delaying the market entry of generics’. T-469/13 Generics (UK) Ltd v Commission, paragraphs 293-
294. Upheld in C-588/16 P Generics (UK) Ltd v Commission, paragraph 91. 
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would amount to an object restriction whether or not they were characterised 
as market exclusion or market sharing agreements.2814 

6.911. As explained in section 6.C.II above, that is not the context for the present 
case, in which the CMA finds a direct link between the payments and the 
commitment not to enter, which was made in return for those payments. The 
present case, which concerns unbranded, long off-patent generic drugs in 
the third stage of the drug lifecycle, is more analogous to ‘classic’ market 
sharing cases than the pay for delay cases. With a market exclusion 
agreement such as the BIDS arrangements or those in Toshiba, without a 
patent context, such considerations did not form part of the test applied by 
the Courts to confirm that the arrangements at issue were ‘restrictions by 
object’. In such a context ‘a mere commitment not to act’ – not to enter a 
market – may simply ‘go without saying’.2815 

6.912. The legal test for a restriction of competition by object remains that 
established in Cartes Bancaires. It is clear that the Agreements reveal a 
sufficient degree of harm to competition such that there is no need to 
examine their effects.2816 

6.913. It is, further, trite law that an agreement may be restrictive of competition by 
object even where it also pursues other, legitimate, objectives. Provided the 
parties had a common understanding whose terms, assessed objectively, 
pursued an anti-competitive objective, any ancillary or subjective motivations 
they may have had for entering into that deal are irrelevant.2817 

6.914. In any event, the Agreements cannot be justified by a legitimate commercial 
consideration: 

a. As explained in section 3.E.IV.a above and Annex D to this Decision, 
while the extent of demand for skinny label hydrocortisone tablets was 
uncertain pre-entry, there was never any doubt that there would be 
some demand. The uncertainty as to the extent of the contestable 
market at the time the 10mg Agreement was entered into is not a 
legitimate justification for entering into a market exclusion agreement. 
Undertakings should not substitute the certainties of cooperation for the 

2814 C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 113-118. 
2815 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, EU:T:2011:342, paragraphs 141 and 269. 
2816 C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 49. Compare C-
591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 139-141. 
2817 C-209/07 Competition Authority v Beef Industry Development Society, EU:C:2008:643, paragraph 21; T-
168/01 GlaxoSmithKline Services Unlimited v Commission, EU:T:2006:265, paragraph 77 (upheld on appeal in 
Joined cases C-501/06P etc GlaxoSmithKline Services Unlimited v Commission, EU:C:2009:610). See also C-
614/16 P Merck v Commission, paragraph 92: ‘characterisation as a ‘restriction by object’ does not require that 
parties to those agreements pursue an anticompetitive objective, even though such an objective may 
nevertheless be taken into consideration’.   
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uncertainties of competition. AMCo’s proposed legitimate explanation in 
any event could not explain what consideration Auden/Actavis received 
under the Agreements: if ‘competition with Auden was plainly not 
possible’, why would Auden agree to make significant payments to 
AMCo?2818 

b. As explained in the section that follows, maintaining Auden/Actavis’s 
CMO volumes is not a legitimate explanation – it is a euphemism for 
market exclusion. 

The supply deals ‘sought to maintain Auden/Actavis’s CMO volumes’ 

6.915. None of the parties has provided any legitimate explanation for the 
substantial discounts Auden/Actavis gave to Waymade and AMCo. 

6.916. The only rationale that the parties did suggest for Auden/Actavis’s 
willingness to supply Waymade and AMCo at a discount of 87% and 97% 
respectively was that it did so in order to maintain the volumes of 
hydrocortisone tablets that Auden/Actavis ordered from its CMO, Tiofarma 
(its CMO volumes).2819 Auden/Actavis stated that ‘The risk to Auden was 
that, absent such volumes, Tiofarma might either increase prices (across the 
portfolio of products it supplied Auden) and/or cease to support certain 
products entirely’.2820 

6.917. The fact that the incumbent supplier may face negative consequences if 
entry occurs and it is no longer able to supply the entire market (whether 
those consequences are purely a drop in profits or entail some form of 
contractual penalty from the incumbent supplier’s manufacturer) is a natural 
risk of competition and cannot form a justification for entering into an anti-
competitive agreement that substitutes cooperation for that risk. 

6.918. It is not possible to verify what Tiofarma might have done had Auden 
reduced the volumes in its monthly orders for hydrocortisone tablets before 
July 2015, when Waymade became the first entrant. However, events 
following entry suggest that Tiofarma would not have sought to ‘penalise’ 
Auden in this way. Tiofarma continued to supply Auden and subsequently 
Actavis despite its CMO volumes dropping significantly as a result of entry 
from July 2015 onwards. 

2818 Compare GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 51. 
2819 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.33 and 6.30.2.1. Document 204903, Waymade’s 
RSSO, paragraph 2.20. See also paragraphs 7.46-7.48 and 7.139(b) and (c). Document 204967, Cinven’s 
RSSO, paragraph 4.55.
2820 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 6.30.2.1. See also paragraph 5.33. 
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6.919. In any event, the parties’ submission that Auden/Actavis’s motivation was to 
protect its CMO volumes is entirely consistent with the CMA’s findings. 
Maintaining Auden/Actavis’s CMO volumes necessarily entails preventing 
entry and the inevitable reduction of Auden/Actavis’s sales volumes that 
would follow. While Auden/Actavis asserted that the CMA had ‘failed to 
demonstrate that the parties considered there to be a link between the 
upstream manufacturing volumes and the downstream market shares in the 
supply of tablets’,2821 the link is self-evident and acknowledged by the key 
players involved in concluding the Agreements. As explained in section 
6.C.II above, since Auden/Actavis was the sole supplier of a product whose 
overall volumes were subject to a ceiling from the number of prescriptions 
issued, it stood to lose CMO volumes if another supplier entered the market 
and made any sales (as Auden/Actavis in fact did when entry took place). As 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] of Auden stated in interview: 

‘if we didn’t supply them [Waymade] at, you know, the wholesale price, 
that we didn’t to everybody else [i.e. the ‘special’ price], then they would 
have certainly gone elsewhere to source the 20mg, which wouldn’t 
have aided our objective of maintaining the volumes that we were keen 
to maintain with our contract manufacturer … 

I suppose there’s a finite number of prescriptions there, so if 
[Waymade] had their own manufacture and brought product into the 
market we would then naturally reduce our volumes.’2822 

6.920. This representation therefore supports the CMA’s findings that 
Auden/Actavis made the supply deals available in order to buy off its 
competitors’ entry. 

‘The supply agreements were not a sham’ 

6.921. AMCo and Cinven made extensive representations to the effect that the 
supply deals were bona fide and not a sham, dealing with the actual terms of 
the 10mg Agreement only as a secondary point.2823 They submitted that the 
CMA had not established, as it must to sustain the allegation that the supply 
deals were a sham, that everyone involved in the negotiation of the First and 

2821 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 7.90. See also paragraph 7.161 and Document 
204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 7.44; and Document 201235, Auden/Actavis’s RSO2, paragraphs 10.23, 
13.3 and 14.13. 
2822 Document 00717, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 21 September 2016, part 2, page 
2 lines 8-14 and page 4 lines 14-16. 
2823 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.21-1.22, 1.41, 2.33, 2.54, 2.81, 5.15 and 5.52. Document 
204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.10, 1.24, 1.28, 1.33, 2.34, 4.78, 7.37 and 7.43. 
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Second Written Agreements, including external counsel, was engaged in an 
elaborate deception to cloak their true intentions.2824 

6.922. The description of the supply deals as a sham simply means that the CMA 
has found their true purpose to be for Auden/Actavis to pay AMCo, rather 
than simply to give it product to sell as in a genuine bona fide distribution 
deal.2825 The supply agreements, under which Auden/Actavis supplied AMCo 
at a 97% discount to its other customers, would not have existed on these 
terms in the absence of counter-performance from AMCo. The CMA has 
found that the counter-performance was AMCo’s agreement not to enter the 
market independently. The parties have not proposed any legitimate 
counter-performance. 

6.923. The CMA has not found or alleged an elaborate conspiracy beyond the 
terms of the 10mg Agreement. 

‘The supply agreements were vertical ‘CMO deals’ and not inherently 
anticompetitive’ 

6.924. The parties submitted that the supply deals were ordinary vertical distribution 
arrangements.2826 They submitted that they were ‘CMO deals’, under which 
Auden/Actavis supplied AMCo and Waymade ‘on a CMO basis’ – as if it 
were Aesica, AMCo and Waymade’s CMO.2827 The parties submitted that 
such arrangements are not inherently anticompetitive. Indeed, Cinven 
submitted that the supply deals were in fact pro-competitive, by creating 
competition where there would otherwise have been none.2828 

6.925. As explained in section 6.C.II above, each of Waymade and AMCo was a 
potential competitor of Auden/Actavis when it entered into the relevant 
Agreement. When the full legal and economic context is taken into account, 
the relationship between Auden/Actavis and each of Waymade and AMCo 
was therefore horizontal, not vertical.2829 

2824 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.28, 1.33, 2.34, 4.78 and 7.43. 
2825 Compare GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), paragraphs 179 to 180, and GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 9, 
paragraph 47.
2826 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.20 and 8.112. Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, 
paragraphs 5.13, 5.42, 5.65 and 6.61. Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.3, 4.54 and 7.89. See 
also Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraph 7.53, Document 201235, Auden/Actavis’s RSO2, paragraph 
1.9. 
2827 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.662, 3.668, 3.670, 3.718, 5.30, 5.62.1, 6.61-6.62 and 6.67. 
Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 4.50(a) and 4.55-4.56. Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, 
paragraph 7.43. Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 5.18 and 7.88. See also Document 
203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraphs 3.38, 3.408 and 3.356. 
2828 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.15, 1.33, 4.78, 7.4(b) and 7.43. Document 203736, 
Cinven’s RSO, paragraphs 2.3.6 and 2.12. See also Document 203738, CRA Report submitted by AMCo and 
Cinven on the 2017 SO, paragraphs 8 and 66-67.
2829 Compare Lexon (UK) Ltd v CMA [2021] CAT 5, paragraphs 208-211. 
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6.926. As explained in section 3.E.II above, a CMO is a Contract Manufacturing 
Organisation, which is essentially a manufacturer to whom an MA holder can 
outsource the manufacturing of the medicine for which the manufacturer 
holds an MA. The CMO tends not to hold the MA. Neither AM Pharma nor 
Accord-UK is a CMO.  

6.927. These representations take the supply deals as exhaustive of the terms of 
the Agreements and ignore the common understanding on non-entry that the 
CMA has found. However, the supply deals amounted to substantial 
payments to Waymade and AMCo and were only part of the Agreements. 
The counter-performance for those payments was the common 
understanding that in return, the recipient would not enter. The Agreements 
therefore neutralised the constraint Waymade and AMCo exerted on 
Auden/Actavis through potential competition and delayed the appearance of 
actual competition. Having their own credible source of supply and having 
met the regulatory conditions for entering the market on the basis of their 
MAs, it was not open to Waymade and AMCo to enter into an agreement 
with the incumbent supplier under which they agreed that instead of entering 
the market they would take payments from Auden/Actavis.  

6.928. When their full terms are taken into account, the Agreements were therefore 
market exclusion agreements that prevented, not created, competition. The 
anti-competitive object of such agreements cannot be called into question by 
the fact that Waymade and AMCo may have charged marginally lower prices 
than Auden/Actavis when reselling the specified volumes they were given 
under the supply deals. This was the result of Auden/Actavis ceding a part of 
the market to its potential competitors and not of a normal competitive 
process.2830 

2830 Compare C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 133 and 137; C-586/16 P Sun Pharmaceutical 
Industries and Ranbaxy (UK) v Commission, paragraphs 82-84. See also GSK v CMA [2018] CAT 4 (Paroxetine), 
paragraphs 297-298 and 308, C-307/18 GSK v Commission, paragraphs 103-110, and GSK v CMA [2021] CAT 
9, paragraphs 54, 57 and 103-106. See also Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v 
Commission, paragraph 142. 
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IV. The parties' subjective intentions 

6.929. As explained in section 6.D.I above, the parties’ subjective intentions are not 
a necessary element in the assessment of whether the Agreements were 
restrictive of competition. They may, however, be taken into account as 
corroboration of the objective assessment.2831 

6.930. The subjective intentions of Auden/Actavis, Waymade and AMCo support 
the assessment of the Agreements’ content and objective. The evidence 
shows that each acted in full knowledge of the objective of the Agreements, 
which was to make substantial payments to Waymade and AMCo in 
exchange for each of Waymade and AMCo agreeing not to enter the market 
independently with its own hydrocortisone tablets. 

d. Auden/Actavis 

6.931. Auden/Actavis’s subjective intention was to preserve its position as sole 
supplier of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK, and the ability to charge high 
and increasing prices that it derived from that position. In order to achieve 
this, it was willing to make payments to Waymade and to AMCo. As 
explained above: 

a. [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that Auden needed Waymade’s 
business to maintain sales volumes of Auden’s product (manufactured 
by Tiofarma), and therefore Auden’s order volumes from Tiofarma: ‘it 
was always in our interest to try to keep the volumes reasonably level 
at the CMO. This is why we entered into the arrangement with 
Waymade for a low supply price’.2832 As explained above, maintaining 
Auden’s CMO volumes necessarily entails avoiding independent entry. 

b. From the outset, Auden had therefore sought to calibrate a deal that 
ceded around a third of the market by value to Waymade, on the 
understanding that Waymade would make ‘cost savings … in not 
bringing the product to market’. Auden acknowledged that both parties 
had an interest in maintaining a high resale price – which the 
preservation of its position as sole supplier would allow. As [Auden 
Senior Employee 2] stated in his 28 June 2011 proposal to [Auden 
Senior Employee 1]: ‘Would be happier allowing a lower price on the 
20mg because it would be in their [Waymade’s] interest to maintain 

2831 C-67/13 P Groupement des Cartes Bancaires v Commission, EU:C:2014:2204, paragraph 54; and C-286/13 
P Dole v Commission, EU:C:2015:184, paragraph 118. See also C-32/11 Allianz Hungaria v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:160, paragraph 37 and the case law cited.
2832 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraph 
1.16. 
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high resale price’.2833 

c. [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated: ‘I recall having an internal 
discussion which acknowledged Waymade was our competitor and that 
we could supply it with hydrocortisone tablets…’.2834 Waymade’s status 
as a potential competitor (signified most clearly by its MAs) was what 
prompted Auden to offer it the 20mg Agreement, and later the 10mg 
Agreement. 

d. ‘[Auden Senior Employee 1]’]s terms to us [Waymade]’ were that ‘If and 
when we see another 20mg licence granted on RAMA, then we’ll have 
to come to discuss, but until that happens, the deal is sound.’2835 In 
other words, the payments in the 20mg Agreement were contingent on 
the absence of independent entry.  

e. The 10mg Agreement was reached on the same basis as the 20mg 
Agreement: Auden saw this as another way of protecting its volumes 
and therefore its position as sole supplier in the market.2836 

f. Actavis, which took over sales of hydrocortisone tablets from 1 
September 2015, acknowledged at the time that ‘currently in Uk we 
have all the market’ – though ‘we expect competition which will impact 
volume and price’ following genuine independent entry.2837 

g. When other potential entrants emerged, Actavis continued the 
approach of Auden. Not only did Actavis continue making payments to 
AMCo under the 10mg Agreement and implement its own 
‘communications plan’ (see section 3.F.III.p above), drawing on the 
Project Guardian materials AM Pharma had prepared;2838 it also 
attempted to agree a similar deal with another competitor, Alissa (see 
paragraphs 6.763 to 6.767 above). Though Alissa ultimately did not 
accept this offer, this demonstrates that having taken on Auden’s 

2833 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
2834 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.16 to 1.17. 
2835 Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 July 
2011. 
2836 For example, [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that once Waymade obtained the 10mg MA, Auden was 
faced with ‘the same scenario’ as it had faced when negotiating the 20mg Agreement, and that it responded in 
the same way – by supplying Waymade at a substantial discount in order to maintain its manufacturing volumes: 
‘it was a very, a very similar situation where they had said, ‘look we’ve got a product and we would like to take 
supply from you’. So again, in the same scenario as long as we, we gave them supply, which would again 
maintain our volumes … that was acceptable’ (Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] 
interview dated 23 May 2018, page 68).
2837 Document 02312, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] to Actavis staff dated 28 September 2015. 
2838 See also Document 202954, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 20 
May 2015: ‘According to [Auden Senior Employee 1] Actavis will continue his strategy’ of using the orphan 
designation to undermine potential entrants. 
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business, Actavis continued Auden’s strategy of attempting to buy off 
competition on hydrocortisone tablets. 

6.932. This evidence demonstrates that Auden/Actavis had a consistent intention 
when dealing with its potential competitors: it would make payments 
available to a counterparty in possession of an MA which it perceived as a 
threat to its position as sole supplier, with the expectation that in return the 
potential competitor would refrain from entry and allow Auden/Actavis to 
prolong its position as sole supplier and associated ability to charge high 
prices. 

e. Waymade 

6.933. Waymade’s subjective intention was to use its MAs – and the threat of 
competitive entry that they represented – as leverage to secure favourable 
supply terms (ie payments) from Auden. This would allow it to share in the 
high and increasing profits Auden derived from its position as sole supplier, 
rather than face the uncertainty of competition after entry. As explained 
above: 

a. From the outset, Waymade had intended to negotiate a supply deal 
with Auden alongside developing its own product, noting that: ‘the 
earliest launch of our Hydrocortisone product in glass bottles is May or 
June 2011’ and that ‘With regards to a negotiation with Auden 
Mckenzie, I suggest that opening a discussion in January would be 
about right.’2839 

b. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] confirmed that the fact that Waymade 
had an MA for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets helped it to secure a 
significantly lower supply price from Auden: ‘The marketing 
authorisation changed Waymade’s position towards Auden 
Mckenzie.’2840 This change in position was reflected in the fact that 
during those negotiations, Auden reduced its proposed supply price 
from £34.50 to £4.50 in the space of two weeks. 

c. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] explained: ‘They [Auden] know that we 
can get product made at our own CMO, or they can supply us at a price 
which we feel is competitive … then we have a choice as to whether we 
take product from them or whether we manufacture it ourselves.’2841 He 

2839 Document 300138, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 3] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
December 2010. 
2840 Document 200354, Witness Statement of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 24 October 2016, paragraphs 
1.14 to 1.15. 
2841 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 26, line 26 
and page 27, lines 1 to 8. 
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stated: ‘at some point in our discussions, I may have made it clear that 
Waymade had a marketing authorisation [for 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets]’. When asked why, he said, ‘so that we could negotiate a better 
supply price’. He went on to say that ‘if we made the product 
elsewhere, then they [Auden] would lose those volumes’ because 
Waymade would enter and take business from Auden.2842 He gave the 
same rationale for the 10mg Agreement, noting that Auden ‘will lose 
margin on the product but they will at least retain their manufacturing 
volumes.’2843 

d. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] provided a similar explanation: ‘we had 
agreed that we had a licence and we could produce the product at 
£4.50, and by buying it from him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]], then we 
wouldn’t produce it, even though we were paying him more than it 
would cost us.’2844 He went on to explain: ‘If we…, when we came to 
the market, they could have actually lost a lot of the market share to us, 
therefore they would have said, “Look, we’ll supply you or we will come 
to an agreement”’.2845 He noted that ‘the fact that there’s not a second 
player is always in their [Auden’s] interest’,2846 and went on to say: ‘if I 
had my product, I would be able to penetrate the market. … I suppose 
he [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] was selling us a product which he 
[[Auden Senior Employee 1]] would normally not have sold if we were 
in the market, that is all it is.  Simple.  You see?  They make a certain 
amount for a finite market and when there is a second player in it, his 
sales would be diminished.’2847 

e. When asked how Waymade was able to secure such a low supply price 
from Auden, [Waymade Senior Employee 3] explained that ‘the fact 
that the product is there in the warehouse in Basildon, is the leverage in 
that Waymade could have placed that product on the market … the 
leverage is it’s in the warehouse in, in Basildon, it could be released for 
sale.’2848 When asked separately what Waymade’s leverage was, 
[Waymade Senior Employee 3] said: ‘the product could be 

2842 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 34, lines 
18 to 23. 
2843 Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 65, lines 
18 to 20. 
2844 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 37, lines 
10 to 13 (emphasis added). 
2845 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
12 to 20 (emphasis added). 
2846 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 14, lines 
16 to 17. 
2847 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 34, lines 
12 to 20. 
2848 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 3, page 
12, line 27 and page 13, lines 1 to 7. 
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launched’.2849 

f. Waymade approached the 10mg Agreement in the same way: 

i. In relation to the 10mg Agreement, [Waymade Senior Employee 
1] stated: ‘His [[Auden Senior Employee 1]’s] volumes would start 
dropping, once we fight him in the market, which we would’.2850 

He stated: ‘They gave the product to us at a price because we 
had told them [Auden] that we can manufacture it at a certain 
price, and for them not to lose their volumes, it would be attractive 
for them to supply the product’.2851 

ii. In relation to the 10mg Agreement, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
stated: ‘maybe the inference from me is that, you know, he 
[[Auden Senior Employee 1]] can supply me or I’ll get someone 
else to supply me, and if he wants to retain the manufacturing 
volumes, then he might agree to supply me’.2852 

f. AMCo 

6.934. AMCo – which acquired Waymade’s 10mg MA, its project to develop its own 
10mg hydrocortisone tablets, and key individuals who had negotiated and 
implemented the 10mg Agreement (especially [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee]) – had the same subjective intention as Waymade. It used its 
10mg MA – and the threat of competitive entry that it represented – as 
leverage to preserve and improve the terms of the 10mg Agreement, 
allowing it to substitute for the uncertainty of competition the certainty of 
sharing in Auden/Actavis’s high profits. For example, as explained above: 

a. In the interim period between the currency of the two Written 
Agreements, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] noted that [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] ‘would probably do a better deal on better terms’ as he 
was ‘not keen to get into a battle’. ‘I am also not keen’, he stated, ‘on 
having a fight’.2853 

b. During the negotiation of the Second Written Agreement, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] asked in an internal email to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] 

2849 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 2, page 
31, line 14. 
2850 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 140, 
lines 3 to 4. 
2851 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
1 to 3. 
2852 Document 200349, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview transcript dated 4 August 2016, pages 14-15. 
2853 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 2014 
(emphasis added).  
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when supply would begin. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] replied to [AMCo 
Senior Employee 8], ‘As for the start date yes it is for delivery this 
month … I told him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] that if not we will 
launch our own’.2854 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] intended [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] to understand that if Auden did not supply AMCo 
on the agreed terms that month, AMCo would launch its 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

c. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] later explained to AMCo staff that he had 
used the threat of AMCo’s launch to secure the Second Written 
Agreement, on the understanding that this meant AMCo would not 
enter the market: ‘we have subsequently signed a deal with Auden 
Mackenzie [sic] to source product from them and therefore our own 
product will not be launched in UK’; ‘the work that you did to provide 
certainty of launch of our product gave those of us who were 
negotiating with Auden Mackenzie [sic] confidence to achieve the best 
deal possible for AMCo and I am sure that, as a result, Auden 
Mackenzie [sic] felt that they should agree to our terms’.2855 

2854 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 15 June 2014 
(emphasis added). 
2855 Document 200126, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Employee] and others dated 28 June 
2014 (emphasis added). 
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7. DURATION 

7.1. The duration of the Infringements is a relevant factor for determining the 
financial penalties that the CMA has decided to impose. 

7.2. The CMA has concluded that: 

a. the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse had a duration of nine years and 10 
months, that is, from 1 October 2008 to 31 July 2018; 

b. the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse had a duration of eight years and three 
months, that is, from 1 October 2008 to 8 January 2017; 

c. the 20mg Agreement had a duration of three years and 10 months, that 
is, from 11 July 2011 to 30 April 2015; and 

d. the 10mg Agreement had a duration of three years and eight months, 
that is, from 23 October 2012 to 24 June 2016. 

7.3. Waymade and Cinven submitted that the CMA is required to show evidence 
‘of facts sufficiently proximate in time for it to be reasonable to accept that 
the infringement continued uninterruptedly between two specific dates’.2856 

Citing T-655/11 FSL v Commission, they submitted that the duration of the 
Agreements must be limited to those periods when there was specific 
evidence of participation in the infringements, and could not include times 
when Waymade’s and AMCo’s internal documents stated an intention to 
launch their own products, or when extraneous factors such as development 
problems meant they were unable to do so.2857 

7.4. The CMA rejects these submissions for the following reasons. 

7.5. FSL v Commission is not a relevant authority for this case. In FSL the 
European General Court upheld the European Commission’s finding that the 
parties engaged in an agreement and/or concerted practice by fixing banana 
prices, despite the sparse and fragmentary evidence – but found that this 
was not a single and continuous infringement (as the Commission had 
found) because there was no evidence of contact for five months of the 
eight-month infringement period. Since banana prices were set weekly, this 
meant there was no evidence for coordination during 20 negotiation cycles. 

2856 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraph 8.27. See also Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, 
paragraph 2.49. 
2857 Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.29-8.30. Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, 
paragraph 2.50. 
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The infringement was therefore interrupted and was characterised as single 
and repeated.2858 In reaching this finding the General Court stated: 

‘the principle of legal certainty requires that, if there is no evidence 
directly establishing the duration of an infringement, the Commission 
should adduce at least evidence of facts sufficiently proximate in time 
for it to be reasonable to accept that that infringement continued 
uninterruptedly between two specific dates’2859 

7.6. This case is very different. As the General Court emphasised, whether a 
temporal gap in evidence constitutes an interruption in the infringement must 
be assessed in the context of the functioning of the infringement in 
question.2860 The expected pattern of contacts in the present case, involving 
a commitment not to enter a market, would be very different from a case 
such as FSL involving price fixing in relation to weekly set prices. In the case 
of a market exclusion agreement, the General Court has held that a 
commitment not to enter the market is based on a simple concept which may 
be implemented easily and this implementation does not require interaction 
between the parties.2861 

7.7. In this case the CMA has found two anticompetitive agreements each lasting 
for as long as the common understanding existed between the relevant 
parties. That common understanding was consistent throughout the term of 
each Agreement and there is evidence directly establishing the duration of 
the Agreements without any temporal gaps: in particular, Auden/Actavis paid 
Waymade and AMCo each month and Waymade and AMCo sent purchase 
orders and invoices to receive their monthly payments. There are also 
multiple pieces of evidence confirming at various points throughout the 
duration of the Agreements that Waymade and AMCo would not enter the 
market in exchange for those payments. This is evidence directly 
establishing the duration of each Agreement.   

7.8. As explained in paragraphs 6.537 to 6.543 and 6.853 to 6.861 above, 
Waymade’s and AMCo’s unilateral approaches to their own products (to 
which they returned at points during the Agreements) while receiving 
payments does not undermine their common understanding with 

2858 T-655/11 FSL v Commission, paragraphs 497-498. 
2859 T-655/11 FSL v Commission, paragraph 482 (emphasis added). 
2860 T-655/11 FSL v Commission, paragraph 483. 
2861 T-112/07 Hitachi v Commission, paragraph 91.  
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Auden/Actavis that in exchange for those payments, Waymade and AMCo 
would not enter.2862 

2862 Compare the Court of Justice’s rejection of Lundbeck’s argument that the Commission had erred ‘by failing to 
limit the duration of the infringements in question solely to the period during which manufacturers of generic 
medicines were actually ready to enter the market’ in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 174-177. 
To limit the duration of the Agreements to periods when Waymade and AMCo were actually ready to enter the 
market with their own products would be to confuse potential competition with actual competition. 
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8. EFFECT ON TRADE 

8.1. The Chapter I prohibition applies to agreements between undertakings which 
may affect trade within the UK, and have as their object or effect the 
prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the UK.2863 For the 
purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, the UK includes, in relation to an 
agreement which operates or is intended to operate only in a part of the UK, 
that part.2864 

8.2. The Chapter II prohibition applies to conduct by a dominant undertaking 
which may affect trade within the UK.2865 For the purposes of the Chapter II 
prohibition, the UK includes any part of the UK.2866 

8.3. To infringe the Chapter I or Chapter II prohibition, the conduct does not 
actually have to affect trade as long as it is capable of doing so.2867 The 
concept of effect on trade is also not read as importing a requirement that 
the effect on trade within the UK should be appreciable.2868 

8.4. Each of the Infringements was implemented in the UK and was capable of 
having an effect on the price paid in the UK for hydrocortisone tablets. 
Accordingly, the CMA concludes that each of the Infringements may have 
affected trade in the buying and selling of drugs within the whole or part of 
the UK. 

2863 Section 2(1) of the Act. 
2864 Section 2(7) of the Act. 
2865 Section 18(1) of the Act. 
2866 Section 18(3) of the Act. 
2867 See, for example, T-228/97 Irish Sugar plc v Commission, EU:T:1999:246, paragraph 170. 
2868 Aberdeen Journals Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2003] CAT 11, paragraphs 459 and 460. 
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9. UNDERTAKINGS AND ATTRIBUTION OF LIABILITY 

A. Legal framework for undertakings and attribution of liability 

I. Undertakings 

9.1. Competition law refers to the activities of ‘undertakings’. An undertaking is 
any entity engaged in economic activity, regardless of its legal status and the 
way in which it is financed.2869 An entity is engaged in ‘economic activity’ 
where it conducts any activity ‘of an industrial or commercial nature by 
offering goods and services on the market’.2870 

9.2. The definition of an undertaking is therefore a functional one that is ‘context-
sensitive’.2871 In the context of the Chapter I and II prohibitions, the term 
‘undertaking’ ‘must be understood as designating an economic unit for the 
purpose of the subject-matter of the agreement [or conduct] in question, 
even if in law that economic unit consists of several persons, natural or 
legal’.2872 

9.3. It is thus well established that an undertaking does not correspond to the 
commonly understood notions of a legal entity or corporate group, for 
example under English commercial or tax law; and that a single undertaking 
may comprise one or more legal and/or natural persons.2873 

II. Attribution of liability 

9.4. Where an undertaking infringes the competition rules, it falls to that 
undertaking to answer for that infringement.2874 

9.5. However, in order to enforce competition law it is necessary to attribute 
liability for the undertaking’s infringement to legal entities.2875 

9.6. The Act, the CMA Rules and the CMA’s guidance do not stipulate which 
legal or natural person the CMA is obliged to hold responsible for the 
infringement or to punish by the imposition of a financial penalty.2876 

2869 C-41/90 Hofner and Elser v Mactrotron, paragraph 21; C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, 
paragraph 54 and the case law cited.
2870 C-118/85 Commission v Italian Republic, EU:C:1987:283, paragraph 7. 
2871 Sainsbury’s v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 360. 
2872 Case 170/83 Hydrotherm [1984] ECR 2999, paragraphs 11-12. See also C-217/05 Confederación Española 
de Empresarios de Estaciones de Servicio v CEPSA [2006] ECR 784, paragraph 40; and Sainsbury’s v 
MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 397: ‘It is to be borne in mind that any relevant “undertaking” must relate 
to the restriction which is said to offend Article 101 [or the conduct which is said to breach Article 102] TFEU’. 
2873 Sepia Logistics Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2007] CAT 13, paragraph 70. 
2874 T-372/10 Bolloré II [2012] OJ C235/13, paragraph 52. 
2875 C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 54 to 57. 
2876 The same is true for the European Commission under the EU competition rules: see C-516/15 P Akzo Nobel 
and Others v Commission, EU:C:2017:314, paragraph 51 and the case-law mentioned there.  
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9.7. In Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd v Mastercard, the CAT concluded that ‘In 
our view the current state of the law in this regard is most clearly expressed 
in the Advocate General’s Opinion (endorsed by the Court of Justice) in 
Case C-231/11 P to C-233/11 P Commission v Siemens’.2877 The CAT 
quoted the following passage from the Advocate General: 

‘in the case of an undertaking made up of various legal persons, the 
persons who have participated in the cartel, as well as the ultimate
parent company which exercises a decisive influence over them, may 
be regarded as legal entities collectively constituting a single 
undertaking for the purposes of competition law which may be held 
responsible for the acts of that undertaking. Consequently, if the 
Commission establishes that the undertaking has, either intentionally or 
negligently, committed an infringement of EU competition rules, it may 
determine the personal and collective liability of all the legal persons 
who make up the economic unit and who, by acting together, have 
participated, directly or indirectly, in the commission of the infringement. 

It is specifically for that reason that the Court has found it to be 
compatible with the principle of personal responsibility – as well as with 
the objective of the effective implementation of the competition rules – 
to require the legal persons who participated in the infringement and, 
along with them, the person who exercised decisive influence over 
them, to bear joint and several responsibility, specifically because those 
persons form part of a single economic unit and, therefore, form a 
single undertaking…’2878 

9.8. The CAT therefore went on to hold that: ‘a legal person may be liable for a 
breach of competition law: 

(i) Because he, she or it has in some way participated in that breach, as 
a part of the single economic unit or “undertaking” that has infringed the 
law; and/or 

(ii) Because he, she or it has exercised decisive influence over one or 
more of the persons within the “undertaking” who have participated in 
the infringement.’2879 

2877 Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 363(21). 
2878 Opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi in C-231/11 P Commission v Siemens, EU:C:2013:578, paragraphs 
80-81 (emphasis added), quoted in Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 
363(8). 
2879 Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 363(22). 
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a. Direct participants in an infringement 

9.9. When attributing liability, the starting point is therefore that those legal 
entities that directly ‘participated in th[e] breach’ are liable. 

i. Economic continuity 

9.10. When an entity that has committed an infringement of competition law 
subsequently sells the assets which contributed to the infringement and 
withdraws from the market in question, it may be held liable for the 
infringement if it has not ceased to exist.2880 

9.11. However, where a business is transferred from one entity (the transferor) to 
another (the transferee), at a time when transferor and transferee form part 
of the same undertaking, liability for past behaviour of the transferor may 
pass to the transferee by application of the principle of economic 
continuity.2881 

9.12. It is settled caselaw that a penalty for an infringement committed by the 
transferor can be imposed in its entirety on the transferee, in particular 
where the transferor and transferee ‘have been subject to control by the 
same person within the group and have therefore, given the close economic 
and organisational links between them, carried out, in all material respects, 
the same commercial instructions’, so that ‘the two entities [transferor and 
transferee] constitute one economic entity’.2882 In ETI v Commission, the 
Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice held that if the transferor and 
transferee were subject to the control of the same parent entity at the time of 
their infringing conduct: 

‘it would have to be concluded that the principle of personal 
responsibility does not preclude the penalty for the infringement 
commenced by [the transferor] and continued by [the transferee] from 
being imposed in its entirety on [the transferee]’.2883 

9.13. The Court of Justice when on to hold: 

2880 C-49/92 P Commission v Anic Partecipazioni SpA EU:C:1999:356, paragraphs 47 to 49 (summarising the 
CFI judgment, upheld by the CJEU in paragraphs 144-145). 
2881 C-204/00 P, C-205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v 
Commission EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 354 to 360; T-43/02 Jungbunzlauer v Commission EU:T:2006:270, 
paragraphs 132 to 133; T-117/07 and 121/07 Areva and Others and Alstom v Commission EU:T:2011:69, 
paragraphs 66 to 69. 
2882 C-280/06 ETI and Others EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 48 to 49.  
2883 C-280/06 ETI and Others EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 48 to 52 (emphasis added). See also C-434/13 P 
Commission v Parker-Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 41; and C-511/11 Versalis v Commission 
EU:C:2013:386, paragraph 52.  
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'in the case of entities answering to the same [parent], where conduct 
amounting to one and the same infringement of the competition rules 
was adopted by one entity and subsequently continued until it ceased 
by another entity which succeeded the first, which has not ceased to 
exist, that second entity may be penalised for the infringement in its 
entirety if it is established that those two entities were subject to the 
control of the said [parent].’2884 

9.14. This does not, however, require that the transferee continue the 
infringement.2885 The relevant date for establishing the existence of 
economic continuity is the date of the transfer of the activities.2886 There may 
thus be economic continuity: 

a. where the transfer of activities took place during the infringement period 
and structural links between the transferor and the transferee existed 
during that period;2887 and/or 

b. where that transfer took place after the infringement had come to an 
end, provided that the structural links existed at the time of that 
transfer.2888 

9.15. The structural links that exist on the date of the transfer must be sufficient for 
the two entities to be considered to form a single undertaking at that time.2889 

The links do not, however: 

a. need to ‘subsist throughout the rest of the infringement period or until 
the adoption of a decision penalising the infringement’; or 

b. ‘subsist for a minimum period’.2890 

9.16. Nor do the structural links have to exist from the start of the infringement 
period: the principle applies equally to an intragroup transfer after a new 
parent acquires an infringing business.2891 

2884 C-280/06 ETI and Others EU:C:2007:775, paragraph 52. The Court of Justice has confirmed elsewhere that 
‘the scope of the judgment in ETI and Others is not limited … to cases in which the entities concerned are 
controlled by a public authority’ (C-511/11 Versalis v Commission, paragraph 57). 
2885 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 49; C-204/00 P Aalborg Portland and 
Others v Commission, EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 356 to 360. 
2886 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-Hannifin, paragraphs 49 to 52. 
2887 C-280/06 ETI and Others EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 45 and 50; and C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-
Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 49.  
2888 C-204/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 59, 351, 356 and 357; and 
C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 49. 
2889 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 51. 
2890 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-Hannifin, paragraphs 49 and 51 to 52. 
2891 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-Hannifin, paragraphs 45 to 55. 
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9.17. The motivation behind the transfer is also not a necessary factor in 
determining whether the principle should apply: 

‘The taking into consideration of the economic reasons which led to the 
creation of a subsidiary, or the objective, in the long- or short-term, of 
transferring that subsidiary to a third-party undertaking, would introduce 
into the application of the principle of economic continuity subjective 
factors which are incompatible with a transparent and predictable 
application of that principle’.2892 

9.18. The businesses of the transferor and transferee do not need to be identical: 
what matters is that the infringing business is transferred and that the 
transferee continues its economic activities on the relevant market, such that 
it can be regarded as its ‘economic successor’.2893 This means that, for the 
purposes of attributing liability for the infringement in question, ‘the 
undertaking run by [the transferee after the transfer] is the same as that 
previously run by [the transferor]’.2894 

9.19. Equally, the fact that the entity that committed the infringement still exists 
after the transfer does not preclude imposing a penalty on the entity to which 
its economic activities were transferred by virtue of the principle of economic 
continuity (as is clear from the Grand Chamber’s judgment quoted 
above).2895 The original entity (the transferor) does not need to cease to exist 
in law2896 – it is enough that the transferee has succeeded the transferor as 
economic actor on the relevant market. This does not require that the 
transferor has ceased all economic activity,2897 though the EU Court of 

2892 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-Hannifin, paragraph 53. 
2893 C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 45 to 52. The Court of Justice held that the 
principle of economic continuity could apply where transferor and transferee were subject to the control of the 
same public authority, notwithstanding the referring court’s observation (in paragraph 11) that the transfer of 
activities ‘made a clear break of continuity with the previous model of organisational management’. See also 
NMH Stahlwerke v Commission, paragraphs 106, 126, 130 and 133: the facts that the transferor and transferee 
‘were never run by the same persons’; that the transferee did not acquire all of the rights and obligations of the 
transferor; and that the transferee only took over 14% of the transferor’s fixed assets (and did not, for example, 
acquire its land and buildings) did not preclude the application of the principle of economic continuity. 
2894 C-204/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission EU:C:2004:6, paragraph 357. 
2895 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-Hannifin, EU:C:2014:2456, paragraphs 51 to 54.  
2896 See C-204/00 P, C-205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P Aalborg Portland v Commission 
EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 354 to 360; T-43/02 Jungbunzlauer v Commission EU:T:2006:270, paragraphs 132 to 
133; C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 48 and 49. 
2897 See, for example, T-43/02 Jungbunzlauer v Commission EU:T:2006:270, in which the transferor, 
Jungbunzlauer GmbH (JG), continued producing and marketing citric acid (even setting policy on quantities and 
prices) following the transfer of management activities on the market for citric acid to its sister company 
Jungbunzlauer AG (JAG). This did not prevent JAG being held liable for the conduct of JG prior to the transfer via 
the application of economic continuity. See especially paragraphs 116 and 124 to 134 of the judgment. See also 
the EU Court of Justice’s ruling in C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraph 45: ‘ETI [the 
transferee] continued AAMS’ [the transferor] economic activities on the market affected by the cartel. In those 
circumstances, even though AAMS continued to exist as an economic operator on other markets, ETI could be 
regarded … as the economic successor of AAMS’. In giving this ruling the Court rejected the referring court’s 
suggestion that the fact that the transferor ‘still carries on an economic activity that is subject to competition law’ 
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Justice has stated that a ‘penalty imposed on an undertaking that continues 
to exist in law, but has ceased economic activity, is likely to have no 
deterrent effect’.2898 

9.20. For example, in NMH Stahlwerke v Commission, the EU General Court 
upheld the Commission’s attribution of liability to NMH: 

a. from July 1988 to 30 June 1990, by application of the principle of 
economic continuity as transferee of the infringing business; and 

b. from 1 July 1990 to 31 December 1990, as a direct participant in the 
infringement (the transferor having ceased trading) since it continued 
on its own behalf the economic activity of steel beam production. 

9.21. In relation to the economic continuity period, the Court held that NMH ‘must 
be considered to be [the transferor]’s economic successor and, as such, it 
must answer for the infringements committed by that undertaking during the 
period prior to 30 June 1990’. This was notwithstanding the fact that the 
transferor continued to exist in law, and that the transferee only acquired part 
of its steel-making activities and management. The Court confirmed that the 
principle in Anic v Commission that the continued existence of the original 
infringing entity means it could be held liable does not preclude an authority 
from taking a different approach.2899 

b. Parental liability 

9.22. Legal entities may also be held liable on the basis of parental liability, if they 
‘exercised decisive influence over one or more of the persons within the 
“undertaking” who have participated in the infringement’.2900 An entity that 
exercises decisive influence over a directly infringing entity need not be a 
‘parent’ in the literal sense of owning shares: the term ‘parental’ 
encompasses other forms of decisive influence.2901 

argued against the application of economic continuity, where the transferor no longer carried out commercial 
activities in the economic sphere concerned (paragraph 11).
2898 C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 40 to 41. 
2899 T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke GmbH v Commission, paragraphs 122 to 138. 
2900 Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 363(22). 
2901 For example, the Court of Justice has confirmed that decisive influence can be exercised by a legal entity 
that holds the voting rights in a subsidiary (without necessarily holding the shares): C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v 
Commission, paragraphs 29-36, upholding T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraphs 
50 to 52. Elsewhere, the courts have held that ownership is one, but not the only or a necessary reason for a 
finding of decisive influence. For example, in C-293/13 P Fresh Del Monte v Commission, EU:C:2014:2439, AG 
Kokott noted that the principles of decisive influence ‘can also easily be applied to the case of a partnership’ 
rather than a ‘parent company-subsidiary relationship in the traditional sense’, and that ‘All the parties to the 
proceedings were in agreement on this point, and the General Court likewise rightly took that premiss as its 
starting point’ (paragraph 75). The Court of Justice followed this Opinion, acknowledging that this involved 
classifying a partnership as equivalent to a parent-subsidiary relationship: C-293/13 P Fresh Del Monte v 
Commission, EU:C:2015:416, paragraphs 79-80. 
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9.23. Where a parent exercises decisive influence over a direct participant in an 
infringement, parent and subsidiary together form a single economic entity in 
relation to the infringement.2902 

9.24. This means that the parent can be held jointly and severally liable for the 
infringement with the directly participating subsidiary and is deemed itself to 
have participated in the infringement: 

‘it cannot be disputed that the imputation to the parent company of the 
infringement committed by the subsidiary, on the ground that those 
companies form a single undertaking for the purposes of EU 
competition law and, therefore, that the parent company is regarded as 
having participated in the infringement on the same basis as its 
subsidiary, is also clearly apparent under EU law, according to the 
long-established case-law of the Court of Justice and this Court [the EU 
General Court]. 

… 

the basis of the liability of the parent company … is not strict liability 
incurred on behalf of another but liability for its own misconduct and 
personal in nature. 

… 

If the parent company is part of that economic unit, it is regarded as 
jointly and severally liable with the other legal persons making up that 
unit for the infringements of competition law … In such a situation, the 
parent company is penalised for an infringement which it is deemed to 
have committed itself’.2903 

9.25. Where a directly participating subsidiary is subject to the decisive influence 
of successive parents during an infringement period, that subsidiary and its 
successive parents form ‘one and the same undertaking which, in its various 
successive configurations, committed the infringement at issue’ and can ‘be 

2902 See, for example, Opinion of AG Kokott in C-97/08 Akzo Nobel v Commission, paragraphs 42-45.The Court 
of Justice followed the Advocate General’s Opinion. See also C-628/10 Alliance One v Commission, paragraphs 
42-44; C-597/13 Total v Commission, paragraphs 32-35; C-516/15 Akzo Nobel v Commission, paragraphs 46-53. 
2903 T-372/10 Bolloré II [2012] OJ C235/13, paragraphs 37, 51 to 52 (emphasis added) and the case law cited. 
Compare T-69/04 Schunk v Commission, EU:T:2008:415, paragraphs 73 to 74. The principles of attributing 
liability to a parent apply equally, whether the underlying infringement is of the Chapter I prohibition / Article 
101(1), or the Chapter II prohibition / Article 102. For example, these principles have been applied in a Chapter 
II/Article 102 context in cases such as: CE/1217-02 Predation by Aberdeen Journals Limited, CMA Decision of 16 
September 2002, paragraph 11; Aberdeen Journals [2002] CAT 4, paragraph 4; C-6/72 Europemballage 
Corporation and Continental Can Company v Commission, EU:C:1973:22, paragraph 15; and Joined cases 6 
and 7-73 Istituto Chemioterapico Italiano and Commercial Solvents v Commissio, EU:C:1974:18, paragraphs 36 
to 41. 
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held jointly and severally liable for payment of a single fine as entities 
forming part of one and the same undertaking to which the infringement at 
issue is imputable.’2904 

9.26. The Court of Justice summarised the legal framework for attributing liability 
to parents in Akzo Nobel v Commission: 

‘It is clear from settled case-law that the conduct of a subsidiary may be 
imputed to the parent company in particular where, although having a 
separate legal personality, that subsidiary does not decide 
independently upon its own conduct on the market, but carries out, in 
all material respects, the instructions given to it by the parent company 
… having regard in particular to the economic, organisational and legal 
links between those two legal entities … 

That is the case because, in such a situation, the parent company and 
its subsidiary form a single economic unit and therefore a single 
undertaking … Thus, the fact that a parent company and its subsidiary 
constitute a single undertaking … enables the Commission to address 
a decision imposing fines to the parent company, without having to 
establish the personal involvement of the latter in the 
infringement’.2905,2906 

9.27. The legal test for parental liability is therefore that the ‘parent’ entity 
exercises ‘decisive influence’ over a direct participant in an infringement. The 
question is whether ‘the parent company, by reason of the intensity of its 
influence, can direct the conduct of its subsidiary to such an extent that the 
two must be regarded as one economic unit’.2907 If so, the parent forms part 
of the economic entity that committed the infringement and may be held 
jointly and severally liable with its subsidiary for that infringement: 

2904 C-823/18 P Commission v GEA Group AG, paragraphs 70 and 72.  
2905 C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 58 to 59 (emphasis added). See also C-
516/15 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2017:314, paragraphs 52 to 58; C-155/14 P Evonik Degussa GmbH v 
Commission, EU:C:2016:446, paragraph 27 citing C-93/13 P and C-123/13 P Commission and Others v Versalis 
and Others, EU:C:2015:150, paragraph 40; C-628/10 P and C-14/11 P Alliance One & Others v Commission, 
EU:C:2012:479, paragraph 44; Durkan v Office of Fair Trading [2011] CAT 6, paragraphs 15 to 22. 
2906 Applying this legal framework ‘does not in any way constitute an exception to the principle of personal 
responsibility, but is the expression of that very principle. That is because the parent company and the 
subsidiaries under its decisive influence are collectively a single undertaking for the purposes of competition law 
and responsible for that undertaking’: Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Ltd v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 
363(3), citing Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:262, 
paragraphs 97 to 99. Nor does this legal framework infringe the right to be presumed innocent: T-419/14 
Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraphs 187 to 191. See also C-611/18 P Pirelli v 
Commission, paragraphs 70, 73 and 95. 
2907 T-77/08 Dow v Commission, EU:T:2012:47, paragraph 77, upheld in C-179/12 P Dow v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:605, referring to the Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, 
EU:C:2009:262, paragraphs 87 to 94. See also T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, EU:T:2018:915, paragraph 70 
and the caselaw cited. 
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‘the parent company to which the unlawful conduct of its subsidiary is 
attributed is held individually liable for an infringement of the EU 
competition rules which it is itself deemed to have infringed, because of 
the decisive influence which it exercised over the subsidiary’.2908 

9.28. This does not require that the parent was involved in, or even aware of, the 
infringement by its subsidiary.2909 However, evidence that the parent was 
aware of the infringement and did not intervene can be relevant.2910 

i. The presumption of decisive influence (the Akzo presumption) 

9.29. It is settled caselaw that where a parent company holds (directly or 
indirectly)2911 100% (or nearly 100%)2912 of the shares or voting rights2913 in a 
subsidiary which has infringed the competition rules, not only is that parent 
company able to exercise decisive influence over the conduct of its 
subsidiary, but there is a rebuttable presumption that the parent company 
does in fact exercise such decisive influence over the conduct of its 
subsidiary (the ‘Akzo presumption’). The two entities can therefore be 
regarded as a single economic unit and held jointly and severally liable for 
the infringement and any resulting fine.2914 

2908 C-516/15 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2017:314, paragraphs 56 to 58. 
2909 C-90/09 P General Química SA v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 102: ‘what counts is not whether 
the parent company encouraged its subsidiary to commit an infringement …, or whether it was directly involved in 
the infringement committed by its subsidiary, but the fact that those two companies constitute a single economic 
unit and thus a single undertaking … which enables the Commission to impose a fine on the parent company’. 
See also C-97/08 Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 59 and 77, and T-682/14 Mylan v 
Commission, EU:T:2018:907, paragraph 367 and the caselaw cited. 
2910 See, for example, Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), in which the 
facts that Mylan was aware of the relevant agreement involving its subsidiary Matrix Laboratories as part of its 
due diligence for the acquisition of that subsidiary, but did not raise any objections, were relevant factors in the 
Commission’s decision to hold Mylan liable. The Commission found that based on its due diligence Mylan ‘was 
aware that Matrix had agreed to stay out of the market with perindopril in return for a large sum of money’, and 
therefore knew, or ought to have known, that the relevant agreement was anti-competitive. However, Mylan 
never raised any objections to the agreement or took any measure aimed at terminating it, showing that ‘Mylan 
tacitly approved the infringement and this, in itself, amounts to additional evidence that Mylan exercised decisive 
influence over the conduct of Matrix’: paragraphs 3041-3044. The Commission’s attribution of liability to Mylan 
was upheld on appeal in T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, EU:T:2018:907. The EU General Court noted that ‘The 
control exercised by the parent company over its subsidiary does not necessarily have to have a connection with 
the unlawful conduct’ and did not rely on this point for its finding that Mylan exercised decisive influence (since it 
held that the Commission had established this based on other factors) – but noted that ‘that the applicants do not 
dispute that Mylan was aware of the Agreement at the time it acquired a majority shareholding in Matrix’ 
(paragraphs 349-368). 
2911 C-90/09 P General Química and Others v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraphs 86 to 87. 
2912 T-217/06 Arkema France, Altuglas International SA, Altumax Europe SAS v Commission EU:T:2011:251, 
paragraph 53. 
2913 T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraphs 50 to 52 and 64, upheld in C-595/18 P 
Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraphs 35-36. 
2914 C-628/10 P and C-14/11 P Alliance One & Others v Commission, EU:C:2012:479, paragraphs 46 to 48; C-
155/14 P Evonik Degussa GmbH v Commission, EU:C:2016:446, paragraph 28 and the case law cited; C-97/08 
P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 60 to 61; see also 107/82 Allgemeine Elektricitäts-
Gesellschaft AEG-Telefunken AG v Commission, EU:C:1983:293, paragraph 50; Durkan v Office of Fair Trading 
[2011] CAT 6, paragraphs 15 to 18. 
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9.30. Where the Akzo presumption applies, it suffices for the purposes of 
attribution of liability. In such circumstances, it is for the party in question to 
rebut the presumption by adducing sufficient evidence.2915 

9.31. The CMA may nonetheless also rely on additional economic, organisational 
and legal links to demonstrate the exercise of decisive influence, other than 
the parent’s shareholding or voting rights in the subsidiary.2916 

9.32. For example, in the Power Cables2917 cartel case, the General Court upheld 
the European Commission’s finding that Goldman Sachs exercised decisive 
influence over its fund’s subsidiary Prysmian, applying the Akzo presumption 
and on the basis of additional links including: 

a. The power to appoint and remove directors (albeit indirectly through its 
funds) and to call shareholder meetings; 

b. Goldman Sachs’ representation on the subsidiary’s board; 

c. The management powers of Goldman Sachs’ board representatives; 
and 

d. Goldman Sachs’ receipt of regular updates and monthly reports.2918 

9.33. The Court of Justice upheld the General Court and rejected Goldman Sachs’ 
argument that these factors did not suffice to establish decisive influence.2919 

ii. Cases where the Akzo presumption does not apply 

9.34. Where the Akzo presumption does not apply, because the parent owns less 
than (nearly) 100% of the shares or voting rights in the subsidiary, the 
‘principal question’ is whether the parent actually exercises decisive 
influence over the conduct of the subsidiary during the relevant period, since 
‘if it were to be established … that … the [parent] did in fact exercise 
decisive influence over the conduct of [the directly infringing entity], that 
would necessarily imply that they were in a position to do so’.2920 

2915 C-628/10 P and C-14/11 P Alliance One & Others v Commission, EU:C:2012:479, paragraph 47, citing C-
97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraph 61; see also Durkan v Office of Fair Trading 
[2011] CAT 6, paragraphs 19 to 21; C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraph 40. 
2916 C-628/10 P and C-14/11 P Alliance One & Others v Commission, EU:C:2012:479, paragraph 49. 
2917 AT.39610 Power Cables, Commission Decision of 2 April 2014. 
2918 T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445. 
2919 C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission. 
2920 T-24/05 Alliance One and Others v Commission, EU:T:2010:453, paragraphs 165 to 167, upheld in C-628/10 
P and C-14/11 P Alliance One and Others v Commission, EU:C:2012:479. See also T-104/13 Toshiba Corp. v 
European Commission, EU:T:2015:610, paragraph 95; and C-172/12 P EI du Pont de Nemours v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:601, paragraph 44; and T-541/08 Sasol v Commission, EU:T:2014:628, paragraph 43. 
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9.35. Such decisive influence is not limited to and does not require influence on 
commercial conduct. The CAT has confirmed that: ‘The factors to which the 
court may have regard, when considering the issue of decisive influence, are 
not limited to commercial conduct but cover a wide range as described by 
the Advocate General and the General Court [in Akzo].’2921 In that case, the 
Court of Justice approved the statement of Advocate General Kokott that: 
‘the absence of autonomy of the subsidiary in terms of its market conduct is 
only one possible connecting factor on which to base an attribution of 
responsibility to the parent company. It is not the only connecting factor’.2922 

9.36. Whether the parent exercises decisive influence therefore turns on the 
economic, organisational and legal links between the parent and subsidiary, 
which vary from case to case.2923 The test focuses on substance over form 
and does not depend on technicalities of company law. Rather, it asks 
whether, as a matter of ‘economic reality’ and in light of those economic, 
organisational and legal links, the parent can be said to have exercised 
decisive influence.2924 

Economic, organisational and legal links indicating decisive influence 

9.37. There is no exhaustive set of criteria or ‘checklist’ to complete in assessing 
the economic, organisational and legal links indicating decisive influence.2925 

The EU Court of Justice has also confirmed that ‘The existence of an 
economic unit may … be inferred from a body of consistent evidence, even if 
some of that evidence, taken in isolation, is insufficient to establish the 
existence of such a unit.’2926 Examples of links that have been considered to 
confer decisive influence include: 

2921 Durkan Holdings Limited v OFT [2011] CAT 6, paragraph 22. 
2922 Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:262, paragraph 87, 
approved in C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 73 to 74: ‘It is clear, as the 
Advocate General pointed out …, that the conduct of the subsidiary on the market cannot be the only factor 
which enables the liability of the parent company to be established, but is only one of the signs of the existence of 
an economic unit’. See also T-24/05 Alliance One & Others v Commission, EU:T:2010:453, paragraph 170: ‘It is 
also necessary to reject the applicants’ argument that the decisive influence that a parent company must exercise 
in order to have liability attributed to it for the infringement committed by its subsidiary must relate to activities 
which form part of the subsidiary’s commercial policy stricto sensu and which, furthermore, are directly linked to 
that infringement’. See also T-399/09 Holding Slovenske v Commission, EU:T:2013:647, paragraph 32, and T-
682/14 Mylan v Commission, paragraph 347. 
2923 C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 72 to 74. 
2924 C-440/11 Commission v Stichting Administratiekantoor Portielje and Gosselin Group NV, EU:C:2013:514, 
paragraphs 66 to 68. The EU Court of Justice followed the Opinion of Advocate General Kokott, EU:C:2012:763, 
paragraphs 71 to 76: ‘the decisive factor is ultimately economic reality, since competition law is guided not by 
technicalities, but by the actual conduct of undertakings’. Compare C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, 
EC:C:2017:21, paragraph 46: ‘In examining whether the parent company is able to exercise decisive influence 
over the market conduct of its subsidiary, account must be taken of all the relevant factors relating to the 
economic, organisational and legal links which tie the subsidiary to its parent company and, therefore, account 
must be taken of the economic reality’. See also Joined cases C-293/13 P and C-294/13 P Fresh Del Monte 
Produce v Commission and Commission / Fresh Del Monte Produce, EU:C:2015:416, paragraph 76. 
2925 Alliance One, EU:C:2012:479, paragraph 45; T-141/07 General Technic-Otis v Commission, paragraph 103. 
2926 C-407/08 P Knauf Gips v Commission, EU:C:2010:389, paragraph 65. 
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a. A majority shareholding; 

b. Rights under a shareholders’ agreement to determine the composition 
of the subsidiary’s board and/or to veto strategic commercial decisions; 

c. The presence of parent representatives on the subsidiary’s board; 

d. The receipt of information on strategic and commercial plans; and 

e. The nature of the parent’s business model, where relevant to its 
investment in the subsidiary. 

A majority shareholding 

9.38. Although a majority shareholding is not necessary to establish decisive 
influence, the General Court has confirmed that, if a parent holds a majority 
interest in the subsidiary’s share capital, that can enable it to exercise 
decisive influence over its subsidiary and, in particular, over the subsidiary’s 
market conduct.2927 

Rights under a shareholders' agreement 

9.39. The ability to exercise decisive influence may also be demonstrated on the 
basis of links other than a majority shareholding, such as the management 
powers that the parent has over the subsidiary.2928 An agreement between 
parent companies in relation to management of their subsidiary is a relevant 
legal link for the assessment of decisive influence. Implementation of such 
an agreement is an indication that decisive influence is exercised.2929 

9.40. For example, the General Court has held that: 

‘the ability to decide upon the composition of the board of directors of a 
company constitutes an objective factor which determines, in itself, 
whether it is possible to control the decisions that may be adopted by 
the board and, therefore, by the company concerned. The board of 
directors constitutes, by definition, the body responsible for 
administering and representing the company.’2930 

9.41. Further, veto rights constitute an important legal link between the parent and 
the subsidiary, which can enable the parent to exercise decisive influence 

2927 T-132/07 Fuji Electric Co. Ltd v Commission, EU:T:2011:344, paragraph 182; T-104/13 Toshiba v 
Commission, EU:T:2015:610, paragraph 96. 
2928 T-132/07 Fuji Electric Co. Ltd v Commission, EU:T:2011:344, paragraph 183. 
2929 T-314/01 Avebe v Commission, EU:T:2006:266, paragraph 138. 
2930 T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraph 91 (emphasis added). 
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over the subsidiary.2931 It is not necessary for veto rights ‘to relate to 
measures connected with the day-to-day management of the business or, 
specifically, with the company’s conduct on the market; it is enough for those 
rights of veto to afford the partner concerned, in very general terms, a 
sufficient influence over the company’s commercial policy in the broadest 

2932 sense’.

9.42. The mere holding of a veto right over certain strategic decisions (such as the 
adoption of a business plan or budget) can in itself confer decisive 
influence.2933 The holder need not actually veto decisions (though if it does, 
that is strong evidence). Where a parent holds a veto right and attends 
meetings at which it could veto decisions, that amounts to exercising its 
right, since its approval is a prerequisite.2934 Even where decisions are taken 
by the subsidiary’s management, ‘the fact that the parent company or its 
representatives must approve those proposals and therefore has the right to 
reject them is, in fact, evidence of a decisive influence’.2935 

9.43. However, a parent may exercise decisive influence over a subsidiary even 
when it does not make use of any actual rights to determine its conduct and 
refrains from giving any specific instructions or guidelines to its 
subsidiary.2936 The parent’s influence over strategic decisions such as 
whether the subsidiary’s business activities shall be expanded or down-

2931 For example, in T-104/13 Toshiba v Commission, EU:T:2015:610, factors in the EU General Court’s finding 
that Toshiba exercised decisive influence over a joint venture company (upheld by the EU Court of Justice) 
included Toshiba’s veto rights over: material investments; the formation, capital participation in or acquisition of a 
company or business for a price above a certain threshold; and the provision of loans over a certain threshold to 
subsidiary companies and other entities (paragraphs 106 to 113, upheld in C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, 
EC:C:2017:21).  
2932 Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-293/13 Del Monte, EU:C:2014:2439, paragraph 89 (followed by the 
EU Court of Justice). 
2933 C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraphs 63 to 67. Compare T-543/08 RWE v 
Commission, EU:T:2014:627, paragraphs 30 to 32: ‘The conduct on the market of the subsidiary is under the 
decisive influence of the parent company, in particular, where the subsidiary carries out, in all material respects, 
the instructions given to it by the parent company in that respect … The subsidiary’s conduct on the market is, in 
general, also under the decisive influence of the parent company where the latter retains only the power to define 
or approve certain strategic commercial decisions, where appropriate by its representatives in the bodies of the 
subsidiaries, while the power to define the commercial policy stricto sensu of the subsidiary is delegated to the 
managers responsible for its operational management, chosen by the parent company and representing and 
promoting the parent company’s commercial interests’ (emphasis added). See also T-64/06 FLS Plast A/S v 
Commission, EU:T:2012:102, paragraph 47; upheld in C-243/12 P FLS Plast A/S v Commission, 
EU:C:2014:2006. 
2934 Compare C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraph 73: ‘the holder of a right of veto over 
certain decisions of an undertaking must necessarily be consulted before the adoption of any decisions which it is 
capable of vetoing and must approve those decisions’. 
2935 T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraph 114 and caselaw cited, upheld in C-
595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission. 
2936 T-77/08 Dow v Commission, EU:T:2012:47, paragraph 77, upheld in C-179/12 P Dow v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:605. See also Durkan v Office of Fair Trading [2011] CAT 6, paragraph 22(b). See also C-155/14 P 
Evonik Degussa GmbH v Commission, EU:C:2016:446, paragraph 41, citing C-293/13 P and C-294/13 P Fresh 
Del Monte Produce v Commission and Commission / Fresh Del Monte Produce, EU:C:2015:416, paragraphs 96 
and 97. 
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sized, whether investments or acquisitions shall be made and whether it 
shall be sold and for what price, can be particularly important.2937 

The presence of parent company representatives on the subsidiary's board 

9.44. The General Court has held that: 

‘the fact that, when acquiring a company, a company replaces some of 
the directors constitutes evidence that the acquiring company in fact 
exercises decisive influence over the conduct of the company that has 
been acquired’.2938 

9.45. The General Court has confirmed that appointee directors on a subsidiary 
board can act in more than one capacity, where the interests of parent and 
subsidiary are aligned. The fiduciary duties of directors to their company 
cannot determine the composition of a single economic unit any more than 
the separate legal personality of that company can. The General Court 
emphasised that the parent’s conduct in appointing representatives ‘would 
not have made sense if the applicant had intended that the supervisory 
board be composed of persons entirely independent from the applicant.’ 
Since the appointee directors could not be considered ‘solely as [the 
applicant’s] representatives’, they acted in a dual capacity.2939 

9.46. A parent may therefore exercise decisive influence via the presence, in 
leading positions of the subsidiary, of individuals who occupy managerial 
posts within the parent company;2940 or other personal links between the 
companies.2941 Those individuals need not be representatives only of the 
parent, but may owe duties to multiple entities without risk of conflict where 
their interests align.  

9.47. The presence on the subsidiary’s board of directors of individuals who also 
hold managerial posts within the parent therefore constitutes an 
organisational and personal link between the two entities. The facts that 
these individuals may simultaneously be directors of many other companies, 

2937 AT.39610 Power Cables, Commission Decision of 2 April 2014, paragraph 779. The courts have therefore 
rejected the argument that ‘residual control over ‘strategic decisions’ and financial supervision are not enough to 
found a conclusion that [a parent] actually exercised control over its subsidiary’: T-64/06 FLS Plast A/S v 
Commission, EU:T:2012:102, paragraph 47; upheld in C-243/12 P FLS Plast A/S v Commission, 
EU:C:2014:2006. 
2938 T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraph 100; see also T-497/07 CEPSA v 
Commission, EU:T:2013:438, paragraph 176. 
2939 T-399/09 Holding Slovenske v Commission, EU:T:2013:647, paragraphs 75-77. 
2940 T-132/07 Fuji Electric Co. Ltd v Commission, EU:T:2011:344, paragraph 184; T-76/08 EI du Pont de 
Nemours and Company, DuPont Performance Elastomers LLC and DuPont Performance Elastomers SA v 
Commission, EU:T:2012:46, paragraphs 70 and 74. 
2941 C-440/11 Commission v Stichting Administratiekantoor Portielje, EU:C:2013:514, paragraphs 67 and 68. 
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and may not be involved in day-to-day operations, are not inconsistent with a 
finding that this link enables the exercise of decisive influence.2942 

9.48. The General Court has held that: ‘Such an accumulation of posts necessarily 
places the parent company in a position to have a decisive influence on its 
subsidiary’s market conduct since it enables members of the parent 
company’s board to ensure, while carrying out their managerial functions 
within the subsidiary, that the subsidiary’s course of conduct on the market is 
consistent with the line laid down at management level by the parent 
company’. The Court confirmed that ‘[t]hat objective can be attained even 
though member(s) of the parent company who take on managerial functions 
within the subsidiary do not have authority as agents of the parent 
company’.2943 

9.49. In Toshiba the Court of Justice therefore held that a parent exercised 
decisive influence over a subsidiary based among other things on the 
parent’s appointment of four directors out of the total 10 on the subsidiary’s 
board (one of whom simultaneously occupied a management position within 
the parent); and the appointment as the subsidiary’s vice president and 
representative from time to time of individuals who had previously acted at a 
high management level within the parent, and who subsequently returned to 
it, showing that – as the EU General Court held, ‘even if they had not 
retained contractual links with the [parent] and were no longer under its 
direct authority’ – they ‘necessarily had thorough knowledge of Toshiba’s 
policy and its commercial objectives and were in a position to cause the 
[subsidiary]’s policy and Toshiba’s interests to converge’.2944 

9.50. Such personal links are not only relevant where there is ‘an accumulation of 
posts’ with both parent and subsidiary concurrently. In Goldman Sachs the 
Court of Justice upheld the General Court and Commission’s findings that 
Goldman Sachs exercised decisive influence over its fund’s portfolio 
company Prysmian in part through the personal links Goldman Sachs had 
with two ‘independent’ non-executive directors on Prysmian’s board, who 
were not directors, officers, employees or managers of Goldman Sachs. 

2942 For example, where one such individual was simultaneously a board member of around 40 other companies, 
and was not ‘hands-on’, instead receiving mainly reports on finance and ‘major moves’ from the relevant 
subsidiary’s managing director around three times a year, that did not prevent the individual from ‘dealing fairly 
intensively with’ the relevant subsidiary, or contributing to the finding that the parent exercised decisive influence. 
The courts have recognised that ‘the position of member of the board of directors of a company entails, by its 
very nature, legal responsibility for the activities of the company as a whole, including the company’s market 
conduct … Once [the relevant individuals] assumed those responsibilities, it is of little significance that they did 
not, in practice, deal with the undertaking’s commercial strategy’: T-64/06 FLS Plast A/S v Commission, 
EU:T:2012:102, paragraphs 53 to 60; upheld in C-243/12 P FLS Plast A/S v Commission, EU:C:2014:2006. 
2943 T-132/07 Fuji Electric Co. Ltd v Commission, EU:T:2011:344, paragraph 184. 
2944 C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraphs 14-17. See also T-104/13 Toshiba v 
Commission, EU:T:2015:610, paragraph 116. The EU Court of Justice upheld the EU General Court’s judgment 
(see in particular paragraph 77). 
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Their personal links to Goldman Sachs consisted of ‘previous advisory 
services’ and ‘consultancy agreements’. The Court of Justice held that: 

‘The relevance of such personal links lies in the fact that they may 
suggest that a person, although active for a given company, actually 
pursues, in view of his or her links with another company, the interests 
of the latter.’2945 

9.51. Even the presence of a single parent company representative on the board 
of the subsidiary can be a relevant link among others conferring the ability to 
exercise decisive influence.2946 

The receipt of information on strategic and commercial plans 

9.52. It is not necessary for the parent to have control over the subsidiary’s day-to-
day operations; rather, what counts is ‘influence over the general strategy 
which defines the orientation of the undertaking’.2947 

9.53. The exercise of such influence may be supported (and demonstrated) by the 
parent’s rights to obtain information about its subsidiary: 

‘a flow of information between a parent company and its subsidiary 
and, a fortiori, an obligation to report to the parent company, also 
constitutes an indication of the exercise of control over the subsidiary’s 
decisions (see, to that effect, judgments of 20 January 2011, General 
Química and Others v Commission, C-90/09 P, EU:C:2011:21, 

paragraph 107; of 6 March 2012, FLSmidth v Commission, T-65/06, not 
published, EU:T:2012:103, paragraph 31; and the Opinion of Advocate 
General Mengozzi in Evonik Degussa and AlzChem v Commission, 
C-155/14 P, EU:C:2015:529, point 75). Such information and reports 

show organisational links between the parent company and its 
subsidiary and allow the parent company to monitor and control the 
activities of its subsidiary in order to take specific measures in relation 
to it.’2948 

2945 C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraphs 89 and 93-95. 
2946 C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraph 76: ‘it is in no way necessary for the 
accumulation of posts within both the parent company and the subsidiary to concern more than one individual in 
order to constitute one indication among others of that capacity’. Compare C-90/09 P General Química v 
Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 106: ‘[the subsidiary’s] sole director designated by [the parent] 
constituted, as a result of his consistent pattern of behaviour, a link between those two companies, by which the 
information concerning sales, production and financial results were communicated to [the parent]’. 
2947 T-104/13 Toshiba v Commission, EU:T:2015:610, paragraph 121, referring to the Opinion of Advocate 
General Kokott in C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:262, paragraph 73.  
2948 T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, paragraph 351. 
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9.54. The provision by the subsidiary to the parent of information on ‘the 
implementation stage of strategic and commercial plans’ is an indication that 
the parent ‘exercised control’ over the decisions drawn up and executed by 
the subsidiary’s executives.2949 

The nature of the parent's business model 

9.55. The nature of the parent’s business model may be a relevant factor 
demonstrating its exercise of decisive influence over the subsidiary. 

9.56. In particular, financial investors that actively engage with their portfolio 
companies to effect change are likely to exercise decisive influence over 
them. For example, in Gigaset v Commission, the EU General Court took 
into account the fact that the parent’s commercial strategy relied on buying 
and restructuring companies in order to sell them for a higher price (typically 
on a three- to five-year timeframe), noting that it was difficult to see how this 
could be achieved without exercising decisive influence over its 
subsidiary.2950 

9.57. The General Court has limited the concept of a ‘pure financial investor’ 
(potentially lacking decisive influence) to ‘the case of an investor who holds 
shares in a company in order to make a profit, but who refrains from any 
involvement in its management and in its control’.2951 There may be cases of 
pure financial investors; but any such finding can only be made on a case by 
case basis. 

9.58. For example, in response to an industry parent company’s attempt to rebut 
the Akzo presumption by arguing that its subsidiary was purchased for 
investment purposes, the General Court held that: 

‘the purchase by an investment company with a view to sale can also 
argue in favour of the existence of an economic entity between the 
investment company and the subsidiary in question. The fact that the 
investment company seeks to improve the subsidiary’s results over the 
short term implies, as a rule, that the parent company must involve 
itself in the subsidiary’s activities. An effective and strict system of 

2949 C-90/09 P General Química v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraphs 104 to 107. 
2950 T-395/09 Gigaset AG v Commission, EU:T:2014:23, paragraphs 37 to 38. 
2951 T-392/09 1. garantovaná a.s. v Commission, EU:T:2012:674, paragraph 52, citing the Opinion of Advocate 
General Kokott in C-97/08 Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:262. 
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monitoring may offer better guarantees for increased profitability than a 
policy of non-intervention’.2952 

9.59. The courts, the European Commission and Member States’ national 
competition authorities have, in a number of cases, held parent companies 
focused on financial investment to be liable for infringements committed by 
their portfolio companies. For example: 

a. In its Gigaset decision, the Commission found that Gigaset exercised 
decisive influence over its subsidiary SKW Holding, including during the 
period when its shareholding decreased from 100% to 57%, on the 
basis of factors including: overlapping roles on the Gigaset and SKW 
boards; veto rights over particular transactions; and Gigaset’s 
involvement in the appointment, dismissal and terms of remuneration of 
SKW’s key management. The General Court upheld the Commission’s 
conclusions.2953 

b. In its Servier decision, the European Commission attributed liability to 
Unichem Laboratories for the infringement committed by its subsidiary 
Niche Generics, including during the period when it owned 60% of its 
shares, on the basis that Unichem exercised decisive influence over 
Niche through its: ‘prevailing presence on Niche’s Board of Directors’, 
the majority of whom were appointed by Unichem (and which included 
the chairman of Unichem’s board); rights under a shareholders’ 
agreement; monitoring of Niche’s financial performance and approval of 
its business plan.2954 The Commission dismissed Unichem’s argument 
that it had been acting ‘only as a passive investor in Niche much like a 
venture capitalist’, since these points showed that it had not refrained 
from any involvement in its subsidiary’s management or control.2955 The 
Commission also found that Mylan Laboratories exercised decisive 
influence over its majority-owned subsidiary Matrix Laboratories, on the 
basis of factors including Mylan’s: access to strategic information and 
leverage over Matrix’s decision making processes; rights to be 
consulted and to veto strategic decisions; and personal links via Mylan 
employees serving on Matrix’s board, ‘on deputation from Mylan’ – ie 
seconded from Mylan.2956 The EU General Court upheld the 

2952 T-54/06 Kendrion v Commission, EU:T:2011:667, paragraph 66 (judgment only available in French and 
Dutch; English summary from the Opinion of Advocate General Sharpston in C-50/12 P Kendrion v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:350, paragraph 53). 
2953 T-395/09 Gigaset AG v Commission, EU:T:2014:23. 
2954 Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), paragraphs 3017-3019. 
2955 Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), paragraph 3016. 
2956 Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), paragraphs 3028-3036. 
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Commission’s analysis of both cases in two separate appeals.2957 In 
relation to Mylan/Matrix, it found that ‘the obligations as regards 
authorisation, consultation, reporting and consolidation of accounts as 
well as the cross-directorships between the subsidiary and its parent 
company’ were sufficient to establish decisive influence during the 20-
month ownership period.2958 

c. In its Lundbeck decision, the European Commission found AL 
Industrier AS liable for the infringement committed by its subsidiary 
Alpharma – despite its shareholding of between 23 and 27.8% – on the 
basis that AL Industrier exercised decisive influence in particular via the 
personal links between parent and subsidiary, comprising (among other 
things): that the parent had the right to appoint six out of nine members 
of the subsidiary’s board; and that individuals had overlapping roles 
between parent and subsidiary. In so doing the Commission expressly 
rejected the parent’s argument that it was a mere financial investor.2959 

This aspect of the decision was not appealed.2960 

d. In its Power Cables decision, the European Commission attributed 
liability to The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. on the basis that it exercised 
decisive influence over its fund’s portfolio company, Prysmian, for 
several years of the infringement period.2961 During an initial period, 
Goldman Sachs held 100% of the voting rights in Prysmian, and the 
Commission applied the Akzo presumption as well as additional 
relevant factors including those referred to at paragraph 9.32 above. 
After Prysmian shares were sold off in a flotation, the Commission 
concluded that Goldman Sachs continued to exercise decisive 
influence via those factors. The General Court upheld the 
Commission’s attribution of liability, noting that ‘the exercise of voting 
rights regarding strategic decisions for the business conduct of the 
subsidiary, such as the appointment of top management and the 
approval of business and management plans, is evidence of a clear 
exercise of decisive influence rather than a purely temporary financial 

2957 T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, EU:T:2018:915, paragraphs 69-89; and T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, 
EU:T:2018:907, paragraphs 344-361. Currently on appeal to the Court of Justice: C-166/19 P and C-197/19 P. 
2958 T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, EU:T:2018:907, paragraphs 350 and 359.  
2959 Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, paragraphs 1274-1283. 
2960 In Alpharma’s appeal, T-471/13 Xellia Pharmaceuticals and Alpharma v Commission, EU:T:2016:460, the 
Court noted: ‘the Commission held that A.L. Industrier, which controlled Alpharma Inc., formed with that company 
a single undertaking that also included Alpharma ApS. Moreover, the applicants do not dispute that those three 
companies formed a single undertaking at the time of the conclusion of the agreement at issue’ (paragraph 389). 
2961 In AT.39610 Power Cables, Commission Decision of 2 April 2014, the Competition Commissioner stated, ‘I 
would like to highlight the responsibility of groups of companies, up to the highest level of the corporate structure, 
to make sure that they fully comply with competition rules. This responsibility is the same for investment 
companies, who should take a careful look at the compliance culture of the companies they invest in.’ Document 
PAD048, EU Commission: 'Introductory remarks on two cartel decisions: Power Cables and Steel Abrasives'.  
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investment.’2962 The Court of Justice upheld the General Court in all 
respects.2963 

e. The Dutch national competition authority, the Authority for Consumers 
and Markets, found entities within two investment groups, Bencis 
Capital Partners and CVC Capital Partners, liable as successive 
parents of Meneba B.V., the legal entity that entered into a market 
sharing agreement. CVC was found to have exercised decisive 
influence over Meneba notwithstanding its minority share of 41%. It did 
not appeal. Bencis was found to have exercised decisive influence over 
Meneba via its powers to appoint board members (which it exercised, 
including by appointing one of its founders and managing partners as 
Meneba’s chairman), cast deciding votes in relation to the supervisory 
board, and influence business plans. Bencis appealed to the District 
Court of Rotterdam, which upheld the Authority’s decision, confirming 
that Bencis had exercised decisive influence over Meneba via these 
economic, organisational and legal links.2964 

B. The CMA's assessment of undertakings and attribution of liability 

9.60. For the reasons set out below, the CMA finds that the following legal entities 
formed part of the undertakings Auden/Actavis, Waymade and AMCo and 
are liable for the Infringements during the periods and on the basis indicated. 

Table 9.1: Legal entities forming part of the undertakings over time and basis of liability 

Infringement Undertaking Legal entity 
Period of 
liability 

Basis of liability 

1 October 
2008 – 31 
August 2015 

Economic successor 
of AM Pharma 

Accord-UK 
1 September 
2015 – 31 Direct participant 

10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse 

Auden/Actavis 

July 2018 

Allergan 
29 May 2015 
– 1 August 
2016  

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 
participant 

Accord 9 January 
2017 to 31 

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 

2962 T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraph 180. 
2963 C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission. 
2964 Decisions 6306_20/217_OV (20 November 2014) and 6306_20/259 (11 September 2015); District Court of 
Rotterdam judgment of 26 January 2017, NL:RBROT:2017:588. 
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Infringement Undertaking Legal entity 
Period of 
liability 

Basis of liability 

July 2018 participant 

Intas 
9 January 
2017 to 31 
July 2018 

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 
participant 

20mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse 

Auden/Actavis 

Accord-UK 

1 October 
2008 – 31 
August 2015 

Economic successor 
of AM Pharma 

1 September 
2015 – 8 
January 2017 

Direct participant 

Allergan 
29 May 2015 
– 1 August 
2016  

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 
participant 

20mg 
Agreement 

Auden Accord-UK 
11 July 2011 
– 30 April 
2015 

Economic successor 
of AM Pharma  

Waymade Waymade plc 
11 July 2011 
– 30 April 
2015 

Direct participant 

10mg 
Agreement 

Auden/Actavis 

Accord-UK 

23 October 
2012 – 31 
August 2015 

Economic successor 
of AM Pharma 

1 September 
2015 – 24 
June 2016 

Direct participant 

Allergan 
29 May 2015 
– 24 June 
2016 

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 
participant 

Waymade 

Waymade plc 
23 – 30 
October 2012 

Direct participant 

Amdipharm UK 
Limited 

23 – 30 
October 2012 

Direct participant 

AMCo 

Amdipharm UK 
Limited 

31 October 
2012 – 24 
June 2016 

Direct participant 

Amdipharm 
1 January 
2013 – 24 

Direct participant 
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Infringement Undertaking Legal entity 
Period of 
liability 

Basis of liability 

Limited June 2016 

Advanz Pharma 31 October 
Services (UK) 2012 – 24 Direct participant 
Limited June 2016 

Cinven MGP 
31 October 
2012 – 20 
October 2015 

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 
participant 

Luxco 1 
31 October 
2012 – 20 
October 2015 

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 
participant 

Cinven Partners 
31 October 
2012 – 20 
October 2015 

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 
participant 

Advanz 
21 October 
2015 – 24 
June 2016 

Parental liability: 
exercised decisive 
influence over direct 
participant 

I. Auden/Actavis 

9.61. The CMA finds that the following legal entities formed part of an undertaking 
for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition and the Chapter II prohibition, 
referred to as ‘Auden’, ‘Actavis’ or ‘Auden/Actavis’ as appropriate in context 
(see paragraph 1.3(a) above): 

a. from 1 October 2008 to 28 May 2015: AM Pharma; 

b. from 29 May 2015 to 1 August 2016: AM Pharma, Accord-UK and 
Allergan; 

c. from 2 August 2016 to 8 January 2017: Accord-UK; and 

d. from 9 January 2017 to 31 July 2018: Accord-UK, Accord and Intas. 

9.62. Throughout these periods, each of these entities was engaged in economic 
activities, including the sale of pharmaceutical products on the market 
(directly or through subsidiaries). During the time periods outlined above 
they formed part of the undertaking that supplied hydrocortisone tablets in 
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the UK at excessive and unfair prices and that entered into the 10mg and 
20mg Agreements. 

9.63. In summary, and as explained in the sections that follow: 

a. AM Pharma is the entity that sold hydrocortisone tablets from 1 October 
2008 until 31 August 2015, and that entered into the Agreements. 
[].2965 

b. On 29 May 2015, AM Pharma was acquired by Allergan. Allergan also 
wholly owned Accord-UK (then known as Actavis UK Limited). AM 
Pharma’s business and assets, including those relating to the sale of 
hydrocortisone tablets, were transferred under Allergan’s 100% 
ownership to Accord-UK. Accord-UK took over the economic activity of 
selling hydrocortisone tablets, and supplying AMCo under the 10mg 
Agreement, with effect from 1 September 2015. Until 1 August 2016 
AM Pharma and Accord-UK remained under common ownership and 
control by Allergan: the shares in each were indirectly wholly owned by 
Allergan.2966 The Akzo presumption therefore applied between Allergan 
and each of AM Pharma and Accord-UK and has not been rebutted 
(see section 9.B.I.b below), such that they formed a single undertaking. 

c. On 2 August 2016, Teva completed its acquisition of AM Pharma and 
Accord-UK. By this point AM Pharma had ceased the sale of 
hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. Teva did not exercise decisive 
influence over Accord-UK. 

d. On 9 January 2017 Accord acquired 100% of the share capital of 
Accord-UK. Accord is itself 100% owned by Intas. The Akzo 
presumption therefore applies between Intas, Accord and Accord-UK 
and has not been rebutted, such that they form a single undertaking 
from 9 January 2017 onwards. 

9.64. The CMA attributes liability for the Infringements committed by 
Auden/Actavis to: 

a. Accord-UK, the legal person that directly participated in the 
Infringements from 1 September 2015 onwards and the economic 
successor of AM Pharma (the legal person that directly participated in 
the Infringements prior to 1 September 2015); and 

2965 []. 
2966 Document 00733, response to question 11, AM Pharma/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 18 October 2016. 
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b. Allergan, Accord and Intas, as legal persons that exercised decisive 
influence over direct participants in the Infringements during their 
respective ownership periods, and are therefore jointly and severally 
liable with them. 

a. Liability of Accord-UK 

9.65. The CMA attributes liability to Accord-UK for AM Pharma’s involvement in all 
the Infringements, for Accord-UK’s direct involvement in the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses and the 10mg Agreement, and for the resulting financial penalties. 

9.66. Specifically, Accord-UK is held liable: 

a. for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, from 1 October 2008 until 31 July 
2018; 

b. for the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, from 1 October 2008 until 8 January 
2017; 

c. for the 20mg Agreement, from 11 July 2011 until 30 April 2015; and 

d. for the 10mg Agreement, from 23 October 2012 until 24 June 2016. 

9.67. In relation to the period prior to 31 August 2015, this is because Accord-UK 
succeeded AM Pharma as economic actor on the relevant market(s) from 1 
September 2015 and is therefore liable for AM Pharma’s prior conduct in 
relation to the Infringements. From 1 September 2015, Accord-UK is liable 
as a direct participant in the Infringements. 

i. 1 October 2008 until 31 August 2015 

9.68. Until 31 August 2015, hydrocortisone tablets were sold by AM Pharma. As 
described more fully in section 3.F.I above, AM Pharma acquired the MAs 
for hydrocortisone tablets from MSD in April 20082967 and supplied 
hydrocortisone tablets in the UK under those MAs from that time until 31 
August 2015. 

9.69. Section 5 above explains the CMA’s conclusion that Auden abused its 
dominant position by charging excessive and unfair prices for hydrocortisone 
tablets from 1 October 2008 onwards, contrary to the Chapter II prohibition. 

2967 The MHRA approved the transfer on 3 June 2008, with authorisation number 17507/0097 and 17507/0098 
for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets respectively. AM Pharma also entered into manufacturing 
arrangements with Tiofarma for the supply of hydrocortisone tablets in April 2008 (Document 00452, response to 
question 4, Tiofarma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 4 April 2016). 
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9.70. AM Pharma was the legal entity that initially entered into the Agreements 
with Waymade and later AMCo. Section 6 above provides a detailed 
description of these agreements and the CMA’s findings that they infringed 
the Chapter I prohibition.  

9.71. AM Pharma therefore directly participated in the Infringements until 31 
August 2015.  

9.72. From 1 September 2015, AM Pharma was succeeded as economic actor on 
the market(s) for hydrocortisone tablets and as participant in the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses and 10mg Agreement by Accord-UK (then known as Actavis 
UK Limited). 

9.73. In summary, for the reasons set out below, the CMA considers that it is 
appropriate to apply the principle of economic continuity to hold Accord-UK 
liable for AM Pharma’s participation in the Infringements prior to 31 August 
2015, as economic successor to AM Pharma. 

The legal test for applying the principle of economic continuity  

9.74. Competition law applies to undertakings whose structure, method of 
financing, legal organisation and share ownership may vary over time. That 
fact, and the need to ensure the effective application of competition law to 
such changes, may justify accepting derogations from the principle of 
personal responsibility, particularly in cases in which the principle of 
economic continuity applies.2968 

9.75. The conditions for applying the principle of economic continuity were set out 
by the Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice in Case C-280/06 ETI v 
Commission. They are that, where a business is transferred from one legal 
entity (the transferor) to another (the transferee): 

a. The transferee continued the transferor’s economic activities on the 
market affected by the suspected infringement. In those circumstances, 
even though the transferor continues to exist as an economic operator 
on other markets, the transferee could be regarded – for the purposes 
of the procedure relating to the suspected infringement – as the 
‘economic successor’ of the transferor,2969 and 

d. those entities have been subject to control by the same person within 
the group and have therefore, given the close economic and 

2968 See the Opinion of Advocate General Wathelet in Case C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin 
Manufacturing Srl EU:C:2014:2165, paragraph 35 (followed by the Court of Justice); see also Case C-280/06 ETI 
v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 40, 41 and 44. 
2969 C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraph 45.  
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organisational links between them, carried out, in all material respects, 
the same commercial instructions.2970 

The principle of economic continuity applies in this case 

9.76. For the purposes of this case, Accord-UK can be regarded as the economic 
successor of AM Pharma. Following the sale of Auden Mckenzie Holdings 
Limited (the 100% owner of AM Pharma) to Allergan on 29 May 2015, AM 
Pharma’s trading activities, including the business of selling hydrocortisone 
tablets, were transferred to Accord-UK.2971 Accord-UK then took over the 
economic activity of selling hydrocortisone tablets, including supplying AMCo 
under the 10mg Agreement. Accord-UK has continued AM Pharma’s 
economic activities on the market(s) affected by the Infringements. The first 
condition for the application of the principle of economic continuity is met. 

9.77. Turning to the second condition, the Court of Justice has held that, for the 
purpose of establishing the existence of economic continuity, the relevant 
date for assessing whether the transfer of activities is within a group or 
between independent undertakings must be that of the transfer itself.2972 

9.78. In the present case, the CMA considers that 1 September 2015 is the 
relevant date, since the transfer of the hydrocortisone tablets business took 
place with effect from that date.  

9.79. The relevance of 1 September 2015 is confirmed by the following facts: 

a. AM Pharma’s accounts for the year ending 31 December 2015 state 
that:   

‘With effect from 1 September 2015, the company transferred its 
activities to Actavis UK Limited [now Accord-UK], a fellow group 
company’.2973 

b. Accord-UK wrote to AM Pharma’s customers, including AMCo, to 
inform them that it would be taking over AM Pharma’s sales to them 
from 1 September 2015 and that they should place orders with Accord-
UK from that date.2974 

2970 C-280/06 ETI v Commission, paragraph 49. These conditions were applied by the Court of Justice in C-
601/18 P Prysmian v Commission (see paragraphs 87-90). 
2971 Document 00686, response to question 12, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 24 
August 2016. See also AM Pharma’s accounts for the year ending 31 December 2015. 
2972 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin, paragraph 50. 
2973 AM Pharma accounts for the year ending 31 December 2015, page 2. 
2974 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, Annex 2 paragraph 1.5. See also Document 02329, email from 
[] to [AMCo Employee] of AMCo dated 25 August 2015: ‘I can confirm that Actavis will now be supplying future 
orders’. 
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c. Accord-UK had purchased stock of hydrocortisone tablets from AM 
Pharma in July and August 2015 to enable itself to fulfil orders from 1 
September 2015.2975 

d. Accord-UK had made purchase orders with Tiofarma for supply of 
hydrocortisone tablets from August 2015 onwards, as part of its 
preparations for taking over that business.2976 

e. Shortly after 1 September 2015, Accord-UK’s commercial staff 
investigated the Second Written Agreement that they had acquired 
from AM Pharma and decided to continue that agreement on the 
existing terms.2977 

f. From 3 September 2015 AMCo issued its purchase orders for the 
12,000 monthly packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets supplied under 
the Second Written Agreement to Accord-UK. A purchase order issued 
in September 2015 stated: ‘Actavis has taken over Auden & all the 
future orders would be supplied by Actavis’.2978 

9.80. On 1 September 2015 (and from 29 May 2015, when Allergan completed its 
acquisition, onwards), AM Pharma (as transferor) and Accord-UK (as 
transferee) were ‘subject to control by the same person within the group’:2979 

both legal entities were indirectly wholly-owned by Allergan. In light of this, 
AM Pharma and Accord-UK constituted an economic entity, and it is 
permissible to impose a penalty on Accord-UK where (as here) both entities 
were under the control of Allergan and, given the close economic and 
organisational links between them, have carried out, in all material respects, 
the same commercial instructions. 

9.81. The conditions for applying the principle of economic continuity are therefore 
met in this case. 

9.82. The application of the principle is not affected by the subsequent sale by 
Allergan of Accord-UK and AM Pharma to Teva or the divestment of Accord-
UK by Teva to Intas. The structural links between Accord-UK, AM Pharma 
and Allergan need not subsist after the transfer of the hydrocortisone tablets 

2975 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, Annex 2 paragraph 1.5. 
2976 Document 00412, minutes of a meeting with Tiofarma in August 2015. 
2977 See, for example, Document 02311, emails between [Actavis Senior Employee 2] and [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] dated 4 September 2015 (‘AmCo pay £1.78 for Hydrocortisone – you OK to continue selling at this 
price?’ ‘This is the contracted price so OK’); Document 02329, emails between [Actavis Senior Employee 2] and 
[] dated 4 and 7 September 2015. 
2978 See, for example, purchase order numbers 4500010691 4500010692, and 4500010693 dated 3 September 
2015; 4500010775 dated 11 September 2015; and 450001108 dated 4 November 2015. 
2979 C-280/06 ETI v Commission, paragraph 49. 
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business.2980 The structural links also do not need to exist for any minimum 
period.2981 The Court of Justice has held that ‘The Court has never indicated 
that those links must subsist until the adoption of the decision penalising the 
infringement.’2982 To take a different stance would lead to arbitrary results, 
since the ability to attribute liability to the transferee would vary according to 
whether structural links with the transferor were maintained, or broken 
shortly before a decision. 

9.83. Nor is the application of the principle affected by the fact that the 20mg 
Agreement ended on 30 April 2015, before Accord-UK began selling 
hydrocortisone tablets. It is well-established caselaw that the principle of 
economic continuity may apply where the transfer of the infringing business 
took place after the infringement had come to an end, provided that the 
structural links existed at the time of that transfer.2983 The principle does not 
require that the transferee continue the infringement2984 – though in fact, as 
explained above, Accord-UK continued the 10mg Agreement and the Unfair 
Pricing Abuses from 1 September 2015 onwards.2985 

9.84. Nor does the principle require that AM Pharma has ceased to exist in law,2986 

or ceased all economic activity.2987 

It is appropriate to apply the principle of economic continuity in this case 

9.85. The CMA has exercised its discretion2988 to apply the principle of economic 
continuity in this case in order to achieve its statutory objectives of imposing 
a penalty that reflects the seriousness of the infringements concerned and 
the desirability of deterring both the undertaking on whom the penalty is 
imposed and other undertakings.2989 

2980 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin, EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 51. 
2981 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin, paragraphs 51 to 52. 
2982 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin, paragraph 49. This was recently confirmed in T-475/14 Prysmian 
v Commission, paragraphs 133-135. 
2983 C-204/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 59, 351, 356 and 357; and 
C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 49.  
2984 C-204/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission, EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 350 to 351, and 356 to 
360. 
2985 Compare T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke GmbH v Commission, paragraphs 122-138. 
2986 See C-204/00 P, C-205/00 P, C-211/00 P, C-217/00 P and C-219/00 P Aalborg Portland v Commission 
EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 354 to 360; T-43/02 Jungbunzlauer v Commission EU:T:2006:270, paragraphs 132-
133; C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 48 and 49. 
2987 See, for example, T-43/02 Jungbunzlauer v Commission EU:T:2006:270, paragraphs 116 and 124 to 134. 
See also the Court of Justice’s ruling in C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraph 45. 
2988 The General Court has recently confirmed that authorities have ‘a wide margin of discretion to establish 
liability in cases of intra-group economic succession’ (T-531/15 Coveris v Commission, paragraph 45). See also 
T-161/05 Hoechst v Commission, paragraph 64: the doctrine of economic continuity is ‘a power granted to the 
Commission, under certain circumstances, by the case-law, and not an obligation.’ 
2989 Competition Act 1998, section 36(7A). 
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9.86. First, the CMA considers that any fine that could be imposed on AM Pharma 
would be an ineffective penalty. As explained in section 10 below, AM 
Pharma made a minimum financial benefit from the Unfair Pricing Abuses of 
around £92 million2990 during its time as monopoly seller of hydrocortisone 
tablets.2991 Any fine that could be imposed on AM Pharma would be capped 
at 10% of its turnover for the year ending 31 December 2019: £1.7 
million.2992 This would be less than 2% of the minimum financial benefit AM 
Pharma accrued and would not reflect the seriousness of the infringements 
participated in by AM Pharma or effectively punish it for those 
infringements.2993 

9.87. Second, the CMA considers that any penalty imposed on AM Pharma would 
not deter AM Pharma (or, given the points in the paragraph above, other 
undertakings): 

a. After the transfer of its business to Accord-UK, AM Pharma ceased any 
economic activity relating to hydrocortisone tablets.2994 

b. AM Pharma’s accounts for the year ending 31 December 2015 state 
that: ‘Going forward, the company’s activities will be limited to non-
trading income, expenses and the holding of product licences for goods 
sold by other group entities’.2995 Its income derives from other entities in 
the group headed by Teva, its current owner: intra-group loan 
repayments and revenue from trademarks and royalties for goods sold 
by other group entities. AM Pharma therefore continues to operate in all 
material respects solely on an intra-group basis. Its turnover for the 
year ended 31 December 2019 was £16.7 million. The senior team 

2990 Around £87 million in relation to 10mg tablets, around £5 million in relation to 20mg. These figures give the 
financial benefit compared with the price level at which the CMA has prioritised investigating Auden/Actavis’s 
prices (£20). As such, they represent the minimum financial benefit Auden made from selling hydrocortisone 
tablets at excessive and unfair prices. 
2991 Such gains have, moreover, not been invested in any assets currently controlled by AM Pharma. Instead, any 
assets acquired with sums not paid out in the form of dividends were transferred to Accord-UK.
2992 AM Pharma would be entitled to its own 10% statutory cap if it were to be fined: C-50/12 P Kendrion v 
Commission, paragraph 57. Section 36(8) of the Act provides that no penalty fixed by the CMA for an 
infringement of the Act may exceed 10% of the turnover of the infringing undertaking. Article 3 of the Competition 
Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for Penalties) Order 2000 provides that for these purposes the relevant 
turnover is ‘the applicable turnover for the business year preceding the date on which the decision of the CMA is 
taken or, if figures are not available for that business year, the one immediately preceding it’. 
2993 The CMA’s role in imposing a penalty is ‘to punish the particular undertaking for the specific infringement and 
to deter it and other companies from further breaches of that kind’: Kier Group v OFT [2011] CAT 3, paragraph 
166. Compare T-531/15 Coveris v Commission, paragraph 49: the principle of economic continuity may be 
applied where ‘necessary in order to punish [infringements] in a way that is proportionate to the fault and 
effectively’. See also Opinion of AG Kokott in C-280/06 ETI v Commission, paragraph 81, and footnote 69: ‘If an 
undertaking no longer has any significant turnover, it is no longer possible to impose an effective fine on it’. 
2994 Document 00686, response to question 12, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice of 24 
August 2016. See also Document 00639, response to questions 1 and 8, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 18 March 2016: Accord-UK ‘purchased closing stocks of Hydrocortisone tablets from 
Auden Mckenzie around the time sales transitioned across to Actavis’. 
2995 AM Pharma accounts for the year ending 31 December 2015, page 2. 
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involved in the Infringements have all left AM Pharma, which no longer 
has any employees. Its two directors receive no salary from AM 
Pharma: they are paid by other group entities that do not recharge AM 
Pharma. The company pays no dividends and files its accounts as a 
going concern on the basis of the continued financial support of other 
Teva group companies.2996 

c. AM Pharma therefore no longer trades at all, whether on the relevant 
market(s) or any market. Any fine imposed on AM Pharma would 
therefore have no deterrent effect.2997 

9.88. Third, imposing a penalty on AM Pharma would in practice amount indirectly 
to imposing liability under the Act on Teva, its current owner, since AM 
Pharma is dependent on the Teva group for its continued existence as a 
going concern. Teva did not exercise decisive influence over the conduct of 
the infringing business (the sale of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK). Rather, 
Teva has only owned AM Pharma during the period after it ceased economic 
activity on the relevant market(s).2998 

9.89. Any fine that could be imposed on AM Pharma for the Infringements would 
therefore neither effectively punish AM Pharma nor deter it and other 
undertakings from engaging in similar conduct in future. 

9.90. By contrast, since 1 September 2015 Accord-UK has sold, and continues to 
sell, hydrocortisone tablets. It also continued the Unfair Pricing Abuses and 
10mg Agreement after it succeeded AM Pharma as economic actor on the 
relevant market(s). It is therefore appropriate to impose a penalty on Accord-
UK. Applying the principle of economic continuity to hold Accord-UK liable 
for the period prior to the transfer of the hydrocortisone tablets business (1 
October 2008 until 31 August 2015) ensures that liability follows the 
infringing business and the gains from the Infringements and deters the 
entity on whom the penalty is imposed and other entities, so that the penalty 
is effective and proportionate to the Infringements.2999 

2996 According to its latest available accounts (for the year ended 31 December 2019). 
2997 The Court of Justice has stated that a ‘penalty imposed on an undertaking that continues to exist in law, but 
has ceased economic activity, is likely to have no deterrent effect’: C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, 
paragraphs 40 to 41.  
2998 In contrast to Allergan, which as explained in section 9.B.I.b below exercised decisive influence over AM 
Pharma and Accord-UK. 
2999 Compare the Opinion of AG Kokott in C-280/06 ETI v Commission, paragraph 80: ‘it is only by attributing the 
cartel offences to the new operator of the undertaking that one can ensure that on the one hand the person made 
responsible is the one who gains from any profits and increases in value of the undertaking in consequence of 
participation in the cartel, and on the other that the penalty as such is not ineffective. This is because it is only the 
economically active new operator who can have the undertaking conduct itself in future in compliance with 
competition law. A penalty would not have a comparable effect if it were imposed on the original operator of the 
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The parties’ representations on economic continuity 

9.91. Auden/Actavis submitted that: 

a. The CMA had not met the legal test for applying the principle of 
economic continuity to Accord-UK; and 

b. In any event even if the principle could be applied, it should not be.3000 

The legal test 

9.92. Auden/Actavis submitted that the legal test requires ‘the main part of those 
physical and human elements that were employed in [the infringing 
business]’ to be transferred at a time when transferor and transferee are part 
of the same undertaking.3001 

9.93. Applying this test, the parties stated that the main part of AM Pharma’s 
hydrocortisone tablets business was not transferred to Accord-UK on 1 
September 2015 but on 3 October 2016, pursuant to an asset purchase 
agreement (and in fact, certain elements such as AM Pharma’s management 
and physical premises were never transferred). Since on 3 October 2016 
Accord-UK was held separate by Teva pending divestment, this was ‘a 
transfer between independent third parties’ and the conditions for applying 
the principle were not met.3002 

9.94. The CMA disagrees with the parties’ representations on this point. The 
parties’ representations focus on whether there were structural links between 
AM Pharma and Accord-UK at the time of the CMA’s Decision, whereas the 
caselaw clearly establishes (as set out above) that the relevant transfer is 
that of AM Pharma’s business to Accord-UK. This point can be illustrated by 
the Parker-Hannifin case, where the Court of Justice found that the fact ITR 
Rubber had been transferred to new ownership was irrelevant – the relevant 
point was that prior to that transfer, ITR SpA’s business had been transferred 
intra-group to ITR Rubber. The Court stated that: ‘The Court has never 

undertaking who was no longer economically active. The general deterrent effect on other economic participants 
too would be at least less’. 
3000 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 1.21-1.23, section 10 and Annex 2. Document 
205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, Annex 1.
3001 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 10.27-10.29, referring to T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke 
v Commission, paragraph 133. Intas also cited as authority T-6/89 Anic v Commission, paragraph 237 
(Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, Annex 1 paragraph 3(iv)). However, the General Court’s reference 
in that paragraph to the need to ‘find the combination of physical and human elements which contributed to the 
commission of the infringement’ relates to the situation where the transferor had ceased to exist in law. That is 
not the situation here. 
3002 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 10.27-10.37; Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s 
RSSO, Annex 1, citing T-531/15 Coveris v Commission. 
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indicated that those links must subsist until the adoption of the decision 
penalising the infringement’.3003 

9.95. The parties sought to distinguish the precedents on the basis of factors that 
do not detract from the central point for the application of the principle, 
namely whether the economic successor is part of the same undertaking as 
the transferor at the time the business is transferred.3004, 3005 

9.96. The General Court’s statement in T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke v Commission 
(‘the main part of those physical and human elements…’) is consistent with 
the test in ETI. In NMH Stahlwerke, the facts that the transferor and 
transferee ‘were never run by the same persons’; that the transferee did not 
acquire all of the rights and obligations of the transferor; and that the 
transferee only took over 14% of the transferor’s fixed assets (and did not, 
for example, acquire its land and buildings) did not preclude the application 
of the principle of economic continuity.3006 Notwithstanding these points, the 
General Court held that the transferee: 

‘took over the main part of those physical and human elements that 
were employed in the manufacture of beams and therefore contributed 
to the commission of the infringement in question’.3007 

9.97. This meant that the transferee ‘absorbed the main part of the economic 
activity concerned by the infringement’.3008 The parties’ submissions that 
Accord-UK did not acquire the management of AM Pharma or its commercial 
premises are therefore irrelevant.3009 

3003 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker-Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 49; see also T-475/14 Prsymian v 
Commission EU:T:2018:448, paragraph 135, upheld on appeal C-601/18 P Prysmian v Commission 
EU:C:2020:751. 
3004 See eg Opinion of AG Kokott in C-280/06 ETI v Commission, paragraph 76. For example, Accord-UK argued 
that Aalborg Portland did not apply to this case because at the time of the CMA’s Decision there is no structural 
link between AM Pharma and Accord-UK (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 10.18). Accord-
UK argued that Parker-Hannifin did not apply to this case because the transfer in that case was between a parent 
and a subsidiary (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 10.20-10.21). Accord-UK argued that 
Jungbunzlauer and NMH Stahlwerke did not apply because: (i) in Jungbunzlauer the transfers occurred while the 
infringement was ongoing, and (ii) in NMH the transferee was specifically set up to take over the transferor’s 
activities (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 10.24). None of these arguments is relevant. 
The points established in these cases are explained in section 9.A.II.a.i above.
3005 Accord-UK argued that ETI was ‘of no relevance’ to the present case, because: (i) ‘the sale of Auden to 
Allergan was not a transfer made between undertakings both of which were under the control of the same parent 
entity’; (ii) ‘Accord-UK has again been transferred at arm’s length to a further third party, Intas’; and (iii) the case 
was essentially limited to its facts: to where two entities answer to the same public authority and continue to do 
so at the time of the infringement decision (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 10.16-10.23). 
The first two points are irrelevant: the relevant transfer is that of AM Pharma’s business to Accord-UK, not the 
sale of AM Pharma to Allergan or the later sale of Accord-UK to Intas. The third point is wrong. The Court of 
Justice has confirmed that ‘the scope of the judgment in ETI and Others is not limited … to cases in which the 
entities concerned are controlled by a public authority’ (C-511/11 Versalis v Commission, paragraph 57). 
3006 T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke v Commission, paragraphs 106, 126 and 130. 
3007 T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke v Commission, paragraph 130 (emphasis added) 
3008 T-134/94 NMH Stahlwerke v Commission, paragraph 133 (emphasis added). 
3009 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, Annex 2 paragraphs 1.4-1.9. 
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9.98. For the same reasons, the CMA also rejects the parties’ submission that the 
legal test requires the businesses of the transferor and the transferee to be 
‘identical’.3010 

9.99. The parties went further, arguing that the businesses must be the same at 
the time of the transfer and at the time the penalty is imposed by the CMA’s 
Decision.3011 

9.100. These arguments are also without merit and have been rejected by the 
caselaw. As explained in section 9.A.II.a.i above, the businesses of 
transferor and transferee do not need to be identical in all respects: what is 
material is that the infringing business is transferred and that the transferee 
continues its economic activities on the relevant market. This means that, for 
the purposes of attributing liability for the infringement in question, ‘the 
undertaking run by [the transferee after the transfer] is the same as that 
previously run by [the transferor]’.3012 For example, in ETI the Court of 
Justice held that the principle of economic continuity could apply where 
transferor and transferee were subject to the control of the same public 
authority, notwithstanding the referring court’s observation that the transfer 
of activities ‘made a clear break of continuity with the previous model of 
organisational management’.3013 

The relevant date for applying the legal test 

9.101. It is not in dispute that 1 September 2015 is the date on which Accord-UK 
took over from AM Pharma the economic activity of selling hydrocortisone 
tablets.3014 As explained above, Accord-UK therefore succeeded AM Pharma 
as economic actor on the relevant market(s) from this date. 

9.102. The CMA rejects the parties’ representation that the relevant date for 
applying the legal test is 3 October 2016, rather than 1 September 2015.  

9.103. The asset purchase agreement entered into between AM Pharma and 
Accord-UK on 3 October 2016 ‘records the terms on which the Assets … 
and associated rights under this Agreement transferred or were licensed on 
the Original Transfer Date [1 September 2015]’.3015 The agreement therefore 

3010 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 10.39-10.43 and Annex 2, paragraph 1.4, citing C-
204/00 Aalborg Portland v Commission, paragraph 357.  
3011 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 10.43; Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, 
Annex 1 paragraph 3(v).
3012 C-204/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission EU:C:2004:6, paragraph 357. 
3013 C-280/06 ETI v Commission EU:C:2007:775, paragraphs 11 and 45 to 52. 
3014 From 1 September 2015, ‘sales of Auden Mckenzie’s products including Hydrocortisone tablets were made 
by Actavis [Accord-UK]’. Document 00639, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 
March 2016, page 2.
3015 Document 205401, asset purchase agreement between AM Pharma and Accord-UK, introduction (emphasis 
added). 
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clearly sets out that the assets to which it relates were transferred 
beneficially on 1 September 2015. It states that Accord-UK acquired (among 
other things) the goodwill, stock, customer contracts and supplier contracts 
relating to hydrocortisone tablets from AM Pharma on 1 September 2015.3016 

9.104. Accord-UK’s status as economic successor of AM Pharma did not depend 
on, and was not affected by, this agreement. Accord-UK had been selling 
hydrocortisone tablets since 1 September 2015. This agreement was put in 
place because Accord-UK was shortly to be divested to a third party 
pursuant to the commitments given by Allergan and Teva to the European 
Commission. The recitals explain that its purpose was to ensure that all the 
necessary legal rights to Allergan’s UK generics business were held by 
Accord-UK ahead of that divestment.3017 

9.105. Economic continuity turns on the economic reality.3018 This proposition has 
been confirmed by the Court of Justice in C-601/18 Prysmian v Commission. 
The Court held that the General Court was entitled to find that, even if the 
Commission had erred in considering PirelliCSE to be PirelliCS’s legal 
successor, that finding would be irrelevant for the purposes of attributing 
liability to PirelliCSE for direct participation in the infringement, since the 
Commission was entitled to find that PirelliCSE was PirelliCS’s economic 
successor.3019 

9.106. The CMA therefore maintains its finding that the relevant date for applying 
the principle is 1 September 2015, when Accord-UK took over the economic 
activity of selling hydrocortisone tablets.  

9.107. The parties’ reliance on T-531/15 Coveris v Commission is misplaced: that 
case involved an inter-group transfer of the infringing business and (unlike 
this case) not intra-group transfer.3020 

3016 Document 205401, asset purchase agreement between AM Pharma and Accord-UK, clause 2.1. 
3017 Document 205401, asset purchase agreement between AM Pharma and Accord-UK, recitals A to E. This is 
illustrated by the fact that the agreement for the sale of Accord-UK was signed two days later, on 5 October 2016. 
Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 10.4.9. 
3018 The CMA therefore rejects Accord-UK’s argument that the transfer of the business can only be a legal 
transfer (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraphs 10.27-10.28).
3019 C-601/18 Prysmian v Commission, paragraph 91, upholding T-465/14 Prysmian v Commission, paragraph 
140. See also paragraph 121 of the General Court judgment: the parties’ argument that the transferee ‘assumed 
neither the rights nor the obligations of [the transferor] and consequently it cannot be regarded as its legal 
successor’ was rejected as irrelevant given that economic continuity was established; and paragraph 137: the 
General Court rejected the argument that the transferee could not be held liable ‘until the complete transfer of the 
activities in the cable sector to [the transferee]’. In fact, the MAs for hydrocortisone tablets were not formally 
transferred into Accord-UK’s name by the MHRA until July 2018 (Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, 
Annex 2 footnote 690 to paragraph 1.7).
3020 T-531/15 Coveris v Commission, paragraph 44. 
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Whether the principle should be applied in this case 

9.108. The CMA has carefully considered the parties’ representations that even if 
the conditions for applying the principle of economic continuity are met, it 
should not be applied as a matter of discretion. 

9.109. Accord-UK submitted, first of all, that it was illegitimate for the CMA to have 
regard to the level and effectiveness of a fine imposed on AM Pharma when 
deciding whether to apply the principle of economic continuity.3021 The CMA 
rejects this submission. The statutory objectives in fixing a penalty are to 
reflect the seriousness of the infringement concerned and the desirability of 
deterring both the undertaking on whom the penalty is imposed and other 
undertakings.3022 Neither objective would be achieved by seeking to impose 
a fine on AM Pharma that would be substantially less than the profits it had 
earned from the Unfair Pricing Abuses. As Advocate General Kokott noted in 
her Opinion in ETI: ‘If an undertaking no longer has any significant turnover, 
it is no longer possible to impose an effective fine on it’.3023 

9.110. The parties nonetheless submitted that: 

a. the principle of economic continuity should only be applied to business 
transfers that were artificial manoeuvres in bad faith, designed to evade 
a fine;3024 

b. by applying the principle of economic continuity to hold Accord-UK 
liable, the CMA was fining ‘an undertaking which is completely removed 
from any wrongdoing’;3025 

c. by applying the principle the CMA was infringing Accord-UK’s rights of 
defence, since it had no access to information predating the transfer of 
the hydrocortisone tablets business;3026 

d. fining Accord-UK for the 20mg Agreement, which had ended by the 
time Accord-UK took over sales of hydrocortisone tablets, would create 
an arbitrary risk for a purchaser and a dangerous precedent for a seller, 

3021 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 10.26. 
3022 Competition Act 1998, section 36(7A). 
3023 Opinion of AG Kokott in C-280/06 ETI v Commission, footnote 69. 
3024 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 10.22. 
3025 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, Annex 1, paragraph 4. See also Document 205217, 
Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 10.47.2.
3026 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, Annex 1, paragraph 3(i). 
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by allowing companies to restructure and thus avoid liability.3027 This 
may in fact encourage infringers to on-sell their businesses;3028 and 

e. in any event, even if the CMA were entitled to hold Accord-UK liable as 
economic successor of AM Pharma, it should also hold AM Pharma 
liable jointly and severally with Accord-UK.3029 

9.111. None of these submissions stands up to scrutiny. The CMA addresses each 
of them in turn below: 

a. The principle of economic continuity is not generally limited to business 
transfers in bad faith. This limitation only applies where the relevant 
business transfer is between third parties, not intra-group.3030 As 
explained above, that is not the situation here. 

b. Accord-UK is not ‘an undertaking which is completely removed from 
any wrongdoing’. In fact, Accord-UK continued the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses and the 10mg Agreement after taking over sales of 
hydrocortisone tablets on 1 September 2015. Indeed, it was under 
Accord-UK that the prices of hydrocortisone tablets reached their 
highest level of the entire relevant period, and it was Accord-UK’s 
management that attempted to extend the market exclusion achieved 
by the 10mg Agreement by buying off the entry of Alissa Healthcare in 
December 2015 (further confirming that the relevant date for applying 
the principle of economic continuity cannot be as late as 3 October 
2016: Accord-UK was by this point the legal entity supplying 
hydrocortisone tablets and with the power to buy off competitors). 

c. Applying the principle of economic continuity does not infringe Accord-
UK’s rights of defence, which have been respected in this case. 
Accord-UK has been given every procedural protection in the CMA’s 
Rules and procedural guidance. Accord-UK has been provided with all 
the evidence on which the CMA bases its decision to apply the principle 
and more generally with all the documents on the CMA’s file. Accord-
UK instructed the same legal counsel as AM Pharma (in relation to the 
period prior to Intas’ acquisition of Accord-UK on 9 January 2017) and 
reviewed and endorsed AM Pharma’s representations on the SSO 
before they were submitted to the CMA, as well as making its own 
written representations on economic continuity. In any event, as 

3027 Document 205217, Auden/Actavis’s RSSO, paragraph 10.47.1 and footnote 625. 
3028 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, Annex 1, paragraphs 3 and 5. 
3029 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, Annex 1, paragraph 6, citing T-405/06 ArcelorMittal v 
Commission. 
3030 T-531/15 Coveris v Commission, paragraphs 50-51. 
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explained in section 9.B.I.b below, Accord-UK conducted extensive due 
diligence on AM Pharma’s business prior to its acquisition by Allergan. 
Accord-UK therefore took over the hydrocortisone tablets business with 
its eyes open. Its own conduct after taking over sales of hydrocortisone 
tablets in September 2015 – for example, its staff investigated the 
terms of the Second Written Agreement and collated AM Pharma’s 
Project Guardian materials for use in support of its own campaign to 
prevent off-label dispensing (see section 3.F.III.p above) – indicates 
that it knowingly chose to continue AM Pharma’s strategy.3031 

d. Accord-UK’s liability for the 20mg Agreement is neither an arbitrary nor 
an unforeseeable risk. The Court of Justice has confirmed that 
economic continuity may apply where the transfer of the infringing 
business took place after the infringement had come to an end, 
provided that the structural links existed at the time of that transfer.3032 

The fact that the transferee may subsequently have passed into new 
ownership is irrelevant. Indeed, ‘the attribution of liability must not 
depend upon the occurrence of an unforeseeable and uncertain event, 
such as a new organisational change decided on by the undertakings 
concerned.’3033 In any event, as explained above, Accord-UK undertook 
extensive due diligence on the business of AM Pharma before 
acquiring it. Nor does the CMA consider that the application of the 
principle of economic continuity in the particular circumstances of this 
case means or implies that other undertakings would be encouraged to 
restructure or sell businesses in order to try to escape liability. 

e. The CMA has a discretion as to which legal entities to hold liable for an 
infringement, including in cases of economic succession. The fact that 
it chooses to hold one legal entity liable does not mean it is required to 
hold another liable.3034 In this case, the CMA’s reasons for holding 
Accord-UK liable as economic successor of AM Pharma are also its 
reasons for not holding AM Pharma liable. The CMA has explained 
above that any penalty imposed on AM Pharma would be ineffective, 
would not achieve deterrence and would lead to liability under the Act 

3031 See also Document 202954, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo 
Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 20 May 2015: ‘According to [Auden Senior Employee 
1]] Actavis will continue his strategy’. 
3032 C-204/00 P Aalborg Portland and Others v Commission EU:C:2004:6, paragraphs 59, 351, 356 and 357; and 
C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 49. 
3033 C-434/13 P Commission v Parker Hannifin EU:C:2014:2456, paragraph 51. 
3034 T-531/15 Coveris v Commission, paragraph 45; T-161/05 Hoechst v Commission, paragraph 64. See also T-
204/08 Team Relocations v Commission, paragraph 156, upheld in C-444/11 P Team Relocations v Commission, 
paragraphs 159-161. 
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falling on Teva, its current owner, which never exercised decisive 
influence over the infringing business.3035 

9.112. The CMA therefore holds Accord-UK liable for the Infringements until 31 
August 2015 as economic successor to AM Pharma. 

ii. 1 September 2015 onwards 

9.113. Accord-UK was the legal entity within the Actavis undertaking that directly 
participated in the Infringements from 1 September 2015 onwards. Accord-
UK is the legal entity that sold hydrocortisone tablets in the UK from 1 
September 2015 onwards.3036 From that date, it therefore continued the 
Unfair Pricing Abuses. From that date, it also participated in the 10mg 
Agreement with AMCo: AMCo issued its purchase orders for the 12,000 
monthly packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets to Accord-UK.3037 

b. Liability of Allergan 

9.114. The CMA attributes liability to Allergan for Auden/Actavis’s involvement in 
the Infringements, and for the resulting financial penalties, jointly and 
severally with Accord-UK. 

9.115. Specifically, Allergan is held liable: 

a. for the Unfair Pricing Abuses, from 29 May 2015 to 1 August 2016; and 

b. for the 10mg Agreement, from 29 May 2015 to 24 June 2016. 

9.116. From 29 May 2015 until 1 August 2016, AM Pharma and Accord-UK were 
both ultimately wholly owned by Allergan.3038 

9.117. Allergan therefore had the ability to exercise decisive influence over AM 
Pharma and Accord-UK. The CMA applies the Akzo presumption that 
Allergan did in fact exercise decisive influence over AM Pharma and Accord-

3035 Unlike in T-405/06 ArcelorMittal v Commission, in this case transferor (AM Pharma) and transferee (Accord-
UK) no longer form part of the same undertaking at the time of the authority’s decision.
3036 Document 00639, paragraph 6(c) and responses to questions 1 and 5, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 18 March 2016; Document 00656, paragraph 14.2, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 23 May 2016. 
3037 See, for example, purchase order numbers 4500010691 4500010692, and 4500010693 dated 3 September 
2015; 4500010775 dated 11 September 2015; and 450001108 dated 4 November 2015. Purchase order number 
4500010693 dated 3 September 2015 specifically states: ‘Actavis has taken over Auden & all the future orders 
would be supplied by Actavis’. 
3038 Document 00733, response to question 11, AM Pharma/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 18 October 2016. See also Document 00686, response to question 11, AM Pharma’s response to 
the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 24 August 2016; and Document 00691, structure chart of the Allergan group. 
On 29 May 2015, Actavis Holdings UK Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary in the Allergan group, acquired 100% 
of the shares in Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited and thereby indirectly acquired 100% of the shares in AM 
Pharma, Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited’s 100% subsidiary. The shares were transferred on the same day to 
Chilcott UK Limited, another wholly-owned Allergan subsidiary, under a deed of assignment. 
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UK until their sale to Teva completed on 2 August 2016. Allergan, AM 
Pharma and Accord-UK therefore formed a single undertaking for the 
purpose of the Infringements. 

9.118. Allergan accepted that it was capable of exercising decisive influence over 
AM Pharma and Accord-UK.3039 Moreover, Allergan properly accepted that 
the burden lay on it to produce evidence sufficient to rebut the Akzo 
presumption. Allergan’s case was that it had managed to rebut the Akzo 
presumption. 

9.119. For the reasons explained in this section, the CMA considers that Allergan 
has failed to rebut the Akzo presumption. Allergan is therefore liable for the 
Infringements committed by AM Pharma and Accord-UK during its 
ownership period. 

9.120. It is important to be clear at the outset about the legal entities referred to in 
this section: 

a. The legal entity that directly acquired Auden Mckenzie Holdings 
Limited, AM Pharma’s 100% parent, was Actavis Holdings UK Limited. 
Allergan was the ultimate 100% parent of Actavis Holdings UK Limited. 
The shares were transferred on the same day to Chilcott UK Limited, 
another wholly-owned Allergan subsidiary. Allergan therefore became 
the ultimate 100% parent of AM Pharma on 29 May 2015. 

b. When it acquired AM Pharma, Allergan was known as Actavis plc. 
Shortly afterwards, in June 2015, it changed its name to Allergan plc. It 
is this legal entity formerly known as Actavis plc that the CMA means 
by ‘Allergan’. 

c. The company now called Accord-UK Limited was called Actavis UK 
Limited during the period of Allergan’s ownership. It is this legal entity 
that the CMA means by ‘Actavis UK’ and ‘Accord-UK’. 

9.121. In its written representations and in its oral hearing on the SSO Allergan 
elided these legal entities. It referred to ‘Actavis’ as if it were separate from 
Allergan, without recognising that the legal entity Actavis plc had simply 

3039 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 15. Document 205514, transcript of Allergan’s hearing on 
the SSO, page 30 lines 7-10. Allergan argued in its oral hearing that it was required to ‘prove a negative’ and that 
rebutting the Akzo presumption ‘imposes an impossible standard’ (Document 205514, transcript of Allergan’s 
hearing on the SSO, page 29 lines 15-22). This is not the case: ‘the fact that it is difficult to adduce the evidence 
necessary to rebut a presumption does not in itself mean that that presumption is in fact irrebuttable’ (C-521/09 P 
Elf Aquitaine v Commission, paragraphs 62, 66 and 70. See also C-611/18 P Pirelli v Commission, paragraph 
73). 
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changed its name to Allergan plc.3040 It asserted that the CMA’s provisional 
finding was that Allergan had in fact exercised decisive influence over AM 
Pharma through Actavis UK, which in turn exercised decisive influence over 
AM Pharma.3041 Allergan described this as “second order’ influence over AM 
Pharma via the agency of Actavis UK’.3042 However, this misstates the 
CMA’s findings. The correct position is that AM Pharma and Actavis UK 
were sister companies under Allergan’s 100% ownership. For the avoidance 
of doubt, the CMA’s case has always been and remains that Allergan 
exercised decisive influence over the conduct of each of AM Pharma and 
Actavis UK. 

9.122. On 10 March 2016 the European Commission announced that it had 
approved the proposed acquisition of Allergan’s generics business by Teva, 
subject to conditions. One of those conditions was for Teva to divest a viable 
standalone business operation in the UK and Ireland based around the 
assets of the Actavis Generics business, including a portfolio of generic 
molecules (including hydrocortisone), Actavis’s Barnstaple manufacturing 
plant, and the management and people to run the business units in the UK 
and Ireland (the ‘Divestment Businesses’).3043 The Divestment Businesses 
included hydrocortisone tablets.  

9.123. Pending completion of that divestment, Teva and Allergan committed to 
keep the Divestment Businesses separate from the businesses they were 
retaining (the ‘Commitments’) and to appoint a hold-separate manager (the 
‘Hold Separate Manager’) to manage the Divestment Businesses.3044 

Accord-UK was held separate under Allergan’s 100% ownership between 10 
March 2016 and 1 August 2016 (the ‘Hold Separate Period’). 

9.124. The CMA considers that Allergan continued to exercise decisive influence 
over Accord-UK during the Hold Separate Period, having regard to Allergan 
setting the strategic commercial behaviour of Accord-UK before and during 
the Hold Separate Period and the links between Allergan and Accord-UK 

3040 For example, Allergan argued that the due diligence report prepared for the AM Pharma acquisition by PWC 
(referred to below) was ‘commissioned, and Actavis UK’s acquisition of AM Pharma was already initiated, before 
the Actavis/Allergan merger in March 2015’ (Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 13(e)). This is 
irrelevant: the Actavis/Allergan merger was an acquisition by Actavis plc of Allergan plc, after which it was 
decided to rename the newly formed group ‘Allergan’ and discontinue the ‘Actavis’ brand. This simply resulted, 
for the purposes of this case, in the legal entity Actavis plc changing its name to Allergan plc. It is this legal entity 
that acquired AM Pharma and that the CMA holds liable.
3041 At its oral hearing Allergan’s representative stated: ‘Actavis UK … itself owned Auden Mckenzie’, and 
‘Allergan is said to have exercised a decisive influence over Actavis UK and Actavis UK is then said to have 
exercised decisive influence over Auden Mckenzie.’ Document 205514, transcript of Allergan’s hearing on the 
SSO, page 6 lines 22-24 and page 7 lines 14-16. These statements are not correct if by ‘Actavis UK’ Allergan’s 
representative referred to Accord-UK.
3042 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 18(c)(2). 
3043 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-727_en.htm. 
3044 Document 00743, Commitments, clause 37. 
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that persisted during the Hold Separate Period. While Allergan was 
precluded by the Commitments it had chosen to give from intervening in 
Accord-UK’s day-to-day business, that business was conducted on the basis 
of a strategy set by Allergan and which the Hold Separate Manager was 
appointed to continue and did in fact continue. Allergan could at any point 
have withdrawn from the sale of Accord-UK, in which case the Commitments 
would have lapsed and Allergan would have resumed control of Accord-UK’s 
day-to-day operations. In these circumstances, and as explained more fully 
below, the Akzo presumption is not rebutted by the Commitments. 

i. 29 May 2015 to 9 March 2016 

9.125. Between 29 May 2015 and 9 March 2016, the entire capital of AM Pharma 
and Accord-UK was owned by Allergan, such that Allergan was able to 
exercise decisive influence over their conduct and it is presumed that such 
influence was actually exercised. The application of the Akzo presumption is 
not conditional upon the production of additional indicia relating to the actual 
exercise of decisive influence by Allergan.3045 

9.126. Furthermore, and in any event, the CMA finds that the Akzo presumption is 
corroborated by further evidence of the exercise of decisive influence. For 
example, under Allergan’s ownership, AM Pharma’s business was 
transferred to Accord-UK, which took over sales of hydrocortisone tablets 
from 1 September 2015 onwards (see section 9.B.I.a.i above).3046 

9.127. Allergan submitted that the Akzo presumption was rebutted during this 
period because, notwithstanding the transfer of AM Pharma’s activities to 
Accord-UK, Allergan did not intervene in the businesses of either subsidiary. 
In particular, Allergan submitted that: 

a. AM Pharma was ‘both too small and too remote to be the subject of any 
direct oversight or control by Allergan in relation to the sale and pricing 
of hydrocortisone … Allergan could not be expected to have, and there 
is no evidence to suggest that it did in fact have, any visibility of pricing 
or commercial arrangements in relation to one of AM Pharma’s 

3045 C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission EU:C:2021:73, paragraph 33. 
3046 Allergan submitted that: ‘The CMA introduces no evidence in support of its assertion that Allergan plc, as 
opposed to Actavis UK, “transferred AM Pharma’s business and assets” and instead seeks to attribute actions 
taken by Actavis UK to its ultimate parent company’ (Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 18(b)(1)). 
This argument illustrates the point made above about the importance of precise terminology. AM Pharma and 
Actavis UK were sister companies, both ultimately 100% owned by Allergan. It is unclear how a subsidiary such 
as Actavis UK could act to transfer the business and assets of its sister company without approval from their 
common 100% parent. Allergan equally did not adduce any evidence that this had in fact happened. At its oral 
hearing on the SSO Allergan conceded that the transfer was not ‘rogue activity’ outside Allergan’s authority 
(Document 205514, transcript of Allergan’s hearing on the SSO, page 32 lines 4-9). The transfer of AM Pharma’s 
business to Accord-UK is therefore attributable to Allergan. 
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products’.3047 Under Allergan’s ownership AM Pharma simply continued 
to pursue its own pre-existing strategy. Once Accord-UK took over 
sales of hydrocortisone tablets from 1 September 2015, it continued to 
pursue that same strategy. Allergan did not know of or encourage AM 
Pharma’s or Accord-UK’s conduct.3048 

b. AM Pharma and Accord-UK were both part of Allergan’s generics 
division, which was functionally and operationally distinct from the 
remainder of the Allergan group, subject to separate reporting lines, 
and already earmarked for sale at the time of the AM Pharma 
acquisition.3049 

9.128. The CMA finds that these submissions are not well-founded for the following 
reasons. 

9.129. The CMA notes, first of all, that Allergan has not identified a previous case in 
which these factors rebutted the Akzo presumption.3050 

9.130. The CMA finds, secondly, that the factors relied on by Allergan do not rebut 
the Akzo presumption. In C-611/18 Pirelli v Commission the Court of Justice 
held that Pirelli’s arguments that its subsidiary operated autonomously on 
the market and that Pirelli was no more than a financial holding company 
were ‘clearly not sufficient to call into question the presumption of the 
exercise, by a parent company, of decisive influence on its subsidiaries’.3051 

The Commission was therefore not required even to adopt a position on 
these matters in its decision, since they were clearly of no probative value in 
rebutting the presumption.3052 

9.131. Pirelli also argued that ‘it was in no way involved in the unlawful conduct of 
[its two subsidiaries], was not aware of the infringement in question and 
therefore could not take any action to stop it.’ The Court of Justice 
nonetheless upheld the General Court’s finding that Pirelli had not rebutted 
the Akzo presumption, and specifically noted that: 

‘none of the appellant’s arguments … has been capable of establishing 
that that presumption was not applicable in the present case.’ 3053 

3047 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 14(c). 
3048 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraphs 14(a) and 16(c). 
3049 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraphs 14(b) and 16(a) and (b). See also Document 02261.A, 
Allergan’s representations on the first Draft Penalties Statement, paragraph 6; and Document 01353, Allergan’s 
submission to the CMA dated 5 December 2016, paragraphs 2.3 and 2.4.
3050 Document 205514, transcript of Allergan’s hearing on the SSO, page 27 lines 17-25 and page 28 lines 1-18. 
3051 C-611/18 P Pirelli v Commission, paragraph 49 (CMA translation from the original French). 
3052 C-611/18 P Pirelli v Commission, paragraph 49. 
3053 C-611/18 P Pirelli v Commission, paragraphs 59 and 83 (CMA translation from the original French). 
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9.132. The factors cited by Allergan are therefore incapable in principle of rebutting 
the Akzo presumption, even if established. 

9.133. Thirdly, and in any event, the CMA finds that the contemporaneous evidence 
shows that these factors are not established on the facts. Allergan has not 
adduced any evidence to the CMA that calls into question the 
contemporaneous evidence.  

9.134. Fourthly, the CMA considers that the points made by Allergan do not offset 
or counterbalance the evidence of actual exercise of decisive influence 
during this period. 

Allergan’s involvement in the strategy of AM Pharma and Accord-UK 

9.135. While it is not legally necessary for the parent actually to intervene in the 
business of its subsidiary or to be involved in or even know of the 
subsidiary’s infringing conduct to establish the parent’s liability for the 
infringement,3054 the CMA (for completeness) demonstrates below that 
Allergan was involved in determining the commercial strategy of AM Pharma 
and Accord-UK, specifically in relation to hydrocortisone tablets. 

9.136. Moreover, the continuation of that strategy by AM Pharma and Accord-UK 
under Allergan’s ownership reflects not Allergan’s lack of engagement in the 
businesses of its subsidiaries but Allergan’s investment in and approval of 
the strategy of exploiting Auden/Actavis’s monopoly position for 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

9.137. Among the relevant items of evidence on this issue are the following. 

9.138. A December 2014 briefing presentation in connection with the possible 
acquisition of AM Pharma bears the ‘Actavis’ logo (at the time, Allergan was 
known as Actavis plc – see paragraph 9.120 above). It was prepared for an 
audience that included Allergan’s US management as well as Accord-UK 
management: 

3054 The Court of Justice has made clear that ‘the fact that a parent company and its subsidiary constitute a single 
undertaking … enables the Commission to address a decision imposing fines to the parent company, without 
having to establish the personal involvement of the latter in the infringement’ (C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v 
Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 58 to 59); and that: ‘what counts is not whether the parent company 
encouraged its subsidiary to commit an infringement …, or whether it was directly involved in the infringement 
committed by its subsidiary, but the fact that those two companies constitute a single economic unit and thus a 
single undertaking … which enables the Commission to impose a fine on the parent company’ (C-90/09 P 
General Química SA v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 102. See also C-97/08 Akzo Nobel v Commission, 
EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 59 and 77). Where a parent formed part of the economic entity that breached 
competition law, it is itself ‘deemed to have committed the infringement’ (C-50/12 P Kendrion v Commission 
EU:C:2013:771, paragraph 55. See also T-372/10 Bolloré v Commission EU:T:2012:325, paragraphs 51-52). 
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a. Monetary figures are given mainly in US dollars. For example, AM 
Pharma’s revenue and EBITDA figures are given in US dollars. US 
dollar figures are also given for Allergan’s bid for the company and 
base case for its value, with a note explaining the exchange rate to 
pounds. Dates are also given in US format.3055 

b. The transaction’s closing is described as ‘subject to UK review’. The 
presentation mentions risks such as ‘Tax penalty from UK (HMRC) 
investigation’.3056 

c. The ‘external message’ to be given for the rationale behind the 
transaction is: ‘Investing where we are strong, our 2nd largest market. 
We know the UK market very well’.3057 

d. The presentation distinguishes between ‘Actavis’ and ‘Actavis UK’. For 
example, AM Pharma is described as ‘what Actavis UK would call – 
“CrownJewel-Co”, comprised of MAs that UK BD would like to acquire’. 
One slide entitled ‘Actavis UK – Current Footprint’ explains the UK 
business, with figures presented in US dollars.3058 Although ‘All ACT 
ELT [Actavis Executive Leadership Team] functional groups engaged in 
diligence process’, ‘In depth commercial diligence’ was done ‘by ACT 
UK team’.3059 

9.139. The presentation shows that Allergan paid close attention to the strategic 
direction of AM Pharma’s business. It states that Allergan would acquire AM 
Pharma in order to benefit from its successful strategy of exploiting niche 
generic drugs, which Allergan viewed as aligned with its own existing 
strategy: 

‘The Auden portfolio and pipeline is well aligned with our existing Gx 
strategy – specialized, niche, low competition products’.3060 

9.140. The presentation indicates that Allergan’s intention was to integrate AM 
Pharma swiftly into its existing business. Describing the anticipated 
acquisition as a ‘Good example of the type of tuck-in deals we would 
consider’, it states: ‘It will be a straight-forward, quick integration … the 
Auden products will drop right into our existing robust UK Commercial 

3055 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 2. 
3056 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 9. 
3057 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 3. 
3058 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slides 11 and 13. 
3059 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 8. 
3060 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 3. 
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infrastructure’.3061 This statement is consistent with Allergan’s intention to 
assimilate AM Pharma into Allergan’s commercial structure. 

9.141. Whether or not the presentation was prepared for Allergan as opposed to 
Accord-UK, these statements are consistent with the public statements of 
Allergan’s most senior US management. On 26 January 2015, when 
Allergan’s acquisition of AM Pharma was announced, [] [Allergan Senior 
Employee 1] gave an interview with Fox News about the acquisition. 
[Allergan Senior Employee 1] stated: 

‘the deal today is really a bolt-on. It was really something we’ve been 
looking at for a while to really add to our strength in the UK where we 
were the number two generic company. Now we’re number one in 
generics and number three overall. And it really fits beautifully right into 
our UK operation and our global generics business’.3062 

9.142. Together these statements and the briefing presentation are not consistent 
with Allergan’s subsequent portrayal of AM Pharma as being ‘both too small 
and too remote’ to register with its management. On the contrary, [Allergan 
Senior Employee 1]’ statement indicates that Allergan’s senior management 
spent considerable time evaluating the merit of the acquisition and the 
strategic intention was clear: to integrate AM Pharma into its existing 
generics business. 

9.143. This reality is further demonstrated by the publicly available materials 
prepared for Allergan’s 2015 investor day. The slides presented by [Allergan 
Senior Employee 1] referred to AM Pharma’s ‘Portfolio of exclusive and 
semi-exclusive generic products’ and identified ‘Auden McKenzie 
Acquisition’ as one of the ‘Key assumptions’ driving the 2015 revenue 
forecast.[] [Allergan Senior Employee 2] referred to Allergan’s plan for AM 
Pharma to be subject to a ‘Quick, low risk integration’.3063 

9.144. Moreover, the evidence also shows that Allergan paid particular attention 
specifically to hydrocortisone tablets as the main component of AM 
Pharma’s value. This contradicts Allergan’s assertion during the 
administrative procedure that: ‘Allergan could not be expected to have, and 
there is no evidence to suggest that it did in fact have, any visibility of pricing 
or commercial arrangements in relation to one of AM Pharma’s products’.3064 

3061 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 3. 
3062 []. 
3063 []. 
3064 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 14(c). 
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9.145. The due diligence report prepared by PWC on AM Pharma noted that ‘The 
hydrocortisone product has been the foundation of the business and 
supported the development and acquisition of other niche products’, and that 
‘significant price increases have been achieved in Hydrocortisone largely 
due to the orphan status that it holds in the UK and the current lack of 
competition’.3065 

9.146. Allergan submitted that this report was prepared for Accord-UK and that 
there was no evidence that any Allergan staff saw it.3066 It is implausible that 
Allergan’s management would not have reviewed the due diligence report 
prepared for this significant acquisition. In fact, the evidence indicates that 
Allergan management did review it. For example, the presentation discussed 
above states: ‘Reviewed: Finance & Tax draft DD reports received from 
PWC’;3067 that ‘All ACT ELT [Actavis Executive Leadership Team] functional 
groups engaged in diligence process’; and ‘several detailed Q&A sessions 
conducted with ACT Management from UK and NJ [New Jersey]’.3068 

9.147. In any event, whether or not Allergan management reviewed the PWC due 
diligence report, the evidence shows that Allergan conducted extensive due 
diligence on AM Pharma’s strategy for hydrocortisone tablets and that 
Allergan significantly modified the terms of the AM Pharma acquisition as a 
result of what it discovered about the hydrocortisone tablets business.  

9.148. The December 2014 briefing presentation provides a detailed explanation of 
the contribution of hydrocortisone tablets to the AM Pharma business: 

‘Gx Hydrocortisone tablets comprise 40% of sales today to due [sic] a 
unique orphan drug exclusivity – expected to erode in the near term; 
hydrocortisone erosion is factored into current Bid 

 Near term cash cow with the remainder of the business is 
growing [sic] with a significant pipeline’3069 

9.149. It also explains the nature of the protection provided by the orphan 
designation, stating, ‘Significant IP investigation on protection from orphan 
indication on Hydrocortisone completed’, and modelling erosion of AM 
Pharma’s market share and prices on the assumption that competitors 
launched in 2015 with skinny label tablets dispensed off-label.3070 

3065 Document 00681, Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014, pages 7 and 17. 
3066 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 13(e). 
3067 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 16. 
3068 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 8. 
3069 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slide 2. 
3070 Document 00679, Project Apple presentation dated December 2014, slides 4-7 and 16. 
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9.150. In fact, Allergan paid such close attention to the prospect of off-label supply 
of hydrocortisone tablets and the issue of whether the orphan designation 
effectively protected AM Pharma’s position that it negotiated a £220 million 
discount to its initial bid for AM Pharma. The ‘Significant IP investigation’ that 
led to this was carried out by Allergan’s US staff. 

9.151. On 20 November 2014 a meeting took place between Auden, Allergan and 
Accord-UK staff. [Auden Senior Employee 1] explained in an internal email: 

‘The reason for moving the base enterprise value substantially from 
£520 million to £300,000 million [sic] + an earnout on Hydrocortisone is 
as briefly set out below. 

During our meeting on 20th November 2014, to discuss Auden’s 
product portfolio and in particular our top 5 products there was a long 
discussion around Hydrocortisone. The discussion centred around the 
Ophan [sic] drug status granted to Viropharma SPRL (which has now 
been acquired by Shire) for Plenadren (Hydrocortisone) for the 
treatment of adrenal insufficiency in adults, which was activated on 
03/11/2011 upon grant of their marketing authorisation and the 
subsequent protection the Auden product would benefit from. 

In this meeting [] [Allergan Senior Employee 3] … established the 
point to all present in the meeting that Auden’s product did actually not 
have complete protection. 

[Allergan Senior Employee 3] also expressed his opinion that the 
regulatory authority has no grounds to stop the grant of further 
Hydrocortisone licenses for other indications apart from “treatment of 
adrenal insufficiency in adults”.’3071 

9.152. [Auden Senior Employee 1] went on to explain that the MHRA’s grant of an 
MA to Orion in November 2014 ‘resulted in the Executive board of Actavis 
raising concerns over the proposed deal to acquire Auden … Actavis were 
seriously concerned about the new Orion license been [sic] used “Off label” 
and the impact this would have on their investment if they acquired Auden.’ 

9.153. Following this meeting, Allergan asked detailed questions about the nature 
and scope of the orphan designation and the 10mg supply agreement with 
AMCo, including whether the orphan designation would prevent AMCo’s 
skinny label product from competing with Auden’s full label product, and 

3071 Document 302324, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015 (emphasis added). 
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querying the assertions in AM Pharma’s correspondence with the MHRA 
about legal implications of off-label sales.3072 

9.154. According to the internal Auden email these enquiries led to a new structure 
for the deal: 

‘This resulted in a meeting on 6th January 2015 in Marlow where a 
concept was floated and subsequently accepted by [Allergan Senior 
Employee 2] [sic] on 9th January … The deal agreed was as 
£300,000,000 + Hydrocortisone earnout … This deal represents a total 
and complete de risking of Hydrocortisone for Actavis and only an 
earnout depending on their success to market Hydrocortisone tablets.’ 
3073 

9.155. [Auden Senior Employee 1]’s email and Allergan’s due diligence questions 
demonstrate that Allergan’s concern about the risks off-label supply of 
hydrocortisone tablets posed for Auden’s monopoly position was the reason 
it reduced the purchase price of AM Pharma by £220 million. The concern 
was driven by Allergan’s staff. [Allergan Senior Employee 3], whose 
expertise underpinned the price reduction, was Allergan's [].3074 [Allergan 
Senior Employee 3]’s in-depth knowledge of the orphan designation and its 
implications for hydrocortisone tablets is demonstrated by the letter he wrote 
in February 2014, asking Plenadren’s owner for consent to the grant of a full-
label MA for Actavis and arguing that refusal would be a breach of Articles 
101 and/or 102 TFEU.3075 [Allergan Senior Employee 2], who ultimately 
accepted the new AM Pharma deal structure, was Allergan’s [].3076 As 
explained in paragraph 9.143 above, it was [Allergan Senior Employee 2] 
who during Allergan’s 2015 investor day ([]) referred to Allergan’s plan for 
AM Pharma to be subject to a ‘Quick, low risk integration’.3077 

9.156. The earnout arrangement was recorded in the agreement for the sale and 
purchase of Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited by Actavis Holdings UK 
Limited. While the obligation to make payments under the earnout fell on 
Actavis Holdings UK Limited in the first instance, Allergan (then known as 
Actavis plc) was party to the agreement, and as ultimate parent company of 
Actavis Holdings UK Limited guaranteed performance of its obligations as 
purchaser (including committing to perform those obligations if the purchaser 

3072 See, for example, Document 00213, Project Apple third IP due diligence Q&A dated 1 December 2014, 
questions 4 and 5. See also Document 00228, answers provided by AM Pharma.
3073 Document 302324, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015 (emphasis added). 
3074 []. 
3075 Document 200321, letter from [Allergan Senior Employee 3] to ViroPharma SPRL dated 26 February 2014. 
3076 []. 
3077 []. 
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defaulted and indemnifying the sellers of Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited 
for any failure by Actavis Holdings UK Limited to perform those 
obligations).3078 Allergan was therefore ‘on the hook’ for the earnout. 

9.157. Following the acquisition of AM Pharma, this earnout arrangement gave 
Allergan every reason to continue paying close attention to AM Pharma’s 
business and in particular its strategy in relation to hydrocortisone tablets. 
Allergan’s 2016 SEC filings disclose that as part of the AM Pharma 
acquisition, Allergan was ‘required to pay royalties based on the sales of 
hydrocortisone’, amounting to contingent consideration of $17.3 million.3079 

Allergan’s advisers prepared detailed statements on the value of the earn-
out payments for each quarter, [].3080 The evidence shows that Allergan 
did pay close attention to hydrocortisone tablets. A 2015/16 budget 
presentation on slides bearing the Allergan logo and presented to [Allergan 
Senior Employee 2] and [Allergan Senior Employee 4],3081 referred to ‘Earn 
out on Hydrocortisone reclassified as Purchase price adjustment’, noted 
‘Auden’s strong performance on Hydrocortisone increasing overall GX 
margin %’, and, on a slide headed ‘Auden McKenzie’: 

‘Product margin $42.7 Million ahead of deal model driven by delayed 
competition on Hydrocortisone – deal model assumed 60% share loss 
vs AOP 25%-33%  

… Deal model assumed earn out to impact P&L, final deal structure 
included this in purchase price’3082 

9.158. The evidence therefore shows that Allergan paid close attention to AM 
Pharma’s strategy in relation to hydrocortisone tablets prior to and after the 
acquisition of that company. Allergan did not provide any evidence to the 
CMA that cast doubt on the contemporaneous evidence cited above. The 
CMA therefore rejects Allergan’s description of AM Pharma as a ‘subsidiary 
we – to the extent we even knew it existed, we barely knew it existed’.3083 

The continuation of AM Pharma’s strategy in relation to hydrocortisone 
tablets under Allergan’s ownership reflects Allergan’s endorsement of that 
strategy. 

3078 Document 302385, agreement for the sale and purchase of Auden Mckenzie Holdings Limited dated 23 
January 2015, clause 10. The earnout arrangement was documented in Schedule 9. 
3079 www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1578845/000156459017002433/agn-10k_20161231.htm, page F-38. 
3080 See, for example, Document 302362, email from [] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 29 January 2016. 
3081 []. 
3082 Document 02315, Allergan ‘2015 Update and 2016 Budget’ presentation dated October 2015, attached to 
Document 02314, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] entitled ‘copies of the presentations given at Budget 
meetings with [Allergan Senior Employee 4]/[Allergan Senior Employee 2]’ dated 20 October 2015, slide 38. See 
also slides 3, 5, 9 and 39. 
3083 Document 205514, transcript of Allergan’s hearing on the SSO, page 43 lines 7-8. 
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Allergan’s generics division  

9.159. Allergan submitted that its generics division was functionally and 
operationally distinct from the remainder of the Allergan group and subject to 
separate reporting lines. In particular, its UK generics business reported to 
an executive in Switzerland [], whereas its branded business reported to 
an executive in the UK.3084 

9.160. Allergan also submitted that its generics division was already earmarked for 
sale at the time of the AM Pharma acquisition.3085 

9.161. In principle, neither of these submissions, even if established on the facts, is 
capable of rebutting the Akzo presumption. 

9.162. The General Court has held that: 

‘the exercise of a decisive influence by a parent company over its 
subsidiary is not incompatible with a decision by the former to dispose 
of its shareholding in the latter at some point in the future. Certainly, 
once that shareholding has been disposed of, the decisive influence of 
the parent company over its former subsidiary will come to an end. 
However, until that disposal takes place, nothing prevents the parent 
company from exercising a decisive influence over its subsidiary.’3086 

9.163. The General Court rejected the appellant’s argument that it did not exercise 
decisive influence over its subsidiary because that subsidiary was held in a 
separate division of the parent’s group, with different management and 
resources from the parent’s main division. The appellant’s argument that 
‘since it was informed from the outset that its shareholding in [the subsidiary] 
would be short-term, it did not strive … to integrate that company in its 
group’ was also rejected.3087 

9.164. It is therefore clear that the absence of integration of a subsidiary into a 
parent company’s ‘main’ business division, including in circumstances where 
the parent company intends from the outset to sell the subsidiary, does not 
rebut the Akzo presumption.  

9.165. In any event, the CMA finds that neither of Allergan’s submissions is 
established on the facts. 

3084 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 13(f). 
3085 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraphs 8(a) and 14(b). 
3086 T-399/09 Holding Slovenske v Commission EU:T:2013:647, paragraph 51. 
3087 T-399/09 Holding Slovenske v Commission EU:T:2013:647, paragraphs 42 and 47 to 54. 
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9.166. Whether Allergan’s branded and generics businesses were managed 
separately from one another is not relevant to the question of whether 
Allergan exercised decisive influence over AM Pharma and Accord-UK, both 
of which were within its generics business. In relation to that question, it is 
well-established that the exercise of decisive influence must be assessed in 
light of the economic, organisational and legal links between the companies, 
rather than confining itself solely to commercial policy in the narrower 
sense.3088 In any event, the evidence shows that Allergan did in fact have 
oversight of both subsidiaries’ commercial strategy, including in relation to 
hydrocortisone tablets. In addition to the evidence discussed above: 

a. Allergan stated that ‘In functional terms the, [] [Actavis Senior 
Employee 4] … reported to [] for her responsibilities in relation to 
Actavis UK and Auden Mckenzie. Actual decisions on pricing, product 
launches, account management, and commercial operations for the 
generics business including Actavis UK and Auden Mckenzie’ were 
made by a team reporting to [].3089 [] was [], reporting to 
[Allergan Senior Employee 2], whose role in the AM Pharma acquisition 
is discussed above.3090 

b. Allergan’s SEC filings from the time of the Actavis/Allergan merger refer 
to its ‘”one company” philosophy’ and state that its generics and 
branded divisions together comprised a single ‘International 
Commercial Organization’, administered by regional presidents 
responsible for both branded and generic drugs in their regions.3091 

Ultimately, all management, including the executives at the head of the 
generics and branded divisions, reported to [Allergan Senior Employee 
1], []. 

9.167. While Allergan went through significant changes during 2015 and 2016 as a 
result of Actavis plc acquiring Allergan plc and the group then changing its 
name to Allergan and deciding to divest its generics business to Teva, the 
contemporaneous evidence does not indicate that the generics business 
was earmarked for sale when AM Pharma was acquired. 

3088 C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:356, paragraphs 72 to 74. The fact that responsibility for 
setting the prices of hydrocortisone tablets lay at the subsidiary level – initially with AM Pharma, and 
subsequently Accord-UK – therefore does not preclude Allergan from having exercised decisive influence over 
both those companies, as Allergan submitted (Document 02261.A, Allergan’s representations on the first Draft 
Penalties Statement, paragraph 6. See also Document 01353, Allergan’s submission to the CMA dated 5 
December 2016, paragraphs 2.3 and 2.4). 
3089 Document 01353, Allergan’s submission to the CMA dated 5 December 2016, paragraphs 2.3 and 2.4. 
3090 [].  
3091 www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/850693/000119312515029969/d864235d425.htm. See also 
www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/850693/000119312515041804/d870080d425.htm. 
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9.168. As explained above, the contemporaneous documents clearly show that 
when Allergan acquired AM Pharma its intention was to integrate it with its 
existing business and thereby to improve its position in the UK generics 
market. Shortly after the transaction completed, on 1 June 2015 [Allergan 
Senior Employee 2], [], stated: ‘Auden Mckenzie’s expertise in the 
development and commercialization of high value, technically demanding 
formulations as well as specialized and niche opportunities is 
complementary to and expands Actavis’ UK business focus … The 
opportunity to combine this profitable and growing company into the Actavis 
UK business demonstrates our commitment to invest in and expand 
strategically in our global generics business’. Allergan’s [] [Allergan Senior 
Employee 1] stated, ‘The acquisition of Auden Mckenzie is a strategic 
combination that makes Actavis the number one generic company in the UK 
and aligns with our strategy to establish a leading position in all of our 
markets’.3092 

9.169. The sale of Actavis Generics to Teva was announced on 27 July 2015. 
Contemporary press reports described this as ‘something of a surprise 
move’, stating that ‘Allergan has committed to selling its generics business to 
Israeli generics giant Teva … despite having no prior plans to sell’. [Allergan 
Senior Employee 1] stated, ‘While we were not actively seeking a buyer for 
our generics business, Teva presented an offer at a very compelling 
valuation’. Press coverage noted that ‘The transaction has surprised many 
analysts’.3093 In an internal email, [Allergan Senior Employee 1] described 
the sale as ‘something that I didn’t expect to happen’, stating that ‘up until 
about two weeks ago – we had every intention of running the new Allergan 
with both a strong brand business and an equally strong generic 
business’.3094 

9.170. Further, the evidence shows that notwithstanding its intention to divest its 
generics division (whenever that intention arose), Allergan continued to 
monitor the entry of competitors and revenues from hydrocortisone tablets 
closely – as it would be expected to given the materiality of the earnout 
arrangement to which it had agreed. For example: 

a. When news of Waymade’s launch of its 20mg product was circulated 
within Accord-UK in July 2015, [Actavis Senior Employee 2], [] noted: 

3092 [].   
3093 www.chemistryworld.com/news/allergan-steps-away-from-generics-with-sale-to-teva/8807.article.  
3094 Document 00680, email from [Allergan Senior Employee 1] to Allergan staff dated 27 July 2015. 
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‘I will inform [Allergan Senior Employee 3] [] – the Orphan 
Designation still stands so this will be interesting’.3095 

b. On 20 October 2015, [Actavis Senior Employee 4] circulated an 
Allergan budget presentation to individuals including Allergan’s [], 
[], [], and [] (they each have @allergan.com email addresses, in 
contrast to the @actavis addresses of Accord-UK staff).3096 The subject 
line of her email was ‘copies of the presentations given at Budget 
meetings with [Allergan Senior Employee 4]/[Allergan Senior Employee 
2]’. []. The presentation, on slides bearing the Allergan logo, listed 
Hydrocortisone as the ‘Top UK Gx Product’ by revenue in 2015, and 
the top product by revenue for 2016, and noted: ‘Auden significantly 
ahead of deal model with delayed competitor entry on Hydrocortisone’ 
and ‘Hydrocortisone 10mg competitor launched in October versus deal 
model assumption of March’. The slides also noted that AMCo was 
being supplied with a ‘Market Share – 10mg’ of 15% at a ‘% off Tariff’ of 
‘97.9%’.3097 

9.171. Contrary to Allergan’s submission that ‘all the relevant evidence points in the 
other direction’ to it exercising decisive influence over AM Pharma and 
Accord-UK,3098 the CMA therefore finds that the evidence reinforces the 
Akzo presumption that Allergan actually exercised decisive influence over 
AM Pharma and Accord-UK. 

ii. 10 March 2016 to 1 August 2016 (the Hold Separate Period) 

Allergan’s submission that it did not exercise decisive influence over Accord-UK 

9.172. Allergan submitted that it did not exercise decisive influence over Accord-UK 
(and that therefore the Akzo presumption was rebutted) during the Hold 
Separate Period. It submitted that the Commitments prevented Allergan from 
making any material intervention in the business of Accord-UK (and 
therefore from exercising decisive influence over it). According to Allergan, 
the Hold Separate Manager had autonomy to run the business as she saw 

3095 Document 02306, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 2] to [Actavis Senior Employee 3] dated 24 July 
2015. Allergan submitted that this email chain did not support the case for decisive influence, since it could 
equally have sought legal advice from a third-party law firm (Document 02983, Allergan’s representations on the 
March 2018 Letter of Facts, paragraph 10). In context, however, the CMA considers that this email shows 
Allergan’s continued appraisal of developments in relation to hydrocortisone tablets, which is relevant to its 
exercise of decisive influence. 
3096 Document 02314, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] to multiple recipients dated 20 October 2015. 
3097 Document 02314, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] to multiple recipients dated 20 October 2015, 
attaching Document 02315, Allergan ‘2015 Update and 2016 Budget’ presentation dated October 2015, slides 5, 
16, 35 and 40. See also slide 39. 
3098 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 15. 
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fit, without oversight from Allergan.3099 At its oral hearing Allergan put it in 
these terms: ‘the divestment business has control over its actions’.3100 

The proper approach to assessing whether Allergan exercised decisive influence 
during the Hold Separate Period 

9.173. In order to ascertain whether Accord-UK determined its conduct on the 
market independently of Allergan during the Hold Separate Period, account 
must be taken not only of Allergan’s influence over Accord-UK’s commercial 
policy, but also of all the relevant factors relating to economic, organisational 
and legal links which tied those companies together. The CMA must take 
into account all the evidence before it, including the application of the 
Commitments. 

9.174. The impact of hold-separate commitments given by a 100% shareholder on 
its ability, pre-completion, to exercise decisive influence over the business 
that is held separate depends on how those commitments affect the legal, 
economic and organisational links between the seller and the divestment 
business. This requires a case-by-case assessment.  

9.175. In principle, the exercise of decisive influence over Accord-UK may be 
established even if Allergan did not interfere in the day-to-day business of 
Accord-UK under the Commitments. A parent exercises decisive influence 
where it ‘retains only the power to define or approve certain strategic 
commercial decisions, where appropriate by its representatives in the bodies 
of the subsidiaries, while the power to define the commercial policy stricto 
sensu of the subsidiary is delegated to the managers responsible for its 
operational management, chosen by the parent company and representing 
and promoting the parent company’s commercial interests’.3101 For example, 
in C-293/13 P Del Monte v Commission the Court of Justice held that Del 
Monte exercised decisive influence over its joint venture partnership 
Weichert notwithstanding Del Monte’s argument that ‘it was excluded, as a 
matter of German law, from any management function and had no means of 
making decisions as to who managed Weichert’ and retained veto rights 
under the partnership agreement only over measures outside the ordinary 
course of business.3102 The Court of Justice held that: 

‘the fact that Del Monte was legally precluded from involvement in the 
management of Weichert’s day-to-day business and that its veto rights  

3099 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 35. Compare Document 02261.A, Allergan’s representations 
on the first Draft Penalties Statement, paragraph 11(b) and (c). 
3100 Document 205514, transcript of Allergan’s hearing on the SSO, page 26 line 2.   
3101 T-543/08 RWE v Commission EU:T:2014:627, paragraphs 31-32 and the case law cited. 
3102 C-293/13 P Del Monte v Commission, paragraphs 60-61. 
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did not allow it, inter alia, to impose a particular budget does not mean 
that Del Monte was precluded altogether from being able to exert 
decisive influence over Weichert’s conduct on the relevant market.’3103 

9.176. The Court of Justice held that the rights enjoyed by Del Monte under the 
partnership agreement; the capital links between Del Monte and Weichert 
and Del Monte’s rights and obligations under a distribution agreement with 
Weichert enabled Del Monte to exercise decisive influence over 
Weichert.3104 

Allergan exercised decisive influence over Accord-UK during the Hold Separate 
Period 

9.177. In this case, the submissions put forward by Allergan are not such as to cast 
doubt on Allergan’s ongoing exercise of decisive influence over Accord-UK, 
having regard, in particular, to the economic, organisational and legal links 
between those companies. 

9.178. The CMA notes at the outset that the purpose of the Commitments was to 
render the acquisition by Teva of the global generic pharmaceuticals 
business of Allergan compatible with the EU Merger Regulation.3105 In 
particular, the Commitments sought to preserve the economic viability, 
marketability and competitiveness of the Divestment Businesses until the 
closing date. The CMA notes, however, that the sale of Allergan’s generic 
business to Teva was not final until the closing of the transaction. 
Consequently, Allergan, as the sole owner of Accord-UK, had the power to 
withdraw from the sale at any time before closing.3106 This is an indication of 
the fact that Allergan continued to exercise decisive influence over Accord-
UK during the Hold Separate Period. 

9.179. The Commitments maintained the links between Allergan and Accord-UK 
that existed during the period prior to the Hold Separate Period (see section 
9.B.I.b.i above). While the Commitments prevented Allergan from intervening 
in Accord-UK’s day-to-day operations, Accord-UK’s business was conducted 
on the basis of a strategy determined by Allergan and which Accord-UK’s 
Hold Separate Manager was appointed to continue and did in fact continue. 
The Commitments therefore did not prevent Allergan from continuing to 
exercise decisive influence over Accord-UK: Allergan had no need to seek to 

3103 C-293/13 P Del Monte v Commission, paragraph 88. 
3104 C-293/13 P Del Monte v Commission, paragraphs 79-86. 
3105 Document 00743, recital 1, Commitments. 
3106 See, similarly, T-146/09 RENV Parker Hannifin v Commission, paragraph 66. 
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intervene in its day-to-day operations given that it had set in place its 
strategic course. 

9.180. On 10 March 2016, Allergan and Teva committed: 

a. To ‘preserve or procure the preservation of the economic viability, 
marketability and competitiveness of the Divestment Businesses’ and 
to ‘minimise as far as possible any risk of loss of competitive potential 
of the Divestment Businesses’;3107 and in particular: 

b. ‘not to carry out any action that might have a significant adverse impact 
on the value, management or competitiveness of the Divestment 
Businesses or that might alter the nature and scope of activity, or the 
industrial or commercial strategy or the investment policy of the 
Divestment Businesses’; and 

c. ‘to make available, or procure to make available, sufficient resources 
for the development of the Divestment Businesses, on the basis and 
continuation of the existing business plans’.3108 

9.181. Under the terms of the Commitments, the Hold Separate Manager was 
required to manage the Divestment Businesses independently and in the 
best interests of the business ‘with a view to ensuring its continued economic 
viability, marketability and competitiveness’ and in cooperation with the 
monitoring trustee, who was required to oversee the management of the 
Divestment Businesses, also with a view to ensuring its continued economic 
viability, marketability and competitiveness.3109 

9.182. [Actavis Senior Employee 4] [] – who, as explained above, had been 
responsible for decisions on pricing and commercial operations for the 
generics business prior to the Hold Separate Period, reporting to Allergan’s 
[] 3110 – was appointed as the Hold Separate Manager by an amendment 
to her employment contract with Accord-UK effective from 10 March 
2016.3111 [Actavis Senior Employee 4] would have been well-acquainted with 
the existing business plans, given her role to date prior to being appointed as 
Hold Separate Manager. She was also well-acquainted with Allergan’s, AM 
Pharma’s and Accord-UK’s strategy in relation to hydrocortisone tablets, the 
orphan designation and competition. For example, prior to Allergan’s 
acquisition of AM Pharma she was involved in negotiating the earn-out 

3107 Document 00743, clause 36, Commitments. 
3108 Document 00743, clauses 36(a) and (b) of the Commitments (emphasis added). 
3109 Document 00743, clauses 38 and 57 of the Commitments. 
3110 Document 01353, Allergan’s submission to the CMA dated 5 December 2016, paragraphs 2.3 and 2.4. 
3111 Document 00733, response to question 13, AM Pharma/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 18 October 2016. 
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clause on hydrocortisone tablets discussed at paragraphs 9.154 to 9.157 
above; and after that acquisition she monitored the potential for competitor 
entry and its potential impact on the business.3112 As explained above, 
Allergan referred to her in submissions to the CMA as ‘the UK country 
manager for Allergan’.3113 

9.183. While the Commitments required Allergan to have no involvement in the day-
to-day business of the Divestment Businesses during the Hold Separate 
Period, this does not mean that Accord-UK functioned independently on the 
market. The role of the Hold Separate Manager was clearly defined by the 
amendment to her employment contract as follows: 

‘Under the Commitments Teva is committed to divesting certain assets 
specified in the Commitments, and in consultation with the Monitoring 
Trustee has agreed to appoint (inter alia) a Hold Separate Manager 
(“HSM”) to manage and oversee the business and operations of such 
products which comprise Divestment Businesses in Ireland and the 
United Kingdom to ensure the commercial efforts dedicated to their 
promotion and commercialization remain substantially unaltered until 
they have been fully transferred to relevant purchasers (“HSM 
Divestment UK/Ireland”)’. 

This amendment confirms the appointment of the Employee [[Actavis 
Senior Employee 4]] as “HSM Divestment UK/Ireland” effective from 
10th March 2016'3114 

9.184. The amendment to [Actavis Senior Employee 4]’s employment contract 
continued: 

3112 Document 00263, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015: ‘I have just had a telecon with [Actavis Senior Employee 4] regarding the Hydrocortisone earn out, to 
ensure it reflects a more balanced agreement and addresses our current concerns’. Once the acquisition had 
taken place, in September 2015 [Actavis Senior Employee 4] commented on a summary of market conditions 
and potential budget models based on various potential scenarios for competitor entry in relation to 
hydrocortisone tablets, noting that the ‘set volume at a set price’ of the Second Written Agreement ‘creates a 
dynamic for the uk pack’ once competition arrived (Document 02312, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] to 
[] dated 28 September 2015). Just before the Hold Separate Period, in February 2016, she modelled risks and 
opportunities for the business including assumptions relating to hydrocortisone tablets (Document 02307, email 
from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 3 February 2016). On 2 March 2016, she chaired a management 
meeting, at which the nature of the Commitments was discussed and it was noted: ‘Hydrocortisone competitive 
intensity increasing, Bristol & Alissa MAs granted, further developments noted – AMCO contract expires in June 
22nd, review as part of 2 + 10 forecast the commercial impact’ (Document 02802, Actavis management meeting 
minutes 2 March 2016, items 2 and 6). During the Hold Separate Period, in May 2016, she was involved, in 
conjunction with [], in preparing a response to a Times story about AM Pharma’s pricing of drugs including 
hydrocortisone tablets (Document 02301, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] to [Actavis Senior Employee 1] 
dated 31 May 2016).
3113 Document 01353, Allergan’s submission to the CMA dated 5 December 2016, paragraphs 2.3 and 2.4. 
3114 Document 00744, letter appointing the Hold Separate Manager, paragraph 1.1. 
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‘The cost of this role will be borne by [Accord-UK] (as part of Allergan 
PLC) pre-close … For the avoidance of doubt, in case the Agreement 
[for the sale of Allergan’s generics business to Teva] will not be 
consummated and not close the Employee will resume her prior role 
and responsibilities as the Regional President for United Kingdom & 
Ireland.’3115 

9.185. The Hold Separate Manager was therefore appointed (at Allergan’s ultimate 
expense) to ensure that the business of Accord-UK, and especially its 
approach to commercialising its products, remained substantially unaltered 
until the divestment completed. If the sale of Allergan’s generics division did 
not complete, she would cease to be Hold Separate Manager and revert to 
her existing role at Accord-UK under Allergan’s continued ownership. 

9.186. In the circumstances the CMA considers that Allergan continued to exercise 
decisive influence over Accord-UK during the Hold Separate Period. The 
commercial strategy of Accord-UK was set under Allergan’s decisive 
influence in the previous nine months, during which Allergan also acted to 
transfer AM Pharma’s business to Accord-UK. This preceding period, when 
Allergan exercised decisive influence over AM Pharma and Accord-UK 
unencumbered by the Commitments, is vital context for the Hold Separate 
Period. The Court of Justice has recently reiterated in Goldman Sachs that 
an authority may have regard to factors from a prior period as demonstrating 
the exercise of decisive influence during a later period, provided it can show 
their continued relevance.3116 In this case, by the time the Commitments 
came into force on 10 March 2016, Accord-UK’s strategy in relation to 
hydrocortisone tablets was well-established under Allergan’s decisive 
influence. The Hold Separate Period cemented the status quo ante: 

a. By 29 May 2015, when Allergan acquired AM Pharma, it had been 
charging excessive and unfair, and regularly increasing, prices for 
hydrocortisone tablets for almost seven years (see section 5 above). 
AM Pharma had also been buying off its competitors Waymade and 
AMCo for several years (see section 6 above). The commercial policy 
of Auden, in particular insofar as it concerned the Infringements, was 
well-established by this point.  

b. Accord-UK (then known as Actavis UK Limited) took over sales of 
hydrocortisone tablets from 1 September 2015 and continued the 

3115 Document 00744, Annex 11 to AM Pharma/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 18 
October 2016. 
3116 C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraph 68. See also C-155/14 P Evonik Degussa v 
Commission, paragraph 34. 
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Unfair Pricing Abuses and the 10mg Agreement under Allergan’s 100% 
ownership, as explained above. 

c. The Hold Separate Manager was appointed to ensure the Divestment 
Businesses continued on the strategic course on which they were then 
set, on the basis of the existing business plans. That strategic course 
and business plan were set under the decisive influence of Allergan, 
before the Hold Separate Period commenced. The Hold Separate 
Manager did in fact continue on that strategic course. Accord-UK 
continued its pricing practices and its attempts to preserve its dominant 
position during the Hold Separate Period. For example, as explained in 
section 3.F.III.p above, it continued the ‘communications plan’ designed 
to emphasise the superiority of Accord-UK’s hydrocortisone tablets to 
those of new entrants, drawing on the Project Guardian materials 
prepared by AM Pharma.3117 

9.187. The CMA therefore concludes that during the Hold Separate Period, Accord-
UK did not decide independently upon its conduct on the market but carried 
out the instructions given to it under the commercial strategy that was in 
place prior to the Hold Separate Period and which the Hold Separate 
Manager was appointed to maintain.  

9.188. Allergan portrayed this as a proposition that ‘a parent company remains 
liable for the conduct of its subsidiary after the parent company has ceased 
to be able to exercise decisive influence over it’, and claimed that this would 
mean that liability could extend beyond the date on which a subsidiary 
changes ownership. Allergan also submitted that the CMA found that 
‘Allergan exercised decisive influence over the divestment business during a 
different period, a prior period. So, as a result, it is going to be deemed to 
exercise a decisive influence over the subsidiary in this period.’3118 However, 
the CMA’s findings are that Allergan continued to exercise decisive influence 
over Accord-UK during the Hold Separate Period and should therefore be 
held liable for its involvement in the Infringements. 

9.189. The CMA considers, moreover, that it is right to hold Allergan liable during 
this period. Holding Allergan liable ensures that liability follows the 
implementation of the strategy set under Allergan’s decisive influence and 
the profits from the Infringement. The Commitments did not preclude 
Allergan from continuing to extract profits from Accord-UK, provided this did 
not affect the viability and competitiveness of the business. Allergan was 

3117 See, for example, Document 02342, Actavis UK Key Product Summaries, May 2016, slide 3. 
3118 Document 205209, Allergan’s RSSO, paragraph 34. See also Document 205514, transcript of Allergan’s 
hearing on the SSO, page 24 lines 23-25 and page 25 lines 1-15. 
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therefore able to continue benefitting from Accord-UK’s sales of 
hydrocortisone tablets, notwithstanding the Commitments. 

Analogies with the Parker-Hannifin case 

9.190. In support of its assessment of the Hold Separate Period, the CMA notes 
that the General Court has adopted a similar approach to the attribution of 
liability in circumstances that are analogous to the Commitments.  

9.191. In Parker-Hannifin v Commission, one of the issues was whether Parker ITR 
could be held liable for the conduct of its predecessor, ITR. In particular, it 
was argued that a sale and purchase agreement between Parker-Hannifin 
Corp (Parker ITR’s parent) and Saiag precluded ITR (and Saiag) from 
exercising decisive influence over ITR Rubber (which had been involved in 
cartel activity).3119 The General Court held that the obligation that ITR 
undertook in the purchase and sale agreement to ensure that the subsidiary 
ITR Rubber would operate and be managed in the ordinary course of 
business constituted an indication of the fact that ITR Rubber did not 
function independently on the market.3120 The Court continued: 

‘Although, in that period known as the ‘interim’ period, ITR Rubber 
cannot be considered to have been controlled by Parker-Hannifin, 
neither can it be considered an independent entity, which was capable 
of deciding on its activities in a completely independent way, since ITR 
ensured that ITR Rubber did not deviate, in particular with respect to its 
commercial policy, from the ordinary course of business. Consequently, 
on account of the undertaking of its parent company, ITR Rubber could 
not have unilaterally decided, for example, to alter its commercial policy 
or to cease its activities, which would have been possible had ITR 
Rubber been a completely independent entity.’3121 

9.192. The General Court also emphasised that, until the closing of the transaction, 
the sale of ITR Rubber to Parker-Hannifin was not final.3122 Consequently, 
during what was known as the interim period, ITR, as the sole owner of ITR 
Rubber, had the power to withdraw from the sale, albeit by running the risk 
of having to compensate the prospective purchaser in particular under the 
compensation mechanisms provided for in the agreement itself. In light of 
this, the General Court held that the evidence put forward by Parker could 
not be regarded as sufficient to prove that, during the interim period, ITR 
Rubber acted independently on the market. It followed that Parker had not 

3119 T-146/09 RENV Parker-Hannifin v Commission, paragraph 59. 
3120 T-146/09 RENV Parker-Hannifin v Commission, paragraph 63. 
3121 T-146/09 RENV Parker-Hannifin v Commission, paragraph 64. 
3122 T-146/09 RENV Parker-Hannifin v Commission, paragraph 66. 
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rebutted the presumption that ITR actually exercised decisive influence over 
its wholly-owned subsidiary ITR Rubber.3123 

9.193. The CMA considers that there are analogies between the facts of the Parker-
Hannifin case and the present case and, therefore, that the General Court’s 
reasoning is applicable. In particular: 

a. The obligations under the sale and purchase agreement in Parker-
Hannifin and the Commitments in this case were both designed to 
preserve the economic viability of the businesses to be divested. 

b. The obligations under the sale and purchase agreement in Parker-
Hannifin and the Commitments in this case were both voluntarily 
assumed by, respectively, Parker-Hannifin Corp and Allergan. 

c. The proposed sales in Parker-Hannifin and in the present case were 
not final; they could have lapsed at any point had the vendor chosen to 
abandon the relevant sale (albeit potentially incurring termination fees 
under its sale agreement). If they had done so, the sellers would have 
been free to alter the commercial strategy of their subsidiaries as they 
saw fit.3124, 3125 

9.194. In light of the similarities between the Parker-Hannifin case and the present 
case, the CMA considers that the judgment of the General Court supports its 
conclusion that Accord-UK did not function independently on the market 
during the Hold Separate Period. 

Conclusion 

9.195. In light of all the foregoing, the CMA therefore finds that the Commitments do 
not rebut the Akzo presumption during the Hold Separate Period.3126 To 

3123 T-146/09 RENV Parker-Hannifin v Commission, paragraph 72. 
3124 Compare T-399/09 Holding Slovenske v Commission EU:T:2013:647, paragraph 51: ‘the exercise of a 
decisive influence by a parent company over its subsidiary is not incompatible with a decision by the former to 
dispose of its shareholding in the latter at some point in the future. Certainly, once that shareholding has been 
disposed of, the decisive influence of the parent company over its former subsidiary will come to an end. 
However, until that disposal takes place, nothing prevents the parent company from exercising a decisive 
influence over its subsidiary’. 
3125 Allergan submitted that Parker-Hannifin was not relevant because in that case the subsidiary was the subject 
of contractual arrangements rather than commitments given to the Commission (Document 205209, Allergan’s 
RSSO, paragraph 24). This factual difference does not mean the case is irrelevant. It is relevant by analogy to 
the situation under discussion. 
3126 Between 2 August 2016 and 8 January 2017, Accord-UK was wholly owned by Teva. The CMA has 
exercised its discretion not to attribute liability to Teva: the reasons outlined above for holding Allergan liable are 
also reasons for treating Allergan and Teva, as successive parents of the Divestment Businesses, differently. 
Teva never meaningfully owned Accord-UK. In fact, the Commitments ensured that Teva could never exercise 
influence over the Divestment Businesses, as the Allergan/Teva clearance was conditional on the parties fully 
complying with the Commitments. By contrast, Allergan was able to exercise decisive influence over the business 
plan that was adopted before the Hold Separate Period and which the Hold Separate Manager was appointed to 
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refrain from holding Allergan liable in these circumstances would amount to 
allowing a parent company to contract out of antitrust liability by setting a 
strategy for its subsidiary which is then maintained under a set of contractual 
commitments to sell a business, and then disclaim responsibility for that 
business. That would undermine the effectiveness of competition law. 

c. Liability of Accord and Intas 

9.196. The CMA attributes liability to Accord and Intas for Accord-UK’s involvement 
in the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse from 9 January 2017 until 31 July 2018, 
and for the resulting financial penalties, jointly and severally with Accord-UK. 

9.197. Since 9 January 2017, Accord-UK has been wholly owned by Accord, which 
is in turn wholly owned by Intas.3127 

9.198. Each of Accord and Intas therefore had the ability to exercise decisive 
influence over Accord-UK during this period. The CMA applies the Akzo 
presumption that Accord and Intas each did actually exercise decisive 
influence over Accord-UK during this period.3128 

9.199. Accord and Intas did not dispute that they exercised decisive influence over 
Accord-UK. They submitted that the CMA should nonetheless not hold them 
liable because: 

a. Whether to attribute liability to parent companies is in the CMA’s 
discretion and ‘the CMA’s practice has not been to hold parent 
companies jointly and severally responsible in all circumstances and as 
a default approach’; and 

b. Finding Intas and Accord liable ‘would not serve any policy objective’, in 
particular since they have not ‘somehow encouraged, facilitated or 
overseen the relevant conduct.’ There is also no need to fine Intas and 

continue, and if the Allergan/Teva transaction had been abandoned, the Divestment Businesses would remain 
under Allergan’s control. These considerations do not apply to Teva, which was at all times prevented from 
exercising influence over the Divestment Businesses. Teva was itself required to divest Accord-UK to a suitable 
purchaser; and from 2 August 2016, when the sale to Teva completed, until 9 January 2017, when it was sold to 
Intas, Accord-UK continued to be held separate from the Teva business. The CMA therefore rejects Allergan’s 
submission that ‘There is no coherent reason for treating the two successive parent companies of the Divestment 
Business [Allergan and Teva] differently’ (Document 02261.A, Allergan’s representations on the first Draft 
Penalties Statement, paragraph 11(a)).
3127 Companies House filings. 
3128 In the case of Intas, the CMA presumes the actual exercise of decisive influence over Accord, the interposed 
wholly-owned holding company, and through Accord over Accord-UK. 
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Accord since a fine imposed on Accord-UK alone would sufficiently 
penalise it and exceed its gains under Intas/Accord’s ownership.3129 

9.200. The CMA continues to consider it appropriate to exercise its discretion to 
hold Intas and Accord jointly and severally liable with Accord-UK for their 
ownership period. This does not mean that the CMA will hold parent 
companies liable ‘in all circumstances and as a default approach’. The CMA 
has chosen to do so in the circumstances of the present case. The CMA is 
not bound by its previous decisions; each assessment is made on a case-by-
case basis. 

9.201. The Court of Justice has recently confirmed that the essential aim of 
imposing fines on parent companies jointly and severally with subsidiaries is 
not solely to avoid the risk that the fine will not be paid if levied on the 
subsidiary alone, but ‘to punish the illegal acts of the companies concerned 
as well as to dissuade both the companies in question and other economic 
operators from violating, in the future, the rules of Union competition law’. 
There is no ‘priority’ between subsidiary and parent as regards the deterrent 
effect that a fine pursues, since where a parent exercises decisive influence 
over a directly participating subsidiary both companies form part of the 
economic entity that infringed the law and are liable on the same basis. That 
an authority has a discretion, not an obligation, to hold the parent liable is 
irrelevant in this regard.3130 

9.202. Further, Intas and Accord did ‘encourage, facilitate or oversee’ the 10mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse during their ownership period: 

a. Although the Akzo presumption is sufficient to hold Intas and Accord 
jointly and severally liable with Accord-UK for their ownership period 
and no direct involvement in or knowledge of the Unfair Pricing Abuses 
is required, it is relevant that Intas and Accord were made aware of the 
CMA’s investigation, including that this involved a potential abuse of 
dominance by way of charging excessive and unfair prices for 
hydrocortisone tablets, prior to acquiring Accord-UK.3131 By the time of 
Intas/Accord’s acquisition of Accord-UK, the pricing of this drug had 
been under investigation by the CMA for almost a year; [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] had attended State of Play meetings on behalf of Accord-
UK at which the CMA outlined its concerns on two separate 

3129 Document 205212, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSSO, Annex 1 paragraphs 9-11 (emphasis in original). See also 
Document 02001.B, Intas/Accord-UK’s RSO1, paragraphs 175 to 180; and Document 02977, Intas/Accord-UK’s 
representations on the first Draft Penalties Statement, section 3. 
3130 C-611/18 P Pirelli v Commission, paragraphs 95-99 (CMA translation from the original French). 
3131 Document 03006, transcript of oral hearing with Intas/Accord-UK on 15 December 2017, page 57 lines 14-20. 
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occasions;3132 and a Statement of Objections outlining the CMA’s 
provisional conclusions that the drug was excessively and unfairly 
priced had been issued.  

b. [Actavis Senior Employee 1] [].3133 []. As [] it was ultimately his 
responsibility to sign off on Accord-UK’s overall monthly trade price list, 
including the prices it would charge for hydrocortisone tablets each 
month.3134 [].3135 He remained [] of Accord-UK and was succeeded 
as [] by [Actavis Senior Employee 3], another individual who like 
[Actavis Senior Employee 1] had been closely involved in Accord-UK’s 
strategy in relation to hydrocortisone tablets prior to the Intas/Accord 
acquisition.3136 

c. In the circumstances it is reasonable to expect that the price Accord-UK 
was charging for hydrocortisone tablets, and any changes, would be 
carefully considered after Intas and Accord acquired the business. 
Indeed, this was the case even prior to the CMA’s investigation being 
launched. [Actavis Senior Employee 1] stated in interview that after 
Accord-UK took over sales of hydrocortisone tablets in September 
2015 they were treated as ‘a key important product. So, it would have 
got a lot more focus than others.’3137 

d. Intas and Accord therefore acquired Accord-UK in the knowledge that 
its pricing of hydrocortisone tablets was alleged to be excessive and 
unfair; were in a position to bring that abusive conduct to an end; and 
did not act to do so despite Actavis’s special responsibility as a 
dominant undertaking. Their submission that ‘market forces were 

3132 Document 00746, note of state of play meeting on 12 May 2016; Document 00747, note of state of play 
meeting on 7 September 2016 (at this meeting the CMA provided a detailed slide presentation with its provisional 
views on the case – see Document 00748). 
3133 [Actavis Senior Employee 1] stated in interview that he was [] from 2014 onwards, with ‘full responsibility 
for all of the commercial efforts for our generic sales resources’. Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 8 lines 2-5. 
3134 Document 02238, Intas/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 December 2017, 
response to question 1.
3135 Document 02238, response to question 1, Intas/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
20 December 2017.  
3136 Document 02238, Intas/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 December 2017, 
response to question 1. For example, in March 2016 [Actavis Senior Employee 3] circulated to staff including 
[Actavis Senior Employee 1] a set of assumptions about market developments for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
including pricing, noting: ‘ASP from April reflects new tariff and price for Q2 worked on that, plus Amco supply 
plus some erosion. ASP then uplift post Amco supply’: Document 02327, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] 
to [] dated 18 March 2016. [Actavis Senior Employee 3] also briefed Accord-UK’s field teams on the 
differences between Accord-UK’s product and skinny label competitors in anticipation of Alissa’s entry (Document 
02337, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 16 October 2015). Until 
August 2017 [Actavis Senior Employee 3] also chaired Accord-UK’s monthly Generics Commercial Meetings, 
which set Accord-UK’s pricing strategy for the following month (Document 02238, response to question 1, 
Intas/Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 December 2017).
3137 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 13, lines 13-
16. 
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demonstrably already producing lower prices’3138 under their ownership 
belies the point that Intas/Accord could at any point have intervened to 
reduce Accord-UK’s prices more quickly.3139 

9.203. The CMA therefore holds Accord and Intas jointly and severally liable with 
Accord-UK for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse during their ownership period. 

II. Waymade 

9.204. The CMA concludes that the following legal entities formed part of an 
undertaking for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, referred to as 
‘Waymade’: 

a. From 11 July 2011 to 30 October 2012: Waymade plc and Amdipharm 
UK Limited; and 

b. From 31 October 2012 to 30 April 2015: Waymade plc. 

9.205. Throughout these periods, each of these entities was engaged in economic 
activities, including the sale of pharmaceutical products on the market. 
During the time periods outlined above these entities formed part of the 
undertaking that entered into the 20mg and 10mg Agreements. 

9.206. In summary, and as explained in the sections that follow: 

a. Waymade plc is the entity that entered into the 20mg Agreement. 
During October 2012, both Waymade plc and Amdipharm UK Limited 
played a role in negotiating and implementing the 10mg Agreement, in 
particular through their respective employees [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] and [Amdipharm Senior Employee]. 

b. Until 30 October 2012, Waymade plc and Amdipharm UK Limited were 
both indirectly wholly owned by Waymade Group Holdings Limited, 
itself ultimately wholly owned by Verdot Limited, a Jersey company 
[].3140 The Akzo presumption therefore applied between Verdot 
Limited and each of Waymade plc and Amdipharm UK Limited and has 
not been rebutted, such that they formed a single undertaking. 

3138 Document 02977, Intas/Accord-UK’s representations on the first Draft Penalties Statement, paragraph 47. 
3139 Indeed, Intas/Accord-UK wrote to the DHSC in December 2017 to suggest that ‘The use of all or at least 
most suppliers’ and/or wholesalers’ prices as input in the formation of the Drug Tariff price for hydrocortisone 
tablets would quickly lower the latter and reinforce the competitive process’ (Document 02194, letter from 
Intas/Accord-UK to the DHSC dated 7 December 2017) – a suggestion that recognises the limited constraint 
imposed on Accord-UK by the Drug Tariff (see sections 4.C.II.c.ii and 5.D.II.b.ii above) but fails to recognise that 
Accord-UK has always been free to lower its own prices.
3140 Amdipharm Limited was also indirectly wholly owned by Waymade Group Holdings Limited and ultimately 
Verdot Limited until this date. On 31 October 2012 it became part of the AMCo undertaking. Document 302243, 
Annex 1.1(a) to Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018. 
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c. On 31 October 2012 Waymade Group Holdings Limited was sold to the 
Fifth Cinven Fund. Amdipharm UK Limited became part of the AMCo 
undertaking on that date and continued to participate in the 10mg 
Agreement as part of the AMCo undertaking thereafter. Between 31 
October 2012 and 30 December 2012, Waymade plc, although also 
majority owned by the Fifth Cinven Fund, was part of an ‘excluded 
group’ pending the exercise of a put and call option and remained 
subject to the management of [].3141 On 31 December 2012 that 
option was exercised and Waymade plc was ‘spun’ back into their 
ownership (via Verdot Limited).3142 

d. Waymade plc continued to be wholly owned by Verdot Limited, [] and 
continued to participate in the 20mg Agreement until 30 April 2015. 
Verdot Limited has since been dissolved.3143 

9.207. The CMA attributes liability for the Infringements committed by Waymade to 
Waymade plc and Amdipharm UK Limited, as legal persons that directly 
participated in the Agreements. 

9.208. Since Amdipharm UK Limited formed part of the AMCo undertaking and 
continued to participate in the 10mg Agreement from 31 October 2012 
onwards, its liability is addressed in a single section below. 

a. Liability of Waymade plc 

9.209. The CMA attributes liability for Waymade’s participation in the Agreements, 
and for the resulting financial penalties, to Waymade plc. 

9.210. Specifically, Waymade plc is held liable: 

a. for the 20mg Agreement, from 11 July 2011 to 30 April 2015; and 

b. for the 10mg Agreement, from 23 October 2012 to 30 October 2012. 

9.211. This is because, as set out below, Waymade plc directly participated in the 
Agreements during those periods. 

3141 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 7 November 2016, paragraph 
1.7). Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016, paragraphs 10-
11. Document 200476, Amdipharm SPA, Schedule 15 paragraphs 1, 2.1, 2.6 and 2.7. 
3142 Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 5 May 2016, paragraphs 10-
11. 
3143 Document 302244, Annex 1.1(b) to Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 
2018. Verdot Limited was liquidated later in 2015: Document 200003, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 
26 notice dated 5 May 2016, paragraph 6; and JFSC Companies Registry records. 
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i. Waymade plc's liability for the 20mg Agreement 

9.212. Throughout the duration of the 20mg Agreement, Waymade plc was the 
legal entity within the Waymade undertaking that: 

a. received the payments from Auden under the 20mg Agreement; 

b. held Waymade’s 20mg MA; 

c. engaged with Aesica on the manufacture of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets; and 

d. sold 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.3144 

9.213. Further, Waymade plc played a prominent role in the negotiation and 
implementation of the 20mg Agreement, via its employees [Waymade Senior 
Employee 4], [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 3] and 
especially [] [Waymade Senior Employee 1] (see section 6.D.II.c.i 
above).3145 

ii. Waymade plc's liability for the 10mg Agreement 

9.214. Waymade plc was the legal entity that initially held Waymade’s 10mg MA 
when it was granted on 27 September 2012.3146 It remained the legal owner 

3144 Document 302242, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018, response to 
question 2.
3145 Each of these individuals was employed by Waymade plc: Document 302242, Waymade’s response to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018, response to question 3. Compare Commission decision of 19 
June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, in which the Commission held companies liable on the basis of their 
employees playing a prominent role in negotiation and implementation of the infringing agreements: paragraphs 
1256-1257, 1272 and 1288-1290. Compare Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril 
(Servier): Les Laboratoires Servier was liable ‘through the participation … in the negotiation of the agreement’ 
(paragraph 3006); Teva Pharmaceuticals BV was held liable ‘through the involvement of top management … in 
the preparations for the conclusion of the Teva Settlement Agreement’, and Teva Pharmaceutical Industries 
Limited was liable through its involvement ‘in the preparations for the conclusion of the Teva Settlement 
Agreement’ (paragraph 3047). See also Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in Case 39.685 Fentanyl, in 
which the Commission attributed liability to the subsidiaries that actually signed the agreement or played a 
prominent role in its negotiation or implementation (recital 444). The CAT has confirmed that an employee ‘will 
typically be part of the undertaking that employs him or her’: Sainsbury’s v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 
358. See also Tesco v OFT [2012] CAT 31, paragraphs 62-63: ‘since an undertaking comprising a body 
corporate can only act through the individuals employed by it, the acts or conduct of an undertaking are inevitably 
performed by those individuals. It follows that any act by any employee could, potentially, lead to an infringement 
attributable to their corporate employer, with whom they comprise the same undertaking’. The General Court has 
held that: ‘[T]he position of member of the board of directors of a company entails by its very nature legal 
responsibility for the activities of the company as a whole’ (T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, paragraph 77). See 
also T-77/92 Parker Pen v Commission, paragraphs 78-82 and C-100/80 Musique Diffusion v Commission, 
paragraph 97: action by principal managers of an undertaking is not required, but where present is a strong factor 
establishing liability of the undertaking they manage.
3146 Document 302242, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018, response to 
question 2. 
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of the 10mg MA until the change of ownership to Amdipharm UK Limited 
was registered on 9 May 2013.3147 

9.215. As explained in sections 3.F.III.d and e above, the beneficial interest in 
Waymade’s 10mg MA passed from Waymade plc to Amdipharm UK Limited 
on 13 October 2012. Amdipharm UK Limited remained part of the Waymade 
undertaking until 31 October 2012, when the sale of the Amdipharm group 
completed.3148 Notwithstanding the transfer to Amdipharm UK Limited, in the 
period prior to completion on 31 October 2012 Waymade plc was directly 
involved in the negotiation and implementation of the 10mg Agreement.  

9.216. As explained in section 3.F.III.d and paragraphs 6.588 to 6.589 above, the 
first order under the 10mg Agreement was sent to Auden by Waymade plc 
staff, on the instructions of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and following a 
discussion between [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior 
Employee 1]. It was submitted on an urgent basis and its fulfilment was 
closely monitored by [Waymade Senior Employee 1]. Once it was fulfilled, 
Waymade plc’s Head of Sales was immediately instructed to sell the packs: 

a. On 23 October 2012 [Waymade Senior Employee 1] sent an email to 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4]. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] wrote: 

‘2000 hydrocort 10 mg p/o at full price . plse send bu [sic] midday if 
possible’3149 

b. The body of the email contained only the email address of [Auden 
Senior Employee 1]: ‘[]’. 

c. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] sent his email at 11.51 am. He gave 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] nine minutes to send the purchase 
order. 

d. At 12.56 pm, [Waymade Senior Employee 4] sent the order to [Auden 
Senior Employee 1], blind copying [Waymade Senior Employee 1], 
stating: 

3147 See eg, www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/par/documents/websiteresources/con364162.pdf, page 2. 
3148 From July 2011 until 30 October 2012, each of Waymade plc, Amdipharm Limited and Amdipharm UK 
Limited was indirectly wholly owned by Waymade Holdings S.à.r.l., which was itself indirectly wholly owned by 
Waymade Group Holdings Limited and ultimately by Verdot Limited. []. Document 302243, Annex 1.1(a) to 
Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018; Document 302242, paragraph 1.4, 
Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018. The Akzo presumption therefore 
applied between Verdot Limited and each of Waymade plc, Amdipharm Limited and Amdipharm UK Limited and 
has not been rebutted, such that they formed a single undertaking during this period.
3149 Document 300320, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 23 
October 2012. 
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Please find attached PO for the 2,000 x Hydrocortisone 10mg 30’s that 
are required on URGENT delivery as per [Waymade Senior Employee 
1]s request’.3150 

e. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] attached a purchase order on 
Waymade plc headed paper, for 2,000 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.3151 

f. The price listed on the purchase order was £34.50.3152 However, as 
explained in section 3.F.III.d and paragraphs 6.588 to 6.589 above, on 
the corresponding invoice for these 2,000 packs, issued by Auden on 
the same day, the £34.50 was circled and a handwritten note added: 
‘Await credit note [Waymade Senior Employee 4]’ – indicating that 
Waymade understood that it would receive a rebate to reduce the net 
price.3153 As explained in section 6.D.II.c.ii above, the CMA concludes 
that the 10mg Agreement was in place at the latest by 23 October 
2012. 

g. [Auden Senior Employee 1] responded within ten minutes of [Waymade 
Senior Employee 4]’s email: ‘I have forwarded the order to sales and 
stock will be with you tomorrow’. [Waymade Senior Employee 4] 
forwarded his response to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] within two 
minutes.3154 

h. Three days later, on 26 October 2012, [Waymade Senior Employee 4] 
emailed [Waymade Senior Employee 1] with the subject, 
‘Hydrocortisone 10mg’: ‘Confirm they have arrived. [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] called to check as well’.3155 [Waymade Senior Employee 
1] replied to thank him within seven minutes.3156 

3150 Document 300321, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
October 2012. 
3151 Document 300322, purchase order attached to Document 300321. The header on the purchase order 
specified ‘Waymade Healthcare plc’. As explained in section 3.A.I above, Waymade plc was named Waymade 
Healthcare plc until 12 October 2012. The header on its purchase orders had yet to be adjusted (there was no 
other entity named Waymade Healthcare plc at the time). 
3152 Document 200010, data on Waymade’s purchases of hydrocortisone tablets. 
3153 Document 300645, invoice dated 23 October 2012. 
3154 Document 300326, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 23 
October 2012. 
3155 Document 300329, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 26 
October 2012. 
3156 Document 300329, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 4] dated 26 
October 2012. 
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i. Within a minute of his email to [Waymade Senior Employee 1], 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4] emailed [], with the subject, 
‘Hydrocortisone 10mg 30’s’: ‘Extra 2000 available now’.3157 

9.217. It is clear from these email exchanges that [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
had spoken to [Auden Senior Employee 1] around 23 October 2012 and that 
they had agreed that Auden would supply Waymade plc with these packs 
(‘as per [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s request’). [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] was therefore actively involved in the negotiation and 
implementation of the 10mg Agreement on or around 23 October 2012. 
[Waymade Senior Employee 4]’s annotation on the invoice sent to Waymade 
plc, ‘Await credit note’, also indicates that although [Waymade Senior 
Employee 1] had instructed him to submit the order ‘at full price’, the 
common understanding of Waymade plc and Auden was that the order 
would be substantially discounted through a rebate.   

9.218. [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s (and [Waymade Senior Employee 4]’s) 
actions in negotiating and implementing the 10mg Agreement are 
attributable to Waymade plc. 

9.219. Both [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Waymade Senior Employee 4] 
were employed by Waymade plc.3158 The CAT has confirmed that an 
employee ‘will typically be part of the undertaking that employs him or 
her’.3159 An employee’s actions are attributable to his employer.3160 This is 
the case even where he or she is acting without the knowledge of the 
employer’s principal managers or specific authority to make the company 
party to an anticompetitive agreement. All that is required is that he is 
authorised generally to act on his employer’s behalf – ie that he act within 
the powers given to him by his employment.3161 

9.220. In this case, [Waymade Senior Employee 4] was acting not only with the 
knowledge of [Waymade Senior Employee 1], but on his express instruction. 

3157 Document 300328, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 26 October 2012. []. 
Document 300302, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 1] dated 28 September 2012 (as explained 
above, Waymade plc was named Waymade Healthcare plc until 12 October 2012). 
3158 Document 302242, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 2018, paragraphs 
3.2 and 3.5.  
3159 Sainsbury’s v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 358. 
3160 Tesco v OFT [2012] CAT 31, paragraph 62 and the cases cited: ‘Since an undertaking comprising a body 
corporate can only act through the individuals employed by it, the acts or conduct of an undertaking are inevitably 
performed by those individuals. It follows that any act by any employee could, potentially, lead to an infringement 
attributable to their corporate employer, with whom they comprise the same undertaking’. For example, in 
Paroxetine the CMA found that GUK had participated in the agreement with GSK through the involvement of its 
employees in negotiating and implementing that agreement. Paroxetine decision, paragraph 9.19. 
3161 See e.g. C-100/80 Musique Diffusion v Commission, paragraphs 97-98; C-40/73 Suiker Unie v Commission, 
paragraph 539; C-68/12 Slovenska sporitelna v Commission, paragraph 25;  T-588/08 Dole v Commission, 
paragraphs 581-582; T-56/99 Marlines v Commission, paragraph 60. 
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[].3162 ‘[T]he position of member of the board of directors of a company 
entails by its very nature legal responsibility for the activities of the company 
as a whole’.3163 The Court of Justice has held that action by a person 
authorised to act on behalf of an undertaking – such as a principal manager 
– suffices to attribute liability to that undertaking.3164 

9.221. Waymade submitted that [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s actions were not 
attributable to Waymade plc – []. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] was just 
as much an Amdipharm UK Limited staff member as a Waymade plc staff 
member.3165 

9.222. Whether [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s employment by Waymade plc was 
[] does not change the fact that his actions are attributable to Waymade 
plc – if anything it reflects his role [] of the undertaking that included 
Waymade plc. 

9.223. The fact that [Waymade Senior Employee 1] was just as connected to 
Amdipharm UK Limited as to Waymade plc only emphasises the importance 
of focusing on the Waymade undertaking, which includes both companies 
during October 2012 – and the importance of holding both companies liable 
for the 10mg Agreement during that month.3166 It was the Waymade 
undertaking that Auden regarded during October 2012 as a competitor with 
which it was necessary to reach a market exclusion agreement.3167 It would 
be artificial to distinguish between the actions of Waymade plc and 
Amdipharm UK Limited as part of that undertaking during October 2012. [] 
with regard to 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.3168 

9.224. Waymade plc – through [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Waymade 
Senior Employee 4] – therefore played a prominent role in the negotiation 

3162 Waymade plc’s articles of association state that ‘the directors are responsible for the management of the 
company’s business, for which purpose they may exercise all the powers of the company’. []. 
3163 T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, paragraph 77. In T-77/92 Parker Pen v Commission, the actions of 
Parker’s director in signing the anticompetitive agreement sufficed to establish that Parker had committed the 
infringement intentionally, even where he was acting contrary to company policy and the board, once it became 
aware, immediately rescinded the agreement (paragraphs 78-82).
3164 C-68/12 Slovenská sporiteľňa, EU:C:2013:71, paragraph 25; and Joined cases C-100/80 to 103/80 Musique 
Diffusion française and Others v Commission, EU:C:1983:158, paragraph 97: ‘it is not necessary for there to 
have been action by, or even knowledge on the part of, the partners or principal managers of the undertaking 
concerned; action by a person who is authorized on behalf of the undertaking suffices’ (see also T-588/08 Dole v 
Commission, EU:T:2013:130, paragraph 581). Although action by principal managers is therefore not required, 
where it is present this is a strong factor establishing liability of the undertaking they manage.
3165 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 8.63. 
3166 Compare the Commission’s Lundbeck decision, paragraphs 1256 and 1265-1266. 
3167 Compare T-56/99 Marlines v Commission, paragraph 60. 
3168 Waymade’s representations on the 10mg Agreement relied principally on ignoring the CMA’s definition of the 
Waymade undertaking, which during October 2012 included both Waymade plc and Amdipharm UK Limited, 
sister companies both owned by [Waymade Senior Employee 1]. 
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and implementation of the 10mg Agreement and should be held liable for 
it.3169 

9.225. Further, as explained above, the first order under the 10mg Agreement was 
placed on Waymade plc headed paper and the corresponding invoice was 
issued to Waymade plc.3170 [] was immediately instructed to sell the packs 
once the order was fulfilled – confirming that Waymade plc was involved in 
implementing this first order. 

9.226. Waymade plc submitted that since on 13 October 2012 Waymade plc 
transferred the beneficial interest in its 10mg MA to Amdipharm UK Limited 
under the intra-group transfer agreement, ‘Any action in relation to 10mg 
tablets undertaken by Waymade [plc] was thereafter, by the terms of that 
agreement, exclusively at the direction of and for the benefit of Amdipharm 
[UK Limited]’.3171 Waymade submitted that: ‘From 13 October 2012 onwards 
transferring products, including 10mg hydrocortisone, were sold by 
Waymade [plc] entirely for the benefit of Amdipharm [UK Limited]. In 
accordance with clause 5.4 of the [intra-group transfer agreement], from 13 
October 2012 Waymade [plc] would have purchased and sold 10mg 
hydrocortisone, including the 10mg Supplies [under the 10mg Agreement], 
only as agent for, and at the direction of, Amdipharm [UK Limited].’ From 13 
October 2012, therefore, ‘while the mechanics of the purchase and 
distribution of 10mg hydrocortisone may have been similar, Waymade [plc] 
acted as agent for Amdipharm [UK Limited] until the 10mg MA could be 
formally transferred into Amdipharm [UK Limited]’s name.’3172 

9.227. Waymade plc therefore submitted that it did not profit from the 10mg 
Agreement. [].3173 Waymade plc submitted that it did not receive any 
financial benefit – direct or indirect – from the 10mg Agreement.3174 

9.228. Waymade plc’s role as agent for Amdipharm UK Limited in implementing the 
10mg Agreement could in itself suffice to attribute liability to Waymade plc 
for that agreement.3175 

3169 Compare the Commission’s Servier decision, paragraph 3006(c). 
3170 Compare C-407/08 P Knauf Gips v Commission, EU:C:2010:389, in which the fact that most of the 
documents found during the Commission’s inspections were on the letterhead of Knauf Gips KG, with its address 
and details, was one relevant factor in the Court’s finding that Knauf Gips KG should be liable for the infringement 
(paragraphs 104 to 106).
3171 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraph 2.38. See also paragraph 8.44. 
3172 Document 302242, paragraphs 5.7 and 5.9, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 
October 2018. 
3173 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 2.42 and 8.64. 
3174 Document 204903, Waymade’s RSSO, paragraphs 8.4(b) and 8.45. 
3175 Where agents can ‘be regarded as auxiliary organs forming an integral part of the principal’s undertaking’, 
agent and principal form a single economic unit (C-40/73 Suiker Unie v Commission, paragraphs 538-541. See 
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9.229. However, the more credible reading of the evidence discussed above of 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s instigation and supervision of the first order 
under the 10mg Agreement is that Waymade plc did not in fact pass on the 
benefit of this order to Amdipharm UK Limited. The urgency with which 
Waymade plc staff pursued the first order (‘required on URGENT delivery as 
per [Waymade Senior Employee 1]s request’), and the speed with which 
they passed on confirmation that they had received it (within a minute of 
receiving confirmation, [Waymade Senior Employee 4] had instructed [] 
that an ‘Extra 2000’ packs were ‘available now’), indicate that Messrs 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1]and [Waymade Senior Employee 4]  
expected that the 2,000 packs would be sold by Waymade plc in addition to 
the 10mg hydrocortisone tablets it already sold (‘Extra’) and that the benefit 
from selling those packs in the market would remain with Waymade plc. This 
reading of the evidence is consistent with [Waymade Senior Employee 1]’s 
statement in interview in relation to this purchase order, which directly 
contradicts Waymade’s representations: 

[Waymade Senior Employee 4] has ordered one on my request; it was 
the only supply we were going to get in for our benefit commercially. 
Afterwards, seven days later, the business was sold, so it would not be 
for our benefit. It’s commercial reason … 30 October the business was 
sold and from then on, it would not be in our benefit or commercial 
interest’.3176 

9.230. In any event, whether or not Waymade plc in fact retained the benefit of the 
first order, it is clear that Waymade plc played a prominent role in the 
negotiation and implementation of that order, as explained above. This is 
sufficient to attribute liability to Waymade plc for the 10mg Agreement. 

9.231. As explained in section 3.F.III.e above, on 31 October 2012 the benefit of the 
10mg Agreement passed to the AMCo undertaking with the Amdipharm 
group. 

also T-56/99 Marlines v Commission, paragraph 60). In C-294/98 Metsa-Serla v Commission the trade 
association Finnboard, which acted as ‘alter ego’ and agent for its members, invoicing customers on their behalf 
and passing profits on to them, was held liable for the infringement along with its members despite having no 
economic interest of its own in taking part in the infringement. See in particular paragraphs 26-28 of the Court of 
Justice’s judgment and paragraphs 44 and 57-59 of the General Court’s judgment. Compare also Crest 
Nicholson v OFT [2011] CAT 10, paragraphs 24-36, in which ISG Pearce was held liable as principal since the 
infringing subsidiary Pearce (which was also held liable) was operating as its undisclosed agent.
3176 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 148 
lines 22-25 and page 149 lines 3-4 (emphasis added). 
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III. AMCo 

9.232. The CMA concludes that the following legal entities formed part of an 
undertaking for the purposes of the Chapter I prohibition, referred to as 
‘AMCo’: 

a. From 31 October 2012 to 20 October 2015: 

i. Amdipharm UK Limited; Amdipharm Limited; and Advanz Pharma 
Services (UK) Limited (together defined at paragraph 1.1 above 
as the Amdipharm Companies); and 

ii. Cinven Capital Management (V) General Partner Limited; Cinven 
(Luxco 1) S.A.; and Cinven Partners LLP (together defined at 
paragraph 1.1 as the Cinven Entities). 

b. From 21 October 2015 to 24 June 2016, the Amdipharm Companies 
and Advanz. 

9.233. Throughout these periods, each of these entities was engaged in economic 
activities, including the sale of pharmaceutical products on the market 
(directly or through subsidiaries). During the time periods outlined above 
these entities formed part of the AMCo undertaking that entered into the 
10mg Agreement. 

9.234. In summary, and as explained in the sections that follow: 

a. Each of the Amdipharm Companies directly participated in the 10mg 
Agreement. From 31 October 2012 until 20 October 2015, the 
Amdipharm Companies were majority owned by the Fifth Cinven Fund. 
The Akzo presumption does not apply. However, for the reasons 
explained in section 9.B.III.d below, the CMA concludes that each of 
the Cinven Entities exercised decisive influence over the Amdipharm 
Companies during this period, such that the Amdipharm Companies 
and the Cinven Entities formed a single undertaking. 

b. From 21 October 2015 until 24 June 2016, the Amdipharm Companies 
were wholly owned by Advanz. The Akzo presumption therefore 
applied between Advanz and each of the Amdipharm Companies and 
has not been rebutted, such that they formed a single undertaking. 

9.235. The CMA attributes liability for AMCo’s participation in the 10mg Agreement 
to: 
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a. the Amdipharm Companies, the legal persons that directly participated 
in the 10mg Agreement; and 

b. the Cinven Entities and Advanz, as legal persons that exercised 
decisive influence over the Amdipharm Companies during their 
ownership periods, and are therefore jointly and severally liable with 
them. 

a. Liability of Amdipharm UK Limited 

9.236. The CMA attributes liability for the 10mg Agreement to Amdipharm UK 
Limited, and for the resulting financial penalty, from 23 October 2012 to 24 
June 2016. 

9.237. This is because Amdipharm UK Limited directly participated in the 10mg 
Agreement during that period.3177 

9.238. Amdipharm UK Limited employed [Amdipharm Senior Employee], the 
principal negotiator and custodian of the 10mg Agreement, prior to the 
beginning of the 10mg Agreement3178 and until he left the AMCo group’s 
employment in May 2014 (though he continued to be involved as a 
consultant thereafter).3179 

9.239. As explained in section 6.D.II.c.ii above, [Amdipharm Senior Employee] 
appears extensively in the documentary evidence of the 10mg Agreement, 
negotiating and implementing it.  

9.240. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] [].3180 As explained in section 6.D.II.c.ii 
above, [Waymade Senior Employee 1] also appears extensively in the 
documentary evidence of the 10mg Agreement. The first order under the 
10mg Agreement was placed on his instructions. 

9.241. Amdipharm UK Limited therefore played a prominent role in the negotiation 
and implementation of the 10mg Agreement, via [] [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] and [] [Waymade Senior Employee 1].3181 

3177 As explained above, Amdipharm UK Limited formed part of the Waymade undertaking until 30 October 2012. 
3178 Document 302242, paragraph 3.1, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 8 October 
2018. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] was employed by Amdipharm UK Limited from at least January 2011 until 
May 2014. 
3179 Document 00444, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 15 April 2016, footnote 1. For 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee]’s consultancy role see, for example, Document LIO4933, emails from [Amdipharm 
Senior Employee] dated 29 June 2015. 
3180 []. 
3181 Compare Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, in which the Commission held 
companies liable on the basis of their employees playing a prominent role in negotiation and implementation of 
the infringing agreements: paragraphs 1256-1257, 1272 and 1288-1290. Compare Commission decision of 9 July 
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9.242. Further, as explained in section 3.F.III.d above, on 13 October 2012 
Amdipharm UK Limited acquired the beneficial interest in Waymade’s 10mg 
MA and the beneficial entitlement to associated sales of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets, following an intra-group transfer in preparation for the 
sale of the Amdipharm group. 

9.243. This meant that from 13 October 2012 onwards Amdipharm UK Limited not 
only held the beneficial interest in the 10mg MA, but was also entitled to the 
benefit of the value derived from that MA via the threat of independent entry 
it represented and the resulting payments from Auden under the 10mg 
Agreement. Amdipharm UK Limited also fulfilled the counter-performance for 
those payments (non-entry). 

9.244. In addition to the beneficial title, from 9 May 2013 until the end of the 10mg 
Agreement Amdipharm UK Limited also held the legal title to AMCo’s 10mg 
MA.3182 Amdipharm UK Limited was one of the ‘Affiliate’ entities on whose 
behalf Amdipharm Limited entered into the First and Second Written 
Agreements.3183, 3184 

2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier): Les Laboratoires Servier was liable ‘through the participation … in the 
negotiation of the agreement’ (paragraph 3006); Teva Pharmaceuticals BV was held liable ‘through the 
involvement of top management … in the preparations for the conclusion of the Teva Settlement Agreement’, and 
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Limited was liable through its involvement ‘in the preparations for the conclusion 
of the Teva Settlement Agreement’ (paragraph 3047). See also Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in 
Case 39.685 Fentanyl, in which the Commission attributed liability to the subsidiaries that actually signed the 
agreement or played a prominent role in its negotiation or implementation (recital 444). The CAT has confirmed 
that an employee ‘will typically be part of the undertaking that employs him or her’: Sainsbury’s v MasterCard 
[2016] CAT 11, paragraph 358. See also Tesco v OFT [2012] CAT 31, paragraphs 62-63: ‘since an undertaking 
comprising a body corporate can only act through the individuals employed by it, the acts or conduct of an 
undertaking are inevitably performed by those individuals. It follows that any act by any employee could, 
potentially, lead to an infringement attributable to their corporate employer, with whom they comprise the same 
undertaking’. The General Court has held that: ‘[T]he position of member of the board of directors of a company 
entails by its very nature legal responsibility for the activities of the company as a whole’ (T-705/14 Unichem v 
Commission, paragraph 77). See also T-77/92 Parker Pen v Commission, paragraphs 78-82. 
3182 Document 200258, response to question 6, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 
August 2016.
3183 Document 00445 and Document 00446, First and Second Written Agreements, clauses 1.1, 1.4 and 1.5 from 
which it follows that Amdipharm Limited (the entity entering into the contracts) entered into these written contracts 
‘on behalf of itself and its Group’; ‘Group’ was defined as Amdipharm Limited ‘and all its Affiliates’; ‘Affiliates’ was 
defined as all companies subject to a common owner of 50% or more of their shares; and throughout this period, 
Amdipharm UK Limited and Amdipharm Limited were ‘Affiliates’: they were both indirectly 100% owned by 
Amdipharm Mercury Limited (see, for example, Document 200480, structure chart of the Amdipharm group as at 
31 October 2012 (Amdipharm Mercury Limited was at the time known as CCM Pharma Limited); Document 
200481, structure chart of the Amdipharm Mercury combined group; and Document 202007, ‘Annex 2: Updated 
structure chart’, attachment to Document 202009, Concordia’s response the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 
August 2017). Further, the Second Written Agreement purported to bind not only Amdipharm Limited, but also its 
Affiliates. For example, clause 2.2 provided that Amdipharm Limited ‘shall not and shall procure that none of its 
Affiliates shall’ manufacture or supply competing hydrocortisone products ‘under a licence granted to it or any of 
its Affiliates’ without giving Auden three months’ written notice. 
3184 Compare Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck: each of the two subsidiaries that 
signed the relevant agreement ‘accepted the commitments in the agreement “on its own behalf and on behalf of 
all associated and related entities”’. One of the reasons for the Commission attributing liability to Arrow Group 
ApS was that ‘the United Kingdom agreement was concluded on behalf of the Arrow group of companies’ 
(paragraphs 1256 and 1260). 
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b. Liability of Amdipharm Limited 

9.245. The CMA attributes liability for the 10mg Agreement to Amdipharm Limited, 
and for the resulting financial penalty, from 1 January 2013 to 24 June 2016. 

9.246. This is because Amdipharm Limited directly participated in the 10mg 
Agreement during that period.3185 Amdipharm Limited was the legal entity 
that entered into the First and Second Written Agreements on behalf of 
AMCo, which between them cover the period 1 January 2013 to 24 June 
2016 and served as the vehicles for the payments from Auden/Actavis to 
AMCo in exchange for which AMCo agreed not to enter the market 
independently with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.3186 

c. Liability of Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited 

9.247. The CMA attributes liability for the 10mg Agreement to Advanz Pharma 
Services (UK) Limited, and for the resulting financial penalty, from 31 
October 2012 to 24 June 2016.3187 

9.248. This is because Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited directly participated 
in the 10mg Agreement during that period. 

9.249. Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited was the management services 
company of the AMCo group in the UK throughout this period.3188 As such, 
Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited was the employing entity for AMCo’s 
senior UK staff. Key AMCo senior management involved in determining the 
group’s UK strategy and directing its commercial operations, including 
negotiating with Auden regarding the supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
– including [AMCo Senior Employee 1] [], [AMCo Senior Employee 2] [], 
and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] [], all of whom appear extensively in the 
documentary evidence of the 10mg Agreement in section 6.D.II.c.ii above, 
negotiating and implementing it – were all employed by and acted for 
Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited.3189 

3185 As explained above, Amdipharm Limited formed part of the Waymade undertaking until 30 October 2012. 
3186 Document 00445 and Document 00446, First and Second Written Agreements. Compare T-705/14 Unichem 
v Commission, EU:T:2018:985, paragraph 105, in which the Commission’s attribution of liability to the legal entity 
that signed the relevant agreement in its Servier decision was upheld. 
3187 Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited was originally part of the Mercury Pharma group, and so did not form 
part of the same undertaking as Amdipharm UK Limited and Amdipharm Limited until 31 October 2012.
3188 Financial statements for Amdipharm Mercury Company Limited, 2013 to 2016. Further, in the context of this 
investigation, all replies of entities within the AMCo group have been made by, and on behalf of, Advanz Pharma 
Services (UK) Limited. Compare Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), 
paragraph 3008. 
3189 [] attended board meetings of the ultimate holding company of the AMCo group, Amdipharm Mercury 
Limited, as representatives of Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited (then known as Amdipharm Mercury 
Company Limited): see eg Document 200496, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 29 
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9.250. The individuals responsible for managing AMCo’s relationship with Aesica – 
including [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 7], [AMCo Employee] 
and [AMCo Employee], all of whom also appear in the documentary 
evidence of the 10mg Agreement in section 6.D.II.c.ii above – were also all 
employed by Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited.3190 

9.251. Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited therefore played a prominent role in 
the negotiation and implementation of the 10mg Agreement, via its 
employees and [] [AMCo Senior Employee 1].3191 

9.252. Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited was also one of the ‘Affiliates’ on 
whose behalf AMCo entered into the First and Second Written Agreements, 
for the same reasons as outlined for Amdipharm UK Limited above. 

d. Liability of the Cinven Entities 

9.253. From 31 October 2012 until 20 October 2015 (the ‘Cinven Period’) each of 
the Amdipharm Companies was indirectly majority owned by the Cinven 
private equity house (‘Cinven’): 

a. The Amdipharm Companies were wholly owned by Amdipharm 
Mercury Limited (‘AML’) (formerly known as CCM Pharma Limited).  

April 2013; Document 200497, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 30 October 2013; 
Document 200498, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 29 January 2014; Document 
200500, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 31 July 2014; Document 200501, minutes 
of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 5 November 2014; Document 200501, minutes of 
Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 27 January 2015; Document 200502, minutes of Amdipharm 
Mercury Limited board meeting dated 24 April 2015; Document 200503, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited 
board meeting dated 22 July 2015.
3190 Document 200258, response to question 8, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 
August 2016.
3191 Compare Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, in which the Commission held 
companies liable on the basis of their employees playing a prominent role in negotiation and implementation of 
the infringing agreements: paragraphs 1256-1257, 1272 and 1288-1290. See also Commission decision of 9 July 
2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier): Les Laboratoires Servier was liable ‘through the participation … in the 
negotiation of the agreement’ (paragraph 3006); Teva Pharmaceuticals BV was held liable ‘through the 
involvement of top management … in the preparations for the conclusion of the Teva Settlement Agreement’, and 
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Limited was liable through its involvement ‘in the preparations for the conclusion 
of the Teva Settlement Agreement’ (paragraph 3047). See also Commission decision of 10 December 2013 in 
Case 39.685 Fentanyl, in which the Commission attributed liability to the subsidiaries that actually signed the 
agreement or played a prominent role in its negotiation or implementation (recital 444). The CAT has confirmed 
that an employee ‘will typically be part of the undertaking that employs him or her’: Sainsbury’s v MasterCard 
[2016] CAT 11, paragraph 358. See also Tesco v OFT [2012] CAT 31, paragraphs 62-63: ‘since an undertaking 
comprising a body corporate can only act through the individuals employed by it, the acts or conduct of an 
undertaking are inevitably performed by those individuals. It follows that any act by any employee could, 
potentially, lead to an infringement attributable to their corporate employer, with whom they comprise the same 
undertaking’. The General Court has held that: ‘[T]he position of member of the board of directors of a company 
entails by its very nature legal responsibility for the activities of the company as a whole’ (T-705/14 Unichem v 
Commission, paragraph 77). See also T-77/92 Parker Pen v Commission, paragraphs 78-82 and C-100/80 
Musique Diffusion v Commission, paragraph 97: action by principal managers of an undertaking is not required, 
but where present is a strong factor establishing liability of the undertaking they manage. 
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b. Cinven held more than 55% of the shares in AML (and therefore the 
Amdipharm Companies) but less than 100%. 

9.254. For the reasons set out in this section, the CMA concludes that as a result of 
the economic, organisational and legal links between the Cinven Entities and 
the Amdipharm Companies, the Cinven Entities each exercised decisive 
influence over each of the Amdipharm Companies throughout the Cinven 
Period.3192 Throughout the Cinven Period, the Cinven Entities and the 
Amdipharm Companies therefore formed an economic unit for the purpose 
of the 10mg Agreement. 

9.255. The CMA therefore holds each of the Cinven Entities liable, jointly and 
severally with the Amdipharm Companies, for AMCo’s participation in the 
10mg Agreement, and for the resulting financial penalty, during the Cinven 
Period. 

9.256. Before setting out the detail of the CMA’s findings it is important to provide 
some context in order to explain why the CMA considers it appropriate to 
hold entities associated with Cinven liable and why the CMA has chosen the 
Cinven Entities (of the myriad legal entities associated with Cinven). 

9.257. The CMA has structured its analysis of the decisive influence each Cinven 
Entity exercised in sections 9.B.III.d.i to vi below to reflect the multiple and 
cumulative links between the Cinven Entities and the AMCo group (in this 
section, the CMA uses the phrase ‘the AMCo group’ to mean AML and all 
its wholly-owned subsidiaries during the Cinven Period (including the 
Amdipharm Companies)). This analysis is necessarily detailed because of 
the complex way Cinven structured its investment in the AMCo group.  

9.258. This should not, however, detract from the simple points explained below: 
that Cinven publicly described its approach as one of making ‘control 
investments’ and acting as ‘a catalyst for change’;3193 that Cinven publicly 
described its investment in the AMCo group as ‘transformative’;3194 and that 
in achieving that transformation, three key Cinven Entities and in particular a 

3192 Cinven submitted that ‘The CMA is not entitled to rely on links between the Cinven [Entities], which merely 
show that they are part of the same corporate group, for the purposes of attributing parental liability. To do so 
would expose all entities within a ‘corporate group’ (even those which are not affiliated to one another) to 
potential liability for the conduct of separate entities over which they have no influence’ (Document 204970, 
Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.2 (in responding to the SSO in this case Cinven referred the CMA to 
its representations in other cases). This mischaracterises the CMA’s findings. The links between the Cinven 
Entities are relevant (in showing, among other things, the alignment of their interests) but the CMA’s findings 
relate to the economic, organisational and legal links between each Cinven Entity and the Amdipharm 
Companies, which demonstrate the exercise of decisive influence by each Cinven Entity. 
3193 Document LIO7765, Cinven 2011 annual review, page 22. 
3194 Document PAD066, Cinven: ‘AMCo 8 September 2015 Cinven to sell AMCo to Concordia Healthcare Corp'. 
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handful of key Cinven individuals were involved, following what Cinven 
publicly described as ‘a “one-team” approach’.3195 

9.259. In the sections that follow, the CMA first explains the approach Cinven takes 
to its investments, demonstrating that Cinven’s approach generally, and 
specifically to its investment and management of the AMCo group, was 
centred around obtaining control and using that control to actively manage 
the portfolio business. The CMA goes on to explain the role the Cinven 
Entities played in Cinven’s approach, following which the CMA explains why 
each of the Cinven Entities exercised decisive influence over the Amdipharm 
Companies during the Cinven Period and is therefore jointly and severally 
liable with them for the 10mg Agreement. 

i. Cinven’s approach to investment and creation of the AMCo group 

9.260. This section explains Cinven’s approach to investment generally and 
specifically how that approach was implemented in relation to the AMCo 
group, drawing on Cinven’s own published and internal documents. It shows 
that to exercise decisive influence (or in Cinven’s words, to ‘leverage control 
ownership positions’3196) by buying, restructuring, adding to, making 
profitable and then divesting companies is the essence of Cinven’s business 
model, and it is the strategy it successfully applied to this investment. It is for 
these reasons that the CMA considers it appropriate to hold entities 
associated with Cinven liable. 

9.261. Cinven’s own descriptions of its approach to investments confirm that it is 
not a ‘pure financial investor’.3197 Its public documents describe it as ‘an 
active and engaged investor in companies’3198 and explain ‘The Cinven 
approach’ to investment as follows: 

‘Cinven creates value by making control investments in leading 
European companies and accelerating growth through the application 
of our sector expertise, global reach and active ownership model 

… 

3195 Document LIO7766, 'Cinven Annual Review 2012', page 7. 
3196 Document LIO7766, 'Cinven Annual Review 2012', page 26. 
3197 See section 9.A.II.b.ii above. 
3198 Document PAD156, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2014', page 120. In this document, the term ‘Cinven’ ‘means, as 
the context requires, Cinven Group Limited, Cinven Partners LLP, Cinven (Luxco 1) S.A., Cinven Limited, Cinven 
Capital Management (V) General Partner Limited and their respective Associates (as defined in the Companies 
Act 2006), and/or funds managed or advised by any of the foregoing’. See page 1. 
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We act as a catalyst for change; driving revenue, EBITDA and margin 
growth through active engagement with our portfolio companies and 
their management.3199 

… 

We seek to improve all aspects of the companies we invest in, for the 
full duration of our ownership.’3200 

‘A key differentiating factor in the Cinven offer is … the active investor 
model that we pursue with all our investments.’3201 

9.262. One of the ‘Investment criteria for a typical Cinven company’ was ‘Control 
positions, a path to control, or a significant influence over the strategy and 
management’.3202 Cinven’s approach is, in its own words, to ‘acquire control 
positions in market-leading, cash-generative companies with attractive 
market dynamics’.3203 

9.263. Cinven emphasised that its active ownership continued throughout the 
lifetime of an investment: 

‘The Sector, Portfolio and Financing teams come together to evaluate 
opportunities, through the development of an investment case and 
strategy, from initial acquisition, through the ownership period and 
finally to ultimate exit.’3204 

9.264. In this case, Cinven pursued its active investor model when acquiring the 
Amdipharm and Mercury Pharma groups, combining them to create the 
AMCo group, and ultimately divesting that group. The contemporaneous 
documents demonstrate these aspects of Cinven’s active ownership with 
respect to the AMCo group, as further discussed below: 

a. When developing the ‘investment case and strategy’;  

b. ‘Through the ownership period’; and 

c. When preparing for ‘the ultimate exit’. 

3199 LIO7765, Cinven 2011 annual review, page 22 (emphasis added). 
3200 Document PAD156, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2014', page 22 (emphasis added). As above, the term ‘Cinven’ 
‘means, as the context requires, Cinven Group Limited, Cinven Partners LLP, Cinven (Luxco 1) S.A., Cinven 
Limited, Cinven Capital Management (V) General Partner Limited and their respective Associates (as defined in 
the Companies Act 2006), and/or funds managed or advised by any of the foregoing’ (page 1). 
3201 Document LIO7765, 'Cinven Annual Review 2011', page 18 (emphasis added). 
3202 Document LIO7767, 'Cinven Annual Review 2013', page 25. 
3203 Document LIO7766, 'Cinven Annual Review 2012', page 23. See also page 26: ‘We leverage control 
ownership positions’. 
3204 Document LIO7766, 'Cinven Annual Review 2012', page 7 (emphasis added). 
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Developing the 'investment case and strategy' 

9.265. Cinven’s investment case and strategy for the AMCo group was to combine 
the Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm groups and bring them under single 
management, and to adopt for the combined group a strategy and business 
plan focussed on what it called ‘off-patent, niche pharmaceuticals’ (see 
below). 

9.266. Cinven stated publicly in relation to these investments: 

‘Creating a global force in niche pharmaceuticals 

In 2012, Cinven acquired and brought together Mercury Pharma and 
Amdipharm, two complementary niche pharmaceutical companies, to 
create an international player of scale and a platform for continued 
consolidation in this fragmented market. The combined business is now 
called Amdipharm Mercury Company Limited (AMCo). 

… 

Our Healthcare sector team identified off-patent, niche pharmaceuticals 
as a particularly attractive sub-sector. It is insulated from the patent 
expiry issues which affect the broader pharmaceutical industry, has 
high entry barriers, and is a relatively fragmented market, offering 
opportunities for significant value creation through consolidation.’3205 

9.267. In publicising its investments, Cinven therefore emphasised both its industry 
expertise and its understanding of the way niche generic drugs could be 
exploited for profit. Cinven’s knowledge of the reimbursement system for 
generic drugs – in particular, the free pricing regime, which could be 
exploited where effective competition failed to materialise – was a key factor 
in its decision to invest in the Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm groups. 

9.268. Cinven’s Healthcare sector team was led by two Cinven Partners: [Cinven 
Senior Employee 1], [], and [Cinven Senior Employee 4], [].3206 Both 
were appointed to the boards of AMCo group companies during the Cinven 
Period. [Cinven Senior Employee 1] was quoted in the press when the 
investment in the Amdipharm group was announced, explaining the rationale 
for the investment. The Financial Times wrote: 

‘Amdipharm buys up the rights to what Cinven calls “unloved generics” 
– legacy drugs that still have a solid base of patients in spite of being 

3205 Document LIO7766, 'Cinven Annual Review 2012', page 8. 
3206 Document LIO7767, 'Cinven Annual Review 2013', page 109. 
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superseded by newer versions that have slightly different effects. 
Cinven is hoping to exploit the stable growth of these cheap off-patent 
medicines that are sold in low volumes and with limited risk of price 
competition. 

These relatively neglected drugs, which Cinven partner [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1] dubbed “little jewellery boxes”, can still attract strong 
sales. Amdipharm generates annual revenues of more than £110m.3207 

9.269. [].3208 []. 

9.270. The investment recommendation for Cinven’s acquisition of the Mercury 
Pharma group stated: 

'Approximately 40% of the generics market in the UK is unbranded 

- The pricing of these unbranded products is not regulated because 
competition suppresses pricing across the market as a whole 

- However, for smaller, niche formulations, the competitive forces 
may not work to suppress prices as efficiently as for larger volume 
products and create room for price growth 

… 

Mercury therefore operates below the radar and capitalises on 
opportunities to achieve volume and pricing growth even in such a 
heavily regulated market’ 

… 

Reimbursement for drug manufacturers is controlled by a small group 
within the DoH … The focus is on high volume drugs (patent and off-
patent) as this is where the absolute quantum of savings is higher: 
niche products are typically below the radar’3209 

9.271. The ‘investment attraction’ of the Mercury Pharma group was therefore its 
ability to exploit the absence of effective regulation for niche generic drugs 
and increase prices while remaining ‘below the radar’ of authorities. 

3207 []. 
3208 Document 204971, Cinven RSSO in Case 50395, footnote 558. 
3209 Document LIO6490.3, 'Annex 2.1 - Minutes of a meeting of IC dated 2 July 2012', pages 6 and 8 (emphasis 
added). 
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9.272. []. The investment recommendation for Cinven’s acquisition of the 
Amdipharm group stated: 

‘The primary growth levers for Amdipharm []’3210 

9.273. [].3211 

9.274. As these documents make clear, the investment thesis and business plan for 
the combined AMCo group were a continuation and expansion of the same 
strategy that the existing management of the Mercury Pharma group had 
already pursued – in particular under [AMCo Senior Employee 1]. Cinven 
has publicly stated that it cultivates an early relationship with portfolio 
company management so that ‘when the time comes we already have a 
strong affinity with the management team and are able to move quickly’.3212 

In its internal documents, Cinven noted that ‘the levers [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] has pulled on pricing etc. would be applicable to 
Amdipharm’.3213 The final recommendation for Cinven to acquire the Mercury 
Pharma and Amdipharm groups again emphasised that the ‘Mercury-
Amdipharm combination investment thesis’ was to: 

‘Drive growth in UK through optimisation of the Amdipharm UK portfolio 
in an identical manner to what Mercury have done in the last 2 years – 
a low risk value lever which we believe can deliver in excess of £20m of 
additional EBITDA under our ownership 

… 

… It should be noted that this is the same strategy that [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] and the team have successfully executed at Mercury’. 
[emphasis in original]’.3214 

9.275. On 13 November 2012 [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] gave a presentation to investors at a healthcare conference run 
by the Jefferies financial group. The presentation stated that a ‘key strategic 
element’ of the merger between Amdipharm and Mercury was that their 
‘Portfolio comprises low-cost, off-patent products which are not the main 
focus of healthcare cost reduction initiatives’. It went on to note: 
‘Pharmaceutical reimbursement contributed c.10% to the total NHS budget 

3210 Document LIO6490.4, 'Annex 2.2 - memorandum to the IC titled 'Amdipharm - initial investment 
recommendation' dated 9 July 2012', page 4. 
3211 Document LIO0250, ‘Ampule Confidential Information Memorandum_Draft_v08.pdf.pdf’, page 14. 
3212 Document PAD156, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2014', page 21 (emphasis added). 
3213 Document LIO6490.3, 'Annex 2.1 - Minutes of a meeting of IC dated 2 July 2012', page 2. 
3214 Document LIO6491.1, 'Annex 2.3 - minutes of a meeting of the IC dated 30 July 2012', pages 5 (emphasis 
added) and 36 (emphasis in original). 
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in 2012, so is not as material to overall healthcare spending as actual 
service provision, which is the primary focus of healthcare reform’.3215 

9.276. Both Cinven and AMCo group senior management therefore shared a 
common strategy from the outset of Cinven’s investment. In simple terms, 
this was to increase the prices of certain off-patent drugs where AMCo faced 
no or ineffective competition, and whose markets were small enough to 
avoid attention from the DHSC. 

9.277. Cinven’s investment case and strategy for the AMCo group therefore 
involved two key elements that, if implemented, would each amount to the 
exercise of decisive influence: 

a. The combining into a single group of two previously independent 
groups of companies, including installing a single management team at 
the top of that combined group which answered to Cinven. Only 
through exercising decisive influence over the Mercury Pharma and 
Amdipharm groups could this be achieved; and 

b. The adoption for the combined AMCo group of a business plan to be 
carried out by that management team, focussed on generating profit 
from the AMCo group’s portfolio of ‘off-patent, niche pharmaceuticals’. 
Again, only through exercising decisive influence over the AMCo group 
could Cinven have achieved this. 

'Through the ownership period' 

9.278. Throughout the period in which Cinven owns a portfolio company, it ensures 
that its investment strategy is implemented, including through operational 
input, appointing senior managers, and regular reporting. Cinven’s public 
documents state: ‘we do guarantee our operational input, which is targeted, 
systematic and on-going throughout the entire period of our ownership.’3216 

9.279. This was the case for the AMCo group during the Cinven Period. Cinven’s 
investment strategy was implemented immediately and throughout the 
Cinven Period through ongoing and systematic strategic and operational 
oversight. 

3215 Document 202401, AMCo conference presentation dated 13 November 2012, slides 11 and 14. 
3216 Document PAD156, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2014', page 24. As above, the term ‘Cinven’ ‘means, as the 
context requires, Cinven Group Limited, Cinven Partners LLP, Cinven (Luxco 1) S.A., Cinven Limited, Cinven 
Capital Management (V) General Partner Limited and their respective Associates (as defined in the Companies 
Act 2006), and/or funds managed or advised by any of the foregoing’. 
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9.280. Once the Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm acquisitions were complete, 
Cinven’s strategy was put into effect without delay. As explained in the 
sections that follow, Cinven immediately: 

a. appointed two ‘Investor Directors’ to the board of AML to exercise its 
rights as majority shareholder in the AMCo group and to oversee 
implementation of its strategy (see paragraphs 9.347 to 9.349 below); 

b. appointed key individuals to positions on the boards of numerous other 
AMCo group companies to further entrench its influence (see 
paragraphs 9.351 to 9.356 below); and 

c. put in place reporting lines to ensure the regular provision of strategic 
and operational information about the AMCo group’s performance, and 
used that information to direct the AMCo group’s conduct (see 
paragraphs 9.370 to 9.386 below). 

9.281. Immediately after acquiring the two groups, Cinven put in place a ‘100 day 
action plan’ which included integrating them and optimising senior 
management under a single team led by [AMCo Senior Employee 1], to 
oversee ‘UK portfolio optimisation: Price increases, De-branding, Cross-
selling’.3217 Such a 100 day action plan was what Cinven generally put in 
place when it made an investment, as its 2012 annual review explained: the 
plan ‘involves our Investment and Portfolio teams working closely with a 
company’s management team and expert consultancies to develop our 
strategy into a detailed business plan’.3218 This immediate, in-depth oversight 
of the AMCo group’s integration, management and strategy demonstrates 
that Cinven exercised decisive influence over its investment from the outset, 
in order to ensure its goals were achieved.  

9.282. The combined AMCo group prepared consolidated management accounts 
from January 2013 onwards, which were presented to Cinven by [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1].3219 

9.283. Once Cinven has invested, every portfolio company also develops a longer-
term ‘Value Creation Plan’ in conjunction with Cinven, looking at ‘all aspects 
of operational improvement, with a specific emphasis on Cinven’s areas of 

3217 Document LIO6537.69, ‘Review of investments and Valuations at 31 December 2012’, page 5. 
3218 Document LIO7766, Cinven 2012 annual review, page 28 (emphasis added). Pages 28-29 provide a case 
study of the activities of the Portfolio team in relation to another investment, CPA Global, including reorganising 
sales and marketing functions; developing technical plans for its software to reduce customer churn; and 
‘instituting a formal and robust long-term strategic planning process’. 
3219 See, for example, Document 200057, AMCo group January 2013 management accounts and CEO’s report. 
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functional expertise’.3220 Such a plan was also put in place for AMCo. In 
2014, Cinven noted that: 

‘AMCo continued to execute its Value Creation Plan, characterised by 
international expansion and strong growth … The size and geographic 
presence of the combined business has allowed Cinven and AMCo’s 
leadership team, to build a truly international platform in line with 
Cinven’s buy and build and internationalisation strategies … Cinven’s 
deep experience of executing complex mergers, operational 
improvement and acquisitive growth, has created a new force in the 
global pharmaceuticals industry’3221 

9.284. Throughout the Cinven Period, in addition to the ‘follow-on’ acquisitions 
(acquisitions by the AMCo group, financed in part by Cinven) that formed 
part of Cinven’s ‘buy and build’ strategy during the Cinven Period, under 
Cinven’s ownership the AMCo group also implemented Cinven’s strategy by 
leveraging the absence of competition and weak regulation of niche generic 
drugs to increase prices. Cinven oversaw this.3222 In fact, the ‘buy and build’ 
strategy went hand in hand with the strategy of exploiting niche generics. For 
example, slides for an AMCo group investor presentation noted that AMCo 
was looking ‘to replicate UK success’ overseas, stating: ‘[]’.3223 

9.285. Cinven therefore implemented its investment strategy by exercising decisive 
influence over the AMCo group’s business, including through adopting a 
100-day action plan and a Value Creation Plan, acquiring additional assets, 
appointing individuals to key positions on AMCo group boards, putting in 
place reporting lines to ensure it was able effectively to monitor its 
investment, and overseeing the AMCo group’s commercial conduct, 
ensuring that the AMCo group continued the strategy to focus on ‘niche 
drugs’. 

3220 Document PAD156, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2014', page 24. 
3221 Document PAD156, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2014', page 25. As above, the term ‘Cinven’ ‘means, as the 
context requires, Cinven Group Limited, Cinven Partners LLP, Cinven (Luxco 1) S.A., Cinven Limited, Cinven 
Capital Management (V) General Partner Limited and their respective Associates (as defined in the Companies 
Act 2006), and/or funds managed or advised by any of the foregoing’. 
3222 For example, on 5 August 2014 [Cinven Senior Employee 1] provided guidance to [AMCo Senior Employee 
1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 6], [], on a presentation they were to give to potential investors. In relation to a 
slide describing as an ‘AMCo core competence’ ‘Driving value from portfolio of niche drugs’, [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1] commented: ‘Whilst AMCo core competence is identifying and making the most of these niche 
products, clearly the most important thing is we have them in the first place’. The slides went on to note: ‘UK is a 
free priced market for generics, allows for price increases for the right products if you can spot the opportunity’. 
Document 202716, ‘AMCo overview’ slide pack August 2014, attached to Document 202715, email from [Cinven 
Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 5 August 2014, slides 2 
and 3. Document 202715, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo 
Senior Employee 6] dated 5 August 2014.
3223 Document 202716, ‘AMCo overview’ slide pack August 2014, attached to Document 202715, email from 
[Cinven Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 5 August 2014, 
slide 2. 
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Preparing for the 'ultimate exit' 

9.286. Finally, Cinven’s divestment of the AMCo group and its strategy and 
decisions in the run-up to that divestment demonstrate that it continued to 
explore and implement initiatives that continued its investment strategy for 
the AMCo group. Statements made by Cinven and AMCo group 
management when the divestment was announced demonstrate that the 
investment in the AMCo group had been successful and that Cinven had 
played a decisive role in that success.  

9.287. Cinven’s ‘AMCo exit paper’, prepared in February 2015, stated: 

‘We have worked with [] to help to define AMCo’s strategy … We 
have also identified the weaker areas of AMCo’s business and are 
working to address these 

… 

While M&A would allow us to address these matters more quickly, 
given it involves external parties, it remains somewhat outside of our 
control 

… 

We have a Cinven friendly SHA [shareholders’ agreement] in place, 
where we retain full control in exit (including information rights and 
controlling access to bidders) 

Management’s interests are largely aligned with ours, although a later 
sale would likely be the preferred option by most of the management as 
it would increase their likely capital gain … We are aware of 
management’s incentivisation and are continuing to monitor it closely. 
We have allowed the management team to meet a number of private 
equity funds’.3224 

9.288. The exit paper made clear that Cinven: 

a. Was able to ‘define AMCo’s strategy’; 

b. Considered that internal initiatives (not involving third parties) were 
subject to its ‘control’; 

3224 Document LIO6494.3, 'AMCo Exit Paper' dated 27 February 2015', pages 3, 11 and 13 (emphasis added). 
Compare to Document LIO6494.2, 'Q4 PRC Paper on Amco dated December 2014', page 2: ‘During Q4, we and 
management worked with McKinsey to help to define AMCo’s strategy and ensure the company is fully prepared 
to articulate the equity story for the next buyer.’ 
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c. Retained ‘full control in exit’; and 

d. Was aligned with AMCo group management on exit strategy (but need 
not be: it was Cinven that made the call on when divestment would take 
place). 

9.289. The paper also noted, under ‘Strategic initiatives’, that: 

‘In order to improve the attractiveness of AMCo on exit we are working 
on a number of business initiatives. [] ’.3225 

9.290. The exit paper therefore also made clear that the strategic business 
initiatives devised at the time of disposing of the AMCo group were []. 

9.291. Cinven succeeded in using its expertise to increase significantly the value of 
the AMCo group. Cinven bought the Mercury Pharma group for £465 million 
and the Amdipharm group for £367 million,3226 and sold the combined AMCo 
group three years later for £2.3 billion,3227 making a profit of £1.5 billion. Its 
(approximately three-year) investment ‘returned cash proceeds of 3.5x 
cost’.3228 In its own press release announcing the sale to Concordia 
International (now Advanz), Cinven described the combination of the two 
businesses as ‘transformative’ and emphasised its role in engineering it: 

‘Cinven created AMCo, which focuses on the sale of niche prescription 
off-patent products, in 2012 through the transformative merger of 
Mercury Pharma (‘Mercury’) and Amdipharm, both of which were 
acquired in bilateral transactions, in August and October 2012 
respectively’. 

9.292. [Cinven Senior Employee 1] commented: 

‘Cinven successfully created AMCo – through the combination of two 
businesses – as a result of bilateral transactions and our strong 
healthcare sector focus and track record. We saw an opportunity to 
create significant value through the consolidation of the relatively 
fragmented, off-patent, niche pharmaceuticals market and AMCo has 
certainly achieved that. We have worked closely with the highly capable 
management at AMCo, led by [AMCo Senior Employee 1], in further 
strengthening the senior team, internationalising the business, 

3225 Document LIO6494.3, 'AMCo Exit Paper' dated 27 February 2015', page 11 (emphasis added). 
3226 Document LIO7766, 'Cinven Annual Review 2012', page 9. 
3227 Concordia paid USD1.2 billion in cash, USD700 million in shares and USD220 million in additional payments 
relating to the AMCo group’s future performance, as well as assuming its debt. See Document PAD087, FT: 
'Cinven to sell AMCo to Concordia in £2.3bn deal’. 
3228 See Document PAD096, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2015', page 4. 
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executing and integrating several acquisitions as part of our “buy and 
build” strategy, and optimising AMCo’s capital structure in order to most 
effectively achieve growth’. 

9.293. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] stated: 

'Cinven has been instrumental in the growth and success of the AMCo 
business, starting with the initial combination of Mercury Pharma with 
Amdipharm which made us a truly international player. Subsequently, 
they have provided considerable assistance in areas including 
international expansion, through their Portfolio team in Asia and 
Europe; and expertise in M&A, and integration to ensure we generated 
the most upside quickly from the acquisitions we made. They have 
been first class in their understanding of the healthcare sector and the 
dynamics and drivers of our business’.3229 

9.294. The Times wrote: 

‘A private equity firm has made about £1.5 billion from buying and 
selling generic drug companies that exploit NHS rules to impose huge 
increases in the price of medicines 

… 

The combined strategy generated a massive profit for the private equity 
company when it sold AMCo last October in a deal valued at £2.3 
billion, including almost £1 billion debt – five times the value of its 
original investment. [Cinven Senior Employee 1], a partner in Cinven, 
said it was one of his most successful deals.’3230 

9.295. Cinven submitted that [].3231 However, as explained in paragraphs 9.57 to 
9.59 above, the European courts have limited the concept of a ‘pure financial 
investor’ (potentially lacking decisive influence) to ‘the case of an investor 
who holds shares in a company in order to make a profit, but who refrains 
from any involvement in its management and in its control’.3232 This was not 
the case with Cinven, as the documents discussed in this section 
demonstrate. In particular, case law shows that financial investors that 
actively engage with their portfolio companies to effect change – as Cinven 

3229 Document PAD066, Cinven: ‘AMCo 8 September 2015 Cinven to sell AMCo to Concordia Healthcare Corp' 
(emphasis added). 
3230 Document PAD157, The Times: ‘Firm’s £1.5bn drug profit is bitter pill for taxpayer’, June 2016 (emphasis 
added).
3231 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.1(b)(iv) and 12.79-12.85. 
3232 T-392/09 1. garantovaná a.s. v Commission, EU:T:2012:674, paragraph 52, citing the Opinion of Advocate 
General Kokott in C-97/08 Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:262. 
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did – are likely to exercise decisive influence over them.3233 For this reason 
the courts, the Commission and Member States’ national competition 
authorities have held parent companies focused on financial investment 
liable for infringements committed by their portfolio companies in numerous 
cases.3234 

9.296. In this case, Cinven’s ‘active’ and ‘engaged’ ownership;3235 its ‘targeted, 
systematic and on-going’ operational input;3236 its instigation of ‘the 
transformative merger’3237 of two corporate groups; its success in generating 
a very substantial profit drawing on its knowledge of the pharmaceutical 
sector and in particular its understanding of the opportunities presented by 
the ‘little jewellery boxes’ of ‘unloved’ niche generic drugs,3238 demonstrate 
that it was no pure financial investor in the AMCo group. In the Cinven 
Period Cinven combined the Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm groups and 
placed them under a single management team; it put in place a strategy and 
business plan and ensured these were implemented and regularly reported 
on; and its investment in the AMCo group was successful, with this success 
being attributable according to both [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] to Cinven’s active management of the AMCo group. 

9.297. For all these reasons, the CMA considers it appropriate to hold entities 
associated with Cinven liable for the 10mg Agreement during the Cinven 
Period and rejects Cinven’s submission that ‘[]’.3239 

ii. The roles of the Cinven Entities 

9.298. It is therefore clear that Cinven exercised decisive influence over the AMCo 
group. 

9.299. The law requires that liability for the infringement committed by the 
Amdipharm Companies is attributed to legal persons on whom fines may be 

3233 For example, T-395/09 Gigaset AG v Commission, EU:T:2014:23, paragraphs 37-38. 
3234 See, for example, T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, upheld in C-595/18 P Goldman 
Sachs v Commission; Commission decision in Lundbeck, upheld in T-471/13 Xellia Pharmaceuticals and 
Alpharma v Commission, EU:T:2016:460; Commission decision in Servier, upheld in T-705/14 Unichem v 
Commission, EU:T:2018:915 and T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, EU:T:2018:907; T-395/09 Gigaset AG v 
Commission, EU:T:2014:23; Dutch AGCM decisions in Meneba, Decisions 6306_20/217_OV (20 November 
2014) and 6306_20/259 (11 September 2015); District Court of Rotterdam judgment of 26 January 2017, 
NL:RBROT:2017:588. 
3235 Document PAD156, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2014', page 120. Document LIO7765, 'Cinven Annual Review 
2011', page 18. 
3236 Document PAD156, Cinven: 'Annual Review 2014', page 24. 
3237 Document PAD066, Cinven: ‘AMCo 8 September 2015 Cinven to sell AMCo to Concordia Healthcare Corp'. 
3238 Document PAD067, FT: 'Cinven accelerates into UK healthcare'. 
3239 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.3 and 12.86. 
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imposed.3240 The CMA must therefore identify the legal entities within Cinven 
to which liability for the 10mg Agreement can be attributed.3241 

9.300. Cinven bought the Amdipharm and Mercury Pharma groups, and sold the 
combined AMCo group, through the Fifth Cinven Fund. [].3242 []. 

9.301. []. 

Figure 9.2: [] 

[]. 

9.302. As this diagram shows, the structure of the fund was complex. Despite this 
complexity, however, for the purposes of this case there are three core 
entities and a handful of core individuals through which Cinven exercised 
decisive influence over the Amdipharm Companies: 

a. [].3243 []; 

b. [] 

c. []. 

9.303. Cinven MGP, Luxco 1 and Cinven Partners are together defined at 
paragraph 1.1 above as the Cinven Entities. 

9.304. Notwithstanding the complexity of the Fifth Cinven Fund, the Cinven Entities 
were structurally and – most importantly – personally connected: 

a. [].3244 

b. [].3245 []. 

3240 C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 54 to 57. 
3241 Cinven submitted that ‘[]’ (Document 204971, Cinven RSSO in Case 50395, paragraph 10.19. See also 
Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.40(f)). The CMA rejects this submission. It is clear 
from the contemporaneous evidence cited in the sections above that the Cinven private equity house exercised 
decisive influence over the Amdipharm Companies. In the following sections, the CMA has set out how that 
decisive influence was exercised through specific legal entities, as the law requires. 
3242 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 9.7. 
See also Document 200512, limited partnership agreement of Fifth Cinven Fund (No. 1) Limited Partnership, 
clause 4.1.3: ‘[]’.. 
3243 []. Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, 
paragraphs 9.4-9.5. See also Document 200512, limited partnership agreement of Fifth Cinven Fund (No. 1) 
Limited Partnership (annex 37 to Document 200471), recital (1), definitions and clauses 4.1.1 and 4.2. 
3244 Document LIO6497.1, Cinven Partners LLP Partnership Agreement dated 17 February 2012, clause 8. []. 
3245 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 
9.12. 
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[].3246 []. c. 

d. [].3247 

e. []. 

9.305. These connections ensured that the Cinven Entities acted as one in relation 
to the AMCo group investment.  

9.306. Cinven publicly emphasised that its ‘active ownership approach’ was 
‘underpinned’ by a ‘complete alignment’ between the interests of its 
Partners, fund entities such as Cinven MGP and Luxco 1 and portfolio 
companies such as the Amdipharm Companies. [] during the Cinven 
Period stated: 

‘there is a clear alignment of interests between investors, owners and
portfolio companies, focused on creating value through growing sales 
and EBITDA 

… 

Partnership alignment: 

Cinven is a collegial partnership … Our incentives and remuneration 
are directly linked to the performance of our portfolio companies and 
funds. This complete alignment with our investing interests underpins 
our active ownership approach’.3248 

9.307. Cinven described this as a ‘“one team” approach’ that it followed throughout 
the lifetime of an investment: 

This integrated, one team culture of trust and partnership lies at the 
heart of Cinven’s success. 

… 

Cinven is wholly owned by its 25 Partners. A widely-spread, single pot 
incentive structure reinforces the one team ethos. Incentives are 
directly aligned with the performance of our Portfolio companies and 
the returns to our investors’3249 

3246 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 
9.12. 
3247 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 
9.14. 
3248 Document LIO7765, 'Cinven Annual Review 2011', pages 4 and 7 (emphasis added). 
3249 Document LIO7765, 'Cinven Annual Review 2011', page 25 (emphasis added). 
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‘Ours is a ‘one-team’ approach.’3250 

9.308. Cinven submitted that [].3251 However, the CMA finds that the evidence 
shows that pursuant to this “one-team’ approach”, the interests of each of 
the Cinven Entities and the Amdipharm Companies were aligned in pursuit 
of their common strategy of exploiting the profit opportunities presented by 
niche generic drugs. 

9.309. Each of the Cinven Entities played a specific role in the AMCo group 
investment, and was able to and did actually exercise decisive influence over 
the Amdipharm Companies as will be explained in the sections that follow: 

a. []; 

b. [];  

c. []. 

9.310. [].3252 []. 

iii. The legal test for attributing liability to the Cinven Entities 

9.311. Before explaining the CMA’s legal analysis of the decisive influence 
exercised by each of the Cinven Entities, the CMA here responds to 
Cinven’s representations on the legal test. 

9.312. Cinven submitted that [].3253 

9.313. [].3254 

9.314. This submission is misdirected.  

9.315. The phrase ‘a specific economic aim on a long-term basis’ derives from the 
EU General Court’s description of an undertaking: 

‘Article [101] of the Treaty is aimed at economic units which consist of a 
unitary organisation of personal, tangible and intangible elements, 

3250 Document LIO7766, 'Cinven Annual Review 2012', page 7 (emphasis added). See also page 30: ‘Our 
interests are directly aligned with our Limited Partner investors and our portfolio companies, building value’ 
(emphasis added). 
3251 Document 204971, Cinven RSSO in Case 50395, paragraph 10.14(g). In responding to the SSO in this case 
Cinven referred to the CMA to its representations in Case 50395.
3252 Document 205931, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 2 December 2020. 
3253 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.1(a). Cinven repeated this argument in 
Document 204971, Cinven RSSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 10.4-10.8. In responding to the SSO in this case 
Cinven also referred to its representations in cases 50511-1 and 50511-2. These did not add new points to its 
arguments in documents 204970 and 204971.
3254 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.7-12.9. See also Document 203736, 
Cinven’s RSO, paragraphs 12.7-12.15. 
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which pursue a specific economic aim on a long-term basis and can 
contribute to the commission of an infringement of the kind referred to 
in that provision.’3255 

9.316. This is not, however, the legal test for attributing liability to parents. The 
assessment of whether a parent exercises decisive influence over a 
subsidiary turns on the organisational, economic and legal links between the 
two entities. A shared commercial policy may be inferred from the totality of 
such links. However, the test does not require a common economic aim in 
the sense of the parent’s influence over commercial conduct or that the 
parent and subsidiary are active in the same commercial sector.3256 This has 
been specifically confirmed in more recent caselaw. For example, in T-
399/09 Holding Slovenske v Commission the EU General Court rejected 
HSE’s argument that it could not be liable for an infringement committed by 
its subsidiary because it ‘never shared any single economic aim’ with its 
subsidiary.3257 The EU General Court held that: 

‘It can be seen from the reasoning of the latter judgment [T-112/05 
Akzo v Commission] … that, contrary to what the applicant appears to 
believe, the expression in question [‘a single economic aim on a long-
term basis’] cannot be understood as meaning that there must be an 
affinity between the business sectors in which the various legal persons 
making up an economic unit are active, nor even that the existence of a 
single economic unit is incompatible with the existence of an activity in 
several different, entirely unrelated, sectors’.3258 

9.317. Similarly, in Kendrion v Commission the Court of Justice followed the 
Opinion of the Advocate General, who noted that: 

‘It cannot follow from the fact that a wholly-owned subsidiary is 
acquired as a financial investment and that its activities are outside the 

3255 T-9/99 HFB v Commission, EU:T:2002:70, paragraph 54. See also T-11/89 Shell v Commission, paragraphs 
308-312. 
3256 T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, paragraph 347 and the cases cited. Durkan Holdings Limited v OFT [2011] 
CAT 6, paragraph 22; Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, 
EU:C:2009:262, paragraph 87, approved in C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 
73 to 74. 

3257 T-399/09 Holding Slovenske v Commission, EU:T:2013:647, paragraphs 44 and 46. 
3258 T-399/09 Holding Slovenske v Commission, EU:T:2013:647, paragraph 56 (emphasis added). See also 
paragraphs 49-50 and 54: ‘What is relevant is the question whether … the applicant, during the infringement 
period, exercised a decisive influence over its subsidiary, with the result that they could be considered as 
constituting, during that period, an economic unit. Contrary to the applicant’s submission, neither its alleged 
intention to sell its shareholding in [the subsidiary] to another investor nor the fact that the latter was active in an 
entirely different commercial sector from its own precludes the exercise of such decisive influence … the mere 
fact that the parent company and its subsidiary are active in different economic sectors, or even that the 
personnel of the parent company have no expertise in the specific commercial sector in which the subsidiary is 
active does not preclude the exercise of a decisive influence by the parent company over its subsidiary, even if 
the latter enjoyed a certain level of autonomy in the management of its business’. 
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sphere of the parent company’s normal operations that the two 
companies do not comprise the same undertaking. On the contrary: on 
the assumption that the purpose of an investment is to yield a return, it 
seems to me that, in order to ensure greater profitability from that 
investment, any parent company would have a strong incentive to 
exercise a decisive influence over its subsidiary’s commercial 
policy’.3259 

9.318. Where a parent company exercises decisive influence over a subsidiary it 
forms a single undertaking with that subsidiary. That is the legal test to be 
applied to the Cinven Entities’ relationship with the Amdipharm 
Companies.3260 

9.319. In any event, in this case not only can a shared commercial policy be 
inferred indirectly from the totality of the organisational, economic and legal 
links between the Cinven Entities and the Amdipharm Companies explained 
in the sections that follow; the evidence explained in the sections above 
directly shows that the Cinven Entities did share with the AMCo group a 
specific economic aim throughout the Cinven Period: to exploit the absence 
of regulation for niche generic drugs in order to extract high profits. That 
strategy was driven by Cinven. 

9.320. Cinven’s second submission was that [].3261 

9.321. The CMA rejects this submission. As explained in paragraph 9.37 above, it is 
clear that there is no exhaustive set of criteria or ‘checklist’ to be completed 
when considering parental liability.3262 Nor is any specific instruction from the 
parent required.3263 The CMA considers in detail in the sections that follow 
an extensive range of economic, organisational and legal links between the 
Cinven Entities and the Amdipharm Companies, many of which taken in 
themselves would be sufficient to establish the exercise of decisive influence 

3259 Opinion of Advocate General Sharpston in C-50/12 P Kendrion v Commission, EU:C:2013:350, paragraph 
54, followed in C-50/12 P, EU:C:2013:771. 
3260 See C-97/08 Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:536, paragraphs 58-59. 
3261 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.6, 12.7 and 12.10-12.14. See also Document 
203736, Cinven’s RSO, paragraphs 12.2, 12.33-12.48 and 12.50.
3262 See, for example, C-628/10 P Alliance One v Commission, EU:C:2012:479, paragraph 45: ‘In order to 
establish whether a subsidiary determines its conduct on the market independently, the Commission is, as a 
general rule, bound to take into consideration the economic, organisational and legal links which tie that 
subsidiary to the parent company, which may vary from case to case and cannot therefore be set out in an 
exhaustive list’; T-141/07 General Technic-Otis v Commission, paragraph 103. See also C-179/12 P Dow v 
Commission, EU:C:2013:605, paragraph 54 and the case law cited: ‘The Court of Justice has stipulated that 
account must be taken of all the relevant factors relating to the economic, organisational and legal links which tie 
the subsidiary to the parent company, which may vary from case to case and cannot therefore be set out in an 
exhaustive list’. 
3263 T-77/08 Dow v Commission, EU:T:2012:47, paragraph 77, upheld in C-179/12 P Dow v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:605. See also Durkan v Office of Fair Trading [2011] CAT 6, paragraph 22(b); C-155/14 P Evonik 
Degussa GmbH v Commission, EU:C:2016:446, paragraph 41, citing C-293/13 P Del Monte v Commission, 
EU:C:2015:416, paragraphs 96-97. 
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(for example, the evidence that Cinven MGP edited and approved the AMCo 
group budget).3264 The evidence all points in the same direction. 

iv. Liability of Cinven MGP 

9.322. Cinven MGP exercised decisive influence over the Amdipharm Companies 
throughout the Cinven Period, as a result of the legal, organisational and 
economic links between Cinven MGP and the Amdipharm Companies: 

a. Cinven MGP had the ability to exercise decisive influence over the 
Amdipharm Companies: 

i. [].3265 The CMA therefore concludes, on the basis of the Akzo 
presumption, that AML exercised decisive influence over the 
Amdipharm Companies. The parties have not disputed this and 
the Akzo presumption has therefore not been rebutted.3266 

ii. Cinven MGP had the ability to exercise decisive influence over 
AML (and through AML, over each of AML’s wholly-owned 
subsidiaries, including the Amdipharm Companies) through its: (i) 
control of Cinven’s majority shareholding and voting rights in AML; 
and (ii) control of Cinven’s rights (including veto rights) under an 
AML shareholders’ agreement.3267 

b. Cinven MGP did actually exercise decisive influence over the 
Amdipharm Companies by: 

i. exercising Cinven’s rights under that shareholders’ agreement, 
including to appoint (and remove) directors to the boards of AML 
and other AMCo group companies, to approve the AMCo group 
budget and specified matters such as material transactions, and 
to obtain strategic and operational information about the AMCo 
group’s performance; and 

ii. overseeing the AMCo group’s commercial conduct as its 
management sought to implement the strategy of increasing the 

3264 The mere holding of a veto right over certain strategic commercial decisions (such as the adoption of a 
business plan or budget) can in itself confer decisive influence: C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, 
EC:C:2017:21, paragraphs 63-67. 
3265 Document 200479, structure chart of the Mercury Pharma group as at 31 August 2012; Document 200480, 
structure chart of the Amdipharm group as at 31 October 2012; and Document 200481, structure chart of the 
Amdipharm Mercury combined group; Document 200260, structure chart as of 16 December 2013; Document 
200261, structure chart as of 13 January 2015; and Document 200519, structure chart of the Fifth Cinven Fund.
3266 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.4: ‘The Cinven [Entities] do not contest the 
decisive influence that AML held over its subsidiaries within the AMCo Group.’ 
3267 As explained below, the shareholders in AML were []. Cinven MGP controlled those [], had exclusive 
authority to act on their behalf, and exercised their rights as shareholders in AML. 
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prices of niche generic drugs that Cinven and the AMCo group 
shared. 

Cinven MGP had the ability to exercise decisive influence over the Amdipharm 
Companies 

Cinven MGP’s control of Cinven’s majority shareholding and voting rights in AML 

9.323. Cinven MGP controlled a majority of the shares and voting rights in AML 
[].3268 

9.324. The shareholders in AML were [] legal entities: [].3269 [].3270 Cinven 
MGP had exclusive authority to make investment and management 
decisions for the Cinven Limited Partnerships.3271 This made Cinven MGP 
equivalent to a majority shareholder in AML and the de facto holder [] over 
AML and, through it, the Amdipharm Companies, deriving from that 
shareholding.3272 

9.325. The stakes of the other shareholders were fragmented and none of them 
held any rights other than those typically granted to minority 
shareholders.3273 

9.326. [].3274 

3268 According to the structure charts submitted by Cinven and AMCo (Document 200479, structure chart of the 
Mercury Pharma group as at 31 August 2012; Document 200480, structure chart of the Amdipharm group as at 
31 October 2012; and Document 200481, structure chart of the Amdipharm Mercury combined group; Document 
200260, structure chart as of 16 December 2013; Document 200261, structure chart as of 13 January 2015; and 
Document 200519, structure chart of the Fifth Cinven Fund) [] (Cinven MGP’s stake at that point can be seen 
in Document 200519, structure chart of the Fifth Cinven Fund). See Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 1.8. 
3269 []. 
3270 []. 
3271 []. 
3272 The EU Court of Justice has confirmed that decisive influence can be exercised by a legal entity that holds 
the voting rights in a subsidiary (without necessarily holding the shares): C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v 
Commission, paragraphs 29-36, upholding T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraphs 
50 to 52. Elsewhere, the courts have held that ownership is one, but not the only or a necessary reason for a 
finding of decisive influence. For example, in C-293/13 P Fresh Del Monte v Commission, EU:C:2014:2439, AG 
Kokott noted that the principles of decisive influence ‘can also easily be applied to the case of a partnership’ 
rather than a ‘parent company-subsidiary relationship in the traditional sense’, and that ‘All the parties to the 
proceedings were in agreement on this point, and the General Court likewise rightly took that premiss as its 
starting point’ (paragraph 75). The EU Court of Justice followed this Opinion: C-293/13 P Fresh Del Monte v 
Commission, EU:C:2015:416, paragraphs 79-80. 
3273 []. Document 200480, structure chart of the Amdipharm group as at 31 October 2012; Document 200481, 
structure chart of the Amdipharm Mercury combined group; and Document 200519, structure chart of the Fifth 
Cinven Fund. 
3274 Document 200484, Articles of Association of Amdipharm Mercury Limited, clause 4.3.1(a) and 4.3.2(a). [].  
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9.327. [].3275 [] 3276 this meant that in practice Cinven MGP controlled the 
majority of voting rights in AML and no other shareholder could block any 
shareholder decisions Cinven MGP wanted to make in relation to AML, and 
therefore the Amdipharm Companies. 

9.328. Cinven MGP’s control of Cinven’s majority shareholding and voting rights in 
AML therefore enabled Cinven MGP to exercise decisive influence over 
AML, and in particular over AML’s and the Amdipharm Companies’ market 
conduct.3277 

9.329. [].3278 [].3279 

9.330. The CMA nonetheless concludes that Cinven MGP was equivalent to a 
majority shareholder and that it is an appropriate entity to hold liable for the 
Infringement committed by the Amdipharm Companies [].3280 [].3281 

Cinven MGP’s control of Cinven’s rights under the AML shareholders’ agreement 

9.331. During the Cinven Period, the relationship between the shareholders in AML 
was governed by a shareholders’ agreement (the ‘AML Shareholders’ 
Agreement’).3282 

9.332. The AML Shareholders’ Agreement gave the Cinven Limited Partnerships 
important rights over AML and over the Amdipharm Companies (both 
directly, where rights explicitly referred to the AMCo group, and indirectly, 
through AML as the 100% owner of the Amdipharm Companies). These 
rights were controlled by Cinven MGP because: 

3275 Document LIO3727.1, Cinven’s response to question 1 of the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 July 2017. 
[] (Document LIO3100, CCM Pharma Limited Register of Members and Share Ledger dated 28 September 
2012; Document LIO3104, Amdipharm Mercury Limited Register of Members and Share Ledger dated 1 May 
2014; and Document LIO3105, Concordia International (Jersey) Limited Register of Members and Share Ledger 
dated 28 October 2016).
3276 Document LIO3727.1, Cinven’s response to question 1 of the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 July 2017. 
Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s s.26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraphs 9.3-9.5 and 
9.7, and clause 4.1.1 of the Cinven Limited Partnerships’ limited partnership agreements (for example, Document 
200512, limited partnership agreement of Fifth Cinven Fund (No. 1) Limited Partnership). 

3277 As explained in section 9.A.II.b.ii above, the EU General Court has held that ‘It is generally the case that if a 
parent company holds a majority interest in the subsidiary’s share capital, that can enable it actually to exercise 
decisive influence on its subsidiary and, in particular, on the subsidiary’s market conduct’. T-132/07 Fuji Electric 
Co. Ltd v Commission, EU:T:2011:344, paragraph 182; T-104/13 Toshiba v Commission, EU:T:2015:610, 
paragraph 96. 
3278 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.11 and 12.16 and footnote 685. Cinven 
repeated these arguments in Document 204971, Cinven RSSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 10.11-10.12.
3279 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, footnote 696. 
3280 Document LIO3727.1, Cinven’s response to question 1 of the CMA’s s.26 notice dated 11 July 2017; 
Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s s.26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraphs 9.3-9.5 and 
9.7. 
3281 []. 
3282 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement. [] (Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the 
CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 3.1). 
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a. []. 

[].3283 [].3284 b. 

9.333. [].3285 [].3286 

9.334. []: 

a. [] 3287 ([]).3288 [].  

b. [].3289 

c. [].3290 

9.335. [].3291 ([].3292)   

9.336. These rights in themselves gave Cinven MGP the ability to exercise decisive 
influence over AML, whose board set the strategic direction for its wholly-
owned subsidiaries, including the Amdipharm Companies3293 – and over all 
its subsidiaries, including the Amdipharm Companies.3294 As explained in 
paragraph 9.287 above, during the Cinven Period Cinven described the AML 
Shareholders’ Agreement as ‘a Cinven friendly SHA [shareholders’ 
agreement] … where we retain full control’. 3295 

9.337. []:3296 

3283 []. 
3284 []. 
3285 []. 
3286 []. 
3287 []. 
3288 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 9.1.1.  
3289 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 9.3.1. 
3290 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 9.4.1. 
3291 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 9.2. 
3292 Document 200107, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others 11 April 
2014: ‘[]’. 
3293 Document PAD004, AMCo’s ‘Annual Review 2013’, page 16: ‘The strategic direction of the AMCo group is 
set by the board of its ultimate parent company Amdipharm Mercury Limited’. 
3294 As explained above, the EU General Court has held that: ‘the ability to decide upon the composition of the 
board of directors of a company constitutes an objective factor which determines, in itself, whether it is possible 
to control the decisions that may be adopted by the board and, therefore, by the company concerned. The board 
of directors constitutes, by definition, the body responsible for administering and representing the company.’ T-
419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraph 91 (emphasis added). Upheld in C-595/18 P 
Goldman Sachs v Commission. 
3295 Document LIO6494.3, 'AMCo Exit Paper' dated 27 February 2015', pages 3 and 13. 
3296 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clauses 5.2, 6.1 and Schedule 7 Part A. Compare C-
623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, in which Toshiba’s veto rights over the joint venture’s material 
investments, capital participation in or acquisition of a company or other business, and the provision of loans to 
subsidiary companies were relevant factors in the court’s finding that it exercised decisive influence (paragraphs 
71 to 72 of the judgment). 
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a. [].3297 

b. []. 

c. []. 

d. []. 

e. [].3298 

9.338. [].3299 []. 

9.339. [],3300 [].3301 []: 

a. []; 

[].3302 b. 

9.340. [].3303 [].3304 

9.341. [].3305 [].3306 

9.342. [],3307 [] Cinven MGP, [] effectively had control of strategic 
commercial decisions with respect to the entire AMCo group (and therefore 
the Amdipharm Companies) [].3308 []. 

9.343. [].3309 []: 

[].3310 a. 

[].3311 b. 

[].3312 c. 

3297 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 5.2. 
3298 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 6.1 and Schedule 7 Part A. 
3299 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clauses 6.1 and 1.1. 
3300 []. 
3301 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 6. 
3302 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 9.10 and Schedule 11. 
3303 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 6 and Schedule 7 Parts B and C. 
3304 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clause 9.2.1.  
3305 []. 
3306 []. 
3307 []. 
3308 Compare T-543/08 RWE v Commission, EU:T:2014:627, paragraphs 30 to 32; T-64/06 FLS Plast A/S v 
Commission, EU:T:2012:102, paragraph 47 (upheld in C-243/12 P FLS Plast A/S v Commission, 
EU:C:2014:2006). 
3309 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, clauses 5.1 and 5.4. 
3310 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, Schedule 6 Part A, paragraph 2.1. 
3311 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, Schedule 6 Part A, paragraph 1.  
3312 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, Schedule 6 Part A, paragraph 3.  
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[].3313 d. 

[].3314 e. 

9.344. These information rights ensured that Cinven MGP was able to intervene to 
protect its investment whenever necessary. 

9.345. Cinven MGP’s control of [] gave it the ability to exercise decisive influence 
over AML, and over each of its subsidiaries (including the Amdipharm 
Companies). 

Cinven MGP did actually exercise decisive influence over the Amdipharm 
Companies 

9.346. []. 

Cinven MGP exercised the right to appoint (and remove) directors to the boards of 
AML and other AMCo group companies 

9.347. Cinven MGP exercised the right to appoint directors to AML’s board (and to 
remove the one director it did not appoint). 

9.348. Cinven MGP [] appointed two Investor Directors to exercise the Majority 
Investors’ rights under the AML Shareholders’ Agreement: [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior Employee 2]. [Cinven Senior Employee 
1] is a Cinven Partner and [].3315 [Cinven Senior Employee 2] is a member 
of Cinven’s healthcare sector team, [].3316 

9.349. The Investor Directors sat on the board of AML throughout the Cinven 
Period.3317 

9.350. Between 31 October 2012 and 30 July 2014, [] also sat on the AML board 
[]. On 30 July 2014, having been asked by [Cinven Senior Employee 1] to 
leave, he resigned as a director of AML.3318 

3313 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, Schedule 6 Part B, paragraph 5.  
3314 Document 200482, AML Shareholders’ Agreement, Schedule 6 Part A, paragraph 4.3. 
3315 Document PAD082, Cinven: '[Cinven Senior Employee 1]'.  
3316 Document PAD076, Cinven: '[Cinven Senior Employee 2]'.  
3317 Document LIO3122, List of AML directors between 31 August 2012 and 21 October 2015; Document 
LIO3727.1, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 July 2017; clarification in respect of 
[Cinven Senior Employee 2] in Document 200547, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 
November 2016, paragraph 7.2(a).  
3318 Document 200107, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and others 11 April 
2014: ‘[Cinven Senior Employee 1] has now asked [] to leave the Board’. 
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9.351. For the rest of the Cinven Period (31 July 2014 to 20 October 2015) the 
board of AML was composed entirely of directors appointed by Cinven MGP. 
[]3319 [].3320 [].3321 

9.352. [].3322 Cinven MGP therefore exercised decisive influence over AML, and 
through AML over the Amdipharm Companies, ‘through its prevailing 
presence on [AML]’s Board of Directors’.3323 The AMCo group executive 
management, including [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [] did not sit on the 
AML board but reported to it. The board of AML met at least once every 
quarter, with additional meetings held as necessary to discuss specific points 
such as group restructurings, share transfers to AMCo group managers and 
the sale of the AMCo group to Concordia Healthcare Corporation (now 
Advanz).3324 

9.353. []. These directors were influential individuals whose appointment to 
multiple companies throughout the AMCo group served further to entrench 
Cinven MGP’s decisive influence: 

a. In addition to their positions as Investor Directors on the board of AML, 
[Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior Employee 2] were also 
appointed to the boards of 13 and 20 other AMCo group companies 
(both holding companies and operating companies) respectively during 
the Cinven Period.3325 For [Cinven Senior Employee 2], this included 
the board of Amdipharm International Holdings Limited, the holding 

3319 Document 200547, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 November 2016, paragraph 
7.1. 
3320 Document 200547, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 November 2016, response to 
question 5. Documents 200558, 200559 and 200560, engagement letters dated 6 July 2012, 24 September 2012 
and 5 November 2012.   
3321 Document 200547, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 November 2016, paragraph 
7.1.  
3322 Cinven told the CMA that its Investor Directors ‘each had a number of other functions (unrelated to the AMCo 
Group)’ and ‘estimate that no more than 10-15% of their time was devoted to activities relating to the AMCo 
Group’: Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 
3.12. As explained above, the presence on the subsidiary’s board of directors of individuals who also hold 
managerial posts within the parent constitutes an organisational link between the two entities. The facts that 
these individuals may simultaneously be directors of many other companies, and may not be involved in day-to-
day operations, are not inconsistent with a finding that this link enables the exercise of decisive influence. Even 
where one such individual was simultaneously a board member of around 40 other companies, and was not 
‘hands-on’, instead receiving mainly reports on finance and ‘major moves’ from the relevant subsidiary’s 
managing director around three times a year, that did not prevent the individual from ‘dealing fairly intensively 
with’ the relevant subsidiary, or contributing to the finding that the parent exercised decisive influence. T-64/06 
FLS Plast A/S v Commission, EU:T:2012:102, paragraphs 53 to 60; upheld in C-243/12 P FLS Plast A/S v 
Commission, EU:C:2014:2006. 
3323 Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), paragraph 3017, upheld on appeal 
in T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, EU:T:2018:915, paragraphs 69-89. Currently on appeal to the Court of 
Justice: C-166/19 P. The General Court noted that ‘the position of member of the board of directors of a company 
entails by its very nature legal responsibility for the activities of the company as a whole, including its conduct on 
the market’ (paragraph 77 and caselaw cited). Compare Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 
Lundbeck, in which the fact that AL Industrier AS had the right to appoint six out of 9 members of its subsidiary’s 
board was a relevant factor in the Commission’s decision to hold it liable (paragraph 1283). 
3324 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 3.4. 
3325 Document LIO3122, List of AML directors between 31 August 2012 and 21 October 2015. 
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company of the Amdipharm group and 100% parent of two of the 
Amdipharm Companies (Amdipharm UK Limited and Amdipharm 
Limited). Both [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior 
Employee 2] were also appointed to the board of Mercury Pharma 
Group Limited, the immediate 100% parent of the other Amdipharm 
Company, Amdipharm Mercury Company Limited (now Advanz 
Pharma Services (UK) Limited). The Investor Directors, in addition to 
sitting on the board of AML, therefore sat on the board of the immediate 
100% parent of the company that employed the AMCo group 
management including [AMCo Senior Employee 1], (see section 
9.B.III.c above). 

b. [] senior Cinven Partners individuals were seconded from Cinven 
Partners and appointed by Cinven MGP to the boards of various AMCo 
group companies. For example: 

i. [Cinven Senior Employee 4], [] and a member during the 
Cinven Period of Cinven Partners’ Executive Committee, 
Investment Committee and Portfolio Review Committee, was a 
director of Mercury Pharma Group Limited from the start of the 
Cinven Period until 21 March 2014. He also sat on the boards of 
the three immediate 100% parents of Mercury Pharma Group 
Limited until 25 September 2013.3326 

ii. [Cinven Senior Employee 3], [] employed during the Cinven 
Period by Cinven Partners, was appointed as a director of 
Mercury Pharma Group Limited from December 2014 until the 
end of the Cinven Period.3327 

9.354. Through the appointment of these individuals to key companies in the AMCo 
group, Cinven MGP consolidated its decisive influence over the Amdipharm 
Companies. As board members, they had legal responsibility for the 
activities of the companies to which they were appointed, including their 
conduct on the market.3328 As explained in section 9.B.III.d.vi below, each of 
these individuals played an important role in devising and implementing 
Cinven’s strategy for the AMCo group, contributing in particular to the 
recommendations to acquire and combine the Mercury and Amdipharm 
groups; for the combined AMCo group to make follow-on acquisitions; and 
for the Fifth Cinven Fund to divest the AMCo group. 

3326 Document 200531, list of directors appointed to Mercury Pharma Group Limited. 
3327 Document 200531, list of directors appointed to Mercury Pharma Group Limited.  
3328 T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, EU:T:2018:915, paragraph 77 and caselaw cited. 
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9.355. Cinven MGP also appointed non-executive directors supplied by the [] to 
the boards of several other companies in the AMCo group.3329 

9.356. This ‘accumulation of posts’ on the AML board and the boards of AMCo 
group companies enabled Cinven MGP to ensure that the AMCo group’s 
conduct was consistent with Cinven’s strategy.3330 

9.357. [].3331 []. 

9.358. [].3332 [].  

9.359. [].3333 []: it is not necessary for Cinven MGP’s appointee directors to be 
closely involved in day-to-day business for their presence to constitute a 
personal and organisational link enabling the exercise of decisive influence. 

Cinven MGP exercised [] veto rights 

9.360. Cinven MGP’s exercise [] – in particular, over the AMCo group budget – 
are in themselves sufficient to demonstrate that it exercised decisive 
influence over AML and the Amdipharm Companies.3334 

9.361. As explained in paragraph 9.42 above, where a parent holds a veto right and 
attends meetings at which it could veto decisions, that amounts (in law and 
as a matter of economic reality) to exercising its right, since its approval is a 
prerequisite.3335 Even where decisions are taken by the subsidiary’s 
management, ‘the fact that the parent company or its representatives must 
approve those proposals and therefore has the right to reject them is, in fact, 
evidence of a decisive influence’.3336 The contemporaneous evidence shows 
that Cinven MGP exercised the veto rights it controlled in this way. 

The AMCo group budget 

9.362. As explained above, Cinven MGP, [], controlled a veto right over the 
AMCo group budget: it was to be submitted to the Investor Directors 

3329 Document LIO3122, List of AML directors between 31 August 2012 and 21 October 2015. 
3330 Compare T-132/07 Fuji Electric Co. Ltd v Commission, EU:T:2011:344, paragraph 184.  
3331 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.25-12.26. 
3332 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.26. 
3333 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.26. 
3334 Compare C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraphs 63 to 67. 
3335 Compare C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraph 73: ‘the holder of a right of veto over 
certain decisions of an undertaking must necessarily be consulted before the adoption of any decisions which it is 
capable of vetoing and must approve those decisions’. 
3336 T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraph 114 and caselaw cited, upheld in C-
595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission. See also T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, paragraph 350 (currently on 
appeal to the Court of Justice: C-197/19 P). 
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appointed by Cinven MGP [] and AMCo group management were required 
to incorporate any amendments they made to it.  

9.363. [].3337 The documentary evidence shows that [Cinven Senior Employee 1] 
and [Cinven Senior Employee 2] (the Investor Directors appointed by Cinven 
MGP) reviewed drafts of that budget in detail and made edits prior to 
approving it. For example, in relation to the 2014 budget: 

a. An email exchange relating to the minutes of an AMCo group investor 
meeting in August 2013 – attended by the Investor Directors – includes 
a record of detailed discussions of the draft 2014 budget and the 
timeframe for approval: ‘Budget/Planning … [AMCo Employee] [] to 
present initial planning timetable to Cinven by 9th August. Suggestions 
[]’.  These minutes show that the Investor Directors were involved, 
on an ongoing basis, in the preparation of the AMCo group’s budget 
and business plan.3338 The ‘Numbers presented to Cinven in 
September’ 2013 included not only the figures for the 2014 budget but 
also projections for the 2015 and 2016 budgets.3339 

b. On 29 November 2013 [] [AMCo Senior Employee 6], emailed the 
Investor Directors: ‘Thanks again for your approval of our 2014 budget 
proposal’. [AMCo Senior Employee 6] listed a number of ‘follow up 
items’ relating to the details of AMCo’s business, on which [Cinven 
Senior Employee 1] commented. [AMCo Senior Employee 6] asked: 
‘Can you please let me know in what format, level of detail, etc. you 
would like to get our final budget?’ [Cinven Senior Employee 1] replied: 
‘The presentation you gave us is fine, but it would be good to get the 
full underlying Excel in as much detail as you have it’.3340 [Cinven 
Senior Employee 1] later followed up to ask ‘when we might be able to 
get the excel model for the plan’.3341 [AMCo Senior Employee 6] then 
sent the Investor Directors a revised budget pack for 2014;3342 and 
separately the underlying Excel file.3343 These emails demonstrate that 
the Investor Directors were closely involved in preparation of the AMCo 

3337 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 
3.14. 
3338 Document LIO0314, email between [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo 
Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 1 August 2013. 
3339 Document 202568, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to AMCo staff dated 3 December 2013. 
3340 Document 202585, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 2 December 
2013. 
3341 Document 202586, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 13 
December 2013. 
3342 Document 202585, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 6] to [Cinven Senior Employee 1] dated 13 
December 2013. 
3343 Document 202586, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 6] to [Cinven Senior Employee 1] dated 17 
December 2013. 
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budget, not only in its final form but in draft, and that they expected to 
review AMCo’s proposals in detail. 

c. Indeed, the Investor Directors requested detailed edits to the draft 
budget. In an email enclosing draft slides relating to the 2014 budget, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 6] noted, ‘[w]e have now included support 
slides and included various commentaries. Most of the data requests 
that [Cinven Senior Employee 1] has asked for (the pricing table is still 
missing but we will get that done on Monday morning)’.3344 

d. Ahead of a meeting to discuss the draft budget, [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1] asked detailed questions: ‘Thanks for the preview of the 
budget document. Below are some things it would be good if we can 
cover on Thursday … RWM FY benefit of £[]: I am surprised it is as 
high as this given we have had 8 months benefit in 2013. Is that 
because UK sales have risen so much? I don’t understand the 
contingency. It is down as [] on p4 and p9, but as a higher number 
on p24. Can you reconcile? I don’t understand R&D capitalisation: it is 
down as [] on 4 and p28 but as [] on p31 (is the difference the fact 
[]’.3345 [] responded to each of these questions, stating that 
clarifications would be provided at the meeting and noting in particular 
that [Cinven Senior Employee 1] had identified some errors in the draft 
document: ‘We took the full year impact, but obviously this is not 
correct in a bridge format. RWM now reduced to [] and the balance 
captured under []’. [] stated: ‘We will send the updated budget 
deck shortly, now including the ASP table. Looking forward to discuss 
the budget in more detail with you on Thursday.’3346 

e. Following this process, the Investor Directors attended an AML board 
meeting at [].3347 

9.364. The Investor Directors could at any time have vetoed the budget. Their 
approval of the budget, and close involvement in its preparation, 
demonstrates in itself that Cinven MGP, which appointed them and acted 
through them [], exercised decisive influence over AML, and through AML 
over the Amdipharm Companies.3348 Not only would the AMCo group’s 

3344 Document LIO0375, email between [AMCo Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 22 
November 2013.  
3345 Document LIO0755, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] dated 25 November 2013. 
3346 Document LIO0755, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 6] to [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] dated 26 November 2013.
3347 Document 200498, minutes of AML board meeting dated 29 January 2014. 
3348 Compare C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraphs 63 to 67. As explained below, the 
question of ‘decisive influence’ for the purposes of merger control, referred to at this point in Toshiba, is closely 
related to the question of decisive influence for the purposes of attributing liability for antitrust infringements. 
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management not have been able to pass a budget without the Investor 
Directors’ approval, the Investor Directors were also deeply involved in the 
preparation of that budget and their proposals were all followed.  

9.365. [].3349 [].3350 []. 

Investor Consent 

9.366. The obligation for a subsidiary to engage in prior consultation with its parent 
or to obtain its prior approval is a strong indication that the parent actually 
exercises decisive influence over its subsidiary. In particular, in a situation 
where the parent must approve its subsidiary’s proposals, the fact that the 
subsidiary is required to obtain that approval and therefore the parent 
company has the right to refuse to give it is evidence of a decisive 
influence.3351 

9.367. []’.3352 

9.368. Cinven MGP exercised this right in practice. For example: 

[].3353 a. 

[].3354 b. 

9.369. [].3355 [].3356 

Cinven MGP exercised the Cinven Limited Partnerships’ rights to obtain strategic 
and operational information about the AMCo group’s performance 

9.370. A flow of information between a parent and its subsidiary and, a fortiori, an 
obligation to report to the parent, also constitutes an indication of the 
exercise of control over the subsidiary’s decisions. Such information and 
reports show organisational links between the parent and its subsidiary and 

3349 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.24. 
3350 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.37. 
3351 T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, paragraph 345 (currently on appeal to the Court of Justice: C-197/19 P) and 
the caselaw cited. 
3352 Document 200018, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to AMCo staff dated 2 December 2013. 
3353 Document 200500, minutes of AML board meeting dated 23 September 2014, item 6.5: ‘The Chairman noted 
that all the requisite internal approvals had been given including those under the shareholders’ agreement to 
which the Company [AML] is subject.’ 
3354 Document 200503, Investor Director Consent annexed to minutes of AML board meeting dated 15 October 
2015. 
3355 Document 200496, minutes of AML board meeting dated 27 June 2013, item 6. 
3356 Document 200502, minutes of AML board meeting dated 25 February 2015, paragraph 5: ‘The chairman 
reported that Investor Consent (as defined in the Articles) had been provided in order to waive the requirement 
for an Investor Director to be present in order to form a valid quorum’; Document 200503, minutes of AML board 
meeting dated 20 August 2015, item 2. 
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allow the parent to monitor and control the activities of its subsidiary in order 
to take specific measures in relation to it.3357 

9.371. [].  

9.372. []: 

[].3358 a. 

[].3359 []. b. 

[].3360 c. 

[].3361 d. 

[].3362 e. 

9.373. The provision of this information to Cinven MGP is an indication that Cinven 
MGP exercised decisive influence over the decisions taken by the AMCo 
group’s executives.3363 [].3364 

3357 T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, paragraph 351 (currently on appeal to the Court of Justice: C-197/19 P) and 
the caselaw cited. 
3358 Document 200496, Minutes of AML board meeting 29 April 2013: ‘It was noted that the March 2013 
management accounts pack (the ‘Pack’) had been circulated to the Board prior to the Meeting and reviewed in 
detail. [Cinven Senior Employee 2] also requested that [AMCo Employee] add a line to page 10 of the Pack 
demonstrating the net debt to EBITDA ratio’. See also the minutes of the meeting on 16 November 2012 
(Document 200495, minutes of AML board meetings), at which [Cinven Senior Employee 2] led the discussion on 
the restructuring and refinancing of the group following the acquisition of the Amdipharm group, and on various 
proposals for potential acquisitions. [Cinven Senior Employee 2] and [Cinven Senior Employee 1] both attended a 
meeting (Document 200497, minutes of AML board meeting dated 30 October 2013) at which items discussed 
included: the company’s financial performance and trading from Q3 2013; the September 2013 finance and 
Amdipharm management accounts pack; the implications of a new PPRS agreement for pricing; new UK product 
launches and international trading conditions; and acquisitions and potential future targets. 
3359 Document 200506, minutes of AMCo investor meeting dated 28 May 2013; Document 200507, minutes of 
AMCo investor meeting dated 27 June 2013. See also Document 200508, Document 200509, minutes of AMCo 
investor meetings; Document 200510, minutes of Mercury Pharma Group Limited management meeting dated 19 
December 2013. 
3360 Document 200547, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 November 2016, paragraph 
6.2.  
3361 Document 200547 Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 November 2016 paragraph 
6.3.  
3362 Document 200547, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 November 2016, paragraph 
6.4.  
3363 The Court of Justice has held that the provision by a subsidiary to a parent of information on the 
implementation of strategic and commercial plans is an indication that the parent exercised control over the 
decisions drawn up and executed by the subsidiary’s executives: C-90/09 P General Química v Commission, 
EU:C:2011:21, paragraphs 104 to 107. Compare Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril 
(Servier), in which the parent’s monitoring of its subsidiary’s financial performance was a relevant factor in the 
attribution of liability (paragraph 3019), upheld on appeal in T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, EU:T:2018:915, 
paragraphs 69-89.
3364 See, for example, Document 200504 and Document 200505, board minutes of Cinven MGP in which Cinven 
MGP considered and approved follow-on acquisitions on the basis of briefings given by the Investor Directors 
and other Cinven staff, and Investment Committee recommendations. 
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9.374. [].3365 [].  

9.375. [].3366 [].3367 

9.376. [].3368 [].3369 [].3370 The Court of Justice has recently confirmed that 
the existence of directors’ duties to their company does not preclude their 
acting as a link through which a parent exercises decisive influence over that 
company.3371 

Cinven MGP oversaw the AMCo group’s commercial conduct and strategy 

9.377. As explained at paragraph 9.35 above, decisive influence does not require 
influence on a subsidiary’s commercial conduct: this is not the only factor 
that is relevant.3372 However, where such influence can be demonstrated 
(whether indirectly, from the totality of the economic, legal and organisational 
links between the parent and subsidiary,3373 or directly from positive 
evidence of a shared commercial strategy) that is strong evidence of 
decisive influence.3374 In particular, influence over ‘the company’s 
commercial policy in the broadest sense’,3375 and over strategic commercial 
decisions such as whether its business activities shall be expanded or down-
sized, whether investments or acquisitions shall be made and whether it 
shall be sold and for what price, can be particularly important.3376 

3365 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.29. 
3366 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.20-12.31. 
3367 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.34. 
3368 Cinven also noted that the AML Shareholders’ Agreement also gave these information rights to [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1], as minority shareholder in AML (Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 
12.32). However, as a minority shareholder [Waymade Senior Employee 1], did not have comparable rights to 
Cinven MGP to act on the information received. The provision of the same information to Cinven MGP and to 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1], therefore conferred decisive influence on Cinven MGP but not on [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1].  
3369 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.34(c) (emphasis added). 
3370 See, e.g., T-395/09 Gigaset AG v Commission, EU:T:2014:23. 
3371 C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraphs 77, 94-95 and 100. 
3372 See further, for example, Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), 
confirming that decisive influence does not depend only on influence over commercial policy stricto sensu, but 
can include influence over strategy (paragraph 3032), upheld on appeal in T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, 
EU:T:2018:915, paragraphs 69-89.
3373 T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, paragraph 347 (currently on appeal to the Court of Justice: C-197/19 P) and 
the cases cited. 
3374 Durkan Holdings Limited v OFT [2011] CAT 6, paragraph 22; Akzo Nobel, EU:C:2009:356, paragraphs 73-
74, approving the Opinion of Advocate General Kokott, EU:C:2009:262, paragraph 87. See also T-24/05 Alliance 
One & Others v Commission, EU:T:2010:453, paragraph 170; and Holding Slovenske, EU:T:2013:647, 
paragraph 32.
3375 Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-293/13 Del Monte, EU:C:2014:2439, paragraph 89 (followed by the 
Court of Justice). 
3376 Power Cables, paragraph 779. The courts have therefore rejected the argument that ‘residual control over 
“strategic decisions” and financial supervision are not enough to found a conclusion that [a parent] actually 
exercised control over its subsidiary’: T-64/06 FLS Plast A/S v Commission, EU:T:2012:102, paragraph 47; 
upheld in C-243/12 P FLS Plast A/S v Commission, EU:C:2014:2006. 
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9.378. The contemporaneous evidence demonstrates that Cinven MGP exercised 
decisive influence over the AMCo group’s commercial conduct and strategy 
(and therefore that of the Amdipharm Companies). 

9.379. The board of AML, which Cinven MGP controlled, set the strategic direction 
for its wholly-owned subsidiaries, including the Amdipharm Companies.3377 

As explained in section 9.B.III.c above, the AMCo group’s executive 
management – including [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] – were not directors of or 
employed by AML but by Advanz Pharma Services (UK) Limited (formerly 
Amdipharm Mercury Company Limited), its wholly-owned subsidiary. They 
regularly reported to the AML board.3378 

9.380. As explained in section 9.B.III.d.i above, Cinven acquired the Mercury and 
Amdipharm groups in pursuit of a strategy to exploit the fact that ‘[]’.3379 

9.381. The Investor Directors oversaw implementation of that strategy. For 
example: 

a. A presentation to lenders was delivered jointly by Mercury Pharma 
group management and the Investor Director [Cinven Senior Employee 
2] in September 2012, demonstrating [Cinven Senior Employee 2]’s 
endorsement of that strategy outwardly towards the group’s lenders. 
This presentation noted that [].3380 

b. Following correspondence between [Cinven Senior Employee 3], 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1], [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven 
Senior Employee 2] on the scope of the non-compete obligation to 
apply to Waymade following the Amdipharm sale, [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1] followed up: ‘Btw If there is anything you want him 
[[Waymade Senior Employee 1]] to do with Amdi’s portfolio post-signing 
(eg de-brand XYZ so we have a few months before you start raising 
prices) you should feel free to ask him direct of course’.3381 [Cinven 

3377 Document PAD004, AMCo’s ‘Annual Review 2013’, page 16: ‘The strategic direction of the AMCo group is 
set by the board of its ultimate parent company Amdipharm Mercury Limited’. 
3378 See, eg, Document 200496, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 29 April 2013; 
Document 200497, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 30 October 2013; Document 
200498, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 29 January 2014; Document 200500, 
minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 31 July 2014; Document 200501, minutes of 
Amdipharm Mercury Limited board meeting dated 5 November 2014; Document 200501, minutes of Amdipharm 
Mercury Limited board meeting dated 27 January 2015; Document 200502, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury 
Limited board meeting dated 24 April 2015; Document 200503, minutes of Amdipharm Mercury Limited board 
meeting dated 22 July 2015. 
3379 Document LIO6490.3, 'Annex 2.1 - Minutes of a meeting of IC dated 2 July 2012', page 3. 
3380 Document LIO0231, Project Glacier Lenders Presentation, slides 10, 11 and 27. 
3381 Document 202327, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior 
Employee 3] dated 12 October 2012. 
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Senior Employee 1] therefore suggested that the Amdipharm group 
begin de-branding products after signing, so as to leave some time 
before AMCo began increasing prices in the Amdipharm portfolio. 

c. The Investor Directors were even involved in formulating the AMCo 
group’s strategy for managing negative press attention as a result of 
such price increases. An email discussion regarding the minutes of an 
AMCo group investor meeting in August 2013 notes ‘Recent press 
coverage’, and states, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] / [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1] to discuss media handling with PR company’.3382 

9.382. In fact, the evidence shows that in making day-to-day commercial decisions, 
the AMCo group’s management felt under considerable pressure to achieve 
the forecasts agreed with the Investor Directors by implementing that 
strategy. 

9.383. In mid-2013, AMCo group management []: 

a. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] explained that ‘[t]he key to our comms with 
Cinven is to have a clearly presented and reasonable (if risky) plan to 
fill the gap. Talking to [Cinven Senior Employee 1]] today with no 
substance behind our plans will not be wise’. Later that day, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] stated: ‘I have spoken to [Cinven Senior Employee 
1] and he is expecting to receive something from us today and for us to 
have a detailed discussion on Tuesday morning about what we are 
going to do’. AMCo group senior management considered options such 
as [].3383 

b. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] then emailed a set of slides to [Cinven 
Senior Employee 1], saying: ‘[]. If there is anything I can help to 
explain over the weekend feel free to ask’. 

c. Later, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] told colleagues, ‘I have just had a 
call with [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and there is a discussion to be 

3382 Document LIO0314, email between [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo 
Employee] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 1 August 2013. 
3383 Document LIO0259, email between [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo 
Employee] dated 24 May 2013 and Document LIO0260, email between [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo Employee] dated 24 May 2013. Compare Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in 
Case 39.612 Perindopril (Servier), in which the subsidiary Matrix’s board minutes showed that an employee of its 
parent Mylan had ‘informed Matrix’s Board of “Mylan’s expectations of Matrix in the coming quarters” and advised 
the Management “to frame strategies to meet such expectations”’ – a relevant factor in the Commission’s 
attribution of liability to Mylan (paragraph 3035). Upheld on appeal in T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, 
EU:T:2018:907, paragraphs 344-361 (currently on appeal to the Court of Justice: C-197/19 P). 
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had to do with the principals [sic] of what we do about []’. [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] considered [],”’.3384 

d. In response, AMCo group staff put together detailed plans for []. 
When these were sent to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], he noted that 
‘[o]ne of the big issues that our Cinven friends have is []. They are 
considering whether we may want to accept []’.3385 

e. AMCo group senior management were of course aware []. 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee], noted that ‘[]’. [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] replied: ‘the point that you make in your first sentence is 
very valid. That will be the topic of conversation at today’s investor 
meeting … []’.3386 

9.384. []: 

‘[]’. 

9.385. [].3387 

9.386. The evidence therefore shows that the AMCo group’s executive 
management, [], felt it necessary to alter the business’s commercial 
conduct in order to avoid the prospect that the Investor Directors to whom 
they reported would step in and make changes to ensure that the strategy 
they shared was successful. This is evidence that Cinven MGP, through 
those Investor Directors, exercised decisive influence over AML, and through 
AML over the Amdipharm Companies. 

9.387. [].3388 The CMA considers that this contemporaneous evidence from 
senior managers at AMCo, [], speaks for itself. 

9.388. The CMA therefore concludes, on the basis of the totality of organisational, 
legal and economic links between Cinven MGP and the Amdipharm 
Companies considered above (many of which in themselves would suffice), 
that Cinven MGP exercised decisive influence over the Amdipharm 
Companies during the Cinven Period. 

3384 Document LIO0264, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 
8], [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Employee] and [Amdipharm Senior Employee], dated 25 May 2013. 
3385 Document LIO0275, email from [AMCo Employee] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 27 May 2013. 
3386 Document LIO0277, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 28 May 
2013. 
3387 Document LIO0340, email between [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo 
Employee] dated 22 September 2013; Document LIO0342, email between [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo 
Senior Employee 4] and [AMCo Employee] dated 22 September 2013; and Document LIO0348, email between 
[AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Employee] dated 23 September 2013.
3388 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.35, 12.40 and 12.41. 
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v. Liability of Luxco 1 

9.389. [].3389 Luxco 1 therefore had the ability to exercise decisive influence over 
Cinven MGP, and the Akzo presumption that it did in fact exercise such 
decisive influence applies. 

9.390. Cinven submitted that the [].3390 

9.391. The CMA does not consider that the evidence adduced by Cinven suffices to 
rebut the Akzo presumption. 

9.392. First, it is settled case law that establishing decisive influence does not 
require proof of intervention in a subsidiary’s commercial conduct or policy. A 
parent may exercise decisive influence over a subsidiary even where it does 
not make use of any actual rights to determine its conduct, and refrains from 
giving any specific instructions or guidelines to its subsidiary.3391 For this 
reason the courts have consistently rejected attempts to rebut the Akzo 
presumption on the basis that the parent is not involved in the business of 
the subsidiary. For example: 

a. In Stichting Gosselin, the Court of Justice reversed the General Court’s 
conclusion that the parent company had succeeded in rebutting the 
Akzo presumption. The facts that the parent company’s only influence 
on its subsidiary was through its voting rights and no meeting of 
shareholders was held were not sufficient to prove that the parent and 
its subsidiary did not form an economic unit.3392 

b. Similarly, in Team Relocations, an assertion that the subsidiary had 
managerial autonomy failed to rebut the Akzo presumption.3393 

c. In Del Monte, the Court of Justice noted that ‘the fact that Del Monte 
was legally precluded from involvement in the management of 
Weichert’s day-to-day business and that its veto rights did not allow it, 
inter alia, to impose a particular budget does not mean that Del Monte 
was precluded altogether from being able to exert decisive include over 
Weichert’s conduct on the relevant market’.3394 

3389 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 
9.11, and Document 200519, structure chart of the Fifth Cinven Fund. 
3390 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.42-12.43. 
3391 T-77/08 Dow v Commission, EU:T:2012:47, paragraph 77, upheld in C-179/12 P Dow v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:605. See also Durkan v Office of Fair Trading [2011] CAT 6, paragraph 22(b). See also C-155/14 P 
Evonik Degussa GmbH v Commission, EU:C:2016:446, paragraph 41, citing Del Monte, EU:C:2015:416, 
paragraphs 96 and 97. 
3392 C-440/11 Commission v Stichting Administratiekantoor Portielje, EU:C:2013:514, paragraphs 62-68. 
3393 T-204/08 Team Relocations v Commission, EU:T:2011:286, paragraph 152. 
3394 C-293/13 P Del Monte v Commission, EU:C:2015:416, paragraph 88. 
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9.393. Secondly, [].3395 [].3396 

9.394. The CMA therefore concludes, on the basis of the Akzo presumption, that 
Luxco 1 exercised decisive influence over Cinven MGP and, through Cinven 
MGP, over the Amdipharm Companies throughout the Cinven Period. 

vi. Liability of Cinven Partners 

9.395. In identifying the legal entities that exercised decisive influence over the 
Amdipharm Companies during the Cinven Period, the CMA also finds that 
Cinven Partners did so, and that liability for the infringement committed by 
AMCo should be attributed to it. [].3397 

9.396. Formally, [].3398 

9.397. As a matter of economic reality, however, Cinven Partners’ role in the AMCo 
group investment was in practice far more significant than the contractual 
terms of its appointment would suggest.3399 

9.398. The CMA concludes that as a matter of economic reality, Cinven Partners – 
as well as Cinven MGP and Luxco 1 – exercised decisive influence over the 
Amdipharm Companies and formed an economic unit for the purpose of the 
10mg Agreement with the Amdipharm Companies, Cinven MGP and Luxco 
1, in particular through the personal links between those legal entities. In 
particular, the common strategy they pursued, of exploiting the absence of 
effective regulation for niche generic drugs, was devised and overseen by 
Cinven Partners staff and is attributable to Cinven Partners. 

9.399. In making this finding, the CMA draws on established principles of the law on 
attribution of liability, which the CMA explains here before setting out below 
how they apply.3400 

9.400. As explained in paragraph 9.34 above, when attributing liability the ‘principal 
question’ is whether one entity exercises decisive influence over the other in 
practice, since ‘if it were to be established … that … [one entity] did in fact 
exercise decisive influence over the conduct of [the other], that would 

3395 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.42-12.43. 
3396 Compare C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraphs 63 to 67 and 73; T-682/14 Mylan v 
Commission, paragraphs 345 and 350 (currently on appeal to the Court of Justice: C-197/19 P) and the caselaw 
cited; T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, EU:T:2018:445, paragraph 114 (upheld in C-595/18 P Goldman 
Sachs v Commission) and caselaw cited. 
3397 []. 
3398 Document 200523, investment advisory agreement, clause 2.4. 
3399 []. 
3400 []. 
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necessarily imply that they were in a position to do so’.3401 The test focuses 
on substance over form. For example, in C-440/11 Stichting Gosselin 
Advocate General Kokott stated: 

‘the decisive factor is ultimately economic reality, since competition law 
is guided not by technicalities, but by the actual conduct of 
undertakings’ 

9.401. It is therefore ‘of decisive importance, leaving aside all the formal 
deliberations on company law, to examine the actual effects of the personal 
links between [the relevant entities] on everyday business activities’.3402 

9.402. The Court of Justice followed the Advocate General, holding that: 

‘the fact that a finding that the author of the infringement and its holding 
entity form an economic unit does not necessarily presuppose the 
adoption of formal decisions by statutory organs and that, on the 
contrary, that unit may also have an informal basis, consisting inter alia 
in personal links between the legal entities comprising such an 
economic unit.’3403 

9.403. The CMA is therefore entitled to rely, as an objective factor, on Cinven 
Partners’ level of representation on AMCo group company boards in order to 
show that Cinven Partners was in a position to, and did in fact, exercise 
decisive influence over the Amdipharm Companies.3404 

9.404. As explained in section 9.A.II.b.ii above, the European courts have held that 
decisive influence may be demonstrated by the presence of parent 
representatives on the subsidiary’s board (‘even though member(s) of the 
parent company who take on managerial functions within the subsidiary do 
not have authority as agents of the parent company’): 

‘Such an accumulation of posts necessarily places the parent company 
in a position to have a decisive influence on its subsidiary’s market 
conduct since it enables members of the parent company’s board to 

3401 T-24/05 Alliance One and Others v Commission, EU:T:2010:453, paragraphs 165 to 167, upheld in C-628/10 
P and C-14/11 P Alliance One and Others v Commission, EU:C:2012:479. See also T-104/13 Toshiba Corp. v 
European Commission, EU:T:2015:610, paragraph 95; and C-172/12 P EI du Pont de Nemours v Commission, 
EU:C:2013:601, paragraph 44; and T-541/08 Sasol v Commission, EU:T:2014:628, paragraph 43. 
3402 Opinion of Advocate General Kokott in C-440/11 Commission v Stichting Administratiekantoor Portielje, 
EU:C:2012:763, paragraphs 71 to 76.
3403 C-440/11 Commission v Stichting Administratiekantoor Portielje and Gosselin Group NV, EU:C:2013:514, 
paragraphs 66 to 68. Compare C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraph 46. See also 
Joined cases C-293/13 P and C-294/13 P Fresh Del Monte Produce v Commission and Commission / Fresh Del 
Monte Produce, EU:C:2015:416, paragraph 76. 
3404 T-419/14 Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraph 109, upheld in C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v 
Commission. 
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ensure, while carrying out their managerial functions within the 
subsidiary, that the subsidiary’s course of conduct on the market is 
consistent with the line laid down at management level by the parent 
company’.3405 

9.405. An ‘accumulation of posts’ in the sense of overlapping, simultaneous roles 
with parent and subsidiary is not required in order to demonstrate the 
exercise of decisive influence. Such influence may also be demonstrated by 
informal personal links between parent and subsidiary.3406 

9.406. Where individuals ‘had previously acted at a high management level within 
[the parent] and subsequently returned to it’, they ‘necessarily had thorough 
knowledge of [the parent’s] policy and its commercial objectives and were in 
a position to cause the [subsidiary’s] policy and [the parent’s] interests to 
converge’. This is the case ‘even if they had not retained contractual links 
with [the parent] and were no longer under its direct authority’.3407 For 
example, in Goldman Sachs the Court of Justice upheld the General Court 
and Commission’s findings that Goldman Sachs exercised decisive influence 
over its fund’s portfolio company Prysmian in part through the personal links 
Goldman Sachs had with two ‘independent’ non-executive directors on 
Prysmian’s board, who were not directors, officers, employees or managers 
of Goldman Sachs. Their personal links to Goldman Sachs consisted of 
‘previous advisory services’ and ‘consultancy agreements’. Notwithstanding 
Goldman Sachs’ arguments that these links were subject to the directors’ 
duties of independence and to Prysmian’s confirmation to regulatory 
authorities that it considered them independent, the Court of Justice held 
that: 

‘The relevance of such personal links lies in the fact that they may 
suggest that a person, although active for a given company, actually 

3405 T-132/07 Fuji Electric Co. Ltd v Commission, EU:T:2011:344, paragraph 184. See also T-682/14 Mylan v 
Commission, EU:T:2018:907, paragraphs 354-355.  
3406 C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraphs 93-95. The Court of Justice has held that even the 
presence of a single parent company representative on the board of the subsidiary can be a relevant factor 
among others conferring the ability to exercise decisive influence: ‘it is in no way necessary for the accumulation 
of posts within both the parent company and the subsidiary to concern more than one individual in order to 
constitute one indication among others of that capacity’. C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, 
paragraph 76. Compare C-90/09 P General Química v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 106: ‘[the 
subsidiary’s] sole director designated by [the parent] constituted, as a result of his consistent pattern of 
behaviour, a link between those two companies, by which the information concerning sales, production and 
financial results were communicated to [the parent]’. 
3407 C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraph 15. As explained in section 9.A.II.b.ii above, 
the Court of Justice found the exercise of decisive influence by a parent on the basis of (among other factors) the 
appointment to the subsidiary of individuals who had previously acted at a high management level within the 
parent, and who subsequently returned to it. The Court of Justice upheld the General Court’s finding in T-104/13 
Toshiba v Commission, EU:T:2015:610. The relevant factors are summarised in paragraphs 14-17 of the Court of 
Justice’s judgment. The quotation relating to contractual links is from paragraph 116 of the General Court 
judgment. 
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pursues, in view of his or her links with another company, the interests 
of the latter. That may also be the case were a person who sits on the 
board of directors of a company is connected to another company by 
means of ‘previous advisory services’ or ‘consultancy agreements’, as 
the General Court noted in paragraph 106 of the judgment under 
appeal.’3408 

9.407. The principles established in these cases apply to the individuals appointed 
by Cinven MGP to AMCo group roles: the Investor Directors [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior Employee 2], and the additional directors 
[Cinven Senior Employee 4] and [Cinven Senior Employee 3] (see 
paragraphs 9.348 and 9.353 above). Each of these individuals was 
seconded from Cinven Partners to perform his role in the AMCo group. 
Together, these Cinven Partners individuals enabled Cinven Partners to 
ensure that the AMCo group’s conduct was consistent with the strategy set 
by Cinven Partners.3409 

9.408. In making this finding, the CMA has also had regard to the European 
Commission’s Consolidated Jurisdictional Notice under Regulation 139/2004 
(the ‘EU Jurisdictional Notice’), which states: 

‘The investment company usually exercises control by means of the 
organisational structure, e.g. by controlling the general partner of fund 
partnerships, or by contractual arrangements, such as advisory 
agreements, or by a combination of both. This may be the case even if 
the investment company itself does not own the company acting as a 
general partner, but their shares are held by natural persons (who may 
be linked to the investment company) or by a trust.’3410 

9.409. This passage of the EU Jurisdictional Notice concerns the issue of whether 
an investment company acquires ‘control’ for the purposes of the European 
merger control regime. This is a different issue from attributing liability for 
antitrust infringements. 

9.410. However, the point of principle set out in the EU Jurisdictional Notice is 
relevant to the present case. The concept of ‘control’ in merger control refers 
to the possibility of exercising decisive influence on an undertaking.3411 While 
it relates to a different regime, that is clearly a related concept to the 
question of whether a parent exercises decisive influence over a subsidiary 
for the purposes of attributing liability. For example, in the Toshiba case, the 

3408 C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraphs 89 and 93-95. 
3409 []. 
3410 EU Jurisdictional Notice, paragraph 15. 
3411 Article 3(2) of Regulation 139/2004. 
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parties accepted that the EU Jurisdictional Notice was relevant to the 
question of decisive influence for attribution of liability.3412 The CMA must 
therefore have regard to the EU Jurisdictional Notice by virtue of section 
60A(3) of the Act.3413 

9.411. The EU Jurisdictional Notice goes on to state: 

‘Contractual arrangements with the investment company, in particular 
advisory agreements, will become even more important if the general 
partner does not have any own resources and personnel for the 
management of the portfolio companies, but only constitutes a 
company structure whose acts are performed by persons linked to the 
investment company. In these circumstances, the investment company 
normally acquires indirect control within the meaning of Article 3(1)(b) 
and 3(3)(b) of the Merger Regulation, and has the power to exercise 
the rights which are directly held by the investment fund.’3414 

9.412. [].3415 

9.413. All of the Cinven individuals appointed to the AMCo group were appointed by 
Cinven MGP and their actions are attributable to Cinven MGP, as explained 
above. However, their actions are also attributable to Cinven Partners. In 
particular, and as further set out in the sections that follow: 

a. They were all members or employees of Cinven Partners [].3416 

b. They set Cinven’s strategy for its investment in the AMCo group in their 
capacity as Cinven Partners staff – before they were appointed to AML 
and AMCo group companies by Cinven MGP. 

c. Cinven Partners oversaw the implementation of that strategy through 
those individuals, who were seconded from Cinven Partners to serve 
on the boards of AML and AMCo group companies and acted not only 

3412 C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraph 67. See also the General Court judgment, 
paragraphs 107 to 111: the EU Jurisdictional Notice’s ‘relevance to the present case is not disputed by the 
parties’. 
3413 []. 
3414 EU Jurisdictional Notice, paragraph 15. 
3415 The natural persons who ultimately controlled 100% of the shares of Cinven MGP (through their ownership of 
Luxco 1) were persons linked to Cinven Partners. Specifically, Luxco 1 was owned by three current and one 
former partner within the Cinven group of advisory companies, which includes Cinven Partners: Document 
200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, paragraph 9.14. Paragraph 
15 of the EU Jurisdictional Notice specifically refers to the general partner being owned by ‘natural persons (who 
may be linked to the investment company)’ as being relevant to the question of control. 
3416 Cinven has confirmed that ‘All of the individuals involved with the investment [in the AMCo group] were either 
members of or employed by Cinven Partners’, which was the only entity that paid their remuneration. Document 
LIO6537.310, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2018, paragraphs 1.2, 8.4 and 
9.2. 
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for Cinven MGP/Luxco 1 and the AMCo group boards on which they 
served, but also for Cinven Partners, in pursuit of their common 
strategy and interests.  

d. Through those individuals, Cinven Partners drove the decision to divest 
the AMCo group. They returned to Cinven Partners when the sale 
completed. 

9.414. The decisive influence that Cinven MGP (and Luxco 1 through Cinven MGP) 
exercised over the Amdipharm Companies through those individuals is 
therefore equally attributable to Cinven Partners. 

The Investor Directors and other key individuals appointed to AMCo group company 
boards were Cinven Partners staff 

9.415. As explained in section 9.B.III.d.iv above, Cinven MGP [] to appoint 
directors to key AMCo group company boards. In particular, Cinven MGP 
appointed: 

a. Two Investor Directors, [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven 
Senior Employee 2], to the board of AML, the Amdipharm Companies’ 
ultimate 100% owner. The Investor Directors exercised the rights of the 
Majority Investors, including to edit and approve the AMCo group 
budget. The AMCo group executive management, including [] [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1], did not sit on the AML board but reported to it; 

b. [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior Employee 2] to the 
boards of 13 and 20 other AMCo group companies respectively; and 

c. Two other senior individuals, [Cinven Senior Employee 4] and [Cinven 
Senior Employee 3], to the boards of Mercury Pharma Group Limited, 
the immediate 100% parent of the company that employed the AMCo 
group management including [AMCo Senior Employee 1], []. [Cinven 
Senior Employee 4] was also appointed to the boards of the three 
immediate 100% parents of Mercury Pharma Group Limited. 

9.416. These individuals were all partners or employees of Cinven Partners during 
the Cinven Period. Cinven has confirmed that ‘[a]ll of the individuals involved 
with the investment [in the AMCo Group] were either members of or 
employed by Cinven Partners LLP’:3417 

3417 Document LIO6537.310, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2018, paragraphs 
1.2, 8.4 and 9.2. 
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a. [Cinven Senior Employee 1] has been a Cinven Partner [] and 
[].3418 [] took over the role of Cinven Limited in February 2012.3419 

He was an LLP Member of Cinven Partners [].3420 

b. [Cinven Senior Employee 2] is now a Cinven Partner []. He is a 
member of Cinven’s healthcare sector team, [].3421 During the Cinven 
Period, he was employed as a [].3422 He was an LLP Member of 
Cinven Partners [].3423 

c. [Cinven Senior Employee 4] is []. He joined Cinven [] and is 
‘[]’.3424 [].3425 []. He was [] he transferred to become [].3426 

d. [Cinven Senior Employee 3] is described as a ‘Partner’ on Cinven’s 
website. He was employed by Cinven Partners during the Cinven 
Period. He joined Cinven [] and is a member of its healthcare sector 
team.3427 

9.417. These individuals were seconded from Cinven Partners to their roles in the 
AMCo group [].3428 [].3429 

9.418. As Cinven Partners staff, the actions of these individuals are attributable to 
Cinven Partners: 

a. The CAT has confirmed that an employee ‘will typically be part of the 
undertaking that employs him or her’ and that the acts of employees 
can be attributed to their employer.3430 All that is required is that the 
employee is authorised generally to act on the employer’s behalf – i.e. 
that he or she act within the powers given to him or her by their 

3418 Document PAD082, Cinven: ‘[Cinven Senior Employee 1]’. 
3419 Document LIO6490.5, ‘[Cinven Senior Employee1]’s partner letter dated 17 February 2012'. 
3420 According to Companies House. 
3421 Document PAD076, Cinven: ‘[Cinven Senior Employee 2]’. 
3422 Document 200471, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 October 2016, footnote 20. 
3423 According to Companies House. 
3424 Document PAD058, Cinven: ‘[Cinven Senior Employee 4]'.  
3425 Document PAD059, 'Cinven appoints [].’  
3426 According to Companies House. 
3427 Document PAD077, Cinven: ‘[Cinven Senior Employee 3]'.  
3428 []. 
3429 Document LIO6537.310, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2018, paragraphs 
8.4 and 9.2. 
3430 Sainsbury’s v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, paragraph 358. See also Tesco v OFT [2012] CAT 31, paragraph 
62 and the cases cited: ‘Since an undertaking comprising a body corporate can only act through the individuals 
employed by it, the acts or conduct of an undertaking are inevitably performed by those individuals. It follows that 
any act by any employee could, potentially, lead to an infringement attributable to their corporate employer, with 
whom they comprise the same undertaking’. 
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employment.3431 [];3432 [].3433 The actions of [Cinven Senior 
Employee 2] and [Cinven Senior Employee 3], as Cinven Partners 
employees with contractual obligations to act on behalf of Cinven 
Partners during the Cinven Period, are therefore attributable to Cinven 
Partners. 

b. The actions of [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior 
Employee 4], as LLP members of Cinven Partners during the Cinven 
Period, are also attributable to Cinven Partners: 

[].3434 i. 

ii. The Court of Justice has held that: ‘for Article 101 TFEU to apply, 
it is not necessary for there to have been action by, or even 
knowledge on the part of, the partners or principal managers of 
the undertaking concerned; action by a person who is authorised 
to act on behalf of the undertaking suffices’.3435 Not only were 
both [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior Employee 4] 
LLP members of Cinven Partners; they were also ‘Authorised 
Signatories’ of Cinven Partners,3436 with ‘[]’.3437 They 
(particularly [Cinven Senior Employee 4], as [] towards the end 
of the Cinven Period) were equivalent to directors, a position 
which ‘entails by its very nature legal responsibility for the 
activities of the company [or in this case, partnership] as a 
whole’.3438 

iii. Further, the members of an LLP such as Cinven Partners are 
deemed in law to be agents of the LLP.3439 The European courts 
have held that ‘where an agent works for his principal, he can in 
principle be regarded as an auxiliary organ forming an integral 
part of the latter’s undertaking and bound to carry out the 

3431 See e.g. C-100/80 Musique Diffusion v Commission, paragraphs 97-98; C-40/73 Suiker Unie v Commission, 
paragraphs 539 and 542; C-68/12 Slovenska sporitelna v Commission, paragraph 25; T-588/08 Dole v 
Commission, paragraphs 581-582; T-56/99 Marlines v Commission, paragraph 60. See also the CMA’s 
Paroxetine decision, paragraph 9.19. 
3432 []. 
3433 []. 
3434 Document LIO6497.1, ‘Cinven Partners LLP Partnership Agreement dated 17 February 2012', clause 13.1.2. 
3435 C-68/12 Slovenská sporiteľňa, EU:C:2013:71, paragraph 25; and Joined cases C-100/80 to 103/80 Musique 
Diffusion française and Others v Commission, EU:C:1983:158, paragraph 97 (see also T-588/08 Dole v 
Commission, EU:T:2013:130, paragraph 581). Although action by principal managers is therefore not required, 
where it is present this is a strong factor establishing liability of the undertaking they manage.
3436 Document LIO7764, Cinven’s response to question 3 of the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 6 November 
2018. 
3437 []. 
3438 T-705/14 Unichem v Commission, paragraph 77. See also T-77/92 Parker Pen v Commission, paragraphs 
78-82. 
3439 Section 6(1) of the Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2000 states that: ‘Every member of a limited liability 
partnership is the agent of the limited liability partnership’. 
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principal’s instructions and thus, like a commercial employee, 
forms an economic unit with his undertaking’.3440 The CMA finds, 
on the basis of the evidence set out in this section, that [Cinven 
Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior Employee 4] were acting 
for Cinven Partners (as well as the AMCo group boards on which 
they sat) in administering the AMCo group investment.3441 

Cinven Partners set the strategy for the AMCo group investment through those 
individuals 

9.419. As explained in paragraph 9.52 above, the EU General Court has held that it 
is not necessary for the purposes of demonstrating the exercise of decisive 
influence that the parent have control over day-to-day operations; rather, 
what counts is ‘influence over the general strategy which defines the 
orientation of the undertaking’.3442 

9.420. As explained in section 9.B.III.d.i above, Cinven’s strategy for its investments 
in the Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm groups, and their combination to 
create the AMCo group, was to exploit ‘niche formulations’ where ‘the 
competitive forces may not work to suppress prices’ and which ‘are typically 
below the radar’ of the DHSC and NHS.3443 Bringing the Mercury Pharma 
and Amdipharm groups together in pursuit of this strategy was designed to 
secure Cinven’s longer-term objective of increasing the value of both groups 
for sale. 

9.421. Cinven’s strategy – and especially its implementation through a merged 
group under the management of [AMCo Senior Employee 1], Mercury 
Pharma’s existing CEO with extensive experience of this business model – 
is attributable to Cinven Partners. It was devised by individuals acting in their 
capacity as Cinven Partners staff: 

a. The investment recommendation for Cinven’s acquisition of the 
Mercury Pharma group, discussed at paragraphs 9.270 to 9.271 above, 
which explained that the ‘investment attraction’ of the Mercury Pharma 
group was its ability to exploit the absence of effective regulation for 
niche generic drugs and increase prices while remaining ‘below the 
radar’ of authorities, and also the plan to bring Mercury Pharma and 
Amdipharm together under the management of [AMCo Senior 

3440 T-56/99 Marlines v Commission, EU:T:2003:333, paragraph 60 and caselaw cited; and C-40/73 Suiker Unie v 
Commission, EU:C:1975:78, paragraph 480. 
3441 Compare C-595/18 P Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraphs 89 and 93-95. 
3442 T-104/13 Toshiba v Commission, EU:T:2015:610, paragraph 121, referring to the Opinion of Advocate 
General Kokott in C-97/08 P Akzo Nobel v Commission, EU:C:2009:262, paragraph 73.  
3443 Document LIO6490.3, 'Annex 2.1 - Minutes of a meeting of IC dated 2 July 2012', pages 3, 6 and 8. 
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Employee 1] (‘it would be a synergistic combination with Mercury, and 
the levers [AMCo Senior Employee 1] has pulled on pricing etc. would 
be applicable to Amdipharm’) was authored by [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1], [Cinven Senior Employee 4], [Cinven Senior Employee 
2], [Cinven Senior Employee 3] and two other individuals. It was dated 
2 July 2012.3444 

b. The investment recommendation for Cinven’s acquisition of the 
Amdipharm group, discussed at paragraph 9.272 above, which referred 
to ‘our investment thesis for the combination of Mercury and 
Amdipharm’ and stated that ‘The primary growth levers for Amdipharm 
[]’, was prepared by [Cinven Senior Employee 4], [Cinven Senior 
Employee 1], [Cinven Senior Employee 2], [Cinven Senior Employee 3] 
and three other individuals. It was dated 9 July 2012 and was prepared 
on Cinven Partners headed paper.3445 

c. The final recommendation for Cinven’s acquisition of the Mercury 
Pharma and Amdipharm groups, discussed at paragraph 9.274 above, 
which explained that the ‘investment thesis’ was to ‘Drive growth in UK 
through optimisation of the Amdipharm UK portfolio in an identical 
manner to what Mercury have done in the last 2 years – a low risk 
value lever’: in other words to increase prices for niche generic drugs 
(‘the same strategy that [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and the team have 
successfully executed at Mercury’), was also authored by [Cinven 
Senior Employee 4], [Cinven Senior Employee 1], [Cinven Senior 
Employee 2], [Cinven Senior Employee 3] and three other individuals. It 
was dated 30 July 2012.3446 

9.422. These recommendations were all prepared before Cinven had acquired 
either the Mercury Pharma or Amdipharm groups. They were also prepared 
(with the exception of the final recommendation3447) before any of these 
individuals was appointed to roles on the boards of AML and other AMCo 
group companies. The work of those individuals in preparing the investment 

3444 Document LIO6490.3, 'Annex 2.1 - Minutes of a meeting of IC dated 2 July 2012'. 
3445 Document LIO6490.4, 'Annex 2.2 - memorandum to the IC titled 'Amdipharm - initial investment 
recommendation' dated 9 July 2012'. Compare C-407/08 P Knauf Gips v Commission, EU:C:2010:389, in which 
the fact that most of the documents found during the Commission’s inspections were on the letterhead of Knauf 
Gips KG, with its address and details, was one relevant factor in the Court’s finding that Knauf Gips KG should be 
liable for the infringement (paragraphs 104 to 106).
3446 Document LIO6491.1, 'Annex 2.3 - minutes of a meeting of the IC dated 30 July 2012'. 
3447 [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven Senior Employee 2] were appointed to the board of AML on 23 July 
2012, a week before the final investment recommendation was submitted to Cinven Partners’ Investment 
Committee, in preparation for the acquisitions. Document LIO3122, List of AML directors between 31 August 
2012 and 21 October 2015; clarification in respect of [Cinven Senior Employee 2] in Document 200547, Cinven’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 11 November 2016, paragraph 7.2(a). 
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recommendations, and the strategy they set out, are therefore attributable to 
Cinven Partners.  

9.423. This was made particularly clear in the Cinven press release announcing the 
sale of the AMCo group to Concordia Healthcare Corporation (now Advanz) 
in September 2015. [Cinven Senior Employee 1] – described as ‘Partner at 
Cinven’3448 – stated: 

‘Cinven successfully created AMCo – through the combination of two 
businesses – as a result of bilateral transactions and our strong 
healthcare focus and track record. We saw an opportunity to create 
significant value through the consolidation of the relatively fragmented, 
off-patent, niche pharmaceuticals market and AMCo has certainly 
achieved that.’3449 

9.424. The press release noted that Cinven created the AMCo group in 2012, and 
that: 

‘Cinven’s Healthcare team identified the opportunity to consolidate the 
niche pharmaceutical market more than two years prior to this’3450 

9.425. As explained above, [Cinven Senior Employee 1] []. That team ‘identified 
the opportunity to consolidate the niche pharmaceutical market more than 
two years prior’ to the acquisitions of the Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm 
groups in 2012 – before the Fifth Cinven Fund was set up and began 
fundraising. 

9.426. The recommendations for the two acquisitions were prepared and submitted 
to the Investment Committee of Cinven Partners. [].3451 It was made up 
[], including [Cinven Senior Employee 4].3452 As explained above, that 
investment case was not a proposal for a passive investment, but a plan to 
combine two previously independent pharmaceutical groups, bring them 
under a single management team, and pursue a strategy of focussing on 
‘niche’ generic drugs. A plan, in other words, to actively set the business 
plan and strategy of the combined AMCo group.  

9.427. On the basis of those recommendations, that committee agreed to 
recommend that the Fifth Cinven Fund make binding offers for the two 

3448 Compare the description of [Cinven Senior Employee 1] as ‘a partner in Cinven’ in the Times’ account of the 
sale: Document PAD157, The Times: ‘Firm’s £1.5bn drug profit is bitter pill for taxpayer’, June 2016. 
3449 Document PAD066, Cinven: ‘AMCo 8 September 2015 Cinven to sell AMCo to Concordia Healthcare Corp'. 
3450 Document PAD066, Cinven: ‘AMCo 8 September 2015 Cinven to sell AMCo to Concordia Healthcare Corp' 
(emphasis added). 
3451 []. 
3452 Document LIO6537.310, Cinven’s response to question 3 of the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 16 May 2018. 
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groups.3453 Although the decision to make those offers was for Cinven MGP 
to take (as the general partner managing the limited partnerships into which 
passive investors had moved their funds and therefore the manager of those 
funds that were used, alongside loans, to acquire them), Cinven MGP only 
had the option to do so because Cinven Partners had devised the 
investment thesis and put it forwards. Cinven Partners determined the terms 
of those offers, including the maximum price to be paid. []. 

Cinven Partners oversaw the implementation of that strategy through those 
individuals 

9.428. Once the Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm groups had been acquired and 
combined, Cinven Partners continued to oversee the implementation of the 
strategy its staff had devised. It did so through its secondees on the AML 
and AMCo group company boards, who acted not only for Cinven 
MGP/Luxco 1 and the AMCo group boards on which they served, but also 
for Cinven Partners, in pursuit of their common strategy and interests. 

9.429. [].3454 [].3455 

9.430. As explained in paragraphs 9.404 to 9.406 above, where individuals who 
have acted at a high management level within a parent are present on the 
subsidiary’s board, this places them in a position to cause the subsidiary’s 
policy and the parent’s interests to converge. This is the case even where 
those individuals do not retain contractual links with the parent, are no longer 
under its direct authority, and do not have authority as its agents.3456 In this 
case, however, these individuals did in fact retain contractual links with 
Cinven Partners; did have authority as agents of Cinven Partners; and 
remained under Cinven Partners’ authority during the Cinven Period. 

9.431. As explained in paragraphs 9.421 to 9.427 above, as [] ([Cinven Senior 
Employee 4] and [Cinven Senior Employee 1]); [] ([Cinven Senior 

3453 Document LIO6491.1, 'Annex 2.3 - minutes of a meeting of the IC dated 30 July 2012', item 2. Document 
LIO6490.3, 'Annex 2.1 - Minutes of a meeting of IC dated 2 July 2012', item 2. 
3454 Document 200523, []. 
3455 Cinven submitted that: ‘It is a significant stretch for the CMA to assert that a professional service company 
making available secondee resources and providing investment advice to its client exercised decisive influence 
over their client’s portfolio company because the professional service firm retained service contracts and 
remunerated their staff while on secondment’ (Document 204971, Cinven RSSO in Case 50395, paragraph 
10.15). However, the CMA is not seeking to hold a third-party professional services company liable simply for 
providing professional services. The CMA has found that Cinven Partners was not in any meaningful sense a 
third party: it was in fact the driving force of the investment which was overseen by a few core individuals with 
overlapping roles in Cinven Partners and the AMCo group. 
3456 T-132/07 Fuji Electric Co. Ltd v Commission, EU:T:2011:344, paragraph 184; T-104/13 Toshiba v 
Commission, EU:T:2015:610, paragraph 116, upheld in C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, 
paragraphs 15 and 76; C-90/09 P General Química v Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraph 106; C-595/18 P 
Goldman Sachs v Commission, paragraphs 89 and 93-95; T-682/14 Mylan v Commission, EU:T:2018:907, 
paragraphs 354-355. 
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Employee 2]) and employee ([Cinven Senior Employee 3]) of Cinven 
Partners, these individuals had played key roles in devising Cinven Partners’ 
strategy for the AMCo group investment. They had thorough knowledge of 
Cinven Partners’ policy and commercial objectives. As directors on AMCo 
group company boards, they were in a position to cause the AMCo group’s 
policy and Cinven Partners’ interests to converge. In particular: 

a. As explained in section 9.B.III.d.iv above, the Investor Directors sat on 
the board of the ultimate 100% owner of all the Amdipharm Companies, 
including the company that employed the AMCo group’s executive 
management. They held (and exercised) veto rights over the AMCo 
group’s business plan and commercial conduct. 

b. [] [Cinven Senior Employee 1] would naturally be expected to 
discharge his duties as an Investor Director on the AML board with an 
eye to the broader interests of Cinven Partners and its goal of attracting 
further investment in its healthcare portfolio. If the investment in the 
AMCo group was successful, this was not only to the benefit of the 
investors in the Fifth Cinven Fund, whose interests Cinven MGP 
represented, but also of Cinven Partners, whose reputation would be 
enhanced (as is evident from the positive press after Cinven divested 
AMCo) which would assist in obtaining future investments. 

c. As [],3457 [Cinven Senior Employee 4] too would naturally be 
expected to discharge his duties on the board of Mercury Pharma 
Group Limited and its three immediate holding companies with an eye 
to the same broader interests. 

9.432. []. 

9.433. []. This meant that in practice, they were required to advance the interests 
of each of: 

a. The AMCo group companies whose boards they served and to which 
they owed fiduciary duties; 

b. The Majority Investors of the Fifth Cinven Fund, whose managing 
partner Cinven MGP appointed them; and 

c. Cinven Partners, their employer or partnership. 

3457 See Document PAD091, []. 
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9.434. Cinven submitted [].3458 

9.435. The law on parental liability (like competition law in general) depends not on 
contractual or company law technicalities but on economic reality.3459 The 
CMA finds that as a matter of economic reality – notwithstanding the terms 
of their appointment on paper – the Investor Directors also acted for Cinven 
Partners. 

9.436. [].3460 However, there is nothing unusual about this situation. Company 
directors often serve on multiple boards and owe duties to each of them. 
Directors of a subsidiary company often also serve on the parent’s board. In 
such a situation they owe duties to both parent and subsidiary and are 
required to advance the interests of both.3461 [].3462 

9.437. The CMA finds that such a distinction is artificial in this case, particularly 
given that those interests were aligned. As explained in sections 9.B.III.d.i 
and ii above, the interests of all the Cinven Entities, AML and the Amdipharm 
Companies were aligned in pursuit of their common strategy of exploiting the 
profit opportunities presented by niche generic drugs, and each of the 
Cinven Entities stood to gain if the investment in the AMCo group was a 
success.3463 Cinven did not suggest any way in which the interests of the 
Cinven Entities and the AMCo group were not aligned. These individuals 
were therefore perfectly able to discharge their overlapping duties. 

9.438. The evidence shows that they did so in practice. 

9.439. The investment recommendations for AMCo group follow-on acquisitions 
during the Cinven Period were prepared by the individuals Cinven Partners 
seconded to the AMCo group in their capacity as Cinven Partners staff, for 
consideration and approval by the Cinven Partners Investment and Portfolio 

3458 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraphs 12.47-12.50. See also Document 203736, 
Cinven’s RSO, paragraph 12.62.
3459 C-440/11 Commission v Stichting Administratiekantoor Portielje and Gosselin Group NV, EU:C:2013:514, 
paragraphs 66-68. See also Opinion of Advocate General Kokott, EU:C:2012:763, paragraphs 71-76: Compare 
C-623/15 P Toshiba v Commission, EC:C:2017:21, paragraph 46. See also Joined cases C-293/13 P and C-
294/13 P Fresh Del Monte Produce v Commission and Commission / Fresh Del Monte Produce, EU:C:2015:416, 
paragraph 76.
3460 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.56. 
3461 The General Court has confirmed that appointee directors on a subsidiary board can act in more than one 
capacity, where the interests of parent and subsidiary are aligned. Their fiduciary duties to the subsidiary do not 
necessarily conflict with their continued role as representatives of the parent. The court also noted that the 
parent’s appointment of directors to the subsidiary’s supervisory board ‘would not have made sense if the [parent] 
had intended that the supervisory board be composed of persons entirely independent from the [parent]’; and that 
‘the [parent] affirms that the members which it appointed to [the subsidiary]’s supervisory board could not be 
considered ‘solely as [its] representatives’, thereby admitting that they also acted in that capacity’: T-399/09 
Holding Slovenske v Commission, EU:T:2013:647, paragraphs 75-77. 
3462 Document 204971, Cinven RSSO in Case 50395, paragraph 10.14(e) (emphasis in original). 
3463 []. 
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Review Committees.3464 []. This gave Cinven Partners, through the 
individuals it seconded to the AMCo group, control over the pipeline of 
investments for the Fifth Fund and the AMCo group.3465 

9.440. Cinven Partners exercised that control to ensure that strategic and material 
acquisitions by the AMCo group were consistent with its investment strategy. 
For example: 

a. In February 2013, [Cinven Senior Employee 3] wrote to the Investment 
Committee to ‘seek IC approval to proceed’ with the AMCo group’s 
acquisition of Fucithalmic on behalf of the ‘Amco Team’.3466 

b. In April 2014, [] sought approval from the Investment Committee and 
Portfolio Review Committee for the AMCo group to make an offer for 
Archimedes Pharma, stating: ‘Please let me know if you are happy for 
us to proceed’.3467 

[].3468 c. 

d. An update for the Portfolio Review Committee on the acquisition of 
Focus Pharmaceuticals, on Cinven Partners headed paper, was 
prepared by [Cinven Senior Employee 1], [Cinven Senior Employee 2] 
and [Cinven Senior Employee 3] in August 2014. It explained the 
strategic fit of the Focus and AMCo business models (both being 
‘virtual’ businesses with no R&D), and asked the Committee to give 
approval ‘to increase our offer’.3469 The final investment 
recommendation was also prepared by [Cinven Senior Employee 1], 
[Cinven Senior Employee 4], [Cinven Senior Employee 2], [Cinven 
Senior Employee 3] and two other individuals on Cinven Partners 
headed paper. It noted that Focus had an [].3470 

9.441. During the course of the Cinven Period, regular papers on the AMCo group 
investment were submitted to the Cinven Partners Portfolio Review 

3464 []. 
3465 See, for example, Document LIO6496.10, 'Minutes of the Cinven MGP quarterly Board Meeting dated 27 
August 2015', page 5: in relation to one potential investment, ‘[]’. The minutes of Cinven MGP board meetings 
on 22 November 2012 and 14 November 2013 stated that: ‘[]’: Document LIO6496.9, 'Minutes of the Cinven 
MGP quarterly Board Meeting dated 22 November 2012'; Document LIO3114, Minutes of the Cinven MGP 
Quarterly Board meeting dated 14 February 2013. 
3466 Document LIO6537.58, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 3] to IC Members and PAs dated 1 February 
2013.  
3467 Document LIO6537.135, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 2] to [Cinven Senior Employee 1] dated 30 
April 2014.
3468 Document 200500, AML board meeting minutes dated 27 June 2014, paragraph 4.2. 
3469 Document LIO6492.10, 'Focus Pharmaceuticals - AMCo bolt-on' dated 6 August 2014'. 
3470 Document LIO6494.1, 'Focus Pharmaceuticals - Final Investment Recommendation' dated 17 September 
2014', page 3. 
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Committee (see paragraph 9.372 above).3471 These papers included updates 
on matters such as the integration of the Amdipharm and Mercury groups; 
AMCo management; acquisitions; financing; the AMCo group ‘Strategy 
agenda’; the budget (noting that []3472 [];3473 and trading conditions.3474 

The Portfolio Review Committee papers also included a ‘Strategy scorecard’ 
with a summary of risks and opportunities. 

9.442. Once approved, investment recommendations were presented by Cinven 
Partners staff to the board of Cinven MGP. [].  

9.443. [].3475 

9.444. [].3476 

9.445. []. 

9.446. [].3477 

9.447. [].3478 

9.448. The Cinven Partners individuals seconded to AMCo group company boards 
therefore continued to oversee implementation of the strategy they had 
devised for the investments in the Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm groups, 
in their capacity as Cinven Partners staff. 

9.449. Other key Cinven Partners staff also played a role. []: ‘reminded the Board 
that Amco comprised a merger between Mercury Pharma and Amdipharm. 
He added that the Company was trading strongly post the merger, with 

3471 As explained above, the EU Court of Justice has held that the provision by a subsidiary to a parent of 
information on the implementation of strategic and commercial plans is an indication that the parent exercised 
control over the decisions drawn up and executed by the subsidiary’s executives: C-90/09 P General Química v 
Commission, EU:C:2011:21, paragraphs 104 to 107. Compare Commission decision of 9 July 2014 in Case 
39.612 Perindopril (Servier), in which the parent’s monitoring of its subsidiary’s financial performance was a 
relevant factor in the attribution of liability (paragraph 3019), upheld on appeal in T-705/14 Unichem v 
Commission, EU:T:2018:915, paragraphs 69-89. 
3472 Document LIO6492.7, 'Q4 PRC Paper on AMCo dated December 2013', page 5. 
3473 Document LIO6492.8, 'Q1 PRC Paper on AMCo dated March 2014', page 3. See also Document 
LIO6492.11, 'Q3 PRC Paper on AMCo dated September 2014', page 3: ‘Organic performance was driven by 
significant growth in the UK (largely thanks to price increases on AMCo’s largest products)’. 
3474 Document LIO6492.3, 'Q4 PRC Paper on Mercury & Amdipharm dated December 2012'; Document 
LIO6492.4, 'Q1 PRC Paper on AMCo dated March 2013'; Document LIO6492.5, 'Q2 PRC Paper on AMCo dated 
June 2013'; Document LIO6492.6, 'Q3 PRC Paper on AMCo dated September 2013'; Document LIO6492.7, 'Q4 
PRC Paper on AMCo dated December 2013'; Document LIO6492.8, 'Q1 PRC Paper on AMCo dated March 
2014'; Document LIO6492.11, 'Q3 PRC Paper on AMCo dated September 2014'; and Document LIO6494.2, 'Q4 
PRC Paper on Amco dated December 2014'. 
3475 Document LIO3118, investment recommendation for Archimedes acquisition dated 18 June 2014, pages 4 
and 7. The ‘investment attractions’ of the target included its ‘Differentiated, niche drug portfolio’ and ‘Potential to 
leverage strong UK presence of AMCo to drive top-line growth from legacy products’. The ‘key levers to protect 
our investment’ included ‘revenue uplifts for non branded products in the UK’. 
3476 Document LIO3118, Minutes of Cinven MGP Board meeting dated 26 June 2014. 
3477 Document 200504, ‘AMCo bolt-on M&A opportunities’ dated 1 April 2015, pages 12, 13. 
3478 Document 200504, Minutes of Cinven MGP board meeting dated 2 April 2015. 
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trading results above the Adviser’s plan. The Adviser was in the very early 
stages of considering additional add-on investments for Amco.’ This 
demonstrates Cinven Partners’ oversight of the AMCo group investment’s 
performance at the most senior level.3479 

Cinven Partners drove the decision to divest the AMCo group through those 
individuals 

9.450. The evidence also shows that although the ultimate sale of the AMCo group 
was formally approved by Cinven MGP as managing general partner of the 
Fifth Cinven Fund, the decision to sell was driven by Cinven Partners, in 
particular through the individuals it second to AMCo group company boards. 

9.451. A recommendation for an AMCo group follow-on acquisition was prepared 
for the Cinven Partners Investment Committee in October 2013. []. The 
recommendation [] stated: ‘We are working on the assumption that we will 
need to be ready to sell AMCo in Q1 2016 to support the raising of fund 
6’.3480 This statement makes clear that even as early as 2013, the decision to 
sell the AMCo group would be based on Cinven Partners’ broader 
perspective on the various Cinven funds, and the need to raise capital for the 
next fund. 

9.452. The ‘AMCo exit paper’ prepared in February 2015 and discussed in 
paragraphs 9.287 to 9.290 above was authored by [Cinven Senior Employee 
1], [Cinven Senior Employee 2], [Cinven Senior Employee 3] and one other 
individual, on Cinven Partners headed paper. It was presented to the Cinven 
Partners Portfolio Review Committee.3481 The document makes clear that 
Cinven Partners was the entity that devised the plan for divestment, just as it 
had devised the plan for investment. As explained above, the paper referred 
to initiatives to improve the attractiveness of the AMCo group on exit []. It 
recommended that Cinven look to sell the AMCo group to a trade buyer in 
2015 and noted that ‘We have a Cinven friendly SHA in place, where we 
retain full control in exit (including information rights and controlling access to 
bidders)’. []. 

9.453. In July 2015 [Cinven Senior Employee 1], [Cinven Senior Employee 2], 
[Cinven Senior Employee 3] and two other individuals prepared a briefing for 
the Cinven Partners Investment and Portfolio Review Committees, on 
Cinven Partners headed paper, on an offer for the AMCo group from 
Concordia Healthcare (now Advanz). The briefing stated, ‘[].’ Under “Why 

3479 Document LIO6496.11, 'Minutes of the Cinven MGP quarterly Board Meeting dated 21 November 2013'. 
3480 Document LIO6492.1, AMCo add-on acquisition recommendation dated 31 October 2013, pages 2 and 3 
(emphasis added). 
3481 Document LIO6494.3, 'AMCo Exit Paper' dated 27 February 2015', 
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now’ / timing considerations’, the briefing noted: ‘AMCo still expects to meet 
its 2015 budget at EBITDA level, however it is clear that the low-hanging fruit 
have been taken’.3482 These statements demonstrate that it was Cinven 
Partners that evaluated the strength and terms of the offer to purchase the 
AMCo group and engaged with the potential buyer, in part on the basis of its 
view that its strategy of increasing the prices of niche generic drugs had now 
reaped the ‘[]’. 

9.454. The recommendation for the sale of the AMCo group prepared in August 
2015 was authored by [Cinven Senior Employee 1], [Cinven Senior 
Employee 2], [Cinven Senior Employee 3] and two other individuals, on 
Cinven Partners headed paper. It was presented to the Cinven Partners 
Portfolio Review Committee by [Cinven Senior Employee 1] and [Cinven 
Senior Employee 3] for unanimous approval before it was presented to 
Cinven MGP.3483 [].3484 []. 

9.455. Cinven submitted [].3485 However, this is not the right way to approach the 
evidence. As explained in paragraph 9.37 above, the Court of Justice has 
confirmed that ‘The existence of an economic unit may … be inferred from a 
body of consistent evidence, even if some of that evidence, taken in 
isolation, is insufficient to establish the existence of such a unit’.3486 The 
CMA finds that the documentary evidence, taken together and as a whole, 
demonstrates the exercise of decisive influence by Cinven Partners. 

e. Liability of Advanz 

9.456. The CMA attributes liability for the 10mg Agreement, and for the resulting 
financial penalty, to Advanz from 21 October 2015 to 24 June 2016, jointly 
and severally with the Amdipharm Companies. 

9.457. This is because the Amdipharm Companies were wholly owned by Advanz 
throughout that period. 

3482 Document LIO6496.1, 'AMCo CRX Offer dated 15 July 2015', pages 2 and 4. See also Document LIO6496.2, 
‘AMCo CRX Offer updated dated 21 August 2015’. 
3483 Document LIO6537.293, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 1] to PRC Members and others dated 26 
August 2015; document LIO6537.295, email from [Cinven Senior Employee 3] to PRC Members dated 26 August 
2015. 
3484 Document LIO3119, minutes of Cinven MGP board meeting dated 27 August 2015. 
3485 Document 204970, Cinven RSO in Case 50395, paragraph 12.59. 
3486 C-407/08 P Knauf Gips v Commission, EU:C:2010:389, paragraph 65. 
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9.458. On 21 October 2015, the AMCo group was acquired by Advanz (then known 
as Concordia Healthcare Corp.)3487 and from that date until 24 June 2016, 
the Amdipharm Companies were all indirectly wholly owned by Advanz.3488 

9.459. Advanz therefore had the ability to exercise decisive influence over the 
Amdipharm Companies during this period, and the CMA applies the Akzo 
presumption that it did actually exercise such influence.3489 Advanz has not 
disputed this and the Akzo presumption has therefore not been rebutted. 

3487 Document PAD068, Concordia: 'Completes AMCo acquisition'. Concordia Healthcare Corp. announced its 
name change to Concordia International Corp. on 28 June 2016: Document PAD069, Prnewswire: 'Concordia 
Healthcare Corp. Announces Name Change to Concordia International Corp. and Comments on Brexit's Impact 
on the Company's Business'. Concordia International Corp. announced its name change to Advanz Pharma 
Corp. on 29 November 2018: www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/concordia-international-corp-announces-
name-change-to-advanz-pharma-corp-300757781.html. Advanz Pharma Corp. was renamed Advanz Pharma 
Corp. Limited on 1 January 2020, when it changed its domicile to Jersey: Advanz-Pharma-Corp.-Limited-
Management-Discussion-and-Analysis-17-March-2021.pdf (advanzpharma.com), page 7. 
3488 Document 200264, Annex 5.1 to AMCo’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 August 2016; 
Document 202007, ‘Annex 2: Updated structure chart’, attachment to Document 202009, Concordia’s response 
the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 21 August 2017.
3489 Compare Commission decision of 19 June 2013 in Case 39.226 Lundbeck, in which the Commission 
attributed liability to ‘parent companies which at the time of events exerted decisive influence over subsidiaries 
that signed any of the agreements covered by this Decision … together with the subsidiary that actually signed 
the agreement’ (paragraph 1237). 
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10. THE CMA'S ACTION 

A. The CMA's decision 

10.1. On the basis of the evidence and analysis set out in this Decision, the CMA 
has made a decision that Auden/Actavis has infringed the Chapter II 
prohibition as it held a dominant position in the relevant market(s) and 
abused its dominant position by charging excessive and unfair prices: 

a. from 1 October 2008 to 31 July 2018, for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
(the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse); and 

b. from 1 October 2008 to 8 January 2017, for 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets (the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse). 

10.2. On the basis of the evidence and analysis set out in this Decision, the CMA 
has also made a decision that Auden/Actavis and its potential competitors 
Waymade and AMCo have infringed the Chapter I prohibition by participating 
in the Agreements, which constituted agreements under which 
Auden/Actavis made substantial monthly payments to its potential 
competitors in return for which they agreed not to enter the market with their 
own hydrocortisone tablets. The Agreements, therefore, had as their object 
the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition within the UK. 
Specifically: 

a. from 11 July 2011 to 30 April 2015, Auden and Waymade infringed the 
Chapter I prohibition by participating in the 20mg Agreement; 

b. from 23 October 2012 to 30 October 2012, Auden and Waymade 
infringed the Chapter I prohibition by participating in the 10mg 
Agreement; and 

c. from 31 October 2012 to 24 June 2016, Auden/Actavis and AMCo 
infringed the Chapter I prohibition by participating in the 10mg 
Agreement. 

10.3. The 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, the 10mg 
Agreement and the 20mg Agreement constitute separate and distinct 
infringements of the Act. 

10.4. On the basis of the evidence and analysis set out in this Decision, the CMA 
has made a decision to hold the entities to whom liability is attributed in 
section 9 (Undertakings and Attribution of Liability) of this Decision liable for 
the infringements committed by Auden/Actavis, AMCo and Waymade.  
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B. Financial penalties 

10.5. Section 36(1) of the Act provides that on making a decision that an 
agreement has infringed the Chapter I prohibition, the CMA may require 
undertakings party to the agreement to pay the CMA a penalty in respect of 
the infringement. 

10.6. Section 36(2) of the Act provides that on making a decision that conduct has 
infringed the Chapter II prohibition, the CMA may require the undertaking 
concerned to pay the CMA a penalty in respect of the infringement. 

10.7. However, pursuant to section 36(3) of the Act the CMA may impose a 
penalty under sections 36(1) and/or (2) only if it is satisfied that the 
infringement has been committed intentionally or negligently by the 
undertaking.  

10.8. For the reasons set out below, the CMA finds that the Infringements were 
committed intentionally or at the very least negligently. The CMA has 
therefore imposed financial penalties in respect of the Infringements for 
which liability is attributed in line with section 9 above. 

10.9. The penalties have been calculated in accordance with the CMA's published 
guidance3490 and relevant legislation.3491 

I. The CMA's margin of appreciation in determining the appropriate 
penalty 

10.10. The CMA has a margin of appreciation when determining the appropriate 
amount of a penalty under the Act.3492 The CMA is not bound by its decisions 
in relation to whether to impose financial penalties or the calculation of any 
such penalties in previous cases under the Act. It makes assessments on a 
case-by-case basis,3493 having regard to all relevant circumstances and the 
objectives of its policy on financial penalties. This is in line with its statutory 
requirements and the twin objectives of the CMA’s policy on financial 

3490 Guidance as to the appropriate amount of a Penalty (CMA73), published April 2018 (the ‘CMA penalties 
guidance’). 
3491 The Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for Penalties) Order 2000 (SI 2000/309) and the 
Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for Penalties) (Amendment) Order 2004 (SI 2004/1259).  
3492 Provided that any penalty that the CMA imposes under the Act is within the range of penalties permitted by 
section 36(8) of the Act, calculated in accordance with The Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for 
Penalties) Order 2000 (the 2000 Turnover Order), and calculated having regard to the CMA penalties guidance in 
accordance with section 38(8) of the Act. The CMA’s margin of appreciation is referred to in, for example, Argos 
Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 13, paragraph 168, and Umbro Holdings, 
Manchester United, JJB Sports and Allsports v OFT [2005] CAT 22, paragraph 102. 
3493 See, for example, Kier Group and Others v OFT [2011] CAT 3, paragraph 116: 'other than in matters of legal 
principle there is limited precedent value in other decisions relating to penalties, where the maxim that each case 
stands on its own facts is particularly pertinent'. See also Eden Brown, CDI and Hays v OFT [2011] CAT 8, 
paragraph 97: '[d]ecisions by this Tribunal on penalty appeals are very closely related to the particular facts of the 
case'. See also CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.6. 
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penalties, as reflected in the CMA penalties guidance.3494 These objectives 
require the CMA to reflect the seriousness of the infringement and ensure 
the deterrence of the undertaking on which the penalty is imposed and to 
deter others from engaging in agreements or conduct that infringes any 
prohibition(s) under the Act.3495 

10.11. The CMA has concluded that it is appropriate in the circumstances of this 
case to exercise its discretion under section 36(1) of the Act to impose 
financial penalties on the Auden/Actavis, AMCo and Waymade undertakings 
given the serious nature of the Infringements and to deter similar conduct in 
the future. 

II. Intention and negligence 

a. Legal framework 

10.12. If an undertaking’s conduct infringes the Chapter I prohibition or the Chapter 
II prohibition, the CMA may require the undertaking concerned to pay a 
penalty in respect of the infringement(s) if it is satisfied that the 
infringement(s) have been committed intentionally or negligently.3496 The 
CMA is not, however, obliged to specify whether it considers the 
infringement to be intentional or negligent.3497 

10.13. The CAT has defined the terms ‘intentionally’ and ‘negligently’ as follows: 

‘an infringement is committed intentionally for the purposes of section 
36(3) of the Act if the undertaking must have been aware, or could not 
have been unaware, that its conduct had the object or would have the 
effect of restricting competition.  

[…] 

An infringement is committed negligently for the purposes of section 
36(3) if the undertaking ought to have known that its conduct would 
result in a restriction or distortion of competition’.3498 

10.14. Intention or negligence relates to the facts, not the law. The CMA is not 
required to show that the undertaking knew that its conduct infringed the Act 
– what matters is not whether the undertaking was aware of ‘any specific 

3494 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 1.3. 
3495 The Act, section 36(7A); CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 1.3. 
3496 The Act, section 36(1), 36(2) and 36(3). 
3497 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1, paragraphs 453 to 
457; see also Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 13, paragraph 221. 
3498 Argos Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 13, paragraph 221. 
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legal characterisation’ of its conduct, ‘but whether it was aware of its anti-
competitive nature’.3499 

10.15. This is consistent with the approach taken by the EU Court of Justice which 
has confirmed: 

‘the question whether the infringements were committed intentionally or 
negligently […] is satisfied where the undertaking concerned cannot be 
unaware of the anti-competitive nature of its conduct, whether or not it 
is aware that it is infringing the competition rules of the Treaty’.3500 

10.16. These principles were applied by the Court of Appeal in Ping v CMA.3501 The 
CAT recently confirmed in Paroxetine that the principles set out at 
paragraphs 10.12 to 10.15 above are the principles applicable for the 
purpose of section 36(3) of the Act, noting that the question is whether the 
relevant undertakings ‘knew or should have known’ that the agreements in 
question ‘were anti-competitive in nature’.3502 

10.17. AMCo submitted that the correct legal test for establishing intention or 
negligence under section 36(3) of the Act is whether the undertaking was 
aware that its conduct was ‘probably’ or ‘clearly’ unlawful, based on the 

3503,3504 criteria set out by the CAT in Cardiff Bus and Sainsbury’s/Mastercard.
The CMA does not accept these representations. The CAT confirmed in 
Paroxetine the legal framework for assessing intention/negligence under 
section 36(3) of the Act. The CMA notes in particular that the principles in 
Cardiff Bus are not applicable as these were developed, and apply, in the 
context of an award of exemplary damages. The Cardiff Bus principles were 
applied in Sainsbury’s/Mastercard also in the context of a damages claim. 
Neither the CAT nor the Court of Appeal has applied the principles in Cardiff 
Bus to section 36(3) of the Act. 

3499 Royal Mail Plc v Office of Communications [2019] CAT 27, paragraph 782. See also Napp, paragraph 456. 
3500 C-280/08 P Deutsche Telekom v Commission, EU:C:2010:603, paragraph 124. 
3501 Ping Europe Ltd v CMA [2020] EWCA Civ 13, paragraph 117. 
3502 Generics (UK) Limited Glaxosmithkline Plc, Xellia Pharmaceuticals APS, Alpharma LLC Actavis UK Limited 
Merck KGAA v CMA [2021] CAT 9 (‘Paroxetine’), paragraphs 117 and 121.  
3503 2 Travel Group Plc v Cardiff City Transport Services Limited [2012] CAT 19 (‘Cardiff Bus’), paragraph 489f; 
Sainsbury’s Supermarkets Limited v Mastercard [2016] CAT 11 (‘Sainsbury’s/Mastercard’), paragraph 322f. 
3504 See Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 4.5 to 4.9, and Document 205947, AMCo’s submission 
to the CMA dated 22 December 2020, paragraphs 13 and 14. See also Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, 
paragraph 4.3 and Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 30. 
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10.18. Ignorance or a mistake of law is no bar to a finding of intentional (or, a 
fortiori, negligent) infringement, even where such ignorance or mistake is 
based on independent legal advice.3505, 3506 

10.19. In some cases, the undertaking’s intention will be confirmed by internal 
documents. However, in other cases, and in the absence of any evidence to 
the contrary, the fact that certain consequences are plainly foreseeable is an 
element from which the requisite intention may be inferred.3507 If, for 
example, a dominant undertaking pursues a certain policy which in fact has, 
or would foreseeably have, an anti-competitive effect, it may be legitimate to 
infer that it is acting ‘intentionally’ for the purposes of section 36(3).3508 

10.20. The case law is clear that an undertaking will be aware of the anti-
competitive nature of its conduct where it is aware of the ‘essential facts’ 
underpinning the legal finding of abuse.3509 In cases of unfair pricing, 
therefore, the CMA will consider whether the undertaking knew or should 
have known the essential facts justifying the CMA’s findings that (i) the 

3505 C-681/11 Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde v Schenker & Co. AG, EU:C:2013:404, paragraph 38: ‘the fact that 
the undertaking concerned has characterised wrongly in law its conduct upon which the finding of the 
infringement is based cannot have the effect of exempting it from imposition of a fine in so far as it could not be 
unaware of the anti-competitive nature of that conduct’; and paragraph 41: ‘It follows that legal advice given by a 
lawyer cannot, in any event, form the basis of a legitimate expectation on the part of an undertaking that its 
conduct does not infringe Article 101 TFEU or will not give rise to the imposition of a fine.’  
3506 AMCo submitted representations on the relevance of legal advice to a finding of intention or negligence, 
specifically stating that there was ‘a consistent body’ of case law establishing that legal advice excludes a finding 
of intention or negligence on the part of the relevant undertaking (Document 205947, AMCo’s submission to the 
CMA dated 22 December 2020, paragraphs 32 and 33; Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 2.13.2, 
4.7, 4.26 to 4.27, and 4.33). The CMA does not accept these representations: none of the cases which AMCo 
cited establishes that legal advice precludes a finding of intention/negligence. This issue is considered further in 
section 10.B.II.e.iv below where the legal framework is applied to the facts of AMCo’s legal advice with respect to 
the 10mg Agreement. Schenker is the relevant authority and the CMA’s approach to the legal test for intention 
and negligence was recently confirmed by the Court of Justice in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, 
paragraphs 156 to 158 as well as by the CAT in Paroxetine (see above).  
3507 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1, paragraph 456. 
3508 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Limited v Director General of Fair Trading [2002] CAT 1, paragraph 456.  
3509 Case 322/81 NV Nederlandsche Banden-Industrie Michelin v Commission ECLI:EU:C:1983:313, [1983] ECR 
3461, paragraph 107: ‘In that respect it must be emphasized that Michelin NV was aware of the factual elements 
justifying both the finding of the existence of the dominant position on the market and the assessment of the 
contested discounts system as an abuse of that system’; Joined Cases T-259/02 to T-264/02 and 
T-271/02 Raiffeisen Zentralbank Österreich v Commission ECLI:EU:T:2006:396, [2006] ECR II-5169, paragraph 
206: ‘…whether or not the applicants were aware of the interpretation of the cross-border criterion adopted by the 
Commission or the case-law is not decisive; what is important is whether they knew of the circumstances 
specifically giving rise to the capability of the cartel to affect trade between Member States or, at least, whether 
they could not have been unaware of them’; Case T-286/09 Intel v Commission ECLI:EU:T:2014:547, paragraph 
1601: ‘An undertaking is aware of the anti-competitive nature of its conduct where it is aware of the essential 
facts justifying both the finding of a dominant position on the relevant market and the finding by the Commission 
of an abuse of that position’; and Opinion of AG Mazak in Case C-280/08P Deutsche Telekom v Commission 
ECLI:EU:C:2020:212, paragraph 39: ‘First of all, according to the case-law, an undertaking is aware of the anti-
competitive nature of its conduct when it is “aware of the factual elements justifying both the finding of the 
existence of a dominant position on the market and the assessment of [the finding by the Commission of] an 
abuse of that position” ...Therefore, suffice it to point out that since the awareness of infringing competition rules 
is not decisive, there may be intentional fault even where the undertaking does not know the interpretation of 
those rules by the Commission’. 
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undertaking was in a dominant position, and (ii) the undertaking’s price was 
unfair.3510 

b. Application to Auden/Actavis: the Unfair Pricing Abuses  

10.21. Based on the evidence set out in this Decision, the CMA concludes that the 
undertaking Auden/Actavis knew or should have known the essential facts 
justifying the CMA’s findings in relation to the Unfair Pricing Abuses: 

a. That it was a dominant undertaking in the relevant market(s); and 

b. That its prices were unfair. 

10.22. In relation to the finding of intention/negligence at the level of the 
undertaking: 

a. Accord-UK submitted that the CMA is required to prove intention or 
negligence separately for each of the periods from 1 October 2008 to 
28 May 2015 (for which it is solely liable) and for the period from 29 
May 2015 to 1 August 2016 (Allergan’s ownership period).3511 The 
CMA disagrees with this representation. Section 36(3) of the Act refers 
to intention or negligence on the part of the ‘undertaking’, so it is not 
necessary to establish intention or negligence at the level of each entity 
that is held liable for the infringement committed by the undertaking. 
Once intention or negligence is established for the ‘undertaking’, the 
CMA does not need to meet this test again where there is a change of 
ownership but there is economic continuity. The CMA can rely on 
evidence relating to one entity to establish the intention or negligence 
of the undertaking of which that entity forms or formed part during the 
relevant period. The CMA has established intention/negligence in 
respect of the Auden/Actavis undertaking as set out in this section. 
Accord-UK cited Parker Hannifin v Commission3512 in support of its 
argument that the intention or negligence of a legal entity cannot be 
attributed to its economic successor. However, the case directly 
contradicts Accord-UK’s argument: in that case the Court upheld a 30% 
increase in the fine imposed on the economic successor as a result 
of its predecessor’s role of ringleader in the cartel, despite the fact 
that the successor did not even exist during that period. The actions of 
the predecessor’s employees in leading the cartel led to the 
successor’s fine being increased. 

3510 Competition and Markets Authority v Flynn Pharma Ltd [2020] EWCA Civ 339, paragraph 97. 
3511 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 4.6. 
3512 T-146/09 Parker Hannifin v Commission, paragraph 54. 
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b. Allergan submitted that Allergan’s actions were ‘(at most) negligent’ 
because of its lack of direct control or visibility over decision making.3513 

The CMA disagrees with the factual basis for these statements in light 
of Allergan’s actual knowledge of Auden/Actavis’s position in the 
market and hydrocortisone tablet pricing. In any event, 
intention/negligence is assessed at the level of the undertaking and 
Allergan was the parent company at the relevant time so was part of 
the infringing undertaking. Therefore, the CMA does not need to 
establish that Allergan itself acted intentionally or negligently with 
respect to the Unfair Pricing Abuses, as the CMA has established that 
Allergan formed part of the undertaking and that this undertaking 
committed the infringement intentionally or negligently. The same is 
true for the 10mg Agreement. The CMA therefore does not accept 
Allergan’s representation. 

10.23. The CMA therefore finds that Auden/Actavis knew or should have known 
that its conduct was exploitative. Therefore, the CMA finds that 
Auden/Actavis committed the Unfair Pricing Abuses intentionally or, at the 
very least, negligently. 

i. Dominance 

10.24. Auden/Actavis knew or should have known that as the sole and 
subsequently major supplier of hydrocortisone tablets, it was a dominant 
undertaking in the relevant market(s).3514 

10.25. Evidence supporting this includes, for example: 

a. In August 2012, [Auden Senior Employee 1] informed the DHSC that 
‘we are currently the only suppliers of Hydrocortisone 10mg and 20mg 
tablets in the UK’.3515 

b. A PowerPoint presentation in relation to ‘Project Guardian’ dated 
February 2014 stated, among other things, that Auden sought ‘to retain 

3513 Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 47 to 51 in the context of steps 3 and 4 of the CMA’s 
calculations. Allergan also submitted more broadly that there was no intention or negligence on the part of 
Allergan, which the CMA rejects for the reasons noted in this paragraph (Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, 
paragraph 92).
3514 Accord-UK and Intas/Accord-UK submitted that it could not have acted intentionally or negligently as there 
was legal uncertainty as to whether it was dominant given the market context of falling prices and widespread 
entry, and submitted that a finding of dominance in this context is novel: Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, 
paragraph 4.22; Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 7 to 9. The CMA does not accept 
these representations. The examples set out in this sub-section demonstrate that Auden/Actavis must have been 
aware, could not have been unaware, or at least ought to have known that, as the sole and subsequently major 
supplier of hydrocortisone tablets, it was a dominant undertaking in the relevant market(s) throughout the period 
at issue in this case. See also the CMA’s findings on dominance as set out in section 4.C of the Decision. 
3515 Document 00032I, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to DHSC dated 9 August 2012. 
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it’s [sic] market leading position in hydrocortisone tablet supply to the 
NHS’ (emphasis added), adding that it should be ‘proactive ahead of 
Amdipharm’s product entry into the UK market in attempt to hold Auden 
Mckenzie share above 50% and as close to the existing position as 
possible’. In its conclusion, the presentation stated that Auden ‘has the 
most established generic in the market and holds marketing 
authorisation for the most indicated disease states’.3516 

c. In June 2014, [Auden Senior Employee 4] emailed the DHSC about the 
inclusion of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets in Category M of the Drug 
Tariff. [Auden Senior Employee 4] stated that ‘Auden Mckenzie is 
currently the only supplier of a fully licensed Hydrocortisone 10mg 
Tablet in the UK market’.3517 

d. In September 2014, Allergan considered acquiring AM Pharma. In an 
internal presentation, it highlighted that the orphan designation for 
Plenadren ‘[e]ffectively grant[ed] exclusivity to Auden Mckenzie until 
2022’.3518 PwC provided a financial due diligence report to Actavis UK 
Limited in December 2014 highlighting ‘the current lack of 
competition’.3519 

e. Shortly before Allergan’s acquisition of the AM Pharma in May 2015, 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] noted that ‘According to [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] Actavis will continue his strategy’ of using the orphan 
designation to undermine independent entry.3520 In September 2015, 
after taking over sales of hydrocortisone tablets from AM Pharma, []: 
‘Clearly currently in UK we have all the market and some export, we 
expect competition which will impact volume and price’.3521 Actavis UK 
Limited later continued AM Pharma’s strategy to maintain its dominant 
position, implementing a ‘communications plan’ drawing on the ‘Project 
Guardian’ materials. 

f. In January 2016, [] estimated Actavis’s market share in an email 
(copying [Actavis Senior Employee 3], []) at ‘100% plus’.3522 Although 

3516 Document 00135, ‘Project Guardian’ slide pack dated February 2014. 
3517 Document 00157, email exchange between [Auden Senior Employee 4] and the DHSC dated 5 June 2014.  
3518 Document 00705, Project Apple presentation dated September 2014.  
3519 Document 00681, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016, Annex 11, 
page 17: Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014.
3520 Document 202954, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior Employee 3] dated 20 May 2015. 
3521 Document 02312, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 4] to [] dated 28 September 2015 (emphasis 
added).
3522 Document 02302, email from [] to [] (copying [Actavis Senior Employee 3]) dated 18 January 2016.  
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Alissa had entered by then, this demonstrates Actavis’s own views on 
the strength of its market position. 

g. As explained in section 9.B.I.c, Intas and Accord were made aware of 
the CMA’s investigation prior to the acquisition of Actavis UK Limited, 
including that this involved a potential abuse of a dominant position. 
When Intas and Accord acquired Actavis UK Limited, [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] [] and [Actavis Senior Employee 3] []. [], [Actavis 
Senior Employee 3]  []. As explained above, prior to the Intas 
acquisition [Actavis Senior Employee 1] and [Actavis Senior Employee 
3] had been made aware of Auden’s efforts to protect its dominant 
position through ‘Project Guardian’, and had monitored entry into the 
market.3523 [Actavis Senior Employee 3] had briefed Actavis UK 
Limited’s field teams on the differences between Alissa’s product and 
Actavis UK Limited’s as part of its ‘communications plan’, following 
Alissa’s launch and input from AM Pharma.3524 After its acquisition by 
Intas and Accord, Actavis UK Limited therefore continued to operate 
under the management that had previously taken steps to preserve its 
dominant position.3525 

10.26. Auden/Actavis therefore knew or should have known that it had a dominant 
position.  

ii. Prices were unfair 

10.27. Auden/Actavis knew or should have known the essential facts establishing 
that its prices during the infringement periods were unfair.  

10.28. Evidence supporting this includes, for example: 

a. As explained in section 5 above, Auden/Actavis increased prices for 
hydrocortisone tablets by over 10,000% from less than £1 per pack (the 
price charged under the drug’s previous owner, which had sold the 
drug since 1955) to £72 per pack. These increases were not 

3523 See for example Document 00438, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] to [Actavis Senior Employee 1] 
and others dated 15 October 2015 highlighting that Alissa had launched its product; and Document 02306, email 
from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] to [Actavis Senior Employee 1] and [Actavis Senior Employee 2] dated 4 
September 2015, discussing entry by Waymade. See also Document 02337, email from [Actavis Senior 
Employee 3] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 16 October 2015, in relation to the entry of Alissa. 
3524 Document 02337, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 3] to [Auden Senior Employee 4] dated 16 October 
2015. 
3525 Accord-UK submitted that the CMA cannot rely on the fact that Accord-UK was aware of the CMA’s 
investigation to establish intention. See Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 4.23. The CMA 
considers this factor to be relevant in establishing whether an undertaking knew or should have known that it was 
dominant in the relevant market(s) and that its conduct had been provisionally found to be abusive. This factor is 
one of a number that, in the CMA’s view, establish that Auden/Actavis acted intentionally or negligently. Further 
examples show Auden/Actavis’s conduct after it became aware of the investigation, and was continuing to 
operate in the same way. 
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accompanied by any material increases in production costs; nor had 
there been any investment in R&D in the product. On the contrary, the 
price increases were implemented in respect of a very old drug, which 
was long off patent, had been genericised, and in respect of which 
Auden/Actavis made no material investments or innovations since 
genericisation. Indeed, Auden/Actavis added no benefits for patients 
beyond those already available through the original hydrocortisone 
tablets first sold in 1955. 

b. Auden/Actavis’s prices for hydrocortisone tablets exceeded any 
reasonable measure of its costs plus a reasonable return. The 
purchase price of its product remained stable, and although Actavis’s 
prices decreased from 2016 onwards, they remained significantly in 
excess of cost plus a reasonable return.3526 

c. Auden/Actavis knew what its costs were and what its prices were. It 
knew that the disparity between those figures did not reflect any 
additional costs, investment or benefit to patients that would increase 
the economic value of its product significantly beyond costs plus a 
reasonable return (and in any event ought to have known this):  

i. In interview with the CMA, [Auden Senior Employee 1] and 
[Auden Senior Employee 2] were both unable to point to any 
actual increase in costs relating specifically to hydrocortisone 
tablets.3527 

ii. Allergan conducted extensive due diligence before acquiring AM 
Pharma and PwC informed it of the cost per pack of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in December 2014.3528 

iii. As explained above, Intas and Accord were made aware of the 
CMA’s investigation prior to their acquisition of Actavis UK 
Limited, including that this involved a potential abuse of charging 
excessive and unfair prices for hydrocortisone tablets. 

d. Indeed, Auden/Actavis was aware that it was able to exploit its 
dominant position by increasing prices (and in any event should have 
known this): 

3526 See section 5.C.III above.  
3527 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, p.63. Document 
301358, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview dated 23 May 2018, pp.18-25. 
3528 Document 00681, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016, Annex 11, 
page 21: Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014.  
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i. The financial due diligence report prepared by PwC in December 
2014 highlighted the ‘current lack of competition’ and the fact that 
‘there appears to be scope for further price increases, albeit this 
will be subject to negotiation with the Company’s customers’.3529 

After the acquisition, Auden/Actavis continued to implement such 
‘further price increases’. 

ii. Aware of the costs involved in supplying the product and of the 
lack of competition, Allergan internal presentations in December 
2014 and January 2015 highlighted hydrocortisone tablets as a 
‘[n]ear term cash cow’.3530 

10.29. None of the contemporaneous evidence seen by the CMA shows any regard 
for the interests of the NHS in any strategic decision making in relation to 
prices by Auden/Actavis. In fact, [Auden’s External Consultant] advised 
Auden in relation to ‘Project Guardian’ that ‘[t]here is a risk of negative 
reaction / price sensitivity if we raise profile’, when discussing the possibility 
of approaching NHS stakeholders to address the potential launch of skinny 
label hydrocortisone tablets.3531 

c. Application to Auden/Actavis: the Agreements 

10.30. Based on the evidence set out in this Decision, the CMA concludes that the 
undertaking Auden/Actavis cannot have been unaware that its conduct in 
participating in the Agreements was anti-competitive in nature. In particular, 
it knew or should have known that: 

a. each of Waymade and AMCo was its potential competitor at the time of 
the relevant Agreements; 

b. it was making significant payments to each of Waymade and AMCo; 
and 

c. those payments were in exchange for non-entry of Waymade and 
AMCo (as the case may be) for the duration of the Agreements; 

and, therefore, that the Agreements were anti-competitive in nature. 

3529 Document 00681, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 June 2016, Annex 11, 
page 17: Project Apple due diligence report dated 11 December 2014.  
3530 Document 00679, Project Apple: Auden Mckenzie (UK) presentation dated December 2014; and Document 
00706, Project Apple: Auden Mckenzie (UK) presentation dated January 2015.
3531 Document 00135, ‘Project Guardian’ Slide Pack dated February 2014.  
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10.31. The CMA therefore finds that Auden/Actavis entered into the Agreements 
intentionally or, at the very least, negligently. 

i. Potential competitors 

Waymade 

10.32. Auden knew or should have known of Waymade’s position as a potential 
competitor when it entered into the 20mg Agreement in July 2011.  

10.33. Evidence of this includes, for example: 

a. In an email on 28 June 2011, shortly before the parties entered into the 
20mg Agreement, [Auden Senior Employee 2] recognised: ‘if Waymade 
had their own licence and achieved 50% mkt share at current pricing 
then they would net £50K per mth.’3532 This demonstrates Auden’s 
perception of Waymade as a competitive threat, derived from 
Waymade’s 20mg MA. Auden expressed concern that it could lose half 
of its volumes to Waymade. 

b. [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated in interview with the CMA: ‘I recall 
having an internal discussion which acknowledged Waymade was our 
competitor and that we could supply it with hydrocortisone tablets…’. 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] also told the CMA in interview that 
Auden would have been aware that Waymade had an MA and that this 
‘would put Waymade in a stronger competitive position in the 
market’.3533 

c. In a subsequent interview, [Auden Senior Employee 1] explained that 
the 20mg Agreement was a way for Auden to ‘maintain [its] volume’; 
and Auden could not maintain its volume if Waymade entered the 
market: ‘[Waymade] had a 20 milligram [MA] and it was either for us to 
do nothing, which we could have, or to supply them, which would 
maintain our volume and still make us money, so that’s what we 
did.’3534 Auden was therefore aware that Waymade had an MA and 
could have entered independently, which would have meant Auden 
would not have maintained its volume (ie its market share).  

3532 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
3533 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.16 and 1.17; Document 302140, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 7 June 2018, page 
29, lines 24 and 25; page 31, lines 11 to 12.
3534 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 31, line 27 
and page 32, lines 1 to 3 (emphasis added). 
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d. The fact that Auden entered into the 20mg Agreement in itself 
demonstrates its awareness of the competitive threat posed by 
Waymade’s 20mg MA and work to develop its own product. 

10.34. Auden knew or should have known of Waymade’s position as a potential 
competitor at the time that it entered into the 10mg Agreement in October 
2012. Evidence of this includes, for example: 

a. [Auden Senior Employee 1] said that Auden’s approach to the 10mg 
Agreement was the same as the 20mg: Auden ‘wanted to protect and 
maintain our volumes ordered through Tiofarma for 10mg tablets as 
well [as for 20mg tablets]’.3535 In a later interview, [Auden Senior 
Employee 1] stated: ‘they [Waymade] had said, ‘look we’ve got a 
product and we would like to take supply from you’. So again, in the 
same scenario [as the 20mg Agreement] as long as we, we gave them 
supply, which would again maintain our volumes … that was 
acceptable.’3536 

b. As explained in section 6.B.II.b above, Waymade obtained its 10mg MA 
on 27 September 2012. From July 2011 until that date, Auden sold 
Waymade 10mg hydrocortisone tablets at market rate. However, very 
shortly after Waymade obtained the 10mg MA, from October 2012 
Auden reduced Waymade’s supply price by 97%, to £1 per pack. This 
dramatic change in Auden’s supply price to Waymade is explained by 
the competitive threat that Waymade represented by virtue of its 10mg 
MA. The 10mg Agreement therefore in itself demonstrates Auden’s 
awareness of the competitive threat posed by Waymade’s 10mg MA 
and work to develop its own product. 

AMCo 

10.35. Auden/Actavis knew or should have known of AMCo’s position as a potential 
competitor to Auden/Actavis from 31 October 2012, when it replaced 
Waymade as Auden’s counterparty to the 10mg Agreement, onwards. 

10.36. Auden was asked shortly after the public announcement of the sale of the 
Amdipharm group to continue to supply Amdipharm, which would now be 
part of AMCo and not Waymade, with 10mg hydrocortisone tablets under the 

3535 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraph 
1.20 (emphasis added). 
3536 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 68 
(emphasis added). 
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10mg Agreement.3537 Auden continued to supply AMCo under the 10mg 
Agreement and increased AMCo’s allocation of monthly packs from 2,000 to 
6,000 packs at £1 per pack. The low prices were no longer available to 
Waymade. Auden must therefore have been aware that it was now AMCo 
that held the threat of independent entry with its own 10mg product over 
Auden. As [Auden Senior Employee 1] indicated in his witness statement, 
that price was not available to other customers who were ‘pure 
wholesalers’.3538 His rationale for the 10mg Agreement was to protect 
Auden’s volumes against Amdipharm’s entry.  

10.37. When Auden was considering ending the 10mg Agreement in January 2014, 
it launched ‘Project Guardian’ specifically in response to the threat of 
AMCo’s entry. This is important evidence confirming that Auden knew or 
should have known that AMCo was its potential competitor when the two 
parties renewed the terms of the 10mg Agreement in June of the same year: 

a. The stated purpose of ‘Project Guardian’ was ‘to ensure that its [Auden 
Mckenzie’s] current market share for the supply of hydrocortisone 
tablets … is maintained or strengthened at a time when a competitors 
[sic] product (namely Amdipharm Mercury Company Limited [AMCo] 
hydrocortisone tablets 10mg …) threatens to weaken Auden 
McKenzie’s market share’.3539 Auden was therefore responding to its 
awareness of the threat of competition from AMCo, notwithstanding the 
orphan designation. 

b. On 12 February 2014, [Auden Senior Employee 4] emailed an external 
consultant about the possibility of reintroducing the ‘Hydrocortone’ 
brand as a protective measure, noting that the only other MA for 
hydrocortisone tablets ‘is held by Amdipharm, who will launch their 
product in Q2/3 2014’.3540 Auden therefore understood that AMCo 
would imminently be entering the market with its own product, and was 
concerned to take steps to protect its position. 

3537 Document 200348, transcript of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] interview dated 4 August 2016, page 16 lines 
2 to 8. [Auden Senior Employee 1] explained that ‘after the move from Waymade to Amdipharm … In 2012, we 
supplied Amdipharm at a price of £1 per pack’. Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 
1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 1.19 to 1.20. See also Document 300331, email from [Waymade 
Senior Employee 1] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 13 November 2012.
3538 [Auden Senior Employee 1] stated that ‘We did not offer this price to other customers as those other 
customers would have been pure wholesalers, whereas Amdipharm was not only a wholesaler, but carried out a 
range of work including product development and product marketing and sales’. Document 00725, witness 
statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraph 1.20. 
3539 Document 00062F, Professional Advice (Hydrocortisone) Proposal Prepared for Auden Mckenzie (Pharma 
Division) Ltd by [Auden’s External Consultant] dated 6 February 2014, Client Requirements (emphasis added).
3540 Document 00164, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [] (MAP BioPharma) dated 12 February 2014. 
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c. Slides prepared for the project in February 2014 compared the Auden 
and AMCo products side by side and stated: ‘It is … essential to be 
proactive ahead of Amdipharm’s product entry into the UK market in 
attempt to hold Auden Mckenzie share about 50% and as close to the 
existing position as possible’. The slides went on to conclude that 
despite Auden’s position as ‘the most established generic in the market 
… new competitor entry remains a real threat and action is necessary 
to avoid unnecessary decline in share’.3541 Auden therefore perceived a 
real and specific threat to its market position from entry by AMCo.  

d. On 4 April 2014 [Auden Senior Employee 4] stated: ‘The competitor 
product will launch mid-May/beginning June … so we should get these 
letters out asap’.3542 In context, [Auden Senior Employee 4] was 
referring to AMCo’s 10mg product: 

i. A ‘communications proposal’ prepared by an external consultancy 
firm for Auden in April 2014 explained that ‘Auden Mckenzie is 
reacting to a potential threat to its market share of hydrocortisone 
10mg tablets. The threat comes from new arrival, Amdipharm 
[AMCo], whose product may be adopted as a cheaper alternative 
to the current market leader.’3543 

ii. The letters Auden sent to key external stakeholders, attempting to 
discourage use of AMCo’s product off-label, specifically referred 
to AMCo’s 10mg product.3544 

10.38. In the negotiations leading to the Second Written Agreement, in June 2014 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] told [AMCo Senior Employee 8] about a 
conversation he had with [Auden Senior Employee 1]: ‘As for the start date 
yes it is for delivery this month … I told him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] that 
if not we will launch our own’.3545 This statement was a direct threat to enter 
and take market share from Auden. Auden responded by agreeing to the 
Second Written Agreement, which involved supplying double the volume 
supplied to AMCo before, thus demonstrating that Auden took this direct 
threat seriously.  

3541 Document 00135, ‘Project Guardian’ slide pack dated February 2014, slides 7, 9 and 33. 
3542 Document 00110A, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4]to [Auden’s External Consultant] dated 4 April 
2014. 
3543 Document 00137, ‘A communications proposal to support ‘Project Guardian’’, submitted by Salix Consulting 
dated 16 April 2014, slide 3. 
3544 See, for example, Document 00119, template letter to chief pharmacists dated 14 April 2014. 
3545 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 15 June 2014. 
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10.39. Allergan, which acquired AM Pharma in May 2015, was also aware that the 
orphan designation did not preclude suppliers of skinny label products such 
as AMCo (whose MA was in the public domain) from being a potential 
competitor. An internal Auden email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to 
[Auden Senior Employee 5] stated that in November 2014, ‘Actavis [now 
Allergan] were seriously concerned about the new Orion license [sic] been 
[sic] used “Off label” and the impact this would have on their investment if 
they acquired Auden.’3546 As described above, this led to a reduction in the 
purchase price for AM Pharma with the aim of providing a ‘complete de-
risking’ for Allergan.  

10.40. After taking over supplies of hydrocortisone tablets, and performance of the 
10mg Agreement, from AM Pharma in September 2015, Accord-UK 
continued to be aware of the competitive threat exerted by AMCo. As 
[Actavis Senior Employee 1] (Accord-UK) confirmed in his interview, Actavis 
was supplying AMCo at a low price ‘effectively competing against AMCo’s in-
house or contract relationship with another supplier’ (ie Aesica).3547 Accord-
UK was therefore aware that AMCo had an alternative option, whether in-
house or through another supplier, and therefore that AMCo exerted a 
competitive threat on Auden/Actavis. Further, as explained in section 
3.F.III.p above, following the sale of AM Pharma to Allergan, in October 2015 
the materials Auden had prepared for ‘Project Guardian’ were collected and 
circulated internally within Accord-UK.3548 Accord-UK then implemented a 
‘communications plan’, drawing directly on those materials in the first quarter 
of 2016.3549 Therefore, it also understood more generally that skinny label 
suppliers (like AMCo) posed a threat of independent entry.    

ii. Payments 

10.41. Auden/Actavis knew or should have known that it was making significant 
payments to each of Waymade and AMCo. 

10.42. In relation to the 20mg Agreement: 

a. As explained in section 6.D.II.b.i, the majority of the payments were in 
cash, under the Buyback. Auden received monthly invoices from 
Waymade for these payments. It therefore must have known (and in 

3546 Document 302324, email from [Auden Senior Employee 1] to [Auden Senior Employee 5] dated 22 January 
2015. 
3547 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 18 lines 12 
to 13. 
3548 Document 02316, email from [Auden Senior Employee 4] to [Actavis Senior Employee 3] dated 15 October 
2016. 
3549 Document 00656, AM Pharma’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 23 May 2016, paragraph 
14.10.  
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any event should have known) that it was making these payments to 
Waymade. As explained above, these payments initially amounted to 
£24,000 per month and increased substantially. 

b. Auden must also have known (and in any event should have known) 
that by supplying the remaining 200 packs to Waymade at a heavily 
discounted rate which amounted to a margin transfer to Waymade, it 
was giving Waymade a considerable benefit over other customers: 

i. Auden knew that it had agreed to supply Waymade at a heavily 
discounted rate compared to its other customers (initially 87%): as 
explained above, [Auden Senior Employee 2] initially proposed to 
supply Waymade at market rate (£34.50) before reducing the 
price to £4.50 a week later; 

ii. [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s proposal of 28 June 2011 stated 
‘Selling [Waymade] 1K packs per month to enable them just under 
a third mkt share at £4.50 per pack would net them £30K per 
mth’.3550 As explained above, £24,000 of that £30,000 derived 
from the Buyback. [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s calculation 
therefore necessarily implied that Waymade could expect to make 
a monthly profit of £6,000 from reselling the 200 packs: implying a 
resale price of £34.50, the same as Auden’s price at the time.3551 

Auden therefore understood that by supplying Waymade with a 
specified volume of packs at a ‘special’ discounted price, 
Waymade could expect to make a significant profit margin from 
selling those packs in the market at a higher resale price.  

iii. [Auden Senior Employee 2] further demonstrated his 
understanding of the mechanics of the margin transfer when he 
stated in his email of 28 June 2011 that he ‘[w]ould be happier 
allowing a lower price on the 20mg because it would be in their 
interest to maintain high resale price’. 3552 

10.43. In relation to the 10mg Agreement: 

a. Just as in relation to the 20mg Agreement, Auden/Actavis must have 
known (and in any event should have known) that the 10mg Agreement 
– which entailed supplying each of Waymade and AMCo at a 97% 

3550 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
3551 200 x £34.50, less cost of goods (200 x £4.50). 
3552 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
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discount on its ASP to other customers – would allow Waymade and 
AMCo to make a significant profit margin on resale of the packs, and 
that the supply therefore amounted to significant monthly payments to 
Waymade and AMCo. 

b. Internal documents produced by Accord-UK staff after it took over sales 
of hydrocortisone tablets from AM Pharma demonstrate its continued 
awareness of the opportunity cost to Actavis that these supply terms 
represented, and therefore the profit it allowed AMCo to make. 
Actavis’s commercial staff assured []: ‘I make sure that they [AMCo] 
have just the 1 order a month for 12,000 packs’.3553 [Actavis Senior 
Employee 2] noted: ‘vols should be 12k per month (one to keep an eye 
on)’.3554 

c. In her interview with the CMA, [Actavis Senior Employee 2] confirmed 
Actavis’s awareness of the opportunity cost of continuing to supply 
AMCo with 10mg hydrocortisone tablets at the discounted price: ‘we 
knew what the opportunity cost was. I suppose, if you like, it was all tied 
up in the purchase of the entire Auden Mckenzie business… we knew 
the breadth and depth of the contract’.3555 Actavis’s awareness of the 
‘opportunity cost’ of providing AMCo with the discount demonstrates 
that it must have been aware of the discount amounting to margin 
transfer to AMCo: in continuing to supply AMCo on these terms Actavis 
was foregoing profit on those volumes. 

iii. In exchange for non-entry 

10.44. Auden/Actavis knew or should have known that the counter-performance for 
the payments it made under the Agreements was that Waymade and AMCo 
would not enter the market independently with their own hydrocortisone 
tablets for the duration of the relevant Agreement. 

10.45. As explained in section 6.D.II.c.i, Auden designed the 20mg Agreement 
with the goal of ensuring that Waymade did not enter the market. In any 
event, Auden ought to have known that this was the reason for the 
payments. Auden offered Waymade a substantially reduced price in order to 
maintain its volumes, which in a finite market necessarily meant Waymade 
would not be entering the market if the negotiations were successful: 

3553 Document 02335, email from [] to [Actavis Senior Employee 1] dated 24 February 2016. 
3554 Document 02329, email from [Actavis Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 7 September 2015. 
3555 Document 203351, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 2] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 16, lines 15 
to 20. 
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a. [Auden Senior Employee 2] of Auden confirmed that it was the threat to 
Auden’s volumes that prompted him to offer the substantial discount: ‘it 
was key that we maintain our volumes on this line so we’d be happy to 
supply at a lower price’.3556 [Auden Senior Employee 2]’s statement 
confirms that Auden would only have supplied Waymade ‘at a lower 
price’ if Waymade did not enter the market with its own 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. The aim of the ‘lower price’ was to ‘maintain our 
[Auden’s] volumes’. This would only have been achieved if Waymade 
did not enter the market. 

b. Auden understood that ‘If Waymade had their own licence and 
achieved 50% mkt share at current pricing then they would net £50K 
per mth’. [Auden Senior Employee 2] therefore designed his proposal 
to neutralise this threat, on the understanding that Waymade would be 
‘not bringing the product to market.’3557 

c. Further, the terms on which the parties agreed in the 20mg Agreement 
included the ‘RAMA clause’. This provision that the parties would re-
visit the 20mg Agreement’s terms if a third party was granted a 20mg 
MA further demonstrates that the payments were given in the 
expectation that Auden would remain the only supplier on the market.  

10.46. As explained in section 6.D.II.c.ii, Auden agreed the 10mg Agreement on 
the same basis as the 20mg Agreement – to protect its volumes from the 
threat of entry that Waymade and later AMCo derived from its 10mg MA: 

a. In interview with the CMA, [Auden Senior Employee 1] confirmed that 
Auden’s approach to the 10mg Agreement was the same as the 20mg 
Agreement. [Auden Senior Employee 1] further stated: ‘they 
[Waymade] had said, ‘look we’ve got a product and we would like to 
take supply from you’. So again, in the same scenario as long as we, 
we gave them supply, which would again maintain our volumes … that 
was acceptable.’3558 As with the 20mg Agreement, the explanation for 
the payments is therefore that they were in exchange for Waymade not 
entering the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, and 
Auden knew or should have known this. 

3556 Document 00716, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 2] interview, page 16, lines 3 to 4. He confirmed this 
in a subsequent interview, in which he said that Auden was ‘keen to make sure that we maintain our volumes of 
this product for the purposes of the contract manufacturer’ (Document 301358, transcript of [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] interview dated 23 May 2018, part 1, page 17, lines 18 to 20).
3557 Document 00031C, email from [Auden Senior Employee 2] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 28 June 
2011. 
3558 Document 301380, transcript of [Auden Senior Employee 1] interview dated 23 May 2018, page 68. 
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b. [Auden Senior Employee 1] confirmed that the rationale for making 
payments to AMCo under the 10mg Agreement remained to protect 
Auden’s volumes. He stated specifically with respect to supplying 
AMCo that AMCo was not a ‘pure wholesaler’ and that ‘[w]e wanted to 
protect our volumes ordered through Tiofarma for 10mg tablets as 
well.’3559 

c. In December 2013 Auden was ‘still supplying hydrocortisone [to AMCo] 
but … being increasingly aggressive and threatening that the orphan 
drug status of their product means that our product … is not 
comparable to theirs’.3560 As explained in section 6.D.II.c.ii above, 
Auden’s stance demonstrates that continued supply (ie continued 
payments) to AMCo was contingent on non-entry by AMCo, since the 
issue of whether AMCo’s skinny label product was ‘comparable’ to 
Auden’s would not otherwise be relevant. 

d. Further, as mentioned above, during the negotiation of the Second 
Written Agreement [AMCo Senior Employee 1] stated in an email to 
[AMCo Senior Employee 8], ‘As for the start date yes it is for delivery 
this month … I told him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] that if not we will 
launch our own’.3561 [AMCo Senior Employee 1]’s statement to [Auden 
Senior Employee 1] made clear to Auden that it could neutralise the 
threat of AMCo’s entry by renewing and increasing the payments under 
the 10mg Agreement, which it did ten days later. 

e. In interview with the CMA, [] [Actavis Senior Employee 1] stated that 
the reason for Actavis continuing to make the £1.78 supply price 
available to AMCo after it took over performance of the 10mg 
Agreement in September 2015 was that Actavis ‘was effectively 
competing against AMCo’s in-house or contract relationship with 
another supplier’ (ie Aesica).3562 ‘Competing against’ Aesica to supply 
AMCo necessarily entails Actavis understanding that if the 10mg 
Agreement continued (ie if Actavis ‘won’), AMCo would not enter with 
its Aesica-manufactured product. Indeed, [Actavis Senior Employee 1] 
confirmed this when he stated that ‘AMCo’s alternative [to supply from 

3559 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 12 September 2016, paragraphs 
1.19 to 1.20. 
3560 Document 200160, Mercury Pharma Group Limited management meeting minutes dated 19 December 2013. 
3561 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4], [AMCo Senior Employee 6] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 15 June 2014 (emphasis added).
3562 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 18 lines 12 
to 13. 
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Actavis] was using their MA and getting it contract manufactured 
elsewhere’.3563 

10.47. In light of the factors set out at paragraphs 10.32 to 10.46 above, the CMA 
concludes that the undertaking Auden/Actavis knew or should have known 
that the Agreements were anti-competitive in nature.  

10.48. Accord-UK and Cinven submitted that intention or negligence cannot be 
established because the anti-competitive terms of the Agreements had to be 
inferred.3564 The CMA does not accept these submissions.  

10.49. As is clear from the evidence and analysis set out in section 6.D of this 
Decision, the CMA has not simply ‘inferred’ AMCo’s or Waymade’s 
agreement not to enter from its conduct or from the absence of any other 
explanation. The CMA finds on the basis of a significant body of evidence, 
taken together and assessed as a whole, that the parties entered into the 
Agreements and each of the constituent elements of those Agreements has 
been extensively evidenced. The body of evidence on which the CMA has 
relied includes contemporaneous documentary evidence and corroborating 
ex post interview evidence. The CMA finds in particular that the anti-
competitive terms of the Agreements were clear to all the key players in the 
negotiations, who each understood the reason for the payments from 
Auden/Actavis. 

10.50. In any case, it is wrong in law to state that if part of an infringement finding is 
based on inference this would preclude the imposition of penalties. That 
would only be the case if it cannot be established that the undertaking knew 
or should have known that its conduct had the object or would have the 
effect of restricting competition.  

d. Application to Waymade 

10.51. Based on the evidence set out in this Decision, the CMA concludes that the 
undertaking Waymade cannot have been unaware that its conduct in 
participating in the Agreements was anti-competitive in nature. In particular, 
it knew or should have known that: 

3563 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 17 line 26 
and page 18 line 1 (emphasis added). See also page 18 lines 16 to21: ‘[CMA interviewer]: So, was your 
understanding then for as long as you’re supplying AMCo at this price, they won’t be getting supply from their 
own alternative CMO and entering with their own product? [[Actavis Senior Employee 1]]: Well, that’s my 
understanding now. And that was I think one of the terms that AMCo needed to give notice if they use their own, 
different source.’ 
3564 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 4.32. Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 
2.11. 
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a. it was a potential competitor to Auden/Actavis at the time of the 
relevant Agreements; 

b. it was receiving significant payments from Auden/Actavis; and 

c. those payments were in exchange for Waymade’s non-entry with its 
own products for the duration of the Agreements; 

and, therefore, that the Agreements had as their object the restriction of 
competition. 

10.52. The CMA therefore finds that Waymade entered into the Agreements 
intentionally or, at the very least, negligently. 

i. Potential competitor 

10.53. Waymade knew or should have known during its time as counterparty to the 
Agreements that it was a potential competitor to Auden. As explained in 
section 6.D.II.c above, Waymade was aware that it exerted competitive 
pressure on Auden and used the threat of entry as leverage to convince 
Auden to enter both Agreements. 

10.54. As explained in section 6.C.II.b.ii above, at the time that Waymade entered 
into the 20mg Agreement in July 2011, Waymade had an MA for 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and could have entered the market with the Third 
Validation Batch which had passed all necessary testing and had been 
packed for sale. Extensive evidence confirms that Waymade must have 
been aware that it had real concrete possibilities of entering the market (see 
section 6.C.II.b.ii above) and therefore that it was a potential competitor. In 
any event, it should have known that it was a potential competitor.  

10.55. At the time that Waymade entered into the 10mg Agreement in October 
2012, Waymade had an MA for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets and had made 
significant investments in order to enter the market. Again, extensive 
evidence confirms that Waymade must have been aware that it had real 
concrete possibilities of entering the market (see section 6.C.II.b.iii above) 
and therefore that it was a potential competitor. In any event, it should have 
known that it was a potential competitor.  

ii. Payments 

10.56. Waymade knew or should have known that it was receiving significant 
payments from Auden/Actavis in relation to both the 10mg Agreement and 
the 20mg Agreement. 
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10.57. As explained in section 6.D.II.b above, in relation to the 20mg Agreement: 

a. The majority of the payments were in cash, under the Buyback. 
Waymade sent monthly invoices to Auden/Actavis for these payments. 
It therefore must have known that it was receiving these payments from 
Auden/Actavis. It even had to use an accounting code for ‘promotional 
activities’ that did not reflect any such activities to account for the 
payments it was receiving from Auden. In any event, Waymade should 
have known that it was receiving these payments. 

b. Waymade must also have known that by receiving the 200 packs from 
Auden/Actavis at a heavily discounted rate, it would be able to make a 
significant profit margin on resale. It had received an email with 
Auden’s prevailing prices, and subsequently it was offered the heavily 
discounted £4.50 price. It could not have been unaware that this 
represented a significant discount. In any event, Waymade should have 
known this.  

10.58. As explained in section 6.D.II.b above, in relation to the 10mg Agreement, 
the £1 price Waymade paid for 2,000 packs of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
was a 97% discount on the price it had been paying only a few days earlier 
(£34.50 in September 2012), and on Auden’s ASP to its other customers 
(£31.80). Waymade had previously been paying a price of £34.50 per pack, 
so it should have known that its new £1 price represented a significant 
discount. 

iii. In exchange for non-entry 

10.59. Waymade knew or should have known that the counter-performance for the 
payments it received under the Agreements was its agreement not to enter 
the market with its own hydrocortisone tablets. 

10.60. As explained in section 6.D.II.c.i above, Waymade clearly understood that 
receiving monthly payments and entering the market were mutually 
exclusive options, and therefore that the payments were in exchange for its 
agreement not to enter the market. In any event, Waymade should have 
known this. Extensive evidence confirms that Waymade used its 20mg 
product as leverage to obtain the payments in the 20mg Agreement. Such 
leverage is only effective on the understanding that sufficient payments 
would neutralise the threat of entry. 

10.61. Further, as explained above, Waymade delayed its reformulation work in 
2011 as a result of its negotiations with Auden, and froze its product when it 
succeeded in obtaining the 20mg Agreement, demonstrating its awareness 
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that in exchange for the payments it received, it would not enter (see section 
6.D.II.c.i above). 

10.62. Waymade approached the 10mg Agreement in the same way as the 20mg 
Agreement, and the individuals involved demonstrated their awareness that 
the payments under this agreement were in exchange for non-entry in 
interviews with the CMA: 

a. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] stated: ‘His [[Auden Senior Employee 
1]’s] volumes would start dropping, once we fight him [[Auden Senior 
Employee 1]] in the market, which we would’.3565 

b. [Waymade Senior Employee 1also stated: ‘They gave the product to us 
at a price because we had told them [Auden] that we can manufacture 
it at a certain price, and for them [Auden] not to lose their volumes, it 
would be attractive for them [Auden] to supply the product’.3566 In order 
to allow Auden to ‘not lose their volumes’, Waymade would need to 
refrain from entering the market with its own competing product.  

c. [Waymade Senior Employee 1 also stated: ‘… as far as he [[Auden 
Senior Employee 1]] is concerned, I have got the licence and I have got 
another source.’ He added: ‘As soon as we come in the market, his 
volumes will start diminishing so his costs will start going up, and that’s 
how the market works.’3567 

d. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] also stated: ‘Perhaps Auden Mckenzie 
responded to an inference from me that it could either supply 
Waymade, or I’d get someone else to supply me and if Auden 
Mckenzie wanted to retain its manufacturing volumes, then it might 
agree to supply me.’3568 

e. Application to AMCo 

10.63. Based on the evidence set out in this Decision, the CMA concludes that the 
undertaking AMCo cannot have been unaware that its conduct in 
participating in the 10mg Agreement was anti-competitive in nature. In 
particular, it knew or should have known that: 

3565 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 140, 
lines 3 to 4. 
3566 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 12, lines 
1 to 3 (emphasis added).
3567 Document 302145, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 1] interview dated 27 June 2018, page 138, 
lines 12 to 20 and page 140, lines 14 to 16. 
3568 Document 200354, Witness Statement of [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 24 October 2016, paragraph 
1.22 (emphasis added). 
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a. it was a potential competitor to Auden/Actavis at the time of the 10mg 
Agreement; 

b. it was receiving significant payments from Auden/Actavis; and 

c. those payments were in exchange for AMCo’s non-entry with its own 
product for the duration of the 10mg Agreement; 

and, therefore, that the 10mg Agreement had as its object the restriction of 
competition. 

10.64. The CMA therefore finds that AMCo entered into the 10mg Agreement 
intentionally or, at the very least, negligently.3569 

i. Potential competitor 

10.65. AMCo knew or should have known during its time as counterparty to the 
10mg Agreement that it was a potential competitor to Auden/Actavis. 

10.66. As explained in section 6.C.II.b.iv above, when the Amdipharm group was 
sold to Cinven on 31 October 2012, all the factors which made Waymade a 
potential competitor to Auden were transferred to AMCo. The AMCo 
undertaking effectively stepped into the Waymade undertaking’s shoes as a 
potential competitor to Auden effective from 31 October 2012. AMCo had 
real concrete possibilities of entering the market: ‘sufficient preparatory 
steps’ had been taken to demonstrate its ‘firm intention and an inherent 
ability’ to enter the market. In particular: 

a. Entry was possible in the short term. AMCo had acquired Waymade’s 
10mg MA3570 and an approved process to produce 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets. From 31 October 2012 AMCo was never further 
away than around six to eight months from having market-ready 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets with which it could have independently entered 
the market. This is demonstrated by each instance where AMCo made 
a serious push for obtaining market-ready product. See further section 

3569 AMCo submitted that it had not had an opportunity to make representations on the CMA’s case on intention 
and negligence for fining purposes (see Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 2.6 to 2.13). AMCo 
makes this assertion on the basis of the legal test it submitted should apply, which has no basis in law as 
addressed above at paragraph 10.17. In any event, the CMA’s case was clearly set out in the SSO issued to 
AMCo and so there is no basis for such a complaint.  Cinven submitted that the CMA had not substantiated its 
findings of intention/negligence against AMCo and that intention/negligence cannot in any case be established 
(Document 205805, Cinven RDPS, paragraphs 2.1 to 2.5). The CMA does not accept these submissions. The 
CMA establishes intention/negligence to the requisite standard on the part of AMCo in paragraphs 10.63 to 
10.72. As set out above, intention and negligence applies at the level of the undertaking so any distinction along 
the lines of the respective ownership periods for AMCo and Cinven is artificial for the purposes of the CMA’s 
jurisdiction to impose a penalty under s.36(3) of the Act. 
3570 On 31 October 2012 AMCo acquired the beneficial interest in the MA with the Amdipharm acquisition and the 
legal transfer was completed after approval was obtained from the MHRA on 9 May 2013.  
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6.C.II.b.iv (in particular, section ‘Entry remained possible in the short 
term’). In particular, AMCo used the threat of its imminent potential 
entry as leverage in its negotiations with Auden and declared its 
potential to enter the market during these negotiations.3571 For 
example, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] reported internally that he had 
used AMCo’s competitive threat to Auden to negotiate for an increased 
volume (supply of 12,000 packs) of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
stating that he had told []: ‘I told him that if not we will launch our 
own’.3572 In interview, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] stated that ‘I wanted 
him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] to understand that we were able to 
launch’ because he thought ‘that it [AMCo’s ability to enter] was more 
likely to help him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] give me some better 
terms’.3573 

b. Entry was economically viable. This is supported, for example, by 
AMCo internal documents that demonstrated that AMCo could enter 
the market and make substantial profit, and AMCo’s actions in 
dedicating considerable resources to developing a product which would 
be ready for launch. See further section 6.C.II.b.iv (in particular, section 
‘Entry continued to be economically viable’). 

c. There were no insurmountable barriers to entry. In particular, AMCo 
and Auden did not consider that the orphan designation afforded to 
Plenadren would prevent AMCo’s entry into the market. See further 
section 6.C.II.b.iv (in particular ‘There were no insurmountable barriers 
to entry’) and section 3.E.IV.3574 

10.67. Therefore, the CMA concludes that AMCo knew or should have known it was 
a potential competitor.3575 

ii. Payments 

10.68. AMCo knew and/or should have known that it was receiving significant 
monthly payments from Auden/Actavis as the counterparty to the 10mg 
Agreement. As explained in section 6.D.II.b.ii above, the £1 price AMCo paid 

3571 As set out above, the CAT has considered that an undertaking which holds an MA and ‘with a declared 
intention of entering the market in the near future’ should be regarded as a potential competitor (see Lexon (UK) 
Limited v Competition and Markets Authority [2021] CAT 5, paragraph 234). 
3572 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 6], [AMCo Senior Employee 8] and [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 15 June 2014
3573 Document 201997, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] interview transcript dated 7 June 2018, page 25 lines 1 and 
10 to 11. See also pages 2 to3.
3574 In addition, Auden viewed AMCo as a potential competitor: see section 6.C.II.b.iv, in particular section ‘Auden 
perceived AMCo to be a competitive threat’. 
3575 In reaching this conclusion the CMA has relied on AMCo’s own evidence and evidence relating to Waymade 
staff that moved across to AMCo, that supports the finding that AMCo was a potential competitor. 
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for 2,000 and then 6,000 packs per month, and the £1.78 price it 
subsequently paid for 12,000 packs per month, of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets, represented a discount of around 97% on Auden’s ASP to its other 
customers (£32 in November 2012, £47 in June 2014 and £63 in June 
2016).  

10.69. AMCo knew what the prevailing ASPs in the market were, as it was itself 
reselling Auden’s 10mg hydrocortisone tablets making a considerable 
margin. It could therefore not have been unaware that its £1 and £1.78 
prices represented a significant discount that allowed it to make a significant 
profit. In any event, it ought to have known this.3576 

iii. In exchange for non-entry 

10.70. AMCo knew or should have known that the counter-performance for the 
payments it received under the 10mg Agreement was its agreement not to 
enter the market with its own 10mg hydrocortisone tablets. 

10.71. As explained in 6.D.II.c above, AMCo clearly understood that receiving 
monthly payments and entering the market independently of Auden/Actavis 
were mutually exclusive options, and therefore that the payments were in 
exchange for its agreement not to enter the market.  

10.72. In any event, AMCo ought to have known this. Evidence of this includes, in 
particular: 

a. AMCo acted consistently in using the threat of competitive entry as 
leverage to secure continued and increasing payments. In particular, 
AMCo actively communicated its continued commitment not to enter 
independently by negotiating with Auden to raise the price it paid to 
continue buying off AMCo’s entry in June 2014. [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] made a direct threat to ‘launch our own [10mg tablets]’ in 
order to secure the volume (and therefore payment) increase in the 
Second Written Agreement.  

b. AMCo took steps to cancel its 10mg product development and ensure 
its launch-ready 10mg product would not be sold in the UK when it 
succeeded in obtaining increased payments in the Second Written 
Agreement, demonstrating its awareness that in exchange for the 

3576 Cinven submitted that AMCo could not have been aware of the restrictive effects of the 10mg Agreement 
because of (i) barriers to AMCo’s independent entry, and (ii) AMCo’s understanding that the 10mg Agreement 
enhanced competition (Document 205805, Cinven RDPS, paragraphs 2.13 to 2.15). For the reasons set out in 
this paragraph, the CMA does not accept Cinven’s submissions, as AMCo has been found to be a potential 
competitor at the material time and AMCo should have known that fact (including that there were no 
insurmountable barriers to entry) and of the anti-competitive nature of the 10mg Agreement.  
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payments it received, it would not enter. See further the detailed 
evidence set out at section 6.D.c.ii (in particular ‘AMCo suspends its 
own 10mg product development on the same day as entering into the 
Second Written Agreement’).  

c. AMCo used its 10mg tablets to provide a ‘back-up’ option in case the 
10mg Agreement should end. AMCo’s treatment of its Aesica product 
as a ‘back-up’ (like its use as leverage in negotiations with Auden) 
demonstrates its adherence to its commitment not to enter with its own 
10mg tablets. See further the detailed evidence set out at section 
6.D.c.ii (in particular ‘AMCo’s treatment of its 10mg tablets as a ‘back-
up’ in case the 10mg Agreement ended’). 

iv. AMCo’s External Legal Advice 

10.73. AMCo engaged the external law firm Pinsent Masons LLP between June 
2013 and June 2014 to advise on: 

a. whether AMCo could obtain a full label 10mg MA; 

b. whether competition law risks could arise from the undocumented 
10mg supply arrangement with Auden that AMCo had acquired with the 
Amdipharm group; and 

c. the negotiation of the Second Written Agreement. 

10.74. Pinsent Masons advised AMCo as follows: 

a. On 20 December 2013, a regulatory partner within the firm advised that 
the MHRA was precluded from granting AMCo a 10mg MA with the 
indication ‘adrenal insufficiency’.3577 

b. The competition law team of the firm issued an audit report on 28 
August 2013, advising that the undocumented supply arrangement 
posed a ‘medium’ competition law compliance risk for AMCo and 
should be formalised; and in an updated report issued on 27 January 
2014, that the risk could be reduced to ‘low’ provided the arrangement 
was brought to an end;3578 

3577 Document 201088, advice from Pinsent Masons to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 20 December 2013, 
page 3. 
3578 Document 201100, Pinsent Masons competition law compliance audit report dated 27 January 2014, 
paragraphs 8.5.1 and 8.6.2. 
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c. A competition law associate advised on the drafting of the First3579 and 
Second Written Agreements;3580 and 

d. The same associate advised on 6 June 2014 that: 

‘As a result of the orphan designation for 10mg hydrocortisone, AmCo 
[sic] cannot supply its 10mg hydrocortisone into the market in respect 
of the main therapeutic use, i.e. the treatment of adrenal insufficiency. 
The orphan designation is akin to an IP right and as such, from a 
competition law perspective in respect of this product and the orphan 
indication AmCo and Auden would not be considered competitors 
whilst the orphan designation was in place’.3581 

e. On the basis of this assumption the associate advised AMCo that 
entering into the Second Written Agreement was compatible with 
competition law.3582 

10.75. AMCo waived privilege over this advice in order to disclose it to the CMA 
and submitted that it meant: 

a. The CMA had no power to fine AMCo for any infringement, as AMCo 
could not have committed it intentionally or negligently.3583 AMCo could 
not have known that it was a potential competitor of Auden,3584 given 
that its lawyers had advised that the orphan designation ‘was 
irreversible and that the regulatory barrier created by it was 
insurmountable’;3585 or that the 10mg supply deal was anti-competitive, 
given that both the First and Second Written Agreements were cleared 
for competition law compliance by external lawyers;3586 and 

3579 Document 201970, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to Pinsent Masons dated 30 May 2014: AMCo ‘will 
be looking to do a further 2 year agreement, based on the previous supply agreement for hydrocortisone that you 
and I drafted’. 
3580 See, eg, document 201099, email from Pinsent Masons to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 28 June 2014. 
3581 Document 201971, email from Pinsent Masons to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 6 June 2014. 
3582 Document 201102, email from Pinsent Masons to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 9 February 2017, 
paragraph 4.
3583 Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 2.13.2, 2.13.3, 4.24-4.33 and 6.29-6.51. See also Document 
205947, AMCo’s submission to the CMA dated 22 December 2020, paragraph 13. Cinven made the same 
arguments: Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 1.9(d), 1.10 and 2.16–2.24. See also Document 
205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 4.32.1. 
3584 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.37.2, 3.208-3.209, 3.617-3.620 and 4.93-4.97. See also 
Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraph 6.17. See also Document 204967, Cinven’s RSSO, paragraphs 
9.18 and 10.12. 
3585 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.37.2, 3.618-3.620. 
3586 Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 4.25 and 6.46-6.47. See also paragraph 6.53 and Document 
204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.376, 3.600-3.602, 3.625-3.631, 3.693-3.703, 4.96, 5.107-5.111 and 6.96. 
See also Document 203737, AMCo’s RSO, paragraphs 12.7-12.15; 3.304-3.308; and 3.312-3.320; and 
Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 2.21. 
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b. If the CMA had the power to fine AMCo, any fine should be zero or only 
nominal.3587 

10.76. The CMA rejects these submissions for the following reasons. 

The law 

10.77. As a matter of principle, the fact that an undertaking may commit an 
infringement following legal advice does not negate the existence of that 
infringement or preclude a finding of intention or negligence.3588, 3589 Intent 
and negligence relate to the undertaking’s awareness of whether its conduct 
is anticompetitive, not whether it is unlawful.3590 

3587 Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 2.14, 2.17.3(c), 2.21.3, 4.31, 4.70.2, 6.66, 7.15.3(d), 7.32.1 
and 7.46-7.52.See also document 205947, AMCo’s submission to the CMA dated 22 December 2020, 
paragraphs 34-36; and also Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 1.13, 1.16-1.17, 1.19, 3.15, 3.34-
3.35, 3.43 and 3.50. 
3588 C-681/11 Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde v Schenker & Co, EU:C:2013:404, paragraphs 37-38, 40-41 and 43, 
recently confirmed in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 156-158 and Generics (UK) Limited 
Glaxosmithkline Plc, Xellia Pharmaceuticals APS, Alpharma LLC Actavis UK Limited Merck KGAA v CMA [2021] 
CAT 9 [2021] CAT 9, paragraphs 114 to 117. AMCo submitted that the principle set out in Schenker does not 
apply in this case, in particular referring to the ‘general position’ described by Advocate General Kokott in her 
Opinion in that case that reliance on legal advice ‘must have a bearing in cartel proceedings for the imposition of 
fines’ (Opinion of AG Kokott in Case C-681/11 Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde v Schenker & Co, EU:C:2013:404, 
paragraph 58) (Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraph 4.31; Document 205947, AMCo’s submission to 
the CMA dated 22 December 2020, paragraph 36; See also Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 
2.24). AMCo also submitted that Schenker related only to the question of legitimate expectation, and not to the 
question of whether an infringement has been committed intentionally or negligently (Document 205947, AMCo’s 
submission to the CMA dated 22 December 2020, paragraph 31). The CMA rejects these submissions. The 
Advocate General’s statement in Schenker – which was not replicated in the judgment – was confined to a 
scenario where the relevant legal advice had been ‘provided on the basis of a full and accurate description of the 
facts by the undertaking concerned’, the advice dealt ‘comprehensively’ with the relevant decision-making 
practice of the European Commission and case law of the European Courts and the substance of the advice was 
not ‘manifestly incorrect’ (see paragraphs 66 to 68). These were part of an extensive range of ‘minimum 
requirements’ suggested by the Advocate General for recognising legal advice ‘as the basis for an error of law 
precluding liability’ (paragraphs 62 to 71), none of which was followed by the Court of Justice and none of which 
applies in this case. While Schenker did consider the principle of legitimate expectation in relation to the action of 
the Austrian national competition authority in sanctioning the cartel under national law, this was only one part of 
the judgment. The main part of the judgment concerned whether a fine could be imposed on an undertaking for 
acting intentionally or negligently in relation to an infringement (see in particular paragraph 31).
3589 AMCo submitted that notwithstanding Schenker, there was ‘a consistent body’ of case law establishing that 
legal advice excludes a finding of negligence or intent on the part of the relevant undertaking (Document 205947, 
AMCo’s submission to the CMA dated 22 December 2020, paragraphs 32 and 33; Document 205848, AMCo’s 
RDPS, paragraphs 2.13.2, 4.7, 4.26-4.27 and 4.33). However, none of the cases AMCo cited is inconsistent with 
Schenker. The cases cited concern other issues, such as when undertakings may need to take legal advice to 
assess the consequences of their actions and the care that undertakings are expected to exercise. The cases do 
not concern the relevance of legal advice to an undertaking’s liability for a competition law infringement or the 
weight legal advice should be afforded by a competition authority. Schenker is the relevant precedent (as recently 
confirmed in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 156-158 and Generics (UK) Limited 
Glaxosmithkline Plc, Xellia Pharmaceuticals APS, Alpharma LLC Actavis UK Limited Merck KGAA v CMA [2021] 
CAT 9, paragraphs 116-117) and it is unequivocal.
3590 See, for example, C-681/11 Bundeswettbewerbsbehörde v Schenker & Co, EU:C:2013:404, paragraph 37 
and the cases cited; T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission, EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 762, upheld in C-591/16 P 
Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 156-158; Generics (UK) Limited Glaxosmithkline Plc, Xellia 
Pharmaceuticals APS, Alpharma LLC Actavis UK Limited Merck KGAA v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 121. As 
explained in section 10.B.II.a (Intention and negligence: Legal framework), AMCo’s alternative test for 
intention/negligence, relating to awareness of unlawfulness, is wrong in law. 
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10.78. Even if AMCo’s external lawyers had advised that AMCo was not a potential 
competitor of Auden and that the 10mg Agreement was compliant with 
competition law on the basis of a complete and correct understanding of the 
facts, this would therefore not preclude the CMA from finding that the 10mg 
Agreement was an infringement or from finding that AMCo acted 
intentionally or negligently in committing that infringement.3591 

The facts 

10.79. In any event, when AMCo’s external legal advice is placed in context it 
provides no justification for reducing the amount of the penalty imposed on 
AMCo and no justification for a finding that the infringement was committed 
negligently rather than intentionally.3592 

10.80. Focussing specifically on each relevant piece of advice and AMCo’s 
contemporaneous understanding of market conditions: 

a. The 20 December 2013 advice does not relate to whether or not AMCo 
could compete with Auden with its skinny label tablets;  

b. The 6 June 2014 advice rests on an incorrect understanding of the 
orphan designation and its implications for the legal and economic 
context; and 

c. AMCo knew that it was a potential competitor of Auden notwithstanding 
the orphan designation and therefore knew that the 6 June 2014 advice 
was incorrect.  

3591 Compare Decision in Case AT.39685 Fentanyl, recitals 356 to 357 and 465; Decision in Case AT.39226 
Lundbeck, recitals 695 to 698, 1296 and footnote 1227; and T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission, EU:T:2016:449, 
paragraphs 832-835 and 839 (upheld in C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraphs 156 to158).  
3592 AMCo cited COMP/M.7184 Marine Harvest/Morpol and T-704/14 Marine Harvest v Commission as authority 
for its submission that reliance on legal advice ‘can negate a finding of both intent and negligence’ (Document 
205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 4.26-4.28 (emphasis in original)). This case does not establish a principle 
that legal advice can negate a finding of negligence or intent – which would be contrary to Schenker, the higher 
precedent. The Commission and General Court applied the principle from Schenker that legal advice does not 
exempt an undertaking from a penalty or affect whether an infringement has occurred. However, the Commission 
(upheld by the General Court) held that on the facts, Marine Harvest had acted negligently rather than 
intentionally in failing to notify its acquisition of a minority stake as a concentration with an EU dimension before it 
was implemented. The limited and late legal advice it had received contributed to that finding. Legal advice may 
therefore be relevant to a finding of a negligent infringement rather than an intentional one. However, that would 
not be justified in this case. The facts of Marine Harvest are very different from this one: while the question 
whether the acquisition of a minority stake leads to de facto control and therefore a notification obligation is a 
complex one with limited precedent, all undertakings should be aware that market exclusion agreements are 
illegal. The same applies to Sainsbury’s v MasterCard [2016] CAT 11, which AMCo also cited (Document 
205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 4.29 to 4.30): in that case the CAT held that it would not have been clear to 
MasterCard that its multilateral interchange fees would have been unlawful, particularly given the CAT’s finding 
that this did not amount to an object infringement (paragraphs 322-323). A market exclusion agreement is the 
prime example of an object infringement. AMCo cannot have been unaware that a market exclusion agreement is 
anticompetitive. Compare Generics (UK) Limited Glaxosmithkline Plc, Xellia Pharmaceuticals APS, Alpharma 
LLC Actavis UK Limited Merck KGAA v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 141. 
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The 20 December 2013 advice 

10.81. As explained above, on 20 December 2013 AMCo’s external lawyers 
advised that the MHRA was precluded from granting AMCo an MA for 
‘adrenal insufficiency’.3593 

10.82. As explained in section 3.D.III, the effect of the orphan designation was that 
the MHRA would not grant an MA to new entrants that included the 
protected indication ‘adrenal insufficiency in adults’. However, nothing in 
Pinsent Masons’ advice suggests that ‘the regulatory barrier created by [the 
orphan designation] was insurmountable’ as AMCo submitted.3594 The 
advice said nothing about the potential for AMCo to compete with Auden’s 
full label tablets, whether for the protected indication through off-label supply 
or outside the protected indication for children and/or other conditions. 

The 6 June 2014 advice 

10.83. On 6 June 2014 an associate in the competition law team at Pinsent Masons 
recorded her attendance on a conference call between AMCo and Auden to 
negotiate the Second Written Agreement in an email to [] [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8]: 

‘Prior to the call I discussed with you the extent to which AmCo [sic] 
would be considered a competitor of Auden in relation to the 10mg 
product (which AmCo has a pipeline source). As a result of the orphan 
designation for 10mg hydrocortisone, AmCo cannot supply its 10mg 
hydrocortisone into the market in respect of the main therapeutic use, 
i.e. the treatment of adrenal insufficiency. The orphan designation is 
akin to an IP right and as such, from a competition law perspective in 
respect of this product and the orphan indication AmCo and Auden 
would not be considered competitors whilst the orphan designation was 
in place (however for other products 20mg hydrocortisone AmCo and 
Auden would be considered competitors, hence my presence on the 
call as a safeguard).’3595 

10.84. These statements are based on an incorrect interpretation of the orphan 
designation and its impact on the economic and legal context of the present 
case. The analysis of whether an undertaking is a potential competitor 
depends on the legal and economic context, which was not properly taken 

3593 Document 201088, advice from Pinsent Masons to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 20 December 2013, 
page 3. 
3594 Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraphs 3.37.2, 3.618 to 3.620. 
3595 Document 201971, email from Pinsent Masons firm to [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 6 June 2014. See 
also Document 201102, email from external law firm to [AMCo Senior Employee 8], 9 February 2017, paragraph 
3. 
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into account in the advice, which as a result failed to reflect the relevant 
decision-making practice of the European Commission and case law of the 
European courts. 

10.85. First, the orphan designation did not prevent AMCo from supplying its 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets into the market for the treatment of adrenal 
insufficiency. The orphan designation prevented the MHRA from granting 
AMCo an MA with the indication ‘for the treatment of adrenal insufficiency in 
adults’, and therefore AMCo from marketing its 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
for that indication. 

10.86. On any view, the orphan designation did not offer absolute protection and 
was not an insurmountable barrier. AMCo had an MA, although it lacked the 
adult adrenal insufficiency indication. AMCo was therefore authorised by the 
MHRA to place its product on the market. On no interpretation of the Orphan 
Medicinal Products Regulation could AMCo be restricted from competing 
with Auden outside the protected indication.3596 

10.87. Secondly, it would not have been unlawful for pharmacists to dispense 
AMCo’s skinny label product ‘off-label’ to patients falling under the protected 
indication, because prescriptions for hydrocortisone tablets tend to be open 
and an open prescription for hydrocortisone tablets can be filled with a 
skinny label product that is bioequivalent to full label tablets (see section 
3.E.III above). The orphan designation was therefore also not an 
insurmountable barrier to AMCo competing with Auden within the protected 
indication. 

10.88. On any reading of the orphan designation regime, AMCo would therefore 
have been a potential competitor to Auden outside the protected indication, 
and there was also a possibility that pharmacists would be willing to switch to 
its product for patients falling under the protected indication. The advice, in 
no uncertain terms and without caveats, that ‘in respect of this product and 
the orphan indication AmCo and Auden would not be considered competitors 
whilst the orphan designation was in place’, was therefore wrong.  

AMCo knew that it was a potential competitor of Auden notwithstanding the orphan 
designation 

10.89. Moreover, AMCo knew that the 6 June 2014 advice was wrong. AMCo’s 
conduct and internal, contemporaneous AMCo documents show that AMCo 

3596 In fact, AMCo submitted that because of the legal advice it ‘considered in good faith that it could only 
compete in respect of the negligible market comprising that 2%-10% of patients using HT’ (Document 203737, 
AMCo’s RSO, paragraph 3.508), indicating that it did not understand the advice to mean it was precluded from 
competing at all with Auden. See also Document 204922, AMCo’s RSSO, paragraph 3.209. 
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consistently understood that the orphan designation did not preclude 
competition between itself and Auden. This evidence is discussed in detail in 
section 3.E.IV (Demand for hydrocortisone tablets) above and Annex D. 

10.90. Before it received the December 2013 advice it is clear that AMCo 
consistently believed that it would be able to gain market share from Auden if 
it entered with its skinny label hydrocortisone tablets.  

10.91. In November 2013 when it sought to formalise the 10mg supply arrangement 
AMCo initially sought to obtain 18,000 packs from Auden (equating to 24% 
of total volumes). This corresponded to AMCo’s initial estimate of the volume 
it stood to win if it launched its skinny label tablets.3597 

10.92. Further, before receiving the 20 December 2013 advice AMCo had already 
reached the view that it should not pursue the potential acquisition of 
Auden’s hydrocortisone business because its value was likely to fall 
following the entry of skinny label competitors, notwithstanding the orphan 
designation. On 2 December 2013 [AMCo Senior Employee 2], [], stated: 
‘There’s too much risk around the value of the assets, and his [[Auden 
Senior Employee 1]’s] expectations would be pretty high. I suspect he’s keen 
to sell because he knows generics may be around the corner.’ [] [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] agreed: ‘[AMCo Senior Employee 2] is right’.3598 

10.93. The 20 December 2013 advice did not change AMCo’s view that the orphan 
designation was no insurmountable barrier to entry, as demonstrated by a 
consistent and large body of evidence.  

10.94. Shortly after Pinsent Masons provided its December 2013 advice, [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] asked [AMCo Senior Employee 2], ‘Maybe our DD work 
[on Auden’s hydrocortisone business] might find a way for us to get rid of the 
orphan status?’ [AMCo Senior Employee 2] responded: ‘feedback from 
Pinsent Masons is that the Orphan Status is legitimate and going to be hard 
to knock back. We will almost certainly have to have the limited indication.’ 
[AMCo Senior Employee 1] responded: 

3597 Document 202552, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [Auden Senior Employee 1] dated 15 
November 2013 and attachment, Document 202553, draft “Own Label” Product Supply Agreement (for 
Hydrocortisone) by and between Auden Mckenzie (Pharma Division) Limited and Amdipharm Limited, page 20, 
Schedule A. See also Document 202557, email from [Amdipharm Senior Employee] to [] dated 15 November 
2013. AMCo’s forecasts for 2014 are set out in document 202660, spreadsheet titled ‘model (2)’, sheet ‘assume 
generics launched’ attached to document 202659, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 6] to [AMCo Senior 
Employee 4] dated 23 May 2014, which reflects a forecast of 18,000 packs per month or 24% market share. See 
also Document 202597, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 4] to [AMCo Employee] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] dated 20 December 2013.
3598 Document 200018, emails between [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 and 
4 December 2013. 
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‘I wonder if we believe Pinsents know what they are talking about?’3599 

10.95. [AMCo Senior Employee 2] replied attaching the 20 December 2013 advice, 
adding: 

‘However, I have just received the prescribing data for Hydrocortisone 
10mg … It shows that only 22% of Rx’s are specified as Adrenal, and 
there are multiple other indications widely in use, not the 90+% for 
adrenal insufficiency that [Amdipharm Senior Employee] was once 
referring to. That means labelling shouldn’t be that important, hopefully 

 Pharmacists will dispense our product, regardless of label, and 

[Auden Senior Employee 1] claim that we have an inferior product is 
irrelevant anyway, when it can be shown to be bioequivalent. It just 
doesn’t have the labelling for one protected indication. Therefore I think 
we can push back a bit harder! I’ve sent an email to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee]  suggesting the same.’3600 

10.96. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] replied: ‘Very interesting!! Thanks’.3601 

10.97. A few minutes before sending his email to [AMCo Senior Employee 1], 
[AMCo Senior Employee 2] separately sent an email to [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee] stating: 

‘According to the data on IMS, only 22% of prescriptions are specifically 
identified as Adrenal, with a long list of others. That gives us a bit more 
strength to say to [Auden Senior Employee 1] that we don’t mind 
having limited labelling. Pharmacists will dispense it anyway, 
regardless of labelling. Therefore, we should still be arguing using 
100% of the market as our negotiating position for supply volumes! 

’3602 

10.98. A fortnight after Pinsent Masons had advised that AMCo could not obtain a 
full label 10mg MA, AMCo therefore continued to hold the view that it could 
nonetheless expect to win market share from Auden’s full label product (both 
within and outside the protected indication). AMCo’s 22 January PPRM 
report estimated that its Aesica 10mg product could sell 12,000 packs a 
month and attain a gross profit of 94% on the assumption that ‘Indication 

3599 Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] dated 2 January 2014.
3600 Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 2 January 
2014. 
3601 Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 2 January 
2014. 
3602 Document 200164, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 2 January 
2014. 
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limitations do not restrict sales’.3603 This equated to approximately 16% of 
total volumes. 

10.99. This view was the reason AMCo ultimately withdrew from negotiations to 
acquire Auden’s hydrocortisone business. Although [AMCo Senior Employee 
8] proposed an adjusted valuation for that business ‘on the basis that we 
think there will be generic competition and we don’t think the orphan drug
status is safe’, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] noted that ‘I can’t see that it’s for 
us at this price tag. We have no idea how many generics may be lined up for 
coming to market… Good news from [] multi-functional meeting is that it 
seems we can be on the market in around 3 months.’3604 On 29 January 
2014 the minutes of AMCo’s top company board reported that it would not 
be proceeding with the acquisition of Auden’s hydrocortisone business ‘due 
to the vendor’s price expectations and the threat of generic competition to 
many of its products.’3605 

10.100. AMCo continued to believe that its skinny label 10mg tablets were capable of 
winning market share from Auden’s full label product throughout the first half 
of 2014, when it negotiated with Auden to formalise the 10mg supply 
arrangement. In particular, as explained in section 6.D.II.c above, AMCo 
successfully used the threat that it would enter with that skinny label product 
and take market share from Auden to secure increased payments in the 
Second Written Agreement. 

10.101. After Auden offered to continue supplying AMCo with its hydrocortisone 
tablets in the first half of April 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] ‘asked 
[AMCo Senior Employee 5] [] what our Aesica cost and volume 
expectations are’ for the purposes of the negotiation with Auden.3606 On 22 
April 2014 [AMCo Senior Employee 5] responded that AMCo expected that it 
could sell 10,000 packs a month of its Aesica product: approximately 13% of 
total volumes.3607 

10.102. On the following day, [AMCo Senior Employee 2] commented internally that 
‘[i]t seems [Auden Senior Employee 1] isn’t being as bold about his 

3603 Document 200090, 22 January 2014 PPRM slides, slide 10. 
3604 Document 200071, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 7 January 
2014 (emphasis added), and email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 8 
January 2014.
3605 Document 200498, Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Directors of Amdipharm Mercury Limited on 29 
January 2014, page 15. See also Document 200102, Strategic Development, Monthly Report, Product 
Acquisitions, January 2014, page 3
3606 Document 200105, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 2] dated 19 April 2014 
(emphasis added). 
3607 Document 200106, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 5] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] dated 22 April 
2014. 
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indication claims now, which may reflect our belief that it’s not as important 
as he was once suggesting’.3608 

10.103. AMCo expressed the same view during May 2014. For example, during 
AMCo’s negotiations to acquire Waymade’s 20mg MA, [AMCo Senior 
Employee 2] wrote to Waymade on 15 May 2014 to explain that ‘It is our 
belief (because we have submitted a generic MA ourselves) that generics 
can launch with the limited labelling. Therefore generics aren’t blocked from 
the market’.3609 This reflected AMCo’s internal view that Waymade’s full label 
20mg MA was ‘just another dossier, with a minor advantage of the indication 
(which we don’t believe is worth that much, but worth something potentially)’ 
and not worth Waymade’s asking price ‘because of the risk of the 
development work required, and the uncertainty about the label, and the risk 
of additional generics’.3610 

10.104. It is therefore established, first, that the December 2013 advice had no 
impact on how AMCo viewed its own product’s potential to compete with 
Auden’s full label product. AMCo had a skinny label MA, was aware that it 
would not be able to obtain a full label MA, and it forecast that it would 
nonetheless be able to sell between 10,000 and 18,000 packs per month. 
On no reading of the evidence did AMCo believe it was precluded from 
competing with Auden. 

10.105. The 6 June 2014 advice contained no further legal analysis beyond the 
December 2013 advice in relation to the impact of the orphan designation. In 
any event, notwithstanding the 6 June 2014 advice AMCo continued to 
believe that its skinny label product was capable of competing with Auden’s 
full label product. 

10.106. The associate who provided the 6 June 2014 advice relied on [] AMCo 
Senior Employee 8]’s expertise. The statements quoted in paragraph 10.83 
above read as though the associate was repeating what [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] had told her during their conversation: ‘Prior to the call I 
discussed with you the extent to which AmCo [sic] would be considered a 
competitor of Auden in relation to the 10mg product (which AmCo has a 
pipeline source). As a result of the orphan designation for 10mg 
hydrocortisone, AmCo cannot supply its 10mg hydrocortisone into the 
market…’ 

3608 Document 200107, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 6], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] dated 23 April 2014 (emphasis added). 
3609 Document 200116, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [] dated 15 May 2014 (emphasis added). 
3610 Document 200109, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to AMCo management dated 11 April 2014, 
(emphasis added). 
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10.107. The associate went on to ask: 

‘Is there a risk of AmCo inadvertently supplying for orphan designation? 
What are the consequences if you do this?’ 

10.108. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] replied: 

‘Pharmacy bears the responsibility to ensure that the correct product is 
dispensed (which is why Auden has been writing to pharmacy, not us, 
to point out the fact that we don’t have this indication). So long as we 
make sure that our product does not misrepresent itself as covering 
additional indications that are not on its licence (which will not happen), 
our Medical team consider that we would be ok. The issue would be 
how Auden react… I suspect we would end up in the OD dispute that 
we are now facing, but I don’t think there is much we can do about that, 
unless we decide to abandon this product market which we really don’t 
want to do.’ 3611 

10.109. This exchange shows that [AMCo Senior Employee 8] understood that 
AMCo was not precluded from competing with Auden, either outside the 
protected indication or within it. [AMCo Senior Employee 8] understood 
(correctly) that pharmacists were responsible for dispensing and could 
choose to dispense AMCo’s product against an open prescription, and that 
provided AMCo did not misrepresent its product as full label this would not 
create liability for AMCo as a supplier (‘our Medical team consider that we 
would be ok’). Instead, the issue would be ‘how Auden react’: [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] anticipated that in response to AMCo’s launch Auden would 
likely intensify its efforts to persuade pharmacists against off-label 
dispensing, which it had already begun with Project Guardian (‘we would end 
up in the OD dispute that we are now facing’). [AMCo Senior Employee 8] 
stated that AMCo nonetheless did not wish to ‘abandon this product market’: 
[AMCo Senior Employee 8] understood that unless it did so, this dispute, and 
therefore some level of competition between Auden and AMCo, would result. 

10.110. On 15 June 2014 – nine days after Pinsent Masons’ advice that ‘from a 
competition law perspective in respect of this product and the orphan 
indication AmCo and Auden would not be considered competitors’ – [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] told other senior staff at AMCo that supply under the 
Second Written Agreement: 

3611 Document 201971, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 8] to Pinsent Masons dated 6 June 2014. 
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‘is for delivery this month so that [AMCo Senior Employee 4] can get 
the sales this month. I told him [[Auden Senior Employee 1]] that if not 
we will launch our own’.  

10.111. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] told AMCo staff: ‘I went in with 12k per month 
when I knew that [AMCo Senior Employee 4] had forecast 10k per 
month’.3612 

10.112. Ten days before the Second Written Agreement was signed, AMCo was 
therefore still forecasting demand for 10,000 packs of its skinny label product 
each month and had successfully used the competitive threat of launching its 
product as negotiating leverage to secure Auden’s commitment to continue 
supplying. AMCo therefore cannot have been unaware that it was a potential 
competitor of Auden notwithstanding the orphan designation: that was the 
premise on which it had successfully obtained the Second Written 
Agreement. 

Conclusion  

10.113. Pinsent Masons’ advice was not provided on the basis of a full and accurate 
understanding of the facts as AMCo understood them. 

10.114. First, AMCo’s own understanding of the legal and economic context was that 
it would be able to compete with Auden for at least some of the market, as is 
evident from the forecasts and the other contemporaneous evidence set out 
above. AMCo recognised that the protected indication did not cover the 
entire market, that its product was bioequivalent with the full label product 
and that pharmacists ‘will dispense our product, regardless of label’,3613 thus 
acknowledging both that it could compete for the part of the market not 
covered by the protected indication and that pharmacists may be willing to 
dispense AMCo’s product to patients covered by the protected indication. 

10.115. Secondly, AMCo did not disclose to Pinsent Masons the full extent of its 
negotiations with Auden and the common understanding on the basis of 
which it was operating and which it was about to renew when it received the 
6 June 2014 advice. AMCo had consistently used its own product as 
leverage in negotiations with Auden, from which it was clear to AMCo that 
Auden perceived it as a competitive threat. Shortly after AMCo received the 
6 June 2014 advice, [] successfully used the threat of launching its skinny 

3612 Document 200120, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 1] to [AMCo Senior Employee 4], [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8], [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 6] dated 15 June 2014 (emphasis added).
3613 Document 200165, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 2] to [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8] dated 2 January 2014. 
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label product in order to secure the Second Written Agreement from Auden. 
AMCo did not disclose this to Pinsent Masons. 

10.116. AMCo’s external legal advice therefore provides no basis for negating the 
CMA’s finding that the 10mg Agreement infringed competition law, or for 
reducing the penalty imposed on AMCo for that infringement. AMCo 
understood the competitive relationship between its skinny label product and 
Auden’s product and therefore knew that the June 2014 advice was 
incomplete and incorrect. 

III. Legal certainty 

10.117. The case parties have submitted representations that there was/is genuine 
uncertainty as to the applicable legal tests and that the CMA’s approach to 
the infringements is ‘novel’. They argued that this should be taken into 
account for both intention/negligence and as mitigation at all steps of the 
calculations (suggesting that no or only a nominal penalty should be 
imposed, or that reductions are appropriate, in particular, at step 3): 

a. With respect to the Unfair Pricing Abuses, the parties submitted that 
there was a lack of certainty as to the legal test for unfair pricing (citing 
the CAT’s judgment in Phenytoin), a lack of recent unfair pricing cases, 
and (in the case of the Intas period of ownership of Accord-UK) the 
‘novelty’ of the CMA’s approach to dominance during a period of 
competitive entry and falling prices mean the parties could not have 
known or foreseen that they were infringing the law. The parties also 
assert that the CMA’s approach to determining the reasonable price 
and the level of price that the CMA would consider lawful was not 
known at the time of the conduct, and that the CMA’s approach is novel 
and was therefore not predictable or foreseeable at the time.3614 

b. Accord-UK and Intas referred to comments made by the Court of 
Appeal in Phenytoin, arguing that the Court of Appeal recognised that it 
was open to the parties to refer to the CMA’s change of position and 
“uncertainty in the law as evidenced by changes in that position” when 
arguing whether the conduct took place intentionally or negligently 
and/or in potential mitigation.3615 

c. Cinven and AMCo submitted that there was a lack of clarity regarding 
the application of Chapter I/Article 101 at the time of the infringement 

3614 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 1.15.3, 4.12 to 4.16, 4.27, 10.7.1, 10.12 and 10.59.4; 
Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraph 36; Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS paragraphs 10 to 28 and 67 to 68. 
3615 Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 33; Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS 
paragraphs 1.5.3, 4.3, 4.15, and 10.7. 
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as a result of lack of specific/relevant legal precedent.3616  In their 
submission the CMA can therefore not impose a fine or any more than 
a nominal fine.3617 

a. Unfair Pricing Abuses 

10.118. The CMA does not accept these representations. Excessive pricing is not a 
new legal concept or type of abuse. In fact, it has been recognised and 
included as a form of abuse of a dominant position since the creation in 1957 
of the European Economic Community, the predecessor to the European 
Union. The seminal case on the test for unfair pricing is the judgment of the 
Court of Justice in United Brands which was delivered in 1978. It has been a 
part of domestic competition law since the enactment of the Act.  

10.119. The Court of Appeal’s judgment in Phenytoin confirmed that the legal test is 
as set out in United Brands, which was widely acknowledged throughout the 
infringement period. The change confirmed by the Court of Appeal in 
Phenytoin relates only to the approach to be taken by the CMA to the 
alternatives of the unfair limb of the test when a dominant firm submits 
exculpatory evidence; this change did not make the legal test unclear or 
uncertain. There is a difference between the gradual clarification of legal 
concepts by the courts, on the one hand, and the full implications of the law 
being reasonably foreseeable, on the other.3618 Even if there were 
uncertainty as to the legal test at the relevant time (which the CMA does not 
accept), the level of excessiveness in this case was very large such that 
there could have been no doubt as to the fact prices were unfair - an 
infringement would be found irrespective of the legal test applied. Over the 
eight years following its April 2008 decision to de-brand hydrocortisone 
tablets (for the majority of which it was the sole supplier), Auden/Actavis 
increased prices by over 10,000% relative to the prices charged before it 
acquired the licences. In preparing for acquiring AM Pharma, Allergan 
recognised that the product was a ‘near-term cash cow’.3619 The undertaking 
was at all times aware that it was exploiting a position of limited to no 
competition. See also section 10.B.II.b above and section 10.D.III.a below. 

3616 Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 6.52 to 6.64; Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 3.55 (citing the 
CMA’s decision in Paroxetine, Case CE-9531/11, paragraphs 1.25 and 11.58). 
3617 Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 2.13.3, 4.12 to 4.23 (in the context of awareness of the 
infringing behaviour under AMCo’s submissions on the appropriate legal test), and 6.52 to 6.64; Document 
205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 3.55. AMCo also referred to previous Commission and EU Court decisional 
practice where no fine or a nominal fine was imposed where there was either genuine uncertainty on the behalf of 
the undertaking as to whether the conduct was lawful, or where the undertaking reasonably/genuinely believed 
that the contested agreement was lawful. See Document 205947, AMCo’s submission dated 22 December 2020 
paragraph 14, and Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraph 2.13.3. 
3618 T-99/04 AC-Treuhand v Commission ECLI:EU:T:2008:256, paragraphs 143 to 150. 
3619 Document 00706, Project Apple Presentation January 2015, Executive Summary and Hydrocortisone 
Background. 
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Project Guardian is also strong evidence that Auden sought to protect its 
market position at a time when it was increasing prices where there was a 
lack of competition and wished to maintain that lack of competition. This was 
not an innocent breach. 

10.120. Competition law, and in particular abusive pricing conduct, always involves a 
degree of discretion as to how the law is applied to the specific 
circumstances of the case in question. This does not prevent the imposition 
of a sanction when an infringement has been found and the predictability or 
otherwise of the CMA’s approach is not a relevant consideration in the 
setting of a penalty. For example, the General Court in Sasol v 
Commission3620 held that ‘were the fine to be imposed for participation in an 
unlawful cartel to be more or less predictable, this would have highly 
damaging consequences for European Union competition policy, since the 
undertakings committing the infringements could directly compare the costs 
and benefits of their unlawful activities, and also take into account the 
chances of being discovered, and thus attempt to ensure that those activities 
are profitable’.     

10.121. Arguments around legal uncertainty or the novel nature of infringements 
have also been addressed in other recent cases (eg in the Commission’s 
Pay for delay cases and in the CMA’s Ping case).3621 In Lundbeck, the court 
expressly held that a clarification of the legal test in competition law cases 
does not violate Article 7 of the ECHR, and Article 49 of the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union. 

10.122. For example, in Lundbeck, the General Court held that 'the principle of legal 
certainty and the principle that penalties must have a proper legal basis, laid 
down by Article 7 of the ECHR, and Article 49 of the Charter of Fundamental 
Rights of the European Union, cannot be interpreted as prohibiting the 
gradual clarification of the rules of liability […].'3622 This was confirmed by the 
Court of Justice on appeal, dismissing the argument around the novelty of 
the penalties in those pay-for-delay cases.3623 

10.123. The mere fact that the CMA has not brought many excessive pricing cases 
in the past does not render excessive pricing conduct legal, nor does it 
create a legitimate expectation to this effect. Both the European Commission 
and the CMA have a wide discretion, based on their prioritisation principles, 
when deciding which types of cases, and in which sectors, to pursue at any 

3620 T-541/08 Sasol v Commission ECLI:EU:T:2014:628, paragraph 207. 
3621 See, e.g Ping v CMA [2020] EWCA Civ 13, paragraphs 117 to 122.  
3622 Judgment of the General Court of 8 September 2016, Lundbeck v Commission (T-472/13, EU:T:2016:449), 
paragraph 763 (emphasis added). 
3623 Case C-591/16 P Lundbeck v Commission, paragraph 166. 
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given time. These priorities change over time. The intelligence and evidence 
available to the CMA also changes.  

10.124. It follows that the CMA does not accept the parties’ assertion that the 
principle of legal certainty and the ‘novelty’ of the CMA’s approach prevents 
the imposition of a (substantial) penalty in this case. As set out above, there 
is no legal uncertainty or ‘novelty’ with respect to the CMA’s case that puts 
the fact of excessiveness into doubt. In these circumstances, it would be 
wrong to conclude that the imposition of a substantial fine would be 
precluded. 

10.125. Furthermore, it is well established that the 'novelty' of an infringement alone 
is not sufficient to justify the imposition of a nominal penalty. The fact as 
such that conduct with the same features has not been examined in past 
decisions does not exonerate an undertaking where its conduct is manifestly 
contrary to competition on the merits.3624 The same must also apply to 
manifestly exploitative abuses where 'a diligent undertaking in the applicant’s 
position could not at any time have been unaware of the consequences of its 
conduct.'3625 The CMA has already found that Auden/Actavis knew or should 
have known the essential facts justifying the CMA’s findings that it was 
imposing unfairly high prices by making use of the opportunities arising out 
of its position as the sole supplier of hydrocortisone tablets in the UK.  

10.126. In contrast, in cases where the Commission has chosen to impose nominal 
fines there was genuine uncertainty as to whether the conduct would be 
anticompetitive or would be abusive. 

b. Agreements 

10.127. The Chapter I prohibition is clear and settled law: there is no uncertainty or 
‘novelty’ in relation to market sharing/market exclusion agreements, and 
there is nothing ‘novel’ or particularly ‘complex’ about the CMA’s case (see 
also sections 6.D.III.b and c above). The CMA’s comments in Paroxetine 
were made in the specific context of that case, the novelty of which is not 
mirrored here. As set out above, the Court of Justice has specifically rejected 
similar arguments in the Lundbeck appeals. The CMA therefore rejects 
AMCo’s and Cinven’s submissions with regard to novelty and their 
submission that no fine or a nominal fine is applicable. 

3624 See the judgments in Michelin v Commission C-322/81 EU:C:1983:313, paragraph 107 and T-321/05 
AstraZeneca v Commission, EU:T:2010:266, paragraph 901. 
3625 See judgment in Lucchini SpA v Commission Case T-91/10 EU:T:2014:1033. 
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C. Calculation of the financial penalties: the CMA’s approach 

10.128. The remainder of this chapter sets out the penalties the CMA imposes in this 
case. Given the number of parties to which this Decision is addressed, 
corporate changes within each liable undertaking during the Infringements 
and the presence of multiple infringements, the analysis that follows is 
lengthy and detailed. This is necessary to ensure each addressee’s liability 
is properly considered. 

10.129. The parties’ conduct was inherently serious in nature, both exploitative by 
charging excessive and unfair prices, and anti-competitive by excluding 
potential competitors from the market for hydrocortisone tablets. This 
conduct had a long-lasting and serious impact. The harm caused to the NHS 
runs in the hundreds of millions of pounds: in 2007 the NHS was spending 
around £500,000 per year on hydrocortisone tablets which rose to over £80 
million per year in 2016. The financial benefits to the parties, as calculated 
by the CMA on a conservative basis in this section, run to more than £160 
million. It is essential that the penalties in this case are set at a level that 
deters the undertakings involved and other undertakings considering similar 
conduct from engaging in these or similar infringements.3626, 3627 

10.130. On the basis of the evidence set out in this Decision, and for the reasons set 
out in this section, the CMA has made a decision that the following penalties 
are imposed on the parties: 

3626 The CAT has recognised the essential role of the deterrence element in setting a penalty: in Napp the CAT 
explained: ‘we agree with the thrust of the Director’s Guidance that while the turnover in the products affected by 
the infringement may be an indicative starting point for the assessment of the penalty, the sum imposed must be 
such as to constitute a serious and effective deterrent, both to the undertaking concerned and to other 
undertakings tempted to engage in similar conduct. The policy objectives of the Act will not be achieved unless 
this Tribunal is prepared to uphold severe penalties for serious infringements.’ (Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings 
Limited v DGFT [2002] CAT 1, paragraph 502).  
3627 The CAT has recognised that ‘the final penalty figure will depend on evaluation and judgment and the 
reasoning process will not lend itself to elaborate exposition. Ultimately the CMA has to select the figure which 
seems to it to be appropriate in all the circumstances. The CMA is not constrained to selecting the lowest figure 
in the band.’ Additionally, the CAT confirmed that ‘we do not consider that there is a legal principle that the CMA 
is restricted to imposing the lowest penalty that could reasonably be justified.’ See FP McCann Limited v CMA, 
[2020] CAT 28, paragraph 347.   
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Table 10.1: Penalties for each Infringement3628 

Infringement 
Penalty  

Attribution   

10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 
£147.1 
million 

Allergan and Accord-UK jointly and severally: £74.3 million (due to Accord-
UK’s statutory cap of £28.4 million applied to the periods for which it is 
solely liable, Allergan will be solely liable for £74.3 million) 

Intas, Accord and Accord-UK jointly and severally: £44.4 million 

Accord-UK alone: £28.4 million 

20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse £8.1 million 
Allergan and Accord-UK jointly and severally: £2.0 million 

Accord-UK alone: £6.1 million 

10mg Agreement: Auden 
/Actavis 

£63.2 million 
Allergan and Accord-UK jointly and severally: £34.8 million (due to the 
application of Accord-UK’s statutory cap, Allergan will be solely liable for 
£34.8 million) 

Accord-UK alone: £28.4 million 

10mg Agreement: Waymade £0.3 million 
Waymade plc and Amdipharm UK Limited jointly and severally: £0.3 million 
(due to Amdipharm UK Limited’s statutory cap of zero, Waymade plc is 
liable for £0.3 million) 

10mg Agreement: AMCo £42.8 million 

Cinven Entities £35.1m, of which the Amdipharm Companies are jointly 
and severally liable for £14.2 million (Cinven will be solely liable for £21.0 
million of the £35.1 million) 

Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies jointly and severally: £7.7 million 

20mg Agreement: Auden 
/Actavis 

£2.8 million Accord-UK alone: £2.8 million 

20mg Agreement: Waymade £2.2 million Waymade plc alone: £2.2 million 

10.131. When setting the amount of a penalty, the CMA must have regard to the 
guidance on penalties in force at that time.3629,3630 The CMA penalties 
guidance establishes a six-step approach for calculating the penalty. The six 
steps and their application in this case are set out below. 

3628 Penalties in this table are shown to the nearest £0.1million. The precise penalty amounts are provided in the 
workings below, and summary penalty calculations are provided in Annex E. 
3629 S. 38(8) of the Act. 
3630 Intas/Accord-UK has submitted that the CMA should not ‘retrospectively’ apply the CMA penalties guidance 
in this case as a statement of objections and a DPS had already been issued in this case (Document 205802, 
Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 46 and 47, see also Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 
2.3). The CMA does not accept this representation. The CMA is required to have regard to the guidance in force 
at the time when setting the amount of the penalty to be imposed (see s. 38(8) of the Act and the CMA penalties 
guidance paragraph 1.10). The specific difference cited by Intas is that excessive pricing is now included as 
an example of a serious infringement. However, even under the old guidance it would be a serious infringement 
(see the CMA’s approach in Phenytoin). In any case, the current penalty relates to the provisional case as set out 
in the SSO and DPS issued in 2020 and this current Decision, not any previous provisional decision by the CMA. 
In any event, the inclusion of excessive pricing as an example of a particularly serious infringement did not 
constitute a change in the CMA’s approach but a mere clarification of its pre-existing views (see to this effect 
paragraph 1.10 of the CMA penalties guidance which notes that ‘amendments made to the previous guidance 
(OFT423) are intended to be clarificatory and reflect recent CMA decisional practice’). 
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10.132. The CMA has a margin of appreciation when determining the appropriate 
amount of a penalty under the Act.3631 The CMA is not bound by its decisions 
in relation to whether to impose financial penalties or the calculation of any 
such penalties in previous cases under the Act. It makes assessments on a 
case-by-case basis,3632 having regard to all relevant circumstances and the 
objectives of its policy on financial penalties. This is in line with statutory 
requirements and the twin objectives of the CMA’s policy on financial 
penalties, as reflected in the CMA penalties guidance.3633 These objectives 
require the CMA to reflect the seriousness of the infringement and ensure 
the deterrence of the undertaking on which the penalty is imposed and to 
deter others from engaging in agreements or conduct that infringes any 
prohibition(s) under the Act.3634 

10.133. The CMA has set out below the guiding principles it has applied when 
calculating the penalties which explain the CMA’s overall approach to 
penalties in this case. These are set out below before the CMA has applied 
the six steps of the penalty calculation (by reference to the CMA penalties 
guidance) and ‘in the round’.  

I. Liability to pay the financial penalties 

10.134. As explained in section 9.B, the CMA has attributed liability for the 
Infringements to the legal entities which formed part of the Auden/Actavis 
undertaking, the AMCo undertaking and the Waymade undertaking during 
the periods of the Infringements.  

10.135. In determining how the total penalty is distributed between entities which are 
liable for the Infringements in the different ownership periods the CMA has 
had regard to the principle that a penalty needs to be specific to the offender 
and the offence.3635 Where an infringing subsidiary is owned by successive 

3631 Provided that any penalty that the CMA imposes under the Act is within the range of penalties permitted by 
section 36(8) of the Act, calculated in accordance with The Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for 
Penalties) Order 2000 (the 2000 Turnover Order), and calculated having regard to the CMA penalties guidance in 
accordance with section 38(8) of the Act. The CMA’s margin of appreciation is referred to in, for example, Argos 
Limited and Littlewoods Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2005] CAT 13, paragraph 168, and Umbro Holdings, 
Manchester United, JJB Sports and Allsports v OFT [2005] CAT 22, paragraph 102. See also recently the CAT 
recognised that ‘it may well be appropriate for the Tribunal to give weight to an evaluative assessment made by 
the CMA in relation to a matter of which the CMA has particular expertise, such as the need for deterrence of a 
particular type of infringement because of its current prevalence … provided that this does not entail any 
reduction in the rigorous scrutiny to which the Tribunal is bound to subject the CMA’s decision under appeal in 
reaching its own conclusions on the merits’ (Roland (UK) Limited and Roland Corporation v CMA, [2021] CAT 8, 
paragraph 36). 
3632 See, for example, Kier Group and Others v OFT [2011] CAT 3, paragraph 116: 'other than in matters of legal 
principle there is limited precedent value in other decisions relating to penalties, where the maxim that each case 
stands on its own facts is particularly pertinent'. See also Eden Brown, CDI and Hays v OFT [2011] CAT 8, 
paragraph 97: '[d]ecisions by this Tribunal on penalty appeals are very closely related to the particular facts of the 
case'. See also the CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.6. 
3633 The CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 1.3. 
3634 The Act, section 36(7A); CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 1.3. 
3635 C-247/11 P and C-253/11 P Areva and Others v Commission, EU:C:2014:257, paragraphs 127 and 131. 
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parents during the infringement period, each parent can be jointly and 
severally liable with that subsidiary only for the penalty in relation to its 
ownership period.3636 

10.136. The CMA has ensured that any adjustments, including any aggravating or 
mitigating circumstances, only relate to the period of ownership of each 
relevant parent company.   

10.137. The CMA’s approach allows the penalty to be apportioned in a way that 
reflects the financial benefit obtained by the Addressees during their 
respective periods of liability as well as their respective size as set out 
further below. It also allows each successive parent company to know its 
own liability for the penalty which it is required to pay.3637 The CMA can also 
apply the statutory cap that sets the maximum penalty that the CMA can 
legally require an undertaking to pay3638 appropriately, as further explained in 
the relevant section below.  

10.138. The remainder of this chapter describes the penalties by reference to the 
different ownership periods as defined in Table 10.2 below.  

Table 10.2: ownership periods and liability for Infringements 

Infringement Undertaking(s) Periods of liability Attribution of liability 

1 October 2008 – 28 May 2015 (‘Period A1’) Accord-UK 

10mg Unfair 
Pricing 

Auden/Actavis  

29 May 2015 – 1 August 2016 (‘Period A2’) 
Accord-UK 

Allergan 

2 August 2016 – 8 January 2017 (‘Period A3’) Accord-UK 

9 January 2017 - 31 July 2018 (‘Period A4’) 

Accord-UK 

Accord 

Intas 

20mg Unfair 
Pricing 

Auden/Actavis 

1 October 2008 – 28 May 2015 (‘Period B1’) Accord-UK 

29 May 2015 – 1 August 2016 (‘Period B2’) Accord-UK 

Allergan 

3636 C-247/11 P and C-253/11 P Areva and Others v Commission, EU:C:2014:257, paragraphs 126 to 142. 
3637 C-247/11 P and C-253/11 P Areva and Others v Commission, EU:C:2014:257, paragraph 135. 
3638 The Act, section 36(8); The Competition Act 1998 (Determination of Turnover for Penalties) Order 2000, as 
amended; the CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.25. The applicable turnover of an undertaking is limited to 
the amounts derived by the undertaking from the sale of products and the provision of services falling within the 
undertaking's ordinary activities after deduction of sales rebates, value added tax and other taxes directly related 
to turnover (2000 Order, Schedule, paragraph 3). The business year based on which worldwide turnover is 
determined will be the one preceding the date on which the decision of the CMA is taken or, if figures are not 
available for that business year, the one immediately preceding it. The penalty will be adjusted if necessary to 
ensure that it does not exceed this maximum. 
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Infringement Undertaking(s) Periods of liability Attribution of liability 

2 August 2016 – 8 January 2017 (‘Period B3’) Accord-UK 

23 October 2012 – 28 May 2015 (‘Period C1’) Accord-UK 

Auden/Actavis 

29 May 2015 – 24 June 2016 (‘Period C2’) 
Accord-UK 

Allergan 

10mg 
Agreement 

23 October 2012 – 30 October 2012 (‘Period D1’) 
Amdipharm UK Limited 

Waymade plc 

Waymade and 
AMCo 

31 October 2012 – 20 October 2015 (‘Period D2’) 
Amdipharm Companies 

Cinven Entities 

21 October 2015 – 24 June 2016 (‘Period D3’) 
Amdipharm Companies 

Advanz 

20mg 
Auden/Actavis 11 July 2011 – 30 April 2015 Accord-UK 

Agreement 
Waymade 11 July 2011 – 30 April 2015 Waymade plc 

II. Specific deterrence and proportionality 

10.139. Under the CMA penalties guidance, a penalty may be adjusted upwards or 
downwards to reflect the need to achieve specific deterrence and 
proportionality.3639 The need to deter the undertaking which committed an 
infringement finds its direct basis in the Act.3640 An increase in the penalty 
may be appropriate, among other things, if the CMA has evidence that the 
infringing undertaking has made an economic or financial benefit from the 
infringement that is above the level of penalty reached at the end of step 3. 

10.140. The following features of the case are relevant and material to the CMA’s 
approach to specific deterrence and proportionality: 

a. It is in the nature of the Infringements that the CMA has a good 
indication of the financial benefits the undertakings made from 
them;3641 

b. Some of the current and former parent companies of the legal entities 
that were directly involved in the Infringements are of considerable size 
and/or derive a significant proportion of their turnover from outside the 
relevant market;3642 and 

3639 As set out in the CMA penalties guidance, paragraphs 2.20 to 2.24. 
3640 The Act, section 36(7A).  
3641 As set out in the CMA penalties guidance at step 4 of the penalty calculation, paragraph 2.21. 
3642 As set out in the CMA penalties guidance at step 4 of the penalty calculation, paragraph 2.21. 
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c. Some undertakings (and the legal entities that form or formed part of 
them) face multiple penalties. 

10.141. The financial benefits obtained by the parties, and the parties’ respective 
financial positions, have both played important roles at step 4 in the CMA’s 
penalty calculations. 

III. Financial benefits and deterrence 

10.142. The financial benefits obtained by the parties have played an important role 
in the CMA’s penalty calculation, as effective deterrence should ensure that 
an undertaking does not profit from infringing competition law. Simply asking 
a company to repay the minimum level of its unlawful direct gains (or a small 
percentage more) would not be enough to deter the company from taking the 
risk of committing the unlawful conduct again in future.3643 This is particularly 
the case given the possibility that future unlawful conduct may not be 
detected or subject to enforcement.  

10.143. Further, the EU General Court has confirmed that a penalty ‘imposed for 
infringement of the competition rules pursues not only a preventative but 
also a punitive objective’ and that ‘taking into account that punitive aspect, 
that a fine to be imposed for participation in a cartel in breach of the 
competition rules cannot be set at a level which merely negates the profits of 
the cartel’.3644 

10.144. Taking these principles into account, any penalty imposed in relation to an 
Infringement should exceed the financial benefit from the relevant 
Infringement. The CMA has assessed the level at which the penalty should 
be set in order to be a meaningful deterrent where it is proportionate to do so 
given the size of the undertakings as they currently exist.3645 

10.145. The CMA estimates that the financial benefits from the Unfair Pricing Abuses 
are as a minimum at the levels set out in the table below. 

3643 See Case T-471/13 Alpharma v Commission EU:T:2016:460, paragraph 429: ‘the purpose of a fine is not 
simply to remove the benefits that an undertaking has obtained through its anticompetitive conduct, but also to 
deter that undertaking and other undertakings from engaging in such conduct’ (paragraph 429), as upheld by the 
Court of Justice in Case C-611/16 P Xellia Pharmaceuticals and Alpharma LLC v European Commission. 
3644 T-410/09 Almamet v Commission, paragraph 271, and the case law cited there. See also the Court of Justice: 
‘The deterrent effect of the fines would be diminished if undertakings which committed an infringement of 
competition law could expect that their conduct would be penalised by a fine of an amount lower than the profit 
which was likely to be derived from that conduct’ in case T-15/02  BASF v Commission, paragraph 227, citing 
Case T99/99 HFB and Others v Commission [2002] ECR II-1487, paragraph 456, confirmed on appeal by C-
189/02 P Dansk Rørindustri and Others v Commission, paragraph 292. 
3645 AMCo, Cinven, Accord-UK, Allergan and Intas/Accord-UK submitted that the CMA had no authority from the 
CMA penalties guidance to set a penalty above the level of a financial benefit. The CMA does not accept that 
representation for the reason set out above. See also Annex F. 
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Table 10.3: minimum financial benefits from the Unfair Pricing Abuses 

Period 
Revenue differential above £20 per pack 

(minimum financial benefit)3646 

Penalty prior to adjustment at 
step 4 

10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

Periods A1 and A3 for which Accord-
UK is solely liable 

£77.5 million (Period A1) 

£10.2m (Period A3) 
£40,643,592 

Period A2 for which Accord-UK and 
Allergan are jointly and severally 
liable 

£37.9 million £6,755,168 

Period A4 for which Accord-UK, 
Accord and Intas are jointly and 
severally liable 

£12.5 million £8,894,304 

20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

Period B1 and B3 for which Accord-
UK is solely liable 

£4.8 million (Period B1) 

£0.4m (Period B3) 
£6,082,119 

Period B2 for which Accord-UK and 
Allergan are jointly and severally 
liable 

£2.0 million £1,015,120 

10.146. The differential above £20 per pack would not have been accrued if it were 
not for the Unfair Pricing Abuses. Left unadjusted, the CMA’s penalty 
calculation at step 3 would mean Auden/Actavis retained a significant, direct 
and foreseeable financial benefit from carrying out the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses.3647 Specifically with respect to the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, for 
example, of the financial benefit that Auden/Actavis accrued from the 10mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse, the penalty at the end of step 3 would represent only 
41% of financial benefits when measured against the level of £20 per pack, 
and only 19% of total revenue from 10mg hydrocortisone tablets during the 
infringement period. This is a conservative estimate of the minimum, not 
actual, financial benefit (based on the £20 ASP below which the CMA has 
not prioritised investigating Auden/Actavis’s prices). It is likely that the 
unadjusted penalty at step 3 would also leave Auden/Actavis in profit from 
the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse.  

10.147. With respect to the Agreements, the only turnover AMCo and Waymade 
generated in the relevant market(s) during the time the agreements were in 

3646 This is a conservative estimate of the minimum, not the actual financial benefit, based on profits relative to the 
£20 per pack ASP below which the CMA has not prioritised investigating Auden/Actavis’s prices. If 
Auden/Actavis’s profits are assessed against the costs of hydrocortisone tablets plus a reasonable rate of return 
(Cost Plus), Auden/Actavis’s profits are closer to £270 million. 
3647 See section 5. 
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place was from the sale of the heavily discounted packs that Auden supplied 
to them and additionally in Waymade’s case through the Buyback under the 
20mg Agreement.3648 Left unadjusted, the CMA’s penalty calculation would 
mean AMCo and Waymade would have made a financial benefit from the 
Agreements in excess of the penalty arrived at before deterrence is 
considered, as set out in the table below.3649 

Table 10.4: Financial benefits from the 10mg and 20mg Agreements3650 

Period / Liability 
Estimated financial 

benefit3651 

Penalty prior to 
adjustment at step 4 

10mg Agreement 

Period D1 (23 October 2012 – 30 October 2012) for 
which Waymade plc and Amdipharm UK Limited are 
jointly and severally liable 

£70,000 £254,620 

Period D2 (31 October 2012 – 20 October 2015) for 
which the Amdipharm Companies and the Cinven 
Entities are jointly and severally liable 

£14.2 million £8,783,674 

Period D3 (21 Octobr 2015 – 24 June 2016) for which 
the Amdipharm Companies and Advanz are jointly and 
severally liable 

£6.5 million £1,928,276 

20mg Agreement 

Period F1 (11 July 2011 – 30 April 2015) for which 
Waymade plc is solely liable 

£1.8 million £1,135,682 

10.148. Again, AMCo and Waymade would not have made these financial benefits 
but for the Agreements.  

IV. Considerable size of some of the undertakings 

10.149. In the specific circumstances of this case, even after financial benefits are 
exceeded by a material amount, the penalties represent only a very small 

3648 The only exception is May and June 2016, when AMCo had independently entered the market and the 10mg 
Agreement came to an end.  
3649 See European Commission decision in Lundbeck, paragraph 1370, and as upheld by the General Court in 
case T-471/13 Alpharma v Commission, paragraphs 429 to 433. AMCo and Cinven have submitted that the 
amount of the fine should not be based on the amount transferred to AMCo and Waymade, or alternatively that 
the CMA should conduct a counterfactual analysis or deduct the costs incurred by AMCo or Waymade in its 
efforts to enter the market independently. The CMA rejects this submission. The costs incurred by AMCo or 
Waymade were incurred independently of the infringement. The CMA penalties guidance states that the CMA 
may increase a penalty to take into account the economic or financial benefit from the infringement (see 
paragraph 2.21). This is therefore the relevant figure. See also Annex F. 
3650 The CMA has not separately calculated the financial benefit Auden/Actavis generated from the Agreements, 
as any such benefit would already be incorporated in the financial benefits from the Unfair Pricing Abuses, and 
increasing the penalty for the financial benefits from the Agreements would therefore amount to double counting. 
3651 See section 6.D.II.b.i (20mg Agreement) and section 6.D.II.b.ii (10mg Agreement). 
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proportion of some Addressees’ worldwide turnover. For this reason the 
CMA has applied a number of further uplifts for the specific deterrence of 
those undertakings.3652, 3653 

V. The CMA’s decision to impose separate penalties for separate 
infringements 

10.150. As a matter of law the CMA may impose separate penalties for different 
infringements of competition law in the same case.3654 The fact that multiple 
penalties would be imposed on an undertaking or legal entity at the same 
time would not of itself be a reason to apply downward adjustments to those 
proposed penalties.3655 

10.151. The statutory cap of 10% of worldwide turnover applies individually to each 
separate penalty in respect of each Infringement.3656 

10.152. As set out above, the CMA has reached a decision that the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse, the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, the 10mg Agreement and the 
20mg Agreement constitute separate infringements of the prohibitions 
imposed by (in each case as applicable) section 2(1) of the Act or section 
18(1) of the Act.  

10.153. With respect to the Auden/Actavis and Waymade undertakings, which have 
been found to have participated in multiple infringements, the CMA 
considers it necessary and appropriate to calculate a separate penalty in 
respect of each of the Infringements these undertakings were involved in, to 
reflect the fact that the Infringements, and the nature of the undertakings’ 
participation in them, have different characteristics – specifically: 

3652 The CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.21. 
3653 See also the CAT’s endorsement of this approach in Lexon v CMA: ‘[the CMA] then had to consider whether 
a penalty of this amount would fulfil the purpose of dissuading Lexon from breaking the law in the future. This can 
only be assessed by reference to how significant such a sum would be in the light of an undertaking’s other 
activities and its overall financial position.’ ([2021] CAT 5, paragraph 276.) 
3654 For example, the Commission’s approach in cases T-71/03 Tokai Carbon v Commission EU:T:2005:220, 
paragraph 118 and Case T-15/02 BASF v Commission EU:T:2006:74, paragraph 70. In BASF, for example, the 
Commission imposed eight fines on that company for participating in 8 distinct worldwide cartels for vitamins A, 
B2, B5, C, D3, E, beta-carotene and carotinoids. As set out further below, the fact that there are multiple 
penalties imposed would not in itself be a reason to reduce the penalty amount.
3655 See Vitamins (Commission decision in case 37.512), as upheld by the General Court in T-15/02 BASF v 
Commission; Freight forwarding (Commission decision in case 39.462), as upheld by the General Court in T-
267/12 Deutsche Bahn v Commission (upheld by the Court of Justice in C-264/16 Deutsche Bahn v 
Commission); and Thread (Commission decision in case 38.337) as upheld by the General Court in T-446/05 
Amann & Söhne and Others v Commission. 
3656 See for example: T-446/05 Amann & Söhne and Others v Commission, paragraph 94. Accord-UK submitted 
that the infringements should be considered together and Waymade submitted that the CMA should apply the 
statutory cap to the total amount of the penalty, which are considered in Annex F. The CMA does not accept 
these representations as the statutory cap applies to each infringement separately. As set out further below and 
in Annex F, the CMA has been mindful of possible overlaps between penalties where more than one penalty is 
imposed to avoid double counting and to recognise that infringements occurred on different product strengths 
and at different times. 
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a. the different strengths of hydrocortisone tablets (10mg or 20mg) subject 
to each of the Agreements and each of the Unfair Pricing Abuses; 

b. the difference in conduct as between the 10mg and 20mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuses on one hand, which were exploitative in nature and commenced 
before the emergence of potential competition, and the 10mg and 20mg 
Agreements on the other, which were exclusionary in nature in seeking 
to prevent potential competitors from independently entering the relevant 
markets; 

c. that different prices are charged and separate pricing decisions taken 
with respect to the different strengths of hydrocortisone tablets; 

d. that the market has developed differently after there was competitive 
entry for the separate strengths of tablet, so the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse and the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse have different durations; 

e. the fact that the Agreements had shorter durations than the Unfair Pricing 
Abuses; and 

f. that each of the Agreements had different terms, counterparties, 
starting dates and durations, related to a different strength of 
hydrocortisone tablet, and each sustained a separate Unfair Pricing 
Abuse. 

10.154. The CMA therefore considers it appropriate to calculate separate penalties 
for the Auden/Actavis and Waymade undertakings for each Infringement. 

VI. Liability for multiple penalties for multiple infringements: avoiding 
‘double counting’ 

10.155. For Waymade and Auden/Actavis, the CMA has, however, taken into 
account that multiple penalties are being imposed for infringements that 
cover the same product and geographic markets and for which the duration 
of the infringements overlap. In particular, the CMA has avoided double 
counting the relevant financial benefits and specific deterrence uplifts across 
multiple infringements: 

a. After increasing the penalties for the Unfair Pricing Abuses for the 
Auden/Actavis undertaking on the basis of the financial benefits this 
undertaking accrued from those Infringements, the CMA has not 
applied any further uplift for financial benefits relating specifically to the 
Agreements. 
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b. Where an undertaking was involved in two infringements of the same 
type, the CMA has only applied an uplift for deterrence above the level 
of the financial benefit for one of the two infringements. In particular: 

i. Auden/Actavis was involved in the 10mg and 20mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuses and in the 10mg and 20mg Agreements, but the CMA has 
only applied such a further uplift for the 10mg version of each 
Infringement; and 

ii. Waymade was involved in the 20mg and 10mg Agreements, but 
the CMA has only applied such a further uplift for the 20mg 
Agreement. 

c. Although the CMA finds that the relevant market only segmented into 
separate product markets for each strength of hydrocortisone tablets 
after competitive entry occurred, it has only used 10mg turnover in the 
calculation of the penalty for the 10mg Agreement, and 20mg turnover 
in the calculation of the penalty for the 20mg Agreement, thus again 
avoiding using the same relevant turnover twice. 

10.156. The CMA’s approach to these points ensures that the uplifts applied at step 
4 do not include more than once the same analysis of financial benefit and 
specific deterrence for the relevant undertakings. 

VII. Assessment of the penalties in aggregate 

10.157. As well as ensuring that the individual step 4 analysis for each separate 
penalty is sensitive to the fact that there are multiple penalties, the CMA has 
also been mindful of the fact that it is imposing multiple penalties on these 
undertakings which amount to a total amount that will be imposed on the 
same day and in a single decision. The CMA has therefore assessed these 
total amounts against the factors it has already taken into account for 
individual penalties, and against the fact that these individual penalties relate 
to Infringements that had a severe impact. The CMA has concluded that no 
further adjustment is necessary, as the penalties it has imposed on each 
undertaking are, within the context of the serious and harmful Infringements 
committed, not excessive or disproportionate even in aggregate.3657 

3657 The CMA has considered the relevant considerations of deterrence, culpability and the seriousness of the 
Infringements as the CAT has noted that ‘whilst deterrence is a relevant consideration when assessing 
proportionality in this context, so equally is the culpability of the offender/seriousness of the offence […] 
Ultimately the question will be: is the final penalty reasonable and proportionate having regard to the twin 
objectives set out in paragraph 1.4 of the Guidance.’ See Kier Group and Others v OFT [2011] CAT 3, paragraph 
175. 
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10.158. Accord-UK, Waymade, AMCo and Allergan submitted that it was important 
that the CMA take a ‘step back’, citing the CAT’s judgment in Kier,3658 and 
assess whether the proposed penalty is proportionate ‘in the round’, and 
where relevant also stating that the CMA should assess this across multiple 
infringements.3659 Accord-UK, Allergan and Waymade also pointed to 
approaches taken by the CMA in some of its previous decisions where there 
were multiple infringements and/or overlaps in the product and geographic 
markets and the Commission’s approach its pharmaceutical cases such as 

3660Servier. 

10.159. The CMA has taken such a ‘step back’ and considered whether the overall 
action it has taken is not disproportionate or excessive by reference to the 
total level of the penalties as they will fall to be paid by the Auden/Actavis 
and Waymade undertakings, and considering that these are serious 
infringements of competition law with a severe impact. The CMA has met the 
requirement of ensuring that its action in this case as a whole does not lead 
to a disproportionate or excessive outcome. In determining the appropriate 
approach in this case the CMA has also considered the approach of the 
European Commission to addressing overlaps between geographic and 
product markets concerned by multiple infringements and overlapping time 
periods.3661 As explained above, the present case involves two separate 
strengths of hydrocortisone tablets, which form (post-entry) separate product 
markets. The multiple Infringements in this case are an Unfair Pricing Abuse 
for each strength and an anti-competitive agreement for each strength, and 
do not result, as in Paroxetine, from simply the characterisation of two 
agreements within the same product market as an infringement of both the 
Chapter I and II prohibitions. 

10.160. The Unfair Pricing Abuses were underpinned by anticompetitive agreements 
in the same markets. This feature of the multiple infringements should not 
operate as a ‘mitigating’ factor requiring a reduction in the penalty because 
more than one penalty has been imposed for different, mutually reinforcing 

3658 Kier Group and Others v OFT [2011] CAT 3, paragraph 166. 
3659 Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 77, 96, and 97; Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS 
paragraphs 3.70 to 3.71; Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraph 9.5; Document 205813, Accord-UK’s 
RDPS paragraphs 5.2, 10.49 to 10.51; Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 2.4 and 7.3.  
3660 Such as the CMA’s decisions in Light Fittings, Drawer wraps and Drawer fronts, and Paroxetine, and the 
European Commission’s decisions in its pharmaceutical case Servier. Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS 
paragraphs 3.85 and 3.87; Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS paragraph 96; Document 205813, Accord-UK’s 
RDPS paragraphs 1.15, 5.1 to 5.11, 10.49 to 10.51. 
3661 The parties do not however mention the European Commission’s approach in the Vitamins case (European 
Commission case 37.512), the Freight Forwarding case (European Commission case 39.462) and the Industrial 
Threads case (European Commission case 38.227) where the Commission imposed separate penalties for 
separate cartels which did not include an adjustment for the fact that there were multiple penalties imposed. The 
Freight forwarding and Vitamins decisions both apply deterrence uplifts for each individual penalty which has the 
effect of imposing multiple deterrence uplifts. These decisions were upheld on appeal (see paragraph 10.150 
above). 
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infringements committed by the same undertaking.3662 This would run 
counter to the rationale and statutory objectives for imposing penalties3663 

and undermine their deterrent effect.3664 

10.161. The approach to the common factors between the Infringements as set out 
in more detail above navigates these issues in the appropriate way given the 
specific facts of this case.  

D. Penalty calculations 

10.162. The CMA has applied the six-step approach set out in the CMA penalties 
guidance when calculating each of the penalties in this case. The results are 
set out below and the summary penalty calculation tables are in Annex E. 
Annex F contains the CMA’s assessment of the case parties’ 
representations on the CMA’s approach at step 4. 

I. Step 1: starting point  

10.163. The starting point for determining the level of financial penalty which will be 
imposed is calculated with regard to the seriousness of the infringement and 
the turnover of the undertaking in the relevant product market and 
geographic market affected by the infringement in the undertaking's last 
business year (known as ‘relevant turnover’) except in exceptional 
circumstances.3665 The CMA will apply a percentage rate of up to 30% to the 
relevant turnover depending on the seriousness of the infringement. The 
remainder of this section refers to this as the ‘standard approach’. 

a. Relevant turnover 

10.164. The CMA has determined the relevant turnover for each penalty in 
accordance with the standard approach described in paragraph 10.163 
above, with the exception of Waymade’s relevant turnover for the 10mg 
Agreement. 

10.165. Waymade is liable for the 10mg Agreement for the period from 23 October 
2012 to 30 October 2012 only. Under the standard approach, Waymade’s 

3662 In Paroxetine the CAT agreed with the CMA’s the calculation of separate penalties for two Agreements 
because ‘in our view, the fact that GSK entered into two distinct infringing Agreements, almost eight months apart 
and with different generic companies, manifestly justifies a significantly higher penalty than if GSK had entered 
into only one of those Agreements’ (see Generics (UK) Limited and others v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 190). 
3663 As set out in s.36(7A) of the Act.
3664 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 1.3 referring to s. 36(7A) of the Act that the twin objectives of the policy 
on financial penalties are: ‘to impose penalties on infringing undertakings which reflect the seriousness of the 
infringement; and to ensure that the threat of penalties will deter both the infringing undertakings and other 
undertakings that may be considering anti-competitive activities from engaging in them.’ 
3665 CMA penalties guidance, paragraphs 2.3 to 2.15. Paragraph 2.11 provides that the undertaking’s last 
business year is the financial year preceding the date when the infringement ended. 
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relevant turnover would be calculated by reference to Waymade’s financial 
year ending 31 December 2011, before the 10mg Agreement commenced. 
This would not reflect the ‘real economic situation’ and true scale of 
Waymade’s activities in the market at the time of the 10mg Agreement.3666 

Instead, the CMA has calculated Waymade’s relevant turnover for the 10mg 
Agreement by reference to its total revenue from the sale of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets in the UK during the 12-month period from 1 
November 2011 to 31 October 2012.3667 This reference year most accurately 
reflects the real economic situation at the time Waymade committed the 
infringement of entering into the 10mg Agreement. It is a more 
representative period of Waymade’s business for calculating the starting 
point. 

10.166. Cinven and AMCo submitted that the CMA should depart from the standard 
approach in order to calculate AMCo’s relevant turnover at step 1 of the 
penalty calculation for the 10mg Agreement. In Cinven’s view the relevant 
turnover for the penalty for which it is held jointly and severally liable should 
be based on its period of ownership only. AMCo urged the CMA to use an 
average of turnover generated during the Infringement, rather than the last 
business year before the Infringement ended (since its turnover in that year 
was materially higher than in previous years).3668 

10.167. The CMA rejects Cinven’s contention: the CMA’s guidance is clear that the 
undertaking’s last business year before the Infringement ended is the 
appropriate reference year to calculate the undertaking’s relevant turnover. 
The CMA has found that AMCo constituted an undertaking of which Cinven 
formed part until it sold its stake in the undertaking.3669 Consistent with this 
finding and the CMA’s penalties guidance, the CMA has calculated the 
relevant turnover figure based on that undertaking’s last business year 
before the infringement ended (the financial year ending 31 December 
2015). Doing so would not discriminate against Cinven when compared to 
Waymade,3670 because Waymade was not part of the AMCo undertaking. 

3666 See Kier Group plc and others v OFT [2011] CAT 3, paragraphs 126, 132 and 138. See also the Balmoral 
judgment [2017] CAT 23, paragraph 141, in particular the CAT’s reference to the need to reflect ‘the infringer’s 
position on the market’, and the Paroxetine judgment (Generics (UK) Limited and others v CMA [2021] CAT 9) 
paragraph 159. A similar approach has been adopted in EU case law prior to IP completion day, see for example 
Case T 334/94 Sarrió v Commission [1998] II 1439, paragraph 397. 
3667 Waymade submitted that this is not an exceptional case warranting a departure from the CMA penalties 
guidance (Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.25 to 3.30). The CMA does not accept this 
submission for the reasons set out in paragraph 10.165. There is no definitive list of circumstances in which a 
departure from the guidance may be appropriate in the CMA penalties guidance or otherwise, as recently 
confirmed by the CAT in FP McCann [2020] CAT 28.  
3668 Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 1.24, 3.3 to 3.9; Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 2.16, 4.45 to 4.47, 7.4 to 7.8. 
3669 See section 9: Undertakings and attribution of liability.  
3670 Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 3.8. 
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10.168. The CMA also rejects AMCo’s request that the CMA depart from its 
guidance. The trajectory of AMCo’s relevant turnover does not show such 
volatility or exponential growth that the application of the guidance may need 
to be modified to arrive at a more accurate reflection of its position on the 
market.3671 The fact that AMCo’s turnover in 2015 was higher than in 
previous years is the result of the consistently increasing prices that AMCo 
charged its customers for the hydrocortisone tablets it procured at heavily 
discounted rates from Auden/Actavis. This does not require the CMA to 
depart from the CMA penalties guidance. 

10.169. Finally, the relevant turnover for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse is 
considerably lower than the annual turnover that Auden/Actavis generated in 
the relevant product market and geographic market in most years during the 
Infringement. This is a result of the drop in prices and volumes that followed 
after independent entry in the market was observed. Rather than treating this 
as an exceptional case at step 1, this has been taken into account at step 4.  

10.170. The relevant turnover of each undertaking for each Infringement is therefore 
as follows: 

Table 10.5: relevant turnover for each infringement 

Infringement Undertaking Relevant turnover 

10mg Unfair Pricing Auden/Actavis £17,058,504 

20mg Unfair Pricing Auden/Actavis £2,606,883 

Auden/Actavis £48,464,781 

10mg Agreement Waymade3672 £738,030 

AMCo £8,347,516 

20mg Agreement 

Auden/Actavis £2,120,095 

Waymade £822,958 

b. Seriousness 

10.171. Taking into account the nature of the Infringements, the specific 
circumstances of the case, and the need for general deterrence3673 the CMA 

3671 The CAT’s decision in FP McCann [2020] CAT 28, paragraph 180.  
3672 The Waymade undertaking comprised Waymade plc and Amdipharm-UK for Period D1 (23 October 2012 - 
30 October 2012) and Waymade plc only thereafter.
3673 CMA penalties guidance, paragraphs 2.6 to 2.9. Contrary to Accord-UK’s, AMCo’s and Waymade’s 
representations, the CMA has approached the penalty calculations on a case-by-case basis with reference to the 
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considers that each of the Infringements is so serious that the maximum 
starting point of 30% of relevant turnover should be applied for each of the 
penalties. 

10.172. With respect to all Infringements, the following factors are relevant to the 
CMA’s assessment of their seriousness:3674 

a. Likelihood of the Infringements, by their nature, to harm competition. 
Market sharing and excessive and unfair pricing are both recognised in 
the CMA’s penalties guidance as the types of infringement which are 
most likely by their very nature to harm competition.3675 This is further 
discussed for each of the Unfair Pricing Abuses and the Agreements 
below. 

b. Nature of the product. Hydrocortisone tablets are an essential 
medication used by approximately 95% of all UK patients who suffer 
from adrenal insufficiency.3676 The NHS has no choice but to fund the 
prescription of hydrocortisone tablets to those patients. As a result of 
the price increases for hydrocortisone tablets, CCGs would have had to 
reallocate funding from other services and treatments. Hydrocortisone 
tablets are a very old product which is long off-patent and in the third 
stage of the drug lifecycle, and the prices charged by Auden/Actavis 
were clearly excessive and unfair.3677 The CMA has borne in mind that 
the demand for hydrocortisone tablets is from patients who suffer from 
a very serious condition. The abusively high prices charged for this 
product did not affect the level of demand during the relevant period, 
which reflects the essential nature of the product and the lack of 
affordable alternatives.  

c. Structure of the market. Auden/Actavis was the sole supplier of 
hydrocortisone tablets during the majority of the Infringements and 
retained a significant market share even after independent entry.3678 Its 
position as the sole supplier allowed Auden/Actavis to increase and 
maintain prices for hydrocortisone tablets to very high levels. As 

specific facts of the case, in accordance with the CMA penalties guidance paragraph 2.6 (Document 205813, 
Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 6.3 to 6.9; Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 4.48 to 4.54 and 7.13 
to 7.15; Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.3 to 3.8) 
3674 The CMA has considered the seriousness of the Agreements for the purposes of the penalty calculations, 
notwithstanding the fact that, since the CMA has found that the Agreements are object infringements, it is not 
required to make a formal assessment of the actual harm caused for the purposes of establishing an infringement 
(joined cases C-56/64, C-58/64, p. 342 Consten and Grundig v Commission, see also Cityhook Limited v OFT 
[2007] CAT 18, paragraph 269). 
3675 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.6. 
3676 See section 3.C.II. 
3677 See section 3.B.ViI and section 5. 
3678 See section 4.C.II.b.i and 4.C.II.c.i. 
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discussed in section 4.C the CMA has concluded that Auden/Actavis 
held a dominant position that enabled it to act to an appreciable extent 
independently of customers, competitors and ultimately consumers in 
the markets for hydrocortisone tablets in the UK. Auden/Actavis’s 
substantial market power was strengthened by the orphan designation 
with respect to the 10mg tablet strength which acted as a barrier to 
expansion.3679 The Agreements had the object of delaying the 
emergence of effective competition for hydrocortisone tablets, thereby 
enabling Auden/Actavis to sustain both its position as sole supplier and 
abusively high prices.3680 In these circumstances, there was no 
effective competitive pressure to bring hydrocortisone tablet prices 
down to competitive levels. 

d. Harm to end customers. Auden/Actavis’s abusively high prices for 
hydrocortisone tablets, which were sustained by the Agreements, had a 
direct and substantial effect on the NHS and CCGs. In particular, they 
increased costs to the NHS and ultimately the taxpayer. The abusively 
high prices were not the result of any innovation, development, 
additional commercial risks or a material change in costs and brought 
no additional benefits for patient welfare.3681 

i. The NHS budget is constrained and legitimate demands for 
healthcare tend to exceed its capacity, so that unnecessary 
additional costs for medicines make it even harder to fulfil its 
functions of meeting patient needs.  

ii. Auden/Actavis’s prices have resulted in the NHS paying 
significantly more for hydrocortisone tablets when compared, for 
example, to the prices that the NHS was paying prior to April 
2008. In the last full year that hydrocortisone tablets were 
supplied by MSD (2007), the NHS’s annual spend on 
hydrocortisone tablets was approximately £0.5 million. By 
contrast, during the period in which hydrocortisone tablets were 
supplied by Auden/Actavis, the NHS’s annual spend on the 
product increased from £7.8 million in 2008 to a peak of nearly 
£84 million in 2016 (before it began falling thereafter, with an 
annual spend of £62 million in 2017, approaching £40 million in 
2018 and down to just under £10 million in 2020).3682 

3679 See section 4.C.II.c.iii. 
3680 See section 4.C.II.b.iii, and section 6. 
3681 See section 5.D.II.b. 
3682 See section 5.D.II.e. 
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iii. Due to these increased costs, CCGs had to commit additional 
funds to the supply of hydrocortisone tablets that could have been 
used for other healthcare services. 3683 Therefore, the harm 
caused by the Unfair Pricing Abuses is not restricted to 
hydrocortisone tablets. 

iv. Without material investment or innovation, Auden/Actavis’ 
genericised hydrocortisone tablets have added no benefits to 
patients beyond those available in MSD’s branded Hydrocortone 
product since 1955. 

e. General deterrence. Section 36(7A) of the Competition Act 1998 
requires the CMA to set penalties in particular to deter other 
undertakings from engaging in similar infringements.3684 Unfairly high 
pricing, by definition, tends to directly create significant excess profits 
for undertakings which engage in such conduct. Since the potential 
gains from such conduct are so great, and so certain, the CMA 
considers that a high starting point is appropriate in order to ensure that 
other dominant firms are deterred from engaging in such conduct in the 
future. 

i. Market exclusion agreements are very likely, by their nature, to 
cause harm to competition. The EU Court of Justice has 
consistently held market exclusion agreements to be a particularly 
serious breach of the competition rules.3685 The CMA therefore 
considers that a high starting point is appropriate to ensure that 
other undertakings are deterred from concluding market exclusion 
agreements in the future. 

ii. The Unfair Pricing Abuses and the Agreements are not isolated 
examples of such conduct within the pharmaceutical sector in the 
UK. Indeed, there are other cases involving similar conduct that 
have been, or are being, investigated by the European 
Commission, in the UK and other EU Member States.3686 

3683 See paragraphs 5.362 to 5.364. 
3684 CMA penalties guidance, paragraphs 2.4 and 2.9.  
3685 See section 6.D.I.b.i 
3686 See, for example, CMA Decision finding unfair pricing in respect of the supply of phenytoin sodium capsules 
in the UK, Case CE/9742-13. See also the CMA’s open case into alleged excessive and unfair pricing in relation 
to liothyronine tablets (case 50395). See also the decision taken by the Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e del 
Mercato in case A480 against the multinational pharmaceutical company Aspen on 29 September 2016 (AGCM -
Autorita' Garante della Concorrenza e del Mercato). 
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10.173. It is important to note that all of the foregoing factors, taken in the round, 
informed the CMA’s assessment of the harm to competition in the specific 
circumstances of this case. 

10.174. In addition to the factors set out in paragraph 10.172 above, the very nature 
of the Unfair Pricing Abuses in this case contributes to their seriousness. 

a. The Unfair Pricing Abuses are by their nature likely to have serious 
exploitative effects. Protecting customers against exploitation is one of 
the underlying purposes of competition law: unfair pricing is expressly 
prohibited by section 18(2)(a) of the Act. Unfair pricing, by its very 
nature, goes to the heart of one of the key harms that competition law 
is designed to address – namely, consumers being exploited by supra-
competitive prices. Whereas other types of abuse of dominance (i.e. 
exclusionary conduct such as predatory pricing) and cartels seek to 
restrict competition with a view to the infringing parties being able to 
charge supra-competitive prices, unfair pricing directly and deliberately 
imposes such prices. 

b. The CMA has found that the Unfair Pricing Abuses resulted in 
Auden/Actavis’s prices being considerably higher than those which 
might usually be achieved through other forms of anti-competitive 
conduct. Where the structure of the relevant market is conducive to a 
supplier imposing unfair prices, the harmful effects of this abuse may – 
absent intervention – also be more sustainable. These effects tend to 
persist for longer than other forms of serious anticompetitive practice – 
indeed, the Unfair Pricing Abuses both have a longer duration than any 
other since the Act came into force. 

10.175. In addition to the factors set out in paragraph 10.172 above, the very nature 
of the Agreements in this case contributes to their seriousness. 

a. Market exclusion agreements are very likely, by their nature, to cause 
harm to competition. They eliminate competition between the parties. 
Such agreements may be more effective than horizontal price fixing 
from the cartel’s point of view, because the expense and difficulties of 
fixing common prices are avoided: the agreement means that there will 
be no price competition anyway. Market-sharing and market exclusion 
agreements are among the most serious restrictions of competition 
expressly referred to in the Chapter I prohibition.3687 

3687 Case T-472/13 Lundbeck v Commission EU:T:2016:449, paragraph 765 (appeal dismissed: Case C-591/16 
P EU:C:2021:243). See also section 6.D.I.b.i. 
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b. In this case, the Agreements were intended to maintain 
Auden/Actavis’s 100% market share in 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets and to delay true competition by paying potential competitors 
not to enter the market independently of Auden/Actavis.3688 Waymade 
and AMCo used their position as potential competitors as leverage to 
agree with Auden/Actavis not to enter the market independently in 
exchange for significant monthly payments. In the absence of the 
Agreements, independent entry would be expected to reduce prices in 
order to win (or retain) business. The aim of the Agreements was to 
disrupt the competitive process and delay the emergence of true 
generic competition for these products. The consequence was that a 
dominant supplier was able to charge prices which were excessive and 
unfair, with the further consequence that the NHS (and thus the 
taxpayer) had to pay abusively high prices for a generic, essential 
drug.3689 

10.176. In the light of the factors identified in paragraphs 10.171 to 10.175 above, 
the CMA considers that the maximum starting point of 30% of relevant 
turnover is necessary and appropriate in respect of each of the 
Infringements for the purposes of reflecting their seriousness and achieving 
general deterrence.  

10.177. All the case parties argued that the 30% starting point is too high by 
reference to: (i) the specific facts of the case; (ii) the factors that the CMA 
has cited when assessing seriousness (including that similar factors have 
historically led to lower starting points); (iii) the DHSC’s powers to regulate 
prices and (iv) the ‘uncertainty’ in the law the parties assert was present at 
the time of the Infringements.3690 Accord-UK, Allergan, AMCo and Cinven 
also argued that the maximum starting point is not required in order to 
achieve general deterrence in the pharmaceutical sector, as this has already 
been achieved by the CMA’s and European Commission’s recent and 
ongoing investigations.3691 

10.178. The CMA does not accept these submissions, for the following reasons.  

3688 See section 6. 
3689 For example, as summarised in section 1.B. 
3690 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.14, 6.8 to 6.20; Document 205848, AMCo’s 
RDPS, paragraphs 2.17 to 2.18, 4.51 to 4.66, and 7.9 to 7.16; Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 
33 to 44, and 91 to 93; Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.11 to 3.26; Document 205802, 
Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 44 to 56; Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.8 to 3.24; 
Document 206661, Waymade’s RLOF, paragraph 9.3.
3691  Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 6.8 to 6.10, 6.21 to 6.23; Document 205848, AMCo’s 
RDPS, paragraphs 2.17 to 2.18, 7.17 to 7.29; Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraph 41; Document 
205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 52. 
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10.179. The CMA has ensured that it has performed an evaluative assessment of 
seriousness3692 by considering the factors set out in paragraphs 10.171 to 
10.175 above based on the facts of this particular case. The Infringements 
are inherently serious infringements which have been prevalent in the 
pharmaceutical sector and which has a harmful effect on the NHS. 
Moreover, the starting point is not out of line with the starting point adopted 
by the CMA in other decisions involving similar conduct.3693 

10.180. The CMA rejects the case parties’ contention that the starting point should 
be lower on the basis of comparisons with other CMA and Commission 
cases. The CMA assesses penalties on a case-by-case basis and is not 
bound by previous decisional practice, and in any case there are significant 
differences between this case and those cited by the case parties.3694 As set 
out above, the CMA considers the Infringements to be particularly serious 
infringements for which the maximum starting point is appropriate. 

10.181. As set out in section 10.B.III above (Legal certainty), there was no 
uncertainty as to whether the conduct was anti-competitive at the time of the 
Infringements that would suggest that the Infringements should be 
considered as less serious. 

10.182. The existence of DHSC powers does not reduce the need for general 
deterrence. As discussed in response to the parties’ representations on the 
powers of the DHSC3695 the DHSC’s powers are not aimed at deterring and 
punishing illegal activity (as the CMA’s powers under section 36 of the Act 
are). Further, the need to impose a penalty for a breach of competition law 
does not, and should not, depend on whether the DHSC could intervene to 
bring down an unduly high generic drug price. Further still, having regard to 
its resources, capabilities and powers, it is neither realistic nor appropriate to 
expect the DHSC to identify opportunistic price exploitation (and associated 
conduct, including market sharing) and seek to use its powers to prevent 
such conduct from occurring in a sufficiently timely manner. In any event, the 
existence of DHSC powers does not, and should not, absolve parties of their 
obligation to comply with competition law or preclude the imposition of an 
appropriate penalty designed to achieve general deterrence (which, by 

3692 CMA penalties guidance, paragraphs 2.4 to 2.10. 
3693 For example, the starting point of 30% applied in the CMA’s Phenytoin decision and the starting point of 27% 
in the CMA’s decision in ‘Anti-competitive agreement with respect to fludrocortisone acetate 0.1mg tablets’. 
3694 The CAT recently confirmed that limited assistance can be obtained from previous OFT and CMA decisions 
when assessing seriousness, since seriousness depends on a number of factors and each case is very different 
(see decision in Generics (UK) Limited and others v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 151, and Roland v CMA, 
[2021] CAT 8, paragraphs 87 and 90 on the value of previous decisional practice and the individual assessment 
of case-specific factors). 
3695 See Annex F. 
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definition, is not confined to a specific sector):3696 it is important to deter 
infringing conduct of the kind engaged in by the undertaking on which the 
penalty is being imposed across the economy in the UK.  

10.183. The fact that there have been and continue to be a number of investigations 
in the pharmaceutical sector by the CMA and the European Commission 
does not detract from the seriousness of the Infringements set out in this 
Decision. It cannot be accepted that, in circumstances where the CMA 
detects infringements in a sector that has already been subject to such 
scrutiny, there is no need for setting the starting point at a level that achieves 
general deterrence. The fact that the Infringements have been identified in 
these circumstances of itself demonstrates that general deterrence is still 
necessary. 

10.184. Cinven, AMCo and Waymade submitted that the CMA has failed to apply 
equal treatment principles by applying the same starting point for all the 
Infringements.3697 This mischaracterises the approach the CMA has taken to 
assessing seriousness: the CMA has considered each of the Infringements 
individually and concludes that each warrants the maximum starting point 
under the guidance for the reasons set out above.  

10.185. In conclusion on step 1, the CMA considers that each of the Infringements 
concern the most serious type of infringing activity. There is a clear need to 
ensure general deterrence with respect to these types of infringements, 
including within the pharmaceutical industry.3698 Where a penalty is not 
recognised by other undertakings as sufficiently high to have a real impact 
on the infringing undertaking, other undertakings may form the view that the 
risk of penalties for competition infringements is not a significant business 

3696 See, for example, Ping Europe Limited v CMA [2018] CAT 13, paragraph 241: ‘The CMA was also correct to 
consider deterrence on Ping, other golf club manufacturers and other manufacturers and wholesalers in retail 
sectors more generally’. 
3697 Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.15 to 3.22; Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 3.87 to 3.89; Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 2.17, 7.15.  
These parties also asserted that the CMA should distinguish between the conduct of each party to the 
Agreements at this step. However, the CMA penalties guidance is clear that in the case of infringements involving 
more than one undertaking, the assessment will be consistent for each undertaking since the starting point is 
intended to reflect the seriousness of the infringement at issue, rather than the particular circumstances of each 
undertaking’s unlawful conduct, which are taken into account at other steps (CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 
2.10). 
Similarly Allergan (Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 33 and 37) and Intas/Accord-UK (Document 
205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 44 and 56) submitted that the CMA’s assessment of seriousness 
does not reflect the circumstances of their ownership periods. However, the starting point is intended to reflect 
the seriousness of the infringement as a whole, rather than the involvement of a particular undertaking or entity, 
which are taken into account at other steps (CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.10).
3698 As noted above, the CMA and the European Commission continue to investigate anti-competitive conduct in 
the pharmaceuticals sector: see for example the CMA’s ongoing investigations into the supply of nitrofurantoin 
and into the supply of prochlorperazine 3mg buccal tablets, and the CMA’s recently concluded investigation into 
market sharing for fludrocortisone acetate 0.1mg tablets in the UK. See also for example the European 
Commission’s infringement finding against Teva and Cephalon on 26 November 2020 for delaying the entry of a 
generic drug. 
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risk to which their management (including their top-level management) 
should give attention. This would undermine the effectiveness of competition 
law. 

II. Step 2: adjustment for duration 

10.186. The starting point under step 1 may be increased or, in exceptional 
circumstances, decreased to take account of the duration of an infringement. 
Where the total duration of an infringement is more than one year, the CMA 
may round up part years to the nearest quarter year where the total duration 
is more than one year.3699 

a. Auden/Actavis 

10.187. The CMA finds that: 

a. the duration of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse was from 1 October 
2008 to 31 July 2018 (9 years and 10 months) and a duration multiplier 
of 10 is therefore applicable; 

b. the duration of the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse was from 1 October 
2008 to 8 January 2017 (8 years and 3 months) and a duration 
multiplier of 8.25 is therefore applicable; 

c. the duration of the 10mg Agreement was from 23 October 2012 to 24 
June 2016 (3 years, 8 months and 1 day) and a duration multiplier of 
3.75 years is therefore applicable; and 

d. the duration of the 20mg Agreement was from 11 July 2011 to 30 April 
2015 (3 years and 10 months) and a duration multiplier of 4 is therefore 
applicable. 

10.188. The CMA only holds Allergan, Accord and Intas jointly and severally liable 
with Accord-UK for their respective distinct periods of ownership. The 
penalties imposed on the Auden/Actavis undertaking will therefore be 
apportioned by reference to the entities’ periods of ownership as explained 
further in the penalty calculation. 

b. Waymade 

10.189. The CMA finds that the duration of the 20mg Agreement was from 11 July 
2011 to 30 April 2015 (3 years, 10 months). The CMA has therefore applied 

3699 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.16. Though Cinven submitted that the CMA penalties guidance does 
not require the starting point to be increased for duration, nor that the duration multiplier is required to reflect the 
full duration of the infringement (Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 3.27), the CMA nevertheless 
considers there are no circumstances which would make it appropriate to depart from the guidance in this case. 
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a duration multiplier of 4. The CMA concludes that the duration of 
Waymade’s liability for the 10mg Agreement was from 23 October 2012 to 
30 October 2012 (1 week) and therefore does not consider it necessary to 
adjust the penalty at step 2.3700 

c. AMCo 

10.190. The CMA concludes that the duration of AMCo’s liability for the 10mg 
Agreement (Periods D2 and D3) was 31 October 2012 to 24 June 2016 (3 
years and 8 months). The CMA has therefore applied a duration multiplier of 
3.75. 

10.191. The CMA only holds the Cinven Entities and Advanz jointly and severally 
liable with the Amdipharm Companies for their respective distinct periods of 
ownership. The duration multiplier will therefore be apportioned by reference 
to their respective periods of ownership as explained further in the penalty 
calculation. 

10.192. Accord-UK, Allergan, AMCo, Cinven and Waymade have submitted that the 
penalties imposed by the CMA do not accurately reflect the duration of their 
involvement in the Infringements.3701 The CMA does not accept these 
representations which relate to the parties’ liability for the Infringements: the 
CMA’s calculation of duration is in accordance with the CMA penalties 

3700 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.16. Waymade submitted that the penalty for the 10mg Agreement 
ought to be adjusted downwards at step 2 in order to reflect the short duration of the infringement (Document 
205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.35 to 3.38). The CMA does not accept that the short period of 
infringement constitutes ‘exceptional circumstances’ as outlined in paragraph 2.16 of the CMA penalties 
guidance. Short duration of an infringement does not necessarily mean it should be considered less serious, and 
the CMA has found that Waymade instigated the 10mg Agreement which was continued by AMCo for several 
years.
3701 Accord-UK submitted that it was not dominant in the supply of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets beyond March 
2016 or the supply of 20mg hydrocortisone tablets beyond December 2015, and therefore argued that the CMA is 
not entitled to fine Accord-UK for these periods. It further argued that Accord-UK could not have been aware of 
any unwritten anticompetitive terms agreed during the negotiation of the 10mg Agreement therefore the CMA 
should not hold it liable or impose for the period following 29 May 2015 (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 7.1 to 7.9). 
Allergan contested its liability for the period up to 1 September 2015 when Auden was responsible for marketing, 
sale and distribution of hydrocortisone tablets; it submitted that the Akzo presumption is rebutted as it had 
already agreed to sell the Actavis Generics business to Teva prior to September 2015; and it argued that even if 
the Akzo presumption were not rebutted, it should not be held liable for the Hold-Separate Period commencing 
on 10 March 2016 (Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 45 to 46 and 91). 
AMCo submitted that the CMA has not shown that the 10mg Agreement persisted unbroken for the entire 
infringement period and stated that the CMA’s approach was inconsistent with its finding that save Amdipharm 
UK, AMCo is not found liable for the 10mg Agreement before 1 January 2013 (Document 205848, AMCo’s 
RDPS, paragraph 7.30). 
Cinven argued that the duration multiplier should be lower as AMCo was at least six to eight months away from 
being able to enter the market during the infringement period, during which time any anticompetitive agreement 
had no effect on AMCo’s independent entry (Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 3.28). 
Waymade submitted that its efforts to commercialise its 20mg hydrocortisone tablets show that the 20mg 
Agreement should end in August 2013, and argued that its liability for the 10mg Agreement amounts only to 12 
days, and that it is disproportionate to treat this as a full year at step 2 (Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 3.31 to 3.34). 
The CMA does not accept any of these arguments, which are based on incorrect assessments of liability. 
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guidance and its findings of liability for the Infringements as established in 
this Decision. 

III. Step 3: adjustment for aggravating and mitigating factors 

10.193. The financial penalty at the end of step 2 may be increased to reflect 
aggravating factors and/or decreased where there are mitigating factors.3702 

a. Aggravating factors – involvement of directors or senior 
management 

10.194. The CMA has concluded that the involvement of directors and senior 
management within the Auden/Actavis, Waymade and AMCo undertakings 
in the design and implementation of the Infringements should be considered 
as an aggravating factor at step 3.3703, 3704 

i. Auden/Actavis 

The Unfair Pricing Abuses 

10.195. In relation to the Unfair Pricing Abuses, the following directors and senior 
management were involved: [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior 
Employee 5], [Auden Senior Employee 2]; and [Auden Senior Employee 4] 
from Auden; and [Actavis Senior Employee 1]3705 and [Actavis Senior 
Employee 3] from Actavis.3706 

3702 A non-exhaustive list of aggravating and mitigating factors is set out in the CMA penalties guidance, 
paragraphs 2.17 to 2.19. 
3703 Accord-UK, the Cinven Entities and Advanz submitted that the involvement of senior management in 
negotiating significant commercial agreements, acquisitions and in product development and strategy is 
unavoidable and in the ordinary course of business for most companies. They submit that the CMA’s approach 
therefore ‘punishes normal decision-making’, especially in smaller companies such as Auden and AMCo, and 
amounts to an ‘automatic’ uplift rather than being a genuine aggravating factor (Document 205848, AMCo’s 
RDPS, paragraph 7.32.2; Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 8.6 to 8.24; and Document 
205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 1.16 and 3.36). This representation cannot be accepted: the CMA’s 
objection is to senior involvement in anticompetitive infringements, not the ordinary course of business. 
Differences in size of undertaking are corrected for in the proportionality adjustments at Step 4.
3704 Accord-UK submitted that the CMA has not provided sufficient justification to treat director involvement as an 
aggravating factor, and has not provided sufficient reasoning to apply an uplift for director involvement during the 
period of Auden’s involvement or Allergan’s ownership (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 8.7 
and 8.11). As set out above, the CMA has a number of reasons to consider that directors and senior 
management played a key role in infringing conduct. The CMA has found that senior involvement went beyond 
knowledge of the infringements but also involved instigating and maintaining the conduct in question, as well as 
doing nothing to discontinue conduct when under investigation. The uplift is applied in relation to the entire 
infringement period, and not considered with reference to different ownership periods. 
3705 [Actavis Senior Employee 1] []. See Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview 
dated 22 July 2019, page 8, lines 2 to 3; Document 02238, response to question 1, Intas and Accord-UK’s UK’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 December 2017. 
3706 [Actavis Senior Employee 3] []. See Document 02238, response to question 1, Intas and Accord-UK’s UK’s 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 20 December 2017; and Document 203353, transcript of [Actavis 
Senior Employee 3] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 7, lines 3 to 10. 
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10.196. In particular, at all stages of the infringement period, directors and senior 
management were involved in price setting for hydrocortisone tablets: 

a. From 2008 to 2010, [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior 
Employee 5] were responsible for setting the price of hydrocortisone 
tablets.3707 

b. From 2011 to 2015, [Auden Senior Employee 2], and later [Auden 
Senior Employee 4], were responsible for setting hydrocortisone tablet 
prices, periodically briefing [Auden Senior Employee 1].3708 

c. From 1 September 2015 onwards (during both the Allergan and the 
Intas ownership periods), prices for hydrocortisone tablets were set at 
meetings organised by the Commercial Team’s senior management 
and chaired by [] (first [Actavis Senior Employee 3] and 
subsequently by []).3709 [Actavis Senior Employee 1] said he had 
‘sign off’3710 over price changes while [] (a position subsequently held 
by [Actavis Senior Employee 3]).3711 

10.197. The pricing of hydrocortisone tablets was a key issue for the senior 
management of Auden/Actavis throughout the infringement periods. This 
remained true when Auden was acquired by Allergan and subsequently 
Intas: 

a. Prior to Allergan’s acquisition of Auden, the pricing of hydrocortisone 
tablets was closely scrutinised by senior management: [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] acknowledged that assessments of the price of 
hydrocortisone tablets had formed part of the due diligence process, 
and had been built into the ‘modelling[…] for the overall acquisition 
value.’3712 

3707 [].
3708 Document 00725, Witness Statement of [] dated 12 September 2016, paragraph 1.5. 
3709 Document 01941, response to question 1, Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 
29 August 2017; and Document 02238, response to question 1, Intas and Accord-UK’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 20 December 2017. In this response, Accord-UK stated that they were introducing a 
Commercial Product Management team that would take an overview responsibility for products including 
hydrocortisone tablets, and had appointed [], to the team. This team would have a key input, but ‘pricing 
decisions will still be made according to the existing procedures and mechanisms (such as at the monthly 
Generics Commercial Meeting)’. 
3710 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 12, line 7. 
3711 Intas submitted that the CMA’s reasoning on [Actavis Senior Employee 1]’s involvement in the infringement 
during the Intas period (signing off prices and attending meetings) is not sufficient to warrant an uplift (Document 
205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 59). On the basis of the evidence set out here showing [Actavis 
Senior Employee 1]’s clear oversight of price setting decisions the CMA does not accept this representation.
3712 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 12, lines 24 
to 26; page 13, lines 1 to 4. 
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b. [Actavis Senior Employee 1] stated in interview that hydrocortisone 
tablets were ‘a key important product’ that ‘would have got a lot more 
focus than others’ in pricing meetings.3713 

c. [Actavis Senior Employee 1] attended State of Play meetings on behalf 
of Accord-UK at which the CMA outlined its concerns over unfair and 
excessive pricing of hydrocortisone tablets in May and September 
2016.3714 A Statement of Objections outlining the CMA’s provisional 
conclusions that hydrocortisone tablets were (and continued to be) 
excessively and unfairly priced in breach of competition law was issued 
in December 2016. Nevertheless, the ASPs for hydrocortisone tablets 
remained above £55 per pack for 10mg tablets and £40 per pack for 
20mg tablets throughout 2016, while cost of goods was £1.02 and 
£1.35 per pack respectively.3715 

d. Before its acquisition of Accord-UK, Intas carried out due diligence 
identifying various product business cases, including hydrocortisone 
tablets.3716 Prior to the completion of the sale, in October 2016 the 
CMA contacted Intas to make it aware of the investigation into 
Auden/Actavis’s alleged excessive and unfair pricing of hydrocortisone 
tablets,3717 and shortly after met with Intas, including [], to discuss 
the investigation. Nevertheless, after its acquisition by Intas and 
Accord, despite its knowledge of the CMA’s investigation and 
provisional conclusions, Accord-UK continued to operate under the 
same management and with the same price setting mechanisms as 
outlined above at 10.196.c. 

10.198. As set out in Sections 5.C (Auden/Actavis’s prices were excessive) and 5.D 
(Auden/Actavis’s prices were unfair), the CMA has found that the prices 
Auden/Actavis charged for hydrocortisone tablets throughout the 
infringement periods were excessive and unfair. The non-exhaustive 
examples listed above demonstrate that directors and senior management of 
Auden/Actavis were directly involved in the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse and 
20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, including in price setting and monitoring 

3713 Document 203378, transcript of [Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 13, lines 15 
to 17. 
3714 Document 00746, note of state of play meeting on 12 May 2016; Document 00747, note of state of play 
meeting on 7 September 2016 (at this meeting the CMA provided a detailed slide presentation with its provisional 
views on the case – see Document 00748). 
3715 See Figure 5.6: Auden/Actavis's ASPs for 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, and Tables 5.8 and 5.9: 
Auden/Actavis’s direct costs per pack of 10mg and 20mg hydrocortisone tablets.
3716 Document 03006, transcript of CMA hearing with Intas Pharmaceuticals Limited / Accord Healthcare Limited / 
Actavis UK Limited on Friday 15 December 2017, page 47, lines 6 to 22. 
3717 Document 03006, transcript of CMA hearing with Intas Pharmaceuticals Limited / Accord Healthcare Limited / 
Actavis UK Limited on Friday 15 December 2017, page 57, lines 14 to 25; page 58, lines 1 to 2. The sale was 
completed on 9 January 2017. 
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throughout the relevant period. Given this involvement, the CMA concludes 
that an uplift of 15% for director/senior management involvement is 
appropriate. 

The 10mg Agreement 

10.199. In relation to the 10mg Agreement, the following directors and senior 
management were involved: [Auden Senior Employee 1], [Auden Senior 
Employee 2] and [Actavis Senior Employee 1]. 

10.200. As set out in Sections 3.F.III (Facts relevant to the 10mg Agreement) and 
6.D (Agreements restricting competition by object): 

a. Senior figures at Auden/Actavis understood that the low supply price in 
the 10mg Agreement was agreed in return for the non-entry of its 
potential competitor (Waymade, then AMCo) with its own product and 
with the objective of protecting its market share.  

b. The 10mg Agreement started in October 2012 as an extension of the 
20mg Agreement, and was established by the same individuals, 
including [Auden Senior Employee 1], on similar terms.3718 

c. [Auden Senior Employee 1] led further negotiations on the 10mg 
Agreement with senior figures at AMCo in November and December 
2012 and January 2013.3719 He also led discussions with AMCo in 2013 
when they decided to formalize the unwritten supply agreement,3720 

and played a key role in forming and negotiating the Second Written 
Agreement.3721 

d. [Actavis Senior Employee 1] personally reviewed the Second Written 
Agreement as part of due diligence prior to Actavis’s acquisition of 
Auden.3722 Following the acquisition, Actavis continued to supply AMCo 
on the same terms as the Second Written Agreement until the 
Agreement expired on 24 June 2016. Senior figures were not only 
aware of the ‘very low’3723 price and limited volumes supplied to AMCo, 

3718 See in particular paragraphs 6.552 to 6.587. 
3719 See in particular paragraph 3.448 to 3.451. 
3720 See in particular paragraphs 3.455 to 3.461 and 3.465 to 3.471. 
3721 See in particular paragraphs 3.555 to 3.576. 
3722 SSO, paragraphs 3.624 to 3.625; See paragraph 6.762 and in particular Document 203378, transcript of 
[Actavis Senior Employee 1] interview dated 22 July 2019, page 16, lines 21 to 26; page 17, lines 1, 6 to 7 and 11 
to 12; page 29, line 1.
3723 Document 02329, email from [] to [Actavis Senior Employee 2] dated 4 September 2015. 
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they also approved the continuation of the agreed terms when they 
were flagged as unusual by colleagues.3724 

The 20mg Agreement 

10.201. In relation to the 20mg Agreement, the following directors and senior 
management were involved: [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior 
Employee 2]. 

10.202. As set out in Sections 3.F.II (Facts relevant to the 20mg Agreement) and 6 
(The Agreements): 

a. Senior figures at Auden/Actavis understood that the ‘special price’3725 in 
the 20mg Agreement was agreed in return for the non-entry of 
Waymade with its own product and to protect its market share.3726 

b. [Auden Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 2] were 
closely involved in the negotiations for the 20mg Agreement in June 
and July 2011.3727 [Auden Senior Employee 1] proposed specific terms, 
including the ‘RAMA’ clause, which ensured the Agreement would only 
continue as long as it protected Auden’s market exclusivity.3728 

c. Senior management involvement in the 20mg Agreement continued 
throughout the entire period of the infringement: for example, in March 
2013 [Auden Senior Employee 1] emailed [Waymade Senior Employee 
1] to propose an increase in the number of packs supplied and subject 
to the ‘Buyback’ arrangement.3729 [Auden Senior Employee 1] was also 
contacted directly by [] [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and 
[Waymade Senior Employee 2]  with regards to the 20mg Agreement in 
March 2014 and March 2015 when chasing Auden for payment.3730 

10.203. Given the direct involvement of Auden/Actavis’s most senior directors and 
management in the 10mg Agreement and 20mg Agreement, which included 
negotiating, instigating and maintaining the terms of the 20mg Agreement 

3724 See in particular paragraphs 3.683 to 3.687. 
3725 Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 July 
2011. 
3726 See in particular paragraphs 6.931 to 6.932. 
3727 See paragraphs 6.412 to 6.478.  
3728 See in particular paragraphs 6.468 to 6.478. 
3729 See in particular paragraphs 3.376 to 3.377. 
3730  See in particular paragraphs 3.383 to 3.390. 
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throughout the relevant period, the CMA concludes that an uplift of 15% for 
director/senior management involvement is appropriate.3731 

ii. Waymade 

The 20mg Agreement 

10.204. The CMA concludes that the involvement of directors and senior 
management within the Waymade undertaking in the design, 
implementation, continuation and escalation of the 20mg Agreement should 
be considered as an aggravating factor at step 3.3732 This included the [] 
[Waymade Senior Employee 1], [Waymade Senior Employee 4], [Waymade 
Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 3]: 

10.205. As set out in Sections 3.F.II and 6.D.II.C.i: 

a. Senior management, including [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and 
[Waymade Senior Employee 3], clearly understood that Waymade’s 
20mg MA was used as ‘leverage’3733 to secure favourable supply terms 
from Auden/Actavis, and that the ‘special price’3734 in the 20mg 
Agreement was agreed in return for Waymade’s non-entry with its own 
product. 

b. Waymade’s senior management strategically considered the timing of 
its negotiations with Auden/Actavis in light of the development of its 
own 20mg hydrocortisone tablets (which it used as the ‘leverage’ 
described above),3735 and were aware of the link between Waymade’s 
own development of 20mg tablets and the negotiations with Auden.3736 

3731 Accord-UK submitted that the 15% uplift for director involvement is inconsistent with the approach adopted by 
the CMA in previous cases relating to similar behaviour in the pharmaceutical sector, for 
example Paroxetine. Accord-UK further submitted that the 15% uplift is inconsistent with its own approach in the 
2017 DPS, where the CMA applied only a 10% uplift for director involvement, and that the CMA does not 
sufficiently explain its reason for increasing the uplift (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 8.5 to 
8.6). The CMA does not accept this representation: the CMA is not bound by previous decisional practice, and 
determines uplifts for aggravating factors on a case-by-case basis. The relevant considerations for this case are 
set out here, which are sufficient to justify a 15% uplift rather than the factors considered relevant in a previous 
provisional decision. A 15% is not unprecedented in any case: a 15% increase for director and senior 
management was applied in the CMA’s decision in ‘supply of products to the construction industry (pre-cast 
concrete drainage products)’ (dated 23 October 2019). Though this specific point was not appealed this decision 
was upheld by the CAT in FP McCann v CMA [2020] CAT28. 
3732 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.18.  
3733 Document 301315, transcript of [Waymade Senior Employee 3] interview dated 27 March 2018, part 3, page 
12, line 14 to page 13, line 7. 
3734 Document 300619, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 4] to [Auden Senior Employee 2] dated 11 July 
2011. 
3735 See Section 3.F.II.b (Waymade enters into a supply agreement with Auden for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets 
and ‘freezes’ its 20mg product). 
3736 See in particular paragraphs 3.367 to 3.374 and 6.178. 
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c. During June and July 2011, senior figures at Waymade including 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee], [Waymade Employee] and [Waymade 
Senior Employee 4] were involved in the negotiations for the 20mg 
Agreement. The 20mg Agreement, including the ‘Buyback’ and the 
‘RAMA clause’, was confirmed by [Waymade Senior Employee 4] after 
discussions with other senior Waymade colleagues.3737 

d. [Waymade Senior Employee 1] oversaw the renegotiation of the 20mg 
Agreement in 2013,3738 and monitored orders closely, intervening on a 
number of occasions to ensure the 20mg Agreement was upheld.3739 

The 10mg Agreement 

10.206. The CMA similarly concludes that the involvement of directors and senior 
management within the Waymade undertaking in the design and 
implementation of the 10mg Agreement should be considered as an 
aggravating factor at step 3. This includes [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
and [Amdipharm Senior Employee]. 

10.207. As set out at Sections 3.F.III (Facts relevant to the 10mg Agreement) and 
6.D.II.c.ii (The 10mg Agreement): 

a. The 10mg Agreement started in October 2012 as an extension of the 
20mg Agreement, established by the same senior individuals. 

b. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] negotiated a 97% reduction on the price 
Waymade paid Auden for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets following 
Waymade obtaining its 10mg MA on 27 September 2012.3740 

c. [Amdipharm Senior Employee] and [Waymade Senior Employee 1] 
understood that, following the pattern established by the 20mg 
Agreement, their 10mg MA could be used as leverage to secure a 
common understanding with Auden that sufficient payment would buy 
off Waymade’s competitive threat and prevent Waymade’s entry. 

10.208. Given the non-exhaustive examples of direct involvement of Waymade 
directors and senior management in the 20mg and 10mg Agreements listed 

3737 See paragraphs 6.412 to 6.478.  
3738 See paragraph 3.377. 
3739 Document 300238, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [], [Waymade Senior Employee 4] and 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee] dated 21 May 2012. See also paragraphs 3.389; Document 301697, emails 
between [Waymade Senior Employee 2], [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Auden Senior Employee 3] dated 
7 March 2014; Document 301928, email from [Waymade Senior Employee 1] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] 
dated 17 March 2015; and Document 301929, email from [] to [Waymade Senior Employee 2] and emails 
between [Waymade Senior Employee 1] and [Waymade Senior Employee 2] dated 17 March 2015. 
3740 See paragraphs 6.557, 3.336 to 3.449, and 6.554 to 6.555. 
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above, the CMA concludes that an uplift of 15% for director/senior 
management involvement is appropriate. 

iii. AMCo 

10.209. The CMA concludes that the involvement of directors and senior 
management within the AMCo undertaking during Periods D2 and D3 in the 
design, implementation, continuation and escalation of the 10mg Agreement 
should be considered as an aggravating factor at Step 3.3741 This included 
[Amdipharm Senior Employee]; [AMCo Senior Employee 1]; [AMCo Senior 
Employee 8]; [AMCo Senior Employee 2]; [AMCo Senior Employee 3] and 
[AMCo Senior Employee 5]. 

10.210. As set out in Sections 3.F.III and 6.D.II.c.ii: 

a. Having established the 10mg Agreement, Waymade transferred the 
10mg MA, the 10mg product development and certain senior staff 
involved in the 10mg Agreement (including [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee]) to AMCo. AMCo continued the 10mg Agreement from 31 
October 2012 onwards. From that date, [Amdipharm Senior Employee], 
under the supervision of [AMCo Senior Employee 1], was in charge of 
negotiating an increase in the monthly volume of 10mg hydrocortisone 
tablets available to AMCo from Auden at the £1 supply price.3742 

b. Subsequent negotiations to formalise the terms of supply with Auden 
Mckenzie during 2013 were primarily led by [Amdipharm Senior 
Employee], [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] 
from AMCo.3743 

c. In 2014, [AMCo Senior Employee 1] and [AMCo Senior Employee 8] 
led further negotiations with Auden. [AMCo Senior Employee 1] used 
the threat of the launch of AMCo’s own Aesica-manufactured 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets to secure terms under the Second Written 
Agreement.3744 

3741 Advanz submitted that the CMA has ‘double counted’ director involvement by utilising the maximum starting 
point at Step 1 and then uplifting for director involvement at Step 3, as it submitted that the situations that the 
penalties guidance suggest warrant the selection of 30% as the starting point (eg cartel activity, predatory or 
excessive pricing) can only take place with the knowledge of senior management (Document 205848, AMCo’s 
RDPS, paragraphs 7.32.3). The CMA does not engage in double counting by by applying a high starting point at 
Step 1 and an uplift for director involvement at Step 3. Seriousness of infringement and involvement of directors 
are separate criteria. It is not accurate to say that cases meriting a 30% starting point will always involve senior 
staff. In this case, the CMA considers that the involvement of senior individuals in designing and sustaining the 
infringements is sufficiently significant to warrant a 15 % uplift. 
3742 See in particular Section 3.F.III.e (AMCo succeeds Waymade as counterparty to the 10mg Agreement) and 
paragraphs 6.604 to 6.611. 
3743 See in particular Section 3.F.III.f (AMCo moves to formalise the 10mg supply arrangement).
3744 See in particular paragraph 3.262. 
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d. At an internal PPRM meeting held on 25 June 2014 and attended by 
senior management, including [AMCo Senior Employee 1], [AMCo 
Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo Senior Employee 5], it was agreed that 
AMCo would not launch its own Aesica-manufactured 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets following the signing of the Second Written 
Agreement.3745 AMCo’s senior management therefore understood that 
AMCo would not launch its Aesica product in exchange for further 
payments from Auden under the Second Written Agreement. 

e. [AMCo Senior Employee 3], [AMCo Senior Employee 2] and [AMCo 
Senior Employee 1] were involved in AMCo’s strategy of using a Focus 
pipeline project to develop hydrocortisone tablets with Lamda as further 
leverage with Auden to obtain an increase in supply volumes of 
hydrocortisone tablets under the 10mg Agreement.3746 

10.211. Given the direct involvement of AMCo directors and senior management in 
the 10mg Agreement, which included negotiating, maintaining and escalating 
the terms of the Agreement throughout Periods D1-D3, the CMA concludes 
that an uplift of 15% for director/senior management involvement is 
appropriate. 

10.212. The case parties have submitted representations that the CMA has not 
provided sufficient justification for its uplifts and that the directors’ 
involvement does not justify an uplift.3747 The CMA does not accept this 
representation: for the reasons set out above, the CMA has found on the 
basis of extensive evidence that senior management were involved in the 
negotiation, implementation and continuation of the Infringements and an 
uplift of 15% for each infringement is appropriate. 

10.213. The case parties submitted that the level of the 15% uplift is inappropriate: 
Accord-UK3748 stated that the uplift of 15% is not appropriate for Chapter II 
conduct (by reference to the examples in the CMA penalties guidance), and 
Accord-UK,3749 Intas/Accord-UK,3750 Waymade3751 and Cinven3752 submitted 
that the Agreements are not equivalent to ‘secret cartel’ behaviour (citing 

3745 See paragraph 3.592. 
3746 See Section 3.F.III.o (‘AMCo acquires another hydrocortisone tablets portfolio’); 
Document 200151, draft responses to questions on Cinven’s sale of the AMCo group, attached to document 
200150; and Document 202830, email from [AMCo Senior Employee 3] to [] dated 3 December 2015. 
3747 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 8.7,  8.12 to 8.16, and 8.21 to 8.24; Document 205805, 
Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.32 to 3.35; Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 7.32 to 7.33; and 
Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 59 to 60. Intas makes this representation specifically 
with respect to [Actavis Senior Employee 1]’s involvement.  
3748 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 8.2 to 8.5. 
3749 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 8.4 and 8.19. 
3750 Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 61 to 62. 
3751 Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.40 to 3.45 
3752 Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 3.33. 
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Ping).3753 Accord-UK further referred to the CMA’s approach in Paroxetine 
where no uplift for director involvement was applied.3754 Furthermore, 
Accord-UK3755 and Waymade3756 submitted that uplifts for director 
involvement disproportionately impact smaller companies, whose directors 
are more likely to be involved in key decisions, and Cinven submitted that as 
senior managers are often involved in negotiating contracts, such 
involvement should not merit an uplift.3757 

10.214. These representations cannot be sustained. Directors were very closely 
involved in both pricing and negotiation of the agreements; this was not just 
‘knowledge’ of the infringements but active participation in and instigation of 
arrangements which the CMA has found to infringe competition law. This is a 
misrepresentation of the CAT judgment in Ping, where the CAT said that ‘an 
example’ where director level involvement would be an aggravating factor 
would be a secret cartel, but the CAT was not exhaustive in giving that 
example. The CAT also held that an uplift should be reserved for ‘more 
reprehensible behaviour’ and gave weight to the fact that the infringement in 
Ping was characterised as ‘less serious’.3758 The Infringements in this case 
involve excessive pricing and market exclusion agreements in relation to an 
essential drug, which the CMA has characterised as serious infringements 
for which the highest starting point is appropriate. Those are the 
circumstances in which, if senior management are involved in the 
infringements, an uplift is appropriate. Furthermore, the CMA is not bound by 
previous decisional practice and the CMA penalties guidance is not limited to 
uplifts for Chapter I infringements. 

b. Mitigating factors 

10.215. The case parties have submitted that the CMA should take the following 
mitigating factors into consideration.  

i. Compliance activities 

10.216. The CMA may decrease the penalty at step 3 where an undertaking can 
show that adequate steps have been taken to ensure compliance with 
competition law.3759 

3753 Ping Europe Limited v CMA [2020] CAT 13. 
3754 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 8.5. 
3755 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 8.8. 
3756 Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.41 to 3.42. 
3757 Document 295805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 1.16. 
3758 Ping Europe Limited v CMA [2020] CAT 13, paragraph 247. 
3759 CMA penalties guidance, footnote 33. 
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10.217. All of the parties submitted that they have a strong culture of competition 
law compliance. The parties also submitted representations on their 
competition law compliance programmes and argued that these merit a 
discount at step 3.3760 

10.218. For the reasons set out below, the CMA has granted a 5% discount to 
Allergan, Accord-UK, Accord, Intas, and Advanz and the Amdipharm 
Companies.  

Accord-UK, Accord and Intas 

10.219. Submissions from Accord-UK, Accord and Intas show that, since the CMA 
opened its investigations in Case 50277, Accord and Accord-UK3761 have: 

a. Reviewed and enhanced its competition compliance programme, which 
includes: 

i. The provision of compulsory training on competition law for all 
non-operational staff;3762 

ii. Additional targeted training for relevant Accord-UK staff;3763 

iii. A system for reporting and reviewing competition issues;3764 and 

iv. The adoption of a specific competition compliance policy as a 
supporting policy to the Accord Code of Conduct.3765 

b. Established new regional and cluster head Compliance Committees, 
which report regularly to the Accord Healthcare Board and are 

3760 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 9.8; Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 70 to 72;  Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for 
information dated 9 April 2021; Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraph 52 and Document 206495, 
Allergan’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021; Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 1.17 and 3.39 to 3.42 and Document 206429, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s request for 
information dated 9 April 2021; Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 7.35 to 7.45, and Document 
206433, Advanz’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021; Document 205799, 
Waymade’s RDPS, 3.51 to 3.53, and Document 206421, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s request for 
information dated 9 April 2021. 
3761 Accord-UK, Accord and Intas submitted that Intas’s compliance activities are structured by region, with 
Accord and its subsidiaries (including Accord-UK) responsible for compliance in Europe. The CMA has therefore 
focussed on the compliance activities of Accord and Accord-UK as the relevant entities in the undertaking. See 
Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April, 
paragraph 2.
3762 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraphs 4.iii and 23.
3763 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraphs 17 to 23.  
3764 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraphs 7 to 14. See also Document 206525, Accord-UK’s compliance report for the period 4th 

March 2020 to 3rd March 2021, submitted as Annex 1 of Accord’s response. 
3765 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraphs 12 to 16. 
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supported by a Director of Compliance and dedicated compliance 
officers;3766 

c. Made a clear public commitment to compliance with competition law on 
its website;3767 and 

d. Operated a confidential and independent whistleblowing service for 
reports of compliance or competition concerns.3768 

10.220. Furthermore, Accord-UK’s compliance activities were assessed as sufficient 
to merit a compliance discount in Nortriptyline (Market sharing).3769 Pursuant 
to that discount, [].3770 

10.221. However, Accord-UK, Accord and Intas did not provide some of the 
underlying documentation necessary for the CMA fully to assess its 
compliance activities and programme.3771 

10.222. In addition, the CMA penalties guidance is clear that an undertaking that 
seeks to obtain a discount in recognition of its compliance activities needs to 
present evidence on the steps it took to review its compliance activities, and 
change them as appropriate, in light of the events that led to the 
investigation at hand.3772 Accord-UK, Accord and Intas however told the 
CMA that Accord-UK and Accord did not review their compliance activities in 
light of the specific events that led to the investigation in the present case, 
but that developments in its compliance programme instead reflected a 
general and long-running emphasis on compliance (including its 
engagement with the CMA’s investigations).3773 

10.223. Having carefully considered the evidence presented of Accord-UK and 
Accord’s compliance activities and the factors set out at paragraphs 10.221 

3766 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraphs 7 to 9.
3767 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraph 26. See also Accord’s web statements on competition law compliance and screenshots 
provided as Document 206526 and Document 206527 (Annexes 2 and 3 of Accord’s response). 
3768 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraphs 24 to 25.
3769 See CMA’s Decision in Case 50507.2, Nortriptyline Tablets (Market sharing), paragraphs 8.37 to 8.42. 
3770 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraph 31; and Document 206525, Accord-UK Ltd’s compliance report for the period 4th March 
2020 to 3rd March 2021 submitted as Annex 1 of Accord’s response. 
3771 For example, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas did not provide a copy of their competition law compliance 
policies or Code of Conduct as part of its submission on compliance to Case 50277. Furthermore, it only provided 
cover pages and high-level descriptions of training materials. See Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and 
Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, Table 1 and Document 206528, 
Document 206529 and Document 206530, provided as Annexes 4, 5 and 6 of Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s 
response.
3772 CMA penalties guidance, footnote 33. 
3773 Document 206524, Accord, Accord-UK and Intas’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 
April 2021, paragraphs 28 to 30. 
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and 10.222 above, the CMA has concluded that a compliance discount of 
5% to the penalties attributed to Accord-UK, Accord and Intas is warranted. 

Allergan 

10.224. Submissions from Allergan, which is now part of Abbvie, show that Abbvie 
has comprehensive global and UK-specific compliance programmes, which 
include: 

a. The provision of mandatory training on compliance issues, including 
antitrust, for relevant staff;3774 

b. A system for reporting and reviewing competition issues;3775 

c. An established Office of Ethics and Compliance led by a Chief Ethics 
and Compliance Officer who regularly reports on compliance matters to 
the CEO, Board of Directors and Public Policy Committee;3776 

d. A Global Compliance Insights Forum and a UK-specific Affiliate 
Compliance Insights Forum, which are composed of senior-level 
management, and review and oversee Abbvie’s compliance programs 
and policies;3777 

e. Clear public statements of commitment to ethics and compliance, 
including compliance with competition law, on its website;3778 and 

3774 Document 206497, Witness statement from [], AbbVie Office of Ethics and Compliance, paragraphs 5.6 to 
5.7, provided as an Annex to Document 206495, Allergan's response to the CMA’s request for information dated 
9 April 2021. See also Document 206495A, The Focus of Abbvie’s [Global] Ethics and Compliance Programme, 
page1; and Document 206495B, The Focus of [Abbvie’s UK] Ethics & Compliance Programme, page 2, provided 
as Annexes to Document 206495. 
3775 Document 206497, Witness statement from [], AbbVie Office of Ethics and Compliance, provided as an 
Annex to Allergan's response, paragraphs 4.4 to 4.5 and 5.3 to 5.8. 
3776 Document 206497, Witness statement from [], AbbVie Office of Ethics and Compliance, provided as an 
Annex to Allergan's response, paragraph 5.3.
3777 Document 206497, Witness statement from [], AbbVie Office of Ethics and Compliance, provided as an 
Annex to Allergan's response, paragraphs 5.4 to 5.5; See also Document 206495A, The Focus of Abbvie’s 
[Global] Ethics and Compliance Programme, page 1; and Document 206495B, The Focus of [Abbvie’s UK] Ethics 
& Compliance Programme, page 1, provided as Annexes to Document 206495. 
3778 This includes Abbvie’s Code of Business Conduct, and a public summary of the focus of Abbvie’s Ethics and 
Compliance Programme, both of which are publicly accessible on Abbvie’s webpages. 
AbbVie’s Code of Business Conduct includes a foreword from Abbvie’s Chairman of the Board and Chief 
Executive Officer expressing the importance of adhering to the Code of Business Conduct and highlighting the 
Office of Ethics and Compliance and its reporting hotline. An ‘Integrity in the Marketplace’ section includes a 
commitment to complying with competition law (stating ‘We follow antitrust laws’ and ‘we support fair and honest 
competition’), which stresses the importance of ‘fair pricing’ for Abbvie’s products. Document 206495D, provided 
as an annex to Document 206495, page 50. Abbvie’s public summary of its compliance programme includes 
statements on the importance of strong leadership, clear written standards, effective lines of communication, 
relevant training, accountability and continuous improvement. See: https://www.abbvie.co.uk/our-company/ethics-
and-compliance.html 
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f. A 24-hour Ethics and Compliance helpline providing resources for 
employees wishing to raise or report compliance issues3779 

10.225. However, Allergan submitted that it was not able to identify specific steps 
which had been taken to review and develop Allergan’s compliance activities 
in light of the CMA’s investigation, due to Allergan no longer being active in 
the relevant product markets; the passage of time before Allergan was 
involved in the CMA’s investigation; and the fact that Abbvie only acquired 
Allergan in 2020.3780 

10.226. Allergan also did not provide some of the underlying documentation 
necessary for the CMA fully to assess its compliance activities and 
programme.3781 

10.227. Having carefully considered the evidence presented of Allergan’s 
compliance activities and the factors set out at paragraphs 10.225 and 
10.226 above, the CMA has concluded that a compliance discount of 5% to 
the penalties attributed to Allergan is warranted. 

Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies 

10.228. Submissions from Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies show that, since 
the infringement period, Advanz has: 

a. introduced a revised competition compliance programme, which 
includes: 

i. the provision of training for all staff;3782 

ii. additional training for Advanz’s UK commercial team and legal 
team;3783 

3779 Document 206495, Allergan’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021; Document 
206497, Witness statement from [], AbbVie Office of Ethics and Compliance, provided as an Annex to 
Allergan's response, paragraphs 4.4 to 4.5. 
3780 Document 206495, Allergan’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, pages 1 to 
2. 
3781 For example, Allergan did not provide its ‘Compliance with Antitrust Laws’ policy (referred to in Document 
206495D, Abbvie’s Code of Business Conduct, p.50) or any of its competition law training materials to the CMA. 
3782 Document 206433, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s request for information, setting out the current 
compliance activities of Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies, dated 9 April 2021; paragraphs 1.79 to 1.80. 
See also Document 206456, Advanz’s competition law compliance policy dated 11 August 2020, page 2, and 
Document 206457, NAVEX Global course script for Antitrust & Competition Law training, provided as Annexes 5 
and 6 to AMCo’s response.
3783 Document 206433, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s request for information, setting out the current 
compliance activities of Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies, dated 9 April 2021; paragraphs 1.81 to 1.83. 
See also Documents 206458, Document 206459 and Document 206460, provided as Annexes 7, 8, and 9 to 
AMCo’s response. 
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iii. a system for reporting and reviewing competition issues;3784 

b. created a new Global Compliance Officer role;3785 

c. made a clear public commitment to compliance with competition law on 
its website;3786 and 

d. introduced a whistleblowing hotline for anonymous reports of violations 
or suspected violations of Advanz’s Code of Conduct or the law.3787 

10.229. However, the materials provided by Advanz in support of its submission 
raise some doubt as to the mandatory nature of Advanz’s competition 
compliance training for all staff.3788 

10.230. Further, Advanz has not offered to provide an annual update to the CMA 
confirming its ongoing commitment to, and periodic review of compliance 
activities.3789 

10.231. Having carefully considered the evidence presented of Advanz’s compliance 
activities and the factors set out at paragraphs 10.229 and 10.230 above, the 
CMA has concluded that a compliance discount of 5% to the penalties 
attributed to Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies is warranted. 

3784 Document 206433, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s request for information, setting out the current 
compliance activities of Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies, dated 9 April 2021; paragraphs 1.78 and 1.84. 
See also Document 206455, Advanz’s Code of Conduct dated 11 August 2020, provided as Annex 4 to AMCo’s 
response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, paragraphs 6.2 to 6.3.  
3785 Document 206433, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s request for information, setting out the current 
compliance activities of Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies, dated 9 April 2021; paragraph 1.80. 
3786 Advanz’s Code of Conduct published 11 August 2020; see Document 206455, Annex 4 of AMCo’s response 
to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021; and Document 206433, AMCo’s response to the CMA’s 
request for information dated 9 April 2021; paragraph 1.78.
3787 Document 206455, Advanz’s Code of Conduct dated 11 August 2020, provided as Annex 4 to AMCo’s 
response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, paragraphs 6.2 to 6.3.
3788 For example, the Foreword of Advanz’s updated competition law policy, written by [AMCo Senior Employee 
3], states that compliance documents and training sessions are available for eligible employees. It states that for 
anyone who is invited, the training sessions are mandatory. In section 2, it states that ‘everyone has access to 
continuous training and legal assistance’ but does not mention it being mandatory for everyone. See Document 
206456, Advanz’s competition law compliance policy dated 11 August 2020, provided as Annex 5 to AMCo’s 
response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, page 2. 
3789 As set out in paragraph 2.19 and footnote 33 of the CMA penalties guidance, in order to merit a discount, an 
undertaking’s compliance activities will generally be expected to include ‘conducting period review of its 
compliance activities, and reporting that to the CMA’. 
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Cinven 

10.232. [].3790 [].3791 []. 

10.233. []. 

10.234. [] 3792  []. 

10.235. []. 

10.236. Having carefully considered the evidence presented of the Cinven Entities’ 
compliance activities, the CMA concludes that no discount to their penalty is 
warranted. 

Waymade 

10.237. Submissions from Waymade indicate that employees at Waymade [].3793 

[].3794 

10.238. There is also no statement signalling Waymade’s commitment to competition 
law compliance on its website and Waymade has not offered to report back 
to the CMA with periodic reviews.  

10.239. More generally, the CMA is not satisfied that Waymade has taken adequate 
steps to review their compliance activities, and change them as appropriate, 
in the light of the events that led to the current investigation. []. 

10.240. [].3795 

3790 For example, since the CMA’s investigation was opened, the Cinven Entities submitted that they have 
developed a dedicated Legal and Compliance team, including a Compliance Manager (Document 206429, 
Cinven’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, paragraph 3) and outline a process 
for identifying, assessing, mitigating and reviewing competition law risk in its portfolio companies pre- and post-
acquisition (Document 206429, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, 
paragraphs 6 to 31;. see also Document 206430I, Cinven ESG Questionnaire for portfolio companies, provided 
as Annex 2 to Cinven’s response, which asks portfolio companies to identify and provide any code of conduct for 
competition law, and Document 206430O, template competition law compliance policy, provided as Annex 8 of 
Cinven’s response). Notably the Cinven Entities do not provide any competition law compliance policy of their 
own. 
3791 Document 206429, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, paragraphs 
21 to 23. The exception in this gap was the attendance of members of the Legal and Compliance Team at 
general counsel roundtable training sessions (see footnote 10). 
3792 See, for example, Document 206430C, a competition law policy for LGC; Document 206430D, a competition 
law compliance policy for Stada; Document 206430E, antitrust guidelines on participation in trade associations 
for Stada; and Document 206430O, template antitrust compliance guidelines for portfolio companies, provided as 
Annexes to Document 206429, Cinven’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021. 
Cinven did not provide copies of its own competition law compliance policies. 
3793 Document 206421, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s request for information dated 9 April 2021, paragraph 
3. See also Document 206422 and Document 206423, provided as Annexes to Waymade’s Response. 
3794 Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraph 3.51. 
3795 Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.51 to 3.53. 
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10.241. The CMA penalties guidance is clear that in order to obtain a compliance 
discount, an undertaking must demonstrate that ‘adequate steps, 
appropriate to the size of the business concerned, have been taken to 
achieve a clear and unambiguous commitment to competition law 
compliance [] the undertaking (from the top down).’3796 []. 

10.242. Having carefully considered the evidence presented of the Waymade’s 
compliance activities, the CMA concludes that no discount to its penalties is 
warranted. 

ii. Other mitigating factors 

10.243. Accord-UK, Intas, Allergan and Advanz argued they have cooperated fully 
with the CMA’s investigation.3797 The CMA does not accept this 
representation: to be considered mitigating, cooperation must be ‘over and 
above’ simply complying with the CMA’s requests (as set out in the CMA 
penalties guidance)3798 and in this case the CMA does not consider the 
parties’ cooperation sufficient to meet the threshold for mitigation. 

10.244. Waymade and Cinven submitted that the termination of the infringements 
prior to or immediately following the CMA’s intervention should be 
considered a mitigating factor.3799 The Agreements each continued for 
several years, delaying the development of effective competition; their 
termination before intervention by the CMA should not be considered a 
mitigating factor. AMCo ended the 10mg Agreement because of independent 
entry (which undermined the rationale of the 10mg Agreement), not because 
of the CMA’s investigation. 

10.245. The CMA does not accept that there is any uncertainty as to the application 
of the Chapter I prohibition to the 10mg Agreement or around the facts of the 
unfair pricing infringements. The parties’ arguments on legal uncertainty,3800 

their submissions on lack of intention or negligence3801 and AMCo’s legal 
advice3802 have been addressed on the law and the facts (see section 

3796 CMA penalties guidance, footnote 33. 
3797 Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 9.6; Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, 
paragraph 69; Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraph 52; Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 7.53 to 7.55. Accord also points out that the CMA used Macfarlanes’ in-house e-discovery, document 
recovery and review platform during follow-up inspections of Accord-UK documents in 2017 and that a 
cooperation discount was granted on that basis in the digital keyboards decision (Document 205813, Accord-
UK’s RDPS, paragraph 9.7).  
3798 CMA penalties guidance, footnote 35. 
3799 Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 1.17 and 3.46. 
3800 Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 1.17; 3.44 to 3.45. 
3801 Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 47 to 50. 
3802 Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 1.16 to 1.17 and 3.32 to 3.35; Document 205848, AMCo’s 
RDPS, paragraphs 7.32 to 7.33 and 7.46 to 7.49. AMCo and Cinven argued in particular that senior management 
involvement in seeking legal advice should be a mitigating factor and that senior management had no basis to 
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10.B.II.e.iv above) or in the CMA’s substantive findings on the case. The 
CMA has considered the facts of those arguments elsewhere and these 
cannot be upheld as mitigating factors at step 3.  

10.246. The parties have made further representations which go to the factual 
assessment of the case.3803 For example, AMCo submitted that AMCo was 
acting under duress as a victim of Auden’s exclusionary conduct by 
reference to Project Guardian.3804 The CMA does not accept that AMCo’s 
conduct in continuing the 10mg Agreement was under ‘severe duress’ to 
merit a discount: this decision finds that AMCo was a willing participant in the 
10mg Agreement. AMCo also submitted that it was actively pursuing 
competitive conduct on the market, which should be considered a mitigating 
factor.3805 This representation cannot be sustained: this Decision has found 
that the 10mg Agreement was a market exclusion agreement, among the 
most serious infringements of competition law. 

10.247. Intas/Accord-UK argued that prices falling during its period of ownership 
should act as a mitigating factor.3806 The CMA does not accept this 
representation: the infringement is assessed as a whole, rather than by 
ownership period and the prices remained at a level found to be excessive 
and unfair. The falling prices during the Intas period followed sustained 
growth in prices for several years, which Accord-UK benefitted from. 

10.248. Accord-UK and Intas/Accord-UK argued that the CMA should consider the 
benefits of the undertaking’s business model in mitigation.3807 The CMA does 
not accept these submissions: this Decision finds that these infringements 

know that they were committing an infringement of competition law. For the reasons set out at section 10.B.II.e.iv 
above, this cannot be sustained. 
3803 Accord-UK submitted that the case requires a number of terms to be inferred into the Agreement which 
Accord-UK was not aware of (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 8.18). The CMA does not 
accept this characterisation of the infringement, and evidence demonstrates that [Actavis Senior Employee 1] 
was aware of the terms of the 10mg Agreement as demonstrated in the evidence as set out above. A further 
example is Cinven submitting that AMCo only inherited the 10mg Agreement and that the arrangement was 
required for AMCo to remain on the market (Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraph 3.32). The CMA does 
not accept this representation on the facts of the case: AMCo was a potential competitor and could have entered 
the market within 6-8 months, and the AMCo senior management were involved in negotiating and prolonging the 
10mg Agreement as set out above. A further example is Accord-UK’s arguments about the lack of intervention by 
the DH, that it inherited the prevailing market prices and that [Actavis Senior Employee 1] was signing off on price 
decreases (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 8.12 to 8.24). The CMA does not accept these 
representations as set out in the findings of this decision. 
3804 Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraphs 7.56 to 7.57. 
3805 Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraph 7.58. 
3806 Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 65 to 66, and submitting that [Actavis Senior 
Employee 1] was signing off on price decreases (Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 60).
3807 For example, Accord-UK argued that its continued supply of an essential drug for the benefit of patients and 
the NHS should be considered in mitigation (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 9.6), and Intas’s 
submissions about its role during the COVID-19 pandemic and its investment in developing new and existing 
products (Document 205802 Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS paragraphs 73 to 74). 
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caused sustained and significant harm to patients and the NHS to the sums 
of hundreds of millions of pounds. 

c. Application of adjustments for aggravating and mitigating factors  

10.249. An uplift of 15% for director involvement is to be applied to the penalty for all 
parties. 

10.250. A discount of 5% is to be applied to the parts of the penalties for which 
Accord-UK, Accord Healthcare, Intas, Allergan, the Amdipharm Companies 
and Advanz are liable. 
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IV. Step 4: adjustment for specific deterrence and proportionality  

10.251. Adjustments to the penalty at step 4 may result in either an increase or a 
decrease to the penalty. The assessment of the need to adjust the penalty 
either upwards or downwards3808 will be made on a case-by-case basis for 
each individual undertaking on which the CMA imposes penalties. 

10.252. The penalty reached after step 3 may be increased to ensure that the 
penalty to be imposed on the relevant undertaking(s) will deter it from 
breaching competition law in the future, given its size and financial position – 
as at the time the penalty is being imposed3809 – and any other relevant 
circumstances of the case. Specific deterrence increases will generally be 
limited to situations in which an undertaking has a significant proportion of its 
turnover outside the relevant market, or where the CMA has evidence that 
the undertaking has made an economic or financial benefit from the 
infringement that exceeds the penalty reached at the end of step 3.3810 

10.253. In considering the appropriate level of any adjustment for specific 
deterrence, the CMA will ensure that it does not result in a disproportionate 
or excessive penalty. The CMA will have regard to the undertaking’s size 
and financial position at the time the penalty is being imposed, the nature of 
the infringement, the role of the undertaking in the infringement and the 
impact of its infringing activity on competition.3811 

10.254. As set out in section 10.C above, in the step 4 assessment the CMA has 
been guided first by whether an undertaking obtained financial benefits from 
the relevant Infringement in excess of the penalty after the first three steps of 
the calculation. The CMA has then assessed whether the penalty should be 
increased above the level of financial benefit received to ensure that the 
undertaking is deterred from breaching competition law in the future by 
reference to the overall size and financial position of the undertaking as it 
currently exists, subject to the CMA’s consideration of the overlaps between 
the infringements.3812 The CMA has also considered whether the penalty 

3808 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.24. 
3809 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. See also C-408/12 YKK v Commission, paragraph 91 : ‘the 
objective of pursuing a deterrent effect through the financial penalty is essentially to control, in the future, the 
conduct of the economic entity to which the [CMA] decision is addressed. Such an effect must necessarily be 
produced on the undertaking in the state [in] which it exists at the time when that decision is adopted’. In that 
case, the infringing subsidiary no longer existed as an independent economic entity at the time the contested 
decision was adopted, having been acquired by the YKK group. The Court of Justice held that ‘Consequently, the 
pursuit of a deterrent effect by means of the fine had necessarily to apply to the YKK group, of which [the 
subsidiary] was now part, regardless of the fact that [the parents] had not participated in the infringement in the 
period [prior to the acquisition of the subsidiary]’ (paragraph 92). 
3810 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.21. 
3811 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.24. 
3812 Unless stated otherwise, the CMA has based its assessment on: 
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should be decreased at the end of step 3 to ensure the level of the penalty is 
not disproportionate or excessive, and in applying any uplifts has taken into 
account whether the resulting penalty is not disproportionate or excessive 
having regard to the undertaking’s size and financial position and the nature 
of the infringement. 

10.255. As explained in section 10.C.I above a parent company can only be held 
liable for an Infringement for its period of ownership of its infringing 
subsidiary, and in determining how a total penalty is distributed between 
entities which are liable in different ownership periods the CMA has had 
regard to the principle that a penalty needs to be specific to the offender and 
the offence.3813 

10.256. The penalties are therefore calculated on a per-Period basis from step 4 
onwards, in each case starting with the apportionment of the penalty after 
step 3 between the relevant Periods. A summary of each penalty calculation 
can be found in Annex E. 

10.257. The parties have submitted representations on the CMA’s approach to step 
4. Where appropriate, these have been referenced and responded to in the 

Financial information for Accord-UK and Intas: Accord-UK’s financial statements for the financial year ending 31 
March 2020, lodged at Companies House on 22 October 2020; Document 205297, Consolidated balance sheet 
and consolidated statement of profit and loss for Intas Pharmaceuticals Ltd for the financial years ending 31 
March 2018, 31 March 2019 and 31 March 2020, provided in response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 7 
August 2020. Figures have been converted from US dollars into sterling using the Bank of England’s annual 
average and year end spot exchange rates over that period.  Averages have been calculated over the three-year 
period ending 31 March 2020. 
Financial information for Allergan: publicly available financial information for Allergan taken from accounts 
consolidated at the level of AbbVie. See: Abbvie’s Annual Report on Form 10-K and 2021 Proxy Statement. 
Averages have been calculated over the three-year period ending 31 December 2020. Figures have been 
converted from US dollars into sterling using the Bank of England’s annual average and year end spot exchange 
rates over that period. 
Financial information for the Cinven Entities: Document LIO6539.2, Annex 1 of Cinven’s response to the CMA’s 
section 26 notice dated 15 May 2018; Document 206470, Annex 1 of Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 14 April 2021; Document 206471, Annex 2 of Cinven’s response to the CMA’s section 26 notice 
dated 14 April 2021. Averages have been calculated over the three-year period ending 31 December 2019. 
Financial information for Advanz: Advanz’s publicly available financial information, comprising consolidated 
annual financial statements for the financial years ending 31 December 2018, 31 December 2019 and 31 
December 2020; Advanz’s 2019 Annual Management’s Discussion and Analysis, dated 25 March 2020; and 
Advanz’s 2020 Annual Management’s Discussion and Analysis, dated 17 March 2021. Figures have been 
converted from US dollars into sterling using the Bank of England’s annual average and year end spot exchange 
rates over that period. Averages have been calculated over the three-year period ending 31 December 2020. 
Financial information for Waymade: Waymade is a wholly owned subsidiary of Waymade Holdings Ltd, which is a 
non-trading Jersey private company which is not required to prepare accounts. Consolidated accounts are 
available only at a Waymade level. Financial information for Waymade and Waymade Holdings Limited has been 
taken from the consolidated financial statements for Waymade plc for the financial year ending 31 December 
2020 (Document 207009, Waymade plc’s Annual Report and Financial Statements for the financial year ending 
for the financial year ending 31 December 2020, provided in response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 9 
June 2021); Waymade plc’s Annual Report and Financial Statements for the financial year ending 31 December 
2019 lodged at Companies House on 6 October 2020; and management accounts for Waymade Holdings 
Limited for the financial year ending 2020 (Document 206690, Waymade’s response to the CMA’s section 26 
notice dated 9 June 2021) and the financial year ending 31 December 2019 (Document 205345, provided in 
response to the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 7 August 2020). Averages have been calculated over the three-
year period ending 31 December 2020. 
3813 C-247/11 P and C-253/11 P Areva and Others v Commission, EU:C:2014:257, paragraphs 127 and 131. 
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analysis set out below. The remaining representations are responded to in 
Annex F. 

a. Auden/Actavis 

i. 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

Apportionment of penalties and financial benefits 

10.258. The penalty at the end of step 3 is £56,293,063. 

10.259. The table below sets out how the total duration of the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse is apportioned to each specific period of ownership at the end of step 
3. 

Table 10.6: Apportionment of step 3 penalty for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

Period 
Duration-based 

apportionment3814 Entities liable Step 3 penalty 

Period A1 

(1 October 2008 – 
28 May 2015) 

72% 

(7.22 years) 
Accord-UK £40,643,592 

Period A2 Accord-UK 

£6,755,168
(29 May 2015 – 1 

August 2016) 

12% 

(1.20 years) Allergan 

Period A3 

(2 August 2016 – 8 
January 2017) 

[See Period A1] Accord-UK [See Period A1] 

Period A4 
Accord-UK 

£8,894,304(9 January 2017 – 
31 July 2018) 

16% 

(1.58 years) 
Accord 

Intas 

10.260. The CMA has considered whether the penalty should be adjusted by 
reference the need for specific deterrence. As set out in section 10.C.III 
above, the CMA has first had regard to the financial benefits generated by 
the undertakings involved in the Infringements. Table 10.7 sets out the 

3814 The CMA has allocated the Auden/Actavis undertaking’s penalty at the end of step 3 (£56,293,063) to the 
different ownership periods in accordance with the percentage of the total step 2 duration of 10 years. 
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estimated financial benefit that can be attributed to each period of ownership 
with respect to the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse committed by Auden/Actavis. 

Table 10.7: the CMA's estimate of the financial benefits obtained by Auden/Actavis from the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

Period Entities liable Step 3 Penalty 

Revenue 
differential above 

£20 per pack 
(minimum financial 

benefit)3815 

Differential 
above Cost Plus 

Range 

Period A1 

(1 October 
2008 – 28 May 

2015) 
Accord-UK £40.6 million £77.5 million £168.7 million 

£77.5 – £168.7 
million 

Period A2 

(29 May 2015 
– 1 August 

2016) 

Accord-UK 

£6.8 million £37.9 million £52.2 million 
£37.9 – £52.2 

million
Allergan 

Period A3 

(2 August 
2016 – 8 

January 2017) 

Accord-UK [See Period A1] £10.2 million £14.6 million 
£10.2 – £14.6 

million 

Period A4 

(9 January 
2017 – 31 July 

2018) 

Accord-UK 

£8.9 million £12.5 million £27.0 million 
£12.5 – £27.0 

million
Accord 

Intas 

The penalty should be increased at step 4: financial benefit 

10.261. The penalties at the end of step 3 should be increased as Auden/Actavis 
obtained significant financial benefits from the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 
throughout its nearly 10-year duration. 

10.262. As set out in section 10.C.III above, any penalty imposed in relation to the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse should exceed the financial benefit from the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse by a material amount in order to be a meaningful 
deterrent. However, the penalties at the end of step 3 are significantly less 

3815 As explained in paragraphs 10.145 to 10.146, this is a conservative estimate of the minimum, not the actual 
financial benefit, based on profits relative to the £20 per pack price charged in July 2018. The Differential is 
provided by way of comparison.  
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than even the minimum financial benefit that Auden/Actavis accrued from the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse as set out in the table above.  

10.263. While some of the financial benefits over Cost Plus of £263 million will have 
been profit that Auden/Actavis could have legitimately accrued but for the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, the differential above £20 per pack of £138 
million would not have been accrued absent the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse.3816 For each of the Periods A1-A4 Auden/Actavis would therefore 
retain a significant, direct and foreseeable financial benefit from having 
carried out the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse if the penalty is not adjusted at 
step 4. 

10.264. Of the total financial benefit that Auden/Actavis accrued from the 10mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse, the penalty at the end of step 3 would represent only 
41% when measured against the incremental benefit above the CMA’s 
prioritisation level of £20 per pack.3817 For Periods A1-A4, the financial 
benefits are as follows: 

a. for Periods A1 and A3, for which Accord-UK is solely liable, the step 3 
penalty of £40,643,592 would represent 46% of financial benefits when 
measured against £20 per pack; 

b. for Period A2, for which Allergan and Accord-UK are jointly and 
severally liable, the step 3 penalty of £6,755,168 would represent 18% 
of financial benefits when measured against £20 per pack;3818 and 

c. for Period A4, for which Intas and Accord-UK are jointly and severally 
liable, the step 3 penalty of £8,894,304 would represent 71% of 
financial benefits when measured against £20 per pack. 

3816 See paragraphs 5.220 to 5.227. 
3817 Accord and Allergan argued that the Unfair Pricing Infringements are more heavily penalised than the other 
infringements because the CMA can assess likely profits derived from the infringement in a way that they may 
not be able to for cartels and other types of infringement (Document 205813, Accord RDPS paragraph 1.15.5, 
paragraph 10.42; Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraph 55f). The CMA does not accept this 
representation. In cases where there is evidence of financial benefit it is important that such benefits are 
accounted for in any penalty imposed, taking into account the specific circumstances of the case. This accords 
with the CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.21. Indeed, the fact that profits from the infringement can more 
readily be assessed also means such profits are easier to predict for an undertaking considering similar conduct. 
If the penalties leave profits from the infringements unaddressed then an undertaking considering such conduct 
would not be deterred, particularly taking into account the low likelihood of getting caught. In different types of 
infringement where the benefits are also clear, competition authorities have based penalties on financial benefits 
and this has been sanctioned by the EU Courts (CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20). 
3818 Allergan argued that the basis on which the CMA has calculated financial benefit for both the 10mg and 
20mg Unfair Pricing penalties is flawed, and therefore accepts neither the methodology (ie Cost Plus) or the 
numbers, disputing in particular the inclusion of financial benefit attributable to the Hold-Separate Period 
(Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 60 to 62). This goes to the facts of the case and is dealt with in 
sections 5 (The Unfair Pricing Abuses) and 9 (Undertakings and Attribution of Liability).  
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The penalty should reflect the nature and impact of the Infringement 

10.265. In addition, the penalties at the end of step 3 do not reflect the serious nature 
and severe impact of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. 

10.266. First, the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse amounts to a serious abuse of a 
dominant position, which is among the most serious infringements of 
competition law. Such infringements should attract significant financial 
penalties, reflecting the CMA’s twin policy objectives of imposing penalties 
that reflect the seriousness of the infringement, and deterring both the 
infringing undertaking and other undertakings from engaging in 
anticompetitive activities.3819 

10.267. Second, the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse had a severe impact on the NHS:3820 

a. As set out in section 5.D.II.e above, the Unfair Pricing Abuses resulted 
in the NHS’s annual expenditure on hydrocortisone tablets increasing 
from approximately £0.5 million in 2007 to a peak of nearly £84 million 
in 2016, (before falling thereafter, with an annual spend of £62 million in 
2017 and approaching £40 million in 2018). This led to an adverse 
effect on the NHS and on patient welfare as CCGs were forced to 
compromise other healthcare services in order to fund the supply of 
hydrocortisone tablets to patients.3821 

b. Auden/Actavis’s prices were charged for a drug that has been on the 
market since 1955 and did not reflect any innovation or product-specific 
risks.3822 

10.268. Third, as explained above, Auden/Actavis engaged in the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse over a sustained period of time, for the majority of which it 
was the sole supplier of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets.3823 

3819 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 1.3. 
3820 Accord-UK submitted that the impact on the NHS should not affect the CMA’s analysis, citing previous 
decisional practice and the NHS’s recourse to damages actions. The CMA rejects this submission: the CMA is 
not bound by previous decisional practice. In any case the CMA’s decision in Case 50455 (Anticompetitive 
agreement with respect to fludrocortisone acetate 0.1mg tablets) took into consideration that the prices to the 
NHS had been artificially increased at step 1. In seeking to draw a comparison between a private damages action 
and the appropriate level of a penalty, Accord-UK does not appreciate the different roles that private and public 
enforcement of competition law play. Accord-UK also repeated arguments that had Accord-UK not increased the 
price of the product that MSD may have exited the market, imposing additional cost on the NHS, which wholly 
contradict the special responsibility of a dominant undertaking and the significant impact its pricing strategy had 
on the NHS (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 10.47). 
3821 See section 5.D.II.e. 
3822 See section 5.D.II.b.i. 
3823 Accord-UK is liable for this full period, either as the economic successor of AM Pharma or as the legal entity 
directly involved in the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. 
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Further factors relating to Period A2 (Accord-UK and Allergan joint and several 
liability): specific deterrence 

10.269. As set out in paragraphs 10.251 to 10.253 additional factors may support an 
increase to the penalty after step 3 to ensure this will deter the undertaking 
from breaching competition law in the future. There are such additional 
factors relating to the undertakings liable for Period A2, as follows.3824 

Size and financial position 

10.270. Allergan and Accord-UK are jointly and severally liable for the penalty for the 
infringement committed by Auden/Actavis during Period A2 as they were 
part of that undertaking at the time of the infringement. Since they no longer 
form part of the same undertaking today, the CMA has separately 
considered for each of Allergan and Accord-UK whether the penalty that 
relates to Period A2 is set at a level that would deter each of them. 

10.271. The CMA has had regard to the size and financial position of the entities. In 
the absence of the statutory cap applied at step 5 for Accord-UK the CMA 
would have considered whether a further uplift would be required to take into 
account the considerable size of the Accord undertaking as it currently exists 
to ensure that the penalty is a meaningful deterrent, and would have 
considered – consistent with the calculations for the other penalties - that the 
penalty should materially exceed the financial benefit. However, since the 
penalty for Period A1 for which Accord-UK is solely liable already exceeds 
Accord-UK’s statutory cap (exacerbated if Period A3 is added), it is not 
necessary to consider the exact level to which its penalty for Period A2 
needs to be further increased to take into account its size. With respect to 
Allergan, the CMA has had regard to the financial indicators of Allergan and 
its corporate group at the time the penalty is imposed.3825 For the reasons 
set out below, the penalty in respect of Period A2 should be further 
increased to deter Allergan. 

10.272. Allergan is currently owned by AbbVie and forms part of an undertaking of 
considerable size. For the financial year ending 31 December 2020, AbbVie 
reported revenue of USD 45.8 billion (£35.7 billion), profit after tax of USD 
4.6 billion (£3.6 billion), and a net asset position of £9.6 billion.3826 The 
penalty at the end of step 3 (£6,755,168), even following adjustment at step 
4 to reflect the financial benefits accrued during Period A2, would represent 

3824 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.21. 
3825 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. Accord-UK will have its own 10% statutory cap applied to it for this 
period, which is lower than the penalty arrived at after step 3, such that it is not necessary to consider whether its 
penalty should be increased at this step. 
3826 AbbVie Annual Report on Form 10-K and 2021 Proxy Statement: Annual report & proxy | AbbVie 
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less than 0.1% of Abbvie’s worldwide turnover for the financial year ending 
31 December 2020, average annual worldwide turnover, profit after tax, and 
dividends over its last three financial years.3827 A financial penalty that forms 
such a small proportion of worldwide turnover is unlikely to deter the 
undertaking from committing infringements of competition law again in 
future, when considered together with the other case specific factors.  

Turnover outside the relevant market 

10.273. In addition, during its period of ownership (Period A2) Allergan had a 
significant proportion of its turnover outside the relevant market, and since 
the end of its ownership period it generated all its turnover outside the 
relevant market.3828 

Other relevant factors 

10.274. The relevant turnover used at step 1 of this penalty calculation does not 
accurately reflect the scale of the infringement during Allergan’s period of 
ownership given the evolution of prices and market shares.3829 

10.275. The relevant turnover at step 1 relates to the end of the infringement period 
and is therefore based on lower ASPs and a lower volume of sales than 
those during Allergan’s ownership period.3830 The monthly ASP for 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets reached its highest level, at £72.14 in March 2016, 
during Period A2 under Allergan’s ownership.3831 Had the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse ended at the end of Period A2, the relevant turnover used at 
step 1 would have amounted to circa £48.5 million,3832 and the penalty for 
Period A2 after step 3 to circa £19.2 million rather than the current £6.8 
million. 

10.276. Although Allergan’s liability covers just under one and a half years of the 
total duration of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, prices reached their zenith 
during this period. The CMA conservatively estimates Allergan generated 
profits in excess of £50m from a single product which accounts for less than 
0.1% of its worldwide revenues,3833 the proceeds of which will have been 

3827 CMA calculations based on Allergan data. 
3828 Since Allergan sold Accord-UK in August 2016 it has not had any activities in the relevant market. 
3829 It is not the case that any variation in turnover across time should result in an adjustment to the penalty at 
step 4, but material variations must be taken into account by the CMA when assessing whether a penalty is 
appropriate. This results in a higher increase at step 4 as compared to the uplift had the Infringement ended 
when Allergan divested Accord-UK. 
3830 Relevant turnover for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse during the last full business year of the period for which 
Allergan was jointly liable was £48.5 million, compared with £17.1 million at the end of the infringement period. 
3831 See section 3.E.V.a.i above. 
3832 Relevant turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2015. 
3833 Financial benefit at Cost Plus for the period June 2015-July 2016, compared with Allergan’s worldwide 
revenues for the financial year ending 31 December 2015. 
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available to profitably reinvest within its business. While some of these 
earnings will have been profit that Allergan could legitimately have accrued, 
the penalty should exceed Allergan’s financial benefit by a material amount 
to achieve a deterrent effect. As parent of Accord-UK exercising decisive 
influence, Allergan did not act to discontinue its abusive behaviour. 

10.277. A significant uplift is therefore required for the penalty for which Allergan is 
liable to address the financial benefit, to provide a deterrent effect, and to 
address the scale of the infringement during Allergan’s period of 
ownership.3834 

Further factors relating to Period A4 (Intas, Accord and Accord-UK joint and several 
liability): specific deterrence 

10.278. There are also additional factors relating to the undertakings liable for Period 
A2 which support an increase to the penalty after step 3 to ensure this will 
deter the undertaking from breaching competition law in the future, as 
follows. 

Size and financial position 

10.279. Intas, Accord and Accord-UK currently form part of a single undertaking, a 
large corporate group headed by Intas, and are jointly and severally liable for 
the penalty for Period A4. In assessing whether the penalty in respect of 
Period A4 after step 3 produced a sufficient deterrent effect, the CMA has 
had regard to the financial indicators of Intas and its corporate group at the 
time the penalty is imposed.3835 

10.280. This undertaking is of considerable size.3836 In the financial year ending 31 
March 2020, Intas reported revenue of INR 148.5 billion (£1.65 billion), profit 
after tax of INR 16.4 billion (£182 million) and reported a net asset position of 
£1.0 billion.3837 The penalty at the end of step 3 (£8,894,304), even following 
adjustment at step 4 to reflect the financial benefits accrued during Period 
A4, represents less than 1% of Intas’s worldwide turnover for the financial 
year ending 31 March 2020, its average worldwide turnover over its last 
three financial years and the sum of its net assets for the financial year 

3834 Accord-UK argued that the CMA had already accounted for financial benefit as ASP is included in relevant 
turnover at step 1 (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 10.48). The CMA does not accept this 
representation. In the specific circumstances of an excessive pricing case like the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, 
only part of the financial benefit would be captured by applying a 30% starting point to relevant turnover. The 
purpose of step 4 is to look at deterrence in the round and where necessary to adjust the penalty accordingly. 
The penalty is adjusted for the reasons set out here. 
3835 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. 
3836 Accord-UK itself generated annual turnover of over £280 million in the most recent financial year, profit after 
tax of £39 million and paid dividends of £54 million (Accord-UK’s financial statements for the financial year ending 
31 March 2020 lodged at Companies House on 22 October 2020.) 
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ending 31 March 2020. It represents just 5.7% of its average annual profit 
after tax over its last three financial years. A financial penalty that forms such 
a small proportion of worldwide turnover and average annual profits is, in the 
CMA’s view, unlikely to deter the undertaking from committing infringements 
of competition law again in future when considered together with the other 
case specific factors. 

Turnover outside the relevant market 

10.281. This undertaking has a significant proportion of its turnover outside the 
relevant market.3838 

Other relevant factors 

10.282. By the time Intas acquired Accord-UK (through its 100% subsidiary Accord) 
in January 2017, the CMA’s investigation into the Unfair Pricing Abuses had 
been open for approximately nine months. The CMA made Intas aware of 
the investigation prior to the acquisition but Intas nonetheless failed to 
discontinue the conduct.3839 The existence of the CMA’s investigation and 
the potential liability that would attach to a continuation of the alleged 
infringement was therefore insufficient to deter Intas from continuing that 
infringement. 

10.283. A significant uplift is therefore required for the penalty for which Intas, Accord 
and Accord-UK are jointly and severally liable to address the financial benefit 
and provide a deterrent effect. 

Adjustments at step 4 

10.284. The penalty after step 4 should both exceed financial benefit and be set at a 
level which in the CMA’s assessment would also have a deterrent effect on 
the undertaking as it currently exists, as well as taking into account the 
specific factors of the case.3840 The CMA considers that the following 
penalties are appropriate. 

3838 Over [] of Intas’s worldwide turnover is generated outside the relevant market; and over [] of Accord-
UK’s turnover is generated outside the relevant market. 
3839 Accord-UK and Intas/Accord-UK made submissions as to the relevance of this factor to the penalty 
calculation. These are discussed in more detail in paragraph 10.25.g above. 
Allergan sought to distinguish its knowledge of the investigation and unfair pricing enforcement activity during its 
ownership period with that of Intas, to argue that the penalty for which it is liable is disproportionate when 
compared with that of Intas (Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 87 to 90). The CMA rejects this 
representation: each penalty has been assessed on a case-by-case basis with particular reference to the 
financial benefit, financial indicators and other relevant circumstances. 
3840 Intas argued that its penalty at the end of step 3 is already too high, and more than sufficient for deterrence, 
but the CMA does not accept this for the reasons outlined in section 10.C.III, the step 4 analysis and in Annex F  
(Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 80).  
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10.285. For Periods A1 and A3, for which Accord-UK is solely liable, the penalty 
should first be increased to £87.65 million. As set out above at paragraph 
10.270, although the CMA considers that the penalty should in principle 
exceed this financial benefit, a penalty of £87.65 million already significantly 
exceeds Accord-UK’s statutory cap of £28.4 million. It is therefore not 
necessary to conclude on the exact amount by which Accord-UK’s penalty 
should exceed the financial benefit and the penalty is not increased further at 
step 4 than £87.65 million. 

10.286. For Period A2, for which Accord-UK and Allergan are jointly and severally 
liable, the penalty should first be increased to exceed the considerable 
financial benefit made by the undertaking of which both entities were part 
during this period, which amounts to £37.9 million.  

10.287. Because Accord-UK’s penalty for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse already 
exceeds its cap at this level,3841 it is not necessary to conclude whether a 
further uplift to the penalty for Period A2 is required to reflect Accord-UK’s 
size and financial position.  

10.288. However, the same does not apply to Allergan. The penalty should be 
uplifted to take into account not only the need for the penalty to materially 
exceed the financial benefit of £37.9 million that is specific to Period A2, but 
also the significant size and financial position of Allergan,3842 and the other 
relevant case specific considerations identified above at paragraphs 10.270 
to 10.277. The CMA has therefore applied an uplift to increase the total 
penalty for Period A2 for which Allergan is liable to £74.3 million. Allergan is 
an undertaking of considerable size (see paragraph 10.271 above) and a 
penalty of £74.3 million represents approximately: 

a. 0.2% of Allergan’s worldwide turnover in the financial year ending 31 
December 2020; 

b. 0.3% of its average annual worldwide turnover over its last three 
financial years; 

c. 1.6% of Allergan’s average annual profit after tax over its last three 
financial years; and 

d. 1.5% of Allergan’s average dividends over its last three financial years. 

3841 As explained at step 5, its penalty for Period A2 is in fact reduced to zero.  
3842 Indeed, the benefit at £20 per pack is a conservative estimate of the minimum financial benefit (see also 
Table 10.7 which contrasts this benefit against the benefits above Cost Plus). Merely recouping the benefits 
obtained over and above the £20 per pack prioritisation level would not provide sufficient deterrence. 
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10.289. The CMA considers that a penalty at this level provides an effective yet 
proportionate deterrent to Allergan, having regard to Allergan’s size and 
financial position; the nature of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse; the role of 
the undertaking of which Allergan formed part in the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse and the impact of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse on competition.   

10.290. For Period A4, for which Accord-UK, Accord and Intas are jointly and 
severally liable, the penalty should be uplifted for specific deterrence to take 
into account not only the need for the penalty to materially exceed the 
financial benefit of £12.5 million for Period A4,3843 but also the significant size 
and financial position of Intas and other relevant case specific considerations 
set out at paragraphs 10.279 to 10.283 above, and including in particular 
Intas’ status as the current parent company of Accord-UK and its failure to 
discontinue the conduct during the entirety of Period A4 despite having been 
made aware of the investigation by the CMA. The CMA has therefore 
applied an uplift to increase the penalty for Period A4 for which Accord-UK, 
Accord and Intas are jointly and severally liable to £44.4 million.3844 

10.291. A penalty of this size represents: 

a. 3% of Intas’s annual worldwide turnover for the financial year ending 31 
March 2020, and its average annual worldwide turnover over its last 
three financial years; 

b. 24% of Intas’s annual profit for the financial year ending 31 March 
2020; 

c. 29% of Intas’s average annual profit after tax over its last three financial 
years; and 

d. 4% of the sum of Intas’s net assets for the financial year ending 31 
March 2020. 

10.292. The CMA considers that a penalty at this level provides an effective yet 
proportionate deterrent to the undertaking consisting of Intas, Accord and 
Accord-UK for their involvement in the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse during 

3843 As for Allergan, the benefit of £20 per pack is a conservative estimate of the minimum financial benefit (see 
also Table 10.7). Merely recouping the benefits obtained over and above the £20 per pack prioritisation level 
would not provide sufficient deterrence. 
3844 Allergan and Intas have each made representations that the uplifts imposed for Periods A2 and A4 are 
disproportionately high relative to each other. For example, Allergan argued that the uplift imposed for Period A2 
at step 4 is disproportionately high when compared with the percentage uplift for Period A4 set out in the Draft 
Penalty Statement, while Intas argued that the penalty at step 4 is disproportionately high relative financial benefit 
for Period A4 relative to Period A2. However, as explained above, each penalty was determined by the CMA 
having regard to the level of financial benefit, each party’s individual size and financial position, and other case 
specific factors and the CMA considers the uplifts for both Allergan and Intas to be appropriate. Moreover, simple 
comparisons in percentage uplift terms are not meaningful in this case. 
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Period A4, having regard to their collective size and financial position; Intas’s 
position as Accord-UK’s current parent company and its failure to 
discontinue the conduct of its subsidiary; the nature of the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse; the role of the undertaking in the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse; 
and the impact of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse on competition.3845 

10.293. Accord-UK is currently part of the same undertaking as Intas and Accord. 
The CMA is mindful of the fact that as a result, that undertaking not only 
bears liability for the penalty attributable to Period A4, but also the penalty 
attributable to the periods for which Accord-UK is liable, even though its 
current parent companies cannot be held jointly and severally liable for those 
periods. The CMA has therefore assessed whether the total of the penalties 
for which Accord-UK is solely liable and the penalty for which it is jointly and 
severally liable with Accord and Intas is disproportionate or excessive when 
considered against the financial position of the undertaking consisting of 
Accord-UK, Accord and Intas.3846 The CMA has not included the amount for 
which Accord-UK is liable with respect to Period A2 of the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse, because that amount is reduced to zero at step 5 (see 
below). This assessment therefore focusses on the penalties attributable to 
Periods A1, A3 and A4. 

10.294. The penalty of £132.05 million (ie £87.65 million + £44.4 million) attributable 
to Periods A1, A3 and A4 represents approximately: 

a. 8% of Intas’s worldwide turnover for the financial year ending 31 March 
2020; 

b. 9% of Intas’s average annual worldwide turnover over its last three 
financial years; 

c. 73% of Intas’s annual profit for the financial year ending 31 March 2020 

d. 85% of Intas’s average annual profit after tax over its last three financial 
years; 

3845 Intas argued that it was disproportionate for the penalty for period A4 to be a materially higher proportion of 
financial metrics than Allergan’s penalty for period A2 (Document 205802, Intas/Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 
92-93). However, the CMA considers the penalty proportionate to the specific circumstances of the case for the 
reasons set out above. The CMA also notes that because revenues from the sale of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
accounted for a larger proportion of Intas’s global revenues than for Allergan, and penalty equivalent to 5% of 3 
year average profit after tax would be required just to increase the penalty to the level of financial benefit at £20 
per pack. Further, although Allergan and Intas are both large undertakings, Allergan is significantly bigger than 
Intas, such that it is not appropriate to seek to set penalties at precisely the same percentage of a certain 
financial metric for each of them. Instead, the CMA has in exercising its judgment ensured that the differences 
between the undertakings are not overlooked and that the penalties are set at levels that would provide an 
effective yet proportionate deterrent for each, while not discriminating against one undertaking when compared to 
another.  
3846 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.24. 
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e. 13% of the sum of Intas’s net assets for the financial year ending 31 
March 2020.3847 

10.295. The CMA concludes that the aggregated penalty for Periods A1, A3 and A4 
is not disproportionate or excessive, having regard to the considerable 
financial benefits attributable to these periods (£100 million on a 
conservative basis, ie based on benefits above the prioritisation level of £20 
per pack); Accord-UK, Accord and Intas’s size and financial position; Intas’ 
position as Accord-UK’s current parent company and its failure to 
discontinue the conduct of its subsidiary; the nature of the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse; the role of the undertaking of which Accord-UK formed part in 
the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse and the impact of the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse on competition.3848 While it has not had an impact on the conclusion 
that the total penalty of £132.05 million would not be disproportionate or 
excessive when considered against the financial indicators of the 
undertaking consisting of Intas, Accord and Accord-UK, it should also be 
noted that this total amount is reduced to £72.8 million at the end of the next 
step of the penalty calculation (see below). 

10.296. The total penalty for periods A1, A2, A3 and A4 at the end of step 4 is 
therefore £206,350,000, of which: 

a. Accord-UK is liable for £87,650,000 for periods A1 and A3, 

b. Allergan is liable for £74,300,000 for period A2; and 

c. Accord-UK, Accord and Intas are jointly and severally liable for 
£44,400,000 for period A4. 

ii. 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

10.297. As for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, the CMA has taken into account the 
financial benefits accrued by Accord-UK and Allergan through the 20mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse to assess whether the penalty is an effective deterrent 
and whether a further increase is required (see paragraph 10.254).3849 

3847 As set out at step 5 below the penalty amount that Intas will be liable for will be significantly lower than £132 
million due to the application of the statutory cap to Periods A1 and A3. The maximum amount that Accord-UK, 
Accord and Intas are liable for in relation to the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse is approximately £72.8 million (£28.4 
million + £44.4 million), or 4% of Intas’ most recent worldwide turnover.
3848 Accord-UK submitted that some of the factors the CMA cites in step 4 are already taken into account at 
earlier steps. (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraph 10.47). There is no double counting of 
deterrence between step 4 and earlier steps (although there may be common facts that are relevant both to 
seriousness and sanctions for seriousness, i.e. whether the sanction is appropriate). Allergan argued that the 
CMA had taken a formulaic approach (Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraph 96). The CMA rejects this 
argument and notes that the proportionality adjustment envisaged in step 4 is a method to correct any otherwise 
disproportionate result arising after the first three penalty steps. That, however, does not indicate that the CMA is 
wrong to follow the approach set out in the CMA penalties guidance in relation to those first three steps. 
3849 See also section 10.D.IV.a.i above. 
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However, as set out in section 10.C.VI the CMA has not applied a further 
uplift for specific deterrence for the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse on the basis 
of the size of the undertakings involved, as a specific deterrence uplift has 
already been applied for the same type of conduct in the penalty for the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. 

Apportionment of penalties and financial benefits 

10.298. The penalty at the end of step 3 is £7,097,239. 

10.299. The penalties are calculated on a per-Period basis from step 4 onwards. 
Table 10.8 below sets out how the total duration of the 20mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse is apportioned to each specific period of ownership.  

Table 10.8: apportionment of step 3 penalty for the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse 

Date 
Duration based 

apportionment3850 Undertaking Step 3 penalty 

Period B1 

(1 October 2008 – 
28 May 2015) 

86% 

(7.07 years) 
Accord-UK £6,082,119 

Period B2 
14% 

Accord-UK 

£1,015,120(29 May 2015 – 1 
August 2016) 

(1.18 years) Allergan 

Period B3 

(2 August 2016 – 8 
January 2017) 

[See Period B1] Accord-UK [See Period B1] 

10.300. The CMA has considered whether the penalty should be adjusted by 
reference the need for specific deterrence. The CMA has first had regard to 
the financial benefits generated by the undertakings involved in the 
Infringements. Table 10.9 below sets out the financial benefit that can be 
attributed to each period of ownership. 

3850 The CMA has allocated the Auden/Actavis undertaking’s penalty at the end of step 3 (£7,097,239) to the 
different ownership periods in accordance with the percentage of the total step 2 duration of 8.25 years. 
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Table 10.9: the CMA's estimate of financial benefits obtained by Auden/Actavis from the 20mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse 

Date Undertaking Step 3 Penalty 

Revenue 
differential 

above £20 per 
pack (minimum 

financial 
benefit)3851 

Differential 
above Cost Plus 

Range 

Period B1 

(1 October 
2008 – 28 
May 2015) 

Accord-UK £6.1 million3852 £4.8 million £9.7 million £4.8 – £9.7 million 

Period B2 Accord-UK 

£1.0 million £2.0 million £2.7 million £2.0 – 2.7 million
(29 May 
2015 – 1 
August 
2016) 

Allergan 

Period B3 

(2 August 
2016 – 8 
January 
2017) 

Accord-UK [See Period B1] £0.4 million £0.7 million £0.4 – £0.7 million 

The penalty should be increased at step 4: financial benefit 

10.301. The penalty for Period B2 at the end of step 3 should be increased to ensure 
effective deterrence as Auden/Actavis obtained significant financial benefits 
from the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse during that period which would be left 
unaddressed if the penalty at the end of step 3 is not adjusted. 

10.302. As set out in Table 10.9 above the penalties at the end of step 3 for Periods 
B1 and B3 already exceed the financial benefit by reference to the CMA’s 
prioritisation level at £20 per pack, so a further increase is not required and 
the penalty at the end of step 4 remains £6,082,119.  

10.303. For Period B2, the penalty must be increased above the level of financial 
benefit. The CMA considers that an uplift to £2,000,000 is appropriate. 

10.304. Of the total figure of £8,082,119 for Periods B1, B2 and B3, Accord-UK is 
solely liable for £6,082,119 and jointly and severally liable with Allergan for 
£2,000,000. The CMA has assessed the proportionality of the penalties for 
which Accord-UK is liable against the financial position of the undertaking 

3851 As explained in paragraphs 10.145 to 10.146, this is a conservative estimate of the minimum, not the actual 
financial benefit, based on profits relative to the £20 per pack price charged in July 2018. The Differential is 
provided by way of comparison. 
3852 Step 3 penalty is for Period B1 and Period B3 combined. 
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consisting of Accord-UK, Accord and Intas. The total penalty represents less 
than 1% of Intas’s most recent worldwide turnover, average annual 
worldwide turnover over its last three financial years, and net assets in its 
last financial year. It represents 5.2% of Intas’s average annual profit after 
tax over its last three financial years.3853 

10.305. The CMA considers that this is an effective yet proportionate deterrent to the 
Auden/Actavis undertaking as it exists today, having regard to Accord-UK, 
Accord and Intas’s size and financial position; the nature of the 20mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse;3854 the role of the undertaking of which Accord-UK formed 
part in the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse; the impact of the 20mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse on competition; the fact that it addresses the financial benefit derived 
from the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, and the fact that specific deterrence for 
this type of conduct has been applied in respect of the 10mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse (as set out at paragraph 10.297 above). 

10.306. Of the total figure of £8,082,119, Allergan is jointly and severally liable with 
Accord-UK for £2,000,000. This represents less than 0.1% of Allergan’s 
worldwide turnover in its last financial year, average annual worldwide 
turnover, average annual profit after tax and average dividends over its last 
three financial years. 

10.307. The CMA considers that this is an effective yet proportionate deterrent 
having regard to Allergan’s size and financial position; Allergan’s position as 
Accord-UK’s parent company exercising decisive influence and its failure to 
act to discontinue the conduct of its subsidiary; the nature of the 20mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse;3855 the role of the undertaking of which Allergan formed part 
in the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse; the impact of the 20mg Unfair Pricing 
Abuse on competition;3856 the fact that this penalty addresses the financial 
benefit derived by the undertaking during Period B2, and the fact that 
specific deterrence for excessive and unfair pricing has been applied in 
respect of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse (as set out at paragraph 10.297 
above). 

3853 With respect to the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse the CMA has assessed the proportionality of the total penalty 
for which Accord-UK is liable whether solely or jointly and severally with Allergan. This differs from the 
assessment for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, since the penalty for Periods A1 and A3 for which Accord-UK is 
solely liable already materially exceeds its statutory cap, such that the part of the penalty for which Accord-UK is 
liable for Period A2 is reduced to zero for Accord-UK (but not for Allergan). For this reason the CMA did not 
conduct a proportionality assessment with respect to Accord-UK’s liability for Period A2. 
3854 The CMA considers that the factors set out at section 10.D.IV.a.i at ‘The penalty should reflect the nature and 
impact of the Infringement’ apply equally to the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. 
3855 The CMA considers that the factors set out at section 10.D.IV.a.i at ‘The penalty should reflect the nature and 
impact of the Infringement’ apply equally to the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. 
3856 Allergan submitted that the penalty is disproportionate on the basis that it is being fined in its capacity as a 
parent company (Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 4 to 5). This is addressed in Annex F. 
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10.308. The total penalty for Periods B1, B2 and B3 at the end of step 4 is therefore 
£8,082,119, of which: 

a. Accord-UK is liable for £6,082,119 for periods B1 and B3, and 

b. Accord-UK and Allergan are jointly and severally for £2,000,000 for 
Period B2. 

iii. 10mg Agreement 

Apportionment of penalties 

10.309. The penalty at the end of step 3 is £59,975,166. 

10.310. The penalties are calculated on a per-Period basis from step 4 onwards. 
Table 10.10 below sets out how the total duration of the 10mg Agreement is 
apportioned to each specific period of ownership. 

Table 10.10: apportionment of the step 3 penalty for the 10mg Agreement for Auden/Actavis 

Period 
Duration based 

apportionment3857 Entities liable Step 3 penalty 

Period C1 

(23 October 2012 – 
28 May 2015) 

71% (2.66 years) Accord-UK £42,542,385 

Period C2 Accord-UK 

£17,432,782(28 May 2015 – 24 
June 2016) 

29% (1.09 years) 

Allergan 

No uplift for financial benefit 

10.311. As an uplift has been applied to account for financial benefits in respect of 
the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, the CMA has not taken any financial benefits 
obtained by Auden/Actavis into account at this stage of the penalty for the 
10mg Agreement because any benefits attributable to the Agreement are 
captured in the financial benefits relating to the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse.  

10.312. The CMA has however considered whether an uplift is required for specific 
deterrence on other grounds (as set out in paragraphs 10.251 to 10.254) and 
whether any decreases are required to ensure the penalty is not 
disproportionate or excessive. 

3857 The CMA has allocated the Auden/Actavis undertaking’s penalty at the end of step 3 (£59,975,166) to the 
different ownership periods in accordance with the percentage of the total step 2 duration of 3.75 years. 
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The penalty should reflect the nature and impact of the Infringement 

10.313. The 10mg Agreement is a market exclusion agreement, which is among the 
most serious infringements of competition law which should attract 
significant financial penalties.3858 

10.314. The 10mg Agreement also had a significant impact on competition and 
ultimately the NHS. The Auden /Actavis undertaking engaged in the 10mg 
Agreement for almost four years in order to exclude independent entry from 
competitors and sustain its position as the sole supplier of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets and therefore its high prices, resulting in the effects 
outlined in paragraph 10.171. 

10.315. Further, it launched ‘Project Guardian’ as it sought to protect its market 
share and preserve its commercial advantage as the sole supplier of 10mg 
hydrocortisone tablets at a time when it anticipated that AMCo may 
independently enter the market.3859 

No uplift required for Period C1 

10.316. A penalty of £42.54 million already significantly exceeds Accord-UK’s 
statutory cap of £28.4 million. It is therefore not necessary to conclude on 
whether an uplift is required to the penalty at the end of step 3 for specific 
deterrence and proportionality for Accord-UK for the period for which it is 
solely liable (Period C1). 

10.317. The penalty for Period C1, £42,542,385, would represent less than 5% of 
Intas’s most recent worldwide turnover, its average annual worldwide 
turnover over its last three financial years, and the sum of Intas’s net assets 
in its last financial year. It would represent 28% of its average annual profit 
after tax over its last three financial years. The CMA considers that a penalty 
at this level will provide an effective deterrent to the undertaking consisting of 
Accord-UK, Accord and Intas, having regard to Accord-UK, Accord and 
Intas’s size and financial position; the nature of the 10mg Agreement; the 
role of the undertaking of which Accord-UK formed part in the 10mg 
Agreement and the impact of the 10mg Agreement on competition. 

Further factors relating to Period C2: specific deterrence 

10.318. Accord-UK is liable for the penalties attributable to Periods C1 and C2. 
However, as the penalty for Period C1 already exceeds its statutory 
maximum, the amount for which Accord-UK is liable with respect to Period 

3858 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 1.3. 
3859 See section 3.F.III.h 
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C2 of the 10mg Agreement is reduced at the end of step 5 to zero (see 
below). Consistent with the approach taken with respect to the 10mg Unfair 
Pricing Abuse, the CMA has therefore not assessed the proportionality of the 
penalty for Period C2 specifically against Accord-UK’s own financial 
indicators. 

10.319. However, the same does not apply to Allergan, which is also liable for Period 
C2. The CMA considers that factors relating to Allergan indicate that the 
penalty attributable to that period should be increased beyond £17,432,782. 

Size and financial position, and turnover outside the relevant market 

10.320. The CMA has had regard to the financial indicators of Allergan and its 
corporate group at the time the penalty is imposed.3860 For the reasons set 
out below, the penalty in respect of Period C2 should be further increased to 
deter Allergan. 

10.321. As set out at paragraph 10.271 Allergan is an undertaking of considerable 
size and during the relevant time it had a significant proportion of its turnover 
outside the relevant market, and has had no turnover in that market since 
the end of its ownership period. The penalty at the end of step 3 
(£17,432,782) would represent less than 0.1% of Allergan’s most recent and 
average worldwide turnover over its last three financial years, and 0.4% of 
Allergan’s average annual profit after tax and 0.4% of its average dividends 
over its last three financial years.3861 

Other relevant factors 

10.322. As set out above, at the time when the 10mg Agreement delayed the 
emergence of competition into the market for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, 
the monthly ASP for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets reached its highest level, 
at £72.14 in March 2016 (during Period C2 under Allergan’s ownership as 
set out at paragraph 10.275). As parent of Accord-UK exercising decisive 
influence, Allergan did not act to discontinue its behaviour. 

Adjustments at step 4 for Period C2 

10.323. For the reasons described at paragraphs 10.320 to 10.322 above, the CMA 
considers that an uplift should be applied to the penalty in respect of Period 
C2 for Allergan to achieve specific deterrence, resulting in a penalty of 

3860 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. 
3861 CMA calculations based on Allergan data. 
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£34,800,000. As discussed at paragraphs 10.318 to 10.319 above, the uplift 
is specific to Allergan and is not applicable to Accord-UK.3862 

10.324. Allergan is an undertaking of considerable size. A penalty of £34,800,000 
would represent approximately 0.1% of Allergan’s worldwide turnover for the 
financial year ending 31 December 2020, and its average annual worldwide 
turnover over its last three financial years. It would also represent 
approximately 0.7% of Allergan’s average annual profit after tax and its 
average dividends over its last three financial years. 

10.325. The CMA considers that uplifting the penalty to at least this level is 
necessary for the purpose of deterrence and yet proportionate, having 
regard to Allergan’s size and financial position; the nature of the 10mg 
Agreement; the role of the undertaking of which Accord-UK formed part in 
the 10mg Agreement; the impact of the 10mg Agreement on competition; the 
fact that it addresses the conduct associated with the 10mg Agreement, and 
the fact that the financial benefits have already been addressed in the 10mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse penalty (see section 10.D.IV.a.i and assessment in 
paragraphs 10.261 to 10.263 above).  

10.326. The total penalty for periods C1, C2 and C3 at the end of Step 4 is therefore 
£59,975,166, of which: 

a. Accord-UK is solely liable for £42,542,385 for Periods C1 and C3, and 

b. Allergan is liable for £34,800,000, for which Accord-UK is jointly and 
severally liable for £17,432,782 for Period C2. 

iv. 20mg Agreement 

10.327. The penalty at the end of step 3 for which Accord-UK is liable is £2,798,525. 

No uplift for financial benefits 

10.328. For the same reasons as set out with respect to the 10mg Agreement, the 
CMA has not taken any financial benefits obtained by Auden/Actavis into 
account at this stage of the penalty for the 20mg Agreement.  

3862 As explained at step 5 below, the amount for which Accord-UK is liable is reduced to zero following the 
application of the statutory cap.  
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No uplift for specific deterrence 

10.329. Further, in light of the deterrence uplift in relation to the 10mg Agreement, 
and consistent with section 10.C.VI above, it is not necessary to apply a 
further specific deterrence uplift for the 20mg Agreement.  

10.330. The penalty of £2,798,525 penalty represents 0.2% of the turnover of the 
Accord-UK undertaking. 

10.331. This penalty is an effective deterrent to the Auden/Actavis undertaking as it 
exists today and yet proportionate, having regard to Accord-UK, Accord and 
Intas’s size and financial position; the nature of the 20mg Agreement; the 
role of the undertaking of which Accord-UK formed part in the 20mg 
Agreement and the impact of the 20mg Agreement on competition;3863 the 
fact that it addresses the financial benefit derived by the undertaking as a 
result of the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse, and the fact that specific deterrence 
for this type of conduct has been applied in respect of the 10mg Agreement 
(see section 10.D.IV.a.iii (10mg Agreement) above). 

10.332. The penalty at the end of step 4 is £2,798,525 for which Accord-UK is liable. 

b. AMCo 

i. 10mg Agreement 

Apportionment of penalties and financial benefits 

10.333. At the end of step 3, the penalty must be adjusted to take into account of the 
15% director uplift and 5% compliance discount. As the compliance discount 
has only been granted to AMCo and not to Waymade and the Cinven 
Entities, this must be adjusted for after the penalty is apportioned between 
all of the parties: 

a. For Period D1, the step 3 penalty includes a 15% director uplift. It also 
includes a 5% compliance discount which applies to Amdipharm UK 
Limited only. Waymade’s liability for the Period D1 penalty is discussed 
separately in section 10.D.IV.c (Waymade) below. 

b. For Period D2, the step 3 penalty includes a 15% director uplift. It also 
includes 5% compliance discount which applies to the Amdipharm 
Companies only. The penalty for Period D2 at the end of step 3 is 
£8,783,674 after taking into account the 15% director uplift. The 

3863 The CMA considers that the factors set out at section 10.D.IV.a.iii at ‘The penalty should reflect the nature 
and impact of the Infringement’ at paragraph 10.313 and 10.314 apply equally to the 20mg Agreement. 
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amount of this step 3 penalty which the Amdipharm Companies are 
jointly and severally liable for is a lower amount of £8,401,775, because 
the penalty for the Amdipharm Companies also includes a 5% 
compliance discount. 

c. For Period D3, the step 3 penalty includes a both 15% director uplift 
and a 5% compliance discount. The penalty at the end of step 3 is 
£2,015,925. 

10.334. Table 10.11 below sets out the apportionment of the total duration of the 
10mg Agreement between each specific period of ownership and the 
application of the step 3 adjustments. 

Table 10.11: apportionment of the AMCo step 3 penalty 

Period 
Duration-based 

apportionment3864 Entities liable 
Apportioned penalty after application of 

step 3 adjustments3865 

Period D1 

(23 October 2012 
– 30 October 

2012) 

n/a 
Waymade plc 

Amdipharm UK Limited 

£254,620 

(of which Amdipharm UK Limited is 
jointly and severally liable for 

£243,550)3866 

Period D2 

(31 October 2012 
– 20 October 

2015) 

81% 

(3.05 years) 

The Amdipharm 
Companies3867 

The Cinven Entities 

£8,783,674 

(of which the Amdipharm Companies 
are jointly and severally liable for 

£8,401,775) 

Period D3 

(21 October 2015 
– 24 June 2016) 

19% 

(0.70 years) 

The Amdipharm 
Companies 

Advanz 

£2,015,925 

3864 Consistent with the CMA’s findings on attribution of liability for the Infringements, at the time the penalty for 
the infringement is imposed (ie at the date of this Decision), there are two entities which will be liable to pay the 
penalty for Period D2 and D3 in different proportions. For the purpose of step 4, the CMA has therefore allocated 
the AMCo undertaking’s share of the penalty for Period D2 and Period D3 at the end of step 3 (£10,711,950) to 
the different ownership periods in accordance with the percentage of the total step 2 duration for Periods D2 and 
D3 of 3.75 years, and then consider uplifts on the specifics of step 4. 
3865 Step 3 adjustments for the 10mg Agreement for Waymade and AMCo comprise a 15% uplift which has been 
applied to all parties (see Section 10.D.III.a above) and a 5% discount for recent compliance activities which has 
been applied to the Amdipharm Companies and Advanz only (see Section 10.D.III.b.i above). 
3866 As explained at step 5 below, the part of the penalty which Amdipharm UK Limited is liable to pay is in any 
case reduced to £0 after step 5. 
3867 In the case of Amdipharm Limited, liability is only from 1 January 2013. 
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Uplift for financial benefit 

10.335. The CMA has considered whether the penalty should be adjusted by 
reference the need for specific deterrence. As set out in section 10.C.III 
above, the CMA has first had regard to the financial benefits generated by 
the undertakings involved in the Infringements. Table 10.12 below sets out 
the financial benefit that can be attributed to each period of ownership with 
respect to AMCo’s involvement in the 10mg Agreement. 

Table 10.12: the CMA's estimate of the financial benefits accrued to Waymade and AMCo from 
the 10mg Agreement 

Period Entities liable Estimated financial benefit3868 

Period D1 

(23 October 2012 – 30 
October 2012) 

Waymade plc 

Amdipharm UK Limited 
£70,000 

Period D2 

(31 October 2012 – 20 
October 2015) 

The Amdipharm Companies3869 

The Cinven Entities 

£14.2 million 

Period D3 

(21 October 2015 – 24 
June 2016) 

The Amdipharm Companies 

Advanz 

£6.5 million 

No uplift for Amdipharm UK for Period D1: 

10.336. A penalty of £243,550 already exceeds Amdipharm UK Limited’s statutory 
cap as well as the estimated financial benefit. It is therefore not necessary to 
conclude on whether an uplift is required to the penalty at the end of step 3 
for specific deterrence and proportionality for Amdipharm for Period D1.3870 

The penalty should be increased at step 4 for Periods D2 and D3: financial benefit 

10.337. The CMA has found that Auden/Actavis paid AMCo at least £20.6 million 
during Periods D2 and D3, with the payments increasing significantly over 
time.3871 As set out in the introduction, effective deterrence should ensure 
that an undertaking does not profit from infringing competition. The penalties 
at the end of step 3 for Periods D2 and D3 are significantly less than the 

3868 See Section 6.D.II.b.ii. 
3869 In the case of Amdipharm Limited, liability is only from 1 January 2013. 
3870 Waymade’s liability for the Period D1 penalty is discussed separately in section c (Waymade) below. 
3871 See section 6.D.II.b.ii. 
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financial benefits derived from the Infringement by AMCo and must therefore 
be increased for this reason alone. 

The penalty should reflect the nature and impact of the Infringement  

10.338. The 10mg Agreement is a market exclusion agreement which should attract 
severe financial penalties.3872 

10.339. As set out in paragraph 10.171 and 10.174.b the CMA considers that the 
10mg Agreement, in which Waymade/AMCo agreed it would not enter the 
market for 10mg hydrocortisone tablets, also had a significant impact on 
competition and ultimately the NHS. 

Further factors relating to Periods D2 and D3: specific deterrence 

10.340. Additional factors relating to Periods D2 and D3 justify further increasing the 
penalty attributable to those periods, as follows.3873 

Size and financial position 

Period D2 

10.341. The Cinven Entities and the Amdipharm Companies3874 are jointly and 
severally liable for the penalty for the infringement committed by AMCo 
during Period D2 as they were part of that undertaking at the time of the 
infringement. Since they no longer form part of the same undertaking today, 
the CMA has separately considered for each of the Cinven Entities and the 
Amdipharm Companies whether the penalty that relates to Period D2 is set 
at a level that would deter each of them. 

The Cinven Entities 

10.342. For the purpose of determining whether the penalty is set at a level that 
would deter the Cinven Entities, the CMA has had regard to the financial 
indicators of the Cinven Entities as at the time the penalty is imposed.3875 

The CMA must ensure that any penalty the Cinven Entities are required to 
pay is not negligible in light of their financial capacity.3876 

3872 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 1.3. 
3873 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. 
3874 In the case of Amdipharm Limited, liability is only from 1 January 2013.  
3875 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. 
3876 See for example C-511/11 Versalis v Commission, paragraph 102. 
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10.343. The Cinven Entities are of considerable size. The Cinven Entities generated 
[].3877 

10.344. The penalty imposed on the Cinven Entities at the end of step 3 for Period 
D2 (£8,783,674), even following adjustment at step 4 to reflect the financial 
benefits accrued during Period D2, would represent [] of the Cinven 
Entities’ average and most recent worldwide turnover and [] of their net 
assets for the financial year ending 31 December 2019. A financial penalty 
that forms such a small proportion of worldwide turnover is unlikely to deter 
the undertaking from committing infringements of competition law again in 
future, when considered together with other case specific factors. 

The Amdipharm Companies 

10.345. The Amdipharm Companies and Advanz currently form part of a single 
undertaking. For the purposes of assessing whether the penalty in respect of 
Period D2 after the first three steps of the calculation produces a sufficient 
deterrent effect, the CMA has had regard to that undertaking as it currently 
exists. The CMA has therefore had regard to the financial indicators of 
Advanz and its corporate group as at the time the penalty is imposed.3878 

10.346. The Advanz corporate group is an undertaking of considerable size. Advanz 
reported revenue of USD 526 million (£409 million), Adjusted EBITDA of 
USD 233 million (£181 million), and a loss after tax of £58 million for the 
financial year ending 31 December 2020.3879  Advanz generated cash flow 
from operating activities of USD 166 million (£129 million), and reported a 
net asset position of USD 7.6 million (£5.6 million) in its last financial 
year.3880 

10.347. The penalty to be imposed on the Amdipharm Companies at the end of step 
3 for Period D2 (£8,401,775) only represents: 

a. 2.1% of Advanz’s worldwide turnover for the financial year ending 31 
December 2020; 

b. 2.2% of Advanz’s average annual worldwide turnover over its last three 
financial years; 

3877 Document 205490C, financial information for the Cinven Group, provided as Annex 1 of Cinven’s response to 
the CMA’s section 26 notice dated 1 October 2020. 
3878 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. 
3879 The CMA has referenced Advanz’s own Adjusted EBITDA metric, as defined in Advanz’s 2020 Annual 
Management’s Discussion Analysis, where it was cited as a ‘non-IFRS measure’. 
3880 Advanz’s consolidated annual financial statements for the financial year ending 31 December 2020 and 
Advanz’s 2020 Annual Management’s Discussion and Analysis, dated March 17 2021: see Advanz’s publicly 
available financial information. 
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c. 4.6% of its average annual Adjusted EBITDA over the last 3 financial 
years; and 

d. 6.6% of its average annual cash flow from operating activities over the 
last 3 financial years.3881 

Period D3 

10.348. For the purposes of assessing whether the penalty in respect of Period D3 
after the first three steps of the calculation produces a sufficient deterrent 
effect, the CMA has had regard to the Advanz undertaking as it currently 
exists. The CMA has therefore had regard to the financial indicators of 
Advanz and its corporate group as at the time the penalty is imposed.3882 

10.349. The penalties to be imposed on Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies at 
the end of step 3 for Period D3 (£1,928,276) only represent:  

a. 0.5% of Advanz’s worldwide turnover for the financial year ending 31 
December 2020, and its average worldwide turnover over the last 3 
financial years; 

b. 1.0% of Advanz’s average annual Adjusted EBITDA over the last 3 
financial years; and 

c. 1.5% of its average annual cash flow from operating activities over the 
last 3 financial years. 

Turnover outside the relevant market 

10.350. During their periods of ownership (Periods D2 and D3 respectively) the 
Cinven Entities and the Advanz Group3883 had a significant proportion of their 
turnover outside the relevant market. 

3881 Advanz reported losses after tax of £154 million and £58 million respectively in 2019 and 2020 but reported a 
very high profit after tax of £1.1 billion in 2018. The CMA does not consider profit after tax to be a meaningful 
financial metric for assessing the proportionality of Advanz’s penalty, because of the inclusion of significant non-
operational costs for Advanz specifically, such as: finance costs, large non-cash costs such as amortisation 
charges that relate to the value of intangible assets acquired by Advanz in Advanz Pharma Group’s income 
statement, and exceptional items such as the $1.9 billion (£1.4 billion) gain on debt settlement when the company 
underwent a restructuring in 2018. These costs do not reflect the profitability of the assets of the business. The 
CMA considers Adjusted EBITDA and cashflow from operations as relevant profit measures for Advanz. 
Advanz’s adjusted EBITDA has been broadly consistent and positive over the last three years (between £180 
million and £190 million per year).  
The CMA also considers that, in the circumstances of this case, the net assets reported in Advanz’s financial 
statements are not relevant for the assessment of proportionality, as they are directly related to the profit after tax 
measure discussed above. 
3882 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. 
3883 [] 
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10.351. In relation to the Cinven Entities, all of their current turnover comes from 
outside the hydrocortisone market.3884 

Other relevant factors 

10.352. As explained above, not only did AMCo benefit financially in return for not 
entering the market with its own product, the 10mg Agreement continued for 
nearly four years, sustaining the high prices of 10mg hydrocortisone tablets 
and resulting in significant cost to the NHS. These factors also demonstrate 
the need for an uplift for specific deterrence. 

10.353. As parent companies of the Amdipharm Companies exercising decisive 
influence, the Cinven Entities and Advanz did not act to discontinue the 
anticompetitive behaviour during their respective ownership periods.  

Adjustments at step 4 

10.354. At the end of step 5 Amdipharm UK Limited’s liability to pay the penalty 
attributable to Period D1 is reduced to £0 and therefore it is not necessary to 
conduct a proportionality assessment for Period D1 for Amdipharm UK 
Limited. 

10.355. For the reasons described above, the penalty at the end of step 3 in respect 
of Periods D2 and D3 should be further increased. 

10.356. The penalty should at least exceed the estimated financial benefits set out in 
Table 10.12 so that the undertaking does not derive a financial benefit from 
the 10mg Agreement. In addition, the CMA has considered the considerable 
size of the undertakings as they currently exist, their high levels of turnover 
outside of the relevant market, and the relevant circumstances of the case to 
assess whether an uplift is appropriate. 

10.357. As a result, the CMA considers that the following adjustments are 
appropriate. 

10.358. The penalty is uplifted to £35.1 million for Period D2. The uplift reflects the 
financial benefit of £14.16 million generated by AMCo during Period D2, the 
nature and impact of the infringement, and the other case specific factors 
discussed in paragraphs 10.352 to 10.353. The deterrence uplift also takes 
into account the size and financial position of the Cinven Entities, but this is 
not relevant to the Amdipharm Companies because they are no longer part 

3884 During their ownership period 10mg hydrocortisone tablets accounted for less than []% of the Cinven 
Entities’ worldwide revenues. In 2015, the last full year of the Cinven Entities’ participation in the Infringement, 
10mg hydrocortisone tablet revenues were £5.0 million. This is less than [] of the Cinven Entities’ 2019 
worldwide turnover of £14.8 billion. 
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of Cinven. The CMA does not consider it necessary to apply a further uplift 
for Period D2 for the Amdipharm Companies to reflect their own size.3885 

Therefore the Amdipharm Companies are only liable for £14.16 million. 

10.359. Therefore, of the total penalty of £35.1 million: 

a. the Amdipharm Companies and the Cinven Entities are jointly and 
severally liable for £14,160,000; and 

b. the Cinven Entities are solely liable for the remainder. 

10.360. For Period D3, the penalty has been increased to take into account the 
financial benefit of £6.5 million generated by AMCo in period D3, the nature 
and impact of the infringement, and the other case specific factors discussed 
in paragraphs 10.351 to 10.352, and to reflect Advanz’s considerable size. 
The Amdipharm Companies and Advanz are jointly and severally liable for 
the penalty of £7.7 million. 

10.361. With respect to Period D2, a penalty of £35,100,000 at the end of step 4 
would represent: 

a. [] of the Cinven Entities’ relevant worldwide turnover in the financial 
year ending 31 December 2019; 

b. [] of the Cinven Entities’ relevant worldwide turnover over the last 
three financial years; and 

c. [] of their net assets for the financial year ending 31 December 2019. 

10.362. The CMA concludes that the total penalty of £35,100,000 provides an 
effective yet proportionate deterrent having regard to the Cinven Entities’ 
size and financial position; the nature of the 10mg Agreement; the role of the 

3885 AMCo submitted that the uplift had not been assessed by reference to AMCo’s size and financial position, 
and that the CMA should not apply the same uplift to both Cinven and AMCo (Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, 
paragraph 7.73). The CMA has assessed the proportionality of the proposed approach by reference to Advanz’s 
financials as the Amdipharm Companies are now part of the Advanz undertaking and that is the entity which is 
paying the penalty. This separate assessment for Period D2 for the Amdipharm Companies and Cinven has been 
carried out by the CMA consistent with Generics (UK) Limited and others v CMA [2021] CAT 9, paragraph 196. 
The Amdipharm Companies are therefore not liable for an uplift which is assessed on the basis of Cinven’s 
financial size. Cinven submitted further representations to the CMA on 7 July 2021 assuming that the Amdipharm 
Companies would be liable for the penalty for Period D2 up to the level of their statutory cap (Document 207029, 
letter from Cinven to the CMA dated 7 July 2021). For the reasons set out here the CMA has conducted a 
separate analysis for the Amdipharm Companies and Cinven and this has resulted in a level of the penalty for 
Period D2 that does not engage the Amdipharm Companies’ statutory cap. 
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undertaking of which Cinven formed part in the 10mg Agreement and the 
impact of the 10mg Agreement on competition.3886 

10.363. The Amdipharm Companies are wholly owned by Advanz. It is therefore 
appropriate to assess the proportionality of the penalty for Periods D2 and 
D3 against the financial position of the undertaking consisting of the 
Amdipharm Companies and Advanz, since it is this undertaking which is 
paying the penalty. 

10.364. As set out at paragraph 10.346 this undertaking is of considerable size and 
the CMA must ensure that any penalty they are required to pay is not 
negligible in light of its financial capacity.3887 

10.365. The total penalty of £21,860,000 for which the Amdipharm Companies and 
Advanz are liable for Periods D2 and D3 (which is £14,160,000 for Period D2 
and £7,700,000 for Period D3) would represent approximately: 

a. 5.3% of Advanz’s annual turnover in the financial year ending 31 
December 2020; 

b. 5.4% of Advanz’s average annual worldwide turnover over the last 3 
financial years; 

c. 11.9% of Advanz’s average annual Adjusted EBITDA over the last 3 
financial years; and 

d. 17.1% of its average annual cash flow from operating activities over the 
last 3 financial years.3888 

10.366. The CMA considers that the aggregated penalty for Periods D2 and D3 
provides an effective yet proportionate deterrent to the undertaking 
consisting of the Amdipharm Companies and Advanz, having regard to the 
Amdipharm Companies and Advanz’s size and financial position; the nature 
of the 10mg Agreement; the role of the undertaking of which the Amdipharm 

3886 In relation to Cinven's representation about failing to properly explain uplifts for size and financial position, the 
Decision already explains that size and financial position is one of several factors taken into account, along with 
level of financial benefit and other case specific factors (Document 205805, Cinven’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.67 to 
3.70).
3887 See eg C-511/11 Versalis v Commission, paragraph 102. 
3888 [] (Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraph 7.95). The CMA does not accept these representations. 
The CMA has explained in paragraphs 10.363 to 10.366 that it considers the penalty to be proportionate on the 
basis of financial metrics, including on the basis of strong operating cashflow generation. The CMA also notes 
that during the financial year ending 31 December 2020, Advanz completed business acquisitions totalling £130 
million out of available cash (Advanz’s consolidated annual financial statements for the financial year ending 31 
December 2020, Note 4). The CMA also considers that Advanz has access to financial resources. At the time the 
DPS was issued, AMCo was majority owned by three investment firms, including Blackstone, and was 
subsequently acquired by private equity investor Nordic Capital, on a cash offer basis, during the second quarter 
of 2021 see: Nordic Capital acquires Advanz Pharma.). 
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Companies and Advanz part in the 10mg Agreement and the impact of the 
10mg Agreement on competition.3889 

10.367. The total penalty for periods D2 and D3 is £42,800,000 of which: 

a. Cinven is liable for the penalty of £35,100,000, of which the Amdipharm 
Companies are jointly and severally liable for £14,160,000 for period 
D2. 

b. The Amdipharm Companies and Advanz are jointly and severally liable 
for the penalty of £7,700,000 for period D3. 

10.368. The penalty for Period D1 is £243,550 for which Amdipharm UK Limited is 
jointly and severally liable with Waymade plc before the application of the 
statutory cap to Amdipharm UK Limited, which reduces its penalty to zero. 

c. Waymade 

i. 20mg Agreement 

The penalty should be increased at step 4: financial benefit 

10.369. The penalty at the end of step 3 is £1,135,682. 

10.370. The CMA considers that the penalty at the end of step 3 should be increased 
as Waymade obtained significant financial benefits from the 20mg 
Agreement throughout its nearly four-year duration. The CMA has found that 
Auden/Actavis paid Waymade at least £1.8 million during the term of the 
20mg Agreement.3890 

10.371. As set out in section 10.C above, effective deterrence should ensure that an 
undertaking does not profit from infringing competition. The penalty of £1.1 
million at the end of step 3 is significantly less than the financial benefit that 
Waymade accrued over the course of the 20mg Agreement and the penalty 
at the end of step 3 must be increased for this reason alone. 

10.372. The CMA has also had regard to the fact that the financial benefit Waymade 
accrued during the 20mg Agreement took the form of reduced price supply 
of 20mg tablets and the Buyback. As a result, the relevant turnover used in 
the first three steps does not fully represent the value transfer from 
Auden/Actavis (in comparison to the value transfer in the 10mg Agreement 
which was solely through reduced price supply). The step 4 assessment 

3889 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.24. 
3890 See Section 6.D.II.b.i. 
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therefore also represents a cross check to ensure that the value transferred 
to Waymade is adequately accounted for in the calculation.3891 

The penalty should reflect the nature and impact of the infringement 

10.373. The CMA considers that the 20mg Agreement is a market exclusion 
agreement law which should attract severe financial penalties.  

10.374. As set out in paragraphs 10.171 and 10.174.b, the CMA considers that the 
20mg Agreement, in which Waymade agreed it would not enter the market 
for 20mg hydrocortisone tablets, had a significant impact on competition and 
ultimately the NHS. 

The penalty should be increased at step 4: specific deterrence  

10.375. Additional factors also indicate that the uplift to the penalty should be further 
increased, as follows.3892 

Size and financial position 

10.376. Waymade reported revenue of £26.4 million,3893 a loss after tax of £2.2 
million and a net asset position of [] for the financial year ending 31 
December 2020.3894 

10.377. The unadjusted penalty would represent: 

a. 4.6% of Waymade’s worldwide turnover the financial year ending 31 
December 2020; 

b. 6.7% of Waymade’s average worldwide turnover in its last the last three 
financial years; and 

c. [] of Waymade’s net assets for the financial year ending 31 
December 2020. 

3891 This could alternatively have been considered at step 1 by adding the payments to the relevant turnover. 
3892 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. 
3893 Aggregated revenue for Waymade plc and its parent company Waymade Holdings Limited which does not 
prepare consolidated financial statements.  
3894 The reported loss after tax of £2.2million is taken from Waymade plc’s consolidated financial statements, as 
consolidated data is not available for Waymade Holdings Limited. The reported net assets position of [] is for 
Waymade Holdings Limited. The CMA also notes that Waymade plc and Waymade Holdings Limited form part of 
the larger Waymade Capital group of companies (About – Waymade Capital). 
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Turnover outside the relevant market 

10.378. This undertaking generates a significant proportion of its turnover outside the 
relevant market.3895 

Other relevant factors 

10.379. As explained above, not only did Waymade benefit financially in return for 
not entering the market with its own product, the 20mg Agreement continued 
for nearly four years, sustaining the high prices of 20mg hydrocortisone 
tablets and resulting in significant cost to the NHS. These factors also 
demonstrate the need for an uplift for specific deterrence.  

10.380. For each of the reasons described above, the CMA considers that the uplift 
to the fine penalty at the end of step 3 for the 20mg Agreement should be 
further increased. 

Adjustment at step 4 

10.381. The penalty should at least exceed the estimated financial benefit of £1.8 
million set out in paragraph 10.370 so that Waymade does not derive a 
financial benefit from the Infringement. In addition, as set out above, the 
CMA has also considered the size of the undertaking as it currently exists 
and the relevant circumstances of the case to assess whether an uplift is 
appropriate. The CMA considers that an uplift is appropriate. This results in a 
penalty of £2.2 million. 

10.382. The penalty of £2.2 million would represent approximately: 

a. 8.3% of Waymade’s worldwide turnover for the financial year ending 31 
December 2020; 

b. 10.2% of Waymade’s average worldwide turnover in its last three 
financial years;3896 and 

c. [] of Waymade’s net assets for the financial year ending 31 
December 2020.3897 

3895 During the last full business year before the 20mg Agreement infringement ended, revenues from 20mg 
hydrocortisone tablets represented approximately [] of Waymade’s worldwide turnover, and currently account 
for less than [] of worldwide turnover. 
3896[]
3897 Waymade argued that its penalties equate to a higher percentage of its financial metrics than AMCo’s or 
Allergan’s (Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraph 3.74). However, the CMA considers the penalty 
proportionate to the specific circumstances of the case for the reasons explained set out above. The CMA also 
notes that removal of estimated financial benefit alone would result in a penalty which is 6.9% of Waymade's 
average worldwide turnover during the last financial year, and 8.4% of average turnover in its last 3 financial 
years. 
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10.383. The CMA notes that although Waymade is currently loss-making, it was 
profitable during the period of the infringement.3898 

10.384. The CMA concludes that the penalty of £2.2 million provides an effective yet 
proportionate deterrent to Waymade, having regard to Waymade’s size and 
financial position, the nature of the 20mg Agreement, Waymade’s role in the 
20mg Agreement and the impact of the 20mg Agreement on competition and 
consumers.3899 As set out above, the CMA considers that the level of the 
penalty should be a meaningful deterrent and to pursue both a preventative 
and a punitive objective, and should reflect the size of the undertaking as it 
currently exists.3900 

10.385. The penalty at the end of Step 4 for which Waymade plc is liable is 
£2,200,000. 

ii. 10mg Agreement 

No uplift required at step 4 for financial benefit for Period D1 (Waymade) 

10.386. The CMA has found that Auden/Actavis paid Waymade approximately 
£70,000 during Waymade’s term as counterparty to the 10mg Agreement. 
The penalty at the end of step 3 exceeds this amount and therefore no 
specific uplift is required in relation to the financial benefits from the 10mg 
Agreement. 

No uplift required at step 4 for deterrence for Period D1 (Waymade) 

10.387. The CMA has not applied further specific deterrence uplift for the 10mg 
Agreement to reflect the size of the Waymade undertaking and the nature of 
the agreement on the basis that the uplift applied at step 4 of the 20mg 
Agreement penalty calculation sufficiently deters Waymade from this type of 
conduct. 

10.388. Therefore no uplift at step 4 is required for the purposes of deterrence and 
proportionality. 

3898 See also Annex F which refers to Waymade’s payment of a one-off dividend in 2019 relating to the sale of a 
profitable part of its business.
3899 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.24. 
3900 Waymade has submitted that it has been ‘punished’ because of the length of time that that CMA’s 
investigation has taken and the different procedural steps that were required, noting that had a previous year’s 
turnover been used for statutory cap purposes that this would have been lower, and stating that this ‘underlies 
the disproportionality of the penalty’ in the circumstances (Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 2.1 
to 2.6). The CMA does not accept this representation. The CMA has assessed the individual penalty and taken 
into account that there is more than one penalty being imposed on Waymade for two separate serious 
infringements of competition law, and considers that in the circumstances the penalty is proportionate. In 
addition, the CAT has recently confirmed that the statutory cap is that which applies at the time the penalty is 
imposed, not by reference to an earlier year (see FP McCann v CMA [2020] CAT 28, paragraph 307).  
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10.389. The penalty of £254,620 represents only 1.0% of Waymade plc’s worldwide 
turnover for the financial year ending 31 December 2020, 1.2% of its 
average turnover for the last 3 financial years, and [] of its net assets, for 
the financial year ending 31 December 2020. The CMA considers this is 
proportionate to Waymade plc’s size and financial position as at the time the 
financial penalty is imposed.3901 

10.390. The penalty of £254,620 provides an effective yet proportionate deterrent, 
having regard to Waymade’s size and financial position as it currently exists 
as Waymade plc, the nature of the 10mg Agreement, Waymade’s role in the 
10mg Agreement and the impact of the 10mg Agreement on competition.3902 

10.391. The penalty at the end of Step 4 is £254,620, for which Amdipharm UK 
Limited is jointly and severally liable up to £243,550 before the application of 
the statutory cap at step 5 (which reduces its liability to zero). 

V. Step 5: adjustment to prevent maximum penalty from being exceeded 
and to avoid double jeopardy 

10.392. The final amount of the penalty calculated according to the method set out 
above may not in any event exceed 10% of the worldwide turnover of the 
undertaking in its last business year.3903 Any adjustments necessary to 
comply with this statutory cap are set out below. No further adjustments are 
required in this case. 

a. Auden/Actavis 

i. The Unfair Pricing Abuses 

10.393. In summary, as explained more fully below, the penalty imposed on Accord-
UK for the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse during Periods A1-A3 is subject to the 

3901 Waymade argued that there is a lack of correlation between its own penalties, and that the CMA's 
calculations therefore lacked methodology in regard to proportionality (Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 4.2 to 4.3). As described in the introduction, the CMA has calculated separate penalties for the 10mg 
Agreement and the 20mg Agreement to reflect the fact that they are two separate infringements, whilst taking 
steps to avoid double counting. This explains the difference between the two penalties that Waymade has 
identified. Indeed, the difference itself illustrates that the CMA’s methodology is consistent with the principle that 
a penalty for each infringement must be specific to the offence and the offender, and with the principles of 
proportionality and legal certainty. 
3902 The CMA considers that the factors set out at paragraph 10.373 to 10.374 apply equally to the 10mg 
Agreement. 
3903 AMCo noted that the Commission does not apply the 10% maximum each time a penalty calculation gives 
rise to a figure that exceeds the 10% cap citing the fines imposed by the Commission in relation to ‘mono-
product’ companies where the penalty imposed was below that limit (Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, 
paragraph 7.93). The CMA does not accept this representation as neither AMCo nor the Amdipharm Companies 
are such mono-product companies and in any case the Commission itself explained that such a reduction was an 
‘exceptional’ application of its discretion under its guidelines. The CAT considered and rejected an argument in 
FP McCann v CMA that the 10% cap should only be applied for the most serious offences and reiterated that this 
is to operate as a cap on the amount of the penalty (FP McCann Limited v CMA [2020] CAT 28, paragraphs 79 to 
104). 
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statutory cap. Allergan does not, however, benefit from the statutory cap that 
applies to the fine imposed on Accord-UK for Period A2 (for which Allergan 
and Accord-UK are jointly and severally liable). That is because Allergan is 
no longer the parent company of Accord-UK.3904 No adjustment to the fine 
imposed on Allergan is required by the statutory cap based on Allergan’s 
worldwide turnover. 

10.394. In respect of Periods A1-A3: 

a. The maximum penalty that the CMA could impose on Accord-UK with 
respect to Periods A1 to A3 of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse (whether 
solely or on a joint and several basis with Allergan) is £28,378,300. 
Since the total penalty for Periods A1 to A3 exceeds this amount, 
Accord-UK’s liability to pay such penalty must be adjusted. 

b. The CMA has applied the following adjustments in respect of Accord-
UK’s statutory cap: 

i. first, the CMA has adjusted Accord-UK’s penalty in respect of 
Periods A1 and A3 such that the amount for which Accord-UK is 
solely liable is reduced to £28,378,300 (ie the maximum fine that 
can be imposed on Accord-UK); and 

ii. considering (i) the penalty for which Accord-UK is solely liable in 
respect of Periods A1 and A3, and (ii) the application of Accord-
UK’s 10% statutory cap to Periods A1-A3, the CMA must reduce 
the penalty imposed on Accord-UK in respect of Period A2 to 
zero. 

c. The adjustments to Accord-UK’s penalty do not affect Allergan’s liability 
in respect of Period A2. It is well-established that where two separate 
legal persons (here, Accord-UK and Allergan) no longer constitute an 
undertaking on the date on which a decision is adopted, each of them 
is entitled to have the statutory cap applied individually to itself. In these 
circumstances, Allergan cannot claim to benefit from the ceiling 
applicable to its former subsidiary.3905 

10.395. For Period A4 the worldwide turnover of the undertaking of which Intas, 
Accord and Accord-UK together form part is relevant at step 5 and no 
adjustment is required in relation to this Period. 

3904 C-50/12 P Kendrion v Commission (Judgment of the Grand Chamber), paragraph 57. 
3905 C-50/12 P Kendrion v Commission (Judgment of the Grand Chamber), paragraph 57. 
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ii. The Agreements 

10.396. In relation to the 10mg Agreement, the CMA has had regard to Accord-UK’s 
statutory cap and Allergan’s penalty in the same way as with the 10mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse set out at paragraphs 10.393 to c above. As a result the 
CMA has reduced Accord-UK’s penalty in respect of Period C1 to 
£28,378,300 (i.e. its statutory cap); and the CMA has reduced Accord-UK’s 
liability to pay the penalty in respect of Period C2 to zero. The adjustments 
do not affect Allergan’s liability in respect of Period C2. 

iii. Allergan and Accord-UK’s representations on step 5 

10.397. Allergan and Accord-UK submitted that the penalty for Allergan for Period A2 
of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse and Period C2 the 10mg Agreement 
cannot exceed the penalty for Accord-UK (£28,378,300). Accordingly, any 
penalty imposed on Allergan should be no higher than the statutory 
maximum fine imposed on Accord-UK.3906 In particular, they take issue with 
the CMA’s reliance on the Court of Justice’s judgment in Kendrion v 
Commission,3907 and suggest that this judgment has been clarified in 
subsequent cases.3908 

10.398. The CMA does not accept Accord-UK and Allergan’s representations. There 
is clear authority from the Court of Justice on the application of the statutory 
cap to a parent company and its former subsidiary at the time of a decision. 
The statutory maximum fine applies to each of them individually. This was 
established by the Court in Kendrion and confirmed last year in Commission 
v GEA Group.3909 

10.399. The CMA has considered each of the cases relied on by Accord-UK and 
Allergan in their representations.3910 Those cases are not on point. They all 
concern the situation where the parent company and subsidiary are still part 
of the same undertaking at the time of the decision. Where a parent 
company’s liability arises from its subsidiary’s unlawful conduct, and they 
form a single undertaking, the fine imposed on the parent must not exceed 

3906 Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 98 to 108; Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 11.1 to 11.5.  
3907 Case C-50/12 P Kendrion NV v European Commission 
3908 Allergan cites cases C-247/11 P and C-253/11 Areva v Commission, case C-597/13 P Total v Commission 
and Case C-516/15 P Akzo Nobel NV v European Commission and the opinion of AG Wahl in that case 
(Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 98 to 108). Accord-UK also cites the opinion of AG Wahl in 
Total v Commission (Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, paragraphs 11.2 to 11.3). 
3909 C-823/18 P Commission v GEA Group AG, paragraph 75. The Court had previously also confirmed the 
principle in C-243/12 P FLS Plast v Commission, EU:C:2014:2006, paragraph 107 (which cites Kendrion): ‘…an 
argument that that parent company could not be ordered to pay a fine higher than the fine imposed on its 
subsidiary is therefore unfounded’. 
3910 Document 205791, Allergan’s RDPS, paragraphs 98 to 108, Document 205813, Accord-UK’s RDPS, 
paragraphs 11.1 to 11.5. 
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the subsidiary’s fine.3911 Accord-UK and Allegan do not, however, form part 
of a single undertaking as at the date of this decision. 

10.400. Furthermore, the cases relied on by Accord-UK and Allergan did not address 
to the application of the statutory cap. They related to the liability for the 
infringement, such as a reduction to the fine made by the General Court on 
the basis of the duration of the infringement which should have be applied to 
the parent company (Total) or the effect of the limitation defence applicable 
to the subsidiary on the parent’s liability (Akzo Nobel). 

b. Waymade 

10.401. No adjustment is necessary with respect to Waymade’s penalties in respect 
of each of the Agreements. 

10.402. Waymade submitted that the two penalties imposed on Waymade should be 
considered together and that the aggregated penalties cannot exceed 
Waymade’s statutory cap.3912 The CMA does not accept that submission in 
light of settled case law that the CMA is not required to aggregate the 
penalties imposed on an undertaking for the purpose of applying the 
statutory cap.3913 

c. AMCo 

10.403. Absent the statutory cap, Amdipharm UK Limited would be jointly and 
severally liable with Waymade plc up to £243,550 (of the total penalty for 
Period D1 of £254,620). As Waymade and Amdipharm UK Limited are no 
longer part of the same undertaking, Amdipharm UK Limited has the right to 
have its own 10% cap applied to it. On the basis of Amdipharm UK Limited’s 
financial statements for the year ending 31 December 2019, Amdipharm UK 
Limited has zero turnover and therefore its liability to pay the penalty 
attributable to the period from 23 October 2012 to 30 October 2012 of the 
10mg Agreement must be adjusted to £0. This adjustment does not affect 
Waymade’s liability in respect of the 10mg Agreement.  

10.404. No other adjustments are required with respect to the AMCo undertaking’s 
penalty in relation to the 10mg Agreement. 

3911 See eg Case C-516/15 P Akzo Nobel NV v Commission, paragraphs 61 to 62. 
3912 Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.84 to 3.89. 
3913 T-446/05 Amann & Söhne and Others v Commission, paragraph 94.  
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VI. In the round assessment of multiple penalties imposed on some of the 
undertakings 

10.405. In the present Decision, the CMA is imposing two penalties on Waymade 
and four penalties on the Auden/Actavis undertaking, with respect to which 
former parent company Allergan is jointly and severally liable with Accord-
UK for part of three penalties (relating to the Unfair Pricing Abuses and the 
10mg Agreement) and Intas is jointly and severally liable for part of one 
penalty (relating to the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse). 

10.406. The imposition of multiple penalties reflects the serious nature of each 
individual infringement committed by these undertakings. As set out in the 
introduction, the CMA has taken care to ensure that the imposition of 
multiple penalties (i) does not lead to double counting of financial benefits 
generated through the Infringements; and (ii) does not lead to an uplift for 
specific deterrence for the same type of infringement twice. 

10.407. In addition to this, the CMA considers, in its judgement and having regard to 
the financial position of the undertakings concerned, that the overall action it 
takes in issuing this decision is not disproportionate or excessive. Any such 
assessment should be based on the real-world impact of the penalties on the 
undertakings as they exist today. It should therefore be carried out after any 
adjustments to take into account the statutory cap have been applied, as this 
forms a more accurate reflection of the amounts that will actually be payable 
in aggregate. 

10.408. For the reasons set out below, the CMA concludes that in each instance 
where multiple penalties are imposed, the overall outcome after the steps 
noted in paragraph 10.405 above have been taken is not excessive or 
disproportionate by reference to the size and financial position of the 
undertaking at the time the penalties are being imposed.3914 

a. Waymade 

Table 10.13: total penalty for Waymade plc 

Legal entity Infringement Total penalty 
Percentage of worldwide 

turnover 

10mg Agreement £254,620 1.0% 

Waymade plc 20mg Agreement £2,200,000 8.3% 

Total £2,454,620 9.3% 

3914 CMA penalties guidance, paragraph 2.20. 
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10.409. Waymade’s aggregate penalty liability is £2,454,620. The CMA has 
assessed whether these penalties in aggregate would be disproportionate 
and excessive if imposed on Waymade. 

10.410. Waymade’s aggregate penalty for two separate serious infringements of 
competition law of £2,454,620 represents 9.3% of most recent worldwide 
turnover.3915 The CMA does not consider this aggregated penalty to be 
disproportionate or excessive in the context of the serious and harmful 
Infringements committed which had a severe impact. 

b. Auden/Actavis 

10.411. The Auden/Actavis undertaking was involved in all four Infringements. At this 
stage of the penalty calculation, the CMA has assessed whether the sum of 
the penalties imposed would be disproportionate or excessive for the 
undertakings as they currently exist, recognising that Accord-UK is no longer 
part of Allergan, but has become part of Intas. The question whether or not 
the total of the four penalties would be disproportionate and excessive must 
be carried out with respect to these two currently distinct undertakings: 
Allergan and Intas, the latter of which now includes Accord-UK.  

Table 10.14: total penalty for Allergan 

Legal entity Infringement Total penalty 
Percentage of worldwide 

turnover 

10mg Unfair Pricing £74,300,000 0.2% 

Allergan 

20mg Unfair Pricing £34,800,000 0.1% 

10mg Agreement £2,000,000 0.01% 

Total £111,100,000 0.3% 

10.412. The total aggregate penalty for which Allergan is liable either solely or jointly 
and severally with Accord-UK is £111,100,000.  

10.413. This total aggregate penalty for three separate serious infringements of 
competition law represents 0.3% of Allergan’s most recent worldwide 
turnover.3916 The CMA does not consider this total penalty to be 

3915 Waymade’s aggregated penalty for the two infringements also represents 11.4% of average annual 
worldwide turnover for the last 3 years and 6.5% of net assets in the last financial year. 
3916 Allergan’s aggregated penalty for the four infringements also represents 0.4% of average annual worldwide 
turnover for the last 3 years, 0.8% of profit after tax for the last 3 financial years, and 0.4% of net assets in the 
last financial year. 
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disproportionate or excessive in the context of the serious and harmful 
Infringements committed which had a severe impact. 

Table 10.15: total penalty for the Accord-UK/Intas undertaking 

Undertaking Infringement Legal entities Total penalty 
Percentage of 

worldwide turnover 

10mg Unfair Pricing 
Intas/Accord/ Accord-

UK 
£44,400,000 2.7% 

Accord-UK £28,378,300 1.7% 

Accord 

20mg Unfair Pricing 
Accord-UK £8,082,119 0.5% 

10mg Agreement Accord-UK £28,378,300 1.7% 

20mg Agreement Accord-UK £2,798,525 0.2% 

Total £112,037,244 6.8% 

10.414. Intas, Accord and Accord-UK are jointly and severally liable for £44,400,000 
for Period A4 of the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse. Accord UK is liable for a 
further £67,637,244 representing penalties for Periods A1 and A3 of the 
10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse (capped at £28.4 million), all periods of the 20mg 
Unfair Pricing Abuse, the 10mg Agreement (also capped at £28.4 million) 
and the 20mg Agreement. 

10.415. The CMA has assessed the total penalty against the size of Intas including 
Accord-UK. This aggregated penalty for four separate serious infringements 
of competition law represents 6.3% of Intas’s worldwide turnover.3917 The 
CMA does not consider this amount to be disproportionate or excessive in 
the context of the serious and harmful Infringements committed which had a 
severe impact. 

3917 Intas’s aggregated penalty for the four infringements also represents 8% of average annual worldwide 
turnover for the last 3 years, 72% of profit after tax for the last 3 financial years, and 11% of net assets in the last 
financial year. 
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VII. Step 6: application of reductions for leniency, settlement or voluntary 
redress 

10.416. Step 6 provides an adjustment for leniency, settlement and/or voluntary 
redress in appropriate cases. No such adjustment is appropriate in this 
case.3918, 3919 

VIII. Payment of penalty 

10.417. The CMA requires the legal entities to which this Decision is addressed to 
pay the penalty applicable to it: 

a. Auden/Actavis: 

i. For the 10mg Unfair Pricing Abuse:  

 Accord-UK is liable for £28,378,300; 

 Allergan is liable for £74,300,000; and 

 Accord-UK, Accord and Intas are jointly and severally liable for 
a further £44,400,000. 

ii. For the 20mg Unfair Pricing Abuse:  

 Accord-UK is liable for £6,082,119; and 

 Allergan and Accord-UK are jointly and severally liable for a 
further £2,000,000. 

iii. For the 10mg Agreement: 

 Accord-UK is liable for £28,378,300; and 

 Allergan is liable for £34,800,000. 

iv. For the 20mg Agreement: 

 Accord-UK is liable for £2,798,525 

3918 [] (Document 205848, AMCo’s RDPS, paragraph 7.95). In its step 4 assessment above the CMA has 
considered the proportionality of the penalty on AMCo and []. The CMA therefore rejects this representation.  
3919 Waymade has submitted that at step 6 the CMA should take into account other factors which will deter 
Waymade from breaching competition law in the future, citing the burden of the CMA’s investigation on Waymade 
as ‘disproportionately resource intensive’ and that it has moved to a position of being an ‘antitrust compliant 
company’ (Document 205799, Waymade’s RDPS, paragraphs 3.91 to 3.95). The CMA rejects these submissions 
as these are not relevant factors at step 6 which does not seek to address the deterrent effect of penalties for 
infringements of competition law.  
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b. AMCo: 

i. For the 10mg Agreement: 

 the Cinven Entities are liable for £20,940,000; 

 the Amdipharm Companies and the Cinven Entities are 
jointly and severally liable for a further £14,160,000; and 

 Advanz and the Amdipharm Companies are jointly and 
severally liable for a further £7,700,000. 

c. Waymade: 

i. For the 20mg Agreement: 

 Waymade is liable for £2,200,000. 

ii. For the 10mg Agreement: 

 Waymade is liable for £254,620. 

10.418. The penalties will become due to the CMA in their entirety on 16 September 
2021 and must be paid to the CMA by close of banking business on that 
date.3920 

3920 Details on how to pay the penalty are set out in the letter accompanying this Decision. 
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SIGNED: 

[] 

Andrea Coscelli, Chief Executive Officer, for and on behalf of the 
Competition and Markets Authority 

[] 

Paul Hughes, CMA Panel Member, for and on behalf of the Competition and 
Markets Authority 

[] 

Stephen Blake, Senior Legal Director, Cartels and Consumer Protection, for 
and on behalf of the Competition and Markets Authority 

All of whom are the members of, and who together constitute, the Case Decision 
Group 
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